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Fred Cooke has been a professor of bi-

ology at Queen's University in Kingston,

Ontario, since 1 966. Every summer for

the past fourteen years he has left the

comforts of Kingston for the wilds of

northern Manitoba. There, he and his

students have been engaged in a long-

term study of the ecology and genetics of

a breeding population of lesser snow

geese. Because the birds occur in two

color phases and tend to pair for life,

Cooke believes they might provide an-

swers to the question of how animals

choose their mates. He and his students

are also conducting population studies of

ptarmigans, phalaropes, and semipal-

mated sandpipers.

Radiotelemetry has been a hallmark

of the field studies conducted by Mel
and Fiona Sunquist. Their work on tigers

in Nepal depended heavily on this tech-

nique as their subject was solitary, noc-

turnal, prowled dense stands of grass,

and was dangerous. Mel recently joined

the University of Florida, where he is de-

veloping a radiotelemetry training pro-

gram. His wife, Fiona, was born in India

and received a BSC from London Uni-

versity. She has joined her husband on

numerous research expeditions. At the

time their article was under preparation

at Natural History, the Sunquists were

deep in the central llanos of Venezuela,

conducting a study of the carnivore com-

munity. They were six hours from the

nearest telephone, leading our editors to

envision a new use for radio collars.

While teaching English to Vietnam-

ese refugee children in California in

1972, Neil Boothby became "fascinated

by their tales of flight and resettlement."

He has since managed to combine work

among refugee children with progress to-

ward a doctorate in a special child psy-

chology program at Harvard's Graduate

School of Education. From July 1981 to

February 1982 he was a psychologist at

the Khoa I Dang camp for Cambodian
refugees in eastern Thailand and also di-

rected eff'orts to trace relatives. With the

support of the Ford Foundation and the

Danish government, Boothby is cur-

rently studying unaccompanied refugee

children in other areas of the world and

following the progress of Cambodian
children who have been resettled in the

United States.
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Definitive and authoritative - the one great private library

brought together by the experts of Oxford University

The Oxford Library

of theW)rld's Great Books

In quarter-leather volumes of classic distinction —
the leather inlaid with 22 karat gold.

Excellent value at $24.50 per volume.

' OXFORD, ENGLAND. For tlie

first time in tlie history' of

England's oldest university; a

board of eminent Oxford

dons has come togetlier to select "Hie Ox-

ford Library- of the World's Great Books.'

From out of the many tliousands of

books written over tlie centuries, the

toard has chosen a collection of fift\' uni-

versal literar)' masterpieces: the supreme
works of the world's most brilliant writers.

A source of inspiration that stands at the

core of our civilization — tlie indispen-

sable heritage of future generations.

And "The O.xford Librar)-' will now be

published in a manner befitting its historic

status. Each book in this magnificent Col-

lector's Edition will be a splendid example

of the traditional English quarter leather

volume. The leather inlaid with 22 karat

gold ... the entire collection as exciting as

the literature it contains.

A collection as worthy

as it is beautiful

This is a colleaion like no other: The
Oxford Library of Great Books. The defin-

iti\'e private library with which to sur-

round oneself and one's family— brought

together by some of Oxford's most bril-

liant minds.

Here are the towering novels — Tol-

sto\''s Arifia Karenina, Melville's Moby-

Dick, Dickens' Great Expectations. The
grand epics — Homer's Odyssey and
Milton's Paradise Lost. Tine tragedies of

Shakespeare. Tlie comedies of Moliere.

The immortal works of Dante, Swift,

Shelle)-, Keats . . . Conrad, Mann, Jo}'ce,

Yeats . . . and otlier great autliors from
Chaucer to F. Scott Fitzgerald. And to

heighten the pleasure of reading each

book, each will contain a x'aluable intro-

duction, commissioned by the Oxford
University- Press exclusiveh' for 'Tlie O.x-

ford Librar}-.'

Furthermore, the Oxford Uni\-ersit>-

Press has autliorized tlie world's foremost

creator of heirloom \-olumes, Tlie Franklin

Libran,-, to craft each \olume in tlie Col-

lector's Edition. And tlie\- ^ill 'quaner-

btnd' each volume in the classic design

tradition recommended at tlie mrn of tlie

centun' by the English Societ\' of Arts.

Craftsmen of exceptional skill will bind

the spine of each volume in genuine

leather They will carefully work tlie

leatlier to achiex'e the handsome raised

'hubs' so prized by book collectors . . . and

will then inlay the leather witli original

designs of 22 karat gold.

Equal care and craftsmanship will be ev-

ident in the superbly embellished cover

fabrics, tlie marbled endpapers, tlie richly

gilded page-edges and the elegant ribbon

bookmark bound into each volume. And
even the papers for die texT pages will be

custom-milled by a costl\- process that en-

ables them to retain their beaut}' for liter-

ally hundreds of years.

Each binding different ... to a purpose

Each sumptuous, quaner-leatlier \-olume

will be strikingly ciiffei-ent from tlie others

— and not simph- for the sake of being

different. For each \olume has been in-

di\idually designed to perfectly com-

plement its literars' content.

Shakespeare's li-agedies. for example, is

quaner-bound ^^ith crimson leatlier, be-

fitting the splendor and richness of the

literature. The book is inlaid with a mouf
recalling the famous 'Azure Tooling" that

distinguished many fine volumes of the

l600s. E\'en the typeface can trace its her-

itage to a special st\'le that originated at

tlie time of Shakespeare's First Folio.

Thus, when the complete colleaion is

arranged in the owner's home, its varieD.'

will fire the imagination. The different

leathers, each with its own pleasing grain,

color and texture . . . the beautiful fabrics,

witli their varied designs . . . tlie fascinating

patterns of hubbing and 22 karat gold inlay

on the spines . . . and all the different stales

oi illustration, including the work of such

masters as Tenniel, Rowlandson and Dore.

Printed and bound only for subscribers

The books are available only by subscrip-

tion—and will be issued on a monthly

basis at $24.50 per volume. This is indeed

outstanding value today, considering all

tlie advantages that these extraordinan-

quarter-leather \olumes have to offer their

oviTier: The certainn,' of possessing the

ver\' greatest ^'orks of literamre. The plea-

sure of seeing and handling and reading

these beautiful, indi\idually designed vol-

umes whene\er you ^ish. Tlie satisfaction

of knowing that this magnificent private

libran; by its \-en' presence in \our home,

encourages younger members of the hm-
ily to e.xperience gt^at literature and to

share your o'wn appreciation of excellence

as a desirable goal in life.

Apply by Februar)' 28, 1983

In addition, tlie original issue price of

S24.50 per volume will be guaranteed not

to increase througliout the entire sub-

scription period. \&. >ou take on no long-

term commitment whatever You v.ill ha\e

tlie right to c~ancel \'our subscription at any

time, upon 30 cLin-s' Nxritten notice— or

return any voliuiie for any reason, ^-itliin

tliirtN' da\-s, for your clioice of replacement

or a full refund.

Please note, however, tlrat the collection

is a\'ailable only by subscription. .And

tliere is a timing requirement for subscrib-

ing. Be sure to return your application by

Februan' 28, 1983.



Anachronistic Corn

I admired the article "The Bountiful

Yeoman" (October 1982). In the days of

the New England Puritans, when the sun

was virtually the only source of energy,

people had to be frugal and ingenious if

they stood any chance of being bountiful.

I fear, however, that the scene depicted

on pages 38-39 made those yeomen ap-

pear to be a little more bountiful than they

actually were. The maize suspended from

the ceiling is unmistakably modem corn-

belt dent, a com far more productive than

the eight-row flint that the Puritans of sev-

enteenth-century New England grew.

Eight-row flint is thought to be a de-

scendent of mais de ocho. the mountain-

grown flint of northern Mexico. This com
entered what is now Arizona about a.d.

500 as an integral part of an agricultural

complex based upon com, beans, and

squash. Thence the complex spread up the

Rocky Mountains and across what is now

southern Canada and the northem United

States. Finally it lodged in New England,

where the Puritans adopted the complex

intact for purposes of subsistence farming.

Cornbelt dent arose from the com-

mingling of the genes of eight-row flint

and "gourd-seed" dent, the com of the

southern Indians. Modern cornbelt dent

evolved during the nineteenth century co-

incident with the opening of the West.

Therefore the com in the photograph

came to the scene perhaps a century after

the events depicted.

Eight-row flint is grown for display pur-

poses at Old Sturbridge Village, and is

still grown as a farm crop in Canada.

Joshua A. Lee
North Carolina State University

Raleigh, North Carolina

Was There a Superstar in 1054?

In his October 1982 "Sky Reporter,"

Stephen E Maran dismisses my doubts

about the supposed 1054 origins of the

Crab nebula. He does not fairly represent

either my arguments or my evidence.

The ancient Chinese (and Japanese)

sources do not represent the nova of 1054

as a spectacular event; only later accounts

do and these are quite suspect. The nova

of 1006. which was spectacular, is de-

scribed by the Chinese as a chou po,

which was defined at the time as a truly

extraordinary heavenly phenomenon. The
nova of 1054 is simply called a guest star

and was indistinguishable from any other

nova in the Chinese catalog of new stars.

More importantly, the nova of 1054 is lo-

cated, by the Chinese, in a part of the sky

quite some distance from the present loca-

tion of the Crab nebula. Ho Peng Yoke, a

distinguished historian of Chinese astron-

omy, has determined that there is no mis-

take in the Chinese sources. In 1053, the

Chinese had just finished building the

most sophisticated astronomical observa-

tory of the time. Modem comparisons

with early Chinese observations show that

the error was very low.

I defy anyone to read the historical doc-

uments in such a way as to achieve agree-

ment with modem astronomers' insistence

that the nova of 1054 and the supemova

that produced the Crab nebula are one

and the same event. Readers who wish to

judge for themselves can read my article

"The Supemova of 1054: A Medieval

Mystery," in Harry Wolf, ed., The Ana-

lytic Spirit (Ithaca: Comell University

Press, 1981).

L. Pearce Williams

Cornell University

Ithaca, New York

Stephen P. Maran replies:

The records show that the guest star of
1054 was visible to the eye even in day-

light and thus was spectacular The fact

that the star of 1006 was even brighter is

irrelevant. Both stars were supernovas,

not novae. It is impossible to prove that

ancient documents have "no mistake."

Acid Rain and Public FoUcy

Hubert Vogelmann presents a distress-

ing picture of forests in the Northeast,

which appear to be under siege from acid

rain ("Catastrophe on Camels Hump,"
November 1982). This evidence is only

the latest in a series of findings docu-

menting the destructive ecological conse-

quences of acid rain, which include the

acidification of lakes and streams (grossly

altering plant and animal communities

and destroying fish populations); acidi-

fication of a number of drinking water

supplies and related increases in toxic

metal contamination; damage to struc-

tural materials; and effects on the yields of

some crops.

Although acid rain has its origins in fos-

sil-fuel combustion, it is not an inevitable

byproduct of industrial activity. A 1981

report by the National Academy of Sci-

ences pointed to the reduction of emis-

sions of sulfur and nitrogen oxides as the

measure necessary for halting acidifica-

tion. The means to reduce emissions of

these primary pollutants, which are trans-

formed in the atmosphere into sulfuric

and nitric acids, are currently at hand.

The utility industry in the eastern

United States produces more than 70 per-

cent of the sulfur dioxide emitted to the at-

mosphere in the region, mostly from coal-

buming electric-power plants, as well as

about one-third of the oxides of nitrogen.

Sulfuric acid is the primary component of

northeastern acid rain, and the control of

utihty sulfur dioxide emissions is the key

to its abatement. Because a substantial

fraction of the sulfuric acid falling in the

mountains of the Northeast originates in

power plants along the Ohio River, the

acid rain problem is an interstate (and in-

temational) problem, requiring regulation

at the federal level.

Recognizing the need to begin a re-

gional abatement program, the Senate

Environment and Pubhc Works Commit-

tee recently approved draft legislation

that would reduce sulfur dioxide emis-

sions from utilities by 50 percent over

twelve years. This goal could be achieved

by a combination of emissions-reduction

techniques, including coal washing, use of

low-sulfur fuels, installation of flue-gas de-

sulfurization equipment (scmbbers), and

investment in less polluting alternatives to

coal, including conservation. The cost of

this reduction would be an increase of a

few percent in the average utility bill in

the eastem half of the country. This price

is a small one when compared to the loom-

ing consequences.

Michael Oppenheimer

Environmental Defense Fund
New York, New York

Garish Activities: A Correction

In my article "Free Enterprise in the

Woods" (June 1982), I erroneously stated

that certain garish activities at the Glacier

Park Hotel took place under Steve Math-

er's stewardship of the National Park Ser-

vice. I have since leamed that this hotel is

immediately outside the park boundaries

and was never controlled by the park ser-

vice, although it was built and managed

by the Great Northem Railway, which

also operated the hotels within the park.

Joseph L. Sax
University of Michigan

Ann Arbor, Michigan
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Dark Dreams About the White Man
According to the Mehitmku Indians of Brazil, the

wandering soul causes dreams. And the soul's

most traumatic adventures involve the mysterious white man

by Thomas Gregor

Last night my dream was very bad.

I dreamed of the white man.

A Mehinaku villager

In 1500 explorer Pedro Cabral landed

on the coast of Brazil and claimed its lands

and native peoples for the Portuguese em-

pire. Since that time Brazilian Indians

have been killed by European diseases and

bounty hunters, forced off their land by

squatters and speculators, and enslaved

by ranchers and mine owners. Today the

Indians, numbering less than one-tenth of

the precontact population, inhabit the

most remote regions of the country.

I have been privileged as an anthropolo-

gist to live among the Mehinaku, a tribe of

about eighty tropical-forest Indians who

have thus far escaped the destruction. The

Mehinaku, along with eight other single-

village tribes, live in a vast goverrunent-

protected reservation in the Mato Grosso,

at the headwaters of the Xingu River in

central Brazil. Collectively called Xin-

guanos by the outside world, the Me-
hinaku and their neighbors speak dialects

of four unrelated languages. In spite of

their cultural differences, they have devel-

oped a peaceful system of relationships

based on intermarriage, trade, and group

rituals. This political achievement per-

sists, thanks largely to the geographic iso-

lation of the Xingu reservation. Even to-

day, the Brazilian presence consists only

of an outpost of the Brazilian Indian

Agency and a small, dirt-strip air force

base. Nearly 200 miles of forest and sa-

vanna separate the Xingu villages from

Shavantina, the nearest permanent Brazil-

ian settlement of any size.

Despite the remoteness of central Bra-

zil and the traditional character of village

life, even a casual visitor to the Mehinaku

sees unexpected signs of BraziUan society:

battery-operated shortwave radios (usu-

ally tuned to backwoods popular favor-

ites), battered aluminum pots for carrying

water, and discarded items of Western

clothing. But these, and the other flotsam

and jetsam of industrial society that drift

to the center of Brazil, affect only the ap-

pearance of Indian culture. They catch

the eye of the visitor, but they do not break

the rhythm of traditional subsistence, rit-

ual, and trade that are the heartbeat of

Xingu life.

Although geographically and socially

distant, urban Brazil peers nonetheless

into the world of the Xinguanos. Popular

magazines feature articles about their hfe

in a "jungle paradise," and smiling Xingu

faces adorn postcards sold at Rio news-

stands. Recently, a film shot in the Xingu

reservation was woven into a novela, an af-

ternoon television soap opera. So heavily

exposed are the
,
physically handsome

Xingu tribes that in the popular mind they

are the BraziUan Indian.

Brazilian officials have their own use

for the Xinguanos. Faced with charges of

neglect and even genocide against its na-

tive peoples, the government has used the

tribes of the area for pubUc relations.

Happy, well-nourished Xinguanos deco-

rate government pubhcations, and when

necessary, the Indians themselves can be

counted on to amuse visiting dignitaries.

High consular officials from the diplo-

matic corps in Brasilia and other interna-

tional elite have flown out to the Xingu

reservation for adventure and entertain-

ment. Almost invariably their visits have

been a success and they have returned

home with an impression of idyllic rela-

tionships between the Brazilian authori-

ties and the Xinguanos. But if such visi-

tors came to know their hosts more inti-

mately, they would learn that contact with

the white man has had a profound and bit-

ter impact on the Indians' inner life.

During my work among the Mehinaku

I have become increasingly aware of the

villagers' anxieties about the white man.

The soldiers at the nearby air force base,

whom they regard as powerful and unpre-

dictable, are especially frightening to the

Mehinaku. On one occasion a rumor

swept through the community that a plane

from the base was going to bomb the vil-

lage because one of the Mehinaku had sto-

len a mosquito net belonging to an air

force sergeant. This wild story was believ-

able because it drew on a reservoir of anxi-

ety and confusion about the white man.

Recently, I have been studying the villag-

ers' dreams as a way of learning about

their unconscious fears.

According to the Mehinaku, dreams

are caused by the wandering of the

"shadow," or soul, which is conceived of

as a tiny replica of the individual living

within the eye. As the villagers demon-

strate to children or to the inquisitive an-

thropologist, the soul's image can be seen
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Joe Ciardiello

as a reflection in a pool of water or even in

the iris of another person's eye. The soul is

said to leave its owner at night to wander

about. "Far, far away my soul wandered

last night," is the opening phrase that may
begin a dream narration. In the dream
world of the community and the surround-

ing forests, the soul meets the wandering

souls of animals, spirits, and other villag-

ers. These experiences come into the

dreamer's awareness in a way the villagers

do not fully understand. "Dreams come
up," they say, "as corn comes up from the

ground."

The nightly adventures of the soul

through the nocturnal village and forest

are interpreted with the help of an unwrit-

ten dream book, a collection of dream

symbols and their deciphered meanings.

To the Mehinaku, dream symbols {patala-

piri, literally "pictures," or "images") rep-

resent events to come. Frequently, the pre-

dictions resemble the dream symbol in

their appearance or activity. For example,

since weeds are symbols of hair, a dream

of a well-cleared path is symbolic of bald-

ness in later life. Occasionally, the dream

symbol is more abstract and poetic. A
dream about collecting edible flying ants

suggests bereavement, since the rain of

ants that descends on the village in the fall

of each year is likened to the tears that fall

when a kinsman dies.

As the last example suggests, many
Mehinaku dream symbols are gloomy

forecasts of death or misfortune. The
grimmest omens of all, however, are those

that deal with the white man. Any dream

about a Brazilian is a bad dream. Even a

dream prominently featuring an object as-

sociated with Brazilians, such as an air-

plane, is distressing. Dreams of the white

man are, for the Mehinaku, "pictures" of

disease. A person who has such a dream is

likely to become sick. In support of this in-

terpretation, the villagers point out that

many illnesses—measles, colds, influ-

enza—are brought in from the outside.

These diseases have had a devastating im-

pact on the community. In the early

1960s, nearly 20 percent of the tribe died

in a measles epidemic, and the villagers

continue to suffer from imported diseases

for which they have neither natural nor ac-

quired immunity. Dreams such as the fol-

lowing one reflect such concerns:

At the post a plane landed. Many, many pas-

sengers got off. It seemed as if there was a

village in the plane. I was very frightened of

them and the things they carried. I was

afraid they would bring a disease to the vil-

lage, the white man's "witchcraft."

The Mehinaku fear of the white man
goes beyond the fear of disease, as I

learned when I began to make a collection

of their dreams. The villagers were willing

collaborators in this effort since they re-

gard dreams as significant and make a de-

liberate effort to recall them when they

wake up. In the morning, as I circulated

from house to house to harvest the previ-

ous night's crop of dreams, I would occa-

sionally be summoned across the plaza

("Tommy, I have a dream for you!") by a

villager with a particularly dramatic nar-

rative. Altogether I collected 385 dreams,

the majority of which (70 percent) were

contributed by the men.

In thirty-one of the sample dreams, Bra-

zilians were cast as the central characters.

What is striking about these dreams is

their high level of anxiety. While about

half of the villagers' dreams show some

level of anxiety, fully 90 percent of the

dreams of the white man are tinged with

fear. Furthermore, when I rated dreams

on the basis of their frightening content

and the dreamer's own report of distress, I

found that dreams of the white man were

charged with more than double the aver-

age level of anxiety. This was higher than

any other comparable class of dreams,

even dreams of malignant spirits and dan-

gerous animals.

Occasionally, the mere sight or sound of

an outsider creates anxiety: "I heard them

speaking on the radio at the post, but I

could not understand. The speech and the

language were frightening to me." Within

the sample of dreams, however, I found a

number of terrifying themes that repeat-

edly appeared in the villagers' narratives.

The most prominent of these are heat and

fire. In the dreams, Brazilian soldiers ex-

plode incendiary devices in the village,

burning houses and people. Fiery planes

crash and blow up in the central plaza,
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covering the villagers with flames. Even
when the victims throw themselves in the

river, the fire continues to burn their

clothes and skin.

We went to the place where the canoe was
moored. A plane came overhead and broke
in the sky. It crashed in the water and every-

thing caught on fire. The gasoline floated

on the water My mother caught on fire.

Fire and heat are appropriate symbols

of terror among the Mehinaku. The villag-

ers live in large thatch houses, often as

much as 100 feet long, 30 feet wide, and
20 feet high. Two narrow doors in the mid-

dle of the house and a complete lack of

windows minimize the intrusion of biting

insects, but make the houses firetraps. On
occasion, the Mehinaku deliberately burn

abandoned houses and the resultant blaze

is instructive. While the villagers watch,

the house owner sets fire to some of the

thatch at the base of the building. Within
moments, white smoke pours through the

wall, and suddenly an entire side of the

house bursts into flame. Seconds later, the

convection of air and heat turns the build-

ing into a blazing inferno. As the Mehina-
ku edge back from the wall of heat and
flame, they consider what would happen if

an occupied house caught on fire. "If the

fire begins when the people are asleep,"

one of the villagers told me, "then every-

one burns."

Less dangerous than house fires, but al-

most as frightening, are fires that are de-

liberately set to clear the villagers' gar-

dens. The Mehinaku are slash-and-bum

agriculturists who clear a plot of land in

the forest, allow the vegetation to dry, and
then set it on fire. The blaze sends up
towers of white smoke that can be seen for

miles. Once started, the fire is totally out

of control. The villagers say that it is

"wildly angry," and they tell myths of how
men and spirits have gone to their death,

trapped in the burning fields. This danger

is more than fictional, since villagers have

been badly burned when the wind shifted

as they were firing their gardens. Dreams
that link the white man to heat and fire

thus associate him with one of the most

frightening and destructive forces in the

Mehinaku envirionment.

A second recurrent theme in dreams of

the white man is assault. Villagers are shot

with rifles, strafed from planes, pursued

by trucks, and attacked with machetes. At
times, as in the following dream of a young

man, the assault is sexually motivated:

We were at the air force base, and a soldier

wanted to have sex with my sister. He took

her arm and tried to pull her away. We
shouted at the soldier and at my sister. My
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aunt and I tried to pull her back. But the sol-

dier was too strong for us. He was very

strong. He said "If you don't let me have

sex with Mehinaku women I will shoot you."

I got a gun and shot at him, many times. But

he was hidden and I couldn't see him.

Another dreamer described a similar situ-

ation:

A Brazilian doctor tried to take away my
sister. . . . "If you don't let me, I will kill

you," he said. ... He shot and killed my two

brothers. I cried in my dream, and I cried

when I woke up.

Assault, like fire and heat, has an espe-

cially potent role in the Mehinaku symbol-

ism of fear. In comparing themselves to

other Indians and to whites, the villagers

invariably point out that they are a peace-

ful people. There is no word for war in

their language other than "many flying ar-

rows," nor is there a historical record of

the Mehinaku having participated in orga-

nized, armed violence. When attacked by

the Carib-speaking Txicao tribe in the

1960s, they responded by cowering in

their houses as arrows whistled through

the thatch walls. After the chief sustained

a serious arrow wound in his back, they

moved the village closer to the Indian post

in the hope that they would not be pur-

sued.

Within the village, strong sanctions bar

interpersonal violence. The man who lets

his anger get the best of him is slurred as a

japujaitsi (literally, "angry man," but also

a species of nearly inedible hot pepper).

There are no japujaitsi in the village, and

in my year and a half residence in the com-

munity, I never saw a fight between men.

As one villager put it, "When we are an-

gry, we wrestle, and the anger is gone.

When the white men are angry, they shoot

each other."

The menace of white society is real to

the Mehinaku because of the accounts

they have heard at the Indian post about

Brazilian atrocities against Indians. They
know that in the recent past Indians have

been shot, poisoned, and enslaved by

bounty hunters and, during one particu-

larly shameful period prior to the estab-

lishment of the present Indian agency in

1967, by some government employees

working for the former Indian agency.

They know, too, that their lands are inse-

cure and that the boundaries of the Xingu

reservation can—and do—change ac-

cording to the whim of bureaucrats in

Brasilia. A road has already penetrated

the far northern end of the reservation and

has brought tribes in that area into violent

conflict with white ranchers. There is thus

good reason to be wary of the Brazilian. As
in the case of fire, dreams of assault and

aggression link the white man to very real

sources of anxiety in waking life.

A final theme of fear that permeates

the villagers' dreams is perhaps the most

poignant. In many of the narratives, the

dreamer expresses a sense of disorienta-

tion in dealing with the outsiders. The

white men lack comprehensible motiva-

tion and perform capricious acts of malice

and violence. They distract mothers from

their crying infants, they give presents and

demand them back, and they kidnap

small children. They lure a man to a dis-

tant Brazilian city, cut off his head, and

send it back to his horrified kin. Disguised

as Mehinaku, they tempt the dreamer to

give up his life as an Indian, and urge him

to accompany them to distant cities from

which he will never return. A mother

dreams of losing her young children to the

outsider:

My children said they would go to visit the

Brazilians. They said they would go to Sao

Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, and Cuiaba. I

told them not to go. But they went, far off.

We waited a long time, but they did not

come back. I went to find them, but I could

not. My mother's sister came to help me,

and we looked all over. Then I heard them
crying from a far way off, but still I could

not find them. Then, I awoke.

Some of the dreams border on the Kafka-

esque:

A guard pointed a gun at me. He told me to

go through a door. I did. The room was

filled with a beautiful light. The guard gave

me a watch and told me I could come out at

a certain time. He locked the door. I looked

at the watch, and I realized I did not know
how to tell time. There was a wind and a

strange smell.

The confused portrayal of the white

man stems from the Mehinaku's distorted

view of Brazilian life. To the villagers, ev-

eryday Brazilian conduct and ordinary

material objects are both alluring and

strange. Tape recorders, radios, cameras,

and other gadgets sported by visitors to

the Xingu reservation fascinate the Me-
hinaku but also perplex them. Even when
these objects are dismantled and in-

spected, they don't give up their secrets.

"Are the white men wizards?" I was once

asked by one of the Mehinaku.

Those villagers who have visited Sao

Paulo and Rio de Janeiro return home
with the same sense of fascinated puzzle-

ment. A young man, the narrator of the

dream text above, spent a summer living

with a vacationing upper-class family in

the beach resort of Guaruja outside of Sao

Paulo. He was intrigued and attracted by

what he saw, but uncomprehending. The
wealth of Guaruja seemed magically pro-

duced; certainly members of the family

were not making their possessions with

their own hands, as do the Xinguanos. On
the same trip he saw impoverished beg-

gars on Sao Paulo's streets, but once he

was back in the tribe, most of his stories

were about the magic and glitter of the

city.

The outsider visiting the Mehinaku

senses the gap of understanding in another

way. Let a man arrive in the community

and he is immediately questioned about

his kinsmen. Does he have a wife? par-

ents? sisters? Which of his kinsmen gave

him his jacket? Was it his brother-in-law?

The Xingu communities are kin based,

and the questions are an effort to place the

white man in the orbit of understandable

social relationships. If he remains within

the community, the villagers probe fur-

ther, often by teasing their guest. His ap-

pearance, gait, name, and speech become
the object of semihumorous (and often

painful) ridicule. This period of hazing has

been reported by many researchers in the

Xingu, and its predictability persuades

me that it is part of the effort to make the

powerful outsider knowable. If he has

weaknesses and can be hurt, then he is hu-

man and understandable.

The many years of friendly but superfi-

cial contact with Brazilians have not made
the white man more intelligible to the

Mehinaku. As of my most recent visit in

1977, none of the villagers was able to ex-

plain why the Brazilians had come to the

Xingu forests. "The white man is here,"

the chief told me in all seriousness, "to

give us presents." The economic and po-

litical forces that led the Brazilian govern-

ment into the interior of the continent to

construct bases such as the Indian post are

mysterious to the Mehinaku. The Brazil-

ians and their impersonal society seem

nearly as bizarre and disjointed in waking

life as they do in the villagers' dreams.

Mehinaku lands and culture remain

largely intact, but a part of their inner

tranquillity has been laid to waste. Nei-

ther geographic isolation nor heroic ef-

forts at protection could save it. Contact

with Brazilian society has taken a higher

toll than we might have anticipated. Cer-

tainly the Mehinaku have paid dearly for

their steel tools, their cast-off clothes, and

the other "gifts of civilization." By day, all

appears well. But each night, we outsiders

visit the sleeping villagers and haunt them

in restless dreams.

Thomas Gregor, associate professor of
anthropology at Vanderbilt University, is

the author of Mehinaku: The Drama of

Daily Life in a Brazilian Indian Village,

published by the University of Chicago

Press.
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Few people realize the pleasure, the wealth of knowledge
and the potential that comes from collecting official United

States First Day Covers — the first editions of America's
Stamps. Now — and at a particularly favorable time — you

have the opportunity to begin your own heirloom collection of these
treasured collectors' items— simply by accepting this timely invitation

to become a member of the United States First Day Cover Society.

UNIQUE AND DESIRABLE COLLECTIBLES
First Day Covers are sought after by astute collectors just as limited

edition works of art are prized by connoisseurs. And for good reason:

of the millions of stamps printed each year, only a very small fraction

have the "first edition" status of a First Day Cover. For, before a

stamp goes on sale at post offices across the country, it is introduced

at just one officially designated post office. The special First Day of

Issue postmark officially-certifies each First Day Cover, distinguishes

it from all other envelopes bearing the same stamp . . . and authen-
ticates that it can never be issued again.

Through Society membership, you are assured of automatically

receiving First Day Covers of all U.S. stamps as they are is-

sued ... no matter where issued or how difficult to obtain.

And of course, the Society provides only First Day Covers issued

by Fleetwood, America's foremost philatelic designer, respected

around the world for its handsome original works of art and uncom-
promising attention to quality. This assures a collector of heirloom

quality, for appreciation today and in the future.

ADDITIONAL ADVANTAGES ... AT NO ADDITIONAL COST
New members receive a handsome album in which to protect and

display their First Day Covers FREE for remaining a Society member
for 25 issues. And the Society offers new members a savings of 10%
from a complete selection of past U.S. First Day Covers ... as well

as an official membership certificate . . . and membership card pro-

viding privileges at the National First Day Cover Museum.

Members pay only the modest amount of $1 .98 per Cover bearing

a 20c stamp ... a real value for which the Society is justly proud.

To accept the invitation to become a member, on such a favorable

basis, simply fill out the Membership Acceptance today and mail it

to: U.S. First Day Cover Society, Cheyenne, Wyoming 82008-0002.

Please reply by January 31, 1983, to assure that you will receive

every 1983 issue.

-MEMBERSHIP ACCEPTANCE-

Please reply by January 31, 1983

The Directors

U.S. First Day Cover Society

Cheyenne, Wyoming 82008-0002

DQ54

I accept the invitation to become a member of the United States

First Day Cover Society and receive a First Day Cover for every

U.S. commemorative. I will be invoiced only $1.98 for stamps

up to 20c, modestly more for higher values. (Shipping and

handling included). Also include at no extra cost my official

Society Album (if I do not remain a member for 25 issues, I will

be billed for its retail price of $24.50). If not satisfied with any

shipment, I may return it within 10 days for full refund or credit,

and resign my membership. I will pay as follows:

D DIRECTLY: I enclose $10 as a deposit to my account for

the first Society shipment. Thereafter, the Society will bill me
with each shipment.

n BY CREDIT CARD: Please charge my credit card as each

shipment is made, and mark my invoice accordingly.

D MasterCard D American Express

Visa J Diners Club

Card No.

Signature

Mr. /Mrs. 'Miss

Address

City

. Expires

.

Please print cleariy

, State

.

.Zip.
a »rt«ta 0* lectsci i3f app-CJWr.



Airs, Waters, and Places

The Conquest ofMeasles and Rubella
These two destructive diseases have been almost

entirely eliminated in the United States

by Saul Krugman

Like many other formerly devastating

infectious diseases that have been brought

under control, measles and rubella have

all but disappeared in the United States.

They will not be entirely eliminated here,

however, until they are conquered in other

countries as well.

The development and extensive use of

safe and effective vaccines account for the

worldwide control of various infectious

diseases during the twentieth century.

More than 530,000 cases of smallpox and

more than 4,700 deaths were reported in

the United States during the ten-year pe-

riod from 1920 to 1930. Smallpox was

eradicated from this country in 1954 and

from the entire world during the 1970s. In

the United States the number of reported

cases of diphtheria declined from more

than 100,000 per year in the 1920s to

fewer than five in 1981. Major epidemics

of paralytic poliomyelitis occurred in the

United States during the first half of this

century, but the number of reported cases

declined from more than 1 5,000 per year

during the 1 950s to fewer than ten during

1981.

Before the 1950s, most parents every-

where were keenly aware of the devastat-

ing effects of such diseases as smallpox,

diphtheria, and poliomyelitis, often from

firsthand knowledge. They could see the

scarred faces of smallpox victims and ob-

serve the crippling effects of poliomyelitis

not only on infants and children but also

on the president of the United States,

Franklin Delano Roosevelt. And they had
heard about children who "choked to

death" because of diphtheritic croup or

who died suddenly because of diphtheritic

myocarditis.

Unlike smallpox, diphtheria, and polio-

myelitis, such diseases as measles and ru-

bella (commonly known as German mea-

sles) were in those days considered to be

inevitable but relatively unimportant mal-

adies of childhood. Until the mid-sixties,

major epidemics of measles occurred in

most U.S. communities at two- to three-

year intervals, and epidemics of rubella

occurred every six to nine years. The seri-

ous consequences of these epidemics were

then largely unknown and therefore not

appreciated by many parents and physi-

cians.

The successful cultivation in the United

States of measles and rubella viruses in

cell cultures during the 1950s provided

the technology needed to develop live,

attenuated vaccines during the 1960s. The
scientists involved in the development and

evaluation of these vaccines were moti-

vated by their knowledge of the serious,

hidden consequences of these diseases.

Measles was recognized as a disease

more than eleven centuries ago, when it

was described by Rhazes, an Arabian phy-

sician. This infectious viral disease has

had a major impact on the history of many
nations. For example, Louis XV became
king of France after measles caused the

death of his mother, father, and older

brother, the original heir to the throne.

During the prevaccine era, measles was

predominantly a disease of infants and

young children, affecting the most suscep-

tible among them. Since one attack of

measles provided lasting immunity, it was

rare for adults to contract the disease.

However, when measles has been intro-

duced into isolated communities that have

not experienced the disease for many
years, the consequences are often disas-

trous for both children and adults. Exten-

sive measles epidemics in such "virgin

soil" occurred in the Faeroe Islands in

1 846, the Fiji Islands in 1 875, and Green-

land in 1952, and have decimated isolated

tribal groups in Africa, Asia, and Latin

America right up to the present.

The measles epidemic in the Faeroe Is-

lands (a group of Danish islands in the

North Atlantic between Iceland and the

Shetland Islands) was described by Peter

Ludwig Panum, a nineteenth-century

Danish physiologist, sent by the Danish

government to investigate the outbreak.

The infection was introduced by a man
who had been exposed to a measles patient

in Copenhagen and who subsequently be-

came ill when he arrived in Thorshaven,

the main port of the Faeroes. The travel-

er's two closest associates also contracted

the disease and it spread rapidly through-

out the islands, ultimately affecting about

6,000 of the 8,000 inhabitants. Panum's

classic report of this epidemic provided

the foundation for the current epidemio-

logical concepts of measles. He described

the typical incubation period as about

fourteen days from exposure to the onset

of rash. He concluded that the infection

was definitely communicable, was not due

either to a miasma (a noxious emanation)

or to spontaneous generation, and was

most contagious at about the time the rash

appeared. Panum noted that old people

who had contracted measles during a pre-

vious epidemic in 1781 were not affected

sixty-five years later. This impressive evi-

dence indicated that one attack of measles

provided lasting immunity.

The 1875 measles epidemic in the Fiji

Islands was responsible for 20,000 deaths,

a loss of about one-fifth of the native popu-

lation. The outbreak reported in southern

Greenland in 1952 was introduced by a

visitor who attended a dance festival dur-

ing the contagious stage of his disease.

Measles spread rapidly in that epidemic,

causing 4,000 cases and 73 deaths.

In the United States, measles had a tre-
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246355. Bach: The Four
"Great" Toccatas and
Fugues— E Power Biggs,
organ (Columbia)t

307116. Bach: Toccatas,
Vol. II— another set

of Gould's extraordinary
pertormances (Columbia)t

171504. Swltched-On-
Bach—Moog versions of

Air on a G Siring: Wachet
/(of. etc.— played by
Walter Carlos (Columbia)

302547-392547. Bach:
Swltched-On-Branden-
burqs—the synthesizer
performances by Wendy
Carlos of the complete
Brandenburg concertos
(Counts as 2—Columbia)
306464. The Little Bach
Book—Glenn Gould per-

forms favorite pieces
from Goldberg Variations.

Englisli & French Suites,

many more (Columbia)

232496. Beethoven:
Symphony No. 3 (Eroica)
—Bernstein and NevK York
Philharmonic (Columbia)t

299883. Beethoven: Sym-
?hony No. 6 (Pastoral)—
ilson Thomas, English

Chamber Or (Columbia)t

252874. Beethoven:
Symphony No. 9 (Chorale)
-Ormandy and the Phila-

delphia Orch (Columbia)

229658. Beethoven:
Piano Concerto No. 5
(Emperor)—R Serkin;

Bernstein, New York
Phil, (Columbia)t

230425. Beethoven:
Violin Concerto— Isaac
Stern, Bernstein, New
York Phil (Columbia)

305698. Bertioz:

Symphonic Fantastlque
— Maazel, Cleveland
Orch (Columbia)

309583. Bernstein: Sym-
phonic Dances from 'West
Side Story "; Tchaikovsky:
Romeo & Juliet—Shaw,
Atlanta Sym (Vox)t

283846. Bizet: Symphony
In C; Mendelssohn: Sym-
phony No. 4 (Italian)—

Stokowski, National Sym
Orchestra (Columbia)

311639. Brahms: Piano
Concerto No. 1— Daniel
Barenboim, Zubin f^ehta.

New York Phil (Columbia)

233130, Brahms: Sym-
phony No. 1 — Ormandy,
Phila Orch (Columbia)

294322. Brahms: Sym-
Rhony No. 2— Mehta,
Y Phil (Columbia)

293209. Brahms: Violin

Concerto— Isaac Stern
with Zubin tvlehta leading
New York Phil (Columbia)

307884. Brahms: Double
Concerto—Zukerman,
violin; Harrell, cello,

fvlehta and New York
Philharmonic (Columbia)

296806. Bruch: Violin

Concerto No, 1; Lalo:
Symphonle Espagnole
— Zukerman, Mehta, Los
Angeles Phil (Columbia)t

© 1983 Columbia House

BRAHMS
PIANO CONCERTO

NO. 2

MAHLER
Symphony No. 1

246843. Chopin: Etudes,
Mazurkas, etc —Vladimir
Horowitz (Columbia)*

208934. Chopin: The
Polonaise Fantalsle;
Introduction and Rondo;
many more— Vladimir
Horowitz (Columbia)t

306183. Chopin: Piano
Concerto No. 1— ti^urray

Perahia, Zubin IVIehta and
NY Phil (Columbia)

309500. Copland: Rodeo;
Billy The Kid-popular
balfet scores played by
Bernstein, New York Phil

(CBS Great Performance

191874. Debussy's Great-
est Hits— C/a/r ae lune.

Afternoon of a Faun.
Reverie, etc Bernstein,
Ormandy, etc. (Columbia)

230433. Dvorak: Sym-
phony No. 9 (New World)
— Bernstein and New
York Phil. (Columbia)

187112. Gershwin's
Greatest Hits-Rhapsody
in Blue (Bernstein, piano).

An American in Pans
(Ormandy Phila Orch ),

3 Preludes (Levant, piano),
many more (Columbia)t

228684. Grieg: Peer Gynt
Suites 1 and 2: Bizet:

Carmen Suites—Leonard
Bernstein and the New
York Phil (Columbia)t

201665. Grofe: Grand
Canyon Suite— Ormandy,
Phila Orch (Columbia)*

257956. Haydn: Sym-
phonies No. 101 (Clock)
and No. 103 (^Drum Roll)
— Bernstein, New York
Phil (Columbia)

239046-399048. Mahler:
Symphony No. 2 (Resur-
rection)— Bernstein
and London Symphony
(Counts as 2—Columbia)*
307306. Mozart: Flute 8i

Harp Concerto; Oboe Con-
certo— Rampal plays and
conducts the English
Chamber Or (Columbia)

233122. Mozart: Piano
Concerto No. 21 (Elvira

Madigan) and No. 24—
Casadesus, piano; Szell,

Cleveland Or (Columbia)t

304147. Mozart: Piano
Concerto No. 22 & No. 8
Murray Perahia plays
and conducts the English
Chamber Or (Columbia)t

311308. Mozart: Serenade
No. 12 (K 388); Diverti-

mento in D (i< 136)-Zuker-
man cond (Columbia)t

314955. Mozart: Sympho-
nies No. 40, 41 (Jupiter)

-Szell, Cleveland Orch
(CBS Great Performances)*

302570. Mussorgsky:
Pk:tures At An &(hlbltlon;

Ravel: La Valse— IVIehta,

New York Phil (Columbia)

310698. Offenbach: Galte
Parlslenne; Salnl-Saens:
Danse Macabre; Dukas:
Sorcerer's Apprentice—
Maazel, Orch National

de France (Columbia)

300509. Prokofiev: Pe«er

And The Well; Britten:

Young Person's Guide To
The Orchestra—Will
Geer narrates; Somary
conducts (Vanguard)

176578. Rachmaninoff:
Piano Concerto No. 2;

etc Graffman; Ormandy,
Phila Orch (Columbia)*

308684. Rachmaninoff:
Piano Concerto No. 3—
Andrei Gavrilov, piano;
Lazarev, USSR State
(Columbia-Melodiya)*

283798. Ravel: Bolero;

LOrchestre National de
France (Columbia)

313767. Ravel: MIroIrs,

La Valse, Sonatina; more
—all stunningly played by
pianist Ruth Laredo
(CBS IVIastetworks)*

305110. Resplghl: Feste
Romane; Fountains of

Rome—Tilson thomas,
LA Phil (Columbia)

230409. Rimsky-Korsakov:
Scheherezade- Bernstein

,

N Y Phil (Columbia)*

232116. Rossini: William
Tell Overture—works by
Herold, Suppe. Thomas
-Bernstein and the New
York Phil (Columbia)

304667. Salnt-Saens:
Carnival of the Animals;
Variations on a Theme of

Beethoven— Philippe
Entremont, Gaby Casade-
sus, pianists (Columbia)

312579. Schubert: Quartet
No. 14 (Death and The
Maiden)-the Juilliard

Ouartet (Columbia)*

226993. Schubert: Sym-
phonies No. 4 (Tragic)

& No. 6 (Little C Major)
—Ormandy, Philadelphia
Orch (Columbia)*

312124. Shostakovich:
Symphony No. 5—one of

the greatest performances
ever' Bernstein, NY Phil

(CBS Great Performances)*

225888. Smetana: Moldau.
Bartered Bride Overture,
Dances; Dvorak: Carnival
Overture— Bernstein,
N Y Phil (Columbia)*

310870-390872. Johann
Strauss' Greatest Waltzes
Ormandy. Szell, Bernstein
(Count as 2-Columbia):i:

202796. Richard Strauss:
Also Sprach Zarathustra
— Bernstein, New York
Philharmonic (Columbia)

281493. Stavinsky: RHe
Of Spring. Zubin Mehta,
N Y Phil (Columbia)*

309245. TartinI: Flute
Concerti— all exquisitely

played by Jean-F'ierre
Rampal (^Columbia)t

308874. Tchaikovsky:
Piano Concerto No. 1—
Gavrilov; Kitaenko cond
Moscow Radio TV Sym
Orch (Col (utelodiya)

201129. Tchaikovsky:
1812 Overture; Serenade
lor Strings—Ormandy,
Phila, Orch (Columbia)

231563, Tchaikovsky:
Swan Lake and Sleeping
Beauty Ballet Suites
—Ormandy, Philadelphia
Orchestra (Columbia)

245399. Tchaikovsky:
Symphony No. 6(Pathe-
tique)—Ormandy and
Phila Orch (Columbia)*

293191. Tchaikovsky:
Violin Concerto, Medita-
tion—Stern, Rostropovich,
National Sym (Columbia)

289207-399204. Tchaikov-
sky: The Nutcracker
(complete)—Amencan
Ballet Theatre Production
directed by Baryshnikov
(Counts as 2—Columbia)
288696. Vivaldi: Four
Seasons— Isaac Stern,

Jerusalem Chamber
Orch. (Columbia)

310086. Wagner: Flying
Dutchman, Rienzi, more
overtures— Maazel, Phil-

harmonia Orch (Columbia)

MISCELLANEOUS
COLLECTIONS
308890-398891. Bern-
stein Conducts World's
Greatest Marches-
Pomp and Circumstance;
Washington Post; Stars
andStripes-25inal|i
(Counts as 2-Columbia)

311316. Placldo Domingo
—the great Spanish tenor
singing arias by Puccini,

Donizetti, Massenet,
Verdi, Cilea (Columbia)*

282582. Greatest Hits Of
1720. Includes Pachelbel;
Kanon: Mouret; Rondo
(theme "Masterpiece
Theater"), etc. Ftichard

Kapp, Phllharmonia Vir-

tuosi of NY. (Columbia)*

301010. Greatest Hits Of
1721—works by Vivaldi.

Bach.Corelii, Handel,
etc. Kapp, Phllharmonia
Virtuosi, NY (Columbia)

289520. Vladimir Horo-
witz Encores— virtuoso
fireworksl Rachmaninoff,
Chopin, Liszt, Debussy,
etc (Columbia)*

300285. Jean-Pierre
Rampal Greatest Hits,

Vol. 2. Bach, Telemann,
Barlok, Handel, Franck,
etc (Columbia)

311647, Issac Stem 60lh
Anniversary Celebration-
master violinist IS loined
by Zukerman. Perlman,
Mehta. etc (Columbia)

312058. Teresa Stratas

sings The Unknown Kurt
Weill- The most arrest-

ing release of 198V'
—Saturday Review
(Digital) (Nonesuch)*

284612. John Williams &
Friends— Bach, Mozart,
Telemann. etc (Columbia)

:;: Available on records only

+Available on records
and cassettes only

All applications subject to

review; Columbia House
reserves the right to

reject any appflcatlon.

Here's a marvelous opportunity to start or add to your
own collection of the world's greatest music-on
easy-to-store, easy-to-play, carefree tape cassettes! As
a new member of the Columbia Classical Club, you can
get 11 cassettes at once for only $1.00, plus shipping

and handling, (If you prefer, you may take your 11 selec-

tions on 8-track cartridges or records.)

Your only membership obligation is to buy just eight

more selections in the coming three years, at the regu-

lar Club prices (which currently are $7.98 to $9.98, plus

shipping and handling. I^ulti-set and Double Selections

may be somewhat higher)

How the Club works: every four weeks (13 times a year)

you'll receive our l^usic Magazine. It describes the

"Classical Selection of the Month " plus scores of other

classical releases and many other selections from other

fields of music. In addition, up to six times a year we may
send some special issue of the Magazine, offering

extra-special savings. So you'll have up to 19 buying

opportunities during the year.

There Is no obligation to accept the "Selection of the

Month"—you order only the recordings you want when
you want them. A special response card will be
enclosed with each Magazine— mail it by the date spec-

ified to order or reject any selection And if you want
only the "Selection of the Month," do nothing— it will be
shipped automatically

What's more, you'll have at least ten full days in which

to make your decision— if you ever have less time than

that, feel free to return the "Selection of the Month" at

ourexpense.

You may cancel memt>ershlp at any time after you've

purchased 8 selections or continue under our gener-

ous money-saving bonus plan And if not satisfied for

any reason, just return your introductory shipment
within 10 days—your membership will be canceled and
you will owe nothing. So act now.

Columbia Music Club/CLASSICAL DIVISION
Terre Haute, Indiana 47811

Please accept my membership application under the

terms outlined in this advertisement. Send me the 11 clas-

sical selections listed here lor only $1.00, plus shipping

and handling I agree to buy eight more selections (at

regular Club prices) in the coming three years—and may
cancel membership at any time after doing so

SEND MY SELECTIONS IN THIS TYPE
OF RECORDING (be sure to check one):

a 8-Track Cartridges O Cassettes D Records

Send me these

11 Selections

[tftlassical 1

DHiss (Ple»« Print) First lUme Inital ListlUme

Address— W-

(M>-

Do You H»e « Telephone? (Check one) D YES D NO &S1^
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Edmund Scientific
Catalog
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Astronomy, Microscopy, Biofeedback,
Weather, Aitemate Energy, Binoculars,

Optics, Magnets, Magnifiers, Tools,

Unique Lighting, Lab Equipment, and
much more. Over 4,000 unique and
fascinating products. Send for our
FREE, colorful Edmund Scientific

Catalog. . .Today!

Rush me your free catalog!

Name
Department

Institution

Address

City

State Zip

.

Clip And Mail Coupon Today To:

Edmund Scientific, Dept. 8331 2111
Edscorp BIdg., Barrington, N.J. 08007

loin us.

Trinidad/Tobago
February 12-26
South Florida

April 23-May1
Polar Bears /Cliurcliill

October 14-22

Alaska
June 5-24

Washington/Britisli Columbia
August 27-September 10

Monhegan Island, Maine
September 7-n

Panama
Dec.18, 1983-Jan.2, 1984

For details, please write:
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P.O. Box 655 • Vashon Island

Washington 98070

Now—The Fitness Master XC-1
Opens the Way to Aerobic Fitness

By simulating cross country skiing,

the Fitness Master XC-1 offers you
a total system for cardiovascular

fitness and body tone. Firms your
entire body: arms and upper torso,

legs, and buttocks. Excellent for

weight control.

• Easy to attain target heart rates

since more muscles used means less

effort per muscle.

• Fluid motions—no jarring impact on
bones and joints. Avoids running

related injuries.

• Leg and arm motions are

independent, with totally adjustable

resistance. Can be used by men or

women, regardless of size or weight.

Height adjustable.

• Stable— rests flat on the floor and
has side rails for extra security.

• Elegant design—sleek, durable,

chrome plated steel. Fine

workmanship.

• Easily disassembles to 5" height-
slips under your bed!

^sy^'fc • The best that money can buy.
''"""^ ' Convenient for home or office.

• 15 day home trial. 2 Year Warranty.

For more information and a free brochure call

TOLL FREE: 1-800-328-8995; in Minnesota: 1-612-448-7876
8-5 Mon.-Fri—FITNESS MASTER, INCORPORATED,

12 Haverhill, Dept. A, Jonathan, Minnesota 55318.

mendous impact on the Civil War, affect-

ing about 75,000 soldiers and causing ap-

proximately 5,000 deaths. It was also an

important cause of military casualties dur-

ing World War I: 90,000 soldiers con-

tracted the disease and more than 2,000

died.

Before antibiotics became available in

the mid- 1940s most deaths of measles pa-

tients were caused by such complications

as bacterial pneumonia and otitis media,

an infection of the middle ear that could

progress to become mastoiditis (inflam-

mation of the mastoids) and brain abscess.

The availability of antibiotics after World

War II was followed by a significant de-

crease in the United States of the bacte-

rial complications of measles.

Despite the widespread use of antibiot-

ics, measles continued to be a serious in-

fectious disease in infants and children in

the United States and was an even greater

threat in the less developed areas of the

world. An extensive epidemic in Green-

land in 1962 provided objective data re-

garding the incidence of such comphca-

tions as otitis media, pneumonia, and

encephalitis (inflammation of the brain).

Epidemiologists observed that measles

was complicated by otitis media in 5 per-

cent of cases, by pneumonia in 7 percent,

and by encephalitis in one per 1 ,000 cases.

Based on the estimated number of cases of

measles in the United States (about 4 mil-

lion per year), it is likely that more than

200,000 children may have had otitis me-

dia and pneumonia and about 4,000 may
have had encephalitis each year up to the

mid- or late 1960s. And, at the least, the

estimated 4 million children who con-

tracted measles each year endured a mis-

erable, feverish illness that lasted about

seven days and was responsible for many
millions of school days lost. Yet, strangely

enough, many parents and physicians

seemed unaware of the potentially serious

consequences of the disease.

In view of this background, the licens-

ing in the United States of a vaccine for

the prevention of measles in March 1963

was a significant event in the history of

preventive medicine. It represented the

culmination of nine years of contributions

by many investigators, in the United

States and elsewhere, beginning with the

isolation of measles virus in tissue culture

in 1954 and its attenuation in 1958. Dur-

ing the next five years, the live, attenuated

measles vaccine was shown to be safe, ef-

fective, and immunogenic—that is, able

to induce lasting immunity that would

protect against future infections by the

measles virus.

Prior to the licensing of the vaccine, ap-

proximately 500,000 cases of measles and
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300 to 400 cases of measles encephalitis

were reported in the United States each

year. Since only a fraction of the actual

number of cases was reported, it has been

estimated that 4 million cases occurred

each year. Since 1963 more than 130 mil-

lion doses of measles vaccine have been

distributed and more than 90 percent of

U.S. children have been immunized. The

extensive use of vaccine has been associ-

ated with a progressive decline in the num-

ber of reported cases—from 500,000 each

year during the prevaccine era, to an all-

time low of about 3,000 cases in 1981. If

the present trend continues, fewer than

2,000 cases will be reported in 1982. This

extraordinary achievement represents a

reduction of more than 99 percent in the

incidence of measles and a corresponding

decrease in post-measles encephalitis.

The economic benefits of the measles

immunization program in the United

States have been very impressive. During

the first ten years following vaccine licens-

ing, the prevention of measles by immuni-

zation was estimated to yield a saving of

about $1.3 billion ($130 million per year).

The current annual savings are estimated

to be about $500 million. These "divi-

dends" have been achieved by the preven-

tion of more than 48 million cases of mea-

sles, more than 16,000 cases of mental

retardation caused by measles-induced

encephalitis, and more than 4,800 deaths.

Yet despite the availability of a safe and

highly effective vaccine, measles contin-

ues to be a major epidemic disease in

many countries of the world. Last year,

delegates from twenty-one nations dis-

cussed this serious problem at the Interna-

tional Symposium on Measles Immuniza-

tion in Washington. Some participants

reported striking progress in the United

States, Canada, Cuba, Chile, Czechoslo-

vakia, The Gambia, and Japan. Neverthe-

less, measles outbreaks continue to occur

in such developed nations as France and

Great Britain and in most of the develop-

ing nations, where children weakened by

malnutrition are especially vulnerable to

serious complications of the disease. Thus,

two decades after the development of a

vaccine, measles continues to cause the

death of more than one million children in

the world each year.

In summarizing the conclusions of the

1982 International Symposium on Mea-

sles Immunization, Samuel L. Katz, one

of the developers of the live, attenuated

measles vaccine, stated:

Although an initial goal is to utilize immu-
nization as a means of measles control, an

eventual goal must be measles eradication.

There is no biologic reason why successful

measles immunization cannot be extended
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to all the world's children. The challenge

before us now is to exploit the available vac-

cines and to overcome the remaining eco-

nomic, logistical, and attitudinal barriers.

. . . Measles can be eliminated as a cause of

childhood misery and of long-term disabil-

ities.

A corollary to the measles story is the

history of rubella, previously called

Rotheln in Germany and German measles

in many English-speaking countries, even

though it is not related to measles. The dis-

ease was first recognized as a specific en-

tity during the early part of the nineteenth

century. At that time it was considered to

be a mild childhood illness—something

that physicians had to differentiate from

similar, more serious infections such as

measles and scarlet fever.

In 1941, Norman McAlister Gregg, an

Australian ophthalmologist, observed the

occurrence of congenital cataracts among
seventy-eight infants in his practice. In ad-

dition, more than half of these babies had

congenital heart disease. His investigation

of this extraordinary situation revealed

that the mothers of the infants had con-

tracted rubella during a major epidemic in

1940, many during the first three months

of their pregnancies.

Gregg's report of the so-called rubella

syndrome was later confirmed by other in-

vestigators. Initially, this syndrome in-

cluded one or more of the following mani-

festations: evidence of intrauterine growth

retardation (low birth weight), cataracts,

microcephaly (abnormally small skull),

congenital heart disease, and mental re-

tardation. Observers noted that maternal

rubella infection was also associated with

an increased incidence of spontaneous

abortions and stillbirths. Today it seems

incredible that more than a century

elapsed between the recognition of rubella

and the identification of its serious com-

plications during pregnancy.

The successful isolation of rubella virus

in 1962 provided the technology needed to

make a specific diagnosis of rubella with

or without rash (about 30 percent of pa-

tients have rubella without rash). In addi-

tion, the new medical technology enabled

investigators to develop live, attenuated

rubella vaccines.

In 1964 an extensive epidemic of ru-

bella swept through the United States.

The following year more than 20,000 in-

fants were born with congenital rubella.

Many thousands of pregnancies were ter-

minated by spontaneous or therapeutic

abortions and stillbirths. This nationwide

epidemic was responsible for the death

and disability of many thousands of in-

fants, not to mention the immeasurable

anguish and despair of their parents.

The availability of techniques to culture

rubella virus and to detect its specific anti-

body in order to identify congenital ru-

bella enabled physicians to shed new light

on the characteristics of the infection. The
immature fetus of less than four months

was found to be particularly vulnerable to

rubella infection. The fetal infection was

shown to persist in the uterus and for the

first few months or years of the newborn's

life. Infected infants are also contagious,

capable of infecting nursery personnel and

other close contacts.

These new tests enabled physicians to

identify other manifestations of congeni-

tal rubella. In addition to eye, ear, heart,

and brain defects, the skin, liver, lungs,

bones, pancreas, and thyroid gland may
also be affected. Psychiatric disorders,

such as infantile autism, were also ob-

served. The cost of hospitalization, medi-

cal care, rehabilitation, and special educa-

tion for the multihandicapped survivors of

the 1964 rubella epidemic was estimated

to exceed two billion dollars. This devas-

tating experience highlighted the need for

an effective vaccine.

The development of a live, attenuated

rubella vaccine in the United States in

1966 was followed by clinical trials involv-

ing about 100,000 individuals, predomi-

nantly children. These studies confirmed

that the vaccine was safe, effective, and

immunogenic. Before the vaccine was li-

censed in June 1 969, various national and

international committees considered two

possible options for an immunization

strategy to prevent congenital rubella:

routine mass immunization of all infants

and children one to twelve years old and

selective immunization of nonpregnant,

susceptible women of childbearing age; or

routine immunization of prepubertal girls

and selective immunization of susceptible

nonpregnant women of childbearing age.

The advisory committees in the United

States recommended the first option;

Great Britain and other European coun-

tries adopted the second option. In the

United States the goal of the large-scale

immunization program involving children

was to prevent congenital rubella by pro-

viding indirect protection for the mothers

of rubella-susceptible children. The next

epidemic of rubella was predicted as likely

to occur between 1970 and 1973, six to

nine years after the 1 964 epidemic. There-

fore, researchers believed that mass im-

munization to protect the children should

stave off the impending epidemic and its

potential serious consequences. Moreover,

they anticipated that live, attenuated ru-

bella vaccine (like live, attenuated mea-

sles vaccine) would provide lasting immu-
nity. If subsequent studies revealed that

immunity was transient, a booster dose of

the vaccine could be given to girls before

puberty.

Since the licensing of the rubella vac-

cine in 1969, more than 100 million chil-

dren in the United States have been im-

munized, and the results have been very

reassuring. Extensive experience has con-

firmed the safety and efficacy of the vac-

cine. A review of rubella outbreaks in the

United States revealed that major epi-

demics occurred in 1935, 1943, 1952,

1958, and 1964. The six- to nine-year epi-

demic cycle has been impressively consis-

tent. Since 1964 there has been a progres-

sive decrease in the number of reported

cases of rubella to an all-time low in 1981.

At the end of 1 982, an interval of eighteen

years had elapsed without a major epi-

demic in the United States. In addition, a

corresponding decrease in the number of

reported cases of congenital rubella has

occurred. The dividends of this highly suc-

cessful program are incalculable.

To insure the continued success of the

rubella and measles immunization pro-

grams, more than 90 percent of children in

this country must be immunized. This ob-

jective will be achieved if mandatory im-

munization prior to school entry is en-

forced. A combined preparation con-

taining measles, rubella, and mumps live,

attenuated vaccines is available for this

purpose. In countries like Great Britain

where immunization levels are low

—

about 50 percent—rubella and measles

outbreaks continue to occur. If the high

immunization levels in the United States

can be maintained, major rubella and

measles outbreaks will be eliminated.

The measles and rubella immunization

programs are responsible for the conquest,

but not eradication, of measles and rubella

in this country. About 13 percent of re-

ported cases of measles in 1981 were im-

portations from other countries. Never-

theless, the domestic achievement of a

greater than 99 percent reduction in the

incidence of measles and rubella and the

elimination of major epidemics of these

diseases justify the term "conquest." The
total eradication of measles and rubella in

the United States will, as did the eradica-

tion of smallpox, require a global effort

that will be difficult to achieve. In the

meantime, constant vigilance is in order.

Saul Krugman, professor ofpediatrics at

New York University Medical Center in

New York City, was actively engaged in

the studies that led to the licensing of

measles and rubella vaccines and chaired

the International Symposium on Measles

Immunization held in Washington last

March.
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Inaugurating Franklin Heirloom Dolls' new series

portraying the great reigning queens ofEngland

ELIZABETH I

The dollmaker's art carried to a perfection

rarely encountered today,

in a portrait doll ofhand-painted bisque porcelain,

beautifully costumed in rich satins

and sumptuous velvets.

Issued in limited edition and
available by direct application only.

Limit: One per collector.

Advance ordering deadline:

February 28, 1983.

The first issue of an important new se-

ries is traditionally of great interest to

collectors. And when that'firsf ' involves

collector dolls, it becomes especially sig-

nificant For not only is doU collecting

one of the oldest and most cherished

forms of collecting, but today it has
reached new heights of popularity both

in the United States and abroad.

Now, Franldin Heirloom DoUs is pleased

to announce an important new series

portraying the great reigning queens of

England. And inaugurating this desir-

able new collection will be the regal

"Elizabeth I."

An extraordinary creation

In a time-honored tradition . . .

exquisitely handcrafted

Elizabeth I was regarded as a mon-
arch of great wisdom, character and
grace. A queen who ruled with love and

was revered by all of England. So splen-

did was her youthful beauty that Kings,

ADVANCE RESERVATION' APPLICATION

ELIZABETH I

Franklin Heirloom DoUs
Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

I wish to order the collector doll "EUzabeth
I," to be handcrafted for me in fine bisque
porcelain, rich satins and velvets.

I need send no mone\' now. I will be
billed for my deposit of 843.75* prior to

shipment ofmy doU. .\fter shipment, I will

be billed in three equal monthly install-

ments of 848. 75* each.

•Plus my stale sales tax and
8.75 for shipping and handling.

SignaUire

Valid only If postmarked by

February 28, 1983.

Limit; One per collector.

at>-

-Zip

24
Canadian residents will be billed gCS50. plus gC3. for shipping and handling In four equal monthU- Installments

of«C63.35each.



Princes and Dukes traveled from far and

wide, each smitten by the striking pres-

ence of Her Majesty' the Queen. And so

la%'ish were her gowns, that they were

the envy of ever},- royal court in Eiuofje.

This magnificent new doU is a splendid

tribute to that regal beautj'. Fashioned

in the tradition of the famous nineteenth

centur},^ portrait doUs, it carries the don-

maker's art to a level ofperfection rarely

encountered today. Indeed, one look

makes it easy to understand why those

portrait figures of yesten,^ear were called

"the aristocrats of the doU world."

Like those cherished portrait doUs,

"Elizabeth I" is sculpted with meticu-

lous attention to each and eveiy detail of

her hand-painted bisque porcelain head,

hands and feet Costumed in a hand-

tailored gown of svimptuous opulence,

carefully fashioned to authentically re-

create the dress of Elizabethan times.

From the velvet and maribou jeweled

cap ... to the circiilar neck ruff of deli-

cately embroidered lace . . . down to the

underskirt of shimmering white satin

and the magnificent black velvet dress,

richh' embeUished with satin bows and

a border of tiny seed pearls.

The result is an extraordinajy creation

which combines history, craftsmanship

and tradition in a work of art destined to

become an heirloom. A 19" portrait doU

of majestic grace and classic beauty that

is certain to be admired now. . . and for

generations to come.

Attractively priced

Collector doUs of comparable size and

qualit\' currently sell in retail stores for

as much as 8300. But "Elizabeth F' is

available exclusively from Franklin Heir-

loom DoUs, by direct application only.

And because it is available only by direct

order, we are able to ofier this fine collec-

tor doU at the attractive price of SI 75,

which itself is payable in convenient

monthly installments of 343.75 each.

"Elizabeth I" will be issued in a single

limited edition, solely for thosewho order

by the absolute deadline date of Decem-

ber 31, 1983. After that date, thedollwill

never be ofiered again. And there is a

further fimlt ofjust one per collector.

Each imported doU wiU be individu-

ally crafted to order imder the super-

vision of Franklin Heirloom DoUs, a

division of Franklin

Mint Corporation. In

the tradition of the

finest coUector doUs,

HEIRLOOM

"Elizabeth I" wUl bear the distinguish-

ing mark of Franklin Heirloom DoUs,

certifying that it is an original and ex-

clusive issue. In addition, each doU will

be accompanied by a Certificate of Au-

thenticity, attesting to its limited edition

status, and by a special stand for use

in display.

Wherever you choose to display her,

"Ehzabefh I" wUl make a beautiful addi-

tion to your home. And an important one

as weU. For she is the first ia a suite of

portrait doUs honoring the great reigning

queens ofEngland. Queens such as Vic-

toria, Mary Tudor and Queen Anne. And
as the owner of "Elizabeth I," you wUl

have the opportunity—but not the obh-

gation—to acquire any of these subse-

quent doUs if you wish to do so.

No advance payment is required now.

But because it will take considerable

time to craft "Elizabeth I," the attached

apphcation should be returned promptly

—and bv the advance ordering deadline

of Febniar\- 28, 1983,

BUSINESS REPLY CARD
FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO 1 FRANKLIN CENTER. PENNSYLVANIA

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

FRANKLIN HEIRLOOM DOLLS
Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19063

NO POSTAGE
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IF MAILED

IN THE

UNITED STATES
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At the American Museum

The Mack Lipkin

Man and Nature Lectures
From 1965 to 1971, the American Mu-

seum of Natural History sponsored the

"Man and Nature Lectures," with the

goal of affording some of the world's out-

standing scientists the opportunity of pre-

senting the latest research in their fields.

Among the lecturers were Jacob Bronow-

ski, Jerome Lettvin, John Kemeny,

George Wald, and Margaret Mead. Ma-

jor books that resulted from the lectures

include Bronovvski's Identity ofMan and

Mead's acclaimed Culture and Commit-

ment.

The American Museum is resuming

The 1983 Natural History

Photographic Competition Opens m February

On February 1 Satural History will begin accepting entries in four

categories for its 1983 competition:

*Animals (including birds and bugs)

*Plants and Their Environment

*The Human Family

*Cover Photograph

The winning photographs in each category and 10 Honorable Men-

tions will be exhibited at the American Museum of Natural History.

More than a half million persons visit the Museum during the maga-

zine's photographic show.

The categories are broadh' defined to permit the entry of any good

picture that falls within the wide-ranging interests of Natural History.

The Cover Photograph Award, which is selected by the designer and

editor of the magazine, is chosen primarily for its graphic appeal.

Each contestant may submit up to four entries, which may be trans-

parencies or prints, either color or black-and-white. A stamped, self-

addressed envelope must be included with all entries.

A detailed announcement of this year's prizes and rules and an offi-

cial entry form will be published in the February issue of Natural His-

tory. The deadline for entries is March 1.

this program as the "Mack Lipkin Man
and Nature Lectures," in honor of Mack
Lipkin, the distinguished psychiatrist.

Leading scientists will be invited to dis-

cuss the critical problems facing human-

ity, in particular the relationship of the

biological sciences to human welfare. The
humanistic emphasis of the Man and Na-

ture Lectures will further the Museum's

commitment to communicate current

knowledge in the natural sciences to the

broadest possible audience.

David A. Hamburg will launch the lec-

tures with three talks on The World

Transformed: Critical Issues in Contem-

porary Human Adaptation. Hamburg,

57, is president of the Carnegie Corpora-

tion, a nonprofit organization founded by

Andrew Carnegie and dedicated to the

diffusion of knowledge. He is a past presi-

dent of the Institute of Medicine, Na-

tional Academy of Sciences: and former

professor and chairman, Department of

Psychiatry, Stanford University School of

Medicine. Hamburg's research has been

directed at such issues as health policy;

the psychobiology of stress, conflict, and

adaptation: the linkage of biomedical and

behavioral sciences: and health and pub-

lic education.

Hamburg's first lecture, The Evolu-

tionary Background ofHuman Behavior,

will examine the lives of our closest living

relatives, the monkeys and apes: how their

societies are organized; and the behav-

ioral tendencies we have inherited from

them. Hamburg will then look at living

hunter-gatherers who, though fully mod-

ern genetically, still live the way all

humans lived until recently. He will also

examine how the study of "ancient"

behaviors helps us understand human so-

ciety in the radically altered social and
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America's last frontier, Alaska has a

coast rich in history and scenic wonders.
Indeed, some of Alaska's greatest sights— like the

Columbia Glacier— are not even reachable by land!

This summer, for the first time, you can experience
all of Alaska's coastline glory aboard the magnificent

Cunard Princess, as well as see the fabulous interior,

including Mt. McKinley, Nome, Fairbanks, Kotzebue
and Kenai Peninsula. Because only Cunard takes you ketchikan
all the way to Anchorage in just 7 days and then offers

you the most convenient tours of interior Alaska.

Itinerary breakthrough: sights and ports
no other 7-day cruise visits.

In just seven days this summer, Cunard Princess sails you
in resort luxury to three of Alaska's most colorful ports of

call. See the rugged majesty of the entire Inside Passage.

Enjoy the excitement of Anchorage, Alaska's largest city.

Begin in Vancouver. Then on to the totem poles of

Ketchikan. Visit Tracy Arm Fjord and Juneau, gateway to

the Klondike. Next, Skagway, for a chance to ride the

narrow-gauge White Pass and Yukon Railway.

Then— instead of returning to Vancouver like other
cruise ships— Cunard Princess sails on!

You'll discover a coastline teeming with exotic sea life

and wildlife, and rich in glaciers— including the

four-mile-wide Hubbard Glacier and the 250-foot-high
Columbia Glacier In Whittier, you'll travel the Alaska
Railroad on Cunard's private train to Anchorage.

Cruise/tour breakthrough:
the best of interior Alaska.

Cunard's fascinating tours of inland Alaska leave direct

from Anchorage, eliminating the hundreds of miles of tiring

bus travel required of vacationers whose cruises end
farther south.

Independent or escorted, our tours range from one to

seven days and visit Alaska's classic sights: Mt. McKinley,
Nome, Fairbanks, Kotzebue, the Kenai Peninsula. They're
priced to offer savings of $150 to $500 over most
competitive tours.

JUNEAU
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ARM
S FJORD
)

MISTY
FJORDS

Rugged Alaska in resort luxury.
With spacious decks for sightseeing, Cunard
Princess is one of the world's most modern
floating resorts. Panoramic views are yours
even from the spacious dining room. You enjoy

a piano bar and a sauna, dancing,

nightclub revues and a casino. Experts on
Alaska share fascinating glimpses into the

state's history, geology, flora and fauna.

Only 16 sailings; reserve now.
Whether you sail the magnificent Cunard

Princess north from Vancouver or south
from Anchorage, you see the same majestic

scenery and call on the same unique ports.

First of the season's 16 convenient
Saturday sailings is June 4. northbound;
the last is Sept. 17, southbound. Rates,

including on-board accommodations,
dining, entertainment and more:
$1,090 to $2,275.* See your travel

agent or phone Cunard at (212)

661-7777. Or mail the coupon.
•Rates per person, double occupancy.

inclusive air/sea packages are available

from 74 cities. Itinerary subject to change.

r
• VANCOUVER
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Registered in the Bahamas
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physical environment of the twentieth

century.

The second lecture, Ancient Humans in

the Twentieth Century: Problems Close

to Home, will look at changes in our diet,

our activity patterns, our technology, our

tools and materials, and our social rela-

tionships: changes loaded with new bene-

fits and new risks. Natural selection over

millions of years shaped our ancestors in

ways that suited earlier environments;

how well are we now suited to the world we

have so rapidly created?

The last lecture. Ancient Humans in

the Twentieth Century: Worldwide Prob-

lems, will address world patterns of

aggression and conflict, and the urgent

challenge of health in the developing

countries. In the Third World, transfor-

mations that took millennia elsewhere are

being compressed into a single generation,

drastically changing the delicate social

and biological fabric of human adapta-

tion. Hamburg will discuss the devastat-

ing health problems this has posed. Ag-

gression may have once been a useful trait

for human survival, but it is now maladap-

tive, given the destructive power of mod-

ern weaponry. Hamburg will discuss the

biological basis for aggression and how un-

derstanding it may help to limit world con-

flict.

The "Mack Lipkin Man and Nature

Lectures" will take place on Wednesday,

January 19; Tuesday, February 22; and

Tuesday, March 22, in the Museum's Au-

ditorium. Tickets for individual lectures

are $5 or $ 1 2 for all three; Museum mem-
bers may obtain free tickets. For tickets,

please call the Membership Office at

(212) 873-1327, or write to Man and Na-

ture Lectures, American Museum of Nat-

ural History, 79th Street and Central

Park West, New York, N.Y. 10024.

Douglas J. Preston

Sexual Encounters of the Floral Kind

Because plants are rooted in the soil,

they face special problems in achieving

reproduction and have developed a num-

ber of ways to exchange chromosomes,

such as using insects to carry pollen from

plant to plant. An hour-long film. Sexual

Encounters of the Floral Kind, explores

the various strategies plants have devel-

oped for sexual reproduction. With spec-

tacular photography, some of it time-

lapse, the film illustrates the most re-

markable and most improbable means of

pollination. This free film will be shown

only to members of the Museum. It will be

screened in the Kaufmann Theater on

Sunday. January 23, at 11:00 a.m. and

! :30 and 3:30 p.m. Advance tickets are re-

quired and can be obtained by calling the

Membership Office.

Mediterranean World

The Mediterranean World is the theme

of programs offered in the Leonhardt Peo-

ple Center through January, The dances,

arts, crafts, and films of Spain, Italy,

Greece, and Yugoslavia will be presented

on successive weekends during the month.

The People Center is open on weekends

from 1:00 to 4:30 p.m. and all programs

are free. Coming up in February is Black

History Month.

Exploring the Deep Frontier

On January 1 8, a new exhibition. Ex-
ploring the Deep Frontier, will open in the

Museum's Roosevelt Rotunda. The sea

has often been called the "last frontier,"

and this exhibition focuses on efforts to

explore, research, and understand the

ocean depths. On display will be diving

equipment, marine specimens, and under-

water photographs, with short underwater

film clips also offered.

As part of this exhibition, marine scien-

tist and diver Sylvia Earle will present a

special members" program and preview of

the show. Earle's underwater experience

includes walking on the ocean floor at a

depth of 1,250 feet. With slides and films,

Earle will survey the oceans' vast re-

sources, including plants and fish that live

in perpetual darkness and provide their

own light sources. She will also discuss

mineral development, aquaculture, and

new technologies. Tickets, which should

be ordered in advance, are $7.00 for non-

members, $3.50 for members. The pro-

gram will be held in the Auditorium on

Tuesday, January 18, at 7:30 p.m. Contact

the Membership Office for further details

and ticket orders.

Winning Children's Films

The American Center of Films for

Children will present the winning films

from its International Children's Film

Festival on Sunday, January 9, at 1:00

and 3:00 p.m. in the Kaufmann Theater.

The program, sponsored by the Education

Department, is free.

The Mound Builders

A symposium on the two ancient cul-

tures that built the great mounds from the

Great Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico will

take place at the Museum's Kaufmann
Theater on Saturday, January 15, from

1:00 to 4:30 p.m.. Both the Hopewellian

and Mississippian cultures flourished

long before colonization of North Amer-
ica, and built enigmatic earthworks in ani-

mal and abstract forms, some of which

have been excavated. Five anthropolo-

gists, including David Hurst Thomas,
chairman of the Museum's Department

of Anthropology, will discuss various as-

pects of the mound builders—who they

were, what we know from excavations,

and what caused the decline of their civi-

lizations. At 3:30 P.M., the program will

conclude with a film entitled The Myths
and the Moundbuilders. Tickets are $ 1

2

(SIO for members and students with I.D.).

Call the Education Department at 873-

1070 for more information and a pro-

gram.

Andean Melodies

The musical group Tahuantinsuyo will

perform music of the Andes on Wednes-

day, January 26, at 7:30 p.m. in the Audi-

torium. Using ancient instruments such as

the siku (a pan pipe) and the kena (a reso-

nant cane flute), these three musicians

will play ancient and recent melodies

from the South American highlands of

Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador, Colombia, Chile,

and Argentina. Tickets are $8 ($6 for

members): contact the Education Depart-

ment at 873-1070 for more information.

Gamelan Concert

The Javanese gamelan is a large and vi-

sually impressive ensemble of gongs, xylo-

phones, and other percussion instruments.

The Wesleyan University gamelan is one

of the finest in the country, with filigreed

gold carvings, bronze keys, and red lac-

quered cases. The Wesleyan gamelan will

be brought to the Museum for a perfor-

mance on Wednesday, February 2, at 7:30

P.M. in the Auditorium. At least fifteen

musicians will participate, performing an-

cient compositions characterized by com-

plex Javanese counterpoint. Tickets for

the performance are $10 ($8 for mem-
bers); advance purchase is suggested.

Contact the Education Department at

873-1070 for information and an order

form for tickets.

Tribute to King

On Thursday, January 13, the Educa-

tion Department is sponsoring Tribute to

Martin Luther King. This free program,

featuring gospel and solo singers and a

dance troupe, will take place in the Audi-

torium at 7:30 p.m. Seats will be available

on a first-come, first-served basis.

Space Art

A collection of paintings by Aldo Sessa

is on exhibit on the first floor of the Hay-

den Planetarium through January 31.

These paintings illustrated Ray Brad-

bury's book entitled The Ghosts of For-

ever.

For more information about programs

listed in this section, call the appropriate

department: Education Department (212)

873-1300; Membership Department 873-

1327; Hayden Planetarium 873-1300. Or
write to the department at the American

Museum of Natural History, Central

Park West at 79th Street, New York,

N.Y. 10024.
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aced over the great ocean routes at speeds only
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record, they sped from New York, around

3ape Horn, to the supply-hungry gold mining

amps of the 1850's.
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^ever before had man come so close to

X)mmanding nature's ultimate frontier ofwind
md waves . . . and never had the American

seople been so proud of their young coimtry's
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The First Plate Series to Bear the Art

of Maritime Artist, Charles Lundgren

Now you can relive this fleeting era of

omance, beauty and drama. For the sailing

nasterpieces of yesteryear are about to come to

ife for you ... in Charles Lundgren 's Golden

Age of Sail porcelain plate collection

This important series brings to hfe twelve

)f the most renowned sailing ships in America's

iroud history . . . through me original artwork

)f Charles Lundgren. One ofthe finest maritime

irtists in the world today, Lundgren 's original

vorks command as much as

;10,000.00 each. Of

special interest, this is the i/ery first lime Charles
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A Registered Limited Edition
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Edition of 5000 plates worldwide ... a very

anall number, especially considering that

demand for this important series will most
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the collection. And, to forever testify to your
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Historical Information

and Display Stand

... at NO EXTRA COST
With each plate in Charles Lundgren's

Golden A^ of Sail you wiU receive an

authoritative information booklet. Thus, you
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Of course, each plate includes an exclusive

display stand suitable for shelf or wall

use . . . also at tv additiofial charge.

Easy to acquire . . . modestly priced

To reserve Charles Lundgren s Golden Age

of Sail Collertor's Plates, you need only send

$1950 now. With die shipment of your first

plate, you wiU be billed for the balance of

S19.50. Thereafter, you wiO receive one plate

every other month and will be billed in rvvo

equal monthly installments of S19.50. All

shipping, handling and insurance costs are

included. And, by using your credit card

account, yoii need send no money now.

Remember, once the limit of 5000

collections is reached, applications will be

returned and the edition closed forever. Thus, to

be certain of acquiring these important Plates

for your personal collection, do fill out and mail

the Reservation Application today to: The
Fleetwood Collection, One Unicover Center,

Cheyenne, Wyoming 82008-0001.
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This View of Life

On Original Ideas
The difference between merely stating an idea

and understanding what it can do and mean

by Stephen Jay Gould

In his essay "Technical Education,"

written in 1877, Thomas Henry Huxley

proclaimed that "the great end of life is

not knowledge but action." Since Huxley

was no intellectual slouch, we may be con-

fident that he was not advocating thought-

less exertion, but arguing that hard-won

knowledge only gains its highest value in

utility. As Marx wrote in his last thesis on

Feuerbach: "Philosophers have thus far

only interpreted the world in various ways;

the point, however, is to change it."

Pristine originality is an illusion; all

great ideas were thought and expressed

before a conventional founder first pro-

claimed them. Copernicus did not reverse

heavenly motion single-handedly, and

Darwin did not invent evolution. Conven-

tional founders win their just reputations

because they prepare for action and grasp

the full implication of ideas that predeces-

sors expressed with little appreciation of

their revolutionary power.

All scientists and science buffs know

that several prominent scholars—La-

marck in particular—developed elaborate

systems of evolutionary thought before

Darwin. Many, however, suppose that

Darwin was the true originator of his own

particular theory about how evolution oc-

curred—natural selection. Yet by his own

belated admission (in the historical pref-

ace added to later editions of the Origin of
Species), Darwin allowed that two scien-

tists had preceded him in formulating the

principle of natural selection. He also ar-

gued, at least by implication—and I

heartily agree—that neither of these

anticipations diluted his claim to fame or

originality. He had not initially disre-

garded them through ill will but simply

because their total obscurity had veiled

them from his or any other scientist's at-

tention. The reasons for this justifiable ig-

norance reinforce Darwin's status and

help us to understand the difference be-

tween merely stating an idea and under-

standing what it can do and mean.

One of Darwin's predecessors, the Scot-

tish naturalist and fruit grower Patrick

Matthew, published his version of natural

selection in 1 83 1 as an appendix to a work

entitled Naval Timber and Arboriculture.

And there it languished, unnoticed in its

odd context, until Darwin published in

1859. Matthew then wrote a letter to the

Gardeners' Chronicle asserting his prior-

ity not only for natural selection but also

for

the first proposal of the steam ram (also

claimed since by several others—English,

French, and American) and a navy of steam

gun-boats as requisite in future maritime

war, and which, like the organic selection

law, are only as yet making way.

Darwin responded to the Gardeners'

Chronicle on April 21, 1860 (I thank W.J.

Dempster for sending me copies of this

correspondence and for urging my atten-

tion to Matthew's views):

I have been much interested by Mr. Patrick

Matthew's communication in the Number
of your Paper, dated April 7. I freely ac-

knowledge that Mr. Matthew has antici-

pated by many years the explanation which

I have offered of the origin of species, under

the name of natural selection. I think that

no one will feel surprised that neither I, nor

apparently any other naturalist, has heard

of Mr. Matthew's views, considering how
briefly they are given, and that they ap-

peared in the Appendix to a work on Naval

Timber and Arboriculture. I can do no

more than offer my apologies to Mr. Mat-

thew for my entire ignorance of his publica-

tion. If another edition of my work is called

for, I will insert a notice to the foregoing ef-

fect.

The second, and earlier, anticipation of

natural selection was not presented in so

obscure a context. In 1813, Wilham

Charles Wells, another Scottish scientist

and physician (though bom in Charleston,

South Carolina), delivered a paper before

the Royal Society of London, England's

preeminent institution of science. It bore

one of those wonderfully extended titles so

common at the time: "Account of a fe-

male of the white race of mankind, parts

of whose skin resembles that of a negro,

with some observations on the causes of

the differences in color and form between

the white and negro races of men."

The essay made no recorded impact at

its presentation, and Wells did not publish

it at the time. As he lay dying of heart dis-

ease five years later, Wells prepared for

publication a single volume of his more

important essays. This volume, published

posthumously in 1818, included the short

1813 address almost as an afterthought at

the very end. Wells's volume was well

enough received, for it featured the two es-

says that had won his secure, if limited,

fame—one on the formation of dew (a

problem solved definitively by Wells, who
proved that dew is neither invisible rain

nor an exudation of plants, but a result of

condensation from surrounding air), and

one on why our two eyes see but a single

image. Ironically, and as a sign of the total

obscurity of Wells's short essay on the ori-

gin of human skin color, when Hugh Fal-

coner proposed Darwin for the Copley

Medal of the Royal Society in 1 864, he

praised Darwin by comparing his methods

of research with those followed in Wells's

excellent treatise on dew: "It may be

compared with Dr. Wells's 'Essay on Dew'

as original, exhaustive and complete

—

containing the closest observation with

large and important generalization." Fal-

coner apparently never realized that the

volume he had consulted to read Wells's

"Essay on Dew" also contained an antici-

patory statement about natural selection

itself.

Wells was an austere, intensely private,

idiosyncratic man. He had, by his own ac-

count, few friends, fewer patients, and

very little cash (largely because he spent

most of his life repaying loans to his few

good friends). He lived his adult life alone

in London. He never married, socialized
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little, and published less. The autobiog-

raphy prefixed to his volume of essays be-

moans his persistent financial straits, par-

ticularly his inability to maintain a

carriage, thereby foreclosing most social

activity and access to potential patients (in

those happy but bygone days when home
visits by physicians were practically man-

datory).

Although bom in America, Wells was

the son of intense British loyalists. Wells

recorded his father's fears that he might

be won to the republican cause in an agi-

tated prerevolutionary America:

He, fearing that I should become tainted

with the disloyal principles which began im-

mediately after the peace of 1 763 to prevail

throughout America, obliged me to wear a

tartan coat, and a blue Scotch bonnet, hop-

ing, by these means, to make me consider

myself a Scotchman. The persecution I

hence suffered produced this effect com-

pletely.

Wells had little good to say for Amer-

ica, for he attributed to his early life in

South Carolina virtually all the faults of

his later days, including this embarrassed

admission:

What I shall next say will no doubt be held

very ridiculous. I lived till I was near 1

1

years old, close upon the harbor of a large

sea-port in America, and by this means as-

sociated much with blackguard sailor boys.

To this I attribute a practice of swearing, of

which I have from the time of being a child,

been frequently guilty, when my feelings

have been agitated, and even sometimes

when no excuse of this kind has existed.

Wells was therefore happy to leave

America for an education in Britain. He
returned to Carolina (then in Royalist

hands) in 1 78 1 to look after his father's af-

fairs; but he ended up in jail after the over-

turn of political power and was only too

happy to win repatriation, this time per-

manently, to Britain. He moved to London

and was licensed by the Royal College of

Physicians in 1 788. His 1 792 essay on sin-

gle vision with two eyes secured his elec-

tion to the Royal Society, while his 1814

essay on dew won him the society's cov-

eted Rumford Medal. Despite the quality

and renown of these works. Wells pub-

lished little else. His autobiography does

not even mention the 1813 essay on hu-

man skin color, and we have no indication

that he afforded it any significance in his

own mind or that he recognized any fur-

ther-ranging implications for its ideas.

Like so many general statements writ-

ten by physicians, Wells's 1813 essay on

natural selection begins with a description

of an unusual medical case history. Han-

nah West, a young woman from Sussex

and the daughter of "a footman in a gen-

tleman's family," visited him for observa-

tion of her peculiar skin. Her parents and

all relatives were conventional Cauca-

sians, but Hannah West, although appro-

priately pale skinned everywhere else, was

"as dark as any negro" on her left shoul-

der, arm, forearm, and hand. In deference

to the venerable theory, then still preva-

lent, of "maternal impressions" (see my
column of September 1981), West's fam-

ily and neighbors attributed her affliction

to the following peculiar event:

Her mother . . . received a fright, while

pregnant with her, by accidently treading

on a live lobster; and to this was attributed

the blackness of part of her skin, which was

observed at her birth.

Wells observed Hannah West care-

fully, noted the sharp transition between

her unusual dark and expected white skin,

and marveled at the blackness of her left

arm
—

"darker than the corresponding

part in any negro whom I have seen; for

the palm of her hand and inside of her fin-

gers are black, whereas these parts in a ne-

gro are only of a tawny hue." But, in truth,

Wells never transcended the purely de-

scriptive and reported nothing of general

interest. Even the basic premise of his ac-

count was erroneous; whites with large

patches of melanic skin bear no meaning-
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ful resemblance, genealogical or other-

wise, to black people. Had Wells not ap-

pended seven pages of speculation on the

origin of human skin colors to his report, it

would surely have fallen into total and per-

manent oblivion, rather than mere obscu-

rity (with later resurrection as a curiosity).

These seven pages, the afterthought to an

essay published as an afterthought, in-

clude a two- to three-page section on natu-

ral selection, the first clear and recognized

statement of Darwin's great principle.

Wells begins diffidently, fearful per-

haps that too much speculation will dilute

the value of his sober observations on Han-

nah West's unusual skin:

On considering the difference of color be-

tween Europeans and Africans, a view has

occurred to me of this subject, which has

not been given by any author, whose works

have fallen into my hands. I shall, therefore,

venture to mention it here, though at the

hazard of its being thought rather fanciful

than just.

Wells invokes natural selection to ex-

plain the success of black people in hot cli-

mates. Beginning with the usual and un-

stated racist assumption that white skin is

proper and primary, Wells imagines that

the original inhabitants of Africa were

lighter then their current descendants. He
explains the change by natural selection

and even invokes Darwin's favorite argu-

ment of analogy with artificial selection as

practiced by animal breeders:

Those who attend to the improvement of

domestic animals, when they find individ-

uals possessing, in a greater degree than

common, the qualities they desire, couple a

male and female of these together, then

take the best of their offspring as a new
stock, and in this way proceed, till they ap-

proach as near the point in view, as the na-

ture of things will permit. But, what is here

done by art, seems to be done, with equal ef-

ficacy, though more slowly, by nature, in

the formation of varieties of mankind, fit-

ted for the country which they inhabit.

This statement has been cited in several

previous works (it is the "standard" quote

from Wells), but I do not think that any

commentator has recognized the decid-

edly unorthodox character of Wells's

presentation. Curiously, its unusual fea-

tures presage some of the arguments now
being presented by many evolutionists

against the strict construction of Darwin-

ism that has been so popular during the

past twenty years or so.

In the usual, and strictly Darwinian, ar-

gument, direct adaptation of skin color

and change by competition among indi-

vidual organisms would be featured. In

other words, we would argue that black

skin offered direct advantages in hot cli-
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mates and that it arose by differential sur-

vival and propagation of darker individ-

uals within a population. Wells explicitly

denies both parts of this scenario.

For adaptation, Wells rebuts the idea

that black skin provides any benefit in it-

self (he was probably wrong) and claims

instead that some other physiological fea-

ture of black people adapts them to hot cli-

mates by conferring resistance to tropical

diseases. Wells speculates that this fea-

ture may be subtle and not manifested in

evident morphology. Black skin may be

correlated with this feature for some un-

known developmental reason and may
therefore serve as a sign of advantage, al-

though of no direct benefit itself:

I do not, however, suppose, that their differ-

ent susceptibility of diseases depends, prop-

erly, on their difference of color. On the

contrary, I think it probable, that this is

only a sign of some difference in them,

which, though strongly manifested by its ef-

fects in life, is yet too subtle to be discov-

ered by an anatomist after death; in like

manner as a human body, which is incapa-

ble of receiving the small-pox, differs in no

observable thing from another, which is still

liable to be affected with that disease.

Darwin puzzled over these "correla-

tions of growth" and recognized that

many features may offer no direct benefit,

yet still characterize large groups by their

forced physiological relationship with

other features. Extreme versions of Dar-

winism have forgotten this subtlety and

have tried to find direct adaptive advan-

tages, often by purely speculative argu-

ment, for nearly every widespread feature.

The theme of "nonadaptive conse-

quences" has been reasserted of late in an

atmosphere of renewed attention to devel-

opmental patterns and the integrity of

organization (animals cannot be analyzed

as an amalgam of independent parts).

Wells's treatment of color follows these re-

cent criticisms.

For selection, the usual argument

would envisage a human population with

considerable variation in skin color. Peo-

ple with dark skin would, on average, be

more successful in raising offspring and,

slowly but surely, skin color within the

population would shift toward darker

hues. In other words, evolutionary change

occurs by competition among individual

organisms within a population (the "strug-

gle for existence").

Wells explicitly denies this usual form

of selection by claiming that favorable

variants cannot spread through large and

stable populations. His argument is incor-

rect and based on a false view of heredity,

then current, called blending inheri-

tance—the idea that all favorable variants

will be diluted by half in offspring through

intermarriage with a normal member of

the population. The diluted offspring will

usually marry a normal individual (since

favorable variants are so rare) and the sub-

sequent generation will be diluted to one-

quarter. Soon, the rare and favorable vari-

ant will be entirely swamped out. He-

redity doesn't work this way (although

Wells didn't know it). Genetic mutations

are often the basis of favorable traits, and

such alterations cannot be diluted by

breeding with normal individuals. The
mutation (if recessive) may not be ex-

pressed in the next generation, but it will

not be eliminated. Although Wells argued

falsely, his belief in blending inheritance

led him to deny selection by slow transfor-

mation of a population:

Those varieties [that is, favorable varia-

tions], for the most part, quickly disappear,

from the intermarriages of different fam-

ilies. Thus, if a very tall man be produced,

he very commonly marries a woman much
less than himself, and their progeny

scarcely differs in size from their country-

men.

How then can selection work? Wells ar-

gues that favorable variants can spread,

presumably by chance rather than by se-

lection (although he is not explicit),

through small and mobile populations

where vast numbers of normal individuals

cannot enforce dilution by backbreeding:

In districts, however, of very small extent,

and having little intercourse with other

countries, an accidental difference in the

appearance of the inhabitants will often de-

scend to their late posterity.

Thus, Wells conjectures that the people

of Africa were initially divided into tiny,

noninteracting populations. By chance,

different average colors (and accompany-

ing resistances to disease) became estab-

lished among the populations. Selection

then acted by competition between popu-

lations already different (for reasons unre-

lated to natural selection) in average skin

color. Within each group, color was rela-

tively constant and selection could only

operate by sorting the groups themselves.

Selection, on other words, occurs between

groups, not among individuals within a

group.

Of the accidental varieties of man [mean-

ing populations this time; Wells and his con-

temporaries used the word variety both for

variant individuals and for different popu-

lations], which would occur among the first

few and scattered inhabitants of the middle

regions of Africa, some one would be better

fitted than the others to bear the diseases of
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the country. This race would consequently

multiply, while the others would decrease,

not only from their inability to sustain the

attacks of disease, but from their incapacity

of contending with their more vigorous

neighbors. The color of this vigorous race I

take for granted, from what has been al-

ready said, would be dark.

The locus or level of selection is a "hot

topic" within evolutionary theory today.

While no one denies that selection works

powerfully at the traditional level of dif-

ferences among individuals within a popu-

lation, other modes may also be impor-

tant. The notion that selection may
operate primarily among local popula-

tions—so-called intergroup selection

—

has long been advocated by the great ge-

neticist Sewall Wright (who still argues el-

oquently for his position at age 93).

Wright's eclipse within strict Darwinian

circles has recently been reversed and in-

tergroup selection is now receiving a more

favorable second look. It is intriguing that

the first formulation of natural selection

advocated an intergroup process rather

than the traditional focus on competing in-

dividuals.

Nonetheless, although Wells's argu-

ment was unorthodox by later Darwinian

standards, it surely states the principle of

natural selection. We must therefore re-

turn to the initial and fundamental ques-

tion. Why were these Darwinian harbin-

gers totally ignored, and why does Darwin

deserve his status (and, I fear. Wells and

Matthew theirs as well).

Loren Eiseley makes the astute point

(in Darwin's Century) that Wells's argu-

ment, as stated, cannot be generalized to

yield the panoply of evolutionary change

through life's history. Everyone knew that

individuals varied and that local breeds

could be manufactured from this raw ma-

terial (how else did dog and pigeon fanci-

ers work, not to mention agriculturists).

But variation among breeds of dogs does

not permit an extrapolation to the trans-

formation from fish to human. Perhaps

species have their fixed and God-given

limits of variation. We may make new

breeds by selecting for extremes within

these limits, but we cannot transcend the

boundary to construct fundamentally new

creatures. Wells does not generalize his ar-

gument to encompass large-scale evolu-

tionary change, and hindsight alone may
permit us to view his speculations as har-

bingers to Darwin's overturn of biology.

Still, this cannot be the main reason for

Wells's obscurity (and Eiseley doesn't

make such a claim either). (Darwin, by

the way, only learned of Wells's work from

an American correspondent with anti-
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quarian bibliographic interests.) The pri-

mary rationale is uncomplex. Ideas are

cheap; mere statement amounts to little or

nothing. Intellectual fame accrues to peo-

ple with the vision to make a good idea

work in two ways: by using it to make new

discoveries and by recognizing its implica-

tions as a far-ranging instrument in trans-

forming general attitudes.

We have no indication that either Wells

or Matthew recognized any of the revolu-

tionary power behind his cleverness. Wells

presented natural selection as an appen-

dage to an essay he didn't even bother to

publish until he lay dying. Matthew bur-

ied it among his trees and saw no forest (al-

though he, unlike Wells, did advocate evo-

lution as the cause of life's history).

Indeed, in a second letter responding to

Darwin's apology in 1860, Matthew

damns Darwin with faint praise (and ends

up condemning himself) by arguing that

he never made much of selection because,

unlike Darwin who struggled so hard to

formulate the principle, he had seen it as

an evident deduction from the nature of

things. He regarded it as necessarily true,

almost trivial in that sense, and thus un-

worthy of much development. He there-

fore missed all its significance:

To me the conception of this law of Nature

came intuitively as a self-evident fact, al-

most without an effort of concentrated

thought. Mr. Darwin here seems to have

more merit in the discovery than I have

had—to me it did not appear a discovery.

He seems to have worked it out by inductive

reason, slowly and with due caution to have

made his way synthetically from fact to fact

onwards [Darwin did not, in fact, work in

this plodding manner—see my essay of De-

cember 1979]; while with me it was by a

general glance at the scheme of Nature that

I estimated this select production of species

as an a priori recognizable fact—an axiom,

requiring only to be pointed out to be admit-

ted by unprejudiced minds of sufficient

grasp.

Darwin, on the other hand, used natural

selection as the motivating mechanism of

a life's career. He interpreted human evo-

lution in its light, reformulated the princi-

ples of psychology, and explained the

coevolution of orchids and their pollinat-

ing insects, the biogeographic distribution

of organisms, the habits and actions of

worms, and hundreds of other dilemmas

from the largest enigmas of life to the

smallest quirks of particular organisms.

He established a workable research pro-

gram for an entire profession.

I have found no documents of human
thought more exciting than the notebooks

that Darwin filled in London as a young

man in his late twenties, just returned

from five years aboard the Beagle. He had

the key to a new view of life, and he knew

it. His mind ranged over the entire intel-

lectual landscape, from biology to psy-

chology, morality, philosophy, and litera-

ture. Evolution by natural selection

impinged on everything. Wells and Mat-

thew had stated it and then had either for-

gotten or had failed to draw any implica-

tions. Darwin sat in London, a young man
rebuilding a world of thought. Consider

but one statement, as a symbol of his

achievement and a fitting end to this es-

say, one that I have quoted before but well

worth repeating. Charles Darwin, cutting

through two thousand years of tradition in

Western philosophy with one epigram-

matic note to himself:

Plato says in Phaedo that our "imaginary

ideas" arise from the pree.xistence of the

soul, are not derivable from experience

—

read monkeys for preexistence.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard
University.
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Goose Mates
When it comes to choosing a mate,

snow geese appear to be color prejudiced

by Fred Cooke

The snow geese that sweep south out of

the Canadian Arctic in large skeins each

fall have long puzzled bird watchers,

hunters, and scientists. For many years,

the species was regarded as two: the snow

goose, which, aside from black wing tips,

has beautiful plumage as white as the

snowy wastes where it breeds; and the blue

goose, which has a white head but warm
gray-brown feathers covering the rest of

its body. Only in the last ten years have the

two been recognized as representing dif-

ferent color phases of the same species. In-

terestingly, the plumage difference, or

polymorphism, is primarily restricted to

the Hudson Bay and Foxe Basin popula-

tions of the lesser snow goose {Anser

caerulescens caerulescens).

In many species of birds, plumage dif-

ferences are sexual. The plumage of the

mallard drake, for example, is gaudy,

while that of the female is cryptically col-

ored. This is not the case with snow geese:

both sexes occur in both color phases. This

type of polymorphism is unusual in birds

and is restricted to relatively few families,

such as hawks, jaegers, and herons. One
question for modem-day biologists is what

significance such polymorphic differences

may have. In a few cases, the differences

have been shown to be under relatively

simple genetic control, but in many others,

the genetic basis has not been investigated.

One of the earliest insights into poly-

morphism in snow geese was made at Cor-

nell more than twenty years ago by water-

fowl biologist Graham Cooch, who now
works with the Canadian Wildlife Ser-

vice, and John Beardmore, a British popu-

lation geneticist. Cooch had spent three

lonely summers at Boas River, one of four

snow goose colonies on Southampton Is-

land in Hudson Bay. Snow geese mate for

life, and both members of a mated pair at-

tend the nest, the female generally incu-

bating and the gander standing guard.

Cooch was thus able to record the plum-

age color of mated pairs and found to his

surprise that he had evidence of color pref-

erence among his geese: birds usually

paired with a bird of the same plumage

color as themselves. Mixed pairs, while

not unusual, were much less common than

would have been expected if the birds had

F
i

chosen mates at random with respect to

the color of plumage. This phenomenon is

known as positive assortative mating, that

is, like choosing like.

I found Cooch's observation fascinating

because it suggested that the birds were

discriminating among potential mates on

the basis of some readily identifiable vi-

sual cue. If this were so, the snow goose

would provide a good subject for investi-

gating the general question of how organ-

isms go about choosing mates. Similar

patterns of nonrandom mating have been

reported for animals ranging from fresh-

water shrimps to Japanese quail, but

many of these organisms are difficult to

study under natural conditions. I decided

to embark on a long-term study of snow

geese to try to understand how mates are

chosen among populations of animals in

the wild.

..j.i»

Snow geese come in two colorphases:

all white,facingpage, and basically

dark, above. Dark-phase birds have

gray-brownplumage, exceptfor awhile

head and neck, and are commonly known

as blue geese. Colonies ofsnow geese

generally contain birds ofboth phases,

but geese usuallypair with others of

the same color A bird's choice ofa

mate appears to be influenced by the

color ofits parents and siblings.



In June 1968 1 found myself camped on

an isolated esker (a narrow ridge of ma-

terials deposited by a stream flowing in or

under glacial ice) on the Manitoba shore-

line of Hudson Bay, some 600 miles north

of Winnipeg and 30 miles east of the httle

community of Churchill. I had come here

beause of the esker's proximity to the La
Perouse Bay snow goose colony. Along the

edge of the bay is an extensive arctic salt

marsh dominated by goose grass and

sedge. This marsh provides food for the

goslings and their parents. Landward of

the salt marsh is coastal tundra vegetation

with small shrubby willows, lyme grass,

and other assorted grasses and sedges.

Most of the geese nest among this vegeta-

tion.

The La Perouse Bay colony is appealing

in a number of ways, and I have returned

every summer for the past fourteen years.

Apart from being a relatively accessible

and most exciting place to work (polar

bears abound in late summer), the colony

contains 4,000 breeding pairs of snow

geese, sufficient for a thorough analysis

and yet not too many to handle. It also cov-

ers a small enough area so that most of the

nests can be found every year and studied

by a team of biology students. Our aun is

to mark as many birds as possible and to

observe these marked birds throughout

their lifetimes. Only by knowing the indi-

vidual birds, their genetic relationships,

and their pair bonding can we ask detailed

questions about mate choice.

Our marking methods are twofold.

First, we place a small, numbered metal

tag on each gosUng the day it hatches.

This tells us who the bird's siblings and

parents are. The goslings soon leave the

nest and move with their parents to the

salt marshes, where they grow rapidly. At
the same time, the adults molt their flight

feathers and become flightless for three to

four weeks. During this period, when the

goslings are four to five weeks old, we
carry out our second marking. With the

aid of a helicopter and a crew of people on

the ground, we round up large flocks of

snow goose families. On realizing that

they are surrounded, the geese become
more docile and can be led into a net en-

closure, which has been erected on a suit-

ably dry part of the tundra. We can catch

more than a thousand geese at a time this

way, and each season we band up to eight

thousand birds. The geese are given both a

numbered U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

band and, for our own purposes, a plastic

color-band with three letters on it. This

second band can be seen at a distance and

aUows us to identify a bird without catch-

ing it. The band tells us the age and sex of

the goose, when it was banded, and in

some cases the identity of its parents. This

last attribute is the most important in an

investigation of mate choice.

When animals select a mate on the ba-

sis of physical and behavioral attributes,

two types of choices may be important.

First, certain attributes in some members
of the opposite sex may be reproductively

advantageous, contributing to the produc-

tion of more off'spring. Individuals with

these qualities v^dll often be chosen pref-

erentially. Charles Darwin suggested that

because birds that nest earlier in the

breeding season can produce more off'-

spring, females m\i compete for males

that establish territories early in the sea-

son. On average, a female that obtains

such a male will leave more off'spring than

one that does not.

A second possible consideration in

choosing a mate, however, has to do not

wdth this sort of general suitability (that is,

recognized by all members of the opposite

sex) but rather with suitability in relation

to one's ovra attributes. When attributes

are matched in this way, assortative mat-

ing results. I knew from the work of Cooch

and Beardmore that there was evidence

for assortative mating in snow geese, but

observations of mating in wild populations

can be misleading and I wanted to be cer-
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After breeding in the Canadian Arctic, snow geese migrate

to the GulfStatesfor the winter. During migration,

they are sometimes in the company ofother species:

the skein at left,for example, may include a smaller Ross's goose,

and several Canada geese appear in theflock below.

Snow geese choose mates during migration or on the wintering

grounds. Females have a stronger urge than

males to breed in their natal colony, so in the spring,

most ofthe pairs returning to a colony consist ofa

nativefemale and an immigrant male.
Frans Lanting

tain that we inteqjreted correctly what we
saw at La Perouse Bay. Chris Davies, a

graduate student at Queen's University,

and I have outUned five questions we feel

must be addressed in studies of this kind.

First, is there evidence of nonrandom mat-

ing in terms of some physical or behav-

ioral character? If so, does this nonrandom

mating necessarily imply mate choice?

Again, if so, is the choice based on the

character itself? Is there genetic variabil-

ity in the population for the character? Fi-

nally, is there a selective advantage in

making the correct choice? The final two

questions are important in considerations

of the evolutionary, as opposed to the im-

mediate, consequences of mate choice.

At La Perouse Bay, we found a pattern

of nonrandom mating very similar to that

reported by Cooch and Beardmore. Of all

the geese, approximately 28 percent were

blue phase, and of all the pairs, 1 5 to 1

8

percent were mixed. According to statisti-

cal expectation, roughly 42 percent should

have been mixed if pairing had been at

random with respect to colon Based on

data collected from the Boas River colony,

Cooch and I had suggested in 1968 that

goslings become imprinted on their par-

ents and that later in life they choose to

mate with a bird the same color as their

parents. We reached this conclusion ini-

tially after looking at the genes responsi-

ble for plumage color. Homozygous blue-

phase geese (those carrying two alleles for

blue coloration) usually selected blue

mates, whereas heterozygous blue geese

(carrying a dominant allele for blue color-

ation and a recessive one for white color-

ation) often selected a white mate. We
reasoned that homozygous geese must

have had two blue-plumaged parents and

that the heterozygous blue birds could

have had one white-plumaged parent.

The genetic findings supported the hy-

pothesis that parental color lay behind

mate choice, but we had no direct evi-

dence. Testing our hypothesis was the first

objective of our La Perouse Bay study. Af-

ter marking the goslings and recording the

color of the parents, all we had to do was to

wait and see which mates they brought

back. A two- to three-year wait was neces-

sary because geese do not nest in their first

summer and only a fraction breed as two-

year-olds. It took a number of years to

build up an adequate sample size, but to

date, more than 500 birds tagged as gos-

lings have returned with mates. Of 353

birds with white parents, 90 percent re-

turned with a white mate; of 103 birds

with blue parents, 85 percent returned

with a blue mate; and of 103 birds of

mixed percentage—which we predicted

would be willing to take either a white or a

blue mate—60 percent came back with a

white mate, 40 percent with a blue mate.

Apart from a few exceptions, therefore,

the findings were consistent with our hy-

pothesis.

But are they really choosing mates?

Without doubt there is an assortative mat-

ing pattern, but this does not necessarily

mean that real choices are being made.

For example, in Homo sapiens, married

couples are usually of similar age. This

could arise from one of two causes: either

there is a preference for a mate of a similar

age or there is no preference but potential

mates of a similar age are more prevalent

when the choice is made. In this latter

case, a random selection is being made
from a nonrandom sample of individuals.

(The two causes need not be mutually ex-

clusive; a preference may exist within a

nonrandom sample.)

Determining whether preference or

prevalence explained the nonrandom mat-

ing patterns in snow geese was difficult be-

cause pair formation takes place, not on

the breeding grounds, but on the wintering

grounds in the Gulf States or during mi-

gration. Birds from all the Hudson Bay

and Foxe Basin colonies have a similar mi-

gration route and wintering distribution,

so for these months of the year, the geese

of La Perouse Bay are mixed with birds

from most of the other arctic colonies. To

complicate the situation even more, there

is some geographical separation of the two

color phases, perhaps reflecting their his-

torical origins. Blue birds are more com-

mon in the eastern part of the winter

range, predominating in Louisiana, while

the white-phase birds are more common in

Texas. Consequently, a blue (or white)

bird is likely to be primarily in the com-

pany of other blue (or white) birds. This

meant that if the birds do form pairs on

the wintering grounds, we had to interpret

our field data cautiously.

We decided to supplement our field

data with experimental manipulation of

the birds. We already had in captivity

twelve mated pairs of snow geese of vari-

ous color combinations. Each pair was

placed in a separate pen and provided with

six goslings hatched from eggs that we
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had collected in the Arctic and hatched in

incubators. Some pure and some mixed

foster families were created, but overall,

there were equal numbers of white and

blue birds. The goslings soon became im-

printed on their foster parents, and after

six weeks, all the families were released

from the pens and allowed to mix freely in

a large field. The results were unambigu-

ous. All but two of the goslings from pure

families chose a mate of the same color as

their parents, while goslings from the

mixed families mated at random with re-

spect to color. These results, combined

with our field observations, gave strong

support for the view that geese do actively

choose mates on the basis of plumage

color and that the color they choose is in-

fluenced by the color of the birds in their

own family. Both parental and sibling

color were important, not just parental

color as we had initially imagined. To fur-

ther confirm our hypothesis, we raised

more than a hundred goslings of both col-

ors together. As we predicted, when these

geese mated, they did so at random.

As a last check to be sure that the birds

were really selecting mates by color and

not by sound or smell or some other un-

known, correlated character, we con-

ducted a series of experiments that enter-

tained and amused the local residents. We
dyed some of the adult snow geese pink

and kept others white. We then used them

as foster parents and tried to find out

whether goslings could discriminate be-

tween the two colors. As hoped, goslings

with pink parents ran toward a strange

pink bird in preference to a strange white

bird, and the converse was true for gos-

lings with white parents.

Another facet of this question that in-

terests animal behaviorists is whether

there are sexual differences in mate

choice. Sociobiological theory suggests

that since sperm are small and easier to

produce than eggs, males are much less se-

lective than females. While this is un-

doubtedly true in animals where polygyny

is the rule, it may be less true in monoga-

mous animals such as snow geese, which

generally pair for fife.

Unfortunately, a study of possible sex-

ual diff"erences in mate choice among
snow geese is difficult to carry out on the

breeding grounds because of the unequal

numbers of banded males and females

that return from the wintering grounds.

Most birds have a strong urge, knovm as

philopatry, to breed close to the area in

which they were raised. Philopatry is

thought to have evolved because a bird

can survive and reproduce more effec-
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lively in a location with which it is famil-

iar; it has learned the better feeding sites

and areas where predators may be more

prevalent. Among birds, males are usually

more philopatric than females, but for

snow geese—and probably all other wa-

terfowl species—the reverse is true. At La
Perouse Bay, for example, most of the

banded birds that return to breed in their

natal colony are females; very few males

ever come back. Since the survival rates of

the two sexes are approximately even, the

males have presurriably paired with fe-

males from other colonies and followed

them back to their homes. While this be-

havior is interesting, it means that we sel-

dom find out what color mates our male

goslings wind up with. As the study has

progressed, however, we have accumu-

lated sufficient data on La Perouse Bay

geese of both sexes to say that the males

Snow geese matefor life. Both birds attend the nest,

although thefemale generally incubates while the male
stands guard. A day or so after the chicks hatch,

thefamily moves to marshyfeeding grounds, left, where

the goslings grow rapidly under the protective care

oftheirparents. The birds below haveformed
a relatively uncommon mixed-colorpair

appear to be less discriminating than the

females. Although both returning males

and females are generally accompanied

by a mate of the same color, males return

with a mate of a different color more often

than females do.

The differences in degree of philopatry

result in an interesting pattern at La Pe-

rouse Bay: the number of mixed pairs

where the female is white and the male

blue considerably exceeds the number

where the female is blue and the male

white. The explanation for this is simply

that La Perouse Bay (and Boas River,

where Cooch and Beardmore observed

the same pattern) is a predominantly

white-phase colony. Since females are

more likely than males to return to their

natal colony to breed and since, in our col-

ony, more females are white than blue,

mixed pairs in the colony are most likely to

consist of a white female and an immi-

grant blue male. In the predominantly

blue-phase colonies, many of the immi-

grant males are white.

So far our studies have concentrated

primarily on proximate questions. There is

a long-term evolutionary question that we

would ask as well—does choosing a mate

of the same color confer any reproductive

advantage? In 1935 Konrad Lorenz first

suggested that a young bird learned what

species it belonged to by becoming im-

printed on its parents. He also proposed

that if the bird subsequently chose a mate

that looked like its parents, it would find a

partner genetically similar to itself and

with which it could breed successfully.

Cross-fostering experiments, in which

young birds of species A were raised with

species B and vice versa, showed the gen-

eral truth of this idea: the young birds

chose mates of their foster parents' spe-

cies. If imprinting, then, is a valuable

mechanism for species recognition, what

is the explanation for imprinting upon

plumage color in a species that occurs in

two distinct color phases? Is the recogni-

tion of polymorphism, as Pat Bateson, an

ethologist from Cambridge, believes, a

mechanism to allow an animal to choose a

partner that is genetically even more simi-

lar to it and that thus might make a more

suitable mate? Or does it serve some other

function?

Organisms with color polymorphism

have provided some of the best evidence

of natural selection in action. A classic ex-

ample is the peppered moth. Widely dis-

tributed throughout Britain, this moth

comes in two forms, light and dark. In the

latter half of the nineteenth centur), the



frequency of the dark, or melanistic, form

increased dramatically in the industri-

alized parts of the country. The increase

was shown to be a result of natural selec-

tion: in rural areas, the white moths are

camouflaged on trees covered with light-

colored lichens; in polluted areas, the

lichens are killed, birds prey heavily on the

now highly visible white moths, and the

population shows an increase in the less

conspicuous melanistic forms.

Early workers felt that similar changes

were occurring among snow geese. Cooch

believed that white birds were more vul-

nerable to human hunters and that blue-

phase birds were on the increase. We have

found no such increase within the La Pe-

rouse Bay colony. The overall survival and

fecundity of the two plumage types are re-

markably similar, suggesting that an evo-

lutionary balance has been reached. Fur-

thermore, the reproductive success of

pure and mixed pairs is much the same. Is

there then no evolutionary advantage to

the color preference that we have docu-

mented?

Perhaps we should consider the pos-

sibility that snow geese employ other

attributes in addition to, not instead of,

color to select a mate. Recently, we have

found that large females tend to have

large mates and small females, small

mates. Although not proof that birds are

selecting mates on the basis of size, this

observation is suggestive. Also, in the case

of size, unlike color, we can suggest a good

evolutionary reason why they should do

so. On average, pairs of large birds pro-

duce more eggs and more young than

pairs of two small birds or of one small and

one large bird. Considering size and color

together, we can easily see potential con-

flicts for a bird that is looking for a mate.

If mates are in short supply, the bird may

have to choose between a mate of the right

color but the wrong size and one of the

right size but wrong color. How would the

decision be made? This is just one of the

questions we are now trying to answer. In

the hope of unraveling this and other puz-

zles certain to arise, we expect to continue

migrating north with the geese for many

years to come. CD
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When the time comesfor these dusky

immature snow geese to choose a mate,

most, but not all, will wind up with a

bird the same color as themselves.

Scientists do not yet know ifthere is

an evolutionary advantage to beingpari

ofapure, rather than a mixed, pair



Tigers seek the shade ofdense

vegetation during the hottest part

ofthe afternoon, below. Normally,

tigers are solitary creatures;

these two are either related or mates.

The cub,facingpage, is nestled securely

in a stand ofbamboo.



The Tiger

Singles Scene
These big cats do not mingle like their lion cousins.

Strictly territorial, they come together mainly for mating purposes

by Mel and Fiona Sunquist

Early morning fog swirls above the sur-

face of the water and mutes the colors of

the landscape, turning everything to mono-

chrome. From the tall simal trees moisture

drips like rain onto the twenty-foot-high

grasses below. A black-and-white pied

kingfisher twitters, then hangs in the air

over the gray water, wings blurring. Sud-

denly, a low, resonant roar resounds across

the broad flood plain. It is an awesome

sound that carries for about two miles.

The tigress roars again and again, sixty-

nine times in fifteen minutes, then stops;

forest and grassland once more echo with

the noisy squabbling of birds.

The roaring tigress was a young animal

coming into her first estrus, and she was

probably trying to inform the local male of

her receptive state. A day later the male

showed up and stayed close to her for

forty-eight hours. These animals were part

of the first long-term study of tigers and

their prey, which was conducted in Ne-

pal's Royal Chitawan National Park,

where the Smithsonian Institution and the

World Wildlife Fund collaborated with an

enthusiastic host government. Largest of

the world's cats, the tiger has historically

epitomized the strength, cunning, and

wild places of Asia. For thousands of years

it has been the subject of myths, magic,

and folk tales, but until recently little was

known of this big predator's biology in its

natural habitat.

Chitawan was selected as a study site

because it has long been known to support

a thriving propulation of tigers. In the

1 930s it was the scene of lavish tiger hunts

in which kings and dignitaries from all

over the world participated. During a hunt

in the winter of 1938/39, the prime minis-

ter of Nepal and his guests shot some 90 to

100 tigers in Chitawan Valley alone. At

present, the park covers an area of 360

square miles, bounded on the north by the

Rapti and Narayani rivers and on the

south by the Indian border and the Siwa-

lik Hills. Rivers fed by runoff from the

high Himalayas divide the Siwaliks at in-

tervals, forming the wide, fertile valleys
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known as duns. The mixture of grassland

and riverine forest that covers the valley

floors is maintained and constantly rear-

ranged by the rain-swollen rivers. Tran-

quil for most of the year, the watercourses

are transformed into silt-laden torrents

during the three months of monsoon rains.

Great chunks of forest are torn away from

the banks and deposited elsewhere. The
silt is quickly colonized by grasses, and

within a year the open mudbanks are

transformed into waving grassland.

It is a constantly changing, dynamic

system. The rivers change course fre-

quently, and often rapidly, leaving aban-

doned oxbow lakes that gradually become
swamps and then dry land. These rich,

marshy bodies of water become a focal

point for a host of animals and birds.

Ibises, open-billed storks, and herons fes-

toon the trees; rhinos wallow in the muddy

water; and during the hottest months, ti-

gers use the dense wet grass around the

lakes as a resting place.

The mosaic of tall grassland and river-

ine forest on the flood plain is prime tiger

habitat. There is plenty of water and ex-

cellent stalking cover, and the area sup-

ports a high density of ungulates. Major

prey species include the elk-sized sambar

and smaller ungulates such as spotted

deer, hog deer, barking deer, and wild

boar A variety of other mammals are also

found in the park, including the sloth bear,

the leopard, and the Indian ox, or gaur.

The study of a soUtary, nocturnal, and

potentially dangerous predator such as the

tiger presents enormous logistical prob-

lems, especially when visibility is limited

by dense vegetation, as it is in Chitawan.

To identify and follow individuals at a dis-

tance, we used radiotelemetry, which en-

abled us to monitor several animals simul-

taneously and provided information on

how frequently they sociaUze and how
they utilize space and resources.

As anticipated, direct observation of

the tigers was rarely possible. Most of

their activity occurred between late after-

noon and mid-morning and dense vegeta-

tion precluded attempts to make observa-

tions at rest sites during the day. However,

we could follow their movements with the

aid of radio signals and we tracked col-

lared animals on foot, from elephant back

or vehicles, and occasionally from aircraft.

Location data revealed that both male

and female tigers maintained home
ranges that were exclusive of others of

their sex. Resident males occupied areas

of about twenty-five to forty square miles

and each male's range encompassed the

smaller eight-square-mile ranges of three
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to four females. These home ranges are far

too large to be maintained by physical

presence alone, and the solitary tiger, de-

pending solely on its own resources to

catch and kill prey, cannot afford poten-

tially damaging encounters. Instead, terri-

tories are maintained by visual and vocal

systems and by a complex system of scent

markings (deposited throughout an ani-

mal's home range and especially along the

borders). Scent probably conveys in-

formation regarding individual identity,

reproductive and social status, and the

time the mark was made. These signals in-

dicate that an area is occupied, but they

do not necessarily keep other tigers out.

Intruders do not remain in occupied areas

for long, however.

We found that tigers moved around

their territories frequently and were rarely

found in the same place on two consecu-

The evolution ofungulates oftheforest-grassland edge in

Southeast Asia helped shape the social structure and hunting

strategies oftigers. Such prey species as hog deer, left,

and water buffalo, being consumed, below, are often scattered

amid dense cover. With no selective advantage to the

cooperative hunting ofsuch prey, the tiger hunts alone.

Erwin and Peggy Bauer

tive days unless they had made a large kill.

They moved an average of six to twelve

miles per night, with males moving signifi-

cantly farther on a day-to-day basis. The
tigers visited most parts of their home
range every two to three weeks, and al-

though these movements were related to

finding and killing prey, it became obvious

that they were also intricately linked to

the maintenance of rights to an area. The
maxim seemed to be "use it or lose it," as

on two occasions tigers had their home
ranges appropriated by others when they

failed to use all portions of their territory.

In the first instance of a home range

loss, the resident male, which had occu-

pied the territory for three years, ceased to

visit its boundaries. He was found dead,

probably poisoned by local farmers. Barely

a month elapsed before the neighboring

male to the east began to make forays into

the dead male's range, an area where he

had never previously ventured. The neigh-

bor eventually appropriated most of the

dead male's range, effectively doubHng

the size of his territory from twenty-five to

forty square miles, and increasing to seven

the number of females with whom he

could mate. He maintained this expanded

home range until his death, visiting all por-

tions of it with the same frequency as he

had his smaller range; however, he spent

less time in each place, probably because

he had to move more often and travel far-

ther to sustain his rights to the area.

The second range shift took place be-

tween a mother, whom we called Number
One, and her daughter, the young roaring

tigress. By the time she was eighteen

months old, the young tigress was nutri-

tionally independent of Number One. Al-

though she continued to use her natal

range, she made her own kills, and mother

and daughter were rarely found hunting

or resting together. In May 1975. when

she was two years old and not >et sexually

mature, the young tigress shifted her ac-

tivities to a small island in the Narayani

River, just outside her mother's home

range. During the next nine months, she

ventured into her mother's range on only

nine occasions and all her travels were

along the periphery.

In October, when she was two and a

half years old, she came into her first es-

trous period. She started to roar periodi-

cally, and the resident male (her father)

began to visit her on the island, an area

where we had never previously located

him. Indeed, in the previous nine months

he had not been located within a half mile

of her. The male's visits to the island coin-

cided with the tigress's bouts of roaring,

but any matings that may have taken



A tigress rests after afeeding bout on a kill she made,

below. Tigers do notface the hordes ofcompetitorsfor

carcasses that African lions must constantly guard against.

At thepeak ofthe hot season, tigers, like the one at

right, oftenplop into a pool ofwaterfor relief

.

place were not successful as she did not

have cubs.

Her mother gave birth to a new litter in

mid-December and she subsequently re-

stricted her movements to a small area

around the den site. When the cubs were a

month old, the annual grass-cutting season

began and thousands of villagers came
into the park to harvest the tall grasses.

Traditionally, the area is burned after the

grasses are cut and, at the height of the

fires in mid-February, Number One relo-

cated her cubs, moving them out of the

grassland to a far corner of her range (af-

ter charging the grasscutters in the area

four times). She remained in the area of

her litter and did not venture back into the

grassland for some time. Within two

weeks of Number One moving her litter,

the young tigress was using a portion of

her mother's home range. During the next

six weeks she moved farther into the area.

In March and April, Number One made a

few excursions back into her former

range, but it was too late; by May she had

lost 90 percent of it to her daughter.

During the time she was estabUshing

her rights to the area, the young tigress

spent a disproportionate amount of her

time along its boundaries. In July, she suc-

cessfully mated with her father and in Oc-

tober she gave birth to a litter of cubs in

the same den site her mother had used.

Meanwhile, Number One lost her litter of

cubs and wandered around on the periph-

ery of her old range for some time before

establishing a new range adjacent to her old

one. The circumstances associated with the

range shift of these females appear to be

unusual. Most female ranges remain stable

and some tigresses in Chitawan have occu-

pied essentially the same ranges for six

years or longer. For instance, Number
One's daughter is still a resident in the

area she appropriated from her mother.

Male ranges seem to be less stable as

the males compete for larger areas that in-

clude more females; female ranges are

tied to the necessity of regularly and pre-

dictably securing food to raise young.

Throughout the two years of our study,

most females we observed were either

pregnant or accompanied by dependent

young, which remained with their mother

until they were approximately twenty

months old. Male cubs became indepen-

dent earlier than their female siblings and

wandered farther afield at an earlier age.

When Number One's daughter was nutri-

tionally independent of her mother but

still using her mother's six-square-mile

range, her male httermate was using a sev-

enteen-square-mile area that included his
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mother's range and those of several other

females. He was tolerated by his father,

the resident male, and during the hot sea-

son they frequently rested along the same
stream within 1 ,600 feet of one another.

Indeed, at this time the boundaries of his

range corresponded almost exactly with

the limits of his father's home range.

When he was thirty-four months old, he

left his natal area and, although we made
great efforts to find him, we never sighted

him again. Three years later, a tiger with

"a strap around its neck" was sighted by

local hunters in an area 150 miles away. It

was almost certainly the same male, but

we never managed to see him ourselves.

To reach this area he would have had to

travel through some very inhospitable

country, and on several occasions cross

1 '/2-mile-wide belts of agriculture.

Like most felids, tigers maintain a spa-

tially and temporally dispersed social sys-

tem where adults associate infrequently.

They are, however, capable of socializing

under special circumstances, as the hunt-

ing literature illustrates. Aggregations of

six or seven tigers have been seen around

bait kills, and there are reports of several

tigers being driven out of the same small

patch of cover where baits have been tied.

In zoos, tigers can be maintained in pairs

or social groups without problems, indi-

cating that they can show a greater degree

of social tolerance than might be antici-

pated from their normally solitary exis-

tence in the wild.

Apart from mother-young associations

and occasions when animals were thought

to be mating, we rarely found our study ti-

gers together, either hunting or at kills.

However, Charles McDougal, who ob-

served tigers at bait sites at the other end

of the same national park, but in areas

where baits are regularly put out to attract

tigers for tourist viewing, reports that ag-

gregations are not uncommon. These ag-

gregations are most likely at newly estab-

lished bait sites and when baits are placed

along home range boundaries. Even when

two adults were present, he saw little ag-

gression and animals seemed to feed quite

peaceably, turn by turn, allowing first

feeding rights to the individual that made

the kill. He did notice that there were cer-

tain sex and age classes of tigers that used

the bait sites more frequently; these in-

cluded young males and adult females

with large dependent cubs. Females with

small cubs almost never visited the bait

sites, probably because of the likelihood of

encountering adult males, which have

been known to kill cubs in these situations.

The most likely explanation for the dif-



The skulls, dentition, age at sexual

maturity, gestation period, and litter

size are strikingly similarfor tigers

and lions. But in response to differing

environmentalpressures, lions are

social and tigers are solitary.

Erwin and Peggy Bauer

ferences observed in the same park is that

tigers rarely have the opportunity to so-

cialize at natural kills. We found that ti-

gers made a large kill roughly once every

eight days and remained nearby, alter-

nately feeding and resting until the car-

cass was consumed. Given the nature of

the tiger's social system, and the dispersal

of kills throughout an animal's home

range, we were not surprised that two or

more adults were rarely found feeding to-

gether. The chances of one tiger encoun-

tering another on a natural kill are low.

Perhaps the most surprising observation is

that there is so little aggression in groups

feeding at bait sites, where tigers have

been seen to behave as socially as lions.

The solitary tiger and the social lion are

strikingly similar morphologically. Their

gestation period, litter size, tooth-replace-

ment patterns, and age at sexual maturity

are nearly identical, and the skulls and

dentition patterns of the two species are al-

most indistinguishable. Both show a simi-

lar degree of sex differences, and both are

physically adapted for the single-handed

capture and killing of prey as large or

larger than themselves. And if large brain

size is an index of social capacity, then the

tiger should be as social as the lion. Why
then isn't it?

The evolutionary histories of the two

species are quite different. The initial ap-

pearance of the lion apparently came after

the explosive Pliocene radiation of the

artiodactyls (hoofed mammals) into the

grasslands, while tigers probably evolved

in response to the evolution of forest-

grassland-edge ungulates in Southeast

Asia. The lion, living in more open habitat

where prey are abundant and form large

herds, has evolved a complex social unit

based on extended mother-daughter rela-

tionships. The demands upon the tiger of

living in dense cover, where relatively

small prey are scattered and time-consum-

ing to find, have not fostered the develop-

ment of social groups. Under these cir-

cumstances there is no selective advant-

age to cooperative hunting or feeding, and

it is more efficient to hunt alone and

thereby reduce interference from others.

Despite differences in hunting strate-

gies and social structures between lions

and tigers, both species exhibit similarly

flexible responses to variations in prey

density and dispersion. For example, lions

living in the harsh conditions of the Kala-

hari Desert, where the habitat cannot sup-

port a dense population of large herbi-

vores, are usually solitary or form small

prides of two to five animals. Their diet

consists mainly of small or young mam-

mals, and home ranges are large and over-

lap extensively. This is in direct contrast to

the lions of the Serengeti Plains. There

prides are large, and the lions maintain

small, exclusive home ranges. In this area

there is a dense population of large prey,

and small animals form an insignificant

part of the lions' diet.

In the Soviet Far East, where prey are

scarce and make large seasonal move-

ments, tigers maintain extremely large

home ranges. Males may have ranges up

to 400 square miles, and three or more fe-

males share overlapping ranges of 40 to

150 square miles. Defense of food re-

sources under these conditions would

seem to be uneconomical, whereas in

Chitawan, females are able to meet their

resource requirements within a much

smaller area, and maintenance of exclu-

sive ranges becomes feasible.

The capacity for tigers to socialize at

steady food sources with Uttle overt ag-

gression raises interesting implications for

the evolution of some type of sociality.

Combined with the possibility of home

range inheritance by female offspring, it

suggests that two or three females sharing

the same home range are related. As areas

available for reserves dwindle in size and

become more like islands, the tiger's ca-

pacity to socialize may be an important

factor in its survival. A given area cannot

support an unUmited number of tigers,

however; and as national parks become

surrounded by agriculture and dispersal

corridors are eliminated, tigers will be un-

able to enter or leave the preserves. The

consequences of this development will

probably be a disruption of the tiger's so-

cial system and increased conflict with

farmers and their livestock. Thus, the ti-

ger's future is uncertain at best. Proper

long-term management decisions must be

made now if these big cats are to survive.D
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One order of marine snails, the

Nudibranchia, is siiell-less, fiaving

dispensed with this calcareous mantle at

some distant point in its evolutionary

history. (Shells are present during the

larval stage but disappear as the animals

mature.) Like their terrestrial relatives

the garden slugs, nudibranchs are not

defenseless because of the lack of a

shell. Both slugs and nudibranchs are

distasteful to most would-be predators,

and the nudibranch's bright colors seem

to advertise that fact.

These gastropods, also known as

sea slugs, are found throughout the

world's oceans and include a wide

array of species. Their often bizarre-

looking dorsal outgrowths, called

cerata, take the place of respiratory

gills, whence the name nudibranch

("naked gill").

The opalescent nudibranch

Hermissenda crassicornis, right, feeds on

hydrozoans, a food preference that

provides this mollusk with another line of

defense. The nudibranch ingests its prey's

stinging cells with little damage to itself.

The stinging cells then pass through the

digestive system to sacs at the end of the

cerata, from which the nudibranch can

discharge them at an attacker.

Photographed near Pacific Grove,

California, this species ranges off the

Pacific coast of North America.

Crawling across a frond of kelp,

Janolusfuscus, left, searches for its

favored prey, bryozoans. As stands of kelp

approach senescence, they are colonized

by bryozoans. The kelp bed then becomes

a hunting ground for this nudibranch.

J.fuscus, photographed off Victoria,

British Columbia, ranges as far south

as northern California.

Naked
Nudibranchs

Sp0

Photographs by J. David Denning



Sardinian Bom and Bread
Women work together to nourish a community

by Elizabeth Lay Mathias

It is four o'clock in the morning. Sur-

rounded by her chattering children, Lili-

ana sits on a low stool in front of her open,

wood-burning oven, orforno. She thrusts a

long-handled wooden pallet into the open-

ing, placing a thin, flat round of bread

dough on the oven floor, cleared moments

earlier when she had swept the fire to one

side. She positions the dough, watches it

balloon in the heat, and then reaches in

again with the pallet to turn the bread.

Flipping it over and over and holding it up

off" the oven floor, she coaxes the bread to

inflate still more, then withdraws it from

the oven. Her young daughters, Maria

and Angelina, and her new friend, the vis-

iting American professor, receive the

bread, which deflates in the cooler air.

With cloths in hand as protection against

the steaming bread, they busy themselves

cutting it horizontally into two equal

rounds. Liliana continues her work as the

stack of cut bread grows, then begins to

give the bread a second baking. Using a

metal pallet, she carefully places each

thin, cut round back into the oven, turning

it quickly to brown both sides. Dry and

crisp, the bread is now a shepherd's bread

—it is ready to eat, but will keep fresh for

days in a shepherd's sack. In the region of

Sardinia where Liliana lives, this product

is called panefresa, or "cut bread," while

in the rest of Sardinia it is more generally

known dspane carasau, literally "chapped

bread" (a windburned face is carasatu).

As day breaks and light begins to flood

through the one window and open door-

way, the work continues. At about four-

thirty in the afternoon, when all of the

pane carasau has been baked, Lihana

takes several remaining balls of dough and

rolls them into thicker and smaller rounds

than she had shaped earlier. Marking

each round with a wooden stamp for

beauty and cutting several small slits in

the surface so that the bread will not in-

flate, she places them in the oven, two or

three at a time. This second type of bread,

cogone, is made to be eaten by the family

and by helpers on the day of breadmaking.

The children will also carry a few pieces of

cogone as gifts to several close families

who have not baked on this day.

Finally, Liliana takes the last of the
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In the Sardinian village ofEsporlatu. Liliana (center), her

daughter Angelina (left), and her cousin Nicolina roll dough
into thin roundsfor pane carasau, "chapped bread. " This

durable bread, baked in quantity every week or two. is meant
for everyday consumption. Breadmaking is an occasion

for exchanging news and socializing. The task, which requires

the cooperation ofseveral women, helps strengthen ties

betweenfamilies andfriends.
Cotton Coulson; Woodfin Camp



Below: Decorative rounds ofbread called

cogone are consumed on the day of
breadmaking. Small loaves, cozuledda,

are modeled into traditionalformsfor
the children. Right: After coaxing it

to inflate byflipping it skillfully

in the open brick oven, Liliana passes

a round o/pane carasau to her helpers,

who will cut it in halfhorizontally

in preparationfor a second baking.
Conon Coulson: Woodfin Cai

dough, models it into small fanciful forms,

and bakes them in the oven. These little

breads are given to the children who have

assisted all day long. Even little Benve-

nuto stands by eagerly to receive his gift of

bread, called cozuledda (little cogone).

Barely three years old, he has already be-

gun to participate in the family work by

carrying twigs to feed the fire. The little

breads are also sent, along with the larger

cogone, as gifts to households with small

children. Esta mudu ti cogo sa cozuledda

("Be quiet and I'll cook you a little piece of

bread") is a Sardinian mother's entice-

ment to calm restless children.

Liliana's breadmaking is completed by

about five-thirty in the afternoon. In a

long day she has produced 1 30 pounds of

bread, enough for about two weeks' con-

sumption for this shepherd's family of ten.

Again it is early morning, but now we

are in a town on Long Island, New York.

With a homemade broom, fashioned from

a stick with pine boughs tied to the end,

Filomena, Liliana's sister, sweeps the

burning coals to one side of her forno.

Deftly arranging a round of raw dough on

a long-handled wooden pallet, she thrusts

it into the oven, flips it repeatedly as it bal-

loons in the heat, and removes it to a shal-

low pile. Without interrupting her grace-

ful circular motions, she inserts another

thin round of dough into the oven. Filo-

mena's friend Maddelena, fresh-faced

and serene, receives the hot bread. With

cloth in hand she places each piece on a

low table, cuts it horizontally into two

large, thin rounds, and sets it on a pile in

readiness for its second baking. Today

Filomena and Maddelena will work to-

gether until about five o'clock in the after-

noon. They will make thirty to fifty

pounds of bread, but in this case, they will

make more cogone than pane carasau.

Baking cogone takes less time and energy,

and here on Long Island the bread's keep-

ing time is not a major concern. Both

women own food freezers and can store

their cogone for as long as they wish. In

America, the everyday shepherd's bread,

pane carasau, has become something very

special, while cogone—which in Sardin-

ian mountain villages is consumed in more

limited quantities and carries social sig-

nificance in its use as a gift—has all but

lost its special meaning.

Two sisters and two early morning

scenes, separated by thousands of miles.

Both sisters are padrone ("mistresses") of

ovens and, following Sardinian tradition,

they have come together with family and

friends to share the activity of making

bread. While Liliana and her children are

making bread in the tiny village of Espor-

latu (population about 550), located in the

Goceano, the north-central area of the

Mediterranean island of Sardinia, Filo-

mena and her friend Maddelena have

come together to share their work at Filo-

mena's basement/orno in the Long Island

town of Port Washington. Maddelena

lives in the nearby town of Mineola but,

like Filomena, she was born in Esporlatu,

emigrated from Sardinia, and is now an

American citizen.

Filomena, her husband, Raimondo, and

their four sons immigrated to Port Wash-

ington twelve years ago. And three years

ago Raimondo extended the basement of

their new home and added an oven exactly

like the one that Filomena had earlier used

in Esporlatu. Among the twenty or so Sar-

dinian families in the Port Washington

area, Filomena's is the only one to have

such an oven. While other women in the

community may make cogone on stone

slabs in their gas kitchen ovens, they lack

the forno, which is necessary for the

baking of pane carasau. Filomena is also

the only one who has a quantity of the

heavy, more than twenty-foot-long linen

strips customarily used in preparing the

dough for this type of bread. The dough

must be rolled into thin symmetrical

rounds, and before its first baking, each

round must rest for a time within its own
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linen nest. One end of the long linen strip is

laid on a wooden pallet on the floor near

the oven and a round of rolled dough is

placed on it. As additional rounds are

rolled, each one is placed on the strip of

cloth, which is folded over and over in ac-

cordion fashion. Filomena has a number
of these heavy linen strips, brought to her

by family members who visited Esporlatu.

Liliana, in Esporlatu, ends her breadmak-

ing day by airing her linens, hanging the

strips full length from her third-floor bal-

cony. In Port Washington, however, Filo-

mena must be content to fold hers several

times and suspend them on basement

clotheslines.

Sardi pelliti ("furred Sards," a refer-

ence to the shepherds' sheepskin and goat-

skin cloaks) was the name the Romans
gave to the inhabitants of the Goceano.

Watered by the Tirso River, the Goceano

has long been known as a fine zone for

grain and also for sheepherding. Unlike

the island's coastal areas, which experi-

enced many occupations before and after

the Roman period, the relatively inac-

cessible inland mountain zone of the

Goceano, along with areas to the south, re-

mained unconquered. Its people main-

tained rich traditions of music, dance, im-

provised sung-poetry, craftsmanship, and

art. The social and cultural integrity of the

area and its traditional economic base of

interdependent sheepherding and farming

persevered well into the 1950s. Unfortu-

nately, since then a combination of factors

has steadily undermined traditional pat-

terns of life in the Goceano: fluctuations in

the world market have aff'ected cheese

prices and deprived many shepherds of

their livelihood; the massive emigration of

young men has left the wheat fields and

pastures bereft of workers; the remit-

tances of the emigrants have introduced a

cash economy; and the importation of

cheap crafts, consumer goods, and televi-

sion has drastically interfered with native

Sardinian art and craft traditions.

The Sardinian community in America

was founded many years ago when the

Sards, mountain shepherds and farmers,

were drawn by promises of work in the

sandbanks of the Port Washington-Roslyn

area of Long Island. Easily transported by

barge to the nearby New York City met-

ropolitan area, the sand mined by Sardin-

ian labor was used in the construction ot

the New York City subways, the Empire

State Building, the Triboro Bridge, and

other major projects. Elderly men. return

immigrants from the Port Washington

area whom I interviewed in Esporlatu and

other villages of the Goceano during the



summer of 1981, informed me that the

sandbank industries had Irish owners and

managers and a predominantly Sardinian

work force. There were some laborers

from other regions of southern Italy, such

as Avellino, but the Sards kept pretty

much to themselves. One old-timer who
had emigrated from Esporlatu in 1923

and returned there in 1933 explained.

We Sards stuck together and to ourselves.

We spoke our own language and lived to-

gether in the shacks built in the pits by the

bosses. We went to Roslyn to shop, and we
cooked for ourselves. We worked nine hours

a day, six days a week, and sometimes, if

there was special work to be done, we
worked on Sundays. We were paid fifty

cents an hour, $4.50 a day. Sometimes we
went to Coney Island and had a lot of fun.

We got along pretty well. Some of us came
back to Sardinia at the time of the Depres-

sion, but a lot stayed over there. I wonder
how they are doing. When you get back

there tell them that Salvatore says hello.

Two major immigration flows brought

the Sardinians to Long Island, The first

took place during the first quarter of this

century and the second in the 1 950s. Later

arrivals such as Filomena, mostly relatives

of those already here, entered the commu-
nity in the 1960s and 1970s. The majority

of the Sardinian immigrants came from

the Goceano, especially the clustered vil-

lages of Burgos, Botteda, and Esporlatu

known as su tringhinzu ("the triad"). Ac-

tually within shouting distance of each

other, these three villages lie around the

base of a high stone promontory, crowned

by the ruins of the medieval Castello di

Burgos, which was built in 1 1 39 by a feu-

dal baron. The inhabitants of the three vil-

lages worked as domestic servants and as

serf farmers and shepherds for the nobles

living in the castle.

In the Goceano, as in other mountain

zones of Sardinia, the economy is agricul-

tural and pastoral. Shepherds and farmers

share the same villages and together pro-

duce nearly all that is needed for the main-

tenance of the community. Cultural codes

stressing cooperation among villagers

have developed over millennia. Tradition-

ally, shepherds, farmers, and artisans

could meet their families' entire subsis-

Below: The villages ofEsporlatu (foreground), Burgos (left), and
Botteda (hidden behind thepromontory} circle the ruins ofthe

medieval castle ofBurgos. Dominating the landscape, the castle

bears witness to thefeudal economy that once existed in north-

central Sardinia. Facingpage: Born in Esporlatu eighty-two

years ago, Antonio Carta emigrated to Port Washington, New York,

in 1 923 to work in the sandbanks ofLong Island. In wooden kegs in

his wine cellar, he stores binu nieddu, a deep red wine he makes each

autumn. Afounder ofthe Sardinian community on Long Island,

he is highly respectedfor his wisdom, wit, and traditional skills.

Cotton Coulson; Woodfin Cami

fence needs through a combination of

their own efforts and exchange. Among
the male agricultural workers, the most

important duty was—and is—the sowing

and harvesting of grain. The most impor-

tant activity of the women, whether of a

farmer's or shepherd's family, is bread-

making. This task has been part of a sys-

tem of cooperation and socializing among
Sardinian women probably since the time

of the Nuraghic culture, which existed on

Sardinia nearly two thousand years before

the birth of Christ.

In villages where tradition remains

strong, the woman is involved in most of

the steps in the production of bread. She

participates in sowing and harvesting the

grain and she may be involved in the

threshing. She cleans the grain and grinds

it or, most often today, has it ground at the

local mill. Finally she shapes the loaves

that she bakes in the oven. She then enjoys

eating the bread with her family. Bread to

a Sardinian woman is very special and car-

ries a lot of her love.

Assisting her mother as a child, the Sar-

dinian woman learns the techniques she

will later use to produce bread for her own
family. She also follows an artistic tradi-

tion, creating a product whose forms and

quality go beyond practical need. In an es-

say titled "The Social Framework of

Primitive Art," British social anthropolo-

gist Raymond Firth observed that "the

primitive artist is first and foremost a

craftsman from whom art flows as an ex-

tension of his craft activity. ... He is es-

sentially the constructor of things for ma-

terial use which are also regarded as

giving enjoyment." In this same sense,

Sardinian bread is both a craft product

and an art form.

Until only a few years ago, Sardinian

bread was commonly modeled into a vari-

ety of forms that corresponded to special

times and to important events. Special

forms of bread were made for Easter,

New Year's, and saints' days. Elaborate

breads were also made for engagement

parties and for weddings. Filomena viv-

idly remembers the bread that was made
for her wedding day more than thirty

years ago. On a round base offocaccia (a

fine variety of cogone) appeared a high-re-

lief model of the village of Esporlatu, in

great detail and all in bread. She remem-

bers that "there were houses and many an-

imals, such as horses, sheep, and dogs, and

there were the bride and groom and other

people. The whole village was there!" This

bread was carried at the head of her wed-

ding procession by a child, as was the cus-

tom in Esporlatu and nearby villages at

the time.
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Breads this elaborate are rarely baked

nowadays, although women in Sardinia

still make special breads for Easter and

for weddings. Easter bread is often baked

with an entire egg embedded in its sur-

face. It is sometimes made in the form of a

dove, while wedding bread may be shaped

like a heart. According to Sardinian folk-

lorist Enrica Delitala, ceremonial breads

have precise symbolic significance and

are always made of the whitest flour and

baked so the surface will be very pale and

luminous. In the United States, the cus-

tom of making festive breads does not sur-

vive at all.

In more subtle ways, even the making

of bread for everyday consumption has an

artistic dimension. For example, cogone is

usually marked with a wooden stamp.

Each family has its own stamp with which

to personalize the bread, often one that

has been passed down through the family,

sometimes one carved by the woman's

husband. Also, cogone is removed from

the oven at mid-baking and its surface is

bathed with water to give it a brown,

glossy sheen. Grazia Deledda, the Sardin-

ian writer who won the Nobel Prize for

Literature in 1926, commented that "in

this way cogone takes on a type of glossy

surface that makes it extremely fine and

aristocratic. It is a deluxe bread, eaten

fresh."

Similarly, during the long hours of bak-

ing, each piece ofpane carasau is handled

and examined as it emerges from the oven,

and small details of color, sheen, and sur-

face texture are noted. The bread's physi-

cal appearance and its quality are inter-

related. Both Filomena and Liliana

explained to me that to be beautiful and

good tasting, pane carasau must have its

"chapped" appearance evenly distributed

over its surface. These markings, "like lit-

tle moon craters," will appear evenly if the

bread has ballooned well in the oven and

has therefore been easy to cut apart. The
result is the uniformly thin and crisp

rounds of bread that are so valued.

At each stage of the process each piece

of bread passes through the hands of the

woman at the oven, and it is her stamp

that marks the cogone when several

women bake together. She is mistress of

the oven when bread is made at her house

and is proud of her accomplishment. A
woman's husband and children are also

proud of her bread and are pleased when

others admire it. To the community at

large, good bread reflects a good and har-

monious family. Perhaps it is because of

such intense personal involvement that,

not only in Sardinia but in nearly every

place and time, subsistence farmers have

invested bread with an aura of near sacra-

mental reverence.

In Sardinia bread is a metaphor for all

the good things, the things that mean sur-

vival and well-being in village life. A shep-

herds' proverb, Chi ada pane in saccu no

este ne tontu ne maccu ("He who has

bread in his pack is neither stupid nor

crazy"), attests both to the central position

occupied by bread in the shepherd's diet

and to the necessity for a shepherd to al-

ways be prepared for whatever the day

might bring. Out for days in good and bad

weather, the shepherd follows his sheep

and shares their hardships. He tends his

flock as they graze, continually moving

through the mountain pastures. He is

there when the ewes lamb, and he guards

the flock against natural and human pred-

ators. Bread stands for security, pre-

paredness, and wisdom, and also for hon-

esty and manliness. Issu este unu cantu

de pane ("He is a piece of bread") re-

fers to a good and reliable man, one who

can be trusted, who would make a good

husband.

The sacredness of bread is reflected in

its mythology. Bread must never be

placed upside down on the table. To do so

would be irreverent and would bring bad

luck. Bread, freshly baked and piled high

on the body of a malaria sulTerer, is be-



Below: In her basement in Port Washington, Filomena {in back)

and herfriend Maddelenaprepare doughfor the day's baking.

The electrically powered kneading machine in theforeground

was constructed by Filomena 's brother Sestilio, along the lines of

home-built machines recently adopted in Sardinian villages.

Facingpage: Filomena gives the cut rounds o/pane carasau their

second baking in the custom-built brick oven in her basement.

Prized not onlyfor its taste but alsofor itsform, color, and

surface texture, bread is a Sardinian woman 's artform.
both photos by James Joern

ing to puff up well enough so that the two

sections may be easily separated.

People may not always be truthful, but

bread does not lie.

In the Goceano each family is a coordi-

nated unit, organized for work; in turn,

each community is patterned along the

lines of exchange of material goods and la-

bor among families. Both men and women
face times when one person cannot man-

age alone. For example, men, women, and

frequently children labor together in the

sowing and harvesting of the grain and in

the vendemmia, or "grape harvest." Men
assist each other at the marcatura ("ear

marking") and in the tosatura ("sheep

shearing"). Women may help each other

in the washing and drying of freshly shorn

wool. On a more intimate level, one

woman may assist another by nursing her

infant. Sards believe that the infant takes

in the qualities as well as the milk of the

woman who breast feeds it. Accordingly,

the alliance that forms between the child

and its mamma di latte ("milk mother"),

and with it the connection between the

two families, is never broken.

In the agricultural and pastoral econ-

omy of the Goceano, male and female

tasks are mostly separate and comple-

mentary. Breadmaking is strictly women's

work. The Sardinian wife must see to it

that there is a good supply of bread on the

table every day and that the working

males have ample pane carasau to carry

into the countryside. To this end, every

week or two she gathers together female

family members, relatives, or friends and

they make enough bread for her family.

The women take turns coming to each oth-

er's ovens.

The breadmaking alliances of women
are public knowledge in the village. If two

women who have regularly cooperated

cease to share this important task, it is a

signal to the whole community that some-

thing may have gone wrong in their rela-

tionship. The desire to avoid criticism and

gossip is an additional encouragement to

women to maintain their ties of mutual de-

pendence and trust. Breadmaking is also

an arena for communication among the

women. They share information, air prob-

lieved to have the power to relieve malaria

attacks. Even the smell of bread has mi-

raculous powers. In Esporlatu I heard it

said that "the smell of fresh bread is so po-

tent that it can keep sickness and death far

away, and, in fact, it is so pleasant that the

smell of fresh bread may even raise the

dead."

Bread is believed to be sensitive to hu-

man feelings and to have the capacity to

respond to both positive and negative at-

mospheres. The bread senses if people are

good or bad. As Angelina, speaking about

pane carasau, explained to me.

If the people making bread are good people

and are happy together, then the bread will

turn out very well. But if there is confusion

in the room or if the breadmakers are not

feeling happy together, the bread will turn

out poorly. For example, it will become too

thick sometimes because it will not be will-

lems, and give each other advice about

daily concerns. They joke and laugh to-

gether and chat about local events. In Sar-

dinia the conversation tends to focus on

matters of everyday life. Among the

women meeting to make bread in Port

Washington, talk often turns to remem-

brances of shared childhoods in the vil-

lages of their origin and to the exchange of

news from loved ones back in Sardinia.

The reciprocal giving of cogone also

maintains the bonds between households.

"Children at daylight competed with each

other to carry a gift of bread to the closest

relatives and the dearest friends. It was

one of the gifts most cherished and the re-

ceivers would return the favor every time

they would light their oven," wrote Salva-

tore Cambosu, remembering his Sardin-

ian childhood in Miele Amaro {Bitter

Honey), one of the most interesting and

beautiful books ever written about Sardin-

ian folklore. The tokens of cogone symbol-

ize a readiness to help. Also, a girl may
make bread with her family and then send

cogone to the household of her fiance. In

this way she sends a token of affection to

her beloved and, through her well-made

and attractive bread, shows she will be a

good housewife.

In Esporlatu, the tradition of cogone is

still maintained despite the weakening of

the social structure through emigration

and wage labor. Soft, luminous, beautiful,

and marked with the maker's own seal,

cogone is viewed as the premier bread,

suited for special occasions and for gift

giving. For everyday use, the choice of

bread is dictated by the sheepherding life

style. A light, portable bread that can be

made once every week or so in great quan-

tity and stored easily is essential. Within

the Sardinian-American community of

Long Island, however, where most Sards

now make their living by wage labor in the

sandbanks, in gardening, and in factories,

pane carasau has developed another sort of

meaning. Making pane carasau has be-

come a way to preserve old customs and

perhaps also to hang on to youth. Of course,

it is also good to eat, and the Sards relish

its taste as well as its meaning.

In Port Washington, Filomena still

bakes pane carasau and cogone in her
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forno. Other women of the community oc-

casionally make cogone in their gas ovens,

but more often they buy bread at local su-

permarkets. Interestingly, the bread now

used by Sardinian families here is pack-

aged pita bread, which originated in the

sheepherding societies of the eastern

Mediterranean and which resembles a

small round of pane carasau before it is

cut and rebaked. Antonio Carta, of Port

Washington, born in Esporlatu 82 years

ago, explained this choice to me: "This

pita bread is pretty good. I keep it in my
freezer, and I take it out and cut the two

sections apart and put them in the oven. It

tastes almost like our bread when you do

that to it."

Esporlatu and its neighboring villages

present us with a baseline society against

which to compare the social and cultural

changes occurring in the American com-

munity. The type of work, the organiza-

tion and use of space and time, and peo-

ple's relationships with one another have

all changed in the American setting. The

reciprocal exchange of human energy and

time has been replaced by the individual

and competitive arrangements of a com-

mercial economy. Like everybody else,

Sardinians work for cash and buy their

bread. Lost is the cooperation that was

once involved in putting bread, meat,

wine, and cheese on the dinner table.

Women's work and the friendships em-

bedded in it are still exchanged on some

occasions, such as in breadmaking at Filo-

mena's forno. Younger men may still as-

sist the elderly in tasks such as winemak-

ing and in household repair jobs, but the

assistance has lost most of its communal

aspect. Assistance is now given individ-

ually out of respect and affection, and is

no longer significantly interrelated with

work and social organization. The Sardi-

nian community remains united, though.

Its members are tied closely by bonds of

kinship, friendship, common origin, lan-

guage, culture, and shared memories and

contemporary experiences. Many old

ways of maintaining human contact and

friendly relations are still part of commu-

nity life, and new ways are emerging. The

things that Sardinian bread has always

stood for are still very much in evidence. D

Below: Lacking the open brick oven neededfor baking

pane carasau, Angelica bakes cogone in her gas oven in Port

Washington. Like children in Sardinia, her American-born

grandnephews, Michele and Nicolb, lookforward to receiving

cozuledda. Facingpage: Although baking cogone in a gas oven

does not require shared labor, Angelica and Ottavia, born in

Botteda and in Esporlatu, respectively, enjoy each other's

company and occasionally meet to bake bread and share a

traditional lunch. A display ofcopper utensils, handcrafted

in Sardinia, decorates Angelica 's kitchen wall.

both photos by

Angelica and Ottavia's Pane Cogone

(Adapted for a gas kitchen oven)

5 pounds white flour

5 cups tepid water

1 teaspoon salt

1 packet dry yeast

1

.

Dissolve yeast and salt in the water.

2. Put the flour in a large bowl, hollow

out a depression in it, and gradually

add the water, stirring it in with your

hands to make a dough.

3. Divide the dough into five or six por-

tions. Take each ball of dough and

knead it until it is smooth and firm

(this is done on a table dusted with a

fine film of flour).

4. Put the pieces in a bowl as each is

done, keeping the bowl covered with a

lid so the dough stays moist.

5. When all of the pieces are finished,

take them out again one at a time and

repeat the kneading process.

6. Take all the pieces out of the bowl and

combine them into a long loaf.

7. Cut loaf into six to eight equal parts

(this depends on the size ofyour oven).

8. Form each into a ball and roll it out to

about fourteen inches in diameter and

about one-quarter inch thick. Cut sev-

eral slits through the center of each

piece.

9. Put a tablecloth on a table and place

the dough rounds on it, not touching

each other. Cover with another table-

cloth. Leave dough to rise for about

one and one-half hours.

10. Put a round pizza stone in the oven

and preheat the oven to 500 to 550 de-

grees (about one-half hour). A cookie

sheet may be used, but the stone is

better because it retains the heat.

1 1

.

Bake one round until it starts to rise

and the underside is baking.

12. Using a spatula, take the piece of

bread out of the oven and put it in the

broiler. (At this time you may put the

second piece in the oven.)

13. When the bread in the broiler begins

to brown slightly on top, turn it over to

brown the underside slightly (it

should begin to be a golden color).

14. Take the bread out and smooth some

water over the top, then return it to

the broiler until bubbles form on its

surface (about 30 seconds).

1 5. Take the second piece out of the oven

and put it in the broiler, place a third

piece in the oven, and continue until

all the bread is done.

Yield: 6 to 8 loaves
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The Horror, the Hope
After surviving a passage through Cambodia's

heart of darkness, many refugee orphans display

remarkable powers ofself-renewal

by Neil Boothby

On December 16, 1979, eight hundred

Cambodian refugees camped near the vil-

lage of Kok Sung at the eastern edge of

Thailand were caught in the cross fire of

competing Vietnamese and Khmer Rouge
armies. A team of German medical work-

ers rushed to the area looking for survi-

vors: one hundred civilians lay dead, twice

that many were seriously wounded. At the

base of a teak tree they found a three-year-

old boy alone, screaming in terror. An am-

bulance carried him twelve miles inside

Thailand to a bamboo hospital in the

Khoa I Dang Holding Center. Once there

an American nurse asked who he was and

what had happened to his parents. No one

knew. A Cambodian woman was called

over to rechristen him. Looking at the

scrawny, still crying child, she exclaimed:

"He's lucky, you know. He'll survive."

She named him Nang, which in Khmer
means "lucky one."

In those closing days of 1979, the

United Nations High Commission for

Refugees (UNHCR) estimated that

700,000 ragged and starving Cambodians
were huddled along the Thailand-Kam-

puchea border (Kampuchea has been the

country's official name since the Khmer
Rouge takeover in April 1975). Even with

emergency food and medical assistance,

some seventy to eighty of these refugees

were dying each day. Nang was but one of

three thousand parentless children regis-

tered by the UNHCR as "unaccompa-

nied minors." Relief workers at the time

doubted these children would ever fully

recover. Even if the effects of malnu-

trition were corrected, could the emo-

tional scars be overcome? As one over-

whelmed doctor put it: "The children have

been living in a blood-soaked nightmare.

Coming from such madness, they'll never

live normal lives." Yet these were the

lucky ones, for they had managed to en-

dure a recent past in which two to three

million fellow Cambodians (exact num-
bers are not known) had perished.

In July 1981,1 went as a psychologist to

work with Nang and the other unaccom-

panied children in Khoa I Dang. The most

apparent change since 1979 was their

physical appearance. Photographs of the

children taken when they arrived in the

camp one and a half years earlier showed

faces tense with fear, wrinkled skin hang-

ing loosely on atrophied limbs, and bellies

swollen from years of undernourishment.

By mid- 1981, their health had returned

and smiles were everyday occurrences. To

be sure, some children's stories are not so

encouraging. In the aftermath of Viet-

nam's invasion at the end of 1978, the

IChmer Rouge forced thousands of or-

phaned boys and girls into one of several

camps along the Thai border and sur-

rounding hillsides. Some of these children

waited for an opportunity and escaped.

Others became hardened fighters in the

effort to liberate Kampuchea from for-

eign occupation. Of the unaccompanied

children who did reach Thailand, some
265 were in need of special rehabilitation

services unavailable in refugee camps and

were immediately sent to medical centers

in the West. Most were severely malnour-

ished infants for whom the danger of ir-

reversible brain damage was greatest.

And a few were children whose past had

been what Freud once called a "far too

searching fate." Numbed by the sight of a

parent bayoneted to death or a brother or

sister blown apart in a land-mine explo-

sion, their hurt minds were unable to man-

age in the present.

The unaccompanied children were an

especially vulnerable group among Khoa I

Dang's forty thousand displaced Cam-
bodians, all of whom were still awaiting

the time they could either repatriate

safely to their homeland or resettle in

third countries. During the day children

went to school and then practiced Khmer
dance or music at the traditional theater,

played soccer, or simply roamed the many
dusty roads separating the rows and rows

of thatched huts that made up Khoa I

Dang. At night, they curled up and slept

alongside one another in group homes su-

pervised by Catholic Relief Services.

Their resilient strivings toward learning

and friendship were indeed remarkable in

contrast to the death and upheaval they

had emerged from.

Yet one is not long in the company of

these children before becoming aware of

their continuing emotional struggle to re-

cover from that past. Recurring night-

mares plague many children, especially

those who have witnessed the death of a

parent. Sometimes they awake from these

night terrors with somatic complications:

headaches, stiff necks, respiratory ail-

ments, or occasionally, the temporary loss

of eyesight or hearing unconnected to or-

ganic impairment. And given paper and

crayons, these children spend hours mak-

ing what psychologists refer to as "cata-

strophic drawings." This same behavior

was observed in children Uberated from

Nazi concentration camps and is also

common following earthquakes, floods, or
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Children 's drawings ofthe Khoa I Dang
refugee camp, such as this one by a nine-

year-old boy, often highlight hospitals,

schools, andplaygrounds—aspects

oflife these children do not takefor

granted. The endrelingfence may
symbolize both protectionfrom a harsh

past and limits tofuture opportunity.

other sudden disasters. Unlike adults, who
rely primarily on language, children often

do not talk about their fears and anxieties

until what is troubling them has been ex-

ternalized on paper. Having gained safer

distance through this displacement, they

are better able to discuss what is happen-

ing in their drawings, and in doing so, they

begin to master some of their worries and

losses. From these drawings and the sto-

ries that often accompany them, one be-

gins to get a glimpse of the children's ex-

perience of the Khmer Rouge revolution

and its aftermath.

Children in Khoa I Dang divide history

into halves. They recall their families and

homes in Phnom Penh, Battambang,

Kompong Chhnang, or other cities and

towns, and then the day, sometime in

April of 1975, when their lives were up-

rooted by the arrival of Khmer Rouge sol-

diers, who marched them to work-collec-

tives in the countryside. There they

became known as the "new people"

—

those individuals whose urban lives and

ties to Western ways made them most in

need of "reeducation." For up to sixteen

hours a day they dug canals with their

hands, cleared forests with primitive axes,

or cultivated fields with plows strapped to

their backs. Many children were torn from

their families and placed in work teams or

sent into the interior in mobile units. Poli-

cies issued by the angka ("organization")

dictated that children were to view par-

ents as just ordinary members of the

larger collective. The traditional kinship

terms delineating grandparents, father,

and mother were melded into one com-

mon greeting: "comrade." Thereavada

Buddhism, or the "Path of the Elders,"

which from the thirteenth century had

been so thoroughly integrated into Cam-
bodian life, was dismantled as the state re-

ligion. Formal education was banned, and

one's ability to read and write often had to

be kept secret.

The children's division of history is sub-

jective. It excludes a consideration of

events that contributed to the Khmer
Rouge rise to power: the intrusive pres-

ence of North Vietnamese soldiers and

munitions; the 400,000 tons of American

bombs that shattered the infrastructure of

Cambodia's economy and drove two mil-

lion homeless people into overcrowded cit-

ies; the indolence of Lon Nol's govern-

ment, grown fat from $1.9 billion of

American aid that all too seldom reached

the truly needy. Nor do these children dis-

cuss the ideology of Pol Pot's revolution

against Western domination and toward

agricultural self-sufficiency. Yet their

view of history is honest. For them, talk of

economic reform became language justi-

fying the creation of a virtual slave class,

while the "new social order" often trans-

lated into death for their parents, teach-

ers, doctors, intellectuals, and government

officials.

The unaccompanied children of Khoa I

Dang show a wide range of reactions to

their common past and present. As noted

psychoanalyst Erik Erikson has pointed

out, people respond subjectively to histori-

cal crises. When faced with harsh and

changing circumstances, an individual's

inner struggle to maintain personal con-

tinuity, or what Erikson defines as "iden-

tity," often determines his or her well-be-

ing. In thi.-i regard, children who had

enjoyed solid, stable famil>- lives prior to



A ten-year-old girl recollects her

perilousjourneyfrom Kampuchea to

Thailand. After drawing this picture

she said, "Along the way Isaw many
unknown corpses. I knew life had to

be better in Thailand."

the revolution seemed better able to with-

stand the loss of parents and to cope with

the unknown future. Memories of a better

time, along with strength and values inter-

nalized from parents and community,

were sources of comfort and courage. In

many cases, however, these images col-

lided with those of carnage and suffering.

By all observable measures, Seng, thir-

teen, was adjusting well to camp life. His

teacher called him "clever," the highest

praise given a Khmer child. His house-

father described him as "dutiful," saying

he performed all his chores and was well

liked by everyone. Yet the past was not at

rest in Seng; as he slept it continued to be

shaped and reshaped in his night's mind.

We began meeting because he was having

nightmares. Over the next six months,

Seng was to relive much of his past.

Three years before, Seng had sat by his

mother's side as she spoke what he re-

called were her last words:

Remember my son—when our country be-

comes peaceful again, you must leave and

find your brother in France. Go to him and
become all you are capable of becoming.

But never forget what they have done to

your family. Our blood will always be call-

ing in revenge.

In this moment, which he described as

filled with pain and fear, Seng picked up

pencil and paper and made this first entry

in a diary he was to continue writing se-

cretly for the next two years:

My Dear Friend,

I turn to you with much sadness in my
heart. Like my father before, my dear

mother is about to die. Both my sisters have

died too. Soon I will be an orphan with no

one to depend on but you.

Seng was to often turn to this "friend,"

one that in the midst of such death and

confusion took the place of the real people

in his life. Perhaps, as he recorded the de-

tails of many injustices inflicted by the

Khmer Rouge, he was also following his

mother's cry not to forget. He wrote of a

mass grave containing thirty decomposed

bodies—individuals who, like his father,

had been executed by the leaders of the

work commune; of the time he, along with

other starving children, had been taken

from the collective and hidden from visit-

ing Chinese officials; of the time he had

been caught scavenging yams and was

tied to a stake and denied food for two

days. Wedged between these sufferings,

Seng also wrote about the kindness of an

old widow who, reed-thin herself, offered

him an extra spoonful of rice, a sympa-

thetic glance, a pat on the shoulder. Such
small acts of shared humanity might be

quickly forgotten during more normal cir-

cumstances. But for Seng these deeds

nourished his will to survive, which at

times had grown weak from hunger and

abuse.

When the Vietnamese invaded Seng's

work-collective, he escaped. Traveling at

night so as not to be seen, he walked more

than sixty miles to Phnom Penh, where he

thought he might hear news about his

older brother. In the city, he found his

family's house in ruins and the old neigh-

bors no longer there. He learned about

Toul Sleng, a former school the Khmer
Rouge—by now driven from power by the

Vietnamese—had used as a prison. He
was told that, at Pol Pot's request, many
Cambodians studying in France had re-

turned home to help rebuild Kampuchea,

only to be imprisoned in Toul Sleng. On
the school's walls he saw the tortured

faces of men whom the Khmer Rouge had

photographed moments before their

deaths. And there, on an execution list, he

found his brother's name.

So long as Seng's world was dominated

by the struggle for physical survival, many
of his thoughts and feelings remained

deeply hidden. Later, within the relative

security of Khoa I Dang, terrifying images

from his past began emerging in his

dreams and drawings. In his nightmares

Seng would hear his mother's troubled

breathing and see her hollow-eyed face.

"She died like a dog," he finally told me,

"with her eyes open." Seng's first drawing

yielded other memories surrounding his

mother's death. In the picture a frail boy

with protruding ribs stands on a hilltop

crying, holding the shirt with which he

paid a neighbor for helping dig his moth-

er's grave.

Seng's words were a metaphor for a cul-

tural struggle I had yet to fully under-

stand. I visited the camp's Wat, or Bud-

dhist center, where a monk explained the

symbolism of Seng's description. To die

like a dog with open eyes, the monk began,

meant one was not ready to leave this

earth, that important obligations re-

mained unfulfilled. Moreover, he told me,

it is emblematic of a death not blessed by

proper ceremony. Both signs may mean a

troubled afterlife. At his request, we
brought Seng to the Wat, where an exor-

cism of sorts was performed to free his

mother's troubled spirit from him. Wear-

ing a blue sarong around his waist, Seng

knelt before the chanting monk as water

was poured over his head. For twenty min-

utes he scrubbed his face and bare chest,

occasionally pausing, hands clasped, to

pray. Aided by the healing power of ritual

rooted in shared belief, Seng's inner un-

derstanding of his past continued to be

transformed.

A week later Seng came to my office

and drew another picture, an airplane.

It was in my dream. My mother came to me
again but this time she was smiling. She

took my hand and led me out of Khoa I
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Dang. We arrived at an airport and this

plane was there. She squeezed my hand and

told me I must go.

Over the next several months, Seng

talked of particular moments spent with

his family before 1975. He recalled a time

he and his father had sat by the seashore,

just the two of them, gazing out at a dis-

tant island as his father spoke of his hopes

for Seng. He remembered how his sister

had helped him with his homework and

how his mother had often read him letters

from his brother. In his effort to resign

himself to the loss of family, Seng was re-

discovering those aspects of their lives

that still lived on inside of him. These

memories of the love, values, and aspira-

tions his family had blessed him with were

now encouraging him toward a more

hopeful future. Seng began talking of

leaving Khoa I Dang. Rather than pic-

tures of the past, he drew airplanes soaring

through the skies. "I'd like to study in

America," he told me, "I want to become

a pilot like my brother had hoped to be."

Then with a clearer sense of what is pos-

sible he added: "I know I can't do it now

but someday I will return to my mother's

grave and there will be a ceremony."

Like Seng, many unaccompanied chil-

dren in Khoa I Dang are making substan-

tial recoveries: a young girl has become an

accomplished dancer; a former Khmer
Rouge soldier now works in the camp hos-

pital and talks of becoming a member of a

hoped-for United Nations peacekeeping

force inside Kampuchea; a gifted adoles-

cent, after living two years alone in a forest

hiding from the Khmer Rouge, has taught

himself how to paint and his works are

now being shown in Paris art galleries.

Others, in more everyday but nonetheless

resilient ways, are learning to play games,

sew clothes, or repair small engines.

These children's losses are indeed great,

yet in a psychological sense, many do not

feel totally abandoned. The psychoana-

lytic concept of the ego ideal is helpful in

sketching out a theoretical explanation of

their continued optimism in the face of

such hardship. Freud, in his paper "On
Narcissism," described how a child's orig-

inal sense of self-love, gained in infancy, is

lost in reaction to parental criticism,

among other influences, and that this is an

inevitable (and needed) aspect of social

development. The child attempts to regain

this "lost narcissism" through the forma-

tion of an ego ideal, a deep image that is

bound to his or her parents' dreams, goals,

and faith. In later childhood the qualities

and attitudes of others are assimilated into

these earliest parental images, but the ba-

sic nature of the ego ideal remains un-

changed. Freud saw its establishment as

the source of normal courage and pride,

and as the motivating force for cognitive

learning and for perfecting certain moral

principles.

More recently, Robert Coles found this

same concept useful in understanding the

moral stamina and purpose he so often ob-

served in black children confronting angry

mobs as they integrated southern schools

in the early 1 960s. As Coles writes, it is the

memory of an earlier time when love was

enjoyed more freely that urges a child "to

hope against hope, and in doing so, to be

reminded of the first such episode—those

strongly felt days, weeks, months when

hope seemed (in retrospect) so simple, so

free of impediments, obstacles, impasses,

commands, threats, criticism, not to men-

tion self-criticism."
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Their unique struggles for survival have

shaped the psychological development of

Kampuchea's parentless children. Sur-

vival sometimes depended upon an ability

to immediately distinguish potential

friend from foe: someone who would help

rather than exploit them during the years

of the Khmer Rouge and the flight to

Thailand. One ten-year-old boy told me he

was able to "look at people and tell what

they are really like." These children seem

to possess sharpened perceptual skills that

allow them to pick out clues, so to speak,

from their environment. On several occa-

sions my conversations with children were

interrupted by explosions of machine gun

fire just outside the camp. Even a young

girl of seven was able to tell her nervous

companion whether an AK-47 or an M-16
was being fired. The ability to distinguish

the subtle differences in gun sounds had

been critical to the children's survival,

since diff'erent guns are used by the vari-

ous armies—Khmer Rouge, Vietnamese,

Thai—and early identification of intrud-

ers enabled children to decide whether to

remain hidden or to seek assistance.

Many Khmer adolescents speak pas-

sionately, and at times with almost prema-

ture wisdom, about the nature of good and

evil. With insight anchored in their own

experience, they see culture, education,

and religion as safeguards against the

more destructive impulses in people. Sev-

enteen-year-old Ro, the artist mentioned

earlier, discussed the question this way:

I paint pictures of Angkor Wat because it is

a symbol of a time in our history when life

was good, when there were culture and edu-

cation, and people had enough to eat. When
young children were taught how to be good.

Knowledge is what keeps everyone from

acting the wrong way. I did not know this

until Pol Pot took the temples and schools

away from Cambodia. Without these

things all that's left is Khmer Rouge.

What has happened to the children's

anger about the past? A few speak boldly

about returning to Kampuchea to "get

even" with the Khmer Rouge. From one

eleven-year-old boy this: "I watched sol-

diers drag my father away to his death. He
was crying and yelled out to me 'blood for

blood!' I must go back and find his mur-

After 1975, Cambodian children faced

harsh labor on work-collectives and lived

amid violence and even mass graves.

The arrangement in this boy's drawing

reflects his memory of the delicate

balance between life and death.
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and many years developing these
materials for use by members of the
United States diplomatic corps. Today
people in all walks of life who need to

learn to speak a foreign language are
turning to this outstanding audio program.
The FBI's German Course is by far the

most effective way to learn German at

your own convenience and pace. It con-
sists of a series of cassettes, recorded by
native German speakers, and accom-
panying textbook. You simply follow the
spoken and written instructions, lis-

tening and learning. By the end of the
course you'll find yourself learning and
speaking entirely in German!

This course turns your cassette player
into a "teaching machine." With its unique
"programmed" learning method, you set

your own pace— testing yourself correct-

ing errors, reinforcing accurate responses.

This Programmed Course comes in two
volumes, each shipped in a handsome
library binder. You may order one or both:

H Volume I. Programmed Introduction to

German, 9 cassettes (12 hr.), and 647-p.

_ text, S115.
_ Volume II. Basic Course Continued,

8 cassettes (8V2 hr.), and 333-p. text, $98.

(Conn, and N.Y. residents add sales tax.)

TO ORDER BY PHONE, PLEASE CALL
TOLL-FREE NUMBER: 1-800-243-1234.

To order by mail, clip this ad and send
with your name and address, and a

check or money order — or charge to

your credit card (AmEx, VISA, Master-
Card, Diners) by enclosing card number,
expiration date, and your signature.
The Foreign Service Institute's

German course is unconditionally guar-
anteed. Try it for three weeks. If you're
not convinced it's the fastest, easiest,

most painless way to learn German,
return it and we'll refund every penny
you paid. Order Today!

81 courses in 26 other languages also
available. Write us for free
catalog. Our 10th year.

Audio-Forum
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Guilford, CT. 06437
(203) 453-9794
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derers." Here, hatred has been passed on

from one generation to the next. For most

children, however, the desire to seek fu-

ture opportunities rather than actual ven-

geance against the past appears to be

more important. Seng, for instance, told

me he thought the kind of "revenge" his

mother had asked for before dying was to

be found in her earlier words, "become all

you are capable of becoming." The words

of another fourteen-year-old boy were es-

pecially puzzling. He had been present the

afternoon two adolescent deserters from a

Khmer Rouge army illegally entered

Khoa I Dang, pleading for refuge. After

authorities took them away I asked him
what he would do if he were in charge:

I'll never trust them and would never want

to live under their regime again. But they

do look as hungry and scared as all of us did

when we first came to Khoa I Dang. I guess

they've suffered too.

Is this a form of the "identification with

the aggressor" that social scientists have

suggested is a common characteristic of

formerly persecuted people? Or might it

be an expression of tolerance for the kind

of ambiguity found in a world where cir-

cumstances often come full circle?

There is, obviously, an underside to the

anguish of the children's past. Where pain

bom from the loss of family and home
may in one child call forth latent strength,

in another it can cripple trust and destroy

possibility. This appears to be true for

Pech, a girl whose melancholic face and

heavy-set frame make her seem somewhat

older than her fifteen years. I had been

asked to see her because she was unable to

remember certain details about her past:

the names of family members, birthplace,

the year she arrived at Khoa I Dang.

When I inquired about these same facts

her head turned downward, fallen strands

of long black hair hiding watering eyes.

At such moments, drawing is some-

times a less threatening means of commu-
nication. Pech's first picture was a color-

less landscape with a house suspended in

air; it had no foundation. As the weeks

passed what was most striking about her

drawings was the absence of human fig-

ures. After we had come to know each

other better, I asked her to put some peo-

ple into one of her scenes. As she drew, the

spaces filled with violence: peasants held

at gunpoint by menacing soldiers, children

crying, a mass of dead bodies. In one cor-

ner appeared a circular object with four

ropes attached to its outer perimeter. Pech

explained that the drawing recalled a day

during the Pol Pot years. The object was a

death device, a portable guillotine built by

several adolescent soldiers and used on

three children and an adult who, weary
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and sick, refused to work any longer. After

the decapitations one of the soldiers

pointed at Pech and told everyone that if

there were any more problems she would

be the next to die.

Pech's past had taught her that one

wrong move, any outward sign of resis-

tance, can result in horrible consequences.

Even in the safer world of Khoa I Dang

she continued to live with this fear, which

greatly affected her ability to trust others.

After two years in the children's center

Pech had not made any close friends. As

we continued to visit, Pech was able to re-

call more and more about her past, but un-

like Seng, she did not have vivid memories

of her parents' hopes to help her weather,

first, commune and, then, camp life. Her

mother had died when Pech was two or

three, and her father had often been ab-

sent as she grew up. The only internalized

image Pech had to draw strength from

was that of a childless woman upon whom
she had depended for a time. She lost this

friend: their conversation had been over-

heard one night as this woman told Pech

to remain hopeful, that some day life

would not be so cruel. The next morning,

Khmer Rouge took the woman away for

questioning; Pech never saw her again.

A turning point came for Pech when she

was able to ask another girl to become part

of our meetings. During the next few

months, Pech slowly began learning to

trust another person. Although this was an

important beginning, Pech's self-esteem

and security with others remained fragile.

One afternoon Pech's friend told her she

wanted both of them to be resettled to-

gether in the United States. Their house-

mother reported that the same night Pech

had a terrible nightmare from which she

awoke crying for help. In the dream a Red
Cross truck (usually a symbol of protec-

tion for Cambodian refugees) drove the

two girls out of camp and left them on a

road that stretched out endlessly in either

direction. When the truck disappeared,

huge tigers leaped from the bushes and

began attacking them. At this point, Pech

told me she wanted to remain in Khoa I

Dang forever. With little else inside her

but fear, she found thoughts of leaving

troublesome. Her dream also seemed to

indicate that Pech worried about the sin-

cerity of others; those now providing her

food and shelter were perceived as ca-

pable of abandoning her in a once-again

violent and unstable world.

While the children's drawings of Khoa I

Dang most often included schools, hospi-

tals, and themselves playing, their scenes

of the "present" were always encircled

with a fence. Two years earlier the barbed

wire and Thai militia that surrounded
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CRUISES
14-DAY CRUISES IN THE
MEDITERRANEAN. ADRIATIC AND
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Italy. Yugoslavia. Greece. Egypt. Turkey.

Malta. Tunisia. Dalmatian Coast.

Bulgaria. Romania, and USSR.

Pnces from S 1.682 to S3.458.
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A DEEPER APPRECIATION OF
THE WORLD'S TREASURES: From

European tours to Italy. France. Spain

and Portugal, to the rich treasures of

India and the Orient, a Swan Tour offers

a deeper appreciation of the country, its

culture and its art. Whether a Kenya

Safari or a visit to the Great Houses and

Gardens of Britain, each holiday is a

unique experience.

Whether you choose a Nile Cruise, a

Hellenic Cruise, or an Art Treasure

Tour, a Swan-Hellenic holiday will be an

adventure of a lifetime. All programs are

accompanied by Guest Lecturers.;

experts in their fields, who will share

their expertise with you to expand your

experience of each place visited.

Send for our full color brochure^ on
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their lives not only provided protection

from a harsh and brutal past but also of-

fered Cambodians an opportunity to begin

piecing together the fragments of broken

traditions—Buddhism, dance, music, folk

tales—the cultural building blocks that

help to guide and flavor children's devel-

opment. With the passage of time, how-

ever, the constraints of a life limited to sev-

enty square acres of land began causing

their own set of social-psychological prob-

lems. Whereas in 1979 physical survival

and locating lost relatives were the chil-

dren's chief concerns, by early 1982 chil-

dren were fighting off the feelings of apa-

thy and despair that had arisen as futures

remained blocked. Khoa I Dang, once a

haven, had become a place they were anx-

ious to leave.

Working under a United Nations man-

date, the New York-based International

Rescue Committee and the Norwegian

Redd Barna (Save the Children) orga-

nization have successfully reunited more

than 1,500 unaccompanied children with

relatives in refugee camps in Thailand.

Most of the children do not want to return

to Kampuchea itself without their par-

ents, if at all. At night, they often listen to

Voice of America broadcasts and know

that the ousted Khmer Rouge regime is

still recognized by the United Nations

General Assembly as the official govern-

ment of Kampuchea. While a number of

children are fearful of the Vietnamese-

dominated Heng Samrin regime that now

controls most ofKampuchea, all are deeply

troubled by the 40,000 still active Khmer
Rouge soldiers and the possibility that they

could regain power. So strong is this dread

in some children that they have refused to

join family members in the camps nearest

to the border, from which resistance

groups actively battle both the Khmer
Rouge and Vietnamese armies.

Fearing repatriation, the children envi-

sion hopeful futures for themselves in the

West. They seem to be motivated toward

resettlement by their desires to live in

peace, to have enough food to eat, and to

be able to attend schools. But with little

concrete knowledge of places Uke France

and America (other than what comes

from contact with relief workers, who al-

ways seem to offer smiles and words of en-

couragement), their views of life abroad

are often distorted. One fifteen-year-old

boy, hoping to be resettled in France, drew

a picture of his imagined new home that

more resembled the magnificent eleventh-

century temples of Angkor Wat than the

congested avenues of Paris. An adolescent

girl longing to leave for the United States

drew cowboys on horseback. She ex-

plained that many years ago in Phnom

C INDIA - NEPAL^
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subcontinent. Grand architecture, ma^iificent
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interesting outdoors programs to the Andes and the

Himalayas where our small groups are expertly led

by capable mountaineers:

Inga
Trek in Peru
JULY 17 TO AUGUST 1. 1983
AUGUST 7 TO 22, 1983

The: tions provide the stirring experien
of walking along the ancient Inca trail from Cuzi
high above the lovelv Urubamba Valley, at a ieisur

ly pace over three passes and through fabulo

Andean scenery to Machu Picchu, the most dram
tically spectacular archaeological site m the uvorl

Before and after the trek, first class hotel accof

modations are provided m Lima and Cuzc

Himal^an
Trek in Nepal

. leadership but hey c

ugh
canoe trip on the Rapii River. Between the t

first class hotel accommodations are provided; and
the expedition ends with five days m Northern
India, visiting Delhi, Agra and Jaipur.

Detailed brochures are available from:

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC
705 WASHINGTON STREET, NEW YORK, NV 10014

TELEPHONE (212) 691 7429
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Penh she had seen an American western

movie.

A year has come and gone since I left

Thailand, and many of the unaccompa-

nied children I came to know are no longer

in Khoa I Dang. Last June the UNHCR
decided that tracing efforts had been ex-

hausted and that the unclaimed children

needed to be placed in permanent settings.

Thai social workers paired Nang with a

Khmer widow and they returned to Nong

Samet, where the woman trades cloth

along the border and hopes she and her

new son will not fall victim to the continu-

ing warfare. Ro, after not knowing for six

years, discovered that his mother is alive

in Phnom Penh. To date, however, the

UNHCR has been unable to negotiate a

safe repatriation plan acceptable to both

the Heng Samrin and Thai governments,

and he and some seventy other children

continue to wait, hoping that someday

they will be able to join surviving relatives

inside Kampuchea. Many children have

already been resettled in Western coun-

tries, among them Seng and Pech, who are

both living with foster families in the New
England area. Another group of children

turned nineteen while in Thailand and

thus are no longer eligible to emigrate as

unaccompanied minors. As adults, they

stand little chance of being accepted for

resettlement anywhere, since only those

displaced Cambodians with relatives al-

ready in Western countries are currently

being considered.

In the United States I have begun visit-

ing a number of the resettled children as

they confront the difficult tasks of learn-

ing a second language and adapting to a

strangely different culture. Already, levis

and tennis shoes have replaced sarongs

and sandals, and rather than sharing a

bamboo platform with eight other chil-

dren, they sleep in their own beds in their

own rooms. Most encouraging are their ef-

forts in school. Yet large suburban houses

are often lonely, new foods sometimes

hard to digest. They have all seen E. T.—
and understand it too well. And while

most children appear to be forming close,

meaningful relationships with their foster

parents, the growing feelings of new inti-

macy sometimes touch off reexperiences

of old losses. For some the nightmares con-

tinue. The near-equal proportions of grief

and hope that are still so much a part of

their young lives were expressed well by

Seng in a letter he wrote shortly before

boarding a plane for America: "Nothing

will ever change what has happened to my
family. They are gone from me, lost for-

ever. But I am hopeful that someday the

future, like the sun, will smile warmly on

me and the other Khmer orphans." D
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Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson
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All Month Winter evening stars this year put on their usual brilliant display. It is best in the

Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico, where the stars include Canopus (second brightest star we

see, after Sirius) and the Southern Cross. But this year, perversely, no planets are obvious,

even though three of the brighter ones are evening stars for at least part of the month. The

three are those nearest the earth—Mercury, Venus, and Mars—but all are relatively in-

conspicuous this month because of their positions relative to the setting sun.

The rest of the planets, farther out than Mars, are in the morning sky, and the bright

ones, Jupiter and Saturn, are coming into good position as morning stars. Both are still near

the bright star Spica, in Virgo, Saturn just to its left and Jupiter—the brighter—well to its

left. The three objects, the star and both planets, should be readily visible on any clear

morning in the southeast before dawn. Evening planets may not be prominent in January,

but Jupiter, Saturn, and Venus will get better later on.

January 1: The moon rises tonight at about 7:00 p.m. in the constellation Leo just two

days past full phase. The bright star of the "Lion," Regulus, is below and to its left.

January 2: The earth is at perihelion today, nearest the sun, 147,096,000 kilometers

(9 1 ,396,000 miles) away, raising the highest solar tides of the year, The moon tonight is still

in Leo, but now to the left of Regulus.

January 4: About a day before last-quarter, the moon tonight is above the autumnal equi-

nox, midway between Regulus, brightest star in Leo, and Spica, the brightest star in Virgo.

January 6: The latest sunrise of the year occurs in the mid-latitudes of the Northern

Hemisphere. Sunset occurs significantly later than it did in mid- and late December. Last-

quarter moon tonight is in Virgo, rising after midnight with Spica. Mercury begins to move

westerly (its retrograde motion) among the stars.

January 7: The bright object below and to the right of the crescent moon before dawn

this morning is the planet Saturn. Even brighter Jupiter is lower and well to the left. The

star Spica is to their right.

January 9-10: Watch the crescent moon move from west to east past Jupiter in the morn-

ing sky on these dates. On the 9th, the moon is between Saturn (above to its right) and Jupi-

ter (below to the left). On the morning of the 10th, the moon is to the east (left) of Jupiter.

January 13-14: The moon is at apogee (farthest from the earth) and the new moon oc-

curs about the same time as the date changes.

January 1 5: Venus is in conjunction with the moon, but they set too soon after sundown to

be visible. Mercury, in inferior conjunction (passing between the earth and the sun), enters

the morning sky as it moves to the sun's right.

January 16: Mars is in conjunction with the moon late today, above and to its right.

January 17: The early crescent moon should be visible tonight, well up in the southwest

after sundown, among the dim stars of Aquarius.

January 19: During the eariy evening, the moon appears in Pisces, a little below and to

the east of the vernal equinox, the point in the sky known as the First Point of Aries. But the

moon isn't in Aries until the night of January 22-23.

January 21-22: First-quarter moon occurs shortly after the date changes.

January 24: The waxing gibbous moon is well up in the southeast at dusk, in the constella-

tion Taurus, above the bright star Aldebaran.

January 27: Mercury, now a morning star, but poorly placed for viewing, resumes its di-

rect (easterly) motion through the stars.

January 28: The full moon rises at sunset tonight.

January 31: The moon ends the month entering Virgo, passing near the autumnal equi-

nox, south of the star Denebola in Leo tonight as it did on the 4th. But while it was just

about at last-quarter when it passed here previously, it is only a few days past full tonight.

The Winter Sky Map shows the sky for the months of January. February, and March from

latitude 40° North at the evening hours given below. To use the map, hold it vertically in front

of you with north (N) at the bottom and match the lower half of the map with the stars you see

when you face the north. As you face in other directions, roll the map to bring the correspond-

ing compass direction to the bottom of the map. The stars move west continuously dunng the

night. By morning (before dawn), stars on the western half of the map will have set. those on

the eastern half will have moved into the west, and new stars (those of the spring evenings) will

have risen in the east. The map represents the sky at about 2:00 a.m. on January 1
;

1 :00 a.m. on

January 15; midnight on January 31; 11:00 p.m. on February 15; 10:00 p.m. on February 28;

9:00 P.M. on March 15; and 8:00 p.m. on March 31. The map can also be used for an hour or

more before and after the times given.



For the seventh year, we offer a small

group of adventurers a unique travel

experience

The
GreatWhite Bears

OCTOBER 23 TO 29, 1983

Each year in late October, hundreds of

1000 pound polar bears migrate to-

wards the shore of Canada's vast

Hudson Bav and wait there for the

coming of the winter sea ice

From our comfortable Churchill base
we again make land and air forays to

see and photograph the remarkable

and stirring sight of these wild carn-

ivores roaming free

We also see bands of graceful caribou

racing across the tundra: arctic foxes,

moose and wolves; ptarmigan, snowy
owls and gyrfalcons.

Apart from providing unusually expert

leadership, we are the only company
which goes to the considerable expense
of positioning a helicopter at Churchill,

thus assuring excellent close views of

the bears and other arctic wildlife

Detailed brochure and a copy of our
newsletter which lists all our fasci-

nating travel programs, available from:

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC
705 WASHINGTON STREET. NEW rORK, NY 10014
TELEPHONE (2121 691 7429

Countryside Walks

Through quaint villages and

lovely scenery. Along medieval footpaths,

prehistoric and Roman tracks. Tours in

England, Scotland and Wales. Relaxed,

easy pace . . . Country inns . . .
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Country Walking Holidays (707) 584-041
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Coronal Revisionism
Measurementsfrom satellites have led to new theories

about coronas and the source ofstellar X-rays

by Stephen P Maran

The outer atmospheric layers of most

stars, like those of our sun, contain a mys-

tery. They get progressively hotter instead

of cooler with increased distance from the

core, the source of stellar energy. The

question is. Why?
Because the sun is closest to us of all the

stars, it has been the most thoroughly

studied. The sun's visible layer is the pho-

tosphere. Nearly all visible and infrared

solar light comes from that layer. During a

total solar eclipse, when the moon hides

the bright photosphere, the next layer, the

otherwise invisible thin red chromo-

sphere, and the pearly white outermost

layer, the corona, can also be seen. Be-

tween the chromosphere and the corona,

spectroscopic investigations have identi-

fied a distinct, very narrow boundary zone

known as the transition region. The tem-

perature of the photosphere is about

1 1 ,000 °F; that of the chromosphere about

18,000°; that of the transition region

about 180,000°; and that of the corona,

which extends far into space, about

2,700,000°, hot enough to emit X-rays.

(The density of the gas in each layer de-

creases with increasing altitude, just as

the earth's atmosphere thins with height.

The corona, accordingly, is the least dense

of the sun's layers.)

Until recently this rise in temperature

In an artificially created eclipse, different colors indicate

different levels ofbrightness in the sun's corona.

igh Altitude Observatory and NASA
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with increased altitude was ascribed to

sound waves that supposedly carry energy

up from the photosphere. That theory was

inspired by the turbulent appearance of

the photosphere, which resembles a pot of

boiling water although, like all of the sun,

it is composed of gas. The bubbling of the

photosphere is due to the unseen layer lo-

cated just below, the convection zone.

There, huge blobs of gas turn over and

over, rising and falling, driven by the

fierce flow of energy from nuclear reac-

tions occurring at the center of the sun.

The sound waves are generated by the

bubbling gas just as sound is generated by

boiling water.

Theoretical studies indicate that in

some types of stars, the convection zones,

if they exist at all, are much smaller than

those in the sun or are located deep within

the stars, far below their photospheres.

Astronomers therefore reasoned that such

stars might lack bubbling surfaces, and

hence coronas, since there would be no

sound waves moving up from a bubbling

surface to heat the atmosphere above.

X-ray photographs made from rockets

and satellites show that nearly all of the

sun's X-ray emissions come from the co-

rona. Thus it was further reasoned that the

types of stars that supposedly lack coronas

cannot be significant sources of X-ray

emissions. This conclusion was disproved

in 1 980 by the results of an extensive sur-

vey of stellar X-ray emissions made with

Einstein, the most advanced X-ray obser-

vatory satellite yet launched. According

to an analysis of the Einstein survey data

by Giuseppe S. Vaiana, a noted investiga-

tor of the sun and stars at the Center for

Astrophysics in Cambridge, Massachu-

setts, stars of almost all known types emit

X-rays. (Red supergiant stars are the nota-

ble exception; this is an important clue to
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which I will return.) Reasoning based on

the laws of physics shows that the ob-

served X-rays arise, as on the sun, in hot,

low-density coronas, rather than in cooler

or deeper layers. Thus, Vaiana concluded

that most stars do have coronas. The Ein-

stein survey also revealed that, even

among stars of the same type, there are

enormous differences in the strength of X-

ray emissions. This means that stars of the

same type may have dissimilar coronas,

those with stronger X-ray emissions, pos-

sessing the brighter, more fully developed

coronas.

Even before the Einstein survey was

made, measurements from 1975 through

1 978 with the OSO-8 (the eighth Orbiting

Solar Observatory) satellite had cast

doubt on the role of sound waves in heat-

ing the corona of the sun. OSO-8 found

that such waves don't carrv much enersv

Sequence of the Sun's

Atmospheric Layers

Outer

Layer Temperature

photosphere

chromosphere

transition zone

corona

ca 11,000°F

18,000°

180.000°

2,700,000°

upward past the solar chromosphere. And
X-ray photographs of the solar corona, no-

tably some made from the manned space-

craft Skylab, showed that the sun's X-ray

emissions are concentrated in certain

coronal regions that are outlined by loops

of magnetic field extending upward from

sunspots and other disturbed regions in

the photosphere. This Skylab finding indi-

cated that the process that heats the co-

rona is associated with solar magnetism

rather than with sound waves. Another

reasonable deduction is that magnetic

loops may be responsible for the coronas

of most types of stars.

A discovery that eventually led to our

present understanding of how the coronas

and, perhaps, the other outer layers of

stars are heated came in 1978, also before

the Einstein survey. In that year, the ultra-

violet spectrum of the bright binary star

Capella was observed repeatedly with the

lUE (International Ultraviolet Explorer)

satellite. The Capella system is located 43

light-years from the earth in the constella-

tion Auriga. It is so far away that its mem-
ber stars, two fairly similar (or so it was

thought) yellow-white giants known as Ca-

pella Aa and Capella Ab, cannot be sepa-

rately distinguished. Nevertheless, two

experts on stellar atmosphere at the Uni-

versity of Colorado in Boulder, Thomas R.

Ayres and Jetfrey L. Linsky, succeeded in

determining the respective properties of
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the two stars' atmospheres from spectral

analysis of the lUE observations.

When a star is moving toward the earth,

the lines in its spectrum are blue-shifted

—

moved toward shorter wavelengths—by

the Doppler effect; when a star moves

away from the earth, its spectral lines are

red-shifted—moved toward the longer

wavelengths. Thus, in a binary star, we

can distinguish the lines of the member

star that is orbiting away from the earth

from the lines of the companion star that is

moving toward the earth. The Doppler ef-

fect also influences the width of the spec-

tral lines, tending to broaden and blur the

lines from a fast-rotating star. Other

things being equal, a star that is turning

slowly is observed to have narrow lines;

one spinning rapidly has wide, fuzzy lines.

However, the determination of how fast a

star is spinning is usually only approxi-

mate, because the extent to which the

spectral lines are blurred depends not only

on how fast the star is turning but also on

which way its axis is pointing with respect

to the earth, a direction that is usually un-

known. If the axis pointed directly at the

earth, for example, the spectral lines

would not be blurred even if the star were

turning rapidly.

When Ayres and Linsky observed the

binary Capella with the lUE, they already

knew that at least one star of the system

had a corona, since two earlier satellites

had detected X-rays from Capella. The

chromospheres and transition regions of

stars produce bright lines in the ultraviolet

part of the spectrum; observations from

three earlier satellites, a rocket, and a

high-altitude balloon had shown that

bright lines of this type are emitted by the

Capella system. None of the earlier ob-

servations, however, determined which of

the two Capella stars has the brighter

chromosphere, transition region, and co-

rona. Researchers generally assumed (in-

deed, this assumption was made in at least

six published papers) that the larger and

slightly more massive Capella Aa pos-

sessed the brighter outer layers. Ayres and

Linsky expected to find confirmation of

this assumption.

Capella was observed with the lUE
more than a dozen times in the first seven

months after the satellite was launched on

January 28, 1978. It takes slightly less

than 3'/: months for Capella Aa and Ca-

pella Ab to go completely around their or-

bits. Accordingly, lUE observations could

be made at times when Capella Aa was

approaching the earth and Capella Ab
was receding or vice versa. By determin-

ing from the results of these observations

which spectral lines were blue-shifted and

which were red-shifted, Ayres and Linsky
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discovered that "virtually all of the transi-

tion-region emission, and the bulk of the

chromospheric emission" come from a

single member—Capella Ab—contrary

to the long-established assumption that

the emissions came from the larger star,

Capella Aa.

At this point in the Capella story, I must

digress to discuss what produces the loops

of magnetic field that come and go in the

solar corona. According to the leading

idea on this subject, called the dynamo

theory, electric currents and magnetic

fields are generated inside the sun's con-

vection zone by the great blobs of gas in

the zone, which turn over and over while

the sun spins slowly on its axis, making one

rotation every 27 days. The lines of force

of the magnetic field rise up and through

the photosphere, the chromosphere, and

the transition region, forming the ob-

served loops in the corona. According to

the dynamo theor); if the convection zone

were larger and/or if the sun spun faster,

magnetic loops would be created at a

greater rate than is currently observed.

To return to Capella, if Aa and Ab were

nearly identical, except for Aa being

somewhat larger and more massive, it

would be reasonable to assume, as was

long done, that Aa would have the

brighter outer layers, since its outer layers

would be larger than those of Ab. Finding

the contrary- to be true, Ayres and Linsky

searched for another significant differ-

ence between the two stars. The most obvi-

ous one they could find was speed of rota-

tion. Ab turns faster, with an estimated ro-

tation speed of about 25 miles per second,

while Aa is a slow-rotating star, with a

speed of only a few miles per second. A
likely explanation of the difference in

chromospheric and transition-region emis-

sions of Aa and Ab, one involving mag-

netic loops, was now plausible: Ab turns

faster, generates magnetic loops at a

greater rate, and thus heats its outer layers

more powerfully, making them shine

more brightly in ultraviolet light and X-

rays than the corresponding layers of Ca-

pella Aa even though Aa is a larger star.

The above explanation sounded logical,

but one problem remained: we didn't have

much supporting data. At that point we

had evidence from only two stars, Capella

Aa and Ab. What if it were a coincidence

that Ab rotates faster than Aa, rather than

a determining factor in heating the outer

layers of the two stars?

To test their ideas on a larger sample,

Ayres and Linsky studied the X-ray

brightness of the sun and 1 9 other stars,

the latter mostly as measured with the

HEAO-1 (the first High Energy Astro-

physical Observatory) satellite. Together
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with estiinates of the rotation speeds of the

stars from observations with ground-based

telescopes, the HEAO-1 measurements

indicated that stars that turn faster do

shine more brightly in X-rays and thus

have brighter, more fully developed coro-

nas. This appears to confirm that mag-

netic processes powered by the rotation of

stars are responsible for heating stellar

outer layers.

Additional and impressive confirma-

tion came from Vaiana's survey of about

150 stars with Einstein and from addi-

tional Einstein X-ray measurements by

Fred Walter and Stuart Bowyer, space as-

tronomers at the University of California

in Berkeley. In 1980, the Berkeley team

studied about 40 of the peculiar binary

star systems called RS Canum Venatico-

rum stars. In these binary systems, the two

member stars are locked together in small

orbits, often rotating synchronously on

their axes as they move around their or-

bits. In many cases their rotation speeds

can be accurately determined. Further-

more, the speeds are high, and the stars

are strong X-ray sources. The measure-

ments of these binary star systems con-

firm that the faster the stars turn, the

brighter they glow in X-rays.

I mentioned earlier that the Einstein

survey showed that red supergiants don't

emit X-rays. Now a possible explanation is

suggested. These largest of stars are also

probably the slowest rotators among the

known stars. Thus, they have weak inter-

nal dynamos and generate few magnetic

loops to heat coronas around them. The

other major Einstein survey finding—that

stars of the same type may differ enor-

mously in their X-ray brightness—has

been explained, in large measure, by dif-

ferences in stellar rotation speeds, with the

faster-turning stars having the greater X-

ray brightnesses. There are a few excep-

tions, but such differences, according to

the dynamo theory, may be related to dif-

ferences in the sizes of the stars' convec-

tion zones.

In summary, observations from space

have revolutionized our understanding of

the heating of the coronas of most stars, in-

cluding the sun and Capella Aa and Ab.

Loops of magnetic field, rather than

sound waves, play the key role in heating.

High temperatures make the coronas of

stars emit X-rays and satellite measure-

ments reveal that, for the most part, the

faster the stars turn, the brighter their co-

ronas glow.

Stephen P. Maran is a senior staff' scien-

tist in the Laboratoryfor Astronomy and

Solar Physics at NASA 's Goddard Space

Flight Center in Greenbelt. Maryland.
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The Visible Indian
by N. Scott Momaday

Now That the Buffalo's Gone, by Al-

vin M. Josephy, Jr. Alfred A. Knopf,

$15.95- 304 pp., illus.

On November 20, 1969, a landing party

of seventy-eight American Indians took

possession of Alcatraz Island in San Fran-

cisco Bay. The occupation lasted for a

year and a half. It was a strange and un-

likely affair. Even now, after more than a

decade, it is difficult to put the matter into

perspective. The Indians were a meager

force at best; their provisions were sparse

and their lines of supply were all but non-

existent. The deteriorating cell blocks and

administrative buildings on the island af-

forded the Indian demonstrators only the

barest shelter. It would be hard to imagine

a more inhospitable place or one more dis-

advantageous to their little army of occu-

pation. And yet the takeover of Alcatraz

was perhaps one of the most successful

demonstrations ever staged. The whole

country was astonished, and the federal

government was sorely embarrassed; de-

cidedly, the Indians of All Tribes, as they

called themselves, had stepped out of

character. They had dared to call atten-

tion to themselves and to their cause. They
had become suddenly visible.

I was teaching at Berkeley at the time

and keeping close watch on Alcatraz.

Early on a Saturday morning I went out to

the island in a small boat. As always, it

was windy and cold, and the water was

very rough. The faces of the people there

were not grim, but they were determined.

I stood close by an open fire, warming my
hands with a mug of coffee, and talked

with a woman who was tending a great

skillet full of eggs and potatoes and sau-

sages. "It is good that we are here to-

gether," she said, and the "we" included

me, even though I was not a participant in

the occupation. Children were playing

about, in spite of the cold, and here and

there were men working, watching, wait-

ing. Some of them were armed. I could

sense a certain integrity in the people

there, a spirit of community.

This spirit is strongly expressed in Now
That the Buffalo's Gone. It is a book

about the American Indians of today, and

it does considerable justice to its subject, a

Modern-day Siouxfrom the Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota

subject that is large and many-sided and

nearly impossible to grasp. Books about

American Indians are almost always dis-

appointing, and for reasons that are more

or less legitimate. Few subjects are more

elusive to the writer and scholar. For many
years various institutions, notably acade-

mia, the literary establishment, and the

film industry, have tried to describe, not to

say define, "the American Indian." Uni-

formly they have failed to understand—or

refused to admit—that there is no such

thing, that the term designates nothing

more than a stereotype, a caricature that

in no sense truly represents a minority of

distinct societies, diverse cultural traits,

and unrelated languages. Not until quite

recently—perhaps one can point to the

publication of Dee Brown's Bury My
Heart at Wounded Knee in 1 970 as a turn-

ing point—have American Indians been

accorded in popular print a recognition of

their fundamental diversity and individ-

uality. And, like Brown's book. Now That

the Buffalo's Gone is a fortunate excep-

tion from the old stereotypes. Moreover, it

succeeds in being comprehensive and

tightly focused at the same time. Given

the subject, this is an equation hard to

come by.

Alvin Josephy is one of the more knowl-

edgeable and perceptive students of

American Indian life—not only its con-

temporary manifestations, which are cer-

tainly intricate and various, but also its

history. The present volume has required

rigorous and concentrated research and,

more demanding still, a very particular ex-

ercise of the critical sense. Josephy has

keen powers of observation and discrimi-

nation and an ability to select and delin-

eate moments in time that are crucial and

determinant. Ever since the publication of

The Patriot Chiefs in 1961, Josephy has

been rightly regarded as an expert in the

field.

Now That the Buffalo's Gone is divided

into three parts, corresponding to the past,

the present, and the future. This may
seem an obvious organization at first

glance, but it is rather more logical and in-

deed necessary than it may appear to one

who is looking, say, at the table of contents

and not beyond. We are led from mile-
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stone to milestone, from the heritage of

the American Indians through their strug-

gle for survival to their prospects for the

future. The range of events is great in time

and space, but the book is nonetheless con-

cise.

Those who have read Josephy's other

books will know that the writing here is

clean and economical, always considered

and controlled. Some of the documenta-

tion is both eloquent and moving, and it

can be ironic as well. For example:

Kinzua Dam was formally dedicated on

September 16, 1966. Two hundred and

eighty-three years after William Penn had

signed his famous treaty that had pur-

chased land justly and honorably from Na-

tive Americans, the last Indian-owned

property in Pennsylvania disappeared un-

der the waters of what the Senecas were

calling Lake Perfidy. At a gala luncheon in

the local high school after the ceremonies at

the dam, a quartet of non-Indian girls

known as the Kinzua Damsels entertained

Governor William Scranton and the other

guests with the song "This is My Country."

It is fair to say that the issues and events

included in this book are easily among the

most important in the determination of

white-Indian relations in our society.

They have had, and continue to have, a

major influence upon the life of today's

American Indians. Now That the Buffa-

lo's Gone is, for this reason and others, an

important work. Moreover, it is an emi-

nently useful one, providing among other

things a reference work that we are very

much in need of. In it one can find the

whole story of the American Indian ex-

perience from the Pequot War to the sec-

ond conflict at Wounded Knee. It is a

book that ought to be read by anyone who
is interested in our American heritage and

in the evolution of our idea of ourselves as

a nation.

Judging from his book, Josephy would

agree, I think, that "it is good that we are

here together."

N. Scott Momaday is an American In-

dian writer and painter and a professor of

English at the University ofArizona. His

book House Made of Dawn won the Pulit-

zer Prize for fiction in 1969.
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Art

ALASKAN MOOSE PRINT, brown or black ink $8 00 to

Fathom, Box 821 N, Cordova, AK 99574

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS: Southwest Indian pot-

tery, baskets, rugs, kachinas. Northwest Coast Indian

masks, totems, graphics, Eskimo sculpture Recent Af-

ncan bronzes No catalogue. One-of-a-kind pieces,

individually photographed Priced $100/up. Photos
and data available Specify interests Box 5896, Sher-

man Oaks, CA 91413 (213) 789-2559

IROQUOIS BROKEN NOSE FALSE FACE, hand
carved, $100, request photo, McCoy Imports, Liberty,

NY 12754

PLAINS INDIAN ART & ARTIFACTS: Free catalogue
shows painted shields, mounted trophy buffalo skulls,

war arrows, peace pipes, chokers, breast plates, war
clubs, horse dance sticks, star quilts and more Exclu-

sive source Handmade with traditional tools and au-

thentic materials. Many have interesting stories to tell

from Cheyenne, Sioux and Blackfoot heritage Collec-

tor's Items, unique gifts and stunning decorations.

Write or call: Prairie Edge, PC Box 8303, Dept K,

Rapid City, South Dakota 57701 (605) 341-3620

Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors.

Publicity, advertising, beautiful books All subjects in-

vited Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
report Carlton Press, Dept NHA,84Fifth Avenue, New
York, NY 10011

Books

BOOK SALEi 50% off 1000's of recent hardcovers
Slightly used, excellent condition Catalogue $1 (re-

fundable) Bookbag, Dept NH, 464 Maxwell Road, Du-
luth, MN 55804

All publishers— all subjects: art, history, biography, fiction,

and much more. The most complete catalog of bargain

books available anywhere! Write for your FREE copy:

Hamilton, 98-55 Clapboard, Danbury. CT 06810

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation. Out-
of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
92672(714)492-2976

Camps

PRAIRIE TREK AND TURQUOISE TRAIL Expeditions

(Boys 10-17, Girls 13-17) Since 1926 the Expeditions

have made it possible for young people to explore in

the mountains, canyons, and desert country of the

American Southwest Emphasis on environmental
studies, archaeology, native crafts, backpacking and
camping skills For details write Thomas Billings, P.O
Box 40451NH, Indianapolis, IN 46240 (317) 896-3842

WILDERNESS CANOE TRIPPING and natural science
studies in Lake Temagami, Ontario, for girls 10-16

Camp Blue Heron, Box NH, 51 1 Morris Place, Shilling-

ton, PA 19607

Collectors Items

RECEIVE VALUABLE MINERALS MONTHLY! Free De-
tails' Write Today! Mineral of the Month Club, 1 3057-HB
California, Yucaipa, CA 92399

Correspondence

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international

correspondence. Illustrated brochure free' Hermes-
Verlag,Box 110660/NH, D-1 000 Berlin, West Germany

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA. Make lasting friend-

ships through correspondence Send age, interests.

Free reply. Harmony, Box 89NH, Brooklyn, NY 11235

!rF^*]V(AI?gET_

Education

POLARIZED LIGHT MICROSCOPY, workshop starting

January 29, 1983 New York Microscopical Society

Registrar Margaret Cubberly, Columbia Medical Cen-
ter, 630 W 168th Street, New York, NY 10032

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA NEEDS YOU! Jobs! Big Pay! Transporta-

tion! Newest Handbook, $2.00 Australian International,

Box 19107-RM, Washington, DC 20036

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the

U.S. Free details: EOV, PO. Box 450, Walpole, NH
03608

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$3.00. International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RZ, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Current open-
ings—all occupations! Free details . Intermountain

4Y, 3506 Birch, Cheyenne, WY 82001

TEACH HERE—TEACH ABROAD: School, college

openings: USA $5.95; Abroad $5.95. China, Japan,
Saudi, Australia $5.95 each. EISF, Box 662, Newton,
Massachusetts 02162

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS 65 countries!

Sampler: 4/$2-98 Free Brochure. Multinewspapers,

Box DE-201, Dana Point, California 92629

Furniture

1-800-334-8174 Puts you in contact with America's
leading furniture mfg's at superlative savings. Barnes
& Barnes, Library for Fine Furniture, 651 S.W Broad
St., Southern Pines, NO 28387. In NC call (919) 692-

3381

Gourmet Interests

MINNESOTA WILD RICE. $6.00 per pound, prepaid.

Five pound minimum Floura Bros, Box 440, Black-

duck, MN 56630

STATE-OF-THE-ART, free-choice spaghetti sauce rec-

ipe booklet, $2. Crosswhite, Box 937, Middletown, CA
95461

28 DELICIOUS HOMEMADE soup recipes, onginal,

$3.50. Write: Phoebe Brooks, Box 528, RD1, Lenharts-

ville, PA 19534

Government Surplus

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY." 950,000
items (including Jeeps) . low as Id on dollar! Most
complete information available—$2 00. Disposal, Box
191Q7-RM, Washington, DC 20036

Journals

PARTICIPATE IN THE CHALLENGE of Space explora-

tion Commentary and articles five times yearly: $10.

Send to Space Journal, 350 Cabrini Blvd., NY, NY

Merchandise/Gifts

COLORFUL GIFTS FROM THE ALPS! Decorative
Items, beer steins, folklore clothing, toys Color cata-

logue $1 00 House of Tyrol, FOB 909, Gateway Plaza,

Dept NH1 ,
Cleveland, GA 30528

THE FLYING EAGLE: Finest laser color reproductions

of the ultimate Bald Eagle photograph. 12" x20",$15.
Beautiful Eagle greeting cards, 1 for $6, 50 for $25. Dr.

Hunter, Box 10-888, Anchorage, Alaska 99511

Miscellaneous

FIELD ASSISTANTS NEEDED for Galapagos Tortoise

study—Ronald Marlow, Museum Vertebrate Zoology,

University California, Berkeley, California 94720

COURTLY MUSIC for Weddings or Parties. Elegant,

Festive, Baroque and Renaissance Music on Record-
ers. (212)580-7234

RECORDS-TAPES! Discounts to 73%. All labels; no
purchase obligations; newsletter; discount dividend

certificates 100% guarantees. Free details. Discount
Music Club, 650 Mam Street, PO. Box 2000, Dept. 25-

0183, New Rochelle, NY 10801

Old Time Radio

OLD TIME RADIO PROGRAMS on cassette tapes. Free
catalogue. Cassette Library Center, PO. Box 5331 H,
Baltimore, MD 21209

Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing binocu-

lars since 1923 Alignment performed on our U.S. Navy
collimator. Free catalogue and our article "Know Your
Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel

Optical Co., Inc., 331 Mansion St., West Coxsackie, NY
12192(518)731-2610

LEITZ, ZEISS, B&L, SWIFT, BUSHNELL, NIKON Opto-
lyth binoculars, telescopes and accessories Send
stamp for discount list. Specify literature desired.

Large stock Orders filled postpaid day received. Bird-

ing. Box 5N, Amsterdam, NY 12010

Photography

BIRD PHOTOGRAPHS, Highest quality color slides of

all species by outstanding nature photographers.

Wnte or call. Bird Photographs, Laboratory of Ornithol-

ogy, Cornell University, Sapsucker Woods, Ithaca, NY
14850(607)256-4017

WOLF PHOTOS, slides, postcards. Free brochure,

lists. J. Lidle, PO Box 112, Clifton Heights, PA 19018

Real Estate

FREE CATALOGUE. Describes and pictures farms,

ranches, acreages, businesses and town and country

homes from coast to coast United Farm Agency, Inc.,

612-U W 47th St , Kansas City MO 64112 Call Toll-

Free: 1-800-821-2599; MO res, call Toll-Free; 1-800-892-

5785

GOVERNMENT LANDS . FROM $7.50/ACRE!
Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment! "Land
Buyer's Guide" plus nationwide listings—$2.00.

Lands, Box 19107-RM, Washington, DC 20036

Rentals

ADIRONDACK LODGES on Upper Saranac Lake.

Available for two weeks or a month, July through Sep-

tember Everything provided for comfortable living in

the quiet woods. $740-$1,950 for two weeks. Please

write Bartlett Carry Club, RED 3, Tupper Lake, NY

SKI SNOWBIRD UTAH Time share condo. Two units.

Second week January. Brad Scudder (208) 345-6307

Resorts

CARIBBEAN HIDEAWAY: Very small, very special hotel

tucked into a 30 acre plantation on the island of Bequia,

St. Vincent Grenadines, W.I Ten rooms, pool, beautiful

beach, snorkeling, hiking, photography, birding, ten-

nis, Wnte or call: Spring on Bequia, Box 1 9251 , Minne-

apolis, MN 55419 (612) 823-1202 or your travel agent

JUNGLE VACATION in the Talamanca Rainforest Su-

perb birding, plant and insect hunting Riding and hik-

ing trails; guides. Weekly rates $225 00 single; $350
double. M.E. Snow, Apartado 73, 7200 Siquirres, Costa

Rica

PLYMOUTH ENGLAND: modernized, stone cottage on

beautiful Tamar estuary, 3 double bedrooms. Nearby

country club, fishing, bird-watching Andrews, 14 Saint

Ronans Avenue, Bristol BS6 6EP England
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LITTLE ST. SIMONS ISLAND
One of Georgia's "Golden Isles"

Birding, beachcombing, riding, wildlife photo-,

graphy, fishing or just relaxing on a secluded
12,000 acre island with miles of unspoiled ocean
beaches, forests and marshes Over 200 species of

birds Maximum of 10-15 guests at a time Excellent

food and accommodations Professional naturalists

on the staff. P.O. Box 1078rS, St. Simons Island,

GA 31522 Phone (912) 638-7472

ST. THOMAS—WATER ISLAND private, secluded,
shangrila packages. Studio Apartments, 2-7 day char-

ter yachting, private villa—combinations. Limestone
Reef Terraces, RD 4, Princeton, NJ 08540 (201) 329-

6309

VACATION/RELAXATION— Birdwatcher's delight-
Peaceful, secluded nature lover's mountain retreat

Cave Creek Ranch, Portal, Arizona 85632

Services

BACK YARD BIRD WATCHERS—Unidentified Birds
Identified. Send Description, $200, SASE to Birds,

PO Box 1 40, Owings Mills, MD 21 1 1

7

RESTORATION AND REPAIR of all Artifacts- Sculp-
ture—Pottery—Antiquities Expert workmanship,
preservation, mounting. Erika Pnce (212) 255-7636

Tours/Trips

A BEAUTIFUL EXPERIENCE, Learn sailing aboard 50'

ketch 'Palisander'. Winter Caribbean, Summer Chesa-
peake, Spring & Fall Blue Water Cruises. $600/person/
week Cuttyhunk Marine Adventures, c/o Wailes Gray
77 Tweed Blvd., Nyack, NY 10960

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS SKI TOURS: Enjoy the
exhilaration and beauty of a northern winter in the com-
pany of expert instructor/guides Cross-country ski va-

cations are five days, limited to 1 guests, geared to all

levels of ability Daily excursions into "forever wild" Fo-
rest Preserve Evenings spent in cozy lodge enjoying
hearty meals, good company, and fireside programs
featuring Adirondack naturalists, photographers and
conservationists Write: Adirondack Ski Tours, McMas-
ter Rd., Saranac Lake, NY 12983. Call (212) 546-9202

RCT/C
The

Gentle

Rafters

'ATERWAYS
Today the silence and solitude are still ttiere Out. for how
long? iNow IS the time to tome with us' For an ultimate

arctic top, float the Copper mine River in Canada's
unspoiled Northwest Territories, Large, safe inflatahles

No motors' Skilled guides, good foocfi The fahulous land

of the tundra, above the Arctic Circle with its flora and
wildlife for you to photograph and experience Fish for

arctic char grayling and lake trout in teeming waters' Sex
or age is no darner Only good health and a love of the

outdoors IS a prerequiste COME WITH
THE EXPERTS' Small groups July and
August, two weeks all inclusive

S1555 00 iCanadlan dollarsl Write
Arctic Waterways. Stevensville On-

tario. LOS ISO, Canada Other, more
remote trips as well Please inquire

diiu a luvc ui iiic

ADVENTURES WITH WILDLIFE—Photograph and
touch a whale in the breeding lagoons, sail among
humpback whales in Hawaii Natural history trips with
expert leaders to Tanzania, Kenya, Rwanda and Zaire.

Also Nepal, Ecuador and more Unique expeditions to
see endangered species—mountain gorillas, blue
whales, polar bears, Indian rhino and rare birds. New
trip preview available. Adventures International, 4421-
NC Albert St , Oakland, CA 94619 (415) 531-6564

AFFORDABLE AFRICA, Climb Kilimanjaro $575 Safan
the Serengeti $995 See Swaziland $630 18 itineraries

to 10 counlnes, Africa Unlimited, 170 E 8Bth, NYC
10028 (212) 860-0283 Specialists in Africa

AFFORDABLE AFRICA: Own, comfortable, weekly
Zebrajet allows fabulous Kenya/Seychelles Adven-
tures European quality, incredible prices. Example: 17
days $1796, all inclusive (From USA) Wildlife, People,
Safari, Indian Ocean, Also: Madagascar ("Living Fos-
sils"), Rwanda (Gorillas), Tanzania, Botswana, Ni-

mibia, and Morel Forum Travel International, 2437 Du-
ranl, Berkeley, California 94704 (415) 843-8294

AFRICAN WILDLIFE SAFARI—Tanzania & Kenya at

their best! See and photograph the spectacular Wild-

life and Scenery This superb 29 Day safari is led by Af-

rican Wildlife Authority, Dr Jim Hitchcock Departures
February and July 1983 Land arrangements $3525.00
(21 day Tanzania less than $2800 00) Expect near 500
birds and most larger mammals Write or Call Nowi All

Points Travel, Box 1269, Nevada City, CA 95959 (916)
272-7241

ALASKAN BIRDS, BEARS, FLOWERS and marine
mammals—wildlife photography Experience remote
coastal wilderness, near McNeil River, world's largest

concentration of brown bear Deluxe camp, gourmet
meals, guide, floatplane 6 guests/5 days—$1500 00
each June-August Write Chenik Wilderness Camp,
Box 956, Homer, AK 99603 (907) 235-8910

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND "The Hikers Paradise".
Moderate optional length Day hiking tours Two or four

weeks. Brochure. Alpine Adventure Trails Tours, 783P
Cliffside Drive, Akron, OH 44313

BAJA CALIFORNIA GRAY WHALE EXPEDITIONS on
the Qualifier 105 with expert naturalists as leaders De-
cember through March. Elephant seals, sea lions, ma-
rine birds, desert island plants, wildflowers and whales
for an outstanding natural history experience Write for

free brochure to Nature Expeditions International,

Dept 22NH, 599 College Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94306

BEST OF ECUADOR Most desired Galapagos Cruise,

best time of year February 28-March 13, 1983 14-day
trip includes historic Quito, Otavalo Market, 8 days in

Galapagos on M/V Santa Cruz Our own expert guides
emphasize culture, ecology, birds Pre-trip option: 3
days on floating hotel in Amazonian Ecuador—Unique
Pnnceton Nature Tours, 282 Western Way, Princeton,
NJ 08540 (609) 683-1111

CANOE CANADA'S ARCTIC, Remote 12 and 18 day
fly-in canoe expeditions in the heart of North America's
last great wilderness— the tundra and taiga of Cana-
da's Northwest Territories Photograph caribou herds,
white wolves, muskox, moose, grizzlies, rich birdlife

Spectacular fishing. Groups of 6 to 8 persons assem-
bled and guided by Alex Hall, wildlife biologist and vet-

eran arctic canoeing guide. Can accommodate a lim-

ited number with no previous canoeing experience. For

brochure write: Canoe Arctic Inc
,
Box 130C, Fort

Smith, N W.T, Canada XOE OPO

IndiS safaris in search of rare Asian birds and
mammais Explorations ol remote Bhutan,

& NSpal Sikkim, Ladakh and IropicaiSn Lanka, 10

to 35 day programs from S670 00 ' airfare-

Free Brochures

HiwiaIav^am TtavcI. Ivtc.

PO Box 481-NH
Greenwich. CT 06630
(2031 622-0055 Toll Free (8001 243-5330

CANOE TRIPS in Wilderness Nova Scotia, July-Sep-

tember Small groups, licensed guides. Excellent food.

Write: Granville Nickerson, RR4N, Annapolis Royal,

NS BOS 1A0 Canada

CARIBOU MIGRATION CAMP: Arctic National Wildlife

Refuge, Alaska, June 24-July 1. Wilderness: Alaska/

Mexico, Dept NH, 5119'/? 27th NE, Seattle, WA 98105
(206)522-5315

COLORADO ROCKIES Deluxe wilderness backpack-
ing, exotic Southwest car camps, climb majestic
mountains, rustic lodges, university naturalist guides
Alpenglow Adventures, 211 Batterson, Monte Vista,

CO 81 144

DISCOVER BAJA' Join experienced naturalists and
crew for leisurely ocean-going explorations of the wil-

derness islands and lagoons of Baja s Pacific coast,
the Sea of Cortez, or Mexico's tropical west coast En-
joy whales, seals, dolphin, birding, fishing, nature
study, island hiking, antj more! Excellent photo oppor-
tunities Small groups, relaxed pace Trips 4-10 days
year-round for individuals or groups Color brochure
Pacific Adventures Charter Service, 2445 Morena
Blvd, Suite 200H, San Diego, CA 921 10 (71 4) 275-4253

EXPLORE THE MARINE LIFE OF BAJA with Scnpps
Aquarium. Spring 1983 trips include our cruise to see
friendly gray whales in San Ignacio Lagoons, breeding
elephant seals at San Benitos, March 10-18 Secluded
beach camping, snorkeling and hiking in Sea of Cortez
islands, April 30-May 7 Scnpps Aquanum, A-007, La-
Jolla, CA 92093

GALAPAGOS HIKING AND SAILING EXPEDITIONS
Small groups-Charters. 8-25 Days 1983 Departures:
Apnl 28, June 25, July 21 , July 28, August 22 Options:
Ecuador, Peru, Machu Picchu, Diving, World Inca

Floats, Inc
, 5982 Balboa Dr, Oakland, CA 94611 (415)

339-9095

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS Economic lours from $1666,
including airfare 4. 5, 8, & 15 days Galapagos, all

meals Options, mainland Ecuador, Amazon, Cuzco/
Machu Picchu University credit available. Joseph Col-

ley, Last, Inc
,
43 Millstone Rd , Randallstown, MD

21133 (301)922-3116

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS leisurely visit Design your own
expedition with the De Roy family's 33 ft sailboat. Ca-
pacity 4 passengers, multi-lingual guide. Whte: Gil De
Roy, Isia Santa Cruz, Galapagos, Ecuador, South
America

HIKE THE SWISS ALPS: Swissair flies you to special

hiking tours, led by author/mountaineer, Fred Jacob-
son Zermatt. Lenk, Saas-Fee, Kandersteg, Pontre-

sina, and Wengen Beautiful and challenging trails. De-
lightful country inns. Superb cuisine 10th summer!
Write: Jacobson, Dept K, Chappaqua Travel, 24 S,

Greeley Ave., Chappaqua, NY 10514

KENYA, PERRY MASON SAFARIS Individually de-
signed safaris guided by Perry Mason. Twenty five

years expenence Box 1643, Danen, CT 06820 (203)
838-3075

LIVING HERE, offering 10-day private tour of Yucatan,
Mexico including/excluding Belize, Guatemala.
$400 00 includes food, transportation, lodging, (air fare

not included) Write David Kuhn, Box 802, Kissimmee,
FL 32741 (305) 348-5394

NATURE & CULTURE Tours: Latin America (Peru, Ec-

uador. Galapagos, Unknown Bolivia, Mayaland), Afri-

ca China, Egypt/Israel (Hiking, Archaeology). Europe.
Western USA/Canada, Australia, Etc! Groups/Individ-

uals, Reasonable Priced Also: Safaris, Hiking, Special

Interests, Forum Travel, 2437 Durant, Berkeley, Califor-

nia 94704 (415) 843-8294

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS: Es-

corted nature and hiking tours. New Zealand/featunng
scenic National Parks, plus the Milford Track. Austra-

lia/hiking the Outback, plus island camping on the

Great Barrier Reef Pacific Exploration Co,, Box 3042-

N, Santa Barbara, CA 93105 (805) 687-7282

PEACEFUL COSTA RICA, "Natural History Show-
case' : 8 & 15 day tours, 848 bird species, 3000 or-

chids. Seek Resplendent Quetzals, Tropical Mammals
Enjoy, wander, perhaps raft. Forum Travel, 2437 Du-
rant, Berkeley, California 94704 (415) 843-8294

PHOTOGRAPHIC SAFARI WITH A PRO Free-lance

photographer and wnter, author of many National Geo-
graphic adventure stones, is planning small grojp ex-

pedition in Colombian jungle Victor Englebert, .Aoar-

tado Aereo 8221, Caii, Colombia



PITCAIRN ISLAND EXPEDITION June 19-August 3.

Write GoodTravel Tours. 5332 College Avenue Oak-
land, California 94618

READY TO TRAVEL? Plan ahead with finest maps!
SI .00 catalogue. Eagle Eye. Box 751 -N1, Paonia, CO
81428

SUMMER IN YELLOWSTONE. Join us in Yellowstone
National Park for field seminars on wildlife, geology,
plants, art. photography, and history. Accommoda-
tions at Park Service facility. Academic credit avail-

able. The Yellowstone Institute. PO. Box 515. Yellow-

stone National Park, WY 82190

GREAT BARRIER REEF, AUSTRALIA,
NEW ZEALAND & TAHITI

S3197 U.S. pp. Twin

Departs Los Angeles

April 2, 1983 for 21 days

Tonr Includes: Ret^rr s'-^a-e 2e _ :e accomodation.
32mealsarr;a -c-s -:- c: :-_-e and information
call orv.Ti!e Wings of The World Travel.

653 Ml Pleasant Bd . Toronto.

Ont. M4S 2P<2. Canada (41 E|482-1223.

TRAVELEARN 1 983—.Adventures in Learning for the

discriminating traveler, led by specialists familiar \vith

the peoples, and cultures of the countries visited—21

programs on 5 continents. Write: International Studies.

Kean College of New Jersey. Morris Avenue. Union,

New Jersey 07083 Phone (201) 527-2166

TFiAVEL FORGOTTEN MEXICO: Oaxaca. Tehuante-
pec. Chiapas. Finest native art. Easter celebrations

Group size: 1 2. Expert leadership. Write: Gordon Frost.

Box 471 -NH. Newhall, CA 91321

TREKISRAEL/TREKEGYPT/TREKSINAI: Hiking, Trek-

king, Study Tours to incomparable Nature, Culture

History. Forum Travel. 2437 Durant, Berkeley, CA
94704(415)843-8294

TUCSON AUDUBON SOCIETY: Sonoran Desert field

studies emphasize plant-animal environmental rela-

tionships. April 29-May 2. Meals provided. University

credit- Brochure: Desert Institute, 30-A N. Tucson
Blvd., Tucson, AZ 85716

UNIQUE TRAVEL BOOKS! Exploration, nature/wildlife,

maps, languaaes Free catalogue! Wayfarer Books
Box1121-NL Dave-c-" 'o-.va 52805

WILDERNESS
Complete!, :..

Rivers B: 32

:^ '.'ane and Canada
=-= ;roups \or1hern

WILC^ 'z -_'._ -_ ,
:'. _=:- -:_ :- 5 - Scotland

and V'.a.es. rz: z:zzr.^res ser.z $'. Cj ,.r:5r.".a::onai Air-

mail: Caledonian Wildlife. 30 Culduthel Road. Inver-

ness IV2 4AP. Scotland

YUKON WILDERNESS UNUMPTED -Gentle Adven-
tures"—outstanding naturalist oriented northern v;il-

demess sojourns, river, mountain—special appeal for

older or inexperienced people—our 19th year—top
references—Box 4126. Whitehorse. Yukon. C^ada
(403) 568-5244

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

S2.0O per v.'orG 1 6 v.'ora (S32) minimum. Display cisssi-

fied is S200 per inch. All advertisements must be pre-

paid. Rates are not structured for agency or frequency
discounts. All advertisements are accepted at NATU-
RAL HISTORY'S discretion. Send check/money order

payable to NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market, NATU-
RAL HISTORY Magazine. Central Park West at 79th

St., New Yori<. NY 10024. Please include your personal

address and telephone number, issue preferred, and
suggested heading. Deadline— 1st of the month, two
months prior to cover date (the January issue closes

Nov. 1 ). Camera-ready art is required for display ads. A
tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be sent
upon publication.

Additional Reading

Snow Geese Cp- 36)

Behavioural Ecology, edited by O.xford

zoologists J.R. Krebs and N.B. Davies

(Sunderlane: Sinauer .\ssociates. Inc..

1978). is a compilation of readable, up-to-

date articles on ethology, ecology, and nat-

ural selection. The te.xt is divided into

three parts: Predators and Prey: Sex. Mat-

ing and Signals (including "The Ecolog}-

of Sex." by J.M. Smith. "Sexual Selection

and Mate Choice." by TR. Halliday. and

"Searching for Mates." by G..A.. Parker);

and Strategies in Space and Time. P.

Bateson. in "Sexual Imprinting and Opti-

mal Outbreeding" (Xature. vol. 273. pp.

659-60). discusses the preference of male

Japanese quails to mate with slightly unfa-

miliar females over females they were ex-

posed to in early life and to avoid females

with an overtly familiar plumage. Bateson

suggests that sexual imprinting may help

the birds choose the most genetically suit-

able mates. Two general references on

geese are M.A. Ogilvie's Wild Geese (Ver-

million: Butes Books, 1978) and M. Ow-
en's Wild Geese of the World (London:

Batsford Books. 1980).

Tigers (p. 44)

In The Deer and the Tiger, a study of

wildlife in India (Chicago: University of

Chicago Press. 1967). G.B. Schaller con-

centrates on the blackbuck antelope, the

gaur. and three varieties of Indian deer,

and their most important predator, the ti-

ger. Schaller describes the geographical

and ecological distributions of these ani-

mals, their populations, movements, food

habits, and social behavior. Additional

chapters compare various aspect of ungu-

late behavior, discuss the effects of tiger

predation. and touch upon related preda-

tors such as the leopard and jackal. One
detailed chapter, "The Tiger" (pp. 221-

307) covers, among many topics, the ani-

mal's distribution and status, its ranges,

social organization and adult interactions,

and its hunting, killing, and feeding

behaviors. G. Mountfort's copiously illus-

trated Saving the Tiger (New York: The
Viking Press. 1981) gives a complete ac-

count of tiger life in the wild, explaining

how the cats hunt. mate, and rear their

}'Oung: how they mark their territories;

their use of scent as a "biochemical finger-

print"; and other aspects of their natural

history. Mountfort. who was one of the

founders of the World Wildlife Fund, de-

scribes Operation Tiger, a project he initi-

ated to save the species from extinction.

More difficult to obtain but also worth-

while is C. McDougal's The Face of the

Tiger (London: Rivington Books, 1977).

Sardinia (p. 54)

Little has been written about Sardinia

in English. M. Guido's Sardinia (New
York: Praeger. 1964) begins with an ac-

count of the land and the arrival of the ear-

nest settlers in the Neolithic and recon-

structs prehiston,' and early histon,'.

Anthropologist E.R. Wolf's Peasants (En-

glewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall. Inc.. 1960)

reviews the \'ar}ing patterns of different

peasant cultures, focusing on peasant life

and its political, social, economic, and

ideological organization. For a more spe-

cific case study, see A. Weingrod and E.

Morin's "Past Peasants: The Character of

Contemporary' Sardinian Society" {Com-

parative Studies in Society arid History,

vol. 13. pp. 301-24). Padre Padrone'.

.

.My Father, My Master, an autobiography

by G. Ledda. translated by G. Salamana-

zar (New York: Urizen Books, 1978). tells

the stop,' of his life as a young shepherd in

the Sardinian countr}side. See also D.

Mack Smith's Italy (Ann Arbor; Univer-

S4 N^TirRiTHlSTORY l./.8^



sity of Michigan Press, 1969) and J. Da-

vis's People of the Mediterranean (Lon-

don: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1977).

Cambodian Refugee Children (p. 64)

In the first five years of Communist

rule in Vietnam, Kampuchea, and Laos

(1975-80), nearly 1.3 million people de-

cided to abandon their homes in Indo-

china. B. Wain, correspondent for the

Asian Wall Street Journal, was one of the

first journalists to cover the story of the so-

called boat people. Working from his re-

porting notes and extensive travel, re-

search, and interviews. Wain put together

The Refused (New York: Simon and

Schuster, 1981), an examination of the

factors that stimulated the exodus from

the three countries. Cambodia: Year

Zero, by F. Ponchaud, translated from the

French by N. Amphoud (New York: Holt,

Rinehart and Winston, 1977), a detailed

report of the 1975 Communist revolution,

remains the most authoritative source on

contemporary Kampuchea. Ponchaud, a

missionary in Cambodia from 1965 until

the victory of the Khmer Rouge in 1975,

interviewed a large number of Cambodian
refugees in Thailand, Vietnam, and

France. He presents their stories along

with a historical analysis of Cambodia's

path to revolution and portraits of the

revolutionary leaders. The Spring/Sum-

mer 1981 issue of International Migra-

tion Review, edited by B. Stein and S.

Tomasi, is devoted to refugees throughout

the world today. E. Erikson's Insight and
Responsibility (New York: WW Nor-

ton, 1964), a collection of lectures, in-

cludes the chapter 'identity and Up-

rootedness in Our Time," which otTers a

psychoanalytic perspective on the prob-

lems of refugees.

Rita Campon

C^njoy the

Romance. . .

IA luxurious color

catalogue of the /^S
latest American V»»|<"

and European ^'^j

lingerie fashions. 'Afna

Order yours today! w::

Send $^ for a yearns subscription of

catalogues to Victoria's Secret, Dept. NH-oi;

Box 31442, San Francisco, CA 94131

Join Us for Expeditions to

New & Exciting Destinations

Wildlife, Ecology &
Cultural Tours

Galapagos Islands Ecuador Peru

Venezuela Kenya Tanzania

Bhutan Indonesia Philippines

Papua New Guinea Australia

Micronesia Iceland & Greenland

Remote Patrols

Peru Ladakh Malaysia

Papua New Guinea Australia

New Zealand Greenland

Geo Expeditions
Escorted & Independent Tours

For free literature write or call collect

P.O.Box 27136C1 Oakland, CA 94602
Telephone 415/530-4146

-May 26 to June 21, 1983

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

DISCOVERY TOURS TO CHINA
Treasures and Scenery of China-
Conducted by Professor John Hay

The Art of Tibet and China
August 12 to September 5, 1983

China: The Ancient Silk Route
September 10 to

October 4, 1983
(May be combined with p ev ous lou lo Tbet)

Conducted by

Professor C Bruce Hunter ^^

For further information

write or call-

DISCOVERY TOURS;:
American Museum of

Natural History

Central Park West
at 79tti Street

New York, t^.Y 10024

(212)873-1440

J^

- A -^

.1t ' J d.



famous

Vermonr
Corncob Smoked Ham
at special introductory savings

. . . and we'll

treat YOU to our
Smoked Bacon and'

our Aged Cheddar FREE!
We .smoke our Hams and Bacon o\er sio\\ fires ot

corncob and maplewood. the way we've been

doing it here in Vermont for over 100 years. The
flavor is beyond compare — so much better than

hicl^ory smoked.
If you've never tried one. we'd Hke to send you

a 6-lb. Cob-Smoked Ham (serves 6 to 8) at our

one-to-a-customer Introductorv- Price of only

521.9."^ plus S3.00 postage and handling— a $33.25

value; you save over $8.00. Order now . and we'll

ALSO include 12 oz. of our cob-smoked Bacon
PLUS a half pound of our special Aged Cheddar
— both FREE. Satisfaction suaranleed.

HAf^^^g^TONS'—
3001-3 Main St.. Rfchmond. Vermont 05477

Send 6 lb. COB-SMOKED HALF HAM at special Intro-

diiclon Price of onl\ S21 .95 plus S3 poslage and handling.

Include my t^REE GII-T of smoked Bacon and Aged

Cheddar. (Limit one order per customer.) 7765

G Paimenl enclosed Z Charge m> ( I
MasterCard

( )ViS.^ (
(American Express I iDiner's Club accl.

(include card no. and exp.date). Offer expires June 30,1983.

Phone Orders: (802) 434-3411

Would you like to see your pictures in maga-
zines like this? For 70 years. NYI has trained

amateurs to take professional pictures— pic-

tures that get published, win prizes, even lead

to a new career. If you love photography, NYI
can make it happen for you too.

You'll learn at home in your spare time, with
our new "'Voice-on-Tape" method that guides

you easily through magnificent portfolio-size

lessons, illustrated by salon-quality photos of

world-famous masters. A remarkable course

at surprisingly low cost. Call or send for free

informative booklet. No obligation.

Mail coupon OR CALL TOLL FREE 800-453-9000

Yes! Send me the free color booklet about the

NYI Course. No obligation. No salesman will call.

A Matter of Taste

City/State/Zip

D Under 18. check here for special information.

New York Institute of Photography
Dept. .\13 880 Third Ave., -N.Y.. N.Y. 10022

Getting Our Own Goat
Duplicating quality French goat cheese in a California backyard

doesn't necessarily fulfill the dreams ofcheese lovers

by Raymond Sokolov

Ever since I first tasted goat cheese in

France, I've been addicted to it in a way

I've been to few things in life. I especially

love the little cylinders of tangy, fresh

cheese that epitomize farmhouse dairy-

ing. I have eaten these softly granular,

barely aged cheeses on picnics and in

some of the snootiest temples of gastron-

omy in France, where a sort of inverse

snobbery requires that an elegant meal

wind up with a lavish selection of goat

cheese in various shapes and styles: un

troupeau de chevres ("a flock of goats"),

as one Parisian food writer put it.

None of these brilliant cheeses is diffi-

cult to make. Indeed, their appeal is due in

no small part to their simplicity and the

premodern form of life they symbolize.

This is why I long ago took to bristling at

the inflated price of goat cheese imported

from France and sold as a luxury product

for about $10 per pound. I was particu-

larly irked when a hotshot merchandiser

tried to capitalize on the combined chic of

French chevre and the then traveling Tut-

ankhamen exhibition of Egyptian art ob-

jects. There was, for a brief, demoralizing

moment, the possibility of milling in huge

crowds to get a glimpse of hyped Phar-

aonic gold and then snacking on a goat

cheese labeled Fromage de Tut. Perhaps

we were all meant to laugh at the gastro-

nomic allusion io fromage de tete, head

cheese. We were not amused at my house

and our yearning for an American-made

French-style goat cheese increased.

Well, we have got our wish. A deter-

mined young woman in Santa Rosa, Cali-

.8(1 _ JSJaturai.,Hi.stor-v. .1.78^



Face to face with another world.
You've been everywhere. You've

seen everything. Lately you travel

just for the ride. Explore another
world. Come to Peru. Come to the

country of incredibilities. Come to

Machu Picchu, the city lost for four

hundred years in an accumulated
mountain of forest waste. Gaze in

wonder on a city that was once the

center of a colossal Incan civiliza-

tion, larger by far, than ancient

Rome's. Walk the complex of roads

that would do a modern civil engi-

neer proud. Admire the planning

responsible for the liveability of this

remarkable city

Sure, you've seen ruins before.

In Grp.p.r.p. and in Rome. But Machu

Picchu is not ruins. Put some thatch

roofing on the houses and you could

live there yourself.

When one thinks of Peru, Machu
Picchu comes immediately to mind.

But this city is just one of the incredi-

bilities that make a visit to Peru so

richly rewarding. No where else but

Peru would you see a llama colorfully

decorated on its way to a festival in

the most primitive of canoes. Every-

where such vestiges of a long forgot-

ten civilization delight and surprise

the eye.

You will see the work of gold-

smiths and silversmiths second only

to that of Cellini. Treasures like these

were the undoing of the Incan

empire, since they induced Spain's

conquest of Peru under the leader-

ship of Pizarro. Though this conquis-

tador general took what he could, he
could not take its beauty So the

grandeur he first looked upon is still

ready for your eyes.

It is not an exaggeration to say

that Peru is another world, a world of

different encounters, different land-

scapes, different people, different

art, different attitudes. Even if you've

been everywhere on the globe, you

haven't seen it all until you've seen

Peru.

Here is a country out of sight

but not out of reach. Find out from

your travel agent, or send for fasci-

nating literature that tells you what to

see and what to know about Peru.

Peruvian Tourisiri F<orr.o-Liop Fund
P.O. Box 568 . Department C
Murray Hiil Stailon

New York. M.V. 10136 nh 1/83

fthe country of
incredibilities



fomia, is now producing impeccable

French-style goat cheese in a little build-

ing tucked into a residential neighborhood

that is only a short drive from the vine-

yards of Napa and Sonoma and close

enough to San Francisco to make day trips

a tempting possibility.

Laura Chenel grew up in the area and

became interested in goats because she

was drinking their milk. She was a strict

vegetarian and, she says, "goat milk is part

of the mystique." Repeating the experi-

ence of myriad earlier milk producers, she

found that her own animals gave too much
milk for immediate consumption. She

tried processing it into French-style goat

cheese, but failed. Next she read a French

text on the subject and wrote the author,

asking where in France she could learn the

classic techniques. He wrote back: "Call

when you get here."

In the summer of 1979, Chenel made

the trip and the cheese expert referred her

to various goat dairies. At one farm opera-

tion near Carcassonne in the south she

worked from 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. every

day, managing the goats and making

cheese.

In France, makers of goat cheese cus-

tomarily use raw milk. "Here," Chenel

discovered, "I can't do that unless I age

the cheese for sixty days." She was talking

about cheese produced for sale. On her

own, in the early days after she returned

from France, she experimented privately

with batches of cheese made identically

except that some started as raw milk and

others as pasteurized.

"There was no difference," she main-

tains, "other than that the pasteurized-

milk cheese was more consistent. I held

several blind tastings. Usually no one

could tell the difference. Or if there was a

preference, it almost always went to the

pasteurized. There is one technical dis-

tinction. The raw milk curd is firmer and

gives a bigger yield."

At any rate, the tastings and early ex-

periments in Santa Rosa three years ago

convinced Chenel that she could duplicate

first-quality chevre in a California back-

yard. Local breeders could supply goat

milk, and she was willing to go to the effort

of converting a building into a legal cheese

factory, with the sloping floors and self-

closing doors and ventilation prescribed

by state regulations.

Some 200 goats, divided among eight

owners, provide the milk for California

Chevre, the company that Laura Chenel

formed. "We taste the milk almost every

time," she explained. "It varies seasonally.

There's less milk, and it's richer, in the fall

at the end of the lactation curve. But vari-

ations in taste are a result of management.

If you feed goats four hours before milk-

ing, it translates directly into the milk,

which could then taste of cabbage or mint

or garlic. The trick is to feed them while

they're being milked. That gives you

twelve hours before the next milking and

eliminates feed odor."

Clean milking places and clean, shaved

udders are also essential, as is quick filter-

ing and cooling of the milk. When the milk

arrives from the pasteurizer, it is curdled

with a commercial microbial coagulant.

After twenty-four hours, curds begin to

form slowly and are ladled into perforated

molds. Whey drips out for thirty minutes.

The curd settles in the mold, is topped off

with more curds, left for twenty-four

hours, then turned, lightly salted, and left

another twelve hours. After this a cheese

is turned out of each mold, salted and put

in the drying room, and turned daily.

There's little danger these five-ounce,

flattish white cylinders will stay overlong

in the drying room at California Chevre

—

they sell too quickly, to restaurants and

specialty groceries from coast to coast. In-

deed, one of Chenel's problems is to save

some cheese for experiments with other,

longer-aged French goat cheese varieties.

Prosperity and fame have come almost

instantly to this little cheese factory. But

Laura Chenel has not really fulfilled my
dream. I used to figure that it would be a

good thing to produce classic goat cheese

in this country so it could be bought for

less money than imported cheese. Unfor-

tunately, one pays considerably more for

the domestic chevre than for the French.

In my New York neighborhood super-

market, highly palatable French goat

cheese sells for less than $10 per pound.

Meanwhile, a Manhattan retail outlet for

American regional foods sells Chenel's ba-

sic cheese for about $ 1 6 per pound. And at

a grocery in the Santa Rosa area, Califor-

nia Chevre cheese costs about $13.50 a

pound. The differential has a lot to do with

the current weakness of the French franc,

but it is a most palpable differential.

I begrudge no iota of success to Chenel.

I like her cheese. I admire what she is do-

ing. I simply cannot justify paying so

much more for domestic cheese whose

main claim is that it is identical to (as it

happens) cheaper French cheese. The di-

lemma is similar to the one I face with

California wines, where I find I can usu-

ally pay less for comparable French and

Italian wines.

There is, however, an undeniable ad-

vantage to having an American French-

style goat dairy, especially one that is

nearby: you can buy freshfrontage blanc,

the light, loose first stage of cheese. When
I first walked into California Chevre, a

woman assistant was mixing fromage

blanc to make it totally smooth. With such

stuff, one can prepare the folkloric

cervelle de canut of Lyon. Canut is Lyon-

nais slang for weaver (Lyon is a historic

textile center), and this cheese and herb

concoction is entitled, with grim humor,

"weaver's brain." It can even be made
without /romage blanc, as the following

recipe shows.

Raymond Sokolov's latest book. Fading

Feast {Farrar, Straus and Giroux), is a

collection offood columns that first ap-

peared in Natural History.

Cervelle de Canut

("Weaver's Brains," adapted from Favorite Recipes of the Great Women
Chefs of France, by Madeleine Peter; Holt, Rinehart and Winston)

\Vi cups goat or cow's milk fromage

blanc, drained (see note)

Salt and pepper

Minced fresh herbs such as chives,

chervil, parsley, tarragon, dill

Garlic

Dry white wine

Vi cup heavy cream

Vinegar

Oil

1. Beat ihe fromage blanc to soften it.

2. Add salt, pepper, herbs, and a splinter

of garlic. You should put in whatever

seems to you to be a plentiful quantity

of minced herbs, in terms of taste and

texture. Roughly speaking, the herbs

should be easily detectable but not

overwhelmingly present. Add them

gradually, spoon by spoon.

3. Add remaining ingredients according

to taste. An average balance might in-

clude 1 tablespoon wine, the cream, a

thin stream of vinegar, and a teaspoon

or two of oil. Stir all this into the

cheese, which should be melting but

not liquid. Correct seasoning and

serve.

Yield: About 2 cups

Note: If you have a source for fromage

blanc, draining is probably not necessary.

But draining is necessary if you try to con-

coct a reasonable facsimile as follows:

combine one 15-ounce container whole-

milk ricotta with four tablespoons plain

yogurt and a pinch of salt in your blender.

Blend until smooth, refrigerate for twelve

hours, then drain in cheesecloth for two to

three hours.

Natural History 1 /83



the best fishing in t

Guifffff Mexico? Just looic

for an offshore oil platform."
"If you have any doubts, ask

one of the men who mn sports

fishing boats in the Gulf," says

H. E. Braunig, a Manager of En-

vironmental Affairs at Gulf Oil.

"When they want to guarantee

their customers a good day's fish-

ing, they head straight for the oil

platforms.

'Twenty universities

and thousands of

fish say oil plat-

forms dorit hurt

the environmenL"

"What happens around the

bottom of the oil platforms is

ecologically identical to what

happens around any natural reef

"A food chain starts. Mussels,

anemones, starfish, anything

that likes to live on a solid under-

water surface, all come first. Then
the fish that feed on them; and

so on, until a whole ecosystem

builds up.

"Even with the oil platforms,

it's life as usual in the Gulf of

Mexico—even for the commer-

cial shrimp and oyster fishermen,

whose livelihood depends on

clean water.

"That's living proof that

offshore platforms aren't ecologi-

cally destructive. A two-year

study by twenty Gulf Coast uni-

versities, concluded in 1974, says

the same thing.

"Gulf people are meeting a lot

of challenges in getting the oil

out while presen'ing the en\aron-

ment. This problem just seemed

to solve itself; and with continual

environmental monitoring and

sampling, on all current and

future oftshore sites, we intend to

make sure it stays solved."

Gulf peoples
energy for tomorrow.

r Guil Oil Corporaiion I^S;



How dareThe Glenlivet

be so expensive?
How dare we place such

a premium on our IZ-year-old

Scotch? The same reason vintage

wines and fine cognacs are so

expensive. Superior taste. Just

one sip and you'll know that

The Glenlivet has a taste that's

decidedly superior.

The Glenlivet is

Scotland's first and finest single

malt Scotch. Nothing but

100% Highland malt whisky,

distilled from natural spring

water and fine malt barley,

aged in oaken casks, just as it

always has been.

Only our time-honored

methods can truly achieve

The Glenlivet's unequaled taste.

A taste that sets it apart. Its

smoothness, body and bouquet

are qualities found only in this

unique Scotch.

Of course, you may elect

to purchase a good Scotch that's

less expensive. But for a truly

superior taste, you have to pay

the greater price.

The Glenlivet
12-year-old unblended Scotch.

About $20 the bottle.

) 1982 fflE GLfNUVET DISTILUNG COMRftNY.
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Why drive an ordinary wagon
when you can drive the UltimateWagon?

Any similarity between the

Jeep Wagoneer and a conven-

tional two-wheel drive station

wagon is purely coincidental.

Because no conventional

full-size wagon gives you the

Wagoneer's four-wheel drive

traction and security together

with Wagoneer's two-
^ j^g

wheel drive economy..
betterEPAestimated ^^
MPG than any full-size |^^^-
two-wheel drive wagon? 1|

Add to that the comfort and lux

ury you'd expect to find only in

the plushest automobiles, and

it's hard to call Wagoneer any-

thing but beautiful.

Introducing Selec-Trac.

Now Wagoneer offers even

more convenience: two-wheel

drive or full-time four-wheel

csa

drive at your fing erti ps. No wheel

hubs to adjust. And no need to

leave the driver's seat.

Just flick the dash-

mounted Selec-Trac

switch, and you're on

your way
Two-wheel drive for improved

fuel economy Four-wheel drive for

sure traction in rain, sleet or snow,

either on-road or off-road... even

at faster highway speeds.

So why drive a conventional

wagon when you can drive the

Ultimate Wagon.
Jeep Wagoneer
Limited.

18)E23^

riJeepWagoneer LimitedThe UltimateWagon.S
AT AMERICAN MOTORS

•Use these figures for comparison. Your results may differ due to driving speed, weatfier conditions and trip lengtfi. Actual fiighway mileage lower

Jeep Corporation, a subsidiary of American Motors Corporation.
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Authors

Having learned how to perform on the

shamisen—the traditional instrument

played by geisha—Liza Crihfield Dalby

was able to enter the geisha world as a

credible participant-observer. (Here she

is pictured in Kyoto with 76-year-old gei-

sha Tamayu.) Her unusual experience

earned her both a Ph.D. in anthropology

from Stanford University and an invita-

tion to appear on the television show "To

Tell the Truth." The mother of a two-

year-old daughter, Dalby has just com-

pleted a book, Geisha, and works as a

free-lance writer, interpreter, translator,

and consultant. Her present research in-

cludes the "language" of the Japanese

kimono and the concept of the seasons in

Chinese and Japanese culture.

Wanting to study insect behavior,

Terrence D. Fitzgerald began by trying

to observe the comings and goings of an

obscure genus of bark-mining caterpil-

lar. But since his would-be subjects were

small, cryptically colored, and alto-

gether difficult to investigate, Fitzgerald

switched his efforts to the more con-

spicuous eastern tent caterpillars. He
writes that even after eight years of work

on these insects, he still has much to

learn about them and is "continually sur-

prised by the breadth of their behavioral

repertoire." A professor of biological sci-

ences at the State University of New
York, Cortland, Fitzgerald has con-

ducted the bulk of his caterpillar re-

search in central New York, supple-

mented by fieldwork during the early

spring in Georgia and Florida.

For more than twenty years, Anne

LaBastille—writer, photographer, lec-

turer, and all-around woodswoman

—

roamed the rain forests and savannas of

Central and South America in pursuit of

biological knowledge and adventure.

The experience and expertise she gained

in the field have led governments to con-

sult her on matters of conservation and

ecology. She has won the gold medal for

conservation awarded by the World

Wildlife Fund and serves as a juror for

the J. Paul Getty Wildlife Conservation

Award. LaBastille's longstanding re-

search on the giant pied-billed grebe,

which inhabits Lake Atitlan in Guate-

mala, is described at length in her recent

book. Assignment: Wildlife.

'*^. * --oc^
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As a reader of this magazine you've had
your curiosity challenged, your imagina-

tion fired. And now, if you'd like to go far-

ther than an article can take you, you've
come to just the right place. Because here,

on this page, you've found the very best

books about science for the educated lay-

person. And you've found them at book
club savings.

With Book-of-the-Month Club.'SCIENCE.

Here are books that make the discover-
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Indian Fires
The fire practices ofNorth American Indians transformed

large areasfrom forest to grassland

by Stephen J. Pyne

A longstanding assumption is that

American Indians were incapable of

greatly modifying their environment and

that they would not have been much inter-

ested in doing so even if they had had the

capability. In fact they possessed both the

tool to do so and the will to use it. That tool

was fire.

It is hard now to recapture the degree to

which Indian economies were dependent

on fire. In its domesticated forms, fire was

used for cooking, light, and heat. It made

I. by Stephen J, Pyne © 1982 by Prince-

possible ceramics and metallurgy. Its

smoke was used for communication. It

felled trees and shaped canoes. It was ap-

plied to the cultivation and harvest of nat-

ural grasses and forbs such as the sun-

flower, of berries such as the blueberry,

and of nuts such as the acorn and mes-

quite bean. Broadcast burning along the

coastal gulf plains and in the Alaskan inte-

rior drove off" mosquitoes and flies; the

mosquito may have been responsible for

the destruction of more Alaskan forest

than any other cause. Fire was sometimes

used to kill off broad expanses of forest,

which might then be harvested for fire-

wood. Broadcast fire could be used more

circumspectly to produce such delicacies

as the caramelized confection that re-

sulted from burning sugar pine cones on

the ground. Of course, fire could' also be

handled carelessly; parties of warriors and

hunters rarely extinguished campfires and

signal fires since they burned on someone

else's land. It was common practice, for

example, to set fire to a downed tree for a

campfire and then leave it where it might

continue to bum for days.

Fire was used ceremonially as a part of

1
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actual or ritual cleansing or as sheer spec-

tacle. Lewis and Clark reported an eve-

ning's entertainment by tribes in the

Rockies that consisted of torching off fir

trees, which then exploded in the night

like Roman candles. The Apaches were

said to bum off miles of mountain land-

scape in the belief that the conflagration

would bring rain. Fire was a practical puri-

fier, too. Oregon Indians used smoke to

harvest pandora moths, which infested

pine forests; the moths would drop from

the trees to the ground where the Indians

could gather them up as food. California

Indians used smoke to drive off the mistle-

toe that invaded mesquite and oak.

Broadcast fire sometimes served as a

means of economic extortion, and it was

commonly employed for mihtary objec-

tives, both as a tactical weapon and as a

strategic scorched-earth policy. The Crees

and Assiniboines attempted to drive off

early Hudson's Bay Company posts on the

Plains by burning, but the traders took

protective measures and the tribes re-

sorted to a more complicated scheme. By
firing wide stretches of prairie in the fall,

they hoped to drive off the buffalo and

then reap a handsome profit as middle-

men when the company was forced to ap-

proach them for pemmican. But the fires

ranged too far, the buffalo were driven

deep to the south, some villages were over-

run, and the Indian speculators found

themselves indebted to the company for

supplies to tide them over during the win-

ter. In the 1 880s tribes in the Dakotas at-

tempted a similar strategy against the in-

cursion of cattle ranches, eventually

burning out strips for hundreds of miles

along the routes of cattle drives and forc-

ing ranch hands into roles as firefighters.

Even more widespread was the use of

broadcast fire to clear the surrounding

woods of underbrush and thus prevent the

unseen approach of a hostile force. The
desire to open up fields around villages,

trails, and hunting sites was an almost uni-

versal reason given by Indians setting this

type of fire.

Fire was essential to those Indian agri-

cultures not dependent on irrigation.

Where yield was light, the natural fertihty

could be maintained almost indefinitely

by setting fires to recycle the unused de-

bris. Where yield was high, as in maize

culture, additional fertilizer had to be

added or new lands cleared and burned. In

either case, the absence of chemical fertil-

izer or manure from domestic livestock of-

ten made fire the only practical mecha-

nism for replacing nutrient losses in the

soil. What might appear to be a random

firing and gathering of products often rep-

resented the semidomestication of both

plants and wildlife. The cycle of fire var-

ied according to the crop and the intensity

of yield: cereal grasses were fired annu-

ally; basket grasses and nuts, every three

years; brush, perhaps every seven to ten

years; large timber, for formal swidden ag-

riculture, on a cycle of fifteen to thirty

years or even longer. Broadcast fire also

rid the fields of vermin and disease.

Of all Indian uses for fire, the most

widespread was probably the most an-

cient: fire for hunting. At night torches

spotlighted deer and drew fish close

enough to canoes to be speared. Smoke
flushed bees from their hives, raccoons

out of their dens, and bears out of their

caves. Recognizing that new grass sprout-

ing on a freshly burned site would attract

grazers by its superior palatability, Indi-

ans placed snare traps on small burned

plots—in effect, baiting the trap with

fired grass. The Apaches used smoke to

lure deer driven mad by flies and mosqui-

toes. Fire hunting—the strategy of sur-

rounding or driving the principal grazers

of a region with fire—was universal. In the

East it was used for deer; in the Ever-

glades, for alligators; on the prairies, for

buffalo; along the tules of the Colorado

River, for rabbits and wood rats; in Utah

and the Cordilleras, for deer and antelope;

Charles M. Russell, Blackfeet Burning Crow Buffalo Range
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Whywe callourselvesLands^End,
Direct Merchants*

These days, on top of every-

thing else, you don't need

the added frustrations you

often face when you go shopping.

Threading your way through

traffic into parking lots, in distant

suburbs. Shouldering your way
through crowded malls into stores

well-stocked with goods, but staffed

too sparingly to serve you well.

Lacking clerks who know the

stock, you paw over counters, and

shuttle hangers back and forth

on racks.

Finally, when you've found

what you want, there's that added

wait while a cashier communes with

her computer, recording everything

about the item sold except that

you've been standing in line waiting

to pay for it.

There has to be a better way.

And there is.

Shop with Lands' End, Direct

Merchants.

We call ourselves direct mer-

chants because we provide a straight

line service, from us to you, with no
middlemen {or middle-persons, if you

prefer. ) Our way lets you shop at

leisure in your home. From a colorful

catalog. 24 hours a day, 365 days a

year. By mail if you like. But, better

still, by phone.

You pay no toll. No parking

fees. You bum no gas. You lose no
patience. And you have direct ac-

cess to an astonishing array of quality

products, about which we give you

no-nonsense information, and

which we offer at no-nonsense

prices.

We didn't originate this

method of shopping. But not a day

goes by but what we at Lands' End
ponder ways to re-invent the system,

simplify it, refine it, or add to it

when appropriate.

We roam the world
in your behalf.

The search for quality is endless at

Lands' End. And we go to the four

comers of the earth in quest of it. In

so doing, we practice a tough philos-

ophy. Simply stated, it goes like this:

First, qimlity. Then, price. And
always, always service.

Once an item seems right for

our customers, as direct merchants

we seek out the prime quality source;

the one not only best suited to man-
ufacture it, but the one that can

make it most efficiently as well.

When we're sure we can offer

you Lands' End quality at a Lands'

End price, we pass the word on to

you promptly in our catalogs. If we
can't price a quality item so it's to

your advantage to buy it from us, we
don't offer it. But we continue to

search for a new prime source of that

item. And occasionally— as with

our soft luggage lines—we undertake

to make the items ourselves.

Millions use us.

Millions more could.

We have served and satisfied mil-

lions of customers, but there remain

millions more of you who have never

experienced our direct service.

If you're among the latter

group, why not try us now? Let us

prove to you that you can trust

us, too.

Ask us to send you a catalog by

return mail. Better still, call us right

now on our toll-free number (800-

356-4444). We have over 100

friendly, well-informed operators

waiting to

answer your call

personally,

24 hours

a day.

They're

trained to

serve you.

care, on delivery. Should an item he

temporarily out of stock, they'll tell

you and suggest an alternative.

(Including, if need be, referring you
to a respected competitor.)

What can you lose?

Understand, we're not all things to

all shoppers. We don't initiate or

pursue fads. We don't start or ride

trends. We deal in clothing and

accessories that know no time

or season.

And we guarantee every item,

in these unconditional terms:

"If you are not completely

satisfied with any item you buy

from us, at any time during

your use of it, return it and we
will refund your full purchase

price.
"

Call us right now, and let us

begin to serve you. From our brand-

new Catalog, featuring pages of

solid values, we can ship to you
within 24 hours, or we'll know the

reason why, and so will you.

Lands' End, Direct Merchants.

The exciting new way to shop in

today's world.

and serve you they do. With answers

to questions on sizes, styles, ship-

ments and prices. On colors, on

around tr>e

I I Please send free catalog.
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in the Great Basin, for grasshoppers; in

California and the Southwest, for rabbits;

in Alaska, for muskrats and moose.

In the early nineteenth century Thomas
Jefferson shrewdly suggested that fire

hunting was "the most probable cause of

the origin and extension of the vast prai-

ries in the western country." Such exten-

sive prairies were by no means limited to

the western country. Apart from the gen-

eral opening up of wooded areas that re-

sulted from broadcast fire and clearings,

special "deserts," or "barrens" (as early

Europeans referred to them), were main-

tained for the harvesting of wildhfe. The
Indians had little use for closed forests,

whose main attraction was as a potential

source of fertilizer for swidden agricul-

ture. In the absence of domesticated live-

stock, meat had to come from hunting,

and through fire Indians maintained the

reserves they required—the grassland or

forest-grass ecotone that proved so pro-

ductive of game. In this way fire hunting

was not only a tactic of harvesting but also

one that sustained and expanded the habi-

tat on which it depended.

These fire practices and the environ-

ments they shaped were probably expand-

ing at the time of European discovery. The

dominant vegetation type in America at

that time may well have been grassland or

open forest savanna. The role of fire in sus-

taining these landscapes is incontestable;

when broadcast burning was suppressed

as a result of European settlement, the

land spontaneously reverted to forest.

Rather than a climatic change, the gen-

eral encroachment of grassland into forest

from the Holocene to the advent of Euro-

pean settlement may have reflected the

penetration of nomadic hunting cultures

enlarging the range of their prey The buf-

falo, for example, crossed the Mississippi

from the west about a.d. 1000. By the six-

teenth century the buffalo entered the

south; by the seventeenth, its range ex-

tended into Pennsylvania and Massachu-

setts. This expansion could have been ac-

complished only through a change in

habitat, partly due to climate but largely a

result of the application of anthropogenic

fire. A small population of Indians could

effect large changes because fire propa-

gates, the effects of a single ignition multi-

ply, and while conversion might be oner-

ous, the maintenance of grasslands by

broadcast fire is simple.

Indians understood the precepts of fire

prevention, too. Debris was cleared from

around villages; cooking fires were situ-

ated carefully; campsites on long grass

were avoided or the grass was first burned;

and when necessary, fires were fought.

Most tribes lived in fire-filled environ-

ments, often of their own making; igno-

rance of fire-control methods or indiffer-

ence to basic precautionary practices

would have been disastrous. The evidence

suggests that early European colonists

were generally ignorant of wildland fire

and of methods to control it, just as Euro-

pean foresters in the nineteenth century

were ignorant of prescribed burning as a

silvicultural technique. It was from the In-

dian—into whose fire environment they

moved—that the European immigrants

learned basic survival skills.

To generaUze too broadly about the fire

practices of particular tribes would be

misleading. Fire practices were to some

extent circumscribed by environmental

constraints. And, since tribes underwent

migrations, experienced internal evolu-

tions, and were forcibly dislocated, their

relationship to the land was constantly

changing. Nor is there any evidence to

suggest that the tribes lived in some per-

petual ecological harmony with one an-

other or with their environment, upset

only by European intervention. The ruins

of ancient civilizations—the mound build-

ers in the Ohio Valley, the Anasazi of

Mesa Verde and Chaco Canyon, and the

Hohokam of the Southwest—testify to

the existence of impressive cultures that

vanished long before Europeans arrived.

The resultant mosaic of anthropogenic

fire regimes is as complex as the historical

geography of the cultures themselves.

Even if Indian practices had been uniform

in intent, which they were not, or homoge-

nous in technique, which was not possible,

the fire seasons of the different regions of

the United States did not coincide, and

the fire regimes were intrinsically distinct.

A scorched earth across the continent as a

result of Indian burning in the autumn, for

example, was unlikely. Fire was predomi-

nately local, although the multiplication

of local effects could produce surprisingly

extensive cumulative results. The situa-

tion probably resembled that visible today

in Africa, South America, and Asia,

where satellite images reveal great speck-

led bands of fire extending over hundreds

of miles. The modification of the Ameri-

can continent by fire at the hands of Indi-

ans was the result of repeated, controlled

surface bums on a cycle of one to three

years, broken by occasional holocausts

from escape fires and periodic conflagra-

tions during times of drought. Even under

ideal circumstances, accidents occurred:

signal fires escaped and campfires spread,

with the result that valuable range was un-

timely scorched, villages were threatened,

and buffalo were driven away. Burned

corpses on the prairie were far from

rare.



So extensive were the cumulative ef-

fects of these modifications that the gen-

eral consequence of the Indian occupation

of the New World may have been to re-

place forested land with grassland or sa-

vanna or, where the forest persisted, to

open it up and free it from underbrush.

Most of the impenetrable woods encoun-

tered by explorers were in bogs or swamps

from which fire was excluded; naturally

drained landscape was nearly everywhere

burned. Conversely, almost wherever the

European went, forests followed. The

Great American Forest may be more a

product of settlement than a victim of it.

Through the use of fire, both confined

and broadcast, Indian tribes created an

environment favorable to their existence.

It was an existence and a fire regime often

well suited, at least for a transitional pe-

riod, to the frontier culture that super-

seded them as well. The forest species

most likely to survive the Indians' fire re-

gime—pine and oak—were precisely

those most valuable for logging. Grass-

land corridors such as the Shenandoah

Valley were maintained by fire and pro-

vided major thoroughfares for the dis-

persal of settlers. The lush wildlife that

provided subsistence to early vanguards of

frontiersmen depended on a habitat cre-

ated and sustained by the Indian pattern

of broadcast fire; as settlement pro-

gressed, converting "deserts" into farms

and forests, the abundant game vanished.

The habitat that supported so rich a

natural population of grazers and brows-

ers was ideally suited for the domestic

stock introduced by Europeans and upon

which their agrarian economy was so

heavily dependent. In the same way that

herders of domesticated stock occupied

the openings previously maintained for

the harvest of wild game, immigrant farm-

ers moved into the former fields of the ab-

origines, fields cleared and fertilized with

fire. The early agriculture of the Ameri-

can colonists resembled nothing so much
as the shifting agriculture of the Indian,

although it was pursued at an accelerated

rate. From Indian examples the colonists

also learned fire hunting and the tech-

niques for controlling and surviving fires.

Just as European and American explora-

tion of the continent was advanced by hav-

ing native guides, so settlement advanced

thanks, in good measure, to the prepara-

tion of Indian hunters, harvesters, and

farmers.

Stephen J. Pyne is assistant professor of

history at the University of Iowa and au-

thor of the book Fire in America: A Cul-

tural History of Wildland and Rural Fire,

Princeton University Press.
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The International Council of Museums Foundation is proud to announce

MEDAL COLLECTION

The greatest masterpieces of the sculptor's art—

in an unprecedented collection of high-relief art medals in pure 24 karat gold on bronze.
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First Edition Proof Sets available by subscription only.

Limit: 9500 Proof Sets world-wide.

ichelangelo's Pieta and
Moses . . . Rodin's The

.
Thinker . . . the portrait

bust of Queen Nefertiti

... the hauntingiy beautiful Venus de

Milo . . . the Greeic Charioteer . . . The

Flying Horse of Kansu . . .

These are among the greatest sculp-

tures of all time. Supreme achieve-

ments of man's artistry and creative

genius. Over the centuries, they have

come to form the cornerstones of price-

less collections in the world's great mu-

seums. Wherever they stand— in the

Louvre, the Vatican, the Egyptian Mu-
seum in Cairo, the National Museum of

Athens, or New York's Metropolitan

Museum of Art— they are objects of

awe and admiration.

Now, the International Council of

Museums Foundation presents these

incomparable works of sculpture in a

form that will be cherished through the

generations. An extraordinary col-

lection of high-relief art medals por-

traying The World's Great Sculptures.

The First Edition of this historic col-

lection will be a limited minting of Proof

Sets in 24 karat gold electroplate on

bronze. In future years, this may well

come to be regarded as one of the most
important series of fine art medals ever.

Supreme achievements of the

sculptor's art

The great works of sculpture honored
in this collection are among the most
moving and inspired creations ever

formed by the hand of man. All have

been selected from the collections of

the world's leading art institutions.

Here is the supreme genius of such

great masters as Michelangelo and
Rodin. And the full splendor of Renais-

sance sculpture . . . Donatello's David,

Ghiberti's Tno\/'mg Sacrifice of Isaac.

Indeed, the collection will be all-

encompassing— portraying works from
ancient civilizations to the great sculp-

tures of our own century. It will honor
the masterpieces of classical antiquity

— the Etruscan Apollo of Veii . the Ro-
man Augustus of Primaporta — and ev-

ery succeeding age. Neo-classical.

Romantic. The vibrant sculptures of the

American West and the long-hidden

treasures of Asia and Africa. Even the

rich diversity of works by such modem
masters as Henry Moore and Picasso.

In all, fifty immortal works—
gathered from the world's museums

and institutions, reflecting the genius of

sculptors in every age.

Proof medals of exceptionally

high relief

To capture the full beauty and power
of these great works of art, the medals

will be large— measuring 5Imm (two

inches) in diameter. The face of each

medal will portray the masterpiece in

finely sculptured detail. The reverse

will identify the work with an appropri-

ate legend.

The International Council of Muse-

ums Foundation has entrusted the cre-

ation of these medals to the master

artists and engravers of The Franklin

Mint. In keeping with the importance

of the collection, the First Edition will

be minted to flawless Proof-quality

standards— recognized as the highest

achievement of the minter's art.

In addition, each medal will be of ex-

ceptional thickness, allowing for unusu-

ally high relief in a Proof-quality medal.

Examining one of these heavy gold on

bronze medals will fully reveal both its

richly minted surface and the extreme

resolution of detail. And each will

present a fascinating interplay of light

and shadow that is totally in keeping

with the appreciation of great sculpture.

An impressive display for
the collection

To protect and display all fifty medals,

a handsome hardwood chest will be

provided to each subscriber as part of

the collection. The chest will be lined in

rich burgundy and fitted with a trans-

parent top, so that the complete col-

lection may be placed on display even

when the chest is closed.

To add to the enjoyment and en-

richment of the collector, each medal
will be accompanied by an authoritative

commentary prepared by art historians

appointed by the Foundation, describ-

ing the work of art and its lasting signifi-

cance to world sculpture.

Assurance of rarity and
price guarantee

The First Edition of this historic col-

lection will be the only Proof Edition

ever minted. It is limited to just 9500

Proof Sets world-wide. Once these sets

have been issued, the special Proof

coining dies will be destroyed to for-

ever protect the limit of this First Edi-

tion. Each subscriber will receive a

Certificate of Authenticity, attesting to

the Proof status of the medals and to the

strict edition limit.

As a subscriber, you will receive the

collection on the convenient basis of

one medal per month. The original is-

sue price of $25 for each 24 karat

gold on bronze Proof medal will be

guaranteed to you for the entire col-

lection — offering you long-term protec-

tion against inflation.

This collection of fine art in precious

metal will bring with it deep satisfaction

A mahogany-finished harth^ood chesi uill

be included as part of the collection.

and lasting joy. For it captures the clas-

sic beauty of the world's great sculp-

tures— in a manner that truly reflects

their power and perfection. It will be-

come a personal treasury of great art to

be enjoyed for a lifetime . . . and to be

passed to future generations for their

enjoyment, as well.

To enter your subscription, simp!> re-

turn the accompanying application ;.i

the official minter bv February IfS,

1983. Once the limit of 9500 Proof Sets

is reached, however, no further applica-

tions can be accepted. So it is important

to respond as soon as possible.

Proof medals shown actual size: 51mm (2") in diameter.



This View of Life

For Want ofa Metaphor
by Stephen Jay Gould

In 1 745, the great French savant Pierre-

Louis Moreau de Maupertuis wrote a lit-

tle book with a big theme and an odd title.

(The original measures but 5'/2 by 3'/4

inches and includes fewer than 200 pages

of text, printed, thanks to the generous

margins of a more casual age, in the even

smaller space of 3 'A by 1% inches.) He
called it Venusphysique—the "physical,"

or "earthly, Venus," or, more loosely,

"physical love" (as opposed to the inter-

pretive, spiritual, or psychological dimen-

sions of this subject of the centuries). It

presents, as the title implies, a wide-rang-

ing account of the natural history of pro-

creation—a bestiar>' of how various ani-

mals do it. We learn, for example, in jux-

taposed contrast that

the impetuous bull, proud of his strength,

does not amuse himself with caresses: he

throws himself immediately upon the

heifer; he penetrates deeply into her loins

and squirts there, in large streams, the liq-

uid that must make her fertile. The turtle

dove, by tender calls, announces his love: a

thousand caresses, a thousand pleasures

precede the last pleasure.

Proceeding down the scale of being (as

his century conceived it) Maupertuis

reaches the hermaphroditic land snails

and discusses their darts. (Many land

snails develop a calcareous "arrow" with a

beautifully formed tip. In the elaborate

rituals that precede copulation, the snail

acting as male thrusts its dart repeatedly

into its partner's muscular foot. The dart is

not part of the penis, and beyond the obvi-

ous observation that it serves some role in

sexual stimulation, we still do not know

the dart's precise function.) Maupertuis

didn't have an answer either, but he made
an interesting, if fatuous, analogy:

What is the function of this organ? Perhaps

this animal, so cold and so slow in all its op-

erations, needs to be excited by these stings.

Men made cold by age, or whose senses

have become enfeebled, sometimes have re-

course to equally violent means in order to

awake in them the passions of love. Oh un-

happy man, who tries to excite by pain the

feelings that should only arise from volup-

tuousness! . . . Oh innocent snail, you are

perhaps the only creature for whom these

means are not criminal—because they are

for you an effect of Nature's order Receive

then, and render, a thousand times the

stings of these darts that arm \'0u.

At the bottom of the scale, Maupertuis

encountered a special problem with hy-

dras, the soft-bodied, freshwater relatives

of corals. Maupertuis and his colleagues

considered hydras as transitional forms

between plants and animals because they

reproduce either by budding new individ-

uals off a parental stalk or by regenerating

entire bodies from disarticulated frag-

ments of the same stalk. Maupertuis, in no

uncertain terms, had identified pleasure

as nature's end in the process of reproduc-

tion:

Nature has the same interest in perpetuat-

ing all species: she has inspired in each the

same theme, and that theme is pleasure. It

is pleasure that, in the human species,

drives everything before it—that, despite a

thousand obstacles opposed to the union of

two hearts, a thousand torments that must
follow, conducts lovers towards the purpose

that nature has ordained.

But if pleasure be nature's order, then

how can the lowly hydra enjoy reproduc-

tion by having its stalk cut into pieces?

What is one to think of this strange style of

reproduction, of this principle of life ex-

tended into each piece of the animal. ... In

other animals, nature has attached pleasure

to the act that multiplies them; could it be

that nature has endowed this creature with

some sort of voluptuous feeling when it is

cut into pieces?

Perhaps these passages inspired Mau-
pertuis's decision to publish anonymously,

although he lived in a century so refresh-

ingly less prudish than the one that fol-

lowed (while his direct and charming

words also stand in such favorable con-

trast to the perpetual, self-conscious anal-

ysis of our own age). Nonetheless, Venus

physique is not primarily a work about the

natural history of love, whatever the value

of these sections for publicity and immedi-

ate renown. It is, for most of its length, a

sophisticated treatise on the science of em-

bryology—on the most direct and endur-

ing physical effects of love. Perhaps the ti-

tle was a come-on, but the book is a

masterpiece.

Maupertuis was bom in France in 1698.

Although he ranged widely across the dis-

ciplinary boundaries imposed by a later

age, he won his reputation for work in the

physical sciences—both for his courage in

introducing and expounding Newton's

work in a nation strongly wedded to Des-

cartes's alternatives and for directing an

arduous expedition to Lapland that af-

firmed Newton's prediction of an earth

not perfectly spherical, but flattened at

the poles. This combination of care and

daring won him Voltaire's support and his

star rose. In 1738, Voltaire recommended

to Frederick the Great that Maupertuis

might be just the man to direct his rehabil-

itated Academy of Sciences in Berlin.

Maupertuis took the job and flourished in

it for several years. But a series of involved

intrigues brought him down and incurred

Voltaire's undying wrath and the deadly

satire of his acerbic pen. Maupertuis was

eventually exonerated, but he never recov-

ered his health and reputation and he

died, a broken man, in 1759.

Like many general treatises, the Venus

physique had its origin in a specific prob-

lem. In a culture with deep racist tradi-

tions, human skin color has exerted a per-

petual fascination, and no aspect of the

subject inspired more interest than the oc-

casional discovery of pecuhar individuals

who seemed to breach the boundaries.

Jeremiah's God, pessimistic about re-

demption among those who had fallen by

the wayside, proclaimed: "Can the Ethio-

pian change his skin, or the leopard his

spots?" But some humans did transgress

apparently stable categories, leading to

fear that one's own future relatives might

do the same or that the categories them-

selves might not be so comfortably fixed in

their conventional statuses of relative

worth. I wrote last month about a Cauca-

sian woman with large patches of melanic

skin, who fascinated a London physician in

1813. But her case was rare and irrelevant.

A more general phenomenon was, how-

ever, fairly common and thus both threat-

ening and fascinating—namely, albinism

among black people. Albinism is well

known among most, or all, dark-skinned

vertebrate races and species; albino blacks,

paler than any Caucasian, are not rare, and

the trait is inherited in family lines.

An albino child of black parents had

been on exhibit in Paris and Maupertuis's

thoughts and observations served as the

inspiration for his Venus physique. His

work bears the subtitle: Dissertation phy-

sique d I'occasion du negre blanc ("A

physical dissertation inspired by the white

14 Natural History 2/83
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Negro"). Venus physique contains two

parts, the much longer first section on em-

bryology and the natural history of love

and a 45-page closing statement on the ori-

gin of human races. (This second section

contains some poorly formed evolutionary

speculations and is largely responsible for

Maupertuis's reputation as a Darwinian

precursor—an unfair and anachronistic

assessment, based on a few fleeting pas-

sages that abstract Maupertuis from the

concerns of his time. Venus physique is a

treatise on embryology and the exciting

debates of his own century.)

This second section features a discus-

sion of human biogeography and tries to

explain a false pattern reconstructed from

unreliable reports by travelers—a belief

that blacks inhabited the tropics, while

arctic regions were the exclusive preserve

of giants and dwarfs. Maupertuis argues,

in short, that superior white races had sim-

ply pushed all miscreants and oddballs out

of the more favorable temperate regions.

We can easily see how the albino child had

inspired Maupertuis's thoughts for this

second section, but what influence could

he have exerted over the heart of Venus

physique—the first, long section on em-

bryology? An answer to this question pro-

vides the key to Venus physique and a

proper assessment of Maupertuis's cre-

ative and unusual opinion in the great em-

bryological debate of his age.

In one of the hottest arguments of eight-

eenth-century science, students of devel-

opment lined up on both sides of an an-

cient dichotomy stretching back to Greek

science. Aristotle had argued that embry-

onic development is both the greatest of

all biological mysteries and the key to a

deep understanding of organisms—propo-

sitions that remain as true today (for our

ignorance is profound) as when the "mas-

ter of them that know" proclaimed them

more than two thousand years ago. Greek

scientists had envisaged two broad types

of solutions, and their eighteenth-century

successors continued to respect the cate-

gories. One group, the preformationists,

argued that embryology must represent

an unfolding of preexisting structure. A
tiny homunculus must be curled up in the

egg or sperm. It need not be a perfect min-

iature of the adult—for the relative form

and position of parts may change with

growth—but the structures must all be

present and connected from the first. A
second group including Maupertuis, the

epigeneticists, argued that the visual ap-

pearance of development must be re-

spected as a literal truth. The embryo

seems to dilferentiate complex parts from

an original simplicity, and so it must be in

reality (preformationists claimed that

contemporary microscopes were too poor

to see preformed parts in the tiny and ge-

latinous early embryo). Embryology is ad-

dition and diff'erentiation, not mere un-

folding.

I devoted an early essay in this series

(August-September 1974) to debunking

the silly good guy-bad guy scenario usu-

ally attached in false retrospect to this

tale: namely, that preformationists were

blinded by theological prejudice against

change of any sort and therefore imposed

upon the egg or sperm what they could not

observe—while epigeneticists were heroes

of empirical science and merely called it

as they saw it under their microscopes.

In fact, the preformationists main-

tained an idea of science far closer to our

own. They were the mechanists who in-

sisted upon a material cause for all phe-

nomena. And they were stuck in the lim-

ited knowledge of their own century.

What alternative did they have? The won-

drous complexity of a human body cannot

develop mysteriously from an original

formless nothingness; the structures must

therefore be present from the start. Most

epigeneticists, on the other hand, were

comfortable with a view of causality that

we would now reject as "vitalistic"—the

idea that an external, nonmaterial force

could impose proper and complex form

upon a fertilized egg that began with un-

formed potential alone.

Maupertuis was a conspicuous oddball

in this great debate, for he was both a fer-

vent epigeneticist and a committed mech-

anist. Unlike his epigeneticist colleagues,

however, he needed to find material pre-

cursors for all parts in eggs and sperm. But

these parts could not form a prebuilt ho-

munculus. They must be totally scattered

and completely disaggregated. They must

also exist in numbers far in excess of what

the embryo needs (for if eggs and sperm

included all the right parts, and these only,

then Maupertuis might have been labeled

an odd preformationist who advocated a

disarticulated homunculus). Embryonic

development must therefore represent a

selection, sorting out, attraction, and cre-

ative joining of these separated parts, not a

mere enlargement of structures already

fixed in form, place, or number. But how
could disaggregated parts come together,

and how could the right ones be sorted out

and joined (or the wrong ones occasionally

incorporated in abnormal fetuses)? The

idea of a preformed homunculus seemed

to present fewer problems.

Several of Maupertuis's arguments

against preformationism were the conven-

tional retorts of his age. Against the ovists

(those who placed the homunculus in the

female egg) Maupertuis raised the usual.

and always troubling, issue of encapsula-

tion. The egg cells of the homunculus

must contain other, vastly smaller, ho-

muncuU and so on back to countless gen-

erations of inconceivable tininess. All of

human history, in fact, must have been

prefigured in the ovaries of Eve.

Eggs destined to produce males each con-

tain only a single male. But an egg with a fe-

male contains not only that female, but also

her ovaries, in which other females, already

fully formed, are enclosed—the source of

infinite generation. Can matter be divisible

to infinitude; can the form of a fetus that

will be born in a thousand years be as dis-

tinct as the one that will be born in nine

months?

And what then are males for? Does their

semen merely release and inspire the pre-

viously lifeless homunculus? Was this,

Maupertuis asks, the fire that Prometheus

stole from the gods?

Against the spermaticists (those who
placed the homunculi within sperm cells),

Maupertuis raised the additional problem

that many million cells are expeUed in

each ejaculation. Could nature be so prof-

ligate and endow millions of unused cells

with perfect homunculi that will never en-

joy life?

This little worm, swimming in the seminal

fluid, contains an infinity of generations,

from father to father. And each [homuncu-

lus] has his seminal fluid, full of swimming
animals so much smaller than himself. . .

.

And what prodigiousness when we consider

the number and tiny size of these animals.

One man calculated that a single pike fish,

in one generation, could produce more

pikes than there are men on earth, even as-

suming that all the earth is as densely popu-

lated as Holland. . . . Such an immense
richness, such a fecundity without limit in

nature; do we not have here a prodigality of

resources! May we not say that the expense

and outlay are excessive!

Maupertuis ventured an alternate, and

interestingly incorrect, function for the re-

cently discovered "spermatick animal-

cules," as his English colleagues called

them. He imagined that they stirred and

mixed the seminal fluids of male and fe-

male, thus bringing together the parts that

must form the embryo.

But Maupertuis added to this great em-

bryological contretemps some new argu-

ments (or twists to old ones) and a strik-

ingly original perspective. For centuries,

the turf of debate had been the embryo

and its observable process of develop-

ment. True creativity often resides in the

joining of previously disparate fields, in

the recognition that apparently unrelated

phenomena from other disciplines may of-

fer solutions to old dilemmas. And so, fi-
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nally, we return to albinos and to Mauper-

tuis's creative insight.

Maupertuis was among the first Euro-

pean scientists to trace the pedigrees of

unusual traits through family lines. He
recognized that these results, apparently

so unrelated to embryology, might solve

the great debate in favor of epigenesis. He
compiled a pedigree for Polydactyly (ex-

tra fingers) through three generations of a

German family and proved one cardinal

fact, long touted in anecdote and folklore

but never conclusively established: inheri-

tance passes through both male and fe-

male lines; that is, extra fingers could be

inherited from either fathers or mothers.

Maupertuis then recognized that this,

rather than any direct aspect of embryol-

ogy, might resolve the problem of develop-

ment; for how could preformationism be

supported if both parents can contribute

to the form of their offspring. If homun-

culi are curled up in eggs or sperm, the

noncontributing parent should not play an

equal role in the form of its offspring. And
what about hybrids who bear characteris-

tic features of two parents belonging to

different species? Maupertuis concluded:

It seems to me that one of these systems [ei-

ther the ovist or spermaticist version of

preformationism] is completely destroyed

by the resemblance of the child, sometimes

to the father, and sometimes to the mother,

and by the intermediate animals born from

parents of two different species. . . . Since

the child resembles both, I believe we must
conclude that both parents play an equal

role in its development.

Maupertuis could not compute the ped-

igree of the albino child of black parents

on exhibit in Paris. But he learned that al-

binism had been traced through family

lines among blacks in Senegal, and he ar-

gued that albinism would, like Polydac-

tyly, drive another nail into the preforma-

tionist coffin. In any case, the "white

Negro" inspired him to organize his

thoughts on development and to write one

of the classics of eighteenth-century sci-

ence.

Preformationists had a standard re-

sponse to the phenomenon of biparental

inheritance. They argued that one parent

carried the homunculus, while the seminal

fluid of the second parent modified it.

Maupertuis ridiculed this argument, espe-

cially as applied to the development of

mules from a horse and a donkey parent:

If the fetus were in the [spermatic] worm
that swims in the seminal fluid of its father,

why should it sometimes resemble its

mother? If it were only in the egg of its

mother, what form would it have in com-
mon with its father? If the little horse were

already formed in the mare's egg, would it

develop a donkey's ears because [the semi-
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nal fluid of] an ass puts parts of the egg into

motion?

Despite Maupertuis's rhetoric, the

preformationist response was not an im-

possible argument for ordinary, continu-

ously varying traits. The short homuncu-
lus of one parent might be lengthened by

spermatic fluid from a taller parent; even

the ears of a horse might be elongated af-

ter contact with the vigorous motions of an

ass's semen. Maupertuis's strong argu-

ment lay in odd and discrete traits—Poly-

dactyly and albinism—features that

looked exactly the same in offspring,

whether they were inherited from fathers

or mothers. Could one really believe that

inheritance would work precisely the

same way for traits rigidly preformed in a

homunculus and those merely caused by

motions in the seminal fluid of the non-

contributing parent?

Maupertuis also used the white Negro

to formulate two other arguments against

preformationism. First, he considered al-

binism as a kind of deformity and there-

fore analogized it with monstrous births

(from Siamese twiiming to Polydactyly).

Such fetal abnormalities posed a great

problem for preformationists. If they ar-

gued that the monstrosity was fully pre-

formed, they faced the theological di-

lemma of a bumbling or malevolent deity

who would plan such unhappiness and

program it into Eve's ovaries. If they ar-

gued (as they usually did) that extra parts

indicated the accidental amalgamation of

two homunculi, then did it not stretch the

imagination to claim that a polydactylous

child received nearly all of itself from one

germ and merely an extra finger from an-

other? And this explanation wouldn't

serve for albinism in any case. One had to

believe that a few white homunculi had

been scattered into the progenitor of black

people. Possible but unlikely.

Second, Maupertuis argued that pre-

formationism could not easily explain the

origin of different human skin colors from

a single progenitor:

The first mother must have contained eggs

of different colors, which themselves car-

ried an innumerable suite of eggs for the

same color . . . but which would only hatch

in the time that Providence had marked for

the origin of the people contained in them.

It would not be impossible that, one day,

the suite of white eggs for peopling our re-

gion would run out, and all European na-

tions would change color; as it would not be

impossible also that the source of black

eggs might become exhausted, and that

Ethiopia would only have white inhabit-

ants.

Maupertuis effectively used the white

Negro to marshal his arguments against

preformationism but what could he offer

to explain his own peculiar brand of epi-

genesis? Since he refused to admit any

vitalistic, external directing forces, he had

to discover a source of order within the

seminal fluids themselves. How did all the

disaggregated parts come together and
why did the right ones usually join?

—

thus

making it so difficult for an extra part to

insinuate itself and accounting for the rar-

ity of such abnormalities as Polydactyly.

Here Maupertuis was frankly stuck,

though he labored mightily against the

impasse.

His best suggestion harked back to the

Newtonian perspective so important to his

general scientific view. If gravity regu-

lated the attraction of physical objects,

then a kind of gravity must bring the right

parts together to form a fetus. Eye parts

would have a natural aflSnity for nose

parts, nose for teeth, and so forth, until a

whole animal might be constructed just as

the dry bones came to life on Ezekiel's

desert. Moreover, maternal and paternal

eye parts would have an equal chance to

join the fetus and a completed embryo
would therefore be an amalgam of traits

from both parents.

Why, if this force [gravity in the sense of at-

traction] exists in nature, should it not regu-

late the formation of animal bodies? If the

seminal fluid of each parent contains parts

destined to form the heart, the head, the

gut, the arms, the legs, and if each of these

parts has a greater affinity for union with

neighboring parts of the completed animal

than with any other part, then the fetus will

build itself.

Maupertuis felt that monsters with ex-

tra parts offered special support for his

gravitational theory because supernu-

merary organs always formed in the right

place. An extra finger never protrudes

from the belly or the back of the head, but

always joins the other five, thus proving

that finger parts have a natural affinity for

each other and for neighboring sections of

the hand.

Since I love to participate in intellectual

battles, if only vicariously, I was most ex-

cited, in reading the Venus physique, by

the opportunity to watch a brilliant man
struggling to explain the greatest mystery

of biology and knowing full well, despite

all the effort strung out over two hundred

pages, that he had not succeeded. Mau-
pertuis sensed that his gravitational the-

ory was weak, based on no direct evidence,

and rooted more in analogy than in any

concrete observation. Yet he had to pro-

pose something and could think of nothing

better. For Maupertuis was firmly com-

mitted both to his general mechanistic

perspective and to the specific theory of



epigenesis—and these intellectual posi-

tions forced him to argue that material

particles to form the fetus must exist in

the seminal fluids of both parents, for

vitalistic forces could not direct the dif-

ferentiation of complex structures from

nothing. He opted for disaggregated parts,

mixed together in the seminal fluid but

able somehow to find each other and form

the embryo. And he correctly sensed the

unsatisfactory and improbable nature of

his theory.

We would say today that Maupertuis's

basic insight was correct: complexity can-

not arise from formless potential; some-

thing must exist in the egg and sperm. But

we now hold a radically different concept

of this "something." Where Maupertuis

could not think beyond actual parts, we

have discovered programmed instruc-

tions. Eggs and sperm do not carry parts

themselves, but only coded instructions,

written in DNA, to direct the building of a

proper embryo.

But how could Maupertuis have

reached this elegant solution, for his cen-

tury lacked analogs in thought and tech-

nology to imagine a process of abstraction

from actual parts to programmed rules for

their construction. Programmed instruc-

tions were not part of the intellectual

equipment of eighteenth-century think-

ers. Music boxes pointed in the right direc-

tion, but the first revolutionary invention

based on programmed instructions, the

Jacquard loom, was not introduced until

the early 1 800s. This automatic weaving

device, with instructions on punched

cards, was a direct inspiration for Holler-

ith's invention of data cards for census ma-

chines (later transmogrified to the famous

IBM computer card—do not fold, spindle,

or mutilate). How could Maupertuis

imagine the correct solution to his di-

lemma—programmed instructions—in a

century that had no player pianos, not to

mention computer programs?

We often think, naively, that missing

data are the primary impediments to intel-

lectual progress—just find the right facts

and all problems will dissipate. But barri-

ers are often deeper and more abstract in

thought. We must have access to the right

metaphor, not only to the requisite in-

formation. Revolutionary thinkers are not,

primarily, gatherers of facts, but weavers

of new intellectual structures. Ultimately,

Maupertuis failed because his age had not

yet developed a dominant metaphor of our

own time—coded instructions as the pre-

cursor to material complexity.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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A Naturalist at Large

Plastics at Sea
The pollution ofoceans and beaches with plastic materials is on the rise,

and sea birds, marine turiles, whales, and seals are suffering as a result

by D.H.S. Wehle and Felicia C. Coleman

Throughout the 1970s, a number of bi-

ologists studying the feeding habits of sea

birds in different oceans of the world re-

counted the same story: the birds were eat-

ing plastic. Similar reports of plastic in-

gestion and of entanglement in plastic

debris began to surface for other marine

animals—fish off southern New England,

turtles off Costa Rica and Japan, whales

in the North Atlantic. At the same time,

plastic particles turned up in surface

plankton samples from both the Atlantic

and Pacific oceans; plastic debris was re-

trieved by benthic trawls in the Bering Sea

and Britain's Bristol Channel; and plastic

pellets washed ashore in New Zealand in

such large numbers that some beaches

were literally covered with "plastic sand."

By the close of the decade, marine scien-

tists around the world had become aware

of a new problem of increasing ecological

concern—plastics at sea.

Two forms of plastic exist in the marine

environment: "manufactured" and "raw."

Manufactured plastic material along

beaches and adrift at sea is primarily

refuse from transport, fishing, and recre-

ational vessels. In 1975, the National

Academy of Sciences estimated that com-

mercial fishing fleets alone dumped more

than 52 milhon pounds of plastic packag-

ing material into the sea and lost approxi-

mately 298 million pounds of plastic fish-

ing gear, including nets, lines, and buoys.

Raw plastic particles—spherules, nibs,

cylinders, beads, pills, and pellets—are

the materials from which products are

manufactured. These particles, about the

size of the head of a wooden match, enter

the ocean via inland waterways and out-

falls from plants that manufacture plastic.

They are also commonly lost from ships.

particularly in the loading and unloading

of freighters. Occasionally, large quanti-

ties are deUberately dumped into the sea.

Plastics turn up everywhere. Along por-

tions of the industrialized coast of Great

Britain, concentrations of raw particles

have reached densities of about 2,000

pieces per square foot in benthic sedi-

ments. Near Aukland, New Zealand,

100,000 pieces of plastic were found for

Gulls often get caught in six-pack straps
Townsend P Die
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every three lineal feet of beach. Particles

have also washed ashore on beaches in

Texas, Washington, Portugal, Colombia,

Lebanon, and at such remote sites as the

Aleutian and Galapagos islands.

Much of what we know about the distri-

bution patterns and abundance of raw

plastic in the world's oceans comes from

plankton sampling of surface waters. Be-

tween 1972 and 1975, for example, the

Marine Resources Monitoring, Assess-

ment, and Prediction Program, a nation-

ally coordinated program of the National

Marine Fisheries Service, recorded plastic

particles in plankton samples collected be-

tween Cape Cod and the Caribbean Sea.

The majority of the particles were found

to have entered the ocean from the coast

of southern New England, and the highest

concentrations were usually in coastal wa-

ters. Raw plastic, however, was ubiquitous

in the open ocean and especially common
in the Sargasso Sea. This suggests that

winds and currents are instrumental in re-

distributing and concentrating particles in

certain oceanographic regions.

Inevitably, many animals foraging in

the marine environment will encounter

and occasionally ingest these widely dis-

tributed plastic materials. One of the first

records of plastic ingestion appeared in

1962 for an adult Leach's storm petrel

collected off Newfoundland. Four years

later, researchers in the Hawaiian Islands

found that the stomach contents of young

Laysan albatrosses contained plastic, ap-

parently fed them by their parents.

For the most part, these early reports

were treated as curious anecdotes in-

cluded in studies of the feeding ecology of

a few sea birds. During the 1970s and

early 1980s, however, with the prolifera-

tion of such anecdotes, biologists began

paying closer attention and were surprised

to find how frequently plastic occurred in

the stomach contents of certain procella-

riids from the North Pacific and the

North Atlantic (short-tailed shearwaters,

sooty shearwaters, and northern fulmars)

and alcids from the North Pacific (para-

keet auklets and horned puffins). Lower

frequencies were reported for other

Northern Hemisphere sea birds, including

phalaropes, gulls, terns, and also other

procellariids and alcids. The feeding hab-

its of marine birds in southern oceans have

not been studied as extensively, but plastic

ingestion has been documented for several

species of procellariids (petrels, shearwa-

ters, and prions) in the South Atlantic,

South Pacific, and subantarctic waters.

To date, approximately 15 percent of the

world's 280 species of sea birds are known

to have ingested plastic.

Sea birds choose a wide array of plastic

objects while foraging: raw particles, frag-

ments of processed products, detergent

bottle caps, polyethylene bags, and toy sol-

diers, cars, and animals. Marine turtles,

on the other hand, consistently select one

item—plastic bags. In the past fifteen

years, plastic bags have been found in the

stomachs of four of the seven species of

marine turtles: leatherbacks from New
York, New Jersey, French Guiana, South

Africa, and the coast of France; hawks-

bills on the Caribbean coast of Costa Rica;

greens in the South China Sea and in Jap-
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As this seal grows, the plastic band will tighten



anese, Australian, and Central American

coastal waters; and olive ridleys in the Pa-

cific coastal waters off Mexico. Evidence

points to plastic ingestion in loggerheads,

as well, based on liver samples containing

high concentrations of a plasticizer (a

chemical compound added to plastic to

give it elasticity). Polystyrene spherules

have been found in the digestive tracts of

one species of chaetognath (transparent,

wormlike animals) and eight species of

fish in southern New England waters.

They have also turned up in sea snails and

in several species of bottom-dwelling

fishes in the Severn Estuary of southwest-

ern Great Britain.

Marine mammals are not exempt from

participation in the plastic feast. Stom-

achs of a number of beached pygmy

sperm whales and rough-toothed dolphins,

a Cuvier's beaked whale, and a West In-

dian manatee contained plastic sheeting

or bags. In addition, Minke whales have

been sighted eating plastic debris thrown

from commercial fishing vessels. Curi-

ously, plastic has not been found in any of

the thousands of ribbon, bearded, harbor,

spotted, ringed, or northern fur seal stom-

achs examined from Alaska.

The obvious question arising from these

reports is. Why do marine animals eat

plastic? In the most comprehensive study

to date, Robert H. Day of the University

of Alaska maintains that the ultimate rea-

son for plastic ingestion by Alaskan sea

birds lies in plastic's similarity—in color,

size, and shape—to natural prey items. In

parakeet auklets examined by Day, for ex-

ample, 94 percent of all the ingested plas-

tic particles were small, light brown, and

bore a striking resemblance to the small

crustaceans on which the birds typically

feed.

Marine turtles also mistake plastic ob-

jects for potential food items. Transparent

polyethylene bags apparently evoke the

same feeding response in sea turtles as do

jellyfish and other medusoid coelenter-

ates, the major food item of leatherbacks

and subsidiary prey of greens, hawksbills,

loggerheads, and ridleys.

Sea birds, marine turtles, and marine

mammals all eat plastic. So what? Per-

haps ingesting plastic is inconsequential to

their health. After all, cows are known to

retain nails, metal staples, and strands of

barbed wire in their stomachs for more

than a year with no ill effects. For marine

animals, however, the evidence is growing

that in some cases at least, ingested plastic

causes intestinal blockage. George R.

Hughes of the Natal Parks Board, South

Africa, extracted a ball of plastic from the

gut of an emaciated leatherback turtle;

when unraveled, the plastic measured
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nine feet wide and twelve feet long. There

is little doubt that the plastic presented an

obstruction to normal digestion. Similarly,

a mass mortality of green turtles off Costa

Rica has been attributed to the large num-
ber of plastic banana bags eaten by the

turtles.

The twenty dead red phalaropes discov-

ered on a beach in southern California, all

with plastic in their digestive tracts, pre-

sent a less clear case. Did the birds suffer

an adverse physiological response after

eating plastic or were they already under

stress because of a reduced food supply

and eating the plastic in a last-ditch effort

to prevent starvation? The same question

apphes to other instances of emaciated an-

imals that have eaten plastic. At this time,

we don't have an answer.

We do know that plastic is virtually in-

digestible and that individual pieces may
persist and accumulate in the gut. In-

gested plastic may reduce an animal's sen-

sation of hunger and thus inhibit feeding

activity. This, in turn, could result in low

fat reserves and an inability to meet the in-

creased energy demands of reproduction

and migration. Plastic may also cause ul-

cerations in the stomach and intestinal lin-

ings, and it is suspected of causing dam-
age to other anatomical structures. Final-

ly, ingestion of plastic may contribute syn-

thetic chemicals to body tissues. Some
plasticizers, for example, may concentrate

in fatty tissues, their toxic ingredients

causing eggshell thinning, aberrant be-

havior, or tissue damage. When highly

contaminated tissues are mobilized for en-

ergy, these toxins may be released in le-

thal doses.

Publication of data on plastic ingestion

is in its infancy. As the problem gains no-

toriety, it will certainly be revealed to be

even more widespread than is now recog-

nized. There are already several known in-

stances of secondary ingestion, in which

plastic consumed by animals feeding at

low trophic levels shows up in higher-level

consumers. The remains of a broad-billed

prion, together with the plastic pellets it

had ingested, were found in the castings of

a predatory South Polar skua in the South

Atlantic; plastic pellets found in the Gala-

pagos Islands were traced from transport

vessels in Ecuadorean ports through a

food chain involving fish, blue-footed boo-

bies, and, finally, short-eared owls.

A more obvious effect of plastic pollu-

tion is the aesthetic one. Whether we ven-

ture deep into the woods, high atop a

mountain, or out on the ocean to escape

the trappings of civilization, our experi-

ence of the natural world is often marred
by the discovery of human litter. Even
more disturbing to the spirit is the sight of

a young pelican dangling helplessly from
its nest by a fishing line, a whale rising to

the surface with its flukes enshrouded in

netting, or a seal nursing wounds caused

by a plastic band that has cut into its flesh.

Unfortunately, such observations are be-

coming more and more common, another

consequence of plastics at sea.

During the last twenty years, fishing

pressure has increased dramatically in all

the world's oceans, and with it, the

amount of fishing-related debris dumped
into the sea. In addition, the kind of fish-

ing equipment finding its way into the

ocean has changed. Traditionally, fishing

nets were made of hemp, cotton, or flax,

which sank if not buoyed up. These mate-

rials disintegrated within a relatively short

time and, because of the size of the fibers,

were largely avoided by diving sea birds

and marine mammals. With the advent of

synthetic fibers after World War II, how-

ever, different kinds of nets came into use.

These new nets were more buoyant and

longer-lived than their predecessors, and

some of them were nearly invisible under

water.

The result of these changes in net mate-

rials has been a tragic increase in mortal-

ity of air-breathing animals. A few exam-

ples are sufficient to give an idea of the

magnitude of the problem. During the

heyday (1972-76) of the Danish salmon

fishery in the North Atlantic, the inciden-

tal catch of thick-billed murres amounted

to three-quarters of a millon birds annu-

aUy; in 1980, 2,000 sea turtles off the

southeastern coast of the United States

drovraed when incidentally caught in

shrimp trawl nets. Incidental catch refers

to nontarget animals that are accidentally

caught in an actively working net. An-
other kind of net-related mortality is

known as entanglement and refers to any

animal caught in a net that has been lost or

discarded at sea. Some govenmient offi-

cials estimate that about 50,000 northern

fur seals currently die in the North Pacific

each year as a result of entanglement in

fishing gear. Unlike working nets, which

fish for specific periods of time, these free-

floating nets, often broken into fragments,

fish indefinitely. When washed ashore,

they may also threaten land birds and
mammals: in the Aleutians Islands, for ex-

ample, a reindeer became entangled in a

Japanese gill net.

Plastic strapping bands—used to se-

cure crates, bundles of netting, and other

cargo—are another common form of ship-

generated debris. Discarded bands are of-

ten found girdling marine mammals,
which are particularly susceptible to en-

tanglement because of their proclivity for

examining floating objects. The instances

of seal entanglement in plastic bands has

increased so remarkably in the past two

decades that fur seal harvesters in Alaska

and South Africa now monitor the num-
ber of ringed animals.

Sea birds that frequent recreational wa-

ters or coastal dumps are also subject to

ringing by the plastic yokes used in pack-

aging six-packs of beer and soda pop.

Gulls with rings caught around their necks

are sometimes strangled when the free

end of the yoke snags on protruding ob-

jects. Similarly, pelicans, which plunge

into the water to feed, run the risk of div-

ing into yokes. If the rings become firmly

wedged around their bills, the birds may
starve.

Not all encounters with plastic prove

harmful to marine organisms. Some ani-

mals are incorporating the new material

into their lives. Algae, hydrozoans, bryo-

zoans, polychaetes (marine worms), and

small crustaceans attach to plastic float-

ing at sea; bacteria proliferate in both raw

and processed plastic refuse. Plastic pro-

vides these organisms with long-hved sub-

strates for attachment and transport; in

some cases, hitching a ride on floating

pieces of plastic may alter an organism's

normal distribution. Several species of

tube-dwelling polychaetes construct their

tubes of raw plastic particles present in

benthic sediments. Other invertebrates,

such as sand hoppers and periwinkles, find

temporary homes in aggregates of plastic

particles they encounter on beaches. Ma-
rine birds all over the world incorporate

plastic litter into their nests, but in this

case, the use of plastic may be harmful be-

cause chicks can become entangled in the

debris and die.

Instances of marine animals adapting

to this new element in their environment

do not alter the predominately negative ef-

fect of plastics at sea. The problem is

global and its solution will require interna-

tional cooperation. Historically, the high

seas have, in many respects, been consid-

ered an international no-man's land. Re-

cently, however, perception of the ocean

as a finite and shared resource has caused

many nations to express concern for its

well-being.

In 1970, the U.S. Congress passed the

National Environmental Policy Act,

which, among other things, pledged to

"encourage productive and enjoyable har-

mony between man and his environment."

Subsequently, a number of laws on waste

disposal were adopted, two of which affect

pollution by plastics: the Federal Water

Pollution Control Act (commonly known

as the Clean Water Act) and the Marine

Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries

Act (Ocean Dumping Act). The Clean
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Water Act does not specifically address

the problem of persistent plastics but

does require all significant polluters of

U.S. waterways to obtain a federal permit,

under which limits are set on, among other

things, discharges of solid matter. The
Ocean Dumping Act prohibits the delib-

erate dumping of significant amounts of

persistent plastic materials at sea. Having

these laws on the books, however, does not

immediately solve the problem. Small-

scale refuse disposal on the high seas is dif-

ficult to regulate; fishermen who claim to

have unintentionally lost their nets at sea

cannot be held responsible; and illegal

large-scale dumping at sea is hard to de-

tect. Granted, laws must be tightened, but

enforcement is really the bigger problem.

On the international level, the problems

of water pollution and litter in the oceans

were highlighted at the United Nations

Conference on the Human Environment

held in Stockholm in 1972. The confer-

ence, with 110 nations represented, de-

fined the need for international policy on

marine pollution among coastal and mari-

time nations. Treaties to implement such a

policy soon followed: the 1972 London

Convention on the Prevention of Water

Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and

Other Matter (Ocean Dumping Conven-

tion), a part of which specifically prohibits

marine dumping of persistent plastic ma-

terial; and the 1973 London International

Convention for the Prevention of Pollution

from Ships (Marine Pollution Conven-

tion), which is broader in scope and regu-

lates the control of oil pollution, packaged

substances, sewage, and garbage. While

neither of these treaties has been adopted

by all nations, they represent a start to-

ward global control of marine pollution.

In the meantime, the quantity of plas-

tics in the world's oceans will undoubtedly

continue to mount. Ironically, the very

characteristics that make plastic appro-

priate for so many uses—its light weight,

strength, and durability—lead to the ma-

jority of problems associated with its pres-

ence at sea. As organic material, plastic

is theoretically subject to degradation

by mechanical, oxidative, or microbial

means. Owing to the strength of most plas-

tics, however, mechanical degradation by

wave action is generally restricted to the

breaking of large pieces into smaller ones.

Photooxidation and microbial action are

limited by plastic's high molecular weight

and its antioxidants, ultraviolet light stabi-

lizers, and biocide additives, which effec-

tively immunize it against degradation.

The longevity of plastics in seawater is not

known, but on the beach, particles may
last from five to more than fifty years.

Given plastic's long life and projected

annual increases in production, one thing

is clear—the rate of plastic deposition in

the marine environment will continue to

be higher than the rate of disappearance.

In a study of the accumulation of plastic

on the beaches of Amchitka Island, Theo-

dore R. Merrell, Jr., of the National Ma-
rine Fisheries Service, recorded that 550

pounds of plastic litter were added to less

than a mile of beach in one year. He also

found an increase of more than 250 per-

cent in both the number and the weight of

plastic items washed ashore over a two-

year period.

Outside the realm of laws and treaties,

solutions to the problem can come from

both inside and outside the plastic indus-

try. The technology to manufacture biode-

gradable plastics is available. In fact, one

of the beauties of plastic is that its proper-

ties can be altered and its life expectancy

prescribed. Alaska has already taken steps

toward reducing plastic litter by requiring

that plastic six-pack yokes be made of a

self-destructing compound. Another, but

perhaps less workable solution, given the

logistics and expense involved and the de-

gree of business and public cooperation re-

quired, lies in recyclable plastics. At the

very least, all countries should require that

the discharge of raw plastic particles from

industrial plants be reduced by filtering

outflow before it enters waterways. A re-

cent decline in the uptake of plastic by

marine organisms in southwestern Eng-

land has been attributed, in part, to the ef-

forts of one of the major contaminating

plants to filter, collect, and reuse raw par-

ticles present in its effluent.

Consumers share with industry the re-

sponsibility to reduce the amount of plas-

tic in the sea. Recreational boaters, beach-

goers, and commercial fishermen all dis-

card plastic refuse. Preferably, no trash

plastic—bands, netting, or other debris

—

should ever be tossed overboard or left on

a beach. If six-pack yokes or strapping

bands must be discarded at sea, the rings

should be cut first so that they pose less of

a threat to marine animals.

The first step in combating plastic pol-

lution is to alert both industry and the gen-

eral public to the gravity of the problem

and the need to do something about it

soon. Education alone cannot solve the

problem but it is a beginning. Public

awareness of a problem, combined with

the resolve to correct it, can bring dra-

matic results.

Both D.H.S. Wehle and Felicia C. Cole-

man arefree-lance writers and artists and

teach at Cornell University's Shoals Ma-
rine Laboratory on Maine's Isles of

Shoals during the summer.
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THE COMMONWEALTH COLLECTION

A Limited Editionalbum
containingimportant

and exclusive philatelic firsts
• Edition limited to 20.000 albums worldwide

• Exclusive commemorative black prints from

Canada and the Falkland Islands

• Foreword by Her Maiestv. Queen Elizabeth II

MARCH 14th 1983. is Commonwealth Day. To

mark the occasion the Heads of Government

have agreed to authorise the issue of

specially commissioned commemorative stamp sets.

And the Commonwealth Secretariat is making

available a limited number of these sets, to be known

as the Commonwealth Collection

The Commonwealth Collection is the first-ever

collection of stamps officially issued simultaneously

across the Commonwealth and contains a number of

other important philatelic firsts

The result is a remarkable collection of over 200

never-before-released designs from more than 50

issuing authorities and two first-ever commemorative

black prints from Canada and the Falkland Islands.

These black print stamps, duly authorised and bearing

the name of the printer, will be available from no

other source.

In terms of content the Commonwealth

Collection has no equal. Even the most dedicated

philatelist will be unable to assemble this collection

with all the important extras It is undoubtedly a

philatelic treasure.

A Foreword by Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II

As Head of the Commonwealth, the Queen has

graciously provided a Foreword to the Collection

Other unique features include: An individually

numbered Certificate of Authenticity, gold blocked

and printed on special parchment paper, bearing the

signature of Shndath Ramphal, Commonwealth

Secretary-General A clear colour map of the world

showing the participating nations, A specially written

text page on each of the contributing countries and
;

territories Plus a special Falkland Islands Presentation

Card, This has been included at the direct wish of the
;

Falklands Government in recognition of the
i

Commonwealth support for the Falklands.

A strictly limited edition of 20,000 albums worldwide

The Collection will be produced in a limited

edition of 20.000 worldwide, of which only a

proportion will be available to collectors in the U.S.A.

The Collection will be available direct from the

Commonwealth Secretariat only: none will be offered

for original sale via stamp dealers.

For all these reasons, and in particular the

inclusion of the exclusive black prints, the Collection

will represent an excellent investment proposition

("Prices for mint Commonwealth stamps continue to

rise faster than those of most other countries " Stamp

Price Movements 1960—79, Maxwell Stamp

Associates

)

Synopsis of the

objectives of the

Commonwealth Fund for

Technical Co-operation, to

which all proceeds will go.

Special decorated

end-papers herald

the Commonwealth
theme in blue and

gold.
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Mint quality stamps, original designs

In keeping with the spirit of the Commonwealth,

the stamps have been designed to reflect the cultural,

economic and geographic diversity of its member
nations

Some of the designs portray important or historic

figures; others depict scenic beauty cultural pursuits,

arts and crafts, agriculture and industry. All bear the

Commonwealth symbol, and have been specially

produced by the governments concerned to honour

this important day And all are in perfect mint

condition (The majority of the countries have

provided 4 stamps which are related to current postal

rates)

A presentation album of outstanding appeal

Care has been taken to ensure that the album

housing the Collection is of the very finest quality. The

luxurious padded outer binder is of a striking navy.

lavishly gold-blocked, the pages are gilt-edged

Special decorated end-papers give the album further

elegance And the album itself comes in its own
'library case' for added protection and safety

Rich in educational value

As an addition to your home library, the

Commonwealth Collection is unsurpassed No
philatelic collection yet produced can equal it for the

sheer amount of lively, readable information it

provides about our Commonwealth neighbours.

Support the vital work of the CFTC

Decide to acquire your own personally

numbered Collection and you'll not only be taking

advantage of a unique and historic investment

opportunity You'll also be actively supporting the

work of the Commonwealth Fund for Technical Co-

operation

Make your Advance Reservation now

Place an Advance Reservation today and you

could become one of the privileged owners of this

magnificent Collection which will come to you in

March 1983 at a price of $260 plus $15 75 postage,

handling and insurance (if you pay now, no postage,

handling and insurance will be charged.)

Remember— only twenty thousand sets will be

available worldwide and only a limited proportion of

these will be for sale in the U.SA. Early ordering will

also ensure a low edition number.

GUARANTEE

hin fourteen days ot r

-ADVANCE RESERVATION FORM =

THECOMMONWEALTH COLLECTION
To: The Assistant Secretary-General, Commonwealth Secretariat, Chazy, New York, USA 12921.

/ vvou'd Uke to make an /Advance Reiervation for The Commonweallh Collection, ^yhich will be j\aibble on Uth Mjrcn. f 98.1.
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Clusters of Galaxies
Satellite observations are yielding clues

to the evolution of these assemblages

by Stephen P. Maran

A typical large cluster of galaxies con-

tains 1,000 or more galaxies, each a so-

called island universe of billions of stars.

Satellite studies show that a hot, thin gas

called the intracluster medium fills the

space between the galaxies of a cluster.

The appearance of the intracluster me-

dium, as revealed by photographs made
with X-ray telescopes, differs from one

cluster of galaxies to another. These dif-

ferences may tell us how the clusters and

their galaxies have evolved over the eons

since they were formed.

Most of the galaxies in large clusters

are elliptical—huge, football-shaped or,

sometimes, despite the name, basketball-

shaped aggregations of stars with little or

no gas and dust between them. Some clus-

ters are composed almost wholly of ellipti-

cal galaxies, while others have significant

numbers of spiral galaxies like our Milky

Way. The relative numbers of spiral and

elliptical galaxies within a cluster are

thought to provide an important clue to

the evolutionary state of the cluster, as de-

duced from X-ray observations.

X-rays from a cluster of galaxies were

first reported by two groups of space

astronomers in 1971. Both groups ob-

served the large cluster located in the con-

stellation Coma Berenices and known,

naturally enough, as the Coma cluster.

One group measured the Coma cluster X-

rays on five days in January 1971 with

Uhuru, an earth-orbiting satelhte. The
other team analyzed older data, obtained

in March 1969 during eighty-one seconds

as an Aerobee sounding rocket flew above

White Sands, New Mexico. Even the lim-

ited measurements of the Aerobee observ-

ers showed that the Coma cluster is a

strong source of X-rays and that they arise

from a single, large region of the cluster

rather than from one or two unusual galax-

ies within the cluster. Shortly after the

1971 reports were made. X-ray emissions

from several other clusters were found.

When the X-rays from the Coma and

other clusters were found, theorists sug-

gested that the emissions arose from an ex-

tremely hot and thin gas, what we now call

the intracluster medium. According to

that theory, the gas has a temperature of

about 180 million degrees Fahrenheit,

much hotter than the center of the sun. A
gas that hot, but extremely thin, will pro-

duce X-rays without emitting measurable

amounts of visible light. If the theorized

high temperature was correct, it would ex-

plain why photographs of the clusters

made with ground-based telescopes failed

to show any gas among the galaxies. The
theory also suggested that the intracluster

medium was primordial, consisting of ma-

terial made in the Big Bang.

Subsequent observations, although con-

firming that cluster X-rays are generated

by a hot, thin gas, revealed that the gas is

not primordial. The critical measure-

ments that provided this information were

made simultaneously in 1976 by the Brit-

ish satellite Ariel 5 and by NASA's OSO-
8 (the eighth Orbiting Solar Observatory).

The two spacecraft carried X-ray spec-

trometers, instruments that measure the

intensity of X-rays of different wave-

lengths. Ariel 5 found that the X-rays

from the Perseus cluster of galaxies in-

clude an emission line from iron atoms

that have lost nearly all of their electrons,

a circumstance that occurs only at ex-

tremely high temperatures, such as the

theorized 180 million degrees. This find-

ing agreed with previous measurements of

the variation of X-ray intensity with wave-

length and added the important informa-

tion that iron is present in the intracluster

medium. OSO-8 also found iron-emitted

X-rays from the Perseus cluster and de-

tected similar radiation from the Coma
and Virgo clusters.

Why is the presence of iron in clusters

so important? Astrophysicists had not ex-

pected to find iron in the mtracluster me-
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dium because they assumed it was com-

posed of primordial matter from the Big

Bang, which is generally believed to have

been made up almost exclusively of hydro-

gen and helium, the two lightest elements,

with perhaps small amounts of a few other

light elements. The heavier elements

found in space and on the earth have been

formed by nuclear reactions within the

stars and in supernova explosions. There-

fore the iron in the intracluster medium of

the Coma and other galaxy clusters must

have come from stars and been trans-

ported either by stellar winds or by explo-

sive ejection. Presumably, the stars that

supplied the iron are or were located in the

galaxies of their respective clusters. Our

current conclusion, then, is that the intra-

cluster medium must consist of processed

matter rather than primordial gas.

A major advance in the study of clus-

ters of galaxies came in November 1978,

with the launch of the second High En-

ergy Astrophysics Observatory (HEAO-
2), known popularly as the Einstein satel-

lite. Einstein was the first satellite

equipped to record X-ray pictures of the

sky. In contrast to X-rays from the intra-

cluster gas, X-rays from stars and nebulae

in the galaxies of the distant clusters are

too faint to be measured. The Einstein pic-

tures accordingly reveal the distribution

and brightness of the hot intracluster gas

in each observed cluster, free from the

confusing effects of X-rays from objects

within those galaxies.

These photographs showed that the in-

tracluster media of different clusters of

galaxies differ dramatically from each

other. For example, investigators found

that the X-rays from the Coma cluster

come from a diffuse region that surrounds

the center of the cluster. There is no ten-

dency for increased radiation to come

from the vicinities of individual galaxies

but there is a clear tendency for the X-rays

to be brighter closer to the center of the
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cluster. The same tendency occurs in the

cluster Abell 85, but there the concentra-

tion of X-ray emission is more pronounced

and corresponds to the location of a giant

galaxy at the cluster center. That center

galaxy is believed to have grown large by

swallowing lesser galaxies that met it in

space. In the Coma and Abell 85 clusters,

the X-ray emission comes from a single

large region where the intracluster me-

dium is concentrated, but in some other

clusters of galaxies observed by Einstein,

such as Abell 98, there are two large X-ray

emission regions. Photographs of Abell 98

show that it consists of two subclusters of

galaxies, each of which is associated with

one of the X-ray emission regions.

The above descriptions of galaxy clus-

ter X-rays are based on the work of Wil-

liam Forman and Christine Jones, astrono-

mers at the Center for Astrophysics in

Cambridge, Massachusetts, who, with

their colleagues, made notable studies of

clusters and galaxies with the Einstein sat-

ellite. They observed that both a diffuse

intracluster medium and concentrations

of X-ray emission associated with individ-

ual bright galaxies are present in the Virgo

cluster. The X-rays from the galaxies in

that cluster are produced in halos that sur-

round them, extending beyond the limits

of the galaxies as photographed in visible

light. Although hot by normal standards,

the galaxy halos, at about 1 8 million de-

grees, are only one-tenth as hot as the in-

tracluster medium.

The Virgo cluster consists of a core re-

gion, where galaxies are especially abun-

dant, and a more extensive region, where

galaxies are more widely separated than in

the core. Einstein photos show that the X-

rays from the intracluster medium are

brighter in the core of Virgo than in the

cluster's outer region, indicating that the

medium is denser in the core. At the heart

of the cluster, deep in the core, the giant

galaxy M87 is a strong X-ray source, 100

times brighter in X-rays than any other

Virgo galaxy. Two other bright galaxies in

the core region, M84 and M86, have nota-

ble X-ray halos, with M86's halo larger

than that of M84.
M86 is a kind of Halley's comet among

the galaxies of the Virgo cluster. Like the

comet in its travels around the sun, M86
probably follows a huge elliptical orbit

through the cluster, moving slowly when

far from the center, then faster and faster

as it plunges toward the core. However,

while Halley's comet passes by the sun ev-

ery seventy-six years, M86 requires about

five billion years to complete one orbit,

which takes it almost six million light-

years from the cluster center. At the mo-

ment, M86 is rushing through the core of
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the Virgo cluster at a stupendous rate of

about three million miles per hour. An
Einstein photo obtained by the Cam-

bridge group shows that the X-ray halo of

M86 has developed an extension, called a

plume, to the northwest. The plume may

be due to a process termed ram pressure

stripping in which the resisting hot intra-

cluster medium pushes M86's own gas

right out of the galaxy, forming the trail-

ing plume.

The gas thus stripped from M86 will

gradually merge with the hotter intraclus-

ter medium, leaving M86 with a smaller

halo resembling that of M84. However, as

M86 passes out of the Virgo cluster core

and moves far into the cluster's outer re-

gion, it will encounter much less of the in-

tracluster medium and hence the effect of

ram pressure stripping will nearly cease.

While this is happening, the stellar winds

of the stars in M86 will be blowing and, in

some cases, the stars will explode as

supernovae. These stellar processes will

produce gas for M86's halo, rejuvenating

it to its former large state. Then, billions of

years from now, M86 will reach the far

end of its orbit and start falling back to-

ward the Virgo cluster core. As it enters

the core, the cycle of gas stripping and re-

newal will begin again. (M84, the galaxy

with the smaller halo, has an orbit that

probably keeps it in the core region of the

Virgo cluster at all times. Thus, it is al-

ways subject to stripping and its halo can

never build up to a more impressive size.)

Since about five billion years would be

required to test by observation the above

theory of the Cambridge astronomers,

some other method of authentication must

be used. To that end, an instrument being

prepared by NASA astronomers for flight

on the space shuttle will be used to take X-

ray spectra of increased sensitivity in the

directions of the M86 halo and in the in-

tracluster medium of the Virgo cluster. If

the theory is correct, more iron should be

found in the halo than in the medium.

Astronomers would also like to deter-

mine how an entire cluster of galaxies

—

not just one member galaxy—evolves over

time. Here again, the interval over which

significant changes occur is measured in

hundreds of millions to billions of years.

However, in this case we can examine a

variety of galaxy clusters that may corre-

spond to different stages in cluster devel-

opment, determine how their properties

differ, and attempt to formulate from the

comparisons a logical sequence of evolu-

tionary stages.

The differences in the X-ray emission

patterns in galaxy clusters seem to corre-

spond to differences in the characteristics

of the respective clusters. Clusters such as

that in Virgo, which have a relatively high

number of spiral galaxies, show a broad

distribution of X-rays from the intraclus-

ter medium, a modest concentration of

galaxies in the core, and X-ray halos asso-

ciated with some individual galaxies.

Clusters such as Abell 85, which have few

spiral galaxies and no X-ray halos around

individual galaxies, have an intracluster

medium that is strongly concentrated to-

ward the cluster center.

The likely history of a cluster of galax-

ies, as inferred from the Einstein X-ray

observations and from measurements of

galaxy distribution and velocities with

ground-based telescopes, is as follows: A
young cluster has galaxies of various types

spread out over a vast region, some mov-

ing through the intracluster medium at

high speeds, causing ram pressure strip-

ping that transfers gas from the galaxies to

the intracluster medium. Over time, the

galaxies form subclusters resembling the

two subclusters of Abell 98, with its cor-

responding two X-ray emission regions.

The subclusters eventually merge and gal-

axies settle toward the cluster center. In

the process, the galaxies lose most of their

gas and their speeds tend to average out.

There is no more ram pressure stripping

because there is hardly any gas left to

strip. Some of the stripped galaxies prob-

ably began as spirals, but they are spirals

no longer because their spiral arms are

made from galactic gas and the stars that

form from that gas. Without gas, there

can be no arms. Late in life, our hypotheti-

cal cluster may resemble Abell 85, a clus-

ter of elliptical galaxies that are concen-

trated toward the cluster's center with an

accompanying concentration of the intra-

cluster medium.

The Einstein observations have given us

a whole new understanding of clusters of

galaxies and how they evolve. However,

the origin of the intracluster medium has

not been unequivocally settled although

much of it must come from the galaxies in

each cluster. Perhaps on the outskirts of a

cluster, primordial gas from the Big Bang

still remains. Today's instruments are not

sensitive enough to search for X-rays from

iron in the fainter emission from the out-

skirts of a cluster. But future, more sensi-

tive X-ray spectrometers will be used in

such a search. If iron is lacking, we will be

able to conclude that intracluster media

on the outskirts of large galactic clusters

may be unique remnants of the first mo-

ments of the universe.

Stephen P. Maran is a senior staff scien-

tist in the Laboratoryfor Astronomy and

Solar Physics at NASA 's Goddard Space

Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland.
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Berthold Laufer's

China Campaign
by Roberta H. Stalberg

At the turn of the century, opportuni-

ties for ethnological fieldwork in China

were vast for the few scholar-adventurers

who managed to carry out research there.

And yet in Europe and America of 1900

only a handful recognized the value of

studying Oriental civilizations. Among
them was Franz Boas, then a curator in

the Department of Anthropology at the

American Museum of Natural History.

In 1 90 1 , Boas, considered by some to be

the founder of modem anthropological

studies and one of the most influential

scholars of his day, commissioned a young

German ethnologist, Berthold Laufer, to

travel to China for field investigation and

the collection of artifacts documenting the

traditional daily life of the Chinese people.

These investigations were to be part of the

continued work of the Jesup North Pacific

Expedition, launched in 1 897 to research

the cultures living along the rim of the

North Pacific Ocean, from British Co-

lumbia to China and Japan. Boas's in-

structions to Laufer were precise:

To procure . . . objects illustrating the cul-

ture of China, and particularly objects illus-

trating the life of the common man in

China. ... I do not believe, that, in order to

accomplish this end, it is necessary to col-

lect a great number of works of art, but that

the homely occupations of the people con-

nected with the sacredness of their family

life will be one of the best means.

The ultimate purpose of the collection was

to bring out the complexity of Chinese cul-

ture, the high degree of technical develop-

ment achieved by the people, the love of art

which pervades their whole life, and the

strong social ties that bind the people to-

gether.

It was Boas's particular concern to doc-

ument thoroughly the traditional culture

and native industries of China before the

old ways of life were swept away by for-

eign intervention, modernization, and ac-

celerated social change. He had the fore-

sight to see that "today's China of the

centuries will not exist tomorrow."

Berthold Laufer was eminently well

equipped by temperament, training, and

experience to carry out the task of collect-

ing. On earlier expeditions for the Ameri-

can Museum in Japan and Siberia, Laufer

chronicled popular entertainments, folk-

lore, and esoteric religious rites; mastered

local dialects; made exact anatomical

measurements of his subjects for anthro-

pometric research; and amassed a wealth

of specimens documenting the civiliza-

tions of those two areas. In his collecting

he was systematic and comprehensive.

The result of his three years of painstak-

ing work in China is one of the finest

records of the material culture of a civi-

lization ever assembled. From his more

than twenty thousand ethnological arti-

facts emerges a broad and deep picture of

China. Here are not only the fine arts,

written documents, and cultural records

of the educated elite but also the myriad

tools, crafts, and objects for the amuse-

ment and entertainment of the common
people. The collection includes, for exam-

ple, scores of cutting instruments—axes,

razors, knives, swords, cleavers, scissors,

and chisels—each accompanied by pre-

cise information as to its use and related

medium (information at least as impor-

tant as the object). Laufer filled crate af-

ter crate with a spectacular variety of

specimens, many of which had been ig-

nored by other collectors and explorers: ta-

bleware, furniture, stoves, beds, horse-

shoes, saddles, coins, hairpins, perfume,

carrying poles, trunks, armor, medicine,

surgical instruments, bricks, roof tiles,

building materials, lamps, dyestuffs, and

soap. The entire three-year expedition was

accomplished at a price that, today, would

not buy even one fine piece of Ming blue-

and-white porcelain.

Laufer was particularly thorough in

gathering objects connected with popular

performing arts, such as the puppet the-
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k^merican Museum

ater, shadow theater, and local music

—

folk entertainment that had already be-

gun to disappear in China even at that

early date. Kites, puzzles, pigeon whistles,

chess, card games, marionettes, and rod

puppets were all included in his collection.

His catholic tastes even led Laufer to

purchase, albeit with considerable diffi-

culty, virtually everything belonging to a

shadow theater troupe in Beijing (Peking),

a purchase that included musical instru-

ments, stage curtains, dramatic texts, and

more than 500 shadow figures. He later

wrote to Boas:

This company was the only one in Peking to

have the ying-hsi [shadow theater], and

there is only one living man who is able to

make the figures. ... I had a long talk to

that man, as I first wished to order the

whole material to be made new; the work-

man counted that it would take him at least

a year and a half to accomplish the whole

set. ... As he is one-eyed and very old, he

did not feel inclined ... to undertake the

task.

It was with considerable surprise, there-

fore, that Laufer learned the troupe would

offer him its materials, after the requisite

haggling over price.

The struggle for the price lasted nearly two

hours; the starting-point from which the

vender descended was 1,000$, while I as-

cended from 250$, until we agreed, in the

medium, on 600$. ... So the ying-hsi will

soon be a matter of the past in Northern

China, and I think I saved them in the last

hour.

No doubt Laufer derived substantial

satisfaction from his purchase, and if his

prediction of the demise of the art form

was exaggerated, this must be put down to

the glow of success, made all the sweeter

because another German scholar had

failed to obtain the same collection. Lau-

fer's collections represented down to the

smallest detail the substance of Chinese

daily life. A glance through his field notes

reveals, for example, specimen #2300-39:
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Illinois State Museum and Christopher J. Schuberth,

Geologist, and Curator of Education

present the 12th Annual

ierth,\

EAST AFRICAN GEOLOGIC
AND WILDUFE SARkRI

September 3 - September 25, 1983

Koobi Fora . . . Kilimanjaro . . . Olduvai Gorge
. . . famed place names in Kenya and Tanzania.

Richard and Mary Leakey . . . Rift Valley . . .

"1470" Skull . . . Zinjanthropus ... are equally

well known to science.

A once-in-a-lifetime 2,000-mile

educational holiday adventure in

that magnificent land of the Ser-

engeti, the Mara, Ngorongoro
Crater, Amboselli. A one of its

kind safah where you personally

will meet the Leakeys, Mary at

Olduvai and Richard at Koobi

Fora. Truly a custom-designed
itinerary you travel in the com-
pany of others with your interests

and under thoroughly expeh-

enced. knowledgeable, and dedi-

cated leadership.

For a detailed brochure or further
information, call or write:

Christopher J. Schuberth
Illinois State Museum
Springfield, IL 62706
Phone: (217) 782-5955
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Indeed, sometimes Laufer's collecting

zeal led him into questionable situations.

Having come across a fine set of carved

marble objects in the ancestral hall of a

sixteenth-century Ming imperial eunuch,

Laufer approached the monk in charge,

who turned out to be an opium addict

greatly in need of money.

I returned into my village, hired three cam-
els, and when it was dark night, I went out

on camel's back very secretly, to my friend,

the monk. We soon came to an agreement

about the price; it was a mere trifle for

which he asked. My treasures were then

loaded on the camels, which brought them
safely on the next day also into the city.

Laufer's actions must be understood

within the context of his era, when schol-

ars believed they were saving for posterity

objects that would otherwise be lost for-

ever. Another interesting situation oc-

curred when Laufer, in keeping with con-

temporary concern for anthropometric

Spring Lecture Series

Once again the Museum is presenting

the popular "Spring Lecture Series," be-

ginning in February. A number of out-

standing new series have been added to

the list, making it one of the most interest-

ing selections of courses to date. High-

lights are:

Primates: Behavior, Ecology, and Con-

servation. Five evenings with five distin-

guished primatologists will focus on the

plight of the 1 75 species of nonhuman pri-

mates throughout the world. Their intrin-

sic scientific interest will be emphasized,

as well as their importance to their closest

living relative, the human primate. The
lectures include films, slides, and discus-

sions of behavior, ecology, and conserva-

tion efforts.

Human Evolution. Museum curators Ian

Tattersall and Niles Eldredge will present

three lectures on current thinking in the

field of physical anthropology and human
evolution: "Evolutionary Thought Since

Darwin," "Overview of Hominid Evolu-

tion," and "Hominid Fossil Record in the

Context of Evolutionary Pattern." The se-

ries will provide a broad look at both the

physical evidence and theoretical think-

ing in the field.

Underwater Archeology in the Ancient

Mediterranean. Archeologist and diver

Anna Marguerite McCann will present

four lectures on ancient harbor sites, fish-

eries, and shipwrecks in the Mediterra-

nean. With slides, she will discuss discov-
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research, began negotiating with Chinese

officials for the purchase of the heads of

executed criminals. As there is no record

of the receipt of such specimens, we may
presume that his plans were not realized.

Laufer's three years in China were not

comfortable by any means. His cam-

paigns, via rowboat, horseback, and mule

cart, took him far into the Chinese coun-

tryside. Travel was slow and undepend-

able. Illness was a constant problem, and

Laufer of necessity acquired the rudi-

ments of self-administered (and somewhat

dubious) medical treatment. When he

came down with a form of Asiatic cholera

during his first visit to Hangzhou (Hang-

chow) in October of 1 90 1 , he conceived an

original, if somewhat bizarre, form of

treatment. His theory was to accelerate

the course of the disease:

1 took a hardy pony, the only vehicle avail-

able there . . . and made about twenty En-

glish miles during ten hours on horseback.

. . . The ride was, of course, very painful to

me, as that disease is accompanied by a

constant pricking heat and boiling in the

bowels. But afterward followed the desired

success; it was a most horrible night and my
condition, as it was to be expected, screwed

up to its culminating point. . . . Owing to

this ... I recovered very soon, but last not

least from the reason that ideas rule over

the body.

The turn of the century was a turbulent

period of Chinese history and a dangerous

time for foreigners in China. The ener-

vated Qing, or Manchu, Dynasty was tot-

tering and the centuries-old imperial sys-

tem would soon be swept away forever.

Famine and starvation followed drought

and floods in a chronic pattern. Foreign

commercial competition was destroying

native handicraft industries, especially

weaving and textiles.

Then in June of 1900, just one year be-

fore Laufer's arrival in China, came the

Boxer Rebellion, an uprising against the

foreign presence in China. With the covert

support of the dowager empress, Ci-xi

(Tz'u-hsi), rioters set fire to Christian

churches, foreign homes, and shops selling

foreign goods; foreign legations were at-

tacked and hundreds of Chinese Chris-

tians killed. But within two months the

Boxers were overwhelmed and an impos-

sibly large indemnity, amounting to 330

million dollars, was imposed upon the con-

quered country.

eries at Greek, Roman, and Phoenecian

ports and how these have influenced

thinking about the ancient world. The
four lectures are: "Ancient Harbors in the

Mediterranean," "Ancient Ships and

Shipwrecks." "Ancient Fishing and Fish-

eries," and "Treasures from the Deep."

The other Lecture Series are: Anthropol-

ogy Through Films, Exploring American
Wilderness Areas, Wild Flowers of the

Northeast, Islamic Arts and Sciences, In-

sects, Foragingfor Dinner, Festivals, Ex-

plore Weaving, Animal Drawing, Music

of the Andes, Saturday Field Walks in

Botany, Weekend in Geology, Two Satur-

day Bird Walks, Weekend Visit to St.

Catherines Island, and Weekend Whale
Watch off Cape Cod. Please call the Edu-

cation Department at (212) 873-7507 for

a brochure and course registration form.

Galactic Health Adventure

Slim Goodbody, health star of the TV
show "Captain Kangaroo," will take chil-

dren on a voyage to the stars in a series of

live performances at the Hayden Plane-

tarium. In a new Sky Show, Galactic

Health Adventure, Captain Goodbody, in

command of a carrot-shaped rocket ship,

will explore outer space, encounter aster-

oids, space pirates, and strange aliens.

The children will learn about health, do

special galactic exercises, and sing songs.

Children will also find out about the plan-

ets and how their bodies would have to ad-

just to these alien worlds.

The performances will take place from

February 14 through February 19, and

March 28 through April 2, at 11 :00 a.m. in

the Planetarium.

Red Sky at Night

Forecasting weather today is more than

raising a finger to the wind. It has evolved

into a highly complex science involving

high-speed computers, orbiting satellites,

radar, and 24-hour ground observations.

Members are invited to learn about mod-

ern weather forecasting with William

Gutsch, chairman of the Hayden Plane-

tarium, on Wednesday, February 16, at

7:30 P.M. in the Auditorium. Gutsch will

use slides, time-lapse films, and color ra-

dar images to illustrate his program,

which is free and open only to members.

Call the Membership Office, (212) 873-

1327, for more information.

Black History Month
February is Black History Month, and

the Museum is planning a number of spe-

cial weekend programs and events to be

presented in the Leonhardt People Center

and the Kaufmann Theater Programs in-

clude a survey of African kingdoms, the

oral traditions of Africa and America, a

jazz tribute to W.C. Handy, African arts

and crafts, and cooking. All programs are

free; call the Museum's African Ameri-

can Program office, (212) 873-1300, for

more information.

Correction: Mack Lipkin was incorrectly

identified in the January issue as a psychi-

atrist. He is an internist.
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Questers for 1983
Travel with a purpose. Learn and discover Searcli

out plants and animals, birds and flowers. Explore rain

forests, mountains and tundra, seashores, lakes and swamps.
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Worldwide Nature Tours
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Spain:20days, 4/15. 9/16

Asia and Africa
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days, 4/14'Himalayas: Nepal, Sikkim & Bhutan: 23
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workmanship.
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Not surprisingly, then, many Chinese

were hostile to foreigners at the time. In an

age when foreign cotton undersold Chi-

nese cotton by 67 percent, Laufer found

that native workmen were afraid to sell to

him for fear that he would use their tools

and materials to produce competitive

goods.

Once he had found the objects and ne-

gotiated a price, Laufer had to contend

with unusual packing and shipping prob-

lems. Northern China was then nearly

woodless, its trees having been stripped of

bark for food and felled for fuel. AJl wood

had to be imported into the region, and

wooden packing cases were extremely ex-

pensive.

Safe shipment required constant per-

sonal vigilance. On several occasions

Laufer had to travel with the goods to

Tianjin (Tientsin), pass them through cus-

toms, and oversee the forwarding to

Shanghai, where they were loaded for the

international voyage. Laufer once wrote

he would "rather spend ten years in a mon-

astery secluded from the world than to

make one shipment of this kind."

The three-year expedition was also

punctuated by minor skirmishes with

Boas over the importance of concentrating

on objects depicting industries and tradi-

tional Chinese technology. Boas wrote

Laufer a number of times, reproaching

him for the weakness of his existing collec-

tion in this area:

I wrote to you some little time ago, empha-

sizing in my letter the absolute necessity of

taking up, without any further delay, the in-

dustrial collections about which I have writ-

ten to you so often. . . . Your [other] investi-

gations are of course of great importance;

but the first thing you have to do is to stick

to this programme, and I repeat my strict

instructions to you to pay attention first of

all to the collection of specimens illustrat-

ing the most important industries of China.

. . . What you have done up to this time is al-

together too special and too fragmentary.

In his replies, Laufer countered that he

must first document the social life and cul-

tural aspects of Chinese civilization; only

then could he turn to its industries and

technologies. Most of all, he hastened to

remind Boas of the difficult conditions of

his work.

I shall not forget to represent the technical

side in my collections; I pointed ... to one

of the difficulties to be met with in collect-

ing industrial material in one of my last let-

ters, that is, that all things pertaining to this

kind must be made to order and require a

great length of time to be got. And it is still

more difficult to find the right men for the

job. Please do not think that making collec-

tions in this country merely means to go

shopping; it is an avirful hard task which re-
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quires a great deal of good nerves, the self-

control of a god and an angel's patience;

sometimes it even wearies me to death and

makes me tired of life. You will hardly be-

lieve how many hours and days and even

weeks one has to run about to hunt up such

and such a thing, and at last, even if you

have ordered it to be made, you will be dis-

appointed at never getting it.

But these disagreements did not mar

the deep relationship between Boas and

Laufer. Guided by Boas's instructions,

Laufer completed his fieldwork and col-

lections, thus establishing the Museum in

the forefront of American study of East

Asian civilizations. And Laufer was well

pleased with his achievement.

On the whole I dare say . . . that the princi-

pal and most important result of my Chi-

nese campaign will be that I shall place the

ethnography and archeology of this country

on an entirely new and solid basis, that I

shall conquer China . . . [for] the an-

thropologist. China no longer the exclusive

domain of travellers and sinologues, both

narrow-minded and one-sided in their

standpoints and researches, China . . . [for]

all who have anthropological interests.

Unfortunately this enthusiasm was not

shared by others at the Museum, who cast

a jaundiced eye upon the project. Certain

key administrators could not comprehend

the scope or indeed the principle of the

work. By 1906, the Museum president,

Morris K. Jesup, had determined to op-

pose further collection in Asia; this was to

be a natural history museum of America.

Clark Wissler, who was curator and chair-

man of the Department of Anthropology

for many years, wrote: "My own position

has always been that this is a natural his-

tory museum and should therefore keep

clear of Mediterranean archeology and

semi-historical Asiatic nations."

Soon after, Franz Boas left the Mu-
seum, taking up teaching duties full time

at Columbia University, where he had

been on the faculty of the Department of

Anthropology since 1896. In 1906 Laufer

left the Museum for a position at Colum-

bia and later became curator of anthropol-

ogy at the Field Museum of Natural His-

tory in Chicago, where he continued his

Chinese research and also received sup-

port for two more significant expeditions

to China.

Their legacy remains today, some on

display in the cases of the Hall of Asian

Peoples, and the rest, used for research,

packed away in carton after carton in the

Museum's storerooms and vaults.

Roberta H. Slalberg holds a doctorate in

Chinese language and literature. The au-

thor of China's Crafts, she is writing a

book on traditional Chinese puppetry.
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The Edge of Life
Scientists simulate a step in the

primordial transformation of
matter into primitive cells

How did life begin on earth? One rea-

sonable conjecture is that the hving state

did not appear all at once. More likely, one

step built on another through innumerable

chance events until a relatively complex

multimolecular structure was produced

that could organize simple compounds

into larger ones resembling itself. This

process, called replication, is basic to life,

and occurs in the DNA of all living cells.

Even the most primitive organisms

probably contained a set of replicating

molecules resembling DNA. Also, in or-

der for growth and evolution to occur, the

replicating molecules must have been able

to direct the synthesis of something simi-

lar to proteins. Finally, these aggregations

of molecules must somehow have been

separated from their surroundings by a

barrier—a protective membrane that

would allow them to function as a cell.

No one has satisfactorily explained the

emergence of the first replicating mole-

cules. We are, however, able to imagine

plausible sequences by which these mole-

cules became part of cell-like forms, and

can actually simulate such processes in

the laboratory.

Present-day cell membranes contain

molecules, called lipids, that are essential

components of the barrier around the cell.

Some types of meteorites contain lipidlike

molecules (fatty acids), suggesting that

such molecules were probably present on

the prebiotic earth. We know that fatty

acids can combine with certain other sub-

stances to form compounds called phos-

phohpids. These are the primary lipid

components of cell membranes and, re-

Text and photographs by David W. Deamer and Peter B. Armstrong
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markably enough, can in the presence of

water assemble themselves spontaneously

into membranous vesicles—sacs that re-

semble cell walls.

On the prebiotic earth, lipidlike mole-

cules could have been washed into tide-

pools. There, daily drying and wetting

would have provided ideal conditions for

the formation of lipid vesicles. If replicat-

ing molecular systems were present in the

environment, some could have been cap-

tured in these lipid containers, forming

something akin to a cell.

We have attempted to reproduce this

sequence of events in our laboratory, and

the results appear in the accompanying

micrographs. We dried a drop of phospho-

lipid on a microscope slide, then added

salty water. This created conditions analo-

gous to those in an alternately dry and wet

tidal pool. With such treatment, the lipids

on our slides underwent dramatic trans-

formations into the structures pictured.

(The color is added to provide extra con-

trast.) The tubular structures are com-

posed of countless lipid membranes. After

a few hours, the tubes begin to break up

into spherical vesicles. If DNA is added

while the lipid is drying, it becomes encap-

sulated within the vesicles that form dur-

ing wetting—exactly what would have

been required for the formation of the first

primitive cells. Biologists are still far from

explaining the mysteries of life, but we

may be closer to understanding one key

step in the transformation of inanimate

matter into living cells.

David W. Deamer and Peter B. Arm-

strong are professors of zoology at the

University of California, Davis, where

they have done research on the origin of

primitive cellular structures.
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The Art ofthe Geisha
With glamour and discipline, geisha preserve

a traditional aesthetic within modern Japanese society

by Liza Crihfield Dalby

The wiry old men of Tokyo's ricksha

association will carry no one but a geisha.

At dusk, their black carriages glide qui-

etly through the narrow side streets of

Shimbashi and Akasaka, two of the Japa-

nese capital's most exclusive entertain-

ment quarters, transporting geisha from

their houses to restaurants that have sum-

moned them at the request of weahhy cli-

ents. Heads turn as a carriage passes, for

even in their homeland, geisha are exotic.

The profession has survived into the late

twentieth century largely because of an

unlikely metamorphosis: a hundred years

ago, geisha were society's fashion innova-

tors; now they are curators of tradition,

trained in the respected arts of classical

music and dance. At the same time, the

profession has a risque image, for geisha

take lovers rather than husbands. It is an

unusual Japanese girl who undertakes this

disciplined, glamorous, recherche way of

life.

In Tokyo, rickshas often stop at a plain

wooden door illuminated by a discreet

black-and-white sign reading Kacho,

"The Flower and Butterfly." Kacho is an

elite ryotei—sometimes called a tea-

house—an establishment licensed to pro-

vide geisha entertainment on its premises.

A guest here is either an acquaintance of

the proprietress or someone with an intro-

duction from such a friend. One does not

simply walk off the street and through

Kacho's latticed entry. Food and diversion

are brought in from the outside, for Kacho

supplies only the atmosphere, the setting

for a traditional evening of exquisite sea-

sonal delicacies and sociable banter with

elegant female companions, who may sing

and dance later if the company requests.

Kacho also provides maids to serve the

food, for the geisha, although they do not

eat with the guests, are hardly waitresses.

A geisha party these days can be con-

sidered a business expense. The president

of a company will engage a room at

Kacho, expecting that the food ordered

and the geisha summoned by the propri-

etress will make a suitable impression on

his client. Rarely are guests women, be-

Adapted from ihe book Geisha, to be published by Univer-

sity of California Press. Copyright ©1983 by Liza Dalby.
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cause wives are not included in business-

related socializing, and because few

women have as yet established a toehold

in Japanese management. The etiquette,

like the seating arrangement, mirrors the

careful fashioning of the business relation-

ship. The degree of superiority and the di-

rection of deference are understated yet

unmistakable. Formal parties take place

from about 6:00 to 9:00 p.m., after which

the host and several geisha may continue

the evening, more informally, at another

teahouse or a bar. The conversations that

take place at geisha parties can be fatuous

or philosophical, serious or scatological,

depending on the tone established by the

customers.

At Kacho, the geisha and the guests

greet each other as old friends, which, for

the most part, they are. Kacho's clientele

tends to be elderly, and the men request

the geisha they have come to appreciate

over the years. The geisha are likely to be

a bit long in the tooth themselves, given

that the median age in the profession is

about forty. For a man to become an adept

in geisha asobi, the art of having fun with

geisha, he needs a fair bit of money and

even more time. Like fine wine, the rela-

tionships between clients and geisha are

slow to develop and are meant to linger.

Even a connoisseur is unlikely to engage

geisha more than a couple of times a

month. The one exception may be a gei-

sha's danna, or "patron." A patron has a

private, intimate, and exclusive relation-

ship with his geisha mistress. Few men can

afford to provide a woman with her own

apartment and a lavish stipend, but a pa-

tron can make it possible for a geisha to

live a bit more elegantly or, perhaps, even

to acquire her own bar or restaurant. Any

geisha will admit the financial desirability

of having a patron, yet most say that emo-

tional closeness is more important b\' far.

In the course of her professional life, a gei-

sha may have several patrons. Unlike ordi-

nary Japanese women, she can also take

lovers. Most geisha arc quite discreet,

however, and men who imagine they will

find a geisha for a one-night stand will be

disappointed.

Devotees of this somewhat precious

form of entertainment are well known to
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the restaurants and the geisha. It could

not be otherwise, for customers essentially

receive everything on credit. Japanese

think of cold cash as distasteful; no tea-

house would be so crass as to present a bill

at the end of an evening. Geisha are paid

on a wage scale established by their geisha

community's registry office, which is re-

sponsible for collecting the money from

the teahouses and figuring each geisha's

semimonthly earnings. Customers are ex-

pected to give a geisha an honorarium, but

the cash (preferably a stiffly virgin 5,000-

yen note or two) must first be folded into a

decorative envelope. A crumpled bill

fished from a pocket would hardly do.

Sakurako is a junior geisha in the

Shimbashi quarter. She entered the pro-

fession at the age of twenty-six in the

spring of 1 975, the year I went to Japan to

study geisha as a graduate student in an-

thropology. When I met Sakurako at a

banquet in a Shimbashi teahouse, she had

been a geisha for only two months. Before

her formal debut, Sakurako had under-

gone another two months of minarai,

"learning by observation." Her ap-

prenticeship had been relatively short be-

cause she already was an accomplished

dancer.

Dance had led Sakurako to the geisha

life. Like many daughters of the upper

middle class, Sakurako had practiced M-
hon buyo (classical Japanese dance) since

childhood. But rather than abandoning it,

as so many women do when they become

busy with school, social life, and prepara-

tion for marriage, Sakurako had kept up

her dance lessons. Copying memos and

serving tea during weekdays in her job as

an office worker, she had postponed dance

to evenings and weekends. Her growing

dissatisfaction with her unfulfiUing job

had not worried Sakurako's parents be-

cause they assumed she would be quitting

any day to marry. They were shocked

when, instead, she announced her inten-

tion to become a geisha.

If there is a new breed of geisha,

Sakurako exemplifies it. Unlike so many
geisha of earlier periods, women who had

some connection with the "flower and wil-

low world" through a geisha mother, aunt,

or sister, Sakurako had no natural entree

Giorgio Nimatallah; Allante

Facingpage: In Kyoto, an apprenticegeisha applies makeup at her

dressing table. Duringher apprenticeship, which usually lasts

several years, a geisha learns the gracefulpostures and gestures that

will harmonize with her exquisite clothing. Below: A hand-tinted

photograph taken about 1880 shows a party scene in a brothel.

A prostitute sits in the center,flanked by her customers. The player

ofthe shamisen (secondfrom right) is a geisha, literally "artist.

"

The men who are standingmay also be entertainers.

Felice A. Beato.

into geisha life. All the options available to

young upper-middle-class Japanese girls

were available to Sakurako, yet she delib-

erately chose the occupation of geisha in

preference to another job or, more pro-

foundly, to marriage.

Few women follow their love of art so

far. A performer of Nihon buyo may
dance as a hobbyist, as a teacher, or a gei-

sha, but the greatest number of dancers

are enthusiastic amateurs. Geisha are

among the few who make a living from

their skills. Sakurako may someday give

lessons herself; many of the most re-

spected dance teachers today were geisha

in their younger days.

Sakura means "cherry blossoms"; with

the feminine suffix -ko, the word becomes

a woman's name, albeit an unusual one.

Sakurako herself chose this as her profes-

sional name, thinking that it was a bit dif-

ferent and that it somehow fit her person-

ality. Later she discovered that she had

unwittingly become the fourth "genera-

tion" to hold that name in Shimbashi.

Having retired from geisha life, Sakurako

III was passing her days quietly in a small

apartment outside of Tokyo. And so the

present Sakurako had a box of cakes

wrapped and went to pay the old geisha a

courtesy visit. These days, elderly and re-

tired geisha complain that traditional val-

ues are as unfamiliar to young geisha as

the obsolete custom of blackening wom-

en's teeth with a tincture of iron filings;

the elderly Sakurako III must have been

touched by this spontaneous gesture on

the part of her coincidental namesake.

The prescribed term of Sakurako's

learning by observation was only two

months, but in practice her probationary

period was much longer. When 1 asked

what she found most difficult in her new

career, she immediate!} mentioned the

sharp eyes of the older geisha always upon

her. She was self-conscious, as never be-

fore in her life, about keeping her back

straight and her feet tucked under her

while she sat on the tatami mat next to a

customer. Modern Japanese, accustomed

to sitting on the floor, find this formal pos-

ture difficult to maintain; there is an over-

whelming temptation to ease one's weight

toward one side or the other, surrep-

titiously resting each foot in turn. Rather

than chafing or complaining, however.

Sakurako seemed to regard such physic.;!

discomfort as giving polish to her charac-

ter—a spiritual discipline that would

make her a stronger and better person, not

simply a better geisha.

Geisha today are highly conscious of



themselves as preservers of tradition, but

the history of the profession has been far

from static. Strange as it now seems, the

first geisha were men. From about 1600,

Japan had an elaborate system of licensed

prostitution, confined by law to specific

enclosed areas of the cities. In the brothels

lived the yujo, or "women of pleasure,"

known for their acrobatic sexual skills. Of

the numerous hours that men spent in the

pleasure quarters, however, only a few

were devoted to sex. Most of the time was

spent in partying—sociable banter, po-

etry, preening, singing, dancing, eating,

and drinking. The lure of the pleasure

quarters was romance, elegance, and ex-

citement, in the one place in feudal society

where money, charm, and wit made more

of an impression than rigidly defined so-

cial class. Into these parties of the yujo

and their customers sauntered the male

geisha. As comedians and musicians, their

lively and salacious patter made the

guests and the yujo laugh.

In 1 75 1 , some guests in a Kyoto brothel

were surprised when a woman pranced

into their party with the jesters. A few

years later, in the city of Edo (now Tokyo),

onna geisha, "female geisha," burst upon

the scene. By 1780, female geisha out-

numbered the men, and people began to

say otoko geisha when they meant the lat-

ter. By 1 800, a "geisha," unmodified, was

a woman. Forbidden to sleep with the

yujo's customers, geisha were recognized

by the authorities as practicing a profes-

sion distinct from that of the prostitutes.

Geisha were supposed to be ladies of the

evening, not ladies of the night. The dis-

tinction remains in effect today—which is

why being a geisha is a legal occupation in

1983, while prostitution has been illegal

since 1957.

Early geisha prided themselves on be-

ing in the vanguard of the latest styles.

Competition was keen as they vied with

one another for novelty and chic display.

In the 1920s, however. Western styles be-

came a popular option for fashionable

Japanese women. Young men came to

prefer jazz in modem cafes to the music of

shamisen in the teahouses, and they began

to find the company of jokyu (cafe wait-

resses) more interesting than that of gei-
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Wearing the trailingsash that marks her

status, an apprentice geisha awaits her

clients. The setting is a specially

licensed establishment that provides

evenings ofhigh-class diningand

geisha entertainment.

sha. Clutching at their fading image as the

avant garde, some geisha cut their hair

and got permanent waves; others learned

ballroom dancing and how to drink whis-

key. To many people, though, a bob-

haired flapper was not a geisha, and fi-

nally the women themselves realized that

in trying to be modern they were in danger

of losing whatever made them special as

geisha. During the 1 930s, then, the social

meaning of the profession changed drasti-

cally. Geisha ceased being innovators and

instead became curators. A geisha in full

dress regalia in the 1980s wears much the

same style her great-grandmother wore in

the 1890s.

Most Japanese have probably never

met a geisha. The total geisha population

is under 17,000, and the few prestigious

geisha communities cluster primarily in

Tokyo and the old capital city of Kyoto.

("Countryside geisha" flourish in Japan's

seaside resorts, but many people question

the use of the term geisha, literally "art-

ist," for the ladies of these honky-tonk

towns.) Despite their small number, gei-

sha loom large in the cultural conscious-

ness of Japan. They are "more Japanese"

than almost any other definable group.

The primary arts (gei) the geisha prac-

tice are classical Japanese dance and mu-
sic, which are taught and learned through

the unquestioning subordination of pupil

to teacher. The regimen is as much a disci-

pline of the self as the technical mastery of

an art form. Sakurako came to her profes-

sion after choosing to make art her life.

This choice engenders its converse: if art is

life for a geisha, then her life must also be-

come art. A geisha's professional ideal is

to become so permeated with her art that

everything she does is informed by it,

down to the way she walks, sits, and

speaks. Constant watchfulness is neces-

sary until the required grace becomes sec-

ond nature. To polish one's life into a work

of art—however high-flown it may sound

to non-Japanese—is the geisha's ideal.

The art of being a geisha is a compli-

cated combination of the sublime and the

silly, the disciplined and the dissolute.

Much of what the geisha emphasize de-

pends on the type of customer they enter-

tain. Some men patronize geisha because

of the snob appeal attached to an exclu-

sive and expensive activity Others are

connoisseurs of the traditional arts and

genuinely prefer the atmosphere found in

a teahouse to that of a Western-style cock-

tail lounge. Still others, in the resort

towns, think of geisha as foils for their am-

orous exercises. Such customers may eas-

ily spend an evening engrossed in the topic

of whether geisha wear panties under their

kimonos. Each geisha community culti-

vates its own special ambience. A woman
more interested in the glamour of geisha

life will enter a community like Akasaka

in Tokyo. Another, more serious about

studying dance, will try to join Shimbashi.

The women who enter the ranks of the

countryside geisha may have motives alto-

gether diff"erent from a devotion to art.

The recruitment of young geisha has

become a serious problem for the higher-

class communities today. Only an inde-

pendent-minded young woman can resist

the idea that her main goal in life should

be to marry and have children. Japanese

still look askance at almost any other ca-

reer for a woman. A young geisha finds

herself in a situation that many of her

friends are apt to deride as feudalistic—

a

term used in Japan not only in a political

sense, but also for any practice considered

to be passe, unenlightened, or simply un-

fashionable. The rules of propriety, the

stress on obligation, duty, and discipline

—

so deeply ingrained in the flower and wil-

low world—do not attract many modem
Japanese women. A few, like Sakurako.

nevertheless persevere because they find

something valuable and fulfilling in the

geisha quarters.

Sakurako's parents opposed her career

for two reasons. The first was that geisha

are worldly women rather than innocent

daughters, but the second and more im-

portant one was Sakurako's decision, in ef-

fect, not to become a wife. In their uneasi-

ness and regret they were typical of

Japanese parents. I know of one woman
who had two daughters: one. a university

professor, never married, and the other be-

came a geisha. This woman felt she had

failed with both her daughters, since

neither had followed the matrimonial

path.
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Geisha are nonwives, dressing and act-

ing in ways antithetical to the style of the

proper lady of the house. Geisha are sup-

posed to be sexy where wives are sober, ar-

tistic where wives are practical, witty

where wives are serious. A married geisha

would be a contradiction in terms. The

worlds of wives and geisha coexist, but at

removes from one another. Prominent

Japanese will proudly present an evening

of geisha entertainment to the visiting

queen of England and flaunt their connec-

tions with Shimbashi society, but if it

comes down to the question, "Would you

want your daughter to be one?" then the

answer is likely to be no.

Geisha come from a variety of back-

grounds. I met geisha whose fathers were

policemen, bureaucrats, carpenters, and

candy makers. About one-third of the gei-

sha population today consists of daughters

of geisha. A girl is not compelled to be-

come a geisha because it was her mother's

profession, however. Some geisha mothers

are delighted when a daughter follows

them, while others would rather see her

settle into a respectable marriage. Almost

every geisha will emphasize that the

choice is the girl's own.

In premodern Japan, a geisha's daugh-

ter had little choice but to follow in her

mother's footsteps. A geisha's baby son

might have been adopted by his father,

the geisha's patron, and brought up by the

man's legitimate wife, but illegitimate

daughters were more often left to be

raised by the geisha mother within the

predominantly female environment of her

society. It no doubt seemed the most natu-

ral thing in the world to these little girls

that they themselves would grow up to be

geisha.

During the late 1800s and the early

1900s most geisha were born into their

profession. By the 1 920s, however, the gei-

sha population of Japan had soared. New
members were clearly being recruited

from other sources. One place was impov-

erished rural areas, via the notorious prac-

tice of selling female children into a period

of indenture.

Tamafune, an elderly retired geisha

with whom I stayed for a few days in her

small house in the country, described how

Giorgio Nimatallah; Atlante

Facingpage:An apprenticepours sakeforoneoftheguests at an

intimateparty. Geisha enliven a dinner with their conversation, the

tone ofwhich is set by the customers. Later, they may be asked to

perform traditional dance or music. Geisha entertainment is a

luxury, often arranged as a business expense. Below:A geisha dances

at aformalparty in Tokyo. Many womenpracticeJapanese dance as

a hobby, but geisha are among thefew who make a livingfrom the art.
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she and her sister were chosen by their fa-

ther to be sacrificed in this way for the

benefit of the rest of the family. The pair

had been sent to a geisha house in a seedy

section of Tokyo, two among six young

girls acquired at about the same time.

Tamafune's memories of her younger

days were crystallized in the bitter tears

that had fallen into her bowl o(o:oni soup

on New Year's Day—a day most people.

even servants, spend with their families.

She and a friend had once tried to escape,

darting through the city streets as far as

the fields at the outskirts of Tokyo. But

then, realizing the utter hopelessness of

going farther, they had calmly sat dov.r.

and made necklaces out of purple clover

while waiting to be caught.

Dreadful as this life was for these girls,

abruptly torn from their families at age



An apprentice dances as an older geisha

provides the musical accompaniment on

her shamisen. Once at theforefront of

Japanesefashion, since the 1930s the

geisha haveplayed the role ofcurators

oftraditional arts and styles.

ten or eleven and thrust into a harsh urban

existence, they were better off than the

girls consigned to brothels. This could be

the fate of a farmer's unattractive or dull

daughter who showed little indication of

future ability as an accomplished geisha.

A geisha house would usually not waste

time and money on such unpromising can-

didates. The one consolation such girls

had was knowing that by graceful submis-

sion to their fate they were fulfilling a

moral ideal of filial piety.

The lives of those who received training

in the arts was not easy One of the most

common learning techniques was called

kangeiko, "lessons in the cold." The girls

would be sent outside in winter to practice

playing the shamisen until their fingers

bled and their voices cracked. Suffering

was thought to be a necessary component

of mastery. Still, lessons were a break

from the drudgery of household labor, and

even though many more tears fell in the

course of learning to play the shamisen,

satisfaction grew in making the musical

skill one's own.

Here lay the clearest reason why girls

indentured to geisha houses were luckier

than the prostitutes-to-be. With some ini-

tial talent and cleverness, they could take

advantage of their training and make it

the basis of a successful career as an inde-

pendent geisha. Geisha are fond of saying,

Sanbon ga areba, taberareru, "If you

have three strings [that is, can play the

shamisen], you can eat." By contrast a girl

who had been indentured into a life of

prostitution had only the slim hope of find-

ing favor in the eyes of a customer who

might redeem her by paying off her debts

to the brothel.

Heart-rending stories of the forcible re-

cruitment of young girls have added to the

dark side of the geisha's image. Some peo-

ple still think that girls become geisha this

way. In contemporary Japan, however,

any such notion is economically absurd. If

a girl must support parents in dire need of

financial assistance, it is easier and more

lucrative for her to become a bar hostess.

In any case, women can no longer be

caught unwillingly in a system of debt to

geisha houses. A law prohibiting such ar-

rangements was passed in 1948. Finally,
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there is no supply of female children from

families so impoverished as to have to sell

a daughter's flesh and labor. A farm fam-

ily in Japan today is more likely than not

to have a color television and a car or truck

and to send its daughters to finishing

schools.

Daughters of geisha used to attend a

special geisha school on the assumption

that when they grew up they would enter

their mothers' profession. The boundaries

of the narrow quarters of their birth were

more or less the boundaries of their lives.

Nowadays, while little girls born to geisha

mothers may realize their home environ-

ment is unusual compared to that of class-

mates, they still share the high standard of

Japanese public education and the ho-

mogenizing influence of television, which

penetrates every Japanese home. They are

not systematically set apart from main-

stream society, and to the extent that they

absorb its norms, especially concerning

the proper life course for women, they are

likely to reject the career of their geisha

mothers.

Geisha are in a position to associate

with the rich and the famous, and occa-

sionally this leads to marriage. Not a few

wives of politicians and other prominent

individuals have some roots in the flower

and willow world. When a geisha does re-

tire to marry a customer, often her hus-

band will be a widower with grown chil-

dren, a house to be kept up, and a need for

companionship. But most geisha think

that planning to snag a rich husband is a

bad reason to choose this life. A geisha

with a glimmer of marriage in her eye is

the last thing that would appeal to guests

in any case.

By the time geisha reach their thirties,

they have usually given up the idea, or se-

cret thought, of marriage altogether.

Many view the role of the typical Japa-

nese wife as dull and constricting, saying

they could never give up their indepen-

dence for married respectability. Saku-

rako is one who feels this way. She experi-

ences at least some small thrill every time

she sits back under the lacquered hood of

the ricksha, knowing that all eyes will turn

to catch a glimpse of her as she glides

past.
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Eastern tent caterpillars gorge

themselves on the leaves ofone of

their principal host plants, a black

cherry tree. Should the caterpillars

denude the entire tree, the colony

will seek out another host.

Terrence D Fitzgerald

Caterpillar

on a
Silken Thread
By following a network of trails, a tent caterpillar

can find the tastiest leaves on a tree

by Terrence D. Fitzgerald

The most sophisticated examples of co-

operation in the insect world have been

found chiefly among the social insects

—

ants, bees, wasps, and termites. Colonies

of these insects consist of tightly inte-

grated networks of individuals engaged in

the common task of rearing young. Their

need to cooperate in this endeavor has led

to the evolution of sophisticated systems

of communication such as the dance lan-

guage of the honeybee and the chemically

based alarm and trail systems of ants and

termites.

Tent caterpillars in the genus Malaco-

soma also live gregariously in colonies of

up to 300 individuals, but are only primi-

tively social. They possess none of the de-

fining characteristics of what is formally

called eusociality: overlapping genera-

tions, cooperative brood rearing, and divi-

sion of labor. Yet studies that my students

and I have conducted over the past six

years have shown that at least one species,

the eastern tent caterpillar, M. ameri-

canum, has a rich and complex behavioral

repertoire in spite of its relatively simple

life style. Colonies forage cooperatively

and utilize a system of chemical trail com-

munication that rivals some of the most

advanced systems employed by eusocial

insects.

Tent caterpillars are widely distributed,

with various species occurring through-

out North and Central America, Europe,

and the Orient. The more common species

are backyard pests of fruit and ornamen-

tal trees and are often confused with the

gypsy moth or fall webworm. Of the six

species that occur in North America, the

eastern tent caterpillar is one of the most

widely recognized. It builds large, con-

spicuous, tentlike structures in its princi-

pal host trees, cherry and apple, and is

found east of the Mississippi from Florida

to Nova Scotia.

Many details of the natural history of

this insect have become clear only re-

cently. It overwinters as an egg mass, de-

posited the previous summer near the

branch tips of host trees. The egg mass is

the product of an undistinguished-looking

moth that appears to mate only once dur-

ing a life span that may last only a few

days. The two to three hundred individ-

uals that develop from an average-size egg

mass are therefore brothers and sisters;

the colony is, in fact, a large family. Em-
bryogenesis proceeds rapidly so that the

eggs actually contain fully formed cater-

pillars several weeks after they are laid,

but the encapsulated insects lie quiescent

through the fall and winter.

The caterpillars endure the cold winters

that occur in the more northerly parts of

their range by replacing some of their

body fluids with glycerol, a chemical that

acts as an antifreeze. Although the winter

of 1979 was particularly bitter in central

New York State, with temperatures as

low as —30°F, few caterpillars died from

the cold. In addition, the moth provides

her eggs with nutritional resen'es that are

more than adequate to insure that her

progeny will survive until the following

year, even if the arrival of spring is unusu-

ally late. Eggs that I collected in late

March and refrigerated at just above

freezing produced viable larvae when

Between bouts offeeding, part of
a colony rests on the outside

ofits tent. Periods ofpeak

activity occur around dawn, in the

early afternoon, at dusk, and in the

darkness ofthe early morning hours.

Terrence D Fitzgerald

brought into a warm room the following

October, some seven months after they

would normally have hatched.

The eggs hatch early in the spring, just

as the buds of the host trees are beginning

to open. The young caterpillars aggregate

on the egg mass until all have hatched.

They then make short excursions to near-

by leaves to feed. As it moves over the

branches of the host tree, each caterpillar

secretes a strand of silk from a spinneret

located on the underside of its head. These

strands .soon accumulate to form a conspi-

cuous silk trail, providing the caterpillars

with vastly improved purchase as they

move over the smooth bark surfaces of the

tree. The tiny larvae, less than 2 mm long

at birth, move gingerly as they venture

from their egg mass. Janice Edgerh-, now

a graduate student at Cornell University,

found that these colonies have no appar-



These two undistinguished-looking

insects mating on a leafare eastern

tent caterpillar moths. They mate

just once, and thefemale may live but

afew days. The eggmass laid by the

female can produce 200 to 300 offspring.

ent leaders. Like ants and termites, the

larvae in the front of foraging columns

continually turn back and are replaced by

others.

The timing of the egg hatch is not al-

ways precise, and it is not unusual for the

caterpillars to emerge some days before .

leaves first appear. Colonies out of syn-

chrony with their hosts sustain themselves

by feeding on partly opened buds and by

drinking dew, rainwater, or melted snow.

During particularly severe or late springs,

the caterpillars may spend up to two

weeks clustered on the underside of their

egg mass, feeding little or not at all.

Under favorable conditions, the cater-

pillars begin to construct a tent within a

few days of hatching. The tents are usu-

ally built some distance from the egg mass

at sites nearer to the center of the tree.

Such sites provide numerous branches to

support the tent and a central position

from which to launch feeding forays. Al-

though some species of tent caterpillars

build and then abandon a series of tents

during the life of the colony, the tent es-

tablished by the newly emerged eastern

tent caterpillars is usually permanent and

is enlarged several times each day to ac-

commodate the growing larvae.

There is no evidence that the caterpil-

lars distinguish between their siblings and

caterpillars from other colonies. Larvae

that run into each other often band to-

gether indiscriminately. During years of

heavy infestation, encounters between col-

onies are frequent since as many as twenty

to thirty or more egg masses may be de-

posited on a single host tree. Tent sharing

is common under these circumstances. I

have found up to eleven colonies of cater-

pillars constructing a single tent.

Once tent building is initiated, the cat-

erpillars establish a regular pattern of

daily activity. Such patterns are particu-

larly pronounced in the laboratory, where

the caterpillars are unhampered by incle-

ment weather, natural enemies, or the un-

certainties of finding food. Laboratory

colonies have three to four discrete peri-

ods of activity, more or less evenly spaced

throughout each day. Under field condi-

tions, colonies tend to be active soon after

sunrise, in the early afternoon, at dusk,

. MacGregor: Peter Arnola.

and in the darkness of the early morning

hours.

At the onset of these periods of activity,

caterpillars follow supporting branches to

the tent surface. Small circular openings

along the branches are formed, one above

the other; these are kept clear of silk and

used as both entrances and exits. After as-

sembling on the tent surface, the caterpil-

lars add new silk to the structure during

group spinning bouts that last about an

hour. Each caterpillar stores a large quan-

tity of silk and plays it out as it wanders

back and forth over the tent surface. I was

able to pull as much as 200 cm of silk from

a caterpillar by holding a larva by the

back of its head and slowly winding the

silk it secreted onto a strip of paper rotated

slowly by an electric motor.

Paradoxically, the growth of the tent

depends upon silk shrinkage. The caterpil-

lars spin strands of silk directly upon the

old surfaces of the tent except when they

encounter supporting branches. Here they

crawl a short distance along the branch

and fix their strands to points slightly be-

yond the boundaries of the existing tent.

The mat of new silk, solidly anchored only

at these points, shrinks shortly after being

spun, and lifts from the old surface, form-

ing a taut, concave sheet that is separated

from the previous layer of silk by a sizable

gap. The tent is therefore built up in las-

ers; the spaces between provide sufficient

room to accommodate the entire colony

during rest periods.

When spinning, the caterpillars are

strongly influenced by even subtle differ-

ences in light intensity, adding more silk to

the tent's brighter side. They can easily be

made to construct lopsided tents if a

bright light is placed to one side of the

structure. If tents are experimentally lit

from below, the caterpillars build the

structures upside down. They also enter

their tent through entrances closest to the

prevailing light source. Tents lit from be-

low are entered from the bottom, even

though the caterpillars are rained upon by

fecal pellets, which filter down through

the silk layers.

Because of this photopositive spinning

behavior, the tents are oriented toward the

morning and afternoon sun, enabling the

caterpillars to maximize heat gain during

cold spring days. The tents trap heat in the

same way that miniature greenhouses do.

Steve Peterson, a graduate student at the

State University of New York at Stony

Brook, and I recorded temperatures as

high as 102°F at the center of a cluster of

caterpillars in their tent during a cold but

sunny spring day when the outside tem-

perature was only 52°. The tent walls are
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poor insulators, however, and the tem-

perature inside tents drops to ambient lev-

els soon after the sun sets.

The attraction to light sometimes leads

to unusual behavior. Members of one col-

ony I observed left their tent and climbed

to the top of a street light that passed

through the branches of their host tree.

Unable to spin a formal tent on the lamp's

spherical surface, the colony spun a mat of

silk over the lamp and established a per-

manent resting site that, although exposed

to both natural enemies and the elements,

allowed the caterpillars to bask through

cool nights in the warmth of the lamp.

After enlarging their tent, the caterpil-

lars show strong motivation to move to

feeding sites. If trails leading to food are

experimentally blocked, the larvae show

increasingly frenetic behavior until al-

lowed to feed. When sated, the caterpil-

lars show equally strong motivation to re-

turn to the safety of the tent. If the trail is

blocked to prevent the caterpillars from

reaching their tent, they turn at the im-

passe and retrace their pathways over the

branches. The unabated restlessness of

caterpillars isolated from their tent can be

demonstrated by picking larvae from the

trail and placing them in a circular dish.

The caterpillars, like the pine procession-

ary caterpillars in Fabre's classical study,

soon align themselves head to tail on the

lip of the dish and circle repeatedly One

group of caterpillars treated in this man-

ner marched nonstop for three hours be-

fore we grew weary of watching them.

During this odyssey they walked 250 feet.

125 times the distance between their tent

and feeding sites.

Trees colonized by tent caterpillars

soon became cluttered with silk trails, yet

Newly hatched caterpillars swarm over

the remains ofan egg mass. They have

overwintered asfullyformed individuals

encapsulated in the eggs. Glycerol

in their bodyfluids protected them

from low temperatures.
Terrence D. Filzgerald

we found that caterpillars readily distin-

guish between trails that lead to their

newest food find and older trails leading to

exhausted feeding sites. What is the basis

for this discriminating behavior? When a

silk trail is washed in ether, then allowed

to dry, the caterpillars will no longer fol-

low it, even though the physical structure

of the silk is not disturbed by the treat-

ment. When the ether extract is reapplied

to the same silk, the caterpillars will again

follow the trail. Indeed, the caterpillars

can be made to walk in complete circles or

to follow winding trails by laying out the

trail extract on paper cards. When cater-

pillars are allowed to choose between a

trail prepared from an extract several

days previously and one made from fresh

extract, they follow the latter. The ability

of the caterpillars to discern trail age can

therefore be attributed to the aging of a

chemical cue, a pheromone that is a com-

ponent of the trail.

When I began to study the foraging be-

havior of the tent caterpillar, I knew little

about its trail system, but soon concluded

that the caterpillars were using their trails

to communicate with each other. I ob-

served that hungry caterpillars reacted ex-

citedly to the trails deposited by success-

ful foragers returning to the tent after

feeding. As the hungry caterpillars moved

over the branches of the tree, they

checked trails at each fork and took only

those used by successful foragers. Were

they laying down trails analogous to the

recruitment trails of ants and termites'?

To investigate this possibility. I ar-

ranged for caterpillars to follow one of the

two arms of a forked cherry branch as

they moved from their tent in search of

food. Fresh leaves were placed at the end

of one arm and a branch conipleiely

stripped of leaves at the end of the other.

Caterpillars that visited the defoliated

branch explored restlessly while the other

group fed. Both groups were then allowed

to return to the tent. By placing a fine

thread in the path of each caterpillar, then

lifting it after it had passed. I determined

that the caterpillars in both groups depos-

ited equal quantities o^ silk. Yet, when

their hungry tentmates were allowed to

choose between the two trails, they largely



ignored the arm crossed by the caterpil-

lars that had not fed and followed the

trails of the successful foragers. The cater-

pillars were strongly influenced by these

trails. If, by probing it with a fine brush,

we forced the first caterpillar that re-

turned after feeding to loop completely

around a branch, other caterpillars re-

peated this exact performance as they

passed that point in the trail. Clearly, after

feeding, the caterpillars laid down trails

that contained either substantially more

of the trail-marking chemical or a qualita-

tively diff'erent substance.

Up to this point, I had learned that east-

ern tent caterpillars utilize a trail system

consisting of exploratory and recruitment

components. Caterpillars lay down an ex-

ploratory trail pheromone when they leave

the tent in search of food. Successful for-

agers chemically alter the exploratory

trails they follow as they return to their

tent, causing them to elicit an intense trail-

following response in other caterpillars.

These recruitment trails are extended

onto the tent surface, where they act to

draw hungry caterpillars from the tent

and direct them to food finds. Since cater-

pillars always return to the tent, whether

or not they are successful in locating food,

the tent serves as a center of communica-

tion where hungry caterpillars are alerted

to the discovery of food.

Where, anatomically, does the chemi-

cal marker come from? Edgerly and I ob-

served that successful foragers often

stopped secreting silk when they reached

the tent, yet the response of other caterpil-

lars to the areas of the tent that they

crossed indicated that they continued to

secrete a recruitment trail. Contrary to

our original expectations, two experi-

ments indicated that the trail marker was

not a component of the silk strand.

When the tips of the caterpillars' spin-

nerets were sealed with paraffin to prevent

the secretion of silk, the insects were still

able to produce both exploratory and re-

cruitment trails. Furthermore, when silk

was pulled directly from the spinneret and

laid out in artificial trails, it failed to elicit

a trail-following response. These observa-

tions suggested that the trail marker or

markers were secreted from a site other

Tent caterpillars bask in the

sun or shield themselvesfrom it,

depending on ambient temperatures.

These larvae are strongly influenced

by light, addingmore silk to the

brighter side oftheir tent.

Terrence D, Fitzgerald

than the spinneret. To determine where

the pheromone might be coming from, we
employed a procedure used with consider-

able success in the study of ants.

A number of caterpillars were killed

and their bodies cut crosswise into head,

middle, and abdominal sections. When ex-

tracts of each section of the body were laid

out in lines on paper cards, the extract of

the tip of the abdomen elicited the great-

est trail-following response, providing the

first evidence that the trail marker was se-

creted from this region. This was subse-

quently confirmed, first by sealing the un-

dersurface of the abdominal tip with

paraffin and later by carefully excising

the extreme tip of the abdomen. When so

treated, otherwise healthy caterpillars

were unable to deposit either exploratory

or recruitment trails. Following these dis-

coveries we paid closer attention to the

subtle movements of the caterpillars as

they moved to and from food.

What we saw was remarkable. With the

aid of small magnifying glasses, we could

see that the caterpillars lowered and

brushed the tip of their abdomens along

their newly deposited silk trails as they

moved to feeding sites and again as they

returned to the tent after feeding. At other

times, for example, when they followed

older, well-established trunk trails, the ab-

domen was held several millimeters above

the trail. Thus, caterpillars actively mark

their trails much in the manner of ants and

termites. I was somewhat disconcerted,

however, to find that both exploratory and

recruitment trails were laid down in the

same manner. The basic difference be-

tween the two types of trails thus remains

conjectural. The caterpillars may deposit

little of the marker while exploring or may
even deposit a partly degraded residue left

on the undersurface of the abdomen. Re-

cruiting caterpillars, on the other hand,

may secrete relatively large quantities of a

fully active material or even add a new

component.

In his study of the eastern tent caterpil-

lar published in 1 924, R.E. Snodgrass re-

corded an apparent instance of recruit-

ment, although it was not recognized as

such at the time. He noted that a colony of

caterpillars had completely defoliated its

host tree, and after spending nine hours

searching fruitlessly for leaves, most of the

caterpillars returned to their tent. Several

persisted, however, and found a few

sprouts near the base of the tree. Snod-

grass reported that a "mass meeting" was

being held at the site shortly thereafter

Instinctive behavior such as this may be a

primitive form of altruism since the re-

cruiting insects end up sharing the food

that they find.

Some colonies defoliate their host trees

before the caterpillars reach maturity.

When this happens, the larvae comb
branches incessantly and are extremely

reluctant to leave the denuded host tree,|

even after spending several days without!

food. When they eventually attempt to|

move over the ground, the caterpillarsl

make slow progress through the tangle or

vegetation unless they encounter linear'

objects such as fallen stems of goldenrodj

or the wire of a fence that is attached to|

their tree. Massive sheets of silk com-i

monly build up on the ground at the base

of the tree, attesting to the ambivalence of!

the insects. Searching away from the hosti

tree is a random process, and few colonies:

locate a new tree. Nonetheless, explorers]

are occasionally successful and may re-

turn to their tent to recruit the entire col-,

ony to the new tree. One colony that wej
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Below: Byfollowing silk and chemical

trails laid down by colony members,

eastern lent caterpillars can

locatefresh sources offood and

find their way back to the tent

after they havefinishedfeeding.

Bottom: When a colony has defoliated

its original host, barbed wire

fences make ideal routes in the

searchfor new trees.

both photos by Terrence D I

found had established a trail through tall

grass and was commuting back and forth

between the original tent site and the

newly discovered tree, a distance of more
than three feet. When trees are linked by
fence wire, the caterpillars can move over

much longer distances.

During the spring of 1981, Steve Peter-

son and I decided to determine just how
finely tuned the communication system of

the eastern tent caterpillar was. Did re-

cruitment marking always occur when the

caterpillars fed or did the quantity and
quality of the leaves that the caterpillars

ingested influence their marking behav-

ior? When we arranged for caterpillars to

feed under conditions of crowding so that

all were fed, but none to repletion, they re-

turned to the tent without marking. Simi-

larly, when individuals were allowed to

feed alone but were given insufficient

food, they also failed to mark while return-

ing to the tent. Thus, the caterpillars do

not recruit their tentmates to feeding sites

that are low on food. Such discriminative

behavior is of obvious adaptive value to

colonies.

Although the eastern tent caterpillar

moth lays eggs on a very limited range of

host plants, principally certain cherry and

apple trees in the family Rosaceae, the lar-

vae are able to eat the young leaves of a

number of other species. Steve and I

found that larvae given access to the

young leaves of willow, aspen, blueberry,

and pin cherry, all nonhost trees, fed on

the leaves but recruited significantly less

than a control group given young black

cherry leaves. We also found that caterpil-

lars allowed to feed on the young leaves of

their preferred host plants deposited sig-

nificantly more of the pheromone than

caterpillars allowed to feed only on older

leaves, even though both groups ate ap-

proximately the same quantity.

Our experiments showed that recruit-

ment communication in the eastern tent

caterpillar is remarkably sophisticated.

Caterpillars choose to recruit or not after

assessing the quantity and quality of the

food find. They rely heavily upon chemi-

cal cues: direct interaction does not occur

between the insect that discovers food and

recruits. The number of caterpillars re-



Severe defoliation often results when 20

to 30 egg masses are deposited on

individual trees, right. Ifthe caterpillars

have not reached maturity when this

happens, they comb the bare branchesfor

foodand eventually attempt to move over

ground to a new tree. Masses ofsilk at the

base ofa denuded host, below, attest to

their ambivalence about such ajourney.
Terrence D. FUzgerald

cruited is related to the number that

mark. In these three respects, recruitment

in the tent caterpillar resembles the most

evolutionarily advanced systems em-

ployed by ants.

R.M. Silverstein and Douglas Crump,

both pheromone chemists at the State

University of New York College of Envi-

ronmental Science and Forestry, and I

are currently investigating the underlying

chemical basis of trail following in the

eastern tent caterpillar. Although we have

extracted more than 40,000 caterpillar

tips and nearly four pounds of caterpillar

silk, we have not yet succeeded in charac-

terizing the elusive chemical or chemicals

that form the basis for this trail system. Ja-

nice Edgerly, however, made the interest-

ing discovery that tent caterpillars re-

spond to a chemical contained in some

pencil leads as if it were an authentic trail

pheromone. She observed a stray caterpil-

lar following a pencil line she had ruled on

a page in her notebook. By testing various

brands of pencil leads, we found that

many elicited no response at all while oth-

ers were more effective than the one she

was using when she made her discovery.

We subsequently determined that the re-

sponse was triggered by an unidentified

component of the stearated beef fat or hy-

drogenated fish oil that certain manufac-

turers add to pencil lead. The caterpillars

are sensitive enough to distinguish be-

tween the 3b and 4b leads produced by

one pencil manufacturer.

Why have eastern tent caterpillars

evolved such an advanced system of

chemical communication? Although we

have only begun to investigate this aspect

of the problem, we have some clues re-

garding the selective forces that may have

shaped trail-marking behavior. As cherry

leaves age they become tougher, have less

water, and are of poorer nutritional qual-

ity. Declining host quality, or the rate at

which it occurs, may represent an evolved

strategy on the part of the tree to protect

itself from herbivorous insects. Cooper-

ative foraging based upon elective recruit-

ment marking may in turn, enable colo-

nies of tent caterpillars to maximize their

energy intake per unit of foraging time in

this qualitatively patchy habitat. The sys-

tem leads to efficient communal foraging

by channeling recruits to the most produc-

tive food finds and also facilitates the

abandonment of areas of the tree that

have been defoliated or stripped of young,

palatable leaves. The costs associated with

increased foraging time may include

higher rates of loss to predatory insects

and energy losses due to excessive random

exploration.

While chemical communication in cat-

erpillars is a new and largely unexplored

area of investigation, a few other species

of solitary and presocial caterpillars have

also been shown to incorporate chemical

cues into their trails. Future studies are

likely to reveal that chemical communi-

cation among the more than 100,000 spe-

cies of caterpillars found worldwide is

much more common than we have previ-

ously suspected. D
;l P, Gadomski; Bruce Coleman. I
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Goodbye, Giant Grebe?
Can a flightless water birdfound only on one lake in the Guatemalan highlands

survive guerilla warfare, condominium fever, and Indian reed cutters?

by Anne LaBastille

On a mile-high lake along the moun-

tainous backbone of Guatemala, one of

the rarest birds in the Western Hemi-

sphere is hanging by a thread to a most

precarious existence. The giant pied-billed

(or Atitlan) grebe {Podilymbus gigas)

cannot fly, can barely walk, and lives only

on Lake Atitlan. It is, however, a superb

swimmer and diver.

I first saw this odd water bird in 1 960

while scouting the Guatemalan country-

side for birding spots. At that time, the

bird was not listed in any field guides, and

its natural history was practically un-

known. Intrigued, I decided to stay a few

extra days at Lake Atitlan, make some ba-

sic observations, and run a census. Enlist-

ing the help of a local priest and his motor-

boat, I cruised the entire 65-mile shoreline

of this often rough mountain lake. Our

four-day census resulted in sightings of

ninety-nine grebes. Taking into account

the shortcomings of sight censusing, the

birds' extreme wariness, and the impene-

trability of the reed and cattail beds the

birds inhabit, I estimated an actual popu-

lation size of 200 plus grebes. This figure

corroborated the only other population es-

timate of one hundred pairs made decades

earlier.

During this 1 960 visit I also noted hun-

dreds of American coots, dozens of eared

and least grebes, and various ducks win-

tering on Lake Atitlan. The approxi-

mately 50,000 resident Maya Indians de-

pended on fish, freshwater crabs, and

small plots of com and beans for their live-

lihood and only rarely killed water birds

with slingshots for food. I counted twenty-

seven vacation homes and three hotels on

the lakefront, chiefly along the northern

shore. At that time, dirt roads connected

the thirteen Indian villages along the pre-

cipitous lake slopes, and only one paved

road hnked Lake Atitlan with the Pan

American Highway. With its 1,200-foot-

deep sapphire water, luxuriant reed beds,

and backdrop of three volcanoes towering

to more than 1 1 .000 feet, Atitlan was one

of the most beautiful lakes I had ever seen.

This casual field trip was the start of

twenty years of intermittent study of the

grebes, their habitat, and Lake Atitlan's

aquatic ecosystem. Between 1964 and
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This Atitlan grebe 's head and throat

are swollen as part ofits territorial

display. Ifan intruding male is

not cowed by the resident 's threats,

a beak-slashing, wing-beatingfight

may ensue.
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With afreshly captured hellgrammite

danglingfrom her beak, afemale grebe

heads back to the nest tofeed

her voracious young. Theprey

is the carnivorous larva ofa

large aquatic insect.

David G Allen

1968, 1 spent a total of twenty-five months

of fieldwork in Guatemala and conducted

annual or biannual checks from 1969

through 1980. My data indicate that mod-

em technology and politics are endanger-

ing the grebe's survival, the well-being of

the local Indian inhabitants, and the ecol-

ogy of Lake Atitlan.

The giant pied-billed grebe is one of

twenty species in the family Podicipe-

didae, four of which occur in Central

America. The first specimens were col-

lected in 1862, but scientists concluded

that the bird was probably a subspecies of

the common pied-billed grebe. Not until

1929 was it recognized as a full species.

Today, the giant and common pied-billed

grebes are considered the only members

of their genus.

Speculations on the evolutionary his-

tory of the giant pied-billed grebe take two

courses. One is that the birds may be a

remnant population of a formerly wide-

spread species. If so, a number of factors

might have caused their gradual decrease

to a small, localized population. Foremost

might be a changing environment and cli-

mate. If the birds had been suited to the

cooler periods of the Pleistocene, then, as

lowland climates warmed, the species

could have withdrawn from the lowlands

to higher, cooler mountain lakes such as

Atitlan. Other mortality factors might

subsequently have caused the limited dis-

tribution of the giant grebes we see today.

An alternative explanation is that the

bird shares an ancestor with the common
pied-billed grebe or has even evolved from

it. Fossils of this migratory species have

been found in late Pleistocene and early

Recent deposits in California, Florida,

Mexico, and Brazil. Today, the common
pied-billed grebe ranges from Canada to

southern Argentina. Stray migrants could

have stopped at Lake Atitlan during Pleis-

tocene times. Living conditions were good

and, perhaps, as colonization, inbreeding,

and mutations occurred, the birds lost

their migrator}' urge. Through such proc-

esses the common pied-billed grebes

might have become permanent residents

at Lake Atitlan and evolved into giant

pied-billed grebes.

The lake's environment would have en-

couraged the emergence of sturdier, more

powerful birds. Colonizing grebes would

have been forced to seek aquatic food at

greater physical expense than their ances-

tors, because they would have had to dive

deeper and longer while searching for fish

in the submerged vegetation of the lake.

This type of foraging places a premium on

diving rather than flying; thus, increased

body size would have been adaptive.

One of my first areas of investigation

was the giant pied-billed grebe's apparent

lack of flying ability. Nowhere in the lit-

erature was there a positive statement that

the bird is incapable of flight. But a study

of its body features, together with my field

observations—I never saw a grebe fly

—

showed that it is highly improbable, if not

impossible, that this bird could become

airborne. Giant grebes are often seen run-

ning over the water surface for 100 to 300

feet while flapping their wings rapidly.

This "patter flying" is a form of locomo-

tion used by juveniles when escaping dan-

ger and by adults trying to avoid having

food snatched by another bird. I never saw

a grebe go onto land by choice, and the

two that I saw chased onto land by people

in boats could barely waddle.

The posterior location of their legs and

the wide lobes on their toes enable the

grebes to dive and swim easily, both on the

surface and under water. Birds swimming

submerged employ their legs and feet for

propulsion; their wings are only occasion-

ally used to make sharp turns or when

passing through thick aquatic vegetation.

Most grebes stay close to their territories

or feeding grounds, but a few unattached

individuals travel several miles by alter-

nating surface swimming, diving, and un-

derwater movement.

The giant pied-billed grebe uses five

types of dives in daily routines and re-

productive activities. The "working dive"

is a smooth, simple, head first movement

used to obtain food and nest material.

When making the "accordion alarm

dive," the bird scarcely raises a ripple as it

sinks. Its belly folds down into the water,

and its head and tail follow. This dive is

used as a prelude to reconnaissance moves

when the bird is mildly alarmed. The

"power dive," an abrupt forward and

downward surge, usually ends with the

bird kicking up water with its legs. This is

clearly a display of aggression and is also

used to make an escape. Another dive

used to escape an aggressor or when

frightened is the "patter plunge dive,"

which takes place after patter flying. The

"ducking dive" seems to be used only as a

courtship display. It is a stylized form of

the working dive, in which the head is
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elaborately ducked into the water, fol-

lowed by a smooth and fluid body dive.

One maneuver that makes it extremely

difficult to find the birds in rough water is

"periscope surveying." The grebes float

largely submerged with only their heads

or nostrils and eyes protruding above the

surface. This tactic often follows the ac-

cordion alarm dive and brings to mind a

submarine in stealthy surveillance.

Giant pied-billed grebes are primarily

1 eaters of small fish (which constitute

about 56 percent of their diet), although

they also take aquatic insects, snails, and

possibly crabs. Their principal feeding

grounds are submerged beds of aquatic

plants growing at depths of ten to thirty

feet. The birds make dives that average

thirty-five seconds for males and twenty-

seven seconds for females. When I began

field observations, I found that the total

time required for prey capture when feed-

ing averaged eleven minutes for males and

thirty minutes for females. The males

probably foraged more successfully be-

cause their larger size enabled them to re-

main submerged longer.

Only 4 to 15 percent of the dives re-

sulted in food being caught, indicating a

scarcity of food items in Lake Atitlan.

Further evidence of this was the lack of

crabs in stomach samples of grebes. Yet

the freshwater crab Potamocarcinus gua-

temalensis had formerly been abundant

here. Indian crab fisheries in the lake date

as far back as 1 622, and a number of or-

nithologists believe that the giant grebes

may have adapted to feed primarily on

these large crustaceans. This would ac-

count for the bird's powerful, heavy bill

and massive head, neck, and jaw muscula-

ture.

Additional study was to prove that a

dramatic change was occurring in the

lake's ecosystem and that the grebes (and

perhaps other water birds) were adversely

aff"ected because they were unable to find

suitable and sufficient food. My next two

censuses (in 1965 and 1966) revealed no

more than eighty to ninety birds on the

lake. By that time, I was familiar with the

entire population of Atitlan grebes, rec-

ognizing almost every individual by sight

and by its response to my tape recordings

of territorial calls. Those censuses proba-

bly had no more than a 10 percent error

factor.

What became clear to me was that the

introduction in 1958 and 1960 of large-

mouth bass and three other exotics (small-

mouth bass, crappies, and Tilapia) into

the lake had caused a drastic change in

the numbers, age classes, and species of

native forage fishes. This, in turn, pro-

duced a shift in water bird foraging ac-

tivities and feeding success. Bass, as

evidenced by their stomach contents,

competed directly with grebes for small

fish, crabs, snails, and insects. And bass

were most likely preying directly on giant

grebe chicks, since these voracious fish

are known to eat young birds.

Shortly after the introduction of exotic

fish, the populations of native shallow-

water fishes and crabs declined abruptly,

disrupting the food web of Lake Atitlan.

Native species were not necessarily eradi-

cated from the lake, but were reduced to

levels too low for utilization as a food

source by both grebes and local Indians.

Further indications of massive ecosystem

alteration emerged from my survey of In-

dian fishermen and the findings of a medi-

cal-anthropological team in the village of

Santiago Atitlan. At least a hundred In-

dian men from Santiago had engaged in

fishing and crabbing during the 1950s,

and small fish and crabs were a major

source of protein and food in the diets of

the native villagers. Of the fishermen

questioned between 1965 and 1968, the

majority indicated that native fish had de-

clined three to six years before. Many
blamed bass for the ruined fishery, and

some recounted that their catches had

dropped from a maximum of twenty to

forty pounds of native fish taken per day

in fish corrals and traps, to a low of two to

five pounds per day of bass and crappies

caught with small baited hooks and lines.

Crabmen told me that a night's catch had

formerly yielded five to six dozen crabs,

but their take had dropped to one to two

dozen per night. Moreover, crabs had

moved from the lakeshore and shallows to

depths of more than one hundred feet, pre-

sumably because of predation pressure b\'

bass.

The results of my survey agreed sub-

stantially with those of the medical-an-

thropological team, which stated:

The decline of fishing as a source of supple-

mentary income had a definite effect on

family economy. It also modified dietar}

practices in the entire village [Santiago Ati-

tlan] by bringing about a conspicuous de-

crease in the consumption of fish. It influ-

enced land prices and migratory work



An Indian reed cutter harvests his

crop along the shoreline ofLake

Atitlan. The reeds are used to make
mats and chair seats, a cottage

industry that alters the habitat

ofthe giant pied-billed grebes.
David G, Allen

patterns by eliminating an economic alter-

native utilized by some 200 families.

The shift from numerous, small, her-

bivorous and predatory fishes to fewer,

larger, mostly predatory ones caused a loss

in the total weight of fish caught in Lake

Atitlan. This unwise introduction of bass

also had negative impacts on grebes be-

cause of new pressures of competition and

predation and because these exotic fishes

are difficult for grebes to catch, hold, and

swallow.

The control of bass and crappie popula-

tions in Lake Atitlan is impractical, if not

impossible, due to the lake's size and

depth. By 1960-61, some bass had

reached 1 . 1 pounds and, well nourished by

the abundant native fishes and crabs, were

beginning to reproduce. By the end of

1961, sport fishermen were catching bass

of more than six pounds, indicating a near-

record growth rate. Some ten-pound spec-

imens were also taken. Following this ini-

tial population explosion, however, large

bass began to decrease. By 1963, smaller

specimens were being taken. By 1965, the

population of bass had crashed and lev-

eled off. Native fish, crabs, and grebes

had reached their lowest recorded points.

Of the nineteen species of fish reported in

the literature between 1866 and 1967,

only six were recovered from the lake in

1974; four were the introduced exotics.

Seeing the grebes at such a dangerously

low level prompted me to focus on their

reproductive cycle. If the species was

headed for extinction, as it appeared, then

information on breeding behavior and re-

quirements was vital to any attempt at

saving them.

From what I observed, male and female

grebes appear to form long-term pairs that

inhabit the same territory indefinitely.

The most dramatic displays employed by

giant grebes are in defense of these territo-

ries. A resident male usually watches over

a stretch of reeds or cattails about three

hundred feet long, thirty to fifty feet wide,

and running from shore to ten- to fifteen-

foot depths. If an intruder approaches a

territorial boundary, the resident first

faces him with a "forward threat" dis-

play—in which the head and neck are

pointed out while the body is submerged

until only back, crown, and bill are readily

visible—then advances toward the in-

truder with a torpedolike rush, often push-

ing a big ripple ahead of his body. This ad-

vance may convince the other bird to flee.

If not, a strong aggressive show follows be-

tween the two males along their territorial

boundary. The birds face each other with

heads, necks, and tails stiffly erect, their

throats and necks swollen to maximum
size. They swim beside each other, less

than a foot apart, then slowly pivot back to

back, side to side, and face to face. Often

this swimming and pivoting is interrupted

by exaggerated preening, an apparent dis-

placement of their aggressive feelings.

They then swim back along the territorial

boundary, which seems as tangible as a

fence line. After five minutes or so, the

birds retreat from each other either by a

series of dives or by swimming apart while

kicking back spurts of water.

Occasionally, however, active fighting

takes place. Grappling grebes try to grasp

the nape of the neck or slash at the head

with their beaks. They will struggle breast

to breast or rear in the water and beat their

wings against each other. After one or two

minutes, one finally breaks away. The

winner will usually chase the vanquished

male by patter flying. Fighting and chas-

ing are normal among giant pied-billed

grebes, especially where territories lie

next to one another rather than in isolated

patches of vegetation.

Giant grebes announce their March

breeding season with increased vocaliza-

tions. As with other species of grebes, vo-

cal displays figure prominently in enforc-

ing pair bonds, establishing and defending

territories, and in maintaining contact
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At the ripe age oftwo hours,

a chick perches alertly on the

rim ofthefloating nest, which

is anchored in a bed ofreeds.

Average clutch sizefor these

grebes is 2.6 eggs.

among family members. Since the Atitlan

grebes usually roost and nest within shore-

line vegetation where visibility is poor,

calls are an important means of communi-

cation.

Males utter an intense, undulating,

braying call, which is definitely territorial.

While calling, a bird's throat is swollen,

showing off its black throat patch; its neck

is hunched; its head pointed forward. I

named this the "gulping-cow territorial

call." Another call often heard between

mated pairs is a rapid, penetrating chatter,

emitted as a warbling duet or by one

partner. This "hen-flicker recognition call"

serves as a greeting when male and female

meet in their graceful "swimming to-

gether" courtship display or when they are

separated within the reed beds. The most

simple vocalization is a single, short

caution call—a "poc"—given when a dis-

turbed adult nears its nest, mate, or brood.

Poc, the Tzutuhil Maya name for the giant

grebe, is undoubtedly taken from this call.

While the swimming together courtship

display can be seen on open water, the

other reproductive behaviors take place

largely within shoreline vegetation, where

the impenetrable habitat makes observa-

tions impossible. In the three breeding

seasons for which I was present at Lake

Atitlan, I found only twenty nests.

Nest building and copulation begin in

late March. The giant pied-billed grebe's

nest is a cone-shaped, floating, compact,

sodden mass of old reed and cattail stalks

and roots, with no mud or sand used. Set

well within the shoreline vegetation to

avoid strong waves, the entire mass may
weigh between sixty and one hundred

pounds. The eggs are laid in April. The

largest clutch I found contained five whit-

ish eggs; the smallest, one. Average clutch

size is 2.6 eggs per nest. Both parents

share the incubation duties, which last

into May. When one bird leaves the nest

unattended, it covers the eggs with a thick

layer of wet aquatic vegetation, which in

time stains the eggs a blotchy brown. The

young growing grebes accompany their

parents from late May to September.

I was fortunate to find two clutches in

which an egg had just hatched. This was

the first time a baby giant pied-billed

grebe had ever been photographed or

scientifically described. The precocious

youngsters were able to move nimbly al-

most as soon as their down had dried and

flulTed. One of the chicks, about two

hours old, scrambled over the nest rim,

dove two feet under water, and paddled to-

ward its parents, which were hidden

nearby giving a low poc call. New chicks

have zebra-striped plumage, scarlet lores

and eye areas, and white bills with a zig-

zag black mark. During the second week

of life, the original plumage changes to a

secondary downy plumage of smoke gray

or buff brown with black-and-white

stripes remaining only in the neck area.

The scarlet lores begin to fade, while two

tawny brown patches appear behind a

blackish cap. At this stage the young

grebes are called stripeheads.

Early in the development of young

chicks, parents bring them tiny fish and

aquatic insects. While waiting, the chicks

keep up a steady, high-pitched peeping.

Once fed, they become silent for a short

time. As with common pied-billed grebes

and loons, the giant grebe chicks are car-

ried on the parents' backs, close to the

wings. But sometimes when a parent

dives, the chick may float loose and pop up

to the surface.

At ten to twelve weeks, the estimated

time of independence, the young are well

camouflaged in color. Their stripes are al-

most gone and the bare skin of the face is a

neutral flesh tone. The rest of the bird is

buff" brown or gray. After twelve weeks,

the young are juveniles and are on their

own. The parents may show mild aggres-

sion toward them and swim away with any

food caught. The juveniles have no home

site or territory. They seem to skulk along

the shoreline, often hiding close to the

brown and gray rocks, or they may join a

sibling or flock of coots, gallinules. or

ducks. Mortality at this stage is probably

the highest of their life span. They are less

adept at foraging than adults, and, proba-

bly because of the presence of the bass,

they seem hard pressed to find food. I of-

ten saw juveniles struggling to swallow-

small bass, whose shape and finniness ap-

parently prevent easy ingestion.

Overall mortality of grebes of all ages

rose substantially from 1960 to 1966. Dur-

ing this short time the population declined

from roughly two hundred birds to eighty.

Other than crappies and bass, vertebrate

predators did not constitute a serious

threat, Wealthy sportsmen in fast boats

occasionally killed waterfowl indiscrimi-

nately in large numbers, but were not a

major problem.

About 1967. the grebes began to in-
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This view ofLake AtitIan was takenfrom
the north shore, 2.000feet above the

lake. The volcanoes in the background.

Mount AtitIan (1 1,500feet) and Mount
Tollman (10, 300feet} are representative

ofthis geologically active region.

crease, probably as a result of the decline

in bass. A count made in May of 1969

yielded a total of 1 22 birds, or a 35 percent

increase. By April of 1973, a census

showed 189, or another 20 percent in-

crease from the lowest point in 1965-66.

The populations of small native fish and

freshwater crabs had likewise increased.

At that time, I estimated that the carrying

capacity of Lake Atitlan for giant grebes

was roughly 250 to 280 birds.

In addition to the threats to their food

supplies, a second serious limiting factor

for grebes is the cutting of their habitat

—

mainl}- reeds—to supply a cottage indus-

tr)' of woven mats and seats. Prior to 1965,

practically ever\' bit of the shoreline vege-

tation was owned or leased by native cut-

ters or cooperatives. At least 1,000 to

1,500 mats and 500 seats were produced

each year at the thirteen lake villages. The

harvest removed 10 to 20 percent of the

total reed crop in 1965. Measurements

showed that 15.5 miles, or 24 percent, of

the 65-mile lake circumference was grown

to reeds and cattails. About two-thirds of

that area was in the bay of Santiago Ati-

tlan and the adjacent south shore.

Since reed cutters clear-cut sections of

reeds, they often smash water bird nests

and eggs in the process. Therefore it

seemed imperative to regulate this activ-

ity, especially during the grebe nesting pe-

riod, March through August. A general

decree was sent out by the governor of

Solola (the province in which the lake lies)

totally prohibiting the cutting of reeds and

cattails between April 10 and August 1.

However, this had serious economic and

social drawbacks for the Indians' cottage

industry, and a more realistic and lenient

plan had to be formulated.

Subsequent discussions involving the

Indian reed cutters and government offi-

cials culminated in a 1968 presidential de-

cree that prohibits cutting from May 1 to

August 1 5. It stipulates that each man cut

only half his plot one year and half the

next, so as to leave some undisturbed

cover throughout the year. While it is un-

fortunate that April is not included in the

ban, the Guatemalan authorities felt it im-

portant to allow cutting during this month

since it is the end of the dry season, and

reeds need to be thoroughly dried in the

sun before weaving or storage.

To insure overall protection and man-

agement of the endangered grebes, I

started a cooperative conservation cam-

paign, Operation Protection of the Poc, in

conjunction with the Guatemalan Minis-

try of Agriculture and various foreign con-

servation organizations. The first and

most crucial step was to control egg steal-

ing, reed cutting, and poaching and shoot-

ing by sportsmen, through patrols and le-

gal enforcement by the ministry's Division

of Fauna. A 1 959 presidential decree pro-

hibits hunting of giant grebes and other

water birds at Lake Atitlan (the water sur-

face is a national park), and the 1968 reed

decree served to protect the habitat. Ed-

gar Bauer, a longtime lake resident and

coffee grower who was to become my
close colleague, was hired as a year-round

game warden. Uniforms and equipment

were provided through grants from the

National Geographic Society, the Inter-

national Council for Bird Preservation,

the Smithsonian Institution, and the

Worid Wildlife Fund.

As a guard against the possible extinc-

tion of grebes, a small protected refuge

was established in which at least two pairs

of birds could be kept safely as a breeding

nucleus. An official inauguration was

held, and the government's Division of

Fauna took overjurisdiction and operation

of the National Giant Grebe Refuge.

By this time I felt that Operation Pro-

tection of the Poc had done its job as a cat-

alyst: it had focused attention on this en-

dangered species, improved its habitat, set

up legal protection, and attempted to in-

still concern and understanding among
Guatemalans for a unique resource. The

campaign had been founded on the behef

that conservation can succeed in develop-

ing countries if practical motivations such

as economics and national pride are har-

nessed.

Because of my longtime interest, I re-

mained involved in the project, and be-

tween 1968 and 1980, I made annual or

semiannual visits to recensus grebes and

check on the refuge. The government put

in a dirt road to the visitor center, added a

regional office and dormitory for field per-

sonnel, supported the game warden, and

supplied gas and oil for the patrol boat.

The grebes were not safe, though, by any

means. A combination of unpredictable

natural forces and social conflicts rooted

in the inequities of Guatemalan society

and in international politics has clouded

the grebe's future.

During the last decade, the Indian

population of Lake Atitlan has increased
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Twofour-week-oldchicksswim alongside

their mother. Known at this stage

asstripeheads, they will begin

assuming adult coloration in about

seven weeks. One chick is chasing the

other, probably trying to stealfood.
David G. Allen

rapidly (probably doubled), and, perhaps

more significant as far as the grebes are

concerned, so has the number of vacation-

ers and visitors. Many Indians have sold

farmland to Guatemalan city people or

foreigners, and land values have soared.

In 1960, 1 had counted 27 vacation homes

around the lake. In 1980, I counted 315

vacation homes (with more under con-

struction), two new luxury waterfront ho-

tels, and a fourteen-story, three-tower con-

dominium. Few, if any, of these new

property owners realize the importance of

reed and cattail beds to the functioning of

Atitlan's aquatic ecosystem. Moreover,

they are not covered by the law on reed

cutting. Boathouses, docks, beach huts,

and retaining walls often accompany new

dwellings, destroying the natural shore-

line. Property owners may clear reeds and

cattails for beaches or in the belief that

this eliminates mosquitoes and water

snakes. Sewage facilities are often sus-

pect. Consequently, the surge in tourism

and real estate development has substan-

tially reduced and degraded the habitat,

thereby affecting the water birds, the fish-

ery, and the Indian reed cutters.

Another threat of immense proportions

appeared in 1969, when Guatemala's Na-

tional Institute of Electrification (INDE)
proposed a major hydroelectric project.

The plan was to use Lake Atitlan as a nat-

ural reservoir with underwater outlets to

the Pacific slope, thereby achieving a fall

of more than 2,000 feet for hydropower.

The lake was to undergo a temporary low-

ering of twenty-five to forty feet and a per-

manent lowering of twenty-three feet be-

tween 1970 and 1980. This would elim-

inate large sections of the principal habi-

tat for water birds, fish, crabs, and other

aquatic life, as well as the materials used

in the Indian reed-weaving industry. In

addition, four diversion tunnels would

convey water from highland rivers to com-

pensate in part for the drop in lake level.

Since some of these rivers are muddy and

contaminated, they would increase the

turbidity, pollution, and eutrophication

rate of Lake Atitlan, jeopardizing both the

tourist industry and human health.

Fortunately, many international con-

servationists became aware of this project

and wrote letters to INDE and high-level

government officials. The hydroelectric

project was subsequently shelved and al-

ternative sources of power have been

sought to ease Guatemala's growing need

for electricity.

In 1976, a disastrous earthquake struck

Guatemala, killing 22,000 people. This

natural calamity had a direct impact on

giant grebes. Earth tremors opened under-

ground cracks and the water level in Lake

Atitlan was abruptly lowered. The lake

has no surface outlets and only a few sur-

face inlets. Water enters by two streams,

springs, and direct runoff, and leaves by

underground channels and seep holes in

the permeable lava flows that block the

lake along its southern shore. Normally,

there is a small annual fluctuation be-

tween the wet and dry seasons. But since

the earthquake, the lake has not regained

its usual level. Atitlan has dropped four-

teen feet in five and a half years, although

the trend now appears to be slowly taper-

ing off. This drop placed stress on aquatic

plants, killing some reed beds outright and

thinning others. The falling water level

has joined land development to greatly di-

minish grebe habitat. In 1980, 1 measured

the shoreline vegetation again and found

practically all of the north, east, and west

shores denuded. Only six miles of the orig-

inal fifteen and a half miles are still grown

to reeds and cattails, a 60 percent loss.

To combat this natural catastrophe,

game warden Bauer initiated a reed-trans-

planting program. He enlisted the volun-

tary assistance of Indian cutters in the bay

of Santiago Atitlan and they spent several

days digging reeds from recently exposed

shorelines and transplanting them to

deeper water. Between 1977 and 1980,

Bauer oversaw the transplanting of 75,000

reed plants, with a 75 percent survival

rate. At the same time, he made a new

census of the giant grebes. The birds had

decreased again to approximately eighty

individuals. They will probably continue

declining in numbers until the lake level

stabilizes and better protection of their

habitat can be achieved.

Not surprisingly, the escalating politi-

cal violence in Guatemala, where a mili-

tary government and right-wing extrem-

ists are battling leftist guerrillas, and

where politically motivated killings are

commonplace, has badly disrupted the ef-

fort to protect and save the grebes. Fight-

ing in the vicinity of Santiago Atitlan first

curtailed the game warden's patrols and

reed transplantation. Then, in May 1982,

Edgar Bauer was machine-gunned to

death by unidentified assailants.

What the future holds for the giant

pied-billed grebes of Lake Atitlan is any-

one's guess. During the last twenty years,

the birds have been beset by hunters, the

introduction of bass, reed cutting, land

development, a power-project proposal, an

earthquake, and the effects of political vi-

olence.

Continued political turmoil may, per-

versely, help the grebes by depressing the

pace of real estate development around

the lake. On the other hand, without the

warden's efforts, grebes could fall prey to

poachers. For the long term, of course, ef-

fective protection requires development

and enforcement of an ecologically sensi-

tive land-use plan for the Lake Atitlan

area. But no mere planning measures can

be meaningful until a lasting peace is

achieved. After twenty years of watching

these jaunty grebes I have learned that the

price of conservation is unremitting vigi-

lance—and sometimes tears. D
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ADVERTISEMENT

1 Million Famous LCD
Quartz Calendar Watches

To Be Sold For Only *4 Apiece
In Mammoth Publicity Drive

All who wish to apply for a watch

should write to the company before

Midnight, April 30, 1983

NEW YORK—One million famous

LCD Quartz calendar watches will

be sold as part of a publicity

campaign for only $4 apiece to the

first one million persons who apply

in writing to the company before

Midnight, April 30, 1983.

These are the same nationally publi-

cized LCD watches advertised in The

New York Times, TV Guide, Parade

and other leading publications, with

a built-in computer so powerful it

never needs winding and which is ac-

curate to within seconds per month.

Time and date are displayed in full

Quartz digital mode; and a unique

"backlight" allows viewing even at

night or in total darkness.

These famous LCD Quartz calendar

watches will not be sold at this price

by the company in any store. To
obtain one at this price, apply in

writing to the company address

(below) no later than Midnight,

April 30, 1983.

© 1983 Carter & Van Peel, Ltd

Each watch carries a full one-year

money back guarantee and will be

replaced by the company, free of

charge, if it ever fails to function.

There is a limit of two (2) watches per

address at this price, but requests

which are mailed early enough (be-

fore April 21) are permitted to order

up to 5 watches.

To apply for an LCD Quartz calen-

dar watch, mail your name and ad-

dress and this original printed notice

together with $4 for each watch

desired. Add only $2 shipping and

handling no matter how many
watches you are requesting.

NOTE: Specify model and color

choice for each watch as follows:

Men's Gold (Item #20710A),
(Item #207208),
(Item #207300,
(Item #20740D).

Mail to: Carter & Van Peel, Ltd.,

Calendar Watch, Dept. 569-21, Box
1723, Hicksville, New York 11802.

(V20700)

Men's Silver

Ladies' Gold
Ladies' Silver



For the ninth year, we invite adven-

turous travelers to join us on our

fascinating

Naturalist s Safari

in Rajasthan
with three days at Tiger Haven in

Uttar Pradesh and attendance at the

Pushkar camel fair by full moon:

NOVEMBER 11 TO
DECEMBER 3, 1983

This original tour of Northern India is

designed for people whose interests

lie in watching and photographing

animals and birds in their natural

surroundings, riding elephants and
walking in unspoiled countryside.

The tour offers a great variety of

wonderful scenery, as well as the

opportunity of studying flora from
Himalayan foothills to the desert. In

Delhi. Agra and the great palace

citiesofchivalric Rajasthan— Jaipur,

Jodhpur and Udaipur — we stay in

deluxe hotels: accommodations on
safari are at lodges in wildlife parks

and under canvas in the sandstone
hills of the Raiasthan desert

Detailed brochure available from

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC
705 WASHINGTON STREET. NEW YORK, NY 10014

TELEPHONE (2121 691 7429

PREMIUM LEATHER by

Hanover Shoe
FREE CATALOG shows Hundreds of

ess 3nd casoo styles Available in

a a^ge range c' sizes ana widths
Se^d for free 32-page color cota-
cg ana special money-saving In-

troductory Offer Hanoverrthe
ome known for premium quolit\'

since 1899, Catalog includes
shirts, ties, accessories
and women's shoes

j Clip ana mail to

I The Hanover Shoe, Inc.
I Dept 9260, Box 340. Hanover. PA 17331

I Send free cataJog to:

I Nome

J Address

I City

State

Countryside Walks

Through quaint villages and

lovely scenery. Along medieval footpaths,

prehistoric and Roman tracks. Tours in

England, Scotland and Wales. Relaxed,

easy pace . . . Country inns . .

.

Please s

Name:_

nd me further information:

Country Walking Holidays i707i 584-04i i

6195-H Santa Clara PL. Rohnert Park. CA 94928

Celestial Events

by Thomas D. Nicholson

All Month Saturn and Jupiter come into

better viewing positions this month, even

though they still rise relatively late. Sat-

urn is up by 1 1 :00 P.M. or so early in Febru-

ar}- and by about 10:00 late in the month;

Jupiter follows it by two to three hours. In

the morning, before daw^n. both are well

up in the south, to the left (east) of Spica,

Virgo's brightest star. The waning moon
passes them early in February. Mercury is

also a morning star this month, best for a

week or so before and after the 8th but still

not very good.

In the evening. Venus and Mars are

above the horizon when the sim goes

down, but not by very much. Mars ^
much too dim to be seen so low in the sk>

but you may see the much brighter Venus,

especially later in the month, low in the

west during twilight. Don't fret if you miss

it for it will be easier to find in the next sev-

eral months.

February 1 : The moon is stiU below the

horizon during the early evening hours

Now waning, about four days past full, ii

rises as a gibbotis moon at about 10:0(

P.M. among the stars in Virgo. Later ai

night, about three or four hours past mid-

night, the moon is high in the south anc

Although they are now "morningstars," rising fate at night, Jupiter andSaturn h

become increasinglyprominent as eveningobjects this springandsummer. Their

positions among the stars at the middle ofeach month in 1 983 areshown here

(January is "1
. "February "2,"andsoforth). Saturn 's movement can befollowed

through theyear with reference to the bright star^pica, in Virgo, and Jupiter's

movement can befollowed with reference to /^tares, in Scorpius. Note thatSatw
while approachingSpica early in theyear, doesn't reach it before resuming its

normal (easterly) motion in early July. Jupiter, on the other hand, goes through a

"triple"conjunction with Antares, passing it goingeast in February, returning to

pass it in May during theplanet's retrograde (easterly) motion, andpassingAnta

for the third time in October after resiiming easterly motion again.

Jupiter

ANTARES
SCORPIUS
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hree bright objects curve to its left and

liown toward the eastern horizon. Nearest

s Spica. Next is the planet Saturn, about

IS bright as Spica. Jupiter, well to the left

ind lower, is by far the brightest.

February 2: The moon passes above

Spica early this evening, while both are

jelow the horizon. About midnight, when

hey are up in the east, the moon is be-

ween and above both Spica (to the right)

ind Saturn.

February 3: Rising about midnight near

he border between Virgo and Libra, the

noon is almost in line with nearby Saturn

ind distant Spica, which are to the moon's

west (right) and in that order. During the

late morning hours of the 4th, Jupiter will

be easily found, well to the left of the

moon, near the horizon.

February 4: Last-quarter moon, a morn-

ing object visible after midnight, is in Li-

bra. Jupiter rises more than two hours

later and moves up the sky below and to

the moon's left.

February 6: Jupiter and the waning

crescent moon rise virtually together at

about 2:00 a.m. The moon passes above

Jupiter (conjunction) at about 8:00 a.m.

February 8: Mercury, at its maximum
separation to the right of the sun (greatest

rrGEO ExPEDiTiONSi^
Escorted and Independent Tours

Wildlife, Ecology
& Cultural Tours

Galapagos Islands Ecuador Peru
Venezuela Tanzania Kenya Bhutan
Indonesia Philippines Micronesia

Papua New Guinea Australia
Iceland & Greenland

Remote Patrols

For free literature write or call

P.O. Box 27136-C Oakland, CA 94602
Telephone 415/530-4146

'j Treasures
From The Earth

Color Portfolio of Natural
Specimens and Catalog

of Minerals, Display
Stands, Bool^s and

Natural Jewelry, $3.00

Dover Scientific
Box 6011C Long Island City, NY 11106

Greenland
~-\l Day Air .Sea \cnturcs

Montreal-.\U)n[rcal

From $1,750 all-inclusive

Call: ( 212 ) 869-40^6 or 0831 l-lS. ( 800 ) 221-1666

Greenland Cruises. Inc. 500 Fifth .\venue. NTC lOHO

iMii rmT¥7?:i
Uslns non-t«chnIcaI Uniruage and
a light touch Roy Hankopf gives
you a basic understanding of
many everyday applications of
niathematlca. He takes the reader
from simple counting to trigo-

nometry and calculus, empha-
sizing the practical aspects of
math. Humorously written.

Learn rruxth in the comfort
of your own home at min*
imum cost.

EMERSON BOOKS. INC.
Dept SSl-G.Verptenck NV

10596

10 Day Money Back Guarantee

^
Wild
Rivers
Idaho

«^^^'

• Regularly scheduled six-day raft trips

on ihe Salmon River

• Custom trips also available

• Dutch oven cooked meals,

experienced guides and lirst-rate

equipment

• Small group size (8-24) assures quality

Wilderness experience

Write or call for free brochure

P Box 7005- NH 83. Boise Idaho 83707
Telephone (208) 343-7728
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A homework.

It takes a lot of

time and energy to

build the house you'll

call home.
At Lindal, we can

help make the job easier.

And harder.

Easier because we answer a lot of

the questions. Materials? You get the

warmth, the durability, the beauty of

Western Red Cedar. Construction?

Fbst-and-beam for peak performance
in design. Energy efficiency? The
best—from thermal windows to

R63 roofs.

And we make the job harder in

that we give

you so many out-

standing house plans to

choose from: 60 in all. Plus

custom designs.

For only $4, you can start your

homework with our new planbook.

Write Lindal Cedar Homes, EG. Box
24426, Seattle, WA 98124- In Can-
ada write Box 2080, New Westmin-
ster, B.C. V3L5A3. Or call toll-free

and use MasterCard or Visa.

1-800-426-0536
In Washington call 206-725-0900.

AliinDRliCEDRRHOmES

Wildlife Tours

Wildlife safaris Tanzania,

Kenya, Botswana

Gorilla viewing Rwanda

*,1 Andes, Amazon and

1;^^ Galapagos islands

many other trips

Travel with the experts

Adventures International

4421-N Albert St., Oakland, CA
(415) 531-6564

II

EUROPE BY CAR

I

ONE ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK, NY 10020
Phone: (212) SS1-3040

9000 SUNSET BLVD., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 900B9
Phone: (213)272-0424

SAVINGS ON CAR RENTAL • PURCHASE
AL»0 UWIL/YOUTM PA««

I

GARDENER'S
EDEN
Roam through the pages of The
Gardener's Eden catalog— you'll find

a varied collection of unusual, useful

tools and accessories for gardening

outdoors and in. We've selected

products from the U.S. and abroad
on the basis of craftsmanship

and practicality. Write for your

free catalog

.

GARDENER'S Eden
Dept. 403 • Box 7307 • San Francisco, CA 941 20

JOURNEY TO ^

SERENDIP
Explore the splendid art and sculpture of

Sri Lanka, sparkling isle of Serendip.

Visit ancient cities of Aninadhapura,
Polonnaniwa and Sigiriya, Randy's Temple of

Tooth, the tea country of Nuwaia Eliya.

Extensions to the coral atolls of the

Maldives, the temple cities of South India

and the Himalayan kingdom of Nepal.

For brocbuie cell your travel agent or

JOURNEYWORLD
155 E, 55th St., New York NY 10022

k Tel; (2121 752-8308 i

Museum Reproductions from
The People's Republic of China

HAND CAST AND HAND TOOLED
BRASS / BRONZE / CERAMICS

Write for brochures

George J. Goodstadt, Inc., 225 Park Ave. So.

New York, NY 10003/Tel.: 212-777-6170

westerly elongation), is best located as a

morning star. But in the part of its orbit

where it is now (relative to the earth and

sun), it is not well placed for viewing, be-

ing too low in the dawn to be seen except

by observers with an exceptionally clear

eastern horizon. The faint planet Neptune

is occulted (covered) by the moon early to-

day, but only for observers in the Southern

Hemisphere.

February 9-10: Early risers may see the

crescent moon low in the east-southeast

on both mornings, with Jupiter, Saturn,

and Spica curving upward from it toward

the south. If you can see the moon at about

dawn on the 10th, look above it and to its

left and you may see Mercury (binoculars

will help). Apogee moon (farthest from

the earth) is on the 10th.

February 12: New moon, in Capri-

comus.

February 13: Saturn becomes station-

ary among the stars and begins to shift its

position westerly (retrograde motion). Un-

til now, it has been drifting slowly to the

left (east) of the star Spica (almost its twin

in brightness), but now it moves back to-

ward Spica again.

February 15: Weather permitting, you

should be able to see the new crescent

moon tonight, fairly well up in the west at

sundown. If you do see it, you will be look-

ing toward the vernal equinox, the zero

Moving
Please give us 8 weeks notice. Attach your label

and printyour new address below.

NATURAL HISTORY
RO. Box 4300, Bergenfield, N.J. 07621
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5oint from which astronomers measure

:ast-wesl distances in the sicy. The moon

s just a Httle south of the vernal equinox

;arly in the evening. Venus and Mars are

liso nearby but well below and to the right

)f the moon. You may stand a chance of

leeing Venus, its usual bright self even if

ow, but Mars is much too dim to be seen

inder these conditions. The moon passed

joth planets (conjunction) during the

light of February 14-15.

February 16: Jupiter passes above the

itar Antares in Scorpius. Conjunction is at

ibout midnight (EST) on the night of the

1 6th- 1 7th, after which Jupiter moves left

east) of the star, though well north of it.

February 18: Venus and Mars are in

;onjunction, and Venus moves to the east,

)r above, as you see them low in the west,

jf dimmer Mars in the constellation Pi-

-xes.

February 20: The moon is at first-quar-

er phase (one-quarter way around the sky

the sun's left) and appears in Taurus to-

night, well up in the southern sky at dusk,

the right of Taurus's bright red star Al-

lebaran. The fuzzy-looking group of stars

ligher than the moon and to its right is the

Pleiades, an open star cluster sometimes

;alled the Seven Sisters. Its seven

Drightest stars are somewhat dipper

ihaped, although it's a very small dipper

;ompared to the two we identify in the

northern sky.

February 23: The waxing gibbous moon

:an help you locate the "twin" stars of

3emini. Look above the moon and a bit to

its left. The two stars close by, nearly alike

;n brightness, are Pollux and Castor (Pol-

lux is the lower and brighter). Well below

ihem is another bright star, Procyon, in

Canis Minor, the Lesser Dog.
' February 25: The moon is at perigee,

nearest the earth. The bright star to its left

ind a bit lower tonight is Regulus, in Leo.

On the evening of the 26th, the moon is to

the left of Regulus, having passed above

ihe star in the interim.

February 26-27: Full moon occurs a

few hours past midnight on the 27th. It is

:n the sky all night, from sundown to sun-

rise, below the stars of Leo, the Lion,

j

February 28: At month's end, the moon
"is moving into the morning sky, although

it rises tonight only about an hour or so af-

ter sunset. Beginning to wane (you can see

1 bit of darkness spoiling the curve of its

right side), the moon is in Virgo, just about

nnidway between Spica and Saturn (to its

left) and Regulus (in Leo, to its right).

Editor's Note: The Sky Map in the Janu-

ary issue shows the evening constellations

and stars for this month and gives the

times for use.

Come
totheAmozon.
See
the real
Extra
Terrestrials.

On Q recent Amazon voyage passengers remarked on how the sloths,

which we see In abundonce, look remorkobly like Extra Terrestrlols. Weird,

benevolent, clumsy and utterly odoroble.

The Amazon Is otherworldly in other ways, too, with missing link birds and
surprisingly pink dolphins. Soil there on the

i c a Bkj le t^^ i rv#c
Lindblod Explorer* with superb food and TO LEAKN IS TO LIVE.

accommodations and a prestigious staff of wild-

life experts and botanists who will take you into

the heart of this strangely beautiful world.

DEPARTURES IN OQOBER,, 1983.

For details see your travel agent, coll

800-223-5688 Gn New York 212-751 2300) j^lEN UNDDLAD CRUISING
or write Uept. INM-^. 'Registered in Sweden 133 eq^, 55;^ Street New York N Y 10022

TO LEAKN D 10 LIVE.

CAPTURE THE BEAUTY
OF OLDE NEW YORK

The beauty of "Olde New York" can be yours with

this limited collectors issue! Scenes from the past

are colorfully brought bock to life: o leisurely stroll

through old Stoten Island, o romantic afternoon on
the Harlem River, a patriotic parade in Chatham
Square, and the magnificent orchitecture of Old
Broadwoy are oil yours with this beautiful set of

A piece of history is yours to shore with your family

wfien you own these lovely British Local postage

stamps from the Holy Island of Eynhallow, home of

the ancient Celts and Norsemen off the coost of

Scotland.

Pie the Beautiful Olde Ne York

D All four stamps $5.40

D Souvenir Sheet (Harlem River) 3.60

D Deluxe Sheet (Chatham Square) M.40
D Special - The Complete Series 21 .95

Add 75c postage, Visa. Master Card welcome.
New York residents add soles tox.

r
Rediscover

the fine look of
classic shirtings...

We make very few models of our tradi-

tional shirts, but every one is carefully

crafted to be an authentic classic. Basic

designs. Comfortable fit. All in fine fabric.

All in quiet good taste. Shirts of true

quality and true value. Made e\clusi\'ely

for us, to our exacting

standards, by Van
Heusen. Send for our
catalog now and receive

a $2.00 discount certifi-

cate to apply to your
first order.

FREE 24-PAGE
CATALOG

-~\

[_CL^

Baker Street

Shirtmakers
Creators ol classic slMrt

at affordable pria's

281 Centennial Ave
Pis».*ata\%"av,

N] 08854'



A Sense ofAwe
by Owen Edwards

Landscapes, by Hiroshi Hamaya. Harry

N. Abrams, $125.00; 167 pp., illus.

Ever since cameras became mobile, the

landscape has been an essential subject of

photography. And throughout the years,

landscape photographs have varied as

widely as the surfaces of the planet that in-

spired them. Recently the tone of an in-

creasing number of photographers has

been one of anger, disconsolation, and

chagrin over the indignities suffered by

the earth at the hands and machinery of

its dominant tenant, the human race.

Much of the work motivated by this mood

is not very appealing. Although there is

probably ample cause for despair, the

landscape photography this pessimism

tends to produce may be self-defeating

since the audience for it is small and al-

ready converted. Worse, it causes us to

look away, rather than to look harder.

The motivation for the strongest and

most consistent impulse to the photo-

graphic study of the landscape has been

awe, pure and simple. From the begin-

ning, photographers have looked on the

world with astonishment and have done

their utmost—climbing mountains, cross-

ing deserts, descending into live volca-

noes—to share their feelings with us. And
despite current trends, awe still remains at

the heart of the greatest modem land-

scape work.

We need no more compelling proof of

this than Hiroshi Hamaya's magnificent

book. Landscapes. As an accomplishment

in color printing, book craft, and quality,

this boxed, 167-page volume is at a level

rarely reached by photography books. As

an artistic and philosophical statement,

Hamaya's book is a resounding affirma-

tion that the earth possesses a majesty

nearly beyond description (except, per-

haps, by great photography).

Perhaps no one is better suited than

Hamaya to bring us such a telling vision.

Now in his late sixties, he has been

photographing since the age of fifteen,

first as a hobbyist, later as a photojournal-

ist, and for many years now as a landscape

artist. Simply put, he is to Japan what

Ansel Adams is to America, with the addi-

tion of the public reverence that the Japa-

nese accord to artists of particular age,

great gifts, and a certain mystical stature.

Algeria: The Sahara
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Books in Review

Japan: Fukui, Tojinbo



Arizona: Buttes and Mesa

In his long photojournalistic career

Hamaya has covered a wide range of sub-

jects, many of them decidedly pedestrian,

but his interest in the natural world is long-

standing. Landscapes is the splendid cul-

mination of many years' journeys to ex-

traordinary tracts on six continents where

the gods still dwell undisturbed—places

of earthly hell and unearthly paradise.

Hamaya is a consummate dramatist,

and in Landscapes his attraction is to the

rawest, most powerful, least domesticated

places. The book opens with a brooding,

misty image of the strange, humped hills

of Guilin in China, soars to fierce Everest

and its neighboring peaks, then travels to

the Sahara, the Alps, Greenland, Alaska,

the American West, the west coast of

South America, the Amazon rain forest,

the Falkland Islands, Antarctica, the

Australian desert, Fiji, and finally to Ja-

pan, ending with a view of Mount Fuji

that is nothing less than a Shinto prayer.

The trip is a grand tour of the most stun-

ning sort, yet all this grandeur might have

been the undoing of a lesser artist than

Hamaya. He is not unique in being drawn

to such dramatic vistas—a thousand cli-

ches have been brought back from each

one. And awe felt for these noble places

can be the least expressible of emotions in

photography; in a book of landscapes, af-

ter all, one holds the Himalayas in one's

lap. But Hamaya is an artist whose vision

is as consistent and embracing as it is diffi-

cult to explain. He views the extravagant

beauty of a primordial terrain with serene

equanimity. Through his rare way of see-

ing and his brilliant, perfectly attuned

technique he turns the planet into a Zen

rock garden, to meditate upon and learn

from. Hamaya sees a kind of equality in

the transcendent beauty of the blue-
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shaded snow flanks of the Alps, the undu-

lating beige wastes of Algeria, the incan-

descent red of lava bursting from the

crater in a Japanese volcano.

In landscape photography, beauty

alone is no guarantee of art. Certain places

are unquestionably beautiful and to con-

vey this beauty is simply to transmit in-

formation clearly. But Hamaya interprets

the beauty of his wild kingdom; he may
reverently regard the land as nature's art,

but what he fashions with it is emphati-

cally his own.

There comes a point when a great pho-

tographer's gift is better seen than spoken

about; Hamaya's mastery is evident in

countless ways in this book. The perfec-

tion of the printing alone attests to his pas-

sionate concern for his work and his sub-

ject, and the complex, highly musical

orchestration of the images bespeaks his

understanding of his own pictures as a sin-

gle artistic entity, rather than a collection

of marvelous pictures one man happened

to have made.

I have been through Landscapes many
times, drawn back more often than was

necessary to review it. The first time, I felt

the pictures were too cool, too devoid of

any hint of life (save for an occasional pen-

guin), like the perfect documentation of a

visitor from another galaxy a million or so

years ago. The second time, I sensed that I

was wrong. By the third, I realized that it

didn't matter. With each journey I have

understood more, marveled more, seen

better. What more can one ask?

Owen Edwards is executive editor of

American Photographer and has written

about photographyfor Saturday Review,

the Village Voice, and the New York

Times Magazine.
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AA TO ZZ RUBBER STAMPS Animals, the Big Cats,

History Americana General Catalog $1 00 NHC
Stamps, Box 849 Pulaski Virginia 24301

ALASKAN ESKIMO Bone and Hide Masks, $50 to $1 50,

request photos, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS Southwest Indian pot-

tery baskets, rugs kachinas Northwest Coast Indian

masks totems, graphics, Eskimo sculpture Recent Af-

rican art No catalogue One-of-a-kind pieces, individ-

ually photographed Priced IlOOjUp Photos and data
available Specify interests Box 5896, Sherman Oaks,
CA 91413 (213)789-2559

MEXICAN FOLK ART Museum Caliber, Copper and
wood masks stone sculpture, ceramic figures By ap-

pointment Nathan Cohen/Olmec Imports 735 Avenue
"W , Brooklyn, NY 11223

1983 WILD MUSHROOM CALENDAR—appointment
blocks— 12 watercolor prints suitable for framing

$8 00 + $1 00 postage. Order from artist, Tatiana M
Roats, 12025 Venice Loop N E

,
Bainbridge Island, WA

98110

PLAINS INDIAN ART & ARTIFACTS Free catalogue

shows painted shields, mounted trophy buffalo skulls,

war arrows, peace pipes, chokers, breast plates war
clubs horse dance sticks, star quilts and more. Exclu-

sive source Handmade with traditional tools and au-

thentic materials Many have interesting stones to tell

from Cheyenne Sioux and Blackfoof heritage Collec-

tor s Items, unique gifts and stunning decorations,

Write or call Prairie Edge PO Box 8303 Dept K,

Rapid City South Dakota 57701 (605) 341-3620

RUBBER STAMPS of nature SendSI 30 for color cata-

log. Nature Impressions, 1007 Leneve El Cerrito CA
94530

WORLD-FAMOUS POSTER ARTi Affordable recrea-

tions Color catalog-123 images—$100 Box 549-

N, Jericho, NY 11753

Associations

BERTRAND RUSSELL SOCIETY Information NH, RD
1, Box 409, Coopersburg, PA 18036

Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK' Join our successful authors.

Publicity advertising, beautiful books All subjects in-

vited Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscnpt
report Carlton Press, Dept NHB, 84 Fifth Avenue. New
York NY 10011

Books

FREE
Recei\e ad\ance notice of superb natural ANTS
hrstorv books available f--" the (^01ANS^
.-\merican Museum of Natural His- . x tt--v

ton-. Jru/ get large discounts—up to
,
l^ ' i

40% olf publishers" prices. Write for LITTLE
the Museum's booklist and DINOSAURS
we will send you a copy ot Jnis, Indians, aiid Little

Dinosaurs—z 377-page book ot the best tVom 75 years

of Xatural History magazine (52.95 \alue). Includes

classic pieces by Margaret Mead. Teddy Roosevelt.

Teilhard de Chardin, and others. Send name and

address with Si for postage and handling costs to

Members' Book Program. Room 10. American
Museum of Natural History, Central Park West at

79th Street, New York, NY 10024

All publistiers— all subjects: art fiistory, biography, fiction,

and much more. The most. complete catalog of bargain

books available anywhere! Write for your FREE copy:

Hamilton. 98-55 Clapboanl. Danbury. CT06810

5T(E1V[AI^ET
Camps

PRAIRIE TREK AND TURQUOISE TRAIL Expeditions

(Boys 10-17. Girls 13-17) Since 1926 the Expeditions

have made it possible for young people to explore in

the mountains, canyons, and desert country of the

American Southwest Emphasis on environmental
studies, archaeology, native crafts, backpacking and
camping skills For details write Thomas Billings, PO
Box 40451 NH, Indianapolis IN 46240 (317) 896 3842

Collectors' Items

AKU-ABA A LEGENDARY AFRICAN HEIRLOOM
Share the |oy of collecting authentic legacies of an an-

cient culture AKU-ABA represents the classic Ashanti
ideal of beauty and fertility Treasured m family shnnes,
AKU-ABA statues are revered for their protective and
spiritual powers Hand carved from exotic native

woods in West Africa, each AKU-ABA is accompanied
by a deschption and certificate of authenticity Size

vanes from 9 to 12 inches and each is mounted on a
sturdy black metal base. $35 00 ppd Check/VISA/
Ivlastercard. The Afncan Collector, Box 573, Wil-

hamstown. fylA 01267

BIRDS ON POSTAGE STAIvlPS from many countries.

25 different 351 or 50 different 65C George Ford. PO
Box 5203-N. Gulfport. FL 33737

RECEIVE VALUABLE MINERALS MONTHLYi Free De-
tails' W/nte Todayi Mineral of the Month Club. 1 3057-HC
California. Yucaipa, CA 92399

Correspondence

INTERNATIONAL PEN FRIENDS—81,000 members
For information send stamped envelope IPF, Box 65,

Brooklyn. NY 11229

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA Make lasting friend-

ships through correspondence Send age, interests

Free reply. Harmony. Box 89NH. Brooklyn, NY 11235

SINGLE BOOKLOVERS gets cultured persons ac-

quainted. Nationwide Established 1970 W/rite Box AE,
Swarthmore, PA 19081 or call (215) 566-2132

Education

MAINE ISLAND ECOLOGY Marine biology, botany
and ornithology on 200-acre island Exciting opportu-
nity for high school students interested in environmen-
tal studies. Faculty, student ratio 1 5 In twelfth year of

operation From June 20 to July 8 or July 12 to July 30,

Contact Maine Island Ecology, Academy of Natural

Sciences, 19th St and the Parkway, Philadelphia, PA
19103

UNDERGRADUATE ARCHEOLOGICAL Field School
8 week field school in archeological excavation on a
Western Anasazi site in southwestern Utah June 13 to

August 6 Intended for undergraduate students No ex-

perience required 15 quarter credits Total enrollment

limited to 20 For cost information wnte to Dr Richard
A Thompson Southern Utah Slate College, Cedar
City, Utah 84720

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA NEEDS YOU! Jobs' Big Payi Transporta-

tion' Newest Handbook $2 00 Australian International,

Box 19107-RN, Washington, DC 20036

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental |ob openings throughout the

US Free details: EOV, PO Box 450, Walpole, NH
03608

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS' Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$3 00, International

Opportunities. Box 19107-RN, Washington DC 20036

OVERSEAS JOB—68 COUNTRIES' Hiring now' Paid

fare Computerized reports $2 00 Jobworld, Box 681-

NH, Cypress, CA 90630

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER'
Colorado, Idaho, Montana Wyoming! Current open-
ings— all occupations! Free details , , . Intermountain

4Y, 3506 Birch, Cheyenne, WY 82001

TEACH HERE—TEACH ABROAD School, college

openings U S A $5 95: Abroad $5 95 China, Japan,

Saudi, Australia $5 95 each EISF, Box 662, Newton,
Massachusetts 02162

Financial

GET CASH GRANTS—from Government (Never re-

pay ) Also, loans available. All ages eligible Informa
tion, $2 (refundable) Surplus Funds-NH, 1629 K Si
Washington, DC 20006

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS, 65 countriesi

Sampler: 4/$2 98 Free Brochure, Multinewspapers
Box DE-201 , Dana Point, California 92629

Furniture

1-800-334-8174 Puts you in contact with America's
leading furniture mfgs at superlative savings. Barnes
& Barnes. Library for Fine Furniture, 651 S.W. Broad
St ,

Southern Pines, NO 28387, In NC call (919) 692-

3381

Gourmet Interests

MINNESOTA WILD RICE $6 00 per pound, prepaid

Five pound minimum, Floura Bros, Box 44C, Black

duck, MN 56630

MOUTHWATERING OZARK RECIPES, 12 wild game
cracklin bread others $3 00SASE Recipes, R73 256
Lake Ozark, MO 65049

Government Surplus

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY' 950,000
Items (including Jeeps) , low as is on dollar' Most
complete information available—$2 00 Disposal, Box
19107 RN, Washington, DC 20036

Merchandise/Gifts

COLORFUL GIFTS FROM THE ALPS' Decorative

Items, beer steins, folklore clothing, toys Color cata

logue $1 00 House of Tyrol, POB 909, Gateway Plaza,

Dept NH2, Cleveland, GA 30528

^Tropical Delight
HAWAIIAN GIFT CATALOG
Featuring Fine Hawaiian Gifts,

Chimes, Carvings, Perfumes,

Aloe Lotions, Quilt Pillow Kits,

Macadamia Nuts, Kona Coffee,

Silk-screened Tote Bags & more!

For full-color mail-order

catalog, send $1.00 to:

Dept. 48, Box 5058

, Hilo, Hawaii 96720

DOMINICAN AMBERi Hearts for your Valentine! Clear,

golden. Amber pendants, '/?" heart—$8 00 As pierced

earnngs (g f )—$16 00 Postpaid Amber Canbbe. P0„
Box 1375, Kingston. PA 18704 '

Miscellaneous

WANTED respondents to questionnaire on what it!

means to be an Amencan today. Questionnaire asks:

broad questions, allows for lengthy replies Please

write for copy. Anonymity guaranteed Institute for

Transnational Studies. VKC 300. University of South-

ern California. Los Angeles, CA 90089-0043

Music

RECORDS TAPES' Discounts to 73% All labels, no

purchase obligations, newsletter, discount dividend

certificates 100% guarantees. Free details Discount

Music Club, 650 Mam Street, PO, Box 2000, Dept 25-

0283 New Rochelle, NY 10801

Newsletters

NATURE PHOTOGRAPHERS' Stay on top of your mar-

kets with The Guilfoyle Report For information: AG Edi-

tions, 142 Bank St., New York City 10014 (212) 929-

0959
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'HE OWLS NEST Bimonlhly newsletter for owl collec-

ors $10 year $2 sample Box 5491 NH, Fresno, CA
13755

3ld Time Radio

)LD TIME RADIO PROGRAMS on cassette tapes Free

;atalogue Cassette Library Center, PO Box 5331 H,

)altimore, MD 21209

Optical

JINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE, Repairing binocu-

3rs since 1923 Alignment performed on our LI S Navy
:ollimalor Free catalogue and our article "Know Your

binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine Mirakel

)ptical Co ,
Inc

,
331 Mansion St, West Coxsackie, NY

2192(518)731 2610

.EITZ, ZEISS, B&L, SWIFT, BUSHNELL, NIKON Opto-

/Ih binoculars, telescopes and accessories Send
.tamp for discount list Specify literature desired

arge stock Orders filled postpaid day received Bird

ig. Box 5N, Amsterdam, NY 12010

:)eal Estate

REEi Big Spring Catalog! Over 5000 best farms,

lomes, businesses, recreation, retirement values All

Across America! Strout Realty, Plaza Towers, Dept
.390, Springfield, MO 65804. Toll free: 1-800-641-4266

1 Missouri call coliecl (417) 862-4402

GOVERNMENT LANDS , , , FROM $7.50/ACRE!
lomesiles, farming, vacationing, investment! "Land
tuyer's Guide" plus nationwide listings—$2 00
.ands. Box 19107-RN, Wasfiington, DC 20036

JEW , . FREE CATALOGUEi Top real estate values

:oast to coasfi Please specify type property and loca-

lon desired United Farm Agency, Inc., 61 2-U W 47th

;ireet, Kansas City, MO 64112 Ph, Toil-Free: 1-800-

;21-2599: MO res ph Toll-Free: 1-800-892-5785

Centals

KDIRONDACK LODGES on Upper Saranac Lake
I wailable for two weeks or a month, July through Sep-
ember Everything provided for comfortable living in

he quiet woods $740-$1,950 for two weeks Please
^rile Bartlett Carry Club, RED 3, Tupper Lake, NY

JEW SEABROOK ISLAND, SC, Beachfront villa fea-

jres shore birds, porpoises, also golf, tennis, swim-
ning, Charleston Weekly or monthly rentals from
iwner (203)966-0610

'UERTO RICO Sea beach three bedroom apartment
3rd floor Furnished. East side of island Motor boat

variable Call (809) 786-3944

tesorts

CARIBBEAN HIDEAWAY Very small, very special hotel

I

ucked into a 30 acre plantation on the island of Bequia,
{it Vincent Grenadines, W I Ten rooms, pool, beautiful

, leach, snorkeling, hiking, photography, birding, ten-

:
IS Write or call Spring on Bequia, Box 19251 , Minne-

!
polls, MN 55419 (612) 823-1202 or your travel agent

UNGLE VACATION in the Talamanca Rainforest Su-
lerb birding, plant and insect hunting Riding and hik-

ig trails, guides Weekly rales $225 00 single: $350
.ioubte ME Snow, Apartado 73, 7200 Siquirres, Costa
lica

')LD FASHIONED, Secluded Farm on Cape Breton Is-

ind offers log cabins, excellent meals, tranquility to a
5w guests $250/week Write: John Gardner, Orange-
lale. Nova Scotia

';T THOMAS—WATER ISLAND phvate, secluded,
hangrila packages Studio Apartments, 2-7 day char-

2r yachting, pnvate villa—combinations. Limestone
leef Terraces. RD 4, Pnnceton, NJ 08540 (201) 329-
'309

HE TEMPTRESS, St John, US Virgin Islands, Flam-
oyani oriented villa, rambling decks, tropicals gar-

ens and fountains, gentle sea breezes, sweeping
lew of turquoise bays. (212) 580-9405/(809) 776-6322

•OBAGO, PRIVATE BEACH COTTAGES on working
ocoa plantation Swimming, snorkeling, fishing from
our front door Bird watcher's paradise. Brochure
.:harles A Turpin, Charlotteville, Tobago, West Indies

VACATION/RELAXATION— Birdwatchers delight-

Peaceful, secluded nature lover's mountain retreat

Cave Creek Ranch, Portal, Arizona 85632

Tours/Trips

A BEAUTIFUL EXPERIENCE Learn sailing aboard 50'

ketch Palisander' Winter Caribbean, Summer Chesa-
peake, Spring & Fall Blue Water Cruises $600/person/

week Cuttyhunk Marine Adventures, c/o Wailes Gray

77 Tweed Blvd ,
Nyack, NY 10960

ADVENTURES WITH WILDLIFE—Photograph and

touch a whale in the breeding lagoons, sail among
humpback whales in Hawaii Natural history trips with

expert leaders to Tanzania, Kenya, Rwanda and Zaire

Also Nepal, Ecuador and more Unique expeditions to

see endangered species—mountain gorillas, blue

whales, polar bears, Indian rhino and rare birds. New
trip preview available Adventures International,

4421-K Albert St , Oakland, CA 94619 (415) 531-6564

AFRICA TANZANIA, KENYA, RWANDA Extraordinary,

small group safaris, expert naturalist guides Seren-

geti, Ngorongoro, Masai Mara Special Madagascar
tnp (Sept) Mountain Gorilla safari (July-August) Sum-
mer and winter departures Private trips arranged for

families, universities, museums. Color brochure: Wil-

derness Travel, 1760-NA Solano Avenue, Berkeley, CA
94707

AFRICAN WILDLIFE. Gorillas included Kenya, Tanza-

nia Rwanda June 83 Detailed Brochure, Biological

Journeys, 1007N Leneve, El Cerrito. CA 94530

ALASKAN BIRDS, BEARS, FLOWERS and marine

mammals— wildlife photography Experience remote

coastal wilderness, near McNeil River, world's largest

concentration of brown bear Deluxe camp, gourmet
meals, guide, floatplane 6 guests/5 days—$1500 00
each June - August Wnte Chenik Wilderness Camp,
Box 956, Homer, AK 99603 (907) 235-8910

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND "The Hikers Paradise"

Moderate optional length Day hiking tours. Two or four

weeks Brochure Alpine Adventure Trails Tours, 783P
Chffside Drive, Akron, OH 44313

ANASAZI COUNTRY ADVENTURE Explore classic

cliff dwelling sites Excellent chuckwagon food, unfor-

gettable experience Learning Adventures, 1556 Geor-

gia, Boulder City, Nevada 89005 (702) 293-5758

RCT/C
The

Gentle

Rafters

'ATERWAYS

Today the silence and solitude are still tliere but, for now
long' Now IS ttie time to come with usi for an ultimate

arctic tnp, float the Copper-mine River in Canadas
unspoiled Northwest Territories, large, safe inflataPles

No motors' Skilled guides, good foodi Ttie fabulous land

of the tundra, above the Arctic Circle with its flora and

wildlife for you to photograph and experience fish for

arctic char, grayling and lake trout in teeming waters' Sex

or age is no barrier Only good health and a love of the

outdoors is a prerequiste COME WITH

THE EXPERTS' Small groups July and

August, two weeks all inclusive

S1555 00 iCanadian dollarsi Write

Arctic waterways Stevensville On- "'

tario. lOS 1S0 Canada Other more
remote trips as well Please inquire

diiu d luvt; ui iiic

BAJA CALIFORNIA GRAY WHALE EXPEDITIONS on
the Qualifier 105 with expert naturalists as leaders. De-
cember through March Elephant seals, sea lions, ma-
rine birds, desert island plants, wildflowers and whales
for an outstanding natural history experience Write for

free brochure to Nature Expeditions International,

Dept 22NH, 599 College Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94306

BEST OF ECUADOR Most desired Galapagos Cruise,

best time of year February 28-March 13, 1983 14-day

tnp includes historic Quito, Olavalo Market, 8 days in

Galapagos on M/V Santa Cruz. Our own expert guides

emphasize culture, ecology, birds Pre-tnp option: 3

days on floating hotel in Amazonian Ecuador—Unique.

Princeton Nature Tours, 282 Western Way, Princeton.

NJ 08540 (609) 683-1111

/^^ BIOLOGICAL JOURNEYS
^Yfl^ NATURAL HISTORY EXPED1TI0.\'S

with

Experienced Naturalists
r# "The Whole World Round"

i Write for free brochure to:
1876 Ocean Dr. McKinle CA 95521

CANOE CANADA'S ARCTIC Remote 12 and 18 day
fly-in canoe expeditions in the heart of North America's

last great wilderness— the tundra and taiga of Cana-
da's Northwest Territories Photograph caribou herds,

white wolves, muskox, moose, gnzzlies. rich birdlife

Spectacular fishing Groups of 6 to 8 persons assem-
bled and guided by Alex Hall, wildlife biologist and vet-

eran arctic canoeing guide Can accommodate a lim-

ited number with no previous canoeing experience For

brochure write Canoe Arctic Inc
,
Box 130C, Fort

Smith, N WT , Canada XOE OPO

CANOE TRIPS in Wilderness Nova Scotia. July Sep-
tember Small groups, licensed guides Excellent food

Write Granville Nickerson, RR4N. Annapolis Royal.

NS BOS lAO Canada

CARIBOU MIGRATION CAMP Arctic National Wildlife

Refuge, Alaska, June 24 - July 1 Wilderness Alaska/

Mexico, Dept NH, 51 1972 27th NE, Seattle, WA 98105
(206)522-5315

COLORADO ROCKIES Deluxe wilderness backpack-
ing, exotic Southwest car camps, climb majestic

mountains, rustic lodges, university naturalist guides.

Alpenglow Adventures, 211 Batterson, Monte Vista,

CO 81 144

DISCOVER a hidden Amenca Hostel the Rockies' The
wild, wide West awaits you. For information write:

Rocky Mountain Council, P.O. Box 2370N. Boulder. CO
80306

DISCOVER BAJAi Join experienced naturalists and
crew for leisurely ocean-going explorations of the wil-

derness islands and lagoons of Baja's Pacific coast,

the Sea of Cortez, or Mexico's tropical west coast En-

joy whales, seals, dolphin, birding. fishing, nature

study, island hiking, and more' Excellent photo oppor-

tunities Small groups, relaxed pace Trips 4-10 days
year-round for individuals or groups. Color brochure

Pacific Adventures Charter Service, 2445 Morena
Blvd

,
Suite 200H, San Diego, CA 921 10 (714) 275-4253

EXPLORE THE MARINE LIFE OF BAJA with Scripps

Aquarium Spring 1983 trips include our cruise to see
friendly gray whales in San Ignacio Lagoons, breeding

elephant seals al San Benitos, March 10-18 Secluded
beach camping, snorkeling and hiking in Sea of Cortez

islands, April 30-May 7. Scripps Aquarium, A-007,

LaJolla, CA 92093

EXPLORE THE ROCKIES Five-day workshops in eco-

logical topics, photography, methods of environmental

education Pack horses, backcountry. CSU academic
credit optional $245 lor all meals, gear, tuition. Also:

non-credit pack trips Write: SEE, 2715 ParklakeCI,, Ft

Collins, CO 80525

GALAPAGOS HIKING AND SAILING EXPEDITIONS
Small groups-Charters. 8-25 Days 1983 Departures

April 28, June 25, July 21 , July 28, August 22 Options

Ecuador Peru. Machu Picchu. Diving, World. Inca

Floats Inc. .5982 Balboa Dr., Oakland. CA94611 (415)

339-9095

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS Economic tours from $1666,

including airfare. 4, 5, 8, & 15 days Galapagos, all

meals Options, mainland Ecuador, Amazon. Cuzcor

Machu Picchu University credit available. Joseph

Colley Last. Inc . 43 Millstone Rd,, Randallslown, MD
21133 (301)922-3116

GALAPAGOS NATURAL HISTORY EXPEDITIONS
One week small group yacht tnps. expert naturalist

guides. Tnps include Peru or Ecuador. Special Galapa-

gos Hiking Expedition led by author 'photographer Tui

de Roy Moore (June) Pnvate yacht charters and spe-

cial itineraries arranged for families, universities, muse-
ums. Color brochure: Wilderness Travel, t760-NG

Solano Avenue. Berkeley. CA 94707



Additional Rea^

HIKE THE SWISS ALPS: Swissair flies you to special

hiking tours, led by auttior/mounlaineer, Fred

Jacobson ZermatI, Lenk, Saas-Fee, Kandersteg.

Pontresina, and Wengen Beautiful and cfiallenging

trails Deligfitful country inns Superb cuisine fOtfi

summer! Write Jacobson, Depf, L, Ctiappaqua Travel,

24 S Greeley Ave
,
Ctiappaqua. NY 10514

JOURNEY WITH WHALES along Baja California

aboard tfie Pacific Queen Gray vi/tiales, eleptiant

seals, dolpfiins, island, lagoon exploration; superb bird

photograptiy 8/9 day expeditions December-April

'Pacific Queen'/Fistierman's Landing. 2838 Garrison

Street ,
San Diego, CA 921 06 (61 9) 726-2228: (619) 224-

4965

KENYA, PERRY (VIASON SAFARIS. Individually de-

signed safaris guided by Perry Mason Twenty five

years experience Box 1643. Darien. CT 06820 (203)

838-3075

MALAYSIAN JUNGLE TREKS, Climb mountains in Ma-

laysia and Borneo. Escorted Culture tours of Southern

Asia and Japan. The Knobs. 535 Jackson. Campbells-

ville. KY 42718

NATURAL HISTORY OF INLAND WATERWAY Florida

to Mass April-June $65/day Osprey. PO Box 23.

West Tisbury. MA 02575

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS: Es-

corted nature and hiking tours New Zealand/featuring

scenic National Parks, plus the Milford Track. Austra-

lia/hiking the Outback, plus island camping on the

Great Barrier Reef Pacific Exploration Co.. Box
3042 N. Santa Barbara. CA 93105 (805) 687-7282

PEACEFUL COSTA RICA. Natural History Show-
case" Birds. Orchids. Tropical Mammals. Seek Re-

splendent Quetzal. Enjoy. Tour. Wander Forum Travel.

2437 Durant. Berkeley. CA 94704 (415) 843-8294

PERU: EXPERIENCE AMAZONIA. Study Inca Culture

6/26/83—7/10/83. inci 2 nights Machu Picchu. 4

nights Explorers Inn, highlights of Lima, Cuzco $2950
inclusive Princeton Nature Tours. 282 Western Way,
Princeton. NJ 08540 (609) 683-1 1 1

1

PERU. TIBET. KASHMIR. LADAKH. NEPAL Also. Euro-

pean Walking Tours. African Wildlife Safaris. Bicycling

in China, Galapagos Cruises and more Small groups,

expert leaders Unusual adventures throughout the

world Special itineraries arranged for private groups,

universities, museums Color brochure Wilderness
Travel. 1760-NB Solano Avenue. Berkeley. CA 94707

PITCAIRN ISLAND EXPEDITION June 19 - August 3.

Write GoodTravel Tours. 5332 College Avenue, Oak-
land. California 94618

READY TO TRAVEL? Plan ahead with finest maps!
$1 00 catalogue Eagle Eye, Box 751 -N2. Paonia. CO

Salmon
River
Outfitters
RAFT & KAYAK IDAHO'S SALMON RIVER
Exciting rapids & serene floating through
majestic mountain landscapes. Brochure: Box
307N, Columbia, CA 95310 209-532-2766

SPECTACULAR AMERICAN WEST Deluxe four-wheel

drive camping expeditions with experienced PhD natu-

ralist to most remote and exciting wilderness areas of

Utah. Arizona and California Natural and cultural his-

tory, adventure, solitude, photography, hiking Small

groups 1 -2 weeks Amencan West Guides. 906 Green
Lane. La Canada. CA 9101 1 (602) 624-2589

SUMMER IN YELLOWSTONE Join us in Yellowstone
National Park for field seminars on wildlife, geology,
plants, art. photography, and history Accommoda-
tions at Park Service facility Academic credit avail-

able The Yellowstone Institute, PO Box 515, Yellow-

stone National Park. WY 82190

TRAVEL FORGOTTEN MEXICO: Oaxaca, Tehuante-
pec. Chiapas Finest native art Easter celebrations,

Group size 1 2 Expert leadership Wnte: Gordon Frost,

Box 471-NH. Newhall. CA 91321

TREKISRAEL. TREKEGYPT. TREKSINAI Hiking- and
Study Tours, Incomparable Culture, Nature and His-

tory Forum Travel, 2437 Durant. Berkeley. CA 94704
(415)843-8294

UNIQUE TRAVEL BOOKSi Exploration, nature/wildlife,

languages. Free catalog! Wayfarer Books, Box 1121-
NN. Davenport, Iowa 52805

India

& Nepal
mammals Explorations of remote Btiutan

Sikkim, Ladakh and tropical Sri Lanka 10

to 35 day programs from S670 00 + airfare

Free Brochures

H\fns]A\{AY\ Travel, Inc.

PO Box 481 -NH
Greenwich. CT 06830
(203) 622-0055 Toll Free (800) 243-5330

WILDERNESS CANOE TRAVEL Maine and Canada
Completely outfitted trips with small groups. Northern

Rivers, Box 326. Orono. ME 04473

WILDERNESS JOURNEYS—Join natural-history river-

oriented adventures in California. Oregon. Idaho.

Alaska, spirited cultural treks in Tahiti. New Zealand.

Nepal. Europe, Unique, personal, off-beat excursions

led by expert naturalists Contact James Henry River

Journeys. Box-N. Bolinas, CA 94924

WILDERNESS TRAVEL, Personalized burro packing
services in the Pasayten Wilderness of northern Wash-
ington Light on your back, light on the earth In Wild-

ness. Box 172. Curlew. WA 99118

WILDLIFE AND ADVENTURE HOLIDAYS in Scotland

and Wales. For brochures send $1 by International Air-

mail Caledonian Wildlife. 30 Culduthel Road. Inver-

ness IV2 4AP. Scotland

WORLD'S NATURE AND CULTURES: Peru. Ecuador,

Galapagos, Unknown Bolivia, Mayaland Affordable Af-

rica: Kenya, Seychelles, Tanzania, Rwanda, Madagas-
car Egypt. Israel China's Marvels Hidden Europe
Australia/Pacific Central/North America Over 300
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Geisha (p. 46)

J.E. De Becker's The Nightless City

(Rutland: Charles E. Tuttle Co., 1971, re-

print of 1905 edition), a history of Yoshi-

wara, the old red-light district of Tokyo

was first published anonymously in 1 899

After existing for about three hundred

years, Yoshiwara was closed in 1957 by

Japan's antiprostitution laws. In his intro-

duction to the book, T. Barrow writes thai

it "ranks as a pioneer social study of a

Meiji community which lived close to tra-

ditional ways and according to the rules oi

the profession of pleasure. It is rich in mai

terial on folklore, magical charms, cere-

monial, social rules, standards of dress,

preferred foods, class stratification, and

the rewards and punishments of the Yo
shiwara." De Becker describes the cus-

toms and disciplines of geisha and courte-

sans and their everyday life in the district;

ukiyoe, or woodblock prints, complemeni

the text. A.C. Scott's The Flower am
Willow World (London: Orion Press.

1960), which he says he wrote "for the

Western reader who knows absolutely

nothing about Japan," reports on the his-

torical development and social back-

ground of the geisha, training and accom-

plishments, costume and hair style. Scoti

discusses famous geisha of the past and

the organization of the geisha system to-

day, with special reference to postwar

changes. Working Women in Japan, b>

A.H. Cook and H. Hayashi (Ithaca: Cor-

nell University Press, 1980), is a study oi

women in the Japanese labor force: the

employment laws that affect them, how

cases of discrimination are treated by the

Japanese court system, and what hes

ahead for women workers. L. Crihfield's

Kouta (Rutland: Charles A. Tuttle Co.,

1979) is a collection of translations oi

kouta, or "little songs" that evolved in the

geisha quarters. Geisha, by L. Dalby

from which the article in this issue is

adapted, will soon be available from the

University of California Press. Dalby, who

became a geisha in Kyoto as part of her re-

search, recounts some of her experiences

and also discusses the place of geisha ir

modem Japanese society.
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ent Caterpillars (p. 56)

For a more technical and detailed de-

criplion of some of the ideas covered in

his issue's article, see T.D. Fitzgerald's

Trail Marking by Larvae of the Eastern

ent Caterpillar" (Science, vol. 194, pp.

61-63). A general treatment of chemical

ommunication in the social insects can be

)und in E.O. Wilson's The Insect Soci-

ties (Cambridge: Belknap Press of Har-

vard University, 1971), a large textbook

;nat deals with social behavior, evolution,

ienetic theory, and population dynamics.

:>)ne of the best nontechnical articles on

; le biology of the eastern tent caterpillar

!. R.E. Snodgrass's "The Caterpillar and

I le Moth," in his Insects: Their Ways and
: leans ofLiving (New York: Dover Publi-

ations, 1967). V.G. Dethier explores the

: fe cycle of a colony of eastern tent cater-

' illars in The World of the Tent Makers
i\mherst: University of Massachusetts

I'ress, 1980). Dethier looks at the colony's

irowth and development and how it sur-

lives temperature fluctuations, synchro-

izes biological clocks, measures time,

avigates, and follows trails. He tells of

le tent caterpillar's locomotion, color

erception, parasites and predators, and

instruction of the tent. J.H. Fabre's clas-

c essay on the pine processionary is in-

uded in The Insect World of J. Henri

abre, edited by E.W. Teale (New York:

'odd. Mead and Co., 1949).

rebes (p. 64)

1 The only article ever written about the

ant pied-billed grebe of Guatemala ap-

2ared in the March 1972 issue of Audu-
on. Written by A, LaBastille and illus-

ated with photographs by D.G. Allen,

How Fares the Poc?" (pp. 36-43), tells

30ut the bird's natural history and La-

astille's campaign to save it from extinc-

lOn. LaBastille's second book, Assign-

lent: Wildlife (New York: E.P Dutton,

^80), gives a personal account of her ex-

;riences as a naturalist and is filled with

•'ely anecdotes of life in the field. Nine

lapters of the book are devoted to the At-

lan grebe.
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When the first edition of The Dinosaur

Dictionary appeared in 1972, it was named

one of the isest reference books of the

year by the American Library Association.

in the years that have elapsed since

then, there have been tremendous ad-

vances in the study of dinosaurs, making

older books on the subject obsolete. In

the words of Bob Long of the University of

California's paleontology department, we

are entering a new Golden Age of Dino-

saurs. More new dinosaurs are being dis-

covered than at any time since the first

Golden Age back in the nineteenth cen-

tury, and there have been many reclassi-

fications. Some specimens once thought

to be dinosaurs have now been shorn of

that designation.

Donald F. Glut, now a member of the

Society of Vertebrate Paleontology, based

the first edition of this book entirely on

his own careful research of the field. As a

result of its success, he has been deluged

with advice and new information from all

over the world — from the best "dinosaur

men" in the field.

The New Dinosaur Dictionary is exactly

what its name implies. It is an alphabetical

listing of every genus of dinosaur now
known to paleontologists. It contains more

than six hundred illustrations — drawings,

paintings and photographs of skeletons

and reconstructions. Many of the pictures

have been prepared especially for this

book by well-known dinosaur illustrators,

including 25 by William Stout.

It is by far the most comprehensive and

up-to-date book on the subject of dinosaurs.

Published by Citadel Press

$19.95 at booksellers. Or you may order

your copy directly from the publisher by

using the handy coupon below. Do it today!

CITADEL PRESS*
120 Enterprise Avenue, Secaucus, N.J. 07094

I enclose my check or money order for S21 95
(S19.95 plus S2 for prompt United Parcel Service
delivery). Please rush a copy of THE NEW
DINOSAUR DICTIONARY by Donald F. Glut to

My name:

Street:

_State: .^Zip:.

'Citadel Press is a Lyie Stuart company.

In Praise of

Root and Thistle
Taxonomy is a poor guide to eating quality,

as a comparison of the artichoke and its cousim proves

by Raymond Sokolov

"Is this my artichoke or )'ours?" Colum-
bine asks Pierrot as the curtain rises on

Edna St. Vincent Millay's Aria da Capo.

This invocation of the artichoke, in 1920 at

least, established immediately the atmo-

sphere of the heedless, precious, privileged,

pampered society Miss Millay was satiriz-

ing. The artichoke in those days was a rare,

almost unknown luxury in the United

States.

Waverley Root in Food (1980)

It was an ingenious and striking way for

Edna Millay to start her play. But as I see

it, it was an even cleverer opening gambit

for an article on artichokes. You expected

cleverness from Waverley Root, though,

as well as encyclopedic learning and the

energetically applied good taste of a man
whose experience as a journalist and gas-

tronome in France spanned fifty-five

years.

He was already a well-established for-

eign correspondent in Paris when, in June

of 1940, he fled south from the Nazi in-

vaders, driving a Citroen with another

food-mad American reporter, A.J. Lieb-

ling of the New Yorker, by his side. He
survived and returned to Paris, where he

wrote that indispensable guide to regional

French dishes. The Food of France.

Some people called him Wave. I never

got beyond Mr. Root and not because he

pulled rank on a much junior reporter,

who showed up in an adjoining office in

Paris in 1966. He was the most approach-

able of men, but I held him in awe. Mr.

Root had strength of character. Bom in

New England in 1903, he never lost his

Yankee accent, even when speaking

French. And when a Gaullist press officer

decided to embarrass the Anglo-Ameri-

can press corps in Paris by switching the

language of briefings from English to

French, Root, whose fluency in French

was unrivaled, insisted on asking his ques-

tions in English.

Root grew even more venerable after

retiring from the Washington Post. He
cultivated a white Santa Claus beard and

began collecting his life's vast knowledge,

of the edible world in the genially erudite

encyclopedia he called Food.

Waverley Lewis Root died recently. He
had made a career out of eating, but his

head was in charge of the feast. In the

most serious sense, he wanted to know

what he was eating. The entry for arti-

choke in Food is a typical example of his

skeptical mind at work. He had ransacked

his library and found the authorities con-

fusing, unconvincing, exasperating.

His common sense told him, for in-

stance, that there was something mixed

up in the conventional assertion that arti-

chokes are cultivated thistles. He would

have howled over R.E. Scammell's This-

tle Eater's Guide, an artichoke cookbook I

picked up in Castroville, California, the

artichoke-growing capital of the United

States. Now in its sixth printing, this sim-

plistic introduction to the lore and practi-

cal use of Cynara scolymus begins: "Have

you ever eaten a thistle? You have il

you've eaten an artichoke."

This vulgar botanizing came about be-

cause, taxonomically speaking, the arti-

choke falls within the same elaborate divi-

sion, or "tribe," as the common fieic

thistle. The true thistle genus is Cirsium

and its members have certain structura

similarities in common with their arti-

choke kin. Botanists speak of involucra

bracts and a pappus of plumose bristles

meaning spiral groupings of modifiec

leaves and feathery hairs associated witf

the flowering portion of plants in the

Compositae, an immense clan numbering

950 genera and some 20,000 species
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A Matter ^^Tast

Among the better-known composites are

the common sunflower, the asters, endive,

'and chicory. Now, if we look very hard at

these plants, we may notice that their

flowering parts bear some resemblance to

each other But there is a certain naivete in

harping bluflly on such technical connec-

tions in a nontechnical context. It is amus-

ing, of course, to point out that the seed of

the mango closely resembles the seed of

' that other member of the Anacardiaceae,

'the cashew. But in the normal course of

ithat human and mundane form of eco-

inomic botany called eating, even the most

alert people would be waxing precious

were they to insist that they think of ca-

shews when they bite into the flesh of a

'ripe mango.

This is a hundred times truer when we
are speaking of the artichoke and the this-

'tle, both members of the carduus tribe:

one edible; the other attractive but intrac-

table.

Even within a genus, taxonomy can be a

;poor guide to eating quality. The cardoon

i(Cynara cardunculus) is the artichoke's

cousin, but it is cultivated for its thickened

leafstalks, especially in southern Europe,

and has to be lengthily boiled before it

snds up on the plate, resembling braised

endive more than it does the artichoke. On
•he other hand, the cardoon is usually con-

sidered to be the cultivated survivor of the

wild plant from which artichokes were de-

veloped.

' Waverley Root saw that there was little

direct evidence for precise identifications

of modern artichokes and cardoons with

linguistically similar plant names that

;rop up here and there in ancient litera-

:ture. His skepticism extended to the oft-

Tiade claim that Catherine de Medici in-

roduced the artichoke to France, brought

t with her as part of her trousseau when
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she crossed the Alps, a fourteen-year-old

girl of supposedly precocious gastronomic

refinement, to marry Henri II. Indeed,

Catherine has been credited with raising

the overall standards of the French table

and initiating, with the help of her Italian

chefs, the modern era of French cuisine.

No documentary evidence supports any of

the anecdotal and literary lore about

Catherine's role in the history of French

dining. Certainly, her legendary fondness

for artichokes tells us nothing about the

spread of this plant from the Mediterra-

nean northward and westward.

We may know very little about the his-

tory of the artichoke, but good evidence

indicates that North Africa could well

have been the cradle of the Cynara genus.

Moroccans, it appears, still gather wild

cardoons for a certain lamb dish. In

Couscous and Other Good Things from
Morocco, Paula Wolfert writes;

This is a Tangier specialty. The wild car-

doons are gathered by women just outside

the city, and sold just outside the cemetery

wall leading up from the socco grande.

Barefoot and garbed in red and white

striped cloth and big straw hats with deco-

rative pompons on top, the women are de-

lightful to look at but difficult to bargain

with, for they know the value of these bitter-

sweet plants in the kitchen.

The etymology of the word artichoke in

most Western European languages also

supports a North African origin for the

plant. The word seems to have been trans-

ported across the Strait of Gibraltar by

conquering Arabic-speakers, whose al-

kharshuf evolved into the Spanish alca-

chofa, Italian carciofo, and English arti-

choke. This is not to say that the ancient

Romans and Greeks did not eat plants like

or even identical to our artichoke. If the

artichoke was consumed in classical Eu-

rope, it may have undergone a sort of Dark

Age of its own and been kept alive, like the

philosophy of Aristotle, in Arabic centers

of culture, whence it reemerged in the Re-

naissance to regain its place as a common
food of broad appeal.

In most places today, people eat arti-

chokes prepared in the simplest possible

way—boiled. There is, however, a reper-

tory of fussier recipes. If the flesh is scru-

pulously pureed through a fine strainer,

the artichoke produces a silken soup. In

the Roman ghetto, Jewish restaurants

deep-fry small, carefully trimmed and

flattened artichokes, which come out crisp

and brown and edible all the way through.

Artichoke bottoms are a staple garnish

of classic French haute cuisine, stuffed

with everything from chestnut puree to

sausage meat.

Almost all other Italian and French rec-

»X NiTiiBii Hi«Tncv9/81

ipes for artichokes work best with small,

tender buds that can be eaten whole or

with only minor trimming. I was able to

buy small artichokes by the bag at a mar-

ket in Castroville, next door to a tourist

trap of a restaurant that had a giant statu-

ary artichoke in front. Inside, a surly wait-

ress managed to extract some dismal

deep-fried artichoke pieces and other arti-

choke specialties, including cake, from a

kitchen that devotes itself spiritlessly to

the promotion of Castroville's favorite

composite plant.

Root would have been forlorn to see this

opportunity for displaying the artichoke at

its best, right there in its American capi-

tal, lost in gross and clumsy cooking. He
would have been altogether gratified,

however, to come upon the Armenian arti-

choke and potato recipe (see below) that

the Indian actress and food writer

Madhur Jaffrey collected at the now de-

funct New York restaurant Sayat Nova

and preserved in her recent vegetarian

cookbook. I think that Root would have

liked the idea of such a cosmopolitan

chain of transmission. And he would have

been especially delighted that the same

basic combination is also one of the four

culinary garnishes referred to by the epi-

thet d la bordelaise. He would have

known this, since he wrote about it in an el-

egant passage in The Food of France.

Like all born researchers, Waverley

Root was bedazzled by the beauty of

facts. He also saw their humor. He con-

cluded the artichoke entry in Food with a

wonderfully laconic, single-sentence para-

graph: "The flowers of the artichoke cur-

dle milk."

Bonne continuation. Wave.

Raymond Sokolov's last book. Fading

Feast (Farrar, Straus and Giroiix), is a

collection offood columns that first ap-

peared in Natural History.

Artichoke Hearts and Potatoes Cooked in Oil and Lemon

(adapted slightly from Madhur JaiTrey's World ofthe East Vegetarian Cooking,

Alfred A. Kjiopf)

1 teaspoon whole fennel seeds

1 teaspoon whole black peppercorns

2 teaspoons whole coriander seeds

2 bay leaves

4 cloves garlic, peeled and lightly

mashed

3 tablespoons lemon juice plus 1 whole

lemon

Vi cup olive oil

1 Vi teaspoons salt or to taste

Va teaspoon sugar

4 fresh medium or large artichokes

1 good-sized (about 8 ounces) boiling

potato

1 smallish onion

1

.

Tie up the fennel seeds, peppercorns,

coriander seeds, bay leaves, and gar-

lic in a cheesecloth bundle and drop

into a 2'/2-quart pot. Add 2 cups water

and bring to boil. Cover, reduce heat

to low, and let simmer 20 minutes.

Remove from heat and take out the

cheesecloth bundle, squeezing out as

much liquid as possible into the liquid

it has been cooking in. Discard the

bundle.

2. Next add the lemon juice, olive oil,

salt, and sugar.

3. Halve the whole lemon and set both

halves aside.

4. Snap off the long artichoke stems, if

any. Then, starting near the stem end,

press back the artichoke leaves and

snap them off" until you reach the

paler, inner leaves. Using a sharp

small knife, preferably a serrated one,

cut off the remaining leafy area. Dis

card all leaves.

5. Remove the choke (the fibrous patch

left in the bowl of the artichoke bot-

tom) from each artichoke. As you fin-

ish cleaning each one, rub with a

lemon half to prevent blackening in

contact with the air A grapefruit

spoon is an excellent tool for de-

choking.

6. With a knife, trim the outside of the

artichoke bottoms so as to remove all

remaining green, leafy pieces. Rub

with lemon. Then cut each bottom

into four sections and rub the places

where you made the cuts.

7. Peel the potato and cut into sections

roughly the same size and shape as

the artichoke bottom quarters

8. Peel the onion and cut it into eigh^

sections.

9. Put the artichoke, potato, and onior

pieces into the prepared liquid and

bring to a boil. Cover, lower heat, and

simmer for about 1 2 minutes. Test po

tato and artichoke for doneness. Cor'

rect seasoning. Continue cooking un-:

til vegetables are done. They shoulc-

be fork tender.
!j

10. Remove cover and let vegetables coo

in the liquid.

1 1

.

Remove the vegetables with a

spoon. Do not serve the liquid

Yield: 4 to 6 servings

. slottec
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Whenyouwant to provewhen,where and how much,
youVe got the receipts to show for it.

%uVe got the Card.
In fact, you've got receipts to hack up your

receipts. When you use the American
^xpress'Card traveling, entertaining, or

shopping, you obviously get a re-

ceipt. It even has space tor notes on
"who and why'.' But that's not all.To
back them up, a second copy is usually

returned with your monthly statement.

?o you can compare signatures, double-

leck expenses, and simplify tax prepara-

tion. Forsome purchases,only facsimiles

of your receipts are returned, or listed

on the descriptix'e bill summary in your

statement. But it is a computer list that

youcan hgureout. All this paperwork ot

ours is designed to simplify yoLir paper-

work. Because you just ne\'er i«^£> .

know whenyou might need it. jS^^j^j
The American Express Card. Bmb^
Don't leave home without it.' ^HHi ,



See beyond the ordinary
The Canon A-1 is no ordinary

camera. It is a creative tool. Con-
ceived as the ultimate in automatic
SLR's, the A-1 is unsurpassed in

providing exposure control options.

There are six, to be precise, allow-

ing you to select the one best suited

to your subject. Choose a shutter

speed to control and interpret

action. Select a lens opening and
blur away a background.

In the programmed mode, the

A-1 makes
both of these

decisions for

you so you
can really con-
centrate on
your subject.

You just focus,

compose and
shoot.

automatic flash. You can shoot at u|

to five frames-per-second with the

optional Motor Drive MA. But most
important, the A-1 does everything

automatically Freeing you to shoot
special subject in your own special

way and make a picture that

nobody else saw.

The Canon A-1. It's half of wha
you need to turn photography into

fine art. ,o^

And create. A bright digital display in

the viewfinder shows the speed
and aperture in use, whether
the choice was yours or

the camera's.

The A-1 provides the"

versatility to match your

imagination. Add any of

over fifty Canon FD lenses

A Canon Speedlite for

Ceaiorijm^n
ib>E3 Canon USA. Inc
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If you're about to go shoi>-

ping for a new car, get a grip 90
yourself. Prices are astronomical.

But if you buy a Volvo, you'll

get more than your money's worth.

Studies show Volvo's life expect-

V is now one third longer than

the average of all other cars on the front bucket seats with adjustable

road* lumbar supports.

Besides getting more years So in addition to being the

for your money, you get more car. car you can hold on to longer.

All Volvos come with power you'll find Volvo is also the car you

assisted brakes and steering, fuel won't want to ^VOXj'V'P .

injection, radials, even reclining let go of. A car you can believe in.

- . -: , , c _;„_,;™ H.,> r™ VrJvo »nrf for the automobik industry as a whole atid not by indiyidual make.

iCoiporation.

_,
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As professor of theater arts at Texas

Tech University in Lubbock, Texas,

Clifford Ashby was introduced to the

subject of tent shows by one of his gradu-

ate students. Ashby's enthusiasm for this

popular form of entertainment led him

to write, with coauthor Suzanne May, a

book entitled Trouping Through Texas:

Harley Sadler and His Own Show and

to serve as a consultant for tent show ma-

terials at the Southwest Collection of

Texas Tech University. In the fall of

1983, Ashby will produce the tent show

play Saintly Hypocrites and Honest

Sinners, using as many original perform-

ers as can be assembled, with a view to

putting together a public television

show.

While doing fieldwork on the ecology

of the Kuiseb River ecosystem in Na-

mibia, Ronald L. Tilson was visited by
'

Hans Kruuk, the noted authority on hye-

nas. When he couldn't answer Kruuk's <

questions about the hyenas in the area, i

Tilson decided to take a closer look at I

these animals. How close a look is illus-

;

trated by his experience of awakening in

his tent one night to discover a huge hy-

ena standing over him and staring at his

face. This incident and his field study of

these social carnivores took place while

Tilson was working out of the Namib
Research Institute in Gobabeb. A re-

search curator at the Oklahoma City

Zoo, Tilson is now looking at the compar-

ative behavior of captive animals.

C. Lavett Smith has been a curator in

the American Museum's Department of

Ichthyology for twenty years. He has

studied the inland fish of New York

since 1975, but his fascination with them

dates back more than thirty years to his

undergraduate days at Cornell Univer-

sity. Smith says that the best part of be-

ing an ichthyologist is the fieldwork; for

him, "the thrill of seeing the fish living

their own lives in their own environments

never goes away." He hopes that there

will someday be dedicated fish watchers,

just as millions of people now enjoy

watching birds. Smith's work with fresh-

water fish has taken him all over New
York and several other states. In the

past, he has also worked on coral reef

ecology, which took him to, among other

places, the West Indies, the Galapagos,

and the Great Barrier Reef.

.1^"* '^y' Raised as a Southern Baptist, William

L. Merrill (left) paid particular attention

to religion when he went to study the

Raramuri Indians of Mexico. He was in- '

)

trigued by the different way in which :

they understood and presented Christian

themes that were so important a part of

his own background. In 1981, he re-

ceived his Ph.D. in anthropology from

the University of Michigan, with a dis-
'

sertation on The Concept of Soul

'

among the Raramuri of Chihuahua,

Mexico. Merrill is now associate curator •

of North American ethnology in the

Department of Anthropology at the ;

Smithsonian Institution. He is just be-

ginning a long-term project on Raramuri

social and religious history.
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rj^me fishtheLegend.
It tells of one of the worlds last,

vast, unspoiled frontiers. WTiere

uncounted, often unnamed
laJces, rivers and streams run

with an infinite variety of

sporting fish. The oceans are

host to big, fighting trophy fish.

And there are prized species

you can't catch anwhere else

but in Canada.

The Great Northern
Fishing Adventure

Fish the "home" waters. Or
escape to a remote fly-in camp
where the waters have seldom

seen rod or line.

WTiether you go for

delicate finesse or an

out-and-out battle, you'll

find what you're

angling for in Canada
Take Western Canada,

and you're up against a rare set

of challenges. British Columbia:

world-renowned coho and

chinook salmon . . . halibut up to

150 pounds. Alberta: fierce,

fighting northern pike . . . beauti-

ful, battling cutthroat.

Saskatchewan and
Manitoba: wily walleyes

. . . large, voracious

lakers . . . splendid

smallmouth bass.

For wilderness fish-

ing for big trophy

fish, head for Yukon and

Northwest Territories. For

beautiful, elusive arctic

grayling . . . huge, hard-

fighting lakers . . . batd-

ing arctic char and

Dolly Varden.

The fishing's equally fine . .

.

and strikingly different— in

Eastern Canada. Ontario and
Quebec: magnificent muskel-

lunge and northern pike . . . the

challenge of rainbow trout,

walleye and

bass. New
Brunswick

and A'oiifl

Scotia:

Atlantic

salmon, "king of

fish". . . superb smallmouth bass

. . . and the biggest prize of them
all, bluefin tuna. Prince Edward

Island: beautiful brook trout

fishing . . . world record-setting

bluefins. Newfoundland:

ouananiche (landlocked salmon)

. . . hard-hitting arctic char

.;5«^:



A shore lunch of the
morning's catch

Forget the freeze-dried

stroganoff. You can literally live

off your catch up here in

Canada. And that's another

tiling you have to look forward

to— the heavenly aroma
of fresh fish fillets

sizzling in ^^ - butter

over an open
campfire. There's

nothing quite like it.

He's as wise and wily
as your quarry
An experienced guide is in-

valuable, and available through-

out the country. You can trust

yours to know the right times

and spots to fish. And to share

his secrets of success—

from choosing the bait and

hooking a steelhead on

the Pacific coast, to setting up
camp in a sheltered cove off

the Atlantic.

You can count on find-

ing well equipped marinas

and local outfitters, too. At

our fine resorts and comfort-

able lodges, provincial parks

and far northern camps.

So near and yet so tai'

The Great Northern Fishing

Adventure is worlds away from

the ordinary. Yet most of our best

fishing spots are easily reached

by car, rail or air

What's more,

we're

iust

a short

distance across the

border from where you li\'e.

And over the past year; yorrr U.S.

dollars consistently have been

worth from 15% to 207o more in

Canada. That's like getting an

extra day FREE for ever)' \veek

of your vacation!

Free for the asking

Clip and mail this coupon to

send for more information on

fishing in Canada. But do it

soon.

Because our popular

spots fill up fast— and well

in advance.

Hope you can join us on

The Next Great Nonhem
Fishing Adventure!

THE GREATNORTHERN FISHINGADVENTURE
Y XLij, I am interested in adventure fishing in the following areas of Canada:

D British Columbia D Manitoba

n Alberta D Ontario

n Saskatchewan D Quebec
Please also send me details of how I can get

n Nova Scotia

n New Brunswick

n Prince Edward Island

0094

D Newfoundland

D Yukon

n NorthwestTerritories

my free Canadian souvenir tool kit.

Name-

Address. .Apt.

City. -State. -Zip-

Please allow 4-6 weeks delivery Offer valid until May 31, 1983.

MAIL TO: Canadian Government Office of Tourism
PO Box 1122
Glenview, IL. 60025
Or Call 1-800-842-9000

Ask For "Canada"

Canada



Folk Theater in a Tent
For more than half a century tent shows were

a popular rural American entertainment

by Clifford Ashby

"Bigger Than Broadway" was the head-

line given to an article Don Carle Gillette,

editor of Billboard, wrote for the New
York Times in 1927. Based upon records

kept by his weekly show business newspa-

per, Gillette concluded that the "tented

drama," a rural and largely unchronicled

folk entertainment, constituted "a more

extensive business than Broadway and all

the rest of the legitimate theater industry

put together."

There are at present 400 tent-theater organ-

izations scattered around the United

States. Nearly all of them play a season of

forty weeks or more—many run nearly

fifty, and some never lay off at all. The
shows, for the most part, have a repertoire

of six to a dozen bills, and it is the usual pol-

icy to remain a week at each stand. Conse-

quently, at a conservative estimate, 16,000

communities are served with theatrical per-

formances each year through the medium
of the tent show.

The legitimate drama, on the other hand,

now has less than 500 houses in the entire

country. About fifty of these are in five cit-

ies, while about fifteen other cities each

have from two to five legitimate play-

houses, so that the actual number of cities

now getting Broadway stage attractions is

around 300. The tent-drama, therefore, vis-

its fifty-three places to every one visited by

the Broadway drama.

The editor further estimated that the le-

gitimate theater presented 80,000 produc-

tions annually, substantially less than the

tent theater's total of 96,000. Attendance

at legitimate theaters was estimated at

forty-eight million, while the tent shows

played to a total audience of seventy-six

million. He added that "if the number of

patrons attending the dramatic perfor-

mances by the Chautauqua Units [also

done under canvas] were added to the fig-

The canvas tent offered entertainment

in a relaxed, informal atmosphere

that appealed to rural people.

Audiences, like this one in a Texas

community in the early 1930s,flocked to

see thepopular Harley Sadler show.

Southwest Collection. Texas Tech University
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With the gradual improvement ofroads

and highways after World War I,

trucks and automobiles, instead of
private railroad cars, began to provide

most ofthe transportationfor

the touring tent companies.

Southwest Collection. Texas Tech university

ure already given for the tent shows, the

total would be equal to more than twice

the number of playgoers that the legiti-

mate theater now serves."

Although tented drama reached a peak

of activity shortly before the Depression,

records of performance date back to the

middle of the nineteenth century, to 1857

when Fayette Lodawick "Yankee" Robin-

son assembled a dramatic company in

Rock Island, Illinois, and began touring

under canvas. His format, a week's reper-

toire of plays with circus and vaudeville

acts during the intermissions, provided a

pattern for the thousands of companies

that followed.

Other entertainments also used canvas

theaters. Minstrel troupes both white and

black; tab(leau) shows with their girls,

gags, and musical numbers; medicine

shows; movies in English and Spanish

—

8 Natural History 3/83

all played in tents. In addition, two moral

tracts in dramatic form found permanent

if portable homes in the tent theaters:

companies of Uncle Tom 's Cabin and Ten

Nights in a Barroom barnstormed about

the countryside in astonishing numbers,

proving perennially popular. Because of

the uplifting qualities of these two plays,

they were attended by many upright citi-

zens who would never think of venturing

inside a regular theater. Thus, drama pre-

sented under canvas became less sin-rid-

den in the eyes of those who shunned the

village opera house—which, incidentally,

was called "opera" to avoid the onus of

"theater."

The tent show was true repertory, usu-

ally presenting six plays in the course of a

week, the Lord's day being reserved for

traveling. Ranging in size from six to as

many as sixty people, companies moved

about the countryside with no fixed itiner-

ary, playing wherever there might be an

audience with money for tickets. The com-

panies maintained a strong air of moral

rectitude to avoid the stigma attached to

the carnival and the circus: "Nothing in

word or action that might offend the tastes

of the most fastidious," was a frequently

heard boast at the preshow ballyhoo.

Originally, tents were used only in the

summertime, as a way of allowing audi-

ences to escape the almost fumacelike

temperatures in most indoor theaters.

With the side walls raised to catch an er-.

rant breeze, a tent cools rapidly when the

sun sinks below the horizon. Other virtues

were discovered in the canvas theater. As

managers of acting troupes sought to es-

cape the monopolistic bondage of the the-

atrical syndicate that controlled bookings

nationwide, they turned increasingly to

carrying their own playhouses about withi

them. To extend the playing season into

the colder months, the companies added a

second canvas side wall to the first, usually .

with a "mud flap" at the bottom that

could be buried in the ground to keep out

cold drafts. Heaters fueled by wood, coal,

coke, crude oil, or kerosene were scattered

about many tent interiors, their flues snak-

ing out through the side walls. As the

tented drama spread to become a stan-

dard part of the rural American scene, the

largest companies settled in the climati-

cally hospitable South and Southwest. A
host of smaller companies blanketed the

Midwest each summer, folding their tents

when snow began to fall. There were lesser

numbers of tent theaters in the Rocky

Mountain states and on the West Coast;

only New England, with its proverbial two

months of poor sledding, proved inhospita-

ble to these strolling players.



SUBARU FRONTWHEEL DRIVE
CARS DON'TJUST HOLD ON.

rHEYHOLDUR
First things first: traction. Getting

lome safely every night is even more
mportant than getting your money's

worth. And great traction, something

ve specialize in, plays a big role.

As a pioneer of front wheel drive,

iuperb road holding has been a key

o our success. Maybe that's why the

imart people of such tough states

3S Maine, Vermont, West Virginia and

Alaska have made Subaru the #1 sell-

ing imported passenger car.*

THE SUBARU DIFFERENCE.

The unique shape of our engines gives

them a very flat profile. This helps

give our cars on extremely low center

of gravity for outstanding handling

and traction. Especially for cornering,

strong side winds and slopes.

YOU CAN'T BUYA REPUTATION FOR
DURABILITYYOU HAVE TO EARN IT.

We didn't get our strong

reputation fordurability and
reliability overnight. Year

after year, we delivered.

Read what the experts say.

Better yet, talk to an owner.

OUR STANDARDS
FOR STANDARD FEATURES

ARE VERY HIGH.

For example,with fully inde-

pendent suspension on all

four wheels, even if one
wheel gets jolted, the other 3

keep holding the road. And rack and
pinion steering with zero scrub

geometry means steering and control

are very precise and smooth.

Our [32j EPA est. mpg, 45 est.

hwy** protects you from getting your

lumps at the pumps. And our sticker

prices won't drive you into debt.

WE MAKE THE SHAPES
THAT FIT YOUR LIFE.

You can satisfy your needs with either

the roomy Station Wagon, the

luxurious 4 door, the sporty Hardtop or

the practical Hatchback. Whatever
your choice, you can look forward to a

lasting relationship.

And something that holds up is

worth holding onto.

SUBARU FINANCIAL SERVICES.

Participating Subaru dealers can now
offer a lending hand in many different

ways. Very attractive finance rates.

Insurance. Extended service programs.

They don't just take good care of

you, they take complete care of you.

INEXPENSIVE. AND BUILT

TO STAY THAT WAY.

*R.l. POLK AND COMPANY 1981 YTD REGISTRATIONS,
DECEMBER 1981.

1983 EPA ESTIMATES FOR OUR DL 5-SPEED HATCHBACK
USE EST. MPG FOR COMPARISONS.
YOUR ACTUAL MILEAGE WILL PROBABLY BE LESS.



The Heritage Club Presents.

Five Ways to Recognize the Outstanding!

Value of Heritage Qub Fine Books
Heirloom editions of the classics at only $14.50 each.

For more than 40 years, The Heritage Club has offered a

combination of advantages unmatched by any other

classics library...and at an outstanding value.

1 Important Books of Exceptional Beauty and
Elegance—Each a Work of Art and a Great

Work of Literature.

Throughout the world. Heritage Club books have come to be

regarded as definitive editions of the world's greatest classics. The
reason is that they are not only masterpieces of literature, but

masterpieces of the book crafting art as well .

Over the years. The Heritage Club has orchestrated the talents

of the world's most renowned artists, typographers, designers,

binders and printers to produce books which rank among the

finest and most beautiful in the world. Indeed, Heritage books
have repeatedly captured top design awards and honors in

Europe, Canada and the United States. They have even been
exhibited at the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

When you display Heritage Club books on your shelves, you
will enjoy deep feelings of pride. For these are fine books v/ithout

compromise. Together, they form a beautiful and harmonious
library that lends color, taste and dignity to your home.

Original Art Created Exclusively for Heritage

Editions by the World's Greatest Artists...

Picasso, Rockwell, Grant Wood and others.

One of 30 Picasso drawings m Lysistrata

The Heritage Club has, over the years, commissioned leading

figures in the arts to illustrate each volume. Hence, Heritage

edifions abound with magnificent original works— all designed to

increase the pleasure you and your family derive from each book.

It is a sheer delight, for example, while reading the immortal



i

Greek comedy, L\/sistrata, to see

the beautiful young women and

courageous warriors of ancient

Athens through the eyes of Pablo

Picasso. The original works he

created expressly for this book
now hang in the Museum of

Modern Art.

To illustrate The Adventures of

Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn,

The Heritage Club, in 1936, com-
missioned exclusive works by Nor-

man Rockwell. For who better

than the warm and witty Rockwell

could capture the mischief of Tom
and Huck in their meanderings

along Twain's beloved Mississippi.

If any publisher, including

ourselves, tried to create such a magni-

ficent classics library today, it would be

utterly impossible at this price. We can

do so only because we long ago ac-

quired the rights to the priceless art of

Picasso, Rockwell and others, before

the peak of their fame.

Exclusive Introductions by the Twentieth

Century's Leading Literary Figures.

r more than four decades. Heritage has also engaged the leading

lolars and critics of our time to write introductions to every

ritage book. Giants of the literary world such as Sinclair Lewis,

ornton Wilder, A.A. Milne, Clifton Fadiman, Theodore Dreiser

i others will give you priceless insights into each author's life

i times, and the literary treasures a careful reader can unearth

le knows where to look. These masterful essays give you a

ightened appreciation of each great book.

I
Heritage Club Books are Among the Best

Made Books in the World.

mpare a Heritage edition to the usual book on your shelf and
'1 will be astonished by the obvious differences.

iTou will note, for example, the covers are thick and sturdy. They
•n't curl or warp as do those of ordinary books. The papers are

reptionally heavy and meant to last 100 years without cracking

turning yellow. In binding, the pages are meticulously thread-

vn. Then, each book is reinforced to afford a double measure of

ength and durability.

5
Heritage Club Books Come with the Many
Extra Benefits of Club Membership.. .All for

Only $14.50 a Book.

Heritage Club Membership is a refreshing alternative to other

book clubs. Here's how;

As a member, you will receive, upon joining, a Prospectus of the

Club's upcoming titles. You can freely choose only those you want

to receive, which will then be sent at the rate of one per month.

You may return any book within 30 days for a full refund, and you

are at liberty to cancel your membership at any time.

You will also enjoy several delightful "extras"...

You'll receive a bonus book j ust for joining. This free bonus

volume will speak far more persuasively than any magazine

announcement can about the beauty and elegance of Heritage

books. If for any reason you are not satisfied, simply return it.

Your membership will be cancelled and you will owe nothing. If

you are delighted with your bonus book, you may then receive

other volumes for just $14.50 each.

A copy of The Sandt^lass accompanies

each edition, providing fascinating

background information on

the book, author, designer,

artist, and printer. Bonus book /usi

/or jOimng

The Sandglass guide

certifies the "pedigree" of

each volume with details of

its unique design and

Extra heavy pacliaging

assures dehvery in

perfect condition

Prospectus lets you choose

)nly the classics you i

The Heritage Club's toll-free phone number lets you have any

question or problem about membership handled quickly and

personally.

Doubly-reinforced shipping cartons, designed for each book,

assure that your books will arrive in mint condition.

Prompt Action Required
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Stock characters such as Toby, shown

here in a bellhop's uniform, were the

mainstay ofthe tent show comedies.

Southwest Collection, Texas Tech University

One other positive aspect of the canvas

theater quickly emerged: with grass un-

derfoot and a cloth ceiling overhead, the

"rag op'ry" offered a relaxed, informal

kind of entertainment, different from the

starchy, dress-up affairs at the regular the-

aters. Farmers felt comfortable coming to

the play straight from a day in the fields,

without the necessity of changing clothes.

Kansas City, Missouri, was the hub of

the tent show industry. Tentmakers here

knew how to cut a top so that a center pole

in front of the proscenium could be elimi-

nated. Suppliers provided carnival-type

prizes, shaved ice, popcorn machines, and

boxed candy, containing prize coupons.

Because many actors wintered in Kansas

City, much of the springtime hiring took

place in the lobbies of such theatrical ho-

tels as the Gladstone, the Mercer, and the

Centropolis. Actors Equity membership

in Kansas City was the third largest of any

city in the United States, exceeded only

by New York and Chicago—and the ma-

jority of tent show performers were not

union members!

Although the managers of these shows

came to Kansas City to do their hiring and

purchasing, the shows remained essen-

tially regional enterprises, maintaining a

headquarters somewhere near the center

of a touring area with a radius seldom ex-

ceeding two hundred miles. And while the

nation-spanning syndicate produced plays

of a common denominator that would ap-

peal equally to audiences in Massachu-

setts, Mobile, and Mulberry Grove, the

tented companies worked diligently to

adapt their plays and playing to the folk of

their particular region. Toby, the red-

haired rube who proved one of tent rep's

most popular stage characters, was a

farmer in the Midwest, a cowboy in Texas,

a lumberjack in Oregon.

Rural audiences in the early part of the

century were both culturally and physi-

cally isolated. Given the condition of most

country roads and the idiosyncrasies of

Mr. Ford's A and T models, thirty miles

was about the absolute limit of an eve-

ning's drive for entertainment—and no

country family was interested in driving

anywhere to see plays about the effete

carryings-on of society swells.

A tent company could be assured of a

totally new audience by jumping no far-

ther than sixty miles. Trains provided

most of the transportation before World

War I, and many of the shows possessed

their own gaily decorated private railroad

cars. With the gradual improvement of

highways, trucks and autos came into in-

creasing use; by the Depression, virtually

all of the tent troupes had become mo-

torized, many towing small living trailers

behind their individual cars. Routes were

roughed out at the start of a season, but an

itinerary could be changed with almost no

notice—and for any number of reasons.

Rumors of a drought to the south or a

bumper crop to the west, the discovery of

oil in the Panhandle, a conflict in dates

with a circus, the appearance of another

tent show company, or the presence of a

sawdust trail evangelist could cause an

abrupt change in plans.

A few days before a troupe's arrival in a

town, an advance agent usually made his

appearance. Advertising was rudimen-

tary: small newspaper ads, window cards,

and penny postcards were the basic media

tools. Word-of-mouth was the principal

means of spreading news of the company's

arrival. Many troupes sought a local spon-

sor, a civic organization such as the Rota-

ry, Lions, or volunteer fire department,

that, in exchange for 10 percent of the

gross ticket sales, would supply the three

L's for the company: lot, license, and

'lectricity. Usually, the sponsor made a

tidy profit in return for very little expendi-

ture of money or effort, and the show pur-

chased for itself a powerful local ally in

its perpetual battle with well-established

foes. In every small town, there was a

movie theater manager who did not relish

competition; a sprinkling of merchants

who thought the tent show was "taking all

the money out of town"; or a minister or

two who believed that all actors were in

league with the devil. The sheltering arm

of a local sponsor usually forestalled such

harassing tactics as exorbitant license

fees, requirements for special policemen,

and enforcement of "fire laws," and also

assured the availability of a playing site

near the downtown area.

The arrival of the show in a town was an

event in itself. Shows played in typical

crossroads communities with populations

of from 5,000 to 10,000, and the coming of

the players created considerable excite-

ment. If the actors had appeared in the

town in previous seasons, they were gener-

ally greeted with warmth and affection,

almost like returning family members

who had moved to a distant city.

Members of the troupe, attired in their

versions of the latest fashion, disembarked

from railroad cars or autos to parade be-

fore the locals. As they made the usually

short walk to a hotel or rooming house,

most performers carried a small valise

(the hotel trunk would follow later). Some
carried a bird cage or a fancifully slip-cov-

ered coal oil heater; others might have a

Pekinese or screwtail bulldog in tow. The

initial impression made on the populace

had a marked effect on attendance, and

many Billboard employment ads carried

the admonition,"Dress well on and off

[stage]."

Unless a new script was being rehearsed

G-String, an elderly eccentric with a

bald head and goatee, was a typical

character in story plots about

simple, honest countryfolk who triumph

over sly city slickers.

Southwest Collection Texas Tech University
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or vaudeville acts were being changed,

there was little for the actors to do during

the day except tend to their costumes and

provide free entertainment for local

events. Usually several businessmen's lun-

cheons needed a vocal number or two, and

frequently, organizations scheduled bene-

fits to raise money for hospital beds or new

band uniforms. Saturday afternoon there

generally was a baseball game between

the show team and the local champions.

These games were taken seriously; when a

new man was hired for the company, field-

ing and hitting were considered along with

his performing talent.

Toward late afternoon on arrival day,

the male members of the company gath-

ered at the tent to don their band uniforms

for the downtown concert. By this time,

the major work had been accomplished:

stakes driven, rigging completed, and the

tent hoisted; a raised stage erected at the

end of the rectangular tent; dressing

rooms assembled; the "reserved" folding

chairs put close to the proscenium; and the

bleachers ("buzzard roost" in local par-

lance) set up toward the rear. Stagehands

were still arranging scenery and properties

for the evening's show as the actors-

turned-musicians, resplendent in semimil-

itary uniforms with a profusion of gold

braid meandering around the sleeves,

marched forth to present a short program

on the courthouse lawn. "They give a con-

cert uptown on opening day only. Each

evening they play in front of the tent

where the show is located—never uptown

where the drink stores and the picture

houses are," wrote a Billboard corres-

pondent who witnessed Harley Sadler and

His Own Company, in 1921, at a small

town in the Texas Panhandle.

During the heyday oftent show

popularity some circuses added

theatricalperformances to their bills.

Circus people, like these women
performing an acrobatic routine,

made up the casts.

Southwest Collection, Texas Tecti University

The curtain rose soon after sundown, al-

lowing time for the tent to cool down from

the heat of the day, while assuring an early

enough start for the two- or more-hour

show so that farmers and ranchers could

get a night's sleep before getting up the

following morning. Comedy was the main-

stay of all the tent shows. Plots typically

concerned simple, honest, somewhat naive

country folk who, in the course of three

acts, triumphed over the sly machinations

of those poor unfortunates who had grown

up with pavement beneath their feet.

Stock characters resembling those of the

commedia dell'arte emerged from these

scripts: the town gossip; the fallen woman;

the working-class hero known as the

"blue-shirt lead"; the loving mother; G-

String, the elderly eccentric with bald

head and wispy goatee; Toby, the oafish,

red-haired country boy; Susie, his equally

countrified female counterpart.

"Book plays," dramatizations of such

then-popular novels as Saint Elmo, Lena

Rivers, East Lynne, and Shepherd of the

Hills—together with the previously men-

tioned stage versions of Uncle Tom and

Ten Nights—found permanent places in

the repertory. Extravagant melodramas

were also sprinkled through the bills, but

these were played sincerely, never in

comic style. Problem dramas, most often

concerned with the ruin of a good man by

an evil woman and his eventual redemp-

tion by a good one, were usually repre-

sented in the week's bill. "Preacher

plays," centering on the efforts of a minis-

ter to maintain a Christian attitude in the

midst of political infighting by the congre-

gation, struck a responsive chord in rural

audiences: Saintly Hypocrites and Hon-

est Sinners achieved a moral eminence ap-

proaching that of Uncle Tom and Ten

Nights.

Absolute purity was the sine qua non of

all these plays. Any sexual innuendo was

forbidden because parents did not want

to spend the next morning trying to ex-

plain to their children what had happened

in the play the night before. Profanity was

cut from scripts. "Hell" might be permit-

ted when absolutely required for dramatic

climax, but anything stronger was purged.

"If you can't say it in church on Sunday
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morning, you can't say it on the stage on

Monday niglit," ran an often heard dic-

tum.

"Pohte vaudeville" was presented dur-

ing the intermissions of the play. Perform-

ing dogs and other specialty acts were

sometimes carried on the show, but more

often the actors themselves stepped out of

stage roles to do comedy routines, song-

and-dance numbers, blackout sketches,

juggling, contortion, ventriloquism, magic

—the list was almost endless. The per-

forming child was, of course, a sure-fire

hit with these family audiences.

At one of the intermissions, the man-

ager/owner/master of ceremonies made
the candy pitch. Stepping before the cur-

tain with a vendor's tray slung from his

neck, he began with a brief welcoming

speech, taking time to extol the local mer-

chants whose advertising banners graced

the canvas walls around the proscenium.

Glancing at the candy boxes in his tray, he

reported sadly that the few pieces of salt-

water taffy contained in each one were

really not worth the asking price of ten

cents. But there was more! Here the pitch-

man motioned for the curtain to be raised,

revealing a stage laden with prizes, from

the usual carnival "flash" to such useful

items as rocking chairs and canning ket-

tles. And all these might be had in ex-

Toby, the tent rep's most popular

stock character, adapted his role

to suit particular locales—he

was afarmer in the Midwest, a

lumberjack in Oregon, or, as

pictured below, a cowboy in Texas.

Southwest Collection. Texas Tech University

change for coupons found in the candy

boxes!

Descending from the stage, the man-

ager and several of the actors sold candy

as fast as it could be handed out. There

were shouts and squeals from customers

who discovered lucky coupons; the orches-

tra played a spirited gallop as winners

marched across the stage to collect their

prizes from the company's leading lady.

For the spectators, the candy sale was an

exciting part of the evening's entertain-

ment; for the manager, the candy fur-

nished a valuable supplement to his box

office income.

Before the final act, the manager would

step before the curtain, thank the audi-

ence members for their attendance, say a

few words about the show the following

night, and often preach a little homily

about loving, caring, and forgiving. To-

ward the end of the final act, the orchestra

would steal into place to "play the audi-

ence out." "Good Night Sweetheart" was

a typical departure tune—unless a second

show was scheduled or it was getaway

night, in which case a spirited march was

used as a chaser.

The manager/owner's family formed

the nucleus of the company. Ultimate

responsibility for everything—business,

transport, publicity, bookings, not to men-

tion the presentation itself—rested in the

hands of the owner, who also played the

comic roles. His wife played romantic

leads, while his children performed in the

vaudeville and played the juvenile parts in

the plays. Many tent show offspring began

their onstage careers as babes in arms and

began serious acting as soon as they could

toddle about the stage. As teen-agers,

some played romantic leads opposite one

parent or another, in a tradition that goes

back as far as Fanny Kemble, who played

Juliet to her father's Romeo. An assort-

ment of the manager's relatives—siblings,

in-laws, nieces, and nephews—performed

various tasks around the show. Living

closely throughout the season, the entire

company was, in a sense, one family, with

the manager playing the role of father.

Those male actors in the troupes who
had not been bom into acting families

were recruited from the small towns

where the rag op'ries appeared. These

were stage-struck youths, local showoffs

who played in the town band, sang with lo-

cal dance orchestras, did imitations and

bird whistles for school assemblies. They
knew—or soon learned—that a specialty

act was the key to success in the tent

shows: a comet player could be taught to

act, but an actor without musical training

never learned to double in brass.

Actresses usually joined the troupe

Folk comedy and melodramasprovided

most ofthe tent show repertoire.

The actor above is costumedfor

Siege of the Alamo, a drama specially

written to celebrate the 1936

Texas Centennial.

Southwest Collection. Texas Tech University

through marriage since companies rarely

hired single women for the show. Many a

small-town girl, after several seasons of

dating a tent show actor when he came to

town, married him; then, after a few

weeks of working box office and selling

popcom, she would be pressed into service

in a small role onstage. If she proved tal-

ented, larger roles awaited her.

Only a handful of actors from the tent
|

repertory ever achieved—or sought—ac-

claim greater than that offered by small-

town audiences. Will Geer, Milbum
Stone, Lyle Talbot, and Charles Win-

ninger were among those few leading ac-

1

tors who began their careers under canvas.

Apparently, tent rep actors were content

to work steadily in a harmonious atmo-

sphere before a receptive audience—with-

out the tensions, anxieties, and insecurities

of the "big time."

The tent show reached its zenith of

popularity shortly before the Depression

and collapsed with the falling economy.

The absence of entertainment money in

the small towns was the immediate cause

of failure, but competition from other

forms of entertainment prevented any

comeback. Radio was keeping people at

home in the evening, and the newly intro-

duced talking pictures ("squawkies," the

tent people called them) were proving
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A renowned sailing ship artist creates his first work in porcelain

THE GREAT CLIPPER SHIPS
by L.J. Pearce

A powerful series of twelve collector plates,

each a magnificent example of the long-established tradition

of marine art on fine porcelain.



Issued in limited edition

and available by subscription only.

Advance ordering deadline:

March 31, 1983

The majestic clipper ships ... the

speediest, most graceful sailing ships

ever to sail the seven seas. They set

speed records which stand to this day,

and they inspired a tradition of seafar-

ing art that continues to attract a wide

following. In our own time, perhaps no

other artist has better captured the dra-

ma and power of these magnificent

ships or the excitement of the clipper

ship era than Britain's L.J. Pearce.

Stirring art by an internationally

acclaimed marine artist

During a distinguished career devoted

to re-creating on canvas the force and

intensity of the sea, Pearce has won
the acclaim of critics and collectors

throughout the world. His recent ex-

hibits include important showings at

the Kennedy Galleries in New York, the

Royal Society of Marine Artists, Guild-

Loaded with gold dust valued at over 200,000

pounds sterling, the American Red Jacket cau-

tiously picks her course through treacherous ice

off Cape Horn.

hall, London; and the Mystic Seaport

Museum in Connecticut, where his

works are included in the permanent

collection. In addition, he was commis-

sioned to create a series of original

works portraying the tall ships of "Oper-

The famous British Clipper Cutty Sark is shown in a

spar-cracking "tea race" from Shanghai to London,

leading her arch rival Thermopylae.

ation Sail"— considered by many to be

the most memorable event of America's

Bicentennial celebration.

Now, at the height of his career, L.J.

Pearce has created his first work of art

in fine porcelain— "The Great Clipper

Ships." A series of twelve collector's

plates portraying the majesty and

strength of the fastest and most beau-

tiful ships the world has ever seen.

Each of these plates is, in itself, a

masterful work of art. Together, they

form an incomparable collection that

will be a proud acquisition for every

subscriber ... a focus for conversation

and admiration wherever they are dis-

played in the home.

The splendor of sea and sail . .

.

captured with vigor and intensity

The plates themselves will be large in

size— 9 inches in diameter— allowing

full scope for Pearce's finely detailed

portraits of the lean-hulled, tall-sparred

clippers. And to capture the essence of

these beautiful ships, Mr. Pearce has

used a full palette of colors— as many
as 15 on each plate. These will be fired

on at a temperature of 800° C to ensure

a beautiful glaze and a richness of

color that will keep its freshness forever.

To provide a distinctive finishing

touch, each plate will be bordered with

a band of pure 24 karat gold, hand-

applied to its rim.

These plates will be created under

the careful supervision of Franklin Por-

celain in Japan, home of some of the

world's most talented porcelain crafts-

men. Throughout every step, the plates

will reflect the standards of excellence

that distinguish the finest works of art

in -porcelain.

Pearce's very beautiful and marve-

lously romantic works of art have been

commissioned by Franklin Porcelain

especially for this issue and are avail-

able only on these fine porcelain plates.

This is a collection that will be enjoyed

and prized by all who love the legend

and lore of the sea, the splendor and

grace of sailing ships, and the rich

beauty of art in fine porcelain.

A limited edition

of lasting importance

"The Great Clipper Ships" will be issued

in limited edition, permanently re-

stricted to the exact number of valid

subscriptions entered by the end of

1983. The accompanying application is

valid only until March 31, 1983.

The finest in maritime art for display in your home.

As a subscriber, you will receive your

collection at the rate of one plate every

other month. The original issue price of

$55 for each plate will be billed in two

equal monthly installments of $27.50

each. This favorable issue price is guar-

anteed to you for the duration of your

subscription. Each plate will be accom-

panied by a specially written ship's his-

tory And a Certificate of Authenticity

will accompany the collection.

As the first works in porcelain by one

of today's leading marine artists, this

collection is clearly destined to have

lasting importance. To enter your sub-

scription for this magnificent collection,

please complete and mail your applica-

tion to Franklin Porcelain, Franklin Cen-

ter, PA 19091 —by March 31, 19S3.

The Sea Witch off Hong Kong ready (or her 74-day 14-hour run lo New York— a record she holds to this day

Shown smaller than actual plate size of 9" in diameter



Members ofa tent show orchestra

usually doubled as actors. They not only

sang and danced but also performed

specialty acts, such asjuggling and

ventriloquism, which were considered the

key to success in tent shows.

Soutfiwesi Collection. Texas Tech University

popular. Air-conditioning made indoor

summer activities possible, and drive-in

movies were drawing increasing numbers

of families and young couples. Improved

highways and faster automobiles spelled

the end of isolation for the rural commu-
nity. The tent show could not compete

with the pleasures offered by the now-

accessible city.

Those few tent shows that survived

these changes were forced to cut back

drastically. Companies of six to ten be-

came increasingly common; actors used to

working plays, vaudeville, and orchestras

now found themselves also driving trucks

and bossing inexperienced canvas crews.

Some companies flirted briefly with sex as

a means of box office salvation, and such

titles as Why Girls Walk Home and Con-

fessions of a Wife began to appear The
marquees hinted at more naughtiness

than the plays could deliver before a con-

servative family audience.

Eventually, Toby, the red-haired clown,

proved a kind of salvation for the few re-

maining companies. Many regular comic

parts (Sample Switchell in Ten Nights,

for example) were turned into Toby roles,

and what had once been a true repertory

of plays degenerated into a series of broad

Toby farces that were hard to tell apart:

the Toby show was bom. Humor became
self-conscious, and the Toby comedian

tended to mock the entertainment from

which he had sprung. By the fifties, even

the Toby shows were declining; today,

only the Jimmy Davis Show tours with

any regularity.

Davis, now the owner of the show in

which he apprenticed as a young man, of-

fers a repertoire of three plays along a

well-traveled route through Missouri and

Iowa. He also does minishows for state

and regional fairs, often six to ten a day.

Eight summer-vacationing college stu-

dents not only supply labor for moving,

setting up, and tearing down the tent but

also perform in the orchestra and act in

the plays. Brant Davis, the teen-age son of

the owner-manager, having mastered a

wide assortment of musical instruments, is

breaking into the Toby roles.

The program consists of vaudeville and

cut-dovra, rewritten versions of tent show

classics, played in broad, slapstick style.

Audiences are responsive and apprecia-

tive—even if some old-timers tend to

shake their heads over this burlesquing of

the good old days.

Despite a flurry of recent scholarship,

the tent show remains unremarked in any

of the standard histories of American the-

ater or, for that matter, world theater,

since similar undercanvas entertainments

were found in a number of other countries.

Perhaps a little more time is needed for

recognition or perhaps the tent show must

wait for someone to create the romance of

the rag op'ries, to do for them what Fer-

ber, Hammerstein, and Kern did for the

showboats.

But the tent shows deserve a place in

history if for no other reason than the

quantity of entertainment they provided.

They were a part of America's summer ru-

ral landscape for more than half a century.

Like the commedia companies of the Mid-

dle Ages, tent theater sprang from folk

roots. The folk supplied material for the

plays, provided actors from their own

ranks, supported the plays through their

attendance, and allowed the performers to

live among them. This is as near to an

American folk theater as has ever been at-

tained. D
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Unconnected Truths
"The enemy of knowledge and science is

irrationalism, not religion"

by Stephen Jay Gould

Tidbits of a distant past often reemerge

into our present with surprising relevance.

After all, human thought and emotion

have a universality that transcends time

and converts the different stages of history

into theaters that provide lessons for mod-

em players.

I want to tell a story of twenty years in

the history of British geology—roughly

1820 to 1840. The story displays science

working at its best. One of Britain's pre-

mier geologists proposed a theory. This

clearly formulated theory had roots (as do

all theories) in the social position and psy-

chological constitution of its proposer. But

it was also empirically based and emi-

nently testable. It was tested and it failed.

Its two primary supporters recanted forth-

rightly and later led an effort to formulate

different and proper explanations for the

phenomena that had inspired the original

theory.

In 1823, the Reverend WiUiam Buck-

land (1784-1856), Oxford University's

first "official" geologist, published a sci-

entific treatise with a striking title that re-

flected its author's attempt to amalga-

mate his two professional worlds—religion

and geology. He called it Reliquiae dilu-

vianae, or Relics of the Flood. Its subtitle

indicated the kind of evidence that

Buckland would cite to support his theory

about the geological expression of Noah's

debacle: Observations on the Organic Re-

mains Contained in Caves, Fissures, and
Diluvial Gravel, and on Other Geological

Phenomena Attesting the Action ofa Uni-

versal Deluge. Buckland's theory was

tested and rejected by geologists who were

both creationists and genuine scientists.

Noah's flood has not been an issue among
geologists for the past century and a half.

Those modem fundamentalists who call

themselves "scientific creationists" have

resurrected Noah and made his flood the

linchpin of their system. In fact, they as-
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cribe all fossil-bearing strata to this single

event, whereas Buckland, much more sen-

sibly, sought only to identify the upper-

most, unconsolidated film of loams and

gravels as products of Noah's universal

deluge. The identification of Noah's flood

as a primary geological agent was specifi-

cally mandated in the Arkansas "creation

science" law, declared unconstitutional in

January 1982. I know no better illustra-

tion of the difference between science and

pseudoscience than a comparison of Buck-

land's rational approach—concrete pro-

posal, test, and rejection—with the dog-

matism of fundamentalists.

Buckland was not the first geologist to

propose a "flood theory" linking Noah's

deluge to the evidence of geology, but his

new version had the twin virtues of sensi-

bility and testability. The granddaddy of

flood theories (and the one now embraced

so anachronistically by creationists) had

been kicking around for several centu-

ries—the idea that a single flood had pro-

duced all, or nearly all, the geological

strata. This version was no longer credible

by Buckland's time, and he dismissed it in

a single paragraph written in 1836 and

still quite sufficient to refute what our

moral majoritarians tried to impose upon

the children of Arkansas:

Some have attempted to ascribe the forma-

tion of all the stratified rocks to the effects

of the Mosaic Deluge; an opinion which is

irreconcilable with the enormous thickness

and almost infinite subdivisions of these

strata, and with the numerous and regular

successions which they contain of the re-

mains of animals and vegetables, differing

more and more widely from existing spe-

cies, as the strata in which we find them are

older, or placed at greater depths.

Other geologists had viewed the Flood

as a time of upheaval on the earth's sur-

face. Old lands foundered, while new con-

tinents rose from the oceanic depths

—

thus explaining the presence of fossi

shells on mountaintops. But Buckland rec

ognized that the earth had an ancient his

tory, punctuated sporadically (but often

with episodes of uplift. He needed no re

cent flood to explain the earth's topogra

phy and the geological contents of its

mountains.

Buckland's flood was a less eventful

less catastrophic, and much more believ

able episode. He proposed that floodwa

ters had risen over continents already ir

their present positions, buried them for

short period only
—

"a universal and tran-

sient deluge," in his words—and left as

their memorial only a superficial layer of I

loam and gravel, which lies atop many of

our stratified rocks, and a set of topo-

graphical features carved by the waten

as they rose and fell.

Reliquiae diluvianae is not a waffling,

grandiose theoretical treatise on all effects

and causes of the Flood, but a specific em-

pirical study of caves and their associated

fauna. Buckland had previously examined

a cave at Kirkdale, in Yorkshire, and had

won the Royal Society's Copley Medal for

his efforts. Now he expanded his work to

other caves in Britain and to a series of

caverns and fissures in Germany.

As his general argument for the impor-

tance of caves in attesting a recent and

transient flood, Buckland held that the

waters had so disturbed all open-air envi-

roimients that only secluded caves pre-

served fair evidence for the integrity of an-

tediluvian communities.

So completely has the violence of that tre-

mendous convulsion destroyed and remod- i

eled the form of the antediluvian surface,

that it is only in caverns that have been pro-

tected from its ravages that we may hope to

find undisturbed evidence of events in the

period immediately preceding it.

The caves were full of bones, trapped

within by the rising waters. The bones be-
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longed to species then resident in their lo-

cal areas (thus the Flood was not suffi-

ciently violent to mix faunas in a random

hodgepodge throughout the world). The
bones were fresh (pointing to a recent

burial), enclosed only with mud washed in

by floodwaters or by a light covering of

cave drippings (also indicating a deluge of

no great antiquity), and belonged to spe-

cies now extinct but closely allied with

modern forms (the less fortunate crea-

tures that found no lodging on the ark).

Buckland's discussion of the Kirkdale

cave provides a good illustration of his

methods and modes of argument. He
found an extensive deposit of fossil bones,

broken into angular fragments, sometimes

embedded in mud, sometimes encrusted

with drippings of cave limestone. Invoking

a gastronomical simile from his own time,

Buckland described his cache:

Where the mud was shallow, and the heaps

of teeth and bones considerable, parts of the

latter were elevated some inches above the

surface of the mud and its stalagmitic crust;

and the upper ends of the bones thus

projecting like the legs of pigeons through a

piecrust into the void space above, have be-

come thinly covered with stalagmitic drip-

pings, whilst their lower extremities have no

such incrustation, and have simply the mud
adhering to them in which they have been

inbedded.

Buckland devotes most of his mono-

graph to proving that Kirkdale was a hy-

ena den, and that the bones present

therein had been gathered and crushed by

its denizens. He worked, as all good geolo-

gists do, by seeking modem analogues for

his ancient results. He learned everything

he could about hyenas, ranging from the

Latin texts of classical authors to personal

observations of hyenas in the Exeter zoo.

He proved that the Kirkdale bones were

crushed and cracked into the same angu-

lar fragments that modern hyenas pro-

duce, and he found that the curious

spheres of bone fragments within his caves

were identical with the droppings of his

friends behind bars at Exeter. He also dis-

covered abundant hyena bones within the

cave—all crushed and cracked as well

—

indicating that hyenas approach their own
dead as they treat the prey and carrion

of other species that form their usual

diet.

Since Buckland found no uncracked

hyena bones in the cave (but did recover

some in outside deposits), he conjectured

that as the floodwaters rose, the hyenas

had left the cave and high-tailed it for the

hills:

Should it be further asked, why we do not

find, at least, the entire skeleton of the one

or more hyenas that died last and left no
survivors to devour them; we find a suffi-

cient reply to this question, in the circum-

stance of the probable destruction of the

last individuals by the diluvian waters: on

the rise of these, had there been any hyenas

in the den, they would have rushed out, and
fled for safety to the hills; and if absent,

they could by no possibility have returned

to it from the higher levels: that they were

extirpated by this catastrophe is obvious,

from the discovery of their bones in the di-

luvial gravel both of England and Ger-

many.

Elephants, rhinos, and hyenas were

most common among the bones of Kirk-

dale. Since all these animals now inhabit

tropical climates, Buckland assumed that

the deluge had marked a rapid transition

to colder temperatures. (He was quite

wrong, for we now know that all these spe-

cies were the long-haired. Ice Age variants

of modern tropical relatives; the bones

hailed from glacial times, and it is now
warmer in Britain.) The Reliquiae dilu-

vianae is most distinctive in avoiding any

discussion of causes and general theories.

Buckland abjured the older traditions of

system building and speculation, and

wrote instead an empirical monograph on

specific evidences for a flood. This tactic

rendered his work testable and laid the
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ground for its refutation—the most

healthy activity that science can pursue.

In discussing the supposed shift to colder

climates, Buckland made his only conjec-

ture about cause and then immediately

withdrew in conformity with his larger

goal:

What this cause was, whether a change in

the inclination of the earth's axis, or the

near approach of a comet, or any other

cause or combination of causes purely as-

tronomical, is a question the discussion of

which is foreign to the object of the present

memoir.

After discussing Kirkdale and other

caves of Britain and Germany, Buckland

moved on to subsidiary evidence for a uni-

versal deluge. The last part of Reliquiae

diluvianae discusses two corroborating

sources. First, Buckland studied the loams

and gravels that mantle soUd strata

throughout northern Europe, and he

found within them bones of the same ani-

mals that frequented his caves. Since he

regarded loams and gravels as direct de-

posits of the Flood, similar fossils estab-

lished the cave remains as relics of the last

days before Noah. Secondly, he argued

that the sculpturing of hills and valleys

records the action of surging floodwaters.

In summarizing his discussion of Kirk-

dale, Buckland drew an essential infer-

ence that sowed the seeds of his later un-

doing. Buckland's flood theory absolutely

required two conclusions to establish No-

ah's deluge as the agent that both sealed

the caves and deposited exterior loams

and gravels. First, all cave deposits and

gravels must represent material of the

same age. Second, each of these accu-

mulations must record a single event, not a

series of floods or other catastrophes.

There is no alternation of this mud with

beds of bone or of stalagmite, such as would

have occurred had it been produced by land

floods often repeated; once, and once only,

it appears to have been introduced; and we
may consider its vehicle to have been the

turbid waters of the same inundation that

produced universally the diluvial gravel

and loam on the surface without.

In drawing the inference, Buckland had

left his self-proclaimed, strictly empirical

path (a misplaced ideal that few imagina-

tive scientists can and do follow in any

case). He had no real evidence for contem-

poraneity of cave deposits with loams and

gravels. Moreover, since his caves were

widely separated, he could present no di-

rect indication that the fossils within all

hailed from the same time. Indeed, he was

arguing in reverse—from prior belief to

empirical conclusion. He assumed that

these diverse and discontinuous deposits
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,1.were contemporaneous because he be

lieved so strongly in tlie historical realit}

of Noah's flood. Yet he also claimed tha

he could prove Noah's flood from the em
pineal evidence alone. You can't have i'

both ways.

Nonetheless, in a bold and striking con-

clusion, penned four years earlier in his in-

augural address at Oxford in 1819, Buck-

land proclaimed:

The grand fact of an universal deluge at no

very remote period is proved on grounds so

decisive and incontrovertible, that had we
never heard of such an event from Scrip-

ture or any other authority. Geology of it-

self must have called in the assistance of

some such catastrophe.

This famous quotation has often been

exposed to ridicule on the assumption that

Buckland suffered from advanced self-de-.

lusion bom of his biblical convictions. Not '

so. The statement, though forceful, is not

unreasonable and reflects one of the su-

preme ironies in all the history of science.

We know, in retrospect, that England

and most of northern Europe were, quite

recently, covered several times by massive

continental ice sheets. The evidences that

glaciers leave—large boulders trans-

ported far from their source, poorly sorted

gravels apparently dumped into their

present resting place by catastrophic

agents—are very similar to what gigantic

floods might produce. Indeed, much gla-

cial topography is formed by floodwaters

of melting ice. Buckland, in fact, was look-

ing at evidences of glaciation but, quite

naturally, interpreted them as results of

flooding. If Buckland had lived in south-

ern Europe or if the science of geology had

arisen in the tropics, this reasonable ver-

sion of "flood theory" would never have

entered our history. We can scarcely

blame Buckland for not envisaging a mile

of ice atop his native land. Surely, in the

1 820s, the idea of a continental ice sheet

was preposterous and unthinkable, while a

surging flood confuted neither reason nor

experience. However, and again in retro-

spect, we can easily see why Buckland's

theory quickly failed the test. He attrib-

uted his cave deposits and external gravels

to a single flood; they were, in fact, pro-

duced by several episodes of glaciation.

Throughout the 1820s, Buckland's the-

ory was a subject of lively debate within

the Geological Society of London. The

greatest geologists of Britain lined up on

opposite sides. As his chief ally, Buckland

could call upon his Cambridge counter-

part and fellow divine, the Reverend

Adam Sedgwick. Leading the opposition

were Charles Lyell, the great apostle of

gradualism, and the aristocratic Roderick
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Impey Murchison. The debate surged

with all the vigor of Buckland's floodwa-

ters, but within ten years both Bucidand

and Sedgwick had thrown in the towel.

Two primary discoveries forced Buck-

land's retreat. First, he eventually had to

admit that his deposits of loam and gravel

were not distributed throughout the world

(as "an universal deluge" would require)

but only over lands in northern latitudes

(reflecting—though Buckland did not yet

know the reason—the limited extent of

glaciers spreading from polar regions).

Second, and more importantly, the ev-

eryday dog work of geology proved that

Buckland's caves and gravels did not all

"match up" as products of a single event

in time and also that several deposits re-

corded more than one episode of flooding

(or glaciation as we would now say). "Cor-

relation" is the basic activity of field geol-

ogists. We walk from outcrop to outcrop;

we try to trace the beds of one location to

the strata of another; we ascertain which

beds at our first location match (or corre-

late in time with) sets of strata in other

places.

As this basic work went forward, it soon

became clear that Buckland's cave depos-

its and gravels did not correlate; they rep-

resented many events, not a single univer-

sal flood. This discovery did not require

that floods be abandoned as causal agents,

but it did rob Noah of any special status.

If numerous floods had occurred, then

Buckland's striking evidence could not be

ascribed to any particular biblical event.

Moreover, since Buckland found no hu-

man bones in any of his deposits (whereas

Noah's deluge occurred to extirpate rapa-

cious humanity), he eventually concluded

that all the many floods he now recog-

nized had antedated the Noachian deluge.

In 1829, following a vigorous debate at

the Geological Society over Conybeare's

paper on the Thames Valley (William

Conybeare was a prominent member of

Buckland's team), Lyell wrote trium-

phantly to his supporter Gideon Mantell:

Murchison and I fought stoutly and Buck-
land was very piano. Conybeare's memoir is

not strong by any means. He admits three

deluges before the Noachian! and Buck-
land adds God knows how many catastro-

phes besides, so we have driven them out of

the Mosaic record fairly.

(For nonmusical readers, I point out that

piano simply means "soft" in Italian. The
instrument bears its name as a shortening

of pianoforte for a device that can play

both softly, or piano, and loudly, or forte.)

Buckland himself admitted defeat on

the same grounds in his next major book of

1836, though he had not yet recognized

the glacial alternative:
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Discoveries which have been made, since

the publication of this work [Reliquiae

diluvianae], show that many of the animals

therein described, existed during more than

one geological period preceding the catas-

trophe by which they were extirpated.

Hence it seems more probable, that the

event in question, was the last of the many
geological revolutions that have been pro-

duced by violent irruptions of water, rather

than the comparatively tranquil inundation

described in the Inspired Narrative.

When their evidence fails, fine scien-

tists like Buckland do not simply admit de-

feat, crawl into a hole, and don a hair shirt.

They retain their interest and struggle to

find new explanations. Buckland not only

abandoned his flood theory when empiri-

cal work disproved it, but he eventually

led the movement in Britain to substitute

ice for water.

Although study in retrospect is unfair to

historical figures, I must report that I ex-

perienced an almost eerie feeling while

reading Reliquiae diluvianae in the light

of later knowledge about glacial theory.

So many of Buckland's specific empirical

statements almost cry out for interpreta-

tion by ice sheets rather than water He
continually reports, for example, that the

inundation, both in Britain and in North

America, must have come from the

north, an obvious direction for advancing

ice but not for universal floodwaters of a

rising ocean. He also argues that blocks of

granite moved to lower altitudes from the

summit of Mont Blanc prove that the

Flood rose high enough to cover all moun-

tains—while we would simply say that de-

scending glaciers brought the boulders

down.

Louis Agassiz, the Swiss geologist who
had grown up almost literally between

mountain glaciers, developed the theory

of ice ages during the 1830s. He and

Buckland became fast friends and co-

explorers. Buckland also became one of

England's first converts to glacial theory.

He read three papers advocating this new
interpretation of his old evidence before

the Geological Society in 1840 and 1841,

and he eventually even persuaded his old

adversary Charles Lyell about the reality

and power of continental ice sheets. Thus

Buckland not only promptly abandoned

his flood theory when it failed the test; he

also led the search for new explanations

and rejoiced in their discovery.

Modem creationists, on the other hand,

have dogmatically preached an even more

outmoded and discredited version of flood

theory since G.M. Price revived it fifty

years ago. They do no fieldwork to test

their claims (arguing instead by distort-

ing the work of true geologists for rhetori-

'

cal effect), and they will change not one

jot or tittle of their preposterous theory.

I can think of no greater contrast be-

tween this modem pseudoscience and the

truly scientific spirit than Adam Sedg-

wick's recantation in his presidential ad-

dress before the Geological Society of

London in 1 83 1 . As Buckland's chief sup-

porter, he had led the fight for flood the-

ory; but he knew by then that he had been

wrong. He also recognized that he had ar-

gued poorly at a critical point: he had cor-

related the caves and gravels not by em-

pirical evidence, but by a prior scriptural

belief in the Flood's reality. As empirical

evidence disproved his theory, he realized

this logical weakness and submitted him-

self to rigorous self-criticism. I know no

finer statement in all the annals of science

than Sedgwick's forthright recantation,

and I wish to end this column with it. As a

witness at the Arkansas creationism trial

in December 1981, 1 also read it into the

courtroom record because I felt that it il-

lustrated so well the difference between

dogmatism, which cannot change, and

true science, done in this case by people

who happened to be creationists. The final

irony and deep message is simply this:

flood theory, that centerpiece of modem
creationism, was disproved 1 50 years ago,

largely by professional clergymen who
were also geologists, exemplary scientists,

and creationists. The enemy of knowledge

and science is irrationalism, not religion:

Having been myself a believer, and, to the

best of my power, a propagator of what I

now regard as a philosophic heresy, and
having more than once been quoted for

opinions I do not now maintain, I think it

right, as one of my last acts before I quit

this Chair, thus publicly to read my recan-

tation. . . .

There is, I think, one great negative con-

clusion now incontestably established

—

that the vast masses of diluvial gravel, scat-

tered almost over the surface of the earth,

do not belong to one violent and transitory

period. . .

.

We ought, indeed, to have paused before

we first adopted the diluvian theory, and re-

ferred all our old superficial gravel to the

action of the Mosaic flood. ... In classing

together distant unknown formations under

one name; in giving them a simultaneous or-

igin, and in determining their date, not by

the organic remains we had discovered, but

by those we expected hypothetically here-

after to discover, in them; we have given

one more example of the passion with which

the mind fastens upon general conclusions,

and of the readiness with which it leaves the

consideration of unconnected truths.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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Competition or Peaceful Coexistence?
In some environments, the "great battle of life" involves less

competition between species than Darwinian theorists once assumed

by John A. Wiens

Examples of competition between spe-

cies seem to abound in nature. A calliope

hummingbird feeding at a nectar-rich

flower in a mountain meadow is apt to be

supplanted by a larger broad-tailed hum-

mingbird, which, in turn, may be chased

from the flower by a rufous hummingbird.

Deer mice on islands that have no meadow-

mice seem to occupy a broader range of

habitats and exploit more types of foods

than do deer mice in adjacent mainland

areas where meadow mice are present. As
one travels up a mountainside in western

North America, the scrub jays common at

lower elevations may suddenly disappear,

replaced by ecologically similar Steller's

jays.

These kinds of observations have led

many ecologists to conclude that compe-

tition between species is commonplace

and that it determines, to a great extent,

how natural communities are put to-

gether. According to this view, species are

likely to compete if they require similar re-

sources, such as food, habitat, or breeding

sites, and if those resources are in limited

supply. This competition will lead to the

exclusion of one species by another or,

over evolutionary time, to divergence in

the species' use of resources until compe-

tition is minimized. Competition thus lim-

its the number and kinds of species that

may coexist in an environment.

These views are by no means new. To

Charles Darwin, competition between and

within species was a fundamental compo-

nent of the "struggle for existence." In On
the Origin ofSpecies, he noted: "We have

reason to believe that species in a state of

nature are limited in their ranges by the

competition of other organic beings quite

as much as, or more than, by adaptation to

particular climates." Elsewhere in this

work, Darw in provided examples of such

competitive exclusion:

The struggle will generally be more severe

between species of the same genus, when
they come into competition with each

other, than between species of distinct gen-

era. We see this in the recent extension over

parts of the United States of one species of

swallow having caused the decrease of an-

other species. The recent increase of the

missel-thrush in parts of Scotland has

caused the decrease of the song-thrush.

How frequently we hear of one species of

rat taking the place of another species un-

der the most different climates! In Russia

the small Asiatic cockroach has everywhere

driven before it its congener. One species of

charlock will supplant another, and so in

other cases. We can dimly see why this

competition should be most severe between

allied forms, but probably in no one case

could we precisely say why one species has

been victorious over another in the great

battle of life.

In the early 1 960s, interest in the role of

competition was stimulated by the devel-

opment of mathematical theories of the

ecology of communities. Numerical mod-

els attempted to describe the degree of dif-

ference needed between species to permit

their coexistence, how resources might be

subdivided between species, how the con-

figuration of a habitat might affect the

number of species present, how a species

might expand its use of resources in the

absence of a competitor, and so on. In part

to make the mathematics tractable, such

models contained the assumption that the

communities they described were in equi-

librium—that is, that the species making

up a community were in balance with

their resources and with one another. This

theoretical work generated interesting

questions and neat predictions about com-

petition and communities and sent ecolo-

gists scurrying into the field and the lab-

oratory to test the predictions and answer

the questions.

Over the past decade, my student John

Rotenberry (now on the faculty at Bowl-

ing Green State University) and I have ex-

plored these ideas. We have concentrated

on communities of breeding birds at a

number of locations in western North

America, scattered from the prairies of

the Great Plains to the shrub-grass mix-

tures (shrubsteppe) of the Great Basin.

We chose these environments for several

reasons. First, they are open. Prairie

grasses and shrubsteppe plants, such as

sagebrush, rarely exceed knee height;

shortgrass prairies often resemble a well-

trimmed lawn. We can easily see what the

birds are doing. Second, these environ-

ments generally support relatively few

species of grasses or shrubs and their phys-

ical structure is simpler than that of a mul-

tilayered forest. Consequently, different

species of birds should be compelled to

compete for the same resources more of-

ten than in more complex habitats. Third,

the production of plant material and in-

sects is relatively low, which we believed

was another reason the birds might often

have to compete for food. Finally, the hab-

itats support few breeding bird species

(generally two to eight per twenty-five

acres), and the possible pathways of inter-

actions among the species should thus be

much less complex and easier to study

than in habitats with many species.

We fully expected either to find compe-

tition going on in these communities or to

be able to document patterns confirming

that competition had existed in the past.

As the research progressed, however,

these expectations proved to be naiVe. We
now think that direct, ongoing compe-

tition is infrequent in these systems and

that it may have relatively little to do with

the organization of the bird communities.

But I am getting ahead of my story.

The communities of breeding songbirds

in the grasslands and shrubsteppe of

North America are dominated by a few

characteristic species—eastern meadow-

larks, dickcissels, and grasshopper spar-

rows in the lusher eastern grasslands;

western meadowlarks, homed larks, and

longspurs in the shortgrass prairies; and

sage thrashers, sage sparrows, and Brew-

er's sparrows in the shrubsteppe. These

and the other songbirds that are present

are ecologically similar. All of them for-

age on the ground or in low vegetation and

feed primarily upon insects and other ar-

thropods during the breeding season.

Most nest directly on the ground, in small

flowering plants, or in shrubs, and males

proclaim their territorial holdings by sing-

ing from exposed, elevated perches or in

flight. Some, such as the meadowlarks

and the dickcissel, mate polygamously,

but most form monogamous pair bonds

that are maintained through the breeding

season. In the shrubsteppe of Oregon,

where we have watched the birds closely

for several years, adults seem to return to

previous breeding locations for several

successive years, but young birds appar-
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ently settle elsewhere to breed. This pat-

tern is likely to hold in other shrubsteppe

and grassland habitats as well.

Competition theory suggests that, such

general similarities notwithstanding, these

coexisting species must be adapted to

grassland and shrubsteppe conditions in

different ways. One way to accomplish

this necessary separation among the spe-

cies is through differences in diet. If, as is

generally assumed, populations are nor-

mally limited by their food supplies, then

the feeding habits of coexisting species

should reveal something about their rela-

tionships, including possible competitive

interactions. To test this prediction, we

sampled the diets of breeding species at

four widely spaced locations for two, and

in some cases three, successive years. Our
sampling method involved collecting the

birds and identifying food fragments in

their stomachs. Unexpectedly, the pat-

terns that emerged seemed muddled.

Some of the coexisting species did differ

substantially in the types of prey they con-

sumed but often not consistently from

year to year. At a South Dakota prairie,

for example, both 17-gram grasshopper

sparrows and 32-gram horned larks

gleaned large numbers of moth and but-

terfly larvae from the vegetation one year.

The following year, however, the larks

switched to a diet composed largely of

chenopod seeds, while grasshopper spar-

rows preyed almost entirely upon grass-

hoppers. Moreover, in some years the di-

ets of grasshopper sparrows overlapped

extensively with those of the substantially

larger (110 grams) meadowlarks.

Neither insect taxonomy nor avian body

size thus seems to be a good measure of dif-

ferences in diet among members of these

communities. Because birds use their bills

to obtain food, however, bill size might be

more closely related to diet. Community
theory, in fact, predicts that species should

be evenly spaced along a bill-size gradient,

each successively larger species having a

bill about a third again as large as that of

the next smaller species. Species with bill-

size differences much smaller than this

1.3:1 ratio presumably will have exten-

sively overlapping diets and will thus com-

pete, leading to the elimination of one or

the other. On the other hand, if two adja-

cent species on the gradient differ by a

substantially greater amount, a third spe-

cies, with an intermediate bill size, should

be able to invade the community. The
community should thus rapidly attain this

even-spacing configuration, but the bird

communities in grasslands and shrub-

steppe do not. In these habitats, the spac-

ing of species along a bill-size gradient is

outrageously uneven, and there are sub-

stantial gaps in the sequence. In the South

Dakota prairie, for example, grasshopper

sparrows had a bill only 1 .03 times longer

than that of chestnut-collared longspurs.

The bill of horned larks was 1 .28 times the

size of that of grasshopper sparrows (rea-

sonably close to the predicted ratio), but

the bill of the next and largest species in

the sequence, the western meadowlark,

was 2.26 times the length of a lark's bill.

Other communities we looked at also

seemed less consistently patterned and less

fully packed with species than the theory

led us to expect. Like body size, bill size

failed to turn up clear evidence of differ-

ences caused by competition.

We also investigated the size of the food

items eaten by the birds. Although the

kinds of insects or seeds eaten by different

species overlapped, perhaps the sizes

might not. Coexisting species could then

diverge ecologically by specializing on

prey of different sizes irrespective of

taxon. One of our study sites, a west Texas

shortgrass prairie, seemed to support this

possibility. There, the breeding species

(horned larks, grasshopper sparrows, and

western meadowlarks) differed substan-

tially in the sizes of the foods they con-

sumed. Furthermore, they differed in

strict accordance with their body- and bill-

size rankings. Other locations, however,

produced conflicting results. At our South

Dakota location, the diets of all species in-

cluded prey of various sizes and over-

lapped extensively. The birds in the south-

eastern Washington shrubsteppe ate food

items of virtually identical sizes. At both

sites, there were considerable differences

in bill and body sizes among the birds.

Excited by these findings and wanting

to learn what, if not bill or body size, was

determining the birds' diets, Rotenberry

subjected the Washington shrubsteppe

birds to greater scrutiny. By sampling

their food habits frequently, he demon-

strated that each species changed its feed-

ing habits dramatically through the breed-

ing season and that the diets of the

different species changed in tandem. For

example, as the sage sparrows switched

from a diet dominated by beetle larvae,

grass seeds, weevils, and grasshoppers in

April to one dominated by weevils and

lepidopteran larvae in May, so did the

larger homed larks. Overall, the species

seemed to be responding opportunistically

and similarly to seasonal changes in the

availability of different types and sizes of

food. This certainly is not the sort of pat-

tern one would expect of a set of species

locked in intense competition over food.

Important as food is, it is only one of the

resources over which competition might

occur Habitat—a place to live—is

equally vital. If the habitats of coexisting

species differ consistently, even in subtle

features, this might circumvent competi-

tion even among species with similar diets.

After all, if the species obtain their food in

different places, what does it matter if the

prey are of the same types or sizes?

To determine the relations of birds to

their habitats, ornithologists generally

look at habitat in structural terms, mea-

suring such features as vegetation height

and density, understory coverage and

stratification, grass cover, and litter accu-

mulation. The low vegetation in shrub-

steppe and grasslands makes such fea-

tures easy to measure, and we recorded

habitat structure in many locations. This

information allowed us to ask. Are there

clearly defined sets of co-occurring spe-

cies that are closely related to features of

habitat structure? If so, they might repre-

sent the groups of competitively adjusted

species that theory leads us to expect.

The answer to the question turns out to

be yes or no, depending on scale. When
the entire spectrum of environments from

midwestern tallgrass prairies to north-

western shrubsteppe is considered, well-

defined groupings of co-occurring species

do exist and are clearly related to large-

scale variations in habitat structure. The
distribution and abundance of dickcissels

and grasshopper sparrows, for example,

are tightly linked to tall vegetation, exten-

sive grass cover, and a well-developed lit-

ter layer—features of tallgrass prairies.

Sage sparrows and sage thrashers, on the

other hand, avoid grassy areas and instead

occupy habitats dominated by shrubs,

where vegetation is patchily distributed

and large areas of bare ground are com-

mon—typical shrubsteppe conditions.

On this large a scale, our findings offer

little more than intuitive associations of

birds with certain habitats, which any

practiced bird watcher can make. To pro-

vide significant evidence that these sets of

species have been organized by competi-

tive interactions, we would need to dis-

cover the same bird-habitat relations

when the focus is restricted to small-scale

variations within one habitat type, such as

the shrubsteppe. When we looked at a va-

riety of shrubsteppe locations, however,

we detected no consistent sets of co-occur-

ring species. The species, instead, varied

in abundance and were distributed inde-

pendently of one another. Moreover, at

this scale we found that in most cases the

associations between individual species

and features of habitat structure were

weak at best. Several methods of analysis

indicated that, overall, less than 17 per-

cent of the variation in the distribution

and abundance of the birds in these areas
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could be explained by habitat structure.

Clearer patterns of bird-habitat associ-

ation emerged when we considered the

species composition of the vegetation,

instead of its structural configuration.

Within the shrubsteppe, the abundance of

sage sparrows clearly varied in accor-

dance with the amount of big sagebrush

present, while sage thrashers and Brewer's

sparrows varied independently of sage-

brush but seemingly avoided areas where

small spiny shrubs, such as hopsage or

budsage, were common. These associa-

tions were not strong, but they do indicate

that the plant species composition of an

area may be more important to the birds

than has been thought. Desert shrubs vary

in the chemical composition of their leaf

tissues, and these chemical differences

may influence the abundance and variety

of insects present on different plant spe-

cies. If this is so, some apparent associa-

tions of plants and insect-eating birds may
be reflections of the birds' food prefer-

ences.

In any case, the birds that breed in

America's shrubsteppe and grasslands ex-

hibit little regard for the predictions of

ecological theory. Variations in the popu-

lation size of one species in an area are

largely independent both of the presence

or absence of other species and of varia-

tions in habitat features. Coexisting spe-

cies appear to use resources more or less

opportunistically. We find little evidence

that they are currently much concerned

about competition with one another or

that competition in the past has led to an

orderly community structure.

When observations of nature do not

match the predictions of a theory, we must

ask why. In this case, one possibility is that

the theory is inappropriate for grassland

and shrubsteppe bird communities. A ba-

sic assumption of competition theory is

that the communities one observes in na-

ture, like the mathematical community

models one can create, are in equilibrium.

Is this assumption violated in our systems?

As any farmer or rancher will tell you,

both midwestern grasslands and western

shrubsteppe are extremely variable and

unpredictable environments. From one

year to another, the weather can vary from

deluge to drought, and the effects on natu-

ral vegetation, as well as on croplands and

pastures, can be profound. The weather in

these environments is certainly not in

equilibrium, but are the bird communi-

ties? The answer hinges in part on how

long it takes the birds to respond to

changes in their environment. If they take

much time to adjust, then the interactions

between species may be altered and the ef-

fect of competition on the community will
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be diffused. If, however, the birds respond

with no appreciable time lag, they might

maintain a rough balance, or equilibrium,

with resource levels. In that case, compe-

tition could still have a strong influence on

community structure.

Our shrubsteppe studies included one

of the driest years on record in the region,

followed by two abnormally wet years.

This provided an opportunity to observe

how the vegetation and the birds reacted

to such dramatic fluctuations. The re-

sponse of the vegetation at our sites was

clear-cut: in the two wet years that fol-

lowed the drought, annual plants and

grasses flourished. The overall height of

the vegetation and the extent of ground

cover increased; the amount of bare

ground and patchiness decreased. The

bird populations also varied, but none of

the species changed in a way that was

clearly associated with changes in habitat

structure.

Another alteration in habitat, this time

a result of human activities rather than

weather, provided some perspective on

why the birds may not closely track such

variations. At one of our sites in southeast-

ern Oregon, state and federal agencies ap-

plied herbicides as part of a "range im-

provement" program. The following fall,

the native shrub, sagebrush, was disked

and an exotic bunch grass, crested wheat-

grass, planted. Because we had monitored

this site for three years before the applica-

tion, we could record the response. The

vegetation, of course, was decimated

—

sagebrush coverage decreased from more

than 25 percent of the ground area to less

than 2 percent, and no vegetation taller

than eight inches remained. Despite this,

sage sparrows, which had in past years

shown a clear preference for sagebrush,

returned to the site in about the same

numbers as before the treatment. We
think that these birds had previously bred

on the site and that the urge to breed in a

traditional location overrode the tendency

to select an appropriate habitat. Our con-

tinuing studies should record a decline in

sage sparrows as these adults die or give

up and move elsewhere. This example in-

dicates that time lags in the responses of

individuals to environmental changes can

complicate attempts to compare natural

systems to ecological theory.

In variable environments, such as grass-

land and shrubsteppe, populations may of-

ten be out of phase with their resources.

This may provide the setting for feast or

famine situations: periods of benign envi-

ronmental conditions, when resource sup-

plies may far exceed demands, may be

punctuated by periods of sharply reduced

resource availability. During these eco-

logical crunches, the supplies of resources

may be so limited that competition among

the species intensifies, leading to precisely

the sorts of consequences predicted by

theory. During the intercrunch intervals,

however, the relative superabundance of

resources may render competition unnec-

essary.

All of this suggests that competition is

not the ubiquitous force that many ecolo-

gists have believed. Certainly, it does oc-

cur in some situations. Careful studies of

groups of hummingbirds feeding on nec-

tar, for example, have clearly documented

competition between the birds, as well as

between the birds and bees. Competition

may be more likely to exist and easier to

perceive in stable environments. In unsta-

ble environments, however, population

sizes may be unrelated to immediate re-

source conditions, and assemblages of spe-

cies may often not express the relation-

ships that theory says they should.

Upon reflection, these statements seem

to make good sense. Why, then, have ecol-

ogists since the time of Darwin been so

preoccupied with competition, and why,

in thinking about competition, have so

many assumed that nature is more or less

in equilibrium? Part of the answer is that

we have used simplified theories in an at-

tempt to gain some understanding of na-

ture. But our views have also been influ-

enced by their cultural context. Science

does not develop in a vacuum but is a

mixed product, influenced by previous

findings and ideas in the discipline and by

the prevailing world views of the society in

which it grows and matures. The notion of

equilibrium is deeply embedded in West-

ern culture. It derives from Greek meta-

physics, which portrayed the universe as

ultimately ordered and balanced, and it is

expressed in the commonly accepted no-

tion of a "balance of nature." Competition

also occupies a central position in Western

culture—witness its expression in sports,

economics, space exploration, interna-

tional politics, or warfare. Little wonder,

then, that community ecologists expected

that the species they studied would be in

balance with one another and with their

resources, and that the primary factor or-

ganizing communities would be compe-

tition. After all, we have grown up im-

mersed in such a world view. But now, the

birds of grasslands and shrubsteppe seem

to be telling us that nature may not always

be this way. Darwin's "great battle of life"

may be fought in skirmishes that are inter-

spersed with periods of relative peace.

John A. Wiens is professor of biology at

the University of New Mexico in Al-

buquerque.
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Dangerous Dust
The soil in certain hot, arid regions of California and the Southwest contains

an infectious fungus that may make breathing on windy days hazardous to your health

by Demosthenes Pappagianis

What do archeologists excavating In-

dian burial sites in parts of California, ag-

ricultural workers in the state's San Joa-

quin Valley, and servicemen at bases in

the Southwest have in common? They all

run the risk of contracting valley fever

—

an infectious disease caused by a fungus,

or mold {Coccidioides immitis), that oc-

curs in the upper layers of the soil in cer-

tain hot, dry areas of the Western Hemi-

sphere. This mold produces tiny spores

that can be readily airborne.

In the United States, the disease occurs

mainly in the Lower Sonoran Life Zone.

This low-lying area is hot and arid for

much of the year but has relatively mild

winters. The zone's soils are usually

alkaline. The fungus is found spottily in

parts of California, and is present in the

southern half of Arizona and New Mexico

and the southwest quarter of Texas. The
restricted distribution of the fungus has

not been adequately explained.

When soils containing the fungus are

disturbed and dust is raised, the micro-

scopic spores of the mold (15 trillion of

them would fit into a cubic inch) may be

inhaled with the dust, sometimes resulting

in infection. Infections are likely to occur

mainly during the dry, dusty seasons when
the spores readily become airborne. The

infection appears annually among agricul-

tural workers, and since archeologists and

anthropologists generally do their field-

work during the summer, their digging

and sifting of dry soils often leads to infec-

tion.

The disease (known to physicians as

coccidioidomycosis) initially resides in the

lungs but occasionally spreads to other

parts of the body. It does not always pro-

duce a recognizable illness and is not often

fatal. In about 60 percent of the cases the

infection is so mild that individuals are un-

aware of having been infected. Although

valley fever is almost always contracted

by inhaling the spores of C. immitis and

one infected individual cannot infect an-

other, in rare cases infection has resulted

from the direct introduction of the spores

through the skin, as, for example, through

a barbed wire puncture.

Symptoms of the disease, which usually

lasts for only a few days, typically involve

fever, which may be 99° to 104°F, chills,

and profuse sweating at night; chest pain,

which may be severe and is often wors-

ened by deep breathing or coughing; loss

of appetite; headache; generalized muscle

and joint aches, particularly of the ankles

and knees; and slight swelling and redness

of the joints. There may also be a rash,

which resembles measles or hives but

more often develops as tender red lumps

on the shins or forearms, arms, and around

the neck.

In 40 percent of those who develop evi-

dence of the disease, the signs and symp-

toms of illness begin from seven to twenty-

eight days after the spores have been

inhaled. Although complete recovery is

the rule, those afflicted may feel tired or

have vague aches for up to a year after re-

covery. Occasionally the disease develops

into a severe, life-threatening, dissemi-

nated form, involving tissues outside of

the lungs. The skin, the bones, the lining of

the brain, and internal organs may then be

affected. While valley fever may be fatal

even when limited to the lungs, most fatal

cases have been those that have spread be-

yond the lungs. Of the estimated 80,000

valley fever infections that may occur

each year in the United States, about 50 to

75 result in death.

In 1977 a unique outbreak occurred in

California when a sudden and tremendous

freak wind and dust storm carried spore-

laden dust at least 400 miles from the ori-

gin of the storm. About 1 ,000 cases of val-

ley fever were recognized in people who
had not been in the endemic areas and at

least thirteen deaths were related to the

disease.

The disease was first scientifically de-

scribed in 1 892 in a thirty-six-year-old Ar-

gentine cavalryman stationed in the plains

of the Chaco area of northern Argentina;

This soldier noted a small sore, thought to

be a spider bite, on his right cheek. The

sore grew, taking on a warty appearance,

and the soldier developed swelling in his

skin. Because he did not improve with var-

ious treatments, he was sent to the Univer-

sity Hospital in Buenos Aires, where his

affliction was originally thought to repre-

sent a cancerlike disease. When doctors

examined a bit of his infected tissue mi-

croscopically about a year after he con-

tracted the disease, they found a previ-

ously unidentified microorganism and

recognized that they were dealing with a

new disease. Not until 1900 was the mi-

croorganism recognized as the mold we

call C. immitis.

No other case of the disease was re-

ported in Argentina for the next thirty-five

years. However, at about the same time

that the Argentine cavalryman was seek-

ing medical attention, a similar disease

(also first noted in the skin although we

now know it probably began in the lungs)

developed in a man some 6,900 miles to

the northwest in California. This patient

was a Portuguese from the Azores who

had been employed as a farm laborer in

the San Joaquin Valley of California. In

1893, his disease was studied by a profes-

sor of surgery at Cooper Medical College

(later the Stanford University School of

Medicine) in San Francisco. Then another

Portuguese man from the Azores devel-
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oped the same disease in California. Some
suspected that these two patients might

have been exposed to the same source of

infection before coming to CaHfomia or

that the first of the two patients had been

infected while working in the hold of a

ship that had come from the tropics to San

Francisco Bay. This suspicion was dis-

pelled by the recognition in 1899 of the

same disease in a third patient in Califor-

nia, a man from Germany. Thereafter, pa-

tients with all manner of ethnic deriva-

tions—from Asia, Europe, and North

America—were found to have the disease.

Of the 286 cases reported by 1931, 90

percent had originated in California, two-

thirds of them in or adjacent to the San

Joaquin Valley, whence the name valley

fever. Before long, however, it was evident

that several other areas to the west and

south of the San Joaquin Valley were also

endemic.

A specific endemic focus of the disease

was first identified in 1932 when the fun-

gus C. immitis was found in the soil next

to a bunkhouse in Delano, at the south-

eastern edge of the San Joaquin Valley.

Researchers investigated this particular

soil because Filipino farm workers who
lived in the bunkhouse had contracted val-

ley fever. Other endemic foci in central

California, which are scattered and do not

exist uniformly in all soil samples within a

given area, were identified by chance as a

result of excavations by archeologists and

anthropologists working in Indian sites.

In 1954, members of the anthropology

class from the University of California at

Los Angeles became infected after exca-

vating an old Indian campsite at an alti-

tude of 3,200 feet in the mountains south-

east of the San Joaquin Valley. The

fungus was recovered from the soil at this

excavation site, indicating that it is not en-

tirely restricted to low-lying areas. In fact.

El Paso, Texas, another endemic area, is

3,700 feet above sea level.

In 1968, a group of archeology students

from the University of California at Da-

vis, digging for Indian artifacts and skele-

tons, became infected in the Capay Val-

ley, some one hundred miles north of what

had until then been regarded as the north-

ernmost limits of the fungus. In 1970, ar-

cheology students from Queens College,

New York, became infected near Chico in

the northern part of the Sacramento Val-

ley, and in 1972 an archeology class from

Sacramento State University became in-

fected while digging in Indian sites in

Tehama County, also in the Sacramento

Valley, north of the state capital. These in-

cidents extended the known northernmost

boundary of endemicity to almost 40°

north latitude. (In South America, the
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iouthernmost boundary appears to be at

the corresponding 40° south.)

Archeological sites may be especially

good habitats for the fungus for several

reasons. Usually, the soil at such sites has

not been disturbed for a long time, leaving

C. immitis without competing microor-

ganisms. Indian camp and burial sites of-

ten contain ash from previous fires, which

makes the soil alkaline and favors the

growth of C. immitis over competing or-

ganisms. The fungus might have been

present in the buried corpses, and as the

latter decomposed, some organic sub-

stance that could enhance the fungus'

growth may have been added to the sur-

rounding soil.

Studies show a clear difference in the

response of various population groups to

infection. Blacks, Filipinos, and other

Asians are more likely to develop the dan-

gerous form of the disease that spreads

outside the lungs. Whites seem to be more

resistant to such dissemination. American

Indians and people of Mexican derivation

appear to be more resistant than blacks

and Asians but more vulnerable than

whites. Adult white females are ordinarily

quite resistant to dissemination of the dis-

ease, but if they acquire the infection dur-

ing the last half or so of pregnancy, there is

a great risk that it will spread beyond the

lungs. Children under five and older indi-

viduals, perhaps those above fifty, also ap-

pear to be more likely to undergo dissemi-

nation of the infection.

The reasons for these different re-

sponses are not understood. Some individ-

uals with impairment of certain immune

mechanisms, such as patients who have

undergone kidney transplants or those

with leukemia or lymphoma, may also be

more vulnerable to the spread of the infec-

tion from its primary site in the lungs. And

patients with diabetes mellitus who con-

tract valley fever are more likely to de-

velop a hole in the lung than are patients

who do not have diabetes.

The increased susceptibility to the se-

vere, disseminating form of the disease

may be related to one or more aspects of

the immune response that involves at least

two kinds of white blood cells, lympho-

cytes and macrophages. These cells inter-

act with each other to inhibit growth of or

to destroy C immitis. Individuals with in-

creased susceptibility may have white

blood cells deficient in some chemical im-

portant to the destruction of the fungus, or

may have an abundance of suppressor

cells, or an excess of substances that de-

press the immune response ordinarily elic-

ited by the fungus.

During the Dust Bowl era in the 1930s,

many families migrated to the central val-
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Endemic Areas of Valley Fever

in the Lower Sonoran Life Zone

ley of California from the Great Plains

and elsewhere. Because these new arrivals

were never before exposed to valley fever,

they were, as a group, particularly suscep-

tible to the infection. (Many longtime resi-

dents of the area have at some time been

exposed to the fungus, become infected,

and have recovered, and are thus im-

mune.) The population influx continued in

the 1940s as the government trained mili-

tary personnel in the San Joaquin Valley

and in the deserts of Arizona and Texas.

Since World War II, Americans have mi-

grated in great numbers to the Sun Belt

where the fungus exists. Hence the vulner-

able population is constantly rising.

Since its initial detection in 1 892 valley

fever has been subjected to a variety of

treatments, including surgical procedures.

With the exception of the surgical re-

moval of diseased tissue, which in some in-

stances was curative, no clearly beneficial

treatment was available until 1956, when

the compound amphotericin B was put to

use. This medication, however, must be

given intravenously and has some unpleas-

ant side effects on the kidneys, the blood-

forming system, and other systems and tis-

sues. Because of these side effects, doctors

are understandably reluctant to use the

compound unless the patient's disease is in

the serious disseminated form.

The difficulty of administering ampho-

tericin B, and the side effects associated

with it, have also spurred the exploration

of other compounds. One such new com-

pound, ketoconazole, which can be taken

by mouth, has been beneficial in treating

certain forms of valley fever. Although

some other compounds have been found to

inhibit the growth of, or even kill, the fun-

gus, these have generally been too toxic

for use in treatment. Prevention is, how-

ever, the desirable course. This might fol-

low one of two routes: reduction of expo-

sure to the fungus or protection for those

who might be exposed.

Attempts to reduce exposure to the fun-

gus can only be of limited effectiveness,

given the vastness of the area the fungus

inhabits. Paving roads, planting grass, and

other measures that reduce dust where

people live, work, or engage in recreation

have been shown to reduce the incidence

of infection. In laboratory tests the appli-

cation of certain soil fumigants has killed

the fungus in limited quantities of soil.

Such fumigation would not, however, be

practical on a large scale. Archeologists

and anthropologists might resort to wet-

ting the soil sufficiently at their research

sites to reduce exposure to airborne spores

of the fungus and yet leave the soil work-

able for sifting. Prevention of individual

exposure might also be accomplished by

wearing masks or through the use of air-

conditioned cabs on farm equipment and

bulldozers. Masks have not been ade-

quately evaluated but, in any case, ar-

cheologists who have tried them say they

are unbearable in the hot environment in

which their fieldwork is so often con-

ducted.

Another possibility, prevention by im-

munization, offers real hope. In the 1930s,

Charles E. Smith, a pioneer in valley fever

research, and others found that recovery

from the disease leads to lifetime resis-

tance to reinfection. With this in mind,

Smith and his collaborators attempted to

develop a vaccine during the 1950s and

1960s. Such a vaccine, which tested suc-

cessfully in laboratory animals, was devel-

oped in the early 1960s by Hillel B. Levine

and Smith. They then tried it on them-

selves and subsequently on six volunteer
|

laboratory co-workers without any serious
;|

side effects. In the early 1960s the vaccine

was tested on an additional eighty individ-

uals, again without serious side effects. <

These tests provided a clear demonstra-

;

tion of the safety of the vaccine and per-

mitted the selection of an appropriate dose

for human administration.

In 1979 a further safety trial was car-

ried out in 150 individuals and in the fall

of 1980 a double-blind field test was un-

dertaken to determine whether the vac-

cine could provide protection against the

disease in its natural setting. Kern County,

California, in the center of the highly en-

demic San Joaquin Valley, was selected

for the initial field trial. In 1981, the tests

were extended to Tucson, Arizona, and

Lemoore, California, southwest of Fresno.

The study was designed to continue for

three years and to involve a minimum of

3,000 individuals. Half of these test sub-

jects are to receive the vaccine and half a

placebo. The study is now more than half-

way through its three-year time span but

may have to be extended because the

number of individuals infected during the

trial period may be statistically insuffi-

cient to determine whether individuals

who received the vaccine were truly pro-

tected compared with those who received

the placebo.

Today, the top priority in valley fever

research is perfection of the vaccine, al-

though who would manufacture it, who
should be vaccinated, and who would as-

sume the costs are far from being deter-

mined. With or without an effective vac-

cine, however, the need for better methods

of treatment persists, since nonvaccinated

people will doubtless continue to visit or

move into the endemic areas, and some

will become infected and require treat-

ment. Ideally, we would find a biochemi-

cal compound that kills the fungus with

minimal side effects on the infected indi-

vidual. The puzzling variations in the vul-

nerability of different ethnic groups, and

the increased susceptibility to the severe

form of the disease in kidney-transplant

patients and pregnant women, also require

explanation. While the fungus that causes

valley fever cannot realistically be elimi-

nated from the environment, we need to

find out more about how its attributes and

its environment combine to sustain this

unique and persistent disease in the New
Worid.

Demosthenes Pappagianis, a physician

and microbiologist at the School ofMedi-

cine, University of California, Davis, has

long worked on valley fever.
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Carcass Protocol
Whether or not thefood should be gulped depends

on how many hyenas are present at the feast

by Ronald L. Tilson

The Kuiseb River is a remote, season-

ally dry river that crosses the central

Namib Desert near the southwestern

coast of Africa. In 1976, I began a field

study of the Kuiseb, with the goal of deter-

mining how the river system interacts eco-

logically with its arid surroundings and

what effect overextraction of the Kuiseb's

subterranean water reserves by the bur-

geoning uranium industry would have on

the associated wildlife. My first move was

to set up a field camp in the canyon area of

the Kuiseb, a region marked by sheer, ca-

thedrallike walls and spectacular natural

amphitheaters.

I didn't encounter my first hyena until

almost three months later. Huge paw

prints in the soft sand told me that hyenas

had been prowling around my camp every

third or fourth night, but they were so

stealthy I never awoke. This night was dif-

ferent: it was a hot, bone-dry, stifling late

summer night with not a hint of breeze, so

I left the tent flaps open. Nearby, in the

dry river channel, a small group of moun-

tain zebra were jostling around a shallow

water hole. The silence was occasionally

punctuated by the loud cackling of a red-

billed francolin roosting overhead in the

thorny acacias. As I slumbered, these few

sounds faded in and out of my dreams, un-

til for some reason, I awoke with a start.

Standing directly over me was a large

spotted hyena. Its breath was unimagin-

ably foul.

Like pythons and crocodiles, hyenas

seem to inspire horror in people. Because

of its association with rotten carcasses, the

hyena is perceived as the ugly mortician of

the African savanna. This nocturnal crea-

ture also has a cackling, demonic laugh-

like call. In certain areas, hyenas do feed

on carrion and the garbage of human soci-

ety, but these carnivores also have another

side.

A detailed study of spotted hyenas was

published ten years ago by Hans Kniuk,

who spent four years in the Ngorongoro

Crater and Serengeti Plain of East Af-

rica. His book

—

The Spotted Hyena: A
Study of Predation and Social Behavior

—still stands as the authoritative work on

this species. There are two other species:

the brown hyena, found in the arid regions
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of southern Africa; and the striped hyena,

which ranges from the East African sa-

vanna through arid North Africa and far

into Asia. These hyenas are smaller, less

social, and hunt different prey than the

spotted species.

Perhaps the most important revelation

of Kruuk's study was that hyenas are not

just scavengers of other predators' left-

overs but formidable hunters in their own

right. Not only do they chase and kill wil-

debeest, zebra, and gazelle, but many of

their kills are stolen and devoured by lions.

Kruuk showed that in contrast to the pop-

ular notion that hyenas scavenge their

food from lions, quite the opposite is often

true.

When hyenas have a chance to scav-

enge, they take it: their specialized, bone-

crushing teeth and powerful jaws are well

equipped to tear apart the hide and flesh

of carcasses. Hyenas can not only splinter

and eat most bones of animals as large as

Cape buffalo; they can completely digest

them. One other aspect of this animal is

hard to forget: hyenas are known to occa-

sionally attack humans, especially when

they are sleeping, and they first bite the

face.

This last fact entered my thoughts as I

lay in my tent, staring up at the intruder.

For a brief, chilling moment I was frozen

with terror; then I did the only thing I

could. I screamed, but my throat was so

dry I only managed a feeble hissing noise.

The hyena's ears perked and its massive

head jerked back fractionally. Again I

hissed, only louder. With each successive

hiss, the hyena slowly backed out of the

tent, until it finally walked off into the

night. My ordeal was over, but our brief

encounter left a powerful and lasting im-

pression. I couldn't sleep again, so I sat up

all night and wondered. Would it have bit-

ten me if I hadn't awakened just then or

was it just being curious? I was also puz-

zled as to how this large social carnivore

survives in the middle of a desert.

To answer these questions, I enlisted

the aid of Johannes Henschel, then a zool-

ogy student at the University of Cape

Town. We began our study of spotted hye-

nas in an area of the Namib-Naukluft

Game Reserve where the Kuiseb River



A small group ofspotted hyenas has killed an adult gemsbok in the

Kuiseb River area ofNamibia. In contrast to thefrenzied group

feeding ofthis species in the lusherplains ofEast Africa,

Namib hyenasfeed on a carcass in turn.



Sand dunes spill into sections ofthe seasonally dry Kuiseb River, right.

Gemsbok use such areas as access routes to the riverbed, where they can dig

waterholes, below, to carry them through periods ofdrought.
/ Ronald L. Tilson

has cut a deep, narrow canyon. South of

the canyon Ues a vast, barren tract of wa-

terless sand dunes, a habitat favored by a

resident population of gemsbok and, occa-

sionally at its fringes, by small herds of

springbok. Rocky and sparse grasslands

north of the canyon are preferred habitat

for mountain zebra.

In the Namib Desert, rainfall averages

less than one inch per year. Some years no

rain falls at all. But summer rains in the

central highlands about 250 miles to the

east produce unpredictable floods in the

canyon. The floods bring life and suste-

nance to a thin, riparian acacia forest.

Mountain zebra gain little moisture from

the desert grasses, so at night they descend

precipitous trails into the narrow confines

of the canyon to drink from small, isolated

water holes. Gemsbok are more suited to

arid lands and, except for droughts that

force them to congregate in the canyon to

feed on acacias, they roam far out into the

dunes, feeding on scattered grasses, bulbs,

and tubers.

In the Namib, spotted hyenas forage

and feed in small, dispersed social groups,

probably extended family units compara-

ble to the "clans" in East Africa described

by Kruuk. We identified three such clans

living along a 52-mile section of the can-

yon. Each clan consisted of from four to

seven individuals, including one or two

resident adult females, their cubs, and two

or three subadult and adult males. The
adult males may not have been close rela-

tives of other clan members since limited

evidence suggests that they transfer from

their natal clan into adjacent clans.

We were most familiar with a clan we
named Natab, which was ruled by Nem-
esis, a stout, domineering matriarch. In

November 1977, she gave birth to two

cubs, the usual number for spotted hye-

nas. A second and equally robust female

gave birth five months later to a single

cub. Two males, one so bold we named
him Nimrod and a much shyer, unsexed

subadult, associated with the clan for

varying intervals. Twenty miles upriver

lived the Nareb clan of three adults. An-

other twenty-eight miles upriver from this

group was the Zebra Pan clan, consisting

of five adult hyenas and two nearly ma-

ture cubs. Each clan had an estimated

home range of more than 200 square

miles. These immense home ranges did

not have contiguous borders, so we could

not observe the interclan conflicts and

competition over carcasses that occur

among East African hyenas.

Hyenas are known for their catholic

food preferences, which can range from

termites to elephant carcasses. Nothing is

safe from their powerful jaws. In the

course of our fieldwork they chewed up

our tent, clothes, and sleeping gear; bit off

a dozen or more taillights from our Land-

Rover and most of its undercarriage wir-

ing; and tried to eat a number of tinned

foods and cooking utensils, leaving them

punctured and useless. To discourage

their raids, we built a six-foot-high plat-

form, set the tent upon it, and locked our

equipment in steel trunks each night.

We found that aside from these dubious

tastes, spotted hyenas feed mainly on

gemsbok, remains of which were present

in 80 percent of 595 scat samples, and

mountain zebra, present in 13 percent of

the samples. The remains of smaller ante-

lope species, such as springbok, steenbok,

and klipspringer, accounted for only a

fraction of the hyenas' annual diet. Be-

cause spotted hyenas are the only large

predator in the central Namib, all ungu-

late deaths by predation can be attributed

to them. By backtracking hyena spoor

from den areas and searching the dunes by

vehicle, we found 55 carcasses. At half of

these sites, evidence such as turned-up,

blood-spattered ground indicated the

prey were killed by hyenas. Also, analysis
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of skulls and teeth suggested that most

prey were either very old or very young an-

imals. While the rugged terrain kept us

from monitoring the hyenas' hunts, their

complete habituation to our presence (in

the Land-Rover) allowed us to make de-

tailed observations of social interaction

and feeding patterns at carcasses.

Kruuk reports that in East Africa, once

the prey is caught—and often before it is

dead—hyenas begin to feed at an amaz-

ingly fast rate. For instance, Kruuk de-

scribed how thirty-five hyenas killed, dis-

membered, and completely consumed two

zebras (a mare and her foal), weighing

about 815 pounds, in just 36 minutes.

This means that each hyena devoured an

average of 23 pounds—a rate of three-

fifths of a pound of food a minute. Under
such circumstances, individual hyenas

must use strength and speed to tear apart

and consume the carcass. They push and

shove, shoulder to shoulder, sometimes

climbing over and on top of each other un-

til the carcass is buried beneath a great

mass of feasting hyenas. This kind of feed-

ing is called scramble competition.

In the Namib, where hyena and prey

densities are 25 to 300 times lower, the hy-

enas show a strikingly different pattern of

feeding. Small numbers of hyenas, usually

four or five but never more than seven, as-

semble at a carcass. Rather than feeding

together as fast as they can, individuals

frequently replace one another at the car-

cass, resulting in a much slower rate of

food consumption. In a twelve-hour night,

an adult hyena feeds for an average of sev-

enty minutes during five different feeding

periods of about fourteen minutes each. In

the interval between feeding periods,

which averages about an hour, they rest

near the carcass, often falling asleep, or

play games with the young cubs. Large-

carcass consumption rates for Namib hy-

ena groups average 13 pounds per hour,

more than seventy times slower than in

East Africa, where groups average 946

pounds per hour.

Although they do not engage in scram-

ble competition, Namib hyenas show a

high level of aggression at carcasses. One
individual attacks another, biting and sup-

planting it at a carcass about once an hour.

In these aggressive encounters, females al-

ways win and thus have priority at car-

casses. This is not surprising since females

weigh from 120 to 150 pounds, 10 to 12

percent more than the males. Their supe-

rior status is extended to their cubs, which

are subordinate to their mothers and other

females but dominant to all males, easily

supplanting them at carcasses. This allows

cubs as young as two months old to gain

access to carcasses even though they are

less than one-fifth the size of the older

males they supplant. (Female spotted hye-

nas have not only assumed what are usu-

ally male behavioral roles; they even have

external genitals that look exactly like

those of males. Evolutionary forces appar-

ently favored increased female aggressive-

ness and body size and with that, perhaps

because of hormonal changes, "masculin-

ized" genitalia.)

As Namib cubs mature, they begin ac-

companying their mothers up to several

miles from their dens. East African hyena

cubs generally do not begin eating meat

until they are seven to eight months old.

Even when the cubs observed by Kruuk

ate meat, they were still dependent upon

milk and were not weaned until they were

twelve to sixteen months old, or when they

were almost fully grown. By comparison,

Namib Desert hyena females wean their

offspring nine months earlier.

At small carcasses, such as springbok

(about seventy-five pounds), we found

that Namib hyena feeding rates are about

twelve times faster than at large carcasses.

These consumption rates are equal to

those in East Africa for small carcasses.

Thus, at large carcasses, Namib hyenas

eat much more slowly than do hyenas in

East Africa, but at small carcasses there is

no significant difference in feeding rates.

By weighing the carcass before and af-

ter the hyenas fed, then dividing b)- the to-

tal number of minutes each hyena fed, we

could estimate how much an individual

consumed. This is a smelly, nasty busi-

ness, but we found that an adult can gulp a

maximum of thirty-one pounds off the

carcass the tirst night. On successive

nights, as more of the carcass is consumed

and less flesh is available, individual feed-

ing tim.e increases but food consumption

decreases. On the average. Namib hyenas

need five nights to consume most of the

carcass, another three to crunch up the

bones, and two more nights to catch their

next meal. We estimate that Namib hye-

nas consume an average of three or four

pounds on a daily basis, which is about the

same as that consumed by their fast-eat-



ing spotted cousins in the East African

grasslands.

We view the scramble contests at car-

casses in East Africa as a consequence of

the more crowded social and spatial orga-

nization of spotted hyenas, coupled with

the high concentration of prey. The high

prey biomass in East Africa permits large

aggregations of hyenas. As the number of

hyenas at a carcass increases, defense by

one individual becomes less feasible, re-

gardless of its status. Since expression of

status is no longer an adequate means of

securing food, other tactics prevail, one of

which is to eat fast.

In contrast, Namib spotted hyenas live

in small groups at low population densities

and show linear dominance hierarchies at

carcasses. A high-ranked female can keep

any lower-ranked individual off the car-

cass. When she is finished feeding, her

place is taken by another hyena, and so on.

At a large carcass, all group members can

feed to satiation each night for several

consecutive nights. In these circum-

stances there is no need to eat fast. At

small carcasses, however, one or two indi-

viduals can consume the entire carcass the

first night. Under these conditions feeding

rates are much faster, since it is important

to consume as much food as possible be-

fore another, higher-ranking hyena appro-

priates the carcass.

Spotted hyenas are the only one of the

three extant hyena species that are social

carnivores—group hunters of large prey.

This evolutionary development may ac-

count for the relative importance of large

carcasses in their diet when compared with

brown and striped hyenas, which do not

hunt socially and which rely upon finding

carcasses rather than killing large prey.

Furthermore, the evidence shows that re-

gardless of locality, spotted hyenas prey

upon large ungulates, and that these spe-

cies usually are preyed upon in proportion

to their relative abundance. The Namib
represents the impoverished end of the

habitat spectrum; the Ngorongoro Crater

represents the prey-rich end. We suspect

that between these two extremes are a

number of intermediate habitats in which

spotted hyenas show corresponding de-

grees of sociality and feeding behavior.D
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Spotted hyenas devour a wildebeest they have killed in the

Ngorongoro Crater in Tanzania. Such a large group ofhyenas engages
in scramble competition at carcasses; each individual must eat

as quickly as possible in order to get its share. Some spotted

hyenas in East Africa have been recorded as consuming more than

twenty-ninepounds ofmeat at afeeding session.



Sand shiners androsyface shiners are

two ofNew York 'sforty-eight species of
minnows. Feeding mostly on tiny

invertebrates andplant matter and
serving, in their turn, asfoodfor larger

fish, birds, and turtles, minnowsform a

crucial link infreshwater ecosystems.
Raymond A. Mendez



Going with the Flow
The distribution offishes in New York State reflects historical

patterns of glacial retreat and changes in stream flow

by C. Lavett Smith

Given sufficient time and diligence, bi-

ologists can gain a more or less complete

picture of the geographical distribution of

a group of organisms in an area. Under-

standing why the organisms are found

where they are is a more complicated mat-

ter, one that requires delving into the re-

gion's past to sort out the many forces

—

geologic, ecological, and human—that

have produced the patterns we see today

For the past eight years, I have been

studying the distribution of freshwater

fishes in New York State, which I have

found to be a model laboratory for my
work. One reason is that in its relatively

small area (50,000 square miles). New
York has a rich assortment of fish habi-

tats, ranging from tiny bog ponds to the

eleventh largest lake in the world (Lake

Erie), from small mountain rills to a 140-

mile-long tidal fiord (Hudson River). For

the state's 1 45 species of native freshwater

fishes, the ability to occupy one or more of

these habitats is partly a matter of ecol-

ogy. Different fish species have different

requirements for oxygen and tempera-

ture, different diets, and different breed-

ing patterns. Some are able to survive in a

wide range of environments; others have

very specific needs.

Ecological factors are not the only de-

terminants of the distribution of New
York's fishes, however. The glaciers that

once covered much of the state have also

been a crucial force. New York's glacial

past is a second reason why the state is

such a fruitful place to study fish geogra-

phy: the components of this natural lab-

oratory are of known age. During the last

advance of the great Pleistocene glaciers,

nearly all of New York State, including

the highest Adirondack peaks, was cov-

ered with ice, in some places several thou-

sand feet of it. No fish habitats survived

under the glaciers, and the advancing ice

pushed many fish that had been wide-

spread into the Mississippi Valley to the

south and west and to the Atlantic coast to

the southeast. We know, therefore, that

New York's present fauna cannot be more

than about 16,000 years old, which is

when the glaciers began their last retreat.

The glaciers did more than simply wipe

the slate clean; they also profoundly influ-





New York State, situated at the northern end ofthe Appalachian Mountains,

was almost completely covered by the last advance ofthe Pleistocene glaciers.

As the ice began to recede, fish moved back into the regionfrom two main

sources: the Mississippi River watershed to the west and the Atlantic

coast drainages to the east. The state is drained today byfive major river

systems: the Allegheny, the Saint Lawrence, the Hudson-Mohawk, the

Delaware, and the Susquehanna. A smallpercentage ofNew York 's

fish are widely distributed throughout the state, but most have

restricted ranges. These rangesfall intofour rough patterns: eastern

species, western species, northern species, and speciesfound in

twoforms—one eastern and one western.
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enced the timing and patterns of fish re-

coionization. Glaciers carry vast quanti-

ties of rocic debris, and when a glacier has

been stationary for a while, it accumulates

especially large amounts of debris at its

leading edge. As the glacier retreats, this

material drops out of the melting ice. Left

behind in a long pile known as a terminal

moraine, the debris often blocks valleys,

trapping the meltwater in lakes formed

between the moraine and the retreating

ice sheet. New York's newly formed gla-

cial lakes and their outlet streams would

have been harsh habitats for most fish:

glacial water is full of finely ground rock

particles, poor in sources of food and shel-

ter, and extremely cold. A few species,

however, apparently were able to tolerate

the rugged conditions and to return to the

state from the Mississippi Valley and At-

lantic coast refuges by swimming up the

glacial outflow streams. These species

—

perhaps 10 percent of the total number

found in New York today—tend to be

widely distributed throughout the state, in

part, because as the front of the receding

ice sheet changed, so did the direction of

its streams. As the streams shifted, they

took their fish populations with them into

other regions. In central New York, for ex-

ample, many streams first flowed south

into the Susquehanna River. As the front

receded, some of these streams began

draining west through a forerunner of

Lake Erie, then south again through the

Susquehanna, then east through the Mo-

hawk-Hudson corridor, and finally, north-

east through the Saint Lawrence.

With time, the glacial waters wanned,

plant matter accumulated, and species of

fish requiring warmer habitats could

move in. But as the ice sheet moved far-

ther north and drainage systems shifted

less frequently, the ability of incoming

fish to move throughout the state was
greatly reduced, and today, some 90 per-

cent of New York's fishes have more re-

stricted distributions. Among these, four

basic geographical patterns are evident:

those species present only in the western

part of the state, those present only in the

eastern part, those in northern areas, and

those present in both western and eastern

parts of the state as complementary spe-

cies or subspecies. Many of the species

with northern distributions occur in east-

west bands that run along postglacial

fronts. The other patterns correlate closely

with the state's five major watersheds, ar-

eas defined by the river or river system

that drains them: the Allegheny, the Saint

Lawrence, the Hudson-Mohawk, the Del-

aware, and the Susquehanna. The Alle-

gheny River, in the southwestern part of

the state, is a tributary of the Mississippi;

its waters eventually flow into the Gulf of

Mexico. The Saint Lawrence River,

which flows northeast into the Gulf of

Saint Lawrence, receives the waters of

Lake Erie, Lake Ontario and its tributary

streams, and Lake Champlain. The Hud-

son-Mohawk system drains the eastern

part of the state and reaches the sea at

New York City. The Delaware and Sus-

quehanna rivers flow southeast into the

Delaware and Chesapeake bays, respec-

tively.

The patterns of fish distribution seldom

match the watersheds perfectly, and rela-

tively few species are limited to a single

drainage. The most important way fish

travel from one stream or watershed to an-

other is through a process known as

stream capture. Although all streams are

constantly eroding toward their head, or,

upstream source, not all streams erode at

the same rate. Consequently, when two

streams arc flowing down opposite sides of

a mountain, one may erode faster than the

other, reach the divide first, cut through,

and intercept the slower stream. When
this happens, the faster-eroding stream

"captures" part of the slower one, efTec-

tively moving the watershed divide. .\(

times, beavers may contribute to stream

capture by building dams across headwa-



The grass pickerel, right, is the westernform ofa species that has a ring-shaped

distribution around the Appalachian uplands,from Canada to the GulfStates.

Both the western and the easternforms occur in New York.

When one stream (Aj erodes toward its headfaster than a stream (B) ofan
adjacent watershed, it may eventually intersect and take over the slower one,

an event calledstream capture. Thefish in the headwaters ofthe slower stream

are thus transferred to a different watershedand arepotentiallyfree to move
throughout the new drainage area.

Joe Le Monnjer

ter creeks and thus diverting the flow from

one watershed into an adjacent one.

One of the best ways to reconstruct the

sequence of stream capture, and hence of

fish movements, is to compare the present-

day distributions of two or more overlap-

ping or adjacent species. Two of New
York's western-occurring species that can

be useful in such a comparison are the

rainbow darter {Etheostoma caeruleum)

and the tonguetied minnow {Exoglossum

laurae). The darter occurs in two water-

sheds: in the Allegheny system and in the

tributaries of Lake Erie and the western

part of Lake Ontario, which are part of the

Saint Lawrence system. The tonguetied

minnow also occurs in both the Allegheny

and the Saint Lawrence systems, but its

range in the Saint Lawrence is quite dif-

ferent from that of the darter: it is re-

stricted to the upper reaches of the Gene-

see River, a tributary of Lake Ontario.

How does it happen that both species are

found in the same two, quite distinct wa-

tersheds but have distributions that over-

j lap only in part? The answer lies in differ-

ent times of colonization as a result of

different stream-capture events.

Thousands of years ago, the Allegheny

system received the waters of a stream

that is now part of the upper Genesee

River, which flows today, not into the Al-

legheny, but into Lake Ontario. Evidence

for this past connection lies partly in the

present occurrence of the tonguetied min-

now in both the Allegheny and the upper

Genesee. Since fish do not fly or walk, if

e '

A

the minnow inhabits both watersheds,

there must have once been a water con-

nection between them. The cormection

was apparently severed seven or eight

thousand years ago, when headward ero-

sion of what is now a tributary of the upper

Genesee resulted in the capture of parts of

a stream that flowed into the Allegheny.

Once in the upper Genesee, the tongue-

tied minnow failed to expand its range into

the lower Genesee, probably because of

competition with the cutlips minnow
{Exoglossum maxillingua), a very simi-

lar species that was akeady present in the

river below the falls at Portageville.

The rainbow darter has had a different

history. It was not found in the upper Gen-

esee until recently (it was apparently in-

troduced by humans in the past fifty

years), but the fish has long existed in the

Allegheny River, in Lake Erie tributaries,

and in western Lake Ontario. Apparently,

some time after the connection between

the Allegheny and the upper Genesee was

cut, the Allegheny made contact with

Lake Erie, or more precisely, with one of

its tributaries, probably by stream cap-

ture. It was through this tributary that the

darter traveled to the Allegheny.

For stream capture to affect the distri-

bution of a species, the fish must be in the

right place at the right time. Headwater

captures happen more frequently than

captures of the larger, midreach habitats,

so fish whose ecological requirements re-

strict them to downstream environments

move more slowly than those inhabiting

headwaters. Furthermore, a species that

has been moved to a new watershed sys-

tem by stream capture can expand its

range only if its ecological requirements

are met in the new environment. The dis-

tributions of two eastern species, the bri-

dle shiner {Notropis bifrenatus) and the

swaUowtail shiner (A^. procne), illustrate

the effects of such ecological limitations.

The bridle shiner thrives in clear, slow-

moving water with dense vegetation and is

frequently found in swampy headwater

streams. Its range is from North CaroUna

to southern Canada. In New York, it oc-

curs in the Susquehanna, the Finger

Lakes, and in tributaries of eastern Lake

Ontario, as well as in the Delaware, Hud-

son, and Saint Lawrence drainages of the

eastern part of the state. The swallowtail

shiner occurs, in New York, only in the

Susquehanna watershed, the southern-

most of the state's drainages. Seldom

found in headwaters, it occupies streams

that are somewhat larger and have greater
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flow than the streams the bridle shiner

lives in. The bridle shiner was able to move

more rapidly than the swallowtail and to

penetrate farther north possibly because

of its ability to live in headwater creeks,

which provided more opportunity to cross

into other drainages, and its greater toler-

ance of cold winters.

Among the most intriguing distribu-

tions are those involving the existence of

related but distinct forms in the eastern

and the western parts of the state. New
York's position at the northern end of the

Appalachian Mountains accounts for

such a pattern. As the glaciers advanced,

pushing fish ranges southward, not all spe-

cies retreated exclusively to either the

Mississippi Valley or the Atlantic coast.

Some split up, divided by the Appala-

chians. While the populations remained

separated, small genetic changes accumu-

lated, until eventually, as the eastern and

western populations followed the retreat-

ing glaciers northward and came together

again in New York, they were often no

longer similar enough to interbreed.

The grass pickerel and the redfin pick-

erel, two subspecies of Exos americanus,

exemplify this basic pattern, but with a

twist. Pickerels are voracious predators

that live in sluggish, weedy areas of large

streams and ponds. The water in such hab-

itats tends to be warmer than the fast-run-

ning streams that are home to so many of

New York's fish. As the glaciers ad-

vanced, the pickerel, tolerant of warm,

sluggish water, was able to extend its

range southward along both sides of the

Appalachians until the southernmost

populations met on the Gulf Coast. Dur-

ing the southward expansion, genetic dif-

ferentiation took place, but not so much

that the two populations could not inter-

breed, and on the Gulf Coast, there is a

zone where the two forms grade impercep-

tibly into each other.

In contrast, the New York populations

show no evidence of intergradation. The

grass pickerel occurs in Lake Ontario, ad-

jacent parts of the Saint Lawrence River,

and Lake Erie and its tributaries. The red-

fin lives in the Hudson watershed and in

Lake Champlain and nearby parts of the

Saint Lawrence River. During the time of

the glaciers, populations at the northern

end of the species' range were separated

by the mountains. When the ice was gone

and the species returned to New York, it

was too late—they had been apart too long

and could no longer interbreed.

Human intervention has altered the ba-

sic patterns of fish distribution that were

shaped by glaciers and stream capture. A
few species have been extirpated locally.

Industrial activities, including the build-

ing of dams on tributary streams, caused

the demise of the Atlantic salmon in Lake

Ontario by blocking access to spawning

grounds. Overfishing may have contrib-

uted to the loss of several species of Cisco

in Lake Ontario. The draining of swamps

and the dredging and filling-in of wetlands
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By moving through canals, the hornyhead

chub seems to have extended its range in

New York eastward and into the

Susquehanna River drainage. This male,

photographed in a midwestern stream, is

carrying a pebblefor its nest.

The golden shiner occurs naturally

throughout most ofNew York. Tolerant

ofa wide range ofhabitats, this species

may have spread through the many
streams thatflowedfrom the retreating

glaciers thousands ofyears ago.

Wllljam Roston
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Postglacial stream captures enabled the

redside dace to spreadfrom western New
York to the southern Adirondacks and

the upper Susquehanna watershed.

When this male spawns in the spring, its

pink band will become brilliant red.

Raymond A- Me

Black Creek, above, was oncepart ofthe Allegheny River

system. At some point, stream capture transferred the

headwaters ofthe creek, and itsfish, to the Genesee River,

whichflows into Lake Ontario. The straight section of

the stream is part ofthe old Genesee Canal, which

operatedfrom 1847 to 1880. The banded darter, left,

is a wide-ranging species in the Mississippi drainage,

but in New York, its natural distribution is restricted

to the Allegheny River system.
Raymond A. Mende;



eliminate habitats. Deforestation and ag-

ricultural practices increase silting and

raise water temperatures. Acidic rainfall,

a lesult of air pollution, is changing the

chemistry of some waterways.

Humans have also fundamentally

changed New York's fish life by introduc-

ing species from beyond the state's bor-

ders or by moving native fish from one

part of the state to another. In most cases,

the goal has been to promote sport fishing

of such species as trout, bass, and muskel-

lunge. The impact on New York's native

fishes is often difficult to determine be-

cause of inadequate records, but some-

times the effect is clear. In some Adi-

rondack ponds, brook trout all but

disappeared after the introduction of yel-

low perch or smallmouth bass. Fish, both

native and exotic, can also be accidentally

introduced to new areas. Fishermen may
release leftover bait fish at the end of a

day's fishing, and aquarists often dump
their no-longer-wanted pets into streams

and ponds.

The canals that were constructed from

1819 to the 1880s to connect all of the

state's major watersheds have also helped

fish move about. Some of the canals are

still operating, but others were abandoned

as the railroads took over their role. Few of

the species that moved through the canals

have become widely distributed, but al-

most every canal has been responsible for

one or more species crossing a watershed

divide.

Small freshwater fishes may never be

valued for food or sport, but they can be

useful in historical reconstructions of the

places where they occur. They can also tell

us about the present. Many New York

fishes, for example, represent the north-

ernmost populations of more widespread

species. Because they are at the edge of

their natural range, close to the limit of

their habitat tolerance, these fishes are

very sensitive to unfavorable changes in

the environment—changes as local as

waste products flowing into a single

stream or as pervasive as acidic rainfall.

The small denizens of our streams and

lakes are superb indicators of the quality

of the environment that, ultimately, we all

share. D
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The hog suckfir movedfrom the

Mississippi watershed into New York's

southern uplands, where it lives in the

swift waters ofshallow, rocky streams.

With its blotched coloration, it is nearly

invisible as itforagesfor insect larvae and

mollusks on the stream bottom.

Raymond A MenOi





God's Saviours

in the Sierra Madre
At Easter, the Rardmuri Indians ofMexico stage elaborate ceremonies to protect God
and the universefrom the machinations of the Devil

by William L. Merrill

In 1607 the Catalan Jesuit Juan Fonte

intervened in a conflict involving mem-
bers of two Indian groups, the Tara-

humaras and the Tepehuanes, who lived

in the rugged Sierra Madre of northern

New Spain, where the Mexican states of

Chihuahua and Durango meet today.

These Indians had previously remained

beyond the influence of the Jesuits, except

for missions established in the previous

decade among the more southerly Tepe-

huanes. For the next nine years, Fonte de-

voted himself to converting them to Chris-

tianity, until the Tepehuanes revolted and

killed him and five of his fellow missionar-

ies. Almost immediately, other Jesuits ar-

rived to replace the martyrs, and a vigor-

ous mission system gradually spread

throughout the region.

From the outset, converting the Tara-

humaras required some modification of

the strict orthodox line. The early mission-

aries apparently took Catholic doctrine

and ritual, combined them with European

folk beliefs and dances of the day, added

their own innovations, adapted the whole

to what they concluded the Tarahumaras

would understand and accept, and pre-

sented it to them as the word and will of

God. For their part, the Tarahumaras in-

terpreted this complex of beliefs and ac-

tions in terms of their own ideas, adopting

and modifying portions of it as they saw

fit. In 1767 Charles III of Spain, distrust-

ful of them, expelled the Jesuits from his

New World domains. The Franciscans in-

herited the Tarahumara mission system,

but financial difficulties and the disrup-

tions of war and revolution led to its de-

cline and abandonment by the mid-nine-

teenth century. Responsibility for their

religious affairs reverted entirely to the

Tarahumaras, who then developed, in

their own fashion, the beliefs and rituals

inherited from the mission period.

In 1900 the Jesuits reestablished the

mission system, but in the years since,

they have not attempted to force ortho-

doxy upon the Tarahumaras. The priests

are peripheral to the Indians' religious life,

performing baptisms and an occasional

mass but little else, and few actually live

in Tarahumara communities. Today the

priests actively support the Tarahumaras

in the practice of their own brand of Ca-

tholicism because they consider it a key el-

ement of Tarahumara cultural identity,

which they hope to preserve. There is con-

siderable pressure on the Tarahumaras to

adopt the culture of the Mexicans who
have settled in their area and who now
number about 200,000, four times the In-

dian population. The Tarahumaras have

maintained control of their religion, how-

ever. The settlers—^joined in recent years

by tourists from abroad—participate al-

most exclusively as onlookers at the Indi-

ans' elaborate holy day ceremonies, par-

ticularly those of Christmas and Easter.

The people whom outsiders have for

centuries called Tarahumaras refer to

themselves as Raramuri, a word that

means, on increasingly specific levels, hu-

man beings in distinction to nonhumans,

Indians as opposed to non-Indians, the

Raramuri proper rather than some other

Indian group, and finally, Raramuri men
in contrast to Raramuri women. The

Raramuri version of the origin of their re-

ligion differs radically from the one just

outlined. They maintain that almost ev-

erything they have and do, say and be-

lieve, was communicated by God to their

ancestors soon after this world began.

God, they say, is their father and they as-

sociate him with the sun. His wife, their

mother, is affiliated with the moon and

identified as the Virgin Mary. God's elder

brother, and thus the Raramuri's uncle, is

the Devil. The Devi! is the father of all

non-Indians, whom the Raramuri call

chabochi. "whiskered ones," an apt label

since Raramuri men have little facial hair.

The Devil and his wife care for the chabo-

chi just as God and his wife care for the

Raramuri. At death, the souls of the Rara-

muri ascend to heaven while those of the

chabochipin their parents on the bottom-

most level of the universe, three levels be-

low the earth.

The Raramuri believe that people who
commit misdeeds during their lives will be

punished when they die, but they worry

very little about their fate in the afterlife.

They are far more concerned with the

here and now and consider that their well-

being depends almost entirely upon their

ability to maintain proper relations with

the other beings in their universe, particu-

larly God and the Devil. God, as befits a

parent, is benevolently inclined toward the

Raramuri, but he will withhold his benefi-

cence if they fail to reciprocate his atten-

tions adequately. The Devil's tendencies

are just the opposite: he will send illness

and misfortune to torment the Raramuri

unless they give him food.

The nineteenth-century Norwegian ex-

plorer and anthropologist Carl Lumholtz

wrote of the Raramuri, "The only wrong

toward the gods of which he may consider

himself guilty is that he does not dance

enough." By "dance" Lumholtz meant

that whole complex of dancing, chanting,

feasting, and offerings that constitutes a

Raramuri religious fiesta. It is primarily

through these fiestas that the Raramuri

balance accounts with God, who is

pleased by the beauty of their perform-

ances and appreciates the offerings of

food and maize beer they send to him.

Typically they also bury bits of food dur-

ing these fiestas to placate the Devil and

deflect his malevolence.

Any Raramuri with the resources and

inclination can stage a fiesta any time of

the year. People sometimes sponsor fiestas

because God instructs them in their

dreams to do so or because they feel in spe-

cial need of his protection. They also hold

them to send i^ood, tools, clothing, and



other goods to recently deceased relatives;

to compensate Raramuri doctors for cur-

ing the living; or to petition God to end a

drought. There are also certain times of

the year when fiestas or, at least, special

rituals are required, particularly at points

in the life cycle of the maize upon which

the Raramuri rely for their existence and

on or near the more prominent holy days

in the Catholic ritual calendar.

The fiestas associated with the maize

crop take place in the hamlets where the

Raramuri live rather than at the churches

around which the early missionaries had
intended for them to settle. When the

maize is a month or two old, neighboring

households jointly sponsor a fiesta, during

which a Raramuri doctor and several as-

sistants pass through the fields curing the

maize. The doctor waves a knife and

wooden cross to prevent hail from destroy-

ing the crop, while his assistants sprinkle a

variety of medicines to protect the plants

from pests and to enhance their growth.

Periodically, the doctor stops to deliver a

speech encouraging the maize to grow

well and to have strength because the

rains will soon commence. Later, in Au-
gust, when the green ears of maize are

ready to be eaten, a second fiesta is staged

to offer the first fruits of the year to God,

for he provided the Raramuri with their

first domesticated plants.

Despite these flurries of ritual activity

during the maize-growing season, the ma-
jor ceremonial activity does not get under

way until the end of harvest. The most

elaborate ritual events between harvest

and planting are the Catholic holy day
ceremonies, which begin in early Decem-
ber and follow one another in quick suc-

cession: Immaculate Conception (Decem-
ber 8), then Virgin of Guadalupe Day
(December 12), Christmas Eve, and
Epiphany (January 6), leading up to Can-
dlemas (February 2), which marks for the

Raramuri the beginning of the Easter sea-

son (they do not observe Lent). The pre-

dominant theme of this winter round of

celebration is the perpetuation of proper

relations with God by recognizing and re-

ciprocating his blessings. Although indi-

vidual households may sponsor fiestas at

their homes in conjunction with these holy
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Left: His legs andface smeared with white paint, a young Soldier rests during

the events ofGood Friday at the Jesuit mission center ofNorogachi, Chihuahua.

As in Basihuare, the community studied by the author, male participants in

Holy Week ceremonies are divided into two groups, the Pharisees and the Soldiers.

Compared with Basihuare, however, Norogachi celebrates morefaithfully the

biblical version ofChrist 's crucifixion and resurrection. Below: Pharisees

play drums and reed whistles, a musical combination introducedfrom Europe.

days, the principal ritual activities on most

take place at the thirty or so churches scat-

tered across the 20,000 square miles of

Raramuri country.

Each fiesta is sponsored by one or more

individuals who, at the conclusion of the

same fiesta the year before, volunteered or

were asked by others in the community to

provide the food and maize beer. Together

with the community's political and reli-

gious leaders, these fiesta sponsors direct

the events. Men, women, and children,

sometimes in the hundreds, converge on

the local church from hamlets as much as

fifteen miles away. Most of these people

help by preparing or offering food, per-

forming the often strenuous dances and

rituals that are required, or providing en-

couragement and moral support to the

major participants. Typically, a fiesta be-

gins on the eve of the holy day in question

and lasts all night long. If a Catholic priest

arrives, mass is celebrated once or twice; if

not, Raramuri ritualists recite standard

prayers. In most cases, large quantities of

food and maize beer are distributed and

consumed after first being offered to God.

The Raramuri regard these celebra-

tions as opportunities for socializing and

having a good time. They joke with one an-

other and often parody the leading ritual

performers, but their frivolity does not de-

tract from the importance they ascribe to

the undertaking. They expect their efforts

and even their jokes to please and satisfy

God so that he will give them long lives,

abundant crops, and healthy children.

They also hope that their activities will

convince him to postpone replacing the

present world with a new one, an event

that many Raramuri, influenced by some

of their Mexican neighbors, anticipate

will come in the year 2000.

At this time of year, between February

2 and Easter, the theme of Raramuri ritu-

al begins to shift from an emphasis on the

relationship between the Raramuri and

God to a concern with the relationship be-

tween God and the Devil. God and the

Devil are brothers but, although they oc-

casionally interact on a friendly basis, the

Devil usually is bent on God's destruction.

Most of the time God fends the Devil off,

but each year the Devil succeeds by trick

or force in rendering God dangerously vul-

nerable. Invariably this occurs immedi-

ately prior to Holy Week. From the

Raramuri point of view, their elaborate

Easter ceremonies are intended to protect

and strengthen God so that he can recover

and prevent the Devil from destroying the

world. (The description that follows ap-

plies specifically to the community of

Basihuare, Chihuahua, where, more than



in some other communities, the ceremo-

nies deviate considerably from orthodox

CathoHcism. There is substantial regional

variation in Raramuri religion, owing to

the different impact of Catholic mission-

aries in different areas and the rugged ter-

rain, which has discouraged interaction

among Raramuri of separate regions.)

Soon after February 2, the men in Basi-

huare assemble at the local church to ap-

point four of their number to the office of

Pharisee. Each of the new Pharisees is

paired with one of the four community of-

ficials known as Captains, who serve year-

round as keepers of the peace and messen-

gers for the top community officials. From
the day of their selection until Easter Day,

when their term of office ends, the Phari-

sees share police and messenger duties

with the Captains and join with them as

the principal organizers and performers of

the Holy Week pageantry. The Pharisees,

regarded as the Devil's allies, carry

wooden swords painted white with ocher

designs; the Captains, the allies of God,

bear quivers made of coatis, the entrails

replaced by bows and arrows.

In the weeks leading up to Easter, most

men and older boys agree to assist either

the Pharisees or the Captains during Holy

Week. The reasons they join one group or

the other are usually personal. For exam-

ple, a man may choose to be a Pharisee

this year because last year he was a Sol-

dier, as the people who help the Captains

are called. Or he may prefer the ceremo-

nial roles or accouterments of one side to

those of the other. Or he may follow the

lead of friends or relatives. The usual out-

come is a more or less equal division of the

male community between the two groups.

The central theme of the Raramuri's

Holy Week—the conflict between God
and the Devil and the Raramuri's role as

God's protector—is first expressed in a

major way during the fiesta held in con-

junction with Palm Sunday. A Palm Sun-

day ceremony I attended in Basihuare

gives some idea of the activities that will

be taking place this year beginning on

March 26. The preparations for the fiesta

began at dusk on Saturday as, near the

church, a bull was butchered by the men
and its flesh, bones, and blood set to boil-

Below: With babies on their backs and skirts billowing, Raramuri women return in

formalprocession to the Norogachi church on Easter morning after a shrouded statue

ofChrist has been retrievedfrom the cemetery. Right: Wearing a matachin dancer's

headdress, this man accompanied Norogachi's Captains and other officials in the

performance oftheir Holy Week duties. Early Easter morning, he was one ofthose

who symbolically killed a straw effigy ofJudas and set it ablaze.
photos by Jonn Running

ing by the women. Close by, several men
removed stones and trash from a plot of

ground to create what the Raramuri caU

an awirachi, meaning "dance space" or

"patio." Other men brought a bench

about ten feet long from inside the church

and placed it along the east side of the pa-

tio to hold the food that was to be offered

to God. Behind it three crosses were

erected and draped with necklaces, some

of which bore small wooden crosses or

metal crucifixes.

About 10:30 P.M., an old Raramuri man
wrapped in a hand-woven wool blanket

stood at the western edge of the patio and

began shaking a rattle and intoning the

wordless phrases of the tutubUri, an indig-

enous rite thanking God for caring and

providing for the Raramuri and asking

that he continue to bless them. Soon after

the tutuburi got under way, a second,

rather different kind of dance began on

the opposite side of the patio. Known as

the matachin, a term possibly of Arabic

origin, this dance presumably derives

from one or more Renaissance European

folk dances, but no one knows exactly

when or in what form Catholic missionar-

ies introduced it to the Raramuri. The
matachin dancers wear long capes and

mirrored crowns and dance in two lines,

whirling and crossing to the accompani-

ment of violins and guitars in a mannerl

reminiscent of the Virginia reel. The!

matachin dance is said to please GodI

because it is so beautiful. The same is truel

ofthe tutubUri, but, unlike the matachin, itl

is never performed within the church walls.
[

In the intervals between matachin and!

tutubUri performances, two troops ofl

mostly young men and boys, designated as
[

Pharisees and Soldiers, enacted the Phari-

see dance, characterized by high, skipping

steps executed in sinuous lines to the

pounding of drums and the melody of

sweet-sounding reed whistles. Some Sol-

diers carried bayonet-tipped staves while

the Pharisees, who earlier had smeared

their bodies with white earth, dragged

wooden swords at their sides. The leading

Pharisees donned twilled hats adorned

with turkey feathers; the Raramuri point

out that the Pharisee dance bears certain

similarities to the mating ritual of the tur-

key gobbler, but they are uncertain if the

relationship is derivative or only coinci-

dental.

About midnight, a Jesuit priest, who

had arrived especially for the occasion,

celebrated mass in Raramuri and Span-

ish. The men knelt on the left side of the

church, the women and small children on

the right, and a few Mexicans stood at the

rear. No Raramuri partook of Holy Com-
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munion—in Basihuare, they seldom do

—

but before and after the service, the mata-

ch'in was danced in front of the altar.

Soon after sunrise, the first phase of the

fiesta concluded. Earthen bowls of beef

stew, together with stacks of tortillas and

tamales and bundles of ground, parched

maize, were taken to the patio and placed

on the bench in front of the crosses. Seven

men lifted the food to the cardinal direc-

tions, allowing the aroma and steam from

the food to waft heavenward to be con-

sumed by God. In this way, the Raramuri

acknowledged their debt to him and com-

pensated him for the sustenance he had

provided them. The women then distrib-

uted the food among the people present so

that all would be strengthened for the re-

maining activities and the journey home.

At mid-morning, one of the Raramuri

officials called meslro, who recite Catho-

lic prayers and care for the accouterments

of the church, rang the church bell three

times. As they had done for as many years

as anyone can remember, the Soldiers and

Pharisees, working on opposite sides of the

churchyard, began setting up wooden

crosses at appropriate distances, marking

the stations of the cross. Then all filed into

the church for mass. At the conclusion of

the service, the priest distributed palm

leaves among the members of the congre-

gation, who followed him in a procession

around the churchyard, commemorating,

in accordance with Catholic doctrine,

Christ's entry into Jerusalem, when palm

branches were strewn before him.

The Raramuri attribute somewhat dif-

ferent significance to the palm. After

bearing the fronds like scepters in the pro-

cession, they carry them home, for the

leaves can be burned to prevent hail from

destroying a crop or decocted and drunk

to cure chest pains. They say the palm

owes its special qualities to an event that

occurred in the distant past. God, God's

wife, and the Devil had been drinking

maize beer for several hours when God
fell asleep and the Devil succeeded in

seducing God's wife, largely through his

accomplished guitar playing. God awoke,

catching them in flagrante delicto, and a

fight ensued. The Devil pulled a knife and

God fled, with the Devil in close pursuit.

God would surely have been slain had a

palm not offered its thick leaves as a hid-

ing place. This event sealed an enduring

friendship between God and the palm and

estabhshed the palm's usefulness to the

Raramuri; however, it also determined

that humans would fight and commit

adultery in imitation of their deities.

Drums and reed whistles alternated

with liturgy as the Palm Sunday proces-

sion passed through the various stations of

the cross. At circuit's end, the priest re-

tired to the house in which he stays during

his visits to Basihuare. The others assem-

bled facing the front of the church, where

their community leaders stood, grasping

the wooden canes that signify their au-

thority. The principal Raramuri oflScial

called before him several men known to be

accomplished dreamers and requested

that they relate what their recent dreams

had revealed about the coming year and

especially the impending Holy Week. The

dreamers reported that, as in years past at

this time, God was in a weak and vulner-

able state, this year because the Devil

forced him to drink a great deal of maize

beer and he had not yet recovered. The

Raramuri people must protect God and

his wife until he was well again, they said,

or the Devil would destroy them and the

worid. The ofticial acknowledged the

dreamers' advice and in a loud voice urged

everyone to return to the church in three

days for the Easter ceremonies to care for

their parents, God and God's wife.

By mid-morning on Holy Wednesday,

the Captains, Pharisees, and a few of their

helpers were busy at work in the church-

yard, making preparations for the Easter

ceremonies. With saplings, leaves, and fi-

bers gathered from nearby hills and can-



Below: A statue ofthe Virgin Mary isparaded around the Norogachi church and

village on Holy Saturday. Theprocession, composed ofboth Raramuri and

Mexican women, comes after a ceremonial circuit by the men ofthe community,

who bear a statue ofChrist. Right: The brilliant colorspreferred by RarCimuri

women brighten an otherwise dull early spring landscape. In addition to

preparing large quantities offood and maize beer, womenperform crucial ritual

roles during the Holy Week ceremonies.

yons, they constructed archways, crosses,

wreaths, and rosettes, positioning them in

and around the church to mark the proces-

sional route, on two adjacent hilltops, and

at the cemetery. A woman swept the

church with a bundle of long grass stems

while three men attended to the altar and

its adornments: four candlesticks, two

crosses, and a statue and portrait of the

Virgin Mary. Another man cleared stones,

branches, and trash from the processional

path encircling the church.

The principal community officials and

their families set themselves up in nearby

huts and rockshelters, all of which are

abandoned except on such ritual occa-

sions. There they cleared dance patios,

erected arches and crosses, and prepared

the food and maize beer they would be

obliged to serve in the days ahead. Like

the other Raramuri who were going to par-

ticipate in the ceremony, they made sure

that the clothes they would be wearing

were either new or sparkling clean, as is

expected during Holy Week.

The Raramuri call Holy Week
Norirawachi, meaning "when we walk in

circles," because they spend much of

Maundy Thursday, Good Friday, and

Holy Saturday morning circumscribing

the church in formal procession. The point

of the processions is to protect the church

and, by extension, God and God's wife.

The fate of the universe rests on the

Raramuri's shoulders during this period,

for they must prevent the Devil from van-

quishing God and destroying the world.

Their every action takes on cosmic signifi-

cance. They must fast until past noon on

Maundy Thursday and Good Friday be-

cause to eat would bloat God's stomach.

Until Friday afternoon, fighting or chop-

ping wood would bruise or cut God, so

they must avoid both. They must dance

and offer food to strengthen God, and they

must guard the church and its parapher-

naUa, particularly the reproduction, hang-

ing above the altar, of the miraculous por-

trait of the Virgin of Guadalupe, who is

God's wife and their mother. Four Sol-

diers with bayonet-bearing staves are

posted in front of the altar inside the

church while a drum and whistle play be-

hind them. Four Pharisees, wooden

swords in hand, keep watch on the church

steps. Replacements arrive every hour or

so, and the guard is maintained much of

Thursday and Friday.

Despite their efforts in guarding the

church, the Pharisees are cast as the Dev-

il's allies and as the opponents of the Sol-

diers, who are allied with God. The Phari-

sees reveal their association with the Devil

most dramatically on Good Friday after-

r -r^
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noon, when they appear with three figures

made of wood and long grasses represent-

ing Judas, Judas's wife, and their dog. The

Raramuri say Judas is one of the Devil's

relatives, and they call him Grandfather

and his wife Grandmother. They also as-

sign personal names to them each year:

one recent Easter in Basihuare, Judas was

known as Ramon, his wife was Maria, and

the dog, Monje, or Monk. Judas and his

wife wear elements of Mexican-style

clothing, as befits the Devil's kin, and dis-

play their oversized genitalia prominently.

The Pharisees parade the figures around

the church and dance before them, then

turn them over to the Soldiers who do the

same. The Pharisees then hide the figures

away for the night.

In Basihuare, as in many other

Raramuri communities, the Easter cere-

monies conclude on Holy Saturday, not

Easter Sunday. In the morning, the Sol-

diers and Pharisees engage in wrestling

matches, battling symbolically for control

of Judas. Regardless of the outcome, the

Soldiers take possession, shooting arrows

into the three figures and setting them

afire. Then all remaining Easter parapher-

nalia is dismantled or destroyed. Such de-

struction is necessary, the Raramuri say,

to avert strong winds in the coming

months. For the same reason, they place

food and maize beer at ceremonial arches

on two hilltops near the church, offerings

to engender the good will of the Devil and

the Wind, which they personify. By noon

the church and its yard lie silent, deserted

in favor of the many maize beer drinking

parties being held in the surrounding

countryside.

The Catholic missionaries who intro-

duced Easter ceremonies to the Raramuri

presumably intended them to be reenact-

ments of Christ's crucifixion and resurrec-

tion and dramatizations of the conflict

between good and evil. The priests them-

selves probably adapted their teachings

somewhat to what they knew of Raramuri

religion, but their original messages have

been radically transformed by the Rara-

muri to conform more closely to indige-

nous rituals, beliefs, and values. The

Christian Trinity of Father. Son. and Holy

Spirit has become in Raramuri Catholi-



cism a Duality of Father and Mother asso-

ciated with the sun and moon, respec-

tively. The Holy Spirit is never mentioned,

and the events of Christ's life of which the

Raramuri are aware are attributed to God
the Father. Because God created their an-

cestors, the Raramuri regard themselves

as his children, but they also maintain that

God and his wife have many natural off-

spring who live with them in heaven. They

apply the term "Jesus Christ" to all the

males among these children and "Saint"

to all the females, identifying the robes of

saints (even male ones) as dresses.

The idea that Christ died on the cross to

redeem the sins of humankind makes little

sense to the Raramuri. Ethnic affiliation

rather than acceptance or rejection of

Christ as Saviour determines a person's

fate in the afterlife: the Raramuri ascend

to heaven after death to be with their par-

ents, God and his wife, while the chabochi

(non-Indians) join the Devil and his wife

below. According to the Raramuri, cha-

bochi people want to live out eternity in

the Devil's realm because it is a pleasant

place to live, and the Devil and his wife are

their parents. On the other hand, the souls

of people who commit serious crimes such

as murder or grand theft are completely

destroyed soon after death. There is pun-

ishment for ill deeds in the Raramuri cos-

mos, but no eternal damnation with its

concomitant suffering.

To some degree God and the Devil per-

sonify good and evil for the Raramuri, but

in a much less absolute way than in Chris-

tian theology. Both God and the Devil can

help or harm the Raramuri depending on

how the Raramuri act toward them. The
Raramuri endeavor to perpetuate good re-

lations with God and to placate the Devil

by performing fiestas and making food of-

ferings to them. By so doing they repay

God for caring and providing for them and

encourage the Devil to refrain from at-

tacking them. If they fail in these obliga-

tions and overtures, God and the Devil will

turn against them.

The basic purpose of their fiestas and

offerings and of so much else the Rara-

muri do, both in and outside their rituals,

is to maintain balance in the world. This

orientation, which almost certainly existed

Below: A Jesuit priest, wearingsunglasses and using a woven Raramuri belt as a stole,

says mass in the Norogachi cemetery on Holy Saturday,following a symbolic

burial ofChrist. The women have assembled to his left and the men to his right,

while the major ritualparticipants and community leaders stand behind him.

Righ t: Bearing distinctive decoration, a dancer appears near the conclusion of
Norogachi's Holy Week activities. He is one oftwo men whoperform a dance,

the pascola, accompanied by a violin.

photos by Sue Bennett

among the Raramuri before Western con-

tact, seems to have had a substantial im-

pact on how they interpreted and adapted

the Easter ceremonies that the missionar-

ies taught them. Implicit throughout the

Easter proceedings are expressions of the

complementarity and mutual obligations

that exist among various segments of

Raramuri society, between males and fe-

males, for example, or community offi-

cials and the people they lead and repre-

sent. While the most obvious message in
'.

the Easter celebration is the confrontation i

between God and the Devil, the Raramuri
j

have not followed the more orthodox i

Christian line of desiring the complete de-

struction of the Devil and his influence.

Instead, their goal is to produce good rela-

tions between the Devil and themselves

and to restore the balance between God

and the Devil that existed before God fell

victim to the Devil's machinations. D
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Sky Reported

Sun-grazing Comets
When these icy visitors from deep space come too close

to the sun, they can break up or simply vanish

by Stephen P. Maran

A sun-grazing comet, as the name sug-

gests, is one whose orbit takes it so close to

the sun that the comet flies deep into the

sun's corona—its thin, hot outer atmo-

sphere. The corona extends milhons of

miles into space, but a typical sun-grazer

zooms within less than 500,000 miles of

the visible surface, or photosphere, of the

sun. Most of the known sun-grazers follow

similar orbits and are thus classified as

members of a common family named for

Heinrich Kreutz, a late-nineteenth-cen-

tury German astronomer who studied sun-

grazer orbits. Many comets mentioned in

historical records have been suspected of

being Kreutz sun-grazers, but only nine

were definitively established as members
of the Kreutz family prior to 1979, when
the first satellite discovery of a sun-grazer

was made. As to other comets alleged to

be members of the family, the reports in

the historical record, some of which date

back to the ancient Greeks, are inade-

quate, inconclusive, or contradictory.

A Department of Defense satellite, the

P78-1, launched in 1979, has found three

sun-grazing comets that were missed by

observers on the ground. All three were

destroyed by their close approaches to the

sun. The three comets may have been

chips from the same icy block that has

given birth to several comets, some great

and some small, seen since the seven-

teenth century. Further, the new discover-

ies confirm an earlier suspicion that

astronomers may have missed seeing

many and perhaps most of the sun-grazing

comets. The satellite that found the sun-

grazers carries a coronagraph known as

SOLWIND, an instrument designed by

physicists at the Naval Research Labora-

tory in Washington, D.C., to monitor the

solar corona. The solar photosphere is bil-

lions of times brighter than the corona. To

make the corona visible, SOLWIND has

a circular "occulting disk" mounted on a

boom that projects 2.5 feet in front of the

main coronagraph lens and produces arti-

ficial total eclipses of the sun by blocking

out the dazzling photosphere, as well as

the relatively bright inner corona, to a dis-

tance of 2.5 solar radii from the center of
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the sun. (The solar radius is about 430,000

miles.) These "eclipses" are photographed

with a time-exposure television camera.

This arrangement has enabled Navy phys-

icists to study the formation and evolution

of structures in the corona over the region

from 2.5 to 10 solar radii since March
1979, when SOLWIND began operating

in space. The pictures are not as sharp as

those obtained by more advanced corona-

graphs on the marmed spacecraft Skylab

or on NASA's automated satellite, the So-

lar Maximum Mission, but they cover a

much longer period of time and are thus

more likely to catch rare events, such as

the arrival of unheralded comets at the

sun.

Although a sun-grazer was observed

from the Southern Hemisphere in 1970,

the last major flurry of excitement about

sun-grazers prior to the SOLWIND dis-

coveries occurred after Comet Ikeya-Seki

was found by two Japanese amateur

astronomers in 1965. As it orbited near

the sun, this sun-grazer became bright

enough to be seen from the ground in

broad daylight. Further, it split in two,

providing astronomers with two comets to

track and study as they receded from the

sun. I remember viewing Ikeya-Seki from

Kitt Peak, in southern Arizona, on a crisp

October morning as the comet rounded

the sun. High up on a metal-frame tower,

a student assistant, instructed by walkie-

talkie, maneuvered a large wooden disk at

the end of a pole so as to cast a round

shadow on my small telescope and camera

some distance to the south on the moun-

taintop. By sticking one's head into the

shadow, it was easy, even with the naked

eye, to spot the comet off" to the side of the

sun. Some viewers found that just holding

a hand at arm's length to block out the sun

would work almost as well. Other astrono-

mers used the huge McMath-Solar Tele-

scope on Kitt Peak to take the spectrum of

the sun-grazer.

A major analytical study of Ikeya-Seki

and seven ICreutz sun-grazers identified

earlier was prepared in 1967 in the wake

of the numerous observations that had

been made of Ikeya-Seki. The author of

!

the study, Brian G. Marsden, an expert on 'i

comet orbits at the Smithsonian Astro-

physical Observatory in Cambridge,

Massachusetts, confirmed that the sun-

grazers have similar orbits, suggesting

that they may all be fragments of an ear-

lier protocomet that was somehow dis-

rupted. Similar conclusions were reached

by other astronomers even before Kreutz,

but Marsden's orbital calculations were

the most reliable ones and the data avail-

able to him, including the measurements

of Ikeya-Seki, were more complete.

After comparing the orbits of the eight
\

then-known Kreutz sun-grazers, Marsden
|

found that they can be divided into two
i

sets, subgroup I and subgroup II. The or-

bits in one subgroup resemble each other

much more closely than they do the orbits
I

in the other. The orbits are all highly elon-

gated eUipses, oriented similarly in space

with respect to the sun. There are difl"er-

ences in the lengths of the ellipses, how-

ever, so that one Kreutz sun-grazer may
take five centuries to travel once around

the sun and back again, while another

takes eleven centuries to orbit. A typical

member of either group of the Kreutz

family ranges out to a maximum distance

of about 200 astronomical units from the

sun. (One astronomical unit equals

93,000,000 miles, the earth's distance

from the sun.) That the comets divide into

two subgroups whose members have very

similar orbits indicates that each sub-

group had its own parent comet of which

the subgroup members are fragments.

The parents of the two subgroups were

themselves produced, according to this

reasoning, by splitting from the proto-

comet mentioned above. The protocomet

then may be the "grandparent" of the

Kreutz sun-grazers.

Since Ikeya-Seki and other comets

have been observed to split, the idea that

parent comets gave rise to the present sun-

grazers is not so strange. In fact, comet

splitting is a relatively common phenome-

non (see "The Splitting of Comet West,"

Natural History, December 1976). Plan-

ets, whether they are composed of strong

materials such as those of the earth or are
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mostly gas like Jupiter, do not split easily.

They are so large that gravity holds them
firmly together. Comets, however, are not

very massive and therefore have rather

weak gravity. In addition, they are made
of weaker material than the earth.

The solid body, or nucleus, of a comet is

a conglomeration of water ice and various

frozen gases, mixed with rock particles.

As the comet approaches the sun, the solar

rays warm the surface of the nucleus, and

the water and other frozen substances

near the surface turn from solid to gas.

The gases form the coma, or "head," of

the comet and blow away the rock parti-

cles trapped in the ice. Sunlight and the

solar wind then push the gases and rock

particles in the coma off in the direction

opposite the sun, forming the tail of the

comet. In many observed cases, comets,

including sun-grazers, have split into two

or more pieces, each a small comet com-

plete with head and tail. It must be the

solid nucleus that splits, each piece then

forming its own head and tail as its surface

material gasifies. However, scientists are

not sure what process or processes account

for splitting the nuclei of comets. Theories

about comet splitting have invoked such

phenomena as tidal force, radioactivity,

and disruption by the pressure of the form-

ing gas. Other theories eschew these pro
cesses and instead propose that splitting

has resulted from collisions with as-yet-

unobserved objects, either large meteor-

oids or other, but smaller, comets. In my
view, the chance of such a collision is very

small. In any case, no theory has been

proved. Nevertheless, comet splitting

seems to occur more commonly near the

sun than far from it, and thus the heat and

tidal force of the sun are almost surely in-

volved. Some theories concerning the ori-

gin of the Kreutz sun-grazers postulate

that the protocomet split when far from

the sun. On the basis of his orbital analy-

sis, however, Marsden concluded that the

splitting occurred near the sun. Since

most observed comet splitting occurs near

the sun, this seems reasonable.

Comets can suffer worse fates than

splitting. Some seem to peter out, while

others may vanish in a puff. The SOL-
WIND observations revealed a clear

case of a more violent death. The first

SOLWIND comet was photographed in

August 1979, but the investigators did not

receive the satellite data tapes until 1981.

When the tapes arrived and were run

through the computer, the comet was dis-

covered but the pictures revealed that it

was dead. Some 139 minutes after the

comet entered SOLWIND's field of view,

it passed behind the edge of the satellite's

occulting disk on its approach to the sun

«l
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Write for FREE catalog ol hard-lo-tind outdoor items, many

/<:^0 ^^t^Sd Dept. NH-33A
P.O. Box 1500, Ctiapel Hill, NC 27514

Tmm P.O. BOX SH
AMSTERDAM, N.Y.

12010

THE BLUE WHALE
Colorful, stoneware 14 oz, mug. $6eacfi. $21 set of

4. including sfiipping and insurance In NJ add 6

percent sales tax. SEND YOUR CHECK OR MONEY
ORDER TO: FRIENDS OF ANIMALS. INC., DEPT.

1410. One Pine Street. Neptune. New Jersey

07753 A Non-Profit Organization Devoted to Pro

tecling Animals. Wild and Domestic—MASTER
CARD and VISA Credit Card Holders may tele

pfione loll free: 800-63 1-22 12; in NJ 201
922-2600 (9:00-5:00 PM EST).
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and never reemerged. Subsequent cal-

culations confirm that the comet was trav-

eling an orbit that carried it inside of one

solar radius. Since the solar photosphere

occurs at one solar radius, the comet was

bound to plunge into the sun unless it dis-

integrated first. In any case, much of the

comet did disintegrate, producing a pro-

nounced glow that persisted for hours in

the sun's corona. As the head SOLWIND
researcher Donald J. Michels put it, this

was a "posthumous discovery of a comet."

Presumably that comet was formed by

the splitting of another. Perturbing forces

related to the gravity of the planets or the

rocketlike expulsion of gases from the

comet's nucleus may have moved the ill-

fated comet into its fatal orbit, but that re-

mains to be proved. In any case, for a

small enough sun-grazer, passing through

the corona, let alone below the sun's sur-

face, may still be fatal. This was proved by

the two subsequent SOLWIND comet

discoveries. These comets, which reached

the sun on January 27 and July 20, 1981,

respectively, passed through the inner co-

rona, above the photosphere, but they also

failed to reemerge after passing behind

the SOLWIND occulting disk. Analysis

by solar astronomer Neil Sheeley of the

Naval Research Laboratory reveals that

each of the three comets was probably a

Kreutz sun-grazer. Further, according to

Zdenek Sekanina, an investigator of split

comets at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory

in Pasadena, California, all three are prob-

ably members of the same subgroup as

Ikeya-Seki. Those of us who saw Ikeya-

Seki in 1965 may have seen the sibling of

the three later, now dead comets.

Astronomers have attempted to explain

why all of the SOLWIND-discovered sun-

grazers were missed by ground observers.

In the case of the first one, the earth's posi-

tion at the time would have nearly pre-

cluded viewing from the ground as the

comet approached the sun. Viewing after-

ward was impossible since the comet was

destroyed. The other two sun-grazers were

potentially observable on their inbound

tracks. Perhaps they were missed because

no one looked in the right place with the

right telescopic equipment. On the other

hand, they may have been exceptionally

small comets that looked bright only when

very close to the sun. If this suggestion is

correct, as 1 believe, there may be many
more small fragments of the Kreutz proto-

comet, some perhaps currently en route to

the sun. With coronagraphs in space, we

may yet find more of them.

Stephen P. Maran is a senior staff scien-

tist at NASA's Goddard Space Flight

Center in Greenbelt. Maryland.
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Celestial Events

by Thomas D. Nicholson

All Month While still technically morning

"stars" (above the horizon at sunrise, but

not at sunset), the planets Saturn and Ju-

piter are nevertheless beginning to add to

the evening sky scene. Saturn is now up in

the east well before midnight early in

March, and it rises at about 8:30 p.m. to-

ward the end of the month. Jupiter comes

up about three hours later. Both are still

best during early morning, however, when

they are high toward the south. Spica, the

brightest star of Virgo, adds to the scene

all month, as does the bright, nearly full

moon at the beginning and the end of the

month. Note that the moon occults (cov-

ers) Jupiter in early March. We can't see

this occultation from the Americas, but it

is only the first in a series of eight in-

volving the bright planet this year, and a

number will occur at least partly over

North America.

Venus shows up well in the evening sky

in March, appearing low in the west after

sundown. It will get better in the months

ahead. Mercury and Mars, however, are

out of the picture, even though both are

evening objects for at least part of t

month.

March 1: The moon is only two da

past full tonight, rising at about 8:30 p.

among the stars of Virgo, to the right an
above the bright Spica. You will find Si

urn close to Spica, to its left and of almc

similar brightness. Saturn drifts slow

closer to Spica during the month as tl

planet swings through its westerly (retr

grade) loop. Much brighter than eithc

Jupiter will be found well to the left ar

,

A different way to represent the stars is shown on the map
above. The lightly shaded area at the top includes stars always
above the horizon at latitude 40 ° north; the central, darkly

shaded band includes those that rise and set; the bottom
dark band, those that never rise.

Observers ofthe winter sky see the bright stars that lie along

a broad belt (suggested by the curved line) extending

roughlyfrom Capella in the north past Sirius in the south.

The belt continues into the dark band, where stars are always

below our southern horizon, and then curves up into our

summer sky. Ofthe twenty brightest stars,fourteen lie near

the curve.

Note also thefive very bright stars in the bottom dark belt,

all visiblefarther south along with the ones we see. The best

viewingwould befrom latitude 20 ° south on March evenings

when the whole beltfrom Capella to Beta Centauri is visible.
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Buildyour libraryfrom ours.

The Encyclopedia

i of Philosophy
I for $24.95 (Pub price $175)

; The most comprehensive encyclopedia
. i)t philosophy ever published, this set
' traces ancient, medieval, modem. East-

em and Western thought. An essential

and rewarding reference source for

home libraries.

The Compact Edition of

The Oxford English Dictionary

for $24.95 (Pub price $150)

The "most complete, most scholarly dictionary of the

English language"— TTje Christian Science Monitor.
Through photoreduction, the original 13-volume set

has been reproduced in this two-volume Compact Edi-
tion. Magnifying glass included.

Great Ladies of Song
for $14.95 (Nonmember prices total .$7(i.85)

Three Book-of-the-Month Club custom record-

ings; Billie Holiday:Ain 't Nobody's Business IfI

Do; Sarah Vaughan. American Singer. Ella Fitz-

gerald Sings Cershimn. Available in records,

8-tracks or cassettes.

Page Smith's

People's History of

the United States

for $15.95 (Pub prices total $99.85)

A lively chronicle of America's people
from Plymouth through the Civil War
A five-volume set written by "a

historian whose scholarship flows from
a storyteller's fmgexixps"-Publishers

The Story of Civilization by Will and Ariel Durant
for $29.95 (Pub prices total $.335.45)

For almost half a century Will and Ariel Durant
traced the continuity of world history-the religions

and philosophies, the political and economic tides.

the arts and sciences, the customs and conquests—
to show the foundations of society today. A Book-of-

the-Month Club exclusive for almost oO years, the

Durants' illustrated masterwork is history come alive.

Choose one of these five sets and save up to ^05^^
You simply agree to buy 4 books within the next two years.

Facts About Membership. As a member you will receive the

Book-of-the-Month Club News'" 15 times a year (about even.'

3'/j weeks). Every issue reviews a Selection and 150 other

books that we call Alternates, which are carefully chosen by
our editors. If you want the Selection, do nothing. It will be

shipped to you automatically. If you want one or more Alter-

nates-or no book at all -indicate your decision on the Reply
Form and return it by the specified date. Return Pririlegc: If

the News is delayed and you receive the Selection without

having had 10 days to notify us. you may return it for credit at

our expense. Cancellations: Membership may be discontinued,

either by you or by the Club, at any time after you have
bought four additional books. Join today. With savings and
choices like these, no wonder Book-of-tlie-Month Club is

America's Bookstore:"

BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB
America's Bookstore' since 192t).

Book-of-the-Month Club. Inc., Camp Hill. Pennsylvania 17012

Clieck one box onlv

943. GrMl 1Jdit-s

of Song
(11 ReconJsl J14.95

(6 Cas*tl»l J14.95

946. Great lj<li«.

of Sons
|fi (i-Track Tiip.^1 «435

Please enroll me as a member of Book-of-the-Month Club

and send me the set I have checked at left, billing me for the

appropriate amount, plus shipping and handling charges. 1

agree to buy four books during the nexl two years. A ship-

ping and handling charge is added to each shipment.

(Vlc<s« pnnt pUinlyt

Prices shown arc U.S. pnccs. Outside (he I' S pr>-.-s j-r .-rtvr^iiu hiuher



CELESTRON INTERNATi
P.O. Box 3578-NH, 2835 Columbia SI.

Torrance. CA 90503

THE

FOUR

SEASONS
The beauty of

nature unfolds

before your
eyes with this

limited collec-

tors edition!

Scenes of

beautiful birds

during the fall, winter, spring, and
summer seasons are colorfully il-

lustrated in this lovely set of stamps.

This edition of British Local Post

Stamps originates from the romantic
Scottish Isle of Bernera. The history of

Bernero, in the outer Hebrides, dates
bock to the Vikings.

Allir'aper Scon Stamp Monthly

Please send me the beautiful Four Seasons
set:

O All four stomps $5.40
D Souvenir Sheet 3.60
D Deluxe Sheet 14.40

O Special - The Complete Series 21 .95

Add 75c postage. Visa. Master Card welcome. New
York residents add sates tax.

:
Ijtffjiiil.'l 1 1 1 B iMlf¥W^

Now—The Fitness Master XC-1
Opens the Way to Aerobic Fitness

By simulating cross country skiing,

tlie Fitness Master XC-1 offers you
a total system for cardiovascular

fitness and body tone. Firms your
entire body: arms and upper torso,

legs, and buttocks. Excellent for

weight control.

• Easy to attain target heart rates

since more muscles used means less

effort per muscle.

• Fluid motions—no jarring impact on
bones and joints. Avoids running

related injuries.

• Leg and arm motions are

independent, with totally adjustable

resistance. Can be used by men or

women, regardless of size or weight.

Height adjustable.

• Stable— rests flat on the floor and
has side rails for extra security.

• Elegant design—sleek, durable,

chrome plated steel. Fine

workmanship.

• Easily disassembles to 5" height

—

slips under your bed!

• The best that money can buy.

Convenient for home or office.

• 15 day home trial. 2 Year Warranty.

For more information and a free brochure call

TOLL FREE: 1-800-328-8995; in Minnesota: 1-612-448-7876
8-5 Mon-Fri.—FITNESS MASTER, INCORPORATED,

12 Haverhill, Dept. A, Jonathan, Minnesota 55318.
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lower a few hours later, after it rises above

the reddish star Antares, in Scorpius.

March 2-3: The moon is near Saturn to-

night, to the planet's west (right) when

they rise at about 9:30 p.m., swinging past

and above the planet at about 1 :00 a.m.,

EST, and to the planet's east (left) at

dawn, close to the border between Virgo

and Libra.

March 5-6: The waning gibbous mooni

takes its whack at Jupiter tonight, shding

past and above the planet at about 10:00^

P.M., EST, before moonrise in North

America. The reddish star below Jupiter

and the moon is Antares, in Scorpius.

March 6: The last-quarter moon is in

the constellation Ophiuchus.

March 8: The rather fat waning cres-

cent moon in the sky this morning is in

Sagittarius, about where the peak of the

"teapot's" hd would be found.

March 9-10: Apogee moon (farthest

from the earth, on the 9th) is near the bor-

ns'sl

The annual index for

Natural History, Volume 91

(January tfirough December 1982)

may be obtained by writing to:

INDEX
Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, N.Y. 10024

der between Sagittarius and Capricomus.

Moonrise, after 4:00 a.m. on the 10th,

brings up a slender crescent, probably the

last we will see before the new moon.

March 14: New moon is in Pisces, just

south of the First Point of Aries (the ver-

nal equinox). The precession of the earth's

rotational axis has caused the vernal equi-

nox to shift out of Aries, where it was

when the name (First Point) was given to

it long ago, but the name stuck.

March 16-17: The crescent moon will

be fat enough and high enough to be visi-

ble at sunset on the 1 6th and Venus will be

bright enough to be easily found above it.

These two will also be in conjunction an

hour after midnight EST (early on the

17th), when the moon moves to Venus's

east, but both will have set by then.

March 1 8: The calendar tells us that the

sun doesn't arrive at the vernal equinox

and spring doesn't commence in the

Northern Hemisphere for several more

days, but this is the date when there are 12

hours of day and 12 hours of night accord-

ing to the tables of sunrise and sunset.

Which is correct? Both, according to the

rules we accept for calculating each.

March 19: Tonight's crescent moon is

just about midway between the bright red-

P

m
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|sh star Aldebaran, in Taurus, and the

;lI-lcnown star cluster called the Pleia-

;s. The moon moves in between them

iring the night, but it sets (except in

' astern North America) before it reaches

e line between them.

March 20: Spring begins in the North-

n Hemisphere today, at least in most of

orth America. Since the sun arrives at

e vernal equinox (marking the moment
I hen the seasons officially change) at

1:39 P.M., EST, spring begins on the 21st

Europe, where in many places it is after

idnight and the date has changed. For

lat matter, the date falls on the 21st even

parts of the Western Hemisphere such

; eastern Canada and Brazil, both having

me one hour later than EST.

March 2 1 : First-quarter moon tonight is

:jar the border between Taurus and

emini, and about midway between Tau-

is's brightest star Aldebaran (to the right

" the moon and lower) and the "twin"

. ars of Gemini, Pollux and Castor (to the

icon's left and higher).

' March 23: The moon tonight is in line

ith and below Pollux (the brighter) and

Castor, even though the waxing moon is

ow in Cancer.

March 25: Perigee moon is very near

.egulus, the bright star of Leo. The moon
asses the star (conjunction) before mid-

,ight(EST).

March 26: Mercury is in superior con-

inction, in line with, but beyond the sun.

Jntil now the planet has been a morning

,tar, even if not a very conspicuous one.

bday it enters the evening sky.

March 27: It's Jupiter's turn to begin its

strograde (westerly) motion. Watch its

osition relative to Antares, the bright star

iT Scorpius below the planet, to detect its

/esterly drift in the next four months.

March 28: The full moon is in Virgo.

March 29: Still in Virgo but one day

past full, the moon has passed the star

>pica by moonrise tonight and will pass

Jaturn by moonrise tomorrow night. Look

or them, alike in brightness, near the

noon on both nights, the only starlike ob-

ects bright enough to be seen in the

noon's glare. Spica, of course, is the one to

he right. Note that this is the second time

he moon has passed Spica and Saturn

his month, but it was two days past full

vhen it passed by them in early March.

March 31: The waning gibbous moon
:loses out the month in Libra, best

narked in a faint sky by two moderately

bright stars to the right of Scorpius.

Editor's Note: The Sky Map in the Janu-

iry issue shows the evening stars and con-

'.tellations for this month and gives the

;ime for use.
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We guarantee it!
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Art

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS. Southwest Indian pot-

tery, baskets, rugs, kachinas Norttiwest Coast Indian

masks, totems, graptiics, Eskimo sculpture Recent Af-

rican art No catalogue One-of-a-kind pieces, individ-

ually photographed. Priced $100/up Photos and data

available. Specify interests Box 5896, Sherman Oaks,

CA 91413 (213)789-2559

GUATEMALAN FOLK MASKS, painted wood, rams'

horns, $18 - $28, request photos, McCoy Imports, Lib-

erty, NY 12754

MEXICAN FOLK ART Museum Caliber. Copper and
wood masks, stone sculpture, ceramic figures. By ap-

pointment Nathan Cohen/Olmec Imports, 735 Avenue
"W, Brooklyn, NY 11223 (212) 375 8386

OLD JAPANESE CALLIGRAPHY from wood block

books and handmade paper made into stunning,

matted collages. 5x7 $20, 8x10 $30 plus $2.50 ph.
US. R Via, 1001 Lunaai PI , Kailua, HI 96734

PLAINS INDIAN ART & ARTIFACTS: Free catalogue

shows painted shields, mounted trophy buffalo skulls,

war arrows, peace pipes, chokers, breast plates, war
clubs, horse dance sticks, star quilts and more. Exclu-

sive source Handmade with traditional tools and au-

thentic materials Many have interesting stories to tell

from Cheyenne, Sioux and Blackfoot heritage. Collec-

tor's items, unique gifts and stunning decorations

Wnte or call Praine Edge, PO Box 8303, Dept. K,

Rapid City, South Dakota 57701 (605) 341-3620

WILDLIFE ORIGINALS, PRINTS & STAMPS. Newslet-

ter—Pnce Lists—Art Exchange—National Wildlife

Galleries, 2221 Flora, Ft. Myers, FL 33907 (813) 939-

2425

Associations

BERTRAND RUSSELL SOCIETY Information: NH, RD
1, Box 409, Coopersburg, PA 18036

Book Publishers

PUBLISHING with a vanity' publisher'' Wait! We get

your book published by a regular' publisher on a 'sub-

sidy' basis Brochure Wordsmith Lit/Agency, Dept.

101, Garnerville, NY 10923

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors

Publicity, advertising, beautiful books All subjects in-

vited Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuschpt
report Carlton Press. Dept. NHC, 84 Fifth Avenue,
New York, NY 10011.

HELP PREVENT NUCLEAR WAR! Read "Tomorrow's
World" by Armin Lehmann. $5.50 postpaid. (SASE for

information ) Doves, Box 821 -F, Newport, OR 97365

1,0004- Botany, Horticulture, Nature Books. New,
Used, Antiquarian Catalog $1. Pomona Books, Rock-
ton, Ontario, Canada LOR 1X0

All publishers— all subjects: art, history, biography, fiction,

arid much more. The most complete catalog of bargain

books available anywhere! Write for your FREE copy:

Hamilton, 98-55 Clapboanl, Danbuiv, CT068I0

UNIQUE TRAVEL BOOKS' Exploration, nalure/wildlife,

maps. Catalog $1.00 (refundable). Wayfarer Books,
Box 1121-NP, Davenport, Iowa 52805

YESTERDAYS BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation. Out-

of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
92672(714)492-2976

^THETV^ARgETL

Camps

PRAIRIE TREK AND TURQUOISE TRAIL Expeditions

(Boys 10-17, Girls 13-17) Since 1926 the Expeditions

have made it possible for young people to explore in

the mountains, canyons, and desert country of the

American Southwest Emphasis on environmental

studies, archaeology, native crafts, backpacking and
camping skills For details write Thomas Billings, PO
Box 40451 NH. Indianapolis. IN 46240 (317) 896-3842

Collectors' Items

AKU-ABA. A LEGENDARY AFRICAN HEIRLOOM
Share the joy of collecting authentic legacies of an an-

cient culture. AKU-ABA represents the classic Ashanti

ideal of beauty and fertility Treasured in family shrines,

AKU-ABA statues are revered for their protective and
spiritual powers Hand carved from exotic native

woods in West Africa, each AKU-ABA is accompanied
by a description and certificate of authenticity. Size

vanes from 9 to 12 inches and each is mounted on a

sturdy black metal base $3500 ppd Check/VISA/
Mastercard. The African Collector, Box 573, Williams-

town, MA 01267

BIRDS ON POSTAGE STAMPS from many countries

25 different 35« or 50 different 65<t George Ford, PC
Box 5203-N, Gulfport, FL 33737

PAPERWEIGHTS—Full Color Quarterly and Lists.

$5 00 year. George Kamm, PO. Box 254N, Lititz, PA
17543-0254

RECEIVE VALUABLE MINERALS MONTHLY! Whte To-

day! Mineral of the Month Club, 13057-HD California,

Yucaipa, CA 92399

Correspondence

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA. Make lasting fnend-

ships through correspondence Send age, interests.

Free reply Harmony, Box 89NH, Brooklyn. NY 1 1235

SINGLE BOOKLOVERS gets cultured persons ac-

quainted Nationwide. Established 1970. Write Box AE.

Swarthmore. PA 19081 or call (215) 566-2132

GORILLA SKULL, lions, apes, human skulls. Museum
quality reproductions. Inexpensive. Send for free cata-

log Skullduggery, Box 1021-NH, Brea, CA 92621

MAINE ISLAND ECOLOGY Marine biology, botany

and ornithology on 200 acre island Exciting opportu-

nity for high school students interested in environmen-

tal studies Faculty/student ratio 1 :5. In twelfth year of

operation. From June 20 to July 8 or July 1 2 to July 30.

Contact: Maine Island Ecology, Academy of Natural

Sciences, 19th St. and the Parkway, Philadelphia, PA
19103

UNDERGRADUATE ARCHEOLOGICAL Field School.

8 week field school in archeological excavation on a

Western Anasazi site in southwestern Utah June 13 to

August 6 Intended for undergraduate students No ex-

perience required 15 quarter credits. Total enrollment

limited to 20 For cost information, wnte to Dr. Richard

A Thompson, Southern Utah State College, Cedar
City. Utah 84720

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA NEEDS YOU! Jobs! Big Pay! Transporta-

tion! Newest Handbook. $2 00. Australian International.

Box 19107-RO, Washington. DC 20036

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental |ob openings throughout the

U S. Free details EOV. PO. Box 450. Walpole. NH
03608

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$3 00 International

Opportunities. Box 19107-RO. Washington, DC 20036

OVERSEAS JOB—68 COUNTRIES! Hiring now! Paid

fare Computerized reports $2 00. Jobworld, Box 681-

NH, Cypress, CA 90630

PROFESSORS/SCHOOLTEACHERS—hundreds spe
cific vacancies, all subjects, continents, listed in Ameri
ca's only bimonthly international education newsletter
Teach Abroad Quarterly subscriptions $25, monthl^l

$10. Roma House. Box 601341. Miami. FL 33160

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER
Colorado. Idaho. Montana, Wyoming! Current open,
ings— all occupations! Free details . Intermountain'i

4Y, PC Drawer 809, Grand Lake, Colorado 80447-1

TEACH HERE—TEACH ABROAD: School, college

openings U S A $5 95: Abroad $5 95 China, Japan,
Saudi, Australia $5 95 each EISF, Box 662, Newton,
Massachusetts 02162

Financial

GET CASH GRANTS—from Government (Never re-

pay ) Also, loans available. All ages eligible. Intorma-j

tion, $2 (refundable). Surplus Funds NH. 1629 K St.,;

Washington, DC 20006

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS 65 countries!. _-
Sampler: 4/$2.98 Free Brochure. Mullinewspapers, (_,i,|

Box DE-203. Dana Point. California 92629 '

™"

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off 150 Mapr compa-
nies Free brochure Sobol House. Box 218 NH. Black

Mountain. NO 2871 1 (704) 669-8031

1-800-334-8174 Puts you in contact with America's

leading furniture mfg's at superlative savings Barnes

& Barnes, Library for Fine Furniture, 651 S.W. Broad

St., Southern Pines, NO 28387. In NO call (919) 692-

3381

Gardening

WILDFLQWERS Highest quality tubers, rootstocks.

Free descriptive catalog Master Gardens-E, 8044 Ray
Mears Blvd, Suite 111-148, Knoxville, TN 37919

Gourmet Interests

MINNESOTA WILD RICE $6 00 per pound, prepaid.

Five pound minimum. Floura Bros, Box 44C, Black-

duck, MN 56630

Government Surplus

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY " 950,000

items (including Jeeps) . low as H on dollar! Most

complete information available—$2 00 Disposal, Box

19107-RO. Washington, DC 20036

Merchandise/Gifts

COLORFUL GIFTS FROM THE ALPS! Decorative

items, beer steins, folklore clothing, toys. Color cata-

logue $1 00 House of Tyrol, POB 909 Gateway Plaza,

Dept NH3, Cleveland, GA 30528

THINGS of Science
Each month, a surprise package in the mail containing

materials for exciting experi ments and demonstrations

with booklet giving background information and easy to

follow instructions. Grandparents who did THINGS when

they were 10 and 16 now give THINGS to their grandchil-

dren! Only $1 7.50 a year (Canada and Mexico, add $6.50;

other foreign, add $9.00 a year). Include payment please.

Gift card sent if requested.

THINGS of Science, RD 1 , Box 1 30NA,
Newtown, PA, 16940.
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PERPETUAL REVOLUTION: Paradoxically Funsome
^aidgame' Uses standard deck Rules $2: Hooksnook,
3ox 1069, Seattle, WA 981 11

^RE COLUMBIAN STYLED terracotta figurines: hand-

tainted clay masks: onyx necklaces and chokers. Free

Catalog Olmec Imports, 735 Avenue "W", Brooklyn,

MY 11223

Miscellaneous

\JEGATIVE IONIZERS $49.95-$500 pp!! Allergy, -lon-

zation, Laetrile, Vision booklets $1 each!! Mattingly,

3045(N1) Troy, Chicago 60618 (312) 478-9526

yOUNG MAN SEEKS POSITION as field assistant/re-

• searcher/expedition member Anthropology degree.
James Tennermann, 35 Franklin Street, Verona, NJ
37044

Music

RECORDS-TAPESi Discounts to 73%, All labels: no

;

purchase obligations, newsletter, discount dividend

certificates 100% guarantees. Free details. Discount
Music Club, 650 Mam Street, PO Box 2000, Dept 25-

'0383, New Rochelle, NY 10801

Newsletters

NATURE PHOTOGRAPHERS! Stay on top of your mar
kefs with The Guilfoyle Report. For information: AG Edi-

tions. 142 Bank St., New York City 10014 (212) 929
;0959

Old Time Radio

- OLD TIME RADIO PROGRAMS on cassette tapes Free
, catalogue Cassette Library Center, PO Box 5331 H,
; Baltimore, MD 21209

Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repainng binocu-

lars since 1923 Alignment performed on our US, Navy
collimator Free catalogue and our article "Know Your
Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine Mirakel

Optical Co ,
Inc

,
331 Mansion St., West Coxsackie, NY

12192(518)731-2610

LEITZ, ZEISS, B&L, SWIFT, BUSHNELL, NIKON Opto-
lyth binoculars, telescopes and accessories Send
stamp for discount list Specify literature desired
Large stock Orders filled postpaid day received. Bird-

ing. Box 5N, Amsterdam, NY 12010

BAJA GIANT BEACHFRONT—4,000 ACRES Sea of

Cortes, near letporl, $15 million, 5852 Marbury, Be-

thesda, MD 20817

FREEi Big Spring Catalog! Over 5000 best farms,

homes, businesses, recreation, retirement values All

Across Americai Strout Realty, Plaza Towers, Dept
5390, Springfield, MO 65804 Toll free 1-800-641-4266

In Missouri call collect: (417) 862-4402

GOVERNMENT LANDS ,
FROM $7 50/ACRE!

Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment! "Land
Buyer's Guide" plus nationwide listings—$2 00.

Lands, Box 19107-RO, Washington, DC 20036

NEW FREE CATALOGUEi Top real estate values

coast to coast! Please specify type property and loca-

tion desired United Farm Agency, Inc., 612-U W. 47th
Street, Kansas City, MO 64112 Ph Toil-Free: 1-800-

821-2599: MO res ph Toil-Free: 1-800-892-5785

Rentals

ADIRONDACK LODGES on Upper Saranac Lake
Available for two weeks or a month, July through Sep-
tember Everything provided for comfortable living in

the quiet woods $740 - $1,950 for two weeks. Please
write Bartlett Carry Club, RED 3, Tupper Lake, NY

MANZANILLO, MEXICO: House on picturesque beach,
$300 per week, sleeps five Robert Yonts, 340 Sequel
Avenue, Santa Cruz, CA 95062 (408) 427-2727

ADIRONDACK LAKEFRONT RESORT & MARINA—
Tennis, Golf, Skiing, Furnished Cottages & Lodge

—

Rent or Sale—Owner Financing (813) 936-2757

JUNGLE VACATION in the Talamanca Rainforest Su-

perb birding, plant and insect hunting Riding and hik-

ing trails: guides Weekly rates $225 00 single: $350
double ME Snow, Apartado 73, 7200 Siquirres, Costa
Rica

NEW MEXICO. Guided tours—wildflowers, birds, pre-

historic dwellings Bear Mountain Ranch, Silver City,

NM 88061 (505) 538-2538

OLD FASHIONED, Secluded Farm on Cape Breton Is-

land offers log cabins, excellent meals, tranquility to a
few guests. $250/week. Write; John Gardner. Orange-
dale, Nova Scotia

LITTLE ST. SIMONS ISLAND
One of Georgia's "Golden Isles"

B: , beachcombing, riding, wildlife pholo-
Pgraphy, fishing or just relaxing on a secluded

12,000 acre island with miles of unspoiled ocean
beaches, forests and marshes Over 200 species of

birds. Maximum of 10-15 guests at a time Excellent

food and accommodations Professional naturalists

on the staff. P.O. Box 1078rH. St. Simons Island.

GA 3 1 522 Phone (9 1 2) 638-7472

ST THOMAS—WATER ISLAND private, secluded,
shangnia packages. Studio Apartments. 2-7 day char-

ter yachting, private villa—combinations. Limestone
Reef Terraces. RD 4. Princeton. NJ 08540 (201) 329-

6309

Tours/Trips

A BEAUTIFUL EXPERIENCE Learn sailing aboard 50'

ketch 'Palisander' Winter Caribbean, Summer Chesa-
peake, Spnng & Fall Blue Water Cruises $600/person/
week Cuttyhunk Marine Adventures, c/o Wailes Gray,

77 Tweed Blvd., Nyack, NY 10960

ADVENTURES WITH WILDLIFE—Photograph and
touch a whale in the breeding lagoons, sail among
humpback whales in Hawaii Natural history trips with

expert leaders to Tanzania, Kenya, Rwanda and Zaire.

Also Nepal, Ecuador and more. Unique expeditions to

see endangered species—mountain gonllas, blue

whales, polar bears, Indian rhino and rare birds New
trip preview available Adventures International,

4421-K Albert St , Oakland, CA 94619 (415) 531-6564

FiEPAL HIMALAYA
Organized and custom treks, rafting, safaris,

and mountaineering. Year-round departures,

at an affordable price. For more information,

contact:

Above the Clouds Trekking
PO, Box 3988, Worcester, MA 01602 {61 7) 799 4499

"We cover all of Mepal"



f^

AFRICA: TANZANIA, KENYA, RWANDA. Extraordinar/,

small group safaris, expert naturalist guides Seren-

geti, Ngorongoro, Masai Mara. Special Madagascar
trip (Sept). Mountain Gorilla safan (July-August) Sum-
mer and winter departures. Private trips arranged for

families, universities, museums. Color broctiure: Wil-

derness Travel, 1760-NA Solano Avenue. Berkeley, CA
94707

AFRICAN PHOTOGRAPHIC SAFARI Kenyan wildlife

safari led by professional pfiotograpfier and film maker
experienced in East Africa. August departure. Quest
International, P.O. Box 287, Lansing, NY 14882 (607)

257-4644

I Ini lei lal Trekking (walking) expeOitions to the footUnUaUdl „, y, Everest & Annapurna. Wildlife

InHlA safaris in search of rare Asian birds andmaia
marrmals Explorations of remote Bhutan.

& NSDSl Sikkim, Udakh and tropical Sri Lanka 10
*^

to 35 day programs from S670 00 * airfare

Free Brochure

HivnAlA\^AV» TrAvd. Ivjc.

P.O Box 481-NH
Greenwich, CT 06S30
(203) 622-0055 Toll Free (800) 243-5330

AFRICA'S NATURE AND CULTURES: Exceptional

Tours to East, West and Soutti Africa Guaranteed
weekly departures. Groups. Individuals or Freewheel-
ing. From $1356, 17 days, all inclusive, from New York.

Forum Travel International, 2437 Durant, Berkeley,

California 94704 (415) 843-8294

ALASKAN BIRDS, BEARS, FLOWERS and marine
mammals—wildlife pfiotography. Experience remote
coastal wilderness, near McNeil River, world's largest

concentration of brown bear Deluxe camp, gourmet
meals, guide, floatplane. 6 guests,'5 days—$1500.00
eacti. June August. Write Chenik Wilderness Camp.
Box 956, Homer, AK 99603 (907) 235-8910

AMAZON, ANDES, INCAS & IGUANAS Adventures in

Peru, Ecuador, Galapagos. Brazil, Bolivia Forum Trav-

el, 2437 Durant, Berkeley, California 94704 (415) 843-

8294

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND. Tfie Hikers Paradise".
Moderate optional lengtti Day hiking tours. Two or four

weeks Brochure. Alpine Adventure Trails Tours, 783P
Cliffside Dnve, Akron, OH 44313

BICYCLING IN FRANCE '83: April 16th in Provence:
September 16th, Dordogne Valley Two-week tours,

small groups, staying in hotels. For information: Nan
Rheault, RFD Box 111, Vineyard Haven, MA 02568
(617)693-2273

CANOE CANADA'S ARCTIC. Remote 12 and 18 day
fly-in canoe expeditions in the heart of North America's
last great wilderness—the tundra and taiga of Cana-
da's Northwest Territories Photograph caribou herds,

white wolves, muskox, moose, grizzlies, rich birdlife

Spectacular fishing. Groups of 6 to 8 persons assem-
bled and guided by Alex Hall, wildlife biologist and vet-

eran arctic canoeing guide Can accommodate a lim-

ited number with no previous canoeing experience For

brochure write: Canoe Arctic Inc., Box 130C. Fort

Smith, N.W.T, Canada XOE OPO

CANOE TRIPS in Wilderness Nova Scotia, July Sep-
tember. Small groups, licensed guides Excellent food.

Write: Granville Nickerson, RR4N. Annapolis Royal,

N.S. BOS 1A0 Canada

CARIBOU MIGRATION CAMP: Arctic National Wildlife

Refuge. Alaska, June 24 - July 1. Wilderness: Alaska/
Mexico, Dept. NH, 51 1972 27th NE, Seattle, WA 98105
(206)522-5315

CHINA, MONGOLIA: Hiking. Trekking, Bicycling! Un-
common adventures, unusual destinations. Also: Eu-
rope. Forum Travel, 2437 Durant, Berkeley, California

94704(415)843-8294

CHINA. 22 days visiting China's most beautiful and fas-

cinating areas at affordable pnces Tours also include

Mongolia and a Grand Canal cruise Summer depar-
tures. Quest International. P.O. Box 287. Lansing, NY
14882(607)257-4644

CHRISTIAN TRAVELERS—Trace St Paul thru Asia Mi-

nor, camel pilgrimages to Jerusalem; treks thru the Hi-

malayas, Andes, Africa. The Knobs, 535 Jackson,
Campbellsville, KY 42718

COLORADO ROCKIES Deluxe wilderness backpack-
ing, exotic Southwest car camps, climb majestic

mountains, rustic lodges, university naturalist guides
Alpenglow Adventures. 211 Batterson. Monte Vista,

CO 81144

DISCOVER BAJA! Join experienced naturalists and
crew for leisurely ocean-going explorations of the wil-

derness islands and lagoons of Baja's Pacific coast,

the Sea of Cortez, or Mexico's tropical west coast En-

joy whales, seals, dolphin, birding, fishing, nature

study, island hiking, ancj more' Excellent photo oppor-

tunities. Small groups, relaxed pace Tnps 4-10 days
year-round for individuals or groups. Color brochure:

Pacific Adventures Charter Service, 2445 Morena
Blvd.. Suite 200H, San Diego, CA 921 10 (714) 275-4253

EXPLORE THE MARINE LIFE OF BAJA with Scripps

Aquarium. Secluded beach camping, snorkeling and
hiking in Sea of Cortez islands, Apnl 30 - May 7. Scripps
Aquarium, La Jolla 92093

EXPLORE THE ROCKIES: Five-day workshops in eco-

logical topics, photography, methods of environmental

education. Pack horses, backcountry CSU academic
credit optional. Also: non-credit pack trips Write: Sci-

entific Educational Expeditions, 2715 Parklake Ct ,
Fort

Collins, CO 80525

FLEMISH-NETHERLANDISH Art and Architecture

Tour, May 26-June 10. Brussels, Bruges, Ghent, Ant-

werp, Eindhoven, Amsterdam, Otterlo, The Hague.
Rotterdam. Delft Limited size group, expert guiding,

excellent accommodations. Write for free brochure:

Jacqueline Moss Museum Tours, 131 Davenport Ridge
Lane, Stamford, CT 06903 or call (203) 322-8709

GALJ\PAGOS HIKING AND SAILING EXPEDITIONS
Small groups-Charters. 8-25 Days 1983 Departures
April 28. June 25, July 21 . July 28, August 22 Options

Ecuador, Peru. Machu Picchu, Diving, World. Inca

Floats, Inc., 5982 Balboa Dr., Oakland, CA 9461 1 (415)

339-9095

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. Economic tours from $1666,
including airfare. 4, 5, 8, & 15 days Galapagos, all

meals Options, mainland Ecuador, Amazon, Cuzco/
Machu Picchu. University credit available. Joseph Col-

ley, Last, Inc., 43 Millstone Rd., Randallstown, MD
21133 (301)9"-3lifi

GALAPAGOS NATURAL HISTORY EXPEDITIONS.
One week smalt group yacht trips, expert naturalist

guides Trips include Peru or Ecuador. Special Galapa-

gos Hiking Expedition led by author/photographer Tui

de Roy Moore (June) Private yacht charters and spe-
cial Itineraries arranged for families, universities, muse-
ums. Color brochure: Wilderness Travel, 1760-NG So-

lano Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94707

GRAND CANYON OAR FLOAT TRIP with PhD Geolo-

gist and Biologist: also Tuolumne and Amehcan River

tnps (California) College Credit Available Wilderness
Interpretation, Box 279. Forestville, CA 95436 (707)

887-7752

HIKE THE SWISS ALPS: Swissair flies you to special

hiking tours, led by author/mountaineer, Fred Jacob-
son. Zermatt. Lenk, Saas-Fee, Kandersteg, Pontre-

sina, and Wengen Beautiful and challenging trails De-
lightful country inns. Superb cuisine 10th summer!
Write: Jacobson, Dept L, Chappaqua Travel, 24 S.

Greeley Ave., Chappaqua, NY 10514

JOURNEY WITH WHALES along Baja California

aboard the 'Pacific Queen'. Gray whales, elephant
seals, dolphins: island, lagoon exploration, superb bird

photography 8/9 day expeditions December-April.
Pacific Queen'/Fisherman's Landing, 2838 Garnson
Street, San Diego, CA 921 06 (619) 726-2228; (61 9) 224-

4965

KENYA. 25 years experience. Individually designed sa-

faris. Contact Perry Mason Safaris, Box 1643, Darien,

CT 06820 (203) 838-3075

MAINE COAST WILDLIFE TOUR, June 15 • 19. 1983
Free Vacations with nature brochure Blue Sky Adven
tures. Oak Ridge, NJ 07438 (201) 697-7233

MICRONESIA. Explore Truk s wrecks and Palau's reef;

with Scripps Aquanum late October. Dive and collec

tropical marine life for exhibits and research. Scrippj

Aquanum. La Jolla, CA 92093

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS: Es
corted nature and hiking tours New Zealand/featunnc
scenic National Parks, plus the Milford Track Austra
lia/hiking the Outback, plus island camping on the

Great Barrier Reef Pacific Exploration Co, Box
3042-N, Santa Barbara. CA 93105 (805) 687-7282

PERU: EXPERIENCE AMAZONIA, Study Inca Culture
6/26/83—7/10/83, inci, 2 nights Machu Picchu, 4

nights Explorer's Inn, highlights of Lima, Cuzco. $2950
inclusive. Princeton Nature Tours, 282 Western Way,
Princeton. NJ 08540 (609) 683-1 1 1

1

PERU: natural history expedition Leaders: Academy of

Natural Sciences and Victor Emanuel Nature Tours,

August 5 - 22, $2,790 Wnte Peru, Academy of Natural

Sciences, Logan Square, Philadelphia, PA 19103

PERU, TIBET, KASHMIR, LADAKH, NEPAL. Also, Euro-

pean Walking Tours, African Wildlife Safaris, Bicycling

in China, Galapagos Cruises and more. Small groups,

expert leaders. Unusual adventures throughout the

world. Special itineraries arranged for private groups,

universities, museums. Color brochure: Wilderness
Travel. 1760-NB Solano Avenue, Berkeley. CA 94707

PERU: Trek the spectacular Cordillera Blanca or Inca

Trail to Machu Picchu Overlanding by expedition vehi-

cle, Amazon wildlife safaris. From $590.00 -i- airfare.

Free brochures McGregor Adventures, 33-NH Lewis
St., Greenwich, CT 06830. Toll Free (800) 243-5330

PITCAIRN ISLAND EXPEDITION June 19 - August 3.

Write GoodTravel Tours, 5332 College Avenue, Oak-
land, California 94618

READY TO TRAVEL? Plan ahead with finest maps!
$1.00 catalogue. Eagle Eye, Box 751 -N3, Paonia. CO
81428

SUMMER IN YELLOWSTONE. Join us in Yellowstone
National Park for field seminars on wildlife, geology,

plants, art, photography, and history Accommoda-
tions at Park Service facility. Academic credit avail-

able The Yellowstone Institute, P.O. Box 515, Yellow-

stone National Park, WY 82190

WILDERNESS CANOE TRAVEL. Maine and Canada,
p

Completely outfitted trips with small groups. Northern A

Rivers, Box 326, Orono, ME 04473 '

WORLD'S NATURE AND CULTURES: Discover Latin

Amenca: Peru, Ecuador, Galapagos, Amazonia, Maya-
land, Brazil Adventures, Chile, Costa Rica. Explore Af-

rica. Kenya (weekly departures), Tanzania (monthly

departures), Rwanda (Gonllas), Madagascar ("Living

Fossils"), Botswana, Seychelles, Sudan, Zaire. Experi-

ence Asia: China's Marvels, International Groups to Hi-

malayas/Indian subcontinent, Indonesia, Malaysia.

Hidden Europe. Egypt/Israel. Australia/South Pacific

(even Pitcairn Islands!). North Amenca Over 300 pro-

grams, some Hiking, Trekking, Bicycling, Special Inter-

ests, Forum Travel International, 2437 Durant, Berke-

ley, California 94704 (415) 843-8294

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$2 00 per word; 16 word ($32) minimum Display classi-

fied is $200 per inch. All advertisements must be pre-

paid. Rates are not structured for agency or frequency

discounts. All advertisements are accepted at NATU-
RAL HISTORY'S discretion. Send check/money order

payable to NATURAL HISTORY to The Market, NATU-
RAL HISTORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th

St., New York, NY 10024 Please include your personal

address and telephone number, issue preferred, and
suggested heading. Deadline— 1st of the month, two

months prior to cover date (the January issue closes

Nov 1 ) Camera-ready art is required for display ads A
tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be sent

upon publication.
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Pac^clbcl's 'Caijoi? ii? ® Major'

is yours for oi^ly $1!
with your FREE-NO PURCHASE OBLIGATION-membership

Dear Friend of Great Music,

To acquaint you with the Society's musical fare and recording

program, we'd like to send you an outstanding recording that has

captivated thousands of Americans FOR ONLY $1 .00!

II IS rare that a recording is made that is truly "out of this world"

with the ethereal qualities of music, performance, and sonics

ideally presented. But this recording is, indeed, out of this world,

embodying all these characteristics!

The Society is happy to offer a recording of such captivating

power that Hamlin's story of the Pied Piper pales! All who hear this

recording simply MUST have it and go to great lengths to get it.

When radio stations play this recording, their phones are tied up
tor hours. A New York City station had more than 400 calls when
they played this recording! A San Francisco station had a similar

e\()erience.

While this recording is enrapturing and delightful throughout,

the first work, CANON IN D MAJOR, is so mesmerizing that

hearers are overcome. Your writer was so hypnotized that I spent

well over an hour repeating the first work before I even bothered

tu so to the others when I first listened to the record!

But the other works are transporting as well. The performance of

the orchestra could not possibly be excelled and the trumpet play-

ing IS so spectacular that it is, in a word, breathtaking!

Certainly you'll treasure this recording as your favorite. You'll in-

sist that all your friends hear it in the confidence that they will be
gr.iteful that you have introduced them to such a "revelation" in

music.

THIS SUPERB RECORD IS YOURS FOR ONLY $1.00!

Send for it TODAY!
lOHANN PACHELBEL (1653-17061

CANON in D Maior; PARTIA No. VI in B-flat Major; PARTIE in C Major
lOHANN FRIEDRICH FASCH (1688-1758)

CONCERTO in D Major for Trumpet, 2 Oboes, Strings and Continue
SINFONIA in C Major; SINFONIA in A Major

Maurice ANDRE, Trumpet
Pierre PIERLOT and lacques CHAMBON, Oboes

)EAN-FRAN(;OIS PAILLARD CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
lean-Francois PAILLARD, Conductor

GET "SELECTIONS FROM
OUR MASTER CATALOG" FREE!

With your introductory recording, the Society will include its

"Selections from Our Master Catalog" containing records and

cassettes covering every musical period, carefully chosen from

our collection of almost 3,000 records and cassettes.

The Musical Heritage Society issues each year about 200 new
recordings of the music of such great masters as Albinoni, the

Bachs, Beethoven, Berlioz, Buxtehude, Charpentier, Corelli,

Couperin, Cluck, Handel, Haydn, Lully, Monteverdi, Mozart,

Pergolesi, Purcell, Scarlatti, Schubert, Telemann, Torelli, Vivaldi,

and many others. Its recordings cover all musical periods:

Medieval, Renaissance. Baroque, Rococo, Classical, Romantic,

and Modern. Over 200 of its recordings have been honored with

the coveted GRAND PRIX DU DISQUE and other international

awards.

MUSIC THAT CAPTIVATES!

Even though the Society's records are of serious music, it has

some that are "hits!"

Take MHS 1100 (Vivaldi's Concerto for Mandolin) in our

catalog, for instance. When it was played over a pops radio station

frequently for a short period of time, over 80,000 records were
sold as a result!

Or consider the Society's MHS 1060 (Pachelbels Canon). This

record, when played by radio stations, results in an avalanche of

lalls that tie up their switchboard for hours afterwards!

We are certain that among the Society's 3.000 records and

.issettes there must be many that will captivate you

THE LARGEST RECORDING PROJECTS IN HISTORY
HAVE BEEN ACCOMPLISHED BY

THE MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY!

The Society's recording feats are the sensation of the record in-

dustry! These are some of our notable accomplishments:
• The Society was the first to issue all 107 of HAYDN'S Sym-

phonies. They are on 49 records (MHS 201 through MHS 249).

• The Society has issued on 25 records ALL that BACH compos-
ed for organ.

• The Society has issued many complete works: ALL the

sonatas, quartets, and symphonies of BEETHOVEN; ALL
MOZART'S piano concerti and quartets; ALL of SCHUMANN'S
solo piano works; ALL of DEBUSSY'S and RAVEL'S solo piano

works; and much more!

Most of the Society's records are of works recorded FOR THE
FIRST TIME! Manufactured to the highest quality standards of

which the recording industry is capable, the Society's records are

perhaps the finest in the country.

HOW THE SOCIETY OPERATES
The Society's recordings are not sold in stores. They are offered

directly through the MUSICAL HERITAGE REVIEW magazine at

three-week intervals. As a member, you'll enjoy substantial sav-

ings: Member p{ice5 are $4.95 per LP or cassette, plus postage and

handling (deluxe-boxed editions and digital recordings are slightly

higher).

When the Society receives your request, it sets up an account in

your name and begins sending your free one-year subscription of

the MUSICAL HERITAGE REVIEW for your edification and delight.

There is NO PURCHASE OBLIGATION and you may discontinue

the complimentary subscription at any time. As a subscriber,

outstanding selections will be scheduled for shipment to you from

each issue- but there is no obligation to accept them... order only

those you want when you want them!

A special response form will be enclosed with each

Review. ..and you may use it to order or reject any selections simp-

ly by mailing it by the date specified. And if you want only the

Featured Selections, you need do nothing- they will be shipped

to you automatically. What's more, you'll have at least 10 full days

in which to make your decision -if you ever have less time than

that, just return the Featured Selections at our expense, for full

credit.

ONE OF THE TRULY GREAT RECORDINGS OF THIS DECADE!
"A REVELATION IN MUSIC!"

To receive this splendid record simply mail the request form

provided below along with $1.00. We're confident that you'll so

treasure this masterpiece that you'll be moved to acquire more of

the Society's fine recordings.

• PLCASl: Bf CCRTAIH TO fNCtOSf RAYMCNT WITH CO(JPO\.' •

I MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY '°^"

I
14 Park Road, Tinton Falls, N.). 07724

I

Ladies & Gentlemen of the Society,

Please send me Pachelbels CANON IN O MAIOR along with my FREE cops

I
"Selections from Our Master Catalog." >ou may enter my subscription to the Socie- /

I
ly's recording program and set up an account in my name. Howeser, it is,

I understood that I may cancel at any time, and there is absolutely no purchase
\

I
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Jumbo, King of Elephants
"The pillar of a people's hope.

The centre of a world's desire"

From a newspaper obituary for

Jumbo, king of elephants

One hundred and one years ago this

April, Jumbo the elephant arrived in New
York aboard the Assyrian Monarch. Ac-

companied by brass bands, dancing girls,

cheering crowds, and all the fanfare that

R T. Bamum's formidable publicity ma-

chine could unleash, the great beast was

paraded up Broadway. Three years later

Jumbo was dead, killed by a freight

train.

Jumbo's remains were apportioned far

and wide. His tusks, badly damaged in the

accident, were mostly sliced up for souve-

nirs; his heart was reportedly sold to Cor-

nell University for $40; his stuffed skin

was displayed at Tufts University and was

the school's mascot until it burned in a fire

in 1975; and after a brief tour, his

mounted bones were deposited with the

American Museum of Natural History.

The tuskless skeleton was exhibited, off

and on, for seventy years, but in 1977 it

was finally wrapped in a plastic shrou'i

and stored in the bowels of the Museun

'

Not long ago the old elephant suffered

further injury when a weld gave way in th

97-year-old skull mount and the head sli

to the floor, sustaining petty damage. 1

was immediately placed in the care c

Martin Cassidy, a specialist in the repai

of 100-million-year-old dinosaur bones

who will have no trouble with a mere IOC

year-old elephant.

Jumbo's journey from Africa to tb

American Museum began, according t(

popular legend, when Arabs captured hin

on the banks of the Settite River in Abys

sinia (now Ethiopia) in 1861. (Another ac

count has him captured near Lake Chad,

At the time he stood only forty inches a

the shoulder. He was first sent to the me
nagerie at the Jardin des Plantes in Paris

which later traded him to the Royal Zoo
logical Gardens in London, reportedly foi

a rhinoceros. At the London Zoo, Jumbc

was a perfectly ordinary elephant until he

reached age seven, when his keepers no-

ticed a vast increase in his appetite. His

Fading Feast

Raymond Sokolov, who writes the

monthly column "A Matter of Taste" in

Natural History, will be giving a mem-
bership program on Wednesday, March
16, at 7:30 p.m. in the Auditorium. In

search of traditional foods, Sokolov criss-

crossed the United States collecting reci-

pes, listening to stories, and recording the

culinary wisdom of our American past.

Drawing on his two-year odyssey,

Sokolov will talk about his experiences

and American regional cuisine. Also in-

cluded will be slides and Stanley

Woodward's film. Grits. Tickets are $2.50

for members and $5.00 for members'

guests. To order tickets write to the Mem-
bership Office or call (212) 873-1327.

The program is open only to members and
their guests.

Starlore

Members can learn about the richness

of Native American folklore when story-

teller Laura Simms presents a program,

Starlore of the Ancient Americas. Ac-

companied by Steve Gom on flute and

pan pipes, she will tell tales from the cul-

tures of both North and South America,

including the Andean story "Birth of

Dawn and the Morning Star"; a North-

west Coast myth called "The Girl Who
Walked Among the Stars"; and many
more. The program will take place on Fri-

day, March 4, at 7:30 p.m. in the Kauf-

mann Theater. Tickets, which should be

ordered in advance, are $4 for members,

$6 for members' guests. For more in-

formation contact the Membership Of-

fice at (212) 873-1327.

Workshops for Young People

The spring Education Workshops for

Young People, beginning in April, offer a

series of exciting programs appropriate

for children ages five to fourteen. Both in

the Museum and in the field, students

learn about the natural world through

Museum exhibits, observing live animals,

and engaging in other hands-on activities.

Some of the workshops include: Investi-

gating Invertebrate Behavior, Exploring

with the Microscope, The World of Rep-

tiles, Plantlore, and Nature Activitiesfor

the Very Young. A brochure about the
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nerican Museu

ntake of food reached the point where

le daily consumed two hundred pounds

f hay, two bushels of oats, a barrel of

(otatoes, several quarts of onions, and

en to fifteen loaves of bread. His

ceeper, Matthew Scott, said that for me-

licinal purposes Jumbo was sometimes al-

owed two gallons of whiskey. (Scott him-

elf was a teetotaler.) Meanwhile, Jumbo
lad become the most famous animal in

ingland.

In 1882, Phineas T. Bamum quietly ap-

)roached the director of the London Zoo
ind offered him an astonishing $10,000

or the animal. When the deal was legally

;oncluded and "securely buttoned up" in

Barnum's pocket, news of the sale leaked

)ut. The reaction of the British public was

nstantaneous and furious; and Bamum
"anned the fires with provocative state-

Tients. His efforts made Jumbo as famous

n the United States as he was in England,

and Barnum profited from the publicity of

oeing publicly damned by the Prince of

Wales.

In the States, Jumbo drew huge crowds

workshops is available by calling the Edu-
cation Department at (212) 873-7507.

Black Filmmakers

On Wednesday, March 23 and 30,

films by independent black filmmakers

will be shown. This program is a presenta-

tion done with the Black Filmmaker
Foundation. The films are both British

and American, and include documenta-
ries, docu-dramas, and fictional pieces.

All the films are free and take place in the

Auditorium at 7:00 p.m. on both evenings.

For more information contact the Muse-
um's Education Department at (2 1 2) 873-

1300, ext. 514.

Cameroon Forest

Konip, a film about one of the oldest

forests in the world, has its New York pre-

miere on Wednesday, March 9, at 6:30

P.M. in the Auditorium. Directed by Phil

Aglandi this 55-minute film chronicles

the flora and fauna of a tropical forest in

southwest Cameroon and features ani-

mals never before filmed, including the

drill, the pigmy flying squirrel, and the

crown hawk eagle. The film is free.
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wherever the Barnum, Bailey and Hutch
inson Circus traveled; more than a millioi

children were said to have ridden on hi,

back. (Since Barnum tainted any facts b,

came in contact with, most of the storie

about Jumbo are suspect.)

Then at the very height of his fame

Jumbo was struck down. On Septembe

15, 1885, the circus was being loaded oil

its train in the railroad yards of Sain-

Thomas, Ontario. A section of fence alonji

the tracks had been taken down to allov,

the animals to pass through to the train

Jumbo and a baby elephant named Tom
Thumb had just been brought alongsidti

the cars when an express freight thun

dered toward them. Scott, the keeper,

scrambled to safety and called to Jumbc,

to run. With his trunk high in the air, the

alarmed elephant charged down th^

tracks, but he missed the gap in the fences

realizing his error he wheeled around andj

ran back toward the opening. The freighf

train, having knocked Tom Thumb dowr/,

an embankment, met Jumbo head on. The;

collision derailed the engine and several

cars and instantly killed Jumbo.
j

Faced with the loss of his biggest attracii

tion, Barnum set to work revising th&

facts. His account of Jumbo's death (oncj:

of many) is as follows:

ad!

!i«ie

Jumbo sacrificed his life to save that of

Tom Thumb, a pigmy elephant. . . . [He]j

had snatched the little elephant from in'

front of the thundering train and hurled the!

little fellow twenty yards to safety.

ijWi

One

«0

Jumbo may be the only animal whosei

death was as widely and prominently re-|

ported in the papers as the passing of a,

statesman. The front pages of newspapers

all over the world reported the death of the

animal, pouring out columns of heart-[Isj|

rending prose and recounting many of|

Bamum's apocryphal stories.

In addition to his other attractions,!

Jumbo was the "type specimen" for what

was believed to be a new species of ele-

phant. (A type specimen is the actual ani-

mal used by the discoverer of the species

to describe scientifically all the charac-

teristics of that organism. Jumbo was later

reduced to a subspecies.) The body was

therefore immediately removed to Henry

Ward's Natural Science Establishment in

Rochester, New York, for dissection,

mounting, and stuffing. A man named Pe-

ters performed the "inside work" on

Jumbo, and one witness described the fel-

low emerging from Jumbo's body cavity

every few minutes "looking a little white

around the gills." When Jumbo's stomach

was sliced open, out spilled a "hatful" of

English pennies, a half crown, rivets, a

bunch of keys, and a bobby's whistle. The

itt,

itieci
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k weighed 1,538 pounds; the bones

100 pounds. Although he was never

:ighed, Jumbo was estimated at 1 3,000

unds.

Barnum gave strict instructions as to

e stuffing of the skin: "By ail means," he

ote Ward, "let him show like a moun-

in." One of the young taxidermists at

ard's was Carl Akeley, then nineteen

ars old, who later became famous for

e Akeley Hall of African Mammals at

e American Museum. Akeley and an as-

ciate, W.J. Crutchley, managed to

retch and overstuff the skin to increase

umbo's height in death by one foot. They

'so repaired the shattered skull and

ounted the bones.

• Barnum, determined to squeeze every

iince of publicity out of the elephant,

anned a gala for the unveiling of the skin

id bones. He invited a crowd of reporters

id society types to a fancy hotel, and dur-

' g a lot of flowery speeches, served them

gelatinlike dish made from a pound and

' half of Jumbo's finely ground tusks.

Both the stuffed and mounted versions

Jumbo traveled with the circus for two

;ars; the stuffed skin was eventually

'ven to Tufts, where Barnum was a

lustee, and the scientifically important

;ones were given to the American Mu-

ium.

:
In 1977, Jumbo's skeleton was disman-

.ed, remounted, and stored in the Muse-

m's old powerhouse (which also houses,

ppropriately, the whalebone collection).

list recently, as part of a renovation of the

lammalogy department's storage area,

umbo's now headless skeleton was moved

) the third floor, where it sits in a dim cor-

dor near the Museum's animal freezer.

On close inspection one can still see

'here the hands of thousands of children

ave polished and darkened the bolted

)ints of the bones during the years the

reat pachyderm was on display, a monu-

lent to one of the world's most famous an-

jLnals.

F Douglas J. Preston

}uery to Our Readers

The American Museum of Natural

iistory is assembling a list of scientists

living or dead) who were in some way in-

tuenced by the American Museum, ei-

her at an early age or as a student. We are

ooking for anecdotal material, stories, let-

ers, personal papers, accounts in biogra-

)hies and memoirs, and early photo-

!raphs. We would like to hear from

myone who can provide us with material

)r leads. Please contact Douglas Preston,

American Museum of Natural History,

Central Park West at 79th Street, New
York, NY 10024. (212) 873-1498.
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^When
Sun Line's

Stella Solaris

approaches
Istanbul, people
start comparing
their favorite

foreign intrigue

filmsf
"Istanbul must be as famous in

films as it is in history. And
Topkapi' is at the top of every-

body's list. I think the Stella Solaris

herself is a great background for a
foreign intrigue film. The cruise to

the Greek islands and Turkey

draws an international set. In the

dining room you hear every lan-

guage and see beautiful clothes

from all the capitals. In fact, it's a
challenge for us to plan world class

entertainment that matches the

sophistication of our guests.

I^H
ISTANBUL
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DELOS

MYKONOS

SANT0R1N1
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HERAKLION

Come to think of it, with our

pools and great cuisine and Lido

Bar and Monte Carlo Room and
Discotheque, the Stella Solaris is

the most exciting island in the

Aegean next to Mykonos. I'll be
waiting to welcome you."

Michael Benas, Captain

See your travel agent or send for our

Sun Line brochure.

Sun Line

One Rockefeller Plaza
New York. N.Y 10020

Luxury ship of Greek registry.
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Is Science Racist?
by Richard Cowen

The Idea of Race in Science, by Nancy
Stepan. Archon Books, $27.50; 230 pp.

The scientific study of human variation

is difficult for two reasons. First, the sub-

ject itself is complex. Human variation is

great but subtle in almost all the morpho-

logical features one can list. Geographical

variation has often been overwhelmed by

migration. Cultural variation may have

been induced by migration or by transmis-

sion. Second, there has been, and is, so

much prejudice about racial questions

that almost any objective report about hu-

man variation can be misused for mali-

cious purposes. Thus even for the ideal sci-

entist, this is a daunting field; but if the

scientist is an ideologue with an ax to

grind, the scientific process may be

abused.

Any historian of science's treatment of

race must be able to sort out not only the

science but also the conscious or uncon-

scious biases of the scientists. Nancy
Stepan has apparently been unable to

meet this chaUenge. She has a clear ideo-

logical bias herself, and it shows. What
that says to me is that I had better go back

and read her sources myself, rather than

trust her interpretation of them. This is a

sociologist's, rather than a scientist's, his-

tory of science. In Stepan's book, scien-

tists are examined for their ideological

views; their techniques for data analysis

and the logical pathways by which they

reached their conclusions are treated only

in passing.

Stepan sees science as the servant of

ideology, I think, and this perception col-

ors her treatment of the study of race. She

argues, for example, that the rise of black

slavery in the New World contributed

•I

greatly to the emergence of racism in Eu-

rope. Even if this is true, it may have noth

ing to do with the way that scientists have

treated human variation: the connection

has not been established. More likely, the

interest in humans stemmed from the

flowering of descriptive science in the

eighteenth century. Data of all kinds were

collected, cataloged, and classified into

encyclopedias all over Europe.

In 1758 Linnaeus published the famous

Tenth Edition of his Systema Naturae,

which listed the species of the three great

kingdoms of nature: animals, plants, and

minerals. The first pages of Linnaeus are

bespattered with biblical quotations, and

it's clear he felt he had to detect and re-

flect the handiwork of God himself as he

had ordained the natural world. (There

was a greater burden of responsibility then

on the shoulders of the taxonomist.)

Linnaeus believed that all humans be-

longed to the same species, the last and

most perfect of the Creator's works, and

the first to be listed in the book. But within

Homo sapiens, Linnaeus saw six subdi-

visions that translate as European, Ameri-

can, Asiatic, African, wild, and mon-

strous. Ignoring the last two, how did

Linnaeus distinguish these groups? He de-

fined them by external features, such as

skin, hair, and eyes, and by character and

temperament. Thus "europaeus" was

white and brawny, with lots of wavy hair,

capricious but intelligent and inventive,

and ruled by ceremony. "Afer" was black,

with flat nose and thick lips, relaxed but

negligent, and ruled by authority. "Asiati-

cus" was pale yellow, with dark eyes and

hair, austere and proud but covetous, and

ruled by opinion.

The interesting point here is that Lin-

ssdl
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li Books in Review

Raeus used the same category of subdi-

'ision to distinguish breeds of domesti-

: ;ated creatures such as dogs, pigs, sheep,

md geese. Throughout the nineteenth

, ;entury, naturalists who wanted to under-

stand nature looiced at their domesticated

toets. We do so today with our laboratory

nice and drosophilae. The early scientists

ivere relatively wealthy people; they pos-

;essed horses as we do cars, and many of

:hem were landowners with breeding

stocks of animals and birds. We need look

no further than Charles Darwin to see the

pervasive influence of experience with do-

mestic breeding on biological ideas.

When Nancy Stepan takes up her story

of race science in Britain (from 1 800 to

1960), it is fifty years after Linnaeus, and

her first two heroes, James Cowles Prich-

ard and William Lawrence, are staunchly

defending the "monogenist," or single-

species, model for humans against the

"polygenists," who were arguing for sev-

eral species, implying separate creations

for the human races. Stepan's heroes

were, for their time, good scientists eager

to use new data and new methods. Yet

they were overt racists by our standards.

Stepan tends to skim lightly over Law-

rence's opinions ("the Negro structure ap-

proximates unequivocally to that of the

monkey"; "the New Hollander, the Cal-

muck, the native American, are not supe-

rior to the African, and are as much like

monkeys") because he had the right (mo-

nogenist) ideology. Prichard, too, had his

purple passages.

The problem here is that Lawrence's re-

marks do not in themselves make him

good or evil or even a good or bad scientist

in the context of his time. Yet Stepan's

analyses, here and elsewhere throughout
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the book, often do not make it clear

whether her villains are being castigated

for bad science or for disagreeing with her

1 970s ideology or for producing valid sci-

entific hypotheses that were later misused

for racist ends by other people.

Stepan shows that British race science

was essentially Prichardian until the

1 850s (Prichard had a long career of pub-

lishing, whereas Lawrence was hounded

for being a materialist and his only book

was withdrawn from circulation). In the

1850s, the polygenist approach had wider

support, from Louis Agassiz in the United

States, for example. In Britain the discus-

sion tended to ignore the origins of races

but to stress the differences between

them. Richard Owen and T.H. Huxley in

the 1860s insisted on the unity of human-
kind, although Huxley remained dubious

about the innate capabilities of "our dusky

cousins." It remained for Charles Darwin

in The Descent ofMan ( 1 87 1 ) to give a de-

liberately exhaustive discussion that

nailed down the unity of humans. Darwin

had been horrified by his observations of

the natives of Tierra del Fuego, but he

never wavered in his acceptance of them
as Homo sapiens.

During all this time, all biological

classification had remained typological.

Species and other categories were re-

garded as having little internal variation,

so that they could be represented by a

"type" that took on abstract quahties of its

own. Stepan claims, justly, that scientists

tended to think in terms of, say, an "Afri-

can" type, despite the tremendous varia-

tion within African people. The criticism

is valid, but it ought to be remembered

that this was not just a fault of early eth-

nographers, but applied throughout biol-

ogy and paleontology -(and still does in a

few backwaters of the science). Con-

centrating on "types" leads one to neglect

or ignore any intermediates, an attitude

guaranteed to encourage racist thinking.

Stepan argues that the Darwinian revo-

lution hardly affected racial attitudes but

merely gave a new (and more "scientific")

vocabulary for expressing them. More im-

portant, perhaps, Darwin found it hard to

account for human variation through nat-

ural selection. Instead, he formulated a

model of sexual selection, based partly on

an idea of Prichard's and partly on his own
observations of wild and domesticated

birds and animals. If local human popula-

tions were to develop subtly different con-

cepts of beauty, and if there was differen-

tial reproduction of "more beautiful"

individuals, then strong racial differences

could develop in external features. Inter-

nal attributes would not be affected by

such a process, of course. Darwin's idea re-
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mained very much an ad hoc explanation,

at least as applied to humans. Alfred

Russel Wallace did not accept it and later

in life denied that selection played a role in

human evolution once the brain evolved

past a critical stage.

After the 1870s the emphasis shifted

from broad biology to specialized an-

thropology, introducing the era of meticu-

lous head measurements, philological

analyses of language, and the ever finer

splitting of the human species into subcat-

egories. Historians got into the act and

devised more and more improbable mi-

grations of races for which there was no

physical evidence. As we know now, these

amazing outpourings of energy eventually

foundered, mainly under their own

weight, and with the genetic revolution of

the twentieth century and the new meth-

ods of statistical analysis of masses of

data, anthropology settled down to a fuller

but nonracist view of human variation.

The latter chapters of the book, though

fascinating, are off the subject. Two chap-

ters on eugenics have little to do with race

in British science. In Britain, eugenic

questions had more to do with social and

class structure than with race, and it was

mainly in Germany, and to a lesser extent

in the United States, that eugenic ideas

were manipulated into racist expression.

A final chapter discusses modern ways of

looking at populations, but this is subordi-

nate to an irrelevant section on nature and

nurture, IQ, and sociobiology, in which

Stepan takes the opportunity to give a

well-deserved but now ritualized stab at

Sir Cyril Burt, and an undeserved and

now ritualized stab at E.O. Wilson. Read-

ers with several hours on their hands will

search Wilson's Sociobiology in vain for a

mention of human races. Perhaps these

last three chapters reveal the flaw in the

structure of this book: it grew from a semi-

nar, and seems to suffer from an attempt

to make the history of nineteenth-century

race science "relevant" to a group of Yale

students of the 1970s.

Reading Stepan's book forced me to re-

examine some of the attitudes of the great

nineteenth-century biologists, and I came
away with a much clearer understanding

of the problems and processes of science

as it deals with human variation. But I also

came away dissatisfied with Stepan's

analysis. 1 do feel stimulated to find out

more about the subject, and in that re-

spect the book was a success, as the origi-

nal seminar series must have been. It

seems to me that this is still a wide open

field for analysis.

Richard Cowen is professor ofgeology at

the University of California, Davis.
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Additional Reading 1

Tent Theaters (p. 6)

Harley Sadler, who managed and acted

in one of the most successful tent theater

companies, was somewhat of a folk hero in

Texas. Trouping Through Texas, written

by C. Ashby and S. DePauw May (Bowl-

ing Green: Bowling Green University Pop-

ular Press, 1982), follows Sadler's career

from his boyhood to his life on the road

and success in the rag op'ry. More than

just a biography of Sadler, this book

chronicles the development of the tent

show as a successful form of popular en-

tertainment in Texas. In 1977 a confer-

ence was held on the history of American

popular entertainment. The papers and

proceedings from this gathering are com-

piled in American Popular Entertain-

ment, edited by M. Matlaw (Westport:

Greenwood, 1979), which includes some

information on the tent shows. M. Mc-
Kennon's Tent Show (New York: Exposi-

tion Press, 1964) gives an account of the

Marian McKennon Players, whose last

tours were conducted with Harley Sadler.

J.C. Mickel presents a history of the tent

shows in the Midwest in his Footlights on

the Prairie (St. Cloud: North Star, 1975).

N.E. Schaffner, a well-known tent show

actor and Toby impersonator, recalls his

life on the road in The Fabulous Toby and
Me, written with V. Johnson (Englewood

Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1968). W.L. Slout,

whose family operated a tent show in the

Midwest, wrote his dissertation on the ori-

gins and development of tent theater and

later expanded it to Theatre in a Tent

(Bowling Green: Bowling Green Univer-

sity Popular Press, 1972).

Hyenas (p. 42)

H. Kniuk, a Dutch ethologist who stud-

ied with Niko Tinbergen at Oxford, spent

many years observing spotted hyenas on

the plains of East Africa. His Hyaena
(New York: Oxford University Press

1975), a mostly pictorial paperback, de-

scribes the hunting behavior of hyenas in

Serengeti National Park and Ngorongoro

Crater; their life in competition with lions,

wild dogs, and other predators; and their

clan organization and individual behavior.

Kruuk's The Spotted Hyena (Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1972) is a

more detailed and advanced work, but it is

also very readable and well within the

grasp of the lay reader. It deals with habi

tat and population ecology, food and feed

ing habits, relations with other carnivore;

and interactions between hyenas, and ad

aptations in social behavior and feeding

Kruuk has also written many articles or

spotted hyenas; two good, popular ones

are "Hyenas: The Hunters Nobody
Knows" {National Geographic, January

1 968, pp. 44-57) and "A New View of the

Hyaena" {New Scientist, vol. 33, pp. 849-

51). H. and J. van Lawick Goodall also

studied spotted hyenas in the Ngorongoro

Crater. Their book Innocent Killers (Bos-

ton: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1971) includes

a chapter on hyena clans, "Spotted Hye-

nas: The ChuckUng Hunters" (pp. 149-

207), illustrated with very good black-and-

white pictures. S.J. Gould discusses the

remarkable similarity between male and'

female hyena genitals, and the theories

that have been proposed to account for the

likeness, in "Hyena Myths and ReaHties"

("This View of Life," Natural History,

February 1981, pp. 16-20).

Fish (p. 48)

Fishes of the Great Lakes Region, by
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,!.L. Hubbs and K.F. Lagler (Ann Arbor:

Iniversity of Michigan Press, 1 970), de-

';ribes and illustrates the many different

>: shes of the Great Lakes and their envi-

jns and also briefly reviews postglacial

ispersal. W.B. Scott and E.J. Grossman's

'reshwater Fishes of Canada (Ottawa:

,;
isheries Research Board of Ganada, Bul-

;tin 184, 1973) is a large (966 pages) and

ependable reference. Also authoritative

C . M.B. Trautman's Fishes of Ohio (Go-

imbus: Ohio State University Press,

;
982). Readers interested in a more de-

iiled and technical account should con-

alt "Origin and Geo-

. raphy of the Fish

auna of the

.aurentian

ireat Lakes

iasin" by

LM. Barley

nd G.R.

imith {Ca-

adian Journal}

[Fisheries

nd Aquatic

'ciences, vol. 3 1

,

p. 1539-61).

Raramuri Indians (p. 58)

J. Fried's article, "The Tarahumaras,"

in vol. 8, pt. 2, of Handbook of Middle

American Indians, volume editor, E.Z.

Vogt; general editor, R. Wauchope (Aus-

tin: University of Texas Press, 1969),

gives a detailed picture of the three

subcultural groups that make up the

Raramuri: mountain dwellers, canyon

dwellers, and pagans. Among the many
topics Fried covers are the history of

major precontact events, subsistence sys-

tems and food patterns, settlement pat-

terns, seasonal mobility and social group-

ings, technology, houses, dress,

economy, social organization,

religion and folklore, and

aesthetics. Many photo-

graphs illustrate the article.

Pioneer ethnographer G.

Lumholtz's account of his

travels through Tarahumara

country in the 1 890s is found

in Unknown Mexico (New
York: Gharles Scribner's Sons,

1902). The Rio Grande Press,

of Glorieta, New Mexico, pub-

lished a two-volume, facsimile edi-

tion in 1973. Readers with access to large

or university libraries should also consult

W.G. Bennett and R.M. Zingg's The

Tarahumara (Ghicago: University of Chi-

cago Press, 1935), an important work by

two anthropologists who conducted inten-

sive field research on the tribe in the

1930s, A more up-to-date treatment of

Tarahumara life, which focuses on their

beer, ecology, and social organization, is

J.G. Kennedy's Tarahumara of the Si-

erra Madre (Arlington Heights: AHM
Publishing Gompany,

1978). See also Ken-

nedy and R.A.

Lopez's "Semana
Santa in the Sierra

Tarahumara: A Gom- ^^ H t, U^
parative Study in

Three Gommun-
ities" {Occasional

Papers of the

Museum ofCul-

tural History,

University of

Galifomia at

Los Angeles,
^

no. 4, 1981).
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Hedgehog of the Sea
Better known to the French and Japanese, sea urchins

are beginning to surface in the American diet

oy Raymond Sokolov

So much foolish, mistaken, and vague

nonsense is written about food that it is al-

ways a pleasure to retreat into the safe ha-

ven of solid data compiled in that indis-

pensable publication of the United States

Department of Agriculture entitled Com-
position of Foods. To some, this great

work may seem merely an inert tabulation

3f nutritional numbers—so many calories

n 100 grams of raw bluefish (117), so

many milligrams of phosphorus in a pound

of boned prime leg of lamb (689). Serious

dieters and the militantly nutrition-con-

icious can, of course, fascinate themselves

without limit among these statistics. For

my own part, I often gaze hypnotically at

the more exotic comestibles that have

been analyzed at public expense.

Composition of Foods is the place to

get the straight poop on the riboflavin in a

pound of passionfruit (.31 milligrams),

which is prissily alphabetized under an al-

ternative name, granadilla. In the same

volume, one can explore the limits of the

edible, checking up on what's really what

with dewberries, raw lungs (beef, calf, or

lamb), and even pitanga, a k a the Suri-

nam cherry, a fair source of vitamin C if

you know where to find any pitanga for

sale.

I don't. In fact. Composition of Foods

lists more foods than you'll ever see in any

market. Until this week, I had never

looked up a single food item I had actually

tasted that was not included in the book's

encyclopedic roster of 2,483 edible things,

ranging from abalone to zwieback.

The doughty food scientists who pro-

duced this masterwork did not hesitate to

extend their tests and titrations to pilinuts

and poha. There is even an entry for "bea-

ver, cooked, roasted."

Think of it. If a fur trapper marooned in

the north woods during a blizzard should

happen to be carrying a copy of Compo-
sition ofFoods, as well as a kitchen scale,

he could tie into roast beaver, warmed by

the certainty that with each 100-gram por-

tion of meat, he was ingesting 248 calories,

29.2 grams of protein, carbohydrates,

and .08 milligrams of thiamine. Unfortu-

nately, the table does not distinguish be-

tween the various possible cuts of beaver

flesh nor does it treat the beaver's tail sep-

arately.

But these are surely forgivable omis-

sions. They did not diminish my confi-

dence in the book's thoroughness. It was

not until I recently searched for a nutri-

tional breakdown on Strongylocentrotus

droehbachiensis that I came a cropper

and felt the ground beneath me turn sud-

denly less solid.

I looked up 5. droehbachiensis under

its common name, sea urchin, and found

nothing at all. Here was proof indeed that

in the conventional American diet of the

past, the briny orange-brown "eggs" of

this spiny, spherical echinoderm had no

place. In fact, they are, not strictly eggs,

but the ovaries of the little, tangerine-

sized animal, and their consumption in

this country is now definitely on the rise.

The best place to enjoy their intense, io-

dine flavor and unctuous texture is at a

Japanese sushi bar. The mounting popu-

larity of these Japanese raw fish restau-

rants has not exactly turned sea urchins

into a national craze, but sushi aficionados

eventually try them and frequently, it

seems, get hooked. I even know a Yale

man who has learned the Japanese word

for sea urchin "roe" so that he can order

uni at lunch and avoid delay and confu-

sion. For sushi, uni is generally presented

in a roll of dark-green seaweed. It is also

available in the same restaurants ^'rved

plain as sashimi.

I first encountered sea i.rchins in

France, in forbidding piles on tue sanie ta-

bles outside restaurants where traditional

oystermen ply their trade, taking advan-

tage of their proximity to a high con-

centration of shellfish consumers and of

the natural fresh-air refrigeration of the

R months. Those urchins were without

much doubt the Mediterranean species

Paracentrotus lividus. My first taste of

the roe, called in French oeufs d'oursin,

was an intimidating plunge into the dark

liquid filling the urchins' orbicular shell.

My mentor (also my boss in Newsweek's

Paris bureau) misled me by describing ur-

chin roe as the "liver of the sea." I now see

what he meant—a rich strong taste with a

soft, fiberless feel on the tongue—but it

was a deterring metaphor at the time,

even for a liver lover.

Whether the urchins in France taste the

same as their American cousins from

Maine and the Bay of Fundy is a question

I am wary of tackling. I believe that all ur-

chin roe I have tasted, even the roe flown

to New York from the Pacific or the roe I

harvested while wading with my mother

near a West Florida marina, has the same

flavor. But I would be more confident

about this if I were ever able to taste dif-

ferent species and geographical strains

side by side. The supply from any single

source is sporadic at best.

Maine's urchin industry is minute. Lo-

cals apparently call them "whores' eggs."

And they ship onh' a tiny quantity south to

New York's Fulton Fish Market, mostly

in winter months, to a select, urchin-con-

scious audience. It is a real shame that

most people don't bother eating urchins,

since thev are abundant and could be a de-



licious, cheap native source of food. Ur-

chins are also convenient to prepare.

L'nHke other shellfish customarily

eaten raw. urchins open easily. You put a

work glove on one hand and with the other

hand cut around the flat, spineless bottom

with a scissors. At this point, you merely

have to remove the liquid and then attack

the five-rayed star of ovaries with a small

fork or spoon. A squirt of lemon is a nice

refinement, but some fishermen make do

by just rinsing the open shells in seawater

and gobbling the remaining solid matter.

Before this winter I had eaten cooked

urchin roe only once, in an omelet con-

cocted by a clever Parisian restaurateur in

Le Francois, the little port on the Atlantic

coast of Martinique. There are a few other

traditional urchin recipes: a mayonnaise, a

kind of hollandaise (see recipe below), and

an urchin bouillabaisse called oursinado.

But these are rare exceptions to the nor-

mal mode of eating urchins plain and raw.

Real urchin cookery has only recently

come of age, as part of the international

movement that began in France as the so-

called nouvelle cuisine. It was perhaps an

inevitable consequence of the nouvelle

cuisine's penchant for exotic ingredients

that young chefs should batten on the ou-

tre urchin. Indeed, the sea urchin became

a typical component of the most experi-

mental and giddy phase of the nouvelle

cuisine in the mid-seventies. I can recall

the food critic Gael Greene recounting the

highlights of a working trip to France at

the time. "They even serve sea urchin but-

ter," she told me. One celebrated woman
chef carried this echinomania to its fur-

thest conceivable point with a modish and

fussy puff" pastry kickshaw that combined

urchins and avocado.

My friend the Yale man led me to a

somewhat soberer urchin dish at The

Quilted Giraffe, an outstanding New
York nouvelle cuisine restaurant. The
chef, Barry Wine, alternates seared but in-

ternally rare chunks of bluefin tuna with

pieces of urchin roe in a beautifully ar-

ranged plate of provocative, contrasting

tastes. Wine matches the density and

steaklike, blood-red rareness of the tuna

against the marine fragility of the urchin.

The result is a cunning combination of the

sushi bar and the steakhouse, a hybrid

dish that capitalizes on the strong, dissimi-

lar natural tastes of the ingredients and

successfully plays them off against each

other.

In such a setting, only the pickiest eater

could shrink at consuming urchins. The
sole remaining barrier might be the crea-

ture's name. In normal modern English,

the word urchin, by itself, means a young

ruffian, a street tough. This is actually its

most recent meaning. Urchin came into

English as a name for two spiny animals,

the sea urchin and the hedgehog. This

double-entendre is also still active in some

romance languages, for example, Italian

riccio (di mare), Spanish erizo Ide mar}.

The double meaning goes back to ancient

sources. Greek echinus and Latin er were

both applied to hedgehogs and sea ur-

chins. Er evolved into ericius, which gen-

erated the modern urchin words, includ-

ing the French terms oursin (sea urchin)

and herisson (hedgehog) as well as Eng-

lish urchin (but not English hedgehog,

which is explained by the OED as a de-

scription of a pig-snouted creature that

haunts hedgerows).

Maybe so. It is, at any rate, possible to

show that the marine creature took its

name originally from the land creature.

Plato in the Euthydemos feels the need to

say sea urchin with two words as we do:

echinos for "urchin" and thalattios for

"marine" to avoid ambiguity with the

hedgehog, known simply as echinos.

Those who persist in blanching at the sight

of sea urchins will be comforted to know

that Plato, no gourmet but a clear thinker,

chooses urchins as his leading example of

outlandish, inhuman animals for a comic

attack on certain sophists. In the Euthy-

demos he mocks two brothers who hedge

themselves into a semantic dead-end with

an overly rigid way of thinking about cate-

gories and classification. If a man is a fa-

ther, they argue, then he is a father not

only of one man but of all men—and ani-

mals too. The argument seems absurd, but

the sophists persist at all costs. A man
named Ctesippus baits them with further

questions:

Douglas Faulkner. Photo Researchers

Strongylocentrotus droehbachiensis

"And your mother is also the mother o|

all things?"

"Yes, she is."

"So she's the mother of sea urchinf

also."

"Yes. And so is yours."

To the modern ear, this sparring lead^

nowhere, except to the conclusion tha^

philosophy has progressed quite a fev

steps since the fourth century b.c. In gasJ

tronomy, however, we may be only now re-|

gaining ancient Mediterranean wisdon

foolishly ignored here in the New World

until this decade. My mother is not the

mother of urchins, but she showed me
where to find some.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-\

cial interest is the history and preparationf

offood.

Sauce a la creme d'oursins

A Provenfal urchin sauce can be made,|

according to Elizabeth David in Mediter-

ranean Food (Penguin), by pressing the

coral from two to three dozen urchins

through fine muslin. "There should be,'

David writes, "about 2 oz. of puree, which

is then incorporated either into a sauce

mousseline or a mayonnaise, and eaten

with plainly cooked fish, or with cold lob-

ster."

Alert readers will have noticed that

even Americans with kitchen scales have

not been fully guided in this enterprise, for

there is no overall sauce quantity given.

Presumably, David has in mind the same

amount of mousseline and mayonnaise she

has already specified in an earlier part of

the same book. This works out to more or

less a cup of basic sauce per two ounces of

urchin puree. Really the best way to deal

with this attracting but slightly elusive

recipe is to proceed with pureeing as much

urchin roe as you can amass. Meanwhile,

make as much mayonnaise as you think

you can use during the next few days (in-

cluding the meal at which you want to

serve this urchin sauce). Set the mayon-

naise aside or put the sauce mousseline

(which is a hollandaise thickened with

heavy cream) over barely simmering wa-

ter. Then puree the urchins. Precise quan-

tities are not vitally important, but if you

have only the minimum number of ur-

chins specified (24), possess no scale, and

think you might not have enough puree,

then whisk the basic sauce, gradually, into

the urchin puree and taste periodically,

stopping if and when you think you are be-

ginning to lose the urchin flavor. For most

people, the intensity of the urchin flavor is

so great that two dozen should more than

satisfy their needs when it comes to a cup

of mayonnaise or mousseline.

'
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THE RCA CC01 5 VIDEO/SOUND CAMERA.il»i^ YOU
THE TOUCH OF A PRO AT THE TOUCH OF A BUHON.
The RCA CC015 is a camera that lets you

tape movies with confidence and show them

with pride. As you'd expect from the #1 brand,

no consumer video camera gives you a more

exciting combination of features. And the CCOl 5

does it all automatically

It has "ultrasonic" automotic focus and an

automatically-adjusting iris. It also has an auto-

matic white balance system that operates at the

flick of a switch to adjust color levels electroni-

cally And the electronic B&W viewfinder shows

you exactly what you're shooting—even when

you zoom.

P Best of all, the CCOl 5 comes with a "Burn-

Resistant" Newvicon Tube—to give you superior

results in low-light conditions. In fact, no video

camera is more light sensitive. It also hasa cdm-

pafib/7(ty switch-so you can use the CCOl 5' with

practically all VHS format yideo recorders.;

The RCA CCOl 5 Video Camerailb make

movies of the quality you've dlyvayS imagined,

all you have to do is frame the Shot Cind press a

button. You'll see why RCA will open your eyes.

RCA WEILOPEN \OUR EYES VC R
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In this issue, our longest-running col-

umnist, Stephen Jay Gould, contributes

his one-hundredth "This View of Life."

It is, quite fittingly, about his own long-

term field research on Bahamian land

snails. Gould's columns started in Janu-

ary' 1974, but his first article in the mag-

azine had appeared nine months earlier.

after Niles Eldredge, a curator at the

American Museum of Natural History,

suggested that a young professor at Har-

vard University might write an interest-

ing piece for us on the extinct Irish elk.

In the decade since, a lot has hap-

pened to the young professor. The con-

cept of punctuated equilibrium, which

Gould formulated with Eldredge,

caused a major stir among evolutionary

theorists and is still being widely de-

bated. For his columns in Natural His-

tory, Gould won the 1980 National

Magazine Award for Essays. His book,

The Panda's Thumb (a collection of

magazine columns), won the American

Book Award. Another book, The Mis-

measure of Man, won the Book Critics

Award. Bucknell and Marlboro Univer-

sities awarded him honorary doctoral de-

grees. In 1981 he was among the first

group of MacArthur Prize Fellows. And
last June his alma mater, Columbia Uni-

versity, awarded him its Medal of Excel-

lence.

In addition to a full teaching load at

Harvard, Gould has produced a series of^

research papers, participated in interna-

tional conferences, given pubhc ad-

dresses, and testified at length at the Ar-

kansas trial of creationism masquer-l

ading as science. Yet during all this time,|

he regularly met his deadlines for Natu-

ral History and moaned only slightly f

when the magazine went from ten to

twelve issues a year in 1980. A third

collection of essays from these col-

umns. Hen's Teeth and Horse's Toes,

will be published by W. W. Norton this

month.

After more than a decade in Cam-
bridge, New York-bom Gould remains

an ardent New York Yankees fan. One

of his greatest heroes is "Iron Horse"

Lou Gehrig, who a half-century ago

played a record 2,130 consecutive

games, despite illnesses and injuries.

"Iron Typewriter" Gould's 101st col-

umn just arrived at our office, on time,

and he now has his sights set on a record-

breaking 200. We will all cheer when he

makes it.

Since leaving Princeton in 1975, Ran-

dall Reeves (left) has done fieldwork on

whales in waters off" much of the eastern

United States, Texas, northern Alaska,

and Baffin Island. His most recent book,

The Sierra Club Handbook of Whales

and Dolphins (coauthored with Stephen

Leatherwood), is due to appear this year.

Reeves is a research associate at the Arc-

tic Biological Station in Quebec. Scott

Kraus (right) was educated at the Col-

lege of the Atlantic in Maine, where he

helped compOe the first catalog of iden-

tified humpback whales. Since 1981,

Kraus has been a research associate at

the New England Aquarium in Boston

and director of field studies of right

whales and harbor porpoises. Porter

Turnbull (center), a graduate of the Uni-

versity of Maine, was among the first

people to dive among courting right

whales in the Bay of Fundy. The three

have studied the right whales of the Bay

of Fundy with the assistance of John

Prescott, executive director of the New
England Aquarium.

j
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The Country Music Toundatioa Mashville, Tennessee,

is proud to announce its Official Archive Collection

THE GREATEST COUNTRY MUSIC
RECORDINGS OFALLTIME

Unprecedented and unequaled in our time—
the complete and definitive collection of America's

country and western music.

The best of 75,000 records from the Foundation archives

and the vaults of every country music label

The first collection to Include all the great country artists.

Featuring all the great hits, the milestone performances,

out-of-issue pressings and unreleased recordings.

For the first time in history, the

gp-eatest recorded performances
of country music's greatest artists will

t>e brought together in a single, defini-

tive collection. It will include the most
important recordings by the leading

country artists of today . . . landmark
performances by legendary greats . .

.

and all the diverse and varied musical

styles that have enriched America's
country music.

This remarliable collection is the

official issue of the Country Music
Foundation - home of the Country
Music Hall of Tame and Museum, and
the world's largest library of recorded

country music. And it is the first com-
plete collection that the Foundation

has ever issued honoring The Oreatest

Country Music Recordings ofAll Time.

A collection only the Country
Music Foundation could assemble

To assemble this collection, the staff

of the Country Music Foundation care-

fully reviewed the Foundation's own ar-

chives of 75,000 records. In addition,

they enlisted the support of all the

country music record companies —
whose vaults hold many of the master
recordings selected for this collection.

And they were able to obtain rare

recordings fi-om private collectors and
country music artists themselves.

As a result, the Country Music
Foundation Official Archive

Collection is unique both in

scope and impwrtance.

"Country is the music of the

people. Songs of the soil,

forsaken and fulfilled love.

Story songs whose music is both

contemporary and timeless . .

.

I love it. and I am proud to be
part of the first collection to tell

the whole country music story.

"

— Johnny Cash

e t»e3 FMR8



A collection that would be difficult - or

impossible - to duplicate.

All the great performers

The collection will feature milestone

recordings from the careers of country

music's most important artists. Such

great contemporaries as Loretta Lynn,

with Blue Kentucky Qirl' and 'Coal

Miner's Daughter.' Kenny Rogers and

The First Edition, with 'Ruby, Don't

Take Your Love to Town.' Johnny Cash

with M Walk The Line' and 'Sunday

Morning Coming Down.' Dolly Parton,

with 'Coat Of Many Colors' and 'My Ten-

nessee Mountain Home.' The "outlaw"

music of Willie Delson. The Nashville

sound of Chet Atkins and Eddy Arnold.

Country rock, with The Charlie Daniels

Band. And country classics by popular

music artists Linda Ronstadt, Qlen
Campbell and Anne Murray.

It will include long-time favorites

Hank Snow, Ernest Tubb and Merle

Travis. The legendary giants: Hank
Williams, Patsy Cline, Jim Reeves, Tlatt

and Scruggs, Jimmie Rodgers. And
recordings in every style— i)/uegrass,

C^un, country gospel, western swing,

honky tonk and rockabilly.

There will also be rare recordings,

like Vemon Dalhart's 1924 recording

of The Prisoner's Song* - country mu-
sic's first million selling record, and
Loretta Lynn's early classic 'Honky

Tonk Qirl' - now out of issue. And
from the Foundation's archives will

come previously unreleeised record-

ings — studio "takes" never before

made generally available.

Records of superior quality

Every step has been taken to ensure

technical excellence, as well. All the

early recordings will be carefully

restored — electronically "cleaned"
groove-by-groove to remove surface

noise and preserve the original sound.

The records will be produced by The
Franklin Mint Record Society -judged
by audio experts to produce records of

superior quality. The record vinyl will

contain its own anti-static element.

This material, together with the careful

process by which the pressing is

made, results in a record that is more
rigid, durable and resistant to dust. A
true proof-quality record - providing

exceptional tonal fidelity when played

through any of today's audio systems.

Fascinating musical "program"
in each album

Custom hardbound albums have been
designed to house and protect all 100
proof-quality records in this collection.

Each album wnll contain four long-

playing records, presenting a program
of artists and recordings carefully se-

lected by the Foundation, and unique

In the Foundation's audio laboratory, the latest

electronic techniques are used to restore the

original sound quality of early recordings. The

records are pressed in a dust-free "clean

room, " where strict standards, and audio and
visual inspection, assure high quality.

to this collection. And each album will

be accompanied by specially prepared

and illustrated program notes.

Available by subscription only

If you have a long-standing Interest in

America's country music ... or arejust

discovering its rich and exciting sound
. . . this Official Archive Collection will

be an indispensable treasure.

The collection may be acquired only

by sutjscription to The Franklin Mint

Record Society. It will not be sold in

record stores. To subscribe, return the

attached application by May 31, 1983.

SUBSCRIFTIOn AFPLICATIOn 7

The Greatest Countiy Music !

Recordings of All Time
j

Please mail by May 31, 1983 !

The Franklin Mint Record Society
j

FranlUin Center, Fennsyivania 19091
j

Please enter my subscription for The Greatest
j

Country Music Recordings ofAll Time , consist- i

ing of 100 proof-quality records in special
j

hardbound albums, at the issue price of
|

$10.75' plus $.95 for packaging, shipping
j

and handling per record. i

no payment Is required now. Every other I

month, 1 will receive a 4-record album. And 1

[

will be billed for each album in twf> equal i

monthly installments tieginning when my first
j

album is ready to be sent to nie. 1 ur-jerstand i

that I may dlsccntinut; my subs'-ription at any i

time upon thirty days' i.c^txe
,

//: .« my '.fall" sales tax.
|

D Check hi!c to i-tc..; ihe .-otlection on
[

high-qi'i'.i Dolbyt p.codcd, chromium i

diox! je t=r' • H-=^setie3. &«ne ^'J^tcrlpUon
j
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T. Lawrence Mellichamp is associate

professor of biology at the University of

North CaroHna, Charlotte, and director

of the university's McMillan greenhouse

facilities. His first field studies of carniv-

orous plants, conducted while still an un-

dergraduate, were done in the Green

Swamp of eastern North Carolina,

where simply finding the plants can be a

challenge. Later, he began cultivating

carnivorous plants to study details of

their biology. Part of his greenhouse

work involves propagating vigorous

plant forms for horticultural purposes.

He is also studying endangered plants of

the South. Mellichamp is coeditor of the

Carnivorous Plant Newsletter, pub-

lished by the International Carnivorous

Plant Society.

In early 1969, after teaching science

in the Peace Corps in Nepal and climb-

ing mountains near Mount Everest, Ed-

win Berabaum, center, wound up trek-

king to Katmandu with the abbot of

Tengboche Monastery. As a joke, he

asked the abbot if he had ever heard of

Shangri-La and told him the story of

Lost Horizon. He learned in return that

the Tibetans had a myth about a similar

place, the kingdom of Shambhala.

Bembaum's curiosity led him to study

the myth and write a book about it. The

Way to Shambhala. He now plans to in-

vestigate how legends of hidden valleys

have motivated Tibetans to migrate to

the Himalayan regions bordering Tibet.

He is working toward a Ph.D. in Asian

studies at the University of California at

Berkeley.

In 1 979, Wayne Lynch gave up a bur-

geoning career in emergency medicine

to become a free-lance writer and pho-

tographer. Lynch, who also held teach-

ing appointments at the medical schools

of the University of Saskatchewan and

the University of Ottawa, had always

been fascinated by reptOes. In the Mu-
seum of Natural History in Regina, a di-

orama featuring hibernating snakes

spurred him to visit the site that had in-

spired the exhibit. Because that hiber-

naculum had been bulldozed for a high-

way. Lynch continued on to the Inter-

lake region of Manitoba, where huge

aggregations of garter snakes overwin-

ter. Lynch is now in the final stages of

completing a book (funded by the Can-

ada Arts Council) on the grassland eco-

system of Canada.

Christopher Uhl is assistant professor

of biology at Penn State University, Uni-

versity Park. Since 1975, he has spent

three to four months of every year at San

Carlos de Rio Negro in the Venezuelan

Amazon. His studies concern succession

in areas where the rain forest has been

disturbed or cleared. Uhl says that when

walking through the rain forest, he fre-

quently wishes he were "high up in the

canopy where all the life and excitement

seem to be." For him, working in early

successional environments, where the

canopy is still within reach, is thenext best

thing to walking through the treetops. In

the future, he hopes todevelop methods to

speed the return of forest to degraded

pasturelands in the Brazilian Amazon.
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Letters

Cambodia's Refugees: An Update

Neil Boothby's moving article on Cam-

bodian refugee children, "The Horror, the

Hope" (January 1983), is a reminder of

one of the most gruesome chapters in re-

cent history. It has been nearly four years

now since the first survivors of Pol Pot's

holocaust staggered out of Cambodia.

The world's attention has since shifted

to other areas. However, Cambodia's

nightmare has not ended. More than

100,000 Vietnamese troops occupy its ter-

ritory, which is ruled by a puppet regime

imposed by Hanoi. The Khmer Rouge

forces of Pol Pot still lurk on the Thai-

Cambodian border, and forces loyal to

Prince Sihanouk and former Prime Minis-

ter Son Sann havejoined them in an uneasy

coalition dedicated to expelling the Viet-

namese invaders. More than 250,000 dis-

placed Khmer are huddled on the borders.

An additional 50,000 are beginning their

fourth year in refugee camps in Thailand.

Many of the unaccompanied children

Boothby writes about are still in group

homes in the camps or, if they have turned

nineteen, are on their own. Voluntary re-

patriation to Cambodia seems out of the

question. Except for a fortunate few,

opportunities to resettle in countries such

as the United States or France seem more

and more remote.

Adding to the tale of woe, the U.S. Im-

migration Service is applying an ever

more restrictive definition of "refugee" to

Cambodians who have fled to Thailand.

Incredible as it may seem, U.S. authori-

ties deem that persecution suff'ered under

the deposed Pol Pot regime is not germane

to these people's claims to refugee status.

And the fact that their country is occupied

by Vietnamese troops—which is roundly

condemned by the United States in politi-

cal forums—supposedly does not provide

Cambodians with a "well-founded fear of

persecution" should they be returned

home. I believe this is an unduly restric-

tive and punitive interpretation of the law

that is not worthy of our best instincts.

In 1979, the world was aroused to the

agony of the Cambodian people and a

massive outpouring of assistance staved

off disaster. The job, however, is not over.

Thanks to articles such as Boothby's, we

are reminded of this and compelled to per-

severe.

Robert P. DeVecchi

International Rescue Committee

New York, New York

What's on a Bird's BeUy?

Having spent eighteen months conduct-

ing ecological research on birds in Hawaii

in 1948-49, I read your December 1982

issue, "Hawaii: Showcase of Evolution," i

with great interest. However, I question

the caption for the photograph on page 21,1

which says that the dark spots on the belly

of the tropic bird are seeds. I don't doubt

that birds transport seeds on their bodies.

But in my experience with sea birds in Ha-

waii, such specks on flying birds are

hippoboscid flies, not seeds. These para-

sites are often visible on the surface of the

plumage as the birds fly, then secrete
'

themselves below the plumage when the
|

birds land.

I took the enclosed photograph of a red-
:

footed booby some thirty-five years ago in

Hawaii. It shows the parasites gathered on

the host's neck, where a blood supply is

readily obtainable through thin-walled

capillaries. The flies gather in the shadow

cast by the head and then they sidle, crab-

like, with the shadow as the bird moves its

head.

Charles W. Schwartz
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho

The editor replies: David Cavagnaro, who

photographed the tropic bird in question,

is a trained entomologist and says he is

sure that the specks are seeds. But he did

observe flies on the bellies of other, nearby

sea birds and agrees that sightings of seeds

on flying birds are rare.

Bugs or seeds on the tropic bird?
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This View of Lif

Opus 100
Our prizewinning columnist describes his personal research on Bahamian land snails-

and "the unalloyed joy offinding out something new"

by Stephen Jay Gould

Throughout a long decade of columns I

have never, and for definite reasons, writ-

ten about the biological subject closest to

me. Yet for this, my hundredth column, I

ask your indulgence and foist upon you the

Bahamian land snail Cerion, mainstay of

my own personal research and fieldwork. I

love Cerion with all my heart and intellect

but have consciously avoided it in this fo-

rum because the line between general in-

terest and personal passion cannot be

drawn from a perspective of total immer-

sion—the image of doting parents driving

friends and neighbors to somnolent dis-

traction with family movies comes too eas-

ily to mind. These columns must follow

two unbreakable rules: I never lie to you,

and 1 strive mightily not to bore you. But,

for this one time in a hundred, I will risk

the second for personal pleasure alone.

Cerion is the most prominent land snail

of West Indian islands. It ranges from the

Florida Keys to the small Dutch islands of

Aruba, Bonaire, and Curasao, just off the

Venezuelan coast, but the vast majority of

species inhabit two principal centers

—

Cuba and the Bahamas. Cerion s life in-

cludes little excitement by our standards.

Most species inhabit rocks and sparse

vegetation abutting the seashore. They
may live for five to ten years, but they

spend most of this time in the warm
weather equivalent of hibernation (called

estivation), hanging upside down from

vegetation or affixed to rocks. After a rain

or sometimes in the relative cool and

damp of night, they descend from their

twigs and stones, nibble at the fungi on de-

caying vegetation, and perhaps even copu-

late. We have marked and mapped the

movement of individual snails and many
can be found on the same few square

yards of turf, year after year.

Why pick Cerionl Why, indeed, spend

so much time on any detailed particular

when all the giddy generalities of evolu-

tionary theory beg for study in a lifetime

too short to manage but a few? Iconoclast

that 1 am, 1 would not abandon the central

wisdom of natural history from its incep-

tion—that concepts without percepts are

empty (as Kant said), and that no scientist

can develop an adequate "feel" for nature

(that undefinable prerequisite of true un-

derstanding) without probing deeply into

minute empirical details of some well-cho-

sen group of organisms. Thus, Aristotle

dissected squids and proclaimed the

world's eternity, while Darwin wrote four

volumes on barnacles and one on the ori-

gin of species. America's greatest evolu-

tionists and natural historians, G.G. Simp-

son, T Dobzhansky, and E. Mayr, began

The Northern Bahamas
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their careers as, respectively, leading ex-

perts on Mesozoic mammals, ladybird

beetles, and the birds of New Guinea.

Scientists don't immerse themselves in

particulars only for the grandiose (or self-

serving) reason that such studies may lead

to important generalities. We do it for fun.

The pure joy of discovery transcends im-

port. And we do it for adventure and for

expansion. As drama, Bahamian field

trips may seem risible compared with

Darwin on the Beagle, Bates on the Ama-
zon, and Wallace in the Malay Archipel-

ago—although I would not care to repeat

my only close brush with death, caught in

a shoot-out among drug runners on North

Andros. So much more do I value the

quiet times in different worlds: an eve-

ning's discussion of bush medicine on

Mayaguana, an exploration of ornamental

carvings that adorn roofs on Long Island

and South Andros, and the finest meal I

have ever eaten—a campfire pot of fresh

conch stewed with sweet potatoes from

Jimmy Nixon's garden on Inagua, after a

hot and hard day's work.

If all good naturalists must choose a

group of organisms for detailed immer-

sion, we do not select mindlessly or ran-

domly (or even, as some cynics have sug-

gested, because the Bahamas beat the

Yukon as a field area). I am interested pri-

• marily in the evolution of form and have

concentrated on how the varying shapes of

an individual's growth can serve as a

source of evolutionary change (see my
technical book, Ontogeny and Phytogeny,

Harvard University Press, 1977). An in-

vertebrate paleontologist with these inter-

ests would naturally be led to snails, since

their shells preserve a complete record of

growth from egg to adult. And a student of

form with a penchant for gastropods could

not avoid Cerion, for this genus exhibits,

among its several hundred species, a range

of form unmatched by any other group of

snails. Some Cerions are tall and pencil

thin; others are shaped like golf balls.

When a colleague ventured "square

snails" as an example of impossible ani-

mals at a public meeting, I was able to

show him a peculiar quadrate Cerion (the

photograph barely reveals the oddity of

this square-shaped shell, bottom row, sec-

ond from left). Two years ago, I discov-

ered the largest Cerion, a thin and paral-

lel-sided 74-mm fossil giant from Maya-
guana. The smallest is a virtual sphere,

scarcely 5 mm in diameter, from Little

Inagua.

Cerion's mystery and special interest do

not lie in its exuberant diversity alone; all

groups of animals include some members
with unusual propensities for speciation

and consequent variation of form. Species
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are nature's fundamental units (see my
column of August-September 1979), dis-

tinct populations permanently isolated

one from the other by an absence of inter-

breeding in nature. We should not be sur-

prised that groups producing large num-

bers of species may become quite diverse

in form, since more distinct units provide

more opportunities for evolving a wide

range of morphologies.

Faced with such a riotous array of

forms, older naturalists did name species

aplenty in Cerion, some 600 of them. But

few are biologically valid as distinct non-

interbreeding populations. In ten years of

fieldwork on all major Bahamian islands,

we have only once found two distinct

Cerion populations living in the same

place and not interbreeding—true spe-

cies, therefore. These included a giant and

a dwarf—thus recalling various bad jokes

about Chihuahuas and Great Danes. In all

other cases, two forms, no matter how dis-

tinct in size and shape, interbreed and pro-

duce hybrids at their point of geographic

contact. Somehow, Cerion manages to

generate its unparalleled diversity of form

without parceUng its populations into true

species. How can this happen? Moreover,

if such different forms hybridize so

readily, then the genetic differences be-

tween them cannot be great. How can

such diversity of size and shape arise in

the absence of extensive genetic change?

In a related and second mystery, dis-

tinct forms of Cerion often inhabit widely

separated islands. The simplest explana-

tion would hold that these far-flung colo-

nies represent the same species and that

hurricanes can blow snails great distances,

forming haphazard distributions, or that

colonies once inhabiting intermediate is-

lands have become extinct, leaving large

distances between survivors. Yet all

Cerion experts have developed the feeling

(which I share) that these separated colo-

nies, despite their detailed similarity in

form for long lists of traits, have evolved

separately in situ. If this unconventional

interpretation has validity, how could

such complex suites of associated traits

have evolved independently again and

again?

Cerion thus exhibits two outstanding

peculiarities amidst its unparalleled diver-

sity: Its most distinct forms interbreed and

are not true species, while these same

forms, for all their complexity, may have

evolved several times independently. Any
scientist who can explain these odd phe-

nomena for Cerion will make an important

contribution to the understanding of form

and its evolution in general. I shall try to

describe the few preliminary and faltering

steps we have made in this direction.

Cerion has attracted the attention of

several prominent naturalists, from Lin-

naeus, who named its first species in 1 758,

to Ernst Mayr, who pioneered the study of

natural populations 200 years later. Still,

Representative Cerion shellsfrom the Bahamas and Cuba

illustrate their unparalleled diversity ofform.

.
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despite the efforts of a tiny group of aficio-

nados, Cerion has not received the renown

it deserves in the hght of its curious biol-

ogy and its promise as an exemplar for the

evolution of form. Its relative obscurity

can be traced directly to past biological

practice. Older naturalists buried Cerion's

unusual biology under such an impene-

trable thicket of names (for invahd spe-

cies) that colleagues interested in evo-

lutionary theory have been unable to

recover the pattern and interest from utter

chaos.

The worst offender was C.J. Maynard,

a great amateur biologist who named hun-

dreds of Cerion species from the 1880s

through the 1920s. He imagined that he

was performing a great service, proclaim-

ing in 1889:

Conchologists may take exception to some

ofmy new species, thinking, perhaps, that I

have used too trivial characters in separat-

ing them. Believing, however, as I do, that it

is the imperative duty of naturalists today,

to record minute points of differences

among animals. . . I have not hesitated so

to designate them, if for no other reason

than for the benefit of coming generations.

I don't think I am indulging in undue

cynicism in recognizing another reason.

Maynard financed his Bahamian trips by

selling shells, and more species meant

more items to flog. Caveat emptor.

Professional colleagues were harsh on

Maynard's overly fine spUtting. H.A. Pils-

bry, America's greatest conchologist, de-

clared in uncharacteristically forceful

prose that "gods and men may well stand

aghast at the naming of individual colo-

nies from every sisal field and potato

patch in the Bahamas." W.H. Dall la-

beled Maynard's efforts as "noxious and

stupefying." Yet, when tested in the cru-

cible of practice, neither Pilsbry nor Dall

hved up to his brave words. Each recog-

nized at least half the species Maynard ad-

vocated, still sufficiently overinflated to

bury any pattern in the forest of invahd

names.

So rich was Cerion's diversity, and so

numerous its species, that G.B. Sowerby,

the outstanding Enghsh conchologist, who

fancied himself (with little justification) a

poet, wrote this doggerel in introducing

his monograph on the genus:

Things that were not, at thy command.

In perfect form before Thee stand;

And all to their Creator raise

A wondrous harmony of praise.

Sowerby then proceeded to list quite a

chorus. And this was in 1 875, before May-

nard ever named a Cerionl

In the light of this existing chaos and

before we can even ask the general ques-
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tions about form that I posed above, we

must pursue a much more basic and hum-

ble task. We must find out whether any

pattern can be found in the geographic

distribution of Cerion's morphology. If we

find no correlation at all with geography

or environment, then what is left to ex-

plain? Fortunately, in a decade of work,

we have reduced the chaos of existmg

names to predictable patterns and have

thereby estabhshed the prerequisite for

deeper explanation. Of the nature of that

deeper explanation, we have intuitions

and indications, but neither definite in-

formation nor even the tools to provide it

(for we are stuck in an area of biology

—

the genetics of development—that is itself

woefully undeveloped). Still, I think we

have made a good start.

I say "we" because I reahzed right

away that I could not do this work alone. I

felt competent to analyze the growth and

form of shells, but I have no expertise in

two areas that must be united with mor-

phology in any comprehensive study: ge-

netics and ecology. So I teamed up with

David Woodruff, a biologist from the Uni-

versity of California at San Diego. For a

decade we have done everything together,

from bhsters on Long Island to bullets on

Andros.

(I must stop at this point, for I suddenly

realize that I have alrnost broken my first

rule. Scientists have a terrible tendency to

present their work as a logical package, as

if they thought everything out in careful

and rigorous planning beforehand and

then merely proceeded according to their

good designs. It never works that way, if

only because anyone who can think and |l

see makes unanticipated discoveries and

must fundamentally alter any precon-

ceived strategy. Also, people get mto prob-

lems for the damnedest of pecufiar and ac-

cidental reasons. Projects grow like

organisms, with serendipity and supple

adjustment, not like the foreordained

steps of a high school proof in plane geom-

etry. Let me confess. I was first drawn to

Cerion because I wanted to compare its

fossils with snails I had studied on Ber-

muda. I studiously avoided all modem
Cerions because I was simply scared by

the names and considered them intrac-

Examplesfrom Little Bahama Bank of "ribby" Cerion

species, top row, and "mottled" species, bottom.
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table. Woodruff first went to Inagua be-

cause he wanted to study color banding in

another genus of snails. But he went at the

height of mosquito season and lasted two

days. We took our first trip together to

Grand Bahama Island: I to study fossils;

he to try the other genus again. But Grand

Bahama has no (or very few) rocks of ter-

restrial origin, hence no fossil land snails.

The other genus wasn't much more com-

mon. We were stuck there for a week. So

we studied the living Cerions and found a

pattern behind the plethora of names.

Since then, following Satchel Paige's ad-

vice, we have never looked back.)

About fifteen names had been proposed

for the Cerions of Grand Bahama and

neighboring Abaco Island. After a week,

Woodruff and I recognized that only two

distinct populations inhabited these is-

lands, each restricted to a definite and dif-

ferent environment.

Abaco and Grand Bahama protrude

above a shallow platform called Little Ba-

hama Bank. When sea level was lower

during the last ice age, the entire platform

emerged and the islands were connected

by land. Little Bahama Bank is separated

by deep ocean from the larger Great Ba-

hama Bank, source of the more familiar

Bahamian islands (New Providence, with

its capital city of Nassau, Bimini, Andros,

Eleuthera, Cat, the Exuma chain, and

many others). All these islands were also

connected during glacial times of low sea

level. As Woodruff and 1 moved from is-

land to island on Great Bahama Bank, we

found the same pattern of two different

populations, always in the same distinc-

tive environments. On Little Bahama
Bank, a dozen invalid names had fallen

into this pattern. On Great Bahama Bank,

they fell, literally, by the hundred. About

one-third of all Cerion "species" (close to

200 in all) turned out to be invalid names

based on minor variants within this single

pattern. We had reduced a chaos of im-

proper names to a single, ecologically

based order. (This reduction applies only

to the islands of Little and Great Bahama
Bank. Islands on other banks in the south-

eastern Bahamas, including Long Island,

the southeastemmost island of Great Ba-

hama Bank, contain truly different

Cerions. These Cerions can also be re-

duced to coherent patterns based on few

true species. But one column can treat just

so much, and I confine myself here to the

northern Bahamas.)

Bahamian islands have two different

kinds of coastlines. Major islands he at the

edge of their banks. The banks themselves

are very shallow across their tops but

plunge precipitously into deep ocean at

their edges. Thus, bank-edge coasts abut

the open ocean and tend to be raw and

windy. Dunes build along windy coasts

and sohdify eventually into rock (often

mistakenly called "coral" by tourists).

Bank-edge coasts are, therefore, usually

rocky as well. By contrast, coastlines that

border the interior parts of banks—I will

call them bank-interior coasts—are sur-

rounded by calm, shallow waters that ex-

tend for miles and do not promote the

building of dunes. Bank-interior coasts,

therefore, tend to be vegetated, low, and

calm.

Woodruff and I found that bank-edge

coasts in the northern Bahamas are invari-

ably inhabited by thick-shelled, strongly

ribbed, uniformly colored (white to dark-

ish brown), relatively wide, and parallel-

sided Cerions. To avoid writing most of

the rest of this column in Latin, I will skip

the formal names and refer to these forms

as the "ribby populations." Bank-interior

coasts are the home of thin-shelled, ribless

or weakly ribbed, variegated (usually with

alternating blotches of white and brown),

narrow, and barrel-shaped Cerions—the

"mottled populations." (Mottled Cerions

also Uve away from coasts m the centers of

islands, while ribby Cerions are confined

exclusively to bank-edge coasts.)

So consistent and invariable is this pat-

tern that before we even visit islands, we
can map hybrid zones simply by looking at

a chart of bathymetry. Hybrid zones oc-

cur where bank-edge coasts meet bank-

interior coasts.

This pattern might, at first, seem to be

worth little more than an indulgent ho-

hum. Perhaps mottled and ribby shells are

not very different. Maybe the two environ-

ments elicit their differing forms directly

from the same basic genetic stock, much
as good and plentiful food can make a man

fat and paltry fare eventually convert the

same gent to a scarecrow. The very preci-

sion and predictabiUty of the correlation

between form and environment might

suggest this biologically uninteresting so-

lution. Two arguments, however, seem to

stand conclusively against it and to indi-

cate that mottled and ribby Cerions are

different biological entities.

First, the ribby snails are not merely

mottled forms with thicker and ribbier

shells. As my technical contribution to our

joint work, I measure each shell in twenty

different ways. This permits me to charac-

terize both growth and final adult form in

mathematical terms. I have been able to

show that the differences between ribby

and mottled involve several independently

varying determinants of form.

Second, an analysis of hybrid zones

proves that they mark a mixture of two

different entities, not a smooth blending of

populations only superficially separate.

My morphological analysis shows, in

many cases, the anomahes and peculiari-

ties of form, and the increased variation,

that so often occur when two different

developmental programs are mixed in off-

spring. Woodruffs genetic analysis shows

again that the hybrids combine two sub-

stantially different systems, for he finds

increased genetic variabihty in hybrid

samples, including the presence of genes

detected in neither parental population.

We can demonstrate that ribby and

mottled represent populations with sub-

stantial biological differences, but we can-

not specify the cause of separation since

we have been unable to distmguish be-

tween two hypotheses. First, ecological:

ribby and mottled forms may be recent

and immediate adaptations to their differ-

ing local environments. White or Ught-col-

Fossilsfrom New Providence Island include (from left to right) an

extinctformfrom the oldest dunes; an extinct dwarf(Cerion

universalj and the large Cerion agassizi/rom the 1 20,000-year-

old dunes; and a ribby snailfrom theyoungest dunes. Remnant

populations o/Cerion agassizi survive on Eleuthera and Cat Island.
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ored shells are inconspicuous against the

bank-edge background of dune rocks,

while thick and ribby shells protect their

bearers on these windy and rocky coasts.

Mottled shells are equally inconspicuous

(indeed remarkably camouflaged) when

dappled sunlight filters through the vege-

tation that houses Cerion on most bank-in-

terior coasts, while thin and light shells are

also well suited for hanging from thin

twigs and grass blades. Second, historical:

the pattern may be substantially older (al-

though still probably adaptive for the rea-

sons cited above). When sea level was

much lower and the banks lay exposed

during glacial periods, perhaps ribby

populations inhabited all coasts (since all

were then bank-edge), while mottled

populations evolved for life in island interi-

ors. As sea level rose, ribby and mottled

snails simply kept their positions and pref-

erences. The new bank-interior coasts

were the interiors of previously larger is-

lands and they continue as homes of mot-

tled snails.

The distinction of mottled and ribby ac-

counts for nearly all the two hundred

names previously given to Cerions from

the northern Bahamas. But one problem

(involving about ten more names) re-

mains. A third kind of Cerion, bearing a

thick, but smooth, pure white, and trian-

gularly shaped shell, had been found on

Eleuthera and Cat Island. Previous re-

ports indicated nothing about their ecol-

ogy or habits, but we found these thick

white snails in two disjunct areas of south-

em Eleuthera and one near the south coast

of Cat Island. They prefer island interiors

and fit Cerion's general pattern with grati-

fying predictability—that is, they hybrid-

ize with mottled populations as we ap-

proach bank-interior coasts and with ribby

populations as we move toward bank-edge

coasts. But what are they? Just as ecology

and genetics resolved the basic pattern of

mottled and ribby, we must call upon pa-

leontology to explain our remaining

source of diversity.

Fossil dunes of the Bahamas formed at

times of high sea level, after the melting of

continental glaciers. New Providence (the

only Bahamian island with a documented

geological pedigree) has three basic sets of

dunes. These include, from youngest to

oldest, a few small dunes less than 10,000

years old and deposited since the last gla-

ciers melted; an extensive set (forming the

island's backbone), representing the high

sea levels of 1 20,000 years ago before the

last glaciers formed; and a smaller set (sit-

uated near the island's center) formed

more than 200,000 years ago before a pre-

vious glacial period. The oldest dunes con-

tain a fossil Cerion now unknovm in the

Bahamas. The second and most extensive

set includes two species of Cerion, a dwarf

form that is now extinct and a large,

smooth white species called Cerion agas-

sizi (named for Alexander Agassiz, son of

Louis, and a pioneer of scientific oceanog-

raphy in the West Indies). The most re-

cent set, as expected, contains either ribby

or mottled Cerions, as in the modem
fauna. We compared the large white

snails of Eleuthera and Cat with C. agas-

sizi and found them to be identical. The

small populations on these islands are the

surviving remnants of a species that once

lived in abundance on all the islands of the

Great Bahama Bank.

The two hundred "species" of northern

Bahamian Cerion therefore reduce to

three basic types with a sensible and or-

dered distribution. Geographic pattern

identified ribby and mottled populations,

but we needed an assist from history to un-

derstand the smooth white shells of Eleu-

thera and Cat. It is an awfully long stride

from this taxonomic exercise in natural

history to our ultimate goal—an under-

standing of how Cerion's unparalleled di-

versity of form evolved—but it represents

the first step along the only pathway I

know.

As an example of how this discovery of

pattern illuminates the larger question, we

have used our distinction of mottled and

ribby to prove, for the first time, that the

unconventional hypothesis advanced by

most Cerion experts is indeed valid: the

complex suite of characters defining such

basic forms as mottled and ribby can

evolve independently many times. We
find the same distinction of mottled and

ribby on both Little and Great Bahama
banks. Conventional wisdom would hold

that the mottled snails of both banks rep-

resent one stock, while the ribby snails of

both banks form a different stock. But

Daniel Chung, a student of Woodruffs,

and Simon Tillier, a leading anatomist of

land snails at the Paris Museum, have

studied the genital anatomy of these snails

for us, and have made the following sur-

prising discovery: both mottled and ribby

snails of Little Bahama Bank share the

same anatomy, while both mottled and

ribby on Great Bahama Bank share a dis-

tinctly different set of genital structures.

(Genital anatomy is the standard tool for

establishing genealogical affinities among

land snails. The differences are suffi-

ciently profound and complex to indicate

that shared anatomy reflects common de-

scent while shared shell morphology must

evolve independently) Thus, the complex

of traits defining mottled and ribby can

evolve again and again. We would not

have been able to reach this conclusion
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had we not extracted the pattern of mot-

tled and ribby from a previous chaos of

names.

At this point, I think we begin to peer

through a glass darkly at the deeper mys-

tery of form. We have shown that a com-

plex set of independent traits can evolve in

virtually the same way more than once. I

do not see how this can happen if each

trait must develop separately, following its

own genetic pathway, each time. The

traits must somehow be coordinated in

Cerion's genetic program; they must be

evoked, or "called forth," together. Some
genetic releaser must coordinate the joint

appearance of these characters. Does the

master genetic program of all Cerions en-

code alternate pathways representing the

several basic forms that evolve again and

again? The homeotic mutations of insects

(see my column of October 1 980) indicate

that some such hierarchical system must

regulate development, for the production

of well-formed parts in the wrong places

(legs where antennae should be, for exam-

ple) indicates that some master switch

must regulate all the genes that produce

legs, and that higher controls can turn the

master switch on in the wrong place or at

the wrong time. Likewise, some master

switch within Cerion's program might

evoke any one of its basic developmental

pathways and evolve the set of traits that

marks its fundamental forms again and

again.

In this way, Cerion provides insight into

what may be the most difficult and impor-

tant problem in evolutionary theory: How
can new and complex forms (not merely

single features of obvious adaptive bene-

fit) arise if each requires thousands of sep-

arate changes, and if intermediate stages

make little sense as functioning organ-

isms? If genetic and developmental pro-

grams are organized hierarchically, as

homeotic mutations and the multiple evo-

lution of basic forms in Cerion suggest,

then new designs need not arise piecemeal

(with all the unsolvable problems at-

tached to such a view), but in a coordi-

nated way by manipulating the master

switches (or "regulators") of developmen-

tal programs. Yet so deep is our present ig-

norance about the nature of development

and embryology that we must look at final

products (an adult Drosophila with a leg

where its antenna should be or mottled

Cerions evolved several times) to make
uncertain inferences about underlying

mechanisms.

1 chose Cerion because I thought it

might illuminate these large and woolly is-

sues. Yet, although they lurk always in the

back of my mind, they are not the source

of my daily joy. Little predictions af-

firmed or small guesses proved wrong and

exchanged for more interesting ideas are

the food of continual satisfaction. Cerion,

or any good field project, provides unend-

ing stimulation, so long as little puzzles re-

main as intensely absorbing, fascinating,

and frustrating as big questions. Field-

work is not like the one hundred-thou-

sandth essay on Shakespeare's sonnets; it

always presents something truly new, not

a gloss on previous commentaries.

I remember when we found the first

population of living Cerion agassizi in

central Eleuthera. Our hypothesis of

Cerions general pattern required that two

predictions be affirmed (or else we were in

trouble): this population must disappear

by hybridization with mottled shells to-

ward bank-interior coasts and with ribby

snails toward the bank-edge. We hiked

west toward the bank-interior and easily

found hybrids right on the verge of the air-

port road. We then moved east toward the

bank-edge along a disused road with vege-

tation rising to five feet in the center be-

tween the tire paths. We should have

found our hybrids, but we did not. The
agassizi Cerion simply stopped about two

hundred yards north of our first ribby

Cerion. Then we realized that a pond lay

just to our east and that ribby forms, with

their coastal preferences, might not favor

the western side of the pond. We forded

the pond and found a classic hybrid zone

between agassizi and ribby Cerions.

(Ribby Cerion had just managed to round

the south end of the pond, but had not

moved sufficiently north along the west

side to establish contact with C agassizi

populations.) I wanted to shout for joy.

Then I thought, "But who can I tell; who
cares?" And I answered myself, "I don't

have to tell anyone. We have just seen and

understood something that no one has ever

seen and understood before. What more

does a man need?"

An eminent colleague, a fine theoreti-

cian who has paid his dues in the field,

once said to me, only partly facetiously,

that fieldwork is one hell of a way to get in-

formation. All that time, effort, money, of-

ten for comparatively little when mea-

sured against the hours spent. True

enough, especially when I count the hours

drinking Cuban coffee, the one pleasure of

my least favorite place, Miami airport.

But all the frustration and dull, repetitive

effort vanish to insignificance before the

unalloyed joy of finding out something

new—and this pleasure can be savored
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ered it; we understand it; we have made

some sense and order of nature's confu-

sion." Can any reward be greater? D
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Before the Big Bang
New theories enable scientists to grapple with "ultimate"

questions about the origin of the universe

by Heinz R. Pagels

How did the universe begin? How can

we possibly imagine such an event? Most

scientists today think there is good evi-

dence that the universe was very different

in the past, that all the matter in the uni-

verse originated from an immense explo-

sion—the big bang—and that the uni-

verse has been expanding ever since.

Imagine time running backward from

the present to the big bang explosion. If

we go back far enough in time—before

the galaxies were formed and when the

universe was considerably smaller—all

that existed was a hot gas of atoms and

photons, particles of light, bounding

around. As we go even further back, the

universe continues to contract, the parti-

cles of gas come closer together, becoming

more agitated in the process so their tem-

perature increases. The further back we
go, the hotter the gas becomes. (Cosmolo-

gists don't usually measure the age of the

early universe in seconds but rather in

terms of temperature since temperature is

the physically significant parameter for

understanding what was going on.) As the

temperature of the gas increases, every-

thing in the gas ultimately "melts" into its

constituent particles. Atoms melt into

electrons and nuclei. At hotter tempera-

tures, the nuclei melt into their constituent

protons and neutrons; and at still hotter

temperatures, protons and neutrons melt

into the quarks and gluons out of which

they are made. At the hottest tempera-

tures, the universe consists of a primordial

fireball of all the elementary particles fly-

ing about. Today the study of the early

universe consists of making mathematical

models of that fireball based on modem
theories of the quantum particles (elemen-

tary particles).

This theory of the origin of the universe

was strongly supported by the discovery in

1964, by Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson

at the Bell Laboratories in New Jersey, of

the microwave radiation left over from the

big bang explosion. Because of that ex-

perimental support, theoretical physicists

and astrophysicists confidently turned to

making elaborate calculations of the prop-

erties of the primordial explosion. Using

the known laws of nuclear physics they

calculated how the chemical elements

—

the nuclei of atoms—could have been syn-

thesized from the primordial fireball of

protons and neutrons. From these calcu-

lations they predicted the relative abun-

dances of such light elements as hydrogen,

helium, and deuterium—predictions that

precisely match the abundances observed

today. These successful predictions lent

great credibility to the big bang idea,

which triumphed over rival theories of the

origin of the universe during the 1970s.

What has become known as the "standard

hot big bang model" represents a new con-

sensus on the state of the early universe.

The crucial hypothesis of the "standard

model" is that the early hot universe ex-

panded rapidly and smoothly with the

temperature decreasing uniformly.

Every successful theory usually creates

a new perspective that brings with it new
problems, and the big bang theory is no ex-

ception. Two of the challenging problems

it poses are the "causality problem" and

the "flatness problem."

The causality problem is that the uni-

verse is so big that distantly separated

parts of it cannot communicate, that is,

physically interact, with each other even if

such communication takes place at the

speed of light—the maximum feasible

speed. If the universe was created 10 to 15

billion years ago (most estimates fall in

this range), there is no way that light or

any other kind of communication travel-

ing from one galaxy could reach another

now separated by perhaps 20 billion light-

years—a figure greater than the age of the

universe. And if different parts of the cur-

rently visible universe cannot interact,

why do they appear to be so similar—simi-

lar in the sense that the microwave back-

ground has the same temperature no mat-

ter what direction we look in, and that

wherever we look we find galaxies that,

despite some differences, basically resem-

ble each other?

The second puzzle of the standard big

bang model—the flatness problem—con-

cerns why the space of the universe, when

viewed at enormous scales, is so flat today.

According to Einstein's general theory of

relativity, space can curve and bend, as

has been experimentally confirmed in the

neighborhood of the sun. But over larger

distances in space, like the space between

galaxies, the spatial curvature is so small it

cannot be detected. Even on the scale of

clusters of galaxies, space is well approxi-

mated by ordinary Euclidean flat space.

Yet according to current ideas in theoreti-

cal physics and cosmology, the flatness of

space is extremely unlikely and difficult to

understand. It is much more likely that

the universe would curl up into a highly

curved space that does not resemble any-

thing we observe.

These are not problems that disturb

most people but they are troublesome to

astrophysicists and cosmologists. A solu-

tion to them was proposed in 1 98 1 by Alan

Guth, a theoretical physicist now at MIT,

in a speculative theory he dubbed the in-

flationary universe. His theory represents

the first really fresh idea in cosmology for

many decades.

Guth's theory implies that the evolution

of the early universe—what is sometimes

called the embryonic universe—was not a

smooth expansion of a hot gas of particles.

Instead, the universe, while still a firebaU,

underwent a radical change in its state,

;
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what is called a phase transition. After the

phase transition the universe was in the

standard hot big bang state, a relatively

smooth expansion. But before this transi-

tion, the universe was in a very different

state known as the inflationary state. Dur-

ing this period the universe underwent an

immense expansion.

If one accepts the existence of the infla-

tionary state way back when the universe

had a temperature of a million-billion de-

grees Kelvin, then the causality problem

can be solved in the following manner.

During the inflationary state, all parts of

the currently visible universe, even galax-

ies now separated by 20 billion light-years,

could have been connected by light sig-

nals. Of course, the universe then did not

look the way it does today. Galaxies didn't

exist, but the tiny fluctuations in the gas of

particles that did exist, and which eventu-

ally grew into galaxies, could influence

each other. After Guth's postulated phase

transition, those fluctuations broke con-

tact and could no longer be connected by

light signals. Only today, as the light from

far-distant galaxies reaches us, do those

former fluctuations—now galaxies—con-

tact us.

The one-time existence of an inflation-

ary state also explains why the large-scale

geometry of the universe is so flat today.

The standard big bang theory assumes

certain conditions in the early universe

that make today's observed flatness seem

virtually impossible. But Guth's assump-

tion of inflation breaks the link between

the traits of today's universe and the initial

conditions we postulate for the universe.

According to Guth, no matter how a

model "fine tunes" the universe in the be-

ginning, when it was only billionths of a

second old, the end result is a universe to-

day that is spatially flat—providing there

was a big inflation at the beginning. One
might make an analogy to large-scale eco-

nomic inflation—inflation not by a factor

of ten but of billions. Under those condi-

tions, it wouldn't matter whether people

had been rich or poor at the beginning of

the inflation. Everyone's money would be-

come worthless and everyone would be

flat broke.

Although Guth's proposal of an infla-

tionary universe solved the causality and
flatness problems, his model, like the big

bang theory, has a problem of its own
(which Guth is aware of). This has to do

with the details of the phase transition,

namely, the radical change postulated in

the state of the fireball, or how the uni-

verse got from the inflationary state to the

standard big bang state. What happened
is that the transition occurred by means of

bubble formation.

Think of a water-filled teapot on a hot

stove. As the water begins to heat, bubbles

of steam form in the teapot, and soon the

water is boiling. The transition from liquid

to gas is a phase transition that resembles

Guth's. One state exists inside a bubble

—

steam in the case of water and the "big

bang state" in the case of the universe. An-

other state exists outside the bubble—wa-

ter in the case of the teapot and the "infla-

tionary state" in Guth's hypothesis. As
bubbles of the big bang state form during

the inflationary state, they collide with

each other and soon the condition inside

the bubble—the big bang state—fills all

of space, just as water left to boil eventu-

ally turns entirely to steam. But this view

of the transition caused trouble for Guth's

theory. If today's universe resulted from

all those early violent bubble collisions,

then it should be much more heteroge-

neous than we observe it to be. Guth's

model thus seemed to fail.

The Soviet physicist A.D. Linde and

two Americans, Andreas C. Albrecht and

Paul Steinhart of the University of Penn-

sylvania, came to the rescue. They showed

that if the inflationary state lasted long

enough, the multiple, bothersome bubble

collisions would no longer occur and only a
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single large bubble of the big bang state

would survive to form inside the inflation-

ary state. If these theorists are right, our

universe is that single huge bubble and we

are living inside it today.

Although Guth's theory helps solve the

causality and flatness problems, a still

more basic question remains. What went

on before the inflationary state? This takes

us back to our initial question—how did

the whole process begin? And this is the

sort of brain-tingling question that does

bother the average person. Scientists have

slowly begun to grapple with it and one

scenario being put forth is that the uni-

verse, the fireball of the big bang, origi-

nated from nothing—from a vacuum.

How is that possible?

To answer that question we must first

examine the physicists' concept of nothing

—the vacuum. According to modem the-

ory, a vacuum is not exactly nothing but is

teeming with quantum particles that fluc-

tuate between being and nothingness.

These tiny particles can come into exis-

tence for a fraction of a second before they

annihilate each other, leaving nothing be-

hind. A vacuum in that sense is like the

surface of an ocean. Up close it is churning

with waves, but from a longer distance.
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such as from a jet plane, it appears smooth

and placid. Similarly, any vacuum exam-

ined from a distance appean smooth and

empty, but examined close up with the

proper instruments it is seen to be churn-

ing with tiny quantum particles.

One way the universe might have

started up from a vacuum is if a wave on

the vacuum ocean, instead of falling back

into nothingness, just kept on growing.

Some theoretical physicists believe this is

possible if one takes into account the ef-

fects of gravity. Gravity would act as a

kind of amplifier of the initially tiny wave,

boosting it into a full-grovra fireball that

could become the universe in the inflation-

ary state.

Another possible explanation for the

creation of the universe from a vacuum is

that the original "vacuum" of the universe

was unstable. According to this conjec-

ture, the original vacuum was not a true

vacuum—the absolutely lowest energy

state—but a "false" vacuum. The laws of

quantum theory imply that such a false

vacuum must decay into a true vacuum

—

a violent decay that is accompanied by the

creation of many particles. The decay of a

false vacuum would in this way explam

the origin of the universe—and of the fire-

ball from which everything in the universe

came.

Such ideas about the origin of the uni-

verse are extremely speculative and there

is currently no way to tell if they are right

or wrong. Perhaps they should be called

guesses. But they are rational guesses, al-

lowable within the framework of physics

as we know it today, that are espoused by

many theoretical physicists and astrophy-

sicists. Some scientists on the other hand

think we will never know the answer to

such ultimate questions, arguing that

since the beginning of the universe was an

unobservable event it is not within the

province of experimental science. Still

others believe that space and time were so

twisted up at the very begirming of time

that the laws of physics describing such an

event are beyond our reach. Perhaps the

idea of physical law itself breaks down.

I find those views prematurely pessi-

mistic; it is too soon to make final pro-

nouncements about our capacity to under-

stand the origin of the universe. Contem-

porary physics is opening up possibiUties

for understanding that were undreamed of

in the past. Emerging theories may, within

our life spans, open the door at the begin-

ning of time to the human mind.

Heinz R. Pagels, a theoreticalphysicist at

Rockefeller University, is the author of

The Cosmic Code: Quantum Physics as

the Language of Nature.
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Evolution ofthe Skeleton
Modem-day skeletal tissues can be traced back

to the earliest fossil vertebrates

by James Hanken and Brian K. Hall

The vertebrate skeleton provides an un-

usual opportunity to study evolution: liv-

ing vertebrates come in a variety of shapes

and sizes, and the fossil record yields a his-

torical perspective that is unavailable for

most organ systems. In the case of some

extinct vertebrates, not only overall skele-

tal architecture but even details of inter-

nal anatomy and tissue structure are pre-

served. Anatomists, paleontologists, and

embryologists have researched and de-

bated skeletal evolution for several centu-

ries, and there is general agreement re-

garding its basic features. But the field

remains quite active for there are always

new questions to be answered.

The skeleton in vertebrates consists of

the relatively rigid structures that support

the muscles, nerves, skin, blood vessels,

and other "soft" tissues that would other-

wise collapse into a helpless mass. Much
of the vertebrate skeleton is internal, al-

though many vertebrates have outer skele-

tal structures as well. The internal skele-

ton usually includes a central, linear series

of interlocking blocks, the vertebrae (from

Latin for "joints"). All vertebrate skele-

tons are combinations of four basic tis-

sues: bone, cartilage, dentine, and enamel.

The notochord, a stiffened rod of cells

wrapped in fibrous connective tissue that

differs from the other four, forms in all

vertebrate embryos in the region where

the vertebrae will later develop but is ab-

sent from most adult vertebrates.

In most vertebrates, bone makes up

most of the skull, ribs, vertebrae, and limb

supports. Bone also turns up in the base of

shark teeth; in bird bills, where it provides

an inner supporting structure beneath the

homy outside; in turtle shells, where it

forms a series of smooth plates below the

outer, often ornate homy scutes; and in

deer antlers (but not in the horns of a few

ungulates, such as rhinos, which are made
of hardened keratin, a skin derivative that

also forms the bulk of hair and finger-

nails). Bone is formed by cells that secrete

around themselves a matrix of connective

tissue fibers (mostly collagen) in which

the cells become embedded. Generally,

the cells remain alive after depositing the

matrix, which is permeated by blood ves-

sels that bring oxygen and nutrients and

remove wastes. In some vertebrates, how-

ever, most notably many fishes, the cells

die after depositing the matrix.

Cartilage, typically a resilient and pli-

able tissue, is found in all vertebrates and

also in many invertebrates, such as squid,

octopus, and horseshoe crabs. Like bone,

cartilage is formed by cells that secrete an

extracellular matrix in which they become
embedded. This matrix lacks blood ves-

sels, however, so the cells depend on fluids

that bathe the tissue surface; this limits

the thickness that cartilage stmctures can

attain. The particular type of collagen that

makes up the cartilage matrix also differs

from that of bone, and this accounts in

large part for the different chemical and

mechanical properties of cartilage. Carti-

lage is found mostly at the ends of many
bones, especially near joints where it cov-

ers articulating surfaces. In addition, car-

tilage provides flexible internal support

for many things, for example, ears and

noses. Although cartilage often represents

only a small portion of the adult skeleton,

it is the first skeletal tissue to appear and

predominates in the embryo.

Enamel and dentine together form

teeth: as a rule, a relatively thin layer of

hard enamel surrounds a thicker core of

soft dentine. (Material at the base of the

The skeleton ofayoung brook trout includes bone (stained red)

and cartilage(stained blue).

James Hanken
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tooth is sometimes distinguished as a fifth

type of skeletal tissue, cementum. But un-

like dentine and enamel, cementum hasn't

figured significantly in arguments con-

cerning skeletal evolution.) Reflecting the

basic similarity of tooth and scale forma-

tion, both enamel and dentine are seen in

scales of sharks and a few primitive fishes.

Again, enamel and dentine are each

formed by cells that secrete a characteris-

tic surrounding matrix. The specific com-

ponents of the matrix distinguish the two

tissues, both from each other and from

bone and cartilage.

Of the four skeletal tissues, three

—

bone, enamel, and dentine—are calcified;

that is, a good portion of the extracellular

matrix is made up of inorganic deposits of

calcium salts, usually calcium phosphate.

This gives bone, enamel, and dentine their

hardness. Cartilage is most frequently un-

calcified, giving it greater pliability than

the three other tissues. However, in some

cases cartilage is calcified and, as in many
sharks, may actually contain as much cal-

cium as is found in bone.

During the nineteenth and early twen-

tieth centuries, the predominant view of

skeletal evolution was that the first verte-

brates possessed, as adults, an entirely

cartilaginous skeleton; the various calci-

fied tissues, including calcified cartilage,

were presumed to have appeared much
later in vertebrate evolution. Evidence for

this view came primarily from two areas:

the comparative anatomy of adult living

forms, particularly fishes, and embryology.

Among living vertebrates, the most

primitive are the eellike cyclostomes—the

hagfish and lampreys—of the class

Agnatha (from the Greek: a = lacking;

gnathos = jaw). Although they are now

believed to be divergent descendants of

the earliest fishes, cyclostomes neverthe-

less have many characteristics that were

typical of primitive vertebrates, including

the absence of jaws and of well-developed

paired fins. All modern cyclostomes pos-

sess a solely cartilaginous skeleton, and for

a long time this was also presumed to be a

primitive trait.

Among living jawed fishes, the elasmo-

branchs—sharks, skates, rays, and their

relatives—also exhibit many features of

early vertebrates. Most important are the

particular type of jaw suspension (that is,

the arrangement of skeletal elements,

muscles, and ligaments that hold the

lower jaw to the skull proper) and the ar-

rangement of the paired limbs and the tail.

Because of these characteristics, elasmo-

branchs were long considered an archaic

group with a morphology little changed

from that of the earliest jawed fishes. The

skeleton of elasmobranchs is primarily
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cartilage, and for this reason they are

placed in the class Chondrichthyes (from

the Greek: chondros = cartilage; ichthyes

= fishes). Although calcified tissues are

present—including teeth, denticles (tiny

toothlike bumps that occur over the en-

tire outer skin and give shark skin its

sandpaperlike texture), dorsal spines, and

calcified cartilage—bone is absent except

for small deposits at the base of each tooth

and along the vertebral column. As with

cyclostomes, the virtual absence of bone

in the "primitive" elasmobranchs was

taken to substantiate claims of the evolu-

tionary precedence of cartilage. Accord-

ingly, the theory went, only with the ad-

vent of the so-called higher fishes did

bone first appear as, in effect, the cul-

mination of skeletal evolution in verte-

brates.

This classical view derived additional

support from the first embryological stud-

ies that attempted to document the devel-

opment of the skeleton of living forms. In

all vertebrate embryos, cartilage develops

prior to the appearance of any calcified

tissue. In particular, many skeletal ele-

ments that are bony in the adult—just

about any limb bone, for instance—are

first formed as a cartilaginous precursor in

the embryo. As growth proceeds, much of

the cartilage is gradually eroded and re-

placed by bone-forming cells that deposit

bone matrix; in this way, the late-appear-

ing bone assumes the size and shape of the

precursor. By themselves these embryo-

logical observations do not necessarily

support the classical view of skeletal evo-

lution. The necessary logical ingredient

was provided by recapitulationism, a view

current in the nineteenth century and pro-

pounded most vociferously by the Ger-

Bone (red) and cartilage (blue) compose

an arboreal salamander's left rearfoot.
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man biologist Ernst Haeclcel. In its ex-

treme form, tiie recapitulationist doctrine,

or biogenetic law, held that the embryo-

logical development of a given structure

or organism repeats the sequence of ap-

pearance of adult ancestors; in other

words, ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny

(a concept that is familiar to readers of

Natural History who follow Stephen Jay

Gould's columns).

Surprisingly, paleontology contributed

relatively little to resolving early debates

concerning the evolution of the skeleton,

even though some fossil remnants of early

fishes had to be explained away if the clas-

sical view was to be defended. For exam-

ple, the earliest known fossil elasmo-

branchs, which, according to the classical

view, preceded the higher, bony fishes, ac-

tually are preceded in the fossil record by

many lineages of bony fishes. This prob-

lem was resolved by invoking the conve-

nient excuse of the imperfection of the

record. Much of the elasmobranch skele-

ton, it was argued, is cartilage, and might

not be expected to fossilize well; therefore,

one couldn't rely on the fossil record to

show when the group actually first ap-

peared.

Even more challenging to the classical

view were the earliest fossil fishes, the os-

tracoderms. These lacked jaws and thus

resembled the modern-day cyclostomes

(particularly the lamprey); for that reason

they are often placed with them in the

same class, Agnatha. The ostracoderms,

however, possessed a well-developed cal-

cified skeleton, including bone. This sug-

gests that the present-day cyclostomes are

descendants of primitive fishes that had

skeletons composed of all four basic tis-

sues, and that their cartilaginous, uncalci-

fied skeleton is not a retained primitive

feature after all. For a long time, the evi-

dence provided by the ostracoderms re-

ceived little attention. Early in this cen-

tury, however, the Swedish paleontologist

Erik A. Stensio examined fine details of

cell and tissue structure of fossil skeletons

microscopically, demonstrating conclu-

sively the presence of a well-developed

skeleton made up of bone, enamel, den-

tine, and cartilage in the earliest known
vertebrates.

More recent anatomical and paleonto-

logical studies have confirmed that all

four major skeletal tissue types appear

more or less simultaneously in the fossil

record. In many early vertebrates the

structure of these tissues—for example,

the three-dimensional arrangement of

bone-forming cells and blood vessels

within the surrounding matrix—is as com-
plex as that seen in many recent verte-

brates, such as mammals. It appears.
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then, that skeletal evolution following the

appearance of these basic tissues has in-

volved only minor changes to produce the

diversity of skeletal types and configura-

tions we see today. For instance, we now

believe that evolution of the elasmobranch

skeleton was regressive, involving the re-

duction and loss of most of the bone,

enamel, and dentine that were present in

ancestral forms. That is, the shark's carti-

laginous skeleton does not represent reten-

tion of a primitive vertebrate feature.

How can it be that the skeletons of the

earliest fossil vertebrates were as diverse

and complex, at least in terms of basic

structure, as those we see today? Part of

the answer is provided by modern re-

search in developmental biology, particu-

larly the discovery that the development

of all of the skeletal tissue types is very

similar and only the final outcome differs.

For instance, studies using chick embryos

suggest that many bone and cartilage cells

in the adult are descendants (via numer-

ous cell divisions) of common pluripotent

(from the Latin: pluri = several; potens =
potential) "stem" cells in the embryo.

Whether a particular daughter cell gives

rise to bone or cartilage or, more appropri-

ately, whether it secretes a matrix that is

characteristic of bone or cartilage is a

function of the particular environment in

which it later finds itself.

Perhaps the most widespread process

by which the cellular environment influ-

ences skeletal development is what em-
bryologists have termed inductive tissue

interactions. Early in the development of

all vertebrate embryos, most cells can be

considered as belonging to one of two ba-

sic types: regularly arranged cells that

form thin flat sheets called epithelium or

more loosely arranged masses of cells

called mesenchyme. Epithelium covers

the surface of the embryo and lines the

gut, whereas the mesenchyme occupies

most of the space in between and often is

in direct contact with the overlying epithe-

lium. Embryologists have discovered that

much of the skeleton, although not all of

it, forms as a result of a complex interac-

tion along the common boundary between
epithelium and mesenchyme. Each skele-

tal tissue is derived from only one or the

other of these cell populations, but this

interaction is essential for proper develop-

ment.

For example, a limb forms as an out-

growth from the flank, growing progres-

sively longer with time and gradually as-

suming the shape characteristic of the

species. On the leading edge of the grow-

ing limb sits a ridge of epithelium that "di-

rects" the formation of the limb from a

mass of mesenchyme cells that lies imme-
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diately beneath it. Nearly thirty years ago,

Edgar Zwilhng, then at the University of

Connecticut, demonstrated that if the

ridge of epithehum is removed, no further

limb development occurs, even though the

mesenchyme—from which the skeleton

would otherwise be formed—is still intact.

The epithelium and mesenchyme share

control of limb skeletal development to a

remarkable degree. When the epithelium

from the forelimb (such as a chick wing) is

grafted to the mesenchyme of a hind limb

(a chick leg) early in development, a Umb
forms that distinctly resembles a leg.

When instead the epithelium from the

hind limb is grafted to the mesenchyme of

a forelimb, the resultant limb skeleton is

most definitely that of a wing. These and

other experiments by Zwilling and others

have demonstrated that in development of

the limb skeleton, the epithelium deter-

mines whether the underlying mesen-

chyme will form an element that is typical

of the base or the tip of the limb—for ex-

ample, an upper arm or a hand—while the

mesenchyme determines whether the

skeletal element will be that of a forelimb

or hind limb.

Epithelial-mesenchymal interactions

characterize the development of many
other parts of the skeleton in addition to

the limbs, including teeth, which are com-

posed of epithelium-derived enamel and

mesenchyme-derived dentine; the hyoid

skeleton, which supports, among other

things, the gill arches of fish and larval

amphibians; and much of the skull and

lower jaw. Furthermore, the type of skele-

ton formed, such as bone or cartilage, as

well as where and when it is formed, may
be specified by epithelial-mesenchymal

interactions. These interactions, at present

unknown in invertebrates, also typify the

development of a number of other unique

vertebrate tissues, including bird feathers

and reptile scales. As has long been pro-

posed by Melvin Moss of Columbia Uni-

versity, the early rapid evolution of the

vertebrate skeletal tissues may have been

made possible by the appearance and

elaboration of this basic process.

Epithelial-mesenchymal interactions

generally seem to possess enough flexibil-

ity that only minor alterations in the nor-

mal sequence of developmental events,

such as might be contributed by a genetic

mutation, are enough to effect a dramatic

change in the resultant skeleton. This was

recently demonstrated by Edward J.

Kollar and Christopher Fisher of the Uni-

versity of Connecticut in what has come to

be known as the "hen's teeth" experiment.

By artificially combining epithelium from

the mouth of a chick embryo with mouse

embryo mesenchyme from the lower jaw.
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KoUar and Fisher initiated an interaction

between these two tissues that often re-

sulted in the development of teeth, com-

plete with root, crown, enamel, and den-

tine. Most important, they established

that the enamel matrix was derived from

the chick epithelium, even though chick-

ens, as has been typical for all birds for

more than a hundred million years, lack

teeth and normally never manufacture

enamel. They concluded that evolution of

toothlessness in birds has not involved a

loss of the ability to manufacture enamel;

rather, the complex series of tissue inter-

actions by which teeth are produced has

been altered.

Finally, the evidence that pluripotent

stem cells give rise to all the different skel-

etal types harmonizes with the views of

Karl Ernst von Baer, the areat nineteenth-

century German biologist and ardent

critic of recapitulationism. Among von

Baer's outstanding contributions to the

nascent field of embryology was the sug-

gestion that development was a process of

increasing differentiation and specializa-

tion, not & reenactment of a series of an-

cestral stages.

Current thinking is that the timing of

the appearance of diiferent skeletal tis-

sues during maturation is best understood

in terms of the appropriateness of each tis-

sue to fulfill certain needs or functions.

For example, cartOage is generally capa-

ble of more rapid growth than bone, and

thus is more appropriate for the skeleton

of the early embryo. Likewise, many calci-

fied structures—teeth, for instance

—

function only after birth, and their devel-

opment often is delayed until relatively

late in the embryonic period. In some re-

gions of the body, however, most notably

at many joints within the skull and lower

jaw, cartilage appears after bone. Invari-

ably, the appearance of this secondary

cartilage is associated with movement

about the joints as a-result of the involun-

tary muscle twitches that are so charac-

teristic of embryonic development in ver-

tebrates. In fact, when the movement is

artifically prevented in experiments, the

secondary cartilage fails to form.

An interesting exception to the norm of

late development of teeth demonstrates

the extent to which functional demand af-

fects skeletal development. Caecilians are

an intriguing group of limbless amphibi-

ans of tropical regions. Unlike most am-

phibians, which lay eggs, many caecilians

retain the developing embryo in the

Historic Kings Landing, New Brunswick arid sunny Prince Edward Island are but a feny ride apart. Come on up.



duct and give birth to a fully formed juve-

nile. Marvalee Wake of the University of

California at Berkeley has shown that in

many such species the developing embryo

actually feeds while inside its mother by

using its jaws to scrape a milky secretion

off the lining of the oviduct. Wake discov-

ered that among the first calcified tissues

to appear in the embryo were highly spe-

cialized comb-shaped teeth that are used

to scrape the oviducal wall. The fetal

teeth, which are shed at birth, appear be-

fore most of the rest of the calcified skull,

at precisely the time when the embryo ex-

hausts its minimal yolk reserves and be-

comes dependent on the mother for food.

Despite all we have learned about skele-

tal evolution, important questions remain.

For example, earlier we mentioned that

cartilage is found in some invertebrates.

Yet epithelial-mesenchymal interactions,

by which most vertebrate cartilage is pro-

duced, are not known to occur in inverte-

brates. We suspect that cartilage develop-

ment in invertebrates will prove to be

greatly different from that in vertebrates,

and that cartilage has arisen indepen-

dently in the two groups, but evidence to

confirm or deny this hypothesis is not yet

available. Only a few groups of inverte-

brates have so far been examined with

these issues in mind. Another question

concerns the elasmobranchs, whose pre-

dominantly cartilaginous skeleton is what

remains of the bony skeleton of a distant

ancestor. They retain the capacity to pro-

duce some dentine, enamel, and bone; one

wonders why these tissues are so reduced.

And finally, more information is needed

about the cyclostomes. In this article.

we've treated the hagfish and lampreys to-

gether, yet recent evidence suggests that

these two groups have had quite distinct

pasts. While there is some evidence that

the lamprey's skeleton is secondarily carti-

laginous, the hagfish remains an enigma.

These bizarre fishes are highly specialized

and cannot in general be considered the

prototype of an early vertebrate. But so lit-

tle is known about their ancestry or their

embryological development that no one

can say for sure whether their skeleton,

which is entirely uncalcified, is a derived

characteristic or a truly primitive feature.

James Hanken is a postdoctoral fellow

and Brian K. Hall is professor and chair-

man in the Department of Biology, Dal-

housie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia,

Canada.
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Right Whale Refuge?
A remnant population of the once abundant North Atlantic right whale

has been discovered in the Bay ofFundy

by Randall Reeves, Scott Kraus, and Porter Turnbull

The discovery of a previously over-

looked concentration of animals is one of

the richest rewards of field research, espe-

cially if the creatures involved belong to

an endangered species. During the last

three years, while conducting airplane and

boat surveys of the lower Bay of Fundy,

we have found what we believe is an im-

portant summering ground for the few

surviving representatives of the North At-

lantic right whale, Eubalaena glacialis, a

once abundant, widely distributed species.

Of all the cetaceans, the slow-swim-

ming right whale seems to be least suited

for coping with the heavy-handed pres-

ence of Homo sapiens in the marine envi-

ronment. When pressed, a right whale

might manage eight or nine knots, but it

seldom cruises at a speed of more than

about three knots. Although capable of re-

maining submerged for up to twenty-five

minutes, the right whale normally rises for

breath at intervals often minutes or less. It

is not unusual to find one "logging" at the

surface, its back exposed, quiet and immo-

bile but for an occasional, explosive blow

as it empties and refills its lungs.

The right whale's approachability and

tendency to roam near the shore have

given it a longstanding relationship with

seafaring humans. The Basques, pioneers

of commercial whaling, hunted right

whales in the Bay of Biscay at least as

early as the eleventh century. This activity

spread to the English Channel and Ireland

in the second half of the fourteenth cen-

tury, to the seas around Iceland by the

early fifteenth century, and by the end of

the fifteenth century, all the way to the

coasts of Labrador and Newfoundland.

Early British and Dutch colonists in the

eastern United States—from the Caroli-

nas to New England—made short work of

the local right whale stock. By the middle

of the eighteenth century the Yankee

whaling fleet turned, of necessity, to the

unexploited stocks of sperm, right, bow-

head, and humpback whales farther off-

shore or in distant seas.

Still, there was no respite for right

whales. Although right whales may no

longer have been abundant enough to sus-

tain a fishery themselves, the North At-

lantic whalers—redirecting their energies

to the pursuit of other species, eventually

including the fast-swimming blue and fin

whales—rarely let pass an opportunity to

harpoon a right whale. After all, no spe-

cies except its close relative the arctic

bowhead could match the right whale's

immense yield of oil and baleen (whale-

bone, or as the whalemen called it, bone),

amounting to as much as 150 barrels and

more than 1,000 pounds, respectively, for

large individuals. The sperm whalers who

combed the North Atlantic during the

nineteenth century rarely encountered

right whales, but when they did, the boats

were lowered and all hands took up the

chase. Watches continued to be kept at

many key vantage points along shore as

well. On eastern Long Island, for example,

the Hampton shore whalers kept their har-

poons rigged and their boats in readiness

until after World War I. The result was

that by the 1920s right whales had been

brought close to extinction in the North

Atlantic and all other oceans where they

occur. Today, after nearly fifty years on

virtually every international list of pro-

tected species, right whales are still in a

precarious state.

In the Southern Hemisphere, certain lo-

cal populations, especially those off South

Africa and Argentina, seem to be recover-

ing. By contrast, the right whale is still al-

most entirely absent from many of its for-

mer North Pacific haunts. Estimates for

this ocean basin range no higher than sev-

eral hundred individuals, with most
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sightings reported from near the Kuril and

Aleutian islands during spring and sum-

mer. Recent sightings off the coast of cen-

tral California, in the Gulf of Alaska, and

near Hawaii demonstrate that a few indi-

viduals survive along North America's

west coast.

The situation in the North Atlantic is

not much better. We know of scarcely a

handful of confirmed sightings in Euro-

pean waters during the last half century;

and there have been three fairly recent

kills at Madeira, one in 1959 and two in

1967. Portugal, of which Madeira is a col-

ony, does not belong to the International

Whaling Commission and therefore is not

constrained by the general prohibition

against hunting right whales. On the

American side of the Atlantic, right

whales certainly persist, but in such low

numbers that some scientists have ques-

tioned whether the whales can produce

enough young to offset losses and sustain

the momentum needed for full recovery of

the population.

During the long and colorful history of

North Atlantic whaling, the Bay of Fundy

remained a mare incognita. There is scant

evidence that pelagic whalers, be they

Basques, Yankees, or Norwegians, ever

considered the bay worth visiting on more

than a casual basis. A whale, species un-

specified, was taken in the bay by a whaler

out of Boston in 1733; and in 1880 an

American schooner made a good catch,

probabh- mainly of humpbacks and fin-

backs, near Grand Manan Island. There

were other whaling voyages into the bay,

but these are among the few that have

substantial documentation.

The first inventory of large cetaceans in

the Bay of Fundy was begun in 1965 by

two investigators at the Northeastern

Wildhfe Center in Fredericton, New
Brunswick. Their compilation of observa-

tions by ferry crews revealed that fin

whales were common in late summer and

that a variety of other large cetaceans

were seen less frequently. One record in

particular stood out; a sighting of fifteen

right whales in August from aboard the

Bluenose, sailing from Bar Harbor to Yar-

mouth. Because the whales had been iden-

tified and reported by a layman, the scien-

Map, below, shows right whale habitats recently discovered in the Bay of
Fundy and theirproximity to theproposed Pittston Company oil refinery

in Eastport, Maine. At right,flukes ofa right whale.
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tific community was skeptical. Not only

would this have been the largest pod of

North Atlantic right whales seen in many
years, but the locahty was outside any

known summering ground or migration

route for the species.

Then in late August 1971, evidence of a

more definite character came to light.

While studying the ecology of harbor por-

poises in the interisland area bordering

Passamaquoddy Bay, a team from the

University of Guelph (Ontario) encoun-

tered at least five different right whales,

including a large calf Any doubt about

species identification was allayed by con-

firmatory photographs. In subsequent

years there were more reports, many by lo-

cal fishermen, of right whales in the vicin-

ity of Deer Island, The Wolves (islets in

the Bay of Fundy), and Grand Manan.

David Gaskin, head of the Guelph re-

search program, had concluded by 1979

that the questionable sighting of fifteen in-

dividuals reported by the Bluenose crew

in 1 966 was "bonafide, and not even par-

ticularly unusual."

In 1980, with support from the Na-

tional Marine Fisheries Service, we began

our own inventory of cetaceans in the

lower Bay of Fundy. Systematic over-

flights resulted in sightings of seven differ-

ent species and hundreds of individual

Right whale habitat

/

whales, dolphins, and porpoises. But the

only real surprise was the comparatively

large number of right whales. First seen in

the area on July 10, right whales were

present until at least October 30, when our

field season ended. On August 13, during

less than four hours of flying, we counted

nineteen different right whales. Using

photographs of the animals seen during

the course of the summer, we were able to

establish that no fewer than twenty-six in-

dividuals visited areas near The Wolves

and Grand Manan Island. Among them

were at least four different cow-calf pairs.

These numbers may sound modest, and

they are, but by today's standards they

represent a concentration of right whales.

Encouraged by the first year's results,

and with funding from both the National

Marine Fisheries Service and the World

Wildlife Fund-U.S., we returned to the

Bay of Fundy in the summer of 1 98 1 . This

time we were hopeful of observing more

closely the behavior and activity patterns

of the whales, in addition to continuing our

assessment of their abundance and distri-

bution. For this work, we used a thirty-foot

motor vessel that had been donated to the

New England Aquarium.

In studying the behavior of wild ceta-

ceans, the identification of individuals is

essential. Fortunately, all right whales
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have a distinctive pattern of structures on

the head that, when photographed from

an opportune angle, allows us to recognize

individual animals. In addition to these

callosities, right whales often have scars,

nicks, and pigmentation anomalies that

further facilitate recognition.

From an aerial perspective, the callos-

ities appear as whitish patches interrupt-

ing the right whale's usually all-black dor-

sal surface. But when observed at close

quarters, the right whale's headgear takes

on diflferent dimensions. It can be multi-

colored, jagged, and encrusted by pits and

protuberances reminiscent of a lunar land-

scape. Usually there is a single large

patch, called the bonnet, in the center of

the rostrum. Other callosities appear else-

where on the rostrum, on the lips and chin,

above the eyes, and near the blowholes.

The callosities have collectively been

dubbed the rock garden.

Herman Melville, in Moby-Dick, re-

ferred to the right whale's bonnet as a

"strange, crested, comb-like incrustation

on the top of the mass—this green, barna-

cled thing." His description of the bonnet

as a "barnacled thing" betrays a common
misconception. The crusty, rough-edged

te.xture of the callosities is often errone-

ously attributed to barnacles or at least to

excavations by barnacles. Indeed, two
other slow-swimming, warm-water baleen

whales, the gray and the humpback, are

conspicuously festooned with ornate bar-

nacle colonies. There is every reason to ex-

pect the pitted substrate of a right whale

callosity to attract its own array of these

armored marine hitchhikers. But there is

no evidence that barnacles are responsible

for many of the irregularities on the sur-

face of the bonnet.

The right whale's improbable shortage

of barnacles is made up for by its abun-

dance of whale lice, Melville's "live crabs

that nestle here on this bonnet." They be-

long to the Cyamidae, a little-known fam-

ily of crustaceans. Cyamids tend to be

host specific. Their life cycle does not in-

volve a free-swimming stage, so transmis-

sion to a new host usually requires direct

body contact. Of the four species known to

live on right whales, only two are known to

occur on other whales. In both, the only

known host in addition to the right whale

is the sperm whale. This has been taken as

evidence that right whales and sperm
whales mingle at least occasionally.

Using our large collection of photo-

graphs showing callosity patterns, con-

spicuous scars, and pigmentation irregu-

larities, we were able to identify more than

sixty different right whales, including

seven cow-calf pairs, in the Bay of Fundy
in 1981. Several of the whales are so dis-

tinctively marked that we can recognize

them in the field almost instantly, while

the more subtle markings of others require

painstaking analysis of photographs in the

laboratory to establish their identities.

Care must be taken because aggregations

of whale lice can obscure the outlines of a

callosity. Also, the tiny creatures change

their own position simply by crawling

across the skin of their giant host, possibly

altering the whale's pattern of marking

and pigmentation and thereby affecting

the accuracy of our observations.

Although we had observed what we in-

terpreted as courtship behavior among
right whales in 1980, the many hours

spent watching the animals from a boat

during the past two seasons have con-

vinced us that the confusing, foamy tan-

gles of two, three, or as many as eight huge

black bodies are in fact demonstrations of

sexual interaction. During several close

encounters, a male's extruded penis ap-

peared above the water. On one occasion

we actually saw the tip of a penis probe the

genital slit of a female right whale. Sev-

eral times we saw a female member of an

interacting group roll belly-up, then re-

main in this inverted posture with the

back arched and the genital slit exposed.

One interpretation of this behavior is that

it represents an attempt by an unwilling

female to discourage her suitors. Another

view is that the female is simply engaging

in a form of mate selection and that she

rolls over and presents herself only for a

preferred male. Although much of the in-

teraction among right whales near Grand
Manan during summer is sexual, we can-

not be certain that any of this activity ac-

tually leads directly to conception.

We were heartened to see whales of

both sexes and various sizes in our study

area. Four calves were counted in 1980,

seven in 1981, and four in 1982. Recent

findings indicate that calves can remain

with their mothers for more than one year;

so all calf sightings do not necessarily rep-

resent first-year animals, as was previ-

ously thought. We hope that in future sea-

sons, resightings of whales first photodoc-

umented as calves will allow us to monitor

their rate of growth and maturation; per-

haps some day, even their longevity.

Calves are seen in the Bay of Fimdy
with greater frequency than elsewhere in

the Gulf of Maine region. In Massachu-

setts Bay and near Mount Desert Island

small groups of right whales are occasion-

ally reported during summer and fall, but

we know of only one cow-calf pair seen

consistently outside the Bay of Fundy dur-

ing these seasons. Concentrations of thirty

to forty right whales have been noted near

Browns Bank, south of Cape Sable, Nova
Scotia, during the last three summers, but

there have been no calves among them.

Charles Nordhoff, a nineteenth-century

whaleman, claimed, "The right whale

mother is very careful to choose a retired

and unfrequented roadstead for the scene

of her maternal labors." We cannot ex-

plain the process by which a mother right

whale selects a site for nursing and rearing

her calf. The Bay of Fundy apparently of-



In the Southern Hemisphere, right whales have not been as badly decimatedand

some localpopulations seem to be recovering. At right, cow and calfin

waters offthe coast ofsouthern Argentina.

fers the right combination of advantages,

perhaps one of them being shelter from

rough surface conditions and turbulence.

The distribution of right whales within

the Bay of Fundy was concentrated and

well defined in 1980 and 1981, less so in

1982. The center of abundance has been

along the northern and eastern margins of

Grand Manan Basin, a large, 100-fathom-

deep trench lying midway between Grand

Manan Island and Digby Neck, Nova

Scotia. A rather dramatic change in bot-

tom contour occurs at the margins of the

basin, with water depth increasing from

40 fathoms to more than 100 fathoms in

about two miles. We suspect planktonic

invertebrates, of the kind preferred by

feeding right whales, tend to concentrate

along this drop-off zone, thus helping to

explain the whales' regular presence

there. More than thirty right whales were

often found in this offshore basin region

during August and September of 1981

and 1982, and most of the courtship be-

havior was observed there.

During our first season in the Bay of

Fundy, we had watched right whales lift

their flukes high in the air and dive for

long periods, but not until the second year

were we able to document feeding. Cala-

noid copepods, a type of planktonic crus-

tacean known to be eaten by right whales

in other parts of the world, were relatively

abundant in plankton tows made in the vi-

cinity of right whales off Grand Manan.

And we found copepod exoskeletons, as

well as other invertebrate remains, in sam-

ples of right whale feces collected on six

different days. The common understand-

ing of baleen whale energetics is that most

of the animals migrate, making a pole-

ward feeding migration in summer and a

breeding migration toward the equator in

winter. How well the right whales of

Grand Manan fit this pattern remains to

be determined.

In a research program such as ours, the

results often raise more questions than

they answer. For example, the regularity

with which we found adults engaged in ap-

parent courtship left us perplexed. Our
observations were made, after all, in sum-

mer rather than winter, and the conven-

tional wisdom is that right whales usually

conceive and give birth in winter, assum-

ing gestation lasts about a year. But could

the boisterous embraces of pairs, trios,

and larger groups be interpreted as any-

thing other than mating? Also, why is the

right whale's distribution in the Bay of

Fundy so limited? Why do cow-calf pairs

seem to concentrate in the Bay of Fundy

and not elsewhere? When do the whales

leave and where do they go in winter?

Our field season ends by November ev-

ery year, but there is reason to believe that

some whales remain in the Bay of Fundy

somewhat longer. Martha Barto, a local

whale enthusiast, took snapshots of a pair

of whales she saw while crossing Letete

Passage, in outer Passamaquoddy Bay, on

a ferry in early November 1968. At the

time, she had no appreciation of the im-

portance of such a sighting, but her photo-

graphs adequately document that her sub-

jects were right whales. Butch Huntley, a

boat captain from Lubec, Maine, photo-

graphed a right whale off the Eastport wa-

terfront on the fourth of July, 1981, well

before our field season began that year.

Since zooplankton remains plentiful in

Grand Manan Basin throughout much of

the year, there is no reason to expect all

right whales to abandon the region during

winter. Our surveys have not covered the

period from November to May, but un-

confirmed reports by fishermen, suggest-

ing that right whales have been present

near Grand Manan as late as January, un-

derscore the need for winter fieldwork.

We began our 1 980 study as an attempt

to evaluate the controversial proposal to

build an oil refinery in Eastport, Maine.

The Pittston Company, which wants to

build and develop the 250,000 barrel a

day refinery and marine terminal, has

been strugghng for more than a decade to

secure the long list of required permits.

Local environmentalists are strongly op-

posed to Pittston's plan, which would

eventually necessitate a regular flow of

tanker traffic around Campobello Island

and through Head Harbour Passage.

The West Isles region—a complex of

ledges and islands separated by narrow,

convoluted passages—is something of a

navigational nightmare. Twenty-six-foot

tides insure that slack water is rare and

short-lived; eddies, whirlpools, and rips

abound. The fog is always capricious and

persistent, especially in summer, coin-

cident with the arrival of large concentra-

tions of migratory birds, fish, and marine

mammals. To all but the most zealous oil

entrepreneurs, the idea of a tanker route

through Head Harbour Passage is un-

thinkable. By the refinery proponents'

own admission, oil spills are possible. Air

and noise pollution is certain to increase,

and collisions with wildlife, fishing gear,

and fishermen will be difficult to avoid.

Although hard to prove, the right

whale's failure to recover more quickly

from overexploitation in the Northern

Hemisphere may be linked to the noise,

congestion, and poisoned debris intro-

duced into the marine envirormient by our

industrial civilization. Traditional calving

and nursing sites along the coasts of North

America and Europe may now be fit only as

centers of industrial and recreational use

and no longer as habitats for right whales.

Thus, it is imperative that any remaining

suitable habitat be identified and pro-

tected, with the benefit of any doubt going

to the whales rather than the developers.

Melville wrote:

We account the whale immortal in his spe-

cies, however perishable in his individual-

ity. He swam the seas before the continents

broke water; he once swam over the site of

the Tuileries, and Windsor Castle, and the

Kremlin. In Noah's flood he despised

Noah's Ark; and if ever the world is to be

again flooded, like the Netherlands, to kill

off its rats, then the eternal whale will still

survive, and rearing upon the topmost crest

of the equatorial flood, spout his frothed de-

fiance to the skies.

In the absence of another flood, the

right whale's uncertain future is in our

hands. And however "defiant" its spout

may have seemed to Melville, today it re-

minds us of the whale's vulnerability; the

requirement to approach the surface for

life-giving breath makes the whale an easy

mark for hunters and a ready victim of

pollution. Ample reasons exist for viewing

the Bay of Fundy as a kind of refuge for

right whales and for treating it as a labora-

tory for basic research into the biology and

behavior of the species. D
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The cobra plant ofthe Pacific Northwest

grows most abundantly on steep, rocky

mountain slopes. In some locations, these

perennials must endure winter

temperatures low enough to createfrost.
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Cobras ofthe Pacific Northwest
To make up for the lack of nutrients in its

environment, the cobra plant catches insects

by T. Lawrence Mellichamp

In 1838, a government-sponsored ex-

ploring and surveying expedition led by
U.S. naval officer Charles Wilkes set sail

from Virginia. During the next four years,

the expedition visited, among other

places, the Antarctic Ocean, Hawaii, and
the west coast of the United States.

Wilkes and his expedition are perhaps

best known for exploring a large chunk of

the eastern coast of Antarctica, but their

travels in America were also fruitful. One
of the expedition's loveliest finds, in the

northwestern United States, was an un-

usual pitcher plant—a species whose
carnivorous nature was not known at the

time and whose closest relatives lay more
than halfway across the continent.

On the fifth of October 1841, during a

six-week overland trek from the mouth of

the Columbia River in Oregon to San
Francisco, the expedition's horticulturist,

William D. Brackenridge, literally stum-

bled over the new plant near Mount
Shasta in northern California. One ac-

count has it that the group was hastily re-

treating from Indians and that Bracken-

ridge was therefore not in a position to

make extensive collections. Nevertheless,

the expedition did succeed in securing a

few samples of the plant and delivering

them, at the journey's end in New York

City, to the renowned American botanist

John Torrey.

The nineteenth century was a time of

great curiosity about natural history, and

Torrey, struck by the unusual appearance

of the new plant, observed that if hving

specimens could be obtained and grown in

botanical gardens in the eastern United

States, they would be worth their weight

in gold. His study of the find led him to as-

sign it to its own genus, Darlingtonia, in

honor of Philadelphia botanist William

Darlington. Torrey observed, however,

that in many respects, the new pitcher

plant was similar to pitcher plants belong-

ing to the family Sarraceniaceae, genus

Sarracenia, and he included it as a mem-
ber of that family. The Sarracenia spe-

cies, known as trumpet pitcher plants, are

widespread in the Southeast. Like them,

Darlingtonia californica has no above-

ground stem and produces its leaves di-

rectly from slowly spreading rhizomes.



Young leaves of the two genera are very

similar, but as the plants mature, each leaf

opens up into a tubular shape, or pitcher,

that may differ considerably from species

to species. The pitchers of Sarracenia spe-

cies are typically erect with a simple,

flaplike hood that covers the mouth at the

top of the pitcher. In Darlingtonia, the

pitcher-forming leaf twists through a 1
80°

spiral as it grows and ends in a swollen

head with a downward-pointing opening,

or mouth. Hanging from the swollen head

is a modified-leaf structure known as the

fishtail appendage. The result is a remark-

able resemblance to a yellow-green cobra

poised to strike, and indeed, Darlingto-

nia's common name is cobra plant.

In the second half of the nineteenth cen-

tury, when living material of wild cobra

plants became available for study, the

pitchers of the new species were found to

contain water and rotting insect bodies.

Trumpet pitcher plants had long been ob-

served to hold dead insects in the water,

which was widely believed to serve as a

reservoir during periods of drought. Mark
Catesby, a famed eighteenth-century nat-

uralist of the Southeast, had even sug-

gested that the pitchers provided a place

for insects to hide from predators. In

1875, however, a South Carolina physi-

cian named Joseph Mellichamp published

his findings that the pitcher of Sarracenia

minor, the hooded pitcher plant, actually

functioned to trap and digest insects. Mel-

lichamp's report explained a phenomenon

that had been observed by others: an odor

of putrefying prey is present whenever the

fresh leaves of a pitcher plant are cut.

Pitcher plants are now known to attract

insects by both the color of the pitchers

and the production of nectar. In most spe-

cies, nectar is produced over much of the

outer surface of the pitcher; the cobra

plant's fishtail is also covered with nectar.

But in all species, nectar is especially

abundant along the rim of the mouth. In-

sects feeding on the nectar work their way
toward the mouth. Eventually, they step

inside the pitcher, where they lose their

footing on the slippery surface, slip down-

ward, and because of the smooth, waxy

walls or the presence of downward-point-

ing hairs are unable to get out. In some

species, and particularly in Darlingtonia,

bright translucent spots, or windows, at

the back of the pitcher may dazzle and

confuse insects or suggest false exits

against which the insects crash when at-

tempting to leave. Once they fall to the

bottom of the tubular leaf, insects rarely

get out. Most drown in the liquid that

gathers in the pitcher. Sarracenia species

produce digestive fluids to speed the di-

gestive process. Darlingtonia exudes no

digestive fluid, and the insects that fall

into its pitcher are broken down solely by

bacterial action.

Like almost all carnivorous plants, the

cobra plant is found in wet areas of low

fertility. Throughout its range, which ex-

tends from Nevada County, California, as

far north as Tillamook County, Oregon,

Darlingtonia grows mainly on steep,

rocky sites underlain by serpentine soils.

These soils are lacking in such essential

nutrients as calcium, nitrogen, phospho-

rus, and molybdenum. In addition, plants

growing on these sites must be able to tol-

erate unusually high concentrations of

magnesium, nickel, and chromium. These

areas, known as serpentine barrens, are

sparsely vegetated with shrubs, stunted

trees, and a few species of herbaceous

plants, including such other carnivorous

plants as the northern roundleaf sundew

(Drosera rotundifolia) and the common
butterwort {Pinguicula vulgaris). Cobra

plants grow in streamlets or in boggy areas

where their roots are constantly bathed in

cold, fresh water. Direct contact with wa-

ter is important for pitcher plants growing

in the region because although annual

rainfall may amount to as much as forty to

eighty inches, the summers are very dry.

In some of these streamlets, which flow

down steep hillsides, dense mats of Dar-

lingtonia rhizomes produce impressive

stands of tall, glistening pitchers.

Trumpet pitcher plants in the South-

east are characteristically also found in

wet habitats, typically with acid, peaty

soils. The parrot pitcher plant {S. psit-

tacina), for example, grows in wet, sandy

plains of the Deep South. A pitcher plant

in the southern Appalachian Mountains

of North and South Carolina has even

been observed to form dense mats on bare

rock surfaces along waterfalls and seep-

age slopes. Carnivory, which provides nec-

essary nutrients missing from the sub-

strate, appears to allow these plants to

thrive in environments too harsh for many
plants that depend on rich soils for nu-

trients.

Pitcher plants have evolved indepen-

dently in several parts of the world. The

genus Nepenthes includes more than sixty
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species and is widely distributed, ranging

from India through Indonesia and Ocea-

nia to Australia. These plants grow as

vines, often climbing high up on rain for-

est trees, and produce their pitchers at the

tips of tendrillike leaves. Another, rare

pitcher, Cephalotus follicularis, occurs

only on the southwestern coast of Austra-

lia. This species has regular leaves in addi-

tion to carnivorous pitchers.

There is no evidence that Darlingtonia

is closely related to either Nepenthes or

Cephalotus, each of which belongs to its

own family, but the cobra plant's connec-

tion to the trumpet pitcher plants of the

Southeast is indisputable. How then did

Darlingtonia come to be so far removed
from the other members of its family?

How did it first become established on the

West Coast?

I believe that Sarraceniaceae are a rela-

tively old family, having originated per-

haps seventy million years ago in the late

Cretaceous epoch on the northern land-

mass called Laurasia, after it separated

from the more southerly Gondwanaland.
The exact area of origin was probably

somewhere in the region we recognize to-

day as the southeastern United States,

possibly in the southern Appalachian

highlands. Analysis of fossil tree leaves

from the Southeast indicates that at that

Insectsfly to cobra plants to get nectar, which is especially

abundant on thefishtail appendage and the mouth ofthe

hood. The hood's bright, windowlike spots, left, confuse the

insects, which often slip on the smooth inside walls andfall to

the bottom ofthepitcher,from which there is no escape. Like

all cobra plants, this one-inch-tall, reddish green seedling,

below, can grow only where its roots are bathed in cold water.

time the North American climate was

generally more subtropical than it is to-

day. The upland terrain would have pro-

vided areas of bogs and poorly drained

soils much like those found today in south-

western North Carolina and adjacent

South Carolina and Georgia. The ances-

tral pitcher plant may have evolved in

these bogs and then spread, first along

river systems into the lowlands of the Pied-

mont, and then into the wetlands of the

emerging Coastal Plain.

Today, suitable habitat for Sarracenia

species extends no farther west than east-

em Texas, but during the Paleocene and

Eocene epochs, about sixty to forty million

years ago, the early pitcher plants could

have migrated from the Southeast to oc-

cupy moist habitats across the entire

southern United States, and maybe even

across northern realms. In this uniformly

warm and moist climate, the ancestors of

Darlingtonia may have migrated all the

way to the West Coast and then north-

ward. The Rocky Mountains were young

at the time and not high enough to have

presented an obstacle to migration. The

evidence from more recent times indicates

that such long-distance migration is quite

possible for Sarracenia: since the retreat,

some 10,000 years ago, of the continental

glaciers that covered North America as

far south as Wisconsin and southern Ohio,

the purple pitcher plant (Sarracenia

purpurea) has spread from the Southeast

northward to Maine and Quebec and

westward across the glacial bogs and wet-

lands of the far north to British Columbia.

Once Darlingtonia's ancestors reached

the West Coast, things began to change.

By the end of the Eocene, forty million

years ago, the rising of the Rocky Moun-
tains initiated a climatic change that dras-

tically altered the face of North America.

Although the climate in the Southeast

remained relatively stable, the western

climate became distinctly cooler, less

tropical, and seasonally drj-. Plants that

required constantly moist conditions un-

doubtedly found suitable habitat increas-

ingly scarce. By the Oiigocene, thirty mil-

lion years ago, many plants in northern

California and Oregon became rare or

went extinct as habitats became more re-

stricted and migration routes were cut off.

Some species survived in refugia. isolated

pockets of once widespread habitats. The
mountains of northwestern California, the

home of Darlingtonia, are considered to

be one of the major refugia for many
plants related to species that are now
found in moist forests of the eastern

United States but that previously ex-

tended across the continent.



Each cobraplantproduces a single large

flower at the top ofa tall stem. The

flower loses its petals as the ovary-

develops , leaving the narrow, light

green sepals. The mature seedpod

contains a hundred or more seeds.

Also during the Oligocene, plants that

were adapted to dry conditions migrated

north from Mexico to the newly develop-

ing deserts and mediterranean-type habi-

tats of southern California. Additional

changes took place about five million

years ago as the Sierra Nevada reached its

peak and the Cascade Range of the Pa-

cific Northwest was formed. In view of all

this, if the cobra plant's ancestors came

from the Southeast, they must have done

so prior to the climatic deterioration of the

late Eocene.

Darlingtonia survives as a relict spe-

cies, growing in a relatively limited but cli-

matically stable habitat, unable to mi-

grate farther but well established where it

is. Today, one of the main threats to all

pitcher plants is habitat modification by

humans, not nature. In the Southeast,

habitat destruction has put several species

of Sarracenia at serious peril. The pros-

pects for Darlingtonia's habitat—too poor

and rocky for agriculture, too rugged and

remote for development—look better.

The cobra plant also benefits from posi-

tive measures of protection. One of the

few small nature preserves in America set

aside specifically for the conservation of a

single species of plant is the Darlingtonia

Wayside near Florence, Oregon. There,

people can walk along a boardwalk into a

Darlingtonia bog and see these unusual

plants growing wild. To assure the plant's

survival, however, it is imperative to pro-

tect other cobra plant habitats.

Another possible threat comes from col-

lectors. Just as its restricted distribution

makes it highly vulnerable to habitat de-

struction, its unusual life style makes the

cobra plant attractive to collectors. Dar-

lingtonia's requirement for a combination

of nutrient-poor soil, constant moisture,

bright sunlight, and cool root tempera-

tures makes it difficult to cultivate. Nev-

ertheless many specimens are gathered

from the wild and sold as horticultural

curiosities every year. Interest in plant cul-

tivation in general and carnivorous plants

in particular is growing, and collecting can

be expected to continue. Cobra plants,
•

like all wild creatures, are best preserved

in their natural environments, and plants,

no less than animals, deserve protection. D
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Announcing a first-time ever collecting opportunity

The fifty most significant gold coins from all over the world—
as chosen by leading numismatic experts —

authentically re-created in finely detailed solid gold miniatures.

Edition limited to 25,000 sets world-wide.

Issue price: Just $35 for each solid gold miniature.

"As rich as Croesus" . . . "the Midas

touch" . . . After more than 2500

years, we still speak of Croesus and

Midas— rulers of the ancient realm

of Lydia in Asia Minor, a land whose

rivers were rich in gold, and where

the world's first gold coins were is-

sued. And through all the centuries

since, gold coins have been the most

precious and universally recognized

form of money.

Now, for the first time
, you will be

able to acquire a collection that em-

bodies all the romance, beauty and

historical interest of gold coins

throughout the ages. A collection of

fifty miniatures minted in solid 14

karat gold, re-creating— in authen-

tic and unparalleled detail — the

great gold coins of the world.

A remarkable achievement

—

an exciting collection to own

Creating this important collection

has been a long and challenging task.

Indeed, more than two years have

been spent in locating all the original

coins and arranging to have them

represented in this collection. Thus,

it will include authentic replicas in

miniature of fifty of the greatest gold

coins the world has known—from

the Stater of King Croesus to the

Brasher Doubloon . . . from the Per-

sian Dane of Darius the Great to the

scudo d'oro of Florence under the Me-

Miniature coin (at bottom right) reproduced 4 times

larger than actual size to show fine detail.

dici . . . from the 200 Mohurs of Shah

Jahan—the largest gold coin ever

issued— to the high relief U.S. $20

Gold Piece created by the great

American sculptor Augustus St.

Gaudens—widely regarded by nu-

mismatic experts as the most beau-

tiful gold coin of modern times.

To re-create these great gold coins

of the world in miniature was an

enormous challenge for The Franklin

Mint's artists, die-makers and en-

gravers. For it was necessary that

each miniature gold coin be totally

faithful to the original. As can be

imagined, achieving the required

fineness of detail in such a restricted

space requires craftsmanship of the

utmost skill and dedication. To pre-

serve accuracy and authenticity,

moreover, the miniatures will be in

proportion to the originals. Thus, the

collection will include a variety of

both shapes and sizes.

Presentation case, collector's

tongs and magnifier included

So that you can display these minia-

ture gold coins to best advantage, a

special presentation case will be pro-

vided to house your collection. And
to enable you to study each minia-

ture in all its fine detail, a special

magnifier and a pair of collector's

tongs will be included. In addition,

each miniature gold coin in the series

will be accompanied by a fascinating

commentary written especially for

this collection by a noted numis-

matic expert.

As a subscriber, you will build your

collection at the convenient rate of

one gold miniature coin per month.

And the issue price of $35 will be

guaranteed to you for each of the solid

14 karat gold miniatures in the col-

lection. To make this important

mm



deluxe presentation case with magnifiet and collector's tongs.

guarantee possible, The Franklin

Mint will commit m advance for

enough gold bullion to issue the

complete collection of gold coins for

each subscriber.

This collection of solid 14 karat

gold miniatures is available only by

direct subscription . . . only firom The
Franklin Mint . . . and only in this

single edition. The total edition is

permanently limited to just 25,000

complete sets— a rather small num-

ber for a numismatic issue. When
each subscriber has received all his

miniature gold pieces, the minting

dies will be destroyed— thereby as-

suring the rarity of the collection.

An exciting and educational

adventure in collecting

There could hardly be a more inter-

esting and worthwhile adventure in

collecting than to acquire authentic

miniatures of the great gold coins of

the world. It is an adventure that will

provide endless hours of enjoyment

for you and your family. And your

complete collection will be a signifi-

cant legacy for future generations to

enjoy in turn.

But, remember: subscriptions will

be accepted in strict sequence of re-

ceipt and once the numbered limit ot

25,000 has been reached, the edition

will be closed forever. It is therefore

important that you return the ac-

companying subscription application

promptly—and, in any event, by

April 30, 1983.

SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION

Solid 14kt Gold Miniatures

of theWorlds Great Gold Coins

A limited edition of 25,000 complete sets.

P/eose mail try April 30, 1983.

The Franklin Mint

Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

D YES. I wish to subscribe to Solid 14 Karat

Gold Miniatures of the World's Great Gold

Coins, consisting of fifr\' finely detailed

miniatures, to he sent to me at the rate ot

one each month, at the price of $35.

each. I will also receive a presentation

case, magnifier and collector's tongs, at

no additional cost.

I need send no money now. Please bill

me for each miniature gold coin in ad-

vance of its shipment.

*Pius my swti" ioUs tax and
SI. for shipping and handling.

Signature

Mr.

Mrs.

Miss-

Address.

City_

State, Zip

The Franklin Mint is the world's largest private

mint. It is not affiliated with the U.S. Mint or

.inv other government agency. 4
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A mandala, or sacred circle, symbolizes the Buddhist

teachings known as the Kalachakra Tantra (doctrine ofthe
Wheel ofTime), said to bepreserved in the kingdom of
Shambhala. It depicts the divine dwellingplace ofthe
principal deity ofthe doctrine. According to Tibetan

texts, thefirst king ofShambhala built such a mandala
in three-dimensionalform. This one ispainted on a scroll

at the Dalai Lama 's temple in Dharamsala, India.

Ths

Edwin Bernba'"



i-Iidden Kingdom ofShambhala
Guidebooks written in Tibetan and Sanskrit

describe the way to an earthly paradise

The quest for an earthly paradise is one

of the oldest and most enduring themes of

mythology. Ancient clay tablets dating

back to the second millennium b.c. tell of

the Sumerian hero Gilgamesh and his epic

journey to the Garden of the Sun in search

of the secret of immortality. In the second

century B.C. the Chinese emperor Wu Ti

sent envoys looking for the mythical Pal-

ace of Hsi Wang Mu—the dwelling place

of the immortals, hidden in the mysterious

Kunlun Mountains of Central Asia. Dur-

ing the Middle Ages, Irish monks set out

on ocean voyages, seeking legendary isles

of the blessed where they might find salva-

tion. Centuries later the Pilgrims crossed

the Atlantic, hoping to find a Garden of

Eden in the New World.

The same theme is rendered powerfully

in Lost Horizon, James Hilton's 1933

novel of Shangri-La, an idyllic monastery

hidden high in the mountains of northern

Tibet. There, sheltered above a beautiful

valley, Shangri-La preserves the best of

Eastern and Western culture for a time in

the future when wars will destroy all civi-

lization in the outside world. Then, ac-

cording to the prophetic vision of its High

Lama, out of this hidden sanctuary will

come the knowledge and wisdom needed

to build a new and better world. Some-

thing about the novel—and the movie

made from it—so captivated an entire

generation that Shangri-La entered the

dictionary as a popular term for an earthly

paradise. Franklin Delano Roosevelt even

named the presidential retreat he built in

the hills of Maryland after it. (Later this

hideaway became better known under its

present name—Camp David.)

Hilton may not have realized it, but Ti-

betans have long had a tradition of just

such an earthly paradise, called Sham-
bhala—a mythical kingdom that is hid-

den among the snow mountains north of

Tibet. There, in a sanctuary free of strife

and want, a line of divine kings is said to be

preserving the highest teachings of Bud-

dhism for a time in the future when bar-

barians will destroy all true religion in the

world outside. When these barbarians try

to conquer even Shambhala, a savior king

will emerge with a supernatural army to

defeat them in a great battle and esta-

by Edwin Bernbaum

blish a golden age throughout the world.

According to various guidebooks writ-

ten in Tibetan and Sanskrit, an epic jour-

ney leads across a waste of desert and

mountains to the hidden sanctuary of

Shambhala. In addition to overcoming

raging rivers and other natural obstacles,

the traveler must use magic powers to gain

the aid of deities and to subdue demons

who lurk along the way. The journey itself

begins in India or Tibet—depending on

the guidebook consulted—and spans a

bewildering mixture of geographical and

mythical regions. In the process of going

to Shambhala, travelers engage in various

spiritual practices that transform them

and make them fit to enter the sacred

kingdom itself.

Travelers reaching Shambhala find an

idyllic country of beautiful parks and cit-

ies, surrounded by two rings of snow

mountains and divided into the shape of

an eight-petaled lotus blossom. The inhab-

itants have all the food and amenities they

need, along with incredible wealth in the

form of gold, jewels, and other treasures.

Living in peace, without crime, they fol-

low the ways of wisdom and have attained

high levels of spiritual development.

Many of them practice the highest of the

Tibetan Buddhist teachings, the Kala-

chakra Tantra, or doctrine of the Wheel of

Time. Their king, who dwells in a magnifi-

cent palace at the center of Shambhala, is

the incarnation of a bodhisattva—one

who could enter nirvana, the ultimate

state of liberation from all suff"ering, but

who has chosen to be reborn in the world

in order to guide others to it. As a bodhi-

sattva, he combines in one person the roles

of temporal ruler and spiritual teacher.

Through the aid of the king and the teach-

ings he preserves, the traveler to Sham-

bhala is able to deN'elop the wisdom and

compassion needed to become a Bud-

dha—one who has fully awakened to the

true nature of reality. In this sense

Shambhala is not an earthly paradise in

which to seek heavenly delights but what

Buddhists call a pure land—a special

place for those who seek nirvana.

In addition to describing the kingdom

in great detail, Tibetan texts give a mythi-

cal history of Shambhala that begins with



A detail ofa scrollpainting shows one ofBuddha's disciples,

Sthavira Abheda. According to Buddhist mythology, he is still

alive, upholding the teachings ofBuddha. One ofthe guidebooks

to Shambhala instructs the traveler topass by the mountain

on which Sthavira Abheda dwells, surrounded by sages

and demons. Ifthe traveler has acquired sufficient spiritual

power, the sages and demons willfly him directly to Shambhala;

ifnot, he must avoid them andproceed onfoot.
Edwin Bernbaum

the historical Buddha, Siddhartha Gau-

tama, who founded Buddhism in India at

about the beginning of the fifth century

B.C. (800 B.C., in Tibetan tradition). Ac-

cording to these texts, just before the Bud-

dha passed away he taught the Kala-

chakra Tantra to Suchandra, the first

important king of Shambhala. Suchan-

dra, who had come to India for this in-

struction, took the teaching back to his

kingdom north of the Himalayas and

wrote it down. A line of six kings is sup-

posed to have succeeded him, followed by

a second line that will total twenty-five,

preserving and teaching the Kalachakra

in Shambhala. Each king is said to live for

a hundred years and to be the incarnation

of a particular bodhisattva found in the Ti-

betan pantheon. According to prophecy,

the second line of kings, known as kulikas.

will culminate in Rudra Chakrin, the

Wrathful One with the Wheel, who will

come out of Shambhala to defeat the

forces of evil. The texts add that during

the reign of the twelfth kulika king, in

about A.D. 960, two Indian yogi-scholars

sought the Kalachakra in Shambhala and

brought it back to India. From there it

went to Tibet in a.d. 1026, part of what

was the second wave of Buddhist teach-

ings to reach that country.

Some of this mythical history suggests

that Shambhala may have actually once

existed. There is evidence that the

Kalachakra did appear in India during the

tenth century a.d. and that it came from

somewhere in Central Asia north of Tibet.

The teaching itself reflects the influence

of various non-Buddhist religions that

were found in Central Asia at that time

—

most notably Nestorian Christianity,

Manichaeism, and Islam. The primary

text of the Kalachakra Tantra, for exam-

ple, includes clear references to Jesus,

Mani, and Mohammed. The area from

which the Kalachakra originated would

have been the historical prototype of

Shambhala, idealized and transformed in

later myth into an earthly paradise.

Possibly someone will be able to use the

ancient Tibetan guidebooks to Sham-

bhala to find the actual ruins of the king-

dom, just as Heinrich Schliemann used

the Iliad and Odyssey to unearth the ruins

of Troy. At least one Western scholar,

Helmut Hoff"mann, has been attempting

to do just that and believes that he has

traced the route to Shambhala as far as

the Amu-Dar'ya River on the border be-

tween Afghanistan and the Soviet Union.

This would suggest a historical site for the

kingdom in the Pamir Mountains east of

Samarkand. Other possibilities include

the Tarim Basin and the Turfan Depres-

sion, both located in western China north

of Tibet. The problem in using the guide-

books to find the historical site of Sham-

bhala lies in their use of archaic place

names and in their thick overlay of myth.

Tibetans believe Shambhala still exists

today as an earthly paradise from which

will issue the golden age of the future. The

Dalai Lama, the exiled ruler of Tibet,

feels that the kingdom has a material exis-
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A bronze depicts the principal deity ofthe Kalachakra

Tantra embracing his consort. He embodies the ultimate

spiritualprinciplefrom which all Buddhas, or

enlightened ones, arise. The objects in his many hands

symbolize various aspects ofhispower and wisdom.
Lee Boltin. AMNH
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A scrollpainting, left, shows a dakini, or sky-goingfemale deity.

According to guidebooks to Shambhala, a deity ofthis type

carries the traveler over thefinal obstacle, the snow mountains

surrounding the hidden kingdom. Another scroll painting,

below, depicts Pundarika, the second in Shambhala 's line of

kings known as kulikas. Beneath him is Rudra Chakrin, the

twenty-fifth kulika, destroying theforces ofevil in thefinal

battle before the golden age to come. Shambhala is shown in the

upper left corner, and theprincipal deity ofthe Kalachakra

Tantra in the upper right.

tence in this world, but that one must

reach an advanced level of spiritual attain-

ment to find or recognize it. Other Tibet-

ans see recent events, in particular the de-

struction of much of Buddhism in Tibet

and elsewhere in Asia, as indications that

the future king of Shambhala will soon

come out of his hidden sanctuary to defeat

the forces of materialism and establish a

golden age of spirituality.

Whether or not Shambhala actually ex-

ists—or did ever exist—it has had, as a

myth and a symbol, a significant influence

on the history and culture of Tibet. About

the beginning of the twentieth century, for

example, a Siberian lama named Dorjieff

convinced the thirteenth Dalai Lama

—

the predecessor of the present one—that

since Russia lay to the north, as did

Shambhala, the two countries must be the

same. He used this argument, along with

others, to sway the Dalai Lama favorably

toward the Russian czar and to persuade

him to reject friendly advances from the

British viceroy in India. This was crucial

because at the time Russia and Great Brit-

ain were vying for influence over Tibet

and Afghanistan, mountainous states stra-

tegically located between their Asian em-

pires. As a result of Dorjieff^s machina-

tions, the British viceroy, Lord Curzon,

became quite perturbed and sent the well-

known Younghusband Expedition to

Lhasa in 1904 to defeat the Tibetan army

and force a trade treaty on Tibet.

The myth of Shambhala has also influ-

enced Tibetan literature, from popular

folklore to some of the deepest and most

esoteric texts of Buddhist religion and phi-

losophy. Storytellers used to wander Tibet

with paintings they would unroll before

audiences in order to illustrate subjects

such as the journey to Shambhala. In one

such performance, witnessed by a Tibetan

friend of mine in Lhasa, the storyteller in-

dicated on his painting how the traveler to

Shambhala must climb a stairway to the

top of a mountain, where his body will be-

come light as an insect, enabling him to

walk to the kingdom on clouds. Other pop-

ular folk tales describing the journey to

Shambhala often take the form of fables

with obvious morals. In one such storj' two

friends on the way to the hidden kingdom

meet some nomads who oifer them gifts of

gold. The friend who accepts the gold be-

comes bogged down by its weight, while

his companion, who refuses the gift, man-

ages to go on to Shambhala, illustrating

the need to abandon worldly attachments

in order to make progress on the spiritual

path to nirvana.

At the opposite extreme from the ca-

sual folk tale, we find references to

Shambhala in the first volume of the Ti-

betan Canon, the thirteenth-century com-

pilation of the most sacred texts of Ti-

betan Buddhism. A number of lamas,

including some of the most important fig-

ures in Tibetan literature, have written

commentaries on these texts in which they

describe the hidden kingdom and its his-

tory. In 1775, the sixth Panchen Lama,

Lobsang Palden Yeshe, wrote a popular
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A wallpainting in a Tibetan Buddhist monastery in India shows

the principal deity ofthe Kalachakra Tantra embracing his

consort. He tramples beneath hisfeet the Hindu deities ofsexual

and asceticpower, showing his mastery over both. The divine

couple symbolizes the blissful union of{female} passive wisdom

and (male) active compassion that leads to enlightenment. The

historical Buddha is supposed to have assumed thisform when
he taught the Kalachakra Tantra to thefirst kingofShambhala.



guidebook to Shambhala based on an

older text found in the Canon. One of the

most beautiful and intricate poems in the

Tibetan language describes the journey to

Shambhala; it was composed by a six-

teenth-century prince, Ngawang Jigdag,

who was later overthrown by a rebellious

governor. Tibetan literature also includes

a number of medical and astrological texts

whose contents are believed to have come
from Shambhala. One such astrological

text, titled The White Lapis Lazuli, be-

gins with a history of the kingdom and in-

cludes woodblock prints of the kings.

As Buddhism developed in Tibet, the

Kalachakra teaching associated with

Shambhala became a major doctrine of

the predominant sect, the Gelugpa, or

Yellow Hat. In 1642, this sect gained po-

litical control over the country under the

leadership of the fifth Dalai Lama, the

paramount monk of the order. Drepung,

the sect's largest monastery—and at one

time the largest monastery in the world,

with nearly ten thousand monks—was

named after the place in southern India

where the Buddha was believed to have

preached the Kalachakra to the first king

of Shambhala. Tashi Lhunpo, another im-

portant Gelugpa monastery, became the

major Tibetan center for those interested

in the mythical kingdom. Tashi Lhunpo
was headed by the Panchen Lamas, who
rivaled the Dalai Lamas in religious and

secular stature. They were believed to be

reincarnations of a past king of Sham-
bhala. According to Tibetan prophecy,

the Panchen Lama will one day be re-

incarnated as the king of Shambhala who
comes out to defeat the forces of evil and

establish the golden age. The sixth Pan-

chen Lama, who wrote the most popular

guidebook to the kingdom, also composed
a popular prayer to Shambhala that de-

scribes the final battle:

Your million warriors shall be of many
colors

—

Four hundred thousand elephants

drunk with rage,

Golden chariots with weapons and
young warriors.

All will enter the wrathful war.

Earlier in this century, the ninth Pan-

chen Lama used to give great Kalachakra

One offour mythical kings who guard the cardinal directions is

Virudhaka, Guardian Kingofthe South, shown here in a detail

ofa scroll. The traveler to Shambhala must visit a mountain on

which Virudhaka dwells and make offerings to deities and

demons who live there. Paintings ofthefour guardian kings

typically watch over the entrances to Tibetan temples.
Edwin Bernbaui

initiations in Tibet and China. These cere-

monies, which conferred the power and

permission to practice the teaching, lasted

for several days and involved complex rit-

uals such as the creation of mandalas—sa-

cred circular designs—from colored sand.

According to a Mongolian who attended a

Kalachakra initiation in Peking in 1932, at

a certain point in the ceremony, thousands

of people fought with each other to get

close enough to hear the Panchen Lama
ring a bell, believing that hearing the

sound would guarantee them rebirth at

the time of the future battle against the

forces of evil. The present, fourteenth, Da-

lai Lama has continued this tradition of

Kalachakra initiations outside of Tibet. In

1 976 he led one in Ladakh, a mountainous

region of northwest India, that was at-

tended by more than seventeen thousand



people. More recently, in the summer of

1 98 1 , he came to the United States to con-

duct a Kalachakra initiation in Madison,

Wisconsin. The initiates were instructed

to recite a prayer that ends, "May I

quickly take birth in Shambhala, the trea-

sury of jewels, and complete the stages of

the path in the Highest Yoga Tantra."

The myth of Shambhala has long been

portrayed in Tibetan art. Paintings and

wall panels depict the kingdom in accor-

dance with detailed descriptions found in

the texts. They generally show the king in

his central palace, surrounded by snow

mountains that divide Shambhala into its

characteristic shape of an eight-petaled lo-

tus blossom. At the bottom of such paint-

ings are often found depictions of the final

battle between the forces of evil and the

future king, usually riding on a blue horse.

Other paintings portray individual kings

of Shambhala, each holding his own dis-

tinguishing attributes, such as a bell, a

book, or a sword.

Tibetan music includes at least one mel-

ody said to have come from Shambhala.

Early this century, the abbot of a monas-

tery in eastern Tibet visited Shambhala in

a dream or vision. While there, he heard a

melody, which he remembered after he

woke up. He set the words of a religious-

offering song to it, and it became a tradi-

tion passed down by the monks of his mon-

astery. A Tibetan I met in Sikkim had

recorded some of the monks chanting this

melody and played it for me. A number

of important practices and texts of Tib-

etan Buddhism, particularly those of the

oldest sect, the Nyingmapa, have their

origins in such dreams and visions.

The myth of Shambhala contains three

basic themes. This is suggested by the

sixth Panchen Lama's treatment of the

subject in his guidebook, where he divides

the section on Shambhala into three parts:

the journey there, the kingdom itself, and

its history and prophecy. In more general

terms, the three themes of the myth be-

come the quest, or sacred journey; the hid-

den sanctuary, or earthly paradise; and

the messianic prophecy of a golden age to

come. Each of these themes has a long his-

tory in Western literature and religion,

from the extraordinary journeys described

Below:A scrollpainting shows the Buddha about topreach the

Kalachakra Tantra. In the lower left corner, KingSuchandra of
Shambhala requests the instruction with his handsfolded above

his head. Right: Rudra Chakrin, thefuture king ofShambhala
who is supposed to emerge to destroy theforces ofevil, sits in

hispalace surrounded by two rings ofsnow mountains. Rivers

and mountains divide the hidden kingdom into the shape ofan

eight-petaled lotus blossom, symbolizing the blossoming of
purity and enlightenment in the midst ofdepravity and delusion.

Edwin Bernbaum. by permission of

Mus6e Guimet. Paris

in Homer's Odyssey and Dante's Divine

Comedy to the Bible, with its myth of a

paradise lost and its prophecy of the Mes-

siah, who will estabhsh the Kingdom of

God on earth. Just as these themes con-

tinue to inspire Western culture, so they

have meaning and relevance for Tibetans

to this day.

An old story tells of a young man who

sets off in search of the mythical kingdom.

After crossing many mountains, he comes

to the cave of an old hermit, who asks

where he is going. "To find Shambhala,"

the young man repUes. "Ah! Well then, you

need not travel far," the hermit says. "The

kingdom of Shambhala is in your heart."

As the story suggests, for many Tibetans,

Shambhala lies hidden as a state of mind

that must be awakened so that the kingdom

can be found in the world outside. D
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Emergingfrom their winterlong

hibernation, red-sided garter snakes

slither out ofa communal den in

southern Manitoba. Hibernation

ends when the outside temperature

goes above the temperature in the den.

Wayne Lynch
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Great Balls ofSnakes
Self-perpetuation can be a problem for reptiles in cold climates.

Mating in writhing masses is one way that garter snakes beat the long Canadian winter

by Wayne Lynch

Hundreds of snakes poured from the

fissures and crevices of the pit—more

snakes than could be seen together any-

where else in the world. The red-sided gar-

ter snakes were emerging from the com-

munal den, or hibernaculum, where they

had spent the winter. Such huge aggrega-

tions of snakes, at times numbering

10,000 to 15,000, have drawn the atten-

tion of herpetologists to the Interlake re-

gion of southern Manitoba.

Snakes cannot withstand freezing tem-

peratures, so in Canada they must hiber-

nate during the winter. The hibernacula

they use are sinks in the limestone bed-

rock, produced when underground cav-

erns collapse. The resultant jumble of

rocks provides the snakes with access to

depths below the frost line, a necessity

where winter temperatures drop to

—40°F. Snakes evolved in the tropics and

over the millennia have dispersed to

colder regions. The study of the red-sided

garter snake, which ranges the farthest

north of any snake in North America,

sheds light on how reptiles have adapted

to cold environments.

The garter snakes emerge from hiber-

nation in late April and early May. Large

numbers of males appear first. The fe-

males leave the communal den soon after,

emerging singly or in small groups over a

period of several weeks. Garter snakes are

unable to shiver to warm themselves and

generate little body heat from metabo-

lism, so they must rely on their surround-

ings for the heat necessary to fuel their

body functions. It is this dependence on an

external heat source that initiates emer-

gence from hibernation. Garter snakes

seek the environment with the highest am-

bient temperature and emerge from hiber-

nation when the temperature above

ground is higher than the temperature in

the den.

The early mass emergence of male gar-

ter snakes, as opposed to the delayed, stag-

gered emergence of the females, may
have adaptive value. With the ratio of

males to females around the den entrance

as high as 50 to 1, the probability of fe-

males being fertilized is virtually 100 per-

cent. Also, if all the females were to

emerge together, mate, and disperse early



in the season, unpredictable freezing tem-

peratures might destroy much of the

breeding population. The staggered re-

turn to activity of the females insures that

some will survive.

As soon as they have mated, females

leave the den site and disperse to summer
feeding areas. Consequently, the total

time exposed to predators at the den site is

reduced. The bulk of the population that

remains around the den for any length of

time is male—and somewhat more ex-

pendable. The garter snakes are absent

from the hibemaculum site for only three

months of the year With so short a period

of time during which to reproduce, it is ad-

vantageous for the snakes to overwinter in

communal aggregations so that time is not

wasted in the spring searching for mating

partners. Such aggregations are not a fea-

ture of the species at lower latitudes.

As soon as a female appears on the sur-

face, she is mobbed by male suitors. "Mat-

ing balls" are formed, consisting of a sin-

gle female intertwined with dozens of

males. Such mating groups attract males

from all directions. At times the males will

even chase females into small trees and

bushes. Thirty snakes in a mating ball is

the norm, but as many as a hundred have

been recorded. The female is torpid when
she first emerges, and her sluggishness is

of advantage to courting males.

The male's vigorous courtship behavior

is triggered by the sudden change in body

temperature coincident with emergence

from the den. In the laboratorj; male red-

sided garter snakes court females within

ten minutes after a transfer from a cold,

dark environment to a warm, lighted one.

This sequence simulates the normal tran-

sition from hibernation to immediate post-

hibernation conditions. When they are

kept cold and merely transferred from

darkness to light, male garter snakes fail

to exhibit courtship behavior. Thus the

change in body temperature, irrespective

of light conditions, appears to be the prin-

cipal factor triggering mating behavior.

But a change in body temperature will set

off courtship only after a cold period of at

least eight weeks. Fourteen weeks of cold

are necessary before intense mating can

be induced by warmth.

Males emergefrom the hibemaculum
en masse. Thefemales surface later,

in a staggeredpattern. After both

sexes have emerged, mating ballsform,
consisting ofabout thirty males

intertwined with a singlefemale.

These mating aggregations help to

insure that insemination takes place.
Brian Milne: Animals. Animals

The courtship urge is strong. In experi-

ments, males will even court dead fe-

males. This indicates that the active role

of the female garter snake in courtship is

minor. Male courtship behavior lasts for

three to four weeks, waning over time.

Surprisingly enough, the snakes do not eat

during the mating period. A snake's appe-

tite returns as the courtship urge wanes,

and the same factor that stimulates court-

ship behavior may be responsible for in-

hibiting appetite.

This temporary suppression of appetite

helps the species survive. In Manitoba,

red-sided garter snakes may lose one-third

of their body weight during their six

months or more of hibernation, and they

are in a state of near starvation when they

emerge in the spring. Logically, the snakes

would be expected to leave the den area

immediately and seek food. But lacking

an appetite, the snakes remain at the hi-

bemaculum site during the mating period.

With this strategy, reproduction takes

precedence over feeding and survival.

Male snakes find newly awakened fe-

males extremely attractive. A pheromone

called vitellogenin is responsible for the fe-

male's magnetism. Released through the

skin, the chemical has an odor that adver-

tises her potential fecundity. Courting

males pick up the pheromone from the fe-

male's back with their tongue flicking. On
first contact, a male will often drape his

tongue over the female's back. The skin

between the scales of the back is ex-

tremely thin, and has a rich plexus of

blood vessels that brings the pheromone

close to the surface. The pheromone in-

cites such sexual fervor that males will

even court other males that have been ex-

perimentally smeared with the chemical.

ViteOogenin production is dependent on

the presence of estrogenic hormones, per-

haps explaining why larger females seem

to receive greater attention from courting

males. There is a rough correlation be-

tween the length of a female and the

amount of estrogen produced. The estro-

gen in turn promotes the synthesis of vitel-

logenin.

Copulation normally lasts fifteen to

twenty minutes. The males possess two or-

gans called hemipenes—hollow, cylindri-

cal bodies that are retracted into cavities

in the base of the tail. Only a single

hemipenis is used at a time, and when in

use it is protruded so that the inner surface

becomes the outer surface, like everting

the finger of a glove. Male garter snakes

have mature sperm when they emerge,

but females do not ovulate for two to five

weeks. Sperm are thus stored within the

female's reproductive tract. Courtship
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and mating may also occur in the fall, be-

fore hibernation, in which case the sperm

is stored during the winter and fertiliza-

tion does not occur until the following

spring.

After mating, the male leaves a gelati-

nous plug in the female's orifice, a sort of

chastity belt. Other males will not court a

female with a copulatory plug, which

emits a pheromone that inhibits sexual at-

traction. The effect of the mating plug

pheromone lasts at least twenty-four

hours, and if the plug is washed out, court-

ship resumes. The inhibitory action of this

pheromone has beneficial effects for the

species. Male attention is focused on the

unmated females, and mated females are

spared repeated mating attempts, thus

minimizing the energy expended in mat-

ing at a time when energy reserves are par-

ticularly low.

Manitoba's garter snakes must also

adapt to periodic drastic population de-

clines caused by the highly variable north-

ern environment. In one instance, 10,000

snakes were killed when a hibernaculum

flooded. Mortality around den sites is high

in the spring, in part because the poor nu-

tritional condition of the snakes leaves

them more vulnerable to predation. Also,

during courtship, males display a disre-

gard for potential danger compared with

their behavior in other seasons—and cop-

ulating snakes are in no position to make a

fast escape. Garter snake predators in the

Interlake region include owls, skunks, and

coyotes. In one hibernaculum I visited,

dozens of dead snakes were scattered

about. Most of them were untouched ex-

cept for one or two gaping holes in their

bellies, through which their livers had

been neatly removed. I later learned that

crows were responsible for the exacting

surgery.

All of the snakes leave the hibernacu-

lum by late May or early June. They mi-

grate to distant marshes where they feed

on wood frogs, tadpoles, chorus frogs,

leopard frogs, leeches, and nestling spar-

rows.

To reach their summer feeding areas,

red-sided garter snakes must cover long

distances. The Interlake snakes may mi-

grate almost eleven miles, a remarkable

feat for a twenty-inch snake. Such lengthy

summer dispersals are not seen in more
southern populations. Garter snakes in

Kansas move less than a fifth of a mile be-

tween their hibernacula and summer feed-

ing areas. The Interlake migrations are

highly directional as well. Virtually all

snakes move south in spring and north in

fall. The significance of these directed

movements is unclear, particularly when
suitable marshes are closer but in other di-

rections. These closer marshes contain

garter snakes that have migrated south

from other denning areas.

Female garter snakes bear their young

while in the marshlands. The date of birth

depends on the date of emergence from

hibernation, the date of ovulation, the

weather (especially air temperature), and

the intensity of sunlight. The eggs are re-

tained within the female, and the young

are born live. This is beneficial in a north-

ern climate since the eggs are warmed and

incubated each time the female basks, im-

proving the odds of successful hatching.

Although garter snakes lack interna! tem-

perature controls, they can by their behav-

ior maintain a body temperature of at

least 75 °F when the air temperature is

only 54°. They bask where they can ab-

sorb the maximum radiant energy of the

sun while suffering the minimum cooling

effects of wind. If the eggs were laid in rot-

ting wood or under rocks and logs and left

to develop on their own, as occurs with

many Canadian snakes, they could be de-

stroyed by cold summer conditions.

Low summer temperatures may retard

the embryonic life of the developing garter

snakes and prolong the gestation period

beyond the normal three months. Under

extremely cool conditions, development

may be completely arrested. In an average

year, fifteen to thirty young are born in

late August. Young garter snakes must

fend for themselves from their first day of



The mating urge is so strong in male
red-sided garter snakes that they will

chasefemales into trees, below.

In Manitoba, the snakes are at the

northern extreme oftheir range, and
study oftheir behavior can reveal how
reptiles adapt to cold environments.

life. Since newborn snakes are rarely

found in the field, little is known about

their natural history.

The red-sided garter snake in Manitoba

is slow to reach sexual maturity. The age

of reproduction for males is two years, and

females may not reproduce until their

third yean This contrasts with females at

lower latitudes, whose first reproduction

usually takes place in the second year and

sometimes even in the first year. The later

age of reproduction among Interlake fe-

males probably results from a balance be-

tween the general evolutionary advantage

of early reproduction and the physiologi-

cal limit on annual growth that is imposed

by the briefness of the three-month grow-

ing season.

Newborn snakes do not hibernate in a

communal den their first winter. Since the

young snakes cannot mate in their first

spring, there is no apparent biological rea-

son for them to make the lengthy migra-

tion to a communal den. They are spared

the unnecessary expenditure of energy

and can spend more time feeding, thereby

maximizing their growth. In Michigan,

young snakes have been observed over-

wintering in crawfish dens, meadow vole

tunnels, and anthills; similar sites may be

used in Manitoba.

The snakes return to the hibernaculum

by early September. It is a mystery how

they migrate over such great distances. A
young garter snake using a hibernaculum

for the first time will not necessarily return

to its natal den, but once it finds a commu-
nal site it will return to it year after year.

By early autumn, the snake's carbohy-

drate and fat reserves are high from a

summer of feeding. Once they return to

the hibernaculum the snakes will not feed

again for eight months, and they must

draw on their stored energy reserves. The

snakes return to the den nearly two

months before actual hibernation, effec-

tively excluding further feeding opportu-

nities. Such behavior would appear to be

maladapted to individual survival. But

once again we find that the life strategy of

the red-sided garter snake is designed to

maximize the efficiency of reproductive

activities at the expense of nonreproduc-

tive activities such as feeding. Snakes be-
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come sluggish in cold weather and are un-

able to move fast. Snakes that feed late

into the fall could be trapped far from the

den by sudden cold spells that occur at this

time of year. Such losses would cut the

number of snakes overwintering together,

thereby reducing the reproductive effec-

tiveness of the spring aggregations.

The garter snakes disappear under-

ground in late October or early Novem-
ber, in search of the wannest spots avail-

able. Winter temperatures hover around

30°F within the hibernaculum. Red-sided

garter snakes have been known to with-

stand temperatures of 6° for a brief time

but freeze after prolonged exposure to

such cold. I saw a number of snakes in a hi-

bernaculum with the tips of their tails fro-

zen. The garter snake enters hibernation

in a state of relative dehydration, which

may lower the freezing point of tissues and

thus provide some protection from the

cold.

As with any reptile, the drop in the

snake's body temperature during hiberna-

tion lowers its rate of metabolism, reduc-

ing the drain on stored energy. Still, hiber-

nation inflicts drastic changes in body

composition. Protein is normally consid-

ered a stable component of vertebrates,

but hibernating garter snakes suffer losses

of 30 to 45 percent of their protein. One re-

searcher speculated that protein may be

preferentially used in order to spare some

of the stored fat, which is essential later in

spring to metabolize reproductive hor-

mones.

Constant darkness, as well as lower

temperature, also slows snake metabo-

lism. In experiments, the heart rates of

snakes maintained at 40°F and in con-

stant darkness are significantly lower than

those of snakes maintained at the same

temperature but exposed to eight hours of

daylight. Once the snake is deprived of

light, a condition that occurs naturally in

the hibernaculum, an intrinsic mechanism

depresses the activity of the heart, and

perhaps of other tissues as well, to the low-

est level possible.

In Canada, the red-sided garter snake is

at the northern extreme of its range. Sur-

vival depends on behavioral adaptations

and the precise timing of all biological

functions. Large overwintering aggrega-

tions, sexually specialized patterns of

emergence from hibernation, and long-

distance summer dispersals have devel-

oped to insure this survival. Our expand-

ing knowledge of these aspects of the life

history of the red-sided garter snake con-

tributes to our understanding of how rep-

tiles in general survive in cold environ-

ments.
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"teu Can Keep a

Good Forest Down
How much abuse can Amazonian

rainforests take and still recover?

by Christopher Uhl

That the rain forests of the tropics are

fragile, their lushness often a disguise for

poor soils beneath, is now commonplace

knowledge. Yet our scientific understand-

ing of just how rain forest ecosystems re-

spond to natural and human disturbances

is still rudimentary. Today, large areas are

being cleared for agriculture or timber

without a thorough understanding of how

the ecosystem will sustain these activities

or what will happen if it doesn't. Even the

ecological impact of age-old slash-and-

burn farming methods remains poorly un-

derstood.

For the past five years I have been

studying how different types of forest dis-

turbances in the Amazon rain forest

—

ranging from natural tree falls to the de-

cidedly unnatural bulldozing of large ar-

eas—affect the ability of the forest to re-

store itself. A better understanding of the

ecosystem's workings and resiliency may
help planners avoid ill-fated conversions

of rain forest lands to unsustainable uses.

It may also help us devise ways of making

such lands more productive without de-

stroying them.

I have conducted my research in the vi-

cinity of San Carlos de Rio Negro (lati-

tude 1 .56° north), in the Amazon territory

of Venezuela. The terrain of rolling hills is

covered with broadleaf evergreens some
80 to 1 00 feet tall. The diversity of the for-

ests is considerable, with about fifty spe-

cies of trees on any given acre. Most hu-

man disturbances occur on the sides and

tops of the hills. These areas contain well-

drained clay soils.

Like many other soils in north-central

Amazonia, the clay soils at San Carlos are

acidic (soil pH is about 4.0) and low in nu-

trients needed for plant growth. The hot,

wet climate has deeply weathered the en-

tire soil profile, leaching out many of the

nutrients. In addition, there has been no

recent geological activity, such as moun-

tain building, which would expose min-

eral-rich rock. In response to the paucity

of soil nutrients, many forest trees have

adaptations that facilitate nutrient cap-

ture and retention. One of the most strik-

ing is the growth of fine roots in dense

mats, two- to twelve-inches thick, on top of

the soil. When a leaf or branch falls to the

ground, these surface roots attach them-

selves to the fallen material and take up

the nutrients released through decomposi-

tion. Roots also grow up tree trunks, so the

trees can capture nutrients before they en-

ter the soil.

The leaves of many of these trees also

conserve nutrients. Many are thick and

leathery, which holds down the leaching

of water-soluble elements, and have high

levels of toxic chemicals, rendering them

unappetizing to herbivores. In addition,

evergreens produce leaves year-round

rather than in a single burst, keeping nu-

trient demands low at any one time. Trees

are not the only rain forest plants with a

diminished dependence on the soil: epi-

phylls (tiny mosses, liverworts, lichens,

and algae), which live on the leaves of un-

derstory trees, are able to strip some nutri-

ents out of rainwater and fix nitrogen from

the air.

These nutrient-conserving mechanisms

enable the ecosystem to function as a giant

sponge. Amazingly enough, the con-

centrations of some nutrients in the

streams that drain from the forests are ac-

tually lower than the concentrations in the

rains falling on them.

How can such a forest reestablish itself

in an area that has been cleared or where

trees have blown over? A fundamental re-

quirement is the availability of plant ma-

terial to revegetate the site, which can oc-

cur in Amazon forests through four

pathways. First, the seedlings and saplings

present in the shaded forest understory

can, if relatively undamaged by a distur-

bance of the trees above, play a role. At

San Carlos, one square foot of forest floor

supports about 1.5 seedlings and small

saplings (less than six feet tall). These

seedUngs and saplings can persist in the

shade for years in a state of arrested devel-

opment, ready to grow rapidly when sun-

light suddenly becomes available—for ex-

ample, when a large tree topples.

A second mechanism of plant regenera-

tion is sprouting. The production of new

growth from cut or crushed stems or from

roots of damaged trees is common among

Amazonian tree species. Third, plants can

recolonize disturbed sites by the germina-

tion of seeds buried in the soil. From

twenty to ninety germinable seeds may lie

dormant in each square foot of soil in the

Rio Negro forest. Almost all of these seeds

are of pioneer tree species (that is, fast-

growing, light-demanding species that

specialize in taking over disturbed areas),

and of the ten species I tested, all were still

viable after storage on the forest floor for

more than a year.

The fourth mechanism of regeneration

is the introduction of seeds. Seeds of trees

surrounding the disturbed site can simply

fall onto it. Seeds of more distant trees can

be dispersed by the wind or by birds, bats.

and rodents. In studies at San Carlos, for

example, I found that the feces of cap-

tured bats and birds frequently contain

hundreds of viable seeds of pioneer woody

species. Forest trees commonly have

much larger, and thus much less easily

dispersed, seeds than do pioneer species,



so the recolonization of an area by intro-

duced seeds leads chiefly to the growth of

secondary vegetation, not primary forest

species.

For forest to recover in a disturbed area,

sufficient nutrients must also be available.

In the Rio Negro forest, more than 70 per-

cent of the ecosystem's stocks of calcium,

magnesium, and potassium are in the bio-

mass rather than in the soil. Consequently,

forest recovery will be particularly diffi-

cult following disturbances, such as bull-

dozing of all vegetation, that severely re-

duce the store of nutrients that would

normally be available in the biomass.

Learning how these two factors

—

mechanisms of plant regeneration and

availability of nutrients—are affected by

disturbance is crucial to our understand-

ing of Amazon ecosystem resilience.

Among the kinds of disturbances that I

studied are, in order of increasing inten-

sity, natural tree falls, forest cutting and

burning followed by short-term agricul-

ture (known as slash-and-bum agriculture

or shifting cultivation), and large-scale

forest clearing with bulldozers. The first

is, not surprisingly, the most common and

the least damaging. Walking through the

San Carlos forest, one often sees 500- to

2,000-square-foot "gaps" in the canopy

where a tree has recently fallen. These

As worldwide demandfor beefincreases.

more areas ofAmazonianforest are

turned into pasturelands. Thesepastures

areperiodically burned topreventforest

plantsfrom returning and to encourage

the growth ofgrassespreferred by cattle.

Georg Gerster. Photo Researchers

small openings allow sunlight to reach the

forest floor for a few hours each day. My
work, along with that of other investiga-

tors studying the frequency of tree falls in

Amazonia and Central America, indi-

cates that, on average, one tree with a di-

ameter greater than eight inches falls per

acre per year.

After a tree blows over, all mechanisms

of regeneration may come into play, with

the predominant one varying according to

the area of the gap under observation.

Tree-fall gaps can be conveniently divided

into three microhabitats: the area of tan-

gled vegetation under the fallen crown;

the open zone along both sides of the fallen

trunk; and the exposed soil where the tree

roots have been turned out of the soil.

(When trees snap off above the roots, as

they often do, this exposed-soil zone is not

Uncut Forest

Recovery of Forest After Slash-and-Burn Agriculture

Forest Cut and Burned

't ^^--^r-vM

Farm in Use (2 to 3 years)
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present.) Regeneration in tiie root-soil

zone is by seeds dormant in the soil or

seeds dispersed into this zone. Preexisting

seedlings and sprouts from damaged

stems tend to predominate in the open ar-

eas next to the trunk. In the tangled can-

opy zone, many of the seedlings die be-

cause the fallen crown excludes light. In

addition, roots from the surface root-mat

sometimes grow up over the seedlings, fur-

ther reducing light availability. These can-

opy areas are eventually revegetated by

seeds dispersed onto the site or by sprouts

arising from damaged stems.

In addition to encouraging regeneration

through a variety of pathways, tree falls

also hasten the process by providing a nu-

trient supplement to the forest floor. For

example, a large tree (one with a diameter

of more than forty inches) may represent

as much as 10 percent of the total biomass

in a one-acre patch of forest. Since a large

fraction of the nutrients in these ecosys-

tems are tied up in the vegetation, the fall-

ing of such a large tree represents a sub-

stantial nutrient boost. As this organic

matter slowly decomposes, most of the re-

leased nutrients are taken up by the sur-

face root-mat. The remainder pass into the

soil. When we measured the extent of nu-

trient loss via soil leaching (by installing

water collectors below the rooting zone).

Afrequent cause oftropicalforest

clearing is slash-and-burn agriculture.

Farmers cut and burn small plots before

planting them with manioc and other

crops. After two or threeyears, the

site is abandoned.

we found the loss from tree-fall gaps to be

slight, similar to that measured for the un-

disturbed forest.

Plants respond to the increased nutri-

ents and light of tree-fall gaps with rapid

growth. For example, in undisturbed for-

ests at San Carlos, small trees (under

twenty inches tall) grow less than one inch

in height per year on the average; by con-

trast, in forest gaps, small trees generally

grow at least five inches per year and

sometimes more than forty inches per

year. Based on measurements of short-

term growth rates, I estimate that after

about forty years tree-fall areas are struc-

turally indistinguishable from the sur-

rounding mature forest.

Most disturbances on a larger scale

than tree falls are human induced. Of

these, slash-and-burn agriculture has been

After 60 years, longer-lived forest

trees begin to dominate

After 100 years, the forest is well developed

and resembles uncut forest

After 15 years, second-growtti forest consists mostly

of pioneer trees witti a few/ small primary forest trees

) ars after abandonment,
ii trees species are well established
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historically the most common in Amazo-
nia, and despite the growing use of the re-

gion for larger undertakings—cattle

ranching, commercial farms, and tree

plantations, for example—it is still the

most frequent cause of clearing. The Rio

Negro population subsists by a combina-

tion of slash-and-bum agriculture, fishing,

and hunting. At San Carlos, slash-and-

bum agriculture begins with the felling of

a one- to three-acre plot of forest. The cut

forest vegetation, or slash, is left to dry for

several months and then burned. Nutri-

ents from the slash are released in the

burn and thereafter through the slow de-

composition of unburned logs. The pre-

dominant crop is manioc, a root crop also

known as cassava. Fruit crops, such as

pineapple, cashew, and plantains, are also

planted here and there. The manioc roots

mature in about twelve months. Two or

sometimes three crops are produced on a

site before it is abandoned. While the site

is being actively farmed, it must be

weeded two to three times a year to pre-

vent second-growth vegetation from tak-

ing over.

In thinking about the effect of slash-

and-bum agriculture, I found it helpful to

consider this type of farming as a series of

disturbances. Each stage—cutting, burn-

ing, and weeding—has different effects

on the potential mechanisms of regenera-

tion. For example, whereas the small in-

crease in light that follows the fall of a sin-

gle tree enhances the growth of preexist-

ing seedlings on the forest floor, the

drastic increase in solar radiation after

several acres of forest are cut for farming

results in temperatures that many of the

seedlings cannot bear; within several days

they are withered and dead.

The heat generated by the buming of a

cut site kills the few surviving seedlings

and diminishes the ability of forest species

to regenerate through sprouting. In a typi-

cal Rio Negro forest site that had been cut

three months earlier but not yet bumed, I
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Ten years after this area was bulldozed,

it is virtually bare exceptfor afew

seedlings growing beside a discarded

piece oftree trunk. The seedlings

probably germinatedfrom seeds blown in

by the wind or excreted by perching birds.

found 0.6 sprouts per square foot. Three

months subsequent to burning, I resur-

veyed the site and found only 0.04 sprouts

per square foot.

To test whether burn temperatures

were sufficiently high to kill seeds in the

soil, I gathered seeds of ten species com-

monly found in the forest soil and sub-

jected them to temperatures reached dur-

ing typical farm-site burns at San Carlos.

In all these species, 175°F—a common
temperature just below the soil surface

during a farm-site burn—was enough to

cut germination in half or more, and none

of the species germinated when subjected

to 285°, a temperature often produced at

the soil surface by a burn.

To obtain field verification of these re-

sults, I collected small blocks of soil from

an undisturbed patch of forest and from

an adjacent plot that-had just been cut and

burned in preparation for farming. After

spreading these soil blocks out in a sunny

spot and watering them daily, I found that

only fifteen seeds per square foot germi-

nated in the soil from the burned site, com-

i
pared with seventy per square foot in the

' undisturbed forest soil.

i Despite the adverse effects of cutting

and burning, the natural vegetation does

not lose all its ability to recover. For sev-

eral months after the crops are planted,

they must compete with wild plants for

the nutrients released by burning. As the

' natural vegetation becomes more abun-

dant, however, the farmers weed it out.

Since weeding usually occurs two or three

times annually, wild plants may establish

and be rooted out numerous times before

farm plots are finally abandoned.

To examine how these repeated weed-

ings might affect the ability of the forest

to return to abandoned farm sites, I estab-

lished twenty-seven small, permanent

plots in a newly cleared farm site near San

Carlos. Each time the farmer went to this

site to weed it, I removed all regrowth in

my study plots and separated it into

groups of forest trees, pioneer trees, and

herbs. I found that these repeated

weedings caused striking shifts in the com-

position of the regrowth. For example, at

the first weeding, the density of primary

forest-tree representatives (all of sprout
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Tropicalforests are increasingly cut up

by roads, often built to encourage

colonization orprovide access to mineral

and timber resources. This highway in

Brazil has exposed the deep clay soils

typical ofmany Amazonian rainforests.

t Englebert. Photo Researchers

origin) was 0.65 individuals per plot; by

the fifth and final weeding, sprout density

had declined to 0. 11 . Repeated weedings

apparently exhaust the sprouting reserves

of many cut forest trees.

The numbers of woody pioneer species

also declined drastically with each addi-

tional weeding. In contrast, the density of

herbs was relatively low at the first two

weedings, but more than 95 percent of all

individuals present at later weedings were

herbs. The reason woody pioneer species

decline with repeated weedings while

herbs increase is that the woody species

germinate from the few seeds left in the

soil after the bum and are then weeded

from the site before they have had time to

produce more seeds. Herbs, on the other

hand, are able to germinate, flower, and

set seed in the interval between weedings

and therefore can build up high plant den-

sities and large seed stocks.

After cutting, burning, and weeding

have eliminated the various mechanisms

of on-site regeneration, the only effective

way left for woody species to reestablish

on these sites is for their seeds to be dis-

persed there. Even then, however, the

colonizing plants may have difficulty if

the ecosystem has lost too much of its nu-

trients. Carl Jordan, of the University of

Georgia, and I estimated the total amount

of nutrients present in one San Carlos site

before the forest was cleared and then af-

ter farming. When we looked at the soil

alone, we found that nutrient stocks after

three years of farming were similar to, or

even somewhat greater than, those of the

original forest. In great contrast, however,

the total organic matter (in living and

dead vegetation and in the soil) declined

from 221 tons per acre to 89 tons per acre.

Only a small fraction of the nutrients in

the organic matter that disappeared from

the site was removed via crop harvest.

Losses through leaching were more impor-

tant. Approximately 70 percent of the

original potassium, for example, was

leached from the ecosystem.

Given the natural infertility of San Car-

los soils, this large nutrient loss leads to de-

clining crop productivity and eventually

to abandonment of the farm. The decrease

in productivity does not begin immedi-

ately, however, and in the early stages of

farming, soil fertility may actually in-

crease as the decomposing slash releases

its nutrients and, particularly, as ash from

the bum washes into the soil. These nutri-

ent boosts are not repeated, however, and

as leaching continues, nutrient levels re-

turn to the low levels typical of the undis-

turbed forest. Farm abandonment is usu-

ally synchronous with the disappearance
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of the surface root-mat, which protects the

soil from heat and erosion and, by its slow

decomposition, acts as a slow-release fer-

tilizer. In other tropical regions, the rea-

sons for abandoning a farm may differ.

Areas with more fertile soils, for example,

may be harder hit by a buildup of weeds

and insect pests.

What happens to the farm sites at San

Carlos after they are abandoned? Initially,

herbs monopolize abandoned farms, but

after one year, pioneer woody species be-

gin to shade them out. These woody spe-

cies presumably originate from seeds dis-

persed onto the site from plants ringing

the clearing.

Just as tree-fall gaps have distinct re-

gions, or microhabitats, abandoned farm

sites also contain microhabitats that influ-

ence the establishment of woody species.

At the time a farm site is abandoned,

much of it is bare soil, but large, partially

decomposed logs cover the soil in some

places and isolated fruit trees and clumps

of pineapple plants provide shade here

and there. My experimental plots in one

site demonstrated that after only one year,

areas in the shade of a fruit tree or under a

log supported significantly more woody

plants than did areas of bare soil.

These differences appear to be due, in

part, to differential seed dispersal. Higher

numbers of seeds are found under culti-

vated fruit trees, for example, presumably

because bats and birds are attracted to

these microhabitats and then void seeds

there. Once the seeds germinate, the

shade of the trees may protect seedlings

from direct heating, and the dead leaves

and branches that fall from the tree may
provide nutrients. Slash cover on the

ground may help plants get established by

lowering soil-evaporation and soil-surface

temperatures. The decomposing slash

may also provide nutrients. Bare soil of-

fers neither attraction to seed-carrying an-

imals nor protection for seeds or seedlings.

Surveys of abandoned farm sites of dif-

ferent ages in the San Carlos area are en-

abling us to put together a picture of the

entire succession from farm to forest.

When farm sites are abandoned, culti-

vated fruit trees are present in low num-
bers (ten to twenty individuals per acre).
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In thepatch around theirfield shelters,

farmers in the Venezuelan rainforest

plantfruit trees in addition to manioc.

When maniocproduction stops, the

farmers move to a new site but may return

to harvest thefruit treesfor severalyears.

and most of the once abundant slash has

decomposed. Woody species first estab-

lish around fruit trees and areas of remain-

ing slash, and these islands of woody vege-

tation expand until nearby patches touch.

Almost all of the trees present on recently

abandoned farm sites are pioneer species.

These trees begin to die after five to ten

years and are gradually replaced by slow-

growing, long-lived forest species.

The forest's recovery is also marked by

the accumulation of biomass. A two-year-

old site that I studied contained approxi-

mately 7 tons per acre of total above-

ground biomass; a ten- to fifteen-year-old

site had about 16 tons; a fifty- to sixty-

year-old site, 61 tons. At sites that had

never been farmed, the biomass was esti-

mated at 1 50 tons per acre. Based on this

limited sampling, well over 100 years will

pass before these farm sites have reverted

to forest. This succession is slow compared
with that observed in tree-fall gaps. Both

the removal of on-site mechanisms of

regeneration and the loss of large amounts
of nutrients retard the process. It is prob-

ably only the relatively modest size of

slash-and-burn disturbances and the per-

sistence ofsome localized patches of nutri-

ents (logs, fruit trees) that enable the for-

est to return at all. Where the population

density of shifting cultivators is too high in

relation to the available area, the forests

and soils never have a chance to recover.

Considering the long time required to

get a well-developed forest back on a small

abandoned farm site, what can we expect

for large-scale clearings? For developers

and ranchers, of course, the ability of the

forest to regenerate is not of much con-

cern. From their perspective, the longer

the land remains free of forest regrowth,

the better. Still, it is of ecological interest

to determine how much disturbance these

environments can tolerate without totally

losing the ability to recover, especially

since many of the large-scale projects

seem, for ecological or economic reasons

or both, doomed to short lives.

I was provided with a chance to address

this question when a section of mature for-

est near San Carlos was cut and bulldozed

in 1 97 1 to make room for a military post.

The project was abandoned in 1973, and I

used the opportunity to study succession

on this relatively large (about twenty-five

acres) clearing. All within-site mecha-

nisms of vegetation reestablishment had

been eliminated: bulldozing had removed

the preexisting forest floor seedlings, the

cut stems and roots of forest trees that

could potentially sprout, and the soil-sur-

face seed bank. By removing the topsoil

and all the slash, bulldozing had also

stripped the site of almost all nutrients andi

safe sites for germination and plant estab-

lishment.

Today, the central portion of the site (a

fifteen-acre area that was to be the town

plaza) is completely bare; it may require

millennia to revert to forest. The absence

of any vegetation in this area appears to be

a result of the three or four weedings to,

which it was subjected after being bull-

dozed. These weedings completely ex-

hausted the seed bank in the soil.
|

The margins of the site, which were not'

weeded, tell a different story. There, a col-

lection of successional trees, shrubs, and

grasses are present. Still, the vegetation is

sparse, none of the trees is taller than ten

'

feet, and aboveground biomass is less than >

two tons per acre. At the current rate of

growth, close to 1,000 years may pass be-;

fore biomass levels reach those of mature

,

forest.
!

The prognosis is that in the Rio Negro
region of Amazonia, at least, extremely'

long periods of time will be required for

anything resembling a forest to reappear

.

after large, high-intensity disturbances.

Areas of Amazonia with more fertile soils

,

may be somewhat more resilient in the

face of human-induced changes, but any

,

large-scale clearing will adversely affect

regeneration mechanisms and nutrient re-

1

sources to some degree.

Research on how tropical forests do and

;

don't recover from disturbances can do

'

more than help us avoid costly mistakes in

land use. It can also aid in the design of

ecologically sustainable uses of rain forest

lands for human ends. Some form of slash-

and-burn agriculture is likely to remain

the most reasonable way to use the Ama-
zon forests, but the productive lifetime of

the system needs to be boosted if burgeon-

;

ing human populations are to be fed and

employed without destroying these lands

altogether. One possible answer would be

to design a sustained-yield agroecosystem

modeled after the entire succession from

farm to forest—that is, not to fight the

succession for a few years and then give

up, but to mimic the natural process, only

using plants useful to humans at each

stage. Since the first stage of the natural

succession after burning consists of herbs.
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crop analogues such as sugar cane, pine-

apple, and beans could be planted. In the

second year, analogues to pioneer trees

—

cashew, papaya, plantains, for example

—

could be introduced, and would be pro-

ductive for five to ten years. Simulta-

neously, longer-lived trees, analagous to

primary forest tree species, such as peach

palm, Brazil nut, and rosewood, could be

planted. When these trees senesce or are

no longer producing well, they can be

,i felled and the process repeated.

Although farmers in the Rio Negro re-

gion devote most of their farm sites exclu-

sively to manioc, they do imitate natural

forest succession in the patch of ground

around their field huts. There, they plant
' sugar cane, pineapple, and plantains along

with the manioc, and soon after, they in-

troduce a variety of long-lived fruit trees

as well. When manioc production stops,

the little patch around the hut already has

^

a rich mix of small fruit trees. On one farm

site that had been abandoned for seven

years, I compared the vegetation in the

small patch of human-managed succes-

sion around the hut with the vegetation

that natural succession had produced in

the rest of the clearing. I found the two to

be remarkably similar in structure; in fact,

the trees had grown somewhat larger

around the hut. My observations suggest

that human-managed successions may
well grow to forest stature as fast as, or

even faster than, natural successions.

The challenge is to build upon these in-

digenous systems by developing combina-

tions of useful plants that complement
each other in such things as rooting habits,

light needs, pollination requirements, and

seasonality of crop production. This ap-

proach is particularly attractive because

by keeping disturbances small and by at-

tempting to use nutrients as efficiently as

possible, the underlying fragility of the

Amazon forests is taken into account.

Moreover, by eliminating the necessity of

moving on every two or three years, a

sustained-yield version of slash-and-burn

agriculture could minimize the amount of

forest required to support the inhabitants

3f Amazonia and thereby make possible

the preservation of more of the ecosystem

in its natural state. D
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Our Microbial Associates
Is the human body's normal flora a

liability or an asset?

by Philip A. Mackowiak

Microorganisms are humanity's main

predators, exacting a dreadful toll in dis-

ease and death. Understandably, people

regard them as adversaries. Yet Pasteur,

who observed their role in putrefaction

and infection and helped originate the

germ theory of disease, had a less one-

sided view. He hypothesized that micro-

organisms inhabiting the tissue surfaces of

healthy higher animals—the ill-defined

confederation of microbes we refer to as

the "normal flora"—were essential to

these animals' well-being. Was he more

correct than his contemporary Elie

Metchnikoff, who regarded microorgan-

isms as consummate antagonists?

One need not search far to find support

for Pasteur's hypothesis. Ruminants, of

which sheep and cattle are familiar exam-

ples, owe their very sustenance to the mi-

croorganisms that colonize their gastroin-

testinal tracts. Termites are similarly

indebted to a highly specialized gastroin-

testinal flora. Only through the fermenta-

tion carried out by such symbiotic micro-

organisms are ruminants and termites

able to use cellulose as a food source. The
microbes, rather than the host animals

themselves, actually do the digesting.

Knowledge of some of these relation-

ships led Pasteur to predict that total

eradication of the normal flora of any of

the higher animals (an accomplishment

not then within his means) would be in-

compatible with life. In recent times, how-

ever, such elimination of the normal flora

has become possible. In the 1940s, J.A.

Reyniers and others at the Lobund Lab-

oratory at the University of Notre Dame
succeeded in producing germ-free chick-

ens and showed that they could be main-

tained in sterile environments for suc-

cessive generations without apparent ill

effect. Thus, Pasteur's hypothesis, while

valid for a few animals such as termites

and ruminants, does not hold for higher

animals in general. The relationship be-

tween human beings and their microbial

associates turns out to be more complex

than either Pasteur or Metchnikoff" could

have imagined.

A multitude of bacteria, and lesser

numbers of fungi and protozoans, make
their home on the inner and outer surfaces

of the human body. Microbial coloniza-

tion of the newborn infant begins immedi-

ately after birth as a result of contact with

the mother, other people, and an increas-

ing array of inanimate objects. Initial colo-

nization is fortuitous, but within a few

weeks most newborns carry a pattern of

microbial species remarkably similar to

that of an adult.

Sites populated by a normal flora are

the skin, eyes, lower genitourinary tract,

nose, and alimentary canal—especially

the mouth, small and large intestines, and

rectum. Except for the skin, these sur-

faces are constantly washed over by body

fluids, so that colonizing organisms must

attach themselves to the epithelial cells

that fine the organs. Microbes differ in

their ability to adhere to the epithelial

cells of a particular animal species, such

as humans. In fact, diflferent bacteria have

affinities for different epithelial cells

within the same body, and even for diff"er-

ent cells in a place as confined as the hu-

man mouth. Some microbes have a lim-

ited ability to colonize particular host

surfaces by themselves, but do so in co-

operation with others in a process called

"interbacterial aggregation." Veillonella,

for example, is a bacterial genus that suc-

ceeds in colonizing human teeth only be-

cause substances necessary for its adher-

ence are provided by another mouth

organism. Streptococcus salivarus.

The degree of acidity or alkalinity and

the level of oxygen present at various body

sites also aff"ect their suitability as homes
'

for one or another group of microbes. In i

the mouth, for example, the crevice be-

1

neath the gums is the primary ecological

niche for microorganisms that cannot sur-

1

vive in the presence of oxygen. Bile secre-

tion probably helps explain the relatively

low number of microbes inhabiting the

small intestine, since bile is toxic to most

microbes. Host mechanisms that block

the attachment of microbes to certain tis-

sues have also evolved. A primary func-

tion of the immune system of mucosal sur-

faces is to discourage the adherence of

.

unwelcome microorganisms through the

secretion of specific antibodies. The body

also produces various molecules that

block the sites on epithelial cells where mi-

crobes adhere. And present in the circu-
[

latory system are iron-binding proteins

that deprive bacteria of this important nu-

trient. These and other characteristics of

higher animals limit their normal flora to

particular types of well-adapted microor-

ganisms.

Although humans, unlike ruminants,

do not require microbes to digest food,

many scientists have wondered whether

we derive some nutritional benefits from

our normal flora. Certain bacteria inhabit-

ing the large intestine are capable of syn-

thesizing vitamins in excess of their own

metabolic needs. Vitamins K and B 12, fo-

late, pyridoxine, biotin, pantothenate, and

riboflavin are produced in measurable

quantities in the human bowel, and some

of these are probably absorbed. In nonni-

minant species, however, such synthesiz-

ing activity turns out to be supplementary

rather than indispensible. Furthermore,

certain vitamins may be diverted from the

host by bacteria that use them or (as in the

case of ascorbic acid) that decompose

them.

Some scientists have speculated that
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the gastrointestinal flora plays an impor-

tant role by breaking down urea, the final

product of the body's decomposition of

proteins. Excess ammonia resulting from

degradation of urea, the argument runs,

might provide the human host with a

source of nitrogen for the synthesis of new
protein. In tests involving people with

chronic kidney failure, however, medical

investigators found that the nitrogen bal-

ance was actually improved when the in-

testinal flora was suppressed by antibiot-

ics. The flora does not appear to contrib-

ute by removing urea as a waste product,

either.

The natural flora not only provides Uttle

of nutritional value; it also produces sub-

stances detrimental to humans. The prime

example of this comes from studies of

cyasin. This sugar of cycad nuts can pro-

duce cancer when eaten by humans or ani-

mals. Given by injection to rats, however,

it has no adverse effects, nor is it carcino-,

genie when fed in larger amounts to germ-

free rats. Apparently cyasin itself is harm-

less unless converted by intestinal bacteria

into a carcinogenic byproduct. Recently

there has been concern that carcinogenic

nitrosamines might be produced in a simi-

lar fashion by microbial action upon the

nitrates used as food preservatives. How-
ever, although the risks cannot be dis-

missed totally, nitrates are most Ukely ab-

sorbed from the human gastrointestinal

tract well before reaching regions of the

gut heavily colonized by bacteria favoring

the synthesis of nitrosamines.

If the normal flora does contribute to

well-being in humans, as Pasteur thought, ^

it most likely does so by functioning as a

barrier to infection by competing microor-

ganisms. Indigenous microbes blanket

their territory, making it difficult for oth-

ers to gain attachment. They may alter the

degree of acidity or alkalinity or the oxy-

gen level, thus excluding certain potential

colonizers. Above all, they defend their

own interests—and those of the host—by
producing antibiotics that suppress their

adversaries. Although sahva, earwax, bile

acids, and other secretions of the human
body have intrinsic antibacterial proper-

ties, none are as potent as the antibiotics

produced by the normal flora.

Indigenous microorganisms of the

mouth are a case in point. In vitro experi-

ments (those conducted under artificial

conditions, as in a test tube or culture dish,

rather than on living animals) have estab-

lished that various harmless strains of

streptococci inhabiting the mouth sup-

press growth of such diverse respiratory

pathogens as those causing pneumococcal

pneumonia, meningitis, carbuncles, tuber-

culosis, and Legionnaires' disease. More
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mportant, when people are treated with

intibiotics that suppress the normal flora,

hey become increasingly susceptible to

'.uch pathogens. Similarly, children who
:ontract tonsillitis, compared with those

vhodo not, possess fewer bacteria capable

)f inhibiting the microorganism responsi-

)ie {Streptococcus pyogenes).

Some of the most compelling evidence

)f the importance of the resident flora as a

defense against infection comes from

'.tudles of the gastrointestinal tract. In nu-

nerous in vitro experiments, resident mi-

;roorganisms of the gastrointestinal tract

lave inhibited growth of important patho-

gens such as the cholera bacillus and vari-

es dysentery bacilli. Furthermore, sup-

'^ression of these same resident bacteria

'by antibiotics) substantially reduces the

esistance of experimental animals, and
' presumably humans, to invasion by such

ntestinal pathogens. In addition to sup-

pressing growth of intestinal pathogens,

he resident flora of the bowel appears to

Protect the host by degrading bacterial

' oxins, a function that almost certainly ac-
' :ounts for the greater resistance of normal

inimals to botulism as compared with

^erm-free counterparts.

' Observations such as these have raised

;oncern among clinicians that antibiotic

•egimens currently used by some to pre-

' /ent traveler's diarrhea might predispose

people to more serious infections. Travel-

':r's diarrhea is a nonthreatening disorder

i :hat normally improves or disappears be-

"ore long without medical treatment. It is

nost commonly caused by a toxin-produc-

ng strain of the bacterium Escherichia

^oli, which, like many members of the nor-

Tial gastrointestinal flora, is susceptible to

'antibiotics. Unfortunately, many of the

Dacteria causing severe dysentery in un-

derdeveloped countries are resistant to

intibiotics. For this reason, some clini-

:ians fear that the use of antibiotics

against traveler's diarrhea, or their unjus-

:ified use for other purposes, creates an
ecological vacuum in the gastrointestinal

.ract that opens the way for colonization

Dy more dangerous pathogens.

In experimental cultures, various mi-

:robial species residing on the lining of the

human cervix antagonize Neisseria gon-
orrhea, the agent responsible for gonor-

hea. So far, however, only one group of

:hese microbes has been shown to exert a

orotective effect in statistical studies of

luman disease. Investigations of the resi-

ient flora of the skin indicate that it, too,

s protective. For example, those people

*vhose skins are colonized by antibiotic-

Jroducing bacteria suffer less than others

rom secondary infections of eczematous
3r varicose ulcers.
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Unfortunately, for every investigation

demonstrating a protective effect of the

resident flora against infection, at least

one other has demonstrated a depressive

effect on host resistance. The latter re-

ports do not necessarily invalidate the for-

mer, but rather emphasize the complexity

of the relationship between the host and

its indigenous microbial burden.

A number of experiments suggest that

the normal flora is a liability rather than

an asset in infections in which the host's

immune response plays an important part

in the disease process. Although the resi-

dent microbes often stimulate or sensitize

the host's immune response in a beneficial

way, in certain cases their effect proves

detrimental. Lymphocytic choriomenin-

gitis (a viral infection of the central ner-

vous system) is an example. In mice

affected by the disease, neural damage re-

sults from activation of the host animal's

own immune response rather than from

destruction of nervous tissue by the virus

itself Germ-free mice enjoy a higher resis-

tance to such damage, presumably be-

cause their immune response is generally

less active. Germ-free mice appear to be

resistant to disease caused by the hepatitis

virus for similar reasons. In certain other

situations, activation of the immune sys-

tem by indigenous microbes may desen-

sitize the host's response; the host may be-

come tolerant to small quantities of

bacterial toxins and as a result fail to re-

spond when invaded by pathogens that

produce these same toxins in dangerous

amounts.

Various microorganisms have an ap-

parent predilection for colonizing people

who have cancer of the large intestine.

These include unusual species of strepto-

coccus and other intestinal bacteria not

generally encountered in healthy people.

(I have called them sentinel organisms be-

cause they can alert physicians to the

underlying disease.) Some of these tumor-

associated bacteria produce hormonelike

substances, suggesting a two-way ex-

change of genetic material between tu-

mor cells and the bacteria. Possibly, incor-

poration of bacterial genetic material into

intestinal cells is in some way responsible

for the evolution of such tumors. Sentinel

microorganisms may simply be innocent

bystanders, however; studies comparing

the incidence of cancers in germ-free and

conventional animals have found malig-

nancies to be evenly distributed between

the two groups.

In rare cases indigenous microorgan-

isms even appear to assist pathogens in

their efforts to penetrate the host or to

avoid destruction from therapeutic inter-

ventions. Amebiasis is a prime example of
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1. Adventures International: African wildlife

Dlioto safaris, gorillas in Rwanda, camping in

Serengeti, and the great parks of Kenya.

Whale watching, polar bear photography,
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2. Audio-Forum: Learn a Language on Your

3wn; Full-length courses in 32 languages.
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catalog, financial aid information, posters or
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14. Cornell University: Bird Photography;

Complete guide to photographing birds.

Receive an easy-to-read, illustrated text and
individual tutoring. Learn at home.
15. Cornell University: Bird Biology;
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magazine. Living Bird Quarterly, catalogs,
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16. Costa Rica/Lacsa Airlines: The thrill of
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Cultural tours of art
centers in Scandinavia,
Holland and the U. S. S.R.

Finnair offers fine arts, crafts, architecture, design and
cultural tours. Trips operate year round and can be tailored

for institutions sponsoring fund raising or study groups.

All tours include cultural visits, first-class centrally

located hotels, sightseeing and airfare.

For free information, call Finnoir's special interest depart-

ment (212} 689-9300 or check the tourfsj that interests you,
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an infection in which a pathogenic microl

organism depends on the resident flora t(

establish itself within the host. Germ-fre*

animals are highly resistant to amoebas
Even in normal animals, this parasite gen

erally causes Uttle apparent difficulty, de

voting most of its energies to the consump
tion of resident bacteria and superficia

intestinal cells. Sometimes, however, the:

amoeba becomes highly invasive, attack-

ing the wall of the intestine, the hver, anc

other organs of its host; amoebic dysen-

tery is one of the results. Observations ir

experimental animals suggest that these

rare episodes of enhanced infectiousness

could result from virulence factors that

the amoeba somehow obtains from mtesti-

nal bacteria.

Finally, indigenous microorganisms,

while having no apparent enhancing or m-

hibitory effect, may nevertheless aggra-

vate certain infections by acting as sec-

ondary invaders. A classic example of this

phenomenon is the superinfection of acute-

mfluenzal pneumonia by bacteria origi-

nating from the ranks of the indigenous'

microbes of the nose and mouth. Second-

ary invasion of the bloodstream by normal

residents of the large intestine during

acute dysentery or overwhelming nema-

tode infections are additional cases when'

the indigenous flora complicates rather-

than alleviates problems caused by intrud-'

ing pathogens.

Indeed, practitioners of clinical medi-

cine need no reminder of the potential of

indigenous microbes—no matter how in-

nocuous—for becoming true pathogens

under appropriate conditions. When the

normal defenses of higher animals are

compromised by disease or injury, resi-

dent microbes frequently turn on their

hosts with a fury that belies any attempt to

credit them with a beneficial role. They

are the agents responsible for most epi-

sodes of pneumonia, cystitis, sinusitis, and

diverticuhtis. And they are a common
cause of abdominal infections, particu-

larly in situations where bowel contents

have leaked into the normally sterile ab-

dominal cavity. While, in a sense, such

"opportunistic" infections do not aflBict

the healthy higher organism, they are of

major concern in assessing the net impact

of the normal flora.

Comparisons of the life spans of germ-

free animals with those of conventional

controls show that under carefully con-

trolled, sterile conditions, the normal flora

is not essential to the well-being of higher

animals. In general, the life spans are com-

parable, and when differences have been

demonstrated, germ-free animals have

been shown to enjoy greater longevity

than then- conventional counterparts. We

i ^

n

f

111
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lo not live in a germ-free environment,

1
lowever, but in a world heavily populated

)y microorganisms of almost incompre-

lensible diversity. Under these circum-

itances, the comparatively noninvasive

nicroorganisms normally populating the

mIgh and mucosal surfaces provide a de-

cree of protection against colonization or

nvasion (or both) by disease-causing

1 igents. That these same microbial bene-

"actors can destroy, as well as protect,

heir host—either through their own ef-

brts or in concert with invading patho-

;jens—simply shows that they cannot be

/iewed in absolute positive or negative

:erms. Given the appropriate circum-

itances, each member of the normal resi-

ient flora appears to have the capacity for

;lielping or harming the host,

i

The challenge to clinical investigators is

i
to promote the positive role of the normal

ilora and to minimize the negative. Some
(have sought to supplement the human

, flora with nonpathogenic inhibitors. This

technique has enjoyed some success in the

. control of outbreaks of staphylococcal dis-

I
;ase among newborn infants. During such

3utbreaks, susceptible infants have been

I

deliberately colonized by benign strains of

I

staphylococci. Although, in this situation,

^
colonization by the nonpathogenic strain

has conferred protection against epidemic

I

strains, similar efforts have failed in older

subjects, most likely because the fully de-

iveloped normal flora resists such supple-

1 mentation.

Investigators have also sought to mini-

mize the normal flora's potential for harm.

;The earliest such efforts involved indis-

I criminate suppression of indigenous or-

iganisms with broad-spectrum antibiotics.

•Unfortunately, this practice simply pro-

imotes colonization by antibiotic-resistant

imicrobes. Thus today, wherever possible,

antibiotics with more restricted antimicro-

bial activities are used to suppress the nor-

mal flora. Specifically, some physicians

hoping to protect their cancer patients

from infections administer antibiotics that

inhibit the most common potential invad-

ers while leaving intact certain beneficial

bacteria that normally do not pose a

threat. The results are still inconclusive,

but this technique looks promising. As the

role of the normal flora is better appreci-

ated, we can look forward to additional

progress in augmenting the beneficial role

of our microbial associates.

Philip A. Mackowiak is associate chiefof
infectious diseases at the Veterans Ad-
ministration Medical Center and asso-

ciate professor ofmedicine at the Univer-

sity of Texas Southwestern Medical

School, both in Dallas.
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Celestial Events
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All Month Our evening sky is beginning to look good this month. Saturn formally joins the

cast of evening stars on the 21st, and Jupiter will enter in late May But both are now up

virtually all night: Saturn from dusk till dawn; Jupiter about two and a half hours behind it

(to its east, or left). Both are in the east at night, the west at dawn. And now Venus is becom-

ing more noticeable in the west during twilight and later. Three things enhance its visibility

this season: its northerly position in the sky, its increasing separation to the left of the sun,

and its increasing brilliancy. Over the next several months, its separation from the sun and

its brilliancy will be improving, but it backs off from its northerly position, so all things con-

sidered, this month Venus will nearly be at its best.

Mercury and Mars are also evening objects, but Mars is too close to the sun to be seen.

Mercury as an evening star is probably now at its best this year but by no means spectacu-

lar. Best conditions for viewing it will be from April 1 5 to April 23, when the planet's bright-

ness and its elongation (angular distance) from the sun are optimal.

April 1-2: Moonrise tonight is at about 10:30 p.m. The waning gibbous moon, three days

past full, comes up in Scorpius shortly before Jupiter. Both moon and planet climb the east-

em sky past midnight, the moon more slowly so that the distance between the two closes

noticeably At about 8:00 a.m., EST, the moon slides in front of Jupiter, covering it (an oc-

cultation) for observers in North and Central America and part of South America. In the

eastern United States and Canada, the event occurs in daylight, but in western areas it oc-

curs in twilight.

April 4: The morning moon is in Sagittarius, above the Teapot.

April 5: Last-quarter moon is east of the Teapot this morning.

April 6: The moon is at apogee, farthest from the earth, in Capricornus this morning.

April 1 1 : You may still be able to see the slender waning crescent moon early this morn-

ing, near the southern border between Pisces and Cetus.

April 13: New moon, close to the junction between Pisces, Cetus, and Aries.

April 1 5-16: You will see the new crescent moon in the west during twilight, possibly on

the 15th, surely on the 16th, depending on the weather. It is in Taurus, nearly in conjunc-

tion with the Pleiades (the Seven Sisters) on the night of the 15th, above Aldebaran (the

bright reddish star of Taurus) on the 1 6th. Venus is above the moon on the night of the 1 5th,

to its right (west) on the 16th.

April 19: The moon, almost at first-quarter phase, is at the border between Gemini and

Cancer, very nearly in line with, and below, Pollux and Castor, the "twin" stars of Gemini.

The bright star well below them is Procyon, in the constellation Canis Minor (the little dog),

and farther south and to the right is Sirius in Canis Major (the big dog).

April 20: First-quarter moon, in Cancer, occurs this morning.

April 21: The perigee moon (nearest the earth) is near the border between Cancer and

Leo. Mercury is at greatest easteriy elongation today (greatest distance to the sun's left). In

this position it remains above the horizon after sundown, best located for viewing as an eve-

ning star. Saturn is at opposition with the sun, above the horizon from sundown till sunrise.

It is now an evening star in Virgo to the left (east) of Spica.

April 21-22: Venus is in Taurus, north of Aldebaran, on the evenings of both dates. It is

in conjunction with Aldebaran on the morning of the 22nd.

April 23: Persons living in communities that change to daylight time lose an hour of sleep

tonight as they set their clocks ahead one hour.

April 26-27: Saturn rises near sundown on the 26th, just below the nearly full moon, in

Virgo, then moves up the eastern sky with the moon. At about 2:00 p.m., EST, the moon

passes above the planet and then drifts slowly to its left (east). It separates from Saturn on

the night of the 26th. Toward morning, the moon becomes full as it moves into Libra.

April 28-29: On the evening of the 28th, the moon moves from Libra into Scorpius, to

the right (west) of Jupiter. On the 29th, it is in Ophiuchus, to the left (east) of Jupiter and

closer to the planet. It is in conjunction with Jupiter at about 2:00 p.m.. EST, on the 29th.

April 30: Just three days after full, the waning gibbous moon enters Sagittarius again.

The spring Sky Map shows the sky for the months of April. May. and June from latitude

40° north at the evening hours given below. To use the map, hold it vertically in front of you

with the north (N) at the bottom, and match the lower half of the map with the stars you see

when you face north. As you face in other directions, roll the map to bring the corresponding

compass direction to the bottom of the map.

The stars move west continuously during the night. By morning (before dawn) stars on the

western half of the map will have set, those on the eastern half will have moved into the west,

and new stars (those of the fall evenings) will have risen in the east. The map represents the sky

at about 2:00 a.m. on April 1 ; 1 :00 a.m. on April 1 5; midnight on April 30: 1 1 :00 P.M. on May

15; 10:00 p.m. on May 31; 9:00 P.M. on June 15; and 8:00 P.M. on June 30. Add one hour for

daylight time. The map can be used for an hour or more before and after the times given.



Art/Crafts

ABORIGINAL ARTS OF AUSTRALIA: Bark paintings,

spears, ritual and ornamental pieces, emu feathered

crafts, wood carvings, didjendus, boomerangs, bas-

ketry and more. All one-of-a-kind pieces, Pfiotograptis,

artist's name and cultural description available. $20
and up, Wandjina Imports, Box 8592, Reno, Nevada
89507

AFRICAN ART & ARTIFACTS—traditional and contem-
porary. Vast collection, reasonable prices. The Bush.

960 N, Colier, Marco Island, Florida 33937

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS: Southwest Indian pot-

tery, baskets, rugs, kachinas Northwest Coast Indian

masks, totems, graphics. Eskimo sculpture. Recent
West African pieces. Call or write for photos and data.

Priced $100.'up Box 5896. Sherman Oaks, CA 91413,

(213)789-2559

GUERRERO MASKS, Mexico, painted clay, $35, re-

quest photo, other masks available. McCoy Imports.

Liberty. NY 12754

MEADOW BUTTERFLY enrollment kit teaches stained

glass techniques. Free Tools. Receive monthly
projects $6.95. SGG, Box 777nh, Marshalltown, lA

50158

MEXICAN FOLK ART Museum Caliber Copper and
wood masks, stone sculpture, ct-ramic figures By ap-

pointment Nathan Cohen/Olmec Imports, 735 Avenue
•W Brooklyn, NY 11223 (212) 375-8386

Associations

BERTRAND RUSSELL SOCIETY Information: NH, RD
1, Box 409, Coopersburg. PA 18036

Book Publishers

PUBLISHING with a vanity publisher? Wait! We get

your book published by a regular' publisher on a 'sub-

sidy basis Brochure. Wordsmith Lit/Agency, Dept,
101,Garnerville, NY 10923

PUBLISH YOUR BOOKi Join our successful authors

Publicity, advertising, beautiful books. All subjects in-

vited. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
report Carlton Press, Dept NHD, 84 Fifth Avenue,
New York. NY 10011.

Books

AMERICANAi A fascinating period of American history

brought to life thru fact-fiction telling, 16 wives. 64 chil-

dren, secret rites, divine visitations, persecutions,
massacre. "The Damnation of John Doyle Lee " by
Ward Hawkins, a must for Mormons and non-Mormons
alike. Send $10 00 for 260 page book to Tara Press,

22704 Ventura Blvd. Woodland Hills. CA 91364. Money
back guarantee.

BOOKFINDING LIBRARIANS locate any subject or title.

150.000 different titles in stock, indexed by author,

subject & title "PAB ". 2918 Atlantic Ave.. Atlantic City.

NJ 08401 or (609) 344-1943

FREE BOOK SEARCH. Also Nature book lists. Write:

Smiths Book Service. Rt. 6A, Brewster, MA 02631

KINGFISHERS AND RELATED BIRDS, by Joseph
Forshaw and William Cooper, Part I, Volume I due for re-

lease April 1983 First of six volume leather-bound
boxed set. Edition limited to 1,000 sets worldwide.
Available in North America through the publisher:

Lansdowne Editions. Suite 1202. 420 Madison Avenue.
New York. NY 10017. Brochure available. $750 (first

vol. only).

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS. BARGAIN BOOKS.
2.000 titles, all subjects! Free catalogue: Hamilton's.
98-55 Clapboard. Danbury, CT 06810

Correspondence

PENFRIENDS-ENGL^ND-USA. Make lasting friend-

ships through correspondence. Send age. interests.

Free reply Harmony. Box 89NH, Brooklyn. NY 11235

SINGLE BOOKLOVERS gets cultured persons ac-

quainted. Nationwide. Established 1970. Write Box AE.
Swarthmore, PA 19081 or call (215) 566-2132

_TF(E*]V(ARgET
Education

ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELD SCHOOL IN ILLINOIS.

Summer. 1983. Oneota village site. Hopewell and Mis-

sissippian burials. Credit/Non-Credit—wide range of

options. Western Illinois University. (309) 298-191

1

FAMILY/ADULT CAMP. Northwestern Michigan.

Lodge, simple cabins, appetizing meals. Natural Sci-

ences emphasized. Teaching staff. Barnyard, canoe-
ing, tennis. Lake Michigan beach. August. Innisfree.

Maple City. Ml 49664 (616) 334-3335

MAINE ISLAND ECOLOGY Marine biology, botany
and ornithology on 200-acre island. Exciting opportu-

nity for high school students interested in environmen-
tal studies. Faculty.'student ratio 1 :5. In twelfth year of

operation. From June 20 to July 8 or July 12 to July 30.

Contact: Maine Island Ecology. Academy of Natural

Sciences. 19th St and the Parkway. Philadelphia. PA
19103

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA NEEDS YOU' Jobs! Big Pay! Transporta-

tion! Newest Handbook, $2 00 Australian International,

Box 19107-RP, Washington, DC 20036

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the

US, Free details: EOV, PO, Box 450. Walpole. NH
03608

INCOME OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVENTURERS. Free

information with a self-addressed, stamped envelope

to: Adventurers, PO Box 1160, Pacifica, California

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$3,00. International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RP, Washington, DC 20036

OVERSEAS JOB—68 COUNTRIES! Hiring now! Paid

fare. Computerized reports $2.00. Jobworld. Box 681-

NH, Cypress. CA 90630

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Colorado. Idaho. Montana, Wyoming! Current open-
ings—all occupations! Free details , . . Intermountain

4Y, PO. Drawer 809, Grand Lake, Colorado 80447-

0809

TEACH HERE—TEACH ABROAD: School, college

openings: U.S.A. $5.95: Abroad $5.95 China. Japan,

Saudi, Australia $5 95 each EISF, Box 662, Newton,
Massachusetts 02162

Financial

GET CASH GRANTS—from Government, (Never re-

pay,) Also, loans available. All ages eligible. Informa-

tion, $2 (refundable). Surplus Funds-NH. 1629 K St.,

Washington, DC 20006

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS 65 countries!

Sampler: 4,'$2 98 Free Brochure Multinewspapers,

Box DE-204. Dana Point. California 92629

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off. 150 Major compa-
nies. Free brochure Sobol House, Box 218-NH, Black

Mountain. NC 2871 1 (704) 669-8031

Gardening

LjARGE SELECTION—seeds of native wildflowers.

choice ornamental shrubs, trees, others, from the West
and Mexico. Informative catalogue $1 00 Southwest-
ern Native Seeds, Box 50503, Kino Station, Tucson, Ari-

zona 85703

PERENNIAL FLOWERS: Extensive list complemented
with recipes, $2. Housworth Gardens. 4276 Durham
Circle, Stone Mountain. GA 30083

WILDFLOWERS free seed catalog. Rocky Mountain
Woodland Wildflowers. Box 793N. Bigfork. Montana
59911

WILDFLOWERS Highest quality tubers, rootstocks.

Free descriptive catalog Master Gardens-E, 8044 Ray
Mears Blvd, Suite 111-148, Knoxville, TN 37919

Gourmet Interests

IDENTIFY CHINESE VEGETABLES: Beautiful poste

with easy recipes, $3.50: Qualitzer. Suite 325N. 79!

Broadway. NYC 10003

LOUISIANA GUMBOS—onginal recipes. $3.95. Writel .

Gilda Bnbieseca. Box 225. Olympia Fields. IL 60461 »' -

MINNESOTA WILD RICE. $6.00 per pound, prepaic

Five pound minimum. Floura Bros, Box 44C, Black

duck, MN 56630

OVER 30 GOURMET RECIPES for disabled eaters

$3-00 Willa Pettygrove, 228 Rice Lane, Davis, C/

95616 (California residents add 6% sales tax.)

Government Surplus

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY ' 950,00(

items (including Jeeps) low as IS on dollar! Mos
complete information available—$2.00. Disposal. Bo:

19107-RP. Washington. DC 20036

Merchandise/Gifts

- Thwa»-^ Hug Therapist

>^^ %, T-Shlxts

Adult iwMt ihuti, $1635 ppd

(502) 459-9398
Th« Hua rjctory", Dept NH.
Boi 4353, Louiiville, KY 40204

ezp. date and i

PRE-COLUMBIAN STYLED terracotta figurines: hand'

painted clay masks: onyx necklaces and chokers Free

Catalog: Olmec Imports. 735 Avenue 'W . Brooklyn

NY 11223

LLAIVIAS

For backpacking, tjreeding, investi

ment or for the pleasure of owner
ship. There is nothing like a llama

the oldest domesticated animal ii

the world. Selection from one o

largest herds in California. Book
ing for backpacking available. Fo 4 -
further information contact;

3-R Ranch, P.O. Box 1079, Mt i

Shasta, CA 96067 (916) 926-5794

THE DINOSAUR COMPANY Catalog for kids anc

grownups. Box 546, Tallman, NY 10982

Miscellaneous

ARCHAEOLOGICAL MAP OR BELIZE. 300 Mayan
sites 17x20. #1 Latin American Series. $5.00. RMD
Publications. PO. Box 5235B. Modesto. CA 95352

IDEAS, INVENTIONS, New Products wanted! Call toll

free 1-800-528-6050. In Arizona, call 1-800-352-0458.

Extension 831

NORTH AMERICAN MENTOR MAGAZINE. Quarterly,

since 1964. Fiction, belle-lettres, humanities. $11 per

year. Sample $2, Poetry contests (write for rules),

Fennimore, Wisconsin 53809

Old Time Radio

OLD TIME RADIO PROGRAMS on cassette tapes. Free

catalogue Cassette Library Center, PO Box 5331 H,

Baltimore, MD 21209

Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repainng binocu-:

lars since 1923. Alignment performed on our U.S. Navy
collimator. Free catalogue and our article "Know Your

Binoculars." published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel

Optical Co . Inc .
331 Mansion St.. West Coxsackie. NY

12192(518)731-2610

LEITZ, ZEISS, B&L, SWIFT, BUSHNELL, NIKON Opto-

lyth binoculars, telescopes and accessories. Send
stamp for discount list. Specify literature desired-

Large stock. Orders filled postpaid day received. Bird-

ing. Box 5N, Amsterdam, NY 12010
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'hotography

JIRD PHOTOGRAPHS High quality color slides of all

pecies by outstanding nature photographers Write or

;all Bird Photographs, Dept NH, Laboratory of Or-

iittiology, Cornell University, Sapsucker Woods Ith-

ica, NY 14850(607)256-4017

VOLF PHOTOS, slides, postcards Free brochure,
'Sis J Lidle, PO Box 112, Clifton Heights, PA 19018

^eal Estate

-REE' Big Spring Catalog! Over 5000 best farms,
'lomes, businesses, recreation, retirement values All

teross Amenca! Strout Realty, Plaza Tov^ers, Dept
)390, Springfield, MO 65804, Toll free: 1-800-641-4266.
'1 Missouri call collect (417) 862-4402

jQVERNtvlENT LANDS , FROIVI $7 50/ACRE!
-lomesites, farming, vacationing, investment! "Land
buyer's Guide" plus nationwide listings—$2,00

,.ands. Box 19107-RP, Washington, DC 20036

,€W FREE CATALOGUE! Top real estate values
;';oast to coasfi Please specify type properly and loca-

lon desired United Farm Agency, Inc
, 612-U W 47th

Street, Kansas City, MO 64112 Ph Toll-Free- 1-800-

121-2599: MO res ph Toil-Free 1-800-892-5785

Centals

\DIRONDACK LODGES on Upper Saranac Lake
Mailable for tw/o weeks or a month, July through Sep-
ember. Everything provided for comfortable living in

fie quiet woods $740 • $1 ,950 for two weeks Please
vrite Bartlett Carry Club, RFO 3, Tupper Lake, NY

:-RIPP ISLAND, SC Luxunous oceanfront condo-
:Tiinimum,3'/2 miles beach Unspoiled, uncrowded, pri-

/ate, furnished: living, dining, kitchen, one bedroom
sleeps four Golf, tennis, pool, near historic Beaufort &
Savannah (201) 545-1256

i
Resorts

'\DiRONDACK WILDERNESS, sparkling mountain
ake, informal, great tennis, food, hiking, horses: family
ales American Plan Timberlock, Box NH, Indian Lake
WY 12864

:aRIBBEAN HIDEAWAY: Very small, very special hotel

I

ucked into a 30 acre plantation on the island of Bequia,
,
;t Vincent Grenadines, W I Ten rooms, pool, beautiful
)each, snorkeling, hiking, photography, birding, ton-
us Write or call: Spring on Bequia, Box 19251 , Minne-
ipolis, MN 55419 (612) 823-1202 o r your travel agent

.lUNGLE VACATION in the Talamanca Rainforest Su-
)erb birding, plant and insect hunting Riding and hik
ng trails: guides Weekly rates $225 00 single $350
Rouble ME Snow, Apartado 73, 7200 Siquirres, Costa
:lica

\ENYA Attractive cottage at Lake Naivasha. Safaris
jrganized, birders' paradise $280 per week. Write M
:;amelley. Box 79, Naivasha, Kenya

LITTLE ST. SIMONS ISLAND
One of Georgia's "Golden Isles"

OLD FASHIONED, Secluded Farm on Cape Breton Is-

land offers log cabins, excellent meals, tranquility to a
few guests $250/week. Wnte: John Gardner, Orange-
dale, Nova Scotia

TOBAGO, PRIVATE BEACH COTTAGES on working
cocoa plantation Swimming, snorkeling, fishing from
your front door Bird wathers paradise Brochure-
Charles A Turpin, Charlotteville, Tobago, West Indies

WESTERN ADVENTURE on authentic ranch Fun for all

ages Operating stock ranch 50 miles north of Yellow-
stone Park A birders paradise Riding, fishing, pack
trips All ranch activities 63 Ranch, Box NH979, Living-

ston, MT 59047 Tel (406) 222-0570

Tours/Trips

A BEAUTIFUL EXPERIENCE Learn sailing aboard 50'

ketch 'Palisander' Winter Caribbean, Summer Chesa-
peake, Spring & Fall Blue Water Cruises $600/person/
week Cuttyhunk Marine Adventures, c/o Wailes Gray
77 Tweed Blvd

, Nyack, NY 10960

ADVENTURES WITH WILDLIFE— natural history trips

with expert leaders to Tanzania, Kenya, Rwanda and
Zaire Also Nepal, Ecuador and more Unique expe-
ditions to see endangered species— mountain gorillas,

blue whales, polar bears, Indian rhino, and rare birds
New trip preview available Adventures International

4421-K Albert St , Oakland, CA 94619 (415) 531-6564

AFRICA Exceptional Nature/Cultures Tours to East,
West, North and South Guaranteed weekly depar-
tures Kenya from $1356,-, 17 days. Including Airfare,

from New York Madagascar ("Living Fossils"),

Rwanda, Tanzania, Seychelles, Botswana, Namibia,
Sahara, Zaire, etc Forum Travel, 2437 Durant Berke-
ley, California 94704 (415) 843-8294

AFRICA PHOTOGRAPHIC SAFARI Affordable Kenya
wildlife safari led by professional photographer expen-
enced in East Africa Summer departure Photographic
tour of China also available. Quest International PO
Box 287, Lansing, NY 14882 or call (607) 257-4644 col-

lect anytime

AFRICA TANZANIA, KENYA, RWANDA Extraordinary,
small group safaris, expert naturalist guides Seren-
geti, Ngorongoro, Masai Mara Special Madagascar
trip (Sept) Mountain Gonlla safari (July-August) Sum-
mer and winter departures Private trips arranged for

families, universities, museums Color brochure Wil-

derness Travel, 1760-NA Solano Avenue, Berkeley CA
94707

ALASKA WILDLIFE AND INLAND PASSAGE Expe-
ditions led by expert naturalists June-August Small
groups Free brochure. Write Nature Expeditions Inter-

national, Dept NHCAL, 599 College Avenue Palo Alto
CA 94306

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND "The Hikers Paradise"
Moderate optional length Day hiking tours. Two or four
weeks. Brochure, Alpine Adventure Trails Tours 783P
Cliffside Drive, Akron, OH 44313

Unusual
India

& Nepal

Birding, beachcombing, riding, wildlife photo-
graphy, fishing or just relaxing on a secluded

12,000 acre island with miles of unspoiled ocean
beaches, forests and marshes Over 200 species of
birds Maximum of 10- 15 guests at a time Excellent
food and accommodations Professional naturalists
on the staff P.O. Box 10781^. St, Simons Island
GA 31522 Phone (912) 638-7472

MINNESOTA WILDERNESS RESORT Peaceful and
secluded Log cabins, fireplaces, restaurant, bar, pool,
liking trails, fishing Bear Island Resort, Box 179NH
:ly, MN 55731

MEW MEXICO Guided tours—wildflowers, birds, pre-
iistoric dwellings Bear Mountain Ranch, Silver City
MM 88061 (505) 538-2538

mammals Explorations of remote Btiutan,

Sikkim, Ladakti and tropical Sn Lanka 10

to 35 day programs from S670 00 airfare.

Free Brochures

HivMAJAv^Ati TVavcI. Imc.

PO Box 481-NH
Greenwich, CT 06830
(203) 622-0055 Toll Free (800) 243-5330

CANOE TRIPS in Wilderness Nova Scotia, July - Sep-
tember Small groups, licensed guides. Excellent food.

Write: Granville Nickerson, RR4N, Annapolis Royal,
NS BOS 1A0 Canada

CHINA ART, ARCHITECTURE, ARCHEOLOGY TOUR,
25 days mid-October-mid-November. Hong Kong.
Hangchow, Shanghai, Kaifeng, Louyang, Xian, Tai-

yuan, Datong, Peking. Ming tombs, rockcut temples,
giant Buddhas, lifesize terra cotta warriors and horses,
tea houses, pagodas, palaces, museums. The Great
Wall Expert guiding, limited size group Wnte for free

brochure: Jacqueline Moss Museum Tours, 131 Daven-
port Ridge Lane, Stamford, CT 06903 or call (203) 322-
8709

CHINA INCLUDING MONGOLIA! Affordable 22 day
lours visiting China's most beautiful and fascinating ar-

eas Summer departures Quest International PQ
Box 287, Lansing, NY 14882 or call (607) 257-4644 col-
lect anytime

COLORADO ROCKIES Deluxe wilderness backpack-
ing, exotic Southwest car camps, climb majestic
mountains, rustic lodges, university naturalist guides
Alpenglow Adventures, 211 Batterson. Monte Vista
CO 81 144

CRAFT TOURS—Travel Southern Mexico and Guate-
mala Small groups Expert leadership. Gordon Frost
Box 471 -NH, Newhall, CA 91321

DISCOVER BAJA! Join experienced naturalists and
crew for leisurely ocean-going explorations of the wil-

derness islands and lagoons of Baja's Pacific coast,
the Sea of Cortez, or Mexico's tropical west coast En-
joy whales, seals, dolphin, birding, fishing, nature
study, island hiking, and more! Excellent photo oppor-
tunities Small groups, relaxed pace. Trips 4-10 days
year-round for individuals or groups Color brochure
Pacific Adventures Charter Service, 2445 Morena
Blvd

. Suite 200H. San Diego, CA 921 10 (71 4) 275-4253

EXPLORE THE ROCKIES Five-day workshops in eco-
logical topics, photography, methods of environmental
education Pack horses, backcountry CSU academic
credit optional Also: noncredit pack trips Write Scien-
tific Educational Expeditions, 2715 Parklake Ct Fort
Collins, CO 80525

GALAPAGOS HIKING AND SAILING EXPEDITIONS
Small groups 1983 Departures 4/28, 6/25, 7/21 , 7/28,
8/22 Options Peru, Machu Picchu Inca Floats 5982N
Balboa Dnve, Oakland, CA 94611 (415) 339-9095

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS Economic tours from $1666,
including airfare 4, 5, 8, & 15 days Galapagos, ali

meals Options, mainland Ecuador, Amazon, Cuzco/
Machu Picchu University credit available, Joseph Coi-
ley. Last, Inc

, 43 Millstone Rd., Randallstown. MD
21133 (301)922-3116

GALAPAGOS NATURAL HISTORY EXPEDITIONS
One week small group yacht tnps. expert naturalist

guides Tnps include Peru or Ecuador Special Galapa-
gos Hiking Expedition led by author/photographer Tui

de Roy Moore (June) Private yacht charters and spe-
cial Itineraries arranged for families, universities, muse-
ums Color brochure Wilderness Travel, 1760-NG So-
lano Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94707

TOUR THE HIMALAYAS
Kashmir- Ladakh- India- Nepal

1522 K ST., NW, Suite 702
Wash., DC 20005, 800-424 2851

Telephone: (202) 638-4245

HIKE THE SWISS ALPS Swissair flies you to special
hiking tours, led by author, mountaineer, Fred Jacob-
son Zermatt, Lenk, Saas-Fee, Kandersteg, Pontre-

sina, and Wengen. Beautiful and challenging trails. De-
lightful country inns Superb cuisine 10th summer!
Write: Jacobson. Dept L, Chappaqua Travel, 24 S.

Greeley Ave., Chappaqua, NY 10514

INCAS. ANDES AND IGUANAS Peru, Ecuador, Ga-
lapagos (29 different programs). Also: Andean Trek-

king Bolivia Brazil. Amazon Adventures. Weavers'
Workshops Forum Travel, 2437 Durant. Berkeley, Cali-

fornia 94704 (415) 843-8294

KASHMIR LADAKH TREK led by naturalist Robert
Fleming, Jr Ph 0. Outstanding cultural, wildlife and
wilderness adventure August departure. IMature Expe-
ditions Dept. NHCKL, 599 College Avenue, Palo Alto,

CA 94306

KENYA 25 years experience Individually designed sa-

lans Contact Perry Mason Safans, Box 1643, Darien.
CT 06820 (203) 838-3075

LLAMA TREKKING WITH NATURALISTS and photog-
raphers Expeditions in California's North Coast. Yo-

semite. High Sierra, and Ancient Bnsllecone Pine For-

est Free photocalendar brochure. Mama's Llamas.
Box 655-NH. Eldorado. CA 95623



MALAYSIAN JUNGLE TREKS—Climb mountains in

Malaysia and Borneo Escorted culture tours of South-
ern Asia and Japan The Knobs, 535 Jackson
Campbellsville, KY 42718

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS: Es-

corted nature and hiking tours New Zealand/featuring
scenic National Parks, plus the Milford Track Austra-

lia/hiking the Outback, plus island camping on the

Great Barrier Reef Pacific Exploration Co., Box
3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 93105 (805) 687-7282

PERU: EXPERIENCE AMAZONIA, Study Inca Culture

6/26/83—7/10/83, inci, 2 nights Machu Picchu, 4
nights Explorer's Inn, highlights of Lima, Cuzco. $2950
inclusive Princeton Nature Tours, 282 Western Way,
Pnnceton, NJ 08540 (609) 683-1 1 1

1

PERU, TIBET, KASHMIR, LADAKH, NEPAL. Also, Euro-

pean Walking Tours, African Wildlife Safaris, Bicycling

in China, Galapagos Cruises and more Small groups,
expert leaders Unusual adventures throughout the

world Special itineraries arranged for pnvale groups,
universities, museums Color brochure: Wilderness
Travel, 1760-NB Solano Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94707

PERU: Trek the spectacular Cordillera Blanca or inca

Trail to Machu Picchu Overlanding by expedition vehi-

cle. Amazon wildlife safans. From $59000 + airfare.

Free brochures. McGregor Adventures, 33-NH Lewis
St., Greenwich, CT 06830. Toll Free (800) 243-5330

PITCAIRN ISLAND EXPEDITION June 19 - August 3.

Wnte GoodTravel Tours, 5332 College Avenue, Oak-
land, California 94618

READY TO TRAVEL'' Plan ahead with finest maps!
$1 00 catalogue. Eagle Eye, Box 751 -N4, Paonia, CO
81428

RENOWNED RESEARCHER/PHOTOGRAPHER offers

Kenya Safari Specializing in luxury off the beaten
track. The Bush, 960 N. Collier, Marco Island, Florida

33937

UNIQUE TRAVEL BOOKS! Exploration, nature/wildlife,

maps. Catalog $1 00 (refundable) Wayfarer Books,
Box 11 21 -NO, Davenport, Iowa 52805

WILDERNESS CANOE TRAVEL Maine and Canada
Completely outfitted trips with small groups Northern
Rivers, Box 326, Orono, ME 04473

WILDERNESS JOURNEYS—Join natural-history nver-

onented adventures in California, Oregon, Idaho,
Alaska: spirited cultural treks in Tahiti, New Zealand,
Nepal, Europe Unique, personal, off-beat excursions
led by expert naturalists Contact James Henry River

Journeys, Box-N, Bolinas, CA 94924

WORLD'S NATURE & CULTURES Discover Latin

America, Afnca (weekly departures). Experience
Asia's marvels (China, Mongolia, Himalayas. Sri Lanka,
Indonesia). Hike, trek, tour Hidden Europe, Egypt, Si-

nai, Israel Also: Canada, Australia, New Guinea Over
300 fascinating programs, including Special Interests

Forum Travel International, 2437 Durant, Berkeley,
California 94704 (415) 843-8294

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$2.00 per word: 1 6 word ($32) minimum. Display classi-

fied is $200 per inch All advertisements must be pre-

paid Rates are not structured for agency or frequency
discounts All advertisements are accepted at NATU-
RAL HISTORY'S discretion Send check/money order
payable to NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market, NATU-
RAL HISTORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th
St., New York, NY 10024 Please include your personal
address and telephone number, issue preferred, and
suggested heading Deadline— 1st of the month, two
months prior to cover date (the January issue closes
Nov. 1 ). Camera-ready art is required for display ads. A
tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be sent
upon publication

Layers ofTime
by Robert D. Hatcher, Jr.

In Suspect Terrain, by John McPhee.

Farrar, Straus and Giroux, $12.95; 210

pp.

In Suspect Terrain consists of a multi-

tude of stories effectively welded into a co-

herent book by John McPhee's writing

style. McPhee presents the development

of several concepts that are either funda-

mental in geology or controversial because

they lack supporting data or are very new.

The book also outlines the nature, back-

ground, and motivation of geological sci-

entist Anita Harris, who has made impor-

tant contributions to our knowledge of

sedimentary rocks and, particularly, of

the movement of hydrocarbons in front of

a thermal gradient. Written in the usual

flowing McPhee style that integrates di-

gressions to other subjects or times, this is

a book you cannot put down.

McPhee explains stratigraphy—the

study and interpretation of layers of rocks,

which provide in compact form the geo-

logical history of a locality. Most funda-

mental concepts of geological science are

derived through field study, sometimes

with the help of laboratory techniques,

and with the added requirement of careful

observation of natural phenomena. Read-

ing this book one can visualize Anita Har-

ris doing her fieldwork, not in the dress of

the laboratory scientist, but in blue jeans

and a work shirt, and McPhee in olive-

drab pants and jacket with his tape re-

corder. This is quite a contrast to the ac-

cepted field clothing for geologists of a

century ago.

The book is also a study of the Appala-

chians, focused primarily on the strati-

graphic record along its western margin.

It is here that much of the history of the

Appalachians is written.

McPhee's digressions to western Eu-

rope provide a background to the more re-

cent history of glacial activity that has

shaped the landscape of the northern third

of the United States and the northern half

of North America during the last several

million years. The book becomes bio-

graphical here as well, with a look into the

personality and professional career of

Louis Agassiz, a famous and somewhat

controversial geologist, who demonstrated

there were four major glacial advances in

the past several million years in both

North America and Europe. Agassiz be-

came a great teacher of glacial geology

and geomorphology in Europe and later in

North America.

Interwoven throughout the book is a

thread of skepticism. Anita Harris is skep-

tical of plate tectonics and the so-called

plate tectonics boys, bedrock geologists

are skeptical of glacial geologists, and sci-

ence is skeptical of new concepts. More

than a hundred years ago there was the

skepticism of the scientific world toward

the concept of widespread glaciation

throughout the Northern Hemisphere and

toward evolution. More recently, there is

the skepticism of a few scientists for the

concept of plate tectonics. Skepticism is

justified with regard to any new theory or

concept. The modern plate tectonics the-

ory has been with us for only about fifteen

years, scarcely long enough to make it well

understood and refined, and its wide-

spread acceptance may be overblown, a

theme well played in McPhee's new book.

Aside from the historical and biograph-

ical ones mentioned above, several other

themes become apparent while reading

this book. As Harris and McPhee work

their way through the stratigraphy, topog-

raphy, and culture of some of the more

stable parts of the Appalachians, never

really in a suspect terrane (a crustal block

of markedly different composition and/or

history from an adjacent block), the stage

is set for a discussion of how stratigraphy

is done. Harris's phrase that "geology re-

41
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Books in Review

peats itself" through the reappearance of

environments, the recurrence of unconfor-

mities, the appearance and disappearance

of glaciers, red beds, deltas, blanket sands,

limestones, and various deformations par-

allels the more common aphorism about

human history. Hence, the interweaving

of geological and more recent history that

we see throughout the book. While science

is based upon ideas, ideas must eventually

be based in fact. Although this is brought

forth clearly, it is probably overstated in

the example of plate tectonics and the sug-

gestion that much of its edifice is not

based upon fact. Many would take issue

with this but, as McPhee correctly states,

there is a great deal of overstatement and

too much generalization with respect to

the application of the concept.

The reader not versed in the terminol-

ogy of geology runs some risk of becoming

bogged down in jargon. The solution is to

obtain a glossary or a good introductory

geology text to keep at hand while reading

In Suspect Terrain. This will add im-

mensely to the reader's understanding of

McPhee's accomplishment—a sterling ef-

fort integrating concepts, history, and the

way one geologist thinks about the way
she does her work.

There are several misspellings in the

text; none are major but they may reflect

things that McPhee misunderstood in try-

ing to record so many ideas and concepts.

The term Alleghanian is misspelled as

Alleghenian, which refers to the Alle-

gheny Plateau, a topographic term. The
term Alleghanian is the proper geological

reference to the Late Paleozoic orogeny.

\nother misspelling, doubtlessly arising

from something that McPhee took down
verbally and attempted to phoneticize, is

the term Ascot Reef, which is probably

i\scot-Weedon (a volcanic arc). There are

1 few others that would offend only the

most critical readers and which should not
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detract from the understanding of ideas

and flow of the booic.

The geology lessons offered by In Sus-

pect Terrain are somewhat tarnished by

the one-sided presentation of the ideas of

Harris and her late husband, Leonard,

with regard to several aspects of Appala-

chian geology. Those of us who work on

the Brevard zone have for years been told

by those who have not worked on it that

the southern Appalachian Brevard zone is

a suture. Yet, while Harris maintains that

many geologists do not use facts to draw

conclusions, she herself did not make use

of the published geological field data that

confirm that the Brevard zone is not a su-

ture. Also, there is the statement attrib-

uted to Leonard Harris that the suture

zones have all disappeared. This is not true

either. Using all of the available geologi-

cal and geophysical data, including those

that Leonard Harris was interpreting,

there are probably one or more sutures of

accreted (suspect) terranes exposed

within the Appalachians, possibly even

the main suture with Africa. The seismic

data available today provide a powerful

tool for understanding the geometry and

configurations of structures within com-

plex mountain chains such as the Appala-

chians and may be used to help confirm

where sutures occur. Many of us, granted

we are plate tectonics boys, believe that

Leonard Harris misinterpreted the avail-

able seismic data while overlooking other

forms of available geological and geophys-

ical data. The statement that seismic lines

do not reveal the positions of sutures is

largely correct because the technique

used to produce and collect seismic reflec-

tions does not detect steeply inclined sur-

faces, as sutures should be. Consequently,

we must rely upon other types of geologi-

cal and geophysical data, along with seis-

mic data, to locate sutures within a moun-

tain chain. Neither the geological nor

geophysical data have refuted the plate

tectonics explanations of the Appala-

chians, as indicated in In Suspect Terrain.

If anything, they have supported it.

I believe much of the skepticism of

plate tectonics and concepts of Appala-

chian tectonics expressed by Anita Harris

and her late husband reflects their lack of

understanding of the internal parts of the

Appalachians. Yet Harris's understand-

ing of stratigraphy and its applications to

the history of the Appalachians is signifi-

cant. Casting stones at many of the ideas

in the Appalachians literature, as well as

that for other mountain chains, is unfortu-

nate and appears without the benefit of

contrary arguments. These ideas are

mostly based upon well-founded data. But

in one sense, much of the skepticism ex-

pressed in the book is well founded, for 1

1

think that the Harrises believe that we'

should not become so steeped in conven-

tional wisdom that we spend our time con-

gratulating ourselves on our superb abili-

ties to reason within the framework of a

concept—and thus prove the concept

again and again. This may be the most im-

portant lesson to be gained from reading

this book.

In Suspect Terrain provides a great

deal of information about the way many
geologists think about science, about sci-

entists' skepticism of each other, about the

necessity of a multitude of opinions on any

concept, and about the necessity for con-

tinual questioning and revising of new and

old ideas. This is the best way science can

remain healthy and continue to grow. The

book should be enjoyable for most of us

and probably should be required reading

for all geology students.

Robert D. Hatcher, Jr., is professor ofge-

ology at the University of South Caro-

lina. A structural geologist who has con-

ducted most of his research in the

southern Appalachians, Hatcher has

maintained broader interests in the tec-

tonics of the entire range, as well as in

other mountain chains.
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Spilled Beans

and Secret

Scrolls

One would think that something a

small as a pea would go unnoticed in an ir

stitution as large as the American Mt
seum of Natural History. But not Ion

ago, a hard, dry pea was discovered in

place where it should not have been

—

one of the Museum's sealed, high-securitl

exhibition cases.

Every two months, Cynthia Wilder,

consultant to the Museum's Anthropolog;

Department, walks through the 20,OOQ|

square-foot Hall of Asian Peoples scrutf

nizing every object on display, looking fo

Tibetan Myths
On Wednesday, April 13, at 7:30 p.m.]

in the Auditorium, Edwin Bernbaum will

give a lecture on Myths and Monasteriel

in the Himalayas ofLadakh. The lectur^

illustrated with slides and including tap(

recordings made in the Tibetan Buddhisj

area of northern India, focuses on Bern!

baum's continuing interest in the mythi

ical hidden kingdom of Shambhala. (Sei

Bernbaum's article on page 54 of this is

sue.) The lecture, presented by the Edu|

cation Department, is free.

Afro-Brazilian Dance
On Wednesday, April 6, the Educatior

Department will present Afro-Braziliai

Culture: An Analysis Through Musii

and Dance at 7:00 p.im., in the Kaufmanr

Theater. This free lecture, given by danct

critic Bill Moore, will use music anc

dance to explore similarities and differ

ences in the cultures of African and Ca-

ribbean nations.

t

More Brazilian Dance

Jelom Vieira's DanceBrazil troupe will

present a free evening of traditional Bra-

zilian dance on Thursday, April 14, at

7:30 P.M., in the Auditorium. The Mu-

seum will open at 7:00 p.m. for first-come,

first-serve seating.

Shadow Theater

The Membership Office is presenting a

popular Chinese theater company, the

Yueh Lung Shadow Theater, on Satur-

day, April 16, and Sunday, April 17, at

1:30 and 3:30 p.m., in the Kaufmann The-
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(nerican Museum

eces in need of repair or conservation. A
w months ago she was accompanied by

iratorial assistant Anibal Rodriguez,

ho spotted the pea (and a few grains of

:e) in a case containing a rehgious tapes-

y and several gilded statues of Tibetan

,

;ities. On closer inspection, Wilder and

odriguez spotted an open seam, just

rge enough for a pea, at the base of one

J the figures. The statue, about thirty

'Ches tall, was a representation of the de-

;/ Vajrasattva seated on a lotus throne.

is right hand holds a thunderbolt at

er. The performance will demonstrate

e historical development of shadow the-

er in China and explain the complex

mbolism of the figures. Please call the
' embership Office at (212) 873-1327 for

formation on tickets.

inning Dance Films and Video Works
A selection of the Dance Film Associa-

m's 1983 prizewinning dance films and

dec works will be shown in the Audito-

im at 7:00 p.m. on Wednesday, April 27.

lis Education Department program,

Uing about three hours, is free to all Mu-
um visitors.

:r$ions of the Traditional

The Touchstone Center and the Muse-
n"s Education Department are present-

g three free evenings of poetry, myth,

d music. These events will be held on

ednesday evenings at 6:00 p.m., in the

nder Theater. On April 27, Steven

insdale will read and discuss myths

)m his book. Animals and the Origin of
ince. On May 4, the poet W.S. Merwin
11 read and discuss his translations of

iterials from various aboriginal cul-

rcs On May 11, Judith Gleason and
icrs will present through music, sing-

l, and narration African praise poems
»m her book. Leaf and Bone.

owering of Science

A new exhibition of engravings of

ints made during Captain Cook's first

yage (1768-71) to the Pacific islands

11 be exhibited in the Naturemax Gal-

y starting April 26.
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breast level; his left hand, which rests i

his lap, holds a bell. His clothing, crowi

and jewelry are patterned after idealize

royal garments commonly worn by T:

betan deities represented in painting ani

sculpture. The piece was acquired by th

Museum in the late 1960s. Although i

had no associated information it is clearl

a very fine Tibetan piece, and was one c

many selected for display in the Hall ol

Asian Peoples.
i

"We figured there was something i;

there," said Rodriguez, "but we didn'

know what. We couldn't just leave it sil

ting in the hall dropping peas and rice.

The statue was removed from its glas

case and brought to the Museum's cor

servation laboratory, where conservator

Landis Smith and Gary Sawyer decidei

that if the statue contained organic mat

ter, it was probably in an "unstable" con,

dition and would have to be cleaned ant

conserved. They laid the figure on its sid>,

and detached the plate covering its lotu

base. There, embedded in a mass of darli

brown, hardened resin, was a jumble o.

some twenty cyUndrical scrolls. Eacl

scroll was wrapped in brilliant orange-and

yellow silk, some delicately painted o.

dyed. Beneath the mass they found a sill

pouch containing sheets of rice paper cov

ered with Tibetan writing and circular de

signs resembling a horoscope.

After consulting other members in thi

department, the two conservators begai

excavating the interior of the statue base

layer by layer. Using gentle pressure anc

working through the mass with scalpel

and other surgical tools, they were able t(

remove the scrolls virtually intact. Afte

each layer was exposed, they photo

graphed the interior and placed the mate

rial in labeled boxes. As they continuec

excavating, other bits and pieces of mate

rial came to light. A rusted piece of iroi

with a strong resemblance to the head of f

bolt turned up, as well as fragments a

bricks, small stones, and rusty nails

Deeper into the statue the frozen resu

gave way to a great mass of loose debris

In sifting through it they found more driec

peas, rice, beans, barley, nuts, fragment:

of lotus stalks, fruit pits, saffron, tea, san

dalwood, juniper, cloves and other spices

and what appeared to be the crumbled re

mains of many flowers. More nails ap

peared, along with bricks, stones, chunk

of resin, a flat piece of copper with writing

stamped on it, and a piece of a broken tea

cup. Every bit and piece was tweezed oui

of the debris and sorted. When the large

base of the statue had been cleared out

the conservators peered inside with £

flashlight and saw more material in thf

hollow body itself. Here they discoverec
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30se scrolls in superb condition and tea

:aves wrapped in rice paper. The total

ache of scrolls amounted to about forty,

arying in size from thick, five-inch cylin-

lers to tiny scrolls no larger than a ciga-

ette butt.

Although most nonexperts were sur-

irised by the discovery, one of the an-

hropologists working on the Museum's

^ibetan collection, Laila Williamson, was

inimpressed: "This kind of discovery is

perfectly ordinary and normal," she said.

Villiamson, a native of Finland, spent

hree years working on the Tibetan reli-

;ious section of the Asian hall, and she ex-

ijained the significance of the find.

Some of the items in the statue, espe-

ially the resin, may be unusual. But

irayer scrolls and other offerings are put

ato any wooden or bronze piece when it is

onsecrated, giving the figure its spiritual

alue. The metal and brick may have been

sed for ballast, although sandy soil is

^lore common." Tibetan statues, she ex-

' ilained, are almost impossible to date. Ti-

betan artists are anonymous and styles

ave not changed for centuries. The prob-

';m is further compounded because the

nage cannot be reliably dated from its

'

ontents. For example, some of the scrolls

' 1 this figure may be much older than the

on nails and teacup fragment.

"In a sense," Williamson went on, "re-

moving the scrolls takes away from the

spiritual value of this piece. The depart-

ment wouldn't have emptied the piece un-

less it was necessary for conservation. One
might think it wouldn't matter, for display

purposes, whether the statue was filled

with prayer scrolls or not, but that isn't the

way we view it here. The Tibetans didn't

create this piece as a work of art, they

didn't look upon it as a work of art, and we
don't display it as a work of art. It is a reli-

gious piece.

"We have many Tibetan figures in our

collection. I would expect most of them

were consecrated and many of them con-

tain scrolls."

Clearing out the scrolls was just the first

step in conserving the piece before it could

go back on display. Conservator Landis

Smith spent several weeks, off and on,

cleaning and treating the hollow inside

(which was suflfering from "bronze dis-

ease," a kind of active corrosion) and

consolidating the painted and inlaid sur-

faces of the face and head to prevent flak-

ing. After finishing the body of the piece,

she found a little bit of silk sticking out of

an armhole. She removed the arms and in

each one were four more scrolls, two in

each forearm and two in each upper arm.

She had to leave two scrolls in the right

forearm, as they were jammed in so

tightly that removing them might have

damaged the piece. Finally, she sealed up

the arm and reassembled the figure.

"These offerings—the scrolls and seeds

—

are part of the life of the piece," she said.

"It's kind of nice that two scrolls will re-

main."

Laurel Kendall, who recently joined the

Museum as the assistant curator responsi-

ble for the Asian ethnographic collections,

says that the contents will be studied and

analyzed in detail by Tibetan experts.

The discovery in the statue is a dra-

matic reminder of the living nature of the

Museum's collections. Many people con-

ceive of the Museum as a storehouse for

inert specimens and objects. In truth, the

collections are constantly yielding new

and vital information about the natural

world—and ourselves—because we con-

tinue to ask different questions about the

objects. This is one of the Museum's most

important missions, to preserve specimens

for future researchers who will be asking

questions we never thought of.

The Vajrasattva figure is back on dis-

play in the Hall of Asian Peoples, now a

great deal lighter but still sending prayers

to heaven from the dark recess of its hol-

low right arm.

Douglas J. Preston
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Additional Reading

Right Whales (p. 40)

A number of books on marine

mammals include information on right

whales. Wake ofthe Whale, by K. Brower

(New York: Friends of the Earth, 1979), is

a large, coffee-table book notable for its

photographs by W.R. Curtsinger. R. El-

lis's The Book of Whales (New York: Al-

fred A. Knopf, 1980) features whale

paintings by Ellis and many black-and-

white illustrations, complemented by an

easy-to-read text covering everything

from how large different whales are to

their habits, courting behavior, rituals,

songs, and inteUigence. The book also con-

tains a helpful species-by-species bibhog-

raphy. Marine Mammals ofEastern Pa-

cific and Arctic Waters, edited by D.

Haley (Seattle: Pacific Search Press,

1978), includes "Right Whale," by R.M.
Gilmore (pp. 62-69), as well as informa-

tion on the other cetaceans.

Carnivorous Plants (p. 46)

First published in 1942, F.E. Lloyd's

Carnivorous Plants (New York: Dover

Books, 1976) is the classic work on the

subject. More up-to-date studies include

D.E. Schnell's Carnivorous Plants of the

United States and Canada (Winston-Sa-

lem: Blair Publishmg, 1976) and A.

Slack's Carnivorous Plants (Cambridge:

The MIT Press, 1979), both of which

cover all carnivorous plants worldwide.

Schnell's book has good color photo-

graphs, descriptions, and cultural m-

formation; Slack's book, which includes

chapters on Darlingtonia and Sarracenia,

focuses on the different enticing and trap-

ping methods among the species and gives

instructions on growing some of the plants

indoors. It has many black-and-white pho-

tographs but would benefit from more

color plates. A review of Slack's book, by

S.K.M. Tim, appeared in Natural His-

tory, September 1980, pages 78-83.

Since 1 972 the FuUerton Arboretum has

been publishing the Carnivorous Plant

Newsletter, a quarterly publication of the

International Carnivorous Plant Society,

which contains technical and nontech-

nical articles on these organisms' taxon-

omy, ecology, and conservation. Write to

the arboretum at the University of Cali-

fornia, FuUerton CA 92634 for more in-

formation. In her thorough essay "Carniv-

orous Plants" {Scientific American,

February 1978, pp. 104-115), Y. Heslop-

Harrison explams the strategies—such as

the ability to lure, capture, and digest in-

sects—that enable these plants to Uve in

environments others cannot tolerate, /n-

sect-eating Plants, by L. Poole and G.

Poole (New York: CroweO, 1963), is a

good introductory book for young readers.

Shambhala (p. 54)

R.A. Stein's Tibetan Civilization,

translated by J.E. Driver (Stanford: Stan-

ford University Press, 1972), a general

summary of Tibetan history and culture,

is probably the best work on its subject. It

briefly discusses Shambhala and is avail-

able in paperback. Less detailed but per-

haps easier to follow is D.L. Snellgrove

and H. Richardson's A Cultural History

of Tibet (Boulder: Prajna Press, 1980, pa-

per). Tracing the development of Tibetan

civilization—which the authors stress is

now disappearing—from the sixth cen-

tury, the book covers the introduction of

Buddhism and the large monastic houses,

the Middle Ages and changes in rulers,

and the Chinese takeover in 1959. The
text draws parallels with the structure of

life in England and Western Europe and is

enriched by more than one hundred pho-

tographs. Richardson's A Short History

of Tibet (New York: E.R Dutton and Co.,

1 962) is useful as a concise introduction to

the history of Tibet before the Chinese in-

vasion. G.K. Rinpoche, a Tibetan lama,

wrote "A Geography and History of

Shambhala," translated by S. Tulku and

A. Berzin (The Tibet Journal, vol. 3, pp.

3-11). {The Tibet Journal is available

from the Library of Tibetan Works and

Archives, Dharamsala, Dist. Kangra,

H.P., India.) Highly recommended as a

readily available, major source of in-

formation on Shambhala is E. Bem-
baum's The Way to Shambhala (Garden

City: Anchor Press/Doubleday and Co.,

1980).

Garter Snakes (p. 64)

C.J. Goin and O.B. Goin's Introduction

to Herpetology (San Francisco: W.H.

Freeman and Co., 1978) is a college text-

book, designed for an introductory her-

petology course, which presents informa-

tion on the structure, evolution, taxonomy,

reproduction, and life history of many
famihes of amphibians and reptiles. A.

Bellairs's The Life of Reptiles (New
York: Universe Books, 1970, 2 volumes) is

a thorough and rehable source of informa-

tion on all aspects of reptile behavior; foi

example, there are chapters on sex and re-

production, enemies and defense strate

gies, and growth, age, and regeneration

PT. Gregory's Life History Parameten

of the Red-sided Garter Snake in an Ex-

treme Environment (Ottawa: Canadiar

Museum of Natural Sciences, Pubhca-

tions in Zoology, no. 13, 1977) is available

on request from the publisher. D. Crews

and W.R. Garstka give a detailed report

of the short, intense mating season of west-

em Canada's red-sided garter snake in

"The Ecological Physiology of a Garter

Snake" {Scientific American, November

1982, pp. 158-68). In explainmg the

snake's precisely timed reproductive cy-

cle, the authors examine the female's,

attractiveness pheromone, the male pher-'

omone that prevents the female from

mating again, why sex-hormone changes,

occur only after mating, and the reproduc-,

tive anatomy of both the sexes.
,

Amazon Rain Forest (p. 70)

"The Tropical Rain Forest: A Nonre-

newable Resource," by A. Gomez-Pompa;

A.C. Vazquez-Yanes, and S. Guevara

{Science, vol. 177, pp. 762-65), is an im-

portant article that alerted the scientific

community to the difficulties of rain forest

recovery. See D. H. Janzen's "Tropical

Agroecosystems" {Science, vol. 182, pp.'

1212-19) for an examination of some of

the problems in developing a sustained-

yield tropical agroecosystem. N. Myers's

The Sinking Ark (New York: Pergamon

Press, 1979) discusses the tropical rain

forest's great biological diversity and the

impact of forest conversion on genetic re-

sources. It also outUnes strategies for the

conservation of species in tropical forests.

C. Jordan's "Amazon Rain Forests"

{American Scientist, vol. 70, pp. 394-

401) compares the Amazon rain forest to

other forests of the world and offers ideas:

on how to manage these areas without dis-

turbing their ecology. Plant Strategies

and Vegetation Processes, by J.P Grime

(New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1979),

has been recommended in this column

various times before. It provides a tech-

nical analysis of the processes that control

the structure and composition of vegeta-

tion following different levels of distur-

bance.

Rita Campon
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AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

Discover the World in 1984 with Museum experts
on custom-designed cruises and land trips

Alaska Wildlife Adventure

^ 2
Scandinavian Saga

Around Britain Cruise ^yi

Archeology Tour to Mexico

Galapagos Islands Cruise

Peru

West European Cruise Archeology Tour to Tibet and China

Anthropology Tour to Morocco

Nile Cruise -- -^^-

Sri Lanka to Singapore by Sea

Indonesian Odyssey

1

East African
Safari

Papua New Guinea

' SRI LANKA TO SINGAPORE BY SEA
February 4-February 24, 1984

Start in Sri Lanka and sail along the coast of India to the

Andaman Islands, Burma, Thailand, Malaysia and Sing-

apore on a very special cruise packed full of exciting

stops. Join Dr Thomas D. Nicholson, Director of the Mu-
seum and scholarly experts in anthropology, art and
archeology marine ecology and geology for an informed

exploration of this dramatically diverse part of the world.

We sail on the llliria, a luxury vessel exclusively chartered

by the Museum for its Discovery Tours.

INDONESIAN ODYSSEY
February 19-March 11, 1984

Board the luxury ship llliria at Singapore and cruise

through the Indonesian Archipelago in the company of

Museum scholars. An art historian and archeologist, an
astronomer and three specialists in the natural sciences

offer their perspectives and expertise as we visit the para-

dise islands of Java, Lombok, Komodo, Flores, Butung,

Sulawesi and Bali. This cruise may be combined with the

Sri Lanka to Singapore trip for an extraordinary six-week

voyage through Southeast Asia.

NILE CRUISE
February 12-March 3, 1984

Explore the natural and archeological wonder that is

Egypt on this 600 mile cruise along the Nile. A Museum
geologist, ornithologist and Egyptologist will accompany
you on your historic journey from Cairo to Assuan, offer-

ing insights and information as we stop at the important

sites along the way We will travel in pharoah-like comfort

on the custom built ship Nile Star.

WEST EUROPEAN CRUISE
June 14-July 1,1984

Sail to some of Europe's most popular and commonly vis-

ited cities on an uncommon Discovery Tour Museum ex-

perts in art and archeology anthropology and the natural

sciences will bring fresh perspectives to the historic sites

of Cadiz, Seville, Lisbon, LaRochelle, Nantes, Brest, Paris

and ports-in-between. We cruise aboard the M.V llliria

which is exclusively chartered by the Museum to assure

travel custom-designed to meet your interests.

AROUND BRITAIN CRUISE
June 29-July 19, 1984

See Britain—with a focus on the isles. Join an American

Museum cruise to the Channels, the Scillys, the Orkneys

and the Hebrides. Explore Dublin, Holyhead, Aberdeen
and Edinburgh. A Museum archeologist, botanist and

anthropologist will guide your exploration of the historical

sites, marshes, gardens and traditional ways of life in our

varied ports of call. And you'll sail in style on the llliria.

SCANDINAVIAN SAGA
July 6-July 23, 1984

Cruise the North and Baltic Seas on the Museum's un-

usually comprehensive Scandinavian Saga. Travel with

expert lecturers to Bergen, Flamm, Gudvangen, Oslo,

Copenhagen, Oland, Vishy Stora, Karlso. Stockholm,

Tallinn, Helsinki and Leningrad. Our sail on the M.V llliria

offers a memorable cultural and natural history program.

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS CRUISE
August 6-17, 1984

Discover a world of sparse human settlement and dense

wildlife habitation. Cruise with Museum scientists

through the equatorial archipelago that profoundly influ-

enced Charles Darwin a century ago. A Museum or-

nithologist and geologist will help you see the ocean and

islands, and the magnificent sea lions, great tortoises,

iguanas and rare birds through newly opened eyes. The

tour includes excursions in highland Ecuador, and an op-

tional extension trip to Peru's archeological sites.

LAND PROGRAMS
Join one of our outstanding overland itineraries espe-

cially designed for small Museum groups of ''5 to 25 par-

ticipants. Visit China. .Alaska...Tibet ..Mexico... East

Africa... Papua New Guinea... Morocco. And do it the

American Museum way— in the company of experts and

scholars who help make it not just a vacation, but a vaca-

tion with a point of view.

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours

Foi information about these Discovery Tours

mall the attached card or call 21 2-873-1 440.

Central Park West at 791h St.

NewYork.N.Y. 10024



LEARN
BIRD^ BIOLOGY

^ AT HOME
Cornell

University's

Laboratory

of Ornithology offers a Home
Study Course in Bird Biology

Enrich your understanding of the

world around you with this home
study course in ornithology. One of

the world's leading centers for the

study of birdlife offers you nine

lessons written by prominent

American ornithologists and
lavishly illustrated by well-known
bird artists and photographers. For

information on how you can enroll,

please fill in the coupon and send it to:

Seminars in Ornithology

Dept NH, Laboratory of Ornithology

159 Sapsucker Woods Road
Ithaca, New York 14850

Tel: (607) 256-50S6

YES. Please send me information

on the Bird Biology Course.

Address ,

City .Zip .

Edinburgh's spectacular
5-star hotel.

The elegant Caledonian Hotel is located in the very

heart of Edinburgh and overlooks historic Edinljurgh

Casde. Gourmet cuisine, elegant surroundings,

spacious rooms with color TV and telephone,

24 hour room service, and a prime city center

location close to some of the city's best shopping

facilities, are only some of the reasons why you

should choose the Caledonian. There is

another— it is the Gleneagles tradition for

unsurpassed service.

Gleneagles Hotels plc

^°^ reservations and information:

/f^ZTT^ 185 Madison Ave. New York, NY 10016

[( BTH )J(800) 221-1074 NY Slate & Canada

%^^_^js^ call collect (212) 684-1820

The LeadingHoKls oftheWbrld

L-L| (800)223-1230
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' '-'
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Take a Gander
A few days on a traditionalfarm, where pigs are stuck

and birds plucked, ought to be part ofour education

by Raymond Sokolov

This is a story about two geese, a mal-

lard duck, a hog, and my friends Howard

and Peter. The story takes place in Ulster

County, New York, in the Hudson Valley.

It is a tale full of blood and guts, feathers

and bristles. Like all good stories, it has a

moral, but you will have to wait for that.

At any rate, once upon a time not at all

long ago, my neighbor Howard, who raises

poultry as a sideline, sold me a mallard for

$5. Compared to the prices that fancy

Manhattan butchers charge for feathered

game, $5 is what you might call a poultry

sum. Except that Howard delivered the

drake alive.

But not kicking. He tied the bird's feet

together and handed it over.

I will spare you the details of the slaugh-

ter and the cleaning of the mallard, saying

only that I beheve meat eaters should now

and then confront the brutal reality they

normally hire out to commercial abattoirs.

People who shudder at sides of beef hang-

ing on hooks but happily gorge on steaks

are hypocrites. This is not to say that I rev-

eled as I dispatched Howard's mallard,

only that I was facing up directly to the

full meaning of being a carnivore.

Having thus dispensed with the philo-

sophical aspects of butchery, I then real-

ized that the hardest work was still before

me. I had to pluck the mallard. This turns

out to be a tedious, meticulous task. Many
hunters don't even bother with it. They

simply cut out the breasts in the field and

discard the rest of the duck. Rejecting
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A Matter of Taste

such a crude and profligate solution, I was

determined to do the job by hand just as

relatives of mine in Michigan had once

plucked chickens manually for a living.

As a reader of Stephen Jay Gould's col-

umn in this magazine, I ought to have re-

membered that the notion of the inherit-

ability of acquired characteristics is a

discredited canard. Our genes do not pass

on learned skills. Each generation must

learn afresh to read, to drive . . . and to

pluck. Without education, any tradition

will lapse. And in our family, as in most,

traditional training in the preparation of

livestock from barnyard to larder had al-

most entirely lapsed.

Such thoughts were distracting me
from the deadening labor at hand when,

like a deus ex machina, neighbor Peter

called, asked what I was up to, and offered

the use of his Orvis mechanized duck

plucker. In theory, this hunter's friend

loosens the bird's feathers and blows them

into a bag. As we used it, the feathers and

down settled in a high pile on Peter's lawn

and all over his clothes, like megadandruff".

Eventually we finished. Peter, eyes

twinkling maliciously amid the white

swirl, gave me back the naked mallard

and said, "Maybe you'd like a hog's head

too. You know, for head cheese." This was

a serious olTer. Four of Peter's pigs had

been slaughtered that morning and hung

from hooks, decapitated. Farm staff had

taken three of the heads. I went home with

the fourth in a bag.

Peter had found my weak spot. He had

known I would be enticed by the chance to

try an old-fashioned, presupermarket-era

culinary procedure, no matter how gross

or arduous. And so it was that I found my-

self washing a severed hog's head and do-

ing my best to remove its bristles. My ra-

zor clogged. The bristles also resisted at-

tacks from vegetable brushes. A paint

Discover the uncominoir
Caribbean.
You take a deep breath and brave another step closer to the

volcano's edge. What's next? How about sail fishing

or white-water rafting? Discover exciting San

Jose while you're at it. Or find your adven-

ture alone together on the coast. ^
Experience more for your vaca-

tion dollar in Costa Rica, the

uncommon Caribbean.

lILacs-
The Airline ofCosta Rii



scraper was effective only in part and ex-

hausting to use. Then, it slipped and cut

my right finger deeply. I soldiered on, fol-

lowing Jane Grigson's directions for head

cheese in her thorough and inspiring book

on charcuterie. I split the skull with a

cleaver, soaked it in a special brine, sim-

mered it until the meat, sequestered here

and there and everywhere in the head, fell

off the bone. I finally chopped it up and let

it gel in its cooking liquid (heavily re-

duced) until it turned into a reasonable

facsimile of the delicate head cheese they

make at the New York restaurant called

Vienna Park. Mine was a homelier version

than the restaurant's, which resembles a

fine terrazzo marble, but I felt the relief

that comes with all costly victories.

At about this time, Howard announced

that he would give me two geese, if I gave

him back one of them cleaned and

plucked. You will lose all respect for my
common sense when I tell you I agreed to

the arrangement and went to collect the

geese.

Geese are large, aggressive birds. They

have very large wings. Howard not only

tied their feet together; he also cut comers

out of feed bags, inserted the geese head

first in the bags, and pulled their heads

through the holes. Then he tied the bags

around the torsos of the geese, thus immo-
bilizing them. Thanks to this homespun

stratagem I was able to dispatch the geese

with relative ease and only a slight twinge.

But I had known all along that goose

plucking would make duck plucking and

hog shaving look simple. Not long ago, as

close readers of this column will recall, a

professional in the goose industry com-

plained to me about the rigors of goose

plucking on an industrial scale. The pros

dip geese in wax and then rip off the wax. I

and my wife and children went at it bare-

handed. This is called dry plucking.

Peter had left the country, but I doubt

that his Orvis machine would have made a

dent in those extremely recalcitrant goose

feathers. Eventually, we found ourselves

resorting to needle-nose pliers and to can-

dles, for singeing pin feathers.

People who know how to do these things

operate with superior tools and know-how.

Even small farmers scald freshly killed

hogs in barrels before scraping their bris-

tles with special bell-shaped scrapers. If

they are well-informed (as I became by

reading a technical manual too late to ben-

efit from it), they are careful to keep the

temperature of the scalding water within

certain limits so that excessive heat does

not set the bristles and make them even

harder to extract. Similarly, it is a good

idea to scald geese before plucking.

I mention these techniques merely to

emphasize that primitive but shrewd

methods available to the small farmer at

all times in the recorded past might have

helped me short-cut my labors. But I am
glad, on balance, that I blundered along as

I did. Sometimes, reinventing the wheel

teaches a lesson in ways that less empirical

procedures cannot.

On the gastronomic level, I am happy to

report that "wild" duck, even when it has

been comfed in a barnyard, has a superb

gamy flavor. For years, I have read about

the French ducks of Rouen, whose blood-

red flavor is essential for pressed duck.

More recently, the nouvelle cuisine craze

for duck breasts grilled like steaks had

also put a premium on a kind ofjuicy duck

breast we cannot procure from our fat and

effete domestic ducks.

Howard's mallard, even roasted con-

ventionally in an oven, emerged rare, with

meat that would have been perfect for the

nouvelle cuisine dish. His geese were also

excellent, and because I had been in con-

trol of their slaughter, I was able to save

the neck skin for use in that specialty of

southwest France called cou d'oiefarci: a

sausage that utilizes the neck skin as its

casing.

Even my beginner's head cheese was

additional proof of what we have given up

by accepting the ease of late-twentieth-

century civilization. By abandoning con-

tact with rural Ufe, by fleeing the bloody

mess and toil of processing our own live-

stock, we have virtually eliminated the

chance to prepare and taste certain dishes

that almost all people two or three genera-

tions ago in this country could have taken

for granted. On the other hand, I can abso-

lutely understand why our grandparents

jumped at the chance to liberate them-

selves from enslavement to animals. I now
see vividly why they did not regret

handing over slaughter and butchering to

specialists. But I'm also sure that in this

age of digitalized, push-button divorce

from basic human acts that filled the lives

of our species until very recently, a few

days on a traditional farm, where pigs are

stuck and birds are plucked, ought to be

part of everyone's education. If it were

possible to incorporate such a field trip

into the standard school curriculum, chil-

dren would learn an extraordinary amount

about the underpinnings of their lives,

about anatomy, about death. And for once

they would taste a really excellent duck.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interest is the history andpreparation

offood.

Czarnina

Duck soup, adapted from the Culinary Arts Institute Polish Cookbook,

Simon and Schuster, $6.95

1 duck (5'/2 to 6'/2 pounds, cut up)

1 quart duck, goose, or pork blood

1 '/2 pounds pork loin back ribs

2 quarts water

Salt

1 stalk celery

1 sprig parsley

5 whole allspice

2 whole cloves

1 pound dried prunes, pitted

'/2 cup raisins

1 small tart apple, peeled, cored, and

chopped (optional)

2 tablespoons flour

1 tablespoon sugar

1 cup heavy cream or sour cream

Pepper

Lemon juice or vinegar

1. Purchase duck and blood from

butcher. The blood will contain vinegar

to prevent coagulation. If preparing

your own duck, put Vi cup vinegar into

glass bowl with blood. Set aside.

2. Cover duck pieces and back ribs with

water in a large kettle. Add 2 teaspoons

salt. Bring to a boil. Skim oflf foam.

3. Put celery, parsley, allspice, and cloves

into a cheesecloth bag and add to soup.

Reduce heat, cover, and simmer slowly

until meat is tender, about 1 Vi hours.

4. Remove spice bag and discard. Then

remove meat and bones from the soup

with a slotted spoon. Cut the meat off

the bones and into bite-sized chunks.

Discard bones and return meat to the

soup. Add prunes, raisins, and apple (if

desired). Simmer another 30 minutes.

5. Remove soup from heat. Blend flour

and sugar into the cream until smooth.

Whisk the blood mixture, a little at a

time, into the cream mixture. When
you have finished this, whisk Vi cup of

the soup into the blood-cream mixture.

Finally, pour the resultant mixture into

the soup slowly, stirring constantly.

6. Return the kettle to the heat and keep

it there until the soup shows the first

signs of a boil. Remove. Season with

salt, pepper, and lemon or vinegar.

Yield: about 2'/2 quarts

Note: This soup may be appropriately

served with noodles, homemade if you can

manage it. For a thicker soup, increase the

flour to 3 or 4 tablespoons or add 1 cup of

pureed prunes.
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When your business trip is running late,

-your room willwait up foryou.

\buVe got the Card.
You're not worried. Because you know

that your hotel room will be there no

matter when you get there. You made

an American Express" Card Assured

Reservation." You know the hotel

will hold your room, all night long, it

necessary. And it for some reason

they don't, you are still okay. They will

arrange tor and pay tor your night's stay

*Call r/it hncl bcjmc b I'M ,ksmvmm mm- (» PM M ran-n).

at a comparable hotel, transfxirtation

there, and a phone call. But it your plans

change, be sure to phone to cancel and

get a cancellation number.* On your

next business or pleasure trip, make sure

your hotel room waits up tor mh|^b
you. And take your time.Your B|^SiB
room will be there. ^e»;^ess

Don't lea\'e home without it.'
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^uick announces
a little more v^gon.

The stylish wagon you see sitting very

snnartiy in front of its two big brothers

is the newSkyhawk Limited Station

Wagon.
It's the first front-wheel-drive Buick

wagon: And though it's a small Buick,

its very big on traditional Buick

qualities. Its seats, for example, are

trimmed With the same quality cloth

that adorns the Electra Park Avenue.

Due to its highly intelligent design,

the Skyhawk wagon is more spacious

than you might expect. With the rear

seat folded down, it can carry 64.5

cubic feet.of whatever you wish to

carry.

So everything fits beautifully

Including you. And your cargo.

Buckle yourself up and visit your

Buick dealer soon.

And put yourself into a little more

wagon.

"Q9P

WbuldiftyDu leany railier haoe a-Buidi?
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Primitive research facilities can have

their advantages. Because the manatees

at Brazil's National Institute for Amazo-
nian Research, where Daryl P. Domning
spent 1976 to 1978, are kept in plastic

swimming pools that must be drained

and hand-cleaned each week, research-

ers accidentally discovered that the cap-

tives were shedding teeth onto the pool

floors. Domning and his colleagues ex-

panded their planned studies to take ad-

vantage of this unique chance to observe

the forward migration of manatee teeth.

Now an assistant professor of anatomy

at Howard University, Domning earned

his doctorate at the University of Cali-

fornia, Berkeley. His interests in the nat-

ural history and evolution of sea cows

have taken him to the southeastern

United States, Puerto Rico, and Libya,

as well as Brazil.

Elizabeth A. McMahan's interest in

insects dates back to her childhood on

the North Carolina farm where she grew

up and led in time to a Ph.D. in entomol-

ogy from the University of Hawaii. Now
a professor of biology at the University

of North Carolina in Chapel Hill,

McMahan has studied termites since

1956. Of her current situation, she says,

"I have the best of all possible worlds.

During the academic year, I teach

courses in biology, advise undergraduate

majors, direct graduate research, and

keep a limited amount of my own re-

search under way. During the summer
months, I head for some exciting tropi-

cal rain forest where termites abound

and I can immerse myself totally in the

joys of field research."

One of the perennially intriguing

questions in biology is why the world re-

mains green most of the time when so

many insects find so many plants deli-

cious and nutritious. Jack C. Schultz, a

research assistant professor at Dart-

mouth College, has been looking for an-

swers to the question by investigating

how plants—primarily forest trees in

North America—defend themselves

and how the insects respond to those de-

fenses. Schultz conducts most of his

fieldwork in central New Hampshire,

but he also travels periodically to Costa

Rica, where he combines research with

teaching courses in tropical biology. He
plans to expand his research to include

studies on the defenses of tropical plants.
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FEEDYOUR FAMILY
INSTEAD OFYOUR CAR.
For starters, our versatile Hatchback
delivers penny-pinching gas mileage.*

So you can make more stops at

the supermarket and fewer at the gas
station.

Next, the lov/ sticker price can
really cut dov\^n monthly car payments.
Yet that price includes features like

front wheel drive, rack and pinion steer-

I

ii ing,four wheel independent suspension
I ir and power assist front disc brakes.

GIVE YOUR FAMILYAN EXTRA
MEASURE OF SAFETYAND TRACTION.

. Our Hatchback is also available with

LI ^S '"^ "On Demand Four Wheel

\

Drive,"which lets you shift from front to

four wheel drive at the flick of a lever.

Without stopping. To handle just about
any driving condition.On or off the road.

GIVE YOURSELF A CAR THAT LASTS.

But it's not only where you take the

Hatchback. It's also how well the

Hatchback can take it. By any measure-
ment, automotive experts or asking
an owner, the Hatchback comes from a
long line of cars with a reputation for

durability and reliability.

PEOPLE STICK WITH A CAR
THEY DON'T GET STUCK WITH.

Many owners trade in one Subaru for

another. It just proves that when
people get a lot of value they come
back for a second helping.

SUBARU FINANCIAL SERVICES.

Participating Subaru dealers can now
offer a lending hand in many different

ways. Very attractive finance rates.

Insurance. Extended service programs.
They don't just take good care of

you, they take complete care of you.

INEXPENSIVE. AND BUILT

TO STAY THAT WAY.

te
[32] EPA EST. MPG. .45 EST. HWr
USE EST. MPG. FOR COMPARISONS. YOUR

ATES FOR OUR Dl S-SPEED HATCHBACK.
UAL MILEAGE WILL PROBABLY eE«SS

^SUBARU OF AMERICA. INC.,I?S2
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Announcing

The Franklin Library of

PULITZER PRIZh CLASSICS
A sumptuous private library of the most outstanding

ever awarded the Pulitzer Prize for literature.

.rks

Each work individually selected

by a specially convened panel

of prominent Americans.

Each volume fully bound in

: genuine leather and elegantly

embellished with 22 karat go/d.

"These are the Pulitzer

Prize-winning books that we

believe will be as important

a hundred years from now

as they are today."

-HowiirdK. Smith,

Leading American news analyst and

member of the special Selection Panel.

THE PULITZER PRIZE is Amer-
ica's most prestigious literary

award. In the sixty-five years

since its inception, less than 350 works —
out of the many thousands published

each year — have been judged worthy of

this singular honor.

Now, a distinguished panel of promi-

nent Americans has been specially con-

vened to select the greatest, the most
important, the most enduring works ever

awarded the coveted Pulitzer Prize. And
The Franklin Library, the world's leading

producer of great books in fme bindings,

will issue these works in a comprehen-
sive, leather-bound private edition.

This will, unquestionably, be the most
important and impressive library of mod-
em American literature ever published.

In keeping with its significance, each vol-

ume in this special edition wUl be fully

bound in genuine leather, its spine richly

embellished with 22 karat gold. In addi-

tion, the books will contain illustrations

of artistic importance. Many will be the

original publishers' engravings tradition-

ally associated with the works in which
they appear. Others will be totally new
works of art. The complete collection will

therefore be unprecedented. A private li-

brary like no other.

Prize-winning masterpieces

The fifty books selected by the panel for

this important collection are all acknowl-
edged modem classics, spanning every

major category. Works that have stood
the test of time and remain as memorable
today as when they were first written.

Here are towering novels — Heming-
way's The Old Man and the Sea. Pearl

Buck's The Good Earth, Steinbeck's The
Grapes of Wrath , and equally important

works by such brilliant American authors

as William Faulkner, James Michener
and Robert Perm Warren. Great plays by

Thornton Wilder and Tennessee Wil-

liams. Marvelous poetry by Robert Frost,

Stephen Vincent Benet, Carl Sandburg.

Notable biographies — Lindbergh's The

Spirit of St. Louis, Eleanor and Franklin by

Joseph P. Lash. And powerful histori-

cal narratives by Bruce Catton, Arthur

Schlesinger and Barbara Tuchman.
From Edith Wharton's epic 1921 nov-

el The Age of Innocence to Edmund Mor-
ris' brilliant 1980 biography, The Rise of

Theodore Roosevelt, this is a collection

that will bridge the decades. It will bring

together, for the first time, the very finest

works that have won America's highest

literary award — and that have won for

American literature the admiration of the

entire world.

Accents of 22 karat gold

The books in this important private li-

brary will be printed and individually

bound in full leather for each subscriber

at a price not much higher than you pay

for an ordinary book — just $29.50 per

volume. All of the books will be specially

designed expressly for this private edi-

tion. Even the sizes will vary. As you

open each luxurious volume, you'll dis-

cover many uniquely appealing features.

The unmistakable texture and aroma
of leather. The marbled endleaves. The
gilded page edges. The crisp typography.

The magnificent illustrations. The fasci-

nating introductions specially written by

the editors ofThe Franklin Library. Even

the bookpaper will be custom-milled,

free of the acids which cause ordinary

papers to yellow and grow brittle.

Imagine the pleasure of seeing your

own private library grow, month by

month, and the satisfaction of watching

your family immerse themselves in these

extraordinary works. For here is a col-

lection of American literature to be en-

joyed and displayed with deep pride. A
collection eminently worthy of being

passed on down the generations.

Handsome medallion bookends

To give you the opportunity to display

selected books from your collection on

desks and tables, as well as on libr£ir\-

shelves, an elegant set of matched book-

ends wUl be provided to you at no addi-

tional charge . These impressive bookends

will be crafted of solid hardwood and set

with a deeply sculptured medallion of 24

karat gold electroplate on bronze.

An outstanding value

—

at a guaranteed issue price

The books in this private library will be

issued at the convenient rate of one per

month. Your original issue price of just

$29.50 each will be guaranteed not to in-

crease throughout the subscription per-

iod — regardless of any rises in the cost

of leather, gold, printing or binding —
and you will have the right to discontinue

at any time on 30 days' written notice.

To subscribe, just return the accom-

panying invitation acceptance form to

The Franklin Library, Franklin Center,

Pennsylvania 19091, by the expiration

date it bears: May 31, 1983. It is not

necessary to send payment at this time.

THE FRANKLIN LIBRARY
A FRANKLIN MINT COMPANY

--SUBSCRIPTION .\PPL1C\TI0N •

The Franklin Library of

PULITZER PRIZE CLASSICS

Please mail by May 31, 1983.

The Franklin Library

Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Please enter my subscription for The
Franklin Library of Pulitzer Prize Classics,

consisting of 50 volumes, bound in leather,

the spines embellished in 22 karat gold, to

be issued at the rate of one per month. I

may discontinue my subscription at any

time by giving 30 days' written notice.

No payment is required at this time. I

will be invoiced $29.50* for each leather-

bound volume as it is ready to be sent to

me. Upon completion I will also receive a

pair of custom-designed bookends at no

added charge.

Signature
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See all this year's win-

ners (One of them will

be featured on our

cover) in this issue.

Call 800-247-5470 to

subscribe now, or use

the postpaid reply vehi-

cles in the magazine.

Growing up in the seminomadic life

style characteristic of his family's live-

stock business, Joseph C. Berland, right,

was exposed at an early age to Gypsy
horse traders and tinkers. Later, as a

graduate student in experimental psy-

chology and social anthropology, Berland

felt that studying psychological develop-

ment and social organization among peri-

patetic artisans and entertainers in South

Asia would be a logical culmination of

lifelong personal and professional inter-

ests. Berland now holds three positions:

research associate at the Laboratory of

Comparative Human Cognition at the

University of California, San Diego; pro-

fessor of anthropology at the Intercul-

tural Research Institute at Kansai Uni-

versity, Japan; and adjunct professor at

Quaid-I-Azam University, Pakistan.

Five years ago, Patricia Ensworth dis-

covered that one of her great-great-

grandfathers had worked as a sailor on a

New Bedford whaling ship. Curious

about the experience of sailing, she en-

rolled in a beginner's course and then

volunteered to crew on a 27-foot cruising

sloop. In exchange for being taught how
to race, she helped sand and paint the

yacht's hull before the season began and,

in midsummer, dove overboard to scrub

the accumulating slime off the keel.

Over the next few summers she crewed

on a variety of cruising yachts on Long

Island Sound, including one that took

the third-place trophy in its division of

the Larchmont Race Week series. When
yachts were becalmed, she collected eth-

nographic data on her fellow yacht rac-

ers. Ensworth, who has a master's in an-

thropology from Columbia University,

earns her living as a free-lance writer.
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Great sets make for

good reading. Now, the

biggest sets offer in

QPB history also makes
for great savings.

Enjoy up to $262.05 off

the hardcover price

when you choose one
of these sets.

QPB books are soft-

covers in hardcover
sizes, durably bound
and printed on fine

paper. But they cost up
to 65% less than their

hardcover counterparts.

And for the first time
QPB is giving you a

chance to get your books
on tape, too.

Join QPB, and find oui

how great sets can be.

QREATSETS

Jefferson and His Time. Dumas
Malone's Pulitzer Prize-winning

biography has been hailed as "one c

the most monumental biographies <

of our time" hy The Washington

Post. Six volumes, encompassing
3346 pages and many illustrations,

this definitive biography helps you
find out more about America's most
remarkable founding father.

Hardcover: $121.70 QPB: $8.95

World of Art Library. This

nine-volume set lets you canvas

the history of art, from ancient

Greece to modem photogra-

phy. Elegantly printed for the

Oxford University Press, there
" ~ plates— 360 in color.

Authoritative yet easy to read,

this set is a picture- perfect

choice. Publisher's

prices total: $86.55

QPB: $12.50

Remembrance of Things Past. There's no better time than the present

to read Proust's Remembrance of Things Past. That's why this acclaimed

translation is creating a new audience for Proust's masterpiece. Hand-
somely boxed, this three-volume set (3365 pages, with notes and synopsis)

includes all seven parts of this modem classic— Su;ann's Way, Within a Bud-
ding Grove, The GuerTruintes Way, Cities of the Plain, The Captive, The Fugi-

tive and Time Regained. Hardcover: $75 QPB: $7.95

Charles Dickens: Readings. Read-
ing from Dickens out loud was once
an American pastime. Today, you
can listen to the best of Dickens on
four QPB tape cassettes. James
Mason reads selections from A Tale

of Two Cities, Roger Rees (of Broad-
way fame) reads from Nicholas

Nickleby and Sir Lewis Casson and
Boris Karloff read from The Pickwick

Papers. Get the Dickens cassettes,

and hear what classics are all about.

Manufacturer's suggested list prices

total: $35.92 QPB: $7.50

Let*s try each other for 6 months.
Quality Paperback Book Club, Middletown. Pa. 17057. Please

enroll me in QPB and send me the set 1 have checked helo«, billing me for

the appropriate amount, plus shipping and handling charges. 1 understand
that I am not required to buy another book. You will send me the QPB
Rerieu' (it my account is in good standing) for six months. It 1 have not
bought and paid for at least one book in ever>' six-month period, you may
cancel my membership. A shipping and handling charge is added to each
shipment. I

|
9lX1. DiLt.of Idcasl I 901. World of An

|
|
902. Dickens

Check one box only I I SI2.95 I I $12.50 I I S7.50

903. Rcmemhrance of ThinRS Pasi I I 904. Jcfferso

S7.95 I I S8.95

Name- 3-11

Address

-

City

(Please print clearly) QB113.?

-Apt.

-Zip-

QPB is a Division of Book-of-the-Month Club, Inc.

Prices generally higher in Canada.

Dictionary of the History
of Ideas. Here's a five-volume

illustrated set filled with ideas. 311

articles by 254 respected authorities

give you the essential ideas of

Western thought. Cross-references

and bibliography follow each article,

so you can follow ideas as they

develop through the centuries. Can
you think of a wiser investment'

Hardcover: $275 QPB: $12.95

{oin now. Save
dg on one of
our great sets

with no obliga-

tion to buy
another book.

iks). Each
plus

» do noth-

Alternate

vour

How membership works.
1. You receive the QPB Re
each year (about every 3V^

issue reviews a new Select!

scores of Alternates.

2. If you want the Selectio

ing. It will he shipped to yc

cally. If you want one or m'

books— or no book at all— indicai

decision on the Reply Form alway

enclosed and return it by the date

specified.

3. Bonus books for Bonus Points. For

each softcover book or set you take

(except for the books in this offer), you

earn Bonus Points which entitle you to

choose any of our softcover books. You

pay only shipping and handling charges.

4. Return privilege. If the QPB Reiieu-

is delayed and you receive the Selection

without having had 10 days to notify us.

vou may return it for credit at our

expense.

5. Cancellations. You may cancel mem-
bership at any time by notifying QPB.
We may cancel your membership if you

elect not to buy and pay for at least one
book in cver\' six-month period.

1 The first

book club
for smart
people
who
aren't rich.



Marching Teeth ofthe Manatee
Its special adaptation to an abrasive diet has enabled

this aquatic mammal to outdo the dugong

by Daryl E Domning

Many a hapless occupant of a dentist's

chair has doubtless fantasized about teeth

that could replace themselves when worn

out—teeth that would never need drilling,

filling, or pulling. Self-renewing lifetime

supplies of teeth do come as standard

equipment on sharks, crocodiles, and

many other lower vertebrates, while a few

mammals, such as the rodents, have indi-

vidual teeth that keep growing as fast as

they wear down. Other mammals, such as

horses and elephants, make do with very

high-crowned, wear-resistant teeth that

can stand many years of hard use. But

two mammal families with simple, low-

crowned, and very perishable teeth like

ours have managed to evolve a kind of

dental, if not bodily, immortality.

The kangaroo family upheld the marsu-

pial tradition of evolutionary versatility by

producing the Australian rock wallaby, a

mammal in which new teeth erupt at the

rear of each jaw and migrate forward in

conveyor-belt fashion as long as the indi-

vidual lives. The old teeth drop out at the

front and the grinding surface is con-

stantly renewed. The identical technique

has been independently perfected in the

New World by an aquatic mammal, the

manatee.

For more than a century, textbook writ-

ers have delighted in likening the mana-

tee's forward-migrating teeth to those of

its distant relative, the elephant—actually

an inapt comparison since the latter has no

more than the normal mammalian ration

of teeth, whereas the former produces un-

limited numbers of extra ones. But human
curiosity was somewhat slow to delve into

the details of this natural wonder, and un-

til the last decade no one had tried to study

this dental process in live manatees. That

this was done at all was due mainly to the

investigators' shoestring research budget.

The National Institute of Amazonian Re-

search in Manaus, Brazil, where my col-

leagues and I studied captive manatees

for several years, could not boast of ocean-

arium-style tanks with fancy water-filtra-

tion and recycling systems. Each week our

prefabricated plastic swimming pools had

to be completely drained and cleaned by

hand, and it was in the course of this chore

in 1975 that Diana Magor, a Canadian

student who had been instrumental in set-

ting up the manatee facility, found a tooth

that had been shed by one of the pool's in-

mates. Over the next four years a total of

sixty-six more teeth were collected from

seven different manatees, allowing me
and Lee-Ann Hayek of the Smithsonian

Institution to measure both the rate of

tooth replacement and its correlation with

the animals' diet.

The Amazonian manatee {Trichechus

inunguis) is a freshwater animal found

throughout the basin of the Amazon River

and its major tributaries. The other two

manatee species inhabit sah water as well

as fresh water: the West Indian manatee

{T. manatus) is found on the South Amer-
ican coast and throughout the Caribbean

as far north as Florida, and the West Afri-

can manatee (7^ senegalensis) is distrib-

uted in rivers and along the Atlantic coast

of Africa. All three feed on a broad range

of aquatic plants, but the common ele-

ment in their diets appears to be grass

—

assorted species of the true grasses

(Gramineae), which are noted for possess-

ing particles of abrasive silica in their

leaves and stems. In this they differ from

the so-called sea grasses (Hydrocharita-

ceae and Potamogetonaceae), the staple

diet of the manatees' marine relatives, the

dugongs. This seems to be the key to un-

derstanding both the mechanism and the

historical development of the manatees'

tooth-replacement system, which is obvi-

ously an adaptation to a diet of abrasive

grass, as are the high-crowned teeth of

horses, cows, and other terrestrial grazers.

Our captive manatees were fed a mix-

ture of grass and softer aquatic plants.

Not only did they grow faster and keep

better on the grass, but also their rate of

tooth loss was highly correlated with the

amount of grass they consumed. More-

over, in several orphaned calves that were

raised on an artificial milk formula, tooth

replacement always began shortly after

they began eating solid food. Clearly the

mechanical stress of chewing was instru-

mental in the movement of the teeth.

Those manatees that ate a greater pro-

portion of grass had more heavily worn

teeth—more so, in fact, than most wild

Amazonian manatees. Since heavily worn

teeth are less efficient as grinding instru-

ments, this suggested that these particular

captives may have been eating more grass

than their wild relatives, and that their

dental equipment is best adapted to a diet

of grass mixed with more of the softer

plant material. This conclusion agrees

with what we know of their diet in the

wild.

Tooth wear and tooth replacement are

controlled by different qualities of the

manatee diet. Wear results from the pres-

ence of abrasive particles (siUca in the

case of grass), whereas the effort of chew-

ing, which stimulates tooth movement, is

necessitated by the toughness and fibrous-

ness of the plant material itself. Since

grasses, unlike many other plants, are both

tough and abrasive, they can produce both

the effects observed.

This raises the question of what would

Natural History 5/83
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Under the stress ofchewing, manatee teeth moveforward and are eventually shed.

happen if toughness and abrasiveness

were not directly correlated in a manatee's

diet. What if, for example, a manatee ate

mostly nonfibrous plant material that

nonetheless was abrasive, perhaps due to

contamination with sand or other gritty

material? The grit would cause rapid tooth

wear, but the lack of chewiness might not

stimulate movement of the teeth suffi-

ciently for replacement to keep up with at-

trition. In fact, we see precisely these ef-

fects in manatees in Florida, especially

those living along the sandy Atlantic

coast. These animals have access to few

true grasses; instead they rely on relatively

soft freshwater weeds and marine sea

grasses, including the root systems, which

they dig from the quartz sand or mud bot-

toms. Their teeth almost invariably show

heavy wear long before reaching the front

of the jaw, in marked contrast to members
of the same species living in Central

America or the Caribbean, where true

grasses are more available and sea grasses

often grow on less abrasive coral sand.

From this we must conclude that, in

comparison with horses or other mammals
with high-crowned teeth, the manatees

have taken a rather Rube Goldberg ap-

proach to the problem of tooth wear. A
battery of high-crowned teeth, once in

place, can stand up to an abrasive diet

equally well whether it is fibrous or not.

But in the more complicated manatee

dental system, the teeth must be replaced

to cope with abrasion and must be moved

by chewing before they can be replaced.

The more moving parts, the more things

that can go wrong.

The mechanism of tooth movement in

manatees is under investigation by W.A.

Miller of the State University of New
York at Buffalo, Gordon Sanson of

Monash University, Australia, and Dan
Odell of the University of Miami, Florida,

who are also comparing the phenomenon

in manatees to that in the rock wallabies.

The similarity between the two groups ap-

parently extends even to the microscopic

level. In both cases the bony septa be-

tween the roots of the teeth are constantly

resorbed and redeposited under pressure

from the forward-moving teeth, just as oc-

curs in human orthodontics. (The move-

ment rates we measured in our captive

manatees were on the order of one or two

millimeters per month.) The roots them-

selves are gradually resorbed as the teeth

approach the front of the jaw, and since

there is less resistance to movement in this

direction, the stresses of chewing tend to

move the tooth row forward. The erupted

teeth are connected to the unerupted ones

at the back by strong longitudinal fibers,

which apparently help pull the new teeth

into action.

Of the three extant manatee species,

the Amazonian one probably has the most

grass in its diet. The tremendous annual

rise and fall of Amazonian rivers (fre-

quently in excess of thirty feet) makes life

difficult for both rooted and submerged

aquatic plants, so the floating grasses,

which rise and fall with the rivers, are

probably the manatees' most dependable

food source. In consequence, of the three

species, the Amazonian manatee is best

adapted to an abrasive diet. Not only do

its teeth bear more complicated folds of

enamel, making them more resistant to

wear, but they are also smaller and more

numerous than those of other manatees.

This has the same effect as increasing the

enamel folding.

With some help from the fossil record,

we can try to reconstruct the history be-

hind the manatees' dental adaptation. The

ancestors of manatees split off from the

dugongs sometime in the Eocene, 40 or 50

million years ago. They seem to have colo-

nized South America very early and are

found nowhere else until about 5 million

years ago; they may have remained in

South America as relicts of a more wide-

spread group of primitive sea cows. A
specimen from the Middle Miocene of

Colombia shows that as recently as 10 to

15 million years ago the ancestral forms

still had not developed extra teeth beyond

the normal complement of three large mo-

lars. But about the end of the Miocene

there appeared in both South America

and North America a new genus, Ribodon,

still with large teeth (twice the size of those

of the Amazonian manatee) but ones that

were replaced horizontally and endlessly,

like those of modern manatees. The next

step, toward smaller and more complex

teeth, is represented by the West Indian

and West African manatees; the Amazo-
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nian species, with still smaller teeth, is the

most specialized and advanced form.

The triggering of this evolutionary

trend in the Late Miocene seems to have

been related to the final major uplift of the

Andean mountain chain, which began in

earnest about that time and culminated in

the last couple of million years. Prior to

the Late Miocene, the present Amazon
basin drained largely westward to the Pa-

cific Ocean. Its borderlands were rela-

tively low lying and heavily eroded, yield-

ing little in the way of dissolved nutrients

to nourish plant growth in the rivers and

estuaries where manatees lived. The rise

of the Andes, however, blocked the west-

ward outlet and provided enormous new

sources of sediment that could wash into

the Amazon basin. This infusion of nutri-

ents most likely resulted in a major in-

crease in the grass-dominated floating

meadows of Amazonia, in turn providing

the manatees with a vast, highly nutritious

but abrasive food source, which the evolu-

tion of supernumerary teeth enabled them

to exploit. The weakness of the adaptation

they developed—the need for the diet to

be fibrous, as well as abrasive, in order

for the replacement process to work

smoothly—shows once again that evolu-

tion is strictly a make-do process, depend-

ent on the luck of the genetic draw rather

than any ideal design.

Manatees also show that make-do often

does quite well and that an evolutionary

design need not be the best, only better

than the competition. While primitive

manatees kept to the coasts of South

America, the tropical sea-grass beds of the

Caribbean and the rest of the world were

dominated by dugongs. These had low-

crowned teeth similar to the manatees',

and whatever competitive edge they en-

joyed must have been slight Thus, when
adaptation to an abrasive freshwater diet

fortuitously gave the manatees an advan-

tage for a sand-contaminated saltwater

diet as well, they quickly spread through-

out the Caribbean as far as North Amer-
ica. No matter that their tooth replace-

ment worked less than ideally in this new
situation; it was still a vast improvement

over the dugongs' scant three molars. The
total disappearance of dugongs from the

entire West Atlantic region about the time

Ribodon appeared suggests a competitive

confrontation. Sometime thereafter, the

manatees crowned their success in the

Western Hemisphere by the apparent

chance colonization of West Africa; the

West African manatee resembles the

West Indian so closely that their common
ancestry can hardly lie far in the past.

Occasionally, nature not only runs evo-

lutionary experiments for us to observe

but also provides experimental controls.

One of these is the case of the living du-

gong {Dugong dugon) of the I ndo-Pacific

region. Its teeth are highly unusual in that

the enameled crowns are degenerate and

quickly wear away. The roots of the last

two molars, however, remain open, and

these ever growing pegs of dentine are the

functional teeth of the aduh animal. As
poor a grinding surface as these smooth

pegs must provide, they are clearly an im-

provement over complete toothlessness

following wearing away of the crowns, and

apparently represent the luck of the du-

gongs' genetic draw when confronted with

a problem of increased tooth wear. The

source of wear in their case is unknown;
perhaps it had to do with the glacially low-

ered sea levels of the Pliocene and Pleisto-

cene and increased erosional runofT of silt

into nearshore feeding areas. Perhaps the

Caribbean dugongs would have evolved a

similar solution when faced with this prob-

lem. But in the Caribbean the manatees

were first in the field with a better way,

and took it over entirely. The Indo-Pacific

dugongs had no such competition. Today,

they alone survive to represent the dugong

family—a triumph of opportunism, like

the manatees elsewhere and, indeed, ev-

ery other extant species, including our

own. D
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Tree Tactics
In their ongoing battle against insect herbivores,

trees have a few tricks up their leaves

by Jack C. Schultz

To most of us, plants appear passive in

the face of attacic by herbivores. Near my
home in New Hampshire, some black

cherry trees are totally defoliated by the

eastern tent caterpillar almost yearly.

They seem destined to lose their entire

crop of leaves each June and to replace

their canopies with a new crop each July,

after the tentmakers are gone. On a larger

scale, a summer of gypsy moth defoliation

in the extensive oak forests of the north-

eastern United States can resemble a win-

ter with no snow. Oak trees, too, must re-

place their lost canopies with a second

crop of leaves.

These and similar observations lend

support to the anthropomorphic impres-

sion that trees and other plants lead lives

of quiet desperation, helpless against their

insect enemies. But such spectacular

events as gypsy moth outbreaks are actu-

ally unusual. Less than 10 percent of the

thousands of Lepidoptera species (moths

and butterflies) that feed on trees in North

America have ever been known to do such

severe damage. Most forest insects are un-

common; at Hubbard Brook Experimen-

tal Forest in New Hampshire, where I

conduct much of my fieldwork, censuses

generally turn up no more than one cater-

pillar of any one species for each 1,000

tree leaves, and in the period between out-

Gypsy moth larvae ate the older needles

on this white pine but not those ofthe

current year, which contain defensive

chemicals. As the needles age, their

chemical makeup will change, and they,

too, may become a mealfor an insect.

Jack C. Scnultz
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breaks (usually seven to twenty years),

finding even one individual of a pest spe-

cies is difficult. In most forests, insects

consume less than 7 percent of the total

leaf area during nonoutbreak years.

What keeps the level of herbivory so

low under normal conditions? Weather,

parasites, predators, and disease can all be

important regulators of herbivore popula-

tions, but it is now clear that the host plant

itself plays a crucial role in controlling the

feeding of insects. The leaves of some

trees and other plants have very low con-

centrations of the nutrients necessary for

insect growth and development. A more

important potential control is the impres-

sive array of noxious chemicals with

which plants are packed. Many of these

chemical compounds (known as second-

ary metabolites since they have no appar-

ent "primary" function in the plant's

metabolism) are familiar to us as insecti-

cides (pyrethrin, rotenone), poisons (cya-

nide), medicines (camphor, digitalis), or

drugs (cocaine, caffeine, nicotine). Some
of the substances simply taste bad; others

inhibit digestion, alter reproduction, inter-

fere with development, destroy DNA or

RNA, or cause severe dermatitis, paraly-

sis, hallucinations, blindness, and death.

Clearly, plants are not entirely defense-

less, and the list of known chemical anti-

herbivore devices employed by plants

grows daily.

Insects, however, with their enormous

reproductive potential and short genera-

tion times, have a well-known ability to

evolve in response to adversity. The more

plant chemistry cuts into survival and fe-

cundity in an insect population, the stron-

ger will be the natural selection favoring

adaptations to counter the plant defenses.

Largely because they are long-lived,

plants would seem to be at a disadvantage

in this arms race, and the position of trees

would seem to be especially precarious.

Oak trees, for example, may live for three

hundred years or more; bristlecone pines

have lived for more than a thousand. In

the course of its life, a tree cannot run

away from insects, and individual organ-

isms are not capable of evolving. Since the

lifetime of a single tree may be equivalent

to countless generations of insects, this

ought to be enough time for the evolution

of insects capable of overcoming any

chemical defenses. Yet the forests are not

stripped bare year after year. Why?
A critical factor revealed by recent

studies is that the quality of tree leaves is

variable. The concentration of defensive

chemicals differs substantially among
trees and among leaves within a single

canopy. Tannins, for example, are a com-

During its long life, an oak tree will

experience hundreds ofgenerations of
insect pests. But the tree isfarfrom
helpless. It can reduce the nutritional

quality ofits leaves and increase

theproduction oftoxic chemicals.
Richard W, Brown

mon class of secondary chemicals found in

varying amounts in leaves. These astrin-

gent substances reduce a leaf's palatabil-

ity. They also act as enzyme inhibitors and

will bind to proteins, with the result that

leaf proteins, necessary for herbivore

growth, are made indigestible.

Ian Baldwin (a chemist working in my
lab) and I have found that sugar maple

leaves have, on the average, high tannin

contents: 30 percent of the dry weight of

some leaves may be tannin. Yellow birch,

which often grows together with sugar

maple, has much lower tannin contents

and is only about one-fifth as astringent as

the average sugar maple leaf. A single

sugar maple tree, however, may bear

some leaves with tannin contents and

astringencies lower than most yellow birch

leaves, while other leaves on the same tree

may have tannin contents much higher
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than the sugar maple average. Indeed, ad-

jacent sugar maple leaves may differ in as-

tringency or tannin content by 200 to 300

percent.

For a tannin-sensitive insect foraging

along a tree branch, all leaves are thus not

of equal value. Caterpillars and many
other insects must actually taste a leaf to

ascertain its value. Most caterpillars re-

quire more than one leaf during a lifetime;

a gypsy moth larva may consume scores

before completing development. For such

insects, identifying high-quahty leaves in a

variable tree can be a time-consuming,

costly enterprise. For example, the sad-

dled prominent caterpillar, a pest of sugar

maples in New England, may spend more

time moving among leaves than it does

feeding on them. An individual caterpillar

may travel more than three feet between

feedings, tasting dozens of leaves along

Yellow birch grows rapidly in light gaps,

such as those along streams. Such rapid

growth may be costly, however,for this

species has relatively low levels of
defensive chemicals in its leaves and is

attacked by large numbers ofinsects.
Richard W. Brown

the way and rejecting more than two-

thirds of those tasted. The larva is cryptic

while resting on a leaf because it resem-

bles the damage it does there, but it be-

comes considerably more conspicuous

when walking along stems. Since birds

and many other enemies of these insects

are sensitive to movement, the search for

high-quality leaves can be risky.

Furthermore, although we do not yet

know the metabolic costs of walking ver-

sus resting, this search probably repre-

sents a loss of energy to the caterpillar, as

well as a loss of feeding time. These losses

would result in a slower growth rate and

consequently a longer larval life. This

would increase the likelihood of a caterpil-

lar succumbing to a predator, parasites, or

disease. My calculations indicate, for ex-

ample, that slowing the growth of a gypsy

moth caterpillar by as little as 3 percent

could raise the toll taken by parasites as

much as 20 percent. Even those insects

that survive to become moths or caterpil-

lars may continue to feel the effects of lar-

val life in a variable tree: the material and

energy gathered by the larva determine

the size and fecundity of the adult, so sub-

stantial losses of energy and feeding time

could diminish the reproductive potential

of the adult.

Chemical compounds are only one as-

pect of the mosaic of food supplies that

make up a tree canopy. Concentrations of

water, nitrogen, and other nutrients also

vary greatly, as do the slipperiness and

physical toughness of the leaves, which

can be serious impediments to feeding.

Moreover, feeding sites can differ in terms

of how much safety they offer from preda-

tors and from temperature extremes. All

of this variability can retard the evolution

of adaptations in insects that would permit

them to feed at will. Laboratory studies

have shown that insects forced to consume

several kinds of toxins in their food are

slow to evolve the abiUty to detoxify them,

and their survival on such diets remains

low for long periods. Agricultural breed-

ers have recently adopted such multiple

factor resistance by developing crop

plants that have several resistance traits

and then planting mixtures of cultivars

with different types of resistance. The
goal is to prevent the evolution of new
"superpests" such as those that have peri-

odically decimated uniform crop planta-

tions.

Compounding the insects' difficulties,

defensive traits in trees also vary through

time. Twelve years ago, Paul Feeny (now

at Cornell) showed that winter moth cat-

erpillars develop well on the young, spring

leaves of the English oak but are incapa-
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ble of surviving on leaves from the same
tree only six weeks later. The older leaves

were obviously tougher and drier, but

Feeny also showed that the leaves of this

oak species exhibit a strong seasonal in-

crease in tannin content. Using artificial

diets in the laboratory, he found that the

growth of the winter moth caterpillar is in-

hibited by these compounds. Since then,

seasonal changes in tannin or other chemi-

cal traits have been demonstrated in sev-

eral plant species, including other oaks,

maples, and ferns. The changes are not

necessarily uniform within species; in red

oak and sugar maple, for instance, sea-

sonal "behavior" can be quite individual-

istic.

Insects feeding on seasonally changing

trees must either be capable of dealing

with a wide range of varying chemical

traits or be restricted to feeding during

brief periods. To date, the evidence for

temperate forest insects indicates that the

latter is more common. In many species,

the caterpillars emerge in the early spring

so they can begin feeding immediately on

the youngest, best-quality leaves. The win-

A gypsy moth larva may have to taste

many leaves beforefindingone that is

edible. In theprocess, it may ingest

parasite eggs andpathogens, such as

viruses and bacteria. As it moves about,

it is also conspicuous to birds.

Dwight Kuhn

ter moth's egg hatch, for example, is

timed to follow closely the breaking open

of oak leaf buds. This arrangement is not

without risk for the winter moth, however.

Spring weather conditions vary from year

to year and so, to some extent, does the

timing of bud break. If spring conditions

are unusually cold or if there is a late frost,

emerging caterpillars can be killed. If bud
break is delayed, caterpillars must go

without food for some time, risking starva-

tion. In addition, the later the larvae have

to wait to begin feeding, the longer they

will be vulnerable to predators and para-

sites. Egg hatch could occur later, but the

leaf chemistry changes so fast that, in nor-

18 Natural History 5/83
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mal years, the caterpillars would find

themselves with little edible food. The

timing of emergence of the winter moth

caterpillar is a compromise between the

need to avoid the risk of frost and the need

to feed on leaves before they become un-

palatable. Many insects seem to seek simi-

lar compromises, balancing changes in the

leaves against shifting weather conditions,

predation pressures, and parasitism risks.

As a general consequence of changing

tree quality, most forest moths and butter-

flies have only one generation per year. On
the few trees that have been studied, there

appears to be a pattern of continual or

periodic turnover in insect species through

the summer season. The implication is

that each species or set of species can tol-

erate one segment of the changing leaf

quality. Few insects have been found that

can tolerate the entire range of leaf traits

exhibited by a tree during a single growing

season; even the gypsy moth appears re-

stricted to early season oak leaves. This

sort of restriction strongly reduces the po-

tential population growth of any pest spe-

cies during any given season.

By varying leaf quality both through

The holes in these leaves are the work

ofthe maple leafcutter, which cuts out

pieces ofleafand glues them with silk

to itsfront and back. The brown circles

areproduced as the tiny insect scrapes

the surface ofthe leafforfood.
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time and throughout the canopy, a tree

can normally keep its would-be defoliators

at low levels. Nevertheless, insects man-

age to eat some leaves in all years, and dur-

ing infestations, the damage they cause

can be extensive. Perhaps the most spec-

tacular form of self-defense in trees is

their ability to alter leaf chemistry in di-

rect response to attacks by insects. Plant

scientists have known for a long time that

many crop plants respond to invading

fungi and bacteria by producing toxic

compounds called phytoalexins. Most of-

ten, phytoalexins are synthesized at or

near the site of infection, but in some

plants, such as tomatoes, chemical cues

are transmitted throughout the plant.

These cues, now thought to be carbohy-

drate fragments of damaged plant cell

walls, activate the synthesis of proteins

that are then moved through the plant to

the site of attack, where they presumably

inhibit digestion of the host by the attack-

ing organisms.

Trees appear to respond to damage
from insects (or scientists) in a more sys-

temic fashion. In the 1950s, several Ger-

man investigators noticed that forest trees

that had been defoliated by insects during

one summer appeared to be more resistant

to insect attack the next, but two more de-

cades passed before scientists began to re-

alize that the trees themselves were

largely responsible for the change. North

American forest entomologists had long

noted that as outbreaks of various pest in-

sects proceed, the vigor of individual in-

sects appears to decline. In the second and

third years of an outbreak of western tent
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caterpillars, for example, the larvae seem

to grow more slowly, move more slug-

gishly, and metamorphose into smaller

adults. Pest insects generally become in-

creasingly susceptible to parasites, preda-

tors, and disease as an outbreak goes on.

Several investigators pointed out that

much of the insects' decline may be due

directly to crowding, which increases con-

tagion and can result in food shortages.

Others were certain that such declines are

independent of environment, and they

proposed that pests are genetically "pro-

grammed" to die out after brief popula-

tion explosions.

Attention turned to the trees in the

early 1970s, when Australian entomolo-

gist T.C.R. White proposed that the suc-

cess or failure of pests feeding on trees was

determined by fluctuations in the quality

of the trees as food. White emphasized nu-

trient quality in his studies of lerp insects,

relatives of aphids that feed on eucalypts.

All insects depend for their growth and re-

production on the nitrogen content of their

food. White observed that lerp outbreaks

occurred when eucalyptus trees were

stressed (for example, by drought) and

suggested that this was because nitrogen

content of these trees rises under such con-

ditions. Taking White's lead, Erkki Hau-

kioja and Pekka Niemela, of Finland's

University of Turku, began studying the

growth of several insects that irrupt on

arctic birches. They found that the insects

exhibited reduced growth, increased mor-

tality, and reduced fecundity when feed-

ing on leaves of birches defoliated the pre-

vious year, but they could find no change

in nutrient content of the leaves.

In an effort to discover what the diff"er-

ence might be between trees on which in-

sects grow well and those on which they do

poorly, the Haukioja group in Finland and

David Rhoades, at the University of

Washington, set up experiments in which

they (or insects) defoliated some trees and

left others untouched. In all cases, insects

grew more vigorously on leaves of trees

that experienced no defoliation than on

the undamaged leaves of trees that had

been subjected to herbivory. Further-

more, the low-quality leaves exhibited in-

creased levels of tannins or other phenols

(the class of compounds to which tannins

belong). Apparently, damage to some of a

tree's leaves stimulated the synthesis or

movement of these compounds through-

out the tree's canopy, so that even distant

leaves declined in quality. In some cases,

Afllfig midnight sun shines strong on the Northwest Territories and Vlikon, Canada's last frontiers. Come on u



the effects lasted for two or more years.

This sort of finding is becoming increas-

ingly common. In New England, Baldwin

and I have demonstrated that increases in

tannins and other phenols result from leaf

damage to red oak, sugar maple, yellow

birch, and hybrid poplars. In red oak, a de-

foliation by gypsy moth larvae results in a

200 to 300 percent increase in the tannin

contents of undamaged leaves. This in-

crease, which occurs while the larvae are

still feeding, is more than enough to slow

gypsy moth growth and to increase mor-

tality. Tannin contents of leaves on at-

tacked sugar maples may increase more

than 50 percent, and poplars that lose as

little as 7 percent of their leaf area in-

crease their phenol contents by as much as

123 percent.

By introducing radioactively labeled

CO.^ as a tracer to our experimental trees,

we have been able to show that trees syn-

thesize tannins within undamaged leaves

when other leaves are damaged. As trees

carry on photosynthesis, sugars are assem-

bled in the leaves. In trees free from

herbivory, most of these sugars are trans-

located from the leaves to other tissues,

where they are used to build the many car-

bon-based molecules that form the struc-

tural and functional parts of the plant.

When radioactively labeled COj is fed to

these undamaged trees, the label is incor-

porated into the sugars and moves with

them from the leaves. But in the undam-
aged leaves of trees that have had some
leaves experimentally torn, this transloca-

tion stops, and the radioactive carbon in-

stead finds its way into a growing pool of

tannins in each leaf. Hence, a tree re-

sponds to damage of a few leaves by ac-

tively converting the products of photo-

synthesis into defensive compounds in all

leaves.

We do not know what stimulates the

leaves within a tree's canopy to increase

phenolic production when distant leaves

are attacked, but some startling recent

findings suggest one possibility. Early in

1982, David Rhoades reported that tent

caterpillars grew very slowly when reared

either on the undamaged leaves of heavily

defoliated willows or on undamaged wil-

lows growing nearby, while caterpillars

raised on more distant trees grew at nor-

mal rates. Rhoades suggested that some

signal emitted by the damaged trees was

perceived by its neighbors, stimulating

them to reduce leaf quality. The stimulus

presumably failed to reach more distant
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trees and their leaves remained highly

suitable for the tent caterpillars. Excava-

tion of the roots of adjacent trees revealed

no connections, so Rhoades proposed the

existence of an airborne chemical cue pro-

duced either by the damaged tree or by

the large number of insects feeding on it.

Intrigued, we decided to see whether

airborne stimulation of chemical changes

was possible. We performed experiments

with sugar maple and poplar seedlings. All

of our seedlings were grown in pots to

eliminate the possibility of a connection

between the roots of different plants. In

each experiment, one set of seedlings was

placed in an isolated Plexiglas growth

chamber with its own air supply, while two

other sets of the same species were placed

together in another chamber. The isolated

seedlings were never damaged, but a few

were removed every few hours for chemi-

cal analyses. One of the two sets of trees in

the other chamber was untouched. The

other received artificial damage: two of

the twenty leaves on each plant were torn

in half. Both sets were sampled every few

hours to see if any changes in leaf chemis-

try had occurred.

As expected, the isolated, undamaged

seedlings underwent no chemical changes,

while damaged seedlings synthesized phe-

nolic and/or tannin compounds in their

leaves. The interesting observation was

that the untouched seedlings sharing air

space with damaged ones also exhibited

increased phenolic contents, in less than

seventy-two hours for sugar maple and

fifty-two hours for poplar. These experi-

mental results suggest that an airborne

cue is indeed perceived by adjacent plants

when neighbors are damaged. They also
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At the start ofan infestation, insects eat

high-quality leavesfirst anddamage to

the trees appears as widely spaced holes.

As the outbreak continues, damage

accumulates and the holes connect until,

eventually, defoliation is complete.
Jack C. Schultz

raise the possibility that the systemic re-

sponse observed in a single tree when a

few leaves are damaged is coordinated by

an airborne rather than an internal cue.

One candidate for this role is ethylene, a

small molecule produced by damaged
plant tissues and known to trigger various

physiological processes in plants, includ-

ing phenolic synthesis. Whatever the cue

turns out to be, it will be unlike those

found in tomatoes and other plants where

internal cues are more important.

Trees are not as helpless in the face of

herbivory as was once thought. Chemical

defenses, however, are metabolically ex-

pensive for plants: energy spent in the

making of a tannin is unavailable for any-

thing else. If a tree were obliged to pro-

duce such chemicals constantly, the tree's

ability to grow, to reproduce, and ulti-

mately to survive might be impaired. For

the tree, then, a shifting defensive posture

is doubly beneficial. By varying their de-

fenses over time and space, trees make it

harder for insects to adapt to any given de-

fensive trait. In addition, the capacity to

produce large amounts of chemicals only

when needed may result in long-term ener-

getic savings—and hence greater vitality

and growth—for individual trees. D
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Manipulating Life
by June Goodfield

Man-made Life, by Jeremy Cherfas.

Pantheon Books. $15.95; 270 pp.. illus.

One evening in Paiis, Jules de Gon-

court, the famous nineteenth-century dia-

rist and writer, went out to dinner. The
company was mixed, the conversation

scintillating. Artists and literary figures

rubbed shoulders with scientists such as

the chemist Berthelot and the physiologist

Claude Bernard. After dinner someone

asked these two to predict what science

would have achieved 100 years hence.

Berthelot said that in the next century

physiologists and chemists would under-

stand the reactions taking place in the sun

so well that they would be able to turn

these on and off at will. Bernard prophe-

sied that in the same span of time, biolo-

gists would comprehend the life processes

so thoroughly that they would be able to

duplicate them in a laboratory test tube.

Now de Goncourt intervened. "At this

point," he said, "God himself will come
down and say 'Gentlemen, it is enough.'"

Although their timing was a little off

and the details not totally accurate, much
that the two scientists predicted has come
to pass. We may not be able to turn the sun

off at will, but fusion processes similar to

those we believe take place in its center

have been achieved at Princeton Univer-

sity. Biologists have not yet created self-

replicating life in a test tube, starting from

single, inorganic atoms, but they have the

comprehension, which Bernard foresaw,

to manipulate living molecules in a variety

of ways, some of which are entirely new.

And though to the best of my knowledge,

God has not yet descended to call a halt,

many people have been sufficiently con-

cerned about the implications of man-

made life to do so on His behalf.

The vignette of the Parisian scene that

de Goncourt drew with his usual wit,

charm, and economy has its counterparts

in our day: scientists excited and absorbed

by what they can do; humanists and art-

ists—and even some scientists—deeply

worried about the implications, both ethi-

cal and technical, of these possibilities. In

addition, a gulf of mutual incomprehen-

sion separates the two groups for, more of-

ten than not, each genuinely does not even

see, let alone appreciate, the concerns of

the other. As Dr. Clifford Grobstein once

wrote to me, apropos of a book of mine on

the same subject: "You laid out the ethical

dilemmas clearly. As a scientist, I don't

feel the force of these dilemmas. . . . But

you made me see why others do." Herein

lies the crux of the whole matter.

Man-made Life is concerned with the

biologist's new ability to create forms of

living molecules hitherto unknown in na-

ture, using the techniques with which,

during the course of evolutionary history,

living molecules have both repaired them-

selves and insured their variety. This tech-

nique, now newly applied, is known as re-

combinant DNA: the name is self-ex-

planatory, for scientists can combine

—

and to a certain extent, cause to func-

tion—portions of genetic material that

have never been joined in nature before.

I have two reservations about this book:

the first relates to the detailed, technical

exposition of the recombining process.

The first five chapters (half the text) are a

blow-by-blow account of this whole field,

from its inception to its present, remark-

able, though probably not yet mature, sta-

tus. Not only does the author give us the

fullest details of the various biochemical

processes—with many accompanying dia-

grams and tables—but he also delves into

many other areas: the history, the pains-

taking experiments of the individual scien-

tists in all their minutiae—the biochemi-

cal fractions they mixed, dialyzed, and

separated by chromatography, even the

computer program that was written to de-

tect palindromes. Cherfas is to be ap-

plauded for his accuracy, knowledge, and

desire to be spotlessly comprehensive,

which are reflected in the excellent bib-

liography—but he may have defeated his

purpose. He has made the book of real

value to the already knowledgeable stu-

dent majoring in biology, rather than to

the general reader, who may get bogged

down in the material—as I did.

The principles of recombinant DNA
technology are simple enough, however,

and worth learning for the insights they

bring to the technology's applications.

They can be easily understood by anyone

who knows how to "doctor" tapes, and
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who in these post-Watergate days does

not? To mimic what scientists do, all that

is needed is a cassette of recording tape, a

pair of scissors, some splicing fluid, and

for real sophistication, a circular wooden

ring such as embroiderers use to hold a

piece of material firmly. Cassette tapes

code words or musical notes: similarly the

DNA in the chromosomes of living cells

codes the instructions for making certain

proteins, such as hemogloblin or insulin.

The "tape" of DNA is not threaded like a

cassette spool. In such simple organisms

as the plasmids (viruses that infect bacte-

ria), the DNA is a circle. In higher organ-

isms it is a complicated spiral. Yet even so,

scientists have learned how to stretch this

spiral out and how to find a particular

gene along its length. So, for example,

they can locate the gene that codes for the

protein human insulin.

To delete the "expletive" on a Water-

gate or any other sensitive tape, one can ei-

ther scrub it off or cut it out. Locate the

word, cut the tape with the scissors, and

splice the two ends together. Scientists

can now do this with DNA and this facil-

ity is totally dependent on the existence in

nature of "biological scissors," restriction

enzymes, that literally slice into the DNA.
Damaged sections of DNA are repaired in

this way: old or new sections are spliced

into place, and variety in organisms is in-

sured because sections of one chromo-

some can "cross over" and be spliced into

sections of another.

One unique property of restriction en-

zymes has enabled scientists to be as

clever as nature; any piece of DNA from

any organism will stick to any other piece

of DNA from any other organism pro-

vided both have been cut by the same re-

striction enzyme. (The book explains why
and how scientists learned this.) So having

located the gene for human insulin, a bio-

chemist can cut it out; with the same re-

striction enzyme, he or she can cut open a

viral plasmid and attach the human DNA
in the space. A new recombined molecule

has now been formed, mostly of viral

DNA but with one section of human
DNA in place. This new plasmid is en-

couraged to infect a bacterium; once this

happens, every time the bacterium divides
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so, too, will the plasmid, and so, too, will

the gene for human insulin. If all goes

well, as it often does, the gene "com-

mands" the bacterial cell to make the pro-

tein, so the bacteria have now become fac-

tories churning out quantities of this

human protein as easily as yeast cells

chum out alcohol.

The process is long and complicated

and, biochemically, highly sophisticated.

As one scientist said, recalling earlier

days, "The intellectual elegance of some
of the experiments was tempered by the

laboriousness of many of the methods."

Now everything is done with far greater

facility and what is finally achieved is

vastly more remarkable and awesome
than my simple exposition records. Those

whose appetites are whetted for details of

these achievements wil be more than satis-

fied with Cherfas's account.

Scientists are dazzled and absorbed by

their new skill for several reasons. Some
are intellectual: the technique offers a

chance to study gene function cleanly and

clearly. Before the advent of recombinant

DNA, it was virtually impossible to study

one gene and be confident that the func-

tions attributed to it belonged to this gene

alone. There was no certainty that a gene

was truly separated from its fellows. Now
scientists can be confident—they can be-

gin to study how genes work, how they

control growth and development, how
they are turned on and off, how they may
program a cell to become mahgnant.

Thus, some of the very old questions of ba-

sic biology now have a chance of being fi-

nally resolved.

There are also practical consequences

to these new skills, which basically result

from the use of bacterial factories to pro-

duce materials we need. One scientist told

me that if I gave him a paper and pencil

and two hours, he could probably produce

a Ust of some two thousand products that

could be made this way: hormones, vac-

cines, growth factors. A whole variety of

medical and agricultural products are

likely to come from the industrial "tooling

up" of recombinant processes, which are

showing more and more promise as time

proceeds. But there are some big "ifs."

Can these processes be successfully in-

creased to industrial scale, with materials

being produced at reasonable cost? If they

are safe in laboratories, will they be

equally so on the industrial level? Is the

relationship that is rapidly being forged

between industries and the universities to

exploit recombinant DNA technology of a

kind that is healthy, not only for both par-

ties, but also for society? On the whole,

Cherfas deals well with these questions.

But serpents lurk in this Garden of

I
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Eden, offering dilemmas and temptations.

Concerns about recombinant DNA tech-

nology surfaced from the start. One was,

Just what risk was involved in splicing

genes for toxins or cancer into plasmids

that were then introduced into a common
bacterium, E. co//? (In its natural state this

bacterium inhabits the human gut.) It was

this concern, arising from the critical

questions of a student, that set in train the

events that led to the Asilomar Confer-

ence in 1975. Here, scientists called a halt

on certain experiments while guidelines

for conducting the work safely were deter-

mined. The bulk of the deliberations at

Asilomar were highly technical and some-

what self-laudatory. Initially, few scien-

tists were even thinking about the wider

ethical or political problems that were

bound to arise. Sydney Brenner, now di-

rector at Cambridge, England, of the

Medical Research Council's Molecular

Biology Unit, was a notable exception. But

these issues surfaced on the last day of the

conference (and then basically because of

the forceful words of some lawyers), at a

session that had been set up almost as an

afterthought. These issues still remain,

and although Cherfas clearly is aware of

them, he chooses either to skirt or mini-

mize them. This brings me to my second

reservation: Cherfas's world of science

seems to be populated only by concerned

heroes or heroines.

We can leave aside the question of the

actual technical safety of the work for, by

and large, the precautions taken and the

data gathered are convincing. The proce-

dures are probably safe—certainly in the

laboratory—although the effect of a ma-

jor industrial spill or accident remains to

be determined. But the ethical issues that

remain relate primarily to another ques-

tion: the new technique leads straight to

the possibility of human genetic engineer-

ing. This could vary from the insertion of

normal genes to replace defective ones

—

as in the case of thalassemia patients or

hemophiliacs—to, as Cherfas admits, the

possibility of altering a human germ line.

At this level the useful distinction between

basic and applied biology—on which sci-

entists have so often depended—can no

longer be drawn. To get the basic knowl-

edge, we have to do the experiment. Thus,

Dr. Martin Cline gave the genes for B-glo-

bin to two severely ill thalassemia pa-

tients; one in Naples, one in Jerusalem. He
had their interests at heart: the problem

was he was not cleared to use the recombi-

nant DNA technology on humans. Read-

ing Cherfas on this episode, one gets the

feeling that a great deal of fuss was made
over something of small moment. The
sanction the National Institutes of Health

took against Cline—withdrawal of his

grant—was a "severe punishment" and

Cline "became a whipping boy for the

whole community." Cherfas thinks this is

not fair, and later goes on to say that if

Cline's experiment had succeeded, "he

would have become a hero."

Not to me he wouldn't nor to a number

of other people, and it is important to un-

derstand why. No one would applaud

more loudly than I if thalassemia patients,

and others with severe genetic difficulties,

such as Machado-Joseph disease, could be

cured. But the protocols for human experi-

mentation have been carefully worked out

and agreed to by the scientific community

and the public, and these exist to protect

two things: first, the patients; second, the

trust between the scientists and the public,

which supports scientific work so mas-

sively.

Anyone who has watched the evolution

of the delicate social contract between

these two parties in America over the last

twenty-five years cannot but feel pro-

foundly disturbed when this contract is vi-

olated, for it calls into question a mutual

trust that must be maintained for the

health of science within society.

Cherfas is, I am certain, not unaware of

all this: I cannot believe he does not con-

sider this issue important. But he writes as

if he is either ignorant of the core problem

or deliberately ignores it. In another ex-

ample, he writes of the episode in England

when Mrs. Janet Parker died after con-

tracting smallpox from a virus that had es-

caped from a laboratory below her room.

What Cherfas leaves out of this tale is that

the head of the laboratory. Dr. Bedson, a

gentle, distinguished virologist, cut his

wrists shortly thereafter. He had been

working with a variety of smallpox virus

whose use had by then been proscribed be-

cause smallpox had been eradicated. He
believed that this was the variety that

killed Janet Parker. Actually, it was not

—

but the knowledge that he had, in his own
scientific self-interest, violated the "con-

tract," prompted his suicide.

Thus the reader must be aware that this

book either glosses over or gives the most

cursory treatment to a host of such ques-

tions and this is a great pity. I think that

had Cherfas devoted the same care to a

comprehensive consideration of the ethi-

cal ramifications of man-made life as he

did to its technical detail, the book would

have been brilliant.

June Goodfield is visiting associate pro-

fessor of biomedical science and social

policy in medicine at Cornell University

Medical College. Her latest book is An
Imagined World.
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At the American Museum

Beetlemania
In 1870, when the American Museum

of Natural History was barely a year old,

it received a gift of 3,800 beetles from
Baron Osten-Sacken, the Russian consul-

general in New York. Since the "Muse-
um" was only an incorporated idea at that

time, the Baron's beetles were temporarily

locked up at Brown Brothers, a prestigious

Wall Street banking firm. These beetles

were the modest beginning of the Muse-
um's now formidable collection of insects

and spiders.

Today the beetles and other insects are

housed in row upon row of gleaming white

cabinets on the fifth floor of the Museum,
just one flight up from the dinosaurs. The
faint odor of mothballs in the air reminds
one of grandmother's attic. At last count

there were 15,901,687 insects and spiders

inhabiting about 90,000 square feet of

storage space. For those who like statis-

tics, we can break this figure down to:

1 , 1 00,000 spiders (the largest collection in

the world)

1,600,000 beetles

800,000 flies, mosquitoes, gnats, and oth-

ers of that ilk

400,000 bedbugs, lice, aphids, and other

species having piercing and sucking

mouthparts

8,200,000 social insects—wasps, ants, ter-

mites, and bees (including 5,500,000

gall wasps collected by Alfred Kinsey
before he turned to sex research)

2,000,000 butterflies

1,700,000 other kinds of bugs

The most important specimens in the

Pephricus paradoxus, an insectfrom the Transvaal. South Africa
K.efnleen Sclimidt

collection are the 18,440 definitive

"types." These are the actual specimens
that the scientists used to describe and
name a new species. If at any time in the

future—even centuries hence—^scientists

have a question or disagreement about the

identity or description of a species, they

must examine the type specimen, the legal

representative of its kind.

Insects and spiders make up fully 45
percent of the Museum's entire collection

of 35 million specimens and artifacts.

Given this, we decided to find out exactly

what goes on in the Museum's Depart-

ment of Entomology, which is in charge of

the collection. Three entomologists in the

Museum, Pedro Wygodzinsky, Lee Her-
man, and Jerome Rozen, gave us an inside

view of their profession.

Entomologists are fond of statistics be-

cause in any contest of numbers they al-

ways win hands down. They especially like

to point out that most of the animal spe-

cies on the earth are insects—almost 1

million of the 1.2 million species that have
been named. But the majority of insect

species remain to be discovered; some
entomologists believe there may be at

least 2 million to 5 million more. (One
entomologist made a random collection of

beetles in the upper canopy of a rain forest

and calculated there could be 30 million

more species of beetles alonel) The figures

get even more impressive v/hen you look at

numbers of individuals in a species. Her-
man recalled a collecting trip he had made
to a salt flat in Oklahoma. "The salt flat,"

he said, "was about 43 square miles, and it

was inhabited by two species of burrowing

insects. I counted about 250 burrows per

square foot. Now that may not sound like

much until you figure it out and realize

there could be 300 billion insects of just

those two species living on that flat."

These are the sort of figures one usually

encounters in nuclear physics, not in bi-

ology

Rozen explained the entomologists'

view of life: "Vertebrates are only a tiny

specialized subgroup of the invertebrates,

a blip in evolutionary diversity. There are

more than ten times as many species of in-

sects as there are species of vertebrates."

When applied to specimens in a collec-
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dealers in the United States and are

the first to offer this quartz genius. To
be assured early delivery, order now.
We're as close as your phone. Credit

card orders are accepted 24 hours a
day, 7 days a v,-eek.

crSJit cSd koldSs
order toll-free today
To crder ycur vMich, caii l.he loll-free number
beicw, or send & check or money order for the

total amount plus J2.S0 (or the first watch, $1.00

lor each additional welcli to cover shipping and
insurance costs. Kor an additional $2.00 we will

ship your wdtch via U.P.S. air deliveri'.

North Dakota residents add 3°o tax.

800-437-4385

107 Rob«rti! Street. Deportmenl NH-5
P.O. Box 67. Fargo. ND S8107

Talephone 17011 232-9400
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tion such astronomical figures do not

mean all that much, according to Dr. Wy-
godzinsky. "If you go out," he says, "and

collect an ant hill or termite nest, you may
get one million individuals. The fact that

you collect specimens means nothing until

you study them."

How do entomologists study insects? At

the Museum they do what most system-

atic zoologists do: they study the life histo-

ries, distribution, morphology, ecology,

and evolutionary relationships of insects

and insect groups. This research is highly

important in the control of crop parasites,

other destructive (or annoying, from a hu-

man point of view) pests, and such insect-

spread diseases as malaria. But, as Her-

man points out, the study of insects differs

in several important ways from other sys-

tematic studies. "Insects aren't like mam-
mals," he says. "You can't open up their

mouths, look at their teeth, take them

apart, and examine each bone and organ.

And some insects are so small you can't

even observe their behavior. If you wonder

what a particular structure on a mammal
is for, you can watch to see how it is used.

You can't do that with many insects—we
often see strange-looking structures that

are completely mysterious. We do dissect

them under the microscope with scalpels

we make from tiny pins. Sometimes the

pulse in your thumb will cause the scalpel

to jump every beat. You learn to dissect

between heartbeats.

"Most of us are working on groups that,

in the entire history of science, have been

studied by only one or two other people

and might be studied by one more person

in the next century or two. We often find

ourselves looking at things no one has ever

seen before.

"There are advantages to studying in-

sects. You can collect thousands of the

same species or genus to study variation. I

remember a collecting trip to Nebraska,

when in one-half hour, I attracted enough

specimens with a black light to fill to over-

flowing a thirteen-quart bucket. It's a

great advantage in systematic studies to

be able to examine many specimens."

Because the majority of species remain

undiscovered, some entomologists have

found and named a hundred or more new
species by the middle of their careers. Wy-
godzinsky shrugs his shoulders when asked

how many new species he has discovered.

"I couldn't even guess," he says. A rough

estimate might put the number at 500,

since Wygodzinsky has published more

than 200 scientific papers, and in some has

described several new species.

Herman has found more than 100 new
species. "It's a big deal," he says, "when

you discover your first new species—you

always remember that one. But after a

while the numbers get so high you com-

pletely lose count." (In this respect ento-

mologists contrast with some birders who
keep "life lists" of all the bird species they

have sighted. To most entomologists this

would be unimportant; the value isn't in

discovering new species, but in how that

information is put to use.)

The naming of new species can be a

problem, especially if you have twenty or

thirty in a single paper. Strict rules that

govern nomenclature are set forth in a vol-

ume entitled International Code of Zoo-

logical Nomenclature. But within those

Byzantine rules there is some room for

personal expression. Often the entomolo-

gist will name the insect after a colleague,

friend, spouse, mother-in-law, or sponsor.

Museum entomologist Jerome Rozen

named a bee filiorum after his children

because "they waited patiently in the hot

sun while I dug the nest up." Most ento-

mologists have had several species named
after them by colleagues; in a catalog of

North American Hymenoptera there are

five rozeni species names. (When we
asked whether an entomologist would

Cotula rubriflora, Australia, 1770

A Flowering of Science

One of the first voyages of scientific

exploration was Captain Cook's circum-

navigation of the globe on HMS En-
deavour. Under the scientific leadership

of botanist Joseph Banks, plant specimens

were collected at each stop along the way.

The more exotic ones were given to a

young artist named Sydney Parkinson,

who carefully painted a detailed water-

color of each one. When the expedition re-

turned to England, Banks had the water-

colors made into copper-plate engravings,

a job that employed eighteen engravers,

took thirteen years, and cost him a huge

sum. For a variety of reasons the botanical

folios were never published, and the plants,

watercoiors, and copper plates ended up at

the British Museum (Natural History).

British Museum (Natural History)

A number of these engravings, which

have now been struck and hand-colored,

are on display at a new exhibition in the

Museum, A Flowering ofScience: Plants

from Captain Cook's First Voyage (1768-

1771). The exhibit, including some of the

original dried specimens along with live

plants, will be on display in the Nature-

max gallery until July 8.

Wonderful Sky
The Hayden Planetarium is introduc-

ing a special program for pre-school-age

children on selected days in April, May,

and June. A teacher-host in the Sky The-

ater will greet the children, who will then

be shown images of their favorite Muppet
characters. Together they will explore the

wonders of the sky, from rainbows to 1
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lanie a species after himself, we were told

n shocked terms that "it just isn't done.")

Dther entomologists sometimes choose

lumorous names. One fellow who discov-

;red a wasp of the genus Lalapa named

.he species liisa. There are many such sto-

ries.

Insects are highly specialized, even to

the point of coevolving with plants, and

thus are extremely sensitive to habitat de-

struction. Thousands of unknown species

may be going extinct every year as forests

are burned and habitats destroyed. People

don't normally think of insect species as

being endangered (except butterflies), es-

pecially because there are a number of in-

sect species that many people would love

to see exterminated. Nevertheless, the ex-

tinction of insect species could cause a

problem. "Nature," says Wygodzinsky,

"is, as we all know, finely balanced. Any
unprovoked attack can throw everything

off. It's difficult to predict what could

happen if insect species were eliminated in

large numbers, which is what happens

when forests are burned and areas cleared

of plant life. When you lose plants, you

lose insects." And so the food chains on

which higher animals depend can be dis-

rupted.

We asked Wygodzinsky why people

study insects. "I suppose,"- he said, "it

would be nice to say we study them for al-

truistic reasons—for disease- and crop-re-

lated benefits. But 1 think that most ento-

mologists would tell you that it is the love

of pure knowledge. We like insects and

are interested in them. Part of our heritage

is our curiosity. Why, look around you

—

everything in this office reflects human
curiosity."

Douglas J. Preston

stars. For reservations or more informa-

tion call (212) 873-5714 or 5715.

James Arthur Lecture

The subject of the 1983 James Arthur

Lecture will be Molecular Explorations

into Learning and Memory. Eric R. Kan-

del will discuss how, on a molecular level,

the processes of thought and creativity

may take place. This free lecture will be

given on Monday, May 2, at 6:00 p.m. in

the Kaufmann Theater.

Latin-American Month
The month of May has been designated

Latin-American Month, and the Museum
is planning a festival of programs, includ-

ing dance, music, and film. All events are

free. For more information call Ismael

Calderon at (212) 873-1300, ext. 503.

Life in Space

For almost two decades scientists have

been looking for evidence of life in space.

Is Anyone Out There? The Search for
Life in Space, the Hayden Planetarium's

most technically sophisticated Sky Show
ever, will take a look at this search. For in-

formation call (212) 873-8828.

Black West
The role of black Americans in the ex-

ploration and settlement of the West will

be discussed by William Katz in a free

lecture, Black tVesi, on Wednesday, May
1 8, at 7:00 p.m. in the Kaufmann Theater

Versions of the Traditional

On May 4, the poet W.S. Merwin will

read and discuss his translations of poetry

from non-We,stern cultures.

On May 1 1, Judith Gleason, along with

others, will present African praise poems
using music, singing, and narration.

These two programs are free and will

lake place at 6:00 p.m. in the Linder The-
ater

Allnations Dance Company
On Wednesday, May 18. at 8:00 p.m. in

the Auditorium, the Allnations Uaace
Company will present a free program ot

dances frum around the world.
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Mind and Supermind
Another case of "the representation of
raw hope gussied up as rationalized reality"

by Stephen Jay Gould

Harry Houdini used his consummate

skill as a conjurer to unmask legions of

lesser magicians who masqueraded as psy-

chics with direct access to an independent

world of pure spirit. His two books, Mir-

acle Mongers and Their Methods (1920)

and A Magician Among the Spirits

(1924), might have helped Arthur Conan
Doyle had this uncritical devotee of spiri-

tualism been as inclined to skepticism and

dedicated to rationalism as his literary

creation Sherlock Holmes. But Houdini

campaigned a generation too late to aid

the trusting intellectuals who had suc-

cumbed to a previous wave of late Vic-

torian spiritualism—a distinguished crew,

including the philosopher Henry Sidg-

wick and Alfred Russel Wallace, Charles

Darwin's partner in the discovery of natu-

ral selection.

Wallace (1823-1913) never lost his in-

terest in natural history, but he devoted

most of his later life to a series of causes

that seem cranky (or at least idiosyn-

cratic) today, although in his own mind

they formed a curious pattern of common
thread—campaigns against vaccination,

for spiritualism, and an impassioned at-

tempt to prove that, even though mind

pervaded the cosmos, our own earth

housed the universe's only experiment in

physical objects with consciousness. We
are truly alone in body, however united in

mind, proclaimed this first prominent exo-

biologist among evolutionists (see Wal-

lace's book Man's Place in the Universe:

A Study of the Results of Scientific Re-
search in Relation to the Unity or Plural-

ity of Worlds, 1903).

Wallace's basic argument for a uni-

verse pervaded by mind is simple. I also

regard it as both patently ill-founded and

quaint in its failure to avoid that age-old

pitfall of Western intellectual life—the

representation of raw hope gussied up as

rationalized reality. In short (the details

come later) Wallace examined the physi-

cal structure of the earth, solar system,

and universe and concluded that if any

part had been built ever so slightly differ-

ently, conscious life could not have arisen.

Therefore, intelligence must have de-

signed the universe, at least in part that it

might generate life. Wallace concluded:

In order to produce a world that should be

precisely adapted in every detail for the or-

derly development of organic life culminat-

ing in man, such a vast and complex uni-

verse as that which we know exists around

us, may have been absolutely required.

How could a man doubt that his favor-

ite medium might contact the spirit of

dear departed Uncle George when evi-

dence of disembodied mind lay in the

structure of the universe itself?

Wallace's argument had its peculiari-

ties, but one aspect of his story strikes me
as even more odd. During the last decade,

like the cats and bad pennies of our prov-

erbs, Wallace's argument has returned in

new dress. Some physicists have touted it

as something fresh and new—an escape

from the somber mechanism of conven-

tional science and a reassertion of ancient

truths and suspicions about spiritual force

and its rightful place in our universe. To

me it is the same bad argument, only this

time shorn of Wallace's subtlety and rec-

ognition of alternative interpretations.

Others have called it the "anthropic

principle," the idea that intelligent life lies

foreshadowed in the laws of nature and

the structure of the universe. Borrowing

the term from an opponent who used it for

scorn, physicist Freeman Dyson proudly

labels it "animism," not because the idea

is lively or organic but from the Latin an-

ima, or "soul." (Dyson's essay, "The Ar-

gument from Design," in his fine auto-

biography. Disturbing the Universe,

provides a good statement of the argu-

ment.)

Dyson begins with the usual profession

of hope:

I do not feel like an alien in this universe.

The more I examine the universe and study

the details of its architecture, the more evi-

dence I find that the universe in some sense

must have known that we were coming.

His defense is little more than a list of

physical laws that would preclude intelli-

gent life, were their constants just a bit dif-

ferent, and physical conditions that would

destroy or debar us after the slightest

change. These are, he writes, the "numeri-

cal accidents that seem to conspire to

make the universe habitable."

Consider, he states, the force that holds

atomic nuclei together. It is just strong

enough to overcome the electrical repul-

sion among positive charges (protons),

thus keeping the nucleus intact. If it were

just a bit stronger, this force would bring

pairs of hydrogen nuclei (protons) to-

gether into bound systems that would be

called "diprotons" if they existed. "The

evolution of life," Dyson reminds us, prob-

ably "requires a star like the sun, supply-

ing energy at a constant rate for billions of

years." If nuclear forces were weaker, hy-

drogen would not burn at all, and no heavy

elements would exist. If they were strong

enough to form diprotons, then nearly all

potential hydrogen would exist in this

form, leaving too little to form stars that

could endure for billions of years by the

slow burning of hydrogen in their cores.
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JONATHAN BRONSON is that rare breed of

artist whose entire life has prepared him to

create the wildlife sculptures for which he is

widely known. Sculptures that are the pride

of many private collectors in this country

Now the artist has turned his talents to the

portrayal of the legendary marsh hawk—

a

bird that combines courage and strength

with a remarkable degree of tenderness.

In white bisque porcelain—with the eyes

formed of authentic gemstones— the sculp-

ture IS an extraordinary work of art.

Bronson has portrayed the marsh hawk

landing on a weathered log— the wings

swept dramatically upward, in a movement

of soundless beauty And the all-seeing yel-

low eyes shine brightly against the white-

ness of the plumage.

To represent the luminous eyes of this im-

pressive creature, the sculptor has chosen

golden citrine gemstones. The stones were

selected because they add the proper de-

gree of lustre and life to the work. And the

combined effect of pure white bisque with

golden citrine produces a striking contrast

seldom found in bisque sculpture.

Every feather, every feature and detail of

the marsh hawk is perfectly captured in this

work. And each imported sculpture will be

individually hand-cast and hand-finished

with meticulous care. The work is being

issued at the advantageous price of $95—
which may be paid in monthly installments.

"Winged Voyager" is being made avail-

able only during its year of issue; 1 983, After

that, it will never be offered again. Each

sculpture will bear the signature of the artist,

and a Certificate of Authenticity will be in-

cluded, attesting to its limited edition status.

Jonathan Bronson's premiere work in por-

celain conveys mankind's age-old fascina-

tion with this most dignified and majestic of

birds. A sculpture that is certain to be

handed down from generation to generation.

To acquire "Winged Voyager," please mail

your application to Franklin Porcelain, Frank-

lin Center, PA 19091. by May 31st.

A major wildlife sculptor

creates hiis premiere work

in the medium of porcelain

Introducing

¥INGED VOYAGER
BY JONATHAN BRONSON

An original work of art, meticulously hand-cast In fine

bisque porcelain, witti genn-set eyes.

Available In a single limited edition,

exclusively from Franklin Porcelain. At the attractive price of $95.

FRANKLIN PORCELAIN
A FRANKLIN MINT COMPANY

RESERVATION APPLICATION

RINGED VOYAGER
Franklin Porcelain

Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Please accept my reservation for "Winged

Voyager" by Jonathan Bronson, to be

crafted for me in bisque porcelain with the

eyes formed of golden citrine gemstones.

The price is $95."

I need send no money now. I will be

billed for a deposit of S23.75- when my

sculpture is ready Bill me lor the balance,

after shipment, in three equal monthly in-

stallments ot $23.75' each,
•Ptos tny itate sales lex and

a fc.'a' o! S3 fof SA'Pfung and handling

Signature

Mr.

Ivirs,

IVIiSS-

City

Slate, Zip-

Valid only if postmarked by May 31. 1983.

Limit: One per person. 27
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Since planetary life as we know it requires

a central sun that can burn steadily for bil-

lions of years, "then the strength of nu-

clear forces had to lie within a rather nar-

row range to make life possible."

Dyson then chooses another example,

this time from the state of the material

universe, rather than the nature of its

physical laws. Our universe is built on a

scale that provides, in typical galaxies like

our Milky Way, an average distance be-

tween stars of some 20 million million

miles. Suppose, Dyson argues, the average

distance were ten times less, some 2 mil-

lion million miles. At this reduced density,

it becomes overwhelmingly probable that

at least once during life's 3.5-billion-year

tenure on earth, another star would have

passed sufficiently close to our sun to pull

the earth from its orbit, thus destroying all

life.

Dyson then draws the invalid conclu-

sion that forms the basis for animism, or

the anthropic principle:

The peculiar harmony between the struc-

ture of the universe and the needs of life and

intelligence is a . . . manifestationof the im-

portance of mind in the scheme of things.

The simple and central fal'acy of this

newly touted but historically moth-eaten

argument lies in the nature of history it-

self, a theme of so many columns in this se-

ries (see September 1982 for the last go-

round in a very different context). Any
complex historical outcome—intelligent

life on earth, for example—represents a

summation of improbabilities and is itself

absurdly unlikely. But something has to

happen, even if any particular "some-

thing" must stun us by its improbability.

We could look at any outcome and say,

"Gee, if the laws of nature had been set up

just a tad differently, we wouldn't have

this kind of universe at all." Does this kind

of improbability permit us to conclude

anything at all about that mystery of mys-

teries, the ultimate origin of things? Sup-

pose the universe were made of little more

than diprotons? Would that be bad, ir-

rational, or unworthy of spirit that moves

in many ways its wonders to perform?

Could we conclude that some kind of God
looked like or merely loved bounded hy-

drogen nuclei or that no God or mentality

existed at all? Likewise, does the existence

of intelligent life in our universe specify

some preexisting intelligence, just be-

cause a different cosmos would have

yielded a different outcome? If disembod-

ied mind does exist (and I'll be damned if I

know any source of scientific evidence for

or against such an idea), must it prefer a

universe that will generate our earth's

style of life, rather than a cosmos filled

with diprotons? What can we say against

diprotons as markers of preexisting intelli-

gence except that such a universe would

lack any chroniclers among its physical

objects? Must all conceivable intelligence

possess an uncontrollable desire to incar-

nate itself eventually in the universe of its

choice?

If we return now to Wallace's earlier

formulation of the anthropic principle, we

can understand even better why its roots

lie in hope, not impelling reason. First, we

must mention the one outstanding differ-

ence between Dyson's and Wallace's vi-

sions. Dyson has no objection to the pros-

pect of intelligence on numerous worlds of

a vast universe. Wallace touted human
uniqueness and therefore advocated a lim-

ited universe contained within the Milky

Way galaxy and an earth impeccably de-

signed, through a series of events suffi-

ciently numerous and complex to pre-

clude repetition elsewhere, for supporting

the evolution of intelligent life. I do not

know the deeper roots of Wallace's belief,

and I have little sympathy for psychohis-

tory or psychobiography, but the follow-

ing passage from his conclusion to Man's

Place in the Universe surely records a per-

sonal necessity surpassing simple infer-

ence from scientific fact. The preexisting,

transcendent mind of the universe, Wal-

lace writes, would allow only one incarna-

tion of intelligence, for a plurality

. . . would introduce monotony into a uni-

verse whose grand character and teaching

is endless diversity. It would imply that to

produce the living soul in the marvellous

and glorious body of man—man with his

faculties, his aspirations, his powers for

good and evil—that this was an easy matter

which could be brought about anywhere, in

any world. It would imply that man is an an-

imal and nothing more, is of no importance

in the universe, needed no great prepara-

tions for his advent, only, perhaps, a second-

rate demon, and a third or fourth-rate

earth.

This major difference in opinion about

the frequency of intelligent life should not

mask the underlying identity of the pri-

mary argument advanced by Wallace and

by modern supporters of the anthropic

principle: intelligent life, be it rare or com-

mon, could not have evolved in a physical

universe constructed even a tiny bit differ-

ently; therefore, preexisting intelligence

must have designed the cosmos. Wallace's

description of his supporters could well in-

clude Dyson: "They hold that the marvel-

lous complexity of forces which appear to

control matter, if not actually to constitute

it, are and must be mind-products."

Yet the universe that Wallace used to

uphold the anthropic principle could not

be more radically different from Dyson's.

If the same argument can be applied to

such different organizations of matter,

may we not legitimately suspect that its

emotional appeal, rather than its supposed

basis in fact or logic, explains its curious

persistence? Dyson's universe is the one

now familiar to us all—awesome in extent

and populated by galaxies as numerous as

sand grains on a sweeping beach. Wal-

lace's cosmos was a transient product of

what his contemporaries proudly labeled

the "New Astronomy," the first, and ulti-

mately faulty, inferences made from a

spectrographic examination of stars.

In Wallace's limited universe, the

Milky Way galaxy spans some 3,600 light-

years in a cosmos that, by Lord Kelvin's

calculation, cannot be more than twice as

large in total diameter (space beyond the

Milky Way would be populated by few, if

any, stars). A small "solar cluster" of stars

sits in the center of the universe; our own

sun lies at or near the outer limit of this so-

lar cluster. A nearly empty region extends

beyond the solar cluster, followed, at a ra-

dius of some 300 light-years from the cen-

ter, by an inner ring of stars and other cos-

mic objects. Another and much larger

region of thinly populated space lies be-

yond the inner ring, followed by a much
larger, densely filled outer ring, the Milky

Way proper, with a span of 600 light-

years, and lying 1,200 to 1,800 light-years

from the center.

Wallace's version of the anthropic prin-

ciple holds that life requires each part of

this intricate physical universe, and that

life could only arise around a sun situated,

as ours is by good fortune, at the outer

edge of the central solar cluster. All these

rings, clusters, and empty spaces must

therefore reflect the work of preexisting

intelligence with a plan.

Wallace's argument requires that dis-

tant stars have a direct and sustaining in-

fluence upon our earth's capacity to sup-

port life. He flirts with the idea that stellar

rays may be good for plants, desperately

trying to argue around a contemporary

calculation that the bright star Vega af-

fords the earth about one 200-millionth

the heat of an ordinary candle one meter

distant. He even advanced the dubious ar-

gument that since stars can impress their

light upon a photographic plate, plants

may also require the same light to carry

out their nighttime activities—quite a

nimble leap of illogic from the fact that

film can record to the inference that living

matter needs.

But Wallace didn't press this feeble,

speculative argument. Rather, he empha-

sized that life depends upon the detailed

physical structure of the universe for the
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\bur Child, \bur Choice.
Video GaLines . .

.

Or Children's Choice Book Club?

Have you ever met a kid who didn't go nuts

over video games? Probably not. Video games
are like candy. And like candy, they can be
hard to resist.

Playing them offers delicious thrills. Sweet

victories.

But, like candy, video games alone aren't

a proper diet for children. They contain too

many artificial ingredients! And not enough

of the brain food that helps children grow into

well-rounded adults.

Feed a child a book and watch him grow. Story-

books are filled with all the good things young
minds need to nourish their imaginations

Characters so real, that children think of them as

friends. Places so real, children imagine going there,

being there. Happy and sad events so touching,

kids can't help but relate to them.

If video games are like so many enticing candies,

books are satisfying, well-balanced meals. And
starting children at a young age helps them develop

a lifelong taste for reading.

Share a book with a child today. The child will

experience—and you may recapture—one of the

greatest joys of childhood: reading a storybook.

Choose CKildren's Choice Book Club for children
2-7 yeairs old and we'll send you The Story ot Ping and
The Little Engine That Could for just $1.95—
PLUS A FREE BACKPACK FOR YOUR CHILD.

Children's Choice is part of Scholastic— so we're

backed by over 60 years of dedication to young readers.

All of our books for children two to seven years old

are handpicked by the distinguished Children's Choice

Advisory Board. Many are wonderful stories from your
own childhood. Many are Caldecott Award-winners.

We invite you to start your child's membership with

two Children's Choice favorites: The Story ofPing and
The Little Engine That Could. You pay just $1.95 (plus

shipping and handling) and we'll send your child a

sturdy backpack absolutely FREE.

Thereafter, we'll send you two books on approval

about every six weeks. Each beautifully bound book with

washable covers is just $3.19.

Send no money; we'll bill you later. Just return the

coupon on this page today!

Fr 12310

NATYCHILDREN^ CHOICE BOOKCLUB
A Scholastic Book Service

P.O. Box 984, HicksvUle, N.Y. 11802

I I
YES, please send my child's FREE BACKPACK along with

The Story ofPing and The Little Engine That Could, and enroll

him/her as a trial member of the Children's Choice Book Club.

Bill me the Special Introductory Price of just $1.95 (plus postage,

handling and any applicable sales tax). 'We will receive two new

books on approval about every six weeks and will be billed $3.19

(plus delivery) for every book we keep. VC'e are never obligated to

buy even one book and we may cancel membership at any time.

If we are not delighted with the two introducton' books, we may

return them within 10 days, but the backpack is ours to keep.

Child's Name.

Address

Age.

City

Parent's Signature.

State.

Apt..

. Zip.
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2. Sun's Orbit (black spot)

3. Outer Limit of Solar Cluster
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same reason that Dyson cites in his two

major examples: the evolution of complex,

intelligent life requires a central sun that

can burn steadily for untold ages, and

such stable suns develop only within a deli-

cate and narrow range of physical laws

and conditions. Dyson emphasizes stellar

density and diprotons; Wallace argued

that appropriate suns could only exist in a

universe structured like ours and only at

the edge of a central cluster in such a uni-

verse.

In Wallace's universe, stars are concen-

trated in three regions: the outer ring (or

Milky Way proper), the inner ring sur-

rounding the central cluster, and the cen-

tral cluster itself. The outer ring of the

Milky Way is too dense and active a re-

gion for stable suns. Stars move so rapidly

and lie so close to each other that collisions

and close approaches will inevitably dis-

rupt any planetary system before intelli-

gent life evolves.

Wallace then claims that solar stability

cannot (as we believe today) arise as a

product of a star's own fuel supply (he

knew little of radioactivity and nuclear fu-

sion). Stars can burn steadily only if they

are constantly supplied with new matter

flowing in from elsewhere. This matter

moves, by gravitation, from outer regions

of the universe (particularly from the ring

of the Milky Way) toward the center,

where our sun resides. The inner ring is in-

appropriate for stable suns, since too

much extraneous matter bombards it. The

center of the solar cluster won't do, be-

cause it receives too little nurturing mate-

rial. Only at the outer edge of the solar

cluster, where (and surely by design) our

sun resides, can a star obtain the proper

balance of material to burn steadily for

enough time.

Every detail of cosmic design conspires

to permit life on a planet surrounding such

a fortunately situated sun. We need the

Milky Way to supply external fuel. We
need the inner ring as a filter, allowing just

the right amount of fuel to pass through.

We need a central cluster where stars

move slowly and do not interfere with

each other. Could all this have happened

without some directing intelligence? Ex-

actly eighty years after Wallace's book,

our universe could not be more radically

different, yet human hope continues to im-

pose the same invalid argument upon it.

A final, important difference separates

Wallace from Dyson and most modem
supporters of the anthropic principle. Our
contemporary advocates develop their ar-

guments and then present their conclusion

—that mind designed the universe, in part

so that intelligent life might evolve within

it—as a necessary and logical inference.

Wallace was far too good a historical sci-

entist to indulge in such fatuous certainty;

he understood only too well that ordered

and complex outcomes can arise from ac-

cumulated improbabilities. He therefore

recognized and presented forthrightly the

alternative interpretation:

One considerable body, including probably

the majority of men of science, will admit

that the evidence does apparently lead to

this conclusion, but will explain it as due to

a fortunate coincidence. There might have

been a hundred or a thousand life-bearing

planets, had the course of evolution of the

universe been a little different, or there

might have been none at all.

This fine scientist, wearied by age and

so many lonely battles for idiosyncratic

causes, but still incisively self-critical,

then presented his favored interpretation,

honestly recognizing its basis in a comfort-

ing view of life that could not be proved;

The other body, and probably much the

larger, would be represented by those who,

holding that mind is essentially superior to

matter and distinct from it, cannot believe

that life, consciousness, mind, are products

of matter. They hold that the marvellous

complexity of forces which appear to con-

trol matter, if not actually to constitute it,

are and must be mind-products.

I cannot deny that this second view, the

anthropic principle, is a possible interpre-

tation of the evidence, although I favor the

first explanation myself. (Always be suspi-

cious of conclusions that reinforce uncriti-

cal hope and follow comforting traditions

of Western thought.) I do not object to its

presentation and discussion, so long as its

status as a possible interpretation, not a

logical inference, receives proper identifi-

cation—as Wallace did eighty years ago,

and Dyson did not in our own time. I, for

one, will seek my hope elsewhere. I would

also be surprised, but not in the slightest

displeased, if, mirabile dictu, Wallace

and Dyson were right after all.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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Bugs Angle for Termites
With stealth and artifice, the assassin bug lures termites out of their well-guarded nests

by Elizabeth A. McMahan

Humans have long held the conceit that

only they use tools. Today we know of

many other tool-using animals, not only

vertebrates but also invertebrates. (Tool in

this instance follows the definition given

by specialists in the field—an object sepa-

rate from its own body that an organism

manipulates to extend its innate capabili-

ties.) Chimpanzees thrust twigs into ter-

mite mounds and then lick off the clinging

termites. Galapagos finches flush hidden

insects from crevices by probing with

sticks held in the beak. Ants transport flu-

ids by means of absorbent leaves. Solitary

wasps close the entrance holes to their

newly provisioned burrows by tamping the

earth with a pebble.

In a lowland rain forest in Costa Rica,

I recently discovered an unusually com-

plex use of tools by an insect. The user was

an assassin bug and, as in the case of the

chimpanzee, the tool served as a termite

extractor. The bug Salyavata variegata, a

member of the order Hemiptera and fam-

ily Reduviidae, is found from Mexico to

the southern Amazon region. Apart from

its general morphology and distribution,

little has been known to date of this bug's

biology.

I first observed the assassin bug's un-

usual behavior serendipitously in the sum-

mer of 1980 while I was investigating ter-

mite behavior at Finca La Selva, a field

station of the Organization for Tropical

Studies located in northeast Costa Rica.

Among the termite species prominent in

the area are several belonging to the genus

Nasutitermes. These termites build egg-

shaped nests of a brownish gray material

called carton, produced by the termites

themselves out of anal fluid and undi-

gested debris. The nests are usually arbo-

real and average about eighteen inches in

height and fourteen inches in width. The

interiors are molded into a mass of galler-

ies and chambers that connect up with for-

aging tunnels leading to cellulose food

sources in the vicinity. The continuous

outer surface of carton, though relatively

thin, is usually hard enough to resist pene-

tration by small predators. It also protects

the myriad termites within from down-

pours and other hazards.

The typical Nasutitermes colony con-
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A typical termite nest, below, may house up to a hundred
thousand members, allparented by the same kingand queen.

The assassin bug's camouflage, right, consists ofbits and
pieces ofthe termite nest exterior, which the bug scrapes
away and glues onto its body.

A

sists of tens or hundreds of thousands of in-

dividuals, all of them offspring of a single

pair of reproductives, the king and queen.

Colony chores are carried out by wingless

workers, colony defense by wingless sol-

diers. Winged reproductive forms called

alates arise seasonally and swarm to found

new colonies as kings and queens. Young
are produced continuously, and when the

nest becomes too crowded, the workers,

using their hardened jaws, remove por-

tions of its covering skin in order to extend

the exterior wall. During nest expansion

the colony is more vulnerable to predators.

Soldiers line the surface holes in a defen-

sive stance, ready to prevent the entry of

ants and other small carnivores, while the

workers busily proceed with expansion

and repair activities. The soldiers of

Nasutitermes are called nasutes because

they have a prolonged snout. Through it a

noxious substance can be ejected as a

spray from a gland inside their heads. The
substance, which is both sticky and toxic,

is a strong deterrent to most would-be

predators.

Although the termites live in a protec-

tive, fortresslike nest and have a soldier

caste capable of chemical warfare, the as-

sassin bug has evolved several means to

circumvent these defenses. Two adapta-

tions are especially important. In one, the

bug camouflages itself by covering its

body surface with crumbs of carton

scraped from the nest surface with its hind

legs and stuck onto glue-secreting setae, or

hairs. In the other, it uses the carcasses of

previously captured termites as bait to fish

out additional termites from within the

nest.

The assassin bug has five nymphal

stages before it reaches maturity. The

youngest nymph is about one-eighth inch

long (approximately the size of a termite

worker) and the oldest nymph is about

one-half inch long. All of the nymphs cam-

ouflage themselves with carton crumbs, a

strategy that is probably very eff'ective in

preventing visual detection by such natu-

ral predators as birds, lizards, and spiders.

Adults are patterned naturally in a mix-

ture of concealing grays and browns and

therefore have no need for artificial cam-

ouflage. I observed the termite-baiting

technique only among nymphs in stages

three, four, and five, but representatives

of all stages of the bug, including the

adult, killed and ate termites presented to

them in the laboratory.

Before baiting with a carcass can pro-

ceed, the bug must catch its first victim.

When an assassin bug discovers a hole in

the nest surface, it creeps slowly up to the
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When the termite nest becomes crowded,

workers extend it by making openings

in the hard exterior. Here an assassin

bug waits next to an opening in order

to grab an unsuspecting termite worker
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An assassin bug quietly captures a

termite without alarming nearby soldiers

and workers. This bug isfeeding on its

prey, sucking out its liquefied innards.

edge and waits patiently. Its antennae

seem to touch lightly the heads of the

workers, which are busy making repairs

just inside the hole. Suddenly the bug

leans forward, snatches a worker from the

rim of the hole, and retreats. That capture

often alarms the attending soldiers, which

run out over the adjacent exterior nest sur-

face. Termite workers and soldiers are

blind, so the bug's camouflage plays no vi-

sual role. If the soldiers encounter the bug,

they usually climb over its back and tap it

with their antennae and palps—fingerlike

projections on their mouthparts. They are

capable of taking chemical action that

would probably repel the bug, yet they

seem not to recognize it as an intruder To

an investigating soldier, the camouflaged

bug probably feels, smells, and tastes like

a protrusion of the nest surface. Its pasted-

on camouflage, plus the bug's tendency to

flatten itself into a surface depression on

the nest, make it seem almost a part of the

nest. Eventually the soldiers abandon the

search and reenter the breach. The assas-

sin bug is then free to feed on termites at a

leisurely pace.

The bug inserts its long, sharp sucking

mouthparts into the captured termite's

body (usually in the neck region first), in-

jects salivary enzymes that liquefy the

body contents, and then sucks out the flu-

id. After three or four minutes, only an

empty carcass, consisting chiefly of the

exoskeleton, remains. Now comes the fish-

ing procedure. Holding the termite car-

cass between its front legs, the bug returns

to the hole. Using the carcass as a tool, the

bug pushes it over the hole's edge and jig-

gles it as bait among the worker termites

engaged in nest repair. Since termites con-

sume their own dead and dying nest mates



When itsfirst victim has been

sucked dry, the bug dangles the

empty carcass over the nest opening

tofish out a second termite.

as a means of conserving nutrients, a

worker usually seizes the dangling carcass

with its mandibles and attempts to pull it

into the interior of the nest. But the bug

holds on tightly and draws slowly back-

ward, gradually pulling the tenacious

worker out of the hole. As soon as the

worker is fully exposed, the bug drops the

dead bait, seizes the new victim, and sucks

it dry. If it is not disturbed, the bug re-

peats the process of baiting, capturing,

and feeding without pause until it is sati-

ated. An average meal may consist of

seven or eight termites, but I saw one bug

fish out and eat thirty-one termite workers

in a single feast that lasted more than

three hours.

During the fishing process, the carcass

bait serves to insulate the bug from the

termites. The dangled carcass arouses no

antagonism among the soldiers guarding
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the nest hole, and the workers inside the

nest are not alarmed by the slowly with-

drawn bait. During the fishing process,

the concealed predator is often not even

detected by the soldiers. And the about-to-

be-eaten worker, which has been lured

from the safety of the nest, discovers its

peril too late to save itself from becoming

the next victim.

The complexity and specificity of the

assassin bug's fishing behavior, coordi-

nated as it is with the habits of the termite

prey, imply that this bug (at least in its

nymphal stages) feeds mostly, perhaps ex-

clusively, on nest-dwelling termites. As is

often the case with predator-prey rela-

tionships, a process of coevolution seems

to be at work, in which capture techniques

and defensive strategies evolve in response

to each other in a never-ending catch-up

game.



As each termite is eaten, its carcass

is used by the assassin bug as a lure

to draw out another victim. The process
is repeated until the bug is satiated.
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Drums accompany a balancing act

performed with ayoung child.

Mary Ellen Mark. Atchiv

Behind Cloth Walls
Accompanied by trained bears,

monkeys, and goats, the Qalandar of
Pakistan live by entertaining

by Joseph C. Berland

Like Rudyard Kipling's Kim, those

who have traveled the Grand Trunk Road

from the Khyber Pass through the Punjab

to Delhi marvel at the region's great cul-

tural diversity. The vast Indo-Gangetic

lowlands have been home to the prehis-

toric Soan culture, the Indus Valley civi-

lization, Vedic culture, the Mogul empire,

and British sovereignty. As one passes

through the Punjab, now divided between

Pakistan and India, the great cultural inte-

gration of the zone becomes particularly

apparent. Today, as in millennia past,

multiple social links, including religious

pilgrims, pastoralists, and traders, bind

the Punjabi villagers and city dwellers to

other regions and people. Among the most

familiar but least understood of the social

threads running through the intricate fab-

ric of South Asian society are groups of

nomadic artisans and entertainers.

Sharing ancestry with the Romany
(Gypsies) of Europe and the Americas,

groups of traveling smiths, weavers, pot-

ters, snake charmers, bards, magicians,

jugglers, and acrobats have linked rural

and urban communities for thousands of

years. Perhaps the most widely dispersed

of these populations are the Qalandar

(pronounced as in English "colander"),

itinerant animal trainers and entertainers

who captured Kim's attention as "strolling

juggler[s] with some half-trained mon-
keys, or a panting, feeble bear."

Widely known as bandarwala (monkey

trainer) or bhaluwala (bear trainer), Qal-

andar earn their livelihood from entertain-

ment routines involving animals, but they

are also skilled magicians, jugglers, acro-

bats, impersonators, and beggars. Carry-

Adapted from yVo Five Fingers Arc Atikc. by Joseph C. Ber-

land ® 1 982 by Ihc Prcsideni and Fellows of Harvard College,

by permission of Harvard University Press.

ing their limited physical possessions on

donkeys, the Qalandar exploit a peri-

patetic's niche—the demand for special-

ized goods and services that sedentary

communities cannot or will not support on

a permanent basis.

Villagers usually hear the Qalandar en-

tertainers before they see them. Leading a

trained monkey or bear, a performer (or

sometimes two working together) an-

nounces his presence in a neighborhood by

twanging a small, highly resonant drum or

by playing a goatskin bagpipe. He is usu-

ally accompanied by a young child, a

skilled acrobat-dancer, leading dancing

dogs and performing goats bedecked with

copper bells. Sounding like the din of an

unsyncopated calliope, the cacophony of

bells, drum, and bagpipe arouses curiosity

and interest among young and old alike.

Hearing the signal, children run to parents

for permission and a few annas to invite

the Qalandar to perform for their family

or for a collection of youngsters from

nearby households. Once a price for the

show has been struck, extra bargaining is

required for the Qalandar to perform ad-

ditional routines such as juggling acts or

feats of legerdemain. During the perfor-

mance the animal trainer uses the drum
and bagpipe to accompany the routines of

both the animals and children. After the

show the Qalandar resume their travels

through the community before returning

to the tent camps they have pitched in

nearby vacant lots or fields. When a vil-

lage or neighborhood has been canvassed

they move on to other settlements.

The Qalandar are a closed society,

openly suspicious and privately disdainful

of "outsiders," and ihey consciously main-

tain an ambiguous position in the larger

social system. When not accompanied by

their animals, Qalandar are nondescript in

appearance and seldom distinguishable

from members of poor or service castes in

each community. Especially in urban

settings, assumption of an ordinary pos-

ture allows them to observe community

activities while working as beggars. Con-

sequently, the Qalandar know a great deal

about the human resources they exploit.

In contrast, members of the broader com-

munity understand almost nothing about

Qalandar society and culture.

Not unlike their counterparts in Asia

and the Western world—the Romany,

"carnies," tinkers, and other nonpastoral

nomads—the Qalandar are perceived as

parasites or pariahs by members of seden-

tary societies. In Pakistan, the Qalandar

are usually lumped with other nomads in

the general category labeled khdridba-

dosh, a Persian term that literally means

"house-on-shoulder," and includes pasto-

ralists, along with snails, turtles, and other

populations that "carry their houses on

their shoulders." The concept carries a de-

risive—often fearful—connotation in

much the same manner as the construct

"Gypsy" in North America. Khariaba-

dosh is rarely used as a term of reference

among nomads themselves, who carefully

distinguish at least three separate forms of

nomadic adaptation: chaupani (pastoral-

ists), qafila/powindah (traders), and par-

yafdn (wandering craftsmen, entertainers,

.scavengers, and peddlers). While seden-

tary people are familiar with one or two of

these categories, most are unaware that

each covers numerous cultural groups. In

Pakistan, for example, the Qalandar arc

but one of some fifteen separate and

endogamous groups of paryatan.

Qalandar define themselves by their

familiarity with diverse entertainment



Acrobatic routines are sometimes

performed before camp members who

offer criticism or suggest ways to

improve the acts.
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Qalandar tents are madefrom scraps of
cloth sewn together inpatchworkfashion

toform a singlefive-layered cover
Joseph C, Berland

skills and stress that only they train per-

forming bears and monkeys. Approxi-

mately one out of six Qalandar families

owns and trains bears. The most common
is the Kashmiri black bear with the dis-

tinctive white V on its chest. Larger and

increasingly rare in South Asia, the Asian

brown bear is more expensive and more

difficult to train and only a few Qalandar

entertain with this animal. Both species

experience difficulty adapting to the heat

and to hard-surfaced roads connecting

sedentary communities. Consequently,

they are often irritable and prone to attack

other animals or humans. A blow from an

angry or playful bear can kill a bhaluwala

or a child, either instantaneously from a

broken neck or, more protractedly, from

internal bleeding or secondary infection.

All bhaluwala suffer injuries and about

10 percent die from their wounds each

\ear. The novelty and danger of the

bhaluwala routine is exciting to audiences

and therefore the most lucrative form of

entertainment for the Qalandar.

Because bears are costly and danger-

ous, most Qalandar keep and train per-

forming rhesus monkeys (macaques).

From early childhood all Qalandar learn

skills as bandarwala and will perform ei-

ther in public or within the confines of

camp. Like young bears, baby macaques

are purchased from mountain people and

trained to perform standardized routines

that are often parodies of human situa-

tions or social roles—behaving like police

or village guards, having marital disputes,

or imitating husbands being forced to visit

mothers-in-law—as well as the traditional

feats of dancing and riding bicycles. Both

bears and macaques wear collars studded

with bells and when performing are often

decorated with such props as eyeglasses,

toy guns, and assorted hats. Monkeys are

frequently dressed in costumes made from

children's clothing. Along with their skills

as monkey handlers, bandarwala also use

trained dogs and goats that perform bal-

ancing acts. Like professional entertainers

the world over, when they are not perform-

ing in public the Qalandar devote much

of their time to training and practice.

Practice sessions not only enhance profes-

sional skills; they are also occasions when

older, more experienced entertainers

share their cultural knowledge with each

other and with succeeding generations.

Because they annually travel through sev-

eral distinct ecocultural and linguistic re-

gions, Qalandar emphasize knowledge of

dilTerenl cultures and flexible social skills

that can be tailored to each performance;

adaptability is vit;ii to their survival.

Throughout Southwest .^sia, the patch-



Bandarwala (monkey trainers) often have

their animals perform routines that

parod\ human roles or situations.

Mary Ellen Mark Arch
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A popular balancing routine involves a

dog or, more often, a goat, perched on

top ofa series ofboxes or tins.

Mary Ellen Mark, Archi

work cloth walls of Qalandar tents con-

trast sharply with the mud-and-brick

structures housing the sedentary popula-

tion. Each tent {puki) is made from scrap

material sewn together in a quiltlike fash-

ion to form a single cover five layers thick.

When thrown over a bamboo frame it pro-

vides efficient shelter that is easily main-

tained and transported. Each family's tent

is unique and its particular style identifies

its owner.

The basic social unit, or tent, of Qalan-

dar society consists of a female, her hus-

band, and her unmarried children and is

comparable to Western notions of the nu-

clear family. The only corporate property

is the tent itself; all other possessions and

animals are individually owned. Since all

individuals make an economic contribu-

tion, the Qalandar believe that decisions

regarding utilization of tent resources

should be jointly determined by all its

members, with even young children hav-

ing the right to argue how their resources

may be used. They also believe that fe-

males are more resourceful than males,

because "males follow their penis and

stomach"; thus, the ideal is for each indi-

vidual to turn over daily earnings to the

mother for saving or redistribution. On a

day-to-day basis, females usually have the

final sav. but most tent members secretly

hold back or privately consume a portion

of their income.

A striking feature of the Qalandar cul-

ture is the absence of separate worlds for

adults and children. Individual differ-

ences are related to varying levels of ex-

perience and skill. From infancy, children

are incorporated into income-producing

activities: first in begging with parents and

older siblings; then as participants in ani-

mal acts or comedy routines until they

have sufficient skills to perform juggling

or acrobatic feats on their own. Qalandar

believe that children learn best through

imitation and example, and from birth in-

fants are carried or placed so they can see

the activities of camp members. To pro-

mote perceptual and motor development,

parents and older siblings use food, affec-

tion, and systematic training and exercise

to encourage hand-eye coordination, sit-

ting without support, crawling, and walk-

ing. For example, mothers frequently hold

sweetmeats just above an infant to stimu-

late head lifting, rolling over, and grasping

skills. When the baby is six or seven

months old, food or novelty items will be

held just out of reach to encourage crawl-

ing and standing. Later, when the baby is

starting to stand, the mother, father, or

some other camp member will hold the

child under the arms and. while singing.



Routines using bears are exciting to audiences, and the bhaluwala

(bear trainer! , below,finds it a lucrativeform ofentertainment.

A trainer, right, takes his bear to work in a taxi.

Mary Ellen MajK. Archrv

rock him or her from side to side to en-

hance the sense of rhjthm and balance.

By age four, if not otherwise engaged in

tent maintenance or learning activities,

children are expected to graze donkeys or

go alone and beg in markets. By stressing

the resihency of individual skills rather

than activities based on sex and age, the

Qalandar have developed a flexible divi-

sion of labor.

Once children are married they are ex-

pected to maintain their own tent. Mar-

riages are arranged b)' parents with an eye

toward bettering their own position, either

through receipt of a good bride-price or as

a means of achieving a more desirable alli-

ance with other tents. Couples rarely enter

into "love." or unarranged, marriages be-

cause disgruntled relatives might cut off

their camp affiliation or sever economic

relationships. Marriages tend to be unsta-

ble and short-lived for numerous reasons,

not least of which is that spouses or their

parents may demand a divorce should

they see a better alliance in the offing.

Sexual fidelity is expected from both part-

ners: the general rule, however, is for indi-

viduals to take care not to get caught in

compromising relationships.

While each tent is an economically in-

dependent unit, tents often form aUiances

and travel as a group, or dehra. A typical

dehra consists of from four to six tents

with a balance among trained animals and

individual performance skills. The struc-

ture and organization of each dehra is

based on mutual agreement between tents

to work and travel together as long as it is

profitable for all members. A dehra of

only monkey or bear trainere or a con-

centration of skilled acrobats is economi-

cally inefficient and generates excessive

competition among tents for a limited re-

source—the attention of their audiences.

Consequently, kinship, friendships, com-

mon interests, and ideals are often sacri-

ficed for more practical considerations. A
dehra has no leader, and decisions afifect-

ing the group, such as travel routes, are

ideally based on consensus, with defer-

ence given to older and more experienced

individuals. Disputes that are perceived as

threatening to dehra solidarity are de-

cided by senior adults who are not directly

involved with the problem. If a compro-

mise is not easily worked out, disputing

tents simply break away and move on by

themselves.

During the two major harvest periods,

Qalandar move daily from village to vil-

lage in rural areas. They receive wheat

and rice as payment and sell the grains in

market centers. During these periods ten-

sions among dehra members about the
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A monkey trainer fbandarwalaj

transports his animals and someprops on

his bicycle. Monkeys are often dressed in

costumes madefrom children's clothing.

Mary Ellen Mark. Archi

distribution of earnings or labor build up,

and by the end of the season tents that

have been traveling together begin to split

up and move toward large towns and ur-

ban centers where they form new alli-

ances. In more densely populated areas,

tents move less frequently and family

members generally receive cash or dis-

carded clothing as compensation for their

entertaining and begging endeavors.

Tents seldom travel the same routes year

to year. Annually, a tent will change its

dehra affiliation at least six times and will

travel between 900 and 1 ,000 miles, four-

fifths of this through rural areas. Physical

possessions are limited to essentials easily

transported on two or three donkeys.

Cooking utensils, clothing, blankets, en-

tertainment props, and several days' sup-

ply of food are stored and transported in

cloth or woven rope bags.

In my three years of living among the

Qalandar, I found the essence of their

spirit epitomized during the evening

hours, between supper and sleep, when

members of tents traveling together

gather about a fire to exchange views and

reminisce. Often sitting shoulder to shoul-

der, with infants on laps and small chil-

dren in front, they smoke the hookah and

share cigarettes while relating individual

or group adventures. Some recount their

search for grass for their donkeys; others

describe their encounters while begging.

Adults and children who have been par-

ticularly successful describe their strategy

for the benefit and pleasure of each lis-

tener. Different markets, streets, and even

specific households are analyzed as loca-

tions for begging and entertainment.

Some tell of an audience's response to

their performing animals and children.

More experienced animal trainers discuss

skills related to particular routines and

how "old" or "forgotten" acts might be re-

vived, modified, and incorporated into

current activities.

Discussions of animal training usually

lead to evaluations of children's learning

skills as jugglers, acrobats, and magicians.

Often, children are called before the

group to demonstrate an act while more

accomplished members offer support and

criticism. Those who work as imperson-

ators take special pleasure in recounting

the responses of individuals who had been

fooled. Disguises and language skills are

evaluated, and the accent, gait, posture,

and other characteristics of the social

class or role being impersonated are care-

fully analyzed. As at a gathering of pro-

fessional anthropologists, these accounts

often lead to discussions of how individ-

uals from different cultural groups vary,

depending on their economic condition,

marital status, and age, as well as on the

season, social context, or under other con-

ditions the Qalandar recognize as impor-

tant in determining how and why people

behave as they do.

These discussions stimulate senior

members to recall experiences from other

places and times. The British are nostalgi-

cally remembered; their gullibility, afiiu-

ence, and generosity praised. The British

are then compared with other foreigners;

these are, in turn, contrasted with regional

populations of Punjabis, Sindhis, Pathan,

and Multanis. Villagers are compared

with urban dwellers, rich contrasted with

poor. Remarkable events, individuals, and

the material culture and other features of

the sedentary world are discussed in ac-

counts both humorous and serious. Those

who once regularly traveled along the

Grand Trunk Road from Lahore to Delhi

lament now being turned back at the In-

dian frontier.

The Qalandar are concerned about the

future. Increasingly, social, political, and

technological changes are forcing them to

travel farther and work harder to survive.

Alternative forms of amusement—mov-

ies, radio, television, and plastic toys

—

compete for the limited resources that

sedentary families budget for entertain-

ment. The spread of agriculture, the quest

for natural resources, and recent political

activities impinge on remote regions

where the Qalandar have traditionally

purchased bears and monkeys. Conscious

of increasing costs, Qalandar have begun

to deemphasize their skills as animal train-

ers and to concentrate on developing new

entertainment routines, especially more

sophisticated feats of legerdemain and

more difficult juggling and acrobatic

routines. Some have toyed with the idea of

becoming truck or taxi drivers. Others

have considered acquiring skills as house

painters, carpenters, plumbers, or me-

chanics. But even if it were possible for

them to receive training in these skills, it

would require that they become seden-

tary, which is not the Qalandar way. For

the time being they remain confident that

they have the knowledge, skills, and flex-

ibility to adapt to change. D
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The 80-foot sloop Condor competes in the 1 982 PanAm
Clipper Cup race in Hawaii.
Dan Nerney
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HighPrice foraQuick Sail
According to yacht racers, a yacht is

a hole in the water into which one throws money

by Patricia Ensworth

This June, in the waters off Newport,

Rhode Island, several of the most techno-

logically advanced sailing craft ever de-

signed will begin competing for the honor

of representing the United States in Sep-

tember's international race for the Ameri-

ca's Cup. Large sums of money, months of

preparation, and an incalculable amount

of scientific creativity will be invested—as

they have been twenty-five times since

1 85 1—in the quest for speed under sail, a

pursuit of little practical value in modern

society. Yet the people who devote so

much of their lives to this highly publi-

cized series of races are by no means ec-

centric members of a dwindling, anach-

ronistic cult. Despite its roots in a bygone

era of maritime empires, competitive sail-

ing continues to grow in popularity.

Technically, the word "yacht" means

any vessel used solely for recreation. The
term encompasses everything from a ca-

noe to a buoyant vacation home powered

by an engine or the wind. When partici-

pants speak of "yacht racing," however,

they are almost invariably referring to

sailboats. Derived from the Dutch verb

jagen, meaning to hunt or chase, the

noun yacht first appeared in English in

1642 in a book describing vessels built by

the Dutch East India Company. About

this time the company presented a fifty-

two-foot ship to King Charles I of Eng-

land, who found it amusing to sail his

yacht on the Thames. Once a sufficient

number of British noblemen had picked

up the fashion to form a racing fleet, the

sport was born.

Meanwhile, on the other side of the At-

lantic, settlers along the East Coast dis-

covered that the large quantity of timber

available enabled them to build ships

more cheaply than the European colonial

nations. As early as 1650, American-built

ships were carrying a significant portion of

the Caribbean trade. At first, American

trading vessels, like the other commercial

craft of the period, were designed essen-

tially like miniature warships. Since they

sailed in convoys protected by the British

navy, however, they did not need to be fast

or armed. As the colonies faced increas-

ingly burdensome taxes, a demand grew

for ships that could outrun navy patrols

and smuggle tax-free goods.

From the American Revolution to the

mid-nineteenth century, the United States

acquired a reputation for producing the

.

fastest, most seaworthy ships in the world.

This accomplishment was due to the

abundance of timber and to three varieties

of greed. First, the Revenue Marine,

founded by Alexander Hamilton and later

reorganized into the Coast Guard, suc-

cessfully suppressed smuggling and pi-

racy and collected import and export du-

ties for the federal treasury with a fleet of

pilot schooners, sailing craft that for de-

cades were considered state-of-the-art ex-

amples of naval architecture. Second,

enterprising adventurers in ships called

privateers captured and plundered com-

mercial vessels sailing under the flag of

any nation that had been officially de-

clared an enemy of the United States. Al-

though they resembled pirate ships, these

privateers were not hunted down by the

Revenue Marine because they held li-

censes from the American government

sanctioning their raids. Naturally, the size

of their booty was directly related to their

speed and maneuverability. And third,

owners of slave ships sought to achieve

maximum speed. Owing to overcrowding

and disease, the human cargo perished

rapidly, so any delay reduced profits.



In an oilpainting by FitzHugh Lane, the America sails toward

a historic victory in the Royal Yacht Squadron's 1851 race

around the Isle of Wight. The trophy she won came to be

called the America 's Cup. and was given to theNew York

Yacht Club under the condition that it beplacedperpetually

in international competition.
photo by Mark Sexton; Peabody Museum of Salem

The preeminence of the American sail-

ing ship was short-hved. The first regu-

larly scheduled commercial steamboat in

the United States was launched for river

trade in 1 790, and gradually steamboats

became larger and sturdier until they

could store enough coal for an ocean pas-

sage. On long voyages steamships demon-

strated several advantages over sailing

ships. Steamships could maintain a con-

stant speed and travel a straight course,

while sailing ships, although faster in a

good breeze, were often becalmed and

had to change course unpredictably in re-

sponse to wind conditions. Steamships

could also carry heavier loads, and they re-

quired smaller crews and less mainte-

nance. By the 1850s, steamships had cap-

tured most of the transatlantic cargo and

passenger traffic.

The best steam-powered vessels were

constructed not of wood but of iron. Amer-
ica's timber resources had no value in this

new industry, whereas England's found-

ries and factories were already turning out

inexpensive, high-quality iron products.

American shipbuilders in the middle of

the nineteenth century felt toward their

British competitors much as today's man-
agers in the automobile and electronics in-

dustries feel toward the Japanese.

Amid this climate of political and eco-
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nomic competition, the America's Cup
races began. In 1851 Great Britain orga-

nized the first world's fair and included

yacht racing among the events. The sport

had been adopted in the United States a

short time before—the New York Yacht

Club was founded in 1 844, and at its first

regatta huge crowds of spectators dis-

played the sort of awe-struck enthusiasm

one sees now at rocket launchings. Despite

their relative inexperience, members of

the New York Yacht Club formed a syn-

dicate, built a 10r9" schooner, and en-

tered the race. To everyone's astonish-

ment, the America easily defeated all

other contenders. The trophy won by the

boat came to be called the America's Cup;

the syndicate gave it to the New York

Yacht Club on the condition that it be

placed perpetually in international com-

petition. Subsequently, yachts represent-

ing such countries as Great Britain, Aus-

tralia, France, Sweden, and Canada have

made twenty-four attempts to capture the

America's Cup, but the trophy has re-

mained at the New York Yacht Club.

After the Civil War the use of sailing

vessels for commercial purposes declined

rapidly. Realizing their craft would sur-

vive only if they found a new clientele, na-

val architects skilled at wood-and-canvas

technology began creating smaller-scale



During the 1978 Antigua Race Week, the 80-foot yacht

Jader competes with other large boats. Overleaf: The
Australian yacht Challenge II surfs over the waves during

the 1 982 PanAm Clipper Cup race in Hawaii. Thejib sail

(at left) has been dropped while the spinnaker (outside of
view) is in use, controlled by the man standing at right.

Christopher Cunntnghai
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The New York Yacht Club's America's Cup Committee

announces that theyacht Courageous has been

selected to defend the America 's Cup in the 1 977

races. Foreign contenders hold theirown competitions

to select the strongest challenger

designs, and sailboats became increas-

ingly associated with recreation rather

than commerce. Soon the sport of yacht

racing evolved, encompassing a wide

variety of participants and craft.

The most popular type of yacht racing

involves boats known as sandbaggers in

the late nineteenth century and now de-

scribed as daysailers. Into this category

fall yachts having no cabin and no over-

night accommodation for crew; the boats

are so light that the distribution of weight

has a strong eifect upon speed. A hundred

years ago, bags of sand were used as bal-

last and shifted every time a boat tacked.

If no sandbags were available, sacks of po-

tatoes might be used. Today, the shifting

ballast consists solely of the crew's bodies.

Both then and now, the sandbagger class

has allowed people of comparatively mod-

est means to enjoy yacht racing.

At the opposite extreme is the offshore

ocean race attracting large yachts, gener-

ally forty to eighty feet in length, built spe-

cifically for racing and often for testing

new designs or materials. These vessels

have plenty of space below to accom-

modate crew and are sturdy and heavy

enough that shifting ballast has less influ-

ence upon their speed, but because of their

stripped-down character they can be un-

comfortable. The races they enter draw
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competitors from around the world, and

sometimes the race courses go around the

world too—generally with stops in Rio de

Janeiro, Cape Town, and Sydney. Most
global races are sailed with full crew, but a

few single-handed contests exist for those

particularly daring souls who relish the ex-

perience of navigating past Cape Horn

and through other treacherous waters

alone. Less geographically ambitious, but

equally prestigious, offshore races have

courses that cross one ocean or shorter dis-

tances, such as the Atlantic between New-
port and Bermuda. Ocean racing yachts

also frequently enter "closed course" or

"round-the-buoy" races to show they can

sail efficiently and precisely for twenty-

five to thirty miles on different tacks. The
most famous of these races is the Ameri-

ca's Cup. Over time, the ocean racing

yachts designed for this event have be-

come so specialized that they are too frag-

ile to make offshore passages.

From the late nineteenth century

through the first two decades of the twen-

tieth, ocean racing yachts were usually

sailed by a professional captain and paid

crew and owned by business tycoons who
stayed ashore. Today, the situation is

somewhat more complicated, but the un-

derlying social organization is not all that

different. Yachts participating in most



An engraving in an 1886 Harper's Weekly depicts onlookers
at an America's Cup race offNew York. Throughout the

history ofthe America's Cup. a recurringproblem has been
keeping the race course clear ofspectator craft so that

theyachts will have room to maneuver.
photo by Mary Anne StGIS, Myslic Seaport
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Their spinnakerand "blooper"sails billowing, yachts head
downwind during Antigua Race Week, 1978.
Chrislopher Cunningh;
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The opulent model room ofthe New York Yacht Club, in

midtown Manhattan, displays hundreds ofyacht designs.

The club's landmark building, built at the turn of

the century, also houses the America's Cup, the coveted

symbol ofyacht racing superiority.

Stanley Rosenleld

races held in the United States must be

sailed by amateurs, that is, by people who

derive their personal income from sources

other than yacht racing. This custom has

encouraged many owners of ocean racing

yachts to take an active role in sailing their

own craft. It has also made "volunteer"

experts popular as crew aboard the top-

rated contenders in the most prestigious

races. A list of the occupations of the crew

on the 1980 America's Cup winner, Free-

dom, illustrates this phenomenon. Aside

from the captain, Dennis Conner, who of-

ficially runs a drapery business in San

Diego although he spends far more time

on the water than in the office, and disre-

garding a couple of burly "deck apes"

whose task was to grind winches, on the

eleven-man team there were a yacht care-

taker, an executive of a boatbuilding com-

pany, a naval architect, the owner of a rig-

ging business, two presidents of sailmak-

ing companies, and the manager of a

marine supply store. Thus the majority of

the crew received valuable publicity for

their businesses.

The owners of American ocean racing

yachts continue to be drawn from the

ranks of wealthy corporate businessmen,

usually presidents or senior executives. As

Fortune magazine observed, "The quali-

ties needed to win in ocean racing—

a

fierce competitive drive, an acute sense of

timing, and the ability to organize effec-

tively—are precisely those needed to tri-

umph in business." Once involved primar-

ily in manufacturing industries, these

yachtsmen today direct companies that

engage in a wide variety of businesses,

such as computers, cable television, elec-

tronic publishing, energy extraction, real

estate development, and diversified finan-

cial services. Although no longer exclu-

sively WASPs, most resemble their pre-

decessors in being consen'atives and

believers in laissez-faire capitalism. Gen-

erally excluded from this elite are women
and members o\' minority groups.

Because these yacht owners are fluently

conversant with investment strategies and

regulatory mechanisms, they have devel-

oped several creative financial and legal

schemes for shifting the burden of owner-

ship from themselves to other entities. The

most imaginative approach—conceived in

1974 by a retired vice-chairman of the

Bache brokerage house—is a plan at

present employed for .America's Cup
yachts but potentially applicable to other

boats and races: a syndicated "educa-

tional" tax shelter. Since 1974, some syn-

dicates formed to defend the .\merica's

Cup from foreign challengers have been

organized as educational foundations for



The 46-foot sloop Victory races upwind in the 1981 Admiral's

Cup races, as crew members keep an eye on the opposition.

The Victory syndicate willfield the English contenderfor

the 1 983 America 's Cup, competing with other craftfor the

opportunity to challenge the American defender.



the benefit of the U.S. Merchant Marine

Academy at Kings Point, New York, and

the State of New York Maritime College

at Fort Schuyler. Theoretically, once the

America's Cup yachts have served their

purpose they are presented to the schools

and then used to help the students develop

nautical expertise. Contributions to the

syndicates can thus be considered tax-de-

ductible gifts. A less restrictive tax shelter

has been discovered in the People to Peo-

ple Sports Committee, an agency estab-

lished to promote international good will

through sporting events.

Corporate sponsorship of the America's

Cup races has risen too. In 1980 thirty-

three companies provided products, ser-

vices, or funds. Many of the sponsors man-

ufactured sailing equipment, such as

foul-weather gear or deck shoes, and gen-

erated sales by purchasing the right to call

their products official America's Cup
items—but then there was also an official

America's Cup beer. Outside the United

States, racing yachts may be owned di-

rectly by commercial businesses, have

crews composed of salaried company em-

ployees, and display corporate logos. In

the United States, however, the require-

ments concerning amateur crews and the

refusal of the Internal Revenue Service to

consider yacht racing a deductible busi-

ness expense limit American companies to

indirect sponsorship.

The America's Cup competition has al-

ways been such a staggeringly expensive

undertaking that no one individual or busi-

ness could sustain it. In 1980 the backers

of the four major contenders—the Ameri-

can yachts Freedom, Courageous, and

Clipper and the Australian challenger

Australia—collectively spent close to

$5.5 million. Except for Courageous,

which had successfully defended the Cup
in 1977, the boats demanded the largest

share of this investment. There were on-

board computers, sails made of the light-

est cellophanelike film ever invented, and

hydraulic devices to control the angle and

tension of the mast and boom. One of the

boats had an electronic link between its

on-board computer and a larger computer

on shore that enabled its performance to

be monitored in detail; following each

practice race, the crew could study print-

outs containing data on thirty different

factors measured at half-second intervals.

Another boat had a keel whose shape

could be changed by raising and lowering

"trim tabs."

After the yachts were built, they had to

be brought to Newport. Many offshore

racers are content to sail their boats or to

pay a yacht delivery service to sail them
from their homes to race areas. The Amer-
ica's Cup yachts were carefully placed

aboard container ships, offloaded in Provi-

dence, and towed to Newport. There,

from May through September, the crew

and support staff" of each boat had to be

housed and fed. The owners of Freedom,

the vessel that triumphed over the other

U.S. contenders and defended America's

honor, were also obliged to donate a scale

model of their victorious yacht to the New
York Yacht Club for the club's opulent

model room. Ultimately, the sole purpose

of these tremendous investments of time,

effort, and money was to assure the contin-

ued presence of a trophy in a landmark

building that only club members and their

guests are allowed to enter. A few Ameri-

ca's Cup yachts have been lucky enough

to compete twice, but most have become
obsolete after a single defense.

Daysailers and offshore ocean racing

yachts mark the extremes of the sport of

yacht racing. In between are the boats not

quite seaworthy enough to make many
ocean passages and not quite glamorous

enough to attract experts as crew, but

which nevertheless sail in heavy weather

and comfortably accommodate crew over-

night. These "cruising yachts" were rela-

tively rare until the internal combustion

engine was adapted for boats in the 1930s,

providing insurance against the danger

and inconvenience of being caught miles

offshore at the mercy of either a howling

storm or a dead calm. Currently, cruising

yachts tend to be both sailed and owned

by doctors, lawyers, stockbrokers, direc-

tors of independent medium-sized compa-

nies, people employed in highly skilled

technical jobs, and sometimes by do-it-

yourselfers who construct their boats in

their backyards. These yachtsmen repre-

sent a wider range of ethnic backgrounds



than do the owners of offshore racing
boats and politically they are often less

conservative. Although the proportion of
women owners remains small, women are
frequently involved in races as crew.

Racers of cruising yachts form the
backbone of local yacht clubs and racing
associations and consequently have a sub-
stantial influence upon the customs and
values of the sport. As a group they gener-
ally strive to maintain a tradition they call

"Corinthian." Dictionary definitions of
Corinthian note that the ancient Greek
city of Corinth was famous for its luxury
and licentiousness. In the late nineteenth
century, the word became fashionable

neoclassical slang to describe a wealthy so-

phisticate, particularly a well-bred sports-

man. Yacht racers began using it to sig-

nify a person who sailed his own boat with
a crew of friends—as opposed to a person
who stayed ashore and let hired hands do
the work. The Seawanhaka Corinthian
Yacht Club of Oyster Bay, Long Island,

founded in 1871, was the first American
yacht club to limit participation in its

races to boats with amateur crews. More
than a century later, the Corinthian spirit

is alive and vigorously defended by the
United States Yacht Racing Union
(USYRU), the governing body atop a py-
ramidal network of individual racers,

yacht clubs, and regional associations.

The USYRU upholds Corinthian stan-

dards by enforcing three main regulations:

(1) certain key members of racing crews
(the helmsman, for example) must be am-
ateur volunteers; (2) displays of commer-
cial advertising are forbidden; and (3)
winners of races receive no large cash
prizes, only token trophies. These restric-

tions insure that the sport remains non-
professional and inherently unprofitable.

In the United States most races are held
under the auspices of clubs and associa-

tions that belong to the USYRU, are run
according to USYRU rules, and involve
boats measured using the organization's

handicapping systems.

Handicapping promotes the ideal of
nonmaterialistic sportsmanship by equal-
izing the odds among participants in races
involving diff'erent types of yachts. In ac-
cordance with USYRU formulas, yachts
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The 80-foot sloop Condor races around the Isle of Wight,
steered by Dennis Conner, who was the defending helmsman
in the 1 980 America 's Cup races. Despite the craft 's

large size, the distribution ofthe crew 's weight is of
measurable importance when racing.



Topromote the sport ofdinghy racing, an Australianfleet

of18-foot dinghies carries out a demonstration race at

Newport, Rhode Island. The craft display the logos of

commercial sponsors—something not seen on American racing

yachts because the U.S. Yacht Racing Union vigorously

defends the amateur status ofthe sport.

are "taxed" according to such factors as

hull shape, length, sail area, and weight, so

that faster boats owe slower ones a speci-

fied number of seconds per mile. Of
course, no yacht racer believes his boat

has been measured accurately and as-

signed a fair rating. The USYRU also

publishes a booklet of nearly one hundred

pages listing yacht racing rules, which

many racers complain have grown too

complicated. The process of getting a

yacht disqualified from a race for commit-

ting a foul can now sometimes involve

elaborate postrace judicial procedures. As
with most forms of taxation and regula-

tion, people who benefit praise the system

and people who suffer gripe about it.

Whatever one's opinion, the nature of the

sport has gradually changed from a lais-

sez-faire competition, in which handicaps

could be figured through arithmetic scrib-

bled on the back of an envelope and dis-

putes resolved with a handshake, to a

structured, equal-opportunity confronta-

tion in which it helps to have an accoun-

tant and a lawj-er on board.

A popular form of competition is the

"one-design" race, a concept developed in

the 1 890s. In one-design races all of the

yachts are built to the same specifications;

the hulls have the same dimensions, the

masts are the same height, the sails are the

same shape, the weights fall within speci-

fied limits. Theoretically, victory depends

not upon how much a boat owner has in-

vested to improve the speed of his vessel

but upon the strategic and athletic talents

of the captain and crew. In practice, many
one-design yacht owners do improve their

boats as much as permissible. At present

there are about one hundred internation-

ally recognized one-design classes. Yacht

racing in the Olympics, as befits a compe-

tition that emphasizes human skill, is con-

ducted in several types of one-design

boats. Essentially, the America's Cup
races today are a special kind of compe-

tition in the twelve-meter class, regulated

by the International Yacht Racing Union.

Despite efforts to base competition ex-

clusively on sailing ability, in yacht racing

there is an ideal of upward mobility. One
often hears that the best way to learn how

to race is to buy a small boat that can be

handled by a single person: a crew mem-
ber only takes orders and masters special-

ized tasks, whereas the captain of even a

ten-foot craft soon develops an awareness

of wind and water conditions and a sense

of responsibility necessary for delegating

activities wisely. After this expertise has

been developed the aspiring racer trades

up as fast as he can.

Even when a racer has acquired the

largest boat he can manage, the pressure

to consume continues. Yachts built for the

America's Cup and offshore ocean races

constantly introduce new materials and

architectural configurations, inventions

that are then adopted and modified by

sailors who race on a smaller scale. At its

worst, this phenomenon leads to a floating

fashion show, but many new gadgets havel

in fact helped make yacht racing easierji

and safer. Most racing-yacht owners in-"'

vest an enormous proportion of their time,

energy, and money in keeping their boats

competitive. They regard their labor as al

form of self-expression and will sacrifice a|

great deal so that their creations are every'

thing they want them to be.

Although daysailers and cruising boats

that enter races sometimes also provide

their owners with exercise and relaxation,

the most expensive racing yachts only sat-

isfy their owners' desire to participate in

yacht races. To the nonracer, this may all

seem an exercise in futility. Racing yachts

never last very long. Rapidly worn out by

the forces of wind and sea, subjected to

the demand for constant high perfor-

mance, yacht racing equipment must fre-

quently be repaired or replaced. Owners

of older boats almost always feel they are

at a disadvantage and long for newer mod-

els. But people who race yachts are not ra-

tional about their sport. To quote one cap-

tain, "I don't think most people who race

boats keep a budget, because if you did it

would make you ill." A favorite bit of folk

wisdom is a proverb that says, "The defini-

tion of a yacht is a hole in the water into

which one throws money."

Some racers undoubtedly enjoy letting

the world know that they have resources to

squander; others make peace with the

pressures of conspicuous consumption and

decide that it is more useful to master the

age-old art of navigation under different

conditions of wind and current than to buy

the latest Mylar sails. Everyone who races

yachts, however, agrees on the funda-

mental attractions: the open vistas of sky

and sea, the beauty of a well-trimmed sail,

the complicated choreography involved in

rounding a mark, and the camaraderie of

a team on which everyone is trying to do

his or her best.
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Skipper Dennis

Conner and
his America's

Cup crew may
rule the Seven
Seas ... but nothing covers

the land in between like the

Jeepg, Wagoneer Limited.

And that's why Wagoneer
has been made the Official

Vehicle of the America's

Cup defenders.

Like the boats they sail,

the Wagoneer was designed

to perform to the limit, even

under adverse conditions.

They count on the security

of Wagoneer's remarkable

Seiec-Trac 2-wheel/4-wheei

drive system - especially

when the dry land is any-

thing but dry.

It's also a comfort to know
that in a Wagoneer Limited

the classic luxuries are stan-

dard. From its genuine

leather upholstery to its pre-

mium sound system, quality

is never compromised.

And because it does so

many things without compro-

mise, the Jeep Wagoneer
Limited has developed a sin-

gular reputation as the perfect

vehicle for that other quarter

of the earth's surface.

Jeep, ri Wagoneer Limited. The UltimateWagon.
FROM AMERICAN MOTORS CORR



spring in the Air
Rhododendron leaf hopper, photographed by Stephen DaUon



TD THE ENDS
Cy THE EARTH ByJohn Perkins

with the American Museum ofNatural History

Around the turn of the century, the American Museum of Natural History sponsored four

of the last great expeditions to the unexplored regions of the earth: the North Pole, the

Gobi Desert, the deep Congo, and northeastern Siberia. In eighty haunting, full-page

photographs drawn from the Museum's archives, we follow Adm. Robert Peary on his

struggle to reach the Pole; Roy Chapman Andrews crisscrossing the wastes of Outer
Mongolia and the Gobi, Chapin and Lang along their 1 5,000-mile exploration of the

deepest regions of the African Congo; and Borgoras and Jochelson traversing the vastness

of eastern Siberia, then unknown even to the Russians. Includes a fascinating text with
quotations from the unpublished private journals, letters, and diaries of the explorers.

"A wonderfully evocative book.
. . . The desolate landscapes, the

dead animals, the faces of tribal

chieftains or intrepid explorers,

are as remote from our own
frame of reference as if they had
been revealed by Marco Polo"

—Audubon Magazine

"Expressive writing . . . brilliant

choice of pictures . . . sensitivity

to larger historical issues."

—Scientifk American

"(The photographs) convey
distinctly a sense of a world that

looked very different, and of the

unique vision ofmen and
women who risked their lives to

see and record these places for

the first time."
—American Photographer

Special offer: For this hardcover book, members and subscribers to Natural History may
take a $5.50 discount off the publishers' price of $27.50.

To order: Please send payment of $27.50 plus $2 for prompt U.P.S. shipment (Members' price $22 plus $2
U.P.S. shipping) to: Members' Book Program, Room 13, American Museum of Natural History, Central
Park West at 79th Street, New York, NY 10024.

Or call toll free 800-247-5470 and place your order with your MasterCard or VISA.
Make checks payable to the American Museum of Natural History.

Special discount in lieu of regular members' discount. Please present the advertisement with your membership card when ordering in the Museum Shop.



Celestial Events

by Thomas D. Nicholson

All Month (Events are given in local stan-

dard time unless otherwise stated.) Venus,

in the west, and Jupiter and Saturn, in the

east, make for an interesting evening sky

in a number of ways this month. Venus is

now well located as an evening object,

coming out of the twilight soon after sun-

set, high and bright, setting after dark.

You should make a point of looking on the

1 5th, when the crescent moon joins it. The

two bright stars above the planet at the

end of May are Pollux and Castor.

Jupiter and Saturn are in the east early

at night, in the west at dawn. Saturn is al-

ready up in the eastern sky at sundown,

just to the left of, and almost as bright as,

Spica, brightest star of Virgo. Jupiter isn't

visible until an hour or so after dark. The
reddish star below it during the night is

Antares, in Scorpius.

Venus, Saturn, and Jupiter lie very

nearly on the ecUptic, the projection of

earth's orbital plane on the sky. The posi-

tions of the three planets in the early eve-

ning show where the ecUptic rises out of

the eastern horizon (Jupiter and Saturn

are the guides) and where it dips into th(

west (just a bit below Venus). From about

the 17th through the 23rd, the moon (also

close to the ecliptic) shows the path of the

ecUptic between Venus and Saturn.

May 1 : The moon rises tonight at about

11:00 P.M., just above the teapot-shaped

group of eight stars that mark the con

stellation Sagittarius. The waning gibbou

moon, about three days before last-quar-

ter, will brighten the earth and sky until

dawn. The moon is in conjunction with

May is the best monthfor Venus asan "evening star" during

this cycle ofconfigurations. Although it will be brighter

in June and July andfarthestfrom the sun in mid-June,

the combination ofits brightness, distancefrom the sun,

distancefrom the equatorialplane, and the inclination ofits

orbitalpath to the horizonplace it mostfavorably in the

eveningsky this month. It will come out ofthe evening

twilight well up in the northwest, then move slowly

downward to the right as the sky darkens. It sets about an

hour or so after dark. Its position among the stars

changes during the month, as shown, and the stars of

Gemini are goodguidesforfollowing Venus's motion. Don't

fail to look on the 14th, 15th, and 16th, when the new

crescent moon is nearby.
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"In the last year or so, Gulf Oil

has spent about $340 million to

protect the environment around

Gulf drilling rigs, mines and re-

fineries," says Manuel Andino,

Gulfs Utilities Director at San

Juan, Puerto Rico.

"If any oil gets into

the water, the Bay

SMmmer can pick

it uf)/ast."

"But I'd say the Bay Skimmer

was one of their best investments:

$200,000 for a seagoing vacuum
cleaner for San Juan Harbor.

"We've had a refinery here for

over 25 years. About 15 million

barrels of Gulf crude oil and

refined products pass through this

port each year.

"That's a lot of oil, and if any of

it gets into the water, the Bay

Skimmer can pick it up fast. It was

tailor-made for this job. We can go

right through an oil slick, and a big

belt in the bow simply lifts the oil

off the water.

"The Bay Skimmer is just one

detail in Gulfs overall investment

in protecting the environment

while keeping the oil flowing.

Responsible energy management

is a big challenge. It's expensive

and it's complex. But it's a job worth

doing, and I think we're doing

it right."

Gulf people:
energy for tomorrow.
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Neptune today, but the planet cannot be

seen without a telescope. Mercury is sta-

tionary among the stars (relative to its

movement east or west) late on the 1st,

and then begins to move westerly (retro-

grade) as it approaches the sun.

May 4-5: The moon is at apogee (far-

thest from the earth) before dawn on the

4th. It rises at about 1:00 a.m. in Capri-

comus. Late on the 4th, it reaches last-

quarter phase (where it is 90 degrees—or

one-fourth the circumference of the sky

—

to the sun's right). At sunrise on the 5th,

the sun will be just above the horizon in

the east and the moon high in the south.

Experienced navigators use the moon's

phase and its position to orient themselves.

May 5: Jupiter is above the star Antares

all night. Antares is the brightest star in

Scorpius, but Jupiter is just across the con-

stellation's border in Ophiuchus. The way

constellation borders are drawn, the plan-

ets spend very little time in Scorpius and

much more in Ophiuchus, which should

perhaps be considered the thirteenth con-

stellation of the zodiac.

May 8-9: The waning crescent moon is

in the sky from about 3:00 a.m. onward. It

is still "fat" and bright enough so that, if

the sky is clear, you should see it easily

through twihght and into dayhght and you

should still be able to see the thinner cres-

cent on the morning of the 9th.

May 12: Mercury is in inferior conjunc-

tion (between the earth and the sun).

Shifting westerly (to the right) among the

stars, the planet enters the morning sky,

but you cannot expect to see it yet (maybe

you will have the opportunity in early

June). New moon occurs today, in the con-

stellation Aries.

May 14-15: The young crescent moon
may be visible on the evening of the 14th,

but it will surely be prominent (weather

permitting) soon after sundown on the

1 5th. Look toward the sunset glow on both

nights. The reddish star below the moon
and to the right is Aldebaran, in Taurus,

though it may be lost in the murk near the

horizon long before it sets. Venus is much
brighter, higher, and easier to see, above

and to the moon's left on the 14th, above

and much closer to the crescent on the

evening of the 15th. Conjunction, when

the moon passes Venus, is at 8:00 p.m.,

EST. The moon and planet are in Gemini

at that time.

May 17: The waxing crescent moon is

nearly in line with Pollux and Castor, the

"twin" stars of Gemini, tonight. The

twins, in that order, are above the moon
but the moon is in Cancer

May 1 9-20: First-quarter moon occurs

at 9:17 a.m. on the 19th. The moon is in

Leo at night, high in the south at sundown,

setting at about 1 :45 a.m. on the 20th. The

bright star to the moon's right is Regulus.

Note the circular group of stars above

Regulus. They form a reversed question

mark with the bright star as the "dot."

This group is the key to finding Leo, with

the circular group of stars suggesting the

head and Regulus the heart. When the

moon isn't nearby to help you, the "point-

ers" of the Big Dipper, traced in a direc-

tion opposite to the path toward the North

Star, lead to Leo.

May 21: The gibbous moon, two days

after first-quarter, is in Virgo, just above

the point on the sky called the autumnal

equinox. This is the point at which the sun

is located on September 23, marking the

end of the summer season in the Northern

Hemisphere. The two bright objects to the

east (left) are Spica and Saturn.

May 23: The moon is in conjunction

with Spica this morning, and with Saturn

this evening. After sundown, Saturn will

be beneath the moon, Spica will be to their

right. The bright object much farther left

and close to the eastern horizon is the

planet Jupiter

May 24: Mercury ends its retrograde

(westerly) motion.

May 26: Full moon occurs at 1 :48 p.m.,

EST, in Scorpius. When the moon rises,

after 7:00 p.m., it will move into Ophi-

uchus, close to and above the bright planet

Jupiter At about 4:00 p.m., EST, when

the moon passes Jupiter, it will cover the

planet (an occultation) for observers in

parts of Europe, Asia, and Africa.

May 27: Jupiter is at opposition today

and becomes an evening star. The change

from the morning to the evening sky does

not affect the planet's visibiUty, at least

for a while. It continues to rise in the east

during the early hours of the night and set

in the west in the morning. But from now

on it will graduaOy become more promi-

nent as an evening star and be less promi-

nent in the morning.

May 28: The waning, gibbous moon is

in Sagittarius, above the "teapot," about

where it was on the 1st but approximately

two days earlier in phase. Just before sun-

set, Venus drifts past Castor, the higher

and fainter of Gemini's twin stars.

May 30: At about midnight tonight, Ve-

nus passes Pollux, the lower, brighter twin.

May 3 1 : The moon closes out the month

among the dim stars of Capricomus.

About three days before last-quarter, it

rises at approximately 1 1 :30 p.m. and re-

mains in the sky until past sunrise.

Editor's Note: The Sky Map in the April

issue shows the evening constellations and

stars for this month and gives the times for
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AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

Discover the World in 1984 with IVIuseum experts
on custom-designed cruises and land trips

Alaska Wildlife Adventure
Scandinavian Saga

Around Britain Cruise

Archeology Tour to Mexico

Galapagos Islands Cruise

Peru

West European Cruise Arctieology Tour to Tibet and China

Anthropology Tour to Morocco

Nile Cruise

Sri Lanka to Singapore by Sea

Indonesian Odyssey

East African
Safari

Papua New Guinea

SRI LANKA TO SINGAPORE BY SEA
February 4-February 24, 1984

Start in Sri Lanka and sail along the coast of India to the

Andaman Islands, Burma, Thailand, Malaysia and Sing-

apore on a very special cruise packed full of exciting

stops. Join Dr Thomas D. Nicholson, Director of the Mu-
seum and scholarly experts in anthropology, art and
archeology marine ecology and geology for an informed

exploration of this dramatically diverse part of the world.

We sail on the lllirla. a luxury vessel exclusively chartered

by the Museum for its Discovery Tours.

INDONESIAN ODYSSEY
February 19-March 11 , 1984

Board the luxury ship llliria at Singapore and cruise
through the Indonesian Archipelago in the company of

Museum scholars. An art historian and archeologist, an
astronomer and three specialists in the natural sciences
offer their perspectives and expertise as we visit the para-

dise islands of Java, Lombok, Komodo, Flores, Butung,

Sulawesi and Bali. This cruise may be combined with the

Sri Lanka to Singapore trip for an extraordinary six-week
voyage through Southeast Asia.

NILE CRUISE
February 12-March 3, 1984

Explore the natural and archeological wonder that is

Egypt on this 600 mile cruise along the Nile. A Museum
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Inside the Sun
by Stephen E Maran

Observers using new techniques and

working in such unlikely locations as

within a South Dakota gold mine and at the

South Pole are investigating the rotation

rate, temperature, and other properties of

the unseen layers deep inside the sun.

The interior of the sun has been almost

unknown territory until recently. Theory

tells us what the interior structure should

be, but the theory is based on very few de-

finitively known properties of the sun,

such as its mass and the rate at which its

energy is generated by internal nuclear re-

actions. The solar mass, equal to about

330,000 times that of the earth, is calcu-

lated from the observed motions of the

planets, which orbit the sun under the ac-

tion of its gravity. The rate at which en-

ergy is generated inside the sun, which

corresponds to the explosion of a trillion

one-megaton hydrogen bombs every one-

billionth of a second, is determined from

observations of the rate at which energy

flows outward into space from the sun's

surface, or photosphere, and other observ-

able layers of the solar atmosphere. (If the

interior were producing energy more rap-

idly than the surface was releasing it into

space, the excess energy would start puff"-

ing up the sun; contrariwise, if the interior

produced less energy than the surface re-

leased, the sun would shrink. Since the sun

is not noticeably expanding or shrinking,

the two energy rates must be equal or very

nearly equal.)

According to prevailing astrophysical

theory, if we know the age, the surface

chemical composition, and the mass of a

star such as the sun, we should be able to

calculate its internal structure. In the case

of the sun, we do know the mass, as ex-

plained above, and we know the chemical

composition of the photosphere, since that

layer is readily observable. The photo-

spheric composition is not representative

of the whole sun, however, so the likely

composition at each level in the interior

must itself be estimated as part of the cal-

culations of the sun's internal structure.

Since nuclear reactions fuse hydrogen at-

oms into helium atoms deep inside the

sun, and have been doing so for billions of

years, the solar gas must be more than 50

percent pure helium near the star's center.

But it is still about 75 percent hydrogen a

the surface, as it was when the sun wa

born.

Taking these facts and estimates int.

account, several astronomers have calcu

lated the present internal structure of thi

sun and gotten similar results. In particu

lar, they find that the solar interior mus!

consist of two great regions—a convectioi

zone and a radiative core. The convectioi,

zone begins just beneath the solar surfaci

and extends inward about 27 percent o

the way (or 1 1 7,000 miles) toward the cen.

ter. It is a turbulent region of huge risinj

and falling masses of hot gas. The radia

tive core begins at the bottom of the con

vection zone and continues inward all ths

way to the center, where the temperatun

reaches a peak of 27 million degrees Fahr

enheit and the solar gas, compressec

by the immense weight of the overlying

layers, is thirteen times denser than lead

Nuclear fusion, induced by the high temp

erature and enormous density, rages

throughout the deepest part of the core

more than 90 percent of the sun's energy is

generated within only 79,000 miles (less

than one-fifth of the solar radius) of the

center.

Calculating the properties of the solai

interior is easier than proving that the cal-

culations (and hence the theory on which

they are based) are correct. Telescopes

don't show the subsurface regions of the

sun and no space probe could penetrate to

them, since solar heat would rapidly vola-

tilize any such instrument. At one time,

however, it was thought that measure-

ments of certain subatomic particles,

called solar neutrinos, that fly from the

sun to the earth could be used to confirm

some of the calculations, in particular to

verify the computed solar central tem-

perature of 27 million degrees.

The solar neutrinos are supposedly re-

leased by the nuclear reactions that gener-

ate the sun's energy. Unlike light rays,

which cannot escape from the opaque in-

terior of the sun, neutrinos are capable of

zipping right through the whole sun and

on out through space to the earth. The rate

at which neutrinos are emitted from the

sun depends on the temperature near the

center. The hotter it is, the more neutrinos
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are produced. Accordingly, a device to de-

tect and measure the particles, known as a

solar neutrino "observatory," was built in

the mid-1960s to check the calculated

temperature of the center of the sun. The

neutrino observatory was installed almost

one mile below ground in an abandoned

South Dakota gold mine to shield the de-

tectors from the interference of incoming

cosmic-ray particles. (Some cosmic rays

penetrate into the earth, where they are

stopped, but neutrinos are believed to pass

right through the whole earth.)

In 1968, the developer of the neutrino

observatory, nuclear chemist Raymond

Davis, Jr., of the Brookhaven National

Laboratory on Long Island, found that the

number of solar neutrinos arriving at the

earth per day is much less than astrophysi-

cists had estimated. Repeated measure-

ments made with the neutrino observatory

over more than a decade continue to yield

the same results: fewer neutrinos are re-

ceived than would be expected if the cen-

tral temperature of the sun were the calcu-

lated 27 million degrees. Yet, a lower

temperature would be inconsistent with

the observed rate at which the sun is shin-

ing. Thus, either the solar interior theory

has failed its first test or something is

wrong with the test. The discordant mea-

surements may result from an unrec-

ognized problem in the instrumentation of

the neutrino observatory, from an error in

the parameters used in calculating nu-

clear reaction rates, or in the assumed

properties of the neutrinos themselves.

Each of these possibilities could cause a

misinterpretation of Davis's measure-

ments. In any case, given the present state

of knowledge, the neutrino observations

don't clarify our understanding of the inte-

rior of the sun.

The most debated property of the solar

interior is its rotation rate. Since the sun is

not a solid body, its various layers don't

necessarily turn at equal rates. Even

within the photosphere, there are differ-

ences in the rotation rate from one latitude

to another; surface regions at low latitudes

circle around the sun faster than those at

high latitudes. For example, regions on the

solar equator go once around the sun's axis

in about twenty-five days, while regions at
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latitudes of 60° N and 60° S take about

thirty-one days to make the same trip.

This difference in the rotation rate at dif-

ferent latitudes—the differential rotation

of the sun—was discovered more than a

century ago. Observations made in the

1 960s suggested that regions of different

depths in the sun may also rotate at differ-

ent rates, with the core of the sun turning

faster than the photosphere.

Those 1960 observations consisted of

measurements of the oblateness, or devi-

ation from sphericity, of the sun. If the sun

were perfectly spherical, its radius from

the center to the poles would be equal to

its radius from the center to the equator.

The oblateness measurements were per-

formed by Robert H. Dicke, a Princeton

University physicist noted for his experi-

ments and theories on the nature of grav-

ity. In 1966, Dicke found that the equato-

rial radius of the sun is about 4.5

thousandths of 1 percent larger than the

polar radius, which indicates that the sun

has a tiny equatorial bulge. That bulge, he

suggested, might be due to centrifugal

force caused by rapid rotation in the core

of the sun. The internal rotation rate nec-

essary to explain the bulge would depend

on how large a fraction of the solar interior

is turning rapidly. An internal rotation

rate of about one turn per day in the sun's

core would do it. Thus the oblateness mea-

surements suggested that the inside of the

sun may be turning about once a day, like

the earth, rather than once every twenty-
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five days, like the equatorial regions of the

solar surface.

Dicke's measurements were extremely

difficult to make and so far they have not

been confirmed. To the contrary, observa-

tions by Henry A. Hill at the Santa Cata-

lina Laboratory for Experimental Relativ-

,

ity by Astrometry (SCLERA) in Tucson,

'

Arizona, suggest that the solar oblateness

is much smaller than Dicke reported.

,

Since the two sets of solar oblateness mea-

surements are in disagreement, an alterna-

tive technique is needed to determine the

rotation rate in the solar interior. Mea-

surements of solar oscillations seem to pro-

vide such a technique.

In 1962, Robert Leighton, a physicist at

the California Institute of Technology,

discovered that discrete regions of the

photosphere move up and down, slowly

and rhythmically, with a typical region

making one complete vertical oscillation

every five minutes. These so-called five-

,

minute oscillations were at first thought to

be localized disturbances on the sun

caused by the turbulent rising and falling

of gas masses in the photosphere or the

convection zone. But in 1974, observations

made with a small telescope on the island

of Capri revealed that oscillations with

this period may occur in unison over large

regions of the solar surface, and are there-

fore not local disturbances. Instead, it ap-

pears that the sun itself may be vibrating.

Nearly everyone has seen the science

demonstration in which the tone made
when a crystal wine glass is tapped

changes as water is added to the glass. Just

as the vibrations of the wine glass (that is,

the tone) depend on the contents of the

glass, so the oscillations of the sun depend

on the structure and physical conditions of

the solar interior More sophisticated ob-

servations show that there are many os-

cillations, with distinct periods ranging

from 2 to 10 minutes and even (according

to some observers) ranging up to 160 min-

utes or possibly to twelve days. The oscilla-

tions are not simple back-and-forth vibra-

tions like those of a tuning fork, but

complex three-dimensional pulsations

that distort the shape of the sun, although

to such a small degree that they can only

be detected with sophisticated modern

measurement techniques. The oscillations

differ in wavelength as well as period: the

observed shorter-wavelength oscillations

involve motions of just the outer parts of

the solar interior, while the long-wave-

length oscillations involve even the central

part of the sun. Comparative studies of os-

cillations of diff"erent wavelengths can ac-

cordingly tell us the different properties of

layers at different depths in the sun—pro-

viding, of course, that the measurements
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ire accurate and the theoretical interpre-

ation is well conceived.

Important observations of solar oscilla-

ions have been made in the past few years

)y Hill at his observatory in Arizona. But

me the most fascinating outpost of so-

ar oscillation studies is at the South Pole.

'Each austral summer since 1979, astrono-

Tiers from the United States and France

lave traveled to a U.S. base at the pole to

nonitor the oscillations. This unlikely lo-

:ale was chosen because astronomers

'leed long, preferably uninterrupted sets

' jf observations of the solar surface in or-

'der to understand the precise nature and

frequency of each type of solar oscillation.

The sun never sets in summer at the South

Pole so, weather permitting, it can be

Tionitored for days at a time. (The same

phenomenon occurs in summer at the

North Pole, but the North Pole is not lo-

!:ated on land and hence is unsuited for the

installation of a stably positioned tele-

scope.)

' Solar oscillations involve not only verti-

'cal but also horizontal motions in the

"Sun—some oscillations move in the direc-

;tion in which the sun is turning, some

'move the opposite way. If the entire sun

were turning very slowly, as the photo-

sphere does at the equator every twenty-

five days, its rotation would have little or

no effect on the oscillations. However, if

the sun turned rapidly, then those oscilla-

tions moving in the direction of rotation

would be shifted to a higher frequency

(shorter wavelength), while those moving

opposite to the direction of rotation would

be shifted to a lower frequency (longer

wavelength). The result is reminiscent of

the Doppler effect, which changes the

pitch of a train's whistle, as perceived by a

listener alongside the railway tracks, from

a higher pitch when the train is approach-

ing to a lower pitch when it is receding.

There is much more to this subject than

these simple considerations, but the bot-

tom line is that if the interior of the sun

were turning rapidly, the long-wavelength

oscillations that involve both the interior

and the surface layers of the sun would be

shifted to higher and lower frequencies de-

pending on the directions of their horizon-

tal motions. The amounts of the shifts

would then indicate the rate of rotation of

the interior of the sun.

Shifts of the type just described have

now apparently been found. Specifically,

three research groups observing from the

South Pole, from SCLERA , and from the

Canary Islands have detected "splitting"

of the solar oscillation frequencies. The

new data show an expected oscillation fre-

quency present on the sun in the form of

two slightly different frequencies, one

shifted to a longer wavelength and one to a

shorter wavelength. Although interpreta-

tions differ, and some astronomers are not

convinced that the observations are suffi-

ciently accurate, there is a growing con-

sensus that the observed splitting means

that the core of the sun is turning faster

than the solar surface. According to os-

cillation measurements made by Hill at

SCLERA, the innermost region of the

core, where nuclear reactions occur, is

turning about once every four days.

Better data are needed to confirm the

rapid rotation of the solar interior. Cur-

rently planned observations of solar os-

cillations are likely to provide this con-

firmation. In addition, precision measure-

ments of the oscillations should also reveal

details of the chemical composition and

physical conditions at various depths in-

side the sun. Thus, astronomers have good

reason to stay tuned to solar vibrations.

Stephen P. Maran is a senior staff scien-

tist in the Laboratoryfor Astronomy and

Solar Physics at NASA 's Goddard Space
Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland.

The opinions expressed are his own.
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ing, tennis. Lake Michigan beach August. Innisfree,

Maple City, Ml 49664 (616) 334-3335

WILDERNESS CANOEING/BACKPACKING For ages
13-18 young men/women BWCA, northern Ontano
and beyond: skill development, comradeship, chal-

lenge lead to self-esteem and maturity. Menogyn
YMCA Adventures, 4 W Rustic Lodge, Minneapolis,

MN 55409 (612) 823-5282

MAINE ISLAND ECOLOGY Manne biology, botan<

and ornithology on 200-acre island Exciting opportL

nity for high school students interested in environmer
tal studies Faculty/student ratio 1 5 In twelfth year c

operation From June 20 to July 8 or July 1 2 to July 3C

Contact Maine Island Ecology, Academy of Nature

Sciences, 19th St and the Parkway, Philadelphia, P/

19103

THE NATURE PLACE and University of Florida presert,

Colorado natural history seminars. Access to un
crowded private backcountry Week-long seminars ir

natural history, outdoor photography, birding and lepi

doptera Deluxe accommodations at 8500' near Pike;

Peak. Contact Dr. Jack Everitt, University of Florida

1938 W University Avenue, Gainesville, FL 32603, fo

details.

Garlic Market Pam James Hollander
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_ mployment Opportunities

JSTRAUA NEEDS YOUi Jobs' Big Pay! Transporta-
in! Newest Handbool*, $2 00 Australian International

)x 19107-RR, Washington. DC 20036

WIRONIvlENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

I lists environmental job openings throughout the
S Free details: EOV, PC Box 450, Walpole, NH

)BS Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, Idaho, Montana
jmputerized newsletter with over 200 New jobs each
3ek Free details Mountainwest, 925-G Canyon Lo-
in, UT 84321

:VERSEAS JOB—68 COUNTRIES! Hinng now! Paid
I re, Compulenzed reports $2 00. Jobworld, Box 681-
H, Cypress, CA 90630

iVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-
ry and complete information—$3 00 international

ipportunities. Box 19107-RR, Washington, DC 20036

DCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
olorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Current open-
gs— all occupations! Free details . . . Intermountain

,'. PO Drawer 809, Grand Lake, Colorado 80447-
109

;ACH HERE—teach ABROAD: School, college
lenings- U S A $5 95: Abroad $5,95 China. Japan.

iJudi, Australia $5 95 each EISF, Box 662, Newton
assachusetts 02162

'inancial

i ET CASH GRANTS— from Government. (Never re-

:iy,) Also, loans available. All ages eligible Informa-
!)n, $2 (refundable) Surplus Funds-NH, 1629 K St
: ashinglon, DC 20006

oreign Newspapers

ORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS 65 countries!
iimpler: 4/$2 98 Free Brochure Multinewspapers
M DE-205, Dana Point, California 92629

urniture

1300-334-8174 Puts you in contact with America's
lading furniture mfg's at superlative savings. Barnes

I

Barnes. Library for Fine Furniture, 651 S.W. Broad
Southern Pines, NO 28387, In NC call (919) 692-

'ourmet Interests

|ENTIFY CHINESE VEGETABLES: Beautiful poster
ith easy recipes. $3 50: Qualitzer. Suite 325N 799
''oadway. NYC 10003

lovernment Surplus

:30VERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY" 950.000
;ms (including Jeeps) ... low as U on dollar! Most
implete information available—$2.00 Disposal Box
n07-RR, Washington. DC 20036

lerchandise/Gifts

ilUPTING Volcano construction kit $11 50 postpaid

;

ie Dinosaur Catalog. Box 546. Tallman. NY 10982

I

NEST NEW ZEALAND lambskin seat covers for cars.
.ins and R.V 's, also decorator and infant rugs plus ap-
'irel Free catalog: call 1-800-426-4626 Skinny's
3wn Under, PO. Box 88067. Dept. NH-4. Seattle WA
1188

iiscellaneous

'ET-YEAST-AP" (Pat. Rend) Total control Fleas/
cks (metabolic) with human grade Yeast/Whole
^er. daily feed supplement One pound $10 00 Inqui-
:s welcome The Biologic Pet. 853 No Main St
)ring Valley. NY 10977 (914) 354-2440

SINGING GENES—on "Cronkite's Universe". DNA
molecule translated to music. Tape available Free in-

formation: Science and the Arts, 144 Mayhew Way,
Walnut Creek, CA 94596

STARS/CELEBRITIES ADDRESSES, Past— Present,
Map included $5 00 C Lemley, 430 Pearce Road,
Pittsburgh, PA 15234

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repairing binocu-
lars since 1923 Alignment performed on our U S Navy
collimator Free catalogue and our article "Know Your
Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine Mirakel

Optical Co
,
Inc

, 331 Mansion St , West Coxsackie, NY
12192(518)731-2610

MAMMAL SLIDE LIBRARY
The Mammal Slide Library offers for sale
723 different 35 mm color slides of 527
mammal species from all regions of the
world. Slides cost 80c each. A catalog can
be obtained for $2 ($4 if mailed outside
North America). For more information call
or write:

Dr. J. A. Lackey
Mammal Slide Library
Department of Zoology

SUNY-Oswego
Oswego. New York 13126

(315) 341-4250
The Mammal Slide Library is a non-

profit educational seriiice of the Ameri-
can Society of Mammalo^ists

LEITZ. ZEISS. B&L. SWIFT. BUSHNELL. NIKON Opto-
lyth binoculars, telescopes and accessories Send
stamp for discount list Specify literature desired.

Large stock Orders filled postpaid day received. Bird-

ing. Box 5N. Amsterdam. NY 12010

OPTIC DISCOUNTS Binoculars—Telescopes—Brand
Names—Free List. Thos Manetta. Box 12-61 Hoffman
Avenue. Elmont, New York 11003

PHOTOGRAPHIC AND OBSERVATIONAL BLIND.
Roomy, cool, lightweight Write or call for brochure
Photo. Dept NH. Laboratory of Ornithology, Cornell
University, Sapsucker Woods, Ithaca. NY 14850 (607)
256-4017

Real Estate

GOVERNMENT LANDS FROM $7 50/ACRE!
Homesites. farming, vacationing, investment! "Land
Buyer's Guide" plus nationwide listings—$300
Lands, Box 19107-RR, Washington, DC 20036

NEW . FREE CATALOGUE' Top real estate values
coast to coast! Please specify type property and loca-

tion desired United Farm Agency, Inc., 612-U W 47th
Street, Kansas City, MO 64112 Ph. Toil-Free: 1-800-

821-2599: MO res ph Toil-Free 1-800-892-5785

NEW' FREE SUMMER '83 CATALOG! 5402 properties.

2073 pictures! Values in every type real estate, many
owner financed' From 600 offices in 43 states' Get your
Free copy Now! Strout Realty. Plaza Towers. Dept
5390. Springfield. MO 65804 Call toll free: 1-800-641-

4266. In Missouri call collect: (417) 862-4402

Rentals

ADIRONDACK LODGES on Upper Saranac Lake
Available for two weeks or a month. July through Sep-
tember. Everything provided for comfortable living in

the quiet woods $740 - $1 ,950 tor two weeks Please
write Bartlett Carry Club. RED 3. Tupper Lake NY

ADIRONDACKS. Paradox Lake, Large 3-bedroom cot-

tage, fireplace, tennis, boating, sand beach. Informal,

weekly/monthly reasonable (212) 339-1705

HEAVEN: modern, secluded lakeside log home
$260 00 weekly Fireplace, canoe, many extras Santa
Claus Lake, Temple, Maine 04984

Resorts

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS, sparkling mountain
lake, informal, great tennis, food, hiking, horses: family
rates American Plan Timberlock, Box NH, Indian Lake
NY 12864

ASHEVILLE'S FLINT STREET INN—Restored home.
Historic Distnct, welcoming guests, full breakfast Bro-
chure Rick Vogel, 1 16Flint Street, Asheville,NC 28801
(704) 253-6723

HOSTEL NEW MEXICO! Inexpensive, undiscovered,
enchanted country retreats. Wnte: Circle A Ranch Hos-
tel. Cuba. NM 87013

KENYA Attractive cottage at Lake Naivasha. Safaris

organized, birders' paradise $280 per week. Wnte M.
Carnelley. Box 79. Naivasha. Kenya

NEW MEXICO Guided tours—wildflowers. birds, pre-
historic dwellings Bear Mountain Ranch. Silver City.

NM 88061 (505) 538-2538

OLD FASHIONED. Secluded Farm on Cape Breton Is-

land offers log cabins, excellent meals, tranquility to a
few guests $250/week Wnte John Gardner. Orange-
dale. Nova Scotia

WESTERN ADVENTURE on authentic ranch. Fun for all

ages Operating stock ranch 50 miles north of Yellow-
stone Park A birders paradise. Riding, fishing, pack
trips All ranch activities 63 Ranch, Box NH979 Living-
ston, MT 59047 Tel (406) 222-0570

WYOMING GUEST RANCH— Explore the Wyoming
Range Mountains from our intimate, remote guest
ranch high above the Green River Valley in Western
Wyoming Family vacations, pack Inps, fishing Bro-
chure Round Hill Ranch, Box 724, Big Piney, WY 831 13

Tours/Trips

A BEAUTIFUL EXPERIENCE Learn sailing aboard 50'

ketch Palisander' summer Chesapeake, winter Carib-
bean 10-day Basic and Advanced courses $950/per-
son Spring/Fall Special & Blue Water Cruises
Cuttyhunk Manne Adventures, c/o Wailes Gray 77
Tweed Blvd , Nyack, NY 10960

ADVENTURES WITH WILDLIFE—Photograph polar
bears in the Arctic during October, touch a whale in the
breeding lagoons in February, sail among humpback
whales in Hawaii Natural history trips with expert lead-

ers to Tanzania, Kenya, Rwanda and Zaire Also Nepal,
Ecuador and more Unique expeditions to see endan-
gered species—mountain gorillas, blue whales, polar
bears, Indian rhino and rare birds New trip preview
available Adventures International, 4421-K Albert St.,

Oakland. CA 94619 (415) 531-6564

AFRICA PHOTOGRAPHIC SAFARI. Affordable Kenya
wildlife safari led by professional photographer experi-

enced in East Africa Quest International. P O Box 287.
Lansing. NY 14882 (607) 257-4644

AFRICA TANZANIA. KENYA. RWANDA Extraordinary,
small group safaris, expert naturalist guides. Seren-
geti. Ngorongoro. Masai Mara Special Madagascar
trip (Sept) Mountain Gorilla safan (July-August) Sum-
mer and winter departures. Private tups arranged for

families, universities, museums Color brochure: Wil-

derness Travel. 1760-NA Solano Avenue. Berkeley, CA
94707

ALASKA WILDLIFE AND INLAND PASSAGE Expe-
ditions led by expert naturalists June-August Small
groups Free brochure Write Nature Expeditions Inter-

national. Dept NHCAL. 599 College Avenue. Palo Alto.

CA 94306



1

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND. The Hikers Paradise".

Moderate optional lengtfi Day hiking tours. Two or four

weeks Brochure Alpine Adventure Trails Tours, 783P
Cliffside Drive, Akron, OH 44313

AUSTRALIA TO ZANSKAR and everything in between.
Italian Walking Tours, Galapagos Islands Expeditions,

Himalayan and Andean Treks Small groups, expert

leaders Special departures arranged for universities,

museums, private groups. Color brochure: Wilderness

Travel, 1760-NB Solano Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94707

BICYCLE VERMONT IN COMFORT! Carefree, eco-

nomical bicycling vacations. Country inns, great food,

friendly companions. Swimming, tennis, picnics, fun'

Support vehicle, experienced leader.'mechanics.

equipment rentals. Weekends, week, longer. May - Oc-
tober. SuperSaver rates. May - June, September. Octo-
ber Easy, moderate, challenging tours. Adults, sin-

gles, families Our 12th year' Free color brochure.

Vermont Bicycle Tounng, Box 711 - FAS, Bristol, VT
05443 (802) 453-481

1

BICYCLING IN FRANCE 83: September 16th, Dor-

dogne Valley. Two-week tours, small groups, staying in

hotels. For information: Nan Rheault, RED Box 111,

Vineyard Haven. MA 02568 (617) 693-2273

BIRD WITH US! The Bird Company has been created to

provide ornithological tours With A Critical Difference-

Join us for fabulous Neotropical birding: Yucatan and
Mexico, Tikal, Guatemala, Costa Rica—specialty trips,

species tups, much more The Bird Company, P.O. Box
4517, Walnut Creek. CA 94596

CAMPING BICYCLE TOURS: Rocky Mountains, Missis-

sippi River, TransAmerica, Canada and Alaska! Im-

merse yourself in all that our land has to offer. Self-con-

tained adult groups Tours from 20 to 90 days in length

For free information contact: Bikecentennial, P.O. Box
8308. Missoula, MT 59807 (406) 721-1776

CARIBOU MIGRATION CAMP: Arctic National Wildlife

Refuge Alaska. June 24 - July 1. Wilderness: Alaska/

Mexico. Dept. NH, 5119'/2 27th NE, Seattle, WA 98105
(206)522-5315

CALIFORNIA
NATURAL HISTORY

TOURS
'Tours led by professional naturalists,
historians & wildlife photographer to unique
areas: Channel Islands/Gold Country/Big

Sur/Bristlecone/Wine Country/Death Valley & more. Small

groups, some larger. Tours 1 to 6 days. Accommodations
historic hotels, country inns & other, equipment provided for

"living with nature tours". California Natural History Tours.

P.O. Box 3709. Beverly Hills, CA 90212. (213) 274-3025.

CHINA ART, ARCHITECTURE, ARCHEOLOGY TOUR,
25 days mid-October—mid-November Hong Kong.
Hangchow. Shanghai. Kaifeng. Luoyang, Xian, Tai

yuan, Datong, Peking Ming tombs, rockcut temples.

giant Buddhas. iifesize terra cotta warhors and horses.

tea houses, pagodas, palaces, museums. The Great
Wall. Expert guiding: limited size group Write for free

brochure Jacqueline Moss Museum Tours, 131 Daven-
port Ridge Lane. Stamford. CT 06903 or call (203) 322-

8709

CHINA INCLUDING MONGOLIA! Departures include all

women's group to meet with Chinese women. Quest
International, RO. Box 287, Lansing. NY 14882 (607)
257-4644

COLORADO ROCKIES Deluxe wilderness backpack-
ing, exotic Southwest car camps, climb majestic
mountains, rustic lodges, university naturalist guides
Alpenglow Adventures, 211 Batterson, Monte Vista,

CO 81144

CRAFT TOURS—Travel Southern Mexico and Guate-
mala. Small groups. Expert leadership. Gordon Frost,

Box 471-NH, Newhall. CA 91321

DISCOVERY BAJAi Join expenenced naturalists and
crew for leisurely ocean-going explorations of the wil-

derness islands and lagoons of Baia's Pacific coast,

the Sea of Cortez. or Mexico s tropical west coast. En-

joy whales, seals, dolphin, birding, fishing, nature

study, island hiking, and more! Excellent photo oppor-

tunities. Small groups, relaxed pace Trips 4-10 days
year-round for individuals or groups Color brochure:

Pacific Adventures Charter Service, 2445 Morena
Blvd., Suite 200H, San Diego. CA 921 10 (714) 275-4253

GALAPAGOS HIKING AND SAILING EXPEDITIONS
Small groups 1983 Departures 6/25, 7/21, 7/28, 8/22.

Options: Peru, Machu Picchu Inca Floats, 5982N Bal-

boa Drive. Oakland. CA 9461 1 (415) 339-9095

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. Economic tours from $1666
including airfare. 4. 5. 8. & 15 days Galapagos, all

meals Options, mainland Ecuador. Amazon. Cuzco/
Machu Picchu. University credit available. Joseph
Colley. Last, Inc , 43 Millstone Rd., Randallstown. MD
21133.(301)922-3116

GRAND CANYON—COLORADO RIVER RAFTING.
Naturalist guides. July 8-19. San Juan river rafting,

June 1-4 and 19 25. Free brochure: Southwest Tours,

Inc., 1836 E. Linden Street, Tucson, AZ 85719 (602)

795-0038

Unusual Trekkmg iwalking) expeditions to the footWliuauai
Q, j^, Everest 4 Annapurna Wildlife

India ^'^"^ '" ^"^"^^ °' '""^ *='2" "irds ana
mammals Explorations of remote Bfiutan,

& NSpal Sikkim. Ladakh and tropical Sri Unka. 10

to 35 day programs from S670 00 + airlare.

Free Brochures.

HivhaIav^am TrAvel. Ivic.

P.O Box <181-NH
Greenwich. CT 06830
(2031 622-0055 Toll Free (BOO) 243-5330

INCAS & IGUANAS: PERU, ECUADOR, GALAPAGOS
(29 fascinating programs). Also: Andean Trekking. Am-
azon Adventures. Folk/Textile Arts, Latin American Na-

ture Expeditions. Art and Archeology Forum Travel.

2437 Durant. Berkeley, California 94704 (415) 843-8294

KASHMIR LADAKH TREK led by naturalist Robert
Fleming, Jr. Ph.D. Outstanding cultural, wildlife and
wilderness adventure. August departure Nature Expe-
ditions Dept. NHCKL, 599 College Avenue, Palo Alto,

CA 94306

KENYA 25 years experience Individually designed sa-

faris Contact Perry Mason Safahs, Box 1643. Darien,

CT 06820 (203) 838-3075

LADAKH AND THE MARKHA VALLEY, a personal trek

with photographer John Elk. Tibetan Buddhism, mag-
nificent Himalayan scenery Sept 3-24. Contact Moun-
tain Travel, 1398 Solano, Albany, CA (415) 527-8100

LLAMA TREKKING WITH NATURALISTS, photogra-

phers California Coast, Yosemite, Sierra Nevada and
Ancient Bristlecone Pine Forest Free photocalendar
brochure. Mama's Llamas, Box 655NH, Eldorado, CA
95623

MICRONESIA Explore Truk's wrecks and Patau's reefs

with Scripps Aquanum late October. Dive and collect

tropica! marine life for exhibits and research. Scripps

Aquarium, La Jolla CA 92093

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS: Es-

corted nature and hiking tours. New Zealand/featuring

scenic National Parks, plus the Milford Track. Austra-

lia/hiking the Outback, plus island camping on the

Great Barrier ReeL Pacific Exploration (5o., Box
3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 93105 (805) 687-7282

PERU: Trek the spectacular Cordillera Blanca or Inca

Trail to Machu Picchu. Overlanding by expedition vehi-

cle. Amazon wildlife safaris. From $59000 + airfare.

Free brochures McGregor Adventures, 33-NH Lewis

St., Greenwich, CT 06830. Toll Free (800) 243-5330

READY TO TRAVEL"? Plan ahead with finest mapsL
$1 00 catalogue. Eagle Eye, Box 751-N5. Paonia, COi
81428

SEE AMERICA'S CUP RACES FROM A YACHT: We
charter sail and power yachts with crew by the day or

week. Wakefield Yacht Charters, 1900 S.E 15th St., Ft

Lauderdale. FL 33316. (800) 327-5033 or (305) 764-

2810

SIERRA SUMMIT MOUNTAIN GUIDES, mountaineer-

ing adventures Large groups/individuals. Basic to ad-

vanced instruction and guided climbs. Box 7345. Mam-
moth Lakes. CA 93546

SOUTHWEST SAFARIS: Natural history expeditions

explore New Mexico, Colorado, Utah. Arizona

Bushflying—Jeeping—Rafting. Geology—Archaeol-

ogy—Botany. Brochure: P.O. Box 945(NH), Santa Fe.

NM 87501

200 YEAR OLD SPANISH RANCH. Unexcelled riding,

great birding (200 species), wildlife. Delightful dining,

sunshine, quiet. Adjacent to Kitt Peak Observatory, Pa-

page Indian Reservation. Mexican border. Ranctno de
la Osa. Box 1. Sasabe. AZ 85633 1-602 823 4257

UNIQUE TRAVEL BOOKS' Exploration, nature/wildlife,

maps. Catalog $1 00 (refundable). Wayfarer Books.

Box 1121-NR. Davenport. Iowa 52805

VISIT US HERE, offering 10-day private tour of Yuca-

tan. Mexico including/excluding Belize, Guatemala.
$400-00 includes food, transportation, lodging, (airfare

not included). Write David Kuhn, Box 802, Kissimmee,

FL 32741 (305) 348-5394

WILDERNESS CANOE TRAVEL. Maine and Canada.
Completely outfitted trips with small groups. Northern

Rivers, Box 326, Orono, ME 04473

WILDERNESS JOURNEYS—Join natural-history river-

oriented adventures in California. Oregon. Idaho.

Alaska: spinted cultural treks in Tahiti, New Zealand,

Nepal. Europe Unique, personal, off-beat excursions

led by expert naturalists. Contact James Henry River

Journeys, Box-N. Bolinas, CA 94924

WORLD'S NATURE & CULTURES. Discover Latin

America Africa, especially Kenya. Madagascar ("Liv-

ing Fossils' ), Rwanda, Tanzania, Seychelles, Sudan,

Zambia ( "Walking Safahs", Victona Falls), Botswana,
Namibia (from $1356, 17 days, including New York

airfares). Expenence Asia's marvels (China—including

hiking, cycling—Mongolia, Himalayas, others) Tour,

hike, cruise Hidden Europe, Egypt, Sinai, Israel Also:

South Pacific North America. Over 300 fascinating pro-

grams, including Special Interests. Forum Travel Inter-

national, 2437 Durant, Berkeley, California 94704 (415)

843-8294

Wanted

WANTED: 16mm color footage of North American wild-

life, either entire programs or sequences only. Prefer

unusual behavior, action, drama or humor but will con-

sider any material with visual story. Prefer purchase of

camera onginal but will consider licensing master.

Marty Stouffer Productions, Box 5057, Aspen, CO
81611 (303)925-5536

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$2 00 per word: 16 word ($32) minimum. D/sp/ayc/ass/-

Hed is $200 per inch. All advertisements must be pre-

paid. Rates are not structured for agency or frequency

discounts All advertisements are accepted at NATU-

RAL HISTORY^s discretion. Send check/money order

payable to NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market, NATU-

RAL HISTORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th

St., New York, NY 10024 Please include your personal

address and telephone number, issue preferred, and

suggested heading. Deadline— 1st of the month, two

months prior to cover date (the January issue closes

Nov. 1 ). Camera-ready art is required for display ads. A
tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be sent

upon publication.
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New UDS Computer Telephones

To Be Sold For Only $10 Apiece

In Mammoth Publicity Drive

All who wish to apply for a new Computer Telephone

should write to the company address below

before Midnight, July 31, 1983

li^EW YORK—One million

{lew UDS Computer Tele-

phones with electronic mem-
)ry and pushbutton dialing

vill be sold as part of a publi-

:ity campaign for only $10 a-

)iece to the first one million

)ersons who write to the com-
)any address before Midnight,

fuly31, 1983.

These are the same famous
UDS Computer Telephones to

De nationally publicized in The New
York Times, TV Guide and other lead-

ing magazines, with electronic re-dial

which automatically keeps re-dialing

busy or unanswered numbers till they

mswer) and electronic "ww/e*" (which

iets you talk "confidentially" without

putting your hand over the mouthpiece.)

Only half the size (and half the weight)

)f standard phones, they also have ad-

ustable electronic ringers, which means
/ou can turn them "off—for complete

;ilence—whenever you don't want to be

disturbed. And when you finish your
:all, you don't have to bother hanging
ip—simply put the unit down (any-

»vhere you please) and it will hang itself

ip, automatically.

These new UDS Computer Telephones
ire FCC-approved and require no in-

itallation. Simply plug them into the

•ame modular outlets as your present

rotary dial or pushbutton

phones. You can then legally

return your present phones to

the phone company, saving

yourself up to $8 a month (or

over $90 a year) for each

phone you return.

These new UDS Computer
Telephones will not be sold at

this price by the company in

any store. To obtain one at

this price, apply in writing to

the company address no later than

Midnight, July 31, 1983.

Each phone carries a full one-year

money-back guarantee, and the com-
pany will replace it, free of charge, if it

ever fails to function. There is a limit of

two (2) phones per address at this price,

but requests which are mailed early

enough (before July 25) are permitted

to order up to. 5 phones.

To apply for a new UDS Computer
Telephone, mail this original printed

notice together with your name and
address and $10 for each phone desired.

Add $2 shipping and handling for each

phone you are requesting. Mail to:

Carter & Van Peel, UDS Computer
Telephone Offer, Dept. 569-22, Box
1728, Hicksville, New York 11802.

© 1983 Caner & van Peel Lid (V21410)



^BOOK HUNTING?-^
Virtually any book located— no matter how
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonfiction.

All authors, subjects. Name the book— we'll

find it! (Title alone is sufficient.) Inquire,

please. Write: BOOKS-ON-FILE Since

Boxl95Dept73 1958

UNION CITY. NEW JERSEY 07087-0195

ncmiam/
• Stop UnwantedHabits9PersonalPressures9Gain Heat

• Confidence • Success and much more Learn whv SCV
Techniques are gaming such extraordinary popularity ov

hypnosis - Send Today for exciting FREE brochure Midwe
Research. 6515 Highland Road, Suite 203- 48 Ponna

Mich 48054 _^_^__

ODOR-FREE
LITTER BOX

30 DAY
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE

Charcoal-filtered BOODABOX' is 100% odor-free

Fresfi air flows in, only fresfi air flows out Ends litter

scatter Conceals contents Lift-top makes cleaning

easy Fits any decor Rugged Almond Beige ABS
plastic Deluxe textured finisti Roomy 27"L x 1 7"H >

1 6"W Big 8" X 1
4" canopy entry Appeals to cats' pri-

vacy instincts No training needed Filters last 6
monttis, S3.95 each, reorder forms included. ® S34.95 +
S4.00 Shipping. Check or l»1.0. to BOODA PRODUCTS,
DEPTNH-53, 439 S. DETROIT ST, L.A., CA 90036
MC/V CALL (21 3) 934-1 093. EXT 3. PAT REND

DISPLAY CASES
PROTECT AND
DPvAMATIZEYOUP,
PRECIOUS WORK

OF ART

CUSTOM MADE
clear lucite on
block lucite base

SEND DIMENSIONS • LENGTH • WIDTH
AND HEIGHT • WE WILL QUOTE PRICE

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
THE ART DISPLAY CO.. DOX880-E

EXMORE, VIRGINIA 23350

CRUSHER FELT HAT

$6.50

his hat 1 wksgood and eels good, yet roll up and Jls in your pockei
r pack V bnrr 10 prolecl your eyes and

Weighs o ly:3o Madef 1100% wool (ell;

ylmertr. atedforv ater epellency Afavoniefieid lat for both men
nd worn 3n (Child . ) Sir u 7V; Available
n Brown and Tan ey-back g e

Write for FREE catalog.

^S^ ^<t^S4 Dept. NH-53

P.O. Box 1600, Chapel Hill, NC 27514

Additional Reading

Manatees (p. 8)

G.C.L. Bertram's In Search of Mer-

maids (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell

Co., 1963) is a popular account of mana-

tees and other sirenians, concentrating on

the manatees of Guyana. D.S. Hartman

studied manatees along the central west

coast of Florida for a number of years; the

results of his research are incorporated in

Ecology and Behavior of the Manatee

(Trichechus manatus) in Florida (Pitts-

burgh: The American Society of Mam-
malogists Special Publication No. 5, June

27, 1979). This good, readable summary

of the manatee's natural history provides

detailed information on just about all as-

pects of the animal's day-to-day existence:

its movement, habitat determinants, daily

activities, food habits, interactions with

other animals, interest in inanimate ob-

jects, parasites and commensals, mainte-

nance behavior (including breathing, rest-

ing, feeding, and comfort activities),

social behavior (including vocalization,

sexual behavior, play, mother-young in-

teractions), senses, population dynamics,

and relations to humans. Copies may be

ordered from the secretary-treasurer of

the society, Carnegie Museum of Natural

History, 4400 Forkes Avenue, Pittsburgh,

PA 1 52 1 3 . Readers can also send away for

The West Indian Manatee in Florida,

edited by R.L. Brownell, Jr., and K. Ralls

(Tallahassee: Florida Department of Nat-

ural Resources, 1981), a collection of arti-

cles derived from the proceedings of a

workshop held in 1978. This publication,

which constitutes the most up-to-date

technical summary of manatee research,

is available from the Florida Audubon So-

ciety, Drawer 7, Maitland, FL 32751 for

$7.00 postpaid. For a technical and more

thorough treatment of some of the mate-

rial covered in this issue's article, see D.P

Domning's "Evolution of Manatees: A
Speculative History" {Journal ofPaleon-

tology, vol. 56, pp. 599-619). A previous

article on these sea mammals, "The Semi-

social Manatee," by J.E. Reynolds III, ap-

peared in the February 1979 issue of Nat-

ural History (pp. 44-53).

Tree Tactics (p. 12)

Herbivores, edited by G.A. Rosenthal

and D.H. Janzen (New York: Academii

Press, 1979), is a compilation of article

focusing on the biological principles un

derlying plant-herbivore interactions

with an emphasis on evolution and ecol

ogy. It provides a good general summar
of tree defenses and explains how the;

work. L.E. Gilbert and PH. Raven editec

Coevolution ofPlants and Animals (Aus

tin: University of Texas Press, 1980)

which brings together concise, under

standable papers detailing the many way;

that plants and animals interact. The sec

ond edition is available in paperback. R.F

Denno and M.S. McClure's Variabh

Plants and Herbivores in Natural am
Managed Systems, which also deals witl

tree defense strategies, will be pubUshec

this year by Academic Press.

Assassin Bugs and Termites (p. 40)

B.B. Beck's Animal Tool Behavioi

(New York: Garland STPM Press, 1980;

is a valuable introduction to the use and

manufacture of tools by animals. The In-

sect Societies, written by sociobiologist

E.G. Wilson (Cambridge: Belknap Press

of Harvard University, 1971), is a large,

standard textbook that includes accounts:

of termites. N.C.E. Miller's The Biologyi

of the Heteroptera (Hampton: E.W. Clas-

sey Ltd., 1971), a technical but readable

description of these insects, covers their de-

velopment, natural enemies, stridulation,

and association with mammals and birds.

Gypsies (p. 50)

At the age of twelve J. Yoors ran awayi

from his parents' home in Antwerp to livei

with a wandering tribe of Gypsies. He re-

turned home after six months but contin-

ued to run off, sometimes spending win-

ters with his parents and the rest of the

year traveling through Europe with the

Rom. Yoors recounts his adventures in

The Gypsies (New York: Simon and

Schuster, 1967), which forms an absorb-

ing and reveaUng portrait of a Rom group

—its individual members and their every-

day life, their customs and ways of surviv-

al, their festivals, and their attitudes to-

ward non-Gypsies. B. McDowell, author

of Gypsies: Wanderers of the World

(Washington, D.C.: National Geographic
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society, 1970), began his study of the

1 lorn in England and journeyed through

)arts of Europe and Asia, where he met

Gypsies who made their livings as musi-

:;ians and bear trainers, gold sellers, horse

' raders, thieves, secretaries, and engi-

:ieers. McDowell's last leg on his ethno-

• graphic journey was India, from where the

:Rom originated about a thousand years

igo. E Refisch edited Gypsies, Tinkers

^md Other Travellers (London: Academic

i Press, 1975), a scholarly collection of arti-

I :les about these nomadic peoples. Also of

liote is The Other Nomads, a compen-

I iium of articles, edited by A. Rao, that ex-

• imines peripatetics from a cross-cultural

perspective. The book will soon be pub-

'ished by Academic Press.

Yachts (p. 60)

H.I. Chappelle's The History ofAmer-

'ican Sailing Ships (New York: W.W.

'Norton, 1935), a good general introduc-

: tion to the history of yacht racing, traces

ithe evolution of various sailing vessels and

'designs and outlines the political and eco-

nomic circumstances that have affected

the American shipbuilding industry. Part

of a widely available series on seafarers.

The Racing Yachts, written by A.B.C.

! Whipple and the editors of Time-Life

'Books (New York; Time-Life Books,

1980), is a clearly written, engaging book,

enriched by a wonderful selection of pho-

tographs. W.R Stephens, a marine archi-

tect with a literary bent, wrote a series of

entertaining and anecdotal columns on

; yachting for MotorBoating magazine;

these are collected in his Traditions and

Memories of American Yachting (New
York: Hearst Magazines, Inc., 1942).

E.W. Oliver's The America's Cup 1977

Official Handbook (New York: The New
York Yacht Club, 1977) is a thin, illus-

trated paperback that provides a quick

background to the history of the race and

some of the colorful personalities that

have been associated with it.

Rita Campon

I ['Erratum: The Chattahoochee and Ala-

bama rivers were mislabeled on the map
of the eastern United States that appeared

on page 50 of the March issue.
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Tashkent on the Subway
An intricate Jewish gastronomic life flourishes

along Brooklyn's Brighton Beach Avenue

by Raymond Sokolov

As it approaches the end of the Hne, the

M train, which creeps across Brooklyn on

elevated tracks, affords the daytime trav-

eler a view of the sea. Alert rubbemeckers

will catch a glimpse of a restaurant called

Uzbekistan on the way past Sheepshead

Bay, but the full throb of emigre Soviet

Jewish life awaits them just a bit farther

down the line on that stretch of Brighton

Beach Avenue that is the lifeline of New
York's most exotic new immigrant en-

clave. Little Odessa.

New York already had the world's larg-

est Jewish population decades ago, and

Brighton Beach had welcomed Eastern

European Jewish immigrants long before,

but the recent influx of hundreds and

thousands of Jews from the Soviet Union

was unlike the waves of greenhorns who

had filled Manhattan's Lower East Side

in the years following 1 870. These Soviet

Jews did not grow up in shtetlach, iso-

lated, Yiddish-speaking villages. The ma-

jority come from Odessa and other cities

in the Ukraine. They are substantially

Russified. Jews have also come to Brigh-

ton Beach from the Caucasus, from Soviet

Georgia, and from Uzbekistan, and they

have brought with them the languages

and customs of those places, as well as

Jewish traditions that have survived

nearly seventy years of Communist rule.

The Jewishness of these Jews is, then, a

tricky thing to assess. Some of them prac-

tice no religion and were raised without

Jewish traditions. Still, their Soviet pass-

ports designate them as Jews. Their names

are frequently "Jewish" names. Yiddish

or a Yiddish accent in speaking Russian

has sometimes survived from shtetl days.

The emigre poet Joseph Brodsky, argu-

ably the leading practitioner of the Rus-

sian language in the world, told me that he A platter of \ihachapuvi, a cheese-filled breadorpastry.
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Teyglekh, smallpieces ofdough boiled in honey, are served as dessert
Sheila Fishman

gives a recognizably Jewish value to cer-

tain sounds in Russian. Of all the survivals

of Jewish tradition in Brighton Beach, the

most tangible (apart from religious obser-

vance), and most accessible to an outsider,

is the intricate gastronomic life that flour-

ishes along and around Brighton Beach

Avenue.

Alert to this opportunity, Marion Sito-

mer collected recipes from the Ashke-

nazic, Caucasian, and Bukharan women
immigrants for a fascinating new booklet,

Food Traditions ofJewsfrom the Soviet

Union. It is not just a cookbook, but an in-

formal essay in ethnography, as well as an

investigation into the results of Soviet

hegemony on the material culture of Jews

in three quite different geographical

settings.

For the heavily Russified European

Jews of the western USSR, Sitomer says,

"The richness of their mothers' and

grandmothers' kitchens in Chemovitz

(Chernovtsy), Uzhgorod and other outly-

ing areas, reflecting regional styles and

variations, lives mainly in their memories,

rather than on their tables."

Most of the dishes that these Russian

Jews considered typical of traditional

family life will come as no surprise to

American-born Jews: borscht with sour

cream, stuff"ed cabbage, blintzes, chopped

liver. Some dishes—pirogen or a Latvian

bread soup with fruit—have been bor-

rowed directly from the gentile cuisine

where Jews were living and are presented

by Sitomer as examples of assimilation.

On the other hand, some dishes seem to

be Jewish specialties that never before es-

tablished themselves in this country in

previous waves of immigration. In particu-

lar, various preparations employing rosl

(fermented beets) will come as a surprise

to many American-Jewish cooks. Rosl

dishes are associated with Passover.

The beets are peeled, washed, quar-

tered, and covered with cold water in a

glass jar. They are left there, with a piece

of cheesecloth tied over the mouth of the

jar, for ten days, until the liquid turns dark

and a little cloudy.

The juice becomes a base for Passover

borscht. Or, in a more unusual dish, also

for Passover, Sara Khulis, formerly of

Chernovitz, makes patties with a mixture

of ground or finely grated rosl beets;

chopped, sauteed onions; beaten egg; and

matzoh meal. After the patties are fried in

oil, they are served with rosl beet juice and

sour cream.
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It is sometimes hard to know exactly

where or how some of the recipes in this

collection arose. The informants them-

selves are repeating information they ac-

quired as children and did not question.

For example, in the case of the unusual,

prune-filled kremzlekh contributed by

Esfir Rosenbaum, we are dealing with a

dish whose origins are Ashkenazic, but

Ms. Rosenbaum learned it from her Bye-

lorussian grandmother in Baku, Azerbai-

jan. And the dish she described to Marion

Sitomer is much closer to a fried dump-

ling or turnover than it is to the crepelike,

fruitless chremselach I have had at Pass-

over meals.

For their part, the Jewish immigrant

women from the Caucasus and Central

Asia have transported far more unfamiliar

food ideas to Brighton Beach, but most of

the dishes are reflections of the local rep-

ertory, rather than some specifically Jew-

ish cuisine. These women also learned to

make various Russian dishes as a result of

the same Russifying influences that af-

fected their non-Jewish neighbors. Other,

more specifically Jewish recipes spread

eastward with Eastern European refugees

in flight from the dangers of World War
II. As a result, there are Bukharan-Jewish

households that mix gefilte fish and the

Bukharan Sabbath rice stew, osevo, in the

same meal, and Georgian housewives who

prepare Russian pirozhki (pirogen) and

Georgian khenage, or walnut dumplings.

In general, the Caucasian and Bukha-

ran Jews do not serve special dishes for

specific holidays, but cook the same fes-

tive cuisine that gentiles in their area

would eat on a special occasion. Bukharan

Jews do prepare pumpkin-filled pirozhki

called bichak especially for Rosh Hash-

ana, the religious New Year that comes in

the early fall. Georgian Jews favor go-

zinaqi, walnuts boiled in honey, for Purim,

a late-winter holiday commemorating

the rescue of Jews from extermination in

ancient Persia.

Georgian women have also adapted cer-

tain dishes to locally available ingredients.

For Passover kharoset (called kharazeti

in Georgian) they add pears, apricots, and

almonds to the usual apples, raisins, and

walnuts. The Bukharan osevo is an Asian

analogue to the Sabbath bean pot called

cholent by Ashkenazim. Both dishes can

be put on the stove just before the Sabbath

begins, cooked slowly overnight, and

eaten after the Saturday morning service

without violating the religious prohibition

against work and the lighting of fires.

Considering the open hostility of the So-

viet regime to religion, and to Jewish reli-

gion in particular, it is remarkable that so

many food memories and practices have

Aworid
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survived. But across the vast geographical

range of Jewish settlement in the USSR,
the situation is mixed, sometimes propi-

tious for the survival of traditional Jewish

food practice, sometimes not.

Marion Sitomer observes:

Particularly in the western parts of the So-

viet Union, the kosher kitchen has almost

disappeared. However, strong vestiges,

such as abstinence from pork and shellfish,

remain. In contrast, the Caucasus and Cen-

tral Asia have been less touched by external

political forcel. Good agricultural condi-

tions, which produce a greater variety of

foodstuffs, and the presence of traditional

Moslem dietary practices, which are com-

patible with Kashruth [the kosher dietary

laws], buttress the maintenance of the ko-

sher kitchen.

No doubt, these same conditions persist

in the USSR and will continue to affect

the Jews who remain there now that offi-

cial policy has virtually cut off the flow of

Jewish emigration. But in Brooklyn, in

Little Odessa, anyone curious to get a

taste of how Jewish cooking has evolved

during sixty-five years of Soviet domina-

tion can have a very interesting time in

any of several new restaurants that have

brought Tashkent and Tbilisi within reach

of the New York subway.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interest is the history andpreparation

offood. Sign in Russian helps recent immigrantsfrom the Soviet Union.

Two recipes adapted from Food Tradi-

tions ofJewsfrom the Soviet Union, com-

piled by Marion Sitomer and published by

Federation of Jewish Philanthropies, 1 30

East 59th St., New York, NY 10022,

$4.95 postpaid.

Dora Aranov's Bakhsh

2 cups rice

Salt

1 pound boneless red meat (pork ex-

cluded) or chicken, cubed

Vi pound beef or calfs liver, cubed

Vi pound raw chicken or beef fat

2-3 small bunches of fresh coriander,

washed and finely chopped

Pepper

1

.

Rinse and drain the rice.

2. Bring 6 quarts of water to a boil in a

large pot. Salt lightly.

3. While waiting for the water to boil, mix

ingredients in a bowl, adding at least 1

teaspoon salt and Vi teaspoon pepper.

4. Place ingredients into a clean cloth

sack and tie tightly with a string. The
bag should be large enough so that

there will be an inch or so of free space

at the top between the ingredients and

the knot.

5. Immerse the sack, which is called a

myeshok, in the boiling water, leaving

the string hanging over the edge of the

pot. When the water returns to the boil,

lower heat, cover, and simmer for 2

hours. After 1 hour, use the string to re-

move the sack from the water. Invert

the sack and return it to the water and

finish cooking. As the rice expands

during cooking, it will fill out the sack.

6. Remove the sack and drain, still knot-

ted, in a colander. Cut open the sack

and pour contents onto a serving plat-

ter The rice will be very soft and a pale

green color from the coriander Serve

immediately.

Yield: Four servings

Sara Khulis's RosI Beet Patties

6-8 medium beets, peeled, washed, and

quartered

3 large onions, peeled, chopped, and

sauteed in oil until translucent

3 eggs, beaten

Vi cup matzoh meal

Salt

Pinch of sour salt (optional)

Oil for frying

Sour cream

1

.

Put beets in a glass jar, cover with cole

water, and tie cheesecloth over the top

of the jar. Place lid loosely on top anc

set aside for 10 days. When rosl is'

ready, the liquid will be dark and a lit:

tie cloudy.

2. Drain beets, saving the liquid. Rur

beets through a meat grinder or fooq

processor or grate finely.

3. Combine beets, onions, beaten eggj:

matzoh meal, and salt in a bowl. Mi?

well.

4. Heat oil in a skillet. Drop mixture ir

small mounds and fry until brown or

both sides.

5. Heat fermented beet juice and add £

pinch of sour salt, if desired.

6. Serve patties in juice with a dollop ol

sour cream.

Yield: Six servings
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For the past eight years Douglas A.

Conner has been investigating the be-

havior and ecology of the high-altitude

pika. He has done fieldwork on these di-

minutive relatives of the rabbit in New
Mexico, California, Utah, and Colorado.

A graduate student in biology at the Uni-

versity of Colorado, Conner is at present

conducting a comparative study of the

vocal behavior of three species of nut-

hatches native to Colorado and trying to

unravel the organization of vocal com-

munication in black-billed magpies.

When not in pursuit of pikas and nut-

hatches, he enjoys preparing—and eat-

ing—French and ItaUan food.

I. Sheldon Posen (left), Joseph Sciorra

(center), and photographer Martha

Cooper first worked together docu-

menting urban folklife for a research

project called Brooklyn Rediscovery.

The article in this issue on the giglio

grew out of a slide lecture they prepared

for the 1 982 annual meeting of the New
York Folklore Society. Posen, a Cana-

dian who was the fieldwork coordinator

for the Brooklyn project, is a folklorist

currently working toward his Ph.D. at

the University of Pennsylvania. He has

been studying the singing traditions of

an Irish/French village in Quebec.

Sciorra, who was a fieldworker for the

project, is a graduate student in perfor-

mance studies at New York University.

His current activities include recording

Italian folk music in New York City.

Photographer Cooper, who has a di-

ploma in ethnology from Oxford, is

collaborating with the authors on a book

about the giglio.

In 1980, W. Linn Montgomery trav-

eled to Canada to study brook trout in a

river system in eastern Quebec, near the

Matamek Research Station. At the sta-

tion he learned from his colleagues that

Atlantic salmon were reaching sexual

maturity while still small juveniles and

that such precocity is increasingly preva-

lent. Montgomery then began studying

the mating system of these fish in an at-

tempt to understand what lay behind the

phenomenon. An assistant professor of

zoology at Northern Arizona University

in Flagstaff, Montgomery is also work-

ing on the ecology of herbivorous coral

reef fishes of the Red Sea and, closer

to home, the fishes of southwestern

y
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Books in Review

The Coming ofa Sage to Samoa
by David M. Schneider

MargaretMead and Samoa: The Mak-
ing AND Unmaking of an Anthropol-
ogical Myth, by Derek Freeman. Har-

vard University Press, $20.00; 379 pp.

This is a bad book. It is also a duD book.

To make matters worse, the book has been

promoted in ways that seem to me to have

precluded whatever useful, serious discus-

sion it might have provoked. I do not know
whether the publisher should take the bur-

den of the responsibility for this or

whether the author shares a large part of

that responsibility by virtue of the inflam-

matory statements he has made to the me-

dia. I do know that I was invited to discuss

Freeman's work with him on a television

show and also on a radio show, hardly suit-

able situations for the thoughtful discus-

sion of scientific matters. But the real

trouble with the hype, and the reason I

think both author and publisher have

acted irresponsibly in this matter, is that

the problems the book purports to deal

with have been oversimplified, distorted,

and sensationalized. Thus, instead of a

scholarly work of significance, the book is

now a media event.

"New Book Challenges Margaret

Mead's Conclusions" says the New York

Times of January 31, 1983. If Freeman
wants his book to be remembered and dis-

cussed as the book that said Mead made
errors in reporting Samoan ethnogra-

phy—and his title suggests that that is in-

deed his main concern—he has suc-

ceeded, even though this has long been

known throughout the profession. That it

is news to the New York Times, Time,

Newsweek, and Science only indicates

that these publications do not always re-

port all the news. Or perhaps certain is-

sues suddenly become newsworthy at

times other than when the relevant events

took place.

Freeman has divided his book into four

parts. The first part opens with an account

of the rise of the eugenics movement and

its countermovement, cultural determin-

ism, in which Franz Boas took a major

role. The doctrine of cultural determinism

was pitted against that of biological deter-

minism. Boas looked. Freeman says, for

some way to show, once and for all, that

the biological determinists were wrong.

In part II, Freeman tells us that Mead,
working closely with, and greatly influ-

enced by, Ruth Benedict, was sent to Sa-

moa at Boas's behest to see if adolescent

problems commonly believed to be largely

the outcome of biological conditions were

different in a different culture. If they

were, then the decisive "negative case"

would destroy the position of the biologi-

cal determinists. Mead returned from the

field and, as Freeman puts it, presented

"Boas with an absolute answer." In Sa-

moa, Mead wrote, the cultural circum-

stances were such that there was little if

any of the Sturm und Drang of adoles-

cence found in European society, and she

related this to certain features of Samoan
culture. Adolescent turmoO, then, was a

consequence of culture, not nature. With

this decisive negative case the doctrine of

biological determinism was dealt a severe

but (as Freeman does not stress) by no

means fatal blow.

Freeman gives a chapter to Mead's de-

piction of Samoan culture and then fol-

lows with a chapter in which he discusses

the development of the "myth" of cultural

determinism and the "myth" that Samoa
has a culture free of many of the strains

and conflicts of European culture. In the

longest section of the book (eleven chap-

ters) Freeman refutes Mead's conclusions,

detailing where he thinks Mead misstated

the facts about Samoan life and thus drew

erroneous conclusions. The book con-

cludes with two short chapters: the first

dealing with "Mead's Misconstruing of

Samoa"; the other headed "Toward A
More Scientific Anthropological Pro-

gram."

Just what is the problem to which this

book is addressed? Is it an attempt to dem-

onstrate that the doctrine of cultural de-

terminism, however formulated, is false?

If that is so, this is not the way to do it, for

Mead was only one of a host of cultural de-

terminists. To show that just Mead was

wrong does not prove that others, with

other arguments, other formulations,

other data, did not have a stronger case

and might indeed be correct. The book

does not really aim to refute cultural de-

terminism, whatever that may be.

ectthJ

tingoiJ

Is it the object of the book to correct

errors that have been made in reporting

Samoa? This cannot be the case, for ex-

cept for a few minor points. Mead alone ii

accused of errors. Observers of Samoa are

quoted and cited by the dozen but always

to show that Mead took a different posi-;

tion and, therefore, was wrong. No sys-

tematic attempt is made to compare othei

ethnographers or observers. How does

Kramer compare with Holmes and Shore':

Did Brenchley agree with Pritchard on ev

ery point? How reUable, compared mi
others, was Stevenson? Did Freeman him-

self disagree with any observers other thar

Mead? It is not as if Samoa were a one-

ethnographer culture.

Or is it the book's object to demonstrate

that biological factors are of the utmosl

importance in determining cultural condi-

tions, patterns of behavior, or whatever'!

Not likely, for nowhere does Freeman at-

tempt to show just what, just where, and

just how biological factors play a role ir

human behavior in its cultural context.

Quite the opposite. At many points in the

book Freeman has perfect opportunities tc

show the way in which biological facton

either determine or affect behavior—

thereby stilling theories of pure cultural

determinism once and for all. But he nevei

takes advantage of them. For example,

Freeman shows that Samoa has an ex-

tremely high rate of assault. What biologi-

cal factors are at work here and how dc

they work to set Samoa so far apart from

so many other countries? Again, the rate

of rape, as Freeman shows, is also remark-

ably high as compared with certain othei

nations. No one doubts that human sex-

uality has biological components. Mead,

Boas, Kroeber, Lowie, Benedict, or any oi

the other of Freeman's advocates of cul-

tural determinism would all readily agree.

Here was Freeman's great chance to show

just how the biological components oper-

ate in the determination of, on the one

hand, the act of rape and, on the othei

hand, the rate of rape (two quite distinct

problems, of course).

But this does not prevent Freeman from

demanding that Mead do what he does not

have the capacity or the inclination to do.

He says, for example, "As we have al-

4 Natural History 6/83
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ready seen, rather than attempting a di-

rect study of the interrelation of cultural

and biological variables. Mead followed

the course of presenting Samoan society

as a negative instance " (my empha-

sis). In other words, Freeman chides

Mead for not doing in 1928 what he con-

spicuously fails to do in 1983, despite the

many recent advances in biology and in

our understanding of the biological de-

terminants of human behavior.

I think we must conclude that the

main—if not the only—object of this book

is to attack Margaret Mead, and that the

method for doing this is to show, first, that

other people did not agree with many of

her findings on Samoa and, second, that

she reached conclusions with which Free-

man disagrees.

But Freeman uses one other device to

attack Mead. He rides under the banner

of Science, and says that Mead was not

rigorous in her methods, not systematic in

her fieldwork, that she was young, inex-

perienced, and ill-prepared and so was un-

able to meet the scientific standards re-

quired to establish the facts on which

sound conclusions could be based.

Two brief points need to be made in this

connection. First, Freeman takes a special

variant of logical positivism as his stan-

dard. His position is that scientific conclu-

sions are reached on the basis of a specific

set of scientifically established facts.

Where the data are faulty, then the con-

clusions must necessarily be faulty. He
writes,

It is with the scientific adequacy of Mead's

picture of Samoan society that I shall, from

now on, be concerned, for to the extent that

this picture is defective, Samoa ceases to be

a negative instance, and Mead's central

conclusion that culture, or nurture, is all-

important in the determination of adoles-

cent and other aspects of human behavior is

revealed as ungrounded and invalid.

I will not dwell on this logical error at

length. Suffice it to say that the relation-

ship between data and conclusions is far

more complex and allows for far more in-

tervening variables than Freeman seems

to imagine. Mead may have been even

more wrong than Freeman says she was

about the Samoan ethnography, but she

still may have been dead right about the

cultural factors that influence adoles-

cence in both Samoa and America and

even about cultural determinism in gen-

eral. If one considers the matter in terms

of probability theory, however low the

probability is, there is still a chance that

Mead was right and Freeman utterly and

irredeemably wrong about cultural deter-

minism and adolescence on Samoa.

The second point concerning Freeman's

insistence on the most scrupulous adher-

ence to rigorous scientific methods is that

this is another instance where the stan-

dards he sets for others are not those he

sets for himself. As I read the eleven chap-

ters headed "A Refutation of Mead's

Conclusions" I found it interesting to see

how much he depended on the fieldwork

of others and how little of his own field-

work he cites. Kramer is continually

called on, as are many others. Only in the

later chapters on punishment and child

rearing does Freeman use his own, mostly

anecdotal data, and then only sparingly.

But in at least one instance he is more than

anecdotal. The material must be quoted in

full to be appreciated.

In 1967 I was able to complete a detailed

survey of the incidence of virginity in ad-

olescent girls by making, with the assis-

tance of my wife, a census of all the young

females of a village on the south coast of

Upolu born within the period 1945-1955.

This gave a sample of sixty-seven individ-

uals, varying in age from 12 to 22. We col-

lected information on whether these girls

and young women were virgins and whether

they were members of the Ekalesia [a

church group]

.

There follows a table showing four col-

umns. The first column gives ages from 14

through 19. The second the number of

girls. The third the number of virgins. The
last column gives the percentage of virgins

of the total number of girls for that age

group. For example, of the ten girls age

1 5, eight are virgins—giving a figure of 80

percent virgins for that age group.

Now, rigorous, scientific methodology

is absolutely required, according to Free-

man. By what rigorous, scientific methods

did he and his wife estabUsh who was and

who was not a virgin so that they could re-

port that 80 percent of the fifteen-year-

olds were virgins? Freeman gives abso-

lutely no information. Was there a phys-

ical inspection? What expertise does he

have in the matter of physical inspections?

Were friends and neighbors interviewed?

Were the girls themselves asked? Were

the data checked against information ob-

tained from the young men? Estabhshing

who is and who is not a virgin is no simple

matter; it is further compHcated by Free-

man's indication in another chapter that

these girls are all devout. God-fearing, ob-

servant Christians whose public behavior

is a matter of the utmost concern to their

pastor and their parents. I confess that I

am dying to know just how Freeman es-

tablished his scientifically precise figures,

for Freeman is clearly—indeed, repeti-

tively—unflinching in his loyalty to the

canons of scientific methodology.

Now we can return to the question I

raised before. What kind of book is thi

Do its author and publisher intend it to 1

a scholarly monograph on a subject th

demands a high level of technical comp
fence to appreciate and judge? Or is it

rected at a popular audience lacking tl

technical background for critical jud

ment but sufficiently curious about tl

public persona of Margaret Mead to be

terested in having her "debunked"? If th

is the case, then the hype makes go(

sense. If the book is aimed at a popular a

dience and has a message likely to fall

receptive ears, then having it discussed

five-minute spots on television is a go(

idea. This is a commercial enterprise, n

a contribution to knowledge. That it

published by a press that presents itself i

scholarly does not necessarily make it

scholarly book. That its tone is solemn, i

befits a book written by a professor emei

tus of the Australian National Universit

is only proper. Freeman is not, after all,

stringer for Time magazine. But in a boc

of this sort, it makes no sense to go into ft

methodological discussions of how virgi

ity is established—scientifically, that i

We are meant to take Freeman's wor;

that a man dedicated to science, a profe

sor emeritus with long experience, mu
know how to positively and scientifical

identify a virgin. After all, the technic

details may not be that interesting (exee]

in this particular case).

Perhaps, then, I am reviewing a con

mercial endeavor as if it were a seriou|

scholarly undertaking. And I can say thi

the book is bad because it falls far short

even the loosest standards of scholarshr

It is bad because it is more concerned wii

mounting a personal attack on Margan

Mead than with intellectual or scholar)

questions, even though it pretends to co;

cem itself with these matters. Indeed, t

"myth" of the subtitle turns out to be noi

other than Mead herself.

Can it then be argued that a necessa

step in the progress of science is the di

struction of the "myth" of Margan

Mead? Freeman advances no such argi

ment and I can think of none.

Freeman opens the book with a sixt;

one page review of the historical bad

ground of eugenics, some of the notions

biological determinism, and the place

Boas in the controversy centering on e

genics. Freeman's history is deficient

one important respect. He treats the coi

troversy as if it were a nartowly defina

purely intellectual problem—biologic

determinism versus cultural determinis

But that debate has always been deeplj

embedded in wider questions of race, ri

cial purity, and racial types, around whic

there was and still is considerable fermen
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It is not difficult to list the world's

greatest books. The titles and authors

leap quickly to mind. And for good

reason. The books that have been

recognized as great, generation after

generation, are part of the world we
live in. They have shaped our lives,

our language, our values, our outlook.

These books include novels like

Melville's Moby Dick, Dickens' A Tale

of Two Cities, Hawthorne's Scarlet Letter,

Bronte's Wuthering Heights. They in-

clude serious—yet highly readable

—

worksof thought like Plato's RfpMfo/rc...

heroic epics like Homer's I//fl(i... sharp-

witted satire like Swift's Gulliver's

Trni'f/s.. .brilliant poetry like Whit-

man's Leaves of Grass.

On everyone's list would be the

great works of Shakespeare, Chaucer,

Dante, Darwin, and Twain. These

are books you want on your book-

shelf. Books you want your children

and their children to read. And now
you can have them—the ultimate

private library.

The Volumes Themselves
are Works of Art

Your pride in this collection will be

two-fold—arising both from the sig-

nificance and stature of each literary

masterpiece. ..and from the sheer

beauty of each volume. Every volume
in this unique private library will

exemplify the ultimate in the art of

printing, binding, and illustration.

Genuine Leather Bindings

Today it is rare to find books bound
in genuine leather. The cost of such

bindings and the time required to

create them has made the crafting of

such bindings an almost vanishing

art. But each book in this collection

will be bound in genuine leather!

Intricate Cover Designs
Accented With Real 22kt Gold

Each luxurious full-leather binding

will be deeply inlaid with real gold on
the spine. And each will be deeply in-

laid with perfectly matched golden
designs on the front and back covers.

Then, to bring out the full beauty of

each cover design, the pages will be

gilded along all three sides with a

special golden finish.

Elegant Finishing Touches

Each volume will have beautiful

endsheets of rich moire fabric and a

matching ribbon page marker. Each
volume will be bound with a"hubbed"
spine that is characteristic of only the
finest books. In every respect, this is

to be a collection which rivals any-
thing seen in the great private
libraries of days gone by.
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the leathers used, in the distinctive

cover designs, and in the illustrations.

Yet the collection as a whole will
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because the volumes will be of con-

sistent quality throughout.

Convenient Acquisition Plan

Because of the extreme care and

craftsmanship required in printing

and binding, the books in this collec-

tion will be issued at the rate of one

per month. It will give you great

pleasure to see your collection be-

coming more impressive with each

passing month.
Comparable books bound in genu-

edges provide elegance and Permanenttif sewn ribbon

from dust and moisture page marker

ine leather command as much as $75
per volume. However, you will be

pleased to learn that the volumes in

this collection will be priced at only
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your subscription at any time.
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in Europe and America. Although many

of the quotations that Freeman cites from

Boas are taken out of context, so as to re-

move their concern with the issue of race

and keep them in the realm of cultural ver-

sus biological determinism, there remain

some quotations that clearly show the

matter was not a simple "either/or" ques-

tion for Boas; he never really denied that

biological factors were significant in be-

havior. What Boas kept insisting, however

(and this Feeman omits from his history),

was that the concept of race had no valid-

ity and that certain behavioral character-

istics, such as criminal tendencies, intel-

lectual capacities, ability to reason, and so

on, were simply not demonstrable charac-

teristics of any of the so-called races. Boas

never denied individual differences. He
denied that groups that were stable over

long periods of time, regardless of environ-

ment, could be defined on the basis of bio-

logical criteria.

Neither was the issue of race a tempest

in a purely scholarly teapot, as Freeman's

version of history seems to suggest. There

were pogroms in Eastern Europe; there

were problems in America with the "Irish

race" and the "Mediterranean race," with

the "German race," the "Oriental race,"

and the "Black race," and the First World

War did nothing to quiet the concern with

race. Although the statue that stands in

New York Harbor bears the legend "Give

me . . . Your huddled masses," in 1 884

and 1886 a lot of people in the United

States had had more than enough of the

huddled masses. Even before that, in

1 882, the Chinese Exclusion Act had been

passed. Congressional hearings had led to

the immigration acts of 1917, 1921, and

1924. The first quotas for Europeans were

set in the act of 1921 and further restric-

tions were specified in the act of 1924.

Boas and his students Kroeber, Lowie,

Benedict, and Mead took part in this con-

troversy. This major political issue osten-

sibly rested on the question of whether

distinct, genetically stable races having

distinct behavioral and biological charac-

ters could be defined. And this was the set-

ting in which the catch phrases "nature

versus nurture" and "biological deter-

mination versus cultural determinism"

found their place.

For Boas, Kroeber, Lowie, Benedict,

and Mead there was a clear distinction be-

tween the problems of race and the nar-

rower, specific problems of just how cul-

ture and nature interact in determining

individual behavior. The two were not to-

tally distinct, but the problem of race was

of major importance as a national and in-

ternational issue—a political issue of the

first magnitude that influenced the ur-
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gency with which these scientists took up

the nature versus nurture debate.

The arguments about biology and cul-

ture—and Freeman's handling of them

—

can be better understood in the broader

context of European culture and intellec-

tual history.

There has been a tendency to blame

Descartes for the dualisms of body and

mind, flesh and spirit, nature and culture.

But Descartes only put into formal terms a

fundamental opposition that is embedded

in European culture and to which we are

all heir. The opposition between biologis-

tic thinking (a special instance of "materi-

alism") and, what I call for convenience,

"rationaUst" thinking, runs through all of

our intellectual productions.

The opposition was not derived from

the philosophers. Quite the contrary. The

philosophers derived this duaUsm from

the folk epistemology, the culture itself,

and Freeman, in following this duaUsm, is

doing nothing more than elevating two

folk categories of European culture to the

rank of Great Scientific Concepts. And he

does so by following his implicit cultural

categories faithfully, putting them in op-

position to each other so that they can

never be equal but must always be either

one or the other, yet always the one imply-

ing the other, even when it is in an ascen-

dant position.

The materialist side of the opposition,

of which biologistic thinking is but a spe-

cial instance, rests on the given, the natu-

ral order of things, natural law, God's cre-

ation, the places that people are bom to

and find themselves in by virtue of their

natures, their biological makeup. If they

are rich and famous, it is because they

have the inborn talent to be so; if they are

poor and wretched, it is because that is the

nature of things—because that is the limit

of their talents. Accepting what God has

given may ameliorate their lot or we can

provide charity or benign neglect. But

there can be no sense in pouring effort into

helping them help themselves because

they cannot change what is fixed, immuta-

ble, and given in the nature of their mate-

rial, that is, biological, circumstances.

In the rationalist (probably not the best

name, but the best I can come up with at

the moment) position, the individual

—

with a mind, with reason, with the capac-

ity to think—is the basic unit that acts.

The capacity to think of different orders,

different relations, different ways of doing

and thinking things is what is celebrated in

this side of the opposition. Man's task is to

transcend nature, not to be bound by na-

ture; to control nature, not be controlled

by nature; to seek the limits of human ca-

pacities and not accept the limits defined

by the social order. Individualism take

precedence over the obligation to abide b

rigid group standards. Invention—

c

things, of ways of thinking and ways of dc

ing—is part of this position. And of cours

there is a strong tendency toward a phik

sophic ideaUsm. i

As I say, the opposing positions are in:

plicit in almost every aspect of Europeaj

culture, but they are never in perfect bai

ance except for those theoretically imag

inable moments when one is losing its posi}

tion of dominance and the other i

ascending to the position of dominance

When Liberty, Equality, and Fratemit;

were becoming dominant, many of thi

heads that were being lost belonged to in

dividuals who, by biological criteria, ha<

been bom to high station. The two posi

tions also have different political implica,

tions and entail clearly defined politica

philosophies. And this is where I find th(

profound significance of Freeman's bool

at this particular time.

Boas, Kroeber, Lowie, Benedict, Meat

—among a host of others—subscribed t(

the rationalist position. They did not denj

biology nor did they ever want to denij

it (Freeman's claims notwithstanding)!

What they wanted to know were the exac;

conditions that biology imposed.

The current period seems to be one ol

those times when materialist, biologistic

thinking is in some degree of ascendancy

Freeman's book fits into this climate verj

neatly. It is a direct inference from whal

he says that the Samoans are given tc

great violence—consider the high rate oi

murder and assault—and that biological

determinants play a role in this. It is a

direct inference from what he says that

given the importance of biological factors

in determining human behavior, Samoansi

are genetically endowed with a strong ten-

dency to place utmost importance on so-

cial rank and hierarchy. And that this, in

tum, is reinforced by their biologically de-

termined tendency to enforce the most ex-

treme forms of discipline on infants, chil-'

dren, and adults in the maintenance of

that elaborately ranked social order, with

its great differences of privilege. Freeman,

in a word, seems to be a cultural funda-

mentaUst in this respect, quite the oppo-

site of the rationalist.

Freeman's book is not a serious, schol-

arly work but an unscientific personal at-

tack on Margaret Mead, who stands, in

the eyes of many, for rationalist values. It

is a work that celebrates a particular po-

litical climate by denigrating another.

David M. Schneider is William B. Ogden

Distinguished Service Professor of An-

thropology at the University of Chicago.
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This View of Life!

A Life and Death Tail

Natural selection can influence even the dead
and discarded parts of an animal

by Stephen Jay Gould

On the whole, I've always been de-

lighted to be a mammal. Warmth, intelli-

gence, and a full head of hair have their

advantages after all. But nature gives

nothing without exacting a price in return.

And so, I've always felt just a bit sad that

mammals—in contrast to most so-called

lower creatures—have lost virtually all

power to regenerate lost parts. We can

heal some prodigious wounds, but we
cannot re-form a lost finger or limb. We
have paid in fragility.

Regeneration has obvious advantages

for extended, full, and prosperous lives.

But what about the other side of the coin?

Can the direct loss of a body part have

evolutionary value? Can natural selection

modify the mode of loss and the action of

autotomized parts? Autotomy, or self-

cutting, refers to the active shedding of a

structure—usually a limb or tail—by an

organism. The subject is a large one and I

shall discuss only one small comer of it,

the possible evolutionary significance of

motion in parts after they are autoto-

mized.

The literature of natural history is re-

plete with speculations about the evolu-

tionary significance of movement in autot-

omized parts. In an early example, E.B.

Poulton, the great English Darwinian who
fought his battles for natural selection

when the popularity of Darwin's theory

was at its nadir, deUvered an address on

"Theories of Evolution" to the Boston So-

ciety of Natural History on February 7,

1894. He proposed that lobsters often

abandon their large claws after they have

sunk them into a potential predator. The
claw muscles continue to contract after

autotomy and the pincer remains painfully

attached. In other words, the claw has

evolutionary significance after its tech-
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nical death, for it enables the lobster to

escape while a predator tends to its wounds:

In the case of the lobster, the dismembered
claw may not let go of the enemy although

the enemy may let go of the claw. The claw

may take charge of the enemy while the lob-

ster escapes. Now that is a very interesting

adaptation. We find the claw so formed

that it can be thrown off, but even when
thrown off it continues to be of much use to

the organism. Its nervous and muscular

mechanism is so arranged that mutilation

actually stimulates it to contract, and it

continues to hold the enemy.

Useful as the claw might be to a lobster,

it had even greater value for Poulton in his

defense of natural selection against the

Lamarckian doctrine of use and disuse

(the inheritance of acquired characters).

The case can only be explained by natural

selection, Poulton argues, because an

autotomized structure is dead and de-

tached. It cannot be gradually perfected

by Lamarckian styles of inheritance: how
could an activity displayed by a claw only

after it ceases to be part of the lobster ever

be transmitted as an acquired character?

But the adaptation posed no problem for

Darwinians because those lobsters with

claws that fortuitously hold tighter after

autotomy live to produce more offspring

with claws more tenacious than average.

Although escape from predators is the

usual adaptive significance cited for the

movement of autotomized parts, Poulton's

theme of aggressive attack by part upon

predator is the rarer of two modes. Usu-

ally, the autotomized part does not assault

the predator; rather, its movement dis-

tracts a potential enemy (which attacks

the part rather than the animal), thus al-

lowing the organism to escape and regen-

erate its missing structure.

Nonetheless, Poulton's theme has been!

corroborated in some recent studies as'

well. In 1970 M.H. Robinson, L.G. Abele,

and B. Robinson studied the interaction of

Central American otters and the freshwa-

ter crab Potamocarcinus richmondi {Sci-

ence, vol. 169, p. 300). When an otter at-

tacks, the crab often buries its large right
j

claw in the otter's skin and then autoto-|

mizes it, making its getaway while the ot-

ter writhes.

The three authors then extended their

studies to five other species of Central

American crabs. This time—proving that

science can still provide some kooky fun

while discovering something quite mter-

esting—they used a teddy bear mounted

on a wire as their predator "mimic." They

write: "The bear was about 30 cm long

with a crude mammalian surface texture

and profile, and was effective in eliciting

defensive behavior." Indeed, all five spe-

cies of crabs buried their claws into the

teddy bear and then autotomized them be-

fore fleeing this newly constituted terror

of the seaside.

The three authors also point out that

Poulton's mode represents a most unusual

strategy of defense for an animal. Those

that use it both attack and run at the same

time, a situation only possible when a spa-

tial separation can be made between the

two functions.

The second theme for escape—distrac-

tion of predators by moving autotomized

parts—has been invoked far more often

and over a wider range of animals. Many

marine snails lack shells (or reduce them

to rudiments) and swim very efficiently.

They carry projections, called papillae, on

their body surface and these papillae can

be autotomized. M. Edmunds writes {De-

fence in Animals, Longman, 1974): "The
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"
papillae continue to writhe for some mii

utes after detachment, and presumabl

they may keep a predator fish occupie

whilst the mollusc crawls away." Harves

men (relatives of spiders, including th

daddy-long-legs) and some true spider

can autotomize one or more of their leg;

which then may twitch for more than a

hour. The animal often plays dead, leavin

predators to concentrate upon the movin.

legs.

But this second theme has been appliei

most frequently to the autotomy of tails b;

Uzards. In 1907, G.B. Longstaff chlorc

formed some specimens of the South Afri

can gecko, Pachydactylus maculatus

This treatment caused autotomy of tb

tail and led directly to the death of botl

the gecko and the taU. But Longstaff wa

surprised to note that the tail "took mucl

longer to die than the body" and that i

moved with much more vigor. He specu

lated that distraction of predators migh

be a natural function of the autotomizec

tail.

The vitality and activity of the tails of liz

ards after they have been cast off are, I be

lieve, an adaptation for the purpose of aid

ing in the escape from a pursuing enemy

The tail becomes for the moment a morf

lively and interesting object than the lizarc

itself, and is likely to distract the attentior

of an enemy.

This theme has been prominent in tk

Uterature on autotomy in lizards evei

since. The problem with this traditiona

explanation is that it has, until now, beer

entirely speculative. We have no prooi

that the motion of autotomized parts is a

direct adaptation for escape of the animal

from predators. An obvious alternative

presents itself. Anyone who has dissected a

frog m a high school biology lab (I did not,

for we had no biology labs in pre-Sputnik

New York City high schools) knows that

muscles often twitch spontaneously after

they have been removed from the animal.

Perhaps, then, the movement of autoto-

mized parts is not a direct adaptation at all,

but merely the ordinary motion of muscles

after death. These motions might still be

useful in escape from predators but only

as a lucky accident, not as a direct adapta-

tion shaped by natural selection.

In the quotation cited above, Poulton|

makes a claim for direct adaptation in!

stating that autotomized claws hold more

tightly than claws still attached to thej

body. Yet I am unaware of any direct sup-i

port for this statement. Longstaff, in 1 907,i

was more forthright in acknowledging thcj

problem. He expressed his preference for

the adaptive explanation but presented!

the alternative.

It is probable that the phenomena are not to

14 Natur.al History 6/83



Hin

e explained merely by the temporary

laintenance of vitality in the tissues of an

mputaled part, but that the special activ-

y manifested is due to accumulation

irough natural selection.

How can we resolve this dilemma? The
Extensive literature on adaptive signifi-

cance of autotomy itself will not suffice.

).B. Wake and I.G. Dresner, for example,

avc shown that two-thirds of plethodon-

d salamander species have evolved a

! asal constriction in the tail just at the site

'f autotomy. Here the length and diame-

;r of the first caudal segment are re-

uccd. Moreover, areas of weakness in the

;kin define the route of breakage. Finally,

'/hen the entire tail is shed, a cylinder of

'kin one body-segment long closes over the

'/ound, neatly sealing it. But this dem-

'instration of evolved design for autotomy

'bviously says nothing about the adaptive

'ignificance (or lack thereof) for motion

"f the autotomized part after it is shed,

kutotomy itself is clearly adaptive; mo-

lion may or may not be.

I' A clear experimental design for demon-

iitrating the adaptive significance of mo-
'ion would involve two steps. First, we
I hould be able to show directly that mo-

,
ion of the tail can distract predators and

The annual index for

Natlrai. Histor\, VoLLMi: 91. 198:;

may be obtained by writing to:

INDEX
Natural History

Central Park West at 79(h Street

New York, N.Y. 10024

ead to successful escape. Moreover, es-

:ape should more often be successful in

pecies with vigorous motion of autoto-

nized parts than in species known to uti-

'ize other modes of defense against preda-

ors. Second, and most importantly, we
hould demonstrate that species escaping

uccessfully move their tails more vigor-

,)usly and longer than ordinary post-

nortem contractions would allow, while

;.pecies that do not benefit from the mo-
ion of their autotomized tails move those

ails at the normal rate. This would supply

'.trong evidence for enhancement of mo-
,

ion by natural selection. After nearly a

•:entury of speculation, an impressive re-

port based on this research design has just

3een published by Benjamin E. Dial and
Lloyd C. Fitzpatrick {Science, vol. 219,
ip. 391-93. 1 also thank Dial and Fitzpat-

ick for their thorough citations from the

itcrature, an indispensable aid for finding

he sources I have already cited).

Dial and Fitzpatrick chose two species

if lizard: the first, Anolis carolinensis,

tutotomizes its tail but does not seem to

ise the motion of its abandoned posterior

jis a means of escaping from predators; the

:|iecond, Scincella lateralis, thrashes its

I,
~"
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autotomized tail with much more gusto,

continuity, and apparent use in escape.

The authors then exposed lizards and their

autotomized tails to feral cats. In diiferent

experiments, they used fresh tails still

thrashing and tails abandoned some time

before and now completely quiescent. For

A. carolinensis, it didn't matter whether

the severed tails were still thrashing or al-

ready exhausted. Cats never attacked the

tails, whether they moved or not; they al-

ways went right for the lizard itself. In S.

lateralis, on the other hand, cats attacked

the lizard rather than the exhausted tail in

all six trials—and the lizard never es-

caped. In all seven trials with thrashing

tails, cats attacked the tail rather than the

lizard and the lizard always escaped suc-

cessfully.

Dial and Fitzpatrick then tried another

predator, the snake Lampropeltis triangu-

lum. Working only with S. lateralis this

time (the utility of its thrashing tail had al-

ready been demonstrated in the experi-

ment with cats), they found that thrashing

and exhausted tails were ingested at the

same rate, but that snakes spent much
more time subduing the thrashing tails. In

fact, snakes spent 23 percent of their total

handling time in subduing a thrashing tail,

but only 2 percent in positioning an ex-

hausted tail for swallowing. Expressed an-

other way, snakes required an average ad-

ditional thirty-seven seconds to handle

thrashing tails, a fair slug of time for per-

mitting a speedy lizard to make its escape.

Finally, snakes constricted 44 percent of

the thrashing tails before swallowing

them—the standard behavior for treating

"live" prey. But the exhausted tails didn't

waylay them and none was constricted be-

fore swallowing.

These experiments nicely demonstrate

that conspicuous tail thrashers gain bene-

fits in permitting the detached body to es-

cape, while other species that autotomize

but do not thrash with gusto obtain no ad-

vantages from their tail's motion. They

also show that motion itself is the key to

adaptive significance, for exhausted tails

provide no edge at all in escape. Still, a

role for natural selection has not yet been

demonstrated. Perhaps S. lateralis, for all

the vigor of its thrashing tail, merely uses

the twitching potential of all reptilian

muscle in a manner that fortuitously aids

its detached body to escape.

Dial and Fitzpatrick therefore com-

pleted their work by measuring the chemi-

cal potential for thrashing in autotomized

tails and bodies. Tails thrash by anaerobic

metabolism and build up concentrations

of the chemical lactate. Thus a compari-

son of lactate levels in autotomized tails

with concentrations in the body itself can

provide a test for the hypothesis that natu-

ral selection directly enhances thrashing.

Dial and Fitzpatrick began with A. car-

olinensis, the species that (in the cat ex-

periments) did not enhance its capacity

for escape by thrashing the autotomized

tail. Lactate concentration was higher in

autotomized tails after thrashing than in

attached tails after rest—scarcely surpris-

ing since one tail worked while the other

did not. But the raised lactate concentra-

tion of the exhausted, autotomized tail did

not exceed that of the exhausted whole

body. In other words, the species that does

not use its thrashing tail as escape be-

havior does not move its dismembered tail

at more than the normal rate for the body

itself.

In S. lateralis, on the other hand, where

we know that thrashing aids in escape, lac-

tate concentration in exhausted, autoto-

mized tails reached double the level for

exhausted whole bodies. To make doubly

sure, the authors then compared lactate

concentrations in autotomized tails with

tails that remained attached to the body

during escape behavior, for it is possible,

they reasoned, that the high levels in ex-

cised tails versus bodies occur simply be-

cause tails are always higher than bodies,

whether the tails are attached or not. This

time, they found that average lactate con-

centrations were eight times higher in ex-

hausted, autotomized tails than in intact

tails after escape behavior. Dial and Fitz-

patrick conclude, and I agree: "Thus, the

high anaerobic metabolic capacity of au-

totomized S. lateralis tails appears to be

an adaptation for the postautotomy aspect

of this defense." In other words, vigorous

thrashing is a direct adaptation, not the ef-

fect of a lucky break.

I think that Poulton, nearly 100 years

ago, put his finger squarely on the most

intriguing aspect of this story. He was fas-

cinated by the recognition that natural se-

lection could work actively upon struc-

tures both technically dead and physically

separate from the body, for the essence of

his argument (now finally confirmed by

Dial and Fitzpatrick) held that the func-

tion of autotomized parts could be gradu-

ally improved by Darwinian processes to

aid the escape behavior of detached ani-

mals. Let us not exaggerate. He did not

mean, of course, that selection manipu-

lated the excised tail directly. Selection

can only work on the whole organism, fa-

voring those with capacity for anaerobic

metabolism so distributed around the

body that tails excised will twitch more ac-

tively than other parts if excised. After

many generations of selection for escape,

populations will be composed of animals

with unusually high capacity for anaero-

bic metabolism in their excised tails. Sti

selection operates to enhance the activii

of a part only after it is technically dea

and detached.

We tend to make rigid separations b

category in order to make sense of our co

fused world—organism and environmen

dead and alive, part and whole. But we li\

in a world of shadings. Animals interpen

trate with their environment; we cannot a

ways make a rigid separation. Is a beav(

dam part of the environment or part of tl

adaptive context of the beaver itself? An
what about human culture and its prod

gious effect upon our planet's surface? ^

an autotomized tail just a dead and di

carded part of an animal? Can we possib!

make such a statement when the very lii

of an animal may depend upon a long pn

cess of natural selection operating directl

;

to modify the motion of its tail in comple

and subtle ways? What is dead and what

alive? And where does the lizard end?

(In this context, we might clear up ai

other small misunderstanding. The liter,

ture often refers to predators bein

"fooled" when they go for a thrashing ta

and let an animal escape. But tails may b

as nutritious as the whole animal; man
creatures that autotomize their taOs ofte

store food reserves in them as well. A goo

and easy meal of a fat, thrashing tail th£

really isn't going anywhere may be prel

erable to an active chase for a scrawny an

mal that may escape.)

Evolutionary biologists are now ei

gaged in a debate about whether naturs

selection works almost exclusively at it

traditional level of bodies or whether i

can also work effectively upon sue

"higher" levels of organization as deme

(local populations) or species themselves

I am a strong supporter of species selec

tion. Our critics have argued that specie

selection cannot be effective because spe

cies are not sufficiently discrete to act a

units of selection. They are composed o

spatially separated members (traditiona

bodies); they do not have distinct points o

origin; and their members may changi

substantially in morphology during thei

lifetimes. But when I consider this story o

autotomy in lizard tails, I am not sure tha

traditional natural selection always work

on discrete objects when it deals directlj

with bodies, for we have shown that it cat

operate quite effectively upon the motioi

of dead and disarticulated parts. Bette

simply to accept our world of shadings a;

it is. We cannot escape complexity by def

inition.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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A Gland for All Seasons
Prolonged darkness is no aphrodisiac, and springfever

may have an endocrine basis—all because of the pineal gland

by Joel R.L. Ehrenkranz

To every thing there is a season, and a

time to every purpose under the heaven.

Ecclesiastes 3

By the time the Old Testament was

written, people already knew that many
biological functions in animals, reproduc-

tion prominent among them, vary with the

seasons. Over the centuries, experience

and scientific studies alike have revealed

the impact of seasonal changes in duration

of daylight and darkness on animal repro-

ductive activities. But one tantalizing

question has received little study. Might

the reproductive impulses of humans, too,

be influenced by the seasons?

Today, most people are to some degree

insulated from the natural variations of

light and temperature. But during most of

our species' tenure—and still today for

some people—humans have been as ex-

posed to the elements as all other plant

and animal species. If glandular responses

to the seasons evolved in other animals,

the same could well be true of humans.

I became intrigued with this question as

a medical student in 1973, when I came
across a report by F.A. Cook, a New York

surgeon who accompanied Peary on his

first north Greenland expedition in 1891.

After spending a winter in the vicinity of

Thule, Greenland, Cook wrote:

These people [Greenland Eskimo] live in a

region of constant night for four months,

followed by a period of part day and part

night, then four months of constant day.

This endless night has a peculiar effect on

the secretions and upon the passions. Dur-

ing the whole of this long Arctic night the

secretions are diminished and the passions

suppressed, resulting in great muscular de-

bility. Our own party suffered in the same
way. This peculiar condition is due to the

18 Natural History 6/83

prolonged absence of the sun, and I should

judge from this that the presence of the sun

is essential to animal as it is to vegetable

life. The passions of these people are period-

ical, and their courtship is usually carried

on soon after the return of the sun. In fact at

this time they almost tremble from the in-

tensities of their passions and for several

weeks most of their time is taken up in grati-

fying them. Naturally enough, then, the

children are usually born at the beginning

of the Arctic night, or about nine months

from this time.

Cook's report received considerable at-

tention, and over the next five decades

spurred research eflforts on seasonal birth

patterns among polar peoples (who live

through the widest swings in day length

encountered on earth). Reviewing the re-

sults in 1938, an editorialist for Science

magazine pronounced that the data did

not support the notion of seasonal repro-

duction in humans. But the matter did not

seem at all resolved to me, so during the

rest of my time in medical school and ever

since, I have scoured the scientific litera-

ture for information on seasonal endocrine

influences in humans and other animals,

and have worked on and off for six years as

a doctor among the Inuit (Eskimo) in Lab-

rador, Canada, not far from where Cook
made his observations. While there, I

studied past and present birth records,

cultural influences on reproductive habits,

and seasonal hormonal changes among
the Inuit.

In my review of the scientific literature,

I found that the Chinese had noticed the

influence of light on reproductive func-

tions in birds more than 600 years ago. By
exposing a male songbird in winter to ad-

ditional light after sunset, they kept the

bird singing throughout the year. Simulta-

neously, sizable testicular growth wouli

occur in birds so treated. The centuries

old Japanese practice ofyogai consisted o

exposing pet birds to artificial light afte

sunset during November and Decembei

This brought them into song in January ir

stead of the normal time in the spring. A
old custom in Holland, known as muit

called for birds to be put into the darl

from June to September and then exposa

to light. These birds stayed in full song fo

the next two months and were used as livi

decoys to attract other songbirds.

For almost 200 years, egg farmers hav

made use of artificial light to increase eg|

production. Recently, dairy farmers havi

found that lengthening the duration o

light increases milk production.

Experiments with fish in the early par

of this century showed that extended illu

mination could make a number of specie

breed out of season. In a classic series o

experiments during the 1920s, Canadiai

physiologist William Rowan made junco:

sing and exhibit gonadal maturation ii

midwinter, despite temperatures as low a:

-52°F, by exposing them to artificial illu

mination after sundown. Other experi

ments with many different animal specie:

showed similar results: duration of ligh

exposure influences reproductive function

That both the nervous and the endo

crine systems are involved in these re

productive responses to light was shown ir

experiments in which either the optic

nerves were severed or the pituitary glanc

removed from animals: in both cases, th(

responses failed to occur. Not surprisingly

the optic nerves seem necessary for receiv

ing and transmitting light messages to th(

endocrine system, which then regulate;,

body functions through hormonal secre

tions. Although the pituitary gland clearlj
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Joe LeMonnler

Pineal gland

Pituitary gland

has an important part in reproductive re-

sponses to light, attention has also been

drawn to another, little-known organ in

the brain: the pineal gland. This gland ex-

hibits both neural and endocrine proper-

ties and seems to provide critical messages

to the pituitary and other glands that di-

rectly influence reproduction.

Named after the French psychiatrist

Philip Pinel, who originally described it in

the 1 790s, the pineal gland sits nestled be-

tween the two cerebral hemispheres, al-

most at the epicenter of the brain. Des-

cartes originally thought it to be the seat

of the soul. Under the scrutiny of the mi-

croscope, the cellular architecture of the

pineal resembles that of the retina, and the

pineal became known as the third eye. In

fish, amphibians, reptiles, and certain spe-

cies of birds, in fact, pineal cells are able to

convert light energy directly into neural

impulses. In mammals, the retina is the

only light-sensitive neural organ, but a di-

rect neural connection exists between the

eye and the pineal. This pathway—from

the retina through the brain down the spi-

nal cord to the neck, then out between the

vertebrae and back up along the carotid

artery into the brain to the pineal—is

one of the most constant neural pathways

in mammalian phylogeny, and it is essen-

tially the same in everything from kanga-

roos to humans.

In the 1960s and 1970s, animal experi-

ments shewed that the glandular activity

of the pineal—the synthesis and secretion

of the hormone melatonin—is controlled

by ambient lighting conditions. Melato-

nin, it was discovered, is manufactured

and deposited into the blood almost en-

tirely at night; darkness activates an en-

zyme that spurs the production of the hor-

mone. The process stops when animals are

exposed to light.

Other animal experiments showed that,

under controlled lighting, removal of the

pineal results in changes in a number of

other endocrine organs, including the thy-

roid, adrenals, ovaries, and testes. Re-

moval of the pineal appears to prevent the

gonadal regression that is characteristic of

seasons of short days, such as fall and win-

ter. In turn, experimental administration

of melatonin in a fashion mimicking the

secretion patterns under natural lighting

can reverse the effects of pineal removal

on gonadal development.

In seasonally breeding hamsters, for in-

stance, the gonadal shrinkage that nor-

mally occurs during seasons with short

days is not seen in animals from which the

pineal has been removed. Melatonin in-

jected into these animals at night, inde-

pendent of lighting conditions, makes the

gonads atrophy as they normally would in

the fall. Yet if the same dose of melatonin

is injected in the daytime, gonadal devel-

opment is not aff"ected. Additionally, if

doses of melatonin are injected both day

and night, no effects on the gonads are

seen. Such experiments suggest that the

hormonal effects of melatonin on the go-

nads can only occur if secretion takes

place at certain times of the day.

Two researchers in Scotland conclu-1

sively demonstrated the involvement of

the pineal in seasonal breeding of a certain!

breed of sheep. They worked with an an-

cient species, the Soay, found off the coast

of Scotland on the island of Soay, in the

Saint Kilda archipelago. Soay rams char-

acteristically begin rutting in September

and October and all ewes are bom in April

and May. When the nerves to the rams' pi-

neal glands are severed, a number of dra-

matic changes occur. Testicular size no,

longer changes in response to changes in

day length, and maximal reproductive

function extends for longer periods than.

usual. The amount of melatonin secreted

into the blood falls drastically, and the pi-

neal secretion of melatonin no longer re-

sponds to changes in illumination. With

the neural input to the pineal cut off, an

animal that previously was a strong sea-

sonal breeder no longer responds to light-

ing changes; rather, it becomes a "ram for

all seasons."

Still, a number of aspects of the light-

pineal-reproduction connection remain

unexplained. For instance, species of birds

that travel across the equator to breed are

effectively always in long days. What reg-

ulates their seasonal reproduction? What

about animals that live in equatorial re-

gions, where the difference between the

longest and shortest day is a mere two

hours? What environmental cues regulate

their seasonal breeding? A number of

other substances with antigonadal proper-

ties equivalent to those of melatonin are

found in the pineal. Where do they fit in?

What about nonseasonal breeders? All an-

imals have pineals. If the gland is not

mediating environmentally triggered re-

productive effects in nonseasonal breed-

ers, what, if anything, is it doing? Finally,

what does the pineal gland do in humans?

Is the human pineal a vestigial organ, the

central nervous system's equivalent of the

appendix? Or does it perform some active

function?

With these questions in mind, and in-

spired by Cook's observations, I traveled

to Labrador in 1977. 1 went to work as an

intern with Dr. G. William N. Fitzgerald

of the International Grenfell Association,

named after Sir Wilfred Grenfell, a dedi-

cated English surgeon who introduced

modern medicine to northern Newfound-

land and Labrador in the 1890s. He deliv-
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ered medical care to the area, which Jai

ques Caitier in 1534 afFectionately calk

"the land God gave to Cain," by dog teai

in winter and schooner in summer and d(

veloped an international reputation for h

work with Inuit, Indians, settlers, and fisl

ermen. After his death, the hospitals an

health care system he established contii

ued to function, first as the Internationij

Grenfell Association, and since 1981 a

the Grenfell Regional Health Serviced

headquartered in Saint Anthony, Nev
foundland, and now directed by Dr. Pete

Roberts.

While in Saint Anthony, I was intrc

duced to Rev. Sigfried Hettasch, the Mc
ravian pastor of Nain, Labrador. The Mc
ravian Church had been active on th

Labrador coast since the 1760s, trying t

introduce Christianity to the Inuit there

Each tiny settlement had its own churc

and pastor, and each church had its ow

book in which the pastor recorded all th

births, deaths, marriages, and baptisms o

the community. Providing almost two cer

turies of demographic records, the book

were an invaluable data source.

Following a year's internship at Belle

vue Hospital in New York City, in th

summer of 1 97 8 I took anotherjob in Lab

rador as a traveling general practitionei

Between delivering babies and makini

house calls by rowboat and helicopter,

managed to travel to Nain and review thi'

church books. I transcribed the dates am

sexes of more than 3,700 Inuit births tha

occurred from 1778 to 1940. The result;

were striking. Yearly birthrates varied in t

characteristic fashion, peaking in Marcl

and falling by 50 percent to reach a mini

mum in June, July, and August. In thi

second six months of the year, the birth

rate rose again during September and Oc

tober and then fell by 30 percent in De
cember and January. Identical trends-

were seen in two separate communities!

Although some seasonal variations ir

births have been reported for other humaii.

populations, the amplitude of the varia^.

tion in Labrador, found decade after de;

cade for two centuries, was four times

greater than that recorded elsewhere. '

What accounts for these seasona'

trends? The annual fall in the birthrate irt

November and December occurs nine:

months after the time when food supplies!

are scarcest for the Inuit. Weight loss, cal

loric restrictions, and near-starvation (as

seen in women marathon runners, balleri-j

nas, or women with anorexia nervosa) are

known to interrupt fertility This process

probably occurred in the Inuit and ac-

counts for the wintertime fall in the birth-

rate. But what of the more pronouncei

March peak and summertime slump?
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Obviously, cultural practices could be

/It play. Explanations such as cycles of re-

I
igious festivities, cultural taboos, separa-

I ion of men from women because of hunt-

tng schedules, even the extreme coldness

)f winter (making intercourse impossible)

lavc been offered as explanations by vari-

)us people. However, none are plausible.

i;nuit men and women were traditionally

jiever separated for long periods of time.

(During periods of tremendous cultural

and religious upheaval, the annual cycle

I
)f births remained stable. And even in the

I'iead of winter, Inuit houses aren't all that

i:old. 1 set out to see whether ambient

I ighting, pineal secretions, and birthrates

I
night be correlated.

I helped prepare myself during a stint

is a fellow in the laboratory of Dr. D.

iLynn Loriaux at the National Institutes of

rHealth (NIH) in Bethesda, Maryland. At

Khis time there were a number of indepen-

[dent groups at the NIH working on the pi-

lineal. Of particular interest to me was the

•work of Alfred Lewy, a psychiatrist, who
.found that exposing normal individuals to

light at night produced a sharp fall in

I

blood levels of melatonin within minutes.

iThis observation provided the first evi-

dence in humans for a direct effect of am-

bient lighting on endocrine function.

I returned to Nain in the spring of 1 980

,and, with the support of the International

•Grenfell Association, set up a small clini-

|cal research unit in the nursing station

there. Three trips on a ski-equipped plane

I
were required to carry the necessary

.equipment to Nain, the most northerly

;

year-round settlement on North Ameri-

ica's east coast. During the 1950s, the Ca-

nadian government had resettled to Nain

jsmall groups of Inuit from places farther

.north, such as Okak, Nutak, and Hebron.

I

From October to June, families stayed to-

f gether in town, with men taking week-long

strips into the country to hunt caribou.

;With the breakup of the offshore ice in

iJune, Inuit families departed Nain by

jSmall boat to travel to traditional fishing

jCamps farther up the Labrador coast,

where they spent the summer netting At-

lantic salmon and arctic char.

With the help of the Grenfell nurses in

Nain and John Booth, a Canadian endo-

crinologist working at the NIH, I began to

study four men who lived as close to a tra-

jditional Inuit life as was possible in Nain

I

in 1980. These Inuit hunters, Amos Sua-

rek, Timu Townley, Tom Ignatuk, and Eli

Merkaratsuk, interrupted their annual

, routine of hunting and fishing and for a

I year came into the nursing station every

three months. We took blood samples to

see if melatonin or other hormones known
to influence reproduction change through-

out the year. Because hormonal concen-

trations vary in a characteristic fashion

throughout the day, we drew samples at

hourly intervals for twenty-four hours.

Since we presumed that light was involved

in the control of hormone levels, we made
extraordinary efforts not to expose the

subjects to any artificial light.

Analysis of these samples showed that

the pineal secretion of melatonin varied

throughout the year, with the highest av-

erage levels in the winter, the lowest levels

in the summer, and intermediate levels in

spring and fall. Furthermore, the daily

pattern of melatonin secretion varied by

season. In summer, equal amounts of mel-

atonin appeared in the blood during the

day and the night; in winter, almost all the

melatonin was secreted at night. During

spring, when melatonin levels were falling,

the concentrations of pituitary hormones

that stimulate gonadal development were

on the rise. Comparing the birth records to

the endocrine data, I found that concep-

tions among the Inuit peak when melato-

nin levels are rising. This is consistent with

the observations of light and hormone pat-

terns in seasonally breeding animals.

At a minimum, these observations dem-

onstrate that the pineal is an active organ

in humans. On the face of it. Cook's obser-

vations of 1891 now appear, despite his

overblown rhetoric, to be at least partly

grounded in fact. Prolonged darkness is no

aphrodisiac, and spring fever may have an

endocrine basis.

While the true extent to which humans

in a natural environment are "seasonal

breeders" may never be proved, medical

researchers are beginning to study other

more clinically relevant aspects of the hu-

man pineal gland. Peptic ulcer, for exam-

ple, is a seasonal disease; melatonin levels

are higher in ulcer sufferers than in others.

Pineal glands are largest in women dying

of breast cancer or melanoma. Animal ex-

periments with breast cancer show an

antitumor effect of the pineal. And pre-

liminary observations demonstrate that a

certain type of human breast cancer is as-

sociated with lower than normal nighttime

melatonin levels.

More generally, our knowledge of how

light (natural or artificial) influences our

health and behavior is minimal at best. As

we explore this frontier, it seems likely

that the pineal gland, our third eye, will be

found to play an active role in human phy-

siology.

Joel R.L. Ehrenkranz practices medicine

at the Morristown Memorial Hospital in

Morristown. New Jersey, and plans to

continue his clinical and research work in

neuroendocrinology.
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Sky Reporter

A Deviant Star
R Aquarii, part of a

binaiy system, beha\-es strangely

at seemingly regular inter\'als

by Stephen R Maran

The giant star R Aquarii fades and

brightens rhythmically, reaching peak

brightness approximately every 387 days.

Once ever}" forty-four \"ears, however, for

about eight years at a time, something dis-

turbs the rhythmic variations in bright-

ness. Theories have been proposed to ex-

plain those disturbances, but astronomers

cannot agree as to which, if any, of the hy-

potheses is correct.

The brightness variations of R Aquarii

were discovered in 1 8 1 1 by an astronomer

in Germany. Observations since then

show the peaks are not of equal magni-

tude: sometimes the star is one hundred

times brighter than at minimum intensity,

sometimes only forty times brighter, and

sometimes even less. Nor are the mini-

mum intensities equal. Nevertheless, the

cyclic behavior indicates the presence of a

long-period variable star resembling the

famous star Mira (see "Now You See It,

Now You Don't," Natural History, June

1978). Such stars are cool red giants, each

so large that, if put in the place of the sun,

it would envelop the earth. They pulsate

rhythmically, alternately expanding and

contracting. As, they contract, the gas in

their atmospheres is compressed and

warmed. When they expand, their atmo-

spheres are cooled. The changes in size

The binary starR Aquarii is shown

in red in this radio "photograph
"

made with the Very Large Array

radiotelescope in New Mexico. Spots

ofradio emission extending upward

to the left are blue. (Colors were

supplied by a computer)
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and atmospheric temperature of the pul-

sating stars account for the changes in

their brightness.

A spectrogram obtained at the Harvard

College Observator)' in Cambridge, Mas-

sachusetts, in October 1893 was the first

hint that there is more to R Aquarii than

just a pulsating red star. Annie Jump Can-

non, a noted spectroscopist at the Obser-

vatory, found that the spectrogram re-

vealed "no trace" of the red star. Instead,

the spectrum at that time resembled that

of a nebula energized by a hot blue star, al-

though with no emission from the putative

blue star itself. However, the spectrum of

R Aquarii changes from one day to the

next, and virtually all of the many dozens

of other spectra of the star that have been

obtained since 1893 do resemble that of a

red giant. They also show bright spectral

hnes that are characteristic of gas heated

and electrified by a much hotter star.

An additional group of bright spectral

lines appeared in the spectrum of R Aqua-

rii in 1922. Paul W. Merrill, an astrono-,

mer at the Mount Wilson Observatory in

Pasadena, California, who made extensive

studies of R Aquarii, suggested that the

new lines were direct emissions from a

blue star. That suggestion may not be cor-

rect; the spectral lines involved could arise

in a cloud of matter closely surrounding a
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blue star, rather than from the star itself.

In any case, most astronomers now believe

that R Aquarii is a binary system consist-

ing of a pulsating red giant and a hotter

but much smaller blue companion. At an

estimated distance of 850 light-years from

the earth, the two stars of the system can-

not be separately distinguished with exist-

ing telescopes.
\

An entirely different aspect of R Aqua-

rii was discovered in 1921, when a teleJ

scopic photograph made at the Loweff

Observatory in Flagstaff, Arizona, re-'

vealed an unusual nebula sunounding the

binary star. The nebula looks something

like a lens that is convex on both sides and

that is viewed edge-on. Subsequent photo-

graphs showed that the nebula is expand-

ing at a rate indicating (if one assumes the

expansion has progressed at a constant

speed) that it was ejected from the binary

system by an eruption about 600 yean

ago, give or take a century or two. Recent

studies have focused on investigating the

nature of this and other eruptions m the R

Aquarii system and on exploring the pos-

sibility that the eruptions are related tc

the disturbances in the Ught variations

that occur every forty-four years.

The possibiUty that another eruptiot

had occurred since that of 600 years age

was recognized in 1973. In April of thai

year two University of Toronto astrono

mers, using an antenna of the Algonquir

Radio Observatory at Lake Traverse, Oil-

tario, detected radio emission from the di-

rection of R Aquarii. Subsequent mea-

surements made in May with the same an-

tenna showed that the emission had weak-

ened. The Toronto astronomers then ob

served R Aquarii repeatedly in June anc

August with a telescope at the Nationa

Radio Astronomy Observatory in Greer

Bank, West Virginia. They found that thf

radio waves were continuing to fade. Froir

an analysis of the intensity of the radio

emission at three wavelengths and of thf

rate at which it faded, the Toronto astron

omers deduced that the emission origi

nated in a small cloud of hot gas that ha(

recently been ejected from the binary stai

Phenomena such as that of the small clouc

have occasionally been found in radio ob

servations of novae, the "new stars" of an

tiquity Modem astrophysics recognize

novae as binary star systems in which thi

overflow of matter from a large cool sta

to a compact hot one produces a dramati'

eruption on the hot star.

The possibility that the R Aquarii sys

tem resembles a nova was recognized ii

1950 by Merrill, the Mount Wilson as

tronomer. Considering the properties o

the expanding nebula and the spectra

characteristics of the binary star, Merril
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med R Aquarii a "simmering nova,"

janing, presumably, one that is slowly

sparing for a new eruption.

Visual confirmation of a recent erup-

•n came in October 1980, when George

;rbig, an astronomer at Lick Observa-

•y near San Jose, California, took a good

)k at R Aquarii with the observatory's

0-inch telescope. He at once spotted

bright jet, or appendage, projecting

ightly east of north" from the star. Her-

g had observed R Aquarii previously, so

knew the jet was a new feature not pres-

t in photographs made in 1960 or 1970.

aejet must have formed between 1970

id September 1977, when it showed up

photographs made with the 200-inch

iescope on Mount Palomar.

As mentioned at the outset, something

ppens every forty-four years in the R
uarii system, when the light variations

the pulsating red giant are reduced for

lOUt eight years and the maximum
ightness attained by the star in its cyclic

anges also becomes fainter than usual.

lectrograms made during those eight-

ar intervals show that the emission lines

om hot gas in the vicinity of the blue

impanion star become more prominent.

1 1 1981, Lee Anne Willson, an investiga-

i

r of variable stars at Iowa State Univer-

t\ in Ames, suggested that the orbital pe-

jd of the R Aquarii binary is forty-four

.-ars and that the eight-year intervals cor-

jspond to eclipses of the giant star by a

oud of matter surrounding its blue com-

[inion star. The hypothesized eclipses

(iust be partial in the sense that the giant

jar is only partly blocked from our line of

I

sion or the eclipsing cloud is not suffi-

I
ently opaque to stop the transmission of

I

I

light from the giant. This is so because

;ie light variations, although reduced in

|;ope, continue to occur with their charac-

;;ristic 387-day period during those inter-

iils. During the eclipses, the light from
le gas around the blue star, as well as that

i"om the blue star itself, would appear en-

janced, since the normally overwhelming
(ght of the red giant would be partly sup-

jressed. This might account for the spec-

j'al changes observed during the eight-

jfear diminishment.

j
The stars of a binary system move most

lowly as they proceed around their ellipti-

jal orbits at the time of their maximum
jistance from each other and most rapidly

('hen they are closest. For the hypothe-
ized eclipses of R Aquarii to last the full

jight-year duration of their light varia-

|ions, the eclipses must occur when the

jwo stars are moving slowly and are there-

^xe farthest apart. In contrast, two astro-

j'hysicists have devised an alternative the-

j
ry to account for the eight-year intervals
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of R Aquarii, in which the intervals occur

when the two stars are closest to each

other.

The alternative theory is more ambi-

tious than the eclipse theory, for it pro-

poses both to account for the disturbances

of the eight-year intervals and to relate

them to the eruptions of material from the

binary star This proposal was made by

Andrew Michalitsianos of NASA's God-

dard Space Flight Center and Minas Ka-

fatos of George Mason University in Fair-

fax, Virginia, who have taken the lead in

recent observations of R Aquarii with ra-

dio- and satellite-telescopes. In their view,

the disturbances and eruptions on R
Aquarii are triggered when huge amounts

of gas flow from the red giant star to its hot

blue companion.

According to the Michalitsianos-Kafa-

tos theory, eruptions can occur as fre-

quently as once every forty-four years. In

that case, there should be evidence of

more past eruptions, although each need

not be as violent as that which ejected the

lens-shaped nebula some six centuries ago.

Radio observations by these two astrophy-

sicists and their colleagues suggest that at

least one additional past eruption may in-

deed have occurred.

In 1981 and 1982, Michalitsianos and

Kafatos observed R Aquarii with an ex-

ceptionally powerful radiotelescope. That

instrument, the Very Large Array (VLA),

near Socorro, New Mexico, enables inves-

tigators to make what amount to sharp ra-

dio "photographs" of small regions in the

sky. The VLA observations showed that

the radio emission is concentrated in small

spots, presumably gas clouds, extending

from R Aquarii in the same direction and

over about the same range as Herbig's jet.

Thus, the radio emission first detected by

the Toronto astronomers in 1973 is inter-

preted to be the signature of erupting gas,

as they had suspected. In addition, the

VLA revealed that there is another small

spot of radio emission located along the

line of the jet but at a great distance from

R Aquarii, several times farther away

than the outskirts of the lens-shaped neb-

ula. Detailed mapping of the outer spot

showed that it actually consists of a pair of

even smaller spots oriented along the line

of the jet. The smaller pair is conceivably

associated with an unknown background

galaxy, so far away that it doesn't show up

on telescopic photographs. But it seems

possible the two smaller spots were ejected

in an ancient eruption of R Aquarii.

Satellite observations reveal the ultra-

violet spectrum of R Aquarii. One might

have expected that the spectrum would in-

clude identifiable radiation from the hot

companion star since hot stars are most
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prominent in ultraviolet light. However,

the astrophysicists found no direct evi-

dence of radiation from a hot star. Instead,

the spectrum, obtained with a NASA sat-

ellite called the International Ultraviolet

Explorer (lUE) is dominated by radiation

from a small hot nebula, no larger than the

orbits of R Aquarii, and thus not to be con-

fused with the much larger, expanding

lens-shaped nebula.

The hot nebula discovered with the

IDE is too thin to produce the eclipses of

R Aquarii that were postulated by Will-

son. A larger and cooler cloud might pro-

duce such eclipses but it would have to be

so large and thick that it would be a strong

source of infrared radiation itself. This

possibility is contradicted by telescopic

measurements showing that R Aquarii

produces only the infrared emission of a

typical pulsating red giant.

According to Kafatos and Michalitsian-

, OS, the eight-year intervals in R Aquarii

|<
occur when the two stars in the system ap-

,1 proach so closely that tidal force transfers

gaseous matter from the bloated atmos-

; phere of the red giant to the vicinity of its

hot "blue" companion (which they iden-

tify as a white dwarf star, rather than a

larger hot blue star). The gas spirals in-

ward toward their proposed white dwarf,

forming a thick, flattened cloud known as

an accretion disk. That disk may, in turn,

constitute part or all of the hot nebula

around R Aquarii whose ultraviolet radia-

tion was detected by the lUE.

If the red giant does in fact lose much of

its atmosphere when it is closest to its com-

panion, the giant's reduced and tidally dis-

torted atmosphere may well produce less

prominent light variations, with dimmer
maxima, than normally. This remains to

be proved but could explain the disturbed

eight-year intervals in the light variations

of R Aquarii. At the same time, the strong

flow of gas into the accretion disk when
the stars are close to each other would

make the disk brighten, thereby produc-

ing the enhancements of the bright spec-

tral lines that accompany those intervals.

Finally, if the disk gets sufficiently bright,

the pressure of its outward-shining radia-

tion will actually exceed the attractive

force of gravity in the direction perpendi-

cular to the surface of the disk. The radia-

tion then could literally blow gas out of the

disk in a directed stream. The jet in R
Aquarii could be such a stream.

Stephen P. Maran is a senior staff scien-

tist in the Laboratoryfor Astronomy and
Solar Physics at NASA 's Goddard Space
Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland.
The opinions expressed in this article are

his own.
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Brooklyn's

Dancing
Tower

\ Brought to America by immigrants from an Italian town,

the Feast of Saint Paulinus celebrates religious

devotion, community ties, and the ideals ofmanhood

by I. Sheldon Posen and Joseph Sciorra

Brooklyn photographs by Martha Cooper

i\

The Shrine of Our Lady of Mount Car-

mel, a Roman CathoHc church, serves a

predominantly Italian community in New
York City's borough of Brooklyn. During

the last weeks of June, posters in shop win-

dows throughout the neighborhood an-

nounce a saint's feast and street fair at the

church. This annual fair, whose profits

support the church school, is the kind of

Italian street festival popular among all

New Yorkers. Refreshment stands offer

soft drinks, cotton candy, and snowcones;

sausage, onion, and pepper sandwiches;

stuffed beef rolls called braciole; and

mounds of deep-fried, doughnutlike zep-

pole. Midway-type games of skill and

chance offer such prizes as huge pink

pandas and live goldfish in a bowl. But one

feature of this festival distinguishes it from

all other New York Italian street feasts and

gives it the name by which it is most widely

known: this is the ^/g//o (pronounced J I LL-

yo), a gaily painted, gracefully tapered

spire about six stories high that, from

neighborhood rooftops, looks like Brook-

lyn's buoyant answer to the somber sky-

scrapers across the river in Manhattan.

Surmounting the giglio is a statue of Saint

Paulinus, in whose honor the feast is held.

Saint Paulinus is the patron saint of

Nola, a town about twenty miles from

Naples that is the ancestral home of many
of the Brooklyn community's residents.

Paulinus was bishop of Nola in the early

part of the fifth century a.d. The Roman
Catholic breviary gives an account, taken

from the Dialogues of Saint Gregory, of

the miracle that is celebrated on Saint

Paulinus's Day, June 22. The story goes

that Vandals pillaging southern Italy car-

ried off many of the inhabitants of Nola to

Africa as slaves. Bishop Paulinus gave

himself into bondage in place of a widow's

only son and was put to work as a gar-

dener. Quickly becoming a confidant of

his master, Paulinus prophesied to him the

impending death of the Vandal king. The

king, who had been having dreams with

the same tidings, ordered that Paulinus be

brought before him and as a reward for his

gift of prophecy freed him and the other

enslaved citizens of Nola, gave them

boats, and sent them back to their town.

The subsequent literature on this leg-

end diverges on just about every detail,

from the nationality of the villains to the

identity of Paulinus. In the Brooklyn

church version, which appears in a flyer

distributed during the feast, the Vandals

are identified variously as Moors or Sara-

cens, and Paulinus's freedom is attributed

to the intervention of a Turkish sultan. Ac-

cording to this version, the climax of the

legend—not mentioned by Gregory at all

—is the bishop's triumphal return. Ac-

companied by his fellow townspeople and

the Turk, Paulinus is supposed to have

been greeted by the people of Nola, carry-

ing lilies in his honor. Every year since, the

flyer concludes, the Nolani have built a

mountain-high, towerlike structure, the

giglio ("lily" in Italian), to commemorate

the miracle of Paulinus's return.

The Reverend Sabine Baring-Gould, on

the other hand, writing in 1914 on the

Catholic saints, states that the Paulinus of

whom this miraculous story was originally

told is not the Paulinus who is being hon-

ored by the church on this day. According

to him, three bishops of Nola were named

Paulinus. The first, born about a.d. 354,

was a pagan convert, a former Roman pre-

fect, who after his conversion and election

as bishop became known for his charity,

for an extensive body of correspondence

with Saint Augustine and other fathers of

the early church, and for a large building

program of cathedrals and aqueducts. It

was he who was canonized after his death

in A.D. 43 1 . The incursions of the Vandals

mentioned by Gregory did not occur, says

Baring-Gould, until well after this first

Opposite page: In Brooklyn, Italian-

Americans "dance the boat" to a

climactic meeting with the towering

giglio. The spectacle is a reenactment of

the welcome homefrom captivity given to

Saint Paulinus in thefifth century.

Below: In Nola, Italy, where the

celebration originated, many towers

competefor honors.
G Roli:/tf'anfe, Istituto Geografii

Paulinus's death, more likely in the time

of the third Bishop Paulinus of Nola,

about A.D. 513 to 535. In other words, ac-

cording to Baring-Gould, as often happens

in hagiographic legendry, a good story

concerning a relative unknown has wan-

dered and become attached to a more

famous personage. In popular accounts,

the figure of good Bishop Paulinus, he of

the correspondence and building pro-

gram, attracted to itself a miraculous tale

of enslavement, prophecy, liberation, and

return that could only have happened to a

successor generations later.

Whether the canonized Paulinus de-

serves credit for these particular exploits

is of little concern to those who celebrate

the Feast of Saint Paulinus today. Wher-

ever Nolani live, they honor the legendary

event and its hero by carrying huge, heavy

towers, or gigli, with brass bands riding on

them. In Brooklyn they call this "to dance

the giglio," an abbreviated translation

of the Nolan ballare o' giglio n' coppe e

spalle, "to dance the giglio on the top

of the shoulders." In Nola, eight gigli are
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Below: In Brooklyn, at the endofa

"lift, " men drop the giglio onto its

supports, which sustain theplatformjust

below shoulder height. Bottom: In Italy

giglios are constructed ofwood, not of
aluminum as in Brooklyn, but they have

been modernized to include a sound

system to amplify the band.

danced by competing teams of men hired

by the village guilds—the shoemakers,

tailors, bakers, and so on. They dance the

structures through the town's narrow,

winding streets. The houses abutting the

streets are freshly whitewashed, the better

to show any scuff marks caused by a giglio

brushing against them—points off in

judging a team's performance. At the cli-

max of the feast, all eight gigli converge

on the piazza at the center of town where

they put on a competitive spectacle of ac-

robatic maneuvers, then line up in front of

the town hall for the final judging.

In Brooklyn there is only one giglio, and

it is danced in a highly collaborative un-

dertaking by the community. Some say

the custom started about 1900, soon after

immigrants from Nola began to settle in

the neighborhood, but the documentary

evidence uncovered so far goes back only

to the 1920s. Each year the tower was

built the same way as in the old country, of

papier-mache saints, angels, flowers, and

birds attached to panels hung on a frame-

work of wood. The tower rested on a

square platform large enough to accom-

modate musicians and a singer. The plat-

form, supported by sturdy legs, stood just

under shoulder height to an average-sized

man. From each side projected seven or

eight stout wooden poles about four feet

long. Four, or sometimes five, men, stoop-

ing slightly, could fit along each pole and

get their shoulders in position under it. In

all, there were enough places for 128 men,

more or less. When they stood erect, the

giglio lifted just clear of the ground.

The basic form of the giglio is un-

changed since those times, but nowadays

the frame, legs, and poles are made of alu-

minum. The panels incorporate many of

the old papier-mache figures, augmented

by new ones and by decorative plastic

flowers. The pieces are stored in the

church basement, from where they are re-

trieved each year, painted, and refur-

bished. About a week before opening day,

the framework is erected and the panels

hoisted and hung upon it. The last item to

go on is a self-contained sound system with

enormous speakers. When it is finished,

the giglio stands sixty-five-feet tall and

weighs more than two tons. As in Nola, a

galleon is also constructed on a similar!

scale, with carrying bars for another 128'

men. The boat, as they call it in Brooklyn,

is also danced, either alone or in conjunc-

tion with the tower. It represents the ship

that returned Paulinus to Nola and carries

a statue of the saint in its stem. It also

holds a band, a singer, and several neigh-

borhood boys in costumes representing,

the Turkish sultan and his attendants.

Originally, the Brooklyn giglio and boat

were danced together on June 22, the feast

day of Saint Paulinus. Three and one-half

weeks later, on July 16, the community

celebrated yet another large-scale reli-,

gious feast, that of Our Lady of Mount

Carmel. In the mid-1950s, the church de-

cided to combine the two celebrations into:

a two and one-half week festival timed to

include the first three Sundays in July.

Now, the first Sunday of the feast (July 3

this year) is given to dancing the boat; the

second Sunday to the boat and giglio to-,

gether; and the third Sunday to the giglio^

alone.

The structures are carried for several;

blocks up and down the two cross streets in

front of the church. The carrying is not

continuous, as in a parade, but is broken

up into relatively short segments, eacl^

called a lift. Lifts may cover anywhere^

from twenty to thirty yards of ground and

last one to three minutes each. Some lifts

are fancy, such as the complete rotation

called "a three-sixty"; others are physi-

cally demanding, as in the quick drop-and-

lift called "a number two." Some are both.,

"Every year they dance the cha-cha with

the giglio," says one neighborhood resi-.

dent. "Think of it! You're talking about

several thousand pounds being moved

back and forth, back and forth, by over a

hundred men at one time."

To achieve the coordination and preci-

sion of effort that will insure the success of

each lift and the safety of all the partici-
|

pants and bystanders, the personnel whc

dance the giglio and boat are organized

every year in a pyramidal hierarchy of au-

thority. At the very top is capo number

one, under whose command are capoi

two and three. At the base of the hierar-

chy are the boys and men from about sev-,

enteen to fifty-five years of age who bear
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Below:A lifter in his official T-shirt-

cap and scarfwill complete the

uniform—socializes at thefeast in

Brooklyn. Generally, womenplay a

supportive role while the men are at

the center ofthe action. Bottom: In

Italy, a costumed couple participate

in the giglio activities.

ic physical burden of the celebration.

' hese constitute the paranza, the crew of

fters.

The person in charge of any particular

It can be one of the three capos of the

:ar, an honorary capo from a previous

bar, the "godfather" of the giglio (an-

!:ther honorary position accorded a former

hpo), or one of three apprentice capos.

he first step in a lift is to determine, from

list drawn up in advance by capo num-

er one, the name of the person in com-

tiand and the route to be followed. The lift

^apo and the band leader then discuss

' hat musical piece the band will play dur-

ig the lift. Some capos have their own
' -ademark tunes; one former boxer always
' ses the theme from the film Rocky. 0th-
' rwise, the tune is usually a popular Ital-

'in or American song. (Recent favorites

'ave been "New York, New York" and

'he themes from Superman and Star

Wars.) The singer/M.C. riding on the

riglio (or on the boat) then announces the

lift to the crowd over the public-address

'ystem. The lifters take their positions

'inder the bars, the capo with his cane of

' iffice steps out in front, makes sure that all

re ready, and gives the band the signal to

>egin. The music starts: nowadays the

nitial tune is always O'Giglio e Paradiso

.
"The Giglio of Paradise"), from the song

'vritten by Pasquale Ferrara and trumpeter

'I'hil Caccavale in the late 1950s. The first

'erse of the tune ends with a high, blasting

fanfare of horns; on the very last note the

''Opo thrusts his cane into the air, the lifters

I

ense and jerk erect, the bystanders cheer,

'ind the giglio is up! The capo signals for the

irst tune to stop and shouts, "Musica!" A
fiecond tune, his chosen tune, starts. Again
'le punches the air with his cane, and the

litructure begins to move.

! Each capo has his own style of leading,

pome strut and prance like drum majors

n a parade; others simply walk backward,

Keeping an eye on the progress of the

structure. The capo is responsible for

iiaking sure that the structure is kept

straight: any wavering or tilting, and the

liift must be quickly aborted. He gestures

:onstantly with his cane or calls out cor-

rections. His commands are picked up by
lieutenants at the corners of the structure.

each in charge of a squad of lifters. The
lieutenants shout the capd'i instructions to

their straining men and sometimes apply

their own weight to effect the required

shift in direction or orientation.

When the appointed destination is

reached, the capo signals a halt, the cry

goes through the ranks, and everyone

stops, still bearing the weight of the struc-

ture. The capo approaches the front rank,

checking to make sure that everything is

still straight. He then shouts four com-

mands in Nolan dialect into the micro-

phone attached to one of the front carry-

ing bars: " 'Uaglio!" (boys!) he cries, call-

ing for everyone's attention. "Aizate

i' spalle!" (lift your shoulders!). The men
lift by rising up on their tiptoes, straining

to get as high as possible. "Gungi-gung'!"

(get ready!). And then, "Aggett'!" (throw

it!). The lifters suddenly bend their knees,

ducking all at once, and the structure

comes crashing down on its supports. The
crowd cheers and applauds. The capo is

congratulated by his family, lifters, and

friends, and the list is consulted for the

next lift.

The climax of the three Sundays of

dancing takes place on the second of

them, when both the boat and the giglio

are lifted, meeting together at the cross-

roads in a symbolic reenactment of the

fifth-century homecoming in Italy—Saint

Paulinus, returning triumphantly in his

ship, is met by a "mountain" of lilies borne

by the people of Nola. At the end of the af-

ternoon, on this and the other two Sun-

days, there is terrific rejoicing. The lifters

cavort and frolic, embrace each other, and

jubilantly raise the capos and lieutenants

on their shoulders.

One may look beyond the legend of

Saint Paulinus for an interpretation of

these activities. Scholarship on Nola and

the giglio has produced evidence that the

feast, which falls on or near the summer
solstice, derives from a pre-Christian sum-

mer festival celebrating the Greek god

Dionysus. The legend of Saint Paulinus

closely resembles a myth of Dionysus's re-

lease and return from pirate captivity, and

archeological artifacts show Nola to have

been an ancient Hellenic center of Diony-

sian worship. Dancing the giglio and boat
G. Ro!i; Allans. Isututo Geogfalico de Agosti



may have begun as pagan fertility revels,

the focal mythic figure and central phallic

icon of which were supplanted and re-

mythologized in Nola by the early Roman
Catholic church.

A good case can be made that male vi-

rility and power are being implicitly cele-

brated by the modem dancing of the gi-

glio in Brooklyn. Dancing the giglio is an

unabashedly male event. While girls and

women play important supportive roles,

minding the store and the children while

their men perform, bringing refreshment

to the exhausted lifters in the heat of the

day, and urging them on from the side-

lines, the boys and men really carry the

day and give the event its tenor. Among
the lifters, there is a locker-room male con-

viviality and a gymnasiumlike display of

physical prowess. This display is not lost

on the women who are the girlfriends, fi-

ancees, wives, and unattached-but-inter-

ested admirers of the men under the gi-

glio. "It's a macho type of feeling," says

one young lifter, "when you get under the

giglio."

Dancing the giglio in Brooklyn is not

about male virility and power in and of

themselves, however, but about the way in

which they have been channeled into a

neighborhood endeavor presided over by

the church and the older men of the com-

munity. The authority of the church is ev-

erywhere apparent. The priests are influ-

ential in the organization of the feast's

activities and in the advancement of indi-

viduals through the giglio hierarchy. Dur-

ing the feast, the church is represented in

effigy by images of the Virgin and the

statue of Saint Paulinus and in person by

the priests who perform such rites as sprin-

kling holy water on the boat, giglio, and

lifters. And the Roman Catholic church

is symbolically borne on the shoulders of

the lifters when powerful officials—in

1982, a papal nuncio from Rome—ride

the giglio as guests of the feast. The lifters

themselves often describe their participa-

tion in religious terms. One older man at-

tributes the paranza's ability to carry the

giglio to divine will; another expresses it

this way:

Every man who puts his shoulder to the gi-

glio is performing a religious act. We have

our fanfare and we have our fun, and you'll

see us laughing and joking. But we're all do-

ing penance. We're doing it for deceased

members of our families—a mother, a

brother—to get them out of purgatory and
let them rest in peace.

If the early church established the

Feast of Saint Paulinus in Nola to contain

the powerful human urges expressed in

existing pagan revels, channeling them for

the benefit of the church and the Chris-

tian soul, its goal has been admirably

achieved in Brooklyn.

Compelling motives for participation

also arise from family tradition. "My fa-

ther lifted," says one member of the pa-

ranza, "my grandfather and my uncles,

they all did it. It's in my blood, I can't help

it. If they had it in the fifty states, I would

go to every state." This sense of continuity

is important to the community and pains

are taken to guarantee the participation

of each new generation. Children are

brought to see the dancing before they can

walk. They are present when the prepara-

tory work of erecting the ^glio is done. By
the time they are five or six years old, boys

can be seen playing giglio, some carrying

milk crates or chairs on their shoulders

while others shout commands.

The first formal participation for a boy

comes at seven or eight years of age when

he can become a member of the "rop('

gang." During the dancing the gang's tasl;

is to hold a long rope in a huge rectangle

around the ^glio or boat and its personi

nel, forming a moving barrier. This allowi

the bystanders to keep up with the action

at all times, but prevents them from surg

ing into the performance area. The degret

of responsibility and authority exercisec

by members of the rope gang is unusua

for neighborhood boys of this age. It is i

strong lesson for them in the advantages ol

participation in conununity life. The mes'

sage is. You belong and you have a vita

role to play.

When members of the rope gang read

the required height—about three and one

half feet at the shoulder—^they join th(

ranks of lifters who carry the children';

^glio and boat, scaled-down versions o)

the adult structures. These are relativelj

recent innovations in the tradition—anc

strictly Brooklyn. The children's eveni

mirrors that of the adults. They have theii

capos who employ the same gestures ol

command for an identical ritual of lifts

On "the big night" (children's lifting takes

place on three weekday evenings), tht

children's giglio and boat are brought to

gether to reenact the Saint Paulinus leg

end, just as the big ones are. The boys art

under the close supervision of the adult ca-
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:pos. For their first lift, they even receive

: the personal coaching of capo number one

' and perform under his guidance in front of

I their parents, siblings, and other commu-
.nity members. The lifting is difficult for

;many of the boys, but the community ex-

' pects them to carry on. One evening, one

I of the adult lifters, watching the children's

: event from the sidelines, went up to a

.young lifter struggling under the small

giglio and said, "Is it hard? Well, get used

I to it—you're going to be doing it for the

: rest of your life!" At the end of the eve-

ining's lifting, the children's capos and lift-

ers carry on in the same way as their adult

counterparts, embracing each other and

riding on one another's shoulders.

Processions through the neighborhood

bring g(g//o-connected ritual to all parts of

; the community. One of the most impor-

tant of these is the "line of march" that

takes place each Sunday prior to the danc-

ing, a cumulative procession led by the

band, the priests, and a Marine honor

guard. The procession begins at the

church with the lifters and rope gang and
stops at the home of each member of the

giglio hierarchy in ascending order of

importance—committee secretary, Turk
and attendants, giglio godfather and god-

mother, lieutenants, apprentice capos,

and capos—gathering them into the com-

Male virility andpower are among the

community values celebrated in the Feast

ofSaint Paulinus, which may have its

roots in Dionysian worship. In Brooklyn,

left, at the end ofthe day, exultant

lifters carry their companions and one

oftheir leaders, or capos {waving his

cane ofoffice), on their shoulders.

Similar high spirits are evident among
the lifters in Italy, below.

pany on the way back to the church and

the g;iglio. The line also stops at the homes

of members of the hierarchy who may be

ill or recently deceased. Marchers greet

the sick and wish them well or pay their re-

spects to the dead with bowed heads and

the playing of "Auld Lang Syne." In ef-

fect, the line of march is a mapping of the

key giglio network, both past and present,

for all to see. Families send off their men
with kisses and confetti and flowers. The

capos arrange displays for their climactic

appearances. In 1981, capo number one's

nephews and nieces emerged from his

house before him, the boys dressed as Ital-

ian honor guards and medieval courtiers,

the girls as angels. He and his wife then

came out to be hailed by fireworks and

bouquets of flowers. The neighbors wit-

ness all this fanfare and display, shouting

their greetings or simply watching at their

windows, becoming part of the ritual

themselves.

The capos' pomp and flourish in the line

of march and in front of the giglio and

boat are part of the significance of the

Feast of Saint Paulinus in Brooklyn. The

capos are older men who have advanced

through the giglio hierarchy over a period

of thirty or forty years; their involvement

in church and neighborhood work has

brought them into personal contact with

nearly every member of the community.

Not only is a capo known by practically

everyone; he also represents the ideal suc-

cessful male. He is a good organizer, he

functions well at the center of attention,

and he has personal style and dignity. A
man of many talents, he is generous with

his money, he bears the good will of the

church in his appointment as capo, and he

enjoys the support of the community and

the tough affection of the men he has asso-

ciated with over all those years.

When the capo takes up his stick and

performs in front of the giglio, dancing

lightly before the grimacing lifters who do

his bidding, he is the personification of so-

cial power in the community, the embodi-

ment of mature authority exerted with

self-control and seeming ease. One of the

great clues to the role of the capo is the

stick, or cane, that he carries at all times

and uses to direct the dancing. Every capo

has his own cane, designed to suit him.

What the giglio is to lifters, the cane is to

the capo. It takes as much power to wield

the cane as it does to lift the giglio, but it is

a different kind of power. Being a capo is

not just a matter of picking up a cane, giv-

ing the orders, and getting a perfect lift

from the men, any more than being an or-

chestra conductor is a matter of mounting

a podium, waving a baton, and having



Directed by a capo, lifters in Italy, below,

perform their task in unison. One ofthe

honorary capos in Brooklyn, right, lightly

bears his cane ofoffice as he leads the

men shouldering the boat. The role of

capo is bestowed on men who have

demonstrated their leadership through

years ofcommunity service.

G Roll Atlante Istituto Geografico de Agosti

beautiful music flow out of an orchestra.

The capo's performance, hke the conduc-

tor's, is a culmination of long work and as-

sociation, force of personality and style.

At the heart of the performance is the will-

ingness of the lifters to follow the capo, al-

lowing him to exercise his power effort-

lessly and with consummate grace.

In Brooklyn the celebration of the Feast

of Saint Paulinas expresses religious com-

mitment, family tradition, manhood, and

the passage from childhood through ma-

turity to old age. The exultation at the end

of each day of dancing is not simply a mat-

ter of masculine high spirits or youthful

release; it is a remarkable display of pride

in, and affection for, the men of all ages

who, in dancing the giglio, have renewed

for the community its sense of order, val-

ues, and continuity. As one woman puts it,

"It's something that's inside, a warmth

and a feeling of belonging you never get

anywhere. It just sets me in orbit. I have to

be there when they lift, and I sing and I

clap and I dance and I pray and I do every-

thing that goes with it." O
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Winners of the 1983

Natural History
Photographic Competition

The Portrait Room of the American

Museum seems like an appropriate place

tojudge a photographic competition

—

one imagines walls lined with pictures

—

but only one painting hangs there. It's of

Theodore Roosevelt, under whose gaze

three people managed to agree on the

winning photographs for our 1983

Photographic Competition. The judges

were Woodfin Camp, president of a

photographic agency, Woodfin Camp and

Associates; Martha Hill, picture editor of

Audubon magazine; and photographer

Norman Owen Tomalin, vice-president of

Bruce Coleman, Inc., a photographic

agency. Together they reviewed some 400

color and black-and-white slides and

prints, representing the finalists selected

by Natural History's art staif from

10,000 entries.

In 1 983 contestants were allowed to

submit up to four entries in any

combination of the following categories:

Animals (including birds and bugs);

Plants and Their Environment; The

Human Family; and Cover Photograph.

The panel ofjudges awarded First Prizes

in the first three categories, ten Honorable

Mentions, and a best-of-show Grand

Prize. The Cover Photograph was

subsequently chosen by the editor and the

designer of Natural History. And
congratulations were bestowed on

everyone who participated in the

competition. As TR. counseled in a

speech in 1 899, "Far better it is to dare

mighty things, to win glorious triumphs,

even though checkered by failure, than to

take rank with those poor spirits who
neither enjoy much nor suffer much,

because they live in the gray twilight that

knows not victory nor defeat."

Vittorio Maestro
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FIRST PRIZE
Plants and Their Environment

William R. Bender

The pattern of cracks in a parched flood

plain, dotted with sagebrush and other

plants, caught the attention of William R.

Bender as he was hiking in Zion National

Park, Utah. Bender, an environmental

engineer, lives in Mount Airy. Maryland.



FIRST PRIZE
Animals

John P. George

Hoping to photograph pronghorn bucks

fighting during the autumn rut, John P
George went to Utah's Flaming Gorge

Recreation Area. One day, after the sun

had set, some of the bucics he was

observing became very active, keeping

their bands of does intact and chasing off

challengers. Panning his camera and

using a slow shutter speed, George

captured the motion of one of these

animals. A physicist in the aerospace

industry, George lives in Magna, Utah.
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FIRST PRIZE
The Human Family

Seth L. Mayer

1 At a traveling amusement park in Maine,

one little girl had a wonderful time testing

I
the giant air-filled mattress. Her picture

I
was taken by Seth L. Mayer, a free-lance

I
fashion photographer who lives in

Bloomfield, Connecticut.

GRAND PRIZE (Overleaf)

Lowell D. Franga

A procession that apparently consisted of

a mother pushing a baby carriage,

followed by her daughters with their doll

carriages, caught the eye of Lowell D.

Franga as he roved the old village of

Dudeldorf, West Germany. Our Grand
Prize-winning photographer is a personnel

manager with the U.S. Air Force at

Kapaun Air Station, located near

Kaiserslautern.
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HONORABLE MENTION
Animals

Roger Vallion

Roger Vallion was watching from a

seventeen-foot boat when this female

humpback whale breached. The

photograph, taken in mid-August in the

Chatham Strait, southeast Alaska, shows

Kuiu Island in the background. Vallion, a

fisheries technician with the National

Marine Fisheries Service, lives near

Sitka, Alaska.

HONORABLE MENTION
Animals

Ted Nelson

Ted Nelson, a high school biology teacher

in Highland, Michigan, photographed

this Argiope spider in a bog in Oakland

County, Michigan. The picture was taken

as the sun rose behind the dew-covered

web on an exceptionally calm morning.
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HONORABLE MENTION
Plants and Their Environment

Ray Elliott, Jr.

Red maple and birch were the basis of a

composition for Ray Elliott, Jr., a camera
salesperson and free-lance nature and
wildlife photographer who lives in

Tecumseh, Michigan. He took the picture

in Young State Park, Boyne City,

Michigan.

HONORABLE MENTION
The Human Family

Per Erik Persson

Per Erik Persson recorded this scene in

late fall, when the Lapps separate their

reindeer into herds for the trek to the

winter grazing area. Ear markings enable

owners to identify their animals. The
photograph was taken in Sweden's Vindel

Mountain Nature Reserve, for which
Persson is a planner and manager.



HONORABLE MENTION
The Human Family

Mark Richardson took this photograph

of children on a bus in Tarbert, a port

village on the Isle of Lewis with

Harris, Outer Hebrides, Scotland. The
"photo opportunity" came between

frequent rainshowers. Richardson, a

graphic designer specializing in exhibit

design, lives in New York City.

HONORABLE MENTION
The Human Family

Blair Seitz

Blair Seitz photographed these young
women preparing for the 1 980 National

Day Parade in Singapore. At the time, he

was based in the Philippines, doing travel

and photo essays on current events. Seitz,

a free-lance photojournalist, now lives in

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
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HONORABLE MENTION
The Human Family

Lowell D. Franga

Lowell D. Franga, the Grand Prize-

winner in this year's Photographic

Competition, really beat the odds by

earning an honorable mention with one of

his other entries. This is actually a photo

of him jogging, taken by a tripod-mounted

camera equipped with a motor drive and

automatic timer. Franga had noticed that

villagers in Dudeldorf, West Germany,

paused to watch him jogging, so he set

out to capture the expression of one

cooperative bystander.



HONORABLE MENTION
The Human Family

Stephanie Schrampf

For photographer Stephanie Schrampf,

the wake of a boat on Bay Lake, in

Florida's Disney World, became part of

a study of the reflective patterning

of water. Schrampf, whose specialty

is aerial photography, lives in

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

HONORABLE MENTION
Animals

Jane B. Shaw

Shown here nearly twice life size, this

festival tube coral {Dendrophillia gracilis)

was photographed in the Red Sea, at a

depth of about forty feet. Jane B. Shaw, of

Frankfort, Illinois, took the picture using a

camera equipped with an extension tube,

framer, and strobe. A retired medical

microbiologist, Shaw does free-lance

nature photography and gives lectures on

marine biology.

HONORABLE MENTION
Plants and Their Environment

Jon R. Nickles

Near the start ofa twelve-mile hike on the Russian

Lakes Trail, Chugach National Forest, Alaska, Jon

R. Nickles came across a small-scale scene with

bunchberry as its centerpiece. Nickles, a biologist

with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, lives in

Anchorage, Alaska.
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Life in a Rock Pile
To survive amid stony debris in the high Rocky Mountains, pikas

have evolved a complex system of vocal communications

by Douglas A. Conner

The piles of rock debris, or talus, on the

mountain slopes of the western United

Stales often ring with the squeaky or bark-

ing calls of pikas. Because they blend in

remarkably well with the rocks, the callers

are not easily seen. Pikas are small, alert,

brown to gray animals with short, round

ears and no visible tail.

Even though they share their talus habi-

tat with such rodent species as the yellow-

bellied marmot and the least chipmunk,

pikas are not rodents. They belong to the

Lagomorpha, a taxonomic group that in-

cludes the rabbits and hares. All lago-

morphs have four upper incisors (rodents

have only two) and produce two types of

feces, one of which has a gelatinous consis-

tency and is reingested. Lagomorphs can

extract additional nutrients from their

food because it goes through their diges-

tive system twice.

The North American pika, Ochotona

nrinceps, is one of eighteen species of pi-

kas. Sixteen are distributed through parts

>r Asia and the Soviet Union; the remain-

ing two live in North America. The col-

lared pika, 0. collaris, lives in parts of

Alaska and western Canada and is sepa-

irated from the North American pika by a

|500-mile gap extending through British

olumbia and Alberta. Why the two spe-

cies are so widely separated is not known.

These two North American species

probably originated from populations that

migrated across the Bering land bridge

when it connected Alaska and Siberia at

rarious times during the last 30 to 36 mil-

ion years. Fossil pika remains indicate

:hat by the end of the Pleistocene ( 1 0,000

years ago), populations had reached as far

3ast as Maryland and Pennsylvania. Pikas

tiave a relatively high body temperature

,104°F) and a relatively low upper tem-

perature limit (108° to 110°). This mere

four- to six-degree difference between the

pika's normal body temperature and the

temperature at which death occurs se-

verely limits the animal's range. As gla-

ciers receded at the end of the Pleistocene,

the climate became warmer and pikas

were forced to higher, cooler elevations.

Populations in the American West are

now found mostly above 7,000 feet; pikas

in the East did not have such elevations to

move to and became extinct.

Studying pikas has allowed me to un-

derstand how behavioral adaptations are

closely linked to the ecological conditions

in which they live. The North American

pika is possibly the most habitat-specific

of all small mammals. It is found almost

exclusively in talus with suitable adjacent

meadows, the latter serving as a source of

food. Talus provides shelter from the sun

and warm midday summer temperatures,

which are stressful to pikas, and from the

cold and winds of the harsh mountain win-

ters. Pikas, unlike many small alpine

mammals, do not hibernate and are active

to some degree throughout the winter.

During this time, their high body tem-

perature and thick coat may be of distinct

advantage.

The talus also provides an excellent ref-

uge from most of the pika's predators,

such as the coyote, the pine marten, and

several birds of prey. Only weasels are

able to follow a pika down into the talus

and pursue it through the narrow and tor-

tuous passages under the rocks. Pikas con-

sistently give alarm calls to all potential

predators except weasels. When weasels

are hunting on the talus, I have heard pi-

kas give alarm calls only about one-fourth

of the time. Pikas typically sit quietly,

watching the weasel as it moves through

the talus. If the weasel gets too close, the

pika ducks into the rocks until the weasel

has passed. Apparently this bias in alarm

calling is a result of the greater danger

that the weasel represents to a pika.

For a pika within the talus, there is little

danger associated with calling as long as

the predator is too large to follow it under

the rocks. All the caller has to do is to drop

off its perch into the safety of the talus. In

contrast, in six years of study of pikas in

New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, and Cali-

fornia, I never heard any alarm calls from

pikas in a meadow. They would run back

to the talus before calling or would not call

at all. The only time I observed the cap-

ture of a pika by a predator other than a

weasel, the incident occurred off the talus.

A pine marten that lived on my study site

caught a juvenile pika while it was forag-

ing in a forested area about 1 50 feet from

its home in the rocks. If a weasel chases a

pika down into the rocks, there is no cer-

tainty that it will end up with a meal, for

the pika's familiarity with its environment

and the ease with which it can move in the

rocks give it an advantage.

The pika's extreme habitat specificity

and its lack of hibernation have been influ-

ential in shaping its social behavior, social

organization, and communication system.

The purpose of my research has been to

determine how many different vocal sig-

nals are used in social interactions and to

analyze the meaning and function of

sounds produced by individuals. Fortu-

nately, three populations of pikas that I

was able to mark during the summer
could be reached on skis during the win-

ter, enabling me to also study aspects of

the pika's winter behavior and ecology.

These populations are located below the

tree line adjacent to the Indian Peaks Wil-



Pikasfeedon the abundant lichens that

coat the talus slopesyear-round, below.

Thepika, right, is giving an alarm call

from its rock perch, in this caseprobably

in response to thephotographer's

presence. Their visibility hindered by

jagged rocks, pikas communicate with an

elaborate repertoire ofcalls.

derness in the Rocky Mountains of Colo-

rado, thirty-six miles west of Boulder.

A year in the life of a pika can be di-

vided into three seasons—breeding, hay-

ing, and winter—that differ significantly

in terms of climate, availability of food re-

sources, types of vocalizations, tolerance

of pikas for each other, and proportion of

time spent in various activities and behav-

ioral interactions. While the exact time at

which each season begins and ends varies

for populations at different elevations and

latitudes, the types of behavior that char-

acterize each season are the same.

The breeding season begins in late

spring as temperatures become warmer
and the snowpack over the talus begins to

melt. Throughout most of the year, pikas

are territorial. Both males and females de-

fend separate areas of the talus and popu-

lations often show an alternate male-fe-

male spacing pattern. As the snow melts,

the level of aggression between individ-

uals is very low and males enlarge their

territories to include portions of adjacent

females' territories. There is even some
overlap between territories of adjacent

males, although territories between adja-

cent females usually do not overlap.

Pikas have two litters per season; an av-

erage of three young are bom thirty days

after mating. The birth of the first litter

coincides with the snow melt and the ap-

pearance of new vegetation, but young

may be bom any time from the middle of

May to the end of August. Even though

males do not participate in parental care,

they maintain their enlarged territories

and a second mating occurs a few days af-

ter the first litter is bom. After the second

mating, females become increasingly in-

tolerant and aggressive toward males and

the male-female territorial overlap de-

creases. By the time the first litter

emerges onto the rocks, male and female

territories are of equal size and are de-

fended vigorously by each owner.

As a result of my fieldwork and a study

of a captive population established at the

University of Colorado in Boulder by

Molly Whitworth, we have found that a

variety of vocal signals are used during

breeding. The most frequent and loudest

vocalization is the "long call," which is

given by both males and females, al-

though the structure of the call differs by

sex. The male long call lasts thirty to forty

seconds and consists of thirty to forty ele-

ments in a series, each element including

one to five notes. The female's long call is

simpler, consisting of four to seven call ele-

ments in a series, with one to several notes

in an element. Males and females give

their respective long calls so close together
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that, for some time, the female long call

was unrecognized by biologists and

thought to be part of the male song. This

simultaneous calling resembles the duet

singing of many bird species, and I am try-

ing to determine if long-call exchanges be-

tween the sexes function to establish or

maintain mated pairs, defend breeding

territories, or play a rule in individual and

pair recognition, as has been suggested for

birds. Males also engage in long-call duets

with each other. These may have a func-

tion in the competition for females.

During the breeding season I have re-

corded several other vocalizations as well.

Males, when confronted with an unwel-

come territorial intruder, give a call that

can best be described as a "tooth chatter."

The sound is produced by rapidly moving

the upper and lower front teeth over each

other. This is a common vocal signal in ro-

dents during aggressive encounters. Fe-

males that are uninterested in a male's

courting or that are the target of aggres-

sion issue a long, drawn-out wailing sound

that rapidly increases and decreases in

pitch. This "wailing call," lasting five to

eight seconds, is given as the female seeks

to escape and may serve to reduce aggres-

sion by males. Females also give this call

when caught trespassing in a male's terri-

tory outside of the breeding season.

(When this occurs, the female usually es-

capes unharmed.) Males attempting to

court a female give a trill-like call of low

amplitude as they pursue her. This call

consists of a series of four to ten notes,

with each call given one to two seconds

apart. The vocalization apparently de-

creases the female's fear of a male, and if

she is in a receptive mood, the female may

also emit a trill. The male trill often grades

into a male long call if the female remains

unreceptive, gives a wail call, or flees.

Infant pikas produce two distinct vo-

calizations from the first day following

birth. When infants are cold or hungrj'.

they give a loud, raspy distress vocaliza-

tion of one or two calls per second. This no-

ticeably affects the behavior of the

mother, which becomes restless and starts

moving around the area, looking for the

source of the distress call. Often the

mother will give a wail call while looking



for her young. While in the nest, infants

also give a chirping call—a high-pitched,

frequency-modulated (changing in pitch),

repetitive vocalization, most often heard

just prior to, during, and after nursing.

Because pikas do not hibernate and

food is difficult to find throughout the

winter, they spend much of the summer
and early fall gathering vegetation from

the neighboring meadows and storing it in

piles within their territories. In the Front

Range of Colorado, this activity, known as

haying, extends from the beginning of

July until October or November. During

the haying season, territorial conflicts be-

tween individuals are quite common,

partly because the presence of the newly

independent juveniles of the first litter

leads to an immediate increase in the den-

sity of pikas on the talus. Juveniles also be-

gin exhibiting the behaviors associated

with territorial establishment and de-

fense—vocalizing, scent marking on

rocks, and building hay piles. Even com-

petition between a mother and her young

for food and territory can be intense.

In order to breed in the spring, juvenile

males and females usually must wait until

the death of an adult frees a space on the

talus. Only rarely do juveniles take over

part of a resident adult's territory. The
sexes go about establishing a territory in

different ways. Juvenile males generally

establish themselves in suboptimal areas

between adult territories or in areas deep

within the talus, far from the meadow ar-

eas. They also shift their activity to the

middle of the day, when stressful warm
temperatures inhibit the adults' activity.

The probability of breeding the following

spring is very low unless a juvenile can

take over a territory left vacant by adult

mortality during the winter.

Juvenile females try to establish territo-

ries during the summer in areas left va-

cant by female mortality from the previ-

ous winter. Females are less able to

tolerate life in marginal areas than are

males. If they cannot establish a territory

within their natal area, they will probably

move elsewhere. Such female-biased dis-

persal is unusual among small mammals,
although it is common in birds.

During the haying season, the most fre-
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Munchingon a blade ofalpine grass, th

pika, below, is consuming the mainstay

'

its diet. Another, right, is grooming
on the talus, should apredator appear,

thepika can easily escape by ducking

under the rocks.

Photo Researchers

quently heard vocalization is a one- to

four-note call that lasts approximately

one-fifth of a second. This "short call" var-

ies with location. For example, I found

that the short call of pikas near Cedar

Breaks National Monument in Utah has

two to four notes per call, a shorter note

duration, little or no frequency modula-

tion, and an average fundamental fre-

quency (the lowest basic frequency of the

note) of 5 11 cycles per second. In contrast,

the short call of pikas in New Mexico con-

sists of a single note per call, a longer note

duration, and an initial fundamental fre-

quency of 1,332 cycles per second. The
amount of frequency modulation is much
greater than in the Utah call. The short

calls in the two locations are very distinct,

even to the human listener. Playbacks of

taped short calls to individuals from dif-

ferent populations have shown that pikas

in one population do not recognize the

short call of another. Pikas from New
Mexico ignore the short call from Utah,

regarding it as any other ambient noise.

The structure of the short call (espe-

cially its fundamental frequency and the

pattern of frequency modulation) also var-

ies among individuals within a population,

suggesting that pikas can recognize indi-

viduals solely by their short calls. This

may be adaptive because it allows individ-

uals to save time and energy by respond

ing only to those that offer some advai

tage or disadvantage (such as a potenti:

mate or a juvenile looking for a territory

Vocal recognition of individuals would \\

a special advantage in the talus, where vi

sual recognition is so difficult. The sho:j

call is heard throughout the year as ai

alarm call, but it is used most often durini

the haying season as a territorial call.

As a territorial signal, pikas issue th'

short call most frequently while perchei

on a rock with a good view. The same ca

is also used when one pika chases other

and when it leaves on, and returns fron

foraging trips to an adjacent meadow. A
animal returning from the meadow wit

vegetation will go into the rocks, place th

plant material on one of its hay piles, theJ

perch on a prominent rock. Within a fev

seconds, it will give one or two short calls

then move to the meadow again. Eacl

time it returns to its territory, it repeat;

the entire sequence.

The short call is emitted as an indica

tion of alarm when a pika detects a preda

tor on or near the talus. Other pikas maj

join in giving their own alarm calls. On ^

large talus slope containing many individ-

uals, the progress of a predator can be fol-i

lowed simply by listening to the sequence^

of alarm calls along the rocks. Pikas are



lot very selective when they give alarm

;alls (except when weasels are present). I

iiave heard them give calls to just about

my bird that flies over, to high-flying air-

planes, and to any mammal that startles

ithem.

' Another vocalization made during the

haying season is a qualitatively distinct

form of the short call, given during chases.

Because visibility is poor among the rocks,

territory owners are often unaware when

another pika is trespassing. When the resi-

dent and intruder finally spot each other,

often both are surprised. Several times I

have seen both individuals so startled that

they lost their balance and fell into the

rocks. When an individual is caught tres-

passing by a resident, the intruder will of-

ten give an abbreviated form of the short

call with a higher pitch. A chase usually

ensues with the resident evicting the in-

truder. The resident may then give one or

two short calls as the intruder retreats.

There is one exception to this sequence of

events. This occurs when a female is

caught in a male's territory and gives a

wail call and is then allowed to escape

without harassment.

Pikas are well adapted to remaining ac-

tive during winter. Their relatively high



body temperature and thick fur keep

them warm, and hay stored during the

summer provides food. The hay piles are

not always sufficient to sustain an individ-

ual through a longer than average winter,

however, and supplementary food gather-

ing during the late fall and early winter is

probably necessary.

From the first snowfall in October until

the end of January, pikas actively forage

on the surface of the rocks and in the

snow-covered meadows, reaching them

via tunnels they dig through the snow.

Their activity is concentrated in the late

morning and early afternoon, the warmest

parts of the day. If it is windy, cloudy, or

snowing, pikas rarely come to the surface.

Foraging activity consists largely of trips

to the neighboring meadow, where pikas

feed on the tips of bushes and trees. Nu-

merous pika tracks dot the snow leading

from a tunnel entrance or the talus edge to

bushes exposed above the snow. Pikas also

spend a significant amount of time on the

rocks eating lichens.

Later in the winter, pikas seem to for-

age on the surface only as long as the

snowpack on the talus is shallow. There

was a great deal of snowfall on my study

sites during February 1982, and the snow-

pack became quite deep ( 1 5 feet in some

areas) and well packed. I did not hear any

calls or see any individuals, snow-tunnel

entrances, or tracks on the snow. As the

snow cover deepens it may be inefficient

for pikas to spend time and energy extend-

ing their snow tunnels. In addition, many
of the shrubs and bushes that had been ex-

posed and used for food earlier in the sea-

son had become overladen with snow. For

the rest of the winter, pikas seemed to re-

duce their physical activity and rely more

on their hay piles and perhaps the lichens

still available on rocks.

Early in the winter, while pikas actively

forage and perch on the surface, the two

most frequently heard calls are the territo-

rial short call and the male long call.

Later, as surface activity ceases, few calls

of any type can be heard. Both males and

females sometimes give short calls, most

often while perched on rocks within their

territories and occasionally from under

the snow. These calls probably serve the
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same function that they do in the sum-

mer—territorial advertisements. Territo-

rial intrusions and attempts to steal from a

neighbor's hay pile still occur.

Compared with other small mammals,

including other species of pikas, the North

American pika displays many differences

in life history (number of litters per year,

litter size), social organization, habitat,

ecology, and behavior. Looking at how
each species has solved its communication

needs in relation to its particular environ-

ment may provide insight into the advan-

tages of each solution. Also, by comparing

social communication in different pika

species, we should be able to construct an

evolutionary history of a particular vo-

calization or set of vocalizations.

For example, the mountain viscacha

from South America and the rock hyrax

of Africa are two small mammals that also

live in taluslike formations but that ex-

hibit a high degree of sociality. Both live in

large colonies, but unlike the case with pi-

kas, these colonies are divided into family

groups. Might these differences in social

organization be reflected in the number

and types of vocal signals utilized by each

species?

I expect that when sufficient data are

available we will find that the North

American pika is an unusually communi-

cative small mammal even though it is not

very social. This is a result of the ecologi-

cal conditions under which the species has

evolved. Its restriction to patches of talus,

which are often in short supply, makes

competition for space intense. At the same

time, this spatial restriction forces fre-

quent contact among individuals. A signal

mechanism, such as calls, for keeping dis-

tance between individuals would be more

adaptive than constant physical clashes.

Vocal signals would appear best suited

for communication among North Ameri-

can pikas. Close contact among individ-

uals is not necessary and the amount of in-

formation that can be related vocally is

high. We can easily see how the pika's

communication system evolved in re-

sponse to the particular blend of climate

and habitat, predation pressure and food

availability, that is found high in the

American Rockies. D



With a mouthful ofgrass gathered

in a nearby meadow, apika returns to its

home within the rocks. The grass is

heaped into a hay pile during thefall, and

will become the animal's most important

source offood over the winter.



After ayear or more at sea,

Atlantic salmon return to spawn

in the river where they were

born. The return trip often

takes them through rough waters

and up steep waterfalls.

%
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Parr Excellence
More and more, juvenile male Atlantic salmon, or parr, are

sexually precocious, and the species' population structure

is changing dramatically. Is overfishing the cause?

by W. Linn Montgomery

Years at sea endured, falls and rapids

successfully run, a large male Atlantic

Salmon prepares for the final reproduc-

tive effort that will insure the continuation

of his lineage. Charging, butting, and bit-

ing, he chases other males away from his

female and their spawning site. Most of

the interlopers, having spent only one year

ai sea, are smaller and easily driven from

the area.

With her vigilant mate in attendance,

the female cuts a depression, or redd, in

the gravelly riverbed by turning on her

side and displacing stones with strong, lat-

eral beats of her tail. She then backs into

the redd, probing with an erect anal fin to

assess the readiness of the site for spawn-

ing. Occasionally, the male nudges her,

glides across her, or rolls slightly to one

side in front of her and quivers rapidly for

a second or two. The scene continues for

hours. He attacks other males, glides and

quivers in courtship, and quietly attends

the female; she punctuates inactive rest

periods with vigorous bouts of digging.

The pair ignore much of what is going on

around them: food drifts by unnoticed;

small, mottled fish nestled near the redd

rest undisturbed. These fish too are male

salmon, but they are juveniles and are not

recognized as a threat by the adults.

j
Finally, by some subtle signal, the fe-

;

male indicates her readiness to spawn, and

as the pair move side by side into the redd,

they gape widely and bend their tails up-

ward to bring their vents closer to the

gravel. The male now begins to quiver vio-

lently. Immediately, the smaller adult

males reappear and the previously seden-

tary juveniles rise from their cobble beds.

All dash toward the spawning pair. The
small adults slide into spawning position

beside the larger fish and likewise begin to

quiver and gape, while the juveniles dive

beneath the adults, spin wildly, gape, and

quiver. The female releases her eggs, and

all the males, including the juveniles, emit

sperm. Within seconds, the site is envel-

oped in a cloud of milt. As the white haze

drifts downstream, the female begins to

cover her eggs with gravel, the large adult

male resumes his guard, the smaller males

quickly leave the spawning area, and the

juvenile fish again take up their sedentary

posts near the digging female.

The different behaviors shown by these

males demonstrate the wide range of re-

productive tactics found among Atlantic

salmon. The largest individuals, known as

Salmon, are those fish that, after having

spent several years in the river where they

were born, brave the dangers of life at sea

for at least two years before returning to

the river in the autumn to spawn. By doing

so, they reap the benefits of the ocean's

rich, year-round food supplies of amphi-

pods and small fishes and escape the limi-

tations of the short summer growing sea-

sons and sparse supplies of insect foods

in their home rivers. On the spawning

grounds the large size of male Salmon

(twenty-seven to thirty inches) enables

them to defend females and dominate

parr: Premigratory juvenile salmon.

smolts: Juveniles, usually between two

and four years old, migrating to sea for the

first time.

grilse: Adults that have returned to the

river to spawn after one year at sea.

Salmon: Adults that have spent two or

more years at sea before returning to

their natal river (capitalized in this

article to avoid confusion with general

references to the species).

grilse (adult salmon, twenty to twenty-

four inches, that spend only one year at

sea). When forced to compete with larger

fish for access to females, the grilse must

"sneak" fertilizations. Reproductive suc-

cess for adult male Atlantic salmon de-

pends on the ability to defend the female

because they rarely survive spawning.

In addition to the adult males, some ju-

venile salmon, known as parr, are sexually

mature. These parr, usually less than six

inches long and too young to leave the

river, invest no energy in migration and

forestall facing the dangers that await the

salmon at sea. Those that survive their

river years will eventually move to sea, but

as parr they can only participate furtively

in spawning sessions.

I first became intrigued by salmon mat-

ing systems when colleagues at Woods

Hole Oceanographic Institution's Mata-

mek Research Station in Quebec began

speaking of the rising numbers of "pre-

cocious male parr"—sexually mature,

premigratory juveniles that had never

tasted salt water. I recognized the preco-

cious parr as possible analogues to small

male fish I was familiar with from other

ecosystems: colorful wrasses and damsel-

fish of tropical reefs, sunfish of freshwater

lakes and ponds, desert pupfish, and

stream-dwelling killifish of the Southwest.

Incapable of defending territories or fe-

males against larger fish, these small

males sneak fertilizations when dominant

males are occupied elsewhere or join in

reproductive mobs that interfere with

spawnings by the dominant male. Subor-

dinates expend relatively little energy in

reproductive matters; they are also, how-

ever, only moderately successful at fertil-

izing eggs.

My initial expectation of the salmon



Top: Thefemale Atlantic salmon digs a nest, or redd, on the

gravelly riverbed with no helpfrom the male. She must choose a

site where the stones are small enough to be displaced by her tail.

Bottom: Once the nest is ready, the adult male (front) and the

femaleplace themselves over it, and the male begins to quiver At
that instant, tinyparr appear and dive beneath the spawningpain

mating system was that it would parallel

these other systems. In the tropics, for ex-

ample, wherever large, dominant male

wrasses can successfully defend spawning

territories, smaller competitors are rare

and have virtually no opportunity to

spawn. Small males gain reproductive

success only when their populations are

large enough to overwhelm the defensive

efforts of large individuals. Because adult
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males are so much larger than parr, I ex-

pected that precocious maturation would

be a rarity. The striking physical domina-

tion of the minuscule juveniles by the

adults suggested that parr precocity

would have adaptive value only under

very special circumstances.

As I read more widely about Atlantic

salmon, my predictions of simplicity were

swept away. Precocious parr, I learned.

numerically dominated many hatchery

and wild river populations; nearly 100 per-i

cent of male parr were maturing in rivers

of Europe, Scandinavia, and North Amer-j

ica. Their abundance and survival in rivers'

were thought by many biologists to holdi

the clues to the species' success: in years;

when fewer than usual adult males re-'

turned to spawn, parr might insure fertil-

ization of all the eggs.



r

When thefemale releases her eggs,

the adult male and the parr emit

sperm, and the site is soon enveloped

in a cloud ofmilt. Both the adult and
theprecocious parr willprobably

succeed infertilizingsome eggs.

Most of the work being done on pan-

was directed at learning how to control the

process of maturation. Canadian and Brit-

ish workers had discovered that hatchery

stocks of parr soon sort themselves out into

fast- and slow-growing groups and that

precocious parr start out in the fast group

but end up in the slow group. Commercial
hatcheries were particularly interested in

controlling maturation since slow-growing

males had to be held an extra year before

they could be released.

Few investigators seemed worried

about what the parr were doing in the riv-

ers and on the spawning grounds or why
precocity had reached huge proportions in

many North American and European riv-

ers. But these questions struck me and my
colleagues at Matamek as potentially ger-

mane both to the management of salmon

stocks and to the understanding of salmon

evolution. To find the answers, we needed

information on adult and juvenile popula-

tions in nature. Fortunately, the Matamek
Research Station is one of the few sources

of such information. Originally a private

summer residence, the station was ac-

quired by the Woods Hole Oceanographic

Institution in 1967. Since then, its staff

has undertaken several long-term studies

LA



and amassed extensive data on fish popu-

lations throughout the pristine watershed

of the Matamek River. Several significant

patterns emerged from the Matamek
studies. For salmon, there was evidence

that changes were occurring in popula-

tions of all ages. We hoped to put together

a picture of how changes in one stage of

the salmon's life history might relate to

changes observed in another. In particu-

lar, we wanted to discover the reasons be-

hind the burgeoning numbers of preco-

cious parr.

The first part of the picture we looked

at was the return of the adults to the river

to spawn. Total returns had apparently

dropped sharply since the late 1960s, and

because there was no exploitation within

the river, we ascribed the decline to in-

tense oceanic fishing. Totals of spawning

adults did not tell the entire story, how-

ever. During the same period, the ratio of

Salmon to grilse in the spawning runs un-

derwent a dramatic change: the propor-

tion of grilse increased from about 70 per-

cent in the late 1960s to roughly 85 to 90

percent in recent years. Three lines of evi-

dence suggest that this increase in grilse is

not due solely to the selective capture of

large fish by commercial fishermen, but

that the intense fishing has also induced a

true genetic shift in the species toward an

earlier age at first reproduction.

The first line of evidence, from studies

in New Brunswick, is that the offspring of

grilse matings tend to return as grilse,

while Salmon tend to beget Sahnon. The
second is that both the frequency and the

absolute numbers of grilse have increased

in some Canadian populations, suggesting

an increase in the frequency of genes that

code for early return. Third, stocks of

salmon from different rivers but in similar

habitats and geographic areas often have

different age structures, indicating that

genes at least partly control the age at

which saimon return from the sea. The ob-

served changes in the structure of adult

populations are consistent with predic-

tions of evolutionary theory: when mortal-

ity is most severe later in life, those indi-

viduals that reproduce early will be more
apt to pass along their genes to future gen-

erations, and if early reproduction is a her-
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Adults returning to their natal rivers

from the sea often arrive in midsummer
ami have to wait several months before

spawning. During this time, they do not

eat andpass the time exploring the river

and resting, singly or in groups.
Gilben van Ryckevorsel
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itable trait, the proportion of early re-

producers in the population will increase.

We also studied the population struc-

ture of smolts (juveniles migrating to sea

for the first time), for it is the survivors of

those fish that will eventually return as

adults. Since the late 1960s, the sex ratios

of smolt runs have shifted toward greater

domination by females. During 1981, for

example, there were four female smolts

for every male. Populations of young parr

are approximately one-half male and one-

half female, so the skewed sex ratios must

reflect increases in mortality of male parr

(we suspect this is happening but we have

no direct evidence) or in their failure to

leave the river.

Accompanying the shift in smolt sex

structure is a shift in age structure. His-

torically, most Matamek salmon first

moved to sea at three years of age; the rest

of the smolts were primarily four-year-

olds. Recently, the number of four-year-

olds has declined while two-year-olds have

increased in frequency. Contrary to ex-

pectations, however, the average size of

smolts has not changed. Salmon biologists

have long recognized that a river-dwelling

parr must attain a minimum size before it

can undergo the profound changes neces-

sary for transformation to a silvery smolt

capable of sea life. Apparently, many pan-

are now reaching that minimum size at a

younger age. Why?
We expected to find a general increase

in parr growth rates over the last few

years, but the evidence does not support

this prediction. We now believe that the

increase in body size reflects enhanced

growth rates only in the first few weeks of

life. Very little is known about the ecology

of these salmon fry, but we do know that

after hatching, fry move into quiet back-

waters where they must share sparse food

resources and space among themselves

and with larger trout fry, pugnacious

sticklebacks, and occasionally other spe-

cies of fish. If fewer adult females are re-

turning to spawn now than in the past, and

if they are more apt to be grilse (which lay

approximately one-third the number of

eggs laid by the larger Salmon), fewer to-

tal eggs will be laid and fewer fry will

hatch. If, as a result, there is more food

available for each fry and less competition

for space, growth rates may be enhanced

at this early stage. Our relative ignorance

about salmon fry forces us to regard these

suggestions as working hypotheses rather

than proven explanations, but they seem

reasonable.

Fewer fry, of course, mean fewer parr,

and changes are taking place within the

declining parr populations as well. In the

Matamek River, the fraction of males tha,

mature precociously has increased mark

edly: 80 to 100 percent of male parr mor'

than one year old are now mature sexui

ally, compared with 40 to 60 percent fif

teen years ago. What is the significance o.

all this precocity for individual parr am;

for the species?
\

For the precocious parr, it means i^

greatly altered pattern of growth. Hatch,

ery experiments and field observation!

have shown that among parr, large bod;]

size at the start of the growing seasoi;

tends to presage precocious maturity. M
the season progresses, however, femaleii

and nonmaturing males continue to ini

crease in body length and mass and sooii

surpass the maturing parr, which poui

most of their energy into building activs'

testes. By fall, their abdomens bulging

the maturing parr look as if they have rei

cently eaten an enormous meal, but dis!

section reveals only a mass of testes tha'

may constitute upward of 20 percent of t(^

tal body weight. In hatcheries, the sloweoii

growth of maturing parr often preclude:

their transformation into smolts the fol

lowing spring, and they must be retains

an additional year before release. In thi

wild, the tendency for precocious parr t

remain in the river for one more winter be

fore going out to sea doubtless contribute;
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I the recent overload of females among

noils. Mature parr also have less body

,t than nonmaturing juveniles, which

lay lead to more wintertime deaths and

irther insure a surplus of females in

nolt runs.

Precocity, then, can be a costly path to

;xual maturity. The trait may well arise

s a result of fewer eggs leading to fewer,

irgcr (and thus more precocity-prone)

larr, but if mortality is so high, what ex-

: lains the persistence of precocity and, in-

I
eed, its marked increase? To answer this

. uestion, we considered in greater detail

he role of parr in mating. The true mea-

ure of an individual's evolutionary suc-

less, after all, lies ultimately in its ability

10 leave reproductively viable offspring.

i In October of 1 98 1 , 1 spent several days

;vatching salmon in a spawning chamber

:iperated by the Canadian government on

I'joel Paul's Brook, a tributary of New-

loundland's largest waterway, the Ex-

)ioits River. No large Salmon were avail-

iible, so my studies there concentrated on

lijrilse and precocious parr. (My previous

:vork, together with reports on fieldwork

iind chamber studies conducted by others,

issured me that neither the absence of

'Salmon nor the artificial conditions of the

i;pawning chamber would prevent me
iVom observing natural behavior.) I dis-

covered that dominant grilse defended fe-

males much as Salmon did elsewhere. The
parr, when placed in the chamber with the

grilse, remained inactive among the rocks

until the male grilse began to quiver. Then

the parr responded immediately by dart-

ing beneath the vents and anal fins of the

mating pair. There, they spun wildly in a

slurry of sperm and silt. I saw spawning

parr gape widely and shudder violently as

if gripped by a seizure, thus exhibiting the

same orgasmic movements as adult males.

After the spawning, I watched as the adult

male and parr moved to areas adjacent to

the redd and the female began to cover the

eggs with gravel thrown up by beats of her

tail. All conformed to my expectations.

Then, to my amazement, I witnessed

parr voraciously eat eggs from the very

spawning in which they had just taken

part. This seemed to violate the basic te-

nets of evolutionary reasoning—organ-

isms should not expend effort generating

offspring only to set about ingesting them.

After witnessing several spawnings and

knowing something about parr eating hab-

its, I began to see that a sensible pattern

lay behind the apparent anomaly. As the

female covers her eggs, a few are invari-

ably thrown into the water column. Those

dislodged only slightly may settle rapidly

back into the redd and be covered with

gravel; these eggs can continue to develop

normally. Eggs kicked higher into the v, a-

ter will be swept downstream to certain

destruction; these eggs have no future.

Parr generally eat foods adrift in the

water and ignore those on the river bot-

tom. This behavior may have been refined

by natural selection to take the fate of dis-

lodged eggs into account, for on many oc-

casions I watched parr rush at floating

eggs only to abort the attack when their

prey—often no more than a fraction of an

inch away—contacted the gravel. By con-

trast, eggs that continued to drift away
were eagerly snatched up. For parr, oppor-

tunities to reproduce may be accompa-

nied by a nutritious meal.

My observations of parr behavior re-

vealed that these tiny fish clearly derive

some benefits from their actions. Never-

theless, they must always compete with

larger, more aggressive males, and al-

though they are usually ignored, they are

occasionally attacked violently by both

male and female adults. Is it all worth it?

Just how effective are the reproductive ef-

fort:s of precocious parr? Although no data

exist to answer this question directly, cir-

cumstantial evidence suggests that parr

may fertilize many eggs. They are cer-

tainly fertile. An earlier investigator, J.W.

Jones, working with a spawning chamber
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that held parr, an adult female, and a cas-

trated adult male, found that two or three

parr were capable of fertilizing more than

97 percent of the eggs in the clutch. There

is also evidence to suggest that parr may

fertilize many eggs under natural condi-

tions. For one thing, because they take up

their positions beneath the female, parr

—

and their sperm—are much closer to the

just-spawned eggs than are adult males,

for whom dilution of sperm is likely to be a

greater problem. For another, parr testes,

which may constitute 20 percent of total

body weight, are gigantic, especially when

compared with the gonads of adult males

(usually 4 to 5 percent of body weight),

and the concentration of sperm cells is

higher in parr milt than in adult male milt.

This is significant since in cases of exter-

nal fertilization, the proportion of eggs fer-

tilized by a given male is probably deter-

mined by the proportion of the total

number of sperm cells he contributes.

A precocious parr will be more apt to re-

produce successfully if it does not have to

compete with many other parr. The bal-

ance between the disadvantages of life as

a mature parr—increased probability of

death while overwintering and compe-

tition with larger adults—and the advan-

tages—the production of offspring at an

early age—is a delicate one. Just what

shifts the balance toward the positive side

is not fully clear, but I beUeve that pan-

population density is a crucial factor. The

incidence of precocity seems to be higher

when overall parr densities are low, which

is precisely when parr-parr competition

for fertilizations would be reduced and

hence the likelihood of producing off-

spring enhanced. This is also precisely the
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situation that appears to exist in the

Matamek River: parr densities are down,

precocity is up. Thus, with increasing fre-

quency, an adult male salmon girds him-

self at sea for reproductive battle with his

peers, only to encounter diminutive com-

batants that use guerrilla tactics to gain

access to the prize, a clutch of eggs.

It is a sobering thought that these

changes in the dynamics of the salmon

mating system, and consequently in the

population structure of Atlantic salmon,

may be primarily the result of human
exploitation. Salmon may encounter

humans at several points during their so-

journ at sea. Smolts leaving the rivers of

eastern Canada move first to waters off

Newfoundland and Labrador to avail

themselves of the rich food resources

there. Those that will stay at sea for two

years or more continue north to Green-

land, where they run into an intense gill-

net fishery When those that escape the

Greenland fisheries turn back again to-

ward their native streams, they rejoin the

one-sea-year fish in more southerly waters.

There, many are caught by the massive

gill nets of commercial salmon fishermen,

by cod traps or mackerel and herring

weirs, or by trawlers that ply the water in

search of cod or flounder but are quite

willing to accept salmon. Such exploita-

tion accounts for the demise of at least 40

to 60 percent of the grilse and more than

80 percent of the Salmon that escape

death by natural causes. Once in their

home rivers, salmon are up against nets set

by native fishermen, flies cast by sports-

men, and gang hooks and seines wielded

by poachers. They may also face human-

made barriers to migration or, at the end

of their journey, spawning habitats altered

or destroyed by pollution, siltation, or ris-

ing acidity as a result of acid rain.

Studies of salmon life history and genet-

ics provide compelling, if circumstantial,

evidence that the stocks of Atlantic

salmon cannot forever endure such exploi-

tation and that the effects of severe pres-

sure on any one stage of the salmon's life

history will reverberate through all other

stages. Unfortunately, understanding how
salmon populations will probably respond

to overexploitation or drastic changes in

their habitat does not by itself solve the

problems of managing such a valuable re-

source. Wise resource management, eco-

nomic demands, and international politics

are often at odds. Without the support of

an informed public, pressing for continued

scientific and political action to protect

the salmon, these magnificent fish and

their ancient spawning rituals may one

day be observed only rarely and only by a

very fortunate few. D
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Celestial Events

by Thomas D. Nicholson

All Month Evening stars are especially

good this June. Just after the western sky-

loses the glow of sunset, five bright objects

stretch out in line upward from the hori-

zon and toward the left. Lowest and

brightest is Venus, perhaps not quite as

well placed as in May, but brighter. To its

left and higher is Regulus, brightest star in

Leo. More distant to the left, high in the

south are Spica, Virgo's brightest star,

and the planet Saturn (the higher of the

two). Again to the left but below them in

the southeast is the planet Jupiter, second

only to Venus in brightness.

The five objects will be in the same gen-

eral arrangement and order throughout

June, but it will be interesting to compare

the distances between them through the

month. These distances change, reflecting

the motions of the planets Venus, Jupiter,

and Saturn around the sun. In June, Ve-

nus moves much closer to Regulus (pass-

ing the star in early July), Saturn draws

slowly closer to Spica, and Jupiter drifts

away from Antares, the reddish star of

Scorpius below it. But note that Venus is

moving in its direct, easterly motion, to the

left relative to Regulus, while Saturn and

Jupiter, moving retrograde, slip to the

right relative to the stars.

The evening sky becomes even more in-

teresting from about June 13 through

June 23 when the moon, waxing from a

slim crescent to a fat, gibbous object,

moves past Venus, Regulus, Spica, and

Saturn, and finaOy Jupiter and Antares in

.

turn.

Although the brighter planets are all

evening stars (Mercury and Mars are both

morning objects), the sky still looks pretty

;

good after midnight. Saturn and Jupiter

and the bright spring stars around them
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pare then in the west, but the two planets

fare gone long before dawn.

June 1: The moon is at apogee today,

the position in its orbit most distant from

the earth. It rises at about midnight to-

night as a waning gibbous moon, two days

before last-quarter, among the stars of

Capricornus.

June 3: Mars is in conjunction with the

sun. The planet has been in the evening

sl<y all year, but it has been dim, incon-

spicuous, and too near the sun to be

readily seen. When the sun passes it today

from right to left, Mars shifts from east of

the sun to its west, technically becoming a

morning star. It will remain inconspicuous

for the rest of the year, although it will be

well above the horizon by dawn later in the

year The last-quarter moon today is in

Aquarius. It will be a morning object, ris-

ing after midnight.

June 5: The crescent moon this morning

is in Pisces, south and a little east of the

vernal equinox.

June 8: Mercury is in the morning sky,

to the right (west) of the rising sun. It is at

greatest westerly elongation today, its

maximum distance to the sun's right and
its best position for viewing as a morning

star. Morning visits of Mercury in June

are not the best, however. But with an ex-

ceptionally clear eastern horizon, it may
be seen low in the sky to the left of east

during morning twilight over the next

week or so, as the planet grows brighter.

June 9: The crescent moon may help

you locate Mercury this morning. Rising

about an hour and a quarter before the

sun, the moon passes Mercury (conjunc-

tion) at about 5:00 a.m., EST, a half hour

after sunrise. A half hour before sunrise,

look just below the lower "horn" of the

crescent for the planet. In the twilight sky,

binoculars may be necessary. With the

moon centered in the glasses. Mercury
should be within the field of view below
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the moon. The moon covers Mercury (an

occultation) over the North Atlantic

Ocean and adjacent land areas. The occul-

tation takes place after sunrise along the

east coast of North America.

June 11: New moon is at 11:37 p.m.,

EST, tonight. This new moon brings a to-

tal solar eclipse to the earth, the first

eclipse of 1983. Although no part of the

eclipse occurs in the Americas, this prom-

ises to be a striking event in parts of Indo-

nesia and Papua New Guinea. The cir-

cumstances of the eclipse will produce at

longer than average period of totality (the

duration that the sun is completely cov-!

ered by the moon), more than five minutes'

on the islands of Java, Sulawesi, and New:

Guinea, where the eclipse is best. A par-,

tial solar eclipse occurs over a broad area

of the Indian and South Pacific oceans,

including Southeast Asia, Australia, and

New Zealand.

June 13: The moon is at perigee, nearest

the earth.

June 13-14: Venus and the moon make'

a pretty sight in the twilight and early;

nighttime sky of both evenings. The moon,!

below and to the right of Venus on the eve-'

ning of the 13th, passes above the planet'

at about 6:00 a.m., EST, the next momingi

and lies above and to Venus's left on the'

evening of the 14th. Venus sets about;

three hours after sundown, the moon a

half hour earlier on the 13th, later on the]

14th.
I

June 1 5: The earliest sunrise of the yean

occurs today in the mid-latitudes of thei

Northern Hemisphere. The star below the'

fat crescent moon tonight is Regulus, in

Leo. Venus is to their right and lower. In

the next several weeks, Venus will move

noticeably closer to Regulus, passing be-

neath the star in early July

June 16: Venus is at greatest easterly

elongation. In this position to the left of

the sun, Venus is best located for viewing

as an evening star. Other factors, such as

its brightness and the inclination of its or-

bit to the horizon, also affect its visibility

June 17: First-quarter moon is in Virgo.

When you see it early tonight, it will be

midway between Regulus (below to its

right) and Spica (in Virgo, to its left and

below) and almost above the autumnal

equinox.

June 19: At sundown tonight, the wax-

ing gibbous moon is high in the south, near

two bright objects. The one below to its

right is Spica. The one below to its left

and much closer, is the planet Saturn. The

moon passes Saturn (conjunction) at

about 10:00 p.m., EST. Watch closely and

you can easily see the moon slip closer to

the planet before ten o'clock and move

away to its left afterward.

Itfl
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June 2 1 : The sun arrives at the summer

slice at 6:09 p.m., EST, and summer be-

is in the Northern Hemisphere. This is

,0 the day on which the sun spends the

3st lime above the horizon in northern

itudes. The moon tonight is between Ju-

cr (below to its left) and Saturn and

)ica (to its right and more distant).

June 22: Another occultation of Jupiter

'-

1 the series that began in March) occurs

today when the moon covers the planet in

the sicy over Arctic regions. In our sky to-

night, the moon and the planet appear

very close when they first become visible

in the east at dusk, and separate slowly

during the night. Conjunction, when the

moon is closest above Jupiter, is at 4:00

P.M., EST. The reddish star below Jupiter

and the moon is Antares, in Scorpius.

June 24-25: The nearly full moon rises

joodbye. Solar System

3n June 1 3 at 5:00 a.m. Pacific daylight

.ime, the Pioneer 10 spacecraft will cross

,
he orbit of Neptune and be farther from

:he sun than any known planet. Pluto is

lormally the outermost planet, but its or-

, jit is so elongated that for the next sev-

enteen years it will be inside Neptune's

)rbit and will never catch up with Pio-

neer. At the crossing. Pioneer will in ef-

"ect be the first man-made object to

eave the solar system. Launched in

1972, Pioneer 10 was designed to have a

productive life of only twenty-one

months. At the time of the crossing it

will have traveled 3.59 billion miles from

,the earth, received more than 98,900

;ommands, and transmitted more than

126 billion bits of information. It will be

traveling at 30,558 mph and data mov-

ing at the speed of light will take four

hours and twenty minutes to reach home
base at Ames Research Center in Cali-

fornia. During its first eleven years of

near-perfect performance, Pioneer 10

crossed the asteroid belt and flew past

Jupiter. It discovered that Jupiter is a

liquid planet, made the first accurate

measurements of its moons, and took the

first close-ups of its Great Red Spot. Sci-

entists expect to track the satellite for

eight more years. The next anticipated

mission for the far-reaching Pioneer will

be to define the extent and behavior of

the sun's atmosphere.

in Sagittarius tonight, becomes full at

about 3:32 a.m., EST, on the 25th. A par-

tial lunar eclipse begins shortly after 2:00

A.M., EST, and ends at about 4:30 a.m.

(adjust times for daylight time and for

time zones to the west). At mid-eclipse,

when the moon has penetrated deepest

into the earth's shadow, only a little more

than one-third of the moon's diameter is

darkened by the shadow.

June 28: The waning gibbous moon is at

apogee (farthest from the earth) today,

rising at about 10:00 p.m. near the easterly

edge of Capricornus. Moonlight will prob-

ably obscure most stars in this not-too-con-

spicuous constellation, though you might

be able to trace out the "bikini"-shaped

triangle to the moon's right.

June 30: Tonight's moon, about two and

a half days before last-quarter phase, rises

at about 11:00 p.m. in Aquarius. The
bright star well below it in the early morn-

ing hours of July 1 is Fomalhaut in the

constellation Piscis Austrinus (the South-

em Fish).

Editor's Note: Data are given in standard

time except where otherwise noted. Ad-

justments must be made for daylight time

in particular. The April Sky Map shows

evening constellations for this month and

gives the times for use.
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African Textiles

The British Museum (Museum of Man-

kind) has the oldest and finest collection of

African textiles in the world; the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History has the

largest and one of the best collections of

African artifacts in the United States.

These two renowned institutions have

joined forces to mount a new exhibition,

African Textiles, which will open in Gal-

lery 3 of the American Museum on June

15. Drawing from the finest specimens in

each collection, the exhibit comprises tex-

tiles and looms from the nineteenth cen-

tury, before African handicrafts had been

greatly affected by European influences,

as well as modern examples. About 200

pieces are from the British Museum and

50 are from the American Museum.

A tremendous variety of materials

(from silk and cotton to raffia and bast),

weaving techniques, and designs will be

featured, along with splendid examples of

textiles from Morocco to Madagascar.

The exhibit will also survey the various

ways of making cloth—the spinning, dy-

ing, and preparation of raw materials, and

the construction and operation of the

many different kinds of African looms.

Some of the most important pieces were

created to proclaim the political or reli-

gious affiliation of the wearer. On display

are rare examples of the garments worn by

the followers of the Madhi, an Islamic reli-

gious leader, who in the 1880s carved out

a large empire that stretched from the

Red Sea to Central Africa. The mystical

and ascetic doctrines of the Madhi found

symbolic expression in the tattered and

crudely patched garments worn by his fol-

lowers. Even leaders of the Madhi move-

ment wore clothes whose embroidered de-

signs imitated patchwork patterns.

Although the textiles were created with

relatively simple technology, they re-

quired great skill, and the finished prod-

ucts were often striking and complex. One
hand-woven silk garment that was worn

by an Ashanti chief is called adwiniasa,

meaning "my skill is exhausted." Another

garment worn by the Ashanti king is

called a "liar's cloth" because its complex,

meandering pattern was said to confound

people of doubtful veracity.

Other stunning pieces on exhibition in-
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elude a Sudanese quilted-cotton horse ar-

mor embellished with patchwork; a cot-

ton-and-silk cloth woven in a highly

complex pattern of warp and weft striping

from Ghana; a textile from Zaire made

from the dyed fibers of the raffia pakn

and embroidered; a Yoruba adire cloth

from Nigeria, painted freehand in a bai

like process that uses starch to resist thj

dye, then dyed a rich indigo; and mud
more.

African Textiles marks the first tim^

the British Museum has allowed one of it

exhibitions to leave the country.

Three Moroccan women ofthe Ayt Brahim group



At the American Museum

Cotton-and-silk clothfrom Ghana
The Trustees of the British Mu:

Salute to the Americas

On Tuesday, June 1 5, at 7:30 p.m., a free

program of Hispanic dance and music will

be presented in the Auditorium. Saludo a

las Americas, a traditional event in New
York City, is given every year by the His-

panic-American Parade Committee. Con-
tact the Education Department at (212)

873-1300 for more information.

Pearl Primus

On Wednesday, June 22, at 7:30 p.m.,

Pearl Primus and the Earth Theatre Dance
Company will perform a choreographed

reenactment of an African textile market.

This free program, presented in conjunc-

tion with the African Textiles exhibition,

will take place in the Auditorium.

Touchstone Center

On June 3, the Touchstone Center will

present Sea Tales: An Evening ofStories.
Poetry, and Performance for Families.

The program will start in the Leonhardt
People Center From there, the audience

will break into three groups and attend

workshops dealing with the music, poetry,

and tales of the sea. At 7:00 p.m. there will

be a performance in the Hall of Ocean Life

of Sea Tale and In the Eye of the Whale,

Swims the Sea. All programs are free.

African Textiles

Robert Farris Thompson will give two

lectures in conjunction with the exhibition

African Textiles. On Monday, June 6,

Thompson will speak on Yoruba Atlantic

Art and Architecture; on Monday, June

13, he will discuss Kongo Atlantic Art.

This two-lecture series costs $12 ($10 for

members) and will be given in the Muse-
um's Auditorium at 7:00 p.m. For more in-

formation contact the Education Depart-

ment at (212) 873-7507.

Sitar Concert

Roop Verma, an Indian composer, per-

former, teacher, and musicologist, will give

a sitar concert on Wednesday, June 1 5, at

7:30 P.M., in the Auditorium. Tickets are

$8 ($6 for members); contact the Educa-

tion Department, (212) 873-7507, for

more information.

Whale Watching for Young People

Young people will have a chance to see

whales on an all-day field trip to Montauk
Point. The trip, which includes a five-hour

boat ride with researchers from the Oke-

anos Research Foundation, takes place on

Saturday, June 1 1; the fee is $65 per per-

son. For more information contact the

Education Department at (212) 873-7507.

Geology at Sunset

A three-hour boat trip on Sunday, June

1 2, will take participants on a journey up
the Hudson River to study the geology and

natural history of this unusual region. Led
by Sidney Horenstein of the Department

of Invertebrates, the trip is $ 1 8 per person.

Contact the Education Department at

(212) 873-7507 for more information.

South American Music
A program of traditional Andean music

will be presented on Wednesday, June 8, at

7:30 P.M., in the Auditorium. Grupo Ay-

mara will perform both ancient and con-

temporary compositions of the Aymara
people of the Bolivian highlands. Tickets

are $8 ($6 for members) and may be pur-

chased from the Education Department,

(212) 873-7507.



Art

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS Northwest Coast Indian

masks, totems, graphics Eskimo sculpture South-

west Indian pottery, baskets, rugs, kachinas Recent
West African pieces Call or write for photos and data.

Pnced $100/up Box 5896, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413

(213) 789-2559

PA?yRUS

BROCHURE—showing spetimi

Gallerv open bv appointment only.

ANCIENTWORLD ARTS LTD
Depl. N6 » 50 W. 76th St. « N.Y. 10023

SPOONIVIOUTH IROQUOIS FALSE FACE $100. re-

quest photo, other masks available, McCoy Imports,

Liberty, NY 12754

Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK' Join our successful authors

Publicity advertising, beautiful books All subjects in-

vited Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
report- Carlton Press. Dept NHF. 84 Fifth Avenue,
New York, NY 10011

Books

BGOKFINDING LIBRARIANS locate any subject or title.

150,000 different titles in stock, indexed by author,

subject & title PAB'' 2918 Atlantic Ave, Atlantic City,

NJ 08401 or (609) 344-1943

Margaret Mead
Margaret Mead's classic and

controversial study of youth

in Samoan society, with her w
famous 1973 preface and Fran2Boas's f%f
original introduction. This special soft- \J |
cover edition, published by the Ameri- A mm
can Museum of Natural History, is /\DC
available at $1.95. Those who order •»

will aiso receive notice of superb natural in
history books available from the Museum III
at discountsfrom 10% to 40% QomAA
o/the publishers' prices. Send OCl 1 1 1Ud
check for $1.95 to: American Museum of Natur-
al History, Members' Book Program, Central

Park West at 79th Street, New York, NY 10024.

PUBLISHERS OVERSTOCKS. BARGAIN BOOKS.
2.000 titles, all subjects! Free catalogue: Hamilton's.
98-55 Clapboard, Danbury, CI 06810

Collectors' Items

STOCK and Bond Certificates! Just $2 00 each,
Goforth, PO Box 135NH, Big Pine, FL 33043

Correspondence

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA, Make lasting friend-
ships throuQh correspondence. Send age, interests.
Free reply Harmony Box 89NH, Brooklyn, NY 11235

Education

FIELD COURSES IN NATURAL HISTORY College
credit & Teacher iecert:;ication credit (Colorado), Tu-
ition discounts for teachers and students. Write Aspen
Center for Environmental Studies, Box 8777A, Aspen
CO 81612

!rF^TV(AI?gET

FOCUS: OUTDOORS— natural history vacation week-
end on beautiful Mt Holyoke College campus in

Massachusetts Choice of twenty "Nature College"
classes in natural history and environmental issues

Three feature presentations include sea turtle expert,

Archie Carr, August 5-7 $80 per person includes meals
and lodging Field trips in Connecticut River Valley ex-

tra Wnte: Massachusetts Audubon Society, Arcadia,

Easthampton, MA 01027

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA NEEDS YOU' Jobs! Big Pay! Transporta-

tion! Newest Handbook, $2,00 Australian International,

Box 19107-RS, Washington, DC 20036

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the

US, Free details: EOV, PO, Box 670, Walpole, NH

JOBS Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, Idaho, Montana
Computerized newsletter with over 200 New jobs each
week. Free details. Mountamwest, 925-G Canyon, Lo-

gan, UT 84321

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$300, International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RS, Washington, DC 20036

OVERSEAS JOB—68 COUNTRIES" Hinng now! Paid
fare Computenzed reports $2 00 Jobworld, Box 681-

NH, Cypress, CA 90630

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Current open-
ings— all occupations' Free details . , . Intermountain
4Y. Grand Lake. Colorado 80447-0809

TEACH HERE—TEACH ABROAD School, college

openings: USA $5 95: Abroad $5 95, China. Japan,
Saudi, Australia $5 95 each EISF, Box 662, Newton,
Massachusetts 02162

Financial

CASH GRANTS AND LOW-INTEREST. LOANS avail-

able from nonprofit foundations! 340 sources/applica-
tion instructions, $3 00 Fundsearch, Box 19107-RS.
Washington, DC 20036

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS, 65 countnes!
Sampler: 4,'$2 98 Free Brochure Multinewspapers,
Box DE-206, Dana Point, California 92629

Furniture

1-800-334-8174 Puts you in contact with Amenca's
leading furniture mfg's at superlative savings Barnes
& Barnes, Library for Fine Furniture, 651 S,W, Broad
St., Southern Pines, NC 28387. In NC call (919) 692-
3381

Government Surplus

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY" 950,000
Items (including Jeeps) low as 1<E on dollar! Most
complete information available—$2 00. Disposal, Box
19107-RS, Washington, DC 20036

Merchandise/Gifts

FINEST NEW ZEALAND lambskin seat covers for cars,

vans and R.V s, also decorator and infant rugs plus ap-
parel Free catalog: call 1-800-426-4626 Skinny's
Down Under, PO, Box 88067, Dept, NH-4, Seattle, WA

FREE DINOSAUR CATALOG, Box 546N, Tallman. NY
10982 Cretaceous, Jurassic, Triassic, Permian, Car-
boniferous, Devonian

LOON — CANADA GOOSE — PUFFIN — SEA OTTER
— beautiful sterling silver pendants and pins, color

brochure $1. Jay Greene, Halibut Cove, Homer. AK
99603

NEW GIFT CATALOG, UNICORN GIFTS and much
more, $1 00 (refundable). Silver Unicorn, Box 198-NH'
Islip, NY 11751

NATURE NOTE CARDS
.. Express your love of Nature with
distinctive full-color note cards by a
nationally published photographer.
Series I: Swallows on Marsh Grass,
Day Lily, Forest Reflection, Swans,

I

Sunset Over Marsh. Package of 10
cards, 5 different subjects (without.

greeting) on high gloss!,

stock, 4'/2" X 6V4", Includes
I

i

V bhVj*. quality envelopes. $8.00 1 J'

WV «?i postpaid ($10.00 Canadian).

"^'^Y^BjB Make cheque or money
r Ik^^^1 order payable to:^^S^ Douglas R. Shane

fe

P.O. Box 413
Chester Springs, PA 19425

SPACE SHUTTLE PATCHES Official Issue NASA De-'

sign Full-color, embroidered Same as worn by Astro-

nauts in space 3 patches $10 00, Ventrillo. Box 2219- "
NH,Titusville, FL 32781-2219 ;

Miscellaneous

IDEAS, INVENTIONS, New Products wanted! Call to!

free 1-800-528-6050. In Arizona, call 1-800-352-0458'

Extension 831
1

Music

UNIQUE CHORDED ZITHER (Autoharp). Kits, finishec

instruments Send SASE, Carl Dudash Harpsichords
Box 245, Melrose, CT 06049

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repainng binocu-

lars since 1923 Alignment performed on our US, Navyl |t
collimator Free catalogue and our article "Know Your
Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine, Mirakelj

Optical Co,, Inc
, 331 Mansion St,, West Coxsackie. NYJ

12192(518)731-2610

BIRD PHOTOGRAPHS, High quality color slides of alj

species by outstanding nature photographers. Write or;

call Bird Photographs, Dept NH, Laboratory of Or-,

nithology, Cornell University, Sapsucker Woods, Ith-J

aca, NY 14850(607)256-4017
;

LEARN BIRD PHOTOGRAPHY Cornell University's

Laboratory of Ornithology offers a unique home study'

course in bird photography Study at your own pace'

and receive personal tutonng through photo assign-

ments you submit Wnte or call today. Photo Course,

Dept NH, Laboratory of Ornithology, Cornell Univer-

sity, Sapsucker Woods. Ithaca, NY 14850 (607) 256-'

4017

LEITZ, ZEISS, B&L, SWIFT, BUSHNELL, NIKON Opto-;

lyth binoculars, telescopes and accessories. Sena
stamp for discount list Specify literature desired.

Large stock. Orders filled postpaid day received. Bird-,

ing, Box 5N, Amsterdam, NY 12010
\

OPTIC DISCOUNTS: Binoculars—Telescopes—Brand'
Names—Free List. Thos. Manetta, Box 12, 61 Hoffman!
Avenue, Elmont, New York 11003

PHOTOGRAPHIC AND OBSERVATIONAL BLIND, ?"

Roomy, cool, lightweight. Write or call for brochure
Photo, Dept NH, Laboratory of Ornithology, Cornell

University, Sapsucker Woods. Ithaca, NY 14850 (607) .

256-4017 ,,

Post Cards

NATURE POST CARDS—Close-up color photos ol

birds and animals Beautiful & educational $9,95 for

113, all different. Birds, Animals, plus all our other Na-

ture Cards, 178 cards for $13 95 (Not retailed to Illinois

addresses. Wholesale rates available all states.) Na-

ture Press, 628 E 20th St., Alton. IL 62002
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eal Estate

^iEE SUMMER '83 CATALOG! 5402 properties, 2073
cturesi Values in every type of real estate, many
/vner financed! From 600 offices in 43 states! Get your

!ee copy Now' SIrout Really, Plaza Towers, Dept
390, Spnngfield, MO 65804, Call loll free: 1-800-641-

366 or in Missouri call collect (417) 862-4402

OVERNMENT LANDS , . FROM $7 50/ACRE!
omesites, farming, vacationing, investment! "Land
uyer's Guide" plus nationwide listings—$3.00
ands. Box 19107-RS, Wastnington, DC 20036

EW FREE CATALOGUE! Top real estate values
aasf to coast! Please specify type property and loca-

'on desired United Farm Agency, Inc , 612-U W 47tti

treet, Kansas City, MO 64112 Pti, Toil-Free: 1-800-

21-2599: MO res pti Toll-Free: 1 -800-892-5785

lentals

DIRONDACK LODGES on Upper Saranac Lake
vailable for two weeks or a month, July tfirough Sep-
;mber Everytfiing provided for comfortable living in

le quiet woods $740 - $1 ,950 for two weeks. Please
rile Bartlett Carry Club, RED 3, Tupper Lake, NY

EABROOK ISLAND, SC, Pelican Watcti Villa features
irds, dolptiins, golf, tennis, swimming, Ctiarleston.

Weekly rentals from owner (203) 966-0610

lesorts

.DIRONDACKS, GARNET HILL LODGE, Vacation at

true Adirondack lodge, spectacular mountain scen-
ry, relaxed atmosptiere, fine lodging and meals
Iverlooking a clear mountain lake: swim, boat, fish,

iking and tennis. Vacation home rentals available.

tfrite Box 60-H, North River, NY 12856 or call (518)
51-2821

.DIRONDACK WILDERNESS, sparkling mountain
ike, informal, great tennis, food, hiking, horses: family
Jtes American Plan Timberlock, Box NH, Indian Lake
lY 12864

)RAKE'S ANCHORAGE, BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS. A
,uly unique private island, only 30 guests may share
,ie lovely seclusion of our paradise V\/ater sports and
lining that satisfies the most discnminaling taste
Tent a bungalow, villa or island. Contact Drake's An-
,
horage, 121 Mount Vernon Street, Boston, MA 02108
317)523-1778

JTTLE ST. SIMONS ISLAND
One of Georgia's "Golden Isles

'

Birding. beachcombing, riding, wildlife photo-
graphy, fishing or just relaxing on a secluded

12,000 acre island with miles of unspoiled ocean
beaches, forests and marshes Over 2(X) species of
birds Maximum of 10-15 guests at a time Excellent
food and accommodations Professional naturalists
on the staff P.O. Box 1078M, St. Simons Island.
GA 3 1 522 Phone (9 1 2) 638-7472

iUNGLE VACATION in the Talamanca Rainforest Su-
)erb birding, plant and insect hunting Riding and hik-

^g trails: guides Weekly rates $225 00 single: $350
touble ME Snow, Apartado 73, 7200 Siquirres Costa
Ilea

JNEKIN BAY SAILING RESORT, Boothbay Harbor, ME
)4538 Fleet of sailboats, two-masted schooner
lealed salt wate r pool Wnte for folder

:LD FASHIONED, Secluded Farm on Cape Breton Is-

and offers log cabins, excellent meals, tranquility to a
ew guests $250/week Write: John Gardner, Orange-
Jale, Nova Scotia

THE TEMPTRESS, St John, USVI This luxury villa

combines glass, masonry & natural rock with a flair for

life Rambling decks, tropical gardens & fountains,

gentle sea breezes and sweeping views of turquoise
bays Secluded, 2 bedroom suites accomodate four

(212)580-9405

TOBAGO, PRIVATE BEACH COTTAGES on working
cocoa plantation Swimming, snorkeling, fishing

scuba from your front door. Bird watcher's paradise.
Brochure Charles A. Turpin, Charlotteville. Tobago,
West Indies

WESTERN ADVENTURE on authentic ranch. Fun for all

ages Operating stock ranch 50 miles north of Yellow-
stone Park. A birders paradise Riding, fishing, pack
trips Allranchactivities. 63 Ranch, Box NH979 Living-

ston, MT 59047 Tel (40'6) 222-0570

Tours/Trips

A BEAUTIFUL EXPERIENCE Learn sailing aboard 50'

ketch 'Palisander' summer Chesapeake, winter Carib-
bean. 10-day Basic and Advanced courses $950/per-
son. Spring/Fall Special & Blue Water Cruises.
Cuttyhunk Manne Adventures, c/o Wailes Gray 77
Tweed Blvd , Nyack, NY 10960

ADVENTURES WITH WILDLIFE—Photograph polar
bears in the Arctic during October, touch a whale in the
breeding lagoons in February, sail among humpback
whales in Hawaii Natural history trips with expert lead-
ers to Tanzania, Kenya, Rwanda and Zaire. Also Nepal,
Ecuador and more Unique expeditions to see endan-
gered species—mountain gorillas, blue whales, polar
bears, Indian rhino and rare birds New trip preview
available Adventures International, 4421-K Albert St
Oakland, CA 94619 (415) 531-6564

CALIFORNIA
k NATURAL HISTORY
I TOURS
'Tours led by professional naturalists,

historians & wildlife photographer to unique
areas: Channel islands/Gold Country/Big

Sur/Bristlecone/Wine Country/Death Valley & more. Small
groups, some larger. Tours 1 to 6 days. Accommodations
historic hotels, country inns & other, equipment provided for

"living with nature tours". California Natural History Tours,
P.O. Box 3709. Beverly Hills, CA 90212, (213) 274-3025,

ADVENTUROUS EXPLORATIONS of Nepal, Ladakh,
Ceylon, New Zealand, Peru, Cosia Rica, Dominica
Guided nature and culture treks, wildlife safaris, raft-

ing, cycling. Color Brochure: Journeys, PO. Box
7545NH, Ann Arbor. Ml 48107. Toll Free: 1-800-521-

3648

AFRICA. Luxury tented camping safaris away from the
crowded minibus circuits Custom designed to individ-

ual taste provided by Kenya s oldest and still most ex-

clusive safari outfit Ride, horseback among giraffe

herds, fly fish in clear mountain streams, observe game
with a spotlight at night or from a hot air balloon during
the day No set tours No set departure dates We may
give you a typed itinerary but if the game moves away
from the area you plan to visit, we simply move you to

wherever it has gone Ker & Downey Safaris, 250 W,
57th Street, New York, NY 10107 (212) 757-0722

ALASKA WILDLIFE AND INLAND PASSAGE Expe-
ditions led by expert naturalists June-August Small
groups. Free brochure Write Nature Expeditions Inter-

national, Dept NHCAL, 599 College Avenue, Palo Alto

CA 94306

Steve Meltzer



ALPS OF SWITZERLAND "The Hikers Paradise

Moderate optional lengtri Day hiking tours Two or four

weeks Brochure Alpine Adventure Trails Tours, 783P

Cliffside Drive, Akron, OH 44313

BICYCLE VERMONT IN COMFORTI Carefree, eco-

nomical bicycling vacations Country inns, great food,

fnendly companions Swimming, tennis, picnics, fun!

Support vehicle, experienced leader/mechanics,

equipment rentals Weekends, week, longer May - Oc-

tober SuperSaver rates. May - June, September, Octo-

ber Easy moderate, challenging tours Adults, sin-

gles families Our 12th year' Free color brochure.

Vermont Bicycle Touring, Box 711 - FA6, Bristol, VT

05443 (802) 453-481

1

CARIBBEAN WILDLIFE SAILING EXPEDITION, Novem-

ber 20 1983, 9 days, $555 plus air Blue Sky Adven-

tures NH6. Oakridge, NJ 07438 (201 ) 697-7233

CHARTER A YACHT WITH CREW Caribbean, Flonda,

Newport—by the week or day Top notch luxury

yachts Wakefield Yacht Charters 1900 SE 15th St
,
Ft

Lauderdale, FL 33316 (800) 327-5033 or (305) 764-2810

CHATEAUX. CASTLES AND COUNTRY INNS Wide

selections of guidebooks to take you to your perfect

hideaway in Britain, Europe or North America Free cat-

alog. Travelbooks, Dept NH, 6530 E Clinton, Scotts-

dale, AZ 85254

CHINA ART, ARCHITECTURE, ARCHEOLOGY TOUR,

25 days October 18-November 1 1 Hong Kong, Hang-

chow, Shanghai, Kaifeng, Louyang, Xian, Taiyuan,

Datong Peking Ming tombs, rockcut temples, giant

Buddhas, lifesize terra cotta warriors and horses, tea

houses, pagodas, palaces, museums, the Great Wall.

Expert guiding, limited size group Write for free bro-

chure Jacqueline Moss Museum Tours, 131 Daven-

port Ridge Lane. Stamford, CT 06903 or call (203) 322-

8709

CHINA INCLUDING MONGOLIA! Departures include all

women's group to meet with Chinese women Kenya

safaris also available Ouest International, P.O. Box

287 Lansing, NY 14882 (607) 257-4644

CRAFT TOURS— Travel Southern Mexico and Guate-

mala Small groups Expert leadership Gordon Frost,

Box 471-NH, Newhail, CA 91321

EXCITING OPPORTUNITY Join scientific research

crew to see, study and photograph whales, dolphins,

and sea turtles on six-hour cruise off Montauk, L I En-

joy invaluable life-experience and help support ongo-

ing educational and research projects Fare $25/

adults, $15/children, 15% group discount (35-I-) Bro-

chure- Okeanos Ocean Research Foundation, P,0

Box 776, Hampton Bays, New York 11946 (516) 728-

4522

EXPLORE THE ANASAZI CLIFF DWELLINGS with

Learning Adventures, 1 556 Georgia, Boulder City, Ne-

vada 89005 (702) 293-5758

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS Economic tours from $1666

including airfare 4, 5, 8, & 15 days Galapagos, all

meals Options, mainland Ecuador, Amazon, Cuzco/

Machu Picchu University credit available. Joseph

Colley Last, Inc , 43 Millstone Rd,, Randallstown, MD
21133 (301)922-3116

GALAPAGOS HIKING AND SAILING EXPEDITIONS
Small groups 1983 Departures 6/25, 7/21, 7/28, 8/22

Options Peru, Machu Picchu, Inca Floats, 5982N Bal-

boa Drive, Oakland, CA 94611 (415) 339-9095

KASHMIR LADAKH TREK led by naturalist Robert

Fleming, Jr Ph D Outstanding cultural, wildlife and

wilderness adventure, August departure. Nature Expe-

ditions, Dept, NHCKL, 599 College Avenue, Palo Alto,

CA 94306

KENYA! Exceptional natural history and birding safaris

led by authority on Kenyan wildlife Tours co-spon-

sored by Academy of Natural Science, Philadelphia

and Cornell University's Laboratory of Ornithology. For

information contact Quest International, P.O. Box 287,

Lansing, NY 14882 (607) 257-4644

KENYA, 26 years experience Individually designed sa-

fahs Contact Perry Mason Safans, Box 1643, Danen,

CT 06820 (203) 838-3075

KILIMANJARO CLIMB/GAME PARK SAFARI Author/

mountaineer Fred Jacobson will lead a small group

on a photographic safari and a climb to the summit

of Africa— Kilimanjaro, Seventh trip to Tanzania's

famous game parks— Serengeti, Lake Manyara and

Ngorongoro Crater—and to the 19,340-foot peak

For details, write Jacobson, Dept, 1, Chappaqua

Travel 24 South Greeley Ave,, Chappaqua, NY

10514^

LLAMA TREKKING WITH NATURALISTS, photogra-

phers. California Coast, Yosemite, Sierra Nevada and

Ancient Bristlecone Pine Forest, Free photocalendar

brochure Mama's Llamas, Box 655NH, Eldorado, CA
95623

MAINE WHALEWATCH— Full-day whale and seabird

cruises from Mount Desert Island, Maine Informal, nal-

uralist-led excursions June-September $20 per per-

son, $450, charters the whole boat for up to 35 passen-

gers Brochure: Maine Whalewatch, Northeast Harbor,

Maine 04662

MALAYSIAN JUNGLE TREK—Aug 9-31 Treks for

Christians in Peru, Africa, Nepal beginning in June.

Vagabond tours of Southern Asia and Japan, Spring

'84 The Knobs, 535 Jackson, Campbellsville, KY
42718

MICRONESIA, Explore Truk's wrecks and Patau's reefs

with Scnpps Aquarium late October, Dive and collect

tropical marine life for exhibits and research, Scripps

Aquanum, La Jolla, CA 92093

NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOPS; Ever-

glades, Great Barrier Reef, Caribbean, Africa. Small

groups led by professional nature photographers/bi-

ologists. Underwater, bird and wildlife subjects. Op-

tional college credit. Contact Director, Essex Mahne
Laboratory PO, Box 57, Haddam, Connecticut

06438

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS: Es-

corted nature and hiking tours. New Zealand/featuring

scenic National Parks, plus the Milforct Track Austra-

lia/hiking the Outback, plus island camping on the

Great Barrier Reef Pacific Exploration Co., Box

3042-N Santa Barbara, CA 93105 (805) 687-7282

Unusual
India

& Nepal

Trekking (walking) expeditions to the loot

or Ml Everest & Annapurna Wildlife

safaris in search of rare Asian birds and
mammals Explorations of remote Bhutan,

Sikkim, Ladakh and tropical Sri Lanka 10

to 35 day programs from $670 00 + airfare

Free Brochures

HiwaIav^am TtavcI, )mc.

RO BOX4B1-NH
Greenwich, CT 06830
(203) 622-0055 Toll Free (800) 243-5330

200 YEAR OLD SPANISH RANCH Unexcelled riding,3

great birding (200 species), wildlife Delightful dining,

(

sunshine, quiet Adjacent to Kitt Peak Observatory, Pa-lii

paqo Indian Reservation, Mexican border, Rancho de'

la Osa, Box 1 , Sasabe, AZ 85633 1 -602-823-4257

WHAT SECRETS ARE HIDDEN AT CHACO CANYON?
For a chance to see Chaco and surrounding area join

our 4-day tour starting at Albuquerque, NM 9/15/83,,

$445 00 including most meals Contact Customtours,

Box 26728N, Denver, CO 80226 (303) 987-1 166 i

PERU: Trek the spectacular Cordillera Blanca or Inca

Trail to Machu Picchu Overlanding by expedition vehi-

cle Amazon wildlife safaris From $59000 -I- airfare

Free brochures McGregor Adventures, 33-NH Lewis

St., Greenwich, CT 06830. Toll Free (800) 243-5330

SIERRA SUMMIT MOUNTAIN GUIDES, mountaineer-

ing adventures Large groups/individuals, Basic to ad-

vanced instruction and guided climbs Box 7345, Mam-
moth Lakes, CA 93546

SOUTHWEST SAFARIS Natural history expeditions

explore New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, Arizona.

Bushflying—Jeeping— Rafting Geology—Archaeol-
ogy— Botany. Brochure: PO Box 945(NH), Santa Fe,

NM 87501

STUDY TOUR to newly opened area of Central Bhutan,

November 1983. Write to Sara MacKenzie, University

of California, Santa Cruz 95064

TRAVELER'S MAPS! Europe-Asia-Afnca-Americas-

Oceania. Cities—Countries! Catalog $1 ,00, Eagle Eye,

Box 30917-N6, Seattle, WA 98103

TOUR THE HIMALAYAS

Follow in the footsteps
of Buddha himself

ir- Ladakh Nepal

Travel to a land where people worship

the ground you'll walk on. And raise

your consciousness 20,000 feet above

sea level. Write for our free packet of

tours and treks information and prices.

lira

511(1'

aw

S6lt

siii

We'll put you on top of the world.

5075 Biscayne Blvd.

Miami, Florida 33137
Call collect (305) 758-6985

WILDERNESS CANOE TRAVEL, Maine and Canada,

Completely outfitted trips with small groups Northern

Rivers, Box 326, O rono, ME 04473

WORLD'S NATURE & CULTURES: Discover Latin,

America, Africa (from $1356, 17 days, including

airfares). Experience Asia's marvels, Europe's diver-

sity. Also: North Amenca, Mideast, Pacific, Over 300, jr
fascinating affordable adventures, tours, hikes, treks,"

safaris special Interest programs Forum Travel Inter-

national, 2437 Durant, Berkeley, California 94704 (415)j

843-8294

Wanted

WANTED: 16mm color footage of North American wildj

life, either entire programs or sequences only. Prefer;

unusual behavior, action, drama or humor but will con-

sider any material with visual story Prefer purchase of

camera original but will consider licensing master,

Marty Stouffer Productions, Box 5057, Aspen, CO
81611(303)925-5536

i

_J

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$2 00 per word: 16 word ($32) minimum Display classi-

fied IS $200 per inch. All advertisements must be pre-

paid Rates are not structured for agency or frequency

discounts All advertisements are accepted at NATU-

RAL HISTORY'S discretion. Send check/money order)'

payable to NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market, NATU|

RAL HISTORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th

St., New York, NY 10024 Please include your personal}

address and telephone number, issue preferred, and;

suggested heading. Deadline— 1st of the month, two;

months pnor to cover date (the January issue closes

Nov, 1 ), Camera-ready art is required for display ads, P

tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be sen

upon publication.
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Vdditional Reading

iglio (p. 30)

M.M. Bakhtin's Rabelais and His

'arid, translated from the Russian by H.

iwolsky (Cambridge: The MIT Press,

968), provides a useful study of street

lirs and festivals. According to Bakhtin,

abelaisian writing derived from the folk

amor, tradition, and ancient ritual and

3ectacle that characterized saturnalias,

irnivals, and the routines of clowns and

)ols. Articles on festivity and ritual are

Iso found in Celebration, edited by V.

urner (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian

(istitution Press, 1982). H.V. Morton de-

:;ribes the Feast of Saint Paulinus as cele-

rated in Nola, Italy, in his A Traveller to

'outhern Italy (New York: Dodd, Mead
ind Co., 1969). Morton also describes

iimilar feasts and structures in nearby

ommunities. Giglio Melodies (available

rem DVX International Records, DVX-
2879) is a recording of the giglio song

nd of other melodies popular at the

Irooklyn festival. Write to the Shrine of

)ur Lady of Mount Carmel, North 8th

nd Havermeyer Streets, Brooklyn, NY
1211, for more information.

•ikas (p. 50)

R.T Orr's The Little-Known Pika

New York: Macmillan Publishing Co.,

977) describes the behavior, ecology, and

fe history of this alpine rodent. Orr gives

nontechnical, season-by-season account

f the pika's daily life, touching on its re-

'ned warning mechanisms and elaborate

ystem of harvesting plants for use during

i'inter; the sociable pika community and

lS order of social dominance; the pika's

ole as a territorial defender; its mating

md reproductive patterns; and its rela-

ions with its natural associates (marmots,

'.round squirrels) and with enemies (wea-

els, hawks, eagles). Photographs depict
' 'arious pika habitats in the United States

'.nd Asia. Orr's short article "Little Hay-

'nakerof the Mountains" {National Wild-

ife, vol. 18, pp. 12-17) also makes for

:njoyable reading. W.J. Smith analyzes

nessages that animals send one another in

rhe Behavior of Communicating (Cam-
)ridge: Harvard University Press, 1977).

A'riling from an ethologist's viewpoint,

>mith develops a concept of messages,

outlining their forms, and then moves on

to the evolution of display behavior: the

ways in which acts become specialized for

communication and the nature of evolu-

tionary constraints affecting the ultimate

forms of display.

Salmon (p. 58)

In the nineteenth century, salmon, once

a plentiful and inexpensive source of food,

were threatened—as they continue to be

today—by overfishing, pollution, dam
building, and other uses of rivers. In The

Salmon: Their Fight for Survival (Bos-

ton: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1974), A. Net-

boy chronicles the history and predicts the

fate of both the Pacific and Atlantic

salmon. Netboy's The Atlantic Salmon—
A Vanishing Species? (Boston: Houghton

Mifflin Co., 1968) traces the species' evo-

lution, life cycle, and migrations; the his-

tory of salmon fisheries; the damage done

to the salmon's river habitats in Europe

and eastern North America; and the mea-

sures that individual countries are taking

to save the fish and their rivers. This is a

well-researched, interesting book; it has a

solid bibliography and is illustrated with

photos, tables, and charts. J.W Jones's

The Salmon (London: Collins, 1959) is an

informative introduction based on the au-

thor's years of work with salmon in a tank

and in nature. It covers the fish's natural

history, devoting chapters to spawning,

the homing instinct, and the return to the

river. A. Lee's "The 'Leaper' Struggles to

Survive" {National Geographic, Novem-
ber 1 98 1 , pp. 600-6 1 5) deals with some of

the problems of salmon management in

rivers and at sea. S. Fay's "Salmon Recap-

ture Connecticut" {Natural History, De-

cember 1978, pp. 38-45) focuses on the

difficulties associated with reestablishing

salmon runs in a dammed, polluted river.

Most texts covering animal behavior and

ecology discuss mating systems and sex

roles; among these are J. Alcock's Animal

Behavior: An Evolutionary Approach

(Sunderland: Sinauer, 1979), E.O. Wil-

son's Sociobiology (Cambridge: The

Belknap Press of Harvard University,

1975), and R.E. Ricklefs's Ecology (New
York: Chiron Press, 1979).

Rita Campon

f\ Treasures ^^

From The EartK
Color Portfolio of Natural 1

Specimens and Catalog
of Minerals, Display
Stands. Books and

Natural Jewelry, $3.00

Dover Scientific
Box 601 1 C Long Island City, NY 1 1 106

COTTON
STORAGE BAG
1(K)% Cotton bag for
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Zambia, the real Africa! Ambiance, a sur-

rounding atmospherei Put them together

and you've got ZAMBIANCE, the perfect

environment for an African experience.
"Zambiance " includes wall<ing safaris for

unique close-up game viewing, the spectac-
ular Victoria Falls, cruising on the Zambesi
River and more.

"Zambiance " begins on Zambia Ainways.
the fastest route to the incredible wonders of

Zambia. For details of Zambia s attractions

and lours, mail the enclosed coupon.

Zambia Airways
370 Lexington Avenue -H-83
New York. NY 10017

Please send information:
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Address-
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Better

Than
Jogging

^ordicfrack
Jarless Total Body

Cardiovascular Exerciser

Duplicates X-C Skiing for the

Best Motion in Fitness

The enjoyable sport of cross-country skiing is

often cited by pfiysiologists as the most perfect

form of cardiovascular exercise for both men
and women. Its smooth, fluid, total body motion

uniformly exercises more muscles and higher

heart rates seem easier to attain than when
jogging or cycling. NordicTracl< closely simu-

lates the pleasant X-C skiing motion and pro-

vides the same cardiovascular endurance-

building benefits— right in the convenience of

your home, flakes a year round, consistent

exercise program easily attainable. Eliminates

the usual barriers of time, weather, chance of

injury, etc. Also highly effective for weight

control.

More Complete Than Running
NordicTrack gives you a more complete work
out—conditions both upper body and lower

body muscles at the same time. Fluid, jarless

motion does not cause joint or back problems

as jogging or running often does.

More Effective Than Exercise Bikes
NordicTrack's stand-upskiing motion more uni-

formly exercises the large leg muscles and also

adds important upper body exercise. Higher

pulse rates, necessary for building fitness,

seem easier to attain because the work is

shared by more muscle mass.

Even Better Than Swimming
NordicTrack more effectively exercises the

largest muscles in the body, those located in

the legs and buttocks. When swimming, the

body issupported by the water, thus preventing

these muscles from being effectively exer-

cised. The stand up exercising position on the

NordicTrack much more effectively exercises
these muscles.

Practical, Takes Little Storage Space
Folds compactly in only 30 seconds. Requires
only 1 5 by 1 7 inches storage area.

A Proven, High Quality Durable Product
NordicTrack is in its 7th year of production.

NordicTrack is quiet, motorless and has sep-
arately adjustable arm and leg resistances. We
manufacture and sell direct. One year warran-
tee, 15 day trial period with return privilege.

Call or write for free brochure
TOLL FREE 1-800-328-5888

PSI 124L Columbia Crt. Chaska, MN 55318
Minnesots 61 2-448-6987

Tortilla Flattened
A slightly eccentric recipe has led the

wav to a closer look at tortillas

by Raymond Sokolov

"You have made an outrageous error,"

said the female British voice on the phone

one morning not long ago. It was Diana

Kennedy. That same voice, crying out in

the wilderness over the years, has brought

the good news of authentic Mexican cui-

sine to gringo cooks previously benighted

by half-baked recipes and distortions of

the way things are actually cooked south

of the border. This time, I was the culprit.

I had reprinted in this magazine a recipe

for tortillas that included yeast as one of

the ingredients of Mexico's classic, flat

corn bread. "I've never seen anyone make
tortillas with yeast. Where would you get

iJ

yeast in a Mexican village? You really

must do something to correct this."

Kennedy's voice was not the only one

raised in consternation over Cora, Rose;

and Bob Brown's yeast tortilla. Indeedj

some of the most interesting mail I hav^

ever received from Natural History read^

ers was provoked by this eccentric recipe

that I adapted from the Dover edition oi

the Browns' highly informative

ground-breaking South American Cook
book.

Now, although it is impossible to provi

a negative, and I am not about to clainj

that no Mexican has ever put yeast in th(

Making tortillas in Mcxic
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\ Matter of Tast<"

aditional dough of precooked hominy

aeal called masa harina, I want to say un-

^uivocally that I myself will never again

7 to make a risen tortilla nor will I urge

myone else to do so. On the other hand,

tultural misunderstandings can be cre-

itive. Think of Baudelaire's misreading of

toe, which led to momentous writing of a

Ort no American reader of "The Raven"

r "Ulalume" could have foreseen. In the

doubt less-exalted case at hand, the

pecter of a mildly fermenting tortilla set

1 motion the pen of Dorothy Kamen-

laye, the Harvard ethnobotanist and erst-

hile coauthor of Buen Provecho: Cara-

as Cookery.

"Your piece about tortillas," she writes,

brought memories, not of Mexico, but of

'enezuela, where my husband and I lived

lany years and where I learned to turn

cm into masa.

"For several months I lived in a mud-

lUt village on the Spanish Main. Our cor-

al was just above high tide and our front

loor opened on to the one village street. It

cas there that I learned 'all' about prepar-

ng the Venezuelan equivalent (more or

;ss) of tortillas—the arepa.

"A five-gallon Standard Oil gasoline

an was partly filled with corn, water, and

vood ashes. This mixture was brought to

he boil but not allowed to boil. It then

lood overnight. In the morning, the corn

vas poured into a coarsely woven basket

.nd carried to the river at the foot of the

illagc street. There it was dunked repeat-

JK, the corn being stirred with a wooden

xiddlc. The hulls—now loose—were

loaicd off, the corn was swelled and soft.

"In my time, people were beginning to

ISC instead of pounding this corn—an

ipparalus like a meat grinder but with two

ound disks instead of teeth. Corn went

ArttorcficQ.
One of the warmest places you'll ever visit.

This year when its winter up here, it will be summer in Antoraico. And
while it may not be worm enough to toKe o swim, the millions of penguins

you encounter there will probobly give you one of the warmest welcomes
you hove ever received.

The Lindblod Explorer* pioneered in taking travelers to the polar regions

(both north ond south), and this year she begins her fourteenth consecutive

season of Antarctic expeditions. From November through Jonuory we ore

offering three cruises of the Antoraic Peninsula from South Amierico, ond on
January 27 we begin our famous Antoraic Circumnavigation, which
terminates in New Zealand,

Each cruise offers you superb food and accommodations, and a stoff of

world-famous experts on Antarctica For more information coll your travel

agent, Solen Lindblod Cruising at 800-223-5688, or send in the coupon,

Antorctico is a land of austere beauty, obundont wildlife, vast unspoiled

vistas and profound silences, We promise you, should you join us, that this

will be one of the most momentous adventures of your life.

• Registered tn Sweden

Pleose send me your Antarctica brochure.

City. Store, Zip

Telephone

Travel Agent

Solen Lindblod

Cruising, Inc.

133 Eost55ch Street

N,Y,, NY 10022 U.S.A.

Telex: 423661

TO LEARN IS TO LIVE.

SALEH LIHDDLAD CRUISING



into a hopper, the handle was turned, and

masa was squeezed out between the disks.

"Now my point is this: The com must

never be boiled. The women I 'helped' al-

ways stressed this detail. If you think of

the thickening properties of cornstarch

when the boil is reached, you will see

why."

Arepa flour or meal is now produced

commercially; in the United States it can

be purchased in specialty outlets. I bought

mine at Casa Moneo, the charming and

ambitious purveyor of virtually the whole

universe of New and Old World Hispanic

foodstuffs, situated on West 14th Street in

Manhattan, in the middle of New York's

Little Spain. The texture of the arepa

masa (my bag was imported from Medel-

lin, Colombia) was typically coarse, on the

order of U.S. cornmeal, coarser than the

masa sold for Mexican tortillas. But the

basic process that yields both kinds of

flour is the same, up to the grinding stage.

They are each precooked in a dilute form

of lye (sodium hydroxide) obtained di-

rectly from wood ash (or with manufac-

tured quicklime). This method is pre-Co-

lumbian and was known to American

Indians throughout this hemisphere.

The precooking gives the masa a seduc-

tive taste that can be smelled immediately

upon opening the bag. Casa Moneo car-

ries a brand of tortilla masa called Tama-

lina (made by B. Martinez Sons Co., Inc.,

623 S. Leona, San Antonio, Texas 78207)

that is perfumed with the odor of the dried

white corn it starts as.

The directions on the package are de-

ceptively simple. Mix two parts masa with

one and a half parts water until the mix-

ture gathers itself into a ball. Form small-

er balls. Roll flat between two plastic

sheets. Cook in a hot skillet over medium
flame for two to two and a half minutes,

flipping every thirty seconds.

In The Cuisines ofMexico, Diana Ken-

nedy offers fuller directions, advises use of

a special tortilla press, but confesses that

"it will take some practice . . . before you

can make a batch of tortillas without wish-

ing you had never begun."

Now that I have blundered through a

batch myself, I have an exquisitely hum-
ble respect for generations of Mexican
women who excelled at the art of torte-

ando, making tortillas by hand. The multi-

form knack required for success demands
fine judgments about the amount of water

in the dough and the thickness it will be

rolled, manual deftness in rolling circles

without ragged edges, careful control of

the heat. Unsurprisingly, even in Mexico,

the homemade tortilla has been on the

wane for more than a decade.

Perhaps mass-produced tortillas are as

good as the old-fashioned kind, so long as

they are fresh. But mass production also

leads to standardization and takes control

away from the individual cook. Tradi-

tional Mexico evolved a fantastic level of

tortilla connoisseurship based on tortillas

of various diameters, thicknesses, and

modes of cookery.

I am not talking now about the veritable

encyclopedia of full-blown recipes that in-

clude tortillas, but only of the subtleties

that surround the tortillas themselves.

They can, for instance, be made from

white or yellow com masa. They can be

cooked, as above, on a dry surface or they

can be fried to make tostadas. Some peo-

ple put lard and salt in the dough. There

are tortillas ranging in diameter from

three to twenty inches.

I use the present tense, because the end

of the tortilla is far from imminent. A na-

tive New Mexican long resident in Mex-

ico writes me that her cook in Oaxaca,

Carmen Solis Perez, prepares her own
masa and rolls out her own large Oaxacan

tortillas. Sra. Perez differentiates between

slow-cooked, quite leathery tortillas and

more quickly cooked soft ones that are re-

moved from the griddle while still flexible.

The "tough" tortillas should be cooked on

a wire grill and lightly browned on one side

only. They tend to be larger than the soft

ones, keep longer, and can be reheated

nicely.

The tortilla, in all of its varieties, is still

recognizably a tortilla and bears no real

resemblance to other "breads" made from

precooked cornmeal. The tamale is the

leading example of a masa-hased staple

that might be called an anti- or counter-

tortilla. Kamen-Kaye's Venezuelan arepa

(they also are made in Colombia) is ai

other.

In all of these preparations, a coarse]

masa turns into a dense mush or past(

rather than a thin, dry pancake. Americaii

grits could be put in the same family

roughly speaking. So could Italian po

lenta. But the tamale and the arepa botl

use precooked com flour, and that is n
doubt why, in her recipes for tamales, Di

ana Kennedy recommended that Ame;
can cooks who couldn't find the appropril

ate masa for tamales should substituti

"quick grits," which have been parti;

cooked before packaging.

The tamale, at its simplest, is masi

steamed in a com husk package. An entiri

subcuisine elaborates on this notion, fiUinj

the masa with, among other ingredients|

meat or shrimp or chilies.

The arepa is an even more primitiw

exploitation of masa (see recipe), nothin]

more really than a hand-formed mu:

wdth a doughy center that will remim

Americans vaguely of grits. It too has in-

spired a subcuisine of fillings and sea

sonings.

But Venezuela's most elaborate con'

tribution to masa cookery is the hallaca, z

tamalelike dough package steamed ir

banana leaves and filled with a comucopis

of ingredients, especially at Christmas

Kamen-Kaye, during her time as a cos-

tumbrista, or folklorist, in Venezuela, re-

corded the elaborate ceremonial prepa-

ration of hallacas, a subject to which

hope to retum at a future time.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose sp(

cial interest is the history andpreparatior

offood.

Arepas

(Venezuelan corn bread, from a recipe in The Book of Latin American Cooking,

by Elisabeth Lambert Ortiz, Vintage)

2 cups corn flour for arepas

1 teaspoon salt

1

.

In a bowl mix the arepa flour with the

salt. Preheat oven to 350°.

2. Stir in water to make a stiffish dough.

This will take about 2 cups of water,

depending on the flour and the humid-

ity.

3. Let the dough stand for 5 minutes.

Then form into balls flattened slightly

to 3 inches across and about Vi inch

thick.

4. Cook on a heavy, lightly greased grid-

dle over moderate heat for 5 minutes a

side. Then bake in the oven for 20 to 30

minutes, turning them two to three

times during cooking. They are done

when they sound hollow when tapped.
\

Serve hot. Traditionally they are
|

wrapped in a napkin and served in a
|

straw basket.
|

Yield: 8 to 10 arepas

Some Variations

Arepas de Queso: Add 1 cup finely

chopped or crumbled queso fresco or

queso bianco (Spanish fresh or white

cheese) or grated Muenster.

Arepas de Chicharrones: Add 1 cup fried

pork rinds, crumbled.

Arepas Santanderinas: Mix 2 table-

spoons lard into the flour before adding

the water, working it in thoroughly with

your fingers.
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THE TeCHflOLOGV OF THE CeniURS^
TH6 1983 BUICK CeflTURV
iWith today's technology, almost anything is

possible. Computers that talk. Computers
that teach. Electronics that put Wall Street

right in your living room. And the Buick

Century A car so technologically advanced, it

imakes driving a pleasure instead of a chore.
' The way Century accomplishes this is quite

iremarkable. There's an available electronic

Migital instrument panel, for example, that's a

Hot more than needles and dials. It tells you
mph, km/h, fuel level, even how far you've
traveled. All in computerized digital display

Century's standard engine is electronically

fuel injected. And connected to front-wheel
drive. Its ride and handling are computer
tuned. And all of this is surrounded by an
aerodynamic shape that was refined in the
Wind tunnel, and further refined by computer
' Then there are, of course, the little things.

Like an electronic tone for the ignition key
and seat belt, instead of a buzzer Why,

Century is even built with robotic assembly
techniques.

Happily there remains one human quality

that technology even the technology of the

'

Century can never replace. The sheer plea-

sure of driving a Buick. And that's something
you can experience at your Buick dealer now

EST HWY 39 EPA EST MPG [24]

Los Angeles 1984
Use estimated MPG for omaal car at theXXUM olympiad

comparison. Your mileage

may differ depending on
speed, distance, weather
Actual highway mileage

lower Some
Buicks are vi
equipped with sfc/^

-

engines produced by
other GM divisions,

subsidiaries, or

affiliated com- _ _ ,^ i _ p^: ^^ t^ j-.^
panies worldwide. '2^

(
- ^

See your Buick '
. V \l^..l... \S _ y h ^

dealer for details. \M]uidi(t)«uieaiiyrad\eThav«a-Biiki(7



The Collected Thoughts ofWaterford Collectors"

^^^aterforipowsforthmemcnies . ^k^ It conjures up

fantasiesj evokes poetic imageryj provokes the creative spirit;

ceiebrates (ife's mysteries. ^^ It is never too ectrfy nor too iate

to assume the title: Waterford Cottector. Some begin at birthj

others as nonagenarians.^^ To the cottectoTj apiece ofWater-

ford cryStat is more than a drinking vessel^ more than a vase, a

decanterj a lampj a chandeher, more than a family heirloomj

more than an objet dart) it is an incentive to lose weighty to win
forgivenessJ away to attract a

lover, to dastract a patient, to

symbolize hope, to crystaiUze

a dream, to bid adaexi; to hail

the seasons; to rcdse spirits,

to daminish melancholy, to

mark events, to start tradi-

tions, to enda day*, it is anoble

rite of passage.,!^Bom of
the breath of man, Waterford
is life's cfdldL (9^9^

Authentic Waterford is now sisned. Free booklet Waterford Crystal, 225 Fifth Avenue, NYIOOIO

Giveyour love a Waterfordperfume bottle andjewehy tray
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For 1983

TheChrysler LeBaron Series

They are like no othercars in
'

America, Europe or japan. •

iii
M^

Le Baron convertible prices start at $10,995*Town & Country Convertible as shown $15,595.* Shown in rear the classic 1948Town & Country Convertible.

Re-introducin3 an American classic.

TheChrysler LeBaronTown ^.Country Convertible
Chrysler brings backthe romance of vanced front-wheel drive and iso-strut

the past with the luxury and technology suspension give you a remarkably
of the present in the "woody" Town & smooth, quiet ride whether driving on
Country Convertible. It is li ke no other car city streets or winding country roads.

on the road today. i

Town & Country's elegance starts

with its classic "woody" styling and car-

ries into its plush Mark Cross leather
(

interior. No indulgence has been over-

looked. Automatic transmission, power
steering, power brakes and a power top
are all standard features. Its advanced
electronic instrumentation includes a

computerized system that monitors vital ' ^
performance^unctions.

In TovvhSt Country, you re-discover
how much fun driving can be. Its ad-

jth and weather. Hwy. and CA

Town &. Country's quality is so
exceptional Chrysler protects your

investment for 5 years or 50,000 miles.

Chrysler protects Town & Country's en-

gine, power train and its outer body
against rust-through for Syears or 50,000

miles. See your dealer for details.

Town & Country, an American classic

in a "woody" convertible, is the ultimate

luxury With high rriile- -
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For the last twenty years, Fred

Brueininer has spent six months of each

year in the Arctic. He also occasionally

travels to the Antarctic and to sub-

antarctic islands, which is where he en-

countered the rare Hooker's sea lion.

During his long career as a writer and

photographer Bruemmer, the author of

several books on the peoples and wildlife

of the Arctic, has maintained a special

interest in pinnipeds. Among his previ-

ous contributions to Natural History are

articles on harp seals (1975) and wal-

ruses (1977). Having done extensive

research on Steller sea lions in Alaska

he was dehghted to do analogous work

on the Hooker's sea lion in the Auckland

Islands. Between travels, he lives on a

quiet street in Montreal.

A specialist in Tibetan society and

culture, Barbara Nimri Aziz first be-

came interested in pilgrimages while

translating oral legends that are recited

for pilgrims in Nepal. During the past

seven years, she has traveled throughout

the Himalayas, studying both Hindu

and Buddhist pilgrimage sites. She has

been especially impressed by the spirit

of individuality expressed in the pilgrim-

age customs of Asian peoples. Aziz, who

has a Ph.D. in social anthropology from

the University of London, is the author

of Tibetan Frontier Families. She is cur-

rently editing the proceedings of an in-

ternational seminar on Tibetan studies

that was convened at Columbia Univer-

sity in 1982.

In 1967, the year he received his

Ph.D. in history and Middle East studies

from Harvard University, Richard W.

Bulliet became intrigued with a particu-

lar question: Why didn't medieval Is-

lamic sources ever mention wheeled ve-

hicles, which had existed in the Middle

East in more ancient times? His search

for an answer led to a study of camel

domestication and its social context and

to a book. The Camel and the Wheel.

Now a professor of history at Columbia

University, Bulliet's current research in-

cludes the religious symbolism of don-

keys, as well as the history of Islamic so-

ciety. He has also written two novels:

The Tomb of the Twelfth Imam and

(under the pen name Clarence J.-L.

Jackson) Kicked to Death by a Camel.

A resident of London, Catherine Cau-

field writes on environmental issues and

Third World development and is also a

consultant and frequent contributor to

New Scientist magazine. While doing

research for a forthcoming book on the

world's rain forests, Caufield investi-

gated Brazil's plans for damming rivers

in the Amazon Basin. She first became

interested in tropical development issues

when she spent three months living with

a pastoral tribe in northern Kenya, col-

lecting information on their uses of

plants for food, medicine, and magic.
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Plants Gas Up
For most plants, the rising level of atmospheric carbon dioxide

will mean greater productivity. Crop patterns and natural

ecosystems will be altered, with uncertain ultimate effects

by David M. Gates

All green plants require the gas carbon

dioxide, or CO,, for photosynthesis. With-

out it, they could not produce the sugars,

starches, proteins, and fats that form the

basis of all human and animal diets. Does

this mean that the more CO,, the better?

In some, restricted cases, we can answer

the question with a quaUfied yes: growers

often elevate the levels of CO, in their

greenhouses at times of the day when nat-

ural levels are low, and their plants re-

spond with increased photosynthesis and

vigorous growth.

But would these results pertain to the

earth as a whole? The question is far from

academic. Ever since the Industrial Revo-

lution began, atmospheric levels of carbon

dioxide have been increasing inexorably,

primarily as a result of the burning of fos-

sil fuels. What if levels of atmospheric

CO2 were to double, triple, even quad-

ruple, as some project? What changes in

climatic patterns can we expect and how
will the earth's vegetation—natural and

managed—respond? Will the earth grow

greener? Will harvests increase? Will all

plants respond similarly or will different

kinds of plants and different parts of the

world be affected differently?

Scientists find that they are unable to

answer these questions and many more,

but certain facts are well known. It is pos-

sible, first of all, to obtain a fair idea ofjust

how much CO, is in the atmosphere. The

first systematic, well-calibrated measure-

ments of atmospheric CO, concentrations

were begun in March 1958 at a field sta-

tion established high on the slopes of Ha-

waii's Mauna Loa—above the trade wind

inversion, above the tropical forest, and re-

mote from industrial pollution. Here, car-

bon dioxide concentrations can be mea-

sured with an infrared gas analyzer to

better than 0.1 parts per million (ppm).

When the measurements were initiated,

the concentration was 3 1 6 ppm; today, the

average annual COj concentration is more

than 340 ppm, and it is increasing at 1.5

ppm per year These figures are consider-

ably higher than those available for the

nineteenth century. Measurements made
in England just prior to 1900 by botanists

H.T. Brown and F Escombe, for example,

indicate that at that time the CO2 level

was about 290 ppm. Information about

early industrial levels comes from modem
measurements of carbon isotopes stored in

tree rings dating back to before 1860;

these suggest CO2 concentrations as low

as 274 ppm. Thus, the increase of atmo-

spheric CO2 may have been as much as 24

percent since the middle of the last cen-

tury and about 1 7 percent since the turn of

the century.

The increasing levels of carbon dioxide

over the last 100 years have been well cor-

related with the quantities of fossil fuels

burned by industrialized nations. Ap)-

proximately half the carbon released from

fossil fuels has remained in the atmo-

sphere; the other half has dissolved in the

waters of the oceans or been absorbed in a

variety of other ways. Some projections of

fossil fuel use indicate that the buildup of

atmospheric COj will continue and will

reach levels of about 600 ppm by about

2075, which would represent an increase

of 103 percent over the level about the

turn of the century. How much the cur-

rent deforestation of tropical regions is

contributing to the rising levels of atmo-

spheric CO, is a matter of debate, but in

the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth

centuries, forest clearing and burning in

North America added significantly to lev-

els of atmospheric CO2.

Economic and political realities make it
j

unlikely that a sizable COj buildup can be

averted. We need more knowledge as to

how the biosphere will respond. In order to

'

address this important issue, I chaired an

!

international conference convened last!

year in Athens, Georgia, by the American
|

Association for the Advancement of Sci-

ence. The conference had a very precise

focus: the direct response of plants to in-
j

creasing levels of CO2 up to but not ex-

!

ceeding 600 ppm. Plants do not photosyn-

:

thesize in a vacuum, however, and while

the conference participants dealt primar-

ily with direct effects of CO2 on plant pro-

ductivity, they recognized that major

changes in CO2 levels will have repercus-

sions on climate that, in turn, will have an

independent effect on plant growth.

Climatologists are confident that a dou-

bling of atmospheric CO2 will result in a

:

warming of the earth as a whole by 3° to

5°F. Significantly, the change in tem-

perature will not be uniform around the

globe: high-latitude regions will warm by

10° to 15° and equatorial regions by 2° or

less. Accompanying the warming trend

will be changes in precipitation, with some

regions becoming drier and others, wetter.

Predicting exactly how climatic patterns

would change is beyond current capaci-

ties, but many models suggest that im-

portant grain-producing regions, such as

the central United States, would become

drier. In some regions, changes in tem-

perature, precipitation, or soil moisture re-

gimes may have a much greater influence

on plants than will the changing CO2 level

itself.

In all but a very few plants, carbon diox-

ide's point of entry into the plant is

through pores, or stomates, in the leaf sur-

face. It then diffuses through the leaf to

4 Natural History 7/83
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reach the chloroplasts, where photosyn-

thesis takes place. Precisely how a plant

responds to CO, is determined by its phys-

iology, and while the end products of pho-

tosynthesis are basically the same, not all

plants assimilate, or fix, CO, in the same

way. The main photosynthetic pathways

are known as C- and C,. The vast majority

of plant species, including almost all trees

of tropical, temperate, and boreal forests,

are C, plants. Of grassland species and

shrub vegetation, a goodly percentage

—

especially in the warmer regions of the

world—are C,. Corn, sorghum, sugar cane,

and a number of other important crop spe-

cies (many of which are derived from trop-

ical grasses) are also C^. The rate of pho-

tosynthesis in C3 plants is strongly limited

by the current makeup of the atmosphere,

which contains high concentrations of ox-

ygen relative to carbon dioxide. The C,

photos>nthetic pathway, in contrast, is not

inhibited by high levels of oxygen. Fur-

thermore, while C, plants, too, are ulti-

mately limited by the availability of CO,,

they are able to concentrate the gas inter-

nally and thus are less dependent on ambi-

ent levels. Consequently, C3 plants would

be expected to show a greater increase in

photosynthetic rate as the levels of CO, go

up—and experiments have indeed shown

that as CO, concentrations rise to 600

ppm, CO, fixation by C3 plants increases

by 30 percent or more. If the differences

between how these two groups of plant

species respond to worldwide increases in

atmospheric CO, are great enough, we

may expect to see changes in the structure

of natural communities and, perhaps, in

the kinds of plants raised as crops.

C) plants are also generally more effi-

cient than C, plants in how they use water,

which in most plants is closely linked to

CO, uptake. At the same time that CO, is

diffusing into a leaf through its stomates,

water vapor is transpiring through the

same pores. The ratio of CO, uptake to

water vapor defines the efficiency with

which a plant uses water, and for most

plants, water-use efficiency increases as

the carbon dioxide content of the atmo-

sphere goes up. This efficiency is ex-

tremely important because it is through

the process of transpiration that water

flows from the soil through the roots up to

the leaves, carrying with it the nutrients

vital to the plant's metabolism. In arid-

land ecosystems and agriculture, efficient

use of water is especially crucial. Transpi-

ration also keeps plants from overheating

on hot, sunny days: the leaves are cooled

by the e\'aporation of the moisture drawn

to their surface.

Water-use efficiency improves as more

atmospheric CO, diffuses through the

open stomates because transpiration re-

mains unchanged while photosynthesis in-

creases. Thus for the same amount of nu-

trient-laden water carried up from the soil

and lost to the air, a plant has the capacity

to produce more of the carbohydrates and

other products necessary to growth. For

very large increases of CO2, stomates may
partially close, a response often demon-

strated in the laboratory. Even when this

occurs, however, plants are able to use wa-

ter more efficiently since photosynthesis

will still increase to some extent and the

loss of water vapor will be significantly re-

duced. As a general rule, all plants grow-

ing at higher levels of atmospheric CO2
will be better able to cope with water

stress, and once again, C3 species, less effi-

cient to begin with, should benefit the

most.

Several other environmental variables

are involved in the enhancement of photo-

synthesis by CO,. For example, the rate of

photosynthesis is stimulated least at low

temperatures and more as temperatures

increase. In addition, the optimum tem-

perature for photosynthesis is generally

higher at high CO, concentrations. This

response may have particularly significant

implications for C3 plants growing in

warm environments. At present, Cj plants

are generally better adapted to such cli-

mates, but with rising CO, levels, Cj spe-

cies may lose their competitive advantage.

Light intensity is also critical to photo-

synthesis. To use light, however, a plant

must first absorb it. Many factors may af-

fect absorption, from the wavelength of

the light itself to the position of the leaf in

the canopy. Here, too, CO, has a role to

play: the ability of C3, but not Cj, plants to

absorb photochemically effective light

has been shown to increase with rising lev-

els of CO,. These results suggest that pho-

tosynthesis will be enhanced at both the

top and the bottom of the canopy. This

could have special importance for agricul-

ture, where it is often desirable to encour-

age the production of more leaves on the

lower parts of the plant than would occur

naturally, and for wild plants, such as

seedlings, growing in the shade of the for-

est fioor.

What does enhanced photosynthesis ac-

tually mean in terms of plant growth and

development? Experiments with crop

plants suggest that increasing the con-

centration of atmospheric CO, will usu-

ally increase both overall biomass and eco-

nomic yield. For example, wheat, a C3

plant, puts out tillers, or shoots, each of

which eventually flowers and produces an

ear of grain. When CO, levels are expe-

rimentally increased during the period

from before development of the flowers

through maturation of the grain, wheat

produces more tillers. Each tiller still

bears one ear and individual kernel sizes

are basically unchanged; the higher yield,

comes from the greater number of tillers.

Soybean yield also goes up at higher COj
concentrations; in this case, the increase is

mainly due to the production of more

seed-containing pods, rather than to any

increase in seed size itself.

Overall, agriculture will probably bene-

fit from the physiological and develop-

mental changes accompanying higher lev-

els of CO2, but only if farmers and society

are willing and able to make adjustments.!

Tuberous species—potatoes, yams, and,

sweet potatoes—seem to respond even

more than seed crops, so perhaps a shift in

the types of crops grown in certain areas

will take place. Similarly, because C,

plants are generally less responsive than-

C3 plants to higher CO2 levels, corn, a C,

species and currently the predominant

grain crop in the United States, may be

displaced, perhaps by wheat or soybean.

Regardless of the species involved, the

gains in photosynthesis will generally

mean a greater demand for nutrients, such

as nitrogen and phosphorus. If these nu-

trients are in short supply, plant growth

will be limited. Unfortunately, a doubling

of atmospheric CO, from 340 ppm to 600

ppm is not likely to have any direct benefi-

cial effect on the activities of the soil mi-

croorganisms that are primarily responsi-

ble for converting inorganic material into

a nutritious form usable by plants. Soil

CO, levels usually range from 3,000 to

30,000 ppm, so an extra 300 ppm would

not make much difference. If commercial

fertilizers (many of which are made from

fossil fuels) become prohibitively expen-

sive, then legume crops, which possess ni-

trogen-fixing bacteria on their root nod-

ules, may assume increasing importance

in agriculture. In addition, mycorrhizae

—

symbiotic associations that exist between

certain fungi and the roots of many kinds

of plants and increase the plant's ability to

take up nutrients—will undoubtedly re-

ceive more and more attention.

The greatest changes in agriculture

caused by increasing CO, levels may be

those associated with climate, particularly

with precipitation patterns and soil mois-

ture content. In the United States, if the

region from the Rocky Mountains to the

East Coast becomes much drier, the im-

pact on grain production will be consid-

erable and plant breeders will need to

develop strains suited to the altered con-

ditions of the coming century. Because of

the relatively slow pace at which the

changes are expected to take place, breed-

ers are confident that the right hybrids
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will be developed in time. With tree crops,

however, the lead time for selecting a new

genotype is often quite long, so selection

may need to begin soon. In parts of the

world where the warming trend is ac-

companied by increased precipitation, the

climate may become more favorable for

agriculture. Increased productivity in

these regions may more than offset any re-

duced grain yields in the United States, al-

though the economic and social problems

involved in changing production patterns

could be severe.

Changes will also take place in natural

plant communities, but just what they will

be is open to considerable speculation, in

part because of the great difficulty in

measuring the effects of CO, enrichment

at the. level of the ecosystem. The physio-

logical responses observed in agronomic

species should occur in wild plants as well,

but predicted increases in net primary

productivity of individual plants may not

necessarily mean increased net productiv-

ity for the ecosystem. Because of other

limiting factors, such as the availability of

water, nitrogen, or phosphorus, a doubling

of atmospheric CO., may result in an in-

crease of only a few percent in net primary

productivity in natural ecosystems world-

wide. Furthermore, if plants grow more

rapidly and mature earlier, the life cycles

of animals and microbes that coevolved

with them might be disrupted. This, in

turn, could have additional effects on pol-

lination and other stages of the plants' life

cycle.

Predictions of whole-ecosystem re-

sponse to increasing CO, should also take

into account what may happen to rates of

plant aging, litter fall, and decay. We
know very little about possible changes in

rates of decay, but the expectation is that,

unlike photosynthesis, decomposition is

not likely to show a direct response. In for-

ests, the increased photosynthetic rates

could lead—at least over the short run

—

to a buildup of undecomposed litter on the

ground. Such an accumulation of surface

litter could impede germination or seed-

ling establishment in many species, thus

contributing to changes in the compo-

sition of the forest. Changes in climate will

also, of course, affect natural environ-

ments. Sugar maple, beech, oak, and

other deciduous trees may move north, re-

placing or mixing with conifers.

Increasing atmospheric CO, levels will

affect aquatic plants as well as those on

land. Plants with foliage that emerges

from the water obtain most of their CO,
from the atmosphere and are expected to

respond much as terrestrial plants do.

Most of these plants have C3 metabolism

and therefore can benefit from the addi-

tional CO2. Greenhouse experiments with

rice, a semiaquatic C3 plant that is cur-

rently the principal food crop of many mil-

lions of people, suggest that yields for this

plant may go up considerably as atmo-

spheric levels of CO2 rise toward 600 ppm.

Exposing a stand of rice to a COj con-

centration of 1,200 ppm, for example, in-

creased the yield 45 percent in the interior

of the stand and 1 89 percent at the border.

(Lack of adequate ventilation caused the

depressed response in the interior.)

Among natural ecosystems, freshwater

marshes, already among the most produc-

tive of all ecosystems, may become even

more productive as CO2 levels go up be-

cause most of the emergent plants grow-

ing in them are C3 species, such as cattails.

Saltwater marshes, on the other hand,

have large numbers of C4 plants, such as

spartina grasses.

Submerged aquatic macrophytes and

algae use CO2 dissolved in water when it is

readily available, but for many species,

CO2 is not essential to photosynthesis;

these plants can also utilize bicarbonate

ions found in the water. Even for those
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species that do take advantage of the in

creased levels of CO2, supply may not bt

able to keep up with demand: algal pho

tosynthesis can rapidly deplete the COi

concentrated in the upper levels of nu'

trient-rich lakes. Any initial boost in pro!

ductivity, then, would not be sustainable^

This would be particularly true in lake;

with soft, relatively mineral-free waterl

whereas bicarbonate ions might make it

possible to sustain the increased proj

ductivity in hard-water lakes. Because

CO2 does not diffuse well in water, sub-

merged aquatic vegetation has more dififi

culty receiving CO2 than do either algae

near the water's surface or terrestria

plants. Consequently, for many aquatic

plants, a doubling of atmospheric CO.

would not produce much of an increase ir

photosynthesis and productivity. Never-i

theless, in aquatic ecosystems, just as iii

terrestrial ones, certain plant species will

derive more benefit from increasing COj,

levels than others, and aquatic communi

ties may also undergo changes in compo
sition as a result.

It is important to remember that nearl)

all experiments carried out to date

whether in a greenhouse or in the field, in

volved short-term enrichments of CO^

concentrations and used only a few spe

cies. Essentially no experiments have beer

done over many generations of plants tc

determine whether plants will evolve mor

phologically or physiologically to adapt tc

the changed circumstances; if they do

plant responses in the future may be quite

different from those observed in the pres-

ent short-term experiments.

Our knowledge base is still too poor tc

anticipate with any accuracy the multi-

tude of ways in which plants—or other or-

ganisms—may react as atmospheric CO;

rises in the years to come. The situation is

so complex, the effects are felt on so many

levels, and the repercussions for human so-

ciety are potentially so great that we can

only l(X3k forward to the future with some

concern. The more we understand the con-!

sequences, the better we will be able to^

prepare for the future, but in the mean-!

time, we should do whatever is possible to;

slow the rate of change. The list of reasons;

for cutting back our use of fossil fuels and;

conserving our forests is already long andj

ranges from reducing pollution to preserv-j

ing biological diversity. Giving ourselves."

—and plants—time to adjust to rising lev-j

els of atmospheric carbon dioxide clearlyj

belongs on the list.

David M. Gates is professor of botanA

and director of the Biological Station aqr

the University of Michigan.
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This View of Life

Nature's Great Era ofExperiments
More than 300 million years ago, life existed in a multitude of bizarre

forms with many basic designs. We live today among the standardized survivors

by Stephen Jay Gould

On October 1, 1939, a month after Sta-

lin and Hitler signed their nonaggression

pact, Winston Churchill described Rus-

sian policy as "a riddle wrapped in a mys-

tery inside an enigma." All professions

have their classical enigmas, although

they can rarely boast a Churchill to de-

scribe them so well. My own field of inver-

tebrate paleontology has a formal Latin

designation for its mysteries. They are

gathered into a wastebasket category of

classification called Problematica—ani-

mals of unknown zoological affinity, even

though their fossils may be both well pre-

served and abundant. The resolution of a

problematic group becomes a cause for

general rejoicing among paleontologists.

Early in 1983, the most resolute of all pa-

leontological mysteries finally yielded at

least halfway. I wish to recount this tale

and to explain why it has a general impor-

tance far transcending the simple delight

of discovery.

Perhaps the most vexatious of all

Problematica had been the conodonts. As

their name ("cone tooth") implies, con-

odonts are tiny, tooth-shaped structures of

phosphatic composition. (Most hard parts

of marine invertebrates are made of cal-

cium carbonate, although some are cal-

cium phosphate, as in conodonts. Verte-

brate bone is also phosphatic, leading

many paleontologists to speculate that

conodonts might be the teeth of extinct

fishes.) Conodonts range in size from mi-

croscopic dimensions to about 3 mm in

maximum length, and in age from Cam-
brian to Triassic—about 580 to 200 mil-

lion years ago.

Many Problematica are rare and insig-

nificant creatures. Conodonts, on the

other hand (and despite their diminutive

size), are among the most important of all

fossils. They are found in abundance in a

wide variety of rocks, and they evolved

quickly, thus enhancing their value in cor-

relating strata (since each short segment

of time features its unique conodonts).

Conodonts are therefore among the half

dozen most important groups of fossils in

the science of biostratigraphy—the dating

and correlation of rocks by their fossil con-

tent and still (despite growing interest in

biological and evolutionary problems) the

most important source of employment for

paleontologists. One expert has stated that

conodonts are "superb tools in worldwide

biostratigraphy, and their value in Cam-
brian through Triassic rocks is not ex-

ceeded by any other group of fossils."

Imagine, then, our frustration: such prac-

tical importance and we don't even know

what kind of animals they represent. No
other group of such importance lies

among the Problematica.

Conodonts are evidently the only hard

parts (and therefore the only parts gener-

ally preserved as fossils) of an otherwise

soft-bodied creature. But what kind of ani-

mal, and how can you tell from a few sepa-

rated toothlike structures? When con-

odonts were known only as isolated, dis-

articulated elements—the situation from

their discovery in 1856 until 1934—we

had almost no anchor for any sensible

opinion, and speculation ran rampant.

Conodonts were placed in almost every

major group of the plant and animal king-

dom, from support structures for algae to

copulatory organs of nematode worms.

The most common opinions cast them as

jaw elements either of annelid worms or of

fishes.

In 1934, the first so-called assemblages

of conodonts were discovered—articu-

lated elements joined together in definite

and invariant patterns. With their bilat-

eral symmetry and gradation of toothlike

elements from large to small, these assem-

blages suggested even more strongly that

conodonts acted as food-gathering struc-

tures (either directly as teeth or indirectly

as hard supports for fleshy or ciliary food

collectors). More fanciful hypotheses of

affinity faded away, and the idea that con-

odonts were jaw elements of some worm-

like or fishlike creature gained further

strength. But we still had no direct evi-

dence for the conodont animal.

Then, in 1969, paleontologists through-

out the continent gathered at the Field

Museum of Natural History in Chicago

for the first North American Paleontologi-

cal Convention. (I well remember, as a

wet-eared, first-year assistant professor,

sitting there in awe amidst all the greats of

my profession and thinking, "If the Rus-

sians—or the Chinese, or whoever

—

wanted to destroy this entire profession,

one bomb. . .
." And then concluding con-

fidently: "But why would they bother?")

At the plenary session, a dramatic an-

nouncement was made—the conodont an-

imal had finally been found. A soft-bodied

creature from Montana had been discov-

ered with conodonts inside, in a position

interpreted as the mouth or anterior gut,

where food might be chewed or macer-

ated. These animals possessed other fea-

tures that seemed to ally them with chor-

dates, primitive members of our own

phylum (including all vertebrates), and

they were named conodontochordates.

False alarm, unfortunately, despite the

setting of the original announcement. Fur-

ther study revealed that the conodonts

were further back in the gut—in a position

strongly implying that they had been swal-

lowed by the beast. Moreover, their distri-

bution was inconsistent with what we

know about conodont assemblages. One

conodontophore contained parts of two

distinct assemblages, a clear indication

that two conodont animals had somehow

found their way within. Another con-
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tained conodonts varying too much in size

for a reasonable inference that they came

from the same organism. A third had no

conodonts at all in the favored place.

Clearly, the so-called conodontophore was

eating the conodont animal and often re-

tained conodonts of more than one individ-

ual in its gut. This news may have disap-

pointed paleontologists, but it did not

detract from the significance of the dis-

covery. The conodontophore is a conodont

eater, not a conodont animal, but it re-

mains an outstanding conundrum in its

own right. Instead of resolving one of the

Problematica, we added another to our

burgeoning list. So be it. The addition of

one intriguing mystery is as good as the so-

lution to another

Contrary to the romantic image of sci-

ence and exploration, many important dis-

coveries are made in museum drawers, not

under adverse conditions in the parched

Gobi or the freezing Antarctic ice sheet.

And so it must be, for the nineteenth cen-

tury was the great age of collecting—and

leading practitioners shoveled up material

by the ton, dumped it in museum drawers,

and never looked at it again. One of the

great zoological discoveries of our cen-

tury, the primitive segmented moUusk
Neopilina, had been dredged from the

deep sea and placed in a vial, labeled with

the name of a limpet-shaped snail (for its

external shell maintains such a shape)

—

where it remained for more than a decade

until H. Lemche turned the vial over to

look at the soft parts and saw the seg-

mented gills.

I am delighted to report that the con-

odont animal has now, and apparently

truly this time, been found—in a museum
drawer in Scotland. My friend Euan
Clarkson was rummaging through some

material of Carboniferous age (about 340

million years old) collected by D. Tait dur-

ing the 1920s, when he noticed the impres-

Fossil ofthe conodont animal, recentlyfound in a museum drawer in Scotland.

Its identifiers have placed the creature in a newphylum ofits own.

sion of a worm-shaped creature with co

odonts at the front end, right where tl

mouth should be. Since Clarkson is not a

expert on conodonts, he called in some cc

leagues to verify and extend his discover

Their results have just been publishe

(Derek E.G. Briggs, Euan N.K. Clarksoi

and Richard J. Aldridge, "The Conodoi

Animal," Lethaia, vol. 16, pp. 1-4).

Virtually our entire fossil record is tl:

history of hard parts—bones, teeth, shell

and plates—because soft structures deca

quickly and do not fossilize. Under ver

special circumstances, soft parts can tj

preserved, and these rare windows on tH

true diversity of past life are among thj

most precious of our fossil localities. Fc

the 600 million years that multicellulq

animals have dominated our earth'

fauna, we have no more than a dozen or s

extensive deposits of soft-bodied ere;

tures. Most famous are the carbonize

films of weird and wonderful creature

from the Burgess Shale, Cambrian of A
berta (some 550 million years old, an

most ancient of our extensive windows

animals preserved within ironstone coi

cretions from the Mazon Creek Form;

tion of Illinois, Carboniferous perio

(350-270 million years old); and the Ji

rassic (180-130 million years) lithe

graphic limestones of Solnhofen, Ge:

many, where remains of Archaeopteryx

the first bird, feathers and all, were discos

ered.

The conodont animal comes from on

of our smaller windows, the so-calle

shrimp band within the Granton Sane

stones found east of Edinburgh. Th
Granton Sandstones are a sequence c!

lake and lagoonal sediments deposited v

fresh or slightly saline water. This basi

was occasionally flooded by the sea, an

the shrimp band represents one such me

rine incursion. Its soft-bodied fauna wa'

preserved because two unusual condition

prevailed during this brief flood. First, th

bottom waters apparently lacked oxyger

No animal scavengers or decay bacteri

could live on the lake floor, and dead an:

mals floating down from above were nc

dismembered or decomposed. (We kno\

this because the shrimp band displays cor

tinuous, fine-layered sedimentation, an ir

dication that no creatures burrowed o

plowed through the bottom muck.) Sec

ond, the basin was stagnant and virtual!

devoid of currents. Thus, fragile soft-bod

led creatures were not pulled apart bu

floated gently down to be buried intact.

The conodont animal is wormlike in ap

pearance, some 40.5 mm long (a littl

more than 1 Vi inches), but no more than '.

mm wide. Its head end seems to be cleft

with two broad lobes surrounding a cen
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tral depression (entrance to the mouth,

perhaps). Just behind the head, conodonts

are affixed along one edge in a sensible po-

sition for the mouth. They occur in three

groups and contain elements of a well-

known assemblage. Thus, Clarkson and

his colleagues did not need to invent a

name for their creature; they included it

within the genus Clydagnathus, first es-

tablished in 1969 on the basis of skeleton-

ized conodonts alone. A few faint lines run

along the interior of the animal, parallel to

its sides. Whether these represent a gut, a

nerve tube, perhaps even the chordate

notochord, we do not know. About two-

thirds of the way back, and extending

nearly to the posterior end, we find an in-

triguing sequence of repeated segments,

some thirty-three in all, sloping at an angle

to the midline of the body Finally, one

edge of the posterior end seems to sport a

sequence of projections, interpreted as fin

rays. Not much else worthy of mention

has been preserved. At least the structures

of Clydagnathus confirm one old assump-

tion about conodont elements—they rep-

resent the only hard parts of an otherwise

entirely soft-bodied creature. No wonder

we had so little success in determining

their affinity.

As I said at the outset, Clarkson and his

colleagues have solved only half the con-

odont problem. They have found the elu-

sive animal, but they do not know what it

is. Of modern animal phyla, only two seem

worthy of discussion as a possible taxo-

nomic home for the conodont animal. Per-

haps it is a chordate—that is, a prever-

tebrate member of our own phylum. Yet

each potential similarity with chordates

scarcely carries conviction. The slender

and flattened eel-shaped body reminds

us of some chordates. but we find the

same general shape in several other phyla

as well. The faint lines parallel to the

animal's side could represent such chor-

date structures as the notochord, but they

may simply be remnants of the gut as

well, an organ shared by virtually all

"higher" animals. The apparent fin rays of

the posterior end suggest chordate affini-

ties, but they occur in several other phyla

as well. The evidence of V-shaped seg-

mentation seems to say "chordate," but

the structures are so poorly preserved that

we cannot really distinguish between this

chordate style of segmentation and that of

several other phyla with serially repeated

elements. In short, we find a few general

and superficial similarities with chordates

but nothing specific, and surely nothing

that would warrant any firm, or even ten-

tative, placement within our phylum.

The Chaetognatha, or arrow worms, a

small marine group located not far from

chordates on our evolutionary tree, are the

only other viable candidates for a link be-

tween the conodont animal and some

modern group. Chaetognaths are armed

with grasping spines that flank the mouth

in two lateral sets. These spines bear a su-

perficial resemblance to conodonts, but

they are made of chitin, not calcium phos-

phate. Chaetognaths also have tail fins not

unlike those of the conodont animal. But

they also have lateral fins, and these are

not present on the conodont animal (in an

area of the body—the posterior—where

preservation is detailed and excellent). In

short, chaetognaths are an even less wor-

thy prospect than chordates as a home for

the conodont animal.

Briggs, Clarkson, and Aldridge there-

fore conclude, with ample justice in my
opinion, that the conodont animal is

unique and previously unknown. It must

be placed in a separate phylum—the

Conodonta. After all, they argue, if a cen-

tury of eff"orts to squeeze them into some

modern group have been dashed on the

enigma of their peculiar hard parts, why

should the discovery of soft parts comfort-

ably fit them into some well-established

pigeonhole of our taxonomy? They write:

"The lack of a definitive solution to this

problem in 1 25 years of research empha-

sizes the uniqueness of conodonts." And
with this conclusion—that conodonts

must be placed in a new and separate phy-

lum of their own—we finally come to the

general message that inspired me to write

this column.

Paleontologists are, in general, a conser-

vative lot. Problematica of uncertain taxo-

nomic affinity and few species are an

embarrassment and an untidy bother;

nothing makes an old-style paleontologist

happier than the successful housing of

A selection ofconodonts, toothlikefossils

ofgreat use in dating ancient rock strata.

Geological Society of America a

Paleontology . courtesy The

problematical organisms within a well,

known group. Thus the admission tha;

Problematica must be treated by erectinji

new phyla flies in the face of hope and trai

dition and represents a last resort. In rei

cent years, that resort has been followed

more and more often because—well

damn it—many Problematica are weird

wonderful, and unique and simply do noi

fit into any known group. This most un

willing admission reflects an importani

and little-known fact about the history ol

life. '

To appreciate this fact and its implica-

tions, we must study the distribution irj

time of those Problematica that cannot be

placed into large and well-known phyla.'

The last 600 million years, the part of

earth history dominated by multicellular

creatures, is divided into three great

eras—the Paleozoic (or ancient life), the

Mesozoic (or middle life), and the Ceno-

zoic (or recent life). Virtually all Prob-'

lematica now begrudgingly granted their

own phylum were inhabitants of the oldest'

era, the Paleozoic (although conodonts,-

after living throughout the Paleozoic, just

sneaked into the Triassic, the first period

of the Mesozoic). This fact, the focal point

of my essay, may not strike you, at first, as

strange. After all, the further back you go,

the more life should be diff"erent from our

modern phyla. But two aspects of this dis-

tribution in time are surprising and point

to a major pattern in the history of life.'

First, although we might expect a general

decrease in the number of problematic

groups through time, we would not antici-

pate an abrupt disappearance of oddities

after the Paleozoic. Instead of a gradual

decline in curious creatures, they abound

in the lower Paleozoic, become rare by the

end of the Paleozoic, and cease thereafter.

Of the three windows I mentioned, the

Burgess Shale (lower Paleozoic) is chock-

full of Problematica, the Mazon Creek

(upper Paleozoic) has two, the Solnhofen

lithographic limestone (Mesozoic), none.

Something about the earliest history of

multicellular life encouraged a flowering

of Problematica. Something about its

later history (and not much later) dried

the well completely.

Second—although the conodonts are

an exception to this generality—most

Problematica are rare, restricted in time,

and represented at most by only a few spe-

cies. Phyla are supposed to be big

groups—arthropods with their 750,000

species of insects, or chordates with their

20,000 species of fishes. They are also sup-

posed to endure for a long time. Taxono-

mists are stingy; they do not like to set up a

category just below the highest level of

kingdom for just a few species that lived
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but a few million years. If Problematica

were restricted to the Paleozoic but were

all as abundant and long-lived as con-

odonts, the pattern would not be as trou-

bling or curious. But many Problematica,

now housed in their own phylum, are

known from only a single place as one spe-

cies. And some are surpassingly strange.

Consider the animal so formidably curi-

ous (from that first and most famous win-

dow, the Burgess Shale) that it goes by the

Latin name Hallucigenia, coined by its

author, Simon Conway Morris, for "the

bizarre and dream-like appearance of the

animal." Hallucigenia has an elongate

body, about four-fifths of an inch in

length, supported by seven pairs of spines

that look nothing like the legs of any

known creature. It has a bulbous head

and, behind it, a row of tentacles, each

forked at the tip, running along the back.

Behind the tentacles lies a smaller and

bunched array of projections recalling the

spines on a Stegosaurus's tail. An anal

tube projects upward at the rear end.

Damned strangest thing I've ever seen in

my life. Or consider the peculiar Prob-

lematica from the second window I men-

tioned, our own Mazon Creek Formation

of Illinois. It also bears a whimsical formal

name, a Latinization of its discoverer, a

Mr. Tully, and its appearance. It is called

Tullimonstrum. The Tully monster is a

peculiar, roughly banana-shaped crea-

ture, some three to six inches long. Like

Hallucigenia, it is so unlike anything else

we know that it seems to demand a phy-

lum of its own.

We tend to think of evolution as pro-

gressive change within lineages—fish be-

come amphibians, reptiles, mammals, and

finally humans—and we therefore miss

important themes related to a different

and far more pervasive aspect of evolu-

tion: changing diversity, both of absolute

numbers of species and relative abun-

dance, through time. The predominance

of Paleozoic Problematica records what

may well be the outstanding theme in the

history of diversity. It gives time a direc-

tion far more clear and reliable than any

statement we can make about change

within Hneages. It also probably reflects a

more general and basic law about the his-

tory of change in natural systems.

During the past decade a hot subject for

debate among paleontologists has been

the pattern of change through time in

numbers of kinds of marine animals. Do
more species live now (as the "progressiv-

ist" view of evolution might suggest) or

has the number of species remained

roughly constant following a quick attain-

ment of some equilibrium value after the

Cambrian explosion? The problem is not

so easy to solve as it may seem. You can'

simply count the number of species de

scribed for each interval of time. The fos

sil record is notoriously imperfect, and i

tends to get worse the further back you gc

Thus, an empirical increase in abundanci

of known fossils may actually reflect a de

crease of true diversity.

Arguments have therefore raged bad
and forth, but in 1 98 1 the four leading de

baters buried the hatchet and published

;

joint paper of welcome agreement (J.J

Sepkoski, R.K. Bambach, D.M. Raup
and J.W. Valentine, Nature, vol. 293, p

435). Several sources of data (all cor

rected as best we can for imperfection o

the record) now point to a clear pattern o

real increase through time—not stead;

and progressive but unmistakable as ;

general direction. Modem oceans contaii

at least twice the number of species as ou

average Paleozoic seas.

We might therefore expect—indeed ij

seems unavoidable—that modem seai

would not only contain more species bu

also more distinct kinds of creatures, mon
basically diff'erent body plans. Yet it is no

so. Today, double the number of specie?

are crammed into far fewer groups o:

higher taxonomic rank. To be sure, we stil

have several phyla of distinct body plar

and low membership—all the womilike

groups with the funny names that no ond

but specialists know and love: the kinorl

hynchs, the gnathostomuUds, the priapui

lids, the chaetognaths, already mentioned

as a possible home for conodonts, and sev^

eral others. But our modem seas are domi-

nated by just a few groups—primarily

clams, snails, crabs, fishes, and echi-l

noids—each with far more species than-

any Paleozoic phylum ever attained (with

the possible exception of trilobites in the

Ordovician and crinoids in the Carbonif-

erous). Paleozoic seas may have contained

only half the species that grace our mod-

em oceans, but they were distributed over

a vastly expanded range of basic body

plans. And this steady decrease in kinds of

organic design—all in the face of a strong

increase in numbers of species—may rep-

resent the most outstanding trend of our

fossil record.

This steady decrease is well recorded by

the pattern of Problematica already dis-

cussed. Most of the really weird and won-

derful creatures—and lots of them—lived

exclusively during the Paleozoic. (And

don't be too impressed by the oddity of

some modem minor phyla, for many of

them did not arise recently but also have

records extending back into the Paleo-

zoic.) It is perhaps even better recorded by

changes in the number of classes (next

lower taxonomic level) within common
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phyla. Consider just one example, based

on a highly conservative counting of

classes made by J.J. Sepkoski of the Uni-

versity of Chicago. Modern echinoderms

come in four classes, all of respectable to

high diversity: sea urchins (the echinoids

already cited as a dominant group), star-

fishes, sea cucumbers, and crinoids. Yet

sixteen additional classes lived and died

within the Paleozoic, and sixteen of the to-

tal twenty coexisted during the Ordovi-

cian period, some 500 million years ago.

None of these sixteen classes (with two

possible exceptions) ever reached the di-

versity displayed today by any of the mod-

ern survivors.

The Paleozoic world was very different

from ours, with few of a kind distributed

over a vastly increased range of basic body

forms. Hallucigenia is gone, the Tully

monster lives no longer, even the abun-

dant conodonts are extinct. Why has our

world of life undergone this profound shift

from few species in many groups to many
species in fewer groups?

Of the two kinds of available answers,

the first is conventional and causal (the

second will be based on random proc-

esses). It invokes what may be a general

property of nearly all natural systems and

may therefore have an importance far

transcending this particular example. The

principle might be called "early experi-

mentation and later standardization."

Some 600 million years ago, the Cam-
brian explosion filled the oceans with their

first array of multicellular animals. Evolu-

tion probed all the limits of possibility.

Each basic body plan experimented with a

great array of potential variants. The pat-

tern of many groups, each with few mem-
bers, was established. Some of these ex-

periments worked well, but, inevitably,

most didn't—and a gradual sorting-out

ensued.

Many of the failures were flawed from

the start and never reached high diversity.

They are our taxonomic embarrass-

ments—highly distinct body plans with

few species. We call them Problematica

and grant them their own phyla only be-

grudgingly (although if we understood the

principle that they represent, we would

propose their names with more equanim-

ity). Others, like the small and extinct

classes of Paleozoic echinoderms, are

failed experiments with a basic design

that does work well in a few successful

classes. Thus, sea urchins and starfishes

use the echinoderm ground plan to great

advantage, while a host of early experi-

ments, bearing such strange names as

ctenocystoids, helicoplacoids, and edric

blastoids, quickly bit the dust. Our mod
em faunas are the winnowed and well

honed survivors of a grand sorting-ou

based on principles of good engineering.

The same principle applies to any sys

tem free to experiment but ultimately reg

ulated by good and workable design. The
may not be gone forever, but electric anc

steam cars, and a variety of other experi

ments, yielded to the internal combustioi

engine. Now we have hundreds of brand:

(species, if you will) of cars, each bulk oi

the same principle. In 1900, far fewe:

brands used a much greater variety of ba

sic designs. And consider the blimps, glid

ers, and variety of powered planes befort

we settled upon 747s and their ilk.

This principle of early experimentation

later standardization leads to a general re-

duction of variation—particularly the

elimination of extremes. We often misun-

derstand the reason for a loss of extremes

because we try to interpret it as a trend ir

its own right and not as an inevitable con-

sequence of decreasing variation within a

natural system. I recently published an es-

say (Vanity Fair, March 1983) on the dis-

appearance of .400 hitters in baseball.

Conventional explanations for this most

widely discussed historical trend in base-'



lall invariably look for some directional

j
:hange—introduction of relief pitching or

I

nore grueling schedules composed mostly

i
jfnight games—that would diminish high

litting alone. But 1 reasoned that the de-

. .'line of high hitting may simply reflect the

;tabilization and general perfection of

I
)lay that must accompany a game as its

;;tandards improve (analogous to the re-

liuction in life's diversity of body plans as

ts successful designs predominate). As

bitching, fielding, and hitting all improve,

,'ariation in each category decreases. I'm

iurc that Rod Carew (who has never ex-

:eeded .388) was every bit as good as Wee
Willie Keeler (tops of .432). But Wee Wil-

ilie could "hit 'em where they ain't" in the

late-nineteenth century because fielders

didn't yet know where they should be (and

1
weren't as good at catching '"em" if they

happened to be there). I was able to show

:
that league averages have not changed be-

I
tween the great era of .400 hitting ( 1 890-

1920) and today, but that both highest av-

I erages (the .400 hitters) and lowest aver-

ages have converged toward the league av-

; erage. 1 n other words, extremes have been

' eliminated at both ends—the same princi-

ple of early experimentation (or tolera-

• tion) and later standardization.

; The second explanation is unconven-

tional and based on random processes. A
pattern of shift from few species in many
groups to many species in fewer groups

would occur even under regimes of ran-

dom extinction, provided that we allow

greater average change per event of speci-

ation early in the history of life (as seems

warranted in an initially "empty" world

open to almost any experiment in form).

Extinction, as ecoactivists remind us, is

forever. Once we lose a complex experi-

ment in form, it will never arise again; the

mathematical odds against such a repe-

tition of numerous complex steps is simply

too great (biologists refer to this principle

as "the irreversibility of evolution"). Thus,

inevitably, we lose most of the early ex-

periments and begin to fill our oceans with

repeated examples of the few surviving

major groups. Intrigued as I am by ran-

dom processes, I would not attribute the

entire pattern to this factor, if only be-

cause the idea of early experimentation

and later standardization seems to make
so much sense. But I would urge that the

ordered consequences of random proc-

esses be granted much more attention

than they usually receive. Random proc-

esses do produce high degrees of order

—

and the existence of pattern is no argu-

ment against randomness.

We live in a world of history and

change. As creatures of habit who fee!

comforted by the discovery of order, we

search for principles that grant time a di-

rection—that admit a bit of order into the

buzzing and blooming confusion of his-

tory. But arrows of time are hard to find

and science hasn't provided us with many.

The second law of thermodynamics, with

its increasing entropy and decreasing or-

der in closed systems, is our most famous

provider of direction. Most proposals from

evolutionary biology are spurious and

based more on our hopes and expectations

than the workings of natural selection

—

the notion of continual progress in particu-

lar. But this principle of diversity—early

experimentation and later standardization

—may be a true mark of history, leading

as it does to trends for decreased variation

in basic designs of life. We should there-

fore care about conodonts, even if we have

never correlated a rock or tend to look

askance at inch-long worms with faint tail

fins and bilobed heads. For their age, their

taxonomic uniqueness, and their demise

record the nature of history.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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Megastorms
Some thunderstorms merge with others to form giant complexes

that dump incredible amounts of rain, often with devastating effects

by J. Michael Fritsch

Every spring, as the sun begins its an-

nual journey north, the atmosphere re-

sponds by gradually switching from win-

tertime cyclones—storms that can cover

hundreds of thousands of square miles and

persist for days—to summertime thunder-

storms that typically cover only a few tens

of square miles and last for only an hour or

two. Meteorologists have recently discov-

ered that the shift to thunderstorms as

agents of precipitation is only the begin-

ning of the atmosphere's seasonal change.

As the sun continues to move northward

not only does the frequency of thunder-

storms increase but the storms begin to in-

teract in a synergistic manner to produce

intense and occasionally violent com-

plexes, or groups, of storms. These com-

plexes are many times more powerful than

individual thunderstorms and affect areas

the size of several Midwestern states com-

bined. Furthermore, the complexes do not

have the same evolutionary pattern as that

previously documented for thunder-

storms. They usually develop in the longi-

tudinal area between the Rocky Moun-

tains and the Ohio Valley and the lati-

tudinal region between the Gulf Coast

and the United States-Canadian border.

The typical thunderstorm forms in the

heat of the day and dissipates following

sundown when its energy source, heat

from the sun, is abruptly terminated. By

contrast, although thunderstorm com-

plexes also begin during the heat of the

day, they grow stronger after sundown.

Even as the air near the ground begins to

cool, new thunderclouds form next to, and

merge with, old ones to form still more

storm clouds. By the middle of the night,

the sky over thousands of square miles

flashes from horizon to horizon like a giant

strobe light. Towering clouds spew forth

hail, torrential rains, and tornadoes, and

the continual reverberation of thunder

proclaims the growing power of the storm

complex.

The discovery of thunderstorm com-

plexes resulted from two technological

developments—the computer and the sat-

ellite—that became routinely available to

research meteorologists in the 1970s. The

satellite enabled meteorologists to see for

the first time the swirling masses of clouds

that make up "the weather" And high-

speed computers made it possible for re-

searchers to perform the immense number

of calculations necessary to quantify the

atmospheric circulations that produce the

clouds. Although satellite images of the

earth's cloud cover have been available for

more than fifteen years, it was not until

the mid-seventies that the enhanced infra-

red image became available. These im-

ages, taken at altitudes of about 24,000

miles, not only allow meteorologists to see

the clouds but also to learn the tempera-

ture distribution at the cloud tops. The sig-

nificance of this information is that clouds

low in the atmosphere—at altitudes of

5,000 to 10,000 feet—are warmer than

clouds at altitudes of 50,000 feet or more.

Thunderstorm clouds expand to great

heights and their tops become much
colder than those of most other types of

clouds. The new technology therefore en-

ables scientists to identify which clouds

are thunderstorms and which are not.

Satellite images also indicated that

thunderstorm complexes tend to organize

into nearly circular configurations that are

hundreds to thousands of times larger

than individual thunderstorms. And com-

puter predictions of the airflow in the vi-

cinity of these storm complexes showed

that they behave as unified, organized en-

tities rather than as isolated, single units.

The obvious conclusion was that a thun-

derstorm complex must be a distinct type

of weather system.

Having reached that conclusion, scien-

tists carried out a systematic study of

thunderstorm complexes in 1978 and

1979. To the surprise of the investigators,

the observations indicated that the forma-

tion of thunderstorm complexes is not a

rare event. About sixty storm complexes

were observed in the United States during

the spring and summer months of those

years. Furthermore, the scientists found

that the complexes go through a regular

life cycle.

The typical complex begins at about

2:00 or 3:00 p.m. as a loosely organized

group of intense thunderstorms. Then, by

a process not yet understood, the move-

ment of the existing thunderstorms, to-

gether with the development of new

thunderstorms, gradually transforms the

loosely organized storm group into a co-

herent structure composed of thunder-

storms, showers, and steady rain. The sys-
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tern continues to expand, reaching its peak

from about midnight to 2:00 a.m. The

complex then slowly weakens and finally

dissipates a few hours after sunrise. On
the average, the total time required for the

evolution and ultimate dissipation of the

storm complex is only about twelve to

eighteen hours, rather a brief time span

compared with such other weather sys-

tems as hurricanes and winter storms that

last for days or even weeks. This brief

life cycle is one of the major reasons

these systems were not discovered earlier.

Before the availability of satellite tech-

nology, balloon-mounted instruments only

sampled the atmosphere twice a day, at

about 6:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. At 6:00 p.m.

the complexes are not yet fully organized

and by 6:00 a.m. they are all but dissi-

pated. Thus, the observing network was

rarely able to sample a mature thunder-

storm complex. Furthermore, there are

only about twenty-five balloon-launching

stations in the roughly twenty-state region

where the complexes typically evolve.

Therefore, even when a complex occurs at

one of the observation times, there is virtu-

ally no chance of it being sampled by

enough instrument-carrying balloons to

clearly document its size and physical

characteristics.

Scientists have long recognized that

thunderstorms are primarily driven by

buoyant forces and supported by the heat

released when moisture is condensed from

a gas to a liquid. Thunderstorms occur

when the temperature and moisture strati-

fication over a deep layer of the atmo-

sphere (typically 30,000 to 40,000 feet)

permit a parcel of air rising from low lev-

els to become less dense (and therefore

more buoyant) than the air surrounding it.

Once lifted, a parcel of air can continue to

rise to great heights. Moisture is very im-

portant to this process. As an air parcel

rises, the air pressure around it decreases

and the parcel expands and cools. If there

is no moisture condensation, the parcel

cools quickly, becomes colder and more
dense than its surroundings, and stops ris-

ing. On the other hand, if there is suffi-

cient moisture present in the parcel in the

form of a gas, the cooling of the parcel

causes the gaseous moisture to condense
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into tiny water droplets. The condensation

process releases heat that warms the par-

cel and helps reduce its density. Accord-'

ingly, the parcel of air can continue to rise.

As long as the parcel remains less dense

than the air around it, buoyant forces will

accelerate it upward, usually at speeds of

twenty-five to fifty miles per hour. Finally,

the parcel of air rises into a portion of the

atmosphere that is less dense, slowing and

eventually stopping the parcel's rise. A
thunderstorm is composed of a continual

succession of many such parcels, some

just beginning their journey upward and:

some already arriving at the top. All ofl

them together give the appearance of a

very tall cloud, and the combined mois-

ture condensate from successive parcels of

air is what falls as rain.

In the beginning stages of thunderstorm

complexes, individual thunderstorms are

particularly strong and grow to exception-

ally high altitudes compared with "typi-

cal thunderstorms. Most of the "precom-

plex" thunderstorms tower more than ten

miles into the atmosphere and exhibit up-

ward wind speeds of more than one hun-

dred miles per hour. The air feeding these

storms is unusually warm and extremely

moist—so much so that vast amounts of

heat are released by condensation as the

moist air ascends in the clouds. Scientists

theorize that this heat then warms the air

surrounding the big thunderstorms so that

the air over the entire region containing

the thunderstorms becomes anomalously

warm. Then, the theory goes, virtually all

the air over the thunderstorm region will

begin to rise, causing more thunder-

storms, more condensation heating, more

warming of the region, more thunder-

storms, and so on. In this manner, the

initial small group of thunderstorms pro-

duces an amplifying system that eventu-

ally grows into a large thunderstorm com-

plex.

Although the effects of these storm

complexes can sometimes be very nega-

tive, they do frequently track across the

central United States wheat and corn

belts in midsummer, bringing with them

widespread rainfall that often persists

through much of the night. This moisture

is delivered at the exact time of the year

when it can result in increased crop yields.

The great threat these storm systems pose,

however, comes from their capacity to

produce too much rain. It is these systems

that are primarily responsible for the ex-

tremely heavy rainfalls that result in flash

floods and their attendant loss of human
life and millions of dollars in property

damage.

During the summer of 1977, for exam-

ple, thunderstorm complexes produced
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Color-enhanced satellite images ofa

storm complex's life cycle, June 7, 1 982.
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flash floods in Johnstown, Pennsylvania,

and Kansas City, Missouri, with the loss of

more than one hundred lives. The excep-

tional capacity of these storm groups to

produce heavy and widespread rainfall is

demonstrated by comparing the rainfall

from a large thunderstorm complex with

that from a hurricane (historically, meteo-

rologists have considered hurricanes to be

the "Cadillacs of rainmakers"). Specifi-

cally, for the twenty-four-hour period end-

ing at 7:00 a.m., August 11, 1980, the rain-

fall from Hurricane Allen—one of the five

largest hurricanes on record—averaged

about 2.9 inches over an area of approxi-

mately 155,000 square miles. By compari-

son, the twenty-four-hour rainfall from the

thunderstorm complex of May 7, 1978,

which traveled across six southeastern

states, covering 575,000 square miles, av-

eraged an incredible 5.8 inches if adjusted

to an area the same size as that affected by

Hurricane Allen.

These storm complexes also have a neg-

ative effect on aviation, especially on

small planes. Since the complexes occur in

large, slow-moving, circular clusters that

differ from the more "normal" narrow line

of thunderstorm weather systems, pilots of

small craft who attempt to circumnavi-

gate or penetrate what they think are indi-

vidual thunderstorms may unexpectedly

find themselves surrounded by storms and

in serious trouble. Likewise, when thun-

derstorm complexes are developing, their

expansion can occur so rapidly that a slow-

moving plane can become engulfed by

storms. While this problem is most crucial

to the small-aircraft aviator who flies typi-

cally at 2,000 to 8,000 feet above ground

(the portion of the atmosphere most sus-

ceptible to the rapid development of thun-

derstorms), severe thunderstorms are oc-

casionally responsible for tragic commer-

cial jet plane accidents, as was the case in

the crash of a Southern Airways flight in

April of 1977 over northern Georgia.

Thunderstorm complexes aff"ect com-

mercial aviation in a more subtle way, too.

An extreme amount of air circulates up-

ward through thunderstorm complexes

—

from 1 00 to 1 ,000 times the amount of up-

ward-moving air in a normal thunder-

storm—and reaches altitudes where com-

mercial jet planes cruise (at jet stream

levels of 34,000 to 39,000 feet). At those

altitudes, the air spreads out and interacts

with the jet streams to produce a region of

weak winds along the southern side of the

thunderstorm complex and much stronger

winds along its northern periphery. If an

east-west transcontinental flight is re-

routed around the northern side of the

complex to circumvent the storms, the

plane will require extra fuel and that will

result in additional costs. (On the other

hand, if a southern route is selected, sub-

stantial savings might be realized.)

Our knowledge of these thunderstorm

complexes is still rudimentary. But in view

of their potentially devastating effects,

they will be studied for years to come, thus

enabling meteorologists to develop a reli-

able means of predicting their occurrence

and forewarning the public.

J. Michael Fritsch is an associate profes-

sor in the Department of Meteorology at

Pennsylvania State University.
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Star Burst
After decades of controversy, compelling new evidence indicates

that eta Carinae may become the next bright supernova in our galaxy

by Stephen E Maran

Supemovae, the violent explosions of

massive stars as they enter the last stages

of their lives, occur about once every

twenty years in large spiral galaxies such

as our Milky Way. But with the single pos-

sible exception of Cassiopeia A (which

may have been seen in eruption in 1680)

no supernova has actually been witnessed

in the Milky Way since Kepler's Star in

the year 1604. Observations of super-

novae with modern instruments have been

restricted to those occurring in faraway

galaxies and have not been as fruitful as

astronomers would wish. Therefore, scien-

tists welcome the news that recent studies

with a NASA satellite have pinpointed eta

Carinae, a remarkable star in the southern

constellation Carina, as the site of a forth-

coming supernova eruption. Unfortu-

nately, "forthcoming" is used in the truly

astronomical sense, meaning anytime in

about the next ten thousand years.

Eta Carinae was a fourth- or fifth-mag-

nitude star in the late sixteenth century,

according to observations made in India.

By the mid-seventeenth century, it had,

increased to the second magnitude. Sir'

John Herschel, the British astronomer,

watched it in South Africa from 1 834 to

1838 and found that it brightened dra-

matically during December 1837. By

1843 it had a magnitude of -1, the

brightest at which it has yet been seen,

and it outshone every star in the night sky

except Sirius. Since that time it has faded

to its current magnitude of 6 and can

barely be seen with the naked eye even un-

der ideal conditions. Herschel noted what

he called "flashes" of brightness (al-

though they could last for weeks) followed

The red elongate structure is the homunculus cloud; the smaller clump to the

right is the S-condensation. This image ofeta Carinae wasformed by the

superimposition ofseveralphotographs made with the Cerro Tololo 158-inch

telescope. Color was computer supplied.
Kns Davidson. University of Minnesota
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1
by "relapses." In addition to variations in

brightness, eta Carinae has a circumstel-

lar cloud vaguely resembling a human

dwarf that observers refer to as the "ho-

munculus." Neither the light variations

nor the homunculus have been adequately

explained.

Various investigators have speculated

that eta is a young, massive star that may

still be forming; another suggestion is that

it is not unusually massive but is a highly

evolved star that is ejecting its outer atmo-

sphere, thereby creating a planetary neb-

ula, a shell of glowing gas. In 1962, an as-

trophysicist at the University of Chicago

suggested that eta is an evolved star, but a

very massive one, about to become a su-

pernova. This suggestion, however, was

partly based on a misunderstanding of the

evidence then available and was not gener-

ally accepted. In 1971, two theorists re-

vived an earlier contention that eta Cari-

nae has already been a supernova and is

now a postsupernova star. Then, in 1979,

an Oxford University physicist proposed

that the star is not even close to attaining

the evolutionary state where it might be-

come a supernova, but that it is accreting

matter at a high rate from a postulated

companion star.

Several nebulae near eta Carinae that

have undergone notable changes are also

of interest to astronomers. Largest of

them is the beautiful Carina nebula, in

which eta and a cluster of young, hot stars

are located. In a drawing that Herschel
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made with telescopic aid in the 1 830s, por-

tions of the Carina nebula near eta Cari-

nae look quite different from their appear-,

ance in modem telescopic photographs.

For example, according to Herschel, cer-

tain faint stars in the Carina nebula are

right on the edge of a dark zone called

"the keyhole." Such is not the case in the

modem photographs of the nebula, which

also show the keyhole to be much less well

defined against the bright nebular back-

ground than as drawn by Herschel. At one

time, astronomers discounted these differ-

ences, which they attributed to observa-

tional errors or artistic license on the part|

of Herschel. This attitude was not unrea-

sonable, since it seemed that the Carina'

nebula is an H II region, a cloud of ionized

'

hydrogen made to glow by the ultraviolet

light from young, hot stars. Substantial

changes in such a nebula would not be ex-

pected to occur during the less than 150

years since Herschel's time.

Herschel was redeemed in 1975, when

Nolan R. Walbom, an expert on eta Cari-

nae at the Cerro Tololo Inter-American

Observatory in La Serena, Chile, ob-

served two clouds in the Carina nebula

that are involved in the putative changes.

From spectrograms made with the 40-

inch telescope at the Observatory, Wal-

bom found that, unlike most parts of the

Carina nebula, the two clouds, called C
and D, lack the typical spectmm of an H
II region. Their spectra do include some

emissions found in H II regions, but they

also contain faint copies of the spectral

features of eta Carinae itself. Clouds C
and D are composed of both gas and dust,

and although the gas shines like an H II

region, the dust reflects the light from the

adjacent eta. Walborn's 1975 observa-

tions led to an explanation for the changes

in the nebula: the differences between the

nebula as drawn by Herschel in the last

century and as photographed in modem
times are due to "light echoes." These are

reflections of a transient stellar brighten-

ing from interstellar dust clouds. If eta Ca-

rinae was briefly very bright in the 1830s

and 1 840s and the reflecting clouds C and

D were, say, a few light-years from eta,

then any brightening or dimming in eta

would produce a similar brightening or

dimming of the two clouds a few years

later. And that, in turn, would change the

appearance of the Carina nebula. Other

parts of the Carina nebula may also have

produced the confusing light echoes.

The smaller nebulae that immediately

surround eta Carinae may have even more

to tell than the light-echoing clouds C and

D. As summarized by Walbom in 1976,

eta and the surrounding nebulae have

three principal components as viewed

iiii

'$
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through the Cerro Tololo 158-inch tele-

scope: a bright central core, the homuncu-

jus cloud, and an outer shell. The core is

what we call eta Carinae, for strictly

speaking, the star itself is not directly per-

ceived. If the star were directly seen, it

would appear as an unresolved point of

light, just like any other star. Stars (other

than the sun) are simply too far away for

their surfaces to be discerned as measur-

able disks, like the surface of Mars or an-

other planet of our solar system. However,

the core in eta Carinae is larger than a

point of light yet contains no detectable

bright point. It is, apparently, a thick,

compact circumstellar nebula of gas and

dust, perhaps fed by a powerful stellar

wind from the star within. As the star

changes in brightness, the core must

change accordingly. Just outside the core,

the homunculus cloud is an elongated,

reddish orange nebula, fainter than the

core but much brighter than the outer

shell. The shell is the collective term for a

group of small nebulae that are a deeper

red than the homunculus. They are ar-

ranged in a roughly oval pattern whose

long and short axes are aligned with the

corresponding axes of the homunculus, as

though composed of debris ejected from

the central star in the same way but at dif-

ferent times.

Photographs made by Walborn in 1975

reveal that parts of the shell, including its

brightest clump, the S-condensation, have

moved outward since they were photo-

graphed from South Africa in 1949 and

1950. This confirms that the clumps were

indeed ejected from the star. In subse-

quent measurements made with the aid of

two colleagues from Cerro Tololo and the

University of Cape Town, Walborn found

that the clumps in the outer shell are mov-

ing at notably different velocities, which

may correspond to different ejection

events. Two clumps called NN and NS,

which are moving at speeds in excess of

700 miles per second, may have been

ejected at the time of a modest brighten-

ing of eta Carinae that was seen in the

early 1 870s. Moving faster than 500 miles

per second, the S-condensation, along

with several other clumps, is attributed to

the great brightening of the 1830s and

1 840s. Some of the more slowly moving

clumps must have originated even longer

ago, perhaps during an eruption in the fif-

teenth century.

As told in the May 1981 "Sky Re-

porter" column on Cassiopeia A, that su-

pernova remnant contains two types of

outward-moving cloudlets—knots, which

are flying out at 3,700 miles per second,

and flocculi, which are traveling twenty

times more slowly and seem to contain un-
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usually large amounts of nitrogen. The

flocculi are thought to have been ejected

from the progenitor star of Cassiopeia A
before it became a supernova, while the

knots are identified as actual supernova

debris that, thanks to its enormous veloc-

ity, has overtaken the flocculi so that all

the cloudlets seem part of the same rem-

nant nebula. Walborn, who is now a visit-

ing scientist at Goddard Space Flight

Center in Greenbelt, Maryland, has sug-

gested that the S-condensation and other

outward-moving gas clumps around eta

Carinae may be objects resembling the

flocculi in Cassiopeia A and thus might be

precursors of a supernova explosion.

According to current estimates, eta Ca-

rinae has a mass about 100 times that of

the sun. A star of that mass, we believe,

will surely become a supernova. However,

the explosion can occur only after the star

has reached an advanced evolutionary

state, meaning that the nuclear reactions

in its interior have converted much of the

gas in the star, initially composed almost

exclusively of hydrogen and helium, to

heavier elements. A great deal of carbon,

oxygen, and nitrogen are made during the

evolution of a massive star to the super-

nova state. A young star, no matter how
massive, should have only traces of such

heavier elements as carbon, oxygen, nitro-

gen, and others, while an evolved star

might contain substantial amounts.

In 1 976, Walborn obtained two spectro-

grams of the S-condensation with the 40-

inch telescope at Cerro Tololo. The spec-

trograms revealed no sign of oxygen

emissions, which normally are very promi-

nent in a nebula even though only small

amounts of oxygen are usually present.

Furthermore, hydrogen, the most abun-

dant substance in the universe and in

nearly all nebulae, showed only weakly in

the spectrograms, while a line of ionized

nitrogen was remarkably strong.

As found in visible light, the unusual

spectrum of the S-condensation inspired

two experienced ultraviolet astronomers

from the University of Minnesota and the

Goddard Space Flight Center to work

with Walborn in recording the ultraviolet

spectrum of the S-condensation with

NASA's International Ultraviolet Ex-

plorer satellite (the lUE). Launched in

January 1978, the lUE carries a 17-inch

reflecting telescope equipped with spec-

trographs and sensitive electronic cam-

eras to record the ultraviolet light from ce-

lestial objects. Experience has shown (and

physics predicts) that the composition of a

nebula can best be determined with the

aid of ultraviolet spectra. Three observa-

tions were obtained with the lUE satellite

in June and July of 1981 and the results

provided dramatic confirmation of the,

Cerro Tololo findings: of four definitely

detected, identifiable spectral lines, threei

were due to ionized nitrogen and one to he-;

lium. Ionized carbon, usually the most'

prominent contributor to the ultraviolet

spectrum of a nebula, could not be found.,

The photographs of the S-condensatior

and other features of the outer shell of eta

Carinae prove that the fast-flying clumps

were ejected from the star. The ultraviolet

and visible-light spectrograms show that

clump S is substantially composed of ni-

trogen. Since nitrogen is a trace element ir,

a young star but is manufactured deep in-j

side a star as it evolves, there seems little;

doubt that clump S is a sample of matteij

forged in the internal nuclear furnace oij

eta Carinae that was somehow erupted

from within. Thus, eta Carinae seems tc

be well on its way to becoming a super-

nova.

If the average interval between super-;

novae in the Milky Way is twenty years, as

stated earlier, why hasn't one been seer

since 1604 (or since 1680, if Cassiopeia Ai

really was seen in eruption then)? Perhaps,

by chance, the current interval between

supernovae is much longer than the aver-

age. But the case of the supernova rem-

nant Cassiopeia A, which is currently ob-

served as a violently expanding nebula in

the Milky Way, suggests another answer

Interstellar dust clouds, located between

the earth and Cassiopeia A, dim the light

from the supernova remnant so much that

it can only be observed with large tele-

scopes. The dust must have equally

dimmed the brilliant light of the Cassio-

peia A supernova explosion. Thus, absorp-

tion of light by interstellar dust makes it

hard to see supernovae in our galaxy and'

may help account for the long interval

since one was last observed.

Paradoxically, supernovae in galaxiesj

far beyond the Milky Way are often

readily detectable because we can photo-,

graph an entire distant galaxy at one time

in one exposure to see if it contains a su-

pernova. But the Milky Way, which is lit-

erally all around us, can only be searched'

for supernovae in one direction at a time

unless multiple telescopes are used.

If eta Carinae does become a bright su-

pernova within our lifetime, the star, even

at its estimated distance of 9,100 light-

years from the earth, might well outshine;

every object in the sky except the sun and

the moon and provide us with a spectacu-

lar celestial show.

Stephen P. Maran is a senior staff scien-t

tist at NASA's Goddard Space Flight.

Center in Greenbelt, Maryland. The opin-
(

ions expressed in this article are his own..
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Sea Lion Shenanigans
Pups of the rare Hooker's sea lion, found only on a few
subantarctic islands, are imperiled by their playful curiosity

Text and photographs by Fred Bruemmer

Various hazards threaten the Hves of

Hooker's sea Hon pups during their first

weeks of Hfe. Some are crushed by huge

sea lion bulls rampaging across the beach

in pursuit of rivals, a few drown in steep-

sided pools, and others lose contact with

their mothers and starve. On the remote

subantarctic island of Enderby, northern-

most of the Auckland Islands, 300 miles

south of New Zealand, the pups face a

unique danger—10 percent of all sea lion

pups born on this island die in the burrows

of feral rabbits.

More than a century ago, sealers, set-

tlers, and explorers released rabbits of a

French breed, Argente de Champagne, on

Enderby Island. Now about 4,000 rabbits

live on the island, and part of the dune and

sward area above the sea lion rookery is

honeycombed with their burrows.

Sea lion pups are curious. They also like

the feeling of being touched and sur-

rounded. Rabbit burrows intrigue them.

A pup wriggles into a burrow. Another fol-

lows, nipping at the flippers of the first

one. They squirm farther and farther into

the dark, warm, encompassing tunnel. It is

a one-way trip; the pups can advance for a

while, but they cannot retreat. When they

become stuck, they struggle—fiercely at

first, then feebly—and finally suffocate.

Martin Cawthorn, of New Zealand's

Fisheries Research Division and head of

the 1980-81 Auckland Island Expedition,

discovered the first dead pup on Enderby

in a rabbit burrow on January 10, 1981.

From that day on, until we left the island

in February, we found entombed pups

nearly every day. Cawthorn pulled seven

dead pups from a single burrow and five

out of another.

With a total population of about 7,000,

the Hooker's sea lion is the rarest, least

known, and geographically most re-

stricted of the world's five sea lion species.

A few breed on Campbell Island, 400

miles south of New Zealand. Three other

rookeries are in the Auckland Islands. At
least 2,000 sea lions haul out on small,

reef-ringed Dundas Island (200 yards by
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As the matingseason begins on Enderby Island, mature

Hooker's sea lion bulls, each weighing 700 to 900 pounds,

establish individual,jealously guarded territories on

a beach. Other, nonterritorial bulls hover nearby.



Female Hooker's sea lions are smaller and more gregarious than

the bulls. They assemblefor a time, below, beforeproceeding

to the bull territories, where they will mate and

many will give birth. Yet even there,females seem

to prefer each other's company to that ofmales.

1 50 yards), which in some areas becomes

so crowded that, as New Zealand natural-

ist Sir Robert Falla observed in 1978, the

pups lie "head to tail like canned sardines

and sometimes more than one layer

thick." Another 100 breed in the dense

forest of tiny, lush Figure-of-Eight Island.

And 600 breed on Enderby, almost all on

the broad, nearly half-mile-long beach at

Sandy Bay on the island's south side.

The Auckland Islands were discovered

in 1806 by a British whaling captain,

Abraham Bristow, and within a few years

sealers of many nations, from the United

States and Britain, from Australia, and

from France were killing the islands' valu-

able fur seals and, as a sideline, the less

valuable sea lions. Capt. Benjamin Mor-

rell of the American Merchant Service

wrote: "Although the Auckland Islands

once abounded with numerous herds of

fur and hair seals [sea lions] . . . [the seal-

ers] have made . . . clean work of it. . . .

"

In a detailed survey he made of the islands

in January 1 830, at the height of the sea li-

ons" breeding season, he saw only twenty

sea lions and not a single fur seal.

This lack of fur seals and sea lions

halted the hunt on the Aucklands, but

whenever the animals" numbers increased

a bit in the following decades, sealers re-

turned and renewed the slaughter. In
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1865, a New Zealand government ship

searching for castaways on the Auckland

Islands reported "plenty" of sea lions.

When the final hunt took place in 1880,

the crew of the New Zealand sealer

Friendship was kept busy killing sea lions

on Enderby Island. In 1881, the Hooker's

sea lion received total protection from the

New Zealand government, and in 1934

the entire Auckland Islands archipelago

was made into a reserve for the preserva-

tion of fauna and flora, now administered

by New Zealand's Department of Lands

and Survey.

Sandy Bay on Enderby, scene of so

many sea lion massacres in the past, was

serenely beautiful when we arrived in No-

vember of 1980. Rata forest, hemmed by

wind-sculptured thickets of myrsine and

cassinia scrub, covers about half the is-

land. Between the forest and the beach, a

broad expanse of sward is kept lawn

smooth by the island's wild cattle and the

4,000 busily nibbling rabbits.

The beach's central portion belonged to

sea lion bulls in their prime, at least eight

years old, and weighing between 700 and

900 pounds. This was the beginning of the

breeding season, and the bulls were fat

and sleek. The belly fur of a Hooker's sea

lion bull is a warm, chestnut brown, its

dorsal pelage is a deep gray-brown, the

long mane fur, which envelops the power-

fully muscled forequarters like a triangu-

lar cape, is crisped and slightly grizzled,

the head and muzzle are nearly black. The

bulls are massive, majestic, and when

they glare at rivals with watery, bloodshot

eyes, rather menacing. They haul out on

the beach in early November, at the be-

ginning of the southern summer, and after

some vicious fights and much posturing,

divide the beach among themselves, each

bull occupying a territory of from twelve

to twenty-five feet in diameter.

On the seaward side of the territorial

males, "beach bulls," spaced at roughly

fifteen-yard intervals, occupied the wa-

ter's edge, advancing and retreating with

the rise and fall of the tides. Most were

subadult males, five to eight years old, as

long (about eight feet) but not as massive

as the territorial bulls. The beach bulls do

not hold territories, so they try to intercept

females on their way to and from the sea.

On the landward side another cordon of

subadult bulls, at the edge of the beach

and just beyond it on the sward, had simi-

lar ambitions. They attempted to waylay

any land-bound female. For nearly a

month they all were bulls in waiting, for no

females had arrived on their beach.

While the mature bulls spend weeks de-

fending private circles of sand on a beach

I



occupied solely by their own sex, the fe-

males mass three miles away at the south-

east point of Enderby Island. This division

has obvious advantages. When the fe-

males finally come to Sandy Bay to bear

their pups, most territorial disputes be-

tween bulls have been settled, neighboring

males know each other and the exact lim-

its of their respective domains, and disrup-

tive fights between bulls are neither as fre-

quent nor as fierce and prolonged as they

are in the early stages of territorial acqui-

sition and defense.

Compared with the massive males, fe-

male Hooker's sea lions seem small, grace-

ful, and svelte. Most weigh between 180

and 250 pounds. Head, neck, and back are

grayish fawn, flanks and chest cream col-

ored or sand yellow, the belly tawn or si-

enna. They are intensely gregarious. On a

beach, it is not the bulls that attract fe-

males but the presence of other females.

They usually lie together as tightly packed
as possible. They often bicker, but never

bite each other.

At the beginning of December, about

350 females had assembled at the "stag-

ing area" at Enderby's southeast point.

They formed a nearly contiguous mass,

and packed in among them lay more than

fifty males. Some of these bulls controlled

territories and these were now covered

with females. But the reign of the bulls is

ephemeral. Females come and go as they

please, and within three weeks all but

nineteen had left. These nineteen bore

their pups on the staging area and re-

mained there during the entire breeding

season. According to Cawthorn, who has

spent previous seasons at Enderby, this

was the largest number of pups he had

seen born at the southeast point and it

seems possible that a new breeding rook-

ery is beginning to establish itself at this

place.

Many of the females at the staging area

were accompanied by the previous year's

pups. These hefty yearlings still nursed

frequently and then slept, pressed to their

mothers, or played with peers at the rook-

ery's edge. When a yearling is hungry, it

cries loudly. Its mother wakes and an-

swers, and the youngster squirms across

the mass of resting females, finds its

mother, and starts to nurse.

In early December, the females began

to abandon the staging area and after a

five-day delay, they arrived at Sandy Bay.

During these days, presumably spent

feeding at sea, the females shed their year-

ling pups. Only one hauled ashore with its

mother at Sandy Bay. We frequently en-

countered the abandoned yearlings. Some
slept in the broad meadows that gird the

Overleaf: Pups scramble out ofharm 's

way as two charging bulls are about to

collide. Each year a number ofpups are

accidentally crushed to death by

indifferent bulls.

island. A few walked far into the forest.

For a while we could hear them call moth-

ers that were no longer there to respond.

Then the year-long bond broke. The year-

lings ceased their plaintive wailing, slept

alone or with other abandoned yearlings,

and after a few weeks returned to the sea.

It is not easy for the females to come
ashore at Sandy Bay. To reach the beach

area, they must run the gantlet of beach

bulls that line the water's edge in eager

anticipation. Females, as a rule, arrive sin-

gly. A female often swims back and forth

a few times near the beach and then sud-

denly rushes ashore. Immediately, all the

beach bulls in the vicinity converge upon

her. The first to reach her tries to pin her

down, but she usually repels or eludes him.

She may dash back into the sea or she may
fiee landward, galloping across the sand

with amazing speed. Often the bulls them-

selves confound their purpose. They are so

jealous and so busy fighting each other

that the object of all their attentions has

ample opportunity to escape.

Once the female reaches the domain of

a territorial bull, she is "safe." Unless she

is in estrus, the resident bull will not

bother her and his section of sand is off

limits to other males. The first female

came ashore on December 6 and settled

on a territory in the middle, and toward

the eastern end, of the beach. What made
her choose this spot, we do not know. But

once established, she became the magnet

for all subsequent arrivals. Neither bulls

nor territories, it seems, hold much allure

for the females. The presence of other fe-

males is what attracts them. Thus, on a

broad beach, half a mile long and dotted

with a hundred bulls, the arriving females

at first clustered tightly upon the territory

of a single male. By her choice, the first fe-

male had determined the location of the

breeding rookery at Sandy Bay and the

fate of its resident bulls. Some bulls had

females galore, most had none.

While females value females and seem

to regard the males as a sometime threat

and all-time nuisance, the males treasure

territory and appear to regard females, if

they are present upon their territories, as

an incidental bonus. Territorial bulls make

no eff"ort to acquire females and if any
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A mother nuzzles herpup, below. After they are two or

three days old, pups begin toplay and explore. Onepup, right,

is chasing red-billed gulls. Curiosity is sometimes

apup's undoing: 10 percent ofEnderby Islandpups

suffocate after getting stuck in rabbit burrows.

happen to be within their domain, they

only rarely, and even then rather half-

heartedly, try to retain them, so that fe-

males can move freely from one territory

to another.

Only nonterritorial bulls actively pur-

sue females. Territorial bulls are rooted to

their private space for more than two

months, during which time they neither

eat nor drink. And they will defend their

territories with equal vigor against all

other adult males regardless of whether

there are any females on them or not.

Four days after the arrival of the first

females, pups were bom at Sandy Bay and

the structure of the rookery changed rap-

idly. At this time 47 sea lions cows had

come ashore and the tight initial cluster of

females began to spread across the territo-

ries of several bulls. This was caused in

part by the arrival of more and more fe-

males (392 finally assembled at Sandy

Bay), but mainly because just prior to, and

for about a day after, parturition, the fe-

males evince a need for privacy and space.

Normally friendly and almost compul-

sively gregarious, a female that is about to

give birth becomes tense and hostile. She
twists, thrashes, and circles, snarls and

snaps at neighbors. The territorial bull,

which does not tolerate quarrels among
cows upon his property, lumbers over, in-

terposes his bulk between the feuding fe-

males, and grunts angrily. The female re-

sumes her circling and thrashing. Slowly

she creates an empty space around her-

self. Other females in labor produce simi-

lar private spheres, forcing nearby fe-

males to move and, in a ripple effect,

jostling others, until peripheral cows spill

over onto the territories of adjacent males.

The birth of a pup takes from fifteen

minutes to two or three hours. The dark,

glistening newborn pup glides into the

churned-up sand and lies quietly for a few

moments. Arching backward, the female

sniffs the pup, then opens her mouth wide

to lift and hold the pup for an instant. The
pup cries, a tremulous, lamblike bleat. It

stirs and pulls itself feebly forward with its

front flippers. The female twists her abdo-

men abruptly, yanking the pup backward

and breaking the umbilical cord. A horde

of eager southern skuas surround the fe-

male and her pup. The boldest one sneaks

in and pecks at the pup's trailing umbihcal

cord. The female snaps, the bird retreats.

The pup raises itself a little on its

foreflippers, shakes its big head, and top-

ples over. Leaning sideways, the female

fondles the pup with her long front flipper,

rubs it, sniffs it, and listens attentively to

its bleats. Henceforth, her pup's distinc-

tive smell and sound will enable her to

identify it from among all the other pups

on the beach.

The pup now begins to search for its

mother's teats, sniffing and snuiffing

along her body. She reclines. The pup

mewls and mumbles and makes little

sucking noises. Finally, it finds one of the

four teats and begins to nurse greedily.

Droplets of milk trickle from the corners

of its dark muzzle. About twelve minutes

have elapsed since its birth.

For two or three days, the newborn pup i|

stays close to its mother. Most of the time

it sleeps, pressed to its mother's body,

waking only to nurse. During this initial

phase the female is very solicitous and pro-

tective of her pup. She may cradle it with

her flipper, and she sniffs it often. After

about two days the pup shows signs that it

is beginning to recognize its mother. If it

moves a bit away from her and she calls,
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the pup responds, although at first this vo-

cal recognition appears to be vague and

poorly focused.

The most disruptive element in the

rookery are the three- to five-year-old im-

mature males. About the size of adult fe-

males, these young males are active and

feisty, venturesome yet fearful. They
spend much of their time play-fighting

with peers on the rookery's periphery. But

many insinuate themselves among the fe-

males. As long as they keep a low profile,

the territorial bulls, as a rule, tolerate

them. But when such an enterprising

youngster begins to court a female and at-

tempts to mount her, she angrily and

loudly rebuffs him. Alerted by the noise,

the resident bull charges and the young
swain flees. If he is cornered by an adult

bull, he usually assumes the submission

posture of a female. This seems to confuse

the big bull, and the young interloper es-

capes unscathed. But the endless shenani-

gans of these young males, as well as in-

cursions by subadult bulls and quarrels

with neighbors, incite the territorial bulls

to frequent charges across their territo-

ries, thus endangering the newborn pups.

Adult bulls are not actively hostile to

pups. They simply ignore them, treating

them as if they were but flotsam on the

beach. If a pup is in a bull's path, he tram-

ples it. A pup weighs about twelve pounds

at birth, and its bones are soft and pliant.

Even when steamrollered by a 900-pound

bull, the pup usually escapes without in-

jury. And, within two to three days after

birth, a pup is fully aware of this threat and

flippers frantically out of the way when

one of the colossal bulls bears down on it.

The greatest danger is that a bull will

abruptly halt his charge while squarely

upon a pup. If the bull just sits there, the

tiny pup will struggle feebly but futilely

and, unless the bull moves, will eventually

succumb. Most females try to shield their

pups from this menace. When a male

charges in their direction, they place

themselves protectively between the bull

and pup. Some grab their pups and yank

them out of harm's way.

If a female's pup is pinned beneath a

bull, she becomes extremely agitated, but

not once in such a situation did we see a fe-

male attack a male. If any part of her pup

protrudes beneath the bull's bulk, she may
grab it and try to pull it out. When the bull

moves, freeing the pressed pup, the fe-

male sniffs it worriedly and occasionally

will lead it to a different section of the

rookery. Cawthorn watched one female

use a shrewd stratagem to free her pup.

She nibbled the bull's neck, as cows do



who are in estrus. Then she turned provoc-

atively and presented herself for mount-

ing. The bull moved immediately, she re-

buffed him, lunged past him, and rescued

her pup. Despite such maternal wiles and

precautions, approximately 3 percent of

all pups born at Sandy Bay are crushed to

death by bulls.

When they are about three days old, the

pups start to wander and explore. They

stare at gulls and skuas, attempt to chase

them, trip over their long flippers, and

land headfirst in the sand. They also begin

to play with other pups. Most are nimble

enough by now to escape from the gallop-

ing bulls, and they have nothing to fear

from the females, which are tolerant and

gentle. Females may threaten a strange

pup, but they never bite or maul it.

Gradually the pups begin to cluster,

and when they are about ten days old they

sleep together in densely packed pup pods.

These are, as a rule, on neutral ground be-

tween the territories of the males. Here

the pups are rarely disturbed by trampling

bulls, they do not have to waste energy in

fleeing, and heat loss is minimized by ly-

ing close together.

Four or five days after giving birth, the

females go to sea to feed. Females come
ashore singly, but they nearly always leave

the beach en masse. Slowly and surrep-

titiously, ten to twenty females ease sea-

ward. They may take an hour to cover

thirty yards. Then, suddenly, as if on com-

mand, they all dash into the sea, thus

thwarting the designs of the beach bulls.

With so many rushing females to choose

from and so many competitors to fight, the

beach bulls become thoroughly flustered

and only rarely do they succeed in detain-

ing a female.

When a female returns, she goes to the

general area of the beach where she last

saw her pup and begins to call it, emitting

one stentorian call about every thirty sec-

onds. Her pup, ensconced in a pup pod,

wakes, answers, scrambles eagerly across

its resting fellows, and rushes toward its

mother. They sniff to confirm identifica-

tion, she reclines, and the pup begins to

nurse. The system is very efficient. On a

beach crowded with roughly a thousand

sea lions, Cawthorn found that the aver-
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Several days after giving birth, afemale goes to sea tofeed.

On returning to the beach she calls, right, and herpup rushes to

herfor a meal. After one or two months, mothers coax reluctant,

bawlingpups into the seafor theirfirst swim, below.

age elapsed time between a returning fe-

male's first call and reunion with her pup

was eleven minutes.

Initial feeding trips are brief. The fe-

males return, as a rule, in twelve to fifteen

hours. Later they stay away for several

days, and in the absence of the females,

the pups get hungry. Many begin to wan-

der about the rookery, attempting to filch

milk from any handy cow. They usually

pick on one that is feeding her pup, sidle

up quietly, and nurse at one of the other

teats. The cow awakes and snarls, and the

freeloader backs off, but soon it nurses

again. The risk is minimal because the

placid females threaten but never harm
these moochers. I once watched a female

suckle four pups.

When they are about one month old,

the pups begin to disperse. They move
onto the sward, play with each other, and

are often mercilessly pestered by the im-

mature males, which try to assemble pup

"harems" and occasionally attempt to

copulate with pups. Partly to escape these

ruffians, partly out of curiosity, and also

because the feeling of being enclosed and

touched seems to appeal to them, many
pups at this time crawl into rabbit burrows

to their deaths.

By mid-January all females at Sandy

Bay had born their pups (the first was

born on December 10, the last exactly a

month later on January 10) and nearly all

had mated. They, too, now abandoned the

beach and moved inland, while the adult

bulls, now lean and spent, their fur ragged

and lusterless, began to leave the island.

The pups moved farther and farther in-

land. They no longer clustered in pods.

Most slept singly, or in twos and threes,

beneath the dense myrsine bushes. A few

wandered far into the forest. In early Feb-

ruary the females started to take their

pups to sea. The pups, some weighing

nearly sixty pounds, had serious misgiv-

ings about this move, but the females were

patient and extremely persistent. They

called and coaxed, returning again and

again to encourage the reluctant, lagging

pups; one I watched took nearly an hour.

The pup followed its calling mother obedi-

ently, but at the water's edge it rebelled.

The mother swam out and returned a

dozen times, while the pup, bawling dis-

consolately, advanced and retreated with

the waves. Finally a big breaker caught it

and carried it off. It struggled frantically

in the roily surf, heard its mother's call,

and paddled awkwardly toward her voice.

She surfaced near it, nuzzled it, and

turned. The pup followed, head held high

and no longer panicky, and together they

swam out to sea.
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Sacred Encounter at

Amamath Cave
Deep in the mountains of Kashmir, Hindu pilgrims

pursue a quest for spiritual liberation

by Barbara Nimri Aziz

One day each summer, as many as

25,000 Hindu pilgrims gather at the

Amarnath shrine, a rock cave set in an un-

inhabited valley high in the mountains of

Kashmir. To these visitors, Amarnath

—

"place of the Immortal One"—is an

abode of Siva, the ascetic lord in the su-

preme Hindu trinity who is god of both de-

struction and creation. Within the cave is

a natural pillar of ice regarded by the pil-

grims as a manifestation of Siva. The

mound of ice, which grows and subsides

with the cycle of the moon, is said to reach

its maximum height of five feet or more

during the summer month of Sravan. The

day of the full moon during Sravan (this

year, August 23) is therefore the time

when sight of the deity in this rare form is

believed to bestow optimal benefit. Hin-

dus throughout India may dream for years

of making this pilgrimage; many may re-

quire a month or more of travel from their

homes to reach the cave, all for a brief mo-

ment of direct contact with the divine.

The pilgrimage to Amamath is a highly

personal undertaking. I met many aspi-

rants on the last four days' journey to the

cave, as we walked precipitous mountain

trails and camped in high, windy valleys.

Each was individually motivated to under-

take this arduous pilgrimage, and there

was a variety of expectations as to what

witnessing the deity would achieve. For

example. Pal, a teacher from Bombay, re-

garded Siva as a friend, one who served a

specific purpose. "I come to draw power

from him," he explained.

The full moon of Sravan is the time of maxi-

mum power. When you want to build a

power house, where do you place it? By a

small stream? At a lakeside? No. You will

build it in the current of a mighty river.

That's why I come here. There is a flood of

power pouring from Amarnath now, and I

shall place myself in its path.

Pal had visited many of the holy sites

throughout India, but only this one pro-

vided him with the close contact with Siva

that he sought. He had made this pilgrim-

age annually over the course of fifteen

years and planned to return as long as he

was able.

For Janakrani, a round-faced, jovial

Kashmiri villager, this was her first pil-

grimage to such a holy place. Living in

Kashmir, Janakrani had heard about the

cave since childhood, and she had resolved

long ago to take her first darshana (vision

of the divine) there. She had not yet trav-

eled to the holy city of Benares or to other

important Hindu shrines. As a Hindu,

Janakrani was obliged to travel to Benares

sometime in her life, but the undertaking

of the pilgrimage to Amanarth was her

own choice.

Although she claimed to be unedu-

cated, Janakrani conceived of Siva in his

most abstract form, as Brahma. "Brah-

ma," in this sense, refers not to a deity but

to the formless spiritual force that is the

essence of the universe. It is a state of be-

ing in which there are no distinctions or

boundaries. When Janakrani confidently

told me that she was going to Amarnath to

become Brahma, she was anticipating the

ultimate religious experience for any

Hindu—complete union with the divine.

She explained this to me in the presence of

the others in her party—her children, a

son-in-law, and her sister, who had agreed

to accompany her. None shared Jana-

krani's viewpoint, but each showed the

deepest respect for her ambition and were

content to help her make the journey.

In his account of his purpose in coming

to Amarnath, Ram made no reference to

Siva either as a friend or as universal

spirit. Instead, this bearded village mer-

chant from central India was entranced

with a vision of the doves, a pair of white

birds believed to inhabit the cave. They

are supposed to be incarnations of two un-

identified beings who, living in the cave

eons ago, overheard Siva reveal to his con-

sort Parvati the secret of immortality. Ac-

cording to legend, when Siva realized the

eavesdroppers were privy to his secret, he

transformed them into doves so that they
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could not relay the information further.

The year before, on Ram's visit to

Amarnath in search of help for his ailing

mother, he had witnessed the birds him-

self, and he felt sure it was a sign that he

enjoyed communion with the divine. His

mother now recovered. Ram was return-

ing to make his promised offering. "Re-

member to look for the birds," he urged

me, as I walked on toward the cave, leav-

ing him at the bank of a nearby river,

where he joined a number of others who

were bathing in preparation for their sa-

cred meeting.

Pal, Janakrani, Ram, and the other pil-

grims I met had converged from many re-

gions of India, making their way alone or

in small parties into the northernmost cor-

ner of the country. The early stages of the

Amarnath pilgrimage were hardly dis-

cernible, so dispersed and independent

were the travelers. Only at the Kashmiri

hill town of Pahalgam, the "village of

shepherds," did they all assemble for the

final four-day trek through hazardous ter-

rain up to the remote cave. Pahalgam is lo-

cated near the icy Nilganga River, in the

foothills of the Himalayas. The motor

road ends there, sixty miles beyond the

bustling city of Srinagar. Some holy men
and women walked to the hill town from

the city but most of the pilgrims arrived

by bus or taxi and camped, waiting, on

meadows above the small bazaar.

As the moon approached fullness and

the day of departure for the cave neared,

the field of tents became tightly packed,

spilling over onto the banks of the river

and reaching the edges of the surrounding

pine forest. The gathering was friendly

and peaceable, but the pilgrims did not co-

alesce into a single community. Their re-

gional dress varied, and social habits dis-

tinguished farmers from urbanites and

professional people. When they arrived at

the bus depot in Pahalgam, each party of

travelers stayed close together, yanking

their gear from the bus roof and rushing

ahead of others to claim a campsite. One
could see they enjoyed the festive atmo-

sphere, and although the terrain was

strange to them, people appeared en-

thralled by the natural beauty of the valley

The pilgrims from Madras and Delhi

were also intrigued by the Kashmiri hill

people, just as the latter were curious

about the newcomers. In town there were

Himalayan women, dressed in their tradi-

tional finery and accompanied by their

children, who had come from their moun-

tain farms to eye the visitors from the

south, whose languages and pilgrimage

customs were different from their own

(most of these local people are MusHms).

They smiled with interest but kept their

distance, disappearing into the hills by

late afternoon and leaving their husbands

and brothers—surly, anxious men in

coarse work clothes—to the serious busi-

ness of finding employment. Every year as

many as five thousand porters and pony-

men are needed to get the pilgrims to their

destination, giving strong hill farmers and

herders an opportunity to earn extra cash.

On the night the four-day trek was to

begin, long after the marketplace at

Pahalgam had emptied, buses from Srina-

gar continued to sound their horns as they

pulled into town to deposit the last loads of

tired but excited pilgrims. New arrivals

rustled among the tents looking for

patches of level ground and, amid shouts

and laughter, prepared food in the dark-

ness. Then, sometime after 3:00 a.m., the

huge camp began to disintegrate. Each

party quietly folded its belongings and

abandoned Pahalgam, disappearing up a

wide path into the unknown but sacred

mountains.

Figures were dispersed along the road,

plodding silently until the darkness of

early morning lifted. Walkers chatted to-

gether for a few hundred yards, then

parted, and when they met farther up the

road, they smiled in recognition. The pil-

grimage route followed the Nilganga

River for the first five miles, then headed

north over three rows of mountains. Along

the way, pilgrims stopped to buy apples

from local farmers or to accept free tea at

one of the roadside canteens set up by

wealthy Hindu patrons.

A big, bustling free kitchen of this kind

greeted tired walkers at the end of the first

day when they reached Chandanwari, the

first station in the mountains. The ap-

proach to this tent village was crowded

with pilgrims who happily received the do-

nations of tea, bread, and curried pota-

toes. For most of them it was the first meal

of the day, and they lingered over it, rest-

ing and awaiting their companions. In any

case the faster travelers could do nothing

about setting up camp until the porters

carrying their supplies caught up with

them.

With the arrival of evening the cold air

of the Himalayas descended into the val-

ley, an abrupt reminder to all that they

were now deep into inhospitable moun-

tains. The pilgrims could also see a glacier

at the narrow end of the valley through

which they would have to pass the next

day. Spanning the access route, this ob-

struction was encouragingly referred to as

an "ice bridge." Beyond it the trail as-

cended sharply and made its way through

a thin forest to the edge of the tree line. It

was still dark the next morning when the

first of the pilgrims set out on this route,

making their way wrapped in blankets,

coats, and shawls. The previous day's trek

had been over nine miles of gradual as-

cent, but this day the trail, although

shorter, was steeper and rockier, even pre-

cipitous in places.

Among those in the vanguard were the

slower walkers, many of them elderly.

Younger pilgrims and people on horses or

in palanquins left later, but those whose
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Left: Pilgrims study a map ofthepath through the mountains

to Amarnath. The trek takesfour daysfrom the town of

Pahalgam, with overnight stops at camps Chandanwari,

Sheshnag, and Panchtarni. Below: Carried byfarmers and

herdersfrom around Pahalgam, litters are available to

convey thefrail and elderly to within sight ofthe cave.

Hugh R. Downs

pace was leisurely wanted to be sure to ar-

i rive at the next camp before sunset. I en-

I countered a handsome white-haired cou-

ple many times as they sat resting by the

path or when they passed me. Their frailty

did not deter them, and they walked side

by side, hand in hand, even along the nar-

i rowest parts of the trail. On their faces

was a look of calm satisfaction—they had
' probably dreamed for many years of mak-
ing this journey together.

They contrasted with another couple I

met repeatedly—a woman and her col-

lege-age son. Both appeared weary and

pained, and the boy grasped his mother's

hand as if she were making this trip reluc-

tantly. Even where the path was flat and

easy, she held tightly to the boy with one

hand and clutched her staff with the

other. 1 learned she had come as a substi-

tute for her recently deceased husband.

L_

whose unfulfilled dream had been to make

this pilgrimage to Amarnath.

The mood of the pilgrims changed with

the landscape. Above the tree line, the sun

was bright but the hills were rugged. Be-

yond the next pass the trail narrowed and

became a ledge along the steep mountain-

side; thirty people perished along this

stretch fifteen years ago. Below, the

Amarganga River shimmered, the pattern

of its curving, intertwined strands remind-

ing travelers of the sacred Ganges, to the

east, which is described as flowing from

locks of Siva's hair. Where the trail

dipped to meet the valley floor, individ-

uals now and then left the path to bathe in

the icy water. This they did all along the

route, believing that every pebble and

stream in this region was imbued with di-

vine qualities that would cleanse and pu-

rify them.

Farther on, emerald green Lake Shesh-

nag rested in a huge, craterlike depression

just below the next station. Since it had

been raining all afternoon, walkers were

eager to reach whatever shelter the tents

afforded. Nevertheless some devotees de-

scended to the shore to bathe in the lake,

while many more stood above on the rim,

eagerly looking for the sea serpent re-

ported to dwell there. A glimpse of this

mythical creature is supposed to bestow

additional blessings. Janakrani was one of

the lucky ones. Her companions did not

see the serpent nor did most of the pil-

grims, but no one disputed her vision.

The rain increased as the long line of

travelers made its way past the lake, and

night fell before all could reach the

muddy campsite. Many latecomers had to

use a loudspeaker to tr>' to locate their

companions. Eventually all were safely re-



united, but we learned later that seven po-

nies died from exposure that night. Early

the next day, without waiting for the mist

to lift above the lake or for their belong-

ings to dry, the pilgrims once again hur-

ried on their upward path through morn-

ing darkness.

Panchtarni, where pilgrims stay the

third night, is the last station before the

cave. The pilgrims smiled with relief as

they arrived, and the good weather that

greeted them in the evening was regarded

as an auspicious sign, a blessing to aug-

ment their encounter with Siva the follow-

ing day. A small party of minstrels, holy

men clad in ocher cloth, played hymns in

praise of Siva, songs especially composed

for this pilgrimage and therefore rarely

heard. This was a pure devotional act, and

it did not matter that few people stopped

to listen. As the day drew to a close, pil-

grims seemed absorbed in their private

thoughts and prayers, steadying their

minds in preparation for their meeting

with the deity.

Just after midnight, even before all the

trekkers had reached Panchtarni, the

camp began to empty. As the light of the

full moon touched the trail, it signaled to

the devotees that they should resume their

journey. Before long the path turned

sharply into a narrow valley, from where

the pilgrims could see, still far ahead, a

massive rock on the horizon. At its base, in

a heap of boulders, lay the opening of the

cave.

Despite their eagerness to reach their

goal, many pilgrims paused to purify

themselves once more in the Amarganga,

which flowed toward them not far from

the path. Later, closer to the cave, people

removed their shoes, as they would before

entering any temple. Many held a sprig of

mountain flowers, which, along with fruit,

coconut, sugar, and herbs brought from

Pahalgam, they would offer at the ice pil-

lar By dawn a thousand people or more

had formed a line, waiting and then slowly

advancing up the last 300 feet of the rocky

approach. Inwardly they were tense, con-

centrating on the deity in whatever form

they understood. Even the flippant youths

who had come for adventure and others

who had earlier claimed to have no spiri-

tual interest in Amamath now seemed

humbled. They stood quietly, their atten-

tion turned involuntarily to Siva.

Some observers of large pilgrimages

view them as a kind of initiation ceremony

in which the assembled participants are

united by a common ritual experience.

The suggestion is that when people leave

home on a sacred journey, social barriers

dissolve, allowing those who are normally

strangers to be embraced in a new com-

munity. This is how the Amarnath pil-

grimage may appear from a distance, es-

pecially if one notices how diverse groups

converge to follow a single path through

the mountains. But the pilgrims I met had

individual goals and personal visions of

Siva. Only the last stage of the journey

was a collective undertaking, coming long

after each pilgrim had set out from home
alone. The pilgrimage was not organized

by societies or by religious leaders, and the

ritual that people performed had little if

any structure.

Traditional Hindu texts that rank sa-

cred sites and define their pilgrimage

rules and procedures do not mention

Amamath. Although the cave is referred

to in Kashmiri legends, there is little evi-

dence that it was an ancient pilgrimage

place or was otherwise significant in

Hindu civilization. The tradition of pil-

grimage to Amarnath seems to go back

barely a century, to when a shepherd dis-

covered the cave. It was subsequently vis-

ited by a wandering Hindu ascetic, who

confirmed that it was Siva's abode. Even

then, for many years only a few devout

men and women ventured there, seeking

to verify the reports they had heard.

Unlike more eminent shrines, which are

embellished with festivals, markets, and
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En route to Amarnath, a sadhu, or holy rtian, stands before

Lake Sheshnag, in which a sea serpent is reported to dwell.

Usuallv in the vanguard ofthe procession, the holy men

and women do not seem to experience the difficulties and

anxieties ofthe ordinary pilgrims.

temples, Amarnath cave retains a chaste,

unadorned quality that recalls the ascetic

life of Siva himself. In their quest for spiri-

tual liberation, today's pilgrims may find

that Amarnath's primordial atmosphere

offers the right inspiration for their en-

deavors. At a more abstract level, Amar-

nath provides, in a purely natural form,

the symbols found in the inner sanctum of

all major Sivaistic temples in India. These

consist of a lingam, or phallic form, con-

.sidered a manifestation of Siva, and a fe-

male counterpart, the yoni, representing

creative power. At Amarnath, the female

aspect is manifest in the form of the cave

itself, while Siva is materialized in the ice

pillar The union of lingam and yoni sym-

bolizes the moment of generation.

During the last hours of our trek, the

pilgrims' sense of anticipation grew and

people proceeded toward the cave with a

mixture of emotions. Some felt a moment

of panic when they found themselves con-

fronted by an iron fence across the en-

trance. Although the gate was intended to

control the flow of visitors, it aroused a

fear that they would not be allowed inside.

The hostile image of the gate was ac-

companied by the shrill shrieks of thou-

sands of bats rushing to and fro in the

upper reaches of the cavern. Then the

barricade suddenly swung open, allowing

in a rush of people, some toppling over oth-

ers onto the damp floor of the cave. Al-

though no ceremony or calming ritual mu-

sic was present to help people regain their

composure, within minutes the first

twenty or so pilgrims were quietly making

their oflferings and obeisances, palms to-

gether, lips moving silently. Visitors

spread in an arc around the tall, colorfully

bedecked pillar Some added still more

garlands to it, then gathered up the now

consecrated offerings, along with some sa-

cred water that had collected at the base

of the slowly melting column of ice.

While engaged in these private acts, pil-

grims did not gaze directly at the translu-

cent form as if it were a spectacle; they re-

ceived their vision, or blessing, by being

within Siva's power. After a few moments,
they moved aside, along the back of the

cave, some pausing to scrape chalk from

the moist wall behind the lingam. Al-

though for many this was the culmination

of many weeks of travel, none seemed in-

terested in staying there long; they needed

no prodding as they gradually withdrew to

the far side of the cave, where stone steps

led them away from the main gate. Per-

haps they knew that to linger would not

help. The pilgrimage was over.

The return to reality held strange, con-

flicting feelings for the pilgrims. They

were in a daze, having felt directly blessed

by Lord Siva, yet they had fallen far short

of divine union. Any who were not cogni-

zant of this failure were told so by bold

sadhus encountered on the way out. A
number of these ash-smeared, naked holy

men, who had traveled along with the pil-

grims, now sat at the exit of the cave,

mocking the devotees. "Ah, so you are en-

lightened?" one asked. "Then you have no

need of those jewels. Here, give them to

me!" Another asked, "So you have seen

Siva, Lord of Amarnath. Now what will

you do, eh?"

The ordinary householders were indeed

amateurs by comparison with the sadhus,

who represented an ideal to which the pil-

grims aspired. All along the route there

were those who attempted to imitate the

ascetics, smearing their bodies with chalk

and donning the simple white or ocher

dress. Many took vows of abstinence for

the duration of their journey, giving up

eggs, meat, or alcohol. This is done to

some degree for many pilgrimages in In-

dia and elsewhere in the world. Although

rude sadhus may mock them, ordinary pil-

grims are sincere in these gestures. Some
may even wish to die the moment they wit-

ness the divine, as that betters their

chance of complete liberation.

While a pilgrimage may leave some

people with a sense of failure, the experi-

ence usually provides a spark of encour-

agement. The sight of the doves, a vision

of the Sheshnag serpent, the briefest mo-

ment of contact in the cave, or the per-

ceived healing power of the pure Armar-

ganga water are often sufficient evidence

to a pilgrim that he or she has come closer

to the divine. Some pilgrims are so moved

that they resolve to emulate the sadhus'

ascetic ways.

Sadhus may be considered pilgrims

who have arrived at a state of complete de-

tachment from worldly life. Having no

fixed residence, they move from place to

place throughout India. To become a sa-

dhu, an ordinary householder must un-

dergo a social death, taking the vow of

sannyasa, or renunciation, even over the

objection of his or her family. Gradually,

the renouncer separates from home and

community, spending more time as a pil-

grim. Such a person is believed to increase

his or her chance for enlightenment and

release from the round of rebirth—the

spiritual goal of every Hindu.

By far the vast majority of pilgrims,

however, are like those I saw rushing down

the rocky slope away from Amarnath

cave. The pilgrimage over, they hastily re-

treated, skipping back down the hill with-

out any interest in the purifying power of

the rivulets they crossed, ignoring the

mountain flowers and the latecomers

slowly making their way uphill. Many de-

fied warnings of bad weather and stopped

in Panchtarni only long enough to collect

their porters and belongings. To speed

their return many hired ponies that the ex-

perienced hill people had brought up to

the camp. There was no show of fellow-

ship, no looking back to see if an acquaint-

ance shared the vision at the cave. Each

was his or her own witness, requiring nei-

ther priest nor friend to verify the experi-

ence. What a person sees and wins at

Amarnath is his or her own. And when pil-

grims return home, they tell of the adven-

ture as if it were theirs alone. The joy,

together with these feelings of exclusive-

ness, often produces poems, stories, dia-

ries, and hymns.

In Hindu culture, pilgrimage is a so-

cially approved mechanism that heightens

a person's sense of self, promoting individ-

ualism in an otherwise highly structured

society. The majority of pilgrims to Amar-

nath and other shrines are, for the rest of

the year, householders preoccupied with

family and livelihood. In their communi-

ties and in their work, people are locked

into a web of relationships, besieged by ob-

ligations, threatened by insecurities, and

fearful of criticism, illness, and death.

Hindu philosophy teaches them to break

their attachments—regarded as futile and



impermanent—but it is nearly impossible

for the average person to follow this ad-

vice Theoretically this is an inner search,

but most people cannot master the ngor-

ous techniques involved, such as medita-

tion and yoga. As a more accessible substi-

tute, pilgrimage has been taken up by

many with great enthusiasm.

Next year, Janakrani plans to visit Bena-

res. And Pal will return to Amarnath. Pal is

a pragmatist and views this annual experi-

ence simply as an aid to help him prepare

for his mortal death. He is inspired by Siva,

and through the exhilaration and love he

experiences in the cave, he gains confi-

dence that he can eventually break the

bonds of attachment. After his annual pil-

grimage he returns to his yogic and other

meditative exercises, believing—as some

Hindu teachers insist—that the true pil-

grimage must happen in the mind. D
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Left: The natural pillar ofice that is thefocus ofthe

pilgrimage to Amarnath reaches its maximum height atfull

moon in the summer month ofSravan. Although most pilgrims

come then, some Hindu ascetics arrive as soon as the mountain

passes can be crossed and live at the cave during the summer
Below: The mass ofpilgrims visit the cave on the day ofthe

full moon; each spends only afew moments making offerings

andpraying before the ice pillar.

Raghubir Singh
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A camel driver who takes tourists on

tours ofthe Pyramids relaxes in

his courtyard. His camel bears a

North Arabian saddle, whose

invention more than two thousand

years ago contributed to the military

effectiveness ofArab warriors.
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How the Camel Got Its Saddle
Once they got over the hump,
the Arab peoples gained power,

wealth, and respect

by Richard W. Bulliet

When they quadrupled oil prices in

1 974, the Arabs of the oil-producing states

sharply rattled the world's economic and

political structures. More than two thou-

sand years ago, in a more gradual and vir-

tually unchronicled fashion, the forefa-

thers of today's Arabs similarly redirected

world history. This earlier episode in-

volved many elements, but one of the most

important was the invention of a new type

of camel saddle somewhere in northern

Arabia, possibly as early as 300 b.c. It was

not the best saddle design for all purposes

nor is it the one most commonly in use to-

day, but the first appearance of the North

Arabian camel saddle touched off mo-

mentous developments.

Throughout the history of camel saddle

design, the primary obstacle that had to be

overcome was the animal's hump, which,

although firm, is composed of fat and

hence not capable of bearing heavy loads

securely. (Two-humped camels require

different saddle designs, but the problems

are similar.) The earliest saddle designs

can be found in Somalia and on the island

of Socotra off the southern coast of Ara-

bia, where they have survived for thou-

sands of years in geographical isolation

from other camel-using areas. Their point

of origin, like that of the domestic camel

itself, was probably southern Arabia. In

these primitive Somali and Socotran de-

signs, the inconvenient protuberance of

the hump is covered up and leveled by at-

taching a heavy pile of blanketlike pads on

the animal's back with rope and long

sticks. Camp goods or other items one

wishes to transport are tied on top. In nei-

ther region is the camel customarily rid-

den nor are the saddles suitable for riding.

The South Arabian saddle was proba-

bly the next to be developed. It was a good

pack saddle and permitted reasonably ef-

ficient riding, at least for the experienced

rider In this type of saddle a modest arch

or pair of arches is secured to the rib cage



in front of the hump to anchor a horse-

shoe-shaped pad, which extends back

from the arch and surrounds the sides and

back of the hump. To this day, the South

Arabian saddle may be found in use as a

baggage saddle in areas where the North

Arabian design predominates for riding.

In some areas where the North Arabian

saddle is not known, the South Arabian

also is used for riding. The rider kneels or

sits on the portion of the horseshoe-shaped

pad that extends beyond the rear of the

hump. This continues to be the posture of

choice in southern parts of the Arabian

Peninsula, although with nothing firm to

hold to, the rider does require a fine sense

of balance. He also must be skilled in us-

ing a single rein and a long camel stick to

control the animal's movements; the cam-

el's head, after all, is a long way from the

rider mounted above its tail.

A third saddle type, the cushion saddle,

may be as old as the South Arabian and

was possibly the immediate forerunner of

the North Arabian. This saddle consisted

of one or two pads that could be tied

around or before and aft of the hump to

turn it into a broader, flatter platform for

the rider. Clear depictions of this type of

saddle exist from the first millennium B.C.,

showing its use both for riding and for bag-

gage, but it has virtually disappeared in

the modern world. Surviving pictures

make it apparent that while the rider sat

higher and farther forward with the cush-

ion saddle, he still had to depend on his

sense of balance to maintain his seat as the

animal swayed from side to side in its

characteristic gait. The rider may have

had better control of his mount, but he still

had nothing to hold on to.

The South Arabian and cushion saddles

provided adequate seats for riders, but

poor perches from which to wield weap-

ons. Both these saddles lacked the solid

structural support and handholds a fight-

ing man needed to do battle effectively

and to avoid being "uncameled." Numer-
ous representations from the Assyrian pe-

riod that show Arab warriors mounted two

to a camel—one to drive, the other to

fight—testify eloquently to this inade-

quacy The historic impact of the North

Arabian saddle arose, not from its load-

carrying efficiency, but from its military

effectiveness.

This camel saddle is made of two broad,

high-peaked, wooden arches, or saddle

bows, joined to one another by horizontal

or diagonally crossed sidebars some two to

three feet long to form a rectangular

frame. The rider sits on a pad placed on

this frame, and the arches rise high

enough to provide him with support. Each

saddle bow is usually made of two sym-

metrical pieces of wood lashed together at

the apex. This construction, combined

with the lashings that attach the sidebars,

endows the saddle with a certain amount

of give. In use, the North Arabian saddle

fits over and around a camel's single

hump, while the four legs of the saddle

bows rest upon the animal's padded or

blanketed rib cage. In this way, the weight

of the load—whether it is a rider or a quar-

ter-ton of baggage—is borne by the ani-

mal's skeleton rather than by the hump.

The advent of the North Arabian sad-

dle can be inferred from descriptions of

military actions by classical authors. The

Arabs in Xerxes' Persian army, which in-

vaded Greece in 48 1 B.C., were armed only

with bows and arrows, relatively ineffec-

tive weapons in close combat. Pictorial ev-

idence in the form of an engraved seal con->

firms that the cushion saddle was still in

use in Xerxes' time. By 190 B.C., however,,

Arabs in the Hellenistic army of the Se-i

leucid ruler Antiochus III are described as

being armed with long swords to take ad-

vantage of their great elevation atop their^

camels. Although it is not mentioned in

surviving accounts, accompanying this

change in weaponry was the new North

Arabian saddle, which enabled the Arabs

to use thrusting and cutting weapons, such.
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Left: In Dahab. a coastal settlement on the GulfofAqaba,

in the Sinai Peninsula, a boy places a North Arabian saddle

on his camel. The design ofthis saddle probably originated

notfar away, on the other side ofthe gulf. Below: In Nuweiba,

north ofDahab, a Bedouin makes a North Arabian camel

saddlefrom acacia logs.

as swords and spears, without being un-

seated. The earhest representation of the

new saddle type is found on Roman coins

of 58 to 54 B.C. that depict the surrender of

King Aretas, a ruler of the Nabataean car-

avan state in the northwestern corner of

the Arabian Peninsula.

The change in fighting styles also sig-

naled another important change, from

homemade to imported weapons. War-

r rior tribes of the Arabian Desert shunned

.
metalworking because of taboos asso-

I ciated with fire (wood, fiber, and stone

;
had sufficed for bows and arrows). There-

: fore they had to obtain the new weapons

from foreigners or from outcaste tribes

' that fabricated foreign metal into swords

;
and spear points. In addition, horses, al-

i
ways a rare and valuable commodity in

i desolate Arabia and exceedingly scarce

II there before 500 B.C., became a para-

;
mount feature of Arab fighting forces a

! half millennium later. (Horses, inciden-

: tally, were ridden with nothing but a blan-

ket, since the horse saddle had not yet

been invented. The warrior could hold on

to the smaller animal with his knees, in a

fashion not possible for the camel rider.)

Like metal weapons, many of the horses

had to be purchased from the settled lands

around Arabia; both required greater

trade with the outside world.

In one respect the Arabs had been in-

volved in that regional economy since the

third millennium b.c. Caravan trading

from incense-rich southern Arabia to Iraq,

Eygpt, and Syria and from Mesopotamia

to the Mediterranean Sea across the

northern desert was already an ancient

practice by the time the North Arabian

camel saddle was invented. And a large

proportion of that trade traveled on camel-

back through Arab territory with Arab

guides and attendants. Frankincense and

myrrh from the south, the mainstays of

the caravan route northward from Ye-

men, were luxuries turned necessities of

that era, much as oil is in ours, but for rea-

sons of religious and funerary ritual rather

than energy generation. Other luxury

trade goods swelled the size of the cara-

vans, which could number thousands of

animals, and the value of the total cargo

was multiplied by the tremendous profit

margin exacted by the traders.

But the Arabs appear to have skimmed

off almost none of the wealth that theoreti-

cally could not have been generated with-

out their animals and without their per-

mission. As late as the seventh century

B.C., Assyrian bas-reliefs portray Arabs as

barefoot, bareheaded, half-naked savages

living in comparatively primitive con-

ditions. No flowing robes and long head-

dresses, no utilization of metal, no elab-

orate tent designs are depicted. The

importers and exporters, not the desert

guides and guards, reaped the main prof-

its of the trade.

At some point in the late first millen-

nium B.C., Arab tribes along the caravan

routes became strong enough and know-

ledgeable enough to divert a portion of the

great wealth passing through their territo-

ries to their own use. Where and how this

first happened can only be guessed at. The

peoples of the desert have left few written

records, and in any case, the process was

probably gradual and intermittent. Attest-

ing to its ultimate success, however, is the

prodigious growth of rich Arab caravan

cities from the second century b.c. on-

ward, most notably Petra in the Jordanian

desert and Palmyra in the Syrian desert.

Describing the Arab inhabitants of Petra,

whose exotic and ornate Greek temple fa-

5ades carved out of solid rock are still a

wonder for travelers, the first-century

Greek geographer Strabo remarked that

they were so obsessed with acquiring

wealth that they fined anyone who failed

to do so, and that they imported such for-

eign goods as brass and iron, non-Arabian

herbs and incense, luxury fabrics, and fine

works of art.

We cannot prove that the North Ara-

bian camel saddle was crucial to this sei-

zure of economic control; nevertheless,

the caravan trade had been going on for

many centuries, and the saddle was the

only new material factor to appear be-

tween 500 and 100 b.c, during the time

the economic transformation took place.

Moreover, the new saddle is first repre-

sented pictorially in the Nabataean area

in the northwestern corner of the penin-

sula, precisely where Petra arose in the

midst of the desert as the first of the great

caravan cities. Even if the Arabs had had

the idea of capturing the trade at an ear-

lier time, they probably could not, with

their puny bows and arrows, have forced

their will upon importers and exporters

armed with metal weapons. With in-

creased military power, however, they

could seize a greater share of the wealth

and could in turn develop still greater mili-

tary power by acquiring numerous horses.



which they could finally afford to import

and feed with imported grain.

The Arabs' rather sudden access to

wealth aroused the fear and envy of the

powerful states that had formerly con-

trolled the desert trade. Both Petra and

Palmyra fell to Roman armies, and even-

tually the Arab tribes of Jordan and Iraq

became clients of the Roman and Persian

empires and guards of their desert fron-

tiers. Despite this political setback, how-

ever, a fundamental change had occurred

in economic and social relations. Before

500 B.C., bordering agricultural societies

had regarded the Arabs as impoverished

desert barbarians. Their animals may
have been of use for caravans, but the gulf

between settled economies and that of the

desert nomad was so great that the poten-

tial for using camels outside the desert

went unrealized. Yet the camel was an in-

trinsically superior source of animal labor.

If bred and kept in the desert by pastoral

nomads, the camel's cost of upkeep was

far lower than that of animals that had to

be stabled, fed on grain, and tended dur-

ing the slack periods in the agricultural

cycle. Moreover, the costs of building

wagons and maintaining roads could be

obviated by use of the pack camel. The en-

hanced social status of the Arabs opened

the way to the realization of the camel's

potential.

Between the third and the sixth centu-

ries A.D., camel transport (using either a

North or South Arabian pack saddle)

gradually became as ubiquitous in agri-

cultural areas as it had long been in the

desert. At the same time, oxcarts and

other forms of wheeled transport van-

ished. The technological problem of har-

nessing a camel to a wagon was not insu-

perable, of course, but it was in the camel

breeders' interest to ignore the possibility

and avoid becoming dependent upon the

wagon-building trades. By the seventh

century, when Muslim Arabs from the

Arabian Peninsula conquered the lands

from Spain to Pakistan, the technology of

wheeled transport had been abandoned in

the Middle East. There Islamic society de-

veloped on an entirely wheelless basis

right up to the nineteenth century.

This massive change in the transport
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Below: In Oman, southeastern Arabia, camel racers

compete usingSouth Arabian camel saddles. Perched behind

the hump, the riders require skill to maintain their balance

while controlling the animal with a long rein and a stick.

Right:A camel driver in Cairo sits over the hump, but the

design ofthe North Arabian saddle distributes his weight

to the animal's rib cage.

Robert Azz Woodfin Camp

system of the area, which was then among
the most economically advanced in the

world, was not a sign of technological ret-

rogression. In A.D. 301, the Roman em-

peror Diocletian's edict on prices recorded

that the carrying of goods by pack camel

was 20 percent cheaper than transport by

oxcart. This cost differential was magni-

fied by the deliberate efforts of Arab haul-

ers to suppress wheeled competition; a

Palmyrene law of a.d. 137 made the tax

four times as great to bring a wagonload of

goods to that caravan city as to bring an

equivalent amount by camel.

In short, to the degree that the invention

of the North Arabian camel saddle con-

tributed to the rise of the wealthy Arab
caravan cities, it also contributed to a total

transformation of the region's transporta-

tion system, affecting the physical en-

vironment in which Islamic civilization

developed. Unsurfaced tracks that were

comfortable for the camel's soft foot suf-

ficed for a road system, and investment in

route improvement primarily took the

form of bridge building, well digging, and

provision of secure caravansaries.

Without the burden of accommodating

carts and wagons, such burgeoning Is-

lamic cities as Cairo and Baghdad devel-

oped a distinctive pattern of circulation,

with narrow, winding streets and few open

spaces. This pattern has often been criti-

cized by Europeans and Americans as ex-

'

hibiting a lack of order and has even been

taken to signify a deficiency in the Islamic

religion, which such critics find wanting in

public spirit. However, Western cities

have drawbacks in street designs—boring '

sameness, vehicular danger, isolation of

one side of a broad street from another—
i

that have never been attributed to the
|

Christian religion, so it seems absurd to

:

use religion to characterize cities without l|

wheels. A bias toward checkerboard street

;

designs is not inherently virtuous, espe-

cially in hot, arid regions where narrow,

winding streets provide shade and wind-

breaks. And the occasional stairway, tree,

or fountain in the middle of the public way

can be aesthetically appealing and serve

as a neighborhood focus.

The lesson of this historical episode is

that the impact of new technology is deter-

mined as much by the social context as by

the qualities of an invention. From the his- ?

tory of saddling and harnessing, historians

cite several inventions as having had far-

1

ranging social implications—the stirrup, ,'

the saddle bow, the horse collar—but nu-

merous other inventions have proved to be ji

either dead ends or of importance only to a
[

restricted social group.
j!

North Africa affords a striking exam-|
Marcel Isy-Schwart; The Image Bank
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pie. In the Cap Bon region of Tunisia,

camels draw plows and haul heavily

loaded two-wheeled carts. Camel carts are

rarely encountered elsewhere west of Pa-

kistan, but what makes the Tunisian usage

significant is its antiquity. Pictorial evi-

dence from the period of Roman domina-

tion shows that identical camel plows were

already in use in the second century a.d.,

with harnesses that represented a techno-

logical advance otherwise unknown in the

West prior to about a.d. 800. Further evi-

dence, both linguistic and pictorial, con-

firms that this advanced harness was also

used for carts, just as it is today. Thus, the

Berber farmers of Roman Tunisia and

northwest Libya should be credited with

the invention of a modern harnessing tech-

nique in response to the challenge posed

by camel anatomy However, these har-

nesses had no known impact outside their

area of invention. The Roman Empire was

receding, and the Berbers were not suffi-

ciently integrated into the general econ-

omy for their invention to receive wider

notice. It remained for modern harnessing

to be rediscovered five hundred years later

in northern Europe. When it was, it

touched off major changes in agricultural

economics and contributed to the waning

of the Middle Ages.

What causes one invention to be histori-

cally important and another to wither on

the vine is not the invention's inherent

value but its appearance in a social and

historical setting that facilitates its

dissemination and development among

groups of people other than its originators.

Initially, the North Arabian camel saddle

made possible an increase in military ef-

fectiveness that enabled the Arabs of the

desert to capture some of the commercial

wealth that passed through their territory

As a result of their access to riches, and of

their enterprise in pursuing their eco-

nomic advantage in heavy transport into

the towns of the Roman and Persian em-

pires, the Arabs greatly enhanced their so-

cial status. This, only an indirect effect of

the technological innovation, made possi-

ble the far more fundamental change: the

abandonment of wheeled transportation

by a sophisticated society inhabiting an

enormous area.
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Tuaregs in theSahara (here, inAzaouak

Valley, Niger} use a saddle that isplaced

before the hurnp so that the rider's weight

is supported by the camel'sforequarters.

This type ofsaddle, which developed

from the North Arabian design, is

considered superiorfor riding. It is

lighter, simpler, and affords the rider

greater control , in part because he can use

hisfeet to guide the animal.



Dam the Amazon,
Full Steam Ahead
Despite the ecological uncertainties, Brazil is pursuing

ambitious plaits to tap the hydroelectric potential of the Amazon Basin

by Catherine Caufield

Because of an unfortunate fluke of na-

ture. Brazil, unlike its neighbors, has no

significant oil reserves. What it does have,

primarily as a result of importing almost a

million barrels of oil every day, is a $90

billion foreign debt, the biggest in the

world. It also has the Amazon Basin, a 1 .3-

million-square-mile tract of forest that for

the past century or more has defied al-

most all attempts at development. Now
Brazil's leaders think they have finally dis-

covered a way to make the Amazon pay.

Leaving out the Amazon itself, the en-

ergy potential of the basin's rivers is

100,000 megawatts (MW), That makes

the Brazilian Amazon the equivalent of an

oil well that can produce five million bar-

rels of oil a day and never run dry. Today

Brazil generates only 65 MW of electric

power from the rivers of the Amazon Ba-

sin, but by the year 2000 Eletronorte, the

state power company, dreams of getting

22,000 MW, 40 percent of the country's

projected electricity demand, from Ama-
zonian rivers.

The first big project in the damming of

the Amazon is Tucurui Dam on the To-

cantins River Tucurui, which will flood

more than 760 square miles of forest (the

precise area is not yet known), is sched-

uled to begin operating in 1985 or 1986,

generating 4,000 MW, although its com-

pletion continues to be delayed. Ulti-

mately, Tucurui will be capable of gener-

ating 8,000 MW. It will be the largest

dam in Brazil, the fourth largest in the

world, and many times bigger than any

previously built in a tropical rain forest.

Brazil will pay a price for being a pio-

neer Because of engineering and logisti-

cal problems, only a few dams have been

built in rain forest areas anywhere in the

world, and their history has not been a

happy one. The first one, completed in

1964, created Lake Brokopondo in the for-

mer Dutch colony of Suriname just north

of Brazil. Five hundred seventy square

miles of dense, virgin rain forest were

flooded for this reservoir As the trees de-

composed, they produced hydrogen sul-

fide and the resultant stink brought com-

plaints from people many miles down-
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When completed in the mid-1 980s, the

Tiiciini'i Dam on the Tocantins River, in

Brazil's Amazon Basin, will he thefourth

largest hydroelectric producer in the

world and the largest in a tropical

rainforest.

Eletronorte. Objeclivo Foto Studio



The accelerating deforesiahon of
upstream slopes, such as along this road

near Tucurui, could disrupt the

functioningofthe dam by increasing

sihation and by leading to higher water

flows in wet seasons and lowerflows
in dn- seasons.

wind. For two years workers at the dam
had to wear gas masks. The worst aspect

of the decomposing vegetation was that it

made the water more acidic and corroded

the dam"s expensive cooling system. The
cost of extra maintenance and of repairing

and replacing damaged equipment was es-

timated in 1 977 to have totaled S4 miUion,

or more than 7 percent of the total cost of

the project

Ctoce the damwas built, water hyacinth,

which up to then had been rare in the Suri-

name River, began to spread over the sur-

face of the lake, impeding navigation and

getting entangled in machinen,". A lake in

which decaying trees are releasing nutri-

ents is an attractive habitat for water-

weeds. They appear iirst on the edges of

the lake, fed by the nutrient-rich water

lapping up and down on the shores. Even-

tually they break loose and float into the

main part of the lake, forming dense mats

and anchoring in the branches and on the

trunks of still standing trees. Within a year

a 50-square-mile carpet of water hyacinth

was floating on Lake Brokopondo, and by

1966 almost half the resen'oir was covered

by the weed. A floating fern. Ceratopteris,

covered another 1 70 square miles.

Decomposition and waterweeds have

also caused problems elsewhere. The
newest dam in the .Amazon Basin, Cunia

Una near Santarem, two hours by plane

from Tucurui, began operating in 1977.

Although Curua Una's reservoir is only

one twenty-fifth the size of Tucurui's, peo-

ple 40 miles away complained of the sulfu-

rous smell for months after the uncleared

reservoir began filling. Once the stench

died down the real troubles started. By
1982 the steel casings of its turbines had

been corroded by the acidic water re-

placement casings made of stainless steel

cost more than S5 million.

Within a short time about half of Curua

Una's lake was covered with floating mats

of w-ater hyacinth and sedge. One conse-

quence was that many of the fish in the

lake died. Water hyacinth is unpalatable

or even toxic to most fish. In addition it

absorbs available nutrients and blocks the

sun from penetrating the depths of the

lake. As a result other plants, and the fish

that depend on them, have Uttle chance of

sunival.

At Jupia, a dam on the Parana River

outside the .'Amazon region, the sheer

weight of the mass of water hyacinths

growing on the lake's surface has snapped

steel cables. Special filters designed to pro-

tect the turbines from waterweeds have

been so badly clogged that on occasion

the dam has had to be shut dow-n. Floating

on the water's surface or stranded on the

shore, waterweeds also pro\'ide food, oxy-

gen, and breeding sites for the carriers ol

two serious diseases, malaria and schisto

somiasis.

Malaria is already widespread in Ama-
zonia, and its incidence in Tucurui was se-

rious even before the inflax of workers tc

build the dam. In 1976 one person out o)

every five examined there was found tc

have the disease. The dam will greatly in

crease the number of suitable breeding

sites for mosquitoes: during periods of res-

ervoir drawdown, as much as 340 square

miles of ideal mosquito breeding ground*

will be exposed. If the period of low watei

is longer than two weeks, there will be

time for an entire generation of mosqui-

toes to breed.

Schistosomiasis is caused by a parasitic

flatworm and is transmitted to humans b>

a few genera of aquatic snails that thrive

in slow-moving, weedy tropical waters.

The parasite's larvae swim from the snail

and penetrate the skin of people swim-

ming, washing, or just standing in infested

water Once in the bloodstream, the larvae

spend time in the liver and then, depend-

ing on the species, take up residence

around the bladder or intestines of the hu-

man host. Symptoms range from chronic

diarrhea and urinary blood to more severe,

life-threatening ailments of the liver, kid-

neys, spinal cord, and other organs. Avail-

able treatments are costly and carry po-

tential dangers of their own.

Fourteen miUion Brazilians are infected

with schistosomiasis, which is spreading in

many parts of the tropics as a result of wa-

ter-resource development. At present the

Tocantins River itself does not harbor the

snail vectors in any numbers. But Robert

Goodland, a World Bank ecologist who

imdertcx)k an environmental assessment

of Tucurui for Eletronorte in 1977, be-

Heves that a few years after the lake is

filled it "'will provide ideal conditions for

snail proliferation." Since the host snails

occur north, south, east, and west of

Tucurui, and since many of the dam work-

ers are from the poor Northeast of the

country where schistosomiasis is wide-

spread, an intensive program to monitor

snail prevalence and human infection will

be necessarj'—and even then it is not clear
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Current and Proposed Dams in the Brazilian Amazon Basin

Tguyaw

low the spread of the parasite can be pre-

/ented.

• In Suriname the government spent $2.5

jTiillion spraying Laice Brokopondo in a

largely successful campaign to destroy

i^'aterweeds. The herbicide they used was

1^ 4-D, one of the main components of

i\gent Orange, the defoliant used by the

I

J.S. Army in Vietnam and one that many
ear may be linked to birth defects. Indi-

ins and other local people who had been

irinking, fishing, and canoeing in the wa-

crs of the Suriname River found their

ivcr first clogged and then poisoned. At
-urua Una, scientists have convinced the

luthorities that manatees are the answer

\
the waterweed problem. These gentle

jiquatic mammals, sometimes known as

ea cows, feed on water hyacinth. Thirty

nanatees have already been imported into

urua Una, but at least twice that many

will be needed to keep up with the prolifer-

ating plants.

The decomposition rate of trees and

other vegetation covered over by a reser-

voir is crucial to the quality of the water,

and the main variable influencing that

rate is the amount of free oxygen avail-

able. If the lake has a small surface area

and is deep and stagnant, decomposition

will be anaerobic, that is, in the absence of

free oxygen. Under these conditions, de-

composition is likely to go slowly and take

many, many years. Among the various

gases that are produced as a byproduct of

anaerobic decomposition are methane,

which is flammable; hydrogen, which is

explosive; and poisonous hydrogen sulfide,

which increases the acidity of the water.

At Brokopondo, where most of the lake ex-

perienced anaerobic decomposition, the

absence of oxygen in the reservoir caused

repercussions fifty miles below the dam,

where fish were stunned by oxygen-defi-

cient water that had passed through the

dam's turbines.

Aerobic decomposition occurs in large

lakes that are shallow enough for sunlight

to penetrate, creating oxygen by photosyn-

thesis in the underwater vegetation, and

turbulent enough for oxygen to be circu-

lated throughout. Most of the Tucurui res-

ervoir is likely to undergo aerobic decom-

position. This means the forest will break

down faster and the effects of decomposi-

tion will be felt more immediately and more

severely. But it also means that things

should return to normal more quickly.

The breakdown has already begun, her-

alded by a putrid smell, in the small sec-

tions of forest that Eletronorte has flooded

for experimental purposes. These areas,

and on a larger scale the whole of Curua
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The Tucurui Dam willflood vast areas of\

forest, and the speed with which the

vegetation decomposes will have a major I

impact on water quality, theprevalence c

waterweeds, andfishlife. Decomposition,

accompanied by aputrid smell, has
already begun in a section offorest that

was experimentallyflooded, right.
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Una, present an eerie, ghostly landscape.

Many thousands of leafless, barkless skel-

etons of trees stick out of the lake, a chill-

ing and hauntingly beautiful sight.

At Tucurui, the area to be flooded con-

tains something like 26 million cubic

yards of good quality timber, worth many
billions of cruzeiros. As so often occurs in

Amazonia, a significant area of forest is

being destroyed, but the trees are by and

large wasted. Originally Eletronorte did

not intend to clear the reservoir area at all,

arguing that it was both unnecessary and

impractical.

After Goodland's report, with its warn-

ings about the risks of disease, acidity, wa-

terweeds, and harm to fishlife arising from

tree decomposition, the company decided

to clear selected areas. Several years were

lost in deciding to whom to award the con-

tract. Finally it was given to CAPEMI, a
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diversified company with no experience in

logging. CAPEMI, better known as the

company that handles the mihtary pen-

sion fund in Brazil, is now clearing the for-

est at only one-tenth the rate it was con-

tracted to do. CAPEMI's slowness led to a

row last summer when Brazil's minister

for the environment. Dr. Paulo Nogueira

Neto, learned of Eletronorte's plans to

clear areas of forest by spraying them with

the toxic chemical defoliants Tordon 101

and Tordon 155, which contain 2, 4-D and

2, 4, 5-T, respectively. Supported by an

international outcry from conservation-

ists, Nogueira Neto demanded that the

scheme be dropped. A pilot research pro-

gram into the feasibility of clearing the

forest by defoliant spraying has been

halted, but the government has given no

assurances that the plan will not be resur-

rected. Recently, CAPEMI pulled out of

the clearing contract. Officials of Eletro-

norte say the power company will step in

to clear some 25,000 acres using conven-

tional methods.

Eletronorte still has no clear idea of

what will happen to Tucurui once the for-

est is flooded. Nor has anyone else. Offi-

cials sincerely hope there will not be a re-

peat of the Brokopondo experience. They

trust that the ordeal of decomposition will

come and go more quickly than at Broko-

pondo because the Tocantins River is

faster flowing than the Suriname. It took

ten years for the Suriname River to fill the

Brokopondo reservoir. At Lake Tucurui,

where the water will change 6.7 times a

year, engineers anticipate that the anoxic

water will be flushed out of the system

much faster.

Deforestation of the surrounding up-

lands and river basin poses other threats to

II



the smooth functioning of the dam. One is

accelerated erosion, which could lead to

increased siltation of the reservoir and its

feeder rivers. Another is the likelihood of

exaggerated wet and dry season condi-

tions, since rainwater rushes off denuded

lands rather than being absorbed for later

percolation. The result could be a shortage

of water to operate the turbines at full ca-

pacity during the dry season.

The prospect of a multimillion-dollar in-

vestment being undermined by siltation

resulting from deforestation may seem

fanciful, but it has already happened more

than once, especially in smaller reservoirs.

The Anchicaya Reservoir in Colombia

silted up almost completely within ten

years of its inauguration. In the Philip-

pines, the Ambuklao Reservoir, which ac-

countants calculated would pay for itself

in sixty years, is now expected to silt up af-

ter only thirty-two years of operation. In-

tensive agriculture in the watershed of

: Brazil's Rio Alto Pardo caused such se-

; vere runoflf that in 1977 two dams on the

river were completely smashed.

Eletronorte is already engaged in bat-

tling erosion on the banks of the as yet un-

filled reservoir. Some of the banks were

planted with grass before the last rainy

season. The rest are now marked with

deep gullies carved out by the rain as it

'carried the denuded soil into the lake bed.

Planting grass is a tedious and expensive

'^process. At first the banks were seeded in

ithe normal manner, but that method used

I

a layer of topsoil, which the first rains car-

ried away. So now the grass is germinated

'in a nursery and then planted by hand,

I blade by blade.

• Back in 1 977 Goodland wrote that "the

' acceleration of deforestation in the Tocan-
I tins watershed amazes even SUDAM [the

Superintendency for the Development of

the Amazon]." Eletronorte has no figures

on how much deforestation is now taking

place, even on the surrounding federal

"public utility" land. Company officials

say it is not their business to control defor-

estation of the watershed. "We can't tell

people not to cut down trees. All we can do

is try to influence the people and agencies

who do make policy," a company spokes-

man told me. Within a few hundred yards

of the dam, along a newly cut service road,

vast areas have already been cleared for

cattle ranches.

To protect its $4 billion investment

from siltation, the government will have to

control deforestation not only in the imme-

diate area of the dam but also in critical

areas all through the 1 46,000-square-mile

watershed. Brazil has an impressive roster

of laws designed to protect the environ-

ment, but enforcement is uneven. At least

six government agencies are concerned

with forestry questions, making it difficult

to arrive at a coherent policy.

Brazilian government officials say they

have recently halted their earlier practice

of subsidizing cattle-ranching operations

in sensitive areas of the Amazon—up to

now a leading cause of deforestation.

"Most of the Amazon is not good for

ranching and not good for agriculture. So

now there is a federal policy not to lend

money to ranching projects inside the rain

forest, because experience has shown us

that they are a disaster," says Nogueira

Neto. But at the damsite a billboard an-

nounces a cattle-ranching project under

the auspices of the Forestry Department

and CAPEMI. At a minimum, existing

operations are being allowed to continue.

Another problem would-be developers

of rain forest regions face is what to do

Catherine Caufield

about the tribal peoples who have made
their home in the forest for centuries. In

the case of Tucurui, the dam will damage
three reserves that had been set aside for

the Parakanan and the Gavioes Indians.

One will be almost completely flooded;

the second will be partly flooded and a sec-

tion of the Transamazonian Highway will

pass through what remains; and the third,

which in the late 1 960s was divided in two

by the construction of a state highway, is

in the pathway of a railway and a high-ten-

sion electrical transmission line.

Both the Parakanan and the Gavioes

have already suffered terribly at the hands

of outsiders. One group of 1 50 Parakanan

was first contacted by whites in early

1971. By the end of that year 68 of them

had died—victims of malaria, influenza,

and psychological disruption. For many
years the Parakanan were engaged in

what anthropologists call collective sui-

cide. They stopped hunting, planting, and

having babies, and seemed to lose the will

to survive. At the prompting of Brazilian

anthropologists and others, Eletronorte fi-

nally agreed to relocate the Parakanan

close to their original homeland; several

Parakanan women have since become

pregnant. But the resettlement area is

plagued by squatters and has not been of-

ficially set aside by the government as an

Indian reserve.

After appalling miseries, including los-

ing 70 percent of their population within a

few years of coming into permanent con-

tact with whites, the Gavioes Indians have

bounced back astonishingly. They now

have a lucrative business collecting Brazil

nuts from their reserve. The Gavioes em-

ploy a number of Brazilian workers and

use top architects and lawyers to negotiate

on their behalf in the national capital, Bra-

silia. After a fierce battle over terms, the

Gavioes recently accepted compensation

from Eletronorte to allow the high-tension

power line to cross the reserve. Just as

these negotiations ended, the government

announced its plan to build a railway

through Gavioes land.

The railway is part of the Carajas iron

ore project, a $5 billion project that is be-

ing financed by Brazil and a number of

foreign partners, including Japan, the
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United States, and the European Eco-|

nomic Community. Once the railway is

built, up to twelve trains, each with 160

freight cars, will travel twelve miles

through the reserve every day for the next

eighty years. Track maintenance will re-

quire access roads, workers' camps, and

sand and gravel pits, all of which will

cause disruption and pollution.

The main purpose of Tucurui is to en-

courage industrial development of the

Amazon and the Northeast by providing

an abundant and cheap supply of electric-

ity. The railway, carrying iron ore from

Carajas to the port at Sao Luis, will even-

tually be electrified and become one of

Turcurui's biggest customers. Several

bauxite refineries and smelters—joint

Brazilian and foreign ventures—will also

depend on power from Tucurui.

One of the strongest arguments in favor

of Tucurui is that it will provide needed >

electricity and reduce Brazil's annual $9;

billion oil import bill. By providing the'

equivalent of 400,000 barrels of oil peri

day, Tucurui should save the nation $12i

million a day (assuming a price of $30 per!

barrel). But there is a catch. To obtain in-i

ternational financing for the bauxite^

project, the Brazilian government agreed!

to give foreign investors big tax breaks,

generous import quotas, and electricity at

concessionary prices averaging one-third

of the market price. (Ordinary consumers

and local industrialists, the Brazilian tax-,

payers who paid for the dam, will pay mar-i

ket prices for any electricity they may re-:

ceive from Tucurui.) In any case, most of

Tucurui's production will not go to replace

electricity produced by imported oil.

Tucurui will be supplying new customers

in the north and east, as well as taking the

burden off electricity production in the

heavily populated south of the country

The plans for hydroelectric power from

the Tocantins River do not stop with

Tucurui. Eight large dams, of which

Tucurui is the first, and nineteen smaller'

ones are planned for the Tocantins andr

twelve tributaries. Eletronorte estimates i

the total electrical potential of this com-

plex at 22,000 MW—more electricity;

than the whole of Brazil now consumes.
[

The Tocantins River Basin Hydroelectric!

I?
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Dense mats ofwater hyacinth

have covered large areas of

previously constructed reservoirs

in the tropics, harmingfish, impeding

navigation, and becoming entangled

in machinery.

Project, as it is ioiown, will convert the

river into an almost continuous chain of

; lakes 1,100 miles long, stretching from

Tucurui to within 75 miles of Brasilia.

Eletronorte also hopes to build nine or

I ten dams on the Xingu River. There are

two main alternative plans, one of which

would flood 2,300 square miles, including

Altamira, the third largest city in the Am-
azon region. Several thousand Indians,

and many more non-Indians, are likely to

lose their lands and their livelihoods no

matter which scheme goes ahead. The
plan was announced in 1978. Four years

later FUNAI, Brazil's Indian Agency,

had still not studied how it will affect the

Indians in the region. The first two dams
likely to be built on the Xingu will have a

I combined output of 14,000 MW, almost

twice that of Tucurui's ultimate capacity.

In addition to these two huge river basin

projects, at least three other Amazonian
hydroelectric projects are now under way
or planned. The most controversial of

these is Balbina Dam, a joint Brazilian-

French venture designed to supply power

to the fast-growing industrial free-trade

zone of nearby Manaus. Although Bal-

bina's reservoir will be the same size as

Lake Tucurui, its electrical output will be

less than 4 percent of Tucurui's. Electric-

ity produced at Balbina will be more than

four times as expensive as the same

amount of electricity from Tucurui. Bal-

bina, like Tucurui, is scheduled to be se-

lectively cleared before the reservoir

starts filling in 1986, but decomposition is

expected to be a very serious problem at

Balbina. Construction began at Balbina in

1981, but environmental studies were not

scheduled to start until late 1982. Balbina

will also flood a large part of the Waimiri-

Atroari Indian reserve. So far the 2,000

Waimiri-Atroari living there have not

been consulted about the reservoir, nor,

apparently, has the Indian agency made
any plans to relocate them.

Considering the many delays that have

plagued existing dam projects, and the re-

cent decline in projected commercial de-

mand for electricity (on a national basis,

Brazil now has a surplus of electrical-gen-

erating capacity), these ambitious hydro-

electric plans will probably never be fully

realized. Yet, if even a portion of the dams
under study are built, hydroelectric plants

in the rain forest will be a boom industry in

the decades ahead. The lessons, both posi-

tive and negative, of Tucurui should be in-

valuable to the Brazilians and to others

involved in tropical development. The

question is whether, on the punishing

schedule Brazil has set, there will be time

to learn from experience. D
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Taking Stock ofMammals
by Durward L. Allen

Walker's Mammals of the World, by

Ronald M. Nowak and John L. Paradiso,

4th edition, revised and expanded. The

Johns Hopkins University Press; $65.00,

2 vol.. 1,472 pp.. illus.

Now in its fourth incarnation, this work

represents half a century of painstaking

service by many able and devoted contrib-

utors. Despite a plethora of changes and

numerous add-ons. Walker's Mammals
of the World still bears its original au-

thor's message, the dedication statement

as first issued in 1 964:

To the MAMMALS, GREAT AND
SMALL, who contribute so much to the

welfare and happiness of man, another

mammal, but receive so little in return, ex-

cept blame, abuse, and extermination.

The late Ernest R Walker (1891-1969)

had a lifelong commitment to the wild

creatures of the earth, and most particu-

larly to the mammals. His was an all-em-

bracing infatuation that could be cosmo-

politan one moment and totally focused

the next. He was personally aggrieved by

the plight of Przewalski's horse in Inner

Mongolia, the decline of tenrecs in Mada-
gascar, and the persecution of the thyla-

cine of Tasmania. Yet he was also end-

lessly joyed and fascinated by the doings

of gray squirrels that performed for him

daily outside his office on the grounds of

the National Zoological Park in Washing-

ton. Walker's enthusiasms reminded his

understanding friends of lines from the

1947 musical Finian's Rainbow, "When
I'm not near the girl I love, I love the girl

I'm near."

Soon after Walker came to the zoo as

assistant director in 1930, he began to ori-

ent his efforts toward a major work on the

world's mammals, one that would be use-

ful to both scientists and the lay public. It

would deal with systematics, physical

characteristics, and distribution of all

known genera, with natural history notes

and illustrations of selected species. He
searched relentlessly, worldwide for in-

formation, published and unpublished,

and for appropriate illustrations.

When a new animal came to the zoo, a

feature of its matriculation ceremony was

to have its picture taken by the assistant

director. This camera work was aimed less

at artistry than at portraying with fidelityi

the attributes of the species. For his mag-\

num opus. Walker wanted the best photo-i

graph available from life or from ai

mounted specimen or at least from a study!

skin. Lacking any of these, he would ac-i

cept a sketch. For a few obscure general

there was nothing. j

Driven by a great obsession, he worked!

diligently through the 1940s and 1950s.'

By then he was in declining health and in-:

creasingly dependent on the help of an;

employed staff and loyal contributors, six!

of whom were listed as coauthors when

Mammals of the World was published in

1964. The unique treatise gained many!

plaudits and has since been a standard ref-;

ill
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jooks in Review

;rence among people with widely diverse

interests.

The authors of the new edition, Ronald

M. Nowak and John L. Paradise, are

mammalogists with the Office of Endan-

gered Species of the Fish and Wildlife

Service, Department of the Interior, sta-

.doned at the U.S. National Museum.
Both have outstanding credentials: No-

;ivak probably best known for his North

•American Quaternary Canis and Para-

I jiso for The Mammals of Maryland. Pa-

radise revised and updated two other edi-

dons of Walker's Mammals (1968 and

il975), although a major job remained to

De done in meeting the criticisms of tech-

lical reviewers relative to the omission of

dtations, various inconsistencies in the

: .reatment of species, and the inclusion of a

vast amount of information that had ap-

Deared on many species in the past twenty

/ears.

The new edition is an outstanding ac-

:omplishment in these respects. In a fore-

TOrd written by E. Raymond Hall, dean

:f living mammalogists (and at one time

Slowak's major professor), he points out.

The uniqueness and value have been

Tiaintained . . . in this new two-volume

;ompilation, but the authors have so

;
greatly altered the text and expanded the

photographic coverage that the work

properly bears its own title."

The table of contents, in Volume I, is a

;onvenient guide to the 19 orders and 134

"amilies of mammals. The text deals with

iving genera (all 1,084 of them), and for

;ach genus every currently recognized

ipecies and its distribution are listed. Dis-

jibution means the original range in his-

l.oric times. Some will be surprised to learn

hat "the gray wolf has the greatest natu-

"al range of any living terrestrial mammal
:
Jther than Homo sapiens. It is found in all

jdabitats of the Northern Hemisphere, ex-

i:ept tropical forests and arid deserts."

Changes in distribution brought about by

1
lumans are discussed at the end of each

; species account.

I
That this work will have basic encyclo-

JDedic values for students, naturalists, writ-

:rs, and the editors of wildlife-oriented se-

'ials and books is evident. But the authors'

jreatest contributions to this edition are
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their expanded descriptions of species of

special interest to, or having special rela-

tionships with, humans. These well-writ-

ten, deep-digging summaries are among
the best available anywhere, and they are

substantially documented with recent ref-

erences that are listed in an extensive bib-

liography at the end of Volume II. The
discussions deal with habits, ecology, be-

havior, numbers, and economic relation-

ships, as well as endangerment status

where appropriate.

Exemplifying some of the revisions

made by Nowak and Paradiso is the han-

dling of Walker's often uncritical state-

ments on longevity. Thus, in his original

text he said of foxes, "Their life span is

about 12 years." This obviously referred

to survival in the protected life of the zoo;

it might well be misleading to a reader (or

a writer of nature lore) with little concept

of population turnover in the wild. In the

recent edition the above statement is

changed to read, "Potential natural lon-

gevity is around 1 2 years, though few indi-

viduals live more than 3 or 4 years, at least

where the species is heavily hunted and

trapped (Abies 1975)."

The book's accounts of the economic

status and utility of wild species have al-

most unlimited general interest. Contro-

versial issues are not sidestepped but are

synthesized with balanced insight. The
discussion of coyote habits, numbers, and

control programs will be informative for

anyone. The treatment of canids includes

a section on the origin, from the wolf, of

humankind's longest cohabitant, the dog.

In describing the family Equidae, the

development of domestic horses from the

now-extinct tarpan is included. A useful

addition is a synopsis of the classic geolog-

ical record of horses in North America

and Eurasia.

Appropriately, in view of their every-

day responsibilities at the Department of

the Interior, Nowak and Paradiso have

updated the situation of mammals appear-

ing on various endangerment lists. "We in-

dicate any species or subspecies that, at

the time of preparation of the manuscript,

was classified in a category of concern by

the International Union for the Conserva-

tion of Nature and Natural Resources

(lUCN), or the United States Depart-

ment of the Interior (USDI), or that was

on appendix 1 or 2 of the Convention on

International Trade in Endangered Spe-

cies of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES)."

This 1983 compilation of living species

includes the Chacoan peccary, Catagonus

wagneri, a large mammal that was known

(scientifically) only from fossils until the

early 1970s, when a population was found

in central South America. It is a jolting re-
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alily that this could be the last such occur-

rence to be reported. The continued sur-

vival of this one may be brief, since its

thornbush habitat is being cleared for pas-

tures, and the animal is subject to uncon-

trolled hunting.

More generally, considering the poor

outlook for the biosphere, the publication

of a descriptive inventory of mammals
is especially significant at this time. The

ever increasing human population contin-

ues to overspread the earth and to wipe out

or derange natural habitats. The prospects

arc for an accelerated decimation of popu-

lations and the loss of species, even genera.

Regrettably, the edition of 1983 may well

have important benchmark values.

Ernest Walker intuitively understood

the problems of individual animals, but

this personalized compassion did not con-

fuse his more compelling interest in the

needs of species. It is unfortunate that

such a perspective does not infect more of

today's purist humanitarians. One may
cite the example of a recent money-raising

campaign by an animal welfare organiza-

tion to rescue overpopulated, gone-wild

burros from a government control pro-

gram in Grand Canyon National Park.

More than 500 of the animals, at a re-

ported cost of $1,000 each, were hoisted

out by helicopter to be distributed in a fos-

ter-homing operation.

To those who might be persuaded to un-

derwrite such mass-production benevo-

lence it is suggested that a copy of the new

Walker mammal book, price $65, could

show the way to important involvements

in animal conservation. As a case in point,

nearly all the world's equines have either

been exterminated in the wild or are in

dire jeopardy. Contributions to a species

rescue effort could be made to the World

Wildlife Fund.

The substantial authors' preface to

these volumes ends with the becoming

statement, "It has been an honor and a

challenge to try [sic] to update and mod-
if\ the work of Ernest R Walker, a person

of remarkable experience, energy, and de-

votion to the wild mammals of the world.

We hope that he would not be disap-

pointed."

One who knew Walker can be sure of

this. To his worthy successors he would

not only be grateful, he would be en-

thralled. What he labored to make great

has become monumental.

Durward L Allen is professor of wildlife

ecology at Purdue University. He is the

I
author o/ Wolves of Minong, which cov-

' ers eighteen years of research on the

wolves ofIsle Royale National Park, and

j
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Skeletons in the Closet
The official logo of the American Mu-

seum of Natural History, often misper-

ceived as representing dinosaur skeletons,

actually depicts the skeletons of a man
and a horse. The horse is rearing, its hoofs

pawing the air, while the man stands next

to it gripping an imaginary pair of reins.

The other day we were visiting the re-

cently refurbished mammalogy storage

area on the third floor of the Museum
when, with a start of recognition, we came
across the original itself, which predates

the logo by three-quarters of a century.

Mounted on a wooden platform, the two

skeletons re-create the drama of a horse

trainer trying to control a high-spirited

stallion. The skeletons appeared to be un-

supported, but a closer look revealed a

number of almost invisible pins and sev-

eral slender and unobtrusive pipes.

The skeletons of the man and the horse

are surrounded in the storage area by

other mounted skeletons, mostly of horses.

Among them are: Lee Axworthy, a world-

famous trotting stallion, mounted in full

stride; a galloping Przewalski's horse (a

Mongolian breed that is the last wild

population in the world) being attacked

by a wolf; four zebras in a walking se-

quence; a grazing Shetland pony; and the

skeleton of the famous racehorse Sysonby,

mounted to capture the moment when all

four of a galloping horse's hoofs leave the

ground.

These mounted skeletons were the work

of osteologist S. Harmsted Chubb, who
created them at the rate of one or two per

year during the half-century he worked at

the Museum. Most present-day osteolo-

gists agree that no one before or after

Chubb achieved such perfection or accu-

racy in mounting skeletons. Many of the

skeletons were first displayed in the Muse-

um's old Hall of Osteology and later in the

Biology of Mammals Hall, but several de-

cades ago they were moved into storage.

There they remained for years, turning

gray with dust, until 1981, when the new

chairman of the Mammalogy Depart-

ment, Guy Musser, had two senior techni-

cians, Helmut Sommer and Bill CouU, re-

pair, clean, and install them in a new

collection area on the third floor. The glass

cases are arranged so they can be viewed

by visiting scientists. (Several mounted

rhinos and the skeleton of Jumbo the ele-

phant also share the space.)

A slight, precise-looking man with a

neatly trimmed goatee, Chubb was a fa-

miliar figure at the Museum during the

first half of this century. He wore gold-

rimmed pince-nez and usually dressed in a

white shirt with the sleeves rolled to the el-

bow, a waistcoat, and an apron. When he

(S

Eill

liO

Chubb making thefinal adjustments on the skeleton ofthe racehorse Sysonby.
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nerican Museum

asn't working at the Museum he could

.ually be found at the horse or dog races,

king photographs and notes and chat-

ig with the owners.

Chubb used to tell his friends that his

terest in bones began as a child when he

and a dead cat under the porch of his

laryland home. He began looking for

her dead animals, which he would

iread out on the roof of his father's barn

decompose so he could retrieve the

)nes. When this arrangement proved un-

tisfactory to his parents, he hid the car-

isses in the woods and noted where they

ere so he could return for the bones.

ince he lived in Maryland horse country,

uch of his bone collection consisted of

irses" skulls and bones, a circumstance

at led him to study movement and how

irious bones articulate with one another.

n his first experiment with bone move-

cnt. Chubb rigged a row of horse skulls

the edge of a woodshed; when he pulled

rings attached to the jawbones, the

hole row of skulls clacked their teeth.)

At sixteen Chubb came to New York

id found work as a machinist, but he

lent much of his spare time in the Ameri-

in Museum of Natural History. He
ime to realize that the vast majority of

.eletons on display in the Museum (and

deed in every museum he visited) were

accurately and carelessly mounted—of-

n more poorly than his own early efforts

mounting. Chubb concluded that the

iilders of the skeletons simply hadn't

udied how animals moved. He talked his

ay into the office of Henry Fairfield Os-

}rn, then curator of the Vertebrate Pa-

ontology Department, and using a few of

s samples he was able to show Osborn

lat the skeletons in the Museum were

oppy Impressed, Osborn bought one of

hubb's mounted cats for $40 and or-

;red a mounted opossum and raccoon. In

)01 Chubb was hired to help prepare the

luseum's new Hall of Osteology.

Most of this hall is now stored in pol-

hed glass cases. Only one of the many
;eletons is just standing; all the rest are

inning, trotting, walking, bending, pull-

g, rearing, or whatever. There is at least

le mount of every species of Equus.

Chubb extracted promises from some
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of the leading horse owners of his day tl

send him the bodies of famous racers c

trotters when they died. One of the earlier

of these promises to be fulfilled came frori

James R. Keene, who owned Sysonby,

champion stallion. Sysonby died una; '^i?*

pectedly in 1906 and his body was dul;fl>JS>»|'

sent to the Museum. l|;?*^

Chubb wanted to capture Sysonby -M'S^

the peak of his speed. At the time it ha u.K^

only recently been established that durir
|

:'-'":

certain parts of its gallop a horse is entire
j

free of the ground. Before beginning tl i -

process of mounting the animal, Chut U:^-

wanted to establish the position of its lei \'-i'^

and body during various phases of i :.

stride. Using borrowed racehorses 1

painted white spots and stripes on the

bodies, then photographed them at evei

conceivable angle and gait. On the prin .;..:

he drew dozens of straight lines intersec

ing and joining the white spots as a way

ascertaining anatomical relationships, it

/id

.,-

BBC Natural History Films •'

On two Tuesdays in July the Membt

ship Office will present several films pi

duced by the BBC's Natural History- Fil

Unit. The films, originally presented i

British television, will include Impossit

Bird and Tree of Thorns on July 19 ai

Water Walkers, Flowerfrom the Flanu

and Ambush at Masai Mara on July 2

Showings will be at 5:30 and 7:30 p.m.

the Auditorium. Admission is free 1

Museum members: for information

ticketing call the Membership Office

(212) 873-1327.

The Planetarium

This summer the Planetarium will p

sent its most sophisticated Sky Show e\-

"Is Anyone Out There? ... The Sean

for Life in Space," which takes a behir

the-scenes look at the quest for life:

space. Summer show times are 1:30 a

3:30 P.M. on weekdays and 1:00, 2:(

3:00, and 4:00 p.m. on Saturdays a

Sundays. All times and prices are subje

to change without notice, so please c

(212~l 873-8828 for more information.

Outer Space Art

Visitors to the Planetarium this su.

mer can also view large weavings that (

pict astronomical scenes. Created by d.

fornia artist April May, the weavings £

part of the "Outer Space Series" and

elude Earthrise. Earth, Jupiter, Satu,

Solar Eclipse, and others. The weavir

will be on display in the Planetarium d'

ing July and August.

Africa Month
July will be Africa Month in the Lee

hardt' People Center. African Text

Weekend, Saturday, July 9. and Sund
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A I'limous photograph (familiar to

nany readers of Natural History in the

: idvcrtisements for our Photographic Com-

petition) shows a seated Chubb suspended

ifty feet above a trotting horse. With a

argc-vicw camera, he is photographing a

lorse's baci< to determine the curvature of

ts spine and the position of its pelvis dur-

ng the trot.

Chubb spent eleven months mounting

Sysonby, from preparation of the carcass

final pinning of the ribs. Following his

isuai procedures, he immediately skinned

he animal and carved off most of the

Icsh. The eviscerated carcass was then

placed in a large tub of warm water where

1 sat and rotted for two weeks. During the

• irst few nights Chubb lived in an adjacent

'oom so that he could tend the small Bun-

i;en burners that kept the water at an even

; 1 00 ° F, the ideal temperature for bacterial

maceration. After two weeks of this treat-

Tient the flesh had mostly liquefied and

(uly 10, will kick off the month-long cele-

jration. Suh-Saharan African Traditions

will be explored on July 16 and 17; Oral

Traditions, featuring Senegalese oral his-

orian Djimo Kouyate, will be the subject

)n July 23 and 24; and the month will

;losc with a look at African Traditions in

America, July 30 and 31.

All events, including dance, music, and

ilms throughout the month, are free to all

Vluseum visitors. The People Center is

)pen on Saturdays and Sundays from 1 :30

4;30 p.iM., but it will be closed on Satur-

day, July 2, and Sunday, July 3. For more

nformation about Africa Month call the

department of Education at (212) 873-

1300, e,\t. 514.

Natural Science Center

The Alexander M. White Natural Sci-

ince Center, which is free to Museum vis-

tors of all ages, will be open as usual in

luly. The Center introduces young people

.0 the plants, animals, and rocks of New
Vork City. A staff member is always on

land to answer questions. Summer hours

irc Tuesday through Saturday, from

10:30 A.M. to 12:30 p.m. and from 1:30 to

i:30 P.M. The Center is closed on Sundays
ind Mondays.

I South of Winter
' On Wednesday, July 27, South of Win-

:
'er. an exhibition of natural history pholo-

uaphs by Steven C. Wilson and Karen C.

Hayden, will open in the Hall of Birds of

he World. Wilson and Hayden have pho-

-ographed birds and other wildlife along

he coast of Texas. The exhibition is made
lossible in part by a grant from Conoco,
Inc. It will begin its national tour at the

\nicrican Museum, where it will remain

'n display until November 30.

could be drained out the bottom of the

tank. At this stage the bones were still

brown and greasy; Chubb took care of this

by putting them in a vat of benzine and

placing them in strong sunlight for six to

eight weeks. The "degreasing" left the

bones clean, light, and dry.

The skeleton was assembled under a

scaffold that Chubb called his "osteologi-

cal Christmas tree" because of all the

bones dangling at the ends of long cords. A
flexible rod through the spinal canal an-

chored the skeleton, and each bone had to

be maneuvered into place. During the

months-long mounting process, Chubb ad-

justed and readjusted the position of the

bones, using the lined photographs as a

guide. When he was finally satisfied that

everything was in place, the ribs were

hung and pinned to thin metal bands run-

ning along the inside of the rib cage. Every

bone in the horse became part of the

mount, even tiny vestigial ribs no larger

than a toothpick.

In 1949, forty years after mounting

Sysonby, Chubb began his most challeng-

ing—and what would be his last—mount.

This time he chose a less glamorous sub-

ject—a donkey nibbling at botfly eggs on

his left hind leg, one of the most contorted

and asymmetrical positions the animal

could assume. As he was making the last

minuscule adjustments to the mount,

Chubb collapsed. He died two weeks later

at the age of 85.

Douglas J. Preston

When a binocular carries the Zeiss name, it's your
assurance of superb optical quality and unerring me-
chanical precision. Zeiss binoculars offer outstanding
contrast, color definition and clarity. And no one sur-

passes Zeiss in light transmission, which means bril-

liant images at dawn and dusk.

Zeiss binoculars. ..recognized the
world over for the highest quality and
performance. And backed by a lifetime

service guarantee.
For the Zeiss dealer nearest you,

call toll-free (800) 446-1807 and ask

for Department 201.

T>rR^

West Germany

Carl Zeiss, Inc. • Consumer Products Division

1015 Commerce Street • Petersburg, Virginia 23803

THE GREAT
NAME

IN OPTICS
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Celestial Events

bv Thomas D. Nicholson

Helmut Wimmer
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All Month (Times are standard—not daylight—unless otherwise noted.) July offers the last

good opportunities to see Venus as an evening star this summer. Toward the end of July, the

brilliant planet will be fading and its distance from the sun will decrease rapidly.

Jupiter and Saturn, with Antares and Spica as companion stars, still continue to put on a

good show in the evening, getting even better as their easterly elongations from the sun de-

crease and they become more discernible in the western sky after sundown. Early in July,

they are high in the south as twilight ends; more to the south-southwest late in the month.

Jupiter is by far the brighter, with ruddy Antares below to its left. Saturn and nearby Spica

are nearly identical in brightness; Saturn is higher and to the left of the star. Mars and Mer-

cury are both near the sun and not well placed in July.

July 1 : The month begins with a morning moon, waning and gibbous, two days before

last-quarter, rising shortly before midnight and remaining in the sky almost till noon.

July 3: Last-quarter moon occurs today, still near the southern border of Pisces.

July 6: Earth is at aphelion, the position in its orbit most distant from the sun

( 1 52, 1 03,000 kilometers, or 94,5 1 2,000 miles, away). Today, the sun is technically smallest

in our sky and the least of its energy reaches the earth.

July 8: This may be the last morning you will see the waning crescent moon during this

cycle of phases. It rises this morning about two hours before the sun. A pretty sight in the

dawn sky, the moon is near and to the left of Aldebaran, the ruddy bright star of Taurus.

July 9: Mercury is in superior conjunction today, in hne with, but beyond, the sun. Mov-

ing from right to left past the sun, it now enters the evening sky.

July 10-11: New moon is at 7:18 a.m. on July 10, in Gemini. In Cancer on the 1 1th, the

moon is at perigee (nearest the earth) at about 5:00 a.m.

July 12-13: You may be able to see the early crescent moon near Venus on the 1 2th; you

should surely see it on the 1 3th, both nights in the west after sundown.

July 14: The crescent moon is in Virgo tonight, just north of where the autumnal equinox

is located. The bright objects higher to its left are Saturn (above) and the star Spica, with

much brighter Jupiter still farther left.

July 1 6: First-quarter moon is very close to Saturn; Spica is to their right.

July 17-1 8: The moon passes above Saturn (conjunction) at about 4:00 a.m., EST, on the

1 7th. The waxing gibbous moon is in Libra both evenings, between Saturn (to its right) and

Jupiter (to its left), closer to Saturn on the 1 7th, to Jupiter on the 1 8th.

July 1 9: You won't notice the difference, but Venus reaches its greatest brilliancy as an

evening star today. The planet is easily visible low in the west at dusk, but its future as an

evening star this year is limited to a few weeks.

July 20: The stars of the constellation Scorpius can readily be seen below Jupiter this

month, curving down to the left past its bright reddish star Antares and then bending in a

sharp "hook" up to the right. You can find Antares easily by looking midway between the

moon and Jupiter, then downward.

July 21: Early this evening, the bright moon, two days before full, is in Sagittarius, al-

most directly at the "peak" of the Teapot's cover.

July 24: The moon rises at sundown just inside the eastern border of Capricomus. It is

full at 6:27 p.m., EST
July 26: The moon is at apogee this morning. This evening it slips over the border into

Aquarius.

July 29: Jupiter becomes stationary among the stars, ending its retrograde (westerly) mo-

tion and returning to its normal (easterly) movement. The moon returns tonight a little past

the position in which you saw it on July 1 , at the southern border of the constellation Pisces

just below the position of the vernal equinox. You should easily find the Square of Pegasus

above the moon and the brighter star Diphda below it.

July 3 1 : At month's end, the waning gibbous moon is still in Pisces, now a morning object,

rising close to 1 1 :00 p.m. and remaining in the sky past sunrise through most of the morning.

The summer Sky Map shows the sky for the months of July, August, and September from

latitude 40° N at the evening hours given below. To use the map, hold it vertically in front of you

with the north (N) at the bottom, and match the lower half of the map with the stars you see

when you face north. As you face in other directions, roll the map to bring the corresponding

compass direction to the bottom of the map.

The stars move west continuously during the night. By morning (before dawn) stars on the

western half of the map will have set, those on the eastern half will have moved into the west, and

new stars (those of the spring evenings) will have risen in the east. The map represents the sky at

about 2:00 a.m. on July 1 ; 1 :00 a.m. on July 1 5; midnight on July 31: 1 1 :00 p.m. on .August 1 5:

10:00 P.M. on August 31; 9:00 p.m. on September 15; and 8:00 p.m. on September 30. (.Ml data

are given in standard time unless otherwise noted. Adjustments must be made for daylight lime

in particular.) The map can be used for an hour or more before and after the times given.



Art/Crafts

AFRICAN ART & ARTIFACTS—traditional and contem-
porary Vast collection, reasonable prices. Limited Edi-

tion Photographs The Bush. 960 N Collier, Marco Is-

land, Florida 33937 (813) 394-1600

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS: Southwest Indian pot-

tery, baskets, rugs, kachinas Northwest Coast Indian

masks, totems, graphics, Eskimo sculpture Recent

West African pieces Call or write for photos and data

Pnced $100/up. Box 5896, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413,

(213)789-2559

ESKIMO ART NEWSLETTER: Volume VI now available

Information on collections, exhibitions, auctions. Bib-

liography, reviews. Illustrated. Arts & Culture of the

North, Box 1333. Gracie Square Station. New York City

10028

GUARDSS NAVAJO RUGS, 2625 Desert Drive. Las

Cruces. NM 88001 , Brochure and descriptive price list.

$2.00

MASKS FROM NEW GUINEA, $95-$340. request

photos, other masks available, McCoy Imports, Lib-

erty, NY 12754

RARE UNUSUAL GIFT: Handcarved napkin rings of

polished Kenyan muvulli wood: figures of major wild-

life Set of 4, $1 1 ,95 or 8, $22 00 Add $2.00 postage/

handling Satisfaction or money back Write Gifts, 440
Mam St.. Suite 108. Ridgefield, CT 06877

Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK' Join our successful authors.

Publicity, advertising, beautiful books. All subjects in-

vited Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript

report. Carlton Press, Dept. NHG. 84 Fifth Avenue,

New York, NY 10011

Books

BOOKFINDING LIBRARIANS locate any subject or title,

150,000 different titles in stock, indexed by author,

subject & title -PAB", 2918 Atlantic Ave.. Atlantic City,

NJ 08401 or (609) 344-1943

NATURAL HISTORY BOOKS—Catalog of scholarly

and fine color plate books in all fields, $2 00: extensive

selection of field guides to birds of foreign lands. Patri-

cia Ledlie— Bookseller, Box 46, Buckfield, ME 04220

(207) 336-2969

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS, BARGAIN BOOKS
2,000 titles, all subjects! Free catalogue Hamilton's,

98-55 Clapboard. Danbury, CT 06810

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation Out-

of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente. CA
92672(714)492-2976

Collectors' Items

GEMSTONE-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB Assemble your

own collection of beautiful faceted gems, only $10/
month. Send long SASE for free color brochure High

Mountain Gems, Dept G4, PO Box 1154, Coeur
d'Alene, Idaho 83814

Correspondence

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA Make lasting friend-

ships through correspondence Send age, interests

Free reply Harmony, Box 89NH, Brooklyn, NY 11235

Education

FIELD COURSES IN NATURAL HISTORY College

credit & Teacher recertification credit (Colorado). Tu-

ition discounts for teachers and students Write Aspen
Center for Environmental Studies, Box 8777A, Aspen,

CO 81612

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA NEEDS YOU' Jobs' Big Payi Transporta-

tion! Newest Handbook, $2 00 Australian International

Box 19107-RT, Washington, DC 20036

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the

US, Free details: EOV. PO Box 450, Walpole, NH

_TF(ETV(AI?gET_
JOBS: Colorado, Wyoming, Utah. Idaho, Montana
Computerized newsletter with over 200 New jobs each
week Free details Mountainwest, 925-G Canyon, Lo-

gan, UT 84321

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information-$3 00 International

Opportunities, Box 19107 RT, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN ElvlPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Colorado, Idaho, Montana. Wyoming! Current open-

ings— all occupations! Free details . Intermountain

4Y. Grand Lake. Colorado 80447-0809

TEACH HERE—TEACH ABROAD School. College

openings: USA $6 00: Abroad $6 00 China, Japan,

Saudi, Australia $600 each EISF, Box 662, Newton,
Massachusetts 02162

Financial

CASH GRANTS AND LOW-INTEREST LOANS avail-

able from nonprofit foundations' 340 sources/applica-

tion instructions, $300 Fundsearch, Box 19107RT,
Washington, DC 20036

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS, 65 countries!

Sampler: 4/$2.98 Free Brochure Multinewspapers,

Box DE 207, Dana Point, California 92629

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off, 150 Major compa-
nies Free brochure Sobol House, Box 218-NH, Black

Mountain, NC 2871 1 (704) 669-8031

Gourmet Interests

PISTACHIOS! The freshest, most delicious, California

Natural Pistachios available Satisfaction Guaranteed,

$5 95/lb $1 50/lb postage Rock Creek Nut Company,
1000 Rock Creek Road, Williams, Oregon 97544

Government Surplus

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY 950,000
Items (including Jeeps) low as It on dollar! Most
complete information available—$2 00. Disposal, Box
19107 RT, Washington, DC 20036

Merchandise/Gifts

NATURE NOTE CARDS
.^ Express your love of Nature with

distinctive full-color note cards by a

gm nationally published photographer.
Series I: Swallows on Marsh Grass,

Day Lily, Forest Reflection, Swans,
Sunset Over Marsh. Package of 10

cards, 5 different subjects (without

greeting) on high gloss

stock, 4(4" X bye Includes
quality envelopes. $8.00
postpaid ($10.00 Canadian).
Make cheque or money
order payable to:

Douglas R. Shane
P.O. Box 413
Chester Springs, PA 19425

.^

DINOSAUR COLLECTORS! Models, Clothing, Stamps,
Books, Everything. Wnte: Dinosaur Catalog, Box 546N.

Tallman, NY 10982

THINGS of Science
Each month, a surpnse package in the mail containing

materials for exciting experi menta ind demonstrations

with booklet giving background information and easy to

follow instructions. Grandparents who did THINGS when
they were 1 and 1 6 nowgive THINGS to theirgrandchil-

dren! Only $ 1 7.50 a year (Canada and lulexico, add $6.50;

other foreign, add $9.00 a year). Include payment please.

Gilt card sent it requested.

TH INGS or Science, RD 1 , Box 1 30NA,
Newtown, PA, 18940.

LOON — CANADA GOOSE — PUFFIN — SEA OTTER '

— beautiful sterling silver pendants and pins, color f

brochure $1 ,
Jay Greene, Halibut Cove, Homer, AK '

99603

100% RECYCLED PAPER Gift packages, stationery,

envelopes, office paper Catalog $1 00. refunded with

order Earth Care. PO.Box 30-E, Petoskey, Ml 49770

GET OUT Ol|

YOUR JEANS ,..

and into our soft andsturd:

pure cotton drawstring panl|

Offered in: Natur)

Russet • Sky Blue • Grei

Plum • Black • Na\'

State hip/waist measuremen

SI8 Postpaid and Fully Guarantee i'f^^

-r-vy--j71^ a cottage industiy

JJtA/vJ- BoxNHT Burkittsville, (VID2I7I8

PHOTOS, etc. laminated on natural wood slices. Wnte
Natural Forest, 1815 South Fed.Hwy., Boynton Beach,

FL 33435

Miscellaneous

MAYAN TREK MAPS—Guatemala—Yucatan Penin-

sula-Belize $5.00 each RMD Publications, POB
5235B, Modesto, CA 95352. 1000-F rums, roads, trails, i

towns

WANT TO MOVE TO A TROPICAL ISLAND? Our new^
letter tells you how. Sample $2. Tropical Island Living,

PO. Box 7263J, Arlington, VA 22207

Music

RECORDS-TAPES! Discounts to 73% All labels, no

purchase obligations: newsletter, discount dividend

certificates 100% guarantees Free details Discount

Music Club 650 Mam Street, PO, Box 2000, Dept. 25-

0783, New Rochelle, NY 10801

Old Time Radio

OLD TIME RADIO PROGRAMS on cassette tapes. Free

catalogue Cassette Library Center, PO Box 5331H,

Baltimore, MD 21209

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repainng binocu-

lars since 1923. Alignment performed on our US. Navy
collimator Free catalogue and our article "Know Your

Binoculars, published in Audubon Magazine Mirakel

Optical Co ,
Inc., 331 Mansion St., West Coxsackie. NY

12192(518)731-2610

BIRD PHOTOGRAPHS. High quality color slides of all

species by outstanding nature photographers Whteor
call Bird Photographs, Dept NH, Laboratory of Or-

nithology Cornell University, Sapsucker Woods, Ith-

aca, NY 14850 (607) 256-4017

LEITZ, ZEISS, B&L, SWIFT, BUSHNELL, NIKON Opto-

lyth binoculars, telescopes and accessories Send
stamp for discount list Specify literature desired.

Large stock Orders filled postpaid day received Bird-

ing. Box 5N, Amsterdam, NY 12010

OPTIC DISCOUNTS Binoculars—Telescopes—Brand
Names— Free List Thos Manetta, Box 12-61 Hoffman

Avenue. Elmont. New York 1 1003

PHOTOGRAPHIC AND OBSERVATIONAL BLIND.

Roomy, cool, lightweight Write or call for brochure.

Photo, Dept NH, Laboratory of Ornithology, Cornell

University, Sapsucker Woods, Ithaca. NY 14850 (607)

256-4017
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>al Estate

'IRONDACK MOUNTAINS, near Lake Placid. Small

lale Spacious year round home, every conve-

'nee Large garage-horse barn, Artisis sludio build-

1 Brook, trout pool, mountain spring, 200 acres

ihorland wildlife, birds galore Unique, $250,000
rtl 873-6874

LL SUMMER '83 CATALOQi 5402 properties, 2073
,:tures! Values in every type of real estate, many
J
;ner financed! From 600 offices in 43 slatesi Get your

;e copy Nowi SIrout Realty Plaza Towers, Dept

I

90 Springfield, MO 65804 Call toll free 1-800-641-
' 66 or in Missouri call collect (417) 862-4402

DVERNMENT LANDS FROM $7 5Q/ACREI
^mesttes, farming, vacationing, investment! "Land
Iyer's Guide" plus nationwide listings—$3 00
,nds. Box 19107-RT, Washington, DC 20036

-:W FREE CATALOGUE' Top real estate values
iasi to coast! Please specify type property and loca-

" desired United Farm Agency, Inc , 612-U W 47th
.1 Kansas City, MO 64112 Ph, Toil-Free: 1-800-

:'.99: MO res, ph, Toil-Free: 1-800-892-5785

entals

DIRONDACK LODGES on Upper Saranac Lake
.mailable for two weeks or a month, July through Sep-
mber Everything provided for comforlable living in

e quiet woods $740 - $1 ,950 for two weeks Please
rite Bartlett Carry Club, RED 3, Tupper Lake, NY

ISTORIC SANTA FE" Lovely, fully-furnished, two-bed-
:om condo near square $300/week, (409) 539-6971,
«nings

, lANZANILLO, MEXICO: House on picturesque beach,
300 per week, sleeps six Robert Yonts, 340 Sequel
venue, Santa Cruz. CA 95062

esorts

JNGLE VACATION in the Talamanca Rainforest Su-
erb birding, plant and insect hunting Riding and hik-

ig trails, guides Weekly rates $225 00 single: $350
ouble ME Snow, Apartado 73, 7200 Siquirres, Costa

"ours/Trips

: BEAUTIFUL EXPERIENCE Learn sailing aboard 50'

etch Palisander" summer Chesapeake, winter Canb-
'ean 10-day Basic and Advanced courses $950/per-
on Spring/Fall Special & Blue Wafer Cruises,

"uttyhunk Marine Adventures, c/o Wailes Gray, 77
weed Blvd , Nyack, NY 10960

ndia

i Nepal

safaris in searcti ot rare Asian birds and
mammals Exploratidns ot remote Bhutan,
Sikkim, Ladakri and tropical Sn Lanka 10

to 35 day programs Irom $670 00 + airfare

Free Brochures

HivmaIaviam TtavcI, Imc.

PO BOX481-NH
Greenwich, CT 06830
(203) 622-0055 Toll Free (800) 243-5330

nvi NTUROUS EXPLORATIONS of Nepal, Ladakh,
II New Zealand, Peru, Costa Rica, Dominica
'1 nature and culture treks, wildlife safaris, raft-

\cling Color Brochure: Journeys, PO Box
-I'.NH, Ann Arbor, Ml 48107 Toll Free: 1-800-521-

-I -SKAS BIRDS—BEARS—FLOWERS. 5 or 10 Day
iiii.li'd Natural History Vacations Sincere informal

li-'-pilality in a spectacular coastal wilderness and
lumniain panorama Experience 30 foot tides, prolific

seahtid and marine life, nesting Bald Eagles. Brown
Bears, fishing, glonous profusions ol Alpine and Tun-
dra flowers Cozy comfort, gourmet meals Personal
guiding 8 guests only $1500 to $2250. Write for bro-
.'hiiie The McBrides. Kachemak Bay Wilderness
Lodge. Box 956. Homer, AK 99603 Phone (907) 235-
8910

BICYCLE VERMONT IN COMFORTi Carefree, eco-

nomical bicycling vacations Country inns, great food,

friendly companions Swimming, tennis, picnics, fun!

Support vehicle, experienced leader/mechanics,
equipmeni rentals Weekends, week, longer May - Oc-
tober SuperSaver rates. May - June. September, Octo-
ber Easy, moderate, challenging fours Adults, sin-

gles, families Our 12lh yeari Free color brochure
Vermont Bicycle Touring, Box 711 - FA7, Bristol, VT
05443(802)453-4811

TOUR THE HIMALAYAS

Follow in the footsteps
of Buddha himself

India Kashmir - Ladakh • Nepal

Travel to a land where people worship
the ground you'll walk on. And raise

your consciousness 20,000 feet above
sea level. Write for our free packet of

tours and treks information and prices.

HIM/^L/1Y/iri Mrimi69
We'll put you on top of the world.

5075 Biscayne Blvd.

Miami, Florida 33137
Call collect (305) 758-6985

CHARTER A FULL-SERVICE YACHT WITH CREW: Is-

land hop the Caribbean this coming winter on a luxury

yacht Wakefield Yacht Charters, 1900SE ISthSt ,Ft

Lauderdale, FL 3331 6 (800) 327-5033 or (305) 764-2810

CHRISTIAN TREKKING IN NEPAL—October and Feb-
ruary The Amazon and Andes—September Vaga-
bonding in Japan and Southern Asia— Fall and Spring
Interdenominational The Knobs, 520 Lebanon
Campbellsville, KY 42718

DISCOVER BAJA! Join experienced naturalists and
crew for leisurely ocean-going explorations of the wil-

derness islands and lagoons of Baja's Pacific coast
the Sea of Corlez, or Mexico's tropical west coast En-

joy whales, seals, dolphin, birding, fishing, nature

study, island hiking, and more! Excellent photo oppor-

tunities Small groups, relaxed pace Trips 4-10 days
year-round for individuals or groups Color brochure
Pacific Adventures Charter Service, 2445 Morena
Blvd

,
Suite 200H, San Diego, CA 921 10 (714) 275-4253

EXCITING OPPORTUNITY: Join scientific research
crew to see, study and photograph whales, dolphins,

and sea turtles on six-hour cruise off Montauk, LI En-

joy invaluable life-experience and help support ongo-
ing educational and research projects Fare $25/
adults, $15/children, 15% group discount (35-L) Bro-

chure: Okeanos Ocean Research Foundation, PO,
Box 776, Hampton Bays, New York 11946 (516) 728-

4522

FREE LUXURY CRUISES EVERYWHERE. Cruise-Free

Guide and Directory tells how $4 95 TNT. Rm 2118,

250 W 57th Street. NY 10107

GALAPAGOS HIKING AND SAILING EXPEDITIONS
Small groups 1983 Departures 7/21. 7/28. 8.'22 Op-
tions Peru. Machu Picchu Inca Floats. 5982N Balboa
Dnve. Oakland. CA 94611 (415) 339-9095

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS Economic tours from $1666
including airfare 8. 1 1 & 15 days Galapagos, all meals
Options, mainland Ecuador, Amazon, Cuzco/Machu
Picchu University credit available Joseph Colley,

Last, Inc
, 43 Millstone Rd., Randallslown, MD 21133.

(301)922 3116

KENYA 26 years experience Individually designed sa-

faris Contact Perry Mason Safaris. Box 1643. Danen
CT 06820 (203) 838-3075

KILIMANJARO CLIMB/GAME PARK SAFARI. Author/
mountaineer Fred Jacobson will lead a small group
on a photographic safari and a climb to the summit
of Africa— Kilimanjaro Seventh trip to Tanzania's
famous game parks— Serengeli. Lake Manyara and
Ngorongoro Crater—and to the 19,340-foot peak.
For details, write Jacobson, Dept, 2, Chappaqua
Travel. 24 South Greeley Ave,, Chappaqua, NY
10514

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS: Es-

corted nature and hiking tours New Zealand/featunng
scenic National Parks, plus the Milford Track Austra-

lia/hiking the Outback, plus island camping on the

Great Barrier Reef Pacific Exploration Co, Box
3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 93105 (805) 687-7282

CALIFORNIA
NATURAL HISTORY

TOURS
^L.^^r Tours led by professional naluraiisls,

% historians & wildlife photographer to unique
^ areas: Channel Islands/Gold Country/Big

Sur/Bristlecone/Wine Country/Death Valley & more. Small
groups, some larger. Tours 1 to 6 days. Accommodations
historic hotels, country inns & other, equipment provided for

"living With nature tours". California Natural History Tours,

PO Box 3709. Beverly Hills. CA 90212. (213) 274-3025.

PERU: Trek the spectacular Cordillera Blanca or Inca

Trail to Machu Picchu Overlanding by expedition vehi-

cle Amazon wildlife safans. From $590.00 -i- airfare

Free brochures McGregor Adventures. 33-NH Lewis
St . Greenwich. CT 06830 Toll Free (800) 243-5330

RENOWNED RESEARCH/PHOTOGRAPHER offers

Kenya Satan Specializing in luxury off the beaten
track The Bush. 960 N Collier, Marco Island. Florida

33937

RIGHT WHALES IN THE BAY OF FUNDY— off the

Maine coast! Humpbacks, puffins, gannets and more
Exquisite cuisine in a waterfront country Inn Unique 3-

6 day trips, July-October, led by professional biolo-

gists Seafarers, Box 428 RED #1 , Machias. ME 04854
(617)255-8810

RIVER RAFTING' Comprehensive service throughout

America ,
last-minute reservations absolutely

Free, of course River Trips Reservations, (707) 882-

2258, Box 4N, Point Arena, CA 95468

SEARCH FOR SHANGRI-LA: September 8-October 2,

1983 Bhutan, Ladakh, Sikkim, Darjeeling, Kashmir
$2853 plus airfare Small venturesome group, fully es-

corted, private cars, minibus, all meals Psyche Trips

Inc., 10 West Ivy Lane, Englewood, New Jersey 07631

(201)568-8551

SOUTHWEST SAFARIS Natural history expeditions

explore New Mexico, Colorado: Utah, Arizona.

Bushtlying—Jeeping— Rafting Geology— Archaeol-

ogy—Botany Brochure: PO Box 945(NH). Santa Fe.

NM 87501

TRAVELERS MAPS! Europe-Asia-Afnca-Americas-

Oceania Cities-CountriesiCatalog$l 00 Eagle Eye.

Box 30917-N7, Seattle, WA 98103

WHAT SECRETS ARE HIDDEN AT CHACO CANYON?
For a chance to see Chaco and surrounding area join

our 4-day tour starling at Albuquerque, NM 9/15,83

$445,00 including most meals Contact Cuslomlours,

Box 26728N, Denver, CO 80226 (303) 987-1 166

WHALE SIGHTING WEEKEND, Cape Cod, September
16 $185 00 Blue Sky Adventures, NH7, Oak Ridge, NJ
07438(201)697-7233

WORLD'S NATURE & CULTURES: Discover Latin

America, Africa (from $1356, 17 days, including

airfares) Experience Asia's marvels, Europe's diver-

sity Also. North Amenca, Mideast, Pacific, Over 300
fascinating affordable adventures, tours, hikes, treks,

safans, special interest programs. Forum Travel Inter-

national. 2437 Duranl. Berkeley. California 94704 (415)

843-8294



Additional Readini

Sea Lions (p. 32)

The rare Hooker's sea lion has received

scant attention in the literature. The most

detailed account of the species is found in

B.J. Marlow and J.E. King's "Sea Lions

and Fur Seals of Australia and New Zea-

land" {Journal of the Australian Mam-
mal Society, vol. 1, pp. 117-36). Marlow

explores the breeding behavior of two

southern sea lion species in "The Compar-

ative Behaviour of the Australasian Sea

Lions Neophoca cinera and Phocarctos

hookeri" {Mammalia, vol. 39, pp. 159-

230). Also of interest is The Behavior and

Physiology of Pinnipeds, a large collec-

tion of scientific papers, edited by R.J.

Harrison et al. (New York: Appleton Cen-

tury Crofts, 1968). For descriptions of all

seal species and information about exploi-

tation and population, see G. Maxwell's

Seals of the World (Boston: Houghton

Mitflin, 1967). Two classic works on pin-

nipeds are J.E. King's Seals of the World
(London: The Trustees of the British Mu-
seum, 1964) and V.B. Scheffer's Seals,

Sea Lions, and Walruses (Stanford: Stan-

ford University Press, 1958), always

highly recommended in this column. A
worthwhile but possibly difficult to obtain

history of sealing in New Zealand is R.

McNabe's Murihiku (Invercargill, New
Zealand: William Smith. Printer, 1907).

For a look at the Aucklands, see R.B.

McLaren's The Eventful Story of the

Auckland Islands (Wellington: A.H. and

A.W. Reed, 1948).

Amarnath Pilgrimage (p. 44)

Hindu Places of Pilgrimage in India,

by S.M. Bhardwaj (Berkeley: University

of California Press, 1973), examines the

cultural geography of religious pilgrim-

ages in India, combining data from the au-

thor's fieldwork at eleven sacred sites with

an analysis of epic, legendary, and literary

sources. Chapter four of A. Bharati's The

Tantric Tradition (New York: Doubleday

and Co., 1 965), a study of Hindu and Bud-

dhist tantrism, discusses the importance

of the institution of pilgrimage. D.L. Eck's

Baridras: City ofLight (New York: Alfrei

A. Knopf, 1982) is an illustrated study oi

this sacred, traditionally Hindu city and ^'

its significance for Hindu pilgrims, wh(

believe to die there could free them fron
'^^

the cycle of earthly rebirth. L.R Vid

yarhti, M. Jha, and B.N. Saraswati's Th
Sacred Complex of Kashi (Delhi: Com ik"

plex Publishing Co., 1979) describes thi: is^'-'

pilgrimage center, taking a look at pil

grimage as a whole and at pilgrims as a so M
cial microcosm of Indian civilization. Thefc"

social composition, incentives, and experi-

ences of pilgrims to Kashi and the reli

gious professionals who function within

the complex are also explored. Finally, foil

a treatment of pilgrimage within a differ-

ent religious context, see V. Turner and E,

Turner's Image and Pilgrimage in Chris-\

tian Culture (New York: Columbia Uni-

versity Press, 1978). The Turners outline^

the cultural aspects of pilgrimage, focus-

ing on the theological doctrines and popu-

lar beliefs that promote Christian pilgrim-i

age, as well as the symbols and imagesj

aK

oil

siS

Thiswinteryou can discover the fabulous natural

wonders and human achievements of Southeast Asia

with the American Museum of Natural History.

Oriental Passage:
Sri Lanka to Singapore By Sea
February 4-24, 1984

(including Burma, Thailand, Malaysia and the Andaman Islands)

Indonesian Odyssey
Februan/ 19 to March 11 , 1984

(Including Java, Bali, Sulawesi and Komodo Islands)

American
Museum of
Natural

-.'^* "'!j?''y
Tel. (212)873-1440

Discovery rOU rS Cemral Park West at 79th St. New York, NY 1 0024

Please send the itinerary for the Oriental Passage and Indonesian Odyssey

(please print)

Arabian
Sea

City State Zip

Travel with numerous Museum lecturers to

'

discover the paradise islands and cultures (

SoutheastAsia. (Your traveling faculty will

include a geologist, naturalist, astronomer,!

anthropologist and ecologist.) Discover ext!

dinary Hindu-Buddhist temples, exotic cultil

performances, exquisite traditional crafts ai|

artworks, and warm friendly peoples.

Relax on the Museum's exclusively charter«|

luxury vessel, the lilina, as she cruises throi
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* '^'issociated with this phenomenon. Piigrim-

siudyl ges to sites in Mexico, France, and Ire-

"') inland are among those highlighted.

=mfra Camel Saddles (p. 52)

fVi R.W. Buliiet's The Camel and the

'is II 'Vheel (Cambridge: Harvard University

i Coi ^ress, 1 977) may never make the best sell-

tei jr's list, but it makes for fascinating read-

31 pi ng. Sometime between the third and sixth

&n ;entury, the pack camel replaced the

11 H ivagon throughout the Middle East and

«pei North Africa. Buliiet's study of this devel-

le nl opment analyzes the rise of camel domes-

*itlii|tication and technology, the ascendancy

lyjlof camel-breeding nomads and their im-

dilportance as a political force, and the

led[camel as a draft animal, among many
"tTi other topics. Although scholarly in con-

l: tent, the book reads like an engrossing

£:. whodunit. From Alexander to Cleopatra,

a by M. Grant (New York: Charles Scrib-

3. ner's Sons, 1983) offers a historical per-

!riii spective of the Mideast during the critical

m . period in which wheeled vehicles fell from

prominence. While not specifically treat-

ing the camel versus wheel issue, the book

does provide historical background on the

economic, social, and political structures

of the time. L. White, Jr.'s Medieval

Technology and Social Change (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1967) is

the best-known work on animal-use tech-

nology, especially the role of technological

innovation in the rise of social groups dur-

ing the Middle Ages. Also recommended

is R Brown's The World of Late Antiq-

uity (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovano-

vich, 1971), covering the several centuries

that saw the transformation of the Middle

East's economy. For a treatise on camel

biology, see H. Gauthier-Pilters and A.I.

Dagg's highly praised The Camel (Chi-

cago: University of Chicago Press, 1982).

Amazon (p. 60)

R.J. Goodland and H.S. Irwin's Ama-
zon Jungle: Green Hell to Red Desert?

(Amsterdam: Elsevier, 1975) is a good

survey of the ecological impacts of the

Amazon's development. S.H. Davis's Vic-

tims of the Miracle (Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press, 1977) discusses

the effects of Brazil's "economic miracle"

on the culture and continued existence of

Indian tribes in the Amazon. Also useful

are C. Caufield's "Tropical Moist For-

ests" (Washington, D.C.: Earthscan,

1982) and RW Richards's The Tropical

Rainforest (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-

versity Press, 1981). N. Myers's Con-

version of Tropical Moist Forests (Wash-

ington, D.C.: National Academy of Sci-

ences, 1980), a valuable reference, sur-

veys the present state of the world's rain

forests. Ecological Aspects of Develop-

ment in the Humid Tropics (Washington,

D.C.: National Academy Press, 1982) re-

views the latest information on environ-

mental protection and natural resources.

Chapters discuss humid tropical ecosys-

tems, renewable resources, germplasm

and conservation of genetic resources, and

other topics.

Rita Campon

pical landscapes

.^
idded with smoking k.

\ canoes, beautiful coral reefs >

i d beaches, and unique wildlife

I ich as the Komodo Dragons).
'

IS winter, discover paradise
' :h the members and friends of

; American Museum of Natural History



A Matter of Taste

A Tasteful Revolution
Although nouvelle cuisine arose in France, its roots are in Japan
and its dishes are a mix of worldwide ethnic traditions

by Raymond Sokolov

Back in 1972, before Paul Bocuse was a

household word or nouvelle had entered

our language as a culinary buzzword, I vis-

ited Bocuse's restaurant in the village of

Collonges-au-Mont d'Or in almost perfect

innocence of the worldwide revolution in

taste that was fermenting there on the

peaceful banks of the Saone. Much had

been written in France, in murky prose,

about what was taking place chez Bocuse

and at a few other luxury establishments

owned by young chefs who had studied

with Fernand Point at Vienne and then

fanned out across the countryside. Dedi-

cated to a new, minimalist style of cook-

ing, they shunned the stuffiness of the

haute cuisine codified by Escoffier in the

early years of the century.

At that time, before nouvelle cuisine

had spread around the world, turning up

even on menus in French restaurants as

improbable as the one I recently visited in

a shopping center in suburban Sarasota;

before the term nouvelle cuisine had sur-

faced as a signpost of the new glamour in

fine dining, it was especially difficult to

say in concrete terms what was up.

On the technical level, all the chefs in

the Young Turk movement agreed that

flour-thickened sauces were an abomina-

tion. But their preference for sauces built

around heavily reduced stocks or stocks

thickened with cream or egg yolks or hol-

landaise sauce did not amount to a revolu-

tion. Neither did the new emphasis on

fresh ingredients, al dente vegetables, and

raw fish and meat. It was this side of early

nouvelle cuisine that understandably mis-

led people into thinking that Bocuse et al.

were a bunch of stylish health-food enthu-

siasts. Bocuse encouraged this confusion

when he said his innovations were aimed

at the new gourmet, a theoretical diner

consumed with a passion for great food

but preoccupied as well with staying trim.
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This was undoubtedly a shrewd insight

into the upscale client of three-star restau-

rants, but even a cursory glance at the in-

gredients actually served up by the Young

Turks should have convinced us all that

the dietary claims blandly served up in in-

terviews by Bocuse and Alain Senderens

of Archestrate in Paris were a souffle of

rationalization.

Michel Guerard, in my view the real ge-

nius of contemporary French gastronomy,

contributed to the confusion still further

with an authentically low-cal menu he

concocted at his Lucullan spa at Eugenie-

les-Bains in the southwest of France. Cui-

sine minceur, as he dubbed the recipes he

worked out for diet-conscious guests, was

an ingenious, fat-free program that at-

tracted large dollops of publicity. Guerard

published a successful book. His svelte

wife told reporters: "We will not grow fat

together." And for a time in the seventies,

nouvelle cuisine was widely misunder-

stood to be just another name for cuisine

minceur, which was really no more than

Oysters with periwinkles

From Cuismiers ^ Roanne, William Morrow and Company

one facet of one inspired chef's practice.

Guerard later published a much more im-

portant book of unhealthful but truly inno-

vative yb;e-^raj and butter-laden recipes

called Cuisine Gourmande.

Hidden behind this screen of contradic-

tions and opportunistic rhetoric, the nou-

velle cuisine was actually something rad-

ically new that had sprung right out of the

social fabric of postwar France. Young

chefs had eliminated the formally gar-

nished banquet platters of Escoffier

(which were themselves simplifications of

the grandly sculptural cuisine inherited

from Careme and other classically nine-

teenth-century practitioners, who had la-

bored primarily for noble houses with

crowded tables or for bourgeois restaurant

patrons in love with pomp and circum-

stance). In this cleansing of the repertory,

these chefs were following not only the rel-

atively inconspicuous and mild reforms of

Escoffier but also the more trenchant and

simplifying example of their mentor,

Fernand Point.

They were, in fact, picking up a thread

first spun in the period between the wars,

when the influential gastronomic writer

Cumonsky had directed the attention of

chefs like Point to the treasures of regional

cooking. Cumonsky not only recorded

these local dishes but also insisted that

they should reflect their ingredients,

should not disguise the taste of the things

from which they were cooked. Today, this

may seem like an obvious principle, but

the extremely complex recipes of the nine-

teenth-century haute cuisine did deliber-

ately concoct edible fantasies remote from

the raw materials of the larder.

And so, when Paul Bocuse prided him-

self on his cuisine du marche (market

cooking) and took reporters with him to

the market in Lyon to hunt for the best

raw materials available on a particular

i

I
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Great reading for

beach, backyard,

porch swing, ham-
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Fiction, nonfiction,

humor, history

—

books you've been
meaning to read but
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winter.

QPB books are

softcover editions in

hardcover sizes, dura-

bly bound and printed

on fine paper. But
they cost up to 65%
less than their hard-

cover counterparts.

Have a great sum-
mer with QPB.
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Hardcover: QPB Softcover:
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536. 2010: Odyssey Two
Arthur C. Clarke

Hardcover; $14.95 QPB Ed: $7.95

574. The Foundation Trilogy

(1 Vol.) Isaac Asimov
QPB: $6.95

404. Listening to America
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Hardcover: $24.95 QPB Ed: $11.95
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Edition). Edited by Leonard
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Hardcover; $11.50 QPB Ed: $6.95
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Bread (2 Vols. , Boxed) James Beard

Hardcover; $24.90QPBEd: $11.95
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Bernard Grun
Hardcover; $29.95 QPB: $11.95
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Restaurant and Morgan's Passing

(2 Vols.) Anne Tyler
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day, he was showing his commitment to

ingredients, to their intrinsic taste and

quality, and to the resources of his own re-

gion. But by the time Bocuse and the other

Young Turks had achieved national and

international fame, they had gone further

than Point.

The best way to see this is to compare

the pictures in Point's posthumous Ma
Gastronomie (1969) with the pictures in

Guerard's Cuisine Gourmande (1978) or

with those in Cuisiniers a Roanne (1977)

by the brothers Troisgros. Point's food is

simple enough, compared with the plates

of more classic food in the Larousse Gas-

tronomique, with their garnishes of turned

vegetables and stuffed artichoke bottoms,

but with Point we are still in the world ofthe

banquet, the world of the platter on which a

suckling pig or a whole tart is presented to

a tableful of people or a large family as-

sembled for a dramatic occasion.

The younger chefs selected photo-

graphs of individual plates, with the food

on them arranged meticulously to make a

visual effect on its own. In their book, Jean

and Pierre Troisgros credit their father as

the source of the "custom of both presen-

tation and service on each guest's individ-

ual plate—very large plates, which we

were the first to use."

By now, we have all encountered the

nouvelle cuisine plate and its studied

placement of shced vegetables, arranged

in circular or other geometric patterns.

And while it would be wrong to dispute

that this new mode of decoration arose in

France, and quite naturally, from trends

in force over decades, it is also the case

that the full efflorescence of nouvelle cui-

sine was, to an important extent, an exotic

bloom fertilized by new ideas, aesthetic

and culinary, that traveled to France from

abroad, in particular from Japan, and

found receptive soil in traditionally xeno-

phobic France.

In the postwar era, exotic ingredients

—

the avocado, the mango, and, before all

others, the kiwi—arrived in France by jet.

Meanwhile, French people traveled out-

side the mother country in unprecedented

numbers. Bocuse himself traveled so often

to Japan that diners complained the mas-

ter was abandoning his own stove. Sen-

derens also studied Japanese cuisine.

The flow of ideas from Japan to France

brought a highly developed food aes-

thetic—based on delicate visual effects

and achieved most often on individual

plates—to young French chefs already

predisposed to paint with food on the cir-

cular field of a plate. The nouvelle cuisine

rapidly evolved into a feast for the eyes, a

la japonaise. And it also incorporated

some of the culinary features of Japanese

food, notably a predilection for raw in-

gredients, which fulfilled Cumonsky's

dictum to perfection. A shce of raw scal-

lop tasted, by definition, of nothing but the

"raw" material itself.

The success of this new mode of cook-

ing is a fact of contemporary life. Nou-
velle cuisine triumphed in France and

then radiated outward throughout Eu-

rope, to the United States, and back to Ja-

pan. In its full, cosmopoUtan form, nou-

velle cuisine has now inspired Japanese-

French restaurants in New York. And it is

to this global yet regional school of cook-

ery that we in America now owe the so-

called new American cuisine, which com-

bines French principles of food prepa-

ration, Japanese plate decoration, and

regional, folkloric American ingredients.

On wings of chic, the new gospel has

soared over oceans and continents. Japa-

nese chefs trained in France reign su-J

preme in Manhattan. Home-grown cook

have also learned the lessons of the da>i

and now present sophisticated diners fron

coast to coast with morels foraged

Michigan woods and hitherto neglected

sea urchin ovaries from Pacific waters.!

Aided by food processors, modish restau-l

rants offer julienned vegetables of every!

hue with each floridly designed entree.|

And following the lead of their French

mentors, they are open to ideas from cook-|

ing traditions around the world, mixing all

the great ethnic and national dishes in

mishmash of eclecticism that is every bit]

as intricate in its way as were the now-]

abandoned platters of yesteryear.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe\

cial interest is the history andpreparation

offood.

Oeufs Poches a la Fausse Coque

(Broiled Tomatoes Stuffed with Eggs and Spinach, slightly adapted from The Nouvelle

Cuisine ofJean and Pierre Troisgros [Cuisiniers a Roanne]. William Morrow and

Company. Editorial notes provided by the editor of the U.S. edition)

12 Italian tomatoes, about 2 pounds

(3 per person)

Salt

Freshly ground pepper

3 ounces fresh spinach, washed

4 eggs

IV2 tablespoons butter

1 clove garlic, peeled

12 &^ c\xps {coquetiers)

Have ready:

1. The tomatoes: Choose long, oval toma-

toes. Their shape will lend itself per-

fectly to substituting for eggs in the

coquetiers. Cut Vi off the more pointed

top of each tomato, and with a small

spoon (as small as a demitasse spoon,

Ed.) extract seeds and part of the pulp,

leaving a solid shell about 'A inch thick.

Season the interiors of the tomatoes

lightly with salt and pepper, then stand

them upright in a casserole or pan just

large enough to hold them side by side.

(I found a small loaf pan suitable, Ed.)

2. The spinach: Prepare the spinach by

boiUng for 1 minute in plenty of lightly

salted (2 teaspoons salt per quart) water.

Drain, press out excess water, and chop

coarsely.

3. The eggs: Separate the whites from the

yolks into two bowls. Add a dash of salt

to each and beat moderately. (Before

you proceed to cook the eggs, decide on

what utensils to use. See later in the rec-

ipe, Ed.)

Cooking:

Preheat the broiler.

(Note: Essentially, four separate opera-

tions will now be performed simultaneously.

Make sure that the short time needed for

cooking is free from interruptions, Ed.)

Cut 2 tablespoons of butter in 1 2 pieces

and drop 1 piece inside each tomato. Place

the tomatoes under the broiler for about 5

minutes or until cooked but still firm

enough to hold a filling without collapsing.

At the same time, melt 1 V2 tablespoons of

butter in a small skillet over low heat. Im-

pale the clove of garlic on the tines of a fork

and keep it nearby. Add the spinach to the

skillet and stir, moving it about with the gar-

lic on the fork; warm the spinach thor-

oughly without allowing it to brown.

When the spinach is nearly ready and the

tomatoes are under control (about 3 min-

utes before serving), melt 1 tablespoon of

butter in each of two small, heavy-bottomed

saucepans, over low heat. (Use pans with

heavy bottoms so that the eggs will not cook

too fast. Or cook them in small double boil-

ers, which will take more time.)

First, add the egg whites to one of the

saucepans and, over low heat, stir them con-

tinuously with a wooden spoon from the

time they begin to coagulate until they form

a lightly solidified mass. Remove from the

heat and keep warm; they will finish cook-

ing by themselves.

Add the egg yolks to the second saucepan

and cook them in the same manner, stirring

with a wooden spoon. Then incorporate 1 ta-

blespoon of butter, cut in tiny pieces, into

both the cooked whites and the yolks.

To Serve:

Place the 12 cooked tomatoes in the 12

egg cups, and fill 4 tomatoes with the egg

white mixture, 4 with egg yolk, and 4 with

spinach. On 4 different plates arrange the

12 coquetiers (one white, one yellow, one

green per plate) and serve at once.

Yield: Four servings
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Consider all the abuse a sta-

tion wagon gets in its lifetime.

The endless shuttling from
school to little league to piano les-

sons to home. The backseat bat-

tles that go on between the kids.

The long hikes to weekend camp-
sites. And all that hauling. Gro-
ceries, paneling, furniture.

bicycles, lawnmowers.
People do things to a station

wagon they would never do to

a car.

And yet, Volvos in general

have a life expectancy one third

longer than the average of all

other cars on the roadf

Volvo offers a full family

of wagons to choose from. From
turbocharged sports models to

Diesels to our finely appointed

GLWagon.
All of them deliver some-

thing far more important these days

than the capacity to carry things.

The capacity ^^oi.'Vp
to carry on. A car you can believe in.



See beyond the ordinary
The Canon A-1 is no ordinary

camera. It is a creative tool. Con-

ceived as the ultimate in automatic

SLR's, the A-1 is unsurpassed in

providing exposure control options.

There are six, to be precise, allow-

ing you to select the one t)est suited

to your subject. Choose a shutter

speed to control and interpret

action. Select a lens opening and
blur away a background.

In the programmed mode, the

A-1 makes
both of these

decisions for

you so you
can really con-

centrate on
your subject.

You just focus,

compose and
shoot.

automatic flash. You can shoot at up^

to five frames-per-second with the
|

optional Motor Drive MA. But most

important, the A-1 does everything

automatically. Freeing you to shoot a

special subject in your own special ;

way and make a picture that I

nobody else saw.

The Canon A-1. It's half of what

you need to turn photography into

fine art.

And create. A bright digital display

the viewfinder shows the speed

and aperture in use, whether

the choice was yours or

the camera's.

The A-1 provides the

versatility to match your

imagination. Add any of

over fifty Canon FD lenses.

A Canon Speedlite for

Caiioii\^=Il
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I "Cloning the sun's fire

could meana billion years of energy;
"Nuclear fu-

-:£ sionisthe

,,5 energy source
^ of the sun

and the stars,

I" and if we can
reproduce

that process on earth, we'll

have energy for a billion

years," says Dr Tihiro

Ohkawa, Vice President for

Fusion Power Research at

General Atomic Company
a subsidiary of the Gulf Oil

Corporation.
"Our research programs,

sponsored by the Depart-

ment of Energy and others,

could lead to construction

of an experimental fusion

reactor within a decade.
"Both fusion and conven-

tional fission reactors pro-

duce heat, which can, for

instance, generate electric-

ity But fusion produces less

radioactive waste than fis-

sion. It can't get out of con-

trol. And it uses cheaper
fuel-hydrogen instead of

uranium. In fact, fusion

reactors can make fuel for

fission reactors, and possi-

bly could even burn the

fission reactors' wastes.

"It's a tremendous tech-

nological challenge, but

the reward is tremendous,
too: inexhaustible energy
for tomorrow"

Gulf people:
energy for tomorro
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Authors

Nigel Smith's curiosity was piqued

when he read how Amazonian peoples'

fear of spirits affects the conservation of

resources and traditional morals. He has

pursued this interest while doing field-

work among fishermen along the Ama-
zon River and among settlers along the

Transamazon Highway and has just com-

pleted a book on the subject. The En-

chanted Spring: Amazon Folklore. An
associate professor of geography at the

University of Florida. Gainesville, Smith

is also concerned with the conservation

and exploitation of crop genetic diversity.

He writes for newspapers and popular

magazines, as well as scientific journals,

strongly believing that academics should

communicate their findings to the tax-

payers who support research.

During graduate school at the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin, Charles E. Beveridge

realized that Frederick Law Olmsted

the social commentator and traveler in

the American South and Frederick Law
Olmsted the landscape architect and

city planner were the same person. With

this knowledge, he was able to bring to-

gether in a single focus his interests in

landscape design, city planning, and so-

cial history and to produce his Ph.D. dis-

sertation, entitled "Frederick Law Olm-

sted, the Formative Years, 1822-1865."

Beveridge earned his M.A. and Ph.D. in

history at the University of Wisconsin

and is now editing a twelve-volume edi-

tion of Olmsted's papers.

Anne Pusey and Craig Packer met in

the early seventies in Tanzania's Gombe
National Park, where both were study-

ing primates. After they finished their

doctorates—she at Stanford University

and he at the University of Sussex

—

they married and returned to Tanzania

to begin collaborative research on lion

ecology and behavior, especially the life

histories of each sex. Pusey and Packer

plan to stick with the lions another five to

ten years, gathering data on lifetime re-

productive success, the role of roaring in

intergroup relations, cooperative hunt-

ing patterns, and the effects of different

nutrition levels on lion growth. The two

are assistant professors at the University

of Minnesota.

Leslie G. Freeman (left), codirector of(

the current excavations at El Juyo cave

in northern Spain, is a professor of an-

thropology at the University of Chicago.

His other projects include a restudy of

Paleolithic paintings and engravings at

Spain's Altamira cave and the editing

of a monographic series on prehistoric

archeology and ecology. Joaquin Gonza-

lez Echegaray (right) is the director of

the Altamira Research Center and Mu-

seum. The first to demonstrate the scien-

tific importance of El Ju^o, Gonzalez

Echegaray is codirector of the ongoing

excavations. With Freeman he is coau-'

thor of Life and Death at Cueva Morin.

rS'^-

Richard G. Klein (below), also at the]

University of Chicago, where he is a pro}

fessor of anthropology and evolutionary

biology, has analyzed the animal bone^

found at El Juyo. His research on the'

ecology of early peoples in southern .A.f

rica as well as in Spain has involved a \'a

riety of sites dating from the last five mil

lion vears.
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To look at Raymond Sokolov—dimin-

utive and diffident—you would not sus-

pect that he has one of the most traveled

stomachs in America. Most food writers

have test kitchens; Sokolov has a test

stomach. In his nearly ten years as a col-

umnist for Natural History (his 100th

column appears in this issue) he has

eaten his way from Washington's Paget

Sound to Florida's Keys, from Maine to

southern California in search of regional

foods.

On assignment, he has never failed to

come back with something: recipes, ripe

bits of information, smelly samples of

food, indigestion, a cold, blisters, poison

ivy—and expense accounts. He has flair

and imagination, which perhaps ex-

plains why our readers like him more

than our accountant does.

Fame came early to Sokolov. At

eleven he was runner-up in the National

Spelling Bee, with his picture on the

front page of his hometown newspaper,

the Detroit News, and in the New York

Times. He has been running ever since,

that is, when he isn't eating. Two years

ago he finished the New York Marathon

in under four hours. He was also on a fast

track in school, winning a national schol-

arship to Harvard University and a Ful-

bright Scholarship to Oxford University

for graduate studies in classics.

While working for Newsweek in Paris

in the late sixties, he started frequenting

restaurants and encouraging his latent

eating habit, which ultimately led him
out of news reporting and into cultural

and food affairs. He had held various po-

sitions for Time, the New York Times,

Cue, and New York when we picked him

up in 1974. Considering our modest

rates, Sokolov has survived the past de-

cade only because he wrote three books,

was editor of the now-defunct Book Di-

gest, and is currently cultural page edi-

tor of the Wall Street Journal.

An application to have Sokolov sam-

ple the food on a space shuttle flight has

been sent to NASA.

Sharp as a Mkon
And you can't really beat that The

impressive reputation for optical

qualities earned by Nikon cameras,

and Nikkor lenses, are the basis for

every Nikon binocular design.

Each pair of Nikon binoculars are

critically aligned to standards ap-
u;

'--ion. In addition,

prisms are "locked" into place with

Nikon's critically engineered prism-

lock construction. This ensures a
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Postscript
i

Catastrophe on Camels Hump, Continued
Readers of last November's Natural

History received some chilling news. In

"Catastrophe on Camels Hump." Hubert

W. Vogelmann, chairman of the Univer-

sity of Vermont botany department, de-

scribed the widespread death of spruce

trees in the higher mountains of New Eng-

land and the recent declines in growth

rates and reproduction of other tree spe-

cies and forest organisms. He went on to

detail the detectivelike search for the

cause of this calamity and the mounting

circumstantial evidence implicating acid

rain and hea\y-metal pollution.

The public response to the news was, in

Vogelmann's words, "staggering. . . . The

article was a real turning point in our lives

here at the botany department." His arti-

cle received wide newspaper, radio, and

television coverage, and requests for inter-

views are still coming in. Previously, press

coverage of the acid rain issue had focused

almost exclusiveh' on damages to aquatic

ecosystems. Since last November, refer-

ences to the ominous tree deaths on Cam-
els Hump Mountain have become part of

the standard media fare.

The Vermont research team has been

deluged with calls and letters—from con-

cerned citizens asking what they can do,

from scientists interested in comparing

theories and techniques, from national

and state legislators wondering about the

implications for public policy. A U.S. sen-

ator from Maine bought a hundred copies

of our November issue to distribute to all

his Senate colleagues as they consider

amendments to the Clean Air Act. Espe-

cially surprising and gratifying to Vogel-

mann has been the large response from

scientists, private groups, and government

agencies in Europe, where similar forest

damages are becoming apparent. The

Vermont botany department even re-

ceived an unsolicited $5,000 donation

from Texaco in recognition of its "pioneer-

ing studies leading to the development of

techniques to assess the effects of acid

rain on plant life."

Not all the responses have been so posi-

tive. The research group's main funder,

the American Electric Power Service Cor-

poration (AEP) of Canton, Ohio, which

has provided close to 5200,000 to the

group over the last three years, com-

plained about the tone and contents of the

Natural History article in a pointed letter

to Vogelmann. (AEP is a consortium of

midwestern utilities whose power plants,

most scientists agree, are major contribu-

tors to the acid rain problems of New Eng-

land.) The letter charged Vogelmann

with, in effect, shooting from the hip. It ar-

gued that the understanding of the causes

of the tree mortality was inadequate to

permit assessment of blame. In his reply,

Vogelmann noted that in the article he

had clearly distinguished between the evi-

dence of forest damages, which is indis-

putable, and the cause of the damages,

about which theories are being developed.

In the spring of 1983. AEP informed the

Vermont botany department that it would

not renew funding when the current con-

tract ends this fall.

How does Vogelmann feel today about

what he wTOte last November? "I recently

reread the piece." he says, "and I feel it

was right on. Today I would make even

stronger statements, because our findings

Nearly halfthe spruces on Camels

Hump, in Vermont's Green Mountains,

have died since 1965. Mounting evidence

implicates acid rain as the cause.

over the last six months have deepened the

evidence linking acid rain and other pol-

lutants to forest damages. We're getting

very close to the point where the evidence

can be characterized as more than 'cir-

cumstantial.'
"

No one, least of all the Vermont re-

searchers, was surprised by the AEP deci-

sion not to renew the contract, and Vogel-

mann is not bitter. He goes out of his way

to praise AEP for its past "no-strings sup-

port of research on a socially and economi-

cally critical matter in which the company

has an immense stake." The Vermont

team recognizes that heav)' reliance for

funding on such a self-interested party

would not have been healthy over time.

More alarming to many observers has

been the lack of support from the federal

government. Two grant applications to the

Environmental Protection Agency have

been turned down. Whether the recent

change in leadership at the EPA will lead to

a change of heart remains to be seen. Even

more curious is the apparent lackof interest

within the U.S. Forest Service, despite

the potentially vast implications of the

Vermont research for America's forests.

"Wouldn't you think they'd be the first to

be interested?" asks a puzzled Vogelmann.

Just as their research reaches a critical

and potentially quite productive stage, the

Vermont team is stuck without funding.

Having defined the crucial topics for lab-

oratory and field work, and possessing

unique long-term data from Camels

Hump, the group may be in an unparal-

leled position to uncover the effects of acid

rain on a whole forest ecosystem. Both Vo-

gelmann and Richard Klein, codirectors

of the research, are full-time professors;

the actual work must be done mainly by

technical personnel with outside funding.

The two estimate they need S550,000 over

three years—not a large sum in the world

of research grants—to properly build on

the work they've already done. Among
other things, they feel ready to take on a

full-time soil scientist (changes in soil

chemistry are clearly one of the most criti-

cal and poorly understood aspects of acid

rain's impact on forests). The Vermont

group's funding runs out August 30.

Erik Eckholm
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Why boomerangs
in the Lands' End catalog?

Mostly, just for the fun of it^

We first became intrigued with

boomerangs when the U.S.

Boomerang team asked us to outfit

them for their historic Australian

challenge tour

We agreed because it sounded
like a lot of fun. And man does not

live by commerce alone.

But, along with designing their

competitive clothing, we designed a

line of "boomerang" sportswear for

our regular Lands' End customers,

too. And when the team returned

from its Down Under triumphs, we
invited them to model the clothing—
and in the course of events, got them
to give us some inside tips on
throwing boomerangs as well.

The result?

Clothing plus boomerangs.

We had so much fun throwing

boomerangs, we thought you might
enjoy it, too. So along with the

"boomerang" pants, shorts and skirts

and the colorful knit shirts and
sweaters that go with them, we're

ottering you boomerangs in our
catalog, too. Authentic Australian

boomerangs— in keeping with our
obsession with quality in everything

\ou get from Lands' End.
And because fun, and the

clothing to wear while having it, is

at the heart of the business we're in

as Direct Merchants, you won't be
surprised to see a colorful spread of
beautiful kites in fanciful designs,

along with instructions on how to

fly them. And another set of pages
devoted to skate sailing and Lands'
End clothing suitable on the water.

In every adult, there is a child.

We take this fun-loving attitude

toward our business because we
sincerely believe that in every adult,

of whatever age, there is a child who
wants to come out and play. At
Lands' End, we try to make it easy

for him. And affordable.

We stress quality above all

things. Then a price that represents

value. And always, always service.

The kind that offers you a free

catalog to do your shopping in, by
mail or by phone. By mail, the

coupon below does the trick. By
phone, the number is 800-356-4444.

TDll-free, 24 hours a day.

Finally, a guarantee.

Finally, we offer you a guarantee so

unconditional we can express it in

two words— and it covers every item

we sell— from clothing, to sporting

goods and accessories, to our
original soft luggage and all our
goods from around the world.

We simply say:

GUARANTEED. PERIOD.
And we mean it.

tto<^
'

jwu'
,\vvW'^

^cfl\d.

^

I I Please send free catalog.

Lands' End Dept. P-2 1

Dodgeville,WI 53533

is^i>yb>T)

Address

City

State_ Zip

Or call ToU-freej

800-356-4444
(E.vcept Alasb and Hawaii call 608-935-2788)



Human Waves
Large-scale international migration is changing the composition

of tiational populations and may alter historic national cultures

by Leon F. Bouvier

When the problem of worldwide popu-

lation growth is mentioned, attention is al-

most always focused on fertility rates. Yet

another side of the population problem is

causing mounting concern—the move-

ment across national borders of millions of

people in search of a better life. People

have always dreamed of moving to

greener pastures, but never in recorded

history have migration- levels approached

those of today. The rising tide of migrants

is raising legal and ethical questions that

nations have not previously had to face.

Some thirty-five years ago, .American

sociologist-demographer Kingsley Davis

wrote:

Not only is the earth's total population in-

creasing at the fastest rate ever known, but

the increase is extremely unequal as be-

tween different regions. Generally the fast-

est growth is occurring in the poorest re-

gions; the slowest growth in the richest. . .

.

Between the two kinds of areas the differ-

ences in level of living are fantastic. What is

more natural than to expect the destitute

masses of the underprivileged regions to

swarm across international and continental

boundaries into the better regions? . . . One
wonders how long the inequities of growth

between major regions can continue with-

out an explosion that will somehow quickly

restore the imbalance.

Davis's prediction is beginning to be re-

alized. People do not move simply because

they are crowded; they move because

there is not enough food, jobs are scarce,

and wages are low in their home countries.

If population growth levels had been fall-

ing instead of rising during the 1950s and

1960s, conditions would be far less diffi-

cult in m.ost countries. Unfortunately,

nothing can be done about past demo-

graphic behavior. We are just now begin-

ning to witness the impact of the decline in

mortality that occurred during the 1950s

and 1960s, particularly infant and child

mortality, while fertility remained high.

Those fifties and sixties babies are now en-

tering adulthood, moving to cities, and

forming their own households and fam-

ilies. That is why, in Mexico, for example,

despite the decline in fertility among indi-

vidual women, the country's current popu-

lation of 75 million will surpass 175 mil-
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lion in less than fifty years. There, and in

many other less developed countries, the

sheer numbers of women entering re-

productive age will keep the overall rate of

natural increase high. So while we must

reinforce our efforts to lower fertility, that

will not solve the problem of millions upon

millions of young adults seeking a better

way of life now.

For years, many demographers saw the

3 percent rates of growth—meaning a

doubling of the population in less than

twenty-five years—as problems only for

underdeveloped nations. We expressed

the opinion that such unprecedented

growth could not continue for very long

—

death rates would soon climb as a rapidly

growing population encountered a dwin-

dling supply of resources. But now that the

beneficiaries of declining infant and child

mortality have come of age, the true im-

pact of the population explosions in the

developing countries is being felt not only

in those countries but also in the advanced

countries, as immigration levels swell.

In 1 940, 65 percent of the people on the

earth lived in developing countries; today

the number approaches 75 percent of the

4.6 billion world population. In a short sev-

enteen years it will surpass 80 percent of

some 6. 1 billion people. Increasingly, resi-

dents of the poorest nations are making

the decision to move across international

borders in an attempt to improve their

lives. But with the emergence of nation-

states and political barriers, migration has

become subject to control. To people fac-

ing the prospect of staggering poverty at

home, the spectacular advances in com-

munications and transportation have

made the possibly dire consequences of

migration seem less risky than staying put.

This is becoming evident all over the

planet as people move from Mexico and

Central America to the United States:

from Guinea to the Ivory Coast; from Co-

lombia to Venezuela; even from such

small islands as Saint Vincent and Saint

Lucia to Barbados. Some are legal mi
grants whose decision to move results

from considerable discussion and thought;

some 13 million are refugees forced to

abandon their homelands for political rea-

sons: some are illegal migrants who enter a

country surreptitiously and lead guarded

lives for fear of apprehension. The effects

of these movements across borders are

awesome and differ substantially from

one region to another.

When Third World countries exhibit

rapid industrial growth, as some OPEC
nations have in recent years, they attract

residents from less fortunate neighboring

states. Thus in Kuwait and the United

Arab Emirates, 75 to 80 percent of the

population are immigrants—temporary

residents who are not citizens and in all

likelihood will never become citizens. Ille-

gal immigrants from such impoverished

countries as Colombia and Ghana have

Children ofItalian and Turkish immigrants

(second and thirdfrom left I in a West German school
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It filled glittering ballrooms

from the Hotel Astor to the

Cocoanut Grove. It was the

music of senior proms and

homecoming weekends.

You could hear it at lavish

parties in Newport, and on

jukeboxes all across

America. Suddenly,

everybody was listening to

the big band sound!

And no wonder. The bands of

Benny Goodman, Glenn Miller,

Eddy Duchin, the Dorsey Brothers,

Glen Gray, Guy Lombardo— and

all the rest— created a new era In

music unlike anything America

had seen or heard before.

Exciting and spontaneous, the

big band sound inspired a whole

generation through hard times

and wartime. It had bobby-

soxers doing the jitterbug. Social-

ites dancing in Conga lines. And it

prompted one psychologist to

warn parents about the "danger-

ously hypnotic influence of swing."

Now, you can rediscover what

that excitement was all about.

Because here, in a single col-

lection, are The Greatest Record-

ings of the Big Band Era. The most

Tommy Dorsey, Peggy Lee with

Benny Goodman, Anita O'Day
with Gene Krupa. And the famous

theme songs that fans everywhere

knew by heart. Louis Armstrong's

"When It's Sleepy Time Down
South" ... Glenn Miller's "Moon-
light Serenade" ... Bunny Beri-

gan's "I Can't Get Started."

The ultimate collection

of original big band recordings

This is a collection that would be

difficult— or impossible— for any

individual to assemble. For it has

been brought together from the ar-

chives of all the major record com-
panies ... and vintage labels like

Brunswick, OKeh, Vocalion, Blue-

bird and Perfect.

The collection will reach back

to musical forerunners like Paul

Whiteman, with Bing Crosby; Flet-

cher Henderson, who influenced

Benny Goodman and many others;

the early sounds of Jean Goldkette,

and Fred Waring.

It will include many
recordings now
considered rare treasures

by collectors. Some— like

Wayne King's "Melody of

Love"— have been
unavailable lor years. Others

were only released on

78s . . . and never

re-issued. And still

others are hard-to-iind

The Franklin Mint Record So-

ciety— judged by audio experts to

produce some of the finest records

available today.

Each recording will first under-

go a painstaking restoration proc-

ess— to eliminate surface noise

and preserve the original brilliance

of the music.

The records will be produced

from a special vinyl compound
that resists dust and static-charge

build-up, improving the clarity of

the sound. Each record will be

pressed in a dust-free "clean

room" under the strictest quality

standards. The result will be true

proof-quality records that actually

sound better than the originals.

Special hardbound albums have

been designed to house and pro-

tect all 100 proof-quality records

in the collection. Each album
holds four long-playing records,

together with an illustrated com-
mentary written by members of the

advisory panel.

Available by subscription only

The Archive Collection of The
Greatest Recordings of the Big

Band Era is available only by di-

rect subscription to The Franklin

Mint Record Society. It will not

be sold in stores.

If you remember the big bands,

or ever wished to relive the music

of that period, this is your oppor-

tunity. An opportunity to share and

enjoy— with all the members of

your family—the unforgettable

sound of the big bands.

To enter your subscription, sim-

ply mail the accompanying appli-

cation by August 31, 1983.

Available on proof-quality

records or high-quality

tape cassettes.

1i

LOUIS ARMSTRONG

comprehensive collection of origi-

nal big band recordings ever.

A treasury of big band
music unequaled in our time

This remarkable new collection

will include all the great bands,

singers and soloists in their greatest

recorded performances. Sentimen-
tal favorites like the Jimmy Dorsey

Orchestra, with Helen O'Connell's

romantic "Embraceable You" ...

Glenn Miller's toe-tapping "Don't
Sit Under the Apple Tree" . . . and
Benny Goodman's "Sing, Sing,

Sing" at Carnegie Hall.

Here too are all the hit songs
by the great bands that made them
famous. Charlie Barnet's "Cher-

okee," Frankie Carle's "Sunrise

Serenade," Les Brown's "Senti-

mental Journey," and Eddy Duch-
in's classic "Stormy Weather."

You'll hear the big band vocal-

ists that audiences loved ... and
still remember. Frank Sinatra with

recordings of early radio broad-

casts. In every case, the selection

will be a classic of the era.

Selected by a panel of

distinguished authorities

This collection will also be the first

ever selected and assembled by

the very bandleaders and music

authorities who helped shape the

big band era. Bandleaders Count

Basie, Les Brown, Lionel Hamp-
ton, Woody Herman, Harry James

and Sammy Kaye. And writers and

critics who have brought big band

music to the attention of the

world— Dave Dexter, Jr., Neil Mc-
Caffrey, George T. Simon, Richard

Sudhalter and John S. Wilson.

Their expertise has ensured that

this collection will be the most au-

thoritative of its kind.

Records of superior

proof-quality

The collection will be produced by

iUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION

The Greatest Recordings of the Big Band Era

The Franklin Mint Record Society

Franklin Center, PA 19091

Please mail by
August 31, 1983.

Please enter my subscription for The Greatest Recordings of the Big

Band Era, consisting of 100 proof-quality records in special hardbound

albums, at the issue price of $10.75* plus $.95 packaging, shipping

and handling per record.

No payment is required now. Every other month, I will receive a

4-record album. I will be billed for each album in two equal monthly

installments beginning when my first album is ready to be sent to me.

I may discontinue my subscription at any time upon thirty days' notice.

•Phi my stale sa/es lax

D Send my collection on high-quality, Dolbyt encoded, chromium

dioxide tape cassettes. Same subscription plan, $1. extra per

cassette. fTrsdemark of Dolby taboralories

Signature—

Mr./Mrs./Miss_

Address

City, State, Zip —
CUAR.ANTEED PRICE: In spite of strong inflationary pressures in the record

industry, tfie price of $10.75 per record or $11.75 per cassette will be guaran-

teed (o you for the entire series. 28
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Best Motion in Fitness

The enjoyable sport of cross-country skiing is

often cited by physiologists as the most perfect

form of cardiovascular exercise tor both men
and women. Its smooth, fluid, total body motion

uniformly exercises more muscles and higher

heart rates seem easier to attain than when
jogging or cycling. NordicTrack closely simu-

lates the pleasant X-C skiing motion and pro-

vides the same cardiovascular endurance-

building benefits— right in the convenience of

your home. IVIakes a year round, consistent

exercise program easily attainable. Eliminates

the usual barriers of time, weather, chance of

injury, etc. Also highly effective for weight

control.

More Complete Than Running
NordicTrack gives you a more complete work
out—conditions both upper body and lower

body muscles at the same time. Fluid, jarless

motion does not cause joint or back problems

as jogging or running often does.

More Effective Than Exercise Bil<es

NordicTrack's stand-up skiing motion more uni-

formly exercises the large leg muscles and also

adds important upper body exercise. Higher

pulse rates, necessary for building fitness,

seem easier to attain because the work is

shared by more muscle mass.

Even Better Than Swimming
NordicTrack more effectively exercises the

largest muscles in the body, those located in

the legs and buttocks. When swimming, the

body issupported by the water, thus preventing

these muscles from being effectively exer-

cised. The stand up exercising position on the

NordicTrack much more effectively exercises

these muscles.

Practical, Takes Little Storage Space
Folds compactly in only 30 seconds. Requires
only 1 5 by 1 7 inches storage area.

A Proven, High Quality Durable Product
NordicTrack is in its 7th year of production.

NordicTrack is quiet, motorless and has sep-
arately adjustable arm and leg resistances. We
manufacture and sell direct. Two year warran-

tee, 30 day trial period with return privilege.

Call or write for free brochure
TOLL FREE 1-800-328-5888

PSI 124L Columbia Crt. Chaska, MN 55318
Minnesota 61 2-448-6987

swarmed to Venezuela and Nigeria. The

recent forced exodus of Ghanaians from

Nigeria uncovered hundreds of thousands

of illegal migrants. Some half a million

Colombians may be living clandestinely in

Venezuela. About 25 percent of the popu-

lation of the Ivory Coast are foreigners,

many having migrated from Upper Volta

and other Sahelian countries.

What happens when the economic bub-

ble bursts and there is no longer any em-

ployment for foreign workers, when there

is not even enough work for the native-

born citizens of the country? Nigeria has

provided one answer with its sudden mass

expulsion of Ghanaians. The arbitrary and

cyclical nature of economic differences

between countries is pointed up by Gha-

na's expulsion in 1 969 of all aliens without

residential permits, forcing some 200,000

persons, mostly Nigerians, to leave. The

recent massacres of Bangladeshis residing

in Assam, a state of India, is still another

example of what may happen when a

large immigrant population competes

with natives for insufficient land or jobs.

Such solutions may well be repeated again

and again in other parts of the world.

In the United States there is increasing

concern with immigration issues involving

refugees and both legal and illegal immi-

grants. Since the mid-1970s we have ac-

cepted well over 100,000 refugees every

year, and given the unstable political situ-

ation in many regions of the world, one can

only speculate as to the demands in future

years. Since 1980, legal immigrants to the

United States have averaged more than

600,000 per year. To that we must add the

untold hundreds of thousands of clandes-

tine immigrants who enter the country

without legal documents. Their number is

simply not known. Some illegal immi-

grants return home each year so that esti-

mates of net illegal migration range from

as low as 100,000 to upward of 500,000

per year. In particular, the number of

clandestine entrants across the 2,000-mile

border between the United States and

Mexico is increasing as economic and po-

litical conditions deteriorate in parts of

Latin America.

The situation in Western Europe is

somewhat different. In Switzerland, Swe-

den, West Germany, and France, the

1960s and early 1 970s saw a growing need

for unskilled workers from other coun-

tries. Between 1 960 and 1 974 every major

country in Western Europe had a positive

net migration of legal "guest workers."

France accepted 3.8 million workers;

West Germany, 6 million. The early

movements tended to come from coun-

tries such as Spain and Italy, but by the

late 1960s and early 1970s the sources of

immigration had changed dramatically.

Poorer countries such as Morocco, Tuni-

sia, Turkey, Yugoslavia, and Portugal had

become the main sources of workers for

France. In West Germany, over the same

period, the Yugoslav and the Turkish pro-

portion of immigrants increased so that by

the early 1970s, Turks accounted for 39

percent of net immigration. Many of these

workers came without their families. Af-

ter 1973, economic conditions worsened in

Germany and elsewhere and the demand
for labor lessened. Under these economic :

conditions, some nations attempted to re-
|

patriate "temporary" workers to their

home countries. Those efforts usually took

the form of financial incentives often

made only on the condition of permanent

exile. Such repatriation programs have

not been very successful. Guest workers

have become permanent legal residents, t

and European governments have allowed

some family reunifications. Nevertheless,

the question remains: What does a coun-

'

try do with the foreign workers already

there, particularly in a depressed eco-

nomic situation?

Another very touchy issue has arisen in

'

the more developed nations. Fertility has

fallen to historical lows in almost every

one of these countries. Women in West

Germany are averaging 1 .4 births; in Swe-

.

den 1.6; in Great Britain 1.7—all well be- .

low the level needed to replace the popula-

1

tion. Without immigration the popula-

tions in these countries will soon begin to^

decline. Such a decline has already begun

in West Germany, Denmark, and Swe-i'

den, and a number of other Western Euro-

pean countries are expected to begin los-

ing population by the year 2000. With

immigration, or at least with the higher

fertility of the immigrants already there,

the total populations may not decline, but

within fifty to seventy-five years what

were once homogeneous nations will'

hardly be recognizable. The Turks and

Yugoslavs in Germany and Sweden, the

Portuguese and North Africans in France,

the West Indians in England, will all be-

come significant minorities in these coun-

tries. This could result in new kinds of

assimilation. More likely, however, rival-

ries between groups will become more in-

tense and bitter, possibly leading to major

disturbances.

In the United States, fertility has re-

mained well below the population replace-

ment level for more than a decade. With-

out continued immigration the populatior

would begin falling after the year 2020. li

the current pattern of migration were tc

continue for a century, the former, so-

called white non-Hispanic majority woulc

make up less than 50 percent of the popu

10 Natural History 8/83
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lation. This country is a "nation of immi-

grants," and at the turn of the twentieth

century it experienced major ethnic

changes in its white population as the

main source of immigration shifted from

northwest Europe to southern and eastern

Europe. As we approach the twenty-first

century the nation is faced with a new

challenge: accepting millions of newcom-

ers, this time of predominantly Asian and

Hispanic backgrounds. Whether orderly

assimilation will take place or increased

racial conflicts will occur remains to be

seen. One thing is certain: in the emerging

era of high international migration, the

concept of the nation-state and its cultural

identity will be called into question.

Emerging trends are forcing upon us some

difficult ethical questions for which there

are no real historical precedents.

Does an independent nation have the

right to block immigration or to expel re-

cent and not-so-recent immigrants if their

presence is perceived as jeopardizing the

economic well-being of the native inhabit-

ants'? The overtly inhumane and violent

measures taken in Nigeria and Assam are

merely drastic examples of more exten-

sive problems.

We have noted the repatriation at-

tempts made by Western European na-

tions. In the United States more than one

million apprehensions of those engaged in

illegal entry occur every year. These peo-

ple are sent back to their home countries,

but many return again and again. The

U.S. Congress is currently wrestling with

the issue of amnesty. Should the millions

of residents who have lived and worked

here for years without documentation be

granted the legal right to remain or should

they be repatriated?

Many in the United States feel that nu-

merical increase should come to an end

and be followed by an era of zero popula-

tion growth at perhaps 275 or 300 million.

Even with our very low fertility the popu-

lation will, if immigration continues at re-

cent rates, approach 350 million within a

hundred years and will still be growing.

Furthermore, the existing culture of the

nation will be altered by the increasing

proportion of immigrants and their de-

scendants in the population. Thus ethical

considerations are raised that go far be-

yond the matter of competition for jobs.

Does a nation have a right to determine its

own demographic and cultural charac-

ters?

The problems are not limited to coun-

tries with a long history of receiving immi-

grants. Tiny Belize, with a population of

fewer than 150,000 people and indepen-

dent of Great Britain only since Septem-

ber 1981, is faced with massive refugee '

and immigrant movements from El Salva-

dor, Guatemala, and Nicaragua. Predom-

inantly black and English speaking, Belize

could easily become Hispanic through im-

migration. Barbados, population 250,000

with fertility below replacement, is con-

cerned about current immigration from

neighboring, poorer islands; some Bar-

badians are worried that their nation's cul-

ture will be changed by the incursion of

East Indians. Such agonizing issues face i

many nations. Is it proper for a nation to

insist that its culture remain as it is? If the ;

answer is yes, is this a subtle new form of

racism or is it a laudable expression of cul-

tural identity?

The Universal Declaration of Human
Rights adopted by the United Nations

General Assembly in 1 948 states unequiv-

ocally: "Everyone has the right to leave

any country including his own and to re-

turn to that country." This "right" is

hardly honored by many countries—wit-

ness the tragic plight of Jews trying to

leave the Soviet Union. But even if all the

members of the United Nations were to

uphold the right of emigration, of what

value would it be if no concomitant right

of immigration had been agreed to? As a

U.N. document reports, "There are few

countries which have not placed restric-



1

lion on the number of immigrants who

, nay enter or upon the activities of the im-

I

migrants after arrival."

While there are no easy answers, I be-

ieve that action on a variety of fronts

night help to reduce the future political

ind social stresses that will be caused by

nternational migration. For one thing,

massive economic as well as family-plan-

ning assistance must be supplied to devel-

oping nations if both population growth

and emigration are to be curtailed. Assis-

tance that contributes to labor-intensive

rather than capital-intensive industry and

I

agriculture should be emphasized. As
countries like the United States and Japan

become increasingly technologically ori-

ented, more assembly-line work should be-

come available in developing countries.

To the extent that residents of these na-

tions are able to share in global economic

growth without leaving their homes, mi-

igration pressures will be reduced.

I believe that the developed countries

must be prepared to accept changes in the

age and ethnic composition of their popu-

lations. Even with increased economic and

family-planning assistance to developing

nations, any substantial reduction in the

level of migration cannot be assumed for

the near future. As a result, those of us in

the developed countries must prepare for

major changes in the composition of our

future populations. We will be older soci-

eties simply because of our low fertility

rates, and we will be more heterogeneous

because of continued migration. Sweden
may not be as Swedish in fifty years as it is

today; West Germany may not be as Ger-

man. The United States may be on its way
to becoming a truly multiracial society,

with no single population group constitut-

ing a majority. Such changes will occur,

but they should not be allowed to come
•about so abruptly as to make a nation un-

recognizable in a mere half century or

even a century. Immigration must be lim-

ited to some reasonable level; neverthe-

less, it is important that the receiving na-

tions consider innovative approaches to

the acculturation of their newest resi-

dents.

The American people, while accepting

continued immigration, must decide if

they prefer a multicultural, integrated so-

ciety, with perhaps two or more working

languages, or whether every effort should

be made to assimilate the newest immi-

grants into what many have traditionally

considered the American culture to be

—

an Anglo-Saxon umbrella covering a lim-

ited variety of customs. Similarly, the

heretofore homogeneous societies of Eu-

rope must decide whether they will assimi-

late their newest residents or maintain eth-

nic enclaves, where the residents, while

integrated in some respects, will remain

Turkish or Moroccan or whatever, and not

become German or French.

Finally, the very size of international

population movements of all kinds begs

for a reexamination at the global political

level of the issues involved. No nation has

an open-door policy today. Yet migration

is bound to increase in the future into pre-

cisely those nations that now exercise re-

striction on how many and what kinds of

people are to be permitted to enter. A
thorough discussion of alternative solu-

tions to the new challenges posed by mi-

gration must be on the agenda of future in-

ternational meetings, beginning with the

United Nations World Population Confer-

ence, to be held in 1984 in Mexico City.

The international community must seek

some agreed norms of conduct in a world

that combines increased disparities with

increased mobility. Conflict and suffering

are inevitable, but we must do what we
can to hold them to a minimum.

Leon F. Bouvier is senior research asso-

ciate at the Population Reference Bureau

in Washington, D.C., a private, nonprofit

organization that gathers and dissemi-

nates information on population trends.
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Enchanted Forest
Folk belief in fearsome spirits has helped conserve the resources of the Amazon jungle

by Nigel Smith

In the world's largest remaining jungle,

Amazonia, extensive clearing of forest

and overfishing of rivers are relatively re-

cent. The accelerated destruction of natu-

ral resources in this 3-million-square-mile

area is linked not just to population growth

but also to a change in values. No aborigi-

nal settlements rivaled the current size of

cities in the region, but many of the rivers

and inland jungles were more heavily set-

tled before Europeans discovered the

New World. The harvesting of resources

was restrained, however, in part because

of aboriginal beliefs in supernatural game
wardens and forest demons.

Most Amazonian tribes have become

extinct, but aboriginal ideas about the

spiritual dimension of nature have trickled

into the cultural reservoir of rural folk,

where they continue to play a conservation

role. The rural population of Amazonia,

known as caboclos in Brazil, includes

small-scale farmers, sharecroppers, ranch

hands, hunters, fishermen, and itinerant

miners. Caboclos are descended largely

from Indian tribes, intermixed to varying

degrees with Europeans and blacks. Al-

though nominally Catholic, these country

people firmly believe in a bewildering cast

of supernatural creatures that daily influ-

ence their behavior. The world view of

caboclos is thus an amalgam of animism

and Christianity.

Caboclos assert that the forest is suf-

fused with spirits. The diversity of legend-

ary beasts mirrors the richness of the jun-

gle's animal and plant life. Some spirits

watch over game, while others have no

specific task other than to harass those

who venture deep into the woods. Several

ghosts inhabit trees; others adopt human
form and punish those who abuse nature's

providence.

Rubber has dominated much of the

economic history of Amazonia in the last

one hundred years, making the graceful,

gray-barked rubber tree the focus of con-

siderable lore. When rubber tappers are

overzealous in draining sap from the trees,

mae de seringa, the "mother of rubber

trees," sometimes intervenes. Mae de se-

ringa may make her appearances along

forest trails at any time, but she charac-

teristically appears on Good Friday. She is
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a short woman with long hair, and her

arms and legs are gashed in a herringbone

pattern, similar to that on the trunks of har-

vested rubber trees. She only challenges

those who slice her children too deeply.

A sixty-year-old man who lives along

the upper Rio Negro told me a story that

illustrates the power of mae de seringa.

Some years before, a man had set up a

temporary palm-thatch shelter on a river

island for the duration of the six-month

tapping season. As is customary, he had

been grubstaked by a patron. The trees

were not cooperating, however, and the

sponsor was growing impatient. After be-

ing admonished by his patron, the tapper

began inflicting severe wounds on the rub-

ber trees along his twisting trail.

One day, he was deeply gouging a rub-

ber tree when something tapped him on

the shoulder. He spun around and came
face to face with an ugly, light-skinned

woman with fair, tousled hair. "You are

mistreating my daughters, draining away

all their blood. Stop cutting them!" com-

manded the hag.

The surprised tapper explained his

predicament. "My sponsor is pressuring

me to come up with more rubber to pay off

my debts, but the trees seem to be drying Jr

up and I am broke." Reacting with com-

passion, mae de seringa offered to leave a

large ball of smoked latex in the man's

fire-hut each night from October until

March if he would leave her daughters

alone. She warned him never to tell any-

one about their accord, however, for if he

did, he would join her. The tapper thus

spent the remainder of the season loafing,

hunting, fishing, and making easy money.

During the next tapping cycle, the se-

cret bargain was renewed. When the tap-

per brought his first load of rubber to his

patron's floating store, the boss was suit-.

mae de seringa

Drawings by Ken Rmcian
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Actual framed size 18" x 222/4"

The exclusive Authorized Edition of the American Museum of Natural History;.

KUTENAI DUCK HUNTER
by

EDWARD SHERIFF CURTIS

y—™,^, n the early years of the 20th

I /^J '^^"^"H^' ° great civilization

I '^El
'^'^^ disappearing from the

1 J^\ f'^^^ °-^ '^^ earth. Few Amer-
icans at the time gave it a

thought. But Edward S. Curtis felt respon-

sible to future generations who might never

have a true picture of the

American Indian. And so,

he embarked on a great

photographic crusade that

would take him 30 years. .

.

to capture for all time how
the Indians' lives must have

been when they had a con-

tinent all to themselves.

Living among them, Curtis came to under-

stand these strange, romantic, mysterious

jjeopie as few outsiders ever would. With

sensitive artistry, Curtis created photo-

graphs that are the most vital documents

we have of a proud, noble, and vanished

people. They may also be the most impor-

tant American photographs

of all time.

Now, one of the greatest

Curtis photographs of all is

available to collectors for

the first time as an individ-

ual, limited-edition, archival

framed print— the KutenaiOne of Curtis' trusty cameras
... a Reversible Premo. Duck Hunter.

A lost classic . . . and a major discovery

Backed financially by J. P. Morgan, Curtis

created The North American Indian, a vast

work comprising thousands ofphotographs.

The original edition was limited to 228 sets I

and sold for $3,000; only major libraries and

wealthy patrons could afford it. Today, if it

could be had at all, a set would sell for well

over $100,000.

With so few people able to own it— or

even see it— Curtis' collection slipped into

obscurity. For many years, the whereabouts

of the original copper gravure plates were

largely unknown.

Recently, however, these original plates

were retrieved from an East Coast vault—



From a collection commissioned
by J. P. Morgan
and endorsed by

Theodore Roosevelt

The turn of the

century was a

formative time

for photography

. . . documenting

a changingworld

and establishing

itself as a power-

ful new art form.

Edward S.

Curtis had al-

ready come to

national fame
when the railroad magnate, E. H.

Harriman invited him to join a scien-

tific expedition to Alaska as official

photographer. The resulting works

confirmed Curtis' genius. ..and formed

his resolve to document the Indian

people before they disappeared.

President Theodore Roosevelt

championed his cause. Roosevelt

endorsed Curtis' work and intro-

duced him to J. P. Morgan, perhaps

the wealthiest man in the country.

At the time, neither Curtis nor

Morgan realized just how extensive

the project would be. The North

American Indiar\ would take 30 years

to complete and cost over one million

dollars. When completed, it would

consist of more than 40,000 photo-

graphs of Indians from 80 tribes.

Long acclaimed among the very

finest images of all is the Kutenai
Duck Hunter, which was taken

from the shore of Flathead Lake,

Montana, nearly 75 years ago.

seemingly one of the most important photo-

graphic finds of our time.

Kutenai Duck Hunter:

The Authorized Edition of the

American Museum of Natural History

The Heritage Club began at once to make
arrangements to issue the Kutenai Duck
Hunter for today's collectors. The process

of creating a superlative edition of prints

proved challenging. Indeed, the plates were

found by their owners to be incapable of

producing more than a handful of impres-

sions. Only with the help of the American

Museum of Natural History did the project

move forward. For in their vast archives was

found a complete collection of Curtis' work

...and a pristine original of the Kutenai

Duck Hunter.

Using the Museum's original and compar-

ing results to fresh pulls from the newly re-

discovered plates. Heritage's expert print-

makers have employed the respected tritone

lithographic process. They have created a

truly magnificent edition of prints . . . worthy

to be the only edition of this work
authorized by the American Museum
of Natural History.

Available exclusively

from Heritage Fine Art Prints

The Authorized Edition of the Kutenai

Duck Hunter will be available exclusively

from Heritage Fine Art Prints. None will be

sold in galleries. The edition will be strictly

limited . . . closing forever on the final date of

registration, December 31, 1983.

A gallery quality print . .

.

matted and framed for only $90

Each print will be crafted to the very

highest standards on fine imported French

paper stock designed to endure for genera-

tions. Each will be expertly mounted, matted

and framed using only the finest materials.

And, every print will bear an embossed seal,

authenticating it as part of the Authorized

Edition.

The price is just $90, an outstanding

value, especially since each print is matted

and framed.

To reserve ]^our print, \^ou need send no

pa\,>ment now. Simply complete the attached

Advance Reservation Application and mail

it back today. You will be billed in three con-

venient installments.

We urge you to mail your reservation

promptly to avoid any possibility of disap-

pointment. Once the cditioncloses, this print

will not be issued again and the opportunity

to own this Authorized Edition of an impor-

tant, historic work of art will pass forever.

Edward S. Curtis (1868-1952)

An historic work of a great

American photographer

at an affordable original issue price:

Edwards. Curtis is counted among the

all-time greats in photography. Already

small expensive editions of his lesser

works are selling— unframed—for

several hundred dollars a print. And,

thus, this Heritage edition marks an

outstanding opportunity ... for now a

high quality Curtis print, in an edition

authorized by one of the world's fore-

most museums, is available at a re-

markably affordable price.

THE HERITAGE CLUB
47 Richards Avenue

Norwalk, Conn. 06857
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ably impressed. His credit thus restored,

the tapper immediately bought a bottle of

cachaqa, a potent alcoholic drink made
from sugar cane. The crystal-clear liquid

soon took effect and the effusive tapper

began boasting about his special relation-

ship with the mother of rubber trees.

Shortly after returning to his makeshift

hut, the indiscreet tapper ventured into

the forest where he was bitten by a venom-

ous snake, A neighbor later found his life-

less body slumped on the trail leading to

some rubber trees.

A spirit protector guards another com-

mercially important Amazonian tree, the

piassava, a palm that grows on sandy

patches in the Rio Negro watershed. The
piassava produces a thick, dark-brown

mane of fibers, which extends from the

base of its elegant fronds to the ground.

curupira

The stiff bristles are cut by hand, tied into

long bundles, and sent downriver to the

bustling port of Manaus, where they are

fashioned into brooms, brushes, doormats,

and crude rope.

An elderly man who lives along the Rio

Negro recalled his uncle's unusual experi-

ence while looking for piassava. The uncle

had been combing the forest in the vicinity

of Rio Preto, a tributary of the Rio Negro,

but he was not having much luck. All the

piassava groves he found had been re-

cently trimmed. The uncle grew worried

because he was short of cash and his pa-

tron was pressuring him for payment.

One day, he saw a woman sitting on a

thick branch that had fallen across a nar-

row jungle trail; she was stroking her

coarse hair with a comb made of stiff pias-

sava bristles. Her hair looked like strands

of piassava, only it was light in color. The
uncle hesitated, for it was most unusual

for a woman to be alone in the forest, espe-

cially so far from any settlement. Then,

curious, he proceeded toward her. As he

did so, however, the woman stopped

grooming, got up, and walked down the

path away from him. Her flowing locks

dragged behind her like a bridal train. Be-

fore long she turned off the path, looking

back momentarily to make sure that she

was still being followed.

The uncle hurried to the spot where the

woman had vanished into the wall of trees

but could not see her. He sought her in the

trackless forest, but to no avail. Although

he found no trace of her, he soon happened

upon a large, uncut grove of mature pias-

sava.

That night, after a strenuous day har-

vesting the palms, the uncle quickly fell

asleep. In a dream, mae de piassava ap-

peared and spoke to him. "I felt sorry for

you, that is why I led you to the virgin pias-

sava grove," she said. "Please cut piassava

properly and do not destroy it." The
nephew suggested that God had sent the

spirit in response to his uncle's prayers.

Piassava gatherers are alert for other,

potentially harmful supernatural crea-

tures in the forest. A widowed, middle-

aged woman who resides in Tapurucuara,

a village on the upper Rio Negro, remem-

bered a close call her son had had at the

age of nine while the family was cutting

piassava in the headwaters of the Rio

Paraha. The parents suddenly noticed

their son was missing, and when they

called out, there was no response. They

concluded he had been led astray by

curupira, a hairy, boylike figure whose

feet are turned backward. Making a cross

of sticks and placing it on the trail, they

prayed, and the spell that held their son

captive was broken: he finally acknowl-

edged their urgent calls. But when the

mother and father located him, the boy

was afraid and quite unlike himself. He
did not recognize his parents or seem re-

lieved to see them. He behaved like a zom-

bie; curupira had stolen his shadow. A
spiritualist healer cured the boy with a rit-

ual smoking and some incantations, but

the family never ventured along the

Paraha again.

Another supernatural denizen of the

Amazon forest much feared by rural folk

is the cape-lobo, or "wolf's-cape." (The

peculiar name of this apelike creature

may reveal the influence of European lore

Natural History 8/83



I
about werewolves.) The horrifying crea-

ture materializes when an old Indian with-

draws from his village to live his last days

alone in the jungle. Instead of dying,

though, he is gradually transformed into a

foul-smelling, hairy ape with an eye pro-

truding from his forehead. This forest Cy-

clops is armed with awesome fangs and

.walks upright on footless legs that leave

rounded prints in the soil, like those left

when a bottle is pressed into soft earth. A
cape-lobds scream can buckle the knees

of even the most robust hunter.

cape-lobo

~f
Some years ago, two hunters and their

[dogs were probing the forest flanking east-

lern Amazonia when they encountered a

\cape-lobo. Fanned out in front of the men,

!the dogs were sniffing the ground for fresh

1 spoor. Suddenly, they started yelping and

: whining. The hunters rushed to their dis-

i
tressed hounds and found them writhing

[in agony. A burly cape-lobo was hurling

!the animals against the tree trunks with

i
great force. As the hunters rushed into the

jfray, they were almost overcome by the

vile odor wafting from the beast's matted

fur. The gasping men promptly developed

throbbing headaches and felt dizzy. They
managed to stumble home, but were ill for

a month afterward.

A fantastic array of monsters and spir-

its also lurks in the region's waters, and

many of them help to conserve the forest

ps well as the fish. Flood plain forests

jcloak an estimated 30,000 square miles of

!the Amazon Basin and provide sustenance
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for numerous food fishes. Jungles on allu-

vial soil shower the high waters with fruits,

seeds, flowers, leaves, and insects that are

consumed by fish and turtles. Tapire-

iauara, or the tapir nymph, is one of the

supernatural creatures that patrol the

flooded forests and keep out fishermen.

This cow-sized beast has a jaguarlike head

and broad, feline paws. Its huge ears

droop down the sides of its head like those

of Brahman cattle. The characteristic

crashing sound made by the creature's

pendulous ears as they flap on water warns

people that the pugnacious, evil-smelling

beast is approaching.

Some thirty years ago, a fisherman

working in a flood plain forest near Juriti

in the middle Amazon fell victim to a tapir

nymph. The fisherman and a companion

had set out baited trotlines to catch the

much prized pirarucu fish. At nightfall,

they retired to their hammocks suspended

between trees above the murky water.

They were both asleep when a tapire-

iauara launched out of the water and tore

one of the hammocks. Before the occu-

pant had time to flee, the creature reared

up again and grabbed him. The hapless

victim was dragged into the turbid water

and never seen again. The other fisherman

escaped by scrambling out of his ham-

mock and hastily climbing a tree.

Tree spirits also keep people away from

patches of flood plain forest. For example,

in the swamp jungle surrounding Lago de

Cucui, near Maues in the middle Ama-
zon, two men were setting out trotlines

when they heard a voice commanding

them not to fish there. At first the men
thought it was another fisherman selfishly

trying to secure the area for himself. They

made a search, but found no one. Then

from a towering miratinga tree, the boom-

ing voice repeated the instruction to leave.

The men promptly fled, leaving their fish-

ing gear behind.

Locations haunted by plant, animal.

tapire-iauara

and human spirits are often referred to in

Brazil as lugares encantados, or "en-

chanted places." Such places may arise

when people drown, for in caboclo lore,

humans cannot reach heaven if they lose

their lives in water. Enchanted waters are

typically characterized by cock crows,

dog barks, the mournful lowing of cattle,

human voices, and music. People shun

these places because they can lose their

shadows there.

A farmer who lives along the recently

opened Transamazon Highway recalled

coming across an enchanted spring late

one afternoon in the forested municipality

of Sao Miguel do Guama in the Brazilian

state of Para. Hopeful of bagging some

game that night, he was making his way to

an inga tree where, earlier that day, he had

noticed deer tracks. The elongated pods of

this leguminous tree encase seeds whose

spongy, white coating is much appreci-

ated by wild animals as well as humans.

Dusk was approaching rapidly as the

farmer ducked into the cool, dim interior

of the forest. As he walked by a spring,

gun slung over his shoulder, he heard a

cock crow. Chickens normally avoid the

dark jungle, preferring to scrounge scraps

in backyards, fields, and weedy lots. As-

suming that one of his prize cocks had be-

come lost, the farmer walked around the

spring looking for the bird. Then a dog

barked; the sharp sound came from the

cool, bubbling water. As the farmer stared

into the translucent spring, voices drifted

from its depths and the chorus of village

sounds continued, although no people or

livestock could be seen. It was time to

leave, especially with night enveloping.

The farmer never hunted close to that

spring again.

In this way, forest ogres and spirits help

preserve forest resources by creating no-

hunting and no-fishing zones. Biological

reserves created by superstition are scat-

tered across the vast landscape of Amazo-

nia. If no more unearthly creatures are

seen or heard in an off"-limit area, people

eventually resume activities there. But as

supernatural protectors vacate some ar-

eas, they take up new haunts elsewhere.

A tidal wave of development projects

and a flood of settlers are now eroding

these cultural checks to overexploitation.

Traditional ideas about the supernatural

are challenged and even ridiculed by new-

comers, but scientific management that

would compensate for this loss has barely

gained a foothold in the region. Although
j

some 1 16,000 square miles of Amazonia

have been set aside for preservation byi

governments that occupy the region, this
[

places less than 5 percent of the basin:

within park boundaries, and many types'

of forest habitats are unprotected.

Governments in the Amazon Basin

have taken commendable steps to pre-

serve parts of one of the world's few re-

maining wildernesses, but adequate con-

servation has not yet been assured. Only a

handful of wardens have been hired to pa-

trol the far-flung reserves, many of which

exist only on paper. Squatters invade the

perimeters of many reserves, and roads

pierce officially designated parks. Folk-

lore beliefs could be tapped to strengthen

conservation efforts in the region. The lo-

cation and size of parks are usually de-

termined on economic and ecological

grounds, and the local people are apt to

perceive these decisions as technocratic

intrusions into traditional life. If cultural

criteria were also included, people would

be more likely to respect the boundaries of

reserves. Locals should be canvassed

about the location of enchanted places

and the rumored haunts of monsters, and

their lore should be incorporated into

planning. Legislation, science, and lore

can work hand in hand to bolster conserva-

tion efforts in the region, for the ultimate

survival of any reserve depends on its ac-

ceptance by the neighboring people. C
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Cosmic Rays Meet the Solar Wind
Pioneer 10 hasfound why the level of incoming cosmic rays varies over time

by Stephen P. Maran

A vast region of electrified particles and

magnetic fields, referred to as the helio-

sphere, surrounds the sun. As it journeys

beyond the known planets of the solar sys-

tem, which it passed on June 13, the

spacecraft Pioneer 10 is exploring that re-

gion. The heliosphere, which is in effect a

bubble, or cavity, blown in the interstellar

medium by the solar wind, extends farther

from the sun than the most distant plan-

ets, reaching by some estimates to more

than a hundred times the earth's distance

from the sun. During its voyage, Pioneer

10 is sending back to Earth information on

the extent and behavior of that cavity.

The solar wind consists of electrified

particles that stream outward from the

sun, repelling the plasma (electrified gas)

and also the magnetic fields of the inter-

stellar medium that surrounds the solar

system. The solar wind distorts some of

the lines of force of the solar magnetic

field, pulling them out into space. Al-

though the wind blows radially outward,

lines of force often remain attached at

one end to the sun as the wind pulls them

and thus are drawn out into a spiral shape

as the sun turns. This effect is analogous to

the action of water drops hurled from a ro-

tating lawn sprinkler Each drop flies out

in the direction in which it was blown from

the sprinkler, but as the sprinkler turns,

successive drops are ejected in different

directions. To the observer, the stream

from the sprinkler seems to make a spiral

pattern, although any given drop actually

moves radially outward from the sprin-

kler. Measurements made so far by Pio-

neer 10 confirm a spiral pattern as mag-

netic force lines are pulled outward by the

solar wind and rotate past the spacecraft.

These so-called co-rotating streams of so-

lar wind and magnetic force lines are a

principal phenomenon of the heliosphere.

Another major heliospheric phenome-

non is magnetic clouds, huge structures of

magnetic field lines and solar particles

that expand as they fly rapidly away from

the sun. Leonard F. Burlaga, an investiga-

tor of the heliosphere at the Goddard

Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Mary-

land, has found that at least one magnetic

cloud whips past the earth every two or

three months. Unlike the magnetic field

lines in the solar wind streams, the field

lines in a magnetic cloud are not always at-

tached to the sun. These clouds probably

represent a later stage in the lives of the

bubbles of solar gas that pass out through

the solar atmosphere after a flare or other

eruption on the sun (see "Solar Bubbles,"

Natural History, April 1975).

In addition to the rotating streams of

the solar wind and the solar magnetic

clouds. Pioneer 10 and other space probes

have detected powerful shock waves trav-

eling out through the solar system, which

are thought to result from flares on the

sun. The shock waves are fast-moving dis-

turbances in the interplanetary gas and

magnetic fields and are somewhat analo-

gous to the blast waves that flatten build-

ings near the sites of major explosions.

The solar wind, magnetic clouds, and

shock waves from solar flares are all phe-

nomena that travel outward from the sun.

Cosmic rays, on the other hand, travel in-

ward toward the solar system from all di-

rections in space. They are made of the

positively charged nuclei of atoms of all

kinds, from the lightest to the heaviest ele-

ments. We think they are produced in su-

pernova explosions in the Milky Way, but

some may come from neighboring clusters

of galaxies beyond the Milky Way or from

even more distant space. The number of

cosmic rays that arrive near the earth var-

ies from day to day and from year to year

in inverse relation to the occurrence of

sunspots, flares, and other solar distur-

bances. In other words, the more distur-

bances there are on the sun, the fewer the

cosmic rays that arrive at the earth from

the Milky Way and beyond.

There are two main aspects to this in-

verse relationship: they are "Forbush de-

creases" and solar-cycle modulation. A
Forbush decrease, named for the physicist

who first recognized the phenomenon in

1937, is a significant decrease in the num-

ber of incoming cosmic rays that lasts for

only two or three days and occurs shortly

after a large flare erupts on the sun. The

solar-cycle modulation is a periodic in-

crease and decrease in the number of ar-

riving cosmic rays that is related to the

eleven-year sunspot cycle. (In the modula-

tion, the number of the cosmic rays de-

creases from year to year as the eleven-

year sunspot cycle proceeds from its mini-

mum to its maximum, and then increases

as the sunspot cycle goes to minimum. Its

cause has long been a mystery.)

There is general agreement that a For-

bush decrease is caused when a shock

wave or other transient disturbance from

the sun travels outward past the earth and

encounters cosmic rays that are flying to-

ward our planet. Some of the cosmic ray

particles bounce off the shock wave and

its accompanying magnetic field and

hence fewer cosmic rays arrive at the

earth. Traveling disturbances of the kinds

that cause Forbush decreases sometimes

miss the earth, in which case there is no

Forbush decrease. Pioneer 10, however,

has found much larger disturbances, far

outside the earth's orbit, that seem to

sweep outward in all directions from the

sun, so that they always encounter the

spacecraft.

As Pioneer 10 has swept out through

the solar system since its March 1972

launch, it has made many measurements

of cosmic rays. Passing close by Jupiter in

December 1973, Pioneer got a gravita-

tional boost from the giant planet that ac-

celerated the spacecraft to its present

speed (it is now receding from the sun at

about 270 million miles per year). Mea-

surements by an instrument on the craft,

analyzed by a team of physicists under

Frank B. McDonald, an expert on cosmic

rays and interplanetary events and the

chief scientist at NASA headquarters in

Washington, D.C., show that in addition

to variations dependent on time there is a

variation in the number of incoming cos-

mic rays that depends on distance. The

farther the spacecraft has been from the

sun at any given time, the more arriving

cosmic rays have been found. This discov-

ery was also made independently with

other instruments on Pioneer 10 hy two

teams led by space physicists James Van

Allen of the University of Iowa and John

Simpson of the University of Chicago.

In their study, the McDonald team

compared the cosmic ray measurements

made at various distances from the sun as

Pioneer traveled outward with similar cos-

mic ray measurements made by two Ger-
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Sky Repi

laan spacecraft, Helios I, launched in De-

ember 1974, and Helios 2, launched in

anuary 1976, that are orbiting the sun

iside the earth's orbit.

The Pioneer-Helios comparison con-

irmed that at any given time, the number
if arriving cosmic rays increases with dis-

ance from the sun. For example, the num-

ler of cosmic ray protons (nuclei of hydro-

;en atoms) measured by similar instru-

nents carried on Pioneer and each of the

Helios increased by 3.5 percent for every

'3 million miles beyond the orbit of the

:arth out to at least twenty-three times the

:arth"s distance from the sun. Similar or

arger increases were found for cosmic

ays that are nuclei of helium atoms.

More significant than the increase in

he number of cosmic rays relative to (Us-

ance was a correlation of changes in the

lumber of cosmic rays relative to time.

fwo kinds of time-related changes were

letected: short-lived decreases in the

^lext month in Natural History . .

.

I whole issue devoted to birds.

n September, Natural History will mark the

lundredth birthday of the American Ornithol-

igisls' Union (founded at the American
vluseum of Natural History) with a special

ssue. Among the features; lavishly illustrated

irticles by scientists, describing their work on

he frontiersof ornithology, and a portfolio of

;reat bird art, introduced by America's

Jcst-known birder, Roger Tory Peterson.

lumber of arriving cosmic rays that lasted

I few weeks to two months; and the long,

jradual changes of the solar-cycle modu-

ation. The short-lived changes are not

;imply Forbush decreases, for, as already

nentioned, a Forbush decrease lasts only

or two or three days. The time-related

;hanges in the number of arriving cosmic

ays were of equal proportions regardless

)f the distance from the sun. For example,

f the number of arriving cosmic rays

dropped by a factor of two at Pioneers lo-

;ation (say, when the fast-moving probe

was twenty times the distance of the earth

from the sun), then, the investigators

Found, there were similar drops at the lo-

:ations of Helios I or Helios 2, near but

ivithin the orbit of the earth. The actual

numbers of cosmic rays at each place were

different since there are greater numbers

of cosmic rays arriving at greater dis-

tances from the sun, but the relative

change was the same.

Although the time-related changes are

of equal magnitude at different distances

from the sun, they don't occur simulta-

neously at different distances. According

to McDonald's analysis, the decreases in

cosmic rays that were detected by Pioneer

10 far from the sun had in each case oc-

curred first much nearer the sun, at the lo-

cations of Helios 1 and 2. In fact, the de-

lay involved was typically about seventy

days. Nevertheless, as previously stated,

the decrease was of identical proportions.

This proved that whatever process re-

duces the number of incoming cosmic

rays, it is one that moves outward from the

sun, deflecting the incoming particles be-

fore it and remaining equally effective

over billions of miles of the solar system.

Further, the changes measured by Pio-

neer were of equal proportions to those

measured by Helios 1 and 2 regardless of

whether either Helios craft (each of

which revolves around the sun once every

six months) was located in the same direc-

tion from the sun as Pioneer or not. In

other words, the outward-moving phe-

nomenon that causes cosmic ray decreases

at Pioneer's distant location must travel

out from the sun in all directions (or, at

least, in all directions in the plane of the so-

lar system).

This finding led McDonald to conclude

that the outward-moving phenomenon

might be ring-shaped, like a huge invisible

doughnut of plasma and magnetic fields,

centered on the sun and moving outward.

According to this conclusion, each time a

ring moved past one of the three space-

craft as the sun approached the sunspot

maximum, there was a notable decrease in

the number of cosmic rays arriving at that

craft. Measurements from several inter-

planetary probes show that the outward-

moving rings consist of regions in which

the magnetic field is stronger than usual in

interplanetary space and where there is a

greater number of plasma particles per cu-

bic inch.

After the existence of the rings was pro-

posed, Goddard's Burlaga joined McDon-
ald in a study to determine what the rings

are made of and what causes them.

Through analysis of many space probe

measurements, they found that the rings

are composite structures formed from

shock waves and magnetic clouds and

other material ejected from the sun.

A shock wave from a single solar flare is

insufficient to cause a long-enduring de-

crease in cosmic rays that is equal in all di-

rections from the sun. That is, such a

shock wave may produce a two- to three-

day Forbush decrease but cannot account

for a weeks- to months-long cosmic ray de-

crease of the type attributed to the rings.

Instead, it seems likely that the rings are

each formed from several such events that

originate in separate solar eruptions but

gradually merge into the huge rings as

they travel out through the solar system.

Once a ring passes the earth, it continues

to reduce the number of cosmic rays arriv-

ing here so long as the ring continues to

move out through the heliosphere. The

combined effect of the many rings being

produced during the period of increasing

numbers of sunspots and solar flares there-

fore produces a continuing decrease in

the number of arriving cosmic rays. In

other words, according to the McDonald-

Burlaga hypothesis, multiple rings cause

the solar-cycle modulation of cosmic rays.

If this is so, then an outstanding problem

of the heliosphere has been solved.

At the heliospheric boundary, where

the pressure of the thinning solar wind has

decreased to a level that equals the pres-

sure of the surrounding interplanetary

plasma and magnetic fields, the rings

must dissipate. Since the number of arriv-

ing cosmic rays changes in the same way

and for equal lengths of time at Pioneer

lO's great distance from the sun as it does

at the earth's smaller distance, the un-

known boundary of the heliosphere must

lie far beyond the present position of Pio-

neer 10, which is now almost three billion

miles from the sun.

Stephen P. Maran is a senior staff scien-

tist in the Laboratory for Astronomy and

Solar Physics at NASA 's Goddard Space

Flight Center in Greenbelt. Maryland.

The opinions expressed in this article are

his own.



This View of Life

Sex and Size
Our notion of the proper dimensions for males

andfemales is topsy-turvy for most ofnature

by Stephen Jay Gould

As an eight-year-old shell collector at

Rockaway Beach, I took a functional but

non-Linnaean approach to taxonomy, di-

viding my shells into "regular," "un-

usual," and "extraordinary." Although it

lay in the realm of the regular, by virtue

of its ubiquity, my favorite shell was the

common slipper limpet. I loved its range

of shapes and colors and the pocket under-

neath that served as a protective home for

the animal. My appeal turned to fascina-

tion a few years later, when I both entered

puberty and learned some Linnaean tax-

onomy at the same time. I found out that

its proper name was Crepidula fornicata,

a sure spur to curiosity. Since Linnaeus

himself had given the species its name, I

marveled at the unbridled libido of this

eighteenth-century Swede.

When I learned about the living habits

of C.fornicata, I was sure that I had found

the key to its curious name. For the slipper

limpet forms stacks, smaller piled atop

larger, often reaching a dozen shells or

more. The smaller animals on top are in-

variably male, the larger supporters un-

derneath always female. And lest you be-

gin to suspect that the topmost males

might be condemned to a life of obligate

homosexuality by virtue of their separa-

tion from the first large female, fear not.

The male's penis is longer by far than its

entire body and can easily slip around a

few males to reach the females. Crepidula

fornicata indeed; a sexy congeries.

Then, to complete the disappointing

story, I found out that the name had noth-

ing to do with sex. Linnaeus had described

the species from single specimens in mu-

seum drawers; he knew nothing of their

peculiar stacking behavior. Fornix simply

means "arch" in Latin, and Linnaeus

awarded his name in recognition of the

smoothly domed shape of the shell (in con-

trast with such other, flattened species as

C. plana).

Disappointment finally yielded to re-

newed interest a few years later when I

learned the details of Crepiduld's sexual-

ity and found the story more intriguing

than ever, even though the name had been

a come-on. Crepidula is a natural sex

changer, a sequential hermaphrodite in

the field's jargon. Small juveniles mature

first as males and later change to female

as they grow larger. Intermediate-sized

animals in the middle of a Crepidula stack

are usually in the process of changing

from male to female.

The system works quite neatly for all in-

volved. C. fornicata tends to live in rela-

tively muddy areas but must find some

solid substrate for attachment. The found-

ing member of a stack affixes to a rock or

an old shell. Elaine Hoagland, in an ex-

haustive study of Crepiduld's sex changes

{Malacologia, vol. 17, 1978, p. 365), ob-

served that these founders can then ac-

tively attract planktonic larvae as they

A typical stack ofslipper limpets, their sexes identified at the side. The one

in the middle, marked "I, "is in theprocess oftransformationfrom male tofemale.
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metamorphose and begin to descend

—

presumably by some chemical lure, or

pheromone. In a field experiment, she set

out six pots with suitable rocky and shelly

substrates: three already occupied by

adult Crepidula and three devoid of living

snails. Pots containing adults attracted

722 young, while only 232 young de-

scended upon unoccupied territory. The

founding member grows quickly to be-

come a female, while the young spat that

it attracts automatically becomes a male,

thus assuring mating. The couple is happy

for a time, but eventually the male grows

up and turns into a female. The pair of fe-

males can then attract other small

Crepidulas, which become well-supplied

males. The stack grows, always guarantee-

ing an ample number and ratio of males

and females.

This curious system embodies a par-

ticularly interesting expression of a gen-

eral phenomenon in nature. Sex change

might go either way (or both) during

growth, from male to female or from fe-

male to male. Both phenomena occur, but

Crepidulas pattern of male first and fe-

male later, called protandry (or male first)

is by far the more common. (Creatures

that are first female and then male are

protogynous, or female first.) Protandry

seems to be the "natural" state of sex

changers, with protogyny as a rarer phe-

nomenon evolved under special (but not

particularly uncommon) circumstances.

Why should this be?

The answer pricks one of our old preju-

dices and false extrapolations to all of na-

ture from the animals we know best, our-

selves and other mammals. I pursued the

same theme in my column on anglerfishes

(July 1982), where I attempted to con-

vince you that dwarfed males represented

an exaggeration of nature's basic ten-

dency that males are generally smaller

than females and for good reason, humans

and most other mammals notwithstand-

ing. Sperm is small and cheap, easily man-

ufactured in large quantities by little crea-

tures. A sperm cell is little more than a

nucleus of naked DNA with a delivery

system. Eggs, on the other hand, must be

larger, for they provide the cytoplasm (all

the rest of the cell) with its mitochondria

(or energy factories), its chloroplasts (for

photosynthesizers), and all other parts

that a zygote needs to begin the process of

embryonic growth. In addition, and more

importantly, eggs generally supply the ini-

tial nutriment, or food, for the developing

embryo. Finally, females usually perform

the tasks of primary care, either retaining

the eggs within their bodies for a time or

guarding them when they are laid (males

are often larger in those rarer species

where they carry or protect the young).

For all these reasons, females are larger

than males in most species of animals.

This system can be overridden when

males evolve a form of competition with

other males that favors large size for suc-

cess in gaining sexual contact with fe-

males. Such forms of competition are

wasteful in terms of such theoretical con-

cepts as "the good of the species." But

Darwinism is about the struggle of indi-

vidual organisms to pass more of their

genes to future generations. The best illus-

tration we have of the essentially Darwin-

ian character of our world lies with these

cases of overriding in "advanced" ani-

mals, where males become larger because

they compete as individuals in battle or

sexual display for access to females.

Competition of this form generally re-

quires a fair degree of intelligence since

flexible and extensive behavioral reper-

toires must underlie it. Thus, the unusual

or reversed pattern of larger males is more

common in so-called higher creatures of

substantial brain. This is undoubtedly

why, of all groups with a large number of

sequential hermaphrodites, only fishes

display protogyny as a more common pat-

tern than protandry. When we look at the

natural history of most protogynous fish,

we see that behavioral imperatives based

on male-male competition have condi-

tioned the pattern of females first, chang-

ing to larger males. Douglas Y. Shapiro,

for example {Bulletin ofMarine Sciences,

vol. 31, 1981, p. 383), studied sex reversal

in Anthias squamipinnis, a shallow-water

tropical marine fish that lives among coral

reefs in stable social groups averaging

eight adult females to one male. He found

that males compete intensely to retain and

maintain their harems. The removal of a

male induces a female to change sex, and

this transition includes a set of features all

conducive to keeping charge of several fe-

males: change to more gaudy color, longer

fin spines and caudal fin streamers, and

larger size.

The distribution of protandry and

protogyny is an even better illustration of

why larger females are nature's rule than

my anglerfish or my simple demonstration

that most insect females are larger than

males. Permanent males and females rep-

resent static systems that may maintain

their relationships of size for a set of other

reasons. But when we find that active sex

change generally proceeds from male to

female, we must seek some direct reason

rooted in the general advantages of larger

female size.

We might seek a still better illustra-

tion, one, unfortunately, that animals, as a

constraint of their mode of growth, will

not be able to provide. Ideally, we would

like to find a creature that changes sex in

either direction but becomes female when

it grows larger and male when it grows

smaller. Can we hope for such an ideal

case in nature, a total confirmation of a

general principle all wrapped up in a sin-

gle creature? (For as long as we must wrap

the principle in several creatures, the dis-

tressing possibility remains that we have it

all wrong—that protogyny dominates in

fishes, not because they are advanced be-

havioraliy and illustrate Darwin's princi-

ple of individual competition, but as a

result of some unknown and peculiar prop-

erty of fishiness. If, however, we can find

both phenomena in the same creature, a

unified explanation seems assured.) But

do we have a right to expect such an ideal

example from nature? Animals, after all,

with very rare exceptions, never grow

smaller and will therefore not serve. One
of the earliest articles on sex change in

Crepidula, written in 1935, ended with

these words: "Sexual transformation in

Crepidula, like metamorphosis in other

animals, can be hastened or retarded ex-

perimentally, but it cannot be reversed."

Nature has just come through again

—

she always does. The ideal organism has

just surfaced. It is a plant, the general sub-

ject, unfortunately, of my woeful and

abysmal ignorance. Plants, of course, can

undergo substantial reduction in size for

several reasons and without expiring. Our

example is a common and attractive in-

habitant of local eastern woodlands, Ari-

saema triphyllum, the jack-in-the-pulpit.

Results were recently reported by my
friend David Policansky in the staid Pro-

ceedings ofthe National Academy ofSci-

ences for November, 1981: "Sex Choice

and the Size Advantage Model in Jack-in-

the-Pulpit {Arisaema triphyllum)." (I

confess that my previous attention to this

plant was virtually confined to wondering

whether its plural form included one jack

and several pulpits, as in most words, or

several jacks and one pulpit, as in those old

bugbears of high school grammar, attor-

neys general and mothers-in-law. I note

that this matter must confuse others as

well, because the two references I have

found to Policansky's work both studi-

ously avoid the issue and, in defiance of

the rules of grammar, use the singular in

all cases. I will opt for several pulpits, even

though I know that each one carries a

jack. Or are they like sheep after all?)

The flowers of most (but by no means

all) plants contain both male and female

structures. But jack-in-the-pulpits are ei-

ther one or the other The sexual part of

the blossom contains either anthers, the

male's sexual structure, or ovaries capped
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vith stigmas. Smaller plants, the males,

lave one leaf, while the larger females

isually have two leaves. During a threc-

'ear study at Estabrook Woods in Con-

;ord, Massachusetts, Policansky marked

md recorded 2,038 jack-in-the-pulpits;

,224 were male with a mean height of

!36 mm (13.1 inches), while 814 females

iveraged 41 1 mm (16 inches) in height.

The so-called size advantage model of

•ex change predicts that, for the usual

;ase of smaller males, the transition from

iTiale to female should occur where any

urther increase in body size begins to ben-

;fit a female (in terms of seeds that can be

jroduced) more than a male. (Remember

ihat small males can produce a super-

abundance of sperm, and larger size there-

ore offers relatively little additional ad-

vantage, while the benefit to females can

ae substantial.) Using data on the increase

n sperm and seed number with size,

Policansky calculated that, in theory, this

ransition in jack-in-the-pulpits should oc-

cur at a height of 398 mm (15.5 inches).

He then found that, in nature (or, at least,

^n Concord), 380 mm (14.8 inches) is the

watershed—a very close agreement with

theory. Below that height, he found more

inales than females; above, more females

;han males.

He was also able to ascertain directly

hat male plants tended to change to fe-

Tiale as they grew larger in the normal

i:ourse of events. Moreover, and this is the

Key observation, individuals changed

^rom female to male in the more unusual

set of circumstances that occasionally

eads a plant to become smaller. Size de-

;rease could occur for three reasons: when

Dart of the plant was eaten (if Jill breaks

;her crown. Jack comes after); when it be-

i;ame shaded and, consequently, stunted

,n growth; and when it had set an unusu-

ally large number of seeds the season be-

ibre, thus also inhibiting growth in size by

the diversion of most energy to the seeds

themselves.

With change in both directions con-

: forming to the size advantage model and

Ifollowing nature's usual pattern of smaller

imales and larger females, the jack-in-the-

i pulpit provides, all by itself, a lovely illus-

jtration of both the narrow nature of our

iusual perceptions and assumptions about

ithe relative size of sexes, and an excellent

confirmation of an important principle in

'Darwinian biology. It will also help us to

understand why, if man is truly the mea-

sure of all things, Jill will need an enlarged

pulpit.

iStepheti Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

\ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard
'University.
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A view of Central Park looking north

A Park

for the

People
New York's Central Park

was designed to expose all

social classes to the civilizing

force of natural beauty

by Charles E. Beveridge

One hundred twenty-five years ago,

Frederick Law Olmsted and Calvert

Vaux won the design competition for New
York's Central Park with their entry,

"Greensward." That prize launched Olm-

sted on a thirty-eight-year career of design

that made him the most influential land-

scape architect in the history of the

United States. In 1858, however, it was

Vaux who had the greater professional

reputation as a designer. Bom in London,

he had been trained there as an architect.

In 1 850 the foremost American landscape

gardener, Andrew Jackson Downing, se-

lected Vaux as his architectural assistant

and partner. Vaux worked closely with

Downing on a variety of projects and even-

tually became Downing's professional suc-

cessor. Vaux possessed a strong claim to be

the designer of Central Park, based on his

own experience and on Downing's crucial

early advocacy for a park in the city.

Olmsted's background was more varied

than Vaux's, but he had no reputation and

little experience in landscape design. He

was a writer, traveler, social critic, and

Staten Island farmer, whose literary repu-

tation and lack of political enemies had

Excerpted from The Papers ofFrederick Law Olmsted.

Volume III: Creating Central Park 1857-1861, edited

by Charles E. Beveridge and David Schuyler. Copyright

© 1983 by The Johns Hopkins University Press.

Frederick Law Olmsted, I860
Courtesy of the National Park Service

enabled him, in the fall of 1857, to secure

appointment as superintendent of con-

struction of the as yet undesigned Central

Park. It was Olmsted's knowledge of the

park's terrain, gained daily as part of his

job, that led Vaux to select him as a part-

ner in the design competition.

Vaux's design experience and Olm-

sted's acquaintance with the site, com-

bined with their familiarity with public

parks in England and on the Continent,

enabled them to create an ingenious plan

that provided the variety required by the

rugged site and the unity demanded by

their theory of park design. Central Park

was the first American urban park to rival,

in scale and in skill of design and construc-

tion, the great parks of Paris, the Bois de

Boulogne and the Bois de Vincennes, be-

gun eariier in the decade under the aegis

of Napoleon III. Even while it was still un-

der construction. Central Park provided

an example of park making that other

American cities would rush to emulate. It

soon became what it has continued to be.

the preeminent American city park and

the best known of Olmsted's hundreds of

landscape designs.

From the beginning, Olmsted believed

that the creation of Central Park was an

undertaking of special significance. As he

told his friend Parke Godwin soon after
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completing the Greensward plan for the

park's design competition,

It is of great importance as the first real

park made in this country—a democratic

development of the highest significance &
on the success of which, in my opinion,

much of the progress of art & esthetic cul-

ture in this country is dependent.

His concern for matters of landscape

art and aesthetics was of long standing. In

his childhood he had received valuable, if

informal, training in the subject from his

father, who had made the enjoyment of

scenery his single form of recreation.

As a farmer, Olmsted read Andrew

Jackson Downing's journal, the Horticul-

turist and Journal of Rural Art and Ru-

ral Taste. From Downing he learned how

taste in matters of architecture and land-

scape design could act as a powerful force

for civilizing rural America. Although his

design principles in later years differed

considerably from those of Downing,

Olmsted accepted the program of social

reform through art that Downing es-

poused. The civilizing of America by pro-

viding all classes with the taste and man-

ners of gentlemen was an underlying

social purpose of Olmsted's later career as

a landscape architect.

Olmsted's visits to Europe and the Brit-

ish Isles in the 1850s furthered his educa-

tion in park making. The first public park

he visited, Birkenhead Park near Liver-

pool, made a strong impression on him.

Describing the experience he exclaimed,

Five minutes of admiration, and a few more

spent in studying the manner in which art

had been employed to obtain from nature so

much beauty, and I was ready to admit that

in democratic America there was nothing

to be thought of as comparable with this

People's Garden.

With his appointment as superinten-

dent of Central Park in 1857, Olmsted

turned his attention to this new project.

The eastern metropolis, swelling with mi-

grants from rural America and immi-

grants from Europe, was a new and chal-

lenging frontier. It offered him the best

opportunity to advance the cause of civi-

lization in his Ufetime. He stated the issue

as follows:

We are too apt to regard the great towns in

which so many newcomers are held as old

towns—old settled towns, but we have no-

where on the western frontier a population

newer to its locality and so little socially

rooted or in which it is possible for a man to

live so isolatedly from humanizing influ-

ences and with such constant practice of

heart-hardening and taste-smothering hab-

its as that to be found in our great Eastern

cities.

Olmsted's experience in Europe and the

American South intensified his percep-

tion of the historical significance of Cen-

tral Park. When he said in his letter to

Parke Godwin that the park represented

"a democratic development of the highest

significance," he meant it would disprove

the claims of conservatives that it was use-

less to create parks and other facilities

open to all citizens or to try to raise the cul-

tural level of all classes. The success of

Central Park, he hoped, would go far to-

ward disproving this "fallacy of cowardly

conservatism." It would answer aristo-

cratic critics who asserted that citizens of

a republic were unable to provide them-

selves with institutions of culture, which in

the Old Worid flowed from the noblesse

oblige of kings and nobility or from des-

pots like Napoleon III of France.

Although Olmsted played a more im-
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A pagefrom the Greenswardplan, left,

shows a small reproduction oftheplan

at the top ofthe page and a photograph

ofan area ofthepark property at center.

At thepage bottom is a miniature oil

painting ofthe same area as it was

to look after theproposed landscaping.

Below, an enlargement ofthe painting.
Museum ol the City of New York

portant part in the construction of Central

Park than any other person, and was

equally responsible with Vaux for its de-

sign, he took no part in the campaign for

the creation of the park or in the selection

of its site. By August 1857, when he first

became professionally involved, those pre-

liminary stages were over. Olmsted was not
I pleased with the site finally chosen (be-

; tween Fifth and Eighth avenues from 59th

to 106th streets). As he later declared,

It would have been diflRcult to find another
body of land of six hundred acres upon the

island (unless by taking a long narrow strip

,

upon the precipitous side of a ridge), which
possessed less of . . . the most desirable

;
characteristics of a park, or upon which

I

more time, labor, and expense would be re-

. quired to establish them.

Olmsted and Vaux included in their

Greensward plan many elements that

would be characteristic of their park de-

1
signs in later years. One was the exclusion

of the sights and sounds of the city, the

creation of a pastoral oasis in its midst.

They pointed out in their report that New
York was growing rapidly and that the res-

ervation of more than 750 acres in the cen-

ter of Manhattan for a park—an oblong

measuring two and a half miles by half a

mile—would accelerate the uptown move-

ment of the population. The park must be

planned for a time when the area sur-

rounding it would be densely settled. Ac-

cordingly, Olmsted and Vaux proposed to

"plant out" the city with a green barrier of

trees and shrubs on the perimeter of the

park. The long, straight sides of the park

would then be obscured, making the park

as a whole appear more extensive than it

was. "No one, looking into a closely-grown

wood," they later explained, "can be cer-

tain that at a short distance back there are

not glades or streams, or that a more open

disposition of trees does not prevail."

In their effort to separate the park from

the city, Olmsted and Vaux went on to de-

vise a unique solution to the problem of

transverse roads. The competition rules

called for four roads that would carry

crosstown traflSc more or less directly

through the park. Olmsted and Vaux pro-

posed to run the roads below the surface of

the ground, in open cuts and tunnels. With

that arrangement, the flow of wagons and

carts across the park would not intrude on

the scenery. Any other approach—the use

of walls or of lines of heavy planting to

screen surface transverse-road traffic

from view—would have reduced the park

to a series of compartments only a few-

blocks long. With such an approach it

would have been very difficult to achieve

the "range" and openness that Olmsted

and Vaux considered the most important

element of park landscape. Since the

transverse roads of the Greensward plan

were to be completely separate from the

interior walks and drives of the park, \is\-
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The earlypark 's rustic

architectural style, as seen

below, is maintained in the

present-day boat landingon

Central Park's lake, at left.

Courtesy of the Avery

tors would be spared the danger and in-

convenience of encountering the cross

flow of transverse-road traffic eight or

more times in each circuit of the parlc. The

plan for sinking the transverse roads also

made it possible to keep the roads open at

all hours while closing the park at night to

reduce crime.

Heavy boundary plantings and sunken

transverse roads made it possible for Olm-

sted and Vaux to create in the park's inte-

rior the passages of scenery that would re-

fresh visitors and thereby fulfill the park's

principal function. Whenever possible,

they designed "pastoral" scenery like that

of private estates in England, interspers-

ing broad expanses of gently rolling green-

sward with groves of trees and peaceful

bodies of water. The terrain best suited for

such treatment was in the upper park,

above the new reservoir and the 97th

Street transverse road. Accordingly, Olm-

sted and Vaux proposed to leave that sec-

tion as free as possible from the distraction

of "crossroads and other constructions."

The park below the reservoir, which

would be used most heavily, presented nu-

merous difficulties for securing large ar-

eas of pastoral scenery. The lower park

consisted of a series of rocky outcroppings

alternating with marshy valleys. Olmsted

and Vaux created as much level terrain as

they could by blasting and grading exten-

sively and used the two deepest valleys for

the Lake and the Pond. One meadow that

they leveled became one of the three play-

grounds required by the competition rules

and was eventually known as the cricket

ground. The other large open area became

the Parade Ground, also required in the

competition rules, but the designers must

have hoped that the twenty-five acre ex-

panse would serve, as they later described

it, as "a great country green or open com-

mon—a place where children may run

about and play until they are tired, in no-

body's way, and without danger of being

run over, or injured if they fall."

Preparation of those level open areas in

the lower park also required construction

of a system of underground drainage

pipes, with a total length of more than

sixty miles. Olmsted later calculated that

the amount of earth and stone handled in

constructing the park was 4,825,000 cubic

yards, "or nearly ten millions of ordinary

city one-horse cart-loads, which, in single

file, would make a procession thirty thou-

sand . . . miles in length." More than four

million cubic yards of earth and stone was

transferred from one part of the park site

to another. The moving of that material

alone, Olmsted estimated, was equal to

changing the level of the entire surface of



the park by nearly four feet. The blasting

of rocks to level outcroppings and con-

struct the tunnels and cuts for the trans-

verse roads required 20,800 twenty-five-

pound barrels—or a total of 260 tons—of

gunpowder. It was this massive reworking

of the site before planting began that lent

such irony to Horace Greeley's famous ex-

clamation when he first visited Central

Park in the fall of 1 859: "Well, they have

let it alone a good deal more than I

thought they would!"

Olmsted and Vaux could not hope to

prevail completely over the rugged terrain

of the park, nor did they wish to do so.

They recognized the value of broken ter-

rain and steep hillsides for creating certain

kinds of scenery. While they preferred to

secure as much pastoral effect as they

could in the park, they also worked in an-

other style, the "picturesque." For this

they employed rich and varied plantings

that created "complexity of fight and

shadow near the eye," in contrast to the

open spaces and the delicate, indefinite

boundaries of the pastoral style.

The Playground, Parade Ground, Pond,

Lake, and Ramble were the principal sce-

nic elements of the lower park. To protect

the broad landscape effects of those areas,

Olmsted and Vaux proposed to treat the

east side of the park as "dress ground"; po-

tentially incongruous activities, plantings,

and structures would be placed there. The

series of features on the east side would be

completely separate from the broader

landscapes of the interior and the west

side of the park. Along the east side, they

placed the various structures called for in

the competition rules. There was to be a

concert hall (to which they plaruied to at-

tach a palm house and large conservatory)

and a geometrical flower garden with a

large fountain. They proposed to fit up the

old Arsenal at 64th Street and Fifth Ave-

nue as a museum.

Border plantings, sunken transverse

roads, and a section of dress ground

along the eastern border permitted the de-

signers to concentrate on creating land-

scape effects in the rest of the park. But

something more was needed to give unity

and coherence to the whole, to insure the

element of "design," of subordination of

all parts to the whole, that Olmsted de-

manded so consistently in his landscape

works. In Central Park, as in his later

parks, he secured this through the ar-

rangement of the park's walks and drives.

The circulation system structured the visi-

tor's experience of the park.

The key element in the diversified lower

park was the pedestrian Promenade, or

Mall as it later came to be called, near its
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Workers in 1862, below, landscaping

the area near the broad steps

that leadfrom the carriage drive to

the Water Terrace. Today the same area,

left, is thickly wooded.
Rare Book Division. The New York Public Library





The Greenswardplan'spathsfor walking

andfor riding in carriages or on

horseback ran close to each other

so that people could mingle and be seen,

below. Today's carriages, left, still run

alongsidepedestrian roads.
Courtesy of the Ltbrary ot Congress

center. Paths from the entrance gates led

visitors quickly away from the boundary

areas and toward the Promenade. As they

entered it, the vista before them set off,

not an architectural feature, but rather

the hillside of the Ramble, the principal

landscape feature of the lower park. At
the northern end of the Promenade was

the Terrace, from which one could view

the Lake and Ramble beyond. At the level

of the Promenade the designers created a

concourse for carriages, while just to the

north was a lower pedestrian Water Ter-

race adjoining the Lake. The Terrace

could be a major architectural structure,

but it would not be visible from the Prome-

nade.

The presence of the Promenade in the

Greensward plan, with the carriage con-

course and formal pedestrian terrace at its

northern end, suggests that Olmsted al-

ready believed a park should be arranged

to provide two different kinds of social in-

teraction. First, there should be informal

areas like the Parade Ground (as "country

green") and the Ramble, which were well

suited for "neighborly" activities. There,

groups and families would picnic and

play. In addition, for "gregarious" activi-

ties, there should be more formal spaces

—

carriage concourses, promenades, and

concert areas. There, people of all sorts

could mingle, to "see and be seen." Long

stretches where walking paths ran close to

carriage drives would serve the same pur-

pose. Olmsted and Vaux included the lat-

ter feature in Central Park because, as

they observed,

It is hardly thought that any plan would be

popular in New York, that did not allow of a

continuous promenade along the line of the

drives, so that pedestrians may have ample

opportunity to look at the equipages and

their inmates.

When Olmsted and Vaux redesigned

the lower park during the summer of 1 858

they extended to the interior of the park

the principle of separation of ways they

had already introduced with the sunken

transverse roads. They added at least nine-

teen bridges to their new design simply to

provide the separation of ways. As a re-

sult, Olmsted reported, there was

no part of the drive, no part of the ride, and

but little of the walk system which is not

studiously adjusted to the arches and

planned, in respect to course, breadth,

curves and grades, with a constant purpose

to avoid leading people on foot to wish to oc-

cupy ground on which others have a right to

drive horses.

That is, the designers arranged the

whole course of traffic, and the plantings



Boaters relaxing in graffiti-lined

rowboats, right, are reminiscent ofearlier

boaters, shown in an I860 lithograph,

below, who enjoyed a newly opened,

pristine Central Park.

BCCP Third Annual Report 1860

between walks, drives, and bridle paths, so

as to prevent those who were using one

mode of movement from interfering with

the enjoyment, or threatening the safety,

of others.

The official adoption of the Green-

sward plan by the park board took place

on April 28, 1858. During the working

season of 1 858, considerable progress was

made in the construction of Central Park.

Thorough-drainage of the lower park was

nearly completed, the Promenade was

graded and planted with lines of twenty-

year-old trees, the Lake was far enough

along to be filled with water for skating

during the winter, and construction of the

Pond near 59th Street was well advanced.

Moreover, most of the blasting and grad-

ing to create the two major open spaces

—

the cricket ground and the Parade

Ground—was nearly complete. The car-

riage drive in the lower park was graded

and several miles of walks were con-

structed. The bridle path in the lower park

and some of the bridges separating it from

carriageways also were finished.

During eariy 1859 Olmsted made prog-

ress in another aspect of park administra-

tion that he considered to be of great im-

portance. He began to organize a force of

park keepers who would protect visitors

from harm and instruct them in the proper

use of the park. He devoted much time

and thought to making the force effective.

Early in the year the park board gave him

authority to enlarge the force to thirty-two

men and approved the purchase of uni-

forms for the keepers. The next spring,

Olmsted issued the demanding set of stan-

dards by which he expected these men to

conduct themselves; following strict mili-

tary disciphne and displaying vigilance at

all times, they were to treat citizens—even

those who committed crimes—with gen-

tlemanly respect.

The construction season of 1859 was a

time for supreme effort. The engineering

staff worked long hours to supply plans for

the work force, which averaged nearly

3,000 men and reached a high of 3,800 in

July. During the summer the Ramble was

opened to the public and the digging of the

transverse-road tuiuiel under Vista Rock

was finished. By autumn more than

1 7,000 trees and shrubs had been planted,

work on the Lake had been completed,

and the first transverse road had been

opened to cross-town traffic.

At the end of the season, the board de-

clared that construction of the park below

79th Street was finished. Olmsted could

then say to his father: "I have fixed what I

most cared for on the park beyond re-

consideration."

'^ -<C'
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In a world full

Over the years millions of people

have bought millions of SLRs
designed for beginners.

But what happens when you
don't want to take pictures like a
beginner anymore?

Many stick with their mass-

produced SLR and wonder why they

can't get better results.

For the few, however, who are

determined to improve as photogra-

phers, Nikon has created an engineer-

ing marvel called the FE2. An
automatic SLR so different, there are

of cookie-cutter SLRs, Nikon introduces the world
no other cameras to compare it with.

For instance, take the matter of

Selective Focusing. Which is the abil-

ity to vary apertures to express your
impression of the subject. An absolute

must for anyone who wants to im-

prove as a photographer

The FE2 gives you more options

for Selective Focusing than any other

35mm SLR in the world.

To begin with, the FE2 is an
aperture-priority automatic. So you
have total control over depth of field

when you shoot in automatic.

But, as we said, thatfe just the

beginning.

The FE2 is the first 35mm aub

matic with a 1/4000 shutter speed

An innovation made possible by
Nikonfe development of an ultra-thin

honeycomb titanium shutter It meai
photographers like yourself will, for

the first time, be able to use a full

range of apertures in bright sunlighl

And because the FE2 is faster than

any other 35mm automatic, it gives

you greater control over exposure

than other cameras when using the
If you love photography, don't miss Nikonfe The Photographeit Eye" on SPN Cable TV Check local listings. For further information write DepL 50, Nikon Inc., 623 Stewart Ave., Garden City, N.Y 11530. Nikon Inc. 1983.
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ra engineered forafew

fastest 35mm SLR automatic. The FE2.
1
latest 1000 ASA color print film.

j
The FE2 is also the only 35mm

ii automatic with a 1/250 flash synch

f
speed. Which means youll have the
ability to select a wider range of lens

v apertures when taking flash pictures

! outdoors. An achievement that was
I
once considered impossible with a
35mm SLR.

[.
In addition, die FE2 is one of the

1
few cameras equipped with through-

! the-lens flash metering (TTL). Which
gives you unparalleled accuracy

' because flash exposures are mea-

sured by the camera as they

pass through the lens.And not by a

sensor on the flash unit itself. TTL al-

lows you to achieve virtually unlimited

aperture settings when shooting flash

indoors with a dedicated Nikon
Speedlight.

Even when you're not taking

photographs with the FE2 its an
astonishing camera. Its balance and
'feel' make other SLRs seem bulky
and unresponsive. And its copper
silumin aluminum body makes it one

of the most rugged Nikons ever made.

So while other cameras are

designed for millions, the FE2 is engi-

neered to take the kind of pictures

only a few strive for.

One-in-a-million.

Nikon
We take the world's

greatest pictures:





The Garbage Eagles
To certain elements of the avian cognoscenti, eagles are not as

impressive as they are to patriots and peasants. Not for the

discerning are these feathered national symbols. Eagles have been

known to scavenge for meals and to steal food from ospreys, and

many people feel our country would do better to adopt the turkey.

No less a bird observer than Ben Franklin said so.

For those who would disparage eagles, these photographs,

taken at the Adak Naval Station in the Aleutian Islands, will

confirm their prejudice. To the rest of us, they will demonstrate

how adaptive these birds of prey are.

When the Navy came to Adak, the eagles were firmly

established, as they are throughout the Aleutian chain. Feeding

primarily on fish and carrion, the birds were isolated from the

problems that were to cause the catastrophic decline in bald eagle

numbers elsewhere. The neighborhood was relatively pristine;

pollution and habitat destruction were not rampant. Then the

Navy introduced some exotic artifacts to the island, not the least

of which was a fair amount of garbage. But this source of pollution

has proved a bonanza for the resident eagles.

Perched on the dump like so many herring gulls, the eagles pick

Photographs by Johnny Johnson



at anything remotely edible. Eagle protocol requires that a

respectful distance be kept between diners; fellow scavengers,

such as ravens, are either tolerated or chased, perhaps depending

on the food item at stake. The eagles have discovered the dump to

be a reliable food resource. The human leavings supplement their

natural diet and provide sustenance during lean periods.

The garbage picking is, of course, an extension of the eagles'

scavenging habits. Many other animals, however, do not seem

able to switch or expand their food habits when faced with a

similar opportunity. For example, a number of gull species are

basicaUy scavengers, but few have become such garbage-dump

connoisseurs as the herring gull. The population explosion of

herring gulls around metropolitan centers comes as no surprise.

In like fashion, modest-sized Adak Island supports between 100

and 1 50 breeding pairs of bald eagles; garbage feeding helps

explain why such a high number of eagles can exist there. The

birds have proved that they are opportunistic and able to take

advantage of a new situation. Those are not bad qualities for a

national symbol.
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In prehistoric times, the varied landscape

ofCantabrian Spain was the home of

ibex, chamois, red deer, cattle, wildcats,

and a host ofother creatures. The rivers

and coast provided early humans with

fish, mollusks. and crustaceans.

Juan A. Fernandez: Documenlos de Historia Natural



A Stone Age Sanctuary
Archeological finds in Spain reveal the existence ofreligious behavior 14,000 years ago

by Leslie G. Freeman, Richard G. Klein, and Joaquin Gonzalez Echegaray

Cantabrian Spain, an arena of Paleo-

lithic research for more than a century,

has elicited increasing attention during

the past fifteen years, as excavations have

uncovered details of shifting relationships

between prehistoric humans and their en-

vironment. The period from 20,000 to

14,000 years ago is especially exciting be-

cause archeological sites of this age have

revealed cultural behavior so complex

that it appears surprisingly modem. One
site with which we have been involved, El

Juyo, has even yielded an elaborate sanc-

tuary—the clearest evidence to date of

early human religious activity.

The Cantabrian region, embracing the

provinces of Asturias and Santander, ex-

tends some 230 miles along the Atlantic

coast between Basque country on the east

and Galicia on the west. Ridged and pock-

marked by karstic limestone and dissected

by small, fast-flowing rivers, the region in-

cludes a great variety of climatic and

vegetational zones, stratified according to

altitude. Starting among the treeless,

frost-spalled peaks of the high Cantabrian

Mountains, one descends through belts of

evergreen and temperate deciduous for-

ests to grassy pastures along the narrow,

rolling coastal plain. Finally, one reaches

the shore, mostly precipitous and rocky

but fringed with sheltered, sandy beaches

that make the Cantabrian coast, warmed

by the Gulf Stream, a major attraction for

vacationers.

During the warmer phases of the Pleis-

tocene epoch (the period from 1.8 million

to 1 2,000 years ago that is known as the

Ice Age because of periodic glaciations),

Cantabria provided a well-stocked larder

for food-collecting peoples. The high

peaks were the home of ibex and chamois,

while stands of forest sheltered herds of

red deer and roe deer, as well as brown

bears, wild boars, wolves, foxes, European

wildcats, and a host of smaller creatures.

Bison and cattle roamed the forest edge,

and horses grazed the grassy meadows.

Salmon spawned in Cantabria's rivers,

and trout populated the streams. The

coast provided a wealth of fish, numerous,

easily gathered mollusks, and a great vari-

ety of edible crustaceans.

Even during phases of maximum gla-

cial cold. Ice Age Cantabria was compar-

atively lush. Although forest cover was

much less extensive, it was replaced in

large part by grassland and heath, excel-

lent habitat for herds of red deer, wild cat-

tle, and horses, as well as occasional rein-

deer, woolly mammoths, and woolly rhi-

noceroses. As glaciers filled the high

mountain valleys, good range for ibex and

chamois extended down into the lower-ly-

ing areas. When offshore waters were

most chilled, a few cold-tolerant mollusks

were added to the faunal list, while life

forms that preferred warmer seas per-

sisted, perhaps restricted to the well-insu-

lated waters of estuaries and shallow bays.

Although people first appeared in

western Europe more than 500,000 years

ago, there are no archeological sites of

such age in Cantabria. Nevertheless, the

region is remarkable for its density of

sites, principally caves, that date to the Pa-

leolithic, or Old Stone Age. Numbered

among these are the famous Altamira,

whose polychrome bison were the first Pa-

leolithic cave paintings to be recognized as

such. Humans appear to have first entered

the region between 100,000 and 200,000

years ago. We don't know anything about

the physical type of these early Cantabri-

ans, although finds elsewhere in Europe

suggest they were robust, primitive mem-
bers of our own species. Homo sapiens.

Little is known about the lifeways of these

hand-ax-using hunters, other than the few

stone tools they left behind. These tools

were of late Acheulean type, placing this

culture at the end of the Lower Paleo-

lithic. (Acheulean, Mousterian, Aurigna-

cian, Perigordian, Solutrean, Magdale-

nian, and Azilian designate distinctive

complexes of stone tools thought to have

cultural and chronological significance;

the complexes are named after French

sites or regions where they are particularly

well represented.)

The Middle Paleolithic is represented

in northern Spain by tools of the Mouste-

rian type, found at sites dating to between

70,000 and 35,000 years ago, the earlier

part of the last glaciation. The makers of

Mousterian stone tools were probably the

Neanderthals, a robustly muscled, large-

brained subspecies of Homo sapiens with



distinctive skeletal features. Apparently,

people were still rare animals in Cantabria

during the Middle Paleolithic. They lived

in small groups (families or bands) scat-

tered sparsely over the lowlands and ex-

isted by gathering plant foods and by

hunting whatever large game animals they

came across, such as the horses, wild cattle,

and deer that were abundant nearby.

Mousterian sites contain few remains of

the more dangerous creatures that lived in

the surroundings—wild boars or the big

felids (lynx. lion, and leopard). Although

the Neanderthals seem

quate equipment for killing these crea-

tures, perhaps they were not as clever at

pursuing animals as are modern humans

or were incapable of organizing large

enough numbers of people to undertake

cooperative hunts. Mousterian peoples in

Cantabria also seldom hunted such alpine

animals as the ibex and chamois, unless

they lived right among them. They made

almost no use of coastal resources or of

freshwater fish, nor do they seem to have

captured birds. They did collect such

plant foods as weed and grass seeds, wild

vetches, wild fruits, and nuts. The caves

they chose for shelter were usually located

neither on the coast nor far upland but in

the middle of the lowland zone they regu-

larly exploited.

Elsewhere in the Old World, Mouste-

rian peoples, in contrast to their Acheu-

lean predecessors, buried their dead. In

Cantabria, however, no such graves have

been found. Although we find worn-down

"pencils'" of coloring matter in many

Mousterian sites, no cave art survives

from the period. Perhaps Neanderthals

used color to paint their skins or their

clothing or for tattooing. A very few bone

objects engraved with simple linear marks

(some intentionally made but most of de-

batable origin) have been found, but there

is no representational art at all.

About 35.000 years ago. western Eu-

rope witnessed the replacement of Middle

Paleolithic tool complexes such as the

Mousterian by Upper Paleolithic ones

such as the Aurignacian and Perigordian.

Researchers once thought that this in-

volved both the spread of more efficient

tools and the simultaneous replacement of

Dpard). Aitnougn ^|^ \ 'f^y^ :i-
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Lower left: The Cantabrian region embraces a variety ofclimatic and vegetational

zones. Cave sites such as El Juyo, Altamira, and Rascaho preserve sequences of

prehistoric occupations that reflect how Stone Agepeoples utilized the environment.

El Juyo, whose modern entrance is shown at left, is a well-preserved lowland site.

Below: Distinctive assemblages ofstone tools, thought to have cultural and

chronological significance, have been identified in northern Spain by archeologists.

Neanderthals by humans with modern

skeletons. A recent discovery of a Nean-

derthal in a very early Upper Paleolithic

level in France throws some doubt on the

last point, but no one doubts that Nean-

derthals disappeared in short order.

Aurignacian and Perigordian artifact

complexes, which prevailed until about

22,500 years ago, may have evolved side

by side. Aurignacian levels have many

stone end scrapers and often a fair number

of elongate spearpoints made of bone.

There are fewer bone tools in Perigordian

levels, which have more chisel-ended bu-

rins than end scrapers and often have lots

of backed points, or knives. Most archeol-

ogists think that these two complexes are

the remains of separate societies, but some

believe the differences only reflect the

need for diiTerent tools for diff"erent activi-

ties, and that both complexes were used

by the same groups.

The makers of both complexes contin-

ued the same opportunistic hunting and

gathering strategies used by Mousterian

peoples, although as time went on, early

Upper Paleolithic peoples became in-

creasingly aware of the useful offerings of

their surroundings. They regularly cap-

tured alpine mammals and collected ma-

rine shellfish and occasionally took fish

and birds. Whatever organizational or

technological deficiencies the Mousteri-

ans had suffered were apparently over-

come by early Upper Paleolithic peoples,

who were consistently able to kill large fe-

lids and who regularly hunted wild boars

in the forests around them.

There are more Cantabrian caves with

Aurignacian and Perigordian deposits

than with Mousterian ones, permitting us

to infer an increase in overall population

density in the region, but there is no evi-

dence of a corresponding increase in resi-

dential group size. Most well-excavated

levels suggest that throughout this period,

people lived in groups of no more than a

dozen or so. The sites they occupied were

often the very ones used by their Mouste-

rian predecessors, and the pattern of locat-

ing settlements in the middle of the nar-

row lowland strip persisted unchanged.

Several major innovations in technol-

ogy, aesthetics, and ideology set early Up-

Sequence of tool complexes
in Cantabrian Spain

_present

per Paleolithic peoples apart from their

Mousterian forerunners. Aurignacian and

Perigordian peoples often buried their

dead with elaborate ceremonies. They

adorned themselves with strings of beads

made of bone or perforated shells. They

produced true representational art—de-

pictions of animals engraved on bone ob-

jects or painted on cave walls—as well as

abstract geometric forms.

The latter part of the Upper Paleolithic

comprises the so-called Solutrean and

Magdalenian phases of industrial develop-

ment—and some add the Azilian. In addi-

tion to the end scrapers and burins found

in other Upper Paleolithic horizons, Solu-

trean assemblages contain bifacially re-

touched stone spearpoints. Early Magda-

lenian levels have nosed and keeled end

scraper forms, bone spearpoints, and tiny

backed microblades (which were part of

multicomponent tools), and late Magdale-

nian levels have bone harpoons with barbs

along one or two sides.

Sites occupied by later Upper Paleo-

lithic peoples in Cantabria are several

times as numerous as earlier ones. Most

are quite small, but some, like Altamira,

are very large, suggesting that people who

lived much of the time in smaller, inde-

pendent social groups periodically gath-

ered in large numbers. Solutrean and

Magdalenian sites range from the coast to

well up in the highlands. At some sites,

this shift from a more central settlement

location clearly accompanies a shift to a

more selective pattern of resource exploi-

tation. At La Riera, for example, Solu-

trean levels that accumulated during a rel-

atively warm and humid phase between

20,000 and 1 8,000 years ago show that the

cave occupants intensively exploited the

abundant local red deer population.

Evolving cultural adaptations during

the Magdalenian, from about 16,000 to

1 2,000 years ago, are well known at sites

like Rascano, Altamira, and El Juyo,

where we have excavated. Rascaiio, lo-

cated twelve miles inland at about 900

feet elevation, is a small site at the edge of

the alpine zone. At Rascano, the most

common mammal remains are those of

ibex; males and females are represented in

equal numbers and most were killed in

their prime. Besides mammal bones, we

uncovered a few salmon vertebrae and

some freshwater mollusk shells, testifying

to the exploitation of nearby streams.

Only a few marine shells were found, re-

flecting Rascaiio's substantial distance

from the coast. Some had been perforated

to permit hanging on a cord, suggesting

that they were brought to Rascaiio for use

as personal decorations.

Altamira, two and one-half miles from

the coast and about 360 feet above sea

level, is a vast network of subterranean

chambers, decorated extensively and with

as much sophistication as any other Paleo-

lithic art site. Our recent e.xcavations have

shown that the only Magdalenian level

present is a deep shell midden, packed

with limpet and winkle shells. Scattered

within the midden are some mammalian



remains, mostly of red deer. As at Ras-

cano, the presence of salmon bones indi-

cates there was exploitation of freshwater

streams.

El Juyo is a lowland site, larger than

Rascaiio, located some 200 feet above sea

level and three miles from the present

coast. The areas exposed by our recent ex-

cavations at Rascano and Altamira are

relatively small because earlier excavators

had removed so much deposit, but at El

Juyo we were confronted with a large

area—almost 1 , 1 00 square feet—with un-

disturbed strata. So far, we have exposed

the topmost two Magdalenian layers over

about one-third of this area, finding rem-

nants of Paleolithic structures more elabo-

rate than any previously reported from

Cantabria.

A shell midden in one stratum shows

that shellfish were sometimes gathered in

large numbers at the coast. This was never

distant, even though the sea level was con-

siderably lower than at present owing to

the large amount of water locked up in the

last glacial ice sheets. More important to

the diet, however, was the hunting of un-

gulates, including red deer, roe deer, bi-

son, horses, and ibex. As at other lowland

Magdalenian sites in Cantabria, by far the

most important game animal at El Juyo

was the red deer, probably because of its

local abundance. In contrast, in higher

sites such as Rascafio the topographic and

vegetational conditions favored ibex, the

dominant species in the Magdalenian de-

posit. We suspect that the same people in-

habited lowland sites such as El Juyo and

subalpine ones such as Rascano, simply

moving periodically from one area to the

other.

From a detailed study of the red deer re-

mains, we learned that the El Juyo Mag-
dalenians, like those at Rascano, had the

ability to kill prime-age adult animals in

rough proportion to their abundance in the

live population. Wolves, in contrast, take

mainly the very young and the old—in

short, those animals most vulnerable to

predation. The humans clearly had effec-

tive hunting methods, probably including

the communal drive, in which a substan-

tial group of people stampeded an entire

deer herd over a cliff or into deep snow.

standing water, or some other trap. This

advanced ability to exploit red deer pro-

vided the economic basis for the cultural

developments revealed at the site.

At Rascano we found remains of fire-

places, small storage pits, and enigmatic

curving trenches. At Altamira the bulk of

the shell midden is made up of large pits,

which were apparently first used to cook

meat and shellfish and then filled with the

inedible leftovers from meals and with

other debris. But these discoveries are not

nearly so impressive as the building com-

plexes preserved in the Magdalenian lev-

els at El Juyo.

In the occupation we call Level 6, dat-

ing to about 14,000 years ago, most of the

red deer remains lay in a dense mass in an

oval, basin-shaped depression, about nine

feet long, seven feet wide, and one foot

deep, filled with the kind of silts that are

deposited in ponded water. At first we sus-

pected that the ancient pond resulted

from the collapse of underlying cave

strata or from some other natural event.

But as work progressed, we found that the

depression had been deliberately dug out

and encircled by a wall made of packed

earth and stone rubble, including blocks

and cobbles of sandstone and quartzite

that must have been brought into the cave

from the outside. More excavation will be

necessary before we can determine the

purpose of this structure. It may have

been built as an artificial waste-disposal

tank to hold butchering residues or it may
have been a dwelling, which filled with

water and was used as a garbage dump af-

ter it was abandoned. In this case, the low

rubble wall may once have supported a

now vanished superstructure of timbers

and other perishable materials. The ani-

mal remains comprise only selected skele-

tal parts (jaws, teeth, shoulder blades,

some limbs).

Originally, the walls of the depression

seem to have extended another AVi feet

south, but when it was rebuilt at its

present smaller scale, part of this area was

taken up by another structure, a squarish

dugout whose remaining walls stood 10

inches high. The contents of this little

chamber were unlike anything in the rest

of the occupation. They included large

grindstones, masses of powdered red

ocher, big patties of violet, vermilion, or-

ange, and gray clay (like ocher, these are

excellent and often vivid coloring materi-

als), most of four partly carved deer ant-

lers, and a large lamp made of a hoUowed-

out piece of stalagmite. The room may
have served as a workshop or (more likely,

given its restricted size) as a storehouse for

these valued materials.
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Left: The skillful renderings ofanimalsfound on the ceiling and walls ofAltamira

were thefirst to be recognized as Paleolithic paintings. However, there are difficulties

in dating cavepaintings or correlating them with habitation deposits on the cavefloor.

Below: In Level 6 at El Juyo, jaws, teeth, and other remains ofmore thanforty-five

red deer werefound denselypacked with some limpet shells andstone tools.

Toward the end of the Level 6 occupa-

tion, Cantabria underwent a dramatic cH-

matic change. At El Juyo, this change was

marked by an increase in surface water

that entered the cave mouth as runoff,

suggesting either an increase in torrential

rainfall (and perhaps a more uneven sea-

sonal distribution than at present) or a de-

crease in the surrounding vegetation

cover. Next, there were sporadic rockfalls

from the cave walls and ceiling near the

entrance. Lower temperatures were prob-

ably causing repeated freezing and thaw-

ing of the water that had filtered into the

rock walls. These rockfalls were inter-

spersed with periods during which ponded

water on the cave floor evaporated, pre-

cipitating limestone in the form of stalag-

mite sheets, which sealed already formed

deposits from those yet to accumulate. A
thick flowstone layer of this sort separates

Level 6 from the uppermost (last) Mag-
dalenian level in the cave, Level 4. At the

end of the occupation of Level 4, a mas-

sive rockfall blocked most of the cave

opening, and the fallen rubble was ce-

mented by new stalagmitic deposits that

completely closed the entrance. The seal-

ing of El Juyo about 14,000 years ago

may have represented a loss for its Mag-
dalenian inhabitants, but it was a blessing

for prehistorians, for aside from sporadic

Bronze Age and Roman penetrations,

which did not disturb the last flowstone,

no one entered the cave until it was re-

discovered in 1953.

Among the highly unusual features pre-

served in Level 4 is a walled precint en-

closing three elongated structures, one IVi

feet long, the second AVi feet, and the last

5 feet in length. Each consists of a 6- to 8-

inch-deep trench topped by an earthen

mound. The bottom of the trench under

the largest mound was lined with pow-

dered red ocher, and near its center we
found a fist-sized lump of white clay next

to a 6-inch-long antler tine that was thrust

vertically into the ground. The trench was

filled with earth and covered by a thin

layer of sand and ocher.

Atop this was a mound, 2Vi feet high,

comprising four to six "offering" layers

—

thin seams of burned organic material

containing whole, apparently new bone

spearpoints, vestigial lateral phalanges of

deer, and more ocher—interleaved be-

tween levels made of cylinders of mixed

earth. The cylindrical dirt piles, each 4

inches wide, are something like the col-

umns of wet sand children mold with pails

on the beach. These molded cylinders

were arranged in groups of seven—one in

the center, surrounded by six others—to

form rosettes, and the rosettes were in turn

closely packed in a similar pattern. In

some layers, each I2-inch-wide rosette

was plastered over with colored clay, and

the resultant colorful circles formed strik-

ing flowerlike patterns. Possibly, each

decorative layer was prepared as a special

surface for a burned off"ering.

A last deposit of bone spearpoints

ringed the mound before the whole accu-

mulation was jacketed with yellow clay

and small stone slabs. Then a 6-foot-long

flat limestone slab, weighing about one

ton, was placed atop the mound, so that

the underlying features were completely

hidden. The smallest teardrop-shaped

structure, some 20 inches high, was simi-

larly constructed, except that it was not

capped by a stone slab and in the middle

of its trench we found, instead of a

projecting antler and a lump of white clay,

a small hollow next to a fist-sized chunk of

red ocher. The third is somewhat differ-

ently constructed, but is capped by an

earthen mound built like the others.

With the mounds were three small pits

filled with burned bone, red ocher, shell-

fish remains, and bone sewing needles.

The most remarkable object we found,

however, rested atop the far side of the

smaller mound, facing the cave entrance:

a free-standing stone sculpture of what at

first glance appeared to be a human face.



At El Juyo, in the uppermost Magdalenian deposit ofthe cave, afourteen-inch stone

head wasfound whose naturalfeatures were incorporated into a dual design. As

clarified in the artist 's scale drawing (inset), engraved lines on the head's right side

indicate a hairline, eyebrow, nose, moustache, teeth, and details ofa beard, suggesting

a smilingman 'sface. The stone 's left side has been enhanced by engravingand black

dots (where whiskers would be) so that it resembles a large member ofthe catfamily.

Leslie G. Freeman: drawing by Judith Ogdei

It was crudely made of a stone block with

a natural fissure down its center, another

curving crack near its base, and a fossil in-

crusted on one side. The stone (14" high

by 13" wide by 9" thick) was roughly

trimmed, making it more stable and head

shaped, and even before it was further al-

tered, the fossil and the curved crack sug-

gested an eye and a lopsided smiling

mouth. This resemblance has been en-

hanced by chiseled grooves near the eye

and other lines that extend the mouth

completely across the stone and suggest

lips and teeth. A scar produced by a sharp

blow forms a second eye, and a nose, tooth,

moustache, hairline, and indications of a

beard have been cut into the block by shal-

low linear engraving with a stone imple-

ment. In the laboratory, we found that the

lip and chin of one side of the block were

stippled with lines of black dots.

A close examination of the face shows

that it is not a simple anthropomorph, but

a being with two natures. The right half is

that of a benign, smiling male human vis-

age, with a simple curved nose, a mous-

tache, and a beard. The left side, however,

has a deeply chiseled tear duct; a long, de-

liberately polished muzzle, ending in a tri-

angular engraving that suggests an animal

nose; a single projecting fang; and the lines

of black dots, which hint at the roots of

whiskers. This side seems to represent a

large member of the cat family, perhaps a

lion or leopard (both lived near El Juyo in

Magdalenian times).

The dualism expressed by the El Juyo

face, and the depiction of opposed natures

by means of a left-right polarity, are com-

mon features of symbolism among living

people but are rarely discernible in the

lifeless artifacts of prehistoric peoples.

Other symbolic oppositions in the Level 4

complex include differences in size and

orientation of the mounds, the tine in the

largest trench and the hollow in the small-

est, the red-white opposition, and the con-

trast between spears in the mounds and

needles and shellfish in the associated pits.

These individual details show us aspects of

the lives of those people who produced

them. And the structural complex as a

whole tells us much more.

The complex can best be viewed as a

sanctuary, a space that has been symboli-

cally structured and set aside for the per-

formance of patterned religious rituals

dedicated to one or more culturally postu-

lated supernatural beings. These rituals

were not everyday activities essential to

the economic survival of the group. The

deliberate sacrifice of perfectly good tools

and weapons and the painstaking produc-

tion of colorful clay patterns only to hide

them cannot be rationalized from a purely

economic standpoint.

The El Juyo sanctuary is not the oldest

evidence for human religion. More than

35,000 years ago. Neanderthal people

were burying their dead, sometimes with

grave offerings. But it is extremely dif-

ficult to untangle the truly religious as-

pects of death rites from other factors,

such as a fear that the living might catch

mortal sicknesses from contact with the

dead or their possessions, respect for dead

members of the social group, or a desire to

avoid conflicts among the Uving over the

division of a dead person's goods. Even

where these other factors can be ruled out,

religious aspects of mortuary ritual tend to

have a somewhat narrow scope.

There is also speculation that cave

paintings provide a key to Stone Age reli-

gion, and much of it may have merit. In

particular, the unusual paintings of mam-
mal- or bird-headed humans found in

some caves have been interpreted as de-

pictions of deities or of religious practi-

tioners at work. Other interpretations of

these figures are possible, however: that

they represent hunters disguised to ap-

proach game more easily, that they are

masked dancers, that they are simply the

flights of fancy of abertant individuals.

Throughout the Paleohthic there seems to

have been, in general, a widespread reluc-

tance to depict humans naturalistically.

Perhaps, like some living peoples. Paleo-

lithic peoples feared that accurate por-

traits would endanger the souls or person-

alities of their subjects. Finally, with cave

paintings, compositions of figures of the

same age are difficult to isolate since there

is no reliable way of dating depictions on

cave walls, which often served as a canvas

for hundreds of generations of artists.

The El Juyo sanctuary provides much

stronger evidence of Paleolithic religion

than do burials or cave paintings. Its arti-

facts were recovered intact and in the pre-

cise positions in which they were last used

by the cave occupants. The construction

of the sanctuary required the cooperation

of a group, implying a shared purpose and

set of symboUc notions. This symbolism is

not solely death-related. The extraordi-

nary stone face, a fusion of animal and hu-

1

man natures, is probably the most con-

vincing depiction of a supernatural being
j

yet known in Paleolithic art.

The selective subsistence practices and

the elaborate ideological system indicated

by the El Juyo findings are similar to those

of many living peoples. In Cantabria at

least, these phenomena appear as irmova-

tions about 18,000 to 20,000 years ago,

the time of the late Solutrean or the So-

lutrean/Magdalenian transition. Prior to

that time, sites seem to have been more

centrally located along the lowland belt,

with fewer in the highlands or close to the

coasts; a wider spectrum of animals was

hunted in what appears to have been a

more opportunistic pattern; and artwork,

though often present, was not as abundant

or elaborate as it was later to become. By

the earUer Magdalenian, the irmovations

in subsistence and settlement had appar-

ently become widespread, and cave art

had reached its greatest florescence.

We still do not know what stimulated

these developments or how they were in-

terrelated. Climatic and environmental

change may have been responsible or the

developments may have been cultural re-

sponses to increased population density

and greater exchange of information be-

tween neighboring groups. The process of

finding out how people became culturally

and behaviorally modem is hampered be-

cause solid evidence of such intangibles as

religion are hard to come by. But some Pa-

leolithic sites do provide evidence of new

attitudes toward the environment, chang-

ing exploitation of resources, and even the

rise of religious behavior and symbolism.

The research in Cantabria shows us that

fully modem cultural behavior did not

suddenly appear with the earliest ana-

tomically modem humans but developed

over a period of thousands of years. D
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Photographs by Craig Packer

Male companions usually stay together

for life, together gainingand losing

control over one or more prides. While

some groups are composed ofrelatives,

others, such as this threesome, are made

up oflionsfrom different natalprides.
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Once and Future Kings
Groups ofmale lions compete for the chance to rule a pride

and mate with its females. Their tenure is never secure

by Anne Pusey and Craig Packer

On April 11, 1980, we had one more

area to check in our census of the Gol

pride lions. We had already found most of

the females and their resident males at the

Gol kopjes, a series of granitic, rocky out-

crops lying in the middle of the Serengeti

plains of Tanzania. Six miles to the south-

east lay another cluster of kopjes, also

within the Gol pride's range, that we had

not visited that day. As we rounded the

largest kopje in the cluster we spotted two

male lions asleep on their sides. We moved

closer, driving very slowly because males

in this part of the Serengeti are often shy

and will run away from a vehicle. When

we came to within ten feet of them, the

nearest male opened one eye, regarded us

briefly, rolled over on his back with all

four feet in the air, and shut his eyes again.

These were no ordinary Serengeti males.

With mounting excitement we consulted

our identification cards of males born in

1976, about sixty in all. In only one part of

our study area were lions as blase about

cars: the Ngorongoro Crater, a huge cal-

dera in the volcanic highlands more than

forty miles to the southeast.

The Ngorongoro Crater's large resident

ungulate population supports one of the

densest populations of lions in the world:

more than a hundred lions in an area of

about a hundred square miles. Because

many tourist vehicles visit the Crater ev-

ery day and there is little cover in which li-

ons can hide, they quickly become used to

cars stopping beside them and ignore all

but the noisiest of tourists. If these males

were from the Crater, it would be the first

recorded movement of Ngorongoro males

into the Serengeti. Using binoculars, we

carefully examined the pattern of vibris-

sae spots on each side of the males' faces

and checked them against our identifica-

tion cards. Judith Rudnai, who had stud-

ied lions in Kenya's Nairobi National

Park, was the first to realize that these

whisker-spot patterns are distinct and dif-

ferent in each lion and can be used as per-

manent identification since they remain

the same from birth to death. Eventually

we matched cards to the lions. They were

Lebu and Lafua, born in 1976 in the Lake

pride of the Crater and last seen by us

there on February 4, 1980. Within the last

two months they had traveled forty miles

through country inhabited by the Ma-

sai—a hazardous journey because the

Masai cattle herdsmen are no friends to li-

ons. Although only three and a half years

old, the males were almost fully grown

and their manes were already luxuriant, a

testimony to the abundant and constant

food supply in the Crater. Males of the

same age in the Serengeti generally have

not yet reached full size and their manes

are not fully developed until they are at

least five.

The Serengeti ecosystem, an area of

about ten thousand square miles, is de-

fined by the range of the annual migration

of vast herds of wildebeest, zebra, eland,

and gazelle. Each year the herds congre-

gate on the shortgrass plains in the wet

season (November-May), then travel

west and north to the woodlands in the dry

season (June-October). The woodlands of

the Serengeti also support resident popu-

lations of buffalo, giraffe, hartebeest,

topi, impala, reedbuck, waterbuck, and

warthog. In contrast, the shortgrass plains

have few resident ungulates. Thus the li-

ons of the Serengeti plains lead a life of

feast or famine as the herds move through

their ranges, and even the lions of the

woodland and woodland edge have a less

constant food supply than in the Crater.

As a result, cub mortality is high in much

of the Serengeti, and cubs that survive

grow more slowly than Crater cubs.

On this day, Lebu and Lafua seemed to

have found a lion's paradise. Thousands of

wildebeest, zebra, and gazelle spread in

all directions across the rolling green

plains. The air vibrated with the grunts of

wildebeest and the periodic high-pitched

brays of zebra stallions. At night, the fe-

male lions of the nearby Gol pride roared

enticingly. But this was not to last. In a

few weeks the rains would stop and the dry

southeasteriy winds would start to blow in-

cessantly, turning the plains to a near

desert. The herds would leave and the resi-

dent lions would have to scatter to survive

on the few remaining gazelle. What had

caused these two males to leave the Cra-

ter? What would the\- do next? And more

generally, how would their lives compare

with those of other males in this vast area?



Below: On the Serengeti plains, a herd ofwildebeest stands alert

as ayoung nomadic male lion ambles by. Right: As a rival

watches, a male consorts with an estrousfemale. The normally

affectionate relations among male companions become tense

when an estrousfemale is around, but as long as one male is

in clearpossession ofthefemale,fighting is unlikely.

I I
Highlands

Woodlands

I I

Shortgrass Plains

Serengeti Ecosystem Boundary

Serengeti National Park

These are some of the questions we have

tried to answer in the last five years.

We started our study in 1978 and were

joined in 1982 by Sara Cairns. We are the

most recent in a series of scientists who
have been studying the lions of the Seren-

geti for the last seventeen years. George

Schaller began his famous study of the

Serengeti lions in 1966. He was succeeded

in 1969 by Brian Bertram, who was fol-

lowed, in turn, by David Bygott and Jean-

nette Hanby in 1974. Although each sci-

entist has concentrated on different

aspects of lion ecology and behavior, be-

tween us we have managed to monitor two

prides near Seronera, the Seronera and

Masai, continually since 1 966, and an ad-

ditional fifteen prides living in the Seren-

geti woodland edge, the plains, and the

Ngorongoro Crater, since 1974. From
these observations we are beginning to get

a good picture of the life history of lions,

both male and female.

The lions' basic social unit is the

pride—a permanent social group consist-

ing of two to eighteen adult females and
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their offspring and one to seven resident

adult males. Prides occupy the same area

for generations. The Masai pride still oc-

cupies the area it did when Schaller first

observed it in 1 966, although all of the li-

ons born during his study have died of old

age. The Seronera pride has split into two

groups, each occupying half of the origi-

nal pride range.

The core of a pride is formed by the

adult females, most of which are born,

live, breed, and die in the same pride with

their mothers, aunts, sisters, and cousins.

A few may leave with female peers and

form new prides or become nomadic, but

none join other, preexisting prides. In con-

trast to females, all male lions, like the

males of most other mammalian species,

eventually leave the pride of their birth

and breed elsewhere. Groups of adult

males compete with other groups to

monopolize the pride and mate with the

females. In the last decade, Bygott, Ber-

tram, and Hanby found that the average

tenure of male groups with prides was only

two years before they left of their own ac-

cord or were ousted by other groups of

males. In the last seventeen years, the Ma-
sai pride has had nine sets of resident adult

males. However, Bygott, Bertram, and

Hanby also found that tenure length var-

ied enormously—from a few months to as

much as six years—and that the largest

male groups achieved the longest tenure.

Our particular interests have been how

these male groups form and how the males

in each group cooperate and compete with

each other in their quest for females.

Females frequently give birth at about

the same time, then pool their cubs and

rear them communally. Thus, from the

age of about six weeks, males are in the

constant company of their brothers, sis-

ters, cousins, and a variety of more dis-

tantly related peers. Cubs are weaned at

about seven months, but their mothers

continue to hunt for them until they are

about two years old. In their second year

cubs start to participate in hunts, but it

takes time for them to become proficient

hunters. Females give birth to new litters

when their previous cubs are about two

years old, but they often allow the older

cubs to stay with the pride.

Although all males leave their natal

pride eventually, the age at which they

leave depends to some extent on the fate of

their fathers. If their fathers remain in

their natal pride, subadult males some-

times stay until they are three or four

years old and almost fully grown. We ob-

served the only surviving male from a lit-

ter remain with his pride until he was four

years old, at which point his two elderly

"fathers" were evicted by a new set of

males. The young male then joined forces

with his fathers, and the threesome suc-

ceeded in taking over a neighboring pride

for a few months. However, cases of sons

joining their fathers are uncommon and

may only occur when their fathers' coali-

tion is very small. Most males leave their

prides with their male peers if they have

any and stay with them for life.

Lebu and Lafua remained in their natal

pride until they were three and a half, al-

though they had become somewhat pe-

ripheral. Their fathers were a group of six
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Females ofthe Golpride surround and

attack a loneyoung male that had been

trying to associate with them. Females

do not tolerate thepresence of
nomadic males.

large, black-maned males that has resided

simultaneously in three of the five prides

in the Crater for seven years. In the last

few months before they left the Crater for

the first time, Lebu and Lafua had bite

wounds that had been inflicted by other

lions. We do not know which lions were the

aggressors, but we have observed the six

resident males chasing some of their other

subadult sons away from their natal prides.

Such aggression by fathers is not so se-

vere as that by new males that have just

taken over a pride. Because average ten-

ure is only two years, the fathers of most

young males are evicted while their sons

are still large cubs or subadults. Then the

large cubs are evicted too. During our

study we found several nomadic groups of

cubs as young as one and a half years old

that had already been evicted. Many more

were between two and three years old.

Once evicted, these cubs and subadults

lead a nomadic life for several years until

they are old enough to take over a pride

and become resident. For the first time in

their lives they must feed themselves by

scavenging or hunting and avoid aggres-

sion from resident lions. It is a hazardous

time. The wet season in the Serengeti is

not so bad, and young male lions from

miles around follow the herds to the

plains. With plentiful prey and low densi-

ties of resident lions there is little strife.

But in the dry season, nomads must return
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to the woodlands, where they risk attack

from residents or starvation in marginal

areas. Mortality is high; cohorts of rela-

tives returning to the plains after the dry

season are usually reduced in numbers

each year. Even the survivors frequently

have scars from bite wounds, and several

times we have found the corpses of young

males that have been bitten to death by

other lions.

Once they have reached full size, the

goal of all males is to take over a pride.

Since females usually mate only with the

resident males of their pride, and only the

cubs of females living in prides have much
chance of surviving, males must become
resident in prides in order to father surviv-

ing off'spring. Groups of nomadic males

are always on the lookout for prides they

can take over. As they wander, they have

various means of determining which

prides might be available. Resident males

actively patrol the pride range, mark the

ground and bushes with urine, and roar at

night. In open areas, we were able to hear

roars up to five miles away and lions can

probably hear them farther than this. Fe-

males also mark their range and roar.

Thus, nomadic males are probably able to

discover a great deal about the relative

numbers of males and females in an area

even without seeing them.

When resident males abandon prides of

their own accord to take over a neighbor-

ing pride, there is often an easy opportu-

nity for nomadic males to move in andj

mate with the females. However, females

with cubs sometimes successfully repel

new male groups. If the resident males arei

still present in the pride, the outcome de-:

pends on the number, age, and vigor of

males in each group. If the invading group:

is much larger, the residents are likely to

leave without a struggle. In the last five

years a group of seven males, the largest so^

far observed in the Serengeti, has taken

over, then abandoned six prides on the

plains and at the woodland edge. The take-

overs were rapid with no sign of fights be-

tween the invaders and the resident males.

Probably the roars of seven vigorous males

were enough to convince the residents that

their tenure was over.

For smaller groups of males it is more

difficult. In their first wet season on the

plains, Lebu and Lafua hovered at the

edge of the Gol pride, but were kept away

from the females by the four resident

males. The following dry season they re-

turned to the Crater. By the next year the

resident males of the Gol pride had moved

on and Lebu and Lafua took over the

pride for several months. Then a group of

three males started penetrating the Gol

pride range, roaring at night and marking.

Eventually Lebu and Lafua retired to a

small portion of the pride range with one

subgroup of females and their cubs, while



the threesome continued to expand their

' range and mated with the rest of the fe-

males. By the end of 1981, Lebu and

Lafua had been completely evicted and

Lafua was seen, severely wounded, near

Seronera, thirty-five miles to the north.

After Lafua recovered, he and Lebu were

! back in the Crater again in the dry season

of 1982. Other males have died from

wounds inflicted during takeovers.

Since large groups of males do so much
1 better than small groups, what becomes of

I single males that are either unfortunate

enough to be the only males in their litters

or that lose their male companions during

their nomadic phase? Over the years,

' many single nomadic males have been

seen periodically for months or years be-

fore disappearing for good. While some
' may move to new areas, many must die.

I However, we have found that single sub-

: adult males are often gregarious. They try

I to join bands of subadults or in some cases

to join prides with large cubs. On a few oc-

casions we have seen young males follow-

i
ing resident females to scavenge food, but

they invariably meet with aggression. Res-

ident females do not tolerate the presence

i of strange subadults at their kills although

their sons are often tolerant of strangers.

The plains in the wet season provide a

neutral meeting round for nomadic males.

They often meet at kills, in this way prob-

ably becoming familiar with a large num-

ber of other males. Like Schaller, Bygott,

and Hanby, we have observed males form-

ing permanent companionships with

males from diff'erent prides. Males may
associate with several different compan-

ions before settling down with one, and if

their companion dies, they may seek an-

other. Chosen companions are usually the

same age and size. Whether a pair of

males accept another male into their

group depends on whether they are no-

madic or resident in a pride. Males that

have managed to gain a pride are intoler-

ant of other males. However, we observed

two different pairs of males that had been

evicted from a pride accept a third com-

panion and together each trio took over

another pride. In early 1982, before they

returned to the Crater, Lebu and Lafua

joined up with a male that we had seen

alone in the Serengeti during the previous

two years. He did not accompany them to

the Crater, however, and it remains to be

seen whether they will reunite.

Scientists have assumed that all males

within a group are relatives and that the

cooperative behavior they show during

competition against other groups for

prides has evolved through kin selection.

During our study we found that 44 per-

cent of sixteen coalitions of males resident

in prides contained males from different

prides. The unrelated males appeared to

be as affectionate and cooperative toward

their partners as the related males. How
can cooperative behavior between non-

relatives evolve? Bygott, Bertram, and

Hanby showed that groups of three or

more males were not only much more

likely to become resident in prides in the

first place but they also had longer tenure,

more females per male, and left larger

numbers of cubs per male than smaller

groups of males. Therefore, as long as all

the males in a coalition can mate and leave

some offspring, single males and pairs will

each leave more offspring if they join up

with other males, regardless of whether

they are relatives or not. There are two

reasons why males in the same group are

likely to have reasonably equal mating

success. First, females are often in estrus

simultaneously, and second, although

males compete for females, they are usu-

ally fairly evenly matched in competitive

ability and respect each other's temporary

ownership of estrous females.

When a male group succeeds in ousting

the resident males from a pride, it evicts

the large cubs and there is a simultaneous

increase in the mortality of all small cubs

in the pride. Since 1966. scientists in the

Serengeti studies have observed infanti-

cide by incoming males six times, and

given the small likelihood of an obser\'er

being present, we suspect that most of the

small cubs that disappear after takeovers

are killed by the males. Females attempt



A male and twofemales, part ofapride on the Serengeti plains.

to resist the new males until their cubs are

lost, and we have circumstantial evidence

of two females dying in defense of their

cubs. The result of the death of small cubs

and the eviction of large cubs is that the

females that would not otherwise become

sexually active for from six to eighteen

months come into estrus and mate with

the males within days or weeks of the loss

of their cubs. Bertram was the first to sug-

gest that cub killing in lions was a male

reproductive strategy whereby males

brought the females into sexual receptiv-

ity more quickly, thus increasing their

chances of fathering cubs before they

themselves were ousted from the pride.

Given that average male tenure in prides

is only two years, and that cubs must be

protected from other males for two years

if they are to survive, infanticidal males

are likely to leave more offspring than

noninfanticidal males and the behavior

will be favored by natural selection. Infan-

ticide by new males has also been ob-

served in a variety of species of primates

and rodents, apparently with similar ad-

vantages for the males.

One result of the simultaneous loss of

cubs by females at takeovers is that the fe-

males return to receptivity at the same

time and are often in estrus synchro-

nously. Estrus, the period in which fe-

males mate, lasts an average of four days

and occurs every two or three weeks until

the female conceives. During our study

two or more females of the same pride

were in estrus synchronously for more

than 40 percent of all estrous periods. The

resident males are always on the lookout

for potentially estrous females. If two

males are together when they encounter

an estrous female, they race to be the

first to reach her. We have seen one male

knock his partner over in such a race.

Once with her, the male becomes tempo-

rarily dominant to his partners and threat-

ens all other males that come too close to

the female. We found that the first male

to reach an estrous female usually stayed

with her and mated with her for at least

three days. Toward the end of this period,

they cease to mate and the male contin-

ually sniffs the female's urine until he

seems to decide that she is no longer inter-

esting. Then he either allows her to walk

away or leaves her. At this stage she may
mate briefly with other males, but they

are not so possessive of her as the first

male was.

Serious fights between males over fe-

males are rare and usually occur only

when the ownership of the female is un-

clear, as when the female is equidistant

from two rival males. In the majority of

male coalitions, males are the same age

and size, and each male in the coalition re-

spects the ownership of his partners, not

because they do not compete, but more

likely because the costs of fighting (the

possibility of blinding or the loss of a part-

ner) are so high. The result is that each

male achieves fairly equal mating success.

In some coalitions (seven out of twenty in

our study), there is a discrepancy in size or

age of the males. In these cases, the larger

or more vigorous male is likely to get first

access to estrous females. But even in

these coalitions, subordinate males are

likely to be able to mate whenever there is

more than one female in estrus at the same

time and the more vigorous males are al-

ready occupied.

Once they have successfully taken over

a pride, resident males may appear indo-

lent to the casual observer. Most of the

time they rely on the females to hunt, then

eat what they want from the carcass be-

fore allowing the other pride members to

feed. But to protect their cubs they must

constantly patrol the pride range and evict

intruding males. While the maximum life

span of females in the Serengeti is about

sixteen years, males do very well if they

survive to eleven years. By this age they

bear the scars of many battles; some have

broken teeth, missing eyes or tails, and

withered hindquarters.

Several questions remain. How do

changes in lion density and cub survival

affect male group size and tenure length

in prides? Why do some nomads remain

solitary while others find companions?

What makes groups of males voluntarily

abandon a pride and move on to a neigh-

boring pride? By continuing our observa-

tions on males such as Lebu and Lafua,

we hope to increase our understanding of

the king of beasts. D

^^n^
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Art

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS: Northwest Coast Indian

masks, totems, graptiics Eskimo sculpture South-

west Indian pottery, baskets, rugs, kachinas Recent
West African pieces Call or write for photos and data.

Priced $100/up. Box 5896, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413
(213) 789-2559

PERUVIAN MASKS, wood, papier mache, bark-cloth,

$24-$65, request photos, McCoy Imports, Liberty. NY
12754

"?A?YRUS
"Book of the Deai

ically replicated

& painted papyri> handmad'

BROCHURE—showing speiimens -25C

Gallerv open bv appointment only.

ANCIENTWORLD ARTS LTD
Dept. N8 » 50 W. 76th St. • N.Y. 10023

Associations

BERTRAND RUSSELL SOCIETY Information: NH, RD
1, Box 409, Coopersburg, PA 18036

Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors
Publicity, advertising, beautiful books All subjects in-

vited. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscnpt
report. Carlton Press, Dept NHH, 84 Fifth Avenue,
New York, NY 10011

Books

BOOKFINDING LIBRARIANS locate any subject or title,

150,000 different titles in stock, indexed by author,

subjects title "PAB", 2918 Atlantic Ave
,
Atlantic City,

NJ 08401 or (609) 344-1943

JustBats M. BROCK FENTON
Bats are not dangerous to man. Here, in a

well-illustrated account based on research

on five continents, are the true and fasci-

nating facts about chiroptera. the only

mammals that fly. S9.95 paper Available

atyour bookstore or directly (add SI. post.

& hndlg.)/rom: University of Toronto Press,

33 E. Tupper St. Buffalo NY 14203

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS, BARGAIN BOOKS
2,000 titles, all subjects! Free catalogue Hamilton's,
98-55 Clapboard, Danbury, CT 06810

QUALITY USED BOOKS Natural history, Science,
Travel, Americana, etc Free catalog. Please specify in-

terests. Shuhi, Box 268, Dept. N, Morris, CT 06763

Correspondence

INTERNATIONAL PEN FRIENDS— 100,000 members
worldwide. For information, send stamped envelope:
IPF. Box 65, Brooklyn, NY 11229

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA. Make lasting friend-

ships through correspondence Send age, interests.

Free reply. Harmony, Box 89NH, Brooklyn, NY 11235

*rF(E*]V(AKgET

Education

FIELD COURSES IN NATURAL HISTORY College
credit & Teacher recertification credit (Colorado) Tu-

ition discounts for teachers and students Write Aspen
Center for Environmental Studies, Box 8777A, Aspen,
CO 81612

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA NEEDS YOU! Jobs! Pig Payi Transporta-

tion! Newest Handbook, $2.00 Australian International,

Box 19107-RV, Washington, DC 20036

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the

US Free details: EOV, RO. Box 670, Walpole. NH
03608

JOBS Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, Idaho, Montana.
Computenzed newsletter with over 200 New jobs each
week Free details Mounlainwest, 925-G Canyon, Lo-

gan, UT 84321

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$300 International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RV, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyomingi Exclusive com-
puterized openings— All occupations, greatest weekly
selection! Free Information . . . Intermountain 4Y,

6724W Dublinloop, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80918

Financial

CASH GRANTS AND LOW-INTEREST LOANS avail-

able from nonprofit foundations! 340 sources/applica-

tion instructions, $3 00 Fundsearch, Box 19107-RV,
Washington, DC 20036

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS. 65 countries!

Sampler 4/$298 Free Brochure Multinewspapers,
Box DE-208, Dana Point, California 92629

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off. 150 Major compa-
nies. Free brochure Sobol House, Box 218-NH, Black
Mountain, NC 2871 1 (704) 669-8031

1-800-334-8174 Puts you in contact with America's

leading furniture mfg's at superlative savings Barnes
& Barnes, Library for Fine Furniture, 651 S.W. Broad
St., Southern Pines, NC 28387. In NC call (919) 692-

3381

Gourmet Interests

CORNISH GAME HENS WITH CRABMEAT STUFFING.
Delicious recipe. Send $1 .00; Stauf, PO. Box 888, New
London, CT 06320

Government Surplus

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY" 950,000
items (including Jeeps) . low as It on dollar! Most
complete information available—$2.00 Disposal, Box
19107-RV, Washington, DC 20036

Merchandise/Gifts

BEAUTIFUL FRENCH COUNTRY NOTECARDS
Boxed set of 10, $8 postpaid Ajax Editions, 1 142 Man-
hattan Avenue. CP108. Manhattan Beach, CA 90266

FINEST NEW ZEALAND lambskin seat covers for cars,

vans and R V.'s, also decorator and infant rugs plus ap-

parel Free catalog: call 1-800-426-4626 Skinny's

Down Under, RO. Box 88067, Dept. NH-8, Seattle, WA
98188

FREE CATALOG, desk pen sets, free personalizatloi|

L.I. Gift Center, 945 Franklin Square, New York, N|
10010

LOON — CANADA GOOSE — PUFFIN — SEA OTTEi
— beautiful sterling silver pendants and pins, cole .

brochure $1, Jay Greene, Halibut Cove, Homer, A —

-

99603

1984 COLOR PHOTO CALENDARS Choose Owls, tN
gars. Mountains, Cats, Dogs or Horses $9.75 eaci

ppd. Calif, residents add 58<t tax. Howards, Bo
|

5491 NH, Fresno. CA 93755

NATURE NOTE CARDS
Express your love of Nature with

distinctive full-color note cards by a

g^ nationally published photographer.

Series I; Swallows on Marsh Grass,,

Day Lily, Forest Reflection, Swans,
Sunset Over Marsh. Package of 10

cards, 5 different subjects (without

greeting) on high gloss

stock, 41/2" X 6Vi". Includes

quality envelopes. $8.00

postpaid ($10.00 Canadian).

Make cheque or money
order payable to:

Douglas R. Shane
P.O. Box 413 N
Chester Springs, PA 19425

I

*^

PHOTOS, etc. laminated on natural wood slices. Writ

Natural Forest, 1815 South Fed. Hwy., Boynton Beacfi

FL 33435

Miscellaneous
-

INVENTIONS, ideas, new products wanted! Industri

presentation/national exposition 1 -800-528-6050 x83

Music

RECORDS-TAPES' Discounts to 73%. All labels; n,

purchase obligations; newsletter; discount dividend

certificates 100% guarantees. Free details Discour

Music Club, 650 Main Street, PO Box 2000, Dept. 25

0883, New Rochelle. NY 10801

UNIQUE CHORDED ZITHER (Autoharp) Kits, finishes

instruments. Send SASE. Carl Dudash Harpsichords

Box 245, Melrose, CT 06049

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing binocLi

lars since 1923. Alignment performed on our US Nav''

collimator Free catalog and our article "Know Yol',

Binoculars, " published in Audubon Magazine. Mirake

Optical Co , Inc ,
331 Mansion St. , West Coxsackie, Ni

12192(518)731-2610
J

BIRD PHOTOGRAPHS High quality color slides of a
species by outstanding nature photographers Write c

call Bird Photographs, Dept NH, Laboratory of Oi

nithology, Cornell University, Sapsucker Woods, Itt

aca, NY 14850(607)256-4017

LEITZ, ZEISS, B&L, SWIFT, BUSHNELL, NIKON Opt(,

lyth binoculars, telescopes and accessohes Sen,' J
stamp for discount list Specify literature desirec ''i

Large stock Orders filled postpaid day receivec

Birding. Box 5N, Amsterdam, NY 12010

PHOTOGRAPHIC AND OBSERVATIONAL BLINC

Roomy, cool, lightweight Write or call for brochure

Photo, Dept. NH, Laboratory of Ornithology. Corne'

University. Sapsucker Woods. Ithaca. NY 14850 (607i

256-4017

1
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eal Estate Tours/Trips

OVERNMENT LANDS . , FROM $7 50/ACRE!

omesites, farming, vacationing, investment! "Land

'uyer's Guide" plus nationwide listings—$3.00.

jnds, Box 19107RV, Washington, DC 20036

EW FREE CATALOG! Top real estate values

jasi to coast! Please specify type property and loca-

jn desired United Farm Agency, Inc., 612-U W 47tti

.Ireel, Kansas City. MO 64112 Ph Toll-Free: 1-800-

l?1
-2599: MO res pti Toil-Free: 1-800-892-5785

•EW FREE! FALL-HOLIDAY '83 CATALOG! Over 5000
operties, over 2000 pictures' Values in every type of

'lal estate, many owner financed' From 600 offices in

1 3 stales Get your Free copy Now! Strout Realty. Plaza

jwers. Dept 5390. Springfield. MO 65804 Call toll

;e 1-800-641-4266 or in Missoun call collect: (417)

)2-4402

1LL DONATE HOUSE. 2'/3 wooded acres, Bucks
ounty, PA to tax-exempt, non-political, environmental

service organization Boxtiolder, Box 621. Blooms-

ijrg, PA 17820

I'lSCONSIN'S NORTHERN HIGHLANDS, Waterfront

'omes and Activities for all seasons. Totagatic Penin-

:jlar Homes, wooded, tiilly enclave, bordering water/

'and wonderland, preserved by deed covenants
jpnotcti alpine & cross country skiing, fistiing. water

lorts Beautiful sand bottom 19 sites 1 '/? acres Year

und cedar tiomes from $88,000 Write prospectus,

agle Lands. Box 276D. Nortti Lake. Wl 53064 Phone:
• 14) 475-1752 or after hours (414) 367-5330

STORIC SANTA FE!! Lovely, fully-furnished, two-bed-
om condo near square. $300/week. (409) 539-6971

.

I'enings

;esorts

'JNGAY JAR OUTDOOR CENTER White Mountains
;d and Breakfast nile/week Resident Naturalist/

' Jide Ideal as hiking, bicycling, skiing base and for fall

iliage Box 15. Franconia. NH 03580 (603) 823-7775

ITTLE ST. SIMONS ISLAND
One of Georgia's "Goldenjsles"

1 L# irding. beachcombing, riding, wildlife photo-
' AJgraphy, fishing or just relaxing on a secluded

1
2.000 acre island with miles of unspoiled ocean
;aches, forests and marshes Over 200 species of

rds Maximum of 10- 15 guests at a time Excellent

od and accommodations Professional naturalists

1 the staff P.O. Box 1078N, St. Simons Island.

A 3 1 522 Phone (9 1 2) 638-7472

i WKE'S ANCHORAGE. BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS A
Ijly unique private island, only 30 guests may share
le lovely seclusion of our paradise Water sports and
hing that satisfies the most discriminating taste
>nl a bungalow, villa or island Contact Drake's An-

il orage. 121 Mount Vernon Street. Boston. MA 02108
17)523-1778

)BAGO. PRIVATE BEACH COTTAGES on working
coa plantation. Swimming, snorkeling. fishing.

i uba from your front door Bird watcher's paradise.
'ochure Charles A Turpin. Charlotteville. Tobago.
2sl Indies

ALASKA'S BIRDS—BEARS—FLOWERS. 5 or 10 day
guided natural history vacations. Sincere informal hos-

pitality in a spectacular coastal wilderness and moun-
tain panorama Experience 30 foot tides, prolific sea-

bird and marine life, nesting Bald Eagles, Brown Bears
fishing, glorious profusions of Alpine and Tundra flow-

ers Cozy comfort, gourmet meals. Personal guiding. 8

guests only, $1500 to $2250. Wnte for brochure The
McBrides. Kachemak Bay Wilderness Lodge. Box 956.

Homer. AK 99603 Phone (907) 235-8910

ALL SOULS DAY CHIAPAS MEXICO TOUR Finest

Crafts Small group Expert leadership. Write: Gordon
Frost. Box 471-NH. Newhall, CA 91321

TOUR THE HIMALAYAS

Follow in the footsteps
of Buddha himself

MICRONESIA Explore Truk's wrecks and Palau s reefs

with Scripps Aquarium late October Dive and collect

tropical marine life for exhibits and research Scripps
Aquarium, La Jolla, CA 92093

Travel to a land where people worship

the ground you'll walk on. And raise

your consciousness 20,000 feet above

sea level. Write for our free packet of

tours and treks information and prices.

We'll put you on top of the world.

5075 Blscayne Blvd.

Miami, Florida 33137
Call collect (305) 758-6985

DISCOVER BAJA! Join expenenced naturalists and
crew for leisurely ocean-going explorations of the wil-

derness islands and lagoons of Baja's Pacific coast,

the Sea of Cortez, or Mexico's tropical west coast En-

joy whales, seals, dolphin, birding, fishing, nature

study, island hiking, and more! Excellent photo oppor-

tunities. Small groups, relaxed pace. Tnps 4-10 days
year-round for individuals or groups Color brochure:

Pacific Adventures Charter Service, 2445 Morena
Blvd. , Suite 200H, San Diego, CA 921 1 (71 4) 275-4253

GALAPAGOS HIKING AND SAILING EXPEDITIONS,
Small groups 1983 Departure 8/22 Options: Peru. Ma-
chu Picchu Inca Floats. 5982N Balboa Dnve. Oakland.

CA 94611 (415)339-9095

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. Economic tours from $1666
including airfare. 8. 1 1 & 15 days Galapagos, all meals
Options, mainland Ecuador. Amazon. Cuzco/Machu
Picchu University credit available Joseph Colley.

Last. Inc.. 43 Millstone Rd .
Randallslown. MD 21133

(301)922-3116

GUATEMALA! An imaginative glimpse offered Novem-
ber 5-19. 1983 Fabulous birding/natural history. Ma-

yan archeology, incredible handcrafts, fascinating In-

dian markets, Spanish-colonial cities. Also Yucatan
birding/archeology trips. Join Us! J and J Travel, 1527
Cypress, Walnut Creek, CA 94596 (415) 939-7676

KENYA 26 years experience Individually designed sa-

faris Contact Perry Mason Safaris. Box 1643. Darien.

CT 06820 (203) 838-3075

Inrii;) safaris in search of r;

o ^ 1
mammals Exploratic

& Nepal Silil(im. Ladakh and i

5 Asian birds and
s of remote Bhulan.
>pical Sri Lanka 10
im S670 00 • airtare

HivmaIav^am TtavcI. Inc.

PO BOX481-NH
Greenwich. CT 06830
(203) 622-0055 Toll Free (800) 243-5330

NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOPS Ever-

glades. Great Barrier Reef. Caribbean. Africa Small

groups led by professional nature photographers/bi-

ologists Underwater, bird and wildlife subjects Op-
tional college credit Contact Director, Essex Marine

Laboratory. PO Box 57. Haddam. Connecticut 06438

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS Es-

corted nature and hiking tours. New Zealand/featuring

scenic National Parks, plus the Milford Track Austra-

lia/hiking the Outback, plus island camping on the

Great Barrier Reef Pacific Exploration Co .
Box 3042-

N. Santa Barbara, CA 93105 (805) 687-7282

SOUTHWEST SAFARIS: Natural history expeditions

explore New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, Arizona

Bushflying—Jeeping— Rafting Geology— Archaeol-

ogy—Botany Brochure PO Box 945(NH), Santa Fe.

NM 87501

TRAVELER'S MAPS' Europe-Asia-Africa-Americas-

Oceania Cities • Countries! Catalog $1.00. Eagle Eye,

Box 30917-N8, Seattle, WA 98103

WORLD'S NATURE & CULTURES: Discover Latin

America, Africa (from $1356, 17 days, including

airfares) Experience Asia's marvels Europe's diver-

sity Also. North America. Mideast. Pacific Over 300
fascinating affordable adventures, tours, hikes, treks,

safans. special interest programs Forum Travel Inter-

national, 2437 Durant, Berkeley, California 94704 (415)

843-8294

^ Wilderness Extension
Univ. orCailfoi-nla. DaMs, CA 95616

Explore the geology and culture of Japan. An
unusual trek al e.xtraordtnarv rates: 16 daN-s for

SI 260 plus airfare. Scpl. 17-Oct. 2. 1983. Call

IVIlke McCoy today al 1916) 752 3098

^__JapaneseAlps
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Prints and
Slides from
the same
roll

7 ECHII5293®...

Eastman Kodak's

professional motion

picture film . . . adapted for still use in 35mm
cameras by Seattle FilmWorks. Enjoy the

micro-fine grain and rich color saturation that

meets the exacting standards of Hollywood

filmmakers. Shoot in low light or bright light at

up to 800 ASA. Use it indoors or out without a

filter. Get prints or slides, or both, from the

same roll. And it's economical!

©1983 Seattle FilmWorks

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
n RUSH me 2 rolls of 20-

exposure Kodak 5293®.

Enclosed is $2.00. I'd like to

be able to get color

prints or slides (or

both) from the same

roll and experience the

remarkable versatility of this professional quality

film. Offer limited to 2 rolls per customer.

STATE ZIP

Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks

500 Third Avenue West, RO. Box C-34056

Seattle, WA 98124

A Life Among Gorillas
by Peter G. Veit

Gorillas in the Mist, by Dian Fossey.

Houghton Mifflin Company, $19.95; 320

pp., illus.

If you have ever wondered what it

would be Hke to be charged by three angry

silverback mountain gorillas (a silverback

is a mature male more than twelve years

old) or hugged by two young, orphaned

apes, you will want to read Gorillas in the

Mist. The author, Dian Fossey, is recog-

nized by the general public as the fore-

most authority on "the greatest of the

great apes." Fossey studied the small

population of gorillas in the Virunga vol-

canoes region of Rwanda, Zaire, and

Uganda for thirteen years and has data

from more than fifteen years of continuing

research.

Gorillas in the Mist is an entertaining,

sometimes exciting account of Fossey's

personal experiences as a gorilla re-

searcher in central Africa. It is a good buy

for anyone interested in the joys and frus-

trations that accompany wildlife research

in a demanding African montane rain for-

est. Unlike most wildlife research, gorilla

studies are done on foot and the animals

are met on their terms. Fossey writes of

the thrill she felt when first touched by a

wild mountain gorilla and of the confi-

dence and trusting bonds that are estab-

lished over time between researcher and

animal. In addition, she writes of her

struggles with "acrophobia on 45-degree

slopes, torrential rains, foot-deep mud,

poachers, slaughters, witchcraft, and

revolution." Throughout, the reader is re-

minded that Fossey's research was con-

stantly interrupted by the need to save the

animals she was studying.

The book is much more than a mere ex-

pansion of Fossey's National Geographic

articles. Detailed accounts of paternal be-

havior, mother-infant bonds and play,

and suckling and grooming behavior suc-i

cessfully quash the King Kong image.!

Likewise, the "gentle giant of the forest"

representation is discredited with vivid de-i

scriptions of violent inter- and intra-group

interactions, infanticides, and the killing i

of an adult female by a silverback of the

same group. In my library Gorillas in the

Mist has found a place between Jane vam
Lawick-Goodall's In the Shadow ofMan
and George B. Schaller's The Year of the

Gorilla.

The first three chapters of Gorillas in

the Mist introduce Fossey, the Virunga

volcanoes, and the gorillas. The Karisoke

Research Centre is described, as are

Fossey's initial research and conservation

efforts.

Six of the remaining nine chapters fo-

cus on the research station's five maint

study groups. Fossey follows the life of

each gorilla group separately over threei

generations. Three chapters are concemedi

with Group 4, Fossey's favorite group. She

describes in bloody detail the killing of her'

beloved Digit (a young peripheral silver-

back); the slaughter of the group's leader,;

a mate, and their offspring by poachers;

and the two infanticides and four female^

transfers that followed. In barely eleven!

months this group was reduced from a so-

cially healthy, thirteen-member family tOi

a disorganized, three-member bachelor^

group. On a brighter note, in recent years,

the devastated group has been rebuilding

itself. Other chapters are concerned with

two young orphaned gorillas nursed back

to health by Fossey and later sent to the

Cologne Zoo in Germany, Fossey's per-

sonal pets and befriended wildlife, and her

favorite student researchers.
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Books in Review

The chapters detailing the life histories

,
f the habituated study groups form the

.ssence of Fossey's book and show the im-

portance of her long-term research. Since

'967 detailed genealogy charts have been

naintained and all changes in group com-

:osition due to migration, births, and

leaths have been well documented. De-

ipite constituting one of the longest pri-

vate studies in the wild, the fifteen years

!:present but "a tiny segment of time."

iJonetheless, this recorded history has

irovided us with a wealth of information.

Combining the data from all the study

i roups enables us to generate general

iiodels of individual gorilla life-history

;.rategies, group behavior, population dy-

: amies, and ecology. Such models are not,

:owever, presented in this book. Fossey

snsiders the data from each group sepa-

itely and only proposes hypotheses and

icories on very specific behavioral pat-

.rn.s. No one group can supply Fossey

ilh all the necessary data for the develop-

iicnt of such general models.

: Such an approach lends itself to some

isorder. Many chapters begin in 1967

nd end in 1983. Indeed, Gorillas in the

'iist can be read as a collection of short

;
ories. Nearly 100 named gorillas are in-

loduced, and because many individuals

iiteract influentially with other study

jroups, Fossey is forced to introduce them
lumerous times. Additional redundancy

bsults from descriptions of similar behav-

ir in the various gorilla families.

Authors of books for the general reader

c often given tremendous liberties,

icas, hypotheses, and theories based on

,ttle data or on anecdotal information

in be proposed. Anthropomorphism is

i)lerated. Fossey takes full advantage of

,
Lsr freedoms. Some observations are care-

PRE-COLUMBIAN
EROTIC SCULPTURE
reproduced in

rich earth-tone

plaster casting

ONLY

The erotic art of South America reached its

chmax in sculptures by the Mochicas of the

North Coast of Peru, over a thousand years be-

fore Columbus. This museum quality reproduc-

tion, 9W" tall, of a dominant male— possibly a

god—disporting himself with a female, is a typi-

cal Mochica representation of the sexual act.

Send check or money order for $29. 95, plus $2,95

for postage & handling . . . or charge on VISA or

MasterCard. For fastest delivery, call toll-free

800-228-2028 Ext. 722. Booklet of pre-lnca erotic

sculptures, many in full color, sent free with

each order Or order Booklet separately, $2.95.

INNOVATORS LTD., P.O. Box 266, Dept. B-1,

WestNyack, N.Y. 10994.

Vlow to buy
the finest Safari

without
getting skinned.
First, get the new 1983 Safariworld bro-

chure. Then compare it vi/ith the most
expensive safari on the market.

You'll find that Safariworld gives you the

same, or better; deluxe features, accommo-
dations and scheduled air transportation on
an adventure-filled 2 week safari for only

$1995 to $2399... hundreds of dollars less

than the competition.

With 26 years in the business, Safariworld

has the experience to offer the finest Safari...

and the best value.

SAFARIWORU)
40 East 49th Street, New Vfcirk, N.V IOOI7

(212) 486-0505, (800) 221j

THE GilEATEST APE
STORY EVER TOLD.

FOR FASTER SERVICE
WITH CREDIT CARD ORDERS
PHONE 800 645-4747

IN NY STATE CALL COLLECT i

516 283-4840 '*

This riveting scientific and personal

adventure story is available through

this special pre-public offer.

Shipping IS via first class mail or UPS

$19.95
Plus shipping & handling $3.50

NY Res add approp sales tax

TO ORDER BY MAIL USE COUPON

ENCLOSED IS A CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR $ .

PAYABLE TO GLADE CORP

D MASTERCARD D VISA

\ SIGNATURE

Glade Corporation

127 Windmill Lane
Southampton,
New York 11968
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Learn to recognize bird songs.
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fully described but not critically dis-

cussed; others receive numerous, some-

times conflicting explanations. Some
conclusions are riddled with anomalies;

others are not as simple and straightfor-

ward as Fossey makes them out to be. In-

complete data bases and assumptions not

agreed upon by other gorilla researchers

may have contributed to these inconsis-

tencies.

Much remains to be observed and even

more to be explained. Infanticide was first

observed in the eighth year of study: adult

male immigration into an established

group in the tenth year; and the killing of

an adult by another as recently as 1980.

For Fossey, "active" gorilla conserva-

tion "means cutting traps and imprisoning

convicted poachers." Poachers, traps,

herdsmen, farmers, beekeepers, and col-

lectors of firewood and building material

must be kept out of gorilla habitat,

antiencroachment laws must be enforced,

and severe penalties for the illegal sale of

animal products must be levied. On the

other hand, she labels as "theoretical"

such long-term conservation measures as

the development of tourism and conserva-

tion education. "Theoretical conservation

has good long-term goals that heedlessly

ignore desperate immediate needs."

To satisfy basic human biological

needs, however, local peasants often have

no alternative but to poach and encroach.

Rwandan farms, subdivided over the gen-

erations, average 2.5 acres. Most Rwan-

dans are undernourished because their

tiny plots do not produce the necessary

food for subsistence. And lucrative inter-

national markets encourage entrepreneurs

to poach their nation's natural resources.

National debts and development costs

need governmental attention. In 1968 the

Rwandan Ministry appropriated 40 per-

cent of the Pare National des Volcans for

growing a cash crop. The government cer-

tainly realized that the forests are impor-

tant watersheds and that they reduce ero-

sion and sedimentation, but having few

other export goods, Rwanda must make

the most of all its resources. Despite Presi-

dent J. Habyarimana's genuine concern

for the gorillas, until more sources of for-

eign exchange are made available, the

fate of the national park will remain un-

certain.

Fossey writes of the need for personal

incentives, pride, and responsibility, but

the hungry peasants and desperate minis-

tries have far more pressing matters to

concern themselves with than the fate of a

few gorillas. Alternative sources of food,

clothing, energy, and building material

must be made available, and the poacher's

market must be eliminated and foreign ex-

change stimulated. As long as force ii;

needed to safeguard the gorillas and thi

forests, their continued existence for fu

ture generations to enjoy is not guaran

teed. Perhaps it cannot even be moralh

justified.

Enough cleared land exists in Rwanda';

modest 10,166 square miles to feed all fiv(

million citizens. Food shortages should bi

solved by intensified land use, not farm ex

pansion. The successful German Agenc^

for Technical Cooperation's Project-Agroi

Pastoral recognizes the strengths of local,

ecologically sound practices and blendt

them with workable technologies bori

rowed from surrounding tribes and nev

agro-forestry concepts.

The forests and wildlife off'er a broac

spectrum of goods and services that can bt

developed for society's welfare. They

must, however, be developed in sustain'

able fashion and be neither overexploitet

nor underutilized. ^

In 1978 many of the world's leading

conservation groups formed the Mountair

Gorilla Project (MGP) to help save the go^

rillas and the Virunga volcanoes. Politica

turmoil in Zaire and Uganda has forcec

the group to concentrate its efforts ir.

Rwanda. The MGP started with foui,

main programs—training and equipping

the guard force, developing tourism

building houses and offices for the pari

guides and guards, and providing con-

servation education. The patrols are work-

ing so eff"ectively that today they rarely re-

turn with many captured poachers oi

confiscated traps. In 1980, after only twc-

Robert Campbell © National Geographic Society
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hort years, the revenues generated by

ourism allowed the Pare National des

/cleans to pay for itself for the first time

:ver. Much of the additional income is be-

ng reinvested into other conservation ef-

orts. The education program is using all

:ommunications media in Rwanda and

.broad to inform the world of the plight of

he mountain gorillas. These efforts are

1 lelping to eliminate the poacher's market,

.;enerating additional funds, and educat-

ng the public on conservation issues. Lo-

:al participation is encouraged and em-

)loyment is being directly and indirectly

;irovided for many Rwandans.

. Perhaps the largest obstacle to an ade-

uate gorilla protection program is a lack

f cooperation and coordinated efforts

I mong the three countries having jurisdic-

ion over the Virunga volcanoes region,

'rotection in Rwanda does not help the

. orillas when they cross into Zaire and

Jganda. The MGP must be extended to

over the entire area.

Fossey categorically discredits such ef-

Drts as the MGP is undertaking as being

! nonactive" conservation. "Educating the

ocal populace to respect gorillas and

/orking to attract tourism do not (italics

nine) help the 242 remaining gorillas of

he Virungas survive for future genera-

lons of tourists to enjoy." Thus despite

ecognizing the important nature of such

ctivities, Fossey fondly recalls the Vi-

iunga volcanoes prior to the erection of

I he "six tin rondavels and a large parking

^^\" by the MGP for tourism. She does not

^cognize the necessity for compromise or

ie very active and highly successful pa-

tois organized by the MGP or the imme-

iate beneficial results of tourism and con-

;rvation education. Not surprisingly,

bssey does not write of the MGP's essen-

al role in confiscating Bonne Annee, the

ivenile gorilla nursed back to health at

le Karisoke Research Centre, nor does

nc credit the MGP for its important assis-

ince in finally releasing the animal back

|ito the wild after she failed.

Although Gorillas in the Mist is a won-

crful rendition of Fossey's eventful fif-

;en-year association with the mountain

orillas of the Virunga volcanoes, it is not

scientific exercise professionals will

kely cite. Many of Fossey's conclusions

n gorilla behavior and ecology do not

gree with those proposed by other gorilla

."searchers. Finally, Fossey's conserva-

on ideas are dangerously shortsighted.

eter G. Veit, a graduate student in ecol-

\ey at the University ofCalifornia. Davis.

\ient two years studying the reproductive

\ehavior of mountain gorillas at the

arisoke Research Centre in Rwanda.
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Celestial Events

by Thomas D. Nicholson

Editor's Note Events described here are

expressed in local standard time unless

otherwise noted. In this issue, events for

two successive months are listed; "Celes-

tial Events" will not appear in the Septem-

ber issue. The Sky Map in the July issue

shows the evening constellations and stars

for August and September and gives the

times for use.

Month of August Mercury, Jupiter, and

Saturn are evening stars. Mars is a morn-

ing star, and Venus swings from the eve-

ning to the morning sky when it goes

through inferior conjunction on the 25th.

But only Jupiter and Saturn can be seen

this month.

Jupiter and Saturn are exceptionally

prominent in the western sky from after

sundown until they set. Saturn is low in the

southwest at dusk, very similar in appear-

ance to the star Spica, in Virgo, to Sat-

urn's right and below it. Jupiter is higher

and brighter—the brightest starlike ob-

ject in this summer's sky. It becomes visi-

ble in early twilight near the south, and

follows Saturn down by about two hours.

As darkness deepens, you should see An-

tares, the reddish star in Scorpius, below

Jupiter During August, Saturn and Jupi-

ter shift slowly westward at dusk, appear-

ing lower each night as they come out of

the fading twilight and setting noticeably

earlier at the end of the month. The wax-

ing moon adds to the western sky about

mid-August, moving past Saturn on the

1 3th and past Jupiter in the early hours of

August 16. For most of North America,

they will set before their closest approach.

August 1 : Last-quarter moon occurs to-

day, at the southern border of Aries. But

moonrise isn't until close to midnight,

standard time. In compensation, of

course, the moon is a nice daytime object

during morning daylight hours. Venus ac-

celerates in shrinking its distance left of

the sun as it begins its westerly (retro-

grade) motion. This also hastens its rate of

disappearance from the evening sky.

Bright as it still is, you can see it for no

more than another week or so.

August 2-4: The morning moon moves

from Aries into Taurus these days, level
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with the stars of the Pleiades (the compact

little cluster sometimes called the Seven

Sisters) before dawn on the 2nd, a slim-

ming crescent approaching the reddish

star Aldebaran in the V-shaped Hyades

cluster on the 3rd, and passing it on the

4th.

August 6; The fast-waning crescent

moon is now in Gemini, and if you look for

it early this morning (it rises about three

hours before the sun) you may see the

"twin" stars Pollux and Castor coming up

about forty-five minutes later. A dim red-

dish object about as far below Pollux as

the distance to Castor, above, is Mars. If

the eastern sky is exceptionally clear, this

could be your first chance to see it as a

morning star this cycle.

August 8: The moon is at perigee

(nearest the earth) at about 2:00 p.m.,

EST, within minutes of its becoming new

moon. When the time of perigee occurs

close to the time when the sun, moon, and

earth are in line (as with new moon), the

effect of perigee can advance or retard the

times of high and low tides and sharply in-

crease the range of the tide from low to

high. The resultant "higher" high tides

can cause severe flooding in low-lying

coastal areas. Since perigee and spring

tide virtually coincide today, we can ex-

pect much higher tides during the night

and tomorrow morning.

August 11-14: The nearly new moon is

a blessing for meteor watchers looking for

the Perseid shower in the after-midnight

sky on these dates. The crescent moon sets

each night before midnight, leaving the

morning sky dark. Best dates should be

the 1 2th and 1 3th, when you might expect

to see 40 to 50 meteors per hour, many
quite bright. But you can still expect 25 or

so per hour on the 1 1th and the 14th. Re-

member, meteor watching is best after

1 :00 A.M. Always choose a dark area, with

as much of the sky as possible in view, and

allow your gaze to drift all over the sky.

The meteors can appear anywhere, even

though they seem to radiate from the area

in Perseus from which they get their

name.

August 12-16: The moon, waxing from

crescent through first-quarter to gibbous,

moves past the brighter stars and planets

of the western sky. Look for it these eve-

nings during the hours after dusk.

August 1 2; Tonight the broad crescent'

moon, Spica (below), and Saturn (to the|

left) form a neat triangle in the southwest.

Bright Jupiter is farther to the left, near

ruddy Antares in Scorpius.

August 13: The moon, Saturn, and

Spica are nearly in a line tonight.

August 14: The moon is centered be

tween Saturn and Spica to its right, Jupl

ter and Antares to its left.

August 15: After passing first-quarter

at 7:47 a.m., the moon rises very close to

Jupiter, passing it at about 1 :00 a.m., EST,

on the 16th.

August 18: Tonight's gibbous moon is

just above the peak of the Teapot's lid in

the constellation Sagittarius. Look below

the moon for the stars marking the Teapot.

August 1 9: Mercury is at greatest east-

erly elongation from the sun, but is too low

at sundown and sets too early for viewing

as an evening star.

August 22: The moon is at apogee, far-

thest from the earth.

August 23: Full moon is at 9:59 a.m.,j

EST. Tonight the moon is in Aquarius,

overpowering the constellation's dim stars

with its scattered light.

August 24: At midnight, EST, Venus

ends this cycle as an evening star, passing

between the sun and the earth and enter-

ing the morning sky.

August 25: When it rises tonight (at

about 8:30 p.m.), the gibbous moon is just

south of the vernal equinox, the point in

Pisces where the sun is located on the first

day of spring. Look above the moon also

for the Square of Pegasus, four equally

bright stars arranged as a large box.

August 28: Look at the moon tonight af-

ter it rises at about 9:15 p.m. It is on the i

southern border of Aries, just about where

it was on August 1, having gone once

around the sky as it moved around the

earth. But on August 1 it was at last-quar-

ter phase, and tonight it is obviously fatter, '

gibbous in phase about three days before f

last-quarter.

August 3 1 : The moon is at last-quarter

phase today, and tonight it is in Taurus,
'

when it rises at about 1 1 :00 p.m. The

bright reddish star below it is Aldebaran.



'he interval between identical phases is

)nger than the moon's period of revolu-

;on around the earth, because phase de-

ends on the moon's position relative to

le sun rather than to the stars.

lonth of September Jupiter and Saturn

ire still well-placed evening stars, but the

lanctary scene is shifting rapidly to the

lorning sky, where Mercury, Venus, and

lars take over toward the end of the

lontli. Saturn, in Virgo to the left (east)

I i1k- bright star Spica, and Jupiter, in

corpius above Antares, appear in the

estcrn twilight soon after sunset, but set

irly: Saturn soon after dark, Jupiter

;bout an hour later. You will notice that

lieir setting times become markedly ear-

icr during the month as the sun moves to-

ard them at the rate of half an hour per

cck. This is the last month for Saturn in

lis cycle as an evening star, but Jupiter

!
ill last into November. Venus entered

le morning sky late last month, and Mer-

jry doesn't move to the sun's right until

lid-September. But both are exception-

1\ well placed as morning stars, quickly

sing early enough to be seen before sun-

sc. The same circumstances favor Mars
the morning sky. Look for Venus and

tiars at dawn from mid-month on, for

lercury in the last week of September.

September 1: The moon, just one day

isl last-quarter, rises tonight shortly be-

Tc midnight, just inside the western bor-

;r of Gemini. In the morning sky before

iwn the thick crescent moon is midway
;lwccn the reddish star Aldebaran (in

uirus, to the right) and Pollux and Cas-

r (in Gemini, to the left).

September 4-5: The crescent moon,
n\ much slimmer, rises on the 4th at

loul 2:00 A.M., in line with and below Pol-

\ and Castor. It passes Mars (conjunc-

m) at about 9:00 p.m., EST, on the 4th,

-nus at about 1 1:00 a.m., EST, on the

h, and is at perigee (nearest the earth) at

jidnighl, EST of the 5th.

1 September 8: The new crescent moon
Say be visible tonight, setting in the late

I'ilight. After dark, look for Saturn fol-

ding the moon down, and then Jupiter,

lighter and higher in the southwest, set-

ting about an hour and a half after Saturn.

September 9: The crescent moon is

higher, brighter, and thicker tonight. It is

about midway between Saturn (to its left

and higher) and Spica, the bright star of

Virgo (to its right and lower).

September 10-11: The moon is be-

tween Saturn and Jupiter: closer to Saturn

(below and to the moon's right) on the eve-

ning of the 10th, to Jupiter (above and to

its left) on the 11th.

September 1 2: Tonight, a day before it

reaches first-quarter, the crescent moon
makes a spectacular sight with Jupiter in

the southwest. Both are in Scorpius, near

its border with Libra; the reddish star be-

low them is Antares. The moon will pass

Jupiter at about 1:00 p.m., EST, close

enough to cover it (an occultation) as seen

from the North Atlantic Ocean and some
adjacent land areas.

September 13: The moon is up in the

south at dusk this evening, in the constella-

tion Ophiuchus. It is at first-quarter phase

at 9:24 p.m., EST. The very bright object

to its right is Jupiter.

September 1 4: Venus ought to be visi-

ble as a morning star by now, high in the

east at dawn. Venus ends its retrograde

(westward) motion today, and its separa-

tion from the sun to the right slows down
as it follows eastward after the sun again.

The moon tonight is in Sagittarius, guid-

ing you to the Teapot below it.

September 15: Mercury is in inferior

conjunction, passing between the sun and

the earth and shifting from left to right of

the sun, where it joins Venus and Mars as

a morning star.

September 18: The moon is at apogee

(farthest from the earth) today; in

Capricornus tonight, it is gibbous in

phase.

September 20-22: Watch the rising

moon on these nights. It appears above the

horizon very close to the time of sunset,

nearly full in phase, filling the eastern eve-

ning sky with bright scattered moonlight.

The time of moonrise occurs less than half

an hour later night to night, about half the

average retardation. This effect, the

brightening of the early evening for sev-

eral successive nights, gives the name
Harvest Moon to the full moon, which oc-

curs at 1:36 a.m., EST, on September 22.

September 23: The sun is at the autum-

nal equinox today at 9:42 a.m., EST,

marking the end of the summer season

and the beginning of autumn in the North-

ern Hemisphere.

September 24: Ordinarily we think of

only five planets bright enough to be seen

without a telescope (Mercury, Venus,

Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn). A sixth

planet, Uranus, is barely at the threshold

of naked-eye visibility under ideal condi-

tions, which are seldom realized these

days. But it is easily visible in even small

binoculars if you know where to look, and

you might try tonight. At 5:00 p.m., EST,

Jupiter passes above Uranus at a distance

of less than the moon's diameter. After

dark, Jupiter is easy to find in the south-

west. With bright Jupiter centered in the

binocular field, Uranus will be a dim. star-

like object almost exactly below it.

September 26: The sun was at the au-

tumnal equinox on the 23rd, but this is the

day on which day and night are equal and

twelve hours elapse from sunrise until sun-

set for our mid-latitudes.

September 27: At moonrise tonight (at

about 9:00 p.m.), the gibbous moon is in

Taurus. The V-shaped stars below it (the

Hyades star cluster) form the face of the

Bull. The red star on the left side of the

V is Aldebaran.

September 28: The constellation Leo is

in the morning sky, in the east where the

dawn brightens. Its brightest star, Regu-

lus, is well above the eastern horizon. Look

near it this morning and you may see Mars

close by above it, about half as bright as

Regulus. On successive mornings you can

see Mars shift slowly to the left relative to

Regulus. The much brighter object closer

to the horizon is Mercury. The brightest of

all, above them, is Venus.

September 29: Last-quarter moon (at

3:05 p.m., EST) rises at about 10:30 p.m. in

the constellation Gemini. The twin stars

Pollux and Castor, rising later, are to its

left.

September 30: The moon closes out

September as a morning crescent, rising

at about 1 1 :30 p.m. below and in line with

Pollux and Castor, and remaining in the

sky past sunrise.

I



At the American Museum

Two Great Indian Collections May Merge
The Museum of the American Indian,

which has possibly the finest collection of

New World archeological and ethnologi-

cal artifacts in existence, and the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History are

developing a plan to combine their re-

sources. Although the details have yet to

be worked out, both museums have ac-

cepted in principle a general arrangement

that would bring the holdings of the Mu-
seum of the American Indian to a new

home at the site of the American Museum
of Natural History. The result would un-

questionably be the world's most signifi-

cant and largest collection of its kind.

For several years the Museum of the

American Indian has been experiencing

difficulties with its present locations. It

long ago outgrew the beaux arts building

at 155th Street and Broadway in Manhat-

tan it has occupied since 1922, obliging it

to transfer materials to two additional lo-

cations in the Bronx. Because of lack of

space, it can display only 4 percent of its

collection. A further problem, according

to Roland Force, the museum's director,

has been the museum's failure to attract

significant audiences to its upper Manhat-

tan location. While many New York City

museums report attendance in the mil-

lions, the Museum of the American In-

dian only attracted about 40,000 visitors

last year. Force contrasts that figure with

the attendance at Star Gods of the An-

cient Americas, a special exhibition cre-

ated by his museum but displayed at the

more centrally located American Mu-
seum of Natural History. In four months

that exhibition drew nearly a quarter mil-

lion visitors.

At one time the trustees of the Museum
of the American Indian were looking for a

new home at the old Custom House in

lower Manhattan, where special exhi-

bitions from its collections had been pre-

sented. After negotiations with the Gen-

eral Services Administration of the'

federal government failed to secure the

building, they began to consider other pos-

sibilities. A number of cities, including In-

dianapolis, Oklahoma City, Kansas City

Las Vegas, Los Angeles, and Saint Louis

expressed interest in housing the museum ij

However, when a report was published ir I
January that the museum was contem-

plating a move to Las Vegas, Mayor
Koch's office stepped up its effort to keep

it in New York City. Meanwhile, discus

sions had been taking place with the

American Museum of Natural History.

Officials from both museums are em
phasizing that important details have noi

yet been worked out, including legal ques

tions and building requirements. Accord

ing to Robert G. Goelet, president of the

American Museum of Natural History, i

A carvedpottery bowl ofthe Maya Indians
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Dinosaurs, Mammoths
and Cavemen:

The Art of Charles R. Knight
Knight was the first and greatest artist to recreate the extinct creatures and
strange, primeval landscapes of the earth. His paintings and watercolors not only
had a haunting beauty but were scientifically accurate. Many of Knight's famous
murals and paintings are in the American Museum of Natural History, where he
began his career. This splendid softcover volume contains over 1 20 full-color
reproductions of Knight's work. Included are classic scenes of tyrannosaurs,
woolly mammoths, brontosaurs, giant ground sloths, saber-toothed tigers, flying
pterodactyls, and early man. A wonderful and utterly fascinating book for
anyone interested in dinosaurs and other prehistoric creatures.

"Charles Knight opened our eyes to
a former world. . . . None has
excelled him."

—

Edwin H. Colbert

"Nearly everyone who has some
image of what life was like in
prehistoric times got that image
directly or indirectly from the
works of Charles R. Knight."—The New York Times

"His paintings of prehistoric
creatures have become classics.—Library Journal

Special Offer: Museum Members
and subscribers may take a 1 3%
discount off the publisher's price
of $14.95.

Members' Book Program
American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street New York, NY 10024

YES, 1 would like to order copies of Dinosaurs, Mammoths, and Cavemen at the special
Members' price of $12.90 (nonmember price S14.95). Please add $1 to cover postage.

( ) Check enclosed
( ) Please bill my credit card (Circle one) MASTERCARD VISA

Acct. *:
.

Exp. Date:

Name:
Address:

City:

Signature:

State: Zip:

Make checks payable to the American Museum of Natural History

Special discount applies in lieu of regular members' discount: please present this coupon with your
membership card in the Museum Shop.



f Treasures
From The Earth

Color Portfolio of Natural
Specimens and Catalog

of Minerals, Display
Stands, Books and

Natural Jewelry, $3.00

Dover Scientific
Box 601 1 C Long Island City, NY 1 1 106

environmental

T-SHIRTS

FREE
CATALOG!

18 GREAT DESIGNS.
10% OF PROFITS GO TO

ENVIRONMENTAL CAUSES. MAPLEWING 1983

MM lUinPRIQ P.O. BOX 2308 DEPT.RH3
JimiTlunniJ)

boulder. COLO. 80306

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! SHARE THE EARTHI

Residential Setting

A handsome fieldstone house on a 100-acre

campus is providing a home-like setting for long-

term psychiatric patients. Under the guidance of

America's first private nonprofit psychiatric hos-

pital, Greystone House offers a specialized program
that promotes each resident's independence and
skills $85 per diem. For a color brochure vwrite:

Barbara Hines. R.N., Greystone House, Friends Hos-
pital, 4801 E Roosevelt Boulevard, Philadelphia, PA
19124

1984 Natural History Calendar
Indian Ans: The Spirit World

A large wall calendar with magnificent full-

color phiotograptis of some of tfie finest and
most unusual examples of Indian artwork in

the Museum. Includes such rare works as a

delicately feathered basket, perhaps the

greatest Bella Coola mask known, a painting

by Chief Short Bull, intricate weavings, bead-
work, pottery, and more Makes a truly beauti-

ful gift. Subscribers to Natural History get a

10% discount off the catalog price of $7 50
Send payment of $6 75 (& 50<t postage) to:

Members' Book Program, American Museum
of Natural History, Central Park West at 79th

Street, New York. NY 10024

Members'
LiBook
.tTograin_

crucial factor will be funding. "We are not

just talking about the cost of a new build-

ing," he said. "Funding will have to cover

the costs of creating new exhibits, storage

facilities for the combined collections, and

an endowment for curatorial and support

staff and research."

Thomas D. Nicholson, director of the

American Museum of Natural History,

emphasized that the merger would do

much more than just create a larger col-

lection. "In many ways," he said, "the two

collections are wonderfully comple-

mentary. In many areas they have peer-

less collections where ours are merely ex-

cellent, and vice versa. They have, for

example, one of the finest collections of

Southwest and Plains Indian material,

while we have an unmatched collection of

Northwest Coast Indian artifacts." Other

areas in which the Museum of the Ameri-

can Indian has significant holdings are

California ethnology (including exqui-

sitely feathered basketry), Olmec and

Maya jade, Aztec mosaics. South Ameri-

can stonework, brilliant featherwork from

the Amazon, basketry and pottery from

the Southwest, and archeological artifacts

from the Caribbean. The American Mu-
seum, on the other hand, possesses excep-

tional collections of early Eskimo arti-

facts, an impressive number of South

American ethnological and archeological

items, and artifacts of Great Lakes tribes

and many other groups. Standing alone,

the American Museum's holdings are ar-

guably the second or third best in exis-!

tence, and with both collections merged,

according to one curator, "nothing could

possibly touch it in the whole world." It,

will be a priceless resource for scholars^

and will dramatically emphasize the richi

and varied cultural heritage of Nativei

Americans.
[

The Museum of the American Indian:

and the American Museum of Natural;

History have had an informal relationship;

for some time, although in one early pe-j

riod they competed directly for scientist^

and collections. The Museum of the|

American Indian was established in 191^

by George Gustav Heye, a mining engij

neer, who granted his extensive collectiorj

to three trustees for the token sum of fivej

dollars. Heye's interest in collecting begarj

in 1 896 when he acquired an Indian deer<

skin shirt. From 1896 to 1903 Heye, using

family money from an oil refinery busi^

ness that had been sold to Standard Oilj

added to his collection in a haphazarcj

way, mostly by visiting curio shops. Ir

1903, however, he began concentrating

more on documented fieldwork. He bei

came friends with many leading an:

thropologists, who counseled him on hij

purchases and guided him in the forma;|

tion of a truly great collection.

In 1910 his private collection was exflte

hibited for the first time in Philadelphiaj li:

When it was founded, the Museum of the Mm

American Indian generated great interest

among anthropologists, and Heye was abl(!

Ill

Eating at the Museum
The American Museum Restaurant is a

new place for Museum visitors to relax

and enjoy fine food in a charming green-

house setting. Luncheon is served from

1 1 :00 A.M. to 3:00 p.m., and afternoon tea

from 3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. daily. On
Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday eve-

nings, dinner is served from 5:30 to 7:30.

If you are in a hurry or are looking for a

modestly priced meal, the recently reno-

vated cafeteria. Food Express, can deliver

fast service and an array of snacks, bur-

gers, and refreshments. Hours are from

1 1:00 A.M. to 4:45 p.m. on Sunday, Mon-
day, Tuesday, and Thursday, and 1 1 :00

A.M. to 7:00 P.M., Wednesday, Friday, and

Saturday. Both Food Express and the

American Museum Restaurant are lo-

cated in the Museum's basement.

An Evening In Asia

On Tuesday. August 16, from 6:00 p.m.

to 9:00 P.M., the Membership Office will

present An Evening in Asia. Events will

include discussions by Museum scientists

about the Asian collections and their own
research. Asian crafts and games, special

displays of Asian animal specimens, and a

film program in the Auditorium. The eve

ning is $2.00 for adults and $ 1 .00 for chili

dren and is open only to members an(i

their guests. Call the Membership Oflfict hi

at (212) 873-1327 for information. ik

Natural History Photo Contest

On Wednesday, August 24, winnini 't^

photographs in the Natural History Pho fc

tographic Competition will go on displai
jfe

in the Center Gallery. In this year's cori

test more than 2,500 entrants submitteii

up to four photographs each; 1 5 wer

prizewinners. If you missed the winners i'

the June issue of Natural History or !'.

you would like to take a closer look at th

photos, you can see them at the Museur
through October 31. t

^

A Celebration of Birds: Louis Agassi ^,~
Fuertes and His Art

On Thursday, August 4, an exhibitio

of works by Louis Agassiz Fuertes wi

open in the Naturemax Gallery. Althoug

Fuertes's exquisite bird paintings are th

main feature of this exhibition, som

paintings of mammals and insects mad

during expeditions to Central and Sout

America and Africa are included, as we
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) lure away some of the best from presti-

ious positions at other institutions. George

epperand Mari< R. Harrington were two

nthropoiogists who left the American

luseum of Natural History to join the

edgiing museum, and several others came

om Columbia University. Many early

ithropologists, among them Marshall

aville, Frank G. Speck, and Samuel

othrop, saw the new venture as a unique

oportunity to develop a great museum,
i The finest portion of the collection was

usembled during the museum's "golden

^c," the collecting heyday just before

id during the 1 920s. This ended abruptly

ith ihe Great Depression, when funds for

air salaries and fieldwork were cut off.

1 recent years the museum has experi-

iced something of a renaissance and has

odernized its exhibition halls, revamped

; storage areas, and completely recat-

oged its collection on computer. Today it

)uses just under one million artifacts of

ill things connected with the anthropol-

;\ of the aboriginal peoples on North,

entral, and South America," in the

.ording of its mandate.

I Despite the enormous details to be set-

;d, Nicholson is "absolutely confident

c merger will take place. Its potential

nnot be overestimated. Our combined

[:llections will undoubtably lead to out-

finding exhibitions of a scope not possi-

'e before and to new and exciting scholar-

ip in this important area."

Douglas J. Preston

some of Fuertes's work from the Muse-
I's collection of 403 of his drawings and
inlings. A Celebration of Birds: Louis

;as.siz Fuertes and His Art will also ex-

ail the works of artists who influenced

were influenced by Fuertes; among
.'111 are John James Audubon, Ernest

loiiipson Seton, Allan Brooks, George
iksch Sutton, Courtenay Brandreth,

d Roger Tory Peterson. This exhibit is

c to all Museum visitors and will be on

play through October 2.

ctorian Book Design

The Library Gallery is currently dis-

i>ing an assortment of bindings, illus-

lions, and color-printing techniques

)ni Vietorian England. Covering a pe-

: d from the late 1 830s to the 1 890s, the

I'Icciion includes a section devoted to

ipular natural history titles of the time
I ashore guides and plant books, for ex-

: iple). Also on exhibit are Victorian-era

lidings from other countries. The Li-

1 iry is open to the public from I 1 :00 a.m.

I 4:00 P.M. Monday through Friday, and
I Library Gallery is open during Mu-
s mi hours. This exhibit can be viewed
tough September 25.

^TMN TIMMEL

SOUTH AFRICA
A journey ol discovery by
pony, by landrover
and on foot

See For YouiseU . .

.

THE
SOUTH OF
AFRICA
Pony trekking in the Lesotho moun-
tains, superb game viewing at Lon-
dolozi and Kruger (oldest game
reserve on the continent), and visits

to the kingdoms of SwdzUand and
Zululand.

22-day tours depart Mar. 17, ,

Aug. 8, Nov, 7, /

FOR MORE INFORMATION

/

,

/send $1 for 24 page
Africa Catalog. /'-<^
For reservations / x,

call toll free / A<
(outside California) / -^° '*

800-227-2384 /
/

See Your / ."^

Travel /-^A
Agent /^(f

AW

Perfect
gift for
coffee
lovers

MUG MATE personal cup heater

You should see the letters people write
us about this nifty miniature hot plate
that keeps coffee, tea, or soup hot to
the last drop. We even get love letters!

First they get one for the office or
school, then one for home, and next
thing we know, they've ordered a half-

dozen more for gifts. Order your own
today; you can't go wrong - we offer a
money-back guarantee, and we'll ship
immediately.

RUSH me Mug-Mates (a $10.95
plus $2 shipping! Order 2 or more and
WE pay shipping! (In CA add 71' S.T.)

IJ Check end. or bill my . VISA. l.. M/C,
or CALL TOLL-FREE 800-227-3800 X479

HONEl
3000 Sand Hill Road, Menio Park, CA 94025

DISCOVERY
TOUR TO
THE NILE

y^Hm History

DiscoveryTours

Discover the world of

ancient and modern
Egypt on an American
Museum 600 mile Nile

Cruise. Explore with

three lecturers the rich

natural and archeological sites of an area which has fascinated visitors for

centuries... A carefully planned itinerary (with a special two-day program in

London visiting the British Museum with its curator) provides a relaxing and
thorough three-week Discovery Tour All of the major Nile archeological sites as

well as the important wildlife regions are discussed and visited with your

balanced team of eminent lecturers. Share with Museum staff and friends an

unforgettable cruise. February12-March 3, 1984. For further information and

itineraries write to the American Museum of Natural History, Discovery

Tours, Central Park West at 79 St., NY NY 10024, or call (212) 873-1440.
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"I TAKE PRIDE in my place.

But after working hard all week I

don't want to spend all weekend
keeping it in shape. That's why 1

bought a Garden Way® Cart.

It saves me time. Work It's saved
my back And because it allows

me to do more tor myselt — I've

saved money, too. It's the best

investment I've ever made in a
gardening tool, bar none!

"

The Work Saver.

The Time Server. You'U handle
those backyard and gardening
chores in a traction of the time

it used to take...because the

Garden Way Cart carries 1 times

a wheelbarrow load — in one
easy trip!

Vlrhially

Effort-Free. Complete your
chores with tar less strain on your
arms, back and heart. The axle

bears the weight — not you! You'll

roll up to 400 lbs. smoothly over
soft ground.bumps...stumps.even
stairs — without missing a step!

You desexve the best.
Write today tor FREE Literature on
all 3 hardworking Garden Way
Carts and money-saving kits, and..

Let the Cart do It!

©1983 Garden Way. I

yes/
Please
send me

your Free Literature today
on all 3 Garden Way Carts and kits

Name

Address

City

I
State Zip

I ^Garden Way Carts
I

V}_y Dept. A2529C. CharlotTe, VT 05445

Additional Reading

Olmsted and Central Park (p. 28)

L.W. Roper's FLO (Baltimore: The

Johns Hopkins University Press, 1983), a

highly respected biography of America's

premier landscape architect, also provides

a vivid picture of life a century ago. Johns

Hopkins also published a series of books.

The Papers of Frederick Law Olmsted.

edited by C.C. McLaughlin. Volume III,

Creating Central Park. 1857-1861

(edited by C.E. Beveridge and D. Schuy-

ler and published this year) describes this

critically important period in Olmsted's

life, providing a detailed analysis of his

plans for the park and the philosophy be-

hind them. Landscape into Cityscape,

edited by A. Fein (Ithaca: Cornell Univer-

sity Press, 1 982), includes Olmsted's plans

for Prospect, Central, and Morningside

parks. Forty Years ofLandscape Architec-

ture: Frederick Law Olmsted. Landscape

Architect. 1822-1903, edited by F.L. Olm-

sted, Jr. and T. Kimball (Cambridge: The

MIT Press, 1973), also well regarded, is

available in paperback. Frederick Law
Olmsted's New York, by E. Barlow and

W. Alex (New York: Praeger, with the

Whitney Museum, 1972), published in

connection with a major exhibition, fo-

cuses on his work with Central Park. Civi-

lizing American Cities, edited by S.B.

Sutton (Cambridge: The MIT Press,

1979, paperback), presents a selection of

Olmsted's writings on city landscapes, in

which he describes his plans for Central

Park and for public parks in various other

cities. The New York City Landmarks

Preservation Commission, 20 Vesey

Street, New York, NY 10007, published

two paperbacks to accompany an exhibit

at the Metropolitan Museum of Art: Art

of the Olmsted Landscape, prepared by

B. Kelly, G.T Guillet, and M.E.W. Hern

(1981): and Art of the Olmsted Land-

scape: His Works in New York City, com-

piled by J. Simpson and M.E.W. Hern

(1981). The theme of this year's World

Conference on Olmsted Parks, to be held

September 21-25 in New York City, will

be "A Festival of Historic Public Parks

and Private Places." Write to the National

Association for Olmsted Parks, a sponsor,

at 175 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY
10010, for more information.

&i

e
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Stone Age Sanctuary (p. 46)

Scholars have disagreed in their inter-

pretations of Stone Age cave art ever since!

the first samples were discovered irl

France and Spain almost a century ago

Some have argued that cave art was

meant only for aesthetic pleasure, others

propose a link with hunting and fertility

rituals and with totemistic symbols, and'

still others see it as an expression oli

mythological and cosmological beliefs

PJ. Ucko and A. Rosenfeld's Palaeolithic

Cave Art (New York: McGraw-Hil

Books, 1 967) begins with a brief section on

the Paleolithic and the characteristics oil

its art, then analyzes the differing inter-*

pretations of the art. The authors examine; i'''

the content and context of Paleolithic) fc

paintings, engravings, and bas-reliefp^

sculptures, the artistic techniques em-:

ployed to create them, and the prehistoric-

activities that might have been associated

with them. F. Bordes's The Old Stone

Age. translated from the French by J.E

Anderson (New York: McGraw-Hil

Books, 1968), provides a good introduc-

tion to the Paleolithic. Bordes explains the-

methods of dating and research used tc^

study the period and describes the differ-

ent cultural complexes—the Acheulean.

Mousterian, and Lower, Middle, and Up-

per Paleolithic—as they occurred in Af-

rica, Asia, and Europe. The book include?

a helpful glossary and bibliography. T/iei

Cambridge Encyclopedia of Archaeol-

ogy, edited by A. Sherrat (Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 1980), is a^

large-format, well-produced, illustrated

handbook for the layman. Part one is de-

voted to the development of modern ar-

cheology; part two, to man as hunter, the

postglacial period, the early empires of the'

western and eastern Old World, and the

cultures in the New World and those out-

side it (Oceania, for example). Part three

deals with dating methods and compara-

tive chronologies. The book ends with z

large bibliography and suggestions for fur-

ther reading.

Lions (p. 54)

G.B. Schaller, who conducted field-l

work on lions in the Serengeti plains fron^

June 1966 until September 1969, summa-

m
m

It

93i
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zes his research in The Serengeti Lion

Zhicago: University of Chicago Press,

972). Winner of a National Book Award,

lis is a comprehensive and lucid account

fall aspects of a lion's behavior and ecol-

jy, illustrated with line drawings by R.

cane and fifty exceptional black-and-

hiie photographs. Among the many top-

's Schaller covers are group structure

nd movements (the pride and its area, the

jmad), behavior within the group (com-

lunication, daily activity patterns, group

rganization, mating, relations of young to

^ride. play), population dynamics, food

jbits. the hunt, and the lion's fellow pred-

.ors in the Serengeti (the leopard, chee-

ih, wild dog, and others). The book con-

udcs with a section on the dynamics of

rcdation and predator social systems. B.

i

ertram spent more than four years study-

:g the lions of the Serengeti. Pride of ti-

ns (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,

,978) describes Bertram's findings, focus-

.g on the lion's social behavior and re-

|-oduction, the relationships within a

:
-ide, and the maintenance and defense of

pride's territory, and compares the li-

I's hunting methods with those of the

opard and the cheetah. Bertram exam-

cs the evolution of lions and their social

ganization in an attempt to explain some
'

their characteristic behaviors: the in-

nsc cooperation between relatives, the

'acticc of infanticide by males new to a

ide, and the synchronizing of their re-

I
•eduction. Still another, more recent

liokon the Serengeti lions, concentrating

;i the activities of one pride, is Lions

hare, by J. Hanby. with illustrations by

Bygott (Boston: Houghton Mifflin,

*N2). A.R.E. Sinclair and M. Norton-

iriffiths edited Serengeti (Chicago: Uni-

iTsity of Chicago Press, 1979), which
ings together a number of detailed arti-

js on the Serengeti ecosystem, including

.1 account of the ways in which climatic

langes have affected predator-prey rela-

ins. Also of interest is J. Maynard
nilh's Evolution and the Theory of
inies (Cambridge: Cambridge Univer-

y Press, 1982), a technical but readable

)rk on the theory of fighting strategies

animals.

Rita Campon

LEARN
BIRD PHOTOGRAPHY

AT HOME
Now . . . with an exciting new course

offering from Cornell Universit)''s world-famous
cenicr for the study of birdtife . , . you can Icam the

secrets of successful bird photography. Study at

home, at >'our own pace, and receive the most
comprehensive source of information on bird

photograph\ a\ailable, plus personal tutoring of your
work through the assignments you submit. Your
study materials include a complete text with over

rwo hundred photographs and drawings, essa)^* by
noted bird photographers and ornithologists, and

For more information on how you can
enroll, fill out the coupon and send it today to
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Margaret Mead: Coming of Age in Samoa.
The classic and controversial work, one of the

most influential anthropological books of this

century This American Museum softcover

edition IS only $1 .95. Members' Book Program,
American Museum of Natural History, Central

Park West at 79th Street, New York, NY 1 0024,
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A Matter of Taste

On Reaching One Hundred
Oiir columnist's stem view of his Natural History centennial demands

a visit to the Penmylvania Dutch countn'

by Raymond Sokolov

In case you haven't been counting, this

is my 100th food column for this maga-

zine. I started back in April of '74 with a

fiery endorsement of the Capsicum (chili)

pepper, an exotic item misunderstood by

many Americans but deployed with ge-

nius in its almost infinite variety by so-

called Third World peoples here and

abroad. I continued in this gastroethno-

graphic vein, expounding the virtues of

such provender as manioc and mango,

elaborating their home contexts: culinary,

economic, and symbolic. This happy arm-

chair jaunting came to an end about four

years ago over lunch with the editor of

Natural History.

No doubt many of you are curious

about Alan Ternes. Well, he is definitely

bigger than a breadbox. And he does not

wear himself out denying widespread ru-

mors that he has to register his hands as

lethal weapons at international border

crossings. 1 do not personally believe this,

but even so, 1 have had to contend with

Ternes's gruff manner, acquired during a

youth spent swatting deerflies in the

Michigan woods and still useful for intimi-

dating normally intrepid ichthyologists

and other field-hardened scientists not

easily flapped. As someone who has not

spent years developing self-confidence

with the dissecting knife or stalking the

ibex in rut, I was even less able than the

mildest-mannered naturalist to withstand

Ternes's mammoth authority.

"Get out of tow n," he said. "Eat Ameri-

can."

You know the rest: the lonely trekking

after native persimmons guarded by rabid

Cerberi. the mudd\- search for vanishing

Olympia oysters. Like some pitiful remit-

tance man, I wandered far from home,

through every region of the United States
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with a significant food tradition—except

for one. The Pennsylvania Dutch country.

The omission was no accident.

I have nothing whatever against shoofly

pie and chowchow. In fact, I stayed away

from the Pennsylvania Dutch and their

food merely to spite Ternes. I only wish I

had a truffle for every time he tried to

bully me into writing about scrapple and

the cuisine of the Amish. Smiling, like the

Good Soldier Schweik, I agreed to follow

orders, but I never did.

Looking back on it all, I think my obsti-

nacy was misplaced. It had been short-

sighted of me not to realize that, his

macho arm-twisting notwithstanding, Ter-

nes had a good idea and that I might as

well exploit it for the benefit of Natural

History's readers.

lib

Farmer's Market. Lancaster, Pa.

John Neubauer. Photo Researchers

My willingness to relent in this matter-

coincided with an opportunity to feed off

the expertise of a young couple who know:

the Pennsylvania Dutch from their fast-:

nachts to their snickerdoodles. Jane and

Michael Stern tasted all the Pennsylvania

Dutch specialties as part of the research'

for their new book, Goodfood (Knopf).

Close readers of this space will already,

be familiar with the Sterns, whose earlier'

effort, Roadfood, a compendium of truck

stops and other quality purveyors of sim-

ple, good fare, was a helpful source for

some of my columns. With Goodfood, the

Sterns have expanded their horizons to in-, i
elude authentic regional restaurants of all

levels of elegance. They drove more than

100,000 miles, across bayous and around

buttes, following up tips from friends,

readers, and regional magazines.

This odyssey was far from the first ma-

jor highway expedition for Jane and Mi-

chael. In ten years, they have run through

eighteen automobiles pursuing survivals

of nonhomogenized cooking and patterns

of life unknown in exurban Connecticut

where they make their home. This focused

travel, they write,

brought us face to face with people whom
we might ordinarily fly over or zoom pastw
a car . . . like the wilderness fisherwomar

who displayed her box of home-smoked

lake trout to us with more pride than a sales-

person at Tiffany's laying out a diamonc

necklace, or the fat man who sauntered up

to us in a bar in Mobile, Alabama, the one

we pegged as the worst sort of redneck, whc

instead of killing us as expected, took us oui

to dinner in an oyster restaurant we would

never have found by ourselves, ther

wouldn't let us leave until we Yankees got s

taste of southern hospitality, which meani

filling up our car's back seat with his home-

grown watermelons, his wife's hot pepper
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jelh; and enough home brew quince wine to

keep our car fueled up to California and

back.

The result of all this serendipitous but

sharp-palated traipsing around the Union

is a real. honesl-to-God dining guide to

America. Mostly rural, the Sterns' recom-

mended restaurants serve the food that

any right-thinking American gastronome

would kill for. Just as teams of Michelin

inspectors have opened up French re-

gional food to tourists, this dyspepsia-de-

f_\'ing duo have made a remarkably suc-

cessful stab at covering a far larger and

more culturally diverse territory. Flipping

at random through Goodjood. one hits on

an old mountain inn in North Carolina

famous for homemade hams; a Denver sa-

loon, by a trainyard, serving buffalo sand-

wiches; and a cherry emporium in Beulah.

Michigan.

We met by prearrangement in Philadel-

phia and got acquainted as we walked

through the open-air Italian market on

South 9th Street. Passing stalls and stores

offering live poultry, goose eggs, conger

eels, whole goats, smoked turkey "asses,"

and anise-flavored waffle cookies, we

stopped at Pat"s, a stand-up joint where

the cheese steak sandwich was invented.

A plaque embedded in the sidewalk com-

memorates that great moment of cinema

when Sylvester Stallone as Rocky jogged

through this very market and stopped at

this temple of the cheese steak. Pat's has

yellow fluorescent lights, testimonial

photos from other celebrity visitors such

as Sabu, and large, authentic masses of

Cheez Whiz in unabashed view through a

side window.

Time to hit the road. We drove west-

ward, soon penetrating the rolling farm-

lands of Pennsylvania Dutch country.

Horse-drawn Amish carriages appeared

with ever greater frequency. The Sterns

turned down a series of barely marked

side roads and stopped unhesitatingly in

front of an Amish family's farm stand,

where we bought preserves and peppers.

Then on we sped, through the regional

center of Lancaster and on to Mount Joy,

home of GrofTs Farm Restaurant ("It's

just like going home to Grandma!").

Groffs is a Mennonite home-style res-

taurant that has come up in the world

without losing its family flavor. Betty

Groff supervises the meals in her 1756

stone farmhouse, and after dinner she

plays the trumpet and leads tours of her

basement winery.

As you sit down, they serve you choco-

late cake and Betty's cracker pudding "to

allow you to enjoy these treats while you

still have room for them."

Mennonites, so disciplined in other

ways, let themselves go at the table. And
at GrofTs Farm, you can indulge yourself

with wholesome old-time fare. Of the pro-

fusion we experienced on that mild spring

night, I recall a freshly cooked beef and

vegetable soup, a classic bean salad, and

of course, GrofTs "world famous chicken

Stolzfus." The menu description of this

specialty is hard to improve on: "succulent

chunks of roasted chicken, smothered in a

cream sauce served over a hot bed of flaky

diamonds of pastry."

The Sterns describe chicken Stolzfus in

Goodfood as "saffron-colored—a warm,

sunny-hued stew." And you do definitely

feel sunny-hued after eating the dish in

this cheerful place.

The next morning, April 17, which will

henceforth be known in our family as

Ternes Sunday (a movable feast occurring

a fortnight after Easter), our caravan re-

paired to the Dutchman's Diner on Route

272 between Ephrata and Adamstown for

a high-protein breakfast that included

skirt steak and, at last, at long last, scrapj-

ple.

If I had to explain scrapple to a foreign

visitor, I would be forced to call it a rough

kind of country sausage concocted of pork

scraps (whence the name) and cornmeal.

But this is almost entirely misleading,

since the actual dish does not remind you

of its individual ingredients or of any nor-

mal sausage, with or without casing. Also,

a bare description does not convey the

folkloric, autochthonous ingenuity ol

scrapple, which combines the two most

typical ingredients of the pioneer diet

pork and corn, in a manner so simple anc

delicious and with a culinary logic anc

synergy so powerful as to provoke a mooc

of contemplative satisfaction.

Ponder briefly that moment of inspira

tion, necessarily unrecorded, when some

one first took chopped pork scraps, cookec

straight from the winter pigsticking, anc

stirred them into cornmeal mush. Chillec

overnight, this new creation turned into <

solid mass that could be sliced the nex

morning, fried until brown and warm, anc

eaten with delight for its rich, smooth tex

ture and darkly complex taste.

Factory scrapple does not usually rise t(

the highest pinnacle of scrapple luxury, S(

that discerning scrapple lovers must eithe

travel to Pennsylvania or make their owr

Fortunately, to cook scrapple fron

scratch is simplicity itself, finesse lyin;

only in the proper proportions, abou

which there will always be debate.

I append a traditional Pennsylvania rec

ipe, for the record. And I am also reprint

ing here, in honor of the Sterns, direction

for a scrapple I once tasted in Connect:

cut. It was made from venison innards b

a hunter's wife eager to find a good use fo

that season's cervine liver and heart. Th

memory of this sublime slab warms me a

I look forward to my next century. C

Scrapple

2 pounds pork neck bones or other bony

scraps (ideally from the head)

1 onion, sliced

1 cup cornmeal

1 teaspoon salt

Butter

1. Simmer the pork in 6 cups of water,

with the onion added, until the meat

falls off the bones. Strain. Reserve

cooking liquid. Pick all meat off bones.

Discard bones and chop the meat.

Measure remaining liquid and, if nec-

essary, add enough water to bring the

total up to 4 cups.

2. Return the liquid to the boil. Add the

cornmeal gradually and the salt. Cook
over low heat until thickened, about 5

to 7 minutes.

3. Add the chopped meat. Stir well and

transfer to an oiled loaf pan. Chill until

solid.

4. Slice and saute in butter.

Yield: 6 servings

Note: If you substitute oatmeal for the

corn, the dish is known as goetta.

Libby Borden's Venison Scrapple

4 cups beef bouillon

1 cup cornmeal

1 teaspoon salt

1 '/: pounds deer liver, finely chopped
'/: pound deer heart, fineh' chopped

1 onion, peeled and finely chopped
'/4 pound butter

\'i cup flour

3 tablespoons butter for frying

1. Bring the bouillon to a boil in a large

pot. Add the cornmeal in a slowi

stream. Lower heat and cook slowly for

5 to 7 minutes, until the cornmeal has

thickened.

2. Meanwhile, fry the chopped liver and

heart and onion in the 'i pound of but-

ter until the onion is translucent. .

3. Stir the cornmeal into the venison mix-!

ture. Spoon the scrapple into an oiled

loaf pan or other rectangular con-

tainer. Chill until solid.

4. Unmold the scrapple. Slice. Dredge in

flour and fry in the remaining 3 table-

spoons of butter until lightly browned.!

Yield: 6 servings

fNatural History 8/83



One sizedoesiA
necessarily fit all,

In ouv years of building

ilie leading line of wagons,

\\c'\e found there is no
such thing as a "topical

w agon buyer' So we build

three distinct sizes of wag-

( )ns. And, because a wagon
is still a car, we surround tlie

cargo space witli an auto-

mobile that doesn't give up
a thing in comfort and road

worthiness.

Ford Escort.

Escort is America's best-

selling wagon based on the

most recent 1983 model
year R. L. Polk registrations,

it has 27.8 cubic feet of

cargo room (58.4 cubic feet

icar seat down). Its front-

wheel drive makes it a great

all-weatlier u'agon. And its

Fi )ur-wheel independent
suspension, (a feature

absent on otlier American
fn )nt-wheel-drive

wagons ) gives it a very

smooth ride. Tiy an
I-lscort wagon with the

optional handling suspen-

sion, 1.6 liter higher out-

put engine and five-speed

manual transmission.

Ford LTD.

LTD is our newest wagon.
It has 41.6 cubic feet of cargo

room (75.4 cubic feet rear

seat down ). And it, too, offers

much that distinguishes it

from otlier wagons. An aero-

dynamically sloped hood.

Gas-pressurized shocks tliat

smootli the ride, keep the

car stable on die road and
maintain control for better

tracking. A 38 liter 'V-6 is

available witli an Automatic

Overdrive transmission

option. LTD.Comfort and
capabilit)'.

Ford Country Squire.

Our most luxurious

wagon. It hits 52.6 cubic feet

of cargo room ( 89.4 cubic

feet rear seat down). It's

available with seating for six

or eight. And it's marvel-

ously ec]uipped with e\'er\'-

thing from power steering

and brakes to Automatic

0\'erdrive transmission

and M'l/FM stereo radio.

Also stiindard is a 5.0 liter

V-8 engine with electronically

controlled fuel injection to

gi\'e tlie Sc]uire a throttle

response that belies tlie car's

size. You can e\'en order a

package tliat lets the car tow
two-and-a half-tons of boat,

trailer or amthing el.se.

Families come in differ-

ent sizes. Loads come in

different sizes, and Ford

wagons come in dif-

ferent sizes. You
slujuldn't expect any-

thing less.

Get it together Buckle up.

Have you driven a Ford,

lately?
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The Joy ofBirds
by Ernst Mayr

Humans have always been susceptible

to the charms of birds. The beauty of

birds' plumage, the loveliness of their

songs, and the grace of their flight have

been extolled by poets and other writers

from the Greeks to the present. Like but-

terflies, birds are generally creatures of

the sunny day—not frustratingly noctur-

nal as are so many mammals—and can be

enjoyed by anyone, anywhere.

For many people in today's increasingly

urban world, birds are a welcome re-

minder of our ties to nature. Even city

parks and suburban gardens sport rich

bird life. Throughout much of the United

States, birds entertain us at our feeding

stations during the winter, and in the

spring and summer, we can often follow

them through courtship, nest building,

and raising of the young. In the autumn,

many of us enjoy listening to Canada

geese honking their way south or watch

with admiration as a tiny warbler feeds

busily, gathering strength to continue its

long migratory flight.

In previous centuries, people lived

closer to the natural world than most of us

do today, and many of the statements

about birds that made their way into lit-

erature in the past were solidly based on

knowledge of the birds' habits. Some, how-

ever, were more the product of imaginative

conjecture than of detailed observation

—

for example, the suggestions that birds

hibernate in the mud or change into other

animals during the harsh winter months.

The eighteenth century—an age dedi-

cated to finding God's design in all the

marvels of nature—produced the first real

ornithologists, writers like the English

vicar Gilbert White, whose Natural His-

tory and Antiquities of Selborne contin-

ues to delight and instruct readers to this

day. A new spirit of scientific inquiry en-

tered natural history after the publication

in 1 859 of Darwin's Origin ofSpecies, the

work that persuasively presented the con-

cept of evolution by natural selection. But

this new spirit did not diminish in the least

the joy in the intimate observation of liv-

ing birds, and the birds themselves turned

out to be wonderfully suited for evolution-

ary studies. Darwin drew his understand-

ing of speciation from the study of South

American rheas and Galapagos mocking-

birds and finches, and even today, our

thoughts about how new species form are

largely based on studies of birds.

Indeed, ornithologists have made sig-

nificant and often pioneering contribu-

tions to nearly all aspects of biology: to

ethology, the study of animal behavior as

shaped by natural selection; to island bio-

geography, which has produced ideas of

potentially great importance in conserva-

tion; to theories about competition and

niche partitioning, which have had an

enormous impact on ecology; to studies of

biological cycles, long-distance migration,

and systematics—the list is too long to

enumerate fully here.

One area of study in which birds, be-

cause of their conspicuousness, have

proved particularly useful, is population

biology. During the breeding season, a

reasonably accurate census of the birds on

a 50- to 1 00-acre plot can be made in just a

few hours, and by repeating this year after

year, one can determine the rise and fall in

the numbers of each species. In addition

to providing information of academic in-

terest, such studies can be of paramount

importance in monitoring the health of the

environment. Bird censuses, for example,

first alerted us to the dangers of DDT, and

they continue to expand our understand-

ing of how changes in the environment can

affect the health of all the creatures—in-

cluding ourselves—living in it.

Some commentators have attempted to

divide those who are interested in birds

into two categories: list chasers (for whom
bird watching is a competitive sport) and

professional scientists. This is utter non-

sense. To be sure, some bird watchers

never really look at a bird once they have

ticked it off" their list, and at the other e>

treme, some avian physiologists rarely i;

ever leave the laboratory to watch birds ii

the field. But these are exceptions. Any

one who has been in the field with any c|

the great professionals knows with whc

enthusiasm they watch and listen to bird;

And almost all the bird watchers I knc

are full of curiosity and eager to contril

ute to our understanding of birds. Toda;

as in the past, a veritable army of am;

teurs is producing innovative scientifi

work of the first rank.

This month, the American Ornithok

gists' Union (AOU), a great scientific S(

ciety unusual in its joining of amateui

and professionals, gathers at the Amer
can Museum of Natural History, where

was founded one hundred years agi

Membership in the AOU has never bee

larger and the field of ornithology nev(

more active than at the present time. I

honor of the AOU's first century, this spi

cial issue of Natural History is devoted I

birds. It touches on many of the topics (

perennial interest to ornithologists, ran]

ing from problems of immediate concei

to the birds themselves—getting enoug

to eat and winning a mate—to problen

perhaps of more concern to those wf

study them—such as speciation and tJ

evolution of flightlessness.

The more we learn about how and wf

birds do what they do, the closer we con

to answering the many remaining que

tions about the nature of life on earth. 1

the process, as a happy dividend, we w
enhance the joy and wonder to be found

experiencing the birds around us.

One ofour century's majorfigures in ev.

lutionary biology, Ernst Mayr is Alexa.

der Agassi- Professor, Emeritus, at Ha
vard University. An ornithologist, systeri

atist, evolutionist, and historian ofscienc

he is the author ofseveral books, inclw

ing Animal Species and Evolution ai

The Growth of Biological Thought.

A Special Issue Honoring a Century of Ornithology
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So you can make more stops at
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station.

Next, the low sticker price can
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The Joy of Birds
Froiti Ernst Mayr's introduction on the inside cover to Ray Sokolov's scrambled eggs on

the last page, this entire issue is dedicated to the science, the art, and thepleasure ofbirds.

It commemorates Ihe centennial meeting ofthe American Ornithologists ' Union this

month at the American Museum ofNatural History, where theAOU held itsfounding

meeting. The articles thatfollow show thai ornithology—one ofthe oldest sciences and

one particularly open to amateurs as well as professionals—is as vital andfascinating

as ever This special issue was edited by senior editor Rebecca B. Finnell.
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A bird watcher since childhood, Ken-

neth P. Able was impressed early on by

the dramatic migration of birds in north-

ern latitudes every spring and fall. As his

studies of birds became more formal, he

learned that just how birds find their

way during these migrations is far from

completely understood. Since that rev-

elation, his research has centered on ori-

entation and navigation mechanisms in

animals, especially those of migratory

birds. Able is associate professor of biol-

ogy at the Albany campus of the State

University of New York.

Convinced that much remains to be

learned about bird song by looking at

species with complex song systems, Don-

ald E. Kroodsma examined different

populations of one of North America's

most voluble songsters—the marsh

wren. Associate professor of zoology at

the University of Massachusetts in Am-
herst, Kroodsma is currently focusing on

species of warblers that use different

songs in different contexts. He hopes to

determine to what extent the birds learn,

rather than know innately, which songs

are appropriate for which situations.

clearly demonstrated that bird fossils,

often thought to be too scarce or frag-

mentary to be of much scientific use, can

contribute significantly to our under-

standing of avian evolution. In addition

to her work on Hawaiian fossils, James

plans to study 5-million-year-old bones

of cormorants and parrots from South ^

Africa. Olson's projects include bird fos-

sils from Bermuda, the North Atlantic,

and North America.

Both Helen F. James and Storrs L. Ol-

son work in the Division of Birds of the

Smithsonian Institution's National Mu-
seum of Natural History, James as a re-

search assistant and Olson as curator.

An interest in paleontology and the evo-

lution of birds has taken them several

times to the Hawaiian Islands, where a

number of exciting bird fossil finds have

been made in the last decade. Their re-

search in the Pacific and elsewhere has

When Mellnda Pruett-Jones arrived

in Papua New Guinea in 1980 with her

husband and coauthor. Stephen, she

found Macgregor's bowerbirds in the

forest near the Wau Ecology Institute

where they planned to work. "There was

no doubt in my mind what I was going to

study," she says. Ever since she was an

undergraduate at the University of

Washington, she has been aware of the

unique behavior of bowerbirds, which

build and decorate terrestrial display

sites for courtship. Melinda had come to

New Guinea to conduct research for her

M.S. degree at Brigham Young Univer-

sity; Stephen to initiate his Ph.D. re-

search in association with the University

of California at Berkeley. His disserta-

tion will focus on the evolution of social

behavior in Lawes's six-wired bird of

paradise. The couple work on indepen-

dent projects, but the underlying ques-

tions in their studies are the same and

they collaborate in much of their work.

Their scholarly interests are evolution-)

ar\' biology and promiscuous mating pat-

terns in birds. When not in the field, they

enjoy sailing, the ballet, good Italian res-

taurants, and gourmet ice cream—none

of which can be found in Wau.
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Yard clean-up! Bulky loads! Gardening and landscaping! Everyday chores!

luy a Garden Way
ilig-Wheel Hauler
.It ourJgw factory-
lirect price
and if it doesn't more than earn its keep

it won't cost you a cent!

hy for heaven's sake, continue wasting

2cious time and steps using that tiny

leelbarrow on your outdoor chores? Do
lat folks all over the country have done—
t our famous big-wheeled Hauler to work!

ave time. . .Save work. .

.

ave your back!
le Big-Wheel Hauler will change the way

Li spend weekends around your place.

You'll accomplish more in two hours using

. r Hauler. . .than you could do all day using

vheelbarrow. Without feeling lame
worn out.

The Garden Way Hauler is there when

:
a need it . .to help you get more done in

'

s time (without straining your muscles or

? ck). Gardening. . .landscaping. . .building a

I
tio, deck or rock wall. . .clearing brush. .

.

i! )ving outdoor fiimiture. . .whatever—

i ;y're all easier with the Hauler.

I uge capacity. . .Perfect
lalance...Easy rolling!
' ose two big and rugged wheels carry the

\ ight! So you can heap our large capacity

I :uler with up to 400 lbs. of anything you
I ve to move. These same wheels make it

i redibly easy to roll over soft ground,

mpy terrain or steps. . .without snagging or

^iting to keep the load steady.

The end result . .you'll carry bigger loads,

you'll make fewer trips. And, you can carry

ivier loads without back strain.

Here's our "Risk-Free"
WARRANTY

l\it your Gaidni Way BigAVhccI Hauler to the

list on your toughest and heaviest chores. If it

doesn't more than earn its keep, send it hack
.im time within one year and w will refund ever>'

(x-nny you paid—including shipping charges
hoth ways—with no questions asked.

Available in two
hardworking sizes:
THE LOADMASTER is our biggest

and most popular Hauler because it

carries 10 times the load of a common
wheelbarrow-up to 400 POUNDS. .

.

OVER 13 BUSHELS with incredible

ease. It can't tip or spill. . .and the big,

rugged 26" diameter welded steel

wheels with ball bearings and semi-

pneumatic tires let you push or pull

huge loads over soft or bumpy ground-

even up and down stairs—almost like

the Hauler is under its own power.

Designed to make easy work of the

toughest hauling jobs. . .built to last for

years and years. . .priced to save you

money. . .and guaranteed to more than

earn its keep within the first year alone,

or it won't cost you a cent! Order yours

today...NOW!

THE CHOREMASTER is a smaller

version of our big model—but every

inch a workhorse. It will hold a whop-

ping 300 lbs. and is perfect for the

homeowner with smaller sized loads.

Large 20" diameter wheels move easily

over rough ground. . .rugged and tough

and built to last. . .and guaranteed to

satisfy you completely or your

money back.

-FMl SPECIAL*-
Order yours novif . .

.

Save an EXTRA 157o
off our already low
factory-direct price.

1 want to take advantage of your Special IS'o

Discount Offer on the Garden Way Big-Wheel

Hauler I've checked below.

n THE LOADMASTER.

NOW ONLY $144.45 (regularly $169.95)

plus $37.33 shipping & handling.

a THE CHOREMASTER.
NOW ONLY $1 13.85 (regularly $133.95)

plus $19.63 shipping & handling.

^ Special 15% Discount Offer

expires October 21, 1983.

METHOD OF PAYMENT: DCheck enclosed

Make checks payable to Garden Way Carts

Charge to my D VISA D MasterCard

Card #

Signature_

SHIP TO:
Name

_Zip_

MAIL TO: ^
•GardenWay Carts
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IXpt A25K>C.Chariotte. Vermont 115445 •



"BAJA
CIRCUMNAVIGATED

ISASPECIAL
EXPEDITION.

FIND OUT WHY.
BAJA CIRCUMNAVIGATED is

scheduled when thousands of gray

whales migrate to Baja California's

Pacific lagoons (December through

April) to breed, give birth and nur-

ture their young. On the peninsula's

other side is the Sea of Cortez, the

"richest sea in the world." Aboard

the American PACIFIC NORTHWEST
EXPLORER, in the company of a

carefully chosen natural history

staff, we will visit uninhabited

islands and bays, approach whales

and elephant seals in our rubber

landing craft and learn the ways of

desert animals and plants. We have

scheduled six two-week departures

beginning January 8, 1984. Each

voyage will, in our own best

tradition, truly explore this splendid

region in depth and in comfort.
" you are intrigued, please call or

write for a detailed brochure.

SPECIAL
EXPEDITIONS,..

A REMARKABLE WOMAN'S 13-YEAR ADVENTURE
IN REMOTE AFRICAN RAIN FORESTS WITH

THE GREATEST OF THE GREAT APES

GQRILIASINTffiMIST
DianFossey

"When Dian Fossey and a mountain gorilla

first reached out and gently touched each other

in the forests of Rwanda it was a momentous

day in the history of humankind's interactions

with the wild and reputedly dangerous animals."

—George B. Schaller, author of

THE MOUNTAIN GORILU:
Ecology and Behavior

"Amazing saga of gorilla life ... a scientific

and truly enchanting view of one of our closest

relatives."

Dr. Donald C. Johanson, co-author of

Lucy: The Beginnings of Humankind

Over 80 photographs, illustrations and maps. Book-of-the-

Month Club Alternate Selection. $19.95 at your local bookstore.

^^ Houghton Mifflin Company
4 2 Park Street. Boston. Massactiusetts 02108

Photograph by Bob Campbell © National Geographic.

In 1966, three orphaned bam owls

adopted by Masakazu Konishi produced

nearly twenty offspring in little more

than a year. That occurrence convincec

Konishi that he could maintain enougl

birds in captivity to make studies of theii

renowned hearing abilities feasible. His

research, which is behavioral and neuro

physiological, has resulted in the discov-

ery of a neural map in the barn owl brair

that enables the bird to pinpoint with

great precision where a sound is coming

from. Konishi, the Bing Professor of Be-

havioral Biology at the California Instii

tute of Technology, has also studied the

oilbirds of Colombia and Trinidad and

the cave swiftlets of Australia, species,

that also use echolocation to capture

their prey. His present research projects

include work on the brain mechanisms

of bird song.

As author and illustrator of the mos

influential bird guide of all time, Fiek

Guide to the Birds, Roger Tory Petersoi

was able to combine his interest in natu

ral history and his talent as an artist. Thi;

successful combination has resulted in

:

steady stream of guides and other natun

books during the past forty-nine years

Peterson studied art at New York City'

Art Student's League and the Nationa

Academy of Design. The recipient o

some eleven honorary degrees and ni|

merous awards, Peterson's fieldwork ha

taken him all over the world—includin,

fifteen trips to Antarctica. He i

present updating his Field Guide t\

Western Birds.
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I Stephen B. Vander Wall (above) first

iioticed the foraging behavior of Claric's

(Utcracker while working on an under-

I raduate research project with coauthor

i
tussell P. Balda (below), professor of bi-

1 logy at Northern Arizona University in

I'lagstaff. While observing autumn

kiovements of pinon jays, they were

itruck by the sight of nutcrackers with

' (range, seemingly swollen throats. Their

Curiosity aroused, they began studying

;he birds to learn more about their un-

sual behavior of transporting large num-
bers of seeds long distances and storing

nem in the ground. Vander Wall, now an

cologist with Bio-Resources, Inc. (an

cological consulting firm), in Logan,

Jtah, and adjunct professor at Utah
itate University, is continuing his studies

f the nutcracker, looking especially at

ie factors that affect foraging decisions,

lalda's current research projects include

vian learning and long-term memory
nd the evolutionary steps that preceded

ie origin of flight in birds.
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your money back.
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D SEND FREE CHRISTMAS CATALOG
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Questers salutes the

American Omithobgical Union

on its ce^enary.

QUESTERS
operators of V^'or\du;ide Nature Tours

1"( Park Avenue South • New York, NY 10010 • (212) 673-3120

Archeology Tour

to Mexico
January 9 to

February 1,1984

Discover the ancient

civilizations and arche-

ology of pre-Columbian

Mexico with the American

Museum's C. Bruce Hunter. Es-

cape the winter as we explore

tropical sites including Palenque, Ux-

mal, Chichen Itza, La Venta, Mitia,

Teotihuacan, Jalapa, El Tajin and Tula

among others. This comprehensive

itinerary includes colonial towns,

museums and the finest accommoda-
tions. Limited to 18 participants. Pro-

fessor Hunter is Lecturer in

Archeology at the Museum, and the

author of A Guide to Ancient Mexican

Ruins and A Guide to Ancient Maya
Ruins. For further information write to

Discovery Tours, American Museum
of Natural History, Central Park West

at 79 St., New York, NY, 10024, or

call (212) 873-1440.

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours

Peter R. Grant's solution to the prol

lem of how an extremely busy father ca

spend enough time with his family is t

bring family and research togethe!

Aided by his wife and two daughter]

Grant, who teaches at the University (

Michigan, began studying Darwin

finches on the Galapagos Islands te

years ago. His daughter Nicola, no

eighteen and his present coauthor, h;

become an able researcher and has a

ready published two papers on her ind

pendent study of cooperative breeding

Galapagos mockingbirds. Grant himse

A Ph.D. candidate in biology

Princeton University, David S. Wilco

is writing his thesis on the causes of avi;

extinctions in North American foresi

He is also studying the impact of tropicj

deforestation and plans future studies

!

migrator}' birds in their tropical winte

ing grounds. His work will, he hope

provide information needed for soui

conservation policies. Wilcove has f^

lowed the birds to Mar>'land, the Grei

Smok\' Mountains, Costa Rica, ai]
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lad no such paternal nurturing of his in-

erest in the island finches. He learned

bout them by reading David Lack's

lOok on Darwin's finches as an under-

raduate at Cambridge University. "It

/as, and is, a fascinating account of spe-

iation," he says. Since 1973, he has

tudied these birds exclusively, using the

)arwin's finches to consider such theo-

etical questions as whether competition

etween species for food is important in

heir evolution and why species of one

opulation are more variable than spe-

ies of another.

French Bistro Glasses

One dozen • $14.00

Picardie Goblets appear throughout France in

restaurants, bistros and homes. Handsome and

practically indestructible, they're perfect for

anything from wine to coffee. Tempered glass,

tapered for easy handling. 8 oz. capacity.

Set of 12, $14.00 ppd.

Please rush _ . set(s) Picardie Goblets * 91-109

@ $14.00 ppd. My check or money order is enclosed.

n Enclosed is $1.00 for 6 issues of "A Catalog for

Cooks" (FREE with order)

ClfT"

S?aB~ ""
Zip

WILLIAMS-SONOMA
ept. 522-01 • P.O. Box 7456 • San Francisco, CA 94120

The new
Steuben Catalogue

Bring the Steuben Glass Gallery into

your home. Choose from a collection of 121

pure crystal designs, both traditional and
contemporary. From $110. Enclose $5.00 cash

or check with this coupon; catalogues will

be mailed beginning early October.

STEUBEN CLASS
Fifth Avenue at 56tti Street, New York, N.Y. 10022

lexico. Coauthor Robert F. Whitcomb
s for sixteen years been a resident

tomologist with the U.S. Department
Agriculture in Beltsville, Maryland,
-ading about theories of island bio-

ography in the mid-1970s sparked re-

arch, outside his normal terrain, on the

ccts of forest fragmentation on birds.

ortunately, he was able to draw on the

•lunsel of Chandler Robbins of the Fish

id Wildlife Service. Meanwhile, Whit-
imb continues entomological work on
ic ecology of spiroplasmas in insects

id on microbial taxonomy.

NEW ABRIDGED
EDITION

$19.95

The "itty biltyVw book light is the

most practical solution to the

"reading-ln-bed" problem we've

ever seen.
Jeanette Morris

Merchandise Manager
Barnes & Noble Bookstores

Take vne

to bed ^ A Perfect Gift to

Give or Keep

If you love to read—any-

time, anywhere— or know some-

one who does, this unique portable

book light will make a thoughtful,

lasting and practical gift.

At last, the #1 bestselling

"itty bitty"™booklight is

available in a new abridged edi-

tion that is destined to become
another smashing success!

Compact, beautifully design-

ed, meticulously crafted, and
ligiit as a feather, the new
abridged "itty bitty"''" book
light goes anywhere and will

delight avid readers, students,

crossword puzzle fans. . .

anyone who loves to read.

Ideal tor Bed,
Perfect tor Travel

This little portable light clips

easily to the back of any hard or

soft cover book, plugs into 110

volt electrical outlet, and floods

the entire page with brilliant

cool light that won't disturb the

reader's bed partner.

Barnes& Noble
B(X)KSTOR£S n\C.

'

126 FIFTH AVENUE DEPT BL160
NEW YORK, NY, 10011

Nairn
1139930. Please send me
book llght(s)al only $19.95 eacli f^^^„
plus $1.95 each for postage and
Insurance. (N.Y. and N.J.

residents: Please add sales lax.) I.'lly-

FORfASTCR SERVICE ^___
.CREDIT CARD CUSTOMERS CALL
* TOLL FREE 1-800-228-6&P5
open 24 HOURS 7 DAY AW

^dlnS Sundays -— '^'"^

Check One State.
Da check or money

order Is enclosed
D Please charge this

purchase to: Account*

V? 1983. Bames & Noble Bookstores, In

Otfer good only In conilnenlal USA,



The AOU's Fledgling \bars
A curious nineteenth-century photo-

graphic portrait hangs in the Ornithology

Department of the American Museum of

Natural History. Made up of many little

photographs cut and pasted together, this

photomontage shows a group of solemn

Victorian gentlemen—some with droop-

ing mustaches, others with long beards

—

dressed in dark frock coats and high,

starched collars. These highly individual-

istic men, of varying ages and appear-

ances, are the founders of the venerable

American Ornithologists' Union (AOU),

exactly one century old this month and

one of the most prestigious organizations

of its kind in the world. It is fitting that this

portrait hang in the American Museum,
since several of the AOU's founders were

ornithologists at the Museum and more

than one-fourth of its presidents, including

the first president, have been from the

Museum.
The idea for the AOU was hatched in

Cambridge, Massachusetts, at the meet-

ings of the Nuttall Ornithological Club.

This small group of gentlemen, mostly

from Harvard, got together from time tc

1983 Margaret Mead
Film Festival

September 12-15

This year, the Margaret Mead Film

Festival will be held on the evenings of

Monday, September 12. through Thurs-

day, September 15. Now in its seventh

year, this annual festival of anthropologi-

cal films was initiated at the Museum by

the late Margaret Mead. Mead was a pio-

neer in the use of film as a means of docu-

mentation and as a way of bringing an-

thropology into the public realm. The
fifty films in the festival—nineteen of

which are New York premieres—explore

such subjects as the immigrant e.xperi-

ence in the United States, Australian Ab-

origines, North American Indians, daily

life in a small county in the Ozark Moun-
tains, and much more from all over the

globe. One film. El Niiio Fidencio (Nico-

las Echevarria, 1981), examines the life of

a great Mexican healer, to whom as many
as 50,000 people came to be cured, and

the cults that grew up after his death.

First Contact (Robin Anderson, Bob Con-

nolly, 1983) documents the meeting in the

early 1930s of Australian gold prospec-

tors with highland peoples of Papua New
Guinea. Heaven on Earth: Pilgrimages to

the Ganges 1957-1977 (Pierre Amado,
1978) surveys mass pilgrimages to the

Ganges, where ancient religious traditions

still survive. The Navigators (Sanford

Low, 1983) explores the nautical skill of

Polynesians, who sailed the Pacific Ocean
3,000 years before Columbus sailed the

Atlantic. All the films will be introduced,

many by the filmmakers themselves. Last

year more than 8.000 people attended the

festival. Although the festival is free to all

Museum visitors, seating in the four

screening areas is limited. More informa-

tion about the 1983 Margaret Mead Film

Festival can be obtained by calling (212)

873-1070.

South of Winter Lecture

On Friday, September 30, the Mem-
bership Office will present a lecture by

photographer Steven C. Wilson. Wilson's

photographs of natural history subjects

are featured in the Museum's South of
Winter exhibition (in the Hall of Birds of

the World, through November 30). Wil-

son will discuss his work with this exhibit

and will also explore other areas of natural

histor>' photography. The lecture, which

takes place in the Kaufmann Theater at

7:30 P.M., is free and open only to mem-
bers, but tickets are required. For further

information please call the Membership
Office at (212) 873-1327.

Francis Lee Jaques: Artist-Naturalist

On Saturday, September 24, an exhi-

bition of the work of artist-naturalist

Francis Lee Jaques (1887-1969) will

open in the Museum's Akeley Gallery.

Jaques grew up on farms in Illinois, Kan-

sas, and northern Minnesota. A talented

artist from childhood, he worked as a lum-

berjack, railroad fireman, and taxider-

mist until 1924, when he joined the staff"

of the American Museum. For the next

twenty years he painted background mu-
rals for the Museum's wildlife habitat ex-

hibits. Jaques also accompanied Museum
expeditions to the Arctic, South America,

and many Pacific islands. Some of his oil

paintings, sketches, watercolors, and

scratchboard drawings from these trips

are included in this exhibition, which is on

tour from the Bell Museum of Natural

History, Minneapolis, and which will re-

main on display through January 8, 1984.

African Music

On Sunday, September 18, there will

be an African music concert by Terri

Naakoshie Quaye, a Ghanaian artist who
plays balafon, sansa, and drums. Quaye
blends traditional African music with

contemporary jazz styles. The concert.

which is being presented by the African-

American Program of the Museum's De-

partment of Education, will take place in

the Kaufmann Theater at 2:00 p.m. and is

free to all Museum visitors. Please call

(212) 873-1300, ext. 514, for further in-

formation.

African Textiles as Clothing

On Sunday, September 11, Sylvia

Ardyn Boone will give a slide lecture on

the uses and aspects of African Textiles

as Clothing. Boone, an assistant professor

of the history of art and Afro-American

studies at Yale University, will talk about

the color, texture, cut, and drapery of se-

lected classical regional designs; she will

also take a look at changing fashions. Pre-

sented in conjunction with the African

Textiles exhibition (Gallery 3, through

December 4), African Textiles as Cloth-

ing will take place in the Kaufmann The-

ater at 2:00 p.m. This lecture, sponsored

by the African-American Program of the

Museum's Education Department, is free

and open to all Museum visitors. For fur-

ther information please call (212) 873-

1300, ext. 514.

Planetarium Courses

In September the Planetarium will be

off"ering several Courses for Stargazers.

For further information and a catalog of

courses call the Planetarium at (212) 873-

1300, ext. 206.

Workshops for Young People

Beginning in October, the Education

Department will again offer Weekend
Workshops for Young People. Included

will be the popular half-day Saturday

workshops on Reptiles and Amphibians;

Microscopes; Endangered Mammals;
and Archeology. Other workshops that

meet once a week for several weeks will be

given on such topics as Nature Crafts,

Human Evolution, Comparative Verte-
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At the American Museum

me at the private museum of the club

resident, WilHam Brewster. Surrounded

y a comfortable profusion of stuffed ani-

lals in polished glass cabinets, mounted

;eletons, fossils, butterflies, beetles, and

:ie like, the club members discussed

rds, compared notes, read papers, and

noked cigars. In the early years most

lyone could join (provided he was "club-

ate Physiology, and Animal Drawing.

For a brochure describing the Weekend
'orkshops call (212) 873-7507 or write to

ie Museum's Department of Education.

Museum Tours

Museum Highlights Tours offer fasci-

iting glimpses into the history of, and

,e exhibits in, the Museum's most popu-

I r halls. The tours are free and leave reg-

ariy from the Museum's second-floor in-

rmation desk. Prearranged group tours

rr\ a fee. For more information on

:rsonalized group tours contact the Vol-

iteer Office at (2 1 2) 873-1 300, ext. 538.

ypsies

On Tuesday, September 20, the Mem-
;rship Office will present Joseph C.

;rland in a slide-illustrated lecture on

e Gypsies ofSouthwest Asia—particu-

rly Pakistan—and their history. Berland

ill explore the communities, exploits,

: id adaptation patterns of these diverse

oups of peoples. This lecture, which will

ke place in the Museum Auditorium at

30 P.M., is free and open only to mem-
•rs. but tickets are required. For more in-

rmation call the Membership Office at

12) 873-1327.

osmic Mysteries

At the Planetarium on Thursday, Sep-

mber 29, the Sky Show Cosmic Myster-
s will open for a two-month run. The
ow explores such questions as: Does a

onstrous black hole lie at the center of

T Milky Way galaxy? Could the extinc-

)n of the dinosaurs millions of years ago
;vc a cosmic connection? What is the

urce of mysterious bursts of high-en-

gy rays from space? For an investigation

these and other questions. Cosmic Mys-
ries can be seen at the Planetarium

rough November 20. For show times

d other information call (212) 873-

28.

able," to quote one member); the only re-

striction applied to professional ornitholo-

gists who were excluded "out of modesty."

When the club began publishing its Bulle-

tin, however, its informal nature changed

and many prominent ornithologists joined.

Early meetings typically focused on such

topics as the distribution of various New
England birds or "The So-Called English

Sparrow Question"—what to do about

the invasion of these foreign birds. (Teddy

Roosevelt attended this particular meet-

ing, where after much discussion "the evi-

dence was decidedly against the bird, and

no advocates appeared.")

Because the Nuttall Club was some-

what limited by its "clubby" nature, three

members—Joel Asaph Allen, William

Brewster, and Elliott Coues—decided the

time was ripe for a national organization.

They sent a letter to forty-eight of the

leading ornithologists in America inviting

them to the American Museum of Natu-

ral History to form a national organiza-

tion—akin to the British Ornithologists'

Union—devoted to the study of birds.

About half showed up, and on September

26, 1883, after three days of reportedly

"harmonious discussion" in the Museum's

Library, the twenty-one participants an-

nounced the creation of the American Or-

nithologists' Union.

The harmony displayed at this first

meeting was all the more remarkable con-

sidering the strong personalities involved

and the nature of ornithology, which is

known to be a rather high-spirited profes-

sion. Brewster went to that meeting ex-

pecting to be elected temporary chair-

man, and to that end he had written out an

exhaustive agenda. But to Brewster's dis-

may, Coues was elected to lead the first

meeting; in the margin of his discarded

agenda (still preserved in the AOU ar-

chives), Brewster wrote: "exit WB."
Coues was a crusty fellow, ready to damn
anyone for good reason, but he handled

the meeting well and listened to the views

of all those present (including Daniel Gi-

raud Elliot, author of many large illus-

trated folios of birds and founder of the

American Museum's Ornithology De-

partment; Robert Ridgeway of the Smith-

sonian Institution; and C. Hart Merriam.

"Efert' mammalogisi must hai-e
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the fauna of the world
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who shortly after founded the U.S. Biolog-

ical Survey).

The AOU elected Joel Allen as its first

president and editor of its new journal,

which was to replace the Nuttall Club's

Bulletin. Allen was, by all accounts, a re-

markable man. He was curator of the

American Museum's Department of

Birds and Mammals, president of the

AOU for seven years, and editor of its

journal for twenty-eight years. During the

latter part of the nineteenth century, he

became not only one of America's leading

ornithologists but also the dean of Ameri-

can mammalogy; he also built the Ameri-

can Museum's collections of birds and

mammals into one of the finest in the

world. His influence on the fledgling or-

ganization was so profound that many
have called him the "father of the AOU."
Bom on a farm in Massachusetts to rig-

idly strict parents of Puritan stock, Allen

began collecting natural history speci-

mens, particularly birds, at an early age.

He later sold his substantial collection to

pay for studies at Wilbraham Academy
and at Harvard with Swiss zoologist Louis

Agassiz. Agassiz put Allen through his

typical introductory lab, giving him sev-

eral pieces of coral and instructing him to

determine their laws of development and

growth without the use of books or refer-

ence materials. Allen later became

Agassiz's assistant and in 1865 traveled

with him on an expedition to Brazil (Wil-

ham James, the philosopher, was another

young assistant on this trip). Other Har-

vard expeditions that Allen went on in-

cluded the 1873 Yellowstone expedition,

during which several scientists in the

party were killed by Sioux. During this

time Allen's health had been deteriorat-

ing, and he was finally told by his doctors

that he was suff'ering a severe nervous

breakdown. Allen was further handi-

capped by extremely poor eyesight for

most of his life, and by his own admission,

he was "painfully embarrassed in the pres-

ence of strangers" and could barely bring

himself to speak publicly at scientific

meetings.

According to most accounts, he was a

kindly and gentle man who never spoke ill

of anyone. In print, however, he could be

merciless in attacking the scientific work

of others. One of his assistants wrote, "I

have seen him treat with fatherly kindness

a man whose theories he had subjected to

fatally destructive criticism."

Under Allen, the earlyAOU devised an

ambitious agenda for the profession. One
of the most important items was to estab-

lish the Union's journal (which had taken

over the Nuttall Bulletin) and give it a

new name. Unfortunately, the harmoni-
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ous discussion of the first meeting did not

prevail at the next council meeting when it

came time to name the journal. Two
names were advanced. The American Or-

nithologist and The Auk. Allen and many
of the other council members favored the

first, but Spencer F. Baird, secretary of

the Smithsonian and one of the original

founders, argued passionately for the lat-

ter. He said that the American Ornitholo-

gist was boring and undistinguished and

that the British had established a pre-

cedent by naming their journal The Ibis.

The matter was put to a vote and TheAuk
prevailed.

When the first issue appeared, the reac-

tion against the name was furious, sus-

tained, and vehement. Punning letters ar-

rived from all quarters: many gleefully

pointed out the name was "awkward";

that instead of being published in Boston

it should be published in New Yauk (some

suggested Aukland or the Orkneys). One
writer suggested that The Auk sounded

like the trademark of a brand of guano;

another wrote the editor: Mortua Alca

impennis—in pennis Alca redivival (The

auk is already extinct and The Auk is

likely to follow!), and so forth. The re-

sponse to this fusillade was left to Elliott

Coues, who never shied away from a good

fight. In the January 1884 issue, Coues

wrote:

The outcry from all quarters excepting

headquarters of American ornithological

science against the name of our new journal

satisfies us that the best possible name is

THE AUK. Were the name of this journal

one which anyone could have proposed and
everyone liked, it could not have been an

"inspiration." The editors beg to say that

they have copyrighted, patented, and

"called in" the following puns and pleasant-

ries.

He then proceeded to list all the wretched

puns that had come in, concluding with

his response to the reader criticism that

The Auk "aped" The Ibis:

Not at all. It is a great improvement on The
Ibis. Ibis is two syllables and four letters;

Auk is one syllable and three letters ... we
wish, however, we could "ape" or otherwise

imitate The Ibis in sundry particulars. We
should like to make The Auk the leading or-

nithological journal of America as The Ibis

is for the rest of the world. . . . We should

like to "ape" or otherwise resemble The

Ibis in vitality and longevity. May its

shadow, already "sacred" be cast while the

pyramids stand; and may The Auk in due

time be also known of men as an "antient

and honourable foule."!

The Auk prevailed, and indeed has be-

come what Coues hoped.

Perhaps in defiance of the uproar, the

next issue of The Auk included a large

cover illustration of the great auk from

Cory's Beautiful and Curious Birds ofthe

World. This ungainly bird graced the

cover until 1913, when Louis Agassiz

Fuertes prepared a new cover showing a

flock of auks. This brought new protests

against the addition of more auks to the

cover and two years later Fuertes revised

the illustration so that it showed only one

large auk.

Controversy was a regular feature of

The Auk's editorial and correspondence

pages. One of the most significant imder-

takings of the early AOU was to revamp

and standardize the confusing and contra-

dictory nomenclature of birds. Although

the world of nomenclature now seems un-

exciting to many, it was once a hot topic in

the profession. The battle over birds'

names was fought in the pages of The

Auk, and it finally resulted in the impres-

sive AOU Code of Nomenclature and

Check-List ofNorth American Birds, up-

dated versions of which have been the

standard ever since. (The AOU Code was

so thorough it became the basis for the In-

ternational Code of Zoological Nomen-
clature.) The AOU was also responsible

for initiating both the Audubon Society

and the U.S. Biological Survey.

Today the AOU is unquestionably one

of the most respected bird organizations in

the world. As a scientific organization it is

unusual in that it has both an amateur and

professional membership and concen-

trates not only on research but also on edu-

cation and conservation. Wesley Lanyon,

Lamont Curator of Birds at the American

Museimi of Natural History and past

president of the AOU, described the orga-

nization's membership and goals: "The

AOU is one of the few scientific organiza-

tions that welcomes amateurs. This is a re-

flection of the popular mterest in birds,

but more importantly, it reflects the ease

with which amateurs, with a minimum

amount of training, can make a significani

scientific contribution to the field. It's al'

made possible by the nature of the beasi

we're studying—birds are conspicuous

widely distributed, and common."

On September 26, 1983, the Americai

Museimi will be the host of the centennia

meeting of the AOU. For more informa

tion about this meetmg and its programs

which will run from September 2

through the 30th, please call the Mus«

imi's Department of Ornithology at (212

873-1300 (extension 323) or write the

nithology Department, American Mt
seum of Natural History, Central Par

West at 79th Street, New York, N.'

10024.

Douglas J. Presti
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Darwin at Sea
A trip to London rather than a long

ocean voyage led to the discovery of evolution

by Stephen Jay Gould

Charles Darwin and Abraham Lincoln

were born on the same day—February 1 2,

1 809. They are also linked in another curi-

ous way—for both must simultaneously

play, and for similar reasons, the role of

man and legend. In a nation too young to

have mythic heroes, men and women must

substitute. Hence we have Honest Abe,

who frees the slaves from a pure sense of

the burning injustice of it all, and who, as a

young man, trudges for miles to return a

few cents to a woman he has inadvertently

short-changed. We may have a national or

psychological need for such a Lincoln, but

it also behooves historians to rescue the

real, and wondrously complex, man from

this factually inaccurate role. Likewise,

science has no gods, and ancient sages are

in strictly short supply. Thus, historical

figures again form the stuff of necessary

legends. The apple beans Newton; Galileo

drops his missiles from the Leaning

Tower; and Darwin, alone at sea, trans-

forms the intellectual world in splendid

mental isolation.

The myth of the Beagle—that Darwin

became an evolutionist by simple, unbi-

ased observation of an entire world laid

out before him during a five-year circum-

navigation of the globe—fits all our ro-

mantic criteria for the best of legends: a

young man, freed from the trammels of

English society and its constraining pre-

suppositions, face to face with nature,

parrying his fresh and formidable mind

with all the challenges provided by plants

and animals and rocks throughout the

world. He leaves England in 1831, plan-

ning to become a country parson upon his

return. He lands in 1 836, having seen evo-

lution in the raw, understanding (albeit

dimly) its implications and committed to a

scientific life as revolutionary thinker.

The chief catalyst: the Galapagos Islands.

The main actors: tortoises, mockingbirds,

and above all, the thirteen species of Dar-

win's finches that form the finest evolu-
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tionary laboratory offered to us anywhere

in nature.

We may need such legends for that pe-

culiar genre of literature known as the

textbook. But it also behooves historians to

rescue human beings from their legends in

science—if only so that we may under-

stand the process of scientific thought

aright. Darwin, to begin, did not become

an evolutionist until several months after

his return to London—probably not until

March 1837 (the Beagle docked in Octo-

ber 1836). He did not appreciate the evo-

lutionary significance of the Galapagos

while he was there, and he originally mis-

understood the finches so thoroughly that

he was barely able to reconstruct the story

later from his sadly inadequate records.

The legend of the finches may persist, but

it has been splendidly debunked in two re-

cent articles by historian of science Frank

Sulloway. His arguments form the basis of

this essay. (For full details, see F. Sul-

loway, "Darwin and His Finches: The Ev-

olution of a Legend," Journal of the His-

tory of Biology, Spring 1982, pp. 1-53;

and "Darwin's Conversion: The Beagle

Voyage and Its Aftermath," same journal,

Fall 1982, pp. 325-96.)

The thirteen species of Darwin's finches

form a closely knit genealogical group of

widely divergent adaptations—a classic

case of adaptive radiation into a series of

roles and niches that would be filled by

members of several bird families in more

conventional, and crowded, continental

situations. We get our major clues about

the adaptive strategies of these species

from the shapes of their bills. Three spe-

cies of ground finches have large, me-

dium, and small beaks, while a fourth has

a sharp, pointed bill. All are adapted to

eating differing seeds of appropriate size

and hardness. Two species feed on cactus

and another on mangroves. Four inhabit

trees—of these, one is a vegetarian, while

the other three eat large, medium, and

small insects, respectively. A twelfth spe-

cies closely resembles warblers in form

and habits; while the thirteenth, the most

curious of all, uses twigs and cactus spines

as tools to extract insects from crevices in

tree trunks.

The fine work of the great British or-

nithologist David Lack has taught us that

the thirteen species evolved and became

more distinct through a four-stage process

of colonization, isolation and speciation,

reinvasion, and perfecting of adaptation in

competition. Lack also gave the birds

their felicitous name of "Darwin's

finches," in his 1947 book of the same ti-

tle. But, contrary to anachronistic legend,

this classic description of speciation is not

a story that Darwin ever knew (for a fur-

ther investigation of Lack's work, see the I

article by Peter Grant and Nicola Grant

on page 76).

Darwin visited the Galapagos in Sep-

tember and October 1 835, landing on only

four of the islands. At sea, sometime dur-

ing the middle of 1836, he penned a fa-

mous statement in his Ornithological

Notes, a major source for the legend that

his Galapagos experiences directly con-

verted him to evolution and that the

finches were instrumental in this process:

When I recollect, the fact from the form of

the body, shape of scales and general size,

the Spaniards can at once pronounce, from

which Island any Tortoise may have been

brought. When I see these Islands in sight

of each other, and possessed of but a scanty

stock of animals, tenanted by these birds,

but slightly differing in structure and filling

the same place in Nature, I must suspect

that they are only varieties. The only fact of

a similar kind of which I am aware, is the

constant asserted difference—between the

wolf-like Fox of East and West Falkland

Islds.—If there is the slightest foundation

for these remarks the zoology of Archipela-

gos—will be well worth examining; for such

facts would undermine the stability of Spe-

cies.



This View of Life

First of all, the "birds" of this passage

are Galapagos mockingbirds, not finches.

Darwin did notice that three of the four is-

lands he visited contained distinctly dif-

ferent mockingbirds. At face value, this

statement seems to display a strong bias

for evolution; it certainly raises the pos-

sibility. But a familiarity with nineteenth-

century zoological terminology suggests

an alternate interpretation. All creation-

ists admitted that species often differenti-

ated into mildly distinct forms in situa-

tions, as on island chains and archipel-

agoes, where populations could become

isolated in differing circumstances of ecol-

ogy and climate. These local races were

called varieties, and they did not threaten

the created and immutable character of a

species' essence. Darwin is actually saying

in this famous statement that either the

tortoises and mockingbirds are merely va-

rieties—in which case they do not

threaten his creationist views—or they

have become separate species, in which

case they do. He briefly considered evolu-

tion by admitting the second possibility,

but he ultimately rejected it while still at

sea by tentatively deciding (incorrectly,

for the mockingbirds at least) that the is-

land forms were only varieties. Darwin's

memories as an old man confirm this view

that he only briefly flirted with, and then

rejected, evolution while on the Beagle.

He wrote to the German naturalist Otto

Zacharias in 1 877: "When I was on board

the Beagle I believed in the permanence

of species, but, as far as I can remember,

vague doubts occasionally flitted across

my mind."

A second statement, taken in conjunc-

tion with a misreading of the Ornithologi-

cal Notes, might also be considered as a

confirmation that Darwin became an evo-

lutionist at sea in 1836. He wrote in his

pocket journal: "In July opened first note-

book on Transmutation of Species'

—

Had been greatly struck from about
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Month of previous March on character of

S. American fossils—and species on Ga-

lapagos Archipelago. These facts origin

(especially latter) of all my views." We
know that he started the first Transmuta-

tion notebook in July 1837, and we might

therefore interpret the "previous March"

as 1 836, about the time that he penned the

Ornithological Notes at sea. But the pre-

vious March might as well be 1837 when,

as we shall soon see, he was in London

learning from specialists at the Zoological

Society about the true character of his Ga-

lapagos collections—a set of phenomena

that he had failed to observe during his

own visit.

What, then, did Darwin see on the Ga-

lapagos, and what did he miss? Three

groups of animals have come down

through history as the most famous evolu-

tionary laboratories of the Galapagos:

mockingbirds, tortoises, and finches. Only

for the mockingbirds did Darwin make

the key observation that underlies the evo-

lutionary tale later supplied (although, as

we have seen, Darwin first explicitly re-

jected the evolutionary reading for a dif-

ferent interpretation). In short, he noticed

that varying forms (later recognized as

true species, although Darwin originally

labeled them varieties) inhabited the dif-

ferent islands he visited. He landed first at

Chatham Island, then at Charles, and he

realized that he could distinguish the

Charles Island mockingbird from the

form he had previously collected at Chat-

ham. Thus, he collected more mocking-

birds wherever he landed and he carefully

kept the separate island collections well la-

beled and distinct. He could not distin-

guish the Albemarle mockingbird, on the

third island he visited, from the Chatham

form, but the James Island bird repre-

sented a third, distinct variety (as he inter-

preted it).

Galapagos tortoises are all of one spe-

cies, but virtually each island has its own

recognizable subspecies. These span an

impressive range of form, from smooth,

dome-shaped carapaces to the peculiar

saddlebacks, with a pronounced hump in

the carapace just above the head. Darwin

missed this story completely. He never

even noted the saddlebacks. His concept

of this species virtually guaranteed that he

would not be able to make the key ob-

servation.

Nicholas Lawson, the vice-governor,

told Darwin that "the tortoises differed

from the different islands, and that he

could with certainty tell from which island

any one was brought" (although distinc-

tions abound, this statement is overly op-

timistic and modern experts cannot al-

ways distinguish each island). But Dar-|

win, by his own admission, made little of'

this information, writing in the 1 845 edi-

tion of the Beagle Voyage:

I did not for some time pay sufficient atten-

tion to this statement, and 1 had already

partially mingled together the collections

from two of the islands. I never dreamedi

that islands, about fifty or sixty miles apart,

and most of them in sight of each other,,'

formed of precisely the same rocks, placed;

under quite similar climate, rising to ai

nearly equal height, would have been dif-'

ferently tenanted. •

As the result of an error in classification!

widely current at the time, Darwin was ill-'

disposed to consider the differences be-

tween islands as evolutionarily (or even

taxonomically) meaningful. Darwin ac-

cepted the general view that the Galapa-,

gos tortoise was not taxonomically distinct]

but was the same creature as Testudo in-

dicus, the giant land tortoise of the Alda-

bra Islands in the Indian Ocean. It had

only recently been brought, so the false

story continued, to the Galapagos by buc-

caneers. Hence, differences among is-

lands, if they existed at all, could only rep-

resent immediate and superficial varietal

distinctions inspired by harsh climates at

the time of introduction. Moreover, Dar-

win never saw live saddleback tortoises.

itefl
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I
e only observed living tortoises on James

lid Chatham islands, and both contain

early indistinguishable versions of the

pme-shaped form.

Still, Darwin cannot be entirely ex-

lused from a charge of some carelessness

observation. He did have an opportu-

ity to observe the saddleback form but ei-

icr failed to do so or recorded no impres-

on. The Charles Island race was extinct

hen Darwin landed, but carapaces were

bundant at the settlement there, where

icy were commonly used as flowerpots.

lorcover, Darwin showed singularly little

itcrest in preserving specimens for com-

arison among islands, a sure sign that he

id not regard Lawson's statement as sig-

ilificant (much to his later regret). Cap-

(ain Fitzroy took thirty large Chatham
1 jrtoises on board to beef up the Beagles

upply of fresh meat during the long Pa-

ific crossing. Sulloway remarks:

iut Darwin and the other crew members
radually ate their way through the evi-

ence that eventually, in the form of hear-

a\. was to revolutionize the biological sci-

nces. Regrettably, not one of the thirty

Chatham island carapaces reached Eng-

and, having all been thrown overboard

viih the other inedible remains.

Darwin's reaction to the Galapagos

inches was even more replete with error

ind misunderstanding. Again, he showed

10 appreciation of the importance of dif-

ercnces between islands. I n fact, he didn't

;vcn bother to record or label the islands

Vom which he had procured his speci-

ncns. Only three of his thirty-one finches

ire identified by island in the Ornithologi-

al .\oles, all members of a highly distinc-

i\c species that Darwin remembered see-

ng only on James Island. He later wrote

vvith regret in the Voyage of the Beagle:

'Unfortunately most of the specimens of

;he linch tribe were mingled together."

Secondly, he failed completely to collect

.in\ finches on one of the islands he vis-

ited Albemarle. True, he was there for

jnly part of a day, but his own diary

records an abundance of easily collectable

tinclies at a spring they visited near Bank's

Cove: "To our disappointment the little

pits in the Sandstone contained scarcely a

gallon of water and that not good. It was

however sufficient to draw together all the

little birds in the country; Doves and
Finches swarmed around its margin."

Third, with the exception of cactus and
warbler finches, Darwin failed to observe

any distinction in diet among the species

and believed erroneously that they all ate

the same kinds of food. Thus, he could not

ha\c reconstructed our modern story,

e\cn if he had been inclined to evolution-

ar\ Mcws.

Fourth, Darwin's entire style of collec-

tion on the Galapagos strongly reflected

his creationist presuppositions. Evolution-

ists see variation as fundamental, as the

raw material of evolutionary change. Spe-

cies can only be well characterized by col-

lecting many specimens and defining the

spectrumofvariation. Creationists believe

that each species is endowed with a fixed

essence. Variation is a mere nuisance, a

confusing array of environmentally in-

duced departures from an ideal form. Cre-

ationists tend to gather a limited number
of specimens from each species and to

concentrate on procuring individuals clos-

est to the essential form. Darwin collected

very few specimens, generally only a male

and female of each species. In all, he pro-

cured but thirty-one finches from the Ga-
lapagos. By contrast, a 1905-06 Califor-

nia Academy of Sciences expedition, sent

out to study evolution explicitly, brought

back more than 8,000 specimens.

Fifth, and most importantly, the finches

tell no evolutionary tale unless you recog-

nize that, despite their outward differ-

ences in form and behavior, all form a

tightly knit genealogical group. But Dar-
win, while on the Galapagos, was fooled

by the stunning diversity and failed to rec-

ognize Darwin's finches as a taxonomic
entity. He referred the cactus finch to a

family of birds that includes orioles and
meadowlarks, and he misclassified the

warbler finch as either a wren or warbler.

Those that he recognized as finches, he di-
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vided into two distantly related groups

within the family. Sulloway remarks: "As

for Darwin's supposed insight into evolu-

tion by adaptive radiation while he was

still in the Galapagos, the more the vari-

ous species of finch exhibited this remark-

able phenomenon, the more Darwin mis-

took them at the time for the forms they

were mimicking."

The theoretical source of Darwin's er-

ror lies in a fairly arcane principle of the

creationist style of taxonomy that he fol-

lowed. If animals are created according to

a rational and general plan in the Deity's

mind, then certain "key" characters

might be clues to taxonomic structure at

different levels. For example, variation in

such "superficial" characters as size and

shape might define different species,

while variation in such "fundamental"

traits as the form of essential organs might

record the more important differences be-

tween genera and families. Ideally, a hi-

erarchy of key characters should define

taxonomic levels. Darwin tried to follow

such a system in his preliminary Beagle

classifications. Species within a bird ge-

nus should differ in plumage, while genera

should be separated by such characters as

the form of the beak. Darwin's finches are

all similar in plumage, but differ greatly

in their styles of feeding and, consequently,

in the shapes of their beaks. By Darwin's

creationist key character hierarchy, they

belonged to diflTerent genera or families.

The key character hierarchy makes no
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sense in an evolutionary context. Charac-
j

ters that define genera in one situation '<

might vary widely among species within

another group. Bills may define feeding

types, and feeding types may usually dis-

tinguish genera on continents. But if only

one kind of small bird manages to reach an

oceanic archipelago and then radiates, in

the absence of competitors, into a wide

range of niches and feeding types, then

this usual criterion for genera will now dif-

fer among closely related species. In the

blooming and buzzing confusion of evolu-

tion, as opposed to the order of a creator's

mind, it all depends upon what part of the

body becomes subject to adaptive modifi-

cation. Behavior and plumage in one

place; feeding and beak shape in another.

There is no such thing as an invariably

"specific" or "generic" character.

In summary, then, Darwin entered and

left the Galapagos as a creationist, and his

style of collection throughout the visit re-

flected his theoretical stance. Several

months later, compiling his notes at sea

during the long hours of a Pacific crossing,

he briefly flirted with evolution while

thinking about tortoises and mocking-

birds, not finches. But he rejected this her-

esy and docked in England, October 2,

1836, still a creationist although with nas-

cent doubts.

This retelling of the finch story should

be welcome because it squares so much
better than the legend with Darwin's use

of the Galapagos finches throughout his

later writing. He never mentioned them in

any of the four Transmutation Note-

books, which he kept from 1837 to 1839

and which form the foundation for his

later work. They receive only passing no-

tice in the first ( 1 839) edition of the Voy-

age of the Beagle. To be sure, the second

edition (1 845) does contain this prophetic

statement, written after Darwin had

learned that the finches form a closely knit

genealogical group.

Seeing this gradation and diversity of struc-

ture in one small, intimately related group

of birds, one might really fancy that from

an original paucity of birds in this archipel-

ago, one species had been taken and modi-

fied for different ends.

But if the finches made such a belated

impression, the impact didn't seem to last.

Darwin's finches are not mentioned at all

in the Origin of Species (1859); the or-

nithological star of that great book is the

domesticated pigeon. Sulloway concludes,

rightly I think:

Contrary to the legend, Darwin's finches do

not appear to have inspired his earliest theo-

retical views on evolution, even after he fi-

nally became an evolutionist in 1 837; rather

it was his evolutionary views that allowed

18 Natural History 9/83



liiii, retrospectively, to understand the

.omplex case of the finches.

Darwin returned to England in 1836 as

in ambitious young man, anxious to make

his mark in science; his later, courtly mod-

esty as an old man should not be allowed to

mask this youthful vigor. He knew that

the key to his reputation lay in the valu-

able specimens he had collected on the

Beagle, and thus he made determined and

successful eflbrts to farm them out to the

best specialists and to procure funds for

publication of the results. In March 1837

he moved to London to be near the various

experts who were studying his specimens.

He began a series of meetings with these

men, finally learned the true character of

his material, and emerged within a month

or two as an evolutionist.

He wrote, in the famous entry in his

pocket journal cited earlier, that the char-

acter of South American fossils and spe-

cies of the Galapagos had been the pri-

mary catalysts of his evolutionary conver-

sion. Richard Owen, Britain's most

eminent vertebrate paleontologist, had

agreed to study the fossils and informed

Darwin that they represented different,

usually larger versions of distinctive ani-

mals that still inhabit South America.

Darwin recognized that the best interpre-

tation of this "law of succession" cast the

ancient forms as evolutionary ancestors of

altered modern animals.

The famous ornithologist John Gould

(no relation) had taken charge of the Bea-

gle's birds. Darwin met with him toward

the middle of March and learned that the

three forms of mockingbirds were clearly

distinct at the species level, not mere and

superficial varieties of a single, created

form. Darwin had already proclaimed

that such a conclusion {which he had pre-

viously rejected) "would undermine the

stability of species." Moreover, Gould in-

formed him that twenty-five of his twenty-

six Galapagos land birds were new spe-

cies, but clearly allied to related forms on

the South American mainland. Darwin in-

tegrated this spatial information with the

temporal data that Owen had supplied,

and he wavered further toward evolution.

The distinct Galapagos birds must be evo-

lutionary descendants of mainland colo-

nists from South America. Darwin was

now fully primed for an evolutionary read-

ing of the finches, and Gould's correction

of Darwin's errors furnished this piece

of the puzzle as well (although it never

drove Gould himself to adopt evolutionary

views).

Although a creationist in taxonomy,

Gould saw right away that bills could not

be used as a key character to separate gen-
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era of Galapagos finches. He recognized

that these birds were not, as Darwin had

thought, a heterogeneous assemblage of

divergent finches with an unrelated war-

bler and oriole thrown in, but a peculiar

group of thirteen closely related species,

which he placed in a single genus with

three subgenera. "The bill appears to form

only a secondary character," Gould pro-

claimed. Darwin finally had the basis of

an evolutionary story.

Darwin was exhilarated as he converted

to evolution and prepared to reread his en-

tire voyage in this new light. But he was

also acutely embarrassed because he now

realized that his failure to separate finches

by islands, no particular problem in a

creationist context, had been a serious and

lamentable lapse. He couldn't do much
with his own collection, beyond calling

upon a faulty and fading memory; but for-

tunately, three of his shipmates had also

collected finches—and since they (ironi-

cally) had not collected with any particu-

lar theory in mind that suggested an irrele-

vancy for locality data, they had recorded

the islands of collection. As a further

irony, one of these collections had been

made by Captain Fitzroy himself, later

Darwin's implacable foe and the man who

stalked around the British Association

meeting where Huxley creamed Wilber-

force, holding a Bible above his head and

exclaiming, "the Book, the Book." (Fitz-

roy's collection included twenty-one

finches, all labeled by island. Darwin also

had access to the smaller collections of his

servant Syms Covington and of Harry

Fuller, who had spent a week collecting

with him on James Island.)

Darwin therefore tried to reconstruct

the localities of his own specimens by com-

paring them with the accurately labeled

collections of his shipmates and, unfortu-

nately as it turned out, by assuming that

the finch story would resemble that of the

mockingbirds—with certain species con-

fined to definite islands. But since most of

the finch species inhabit several islands,

this procedure led to a large number of er-

rors. Sulloway reports that substantial

doubl still exists about the accuracy of lo-

cality information for eight of fifteen

among Darwin's "type" (or name bearing)

specimens of finches. No wonder he was

never able to make a clear and coherent

story of Darwin's finches. No wonder, per-

haps, that they never even appeared in the

Origin of Species.

Why, in conclusion, is this correction of

the finch legend of any great importance?

Are the two stories really all that differ-

ent? Darwin, in either case, was greatly in-

fluenced by evidence from the Galapagos.

In the first, and false, version he sees it for

himself while on the visit. In the second,

modified account he requires a nudge

(and some substantial corrections) from

his friends when he returns to London. '

I find a world of difference between the
;

tales for what they imply about the nature
j

of creativity. The first (false) version up-
|

holds the romantic and empirical view

that genius attains its status from an abil-

ity to see nature through eyes unclouded

by the prejudices of surrounding culture

and philosophical presupposition. The

idea that such a thing is even possible has

nurtured most legends in the history of sci-

ence and purveys seriously false views

about the process of scientific thought.

Human beings cannot escape their pre-

suppositions and see "purely"; Darwin

functioned as an active creationist all

through the Beagle voyage. Creativity is

not an escape from culture but a unique

use of its opportunities combined with a

clever end run around its constraints. Sci-

entific accomplishment is also a commu-
nity activity, not a hermit's achievement.

Where would Darwin have been in 1837

without Gould, Owen, and the active sci-

entific life of London and Cambridge?

Once we abandon the alluring, but fal-

lacious, image of Darwin winning his intel-

lectual battle utterly alone at sea, we can

ask the really interesting question that be-

gins to probe Darwin's particular genius.

Gould was the expert. Gould saw the story

right. Gould, a staunch creationist in tax-

onomy, nonetheless recognized that he

had to abandon beaks as key characters.

Darwin was able to accomplish none of

this. But Darwin, not Gould, saw that all

the pieces required a stunningly new ex-

planation—evolution—to make a coher-

ent story. The amateur triumphed when

the stakes were highest, while the profes-

sional got the details right and missed the

organizing theme.

Darwin functioned this way all his life.

Somehow, as an amateur, he could cut

through older patterns of thought to

glimpse new modes of explanation that

might better fit an emerging, detailed

story constructed by experts who, some-

how, could not take the big and final step.

But Darwin worked with his culture and

with his colleagues. Science is a collective

endeavor, but some individuals operate

with an enlarged vision—and we would

like to know how and why. This is one of

the hardest questions we can ask, and I

propose no general solution. But we do

need to clear away heroic legends before

we can begin.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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your subscription.
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A Migratory Bird's Baedeker
The small brains of migrant birds contain a complicated "guidebook," with

travel tips based on the sun, stars, wind, and the earth's magnetic field

by Kenneth P. Able

They pass in a flash, occasionally so

quickly that I cannot make them out. Usu-

ally, though, the white, ghostlike images

flitting through the field of my binoculars

are clearly birds. They are night migrants,

part of the enormous number of flycatch-

ers, thrushes, vireos, warblers, sparrows,

and other songbirds that add a night shift

to their normal daily activities during the

spring and fall migration seasons. The in-

finitesimal fraction that I see are caught

unawares and briefly illuminated as they

pass through the beam of my ceiiometer

lights. The lights themselves are merely

100-watt bulbs, but they possess a fine

parabolic reflector that produces a very

narrow beam. At the flight altitudes of mi-

grating birds (generally up to 3,000 feet),

the light beams are faint but still sufficient

to illuminate the passing birds so that they

can be seen with good binoculars.

Many of the methods for studying bird

migration—radar, radiotelemetry, mark-

and-recapture studies, and orientation

cages—are indirect. For that reason I am
always thrilled to see birds passing silently

against a black, starry sky, confirming di-

rectly that what often seems mysterious

and even miraculous is really happening

up there in the darkness. This nocturnal

passage of songbirds is, however, only one

facet of the vastly complex and variable

group of behaviors collectively called bird

migration.

Everyone knows what bird migration is

in some sense, but the tendency is to em-

phasize a few, admittedly extraordinary

cases. The arctic tern, for example, jour-

neys from arctic to antarctic waters and

back each year, thus spending most of its

life over open oceans and seeing more sun-

light than any other animal. The great

albatrosses of the Southern Hemisphere

circumnavigate the globe in the roaring

forties, and several species of shearwaters

and petrels also circle the oceans during

the nonbreeding seasons. The feat of the

blackpoll warbler—which breeds in the

coniferous forests of North America, all

the way to tree line—is perhaps even more

remarkable. In the fall, most individuals

of this species move southeastward from

their breeding grounds to Canada's Mari-

time Provinces and the northeastern

United States. When winds from the

northwest arise, the birds continue their

journey, apparently making a nonstop

ocean crossing to their wintering grounds

in northern South America. During this

three- to four-day flight, these tiny 20-

gram birds have no place to alight for wa-

ter, food, or rest.

Bird migration, whether the spectacu-

lar flights of the arctic tern or the short

hops of some of the song sparrows, is a re-

sponse to seasonal variability in the envi-

ronment. It is only one of several possible

responses—periods of delayed growth and

summer or winter dormancy are others

—

but it is the most common one among

birds and other creatures capable of long-

distance movement. If migration enables

an individual to leave a larger number of

surviving offspring than a sedentary coun-

terpart can, natural selection will favor the

migrant (assuming, of course, that the

urge to move or stay put is under genetic

control).

The type of migration that evolves de-

pends on the nature of the seasonal varia-

tions in habitat. At one extreme, when the

variation is dramatic and highly predict-

able, as in more northern locations, we

would expect the evolution of obligate,

long-distance migration. In Canadian for-

ests, for example, insects are abundant

only during the summer. Migration en-

ables birds to exploit the flush of the short

summer and avoid the harsh winter sea-

son. Where year-to-year fluctuations in

food supply are irregular, however, as in

the cone crops of boreal forest trees, birds

often develop a more varied, ad hoc migra-

tory pattern termed irruptive movement.

Between these extremes lies an array of

behaviors, including partial migration (in

which some birds in a population migrate

while others are sedentary) and migra-

tions that vary from year to year in timing

and distance traveled.

Despite the great variety of migratory

behaviors and their diverse evolutionary

roots, all birds share the problem of find-

ing their way from one place to another.

We know from banding studies that many

individual birds return year after year to

exactly the same localities where they

nested or spent the winter in previous

years, and the presumption has been that

the mechanisms that enable them to navi-

gate with such precision over distances of

many thousands of miles are more or less

the same for all birds. But our attempts to

unravel the puzzle have often seemed only

to deepen the mystery.

Certain facts, common to most migra-

tory birds, have been well established if

not explained. By the time they leave on

their first fall migration, birds have

learned to recognize the site where they

were born and to which, if they survive the

winter, they will most likely return the

next spring. As a young bird migrates, it is

apparently guided by a genetically based

program that tells it the approximate di-

rection and distance to fly. Barring a ca-

lamity, the bird will arrive somewhere

within the normal wintering range of its

species. Here, too, it will tend to return to

a particular locality year after year.

The site fidelity exhibited by many mi-

grants at both ends of their long-distance

flights requires extraordinary naviga-

tional precision and memory. In most in-

stances, this homing ability is not some-

thing the birds learn from each other. The

majority of wild birds migrate under cover

of darkness, when visual contact between

them would be impossible. Furthermore,

while some move in flocks or family

groups, most birds seem to travel alone.

Male and female adults often migrate at

different times, and in some species,

young birds born in the spring or summer

of the current year depart after all adults

have left.

One hypothesis about how birds travel

with such precision is that they use bico-

ordinate navigation. This hypothesis as-

sumes that birds have both an internal

compass to orient themselves and a men-

tal map to determine where they are rela-

tive to their goal. Another theory about

homing ability postulates route-based

navigation: the birds are assumed to be ca-

pable of assimilating information during

the outward journey and, in a sense, con-

structing a map for the way back.

So far, we know almost nothing about

the map component of migration. Orienta-

tion, however, has proved more amenable

to study. In the 1950s, the pioneering Ger-
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man investigators Gustav Kramer and

Franz Sauer used circular orientation

cages to show that some birds are able to

determine correct flight directions from

visual sightings of the sun and stars. (Dur-

ing spring and fall, caged migratory birds

consistently hop in the approximate direc-

tion of migration for the season.) In the

United States, Stephen Emlen performed

similar experiments with indigo buntings

in the 1960s. Working outdoors and in a

planetarium, he demonstrated that the

buntings oriented themselves according to

the patterns of the stars and that young

birds learned to use the star compass dur-

ing their first summer These and other

early experiments were based on the

premise that ultimately a single mecha-

nism would be found to explain nocturnal

migratory orientation.

I first did fieldwork on the problem of

orientation while a graduate student in

1968. Sidney Gauthreaux, now of Clem-

son University, and I set up portable ceil-

ometers in coastal Louisiana and the Pied-

mont of Georgia in order to view the flight

patterns of individual night migrants. We
relied on Weather Surveillance Radar for

information on the broad pattern of migra-

tion. Surprisingly, the songbird migrants

nearly always flew downwind, regardless

of the appropriateness of the wind's direc-

tion. This behavior occurred even when

the wind speed was less than the flight

speed of the birds, so we could be sure they

were not simply being blown about.

Abrupt changes in wind direction during

the night were accompanied by similar

shifts in the birds' flight direction. Wind
direction seemed to override all other fac-

tors in determining flight direction, even

on clear nights when the stars were visible.

The experiments on compass abilities of

caged birds had not told the whole story.

Further investigation revealed addi-

tional complications. The downwind ori-

entation we found for songbirds in the

southeastern United States did not hold

for flocked migrants, such as waterfowl

and shore birds, even in the same local-

ities. Later, when I moved my studies to

upstate New York, I discovered that song-

birds there usually did not fly downwind

when winds were blowing in unfavorable

Like most migratory birds, the blackpoll

warbler travels at night andprobably

alone, guided only by its own navigational

abilities. Duringpart ofits longjourney

from North to South America, it rests

andfeeds on land, butfor several days it

flies nonstop across the ocean.

Arthur Swoger

directions. This surprised me since many
of the species in New York were the same

as those we had observed in the south. Ap-

parently, then, how birds respond to direc-

tional cues may vary from region to re-

gion, and the response in a particular

region may vary from one kind of bird to

another.

Even in upstate New York, however,

birds occasionally flew downwind in direc-

tions inappropriate for the season. This

nearly always occurred on cloudy nights,

but not all cloudy nights produced down-

wind flight. After many nights of tracking

birds with radar under carefully moni-

tored weather conditions, a pattern be-

came clear The birds consistently flew

downwind in the wrong direction when the

sky was so solidly overcast that they saw

neither the sun late in the day nor the stars

at night. But when the cloud cover let up

at night, so the stars were visible, or did

not set until after sunset, enabling orien-

tation by the sun, the birds flew correctly,

irrespective of the wind. These migrants

were apparently using directional cues in a
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hierarchical fashion: when either the sun

or the stars were available, the birds

elected to orient by them, and they fol-

lowed the wind only when there was no al-

ternative.

The period around sunset is critical for

nocturnal migrants, which decide at that

time whether to take off that night. Frank

Moore of Clemson University found that

caged savannah sparrows that saw the

sunset were much more apt to orient

themselves appropriately than those that

saw only stars. Furthermore, when placed

in a cage equipped with mirrors that

shifted the apparent position of the sun,

the birds adjusted their orientation by a

similar amount.

Migratory birds' use of the sun may be

even more sophisticated than we have

thought. As sunlight travels through the

earth's atmosphere, it is polarized. The po-

larized patterns created in the sky are a

function of the sun's position and contain

potentially useful information for orienta-

tion and navigation. Humans are largely

blind to polarized light, but many other

animals are not. Honeybees, for example,

make use of it for orientation on partly

cloudy days, and laboratory experiments

have shown that homing pigeons can per-

ceive polarized light.

Experience has taught us that if useful

information is available, migratory birds

arc probably aware of it. I decided to test

the idea that nocturnal migrants use sky-

light polarization patterns to orient at

dusk, when light from a clear sky is highly

polarized, especially directly overhead. I

placed white-throated sparrows in orienta-

tion cages covered by large sheets of po-

larizing material. The birds' hopping was

monitored between the time of sunset and

the first appearance of stars. By altering

the direction of the polarization patterns

seen by the sparrows, I was able to manip-

ulate their orientation. I feel confident

that this night-migrating songbird is ca-

pable of utilizing the directional informa-

tion contained in the striking pattern of

polarized light in the sky. Additional re-

search will undoubtedly disclose that

other species also utilize such information.

Experimental studies along a quite dif-

ferent track have illuminated another re-
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Some birds, notably geese and other

waterfowl, migrate inflocks. Young

birds ofthese species benefit

from the experience ofadults that

have made thejourney before.

markable aspect of bird orientation. Fred-

erich Merkel and Wolfgang Wiltschko,

and their colleagues in Frankfurt, West

Germany, reported in 1 965 that European

robins tested in indoor orientation cages

seemed to have a sense of magnetic direc-

tion. The possibility of magnetic naviga-

tion in homing pigeons had been proposed

many years earlier, but it was not until

William Keeton of Cornell performed rig-

orous tests a decade ago that a credible

case was made. Now, most scientists are

persuaded that birds do possess a mag-

netic compass, although its mechanism re-

mains elusive.

All the evidence forces us to abandon

the search for a single mechanism of ori-

entation, even within a single species. Ac-

knowledging that birds are endowed with

an array of orientation capabilities greatly

complicates the task of designing and in-

terpreting experiments, but it makes a

good deal of sense in evolutionary terms.

Just as the environment varies spatially

and seasonally in terms of food availabil-

ity, so, too, does it vary with respect to ori-

entation information. Animals embarking

on arduous and risky journeys, which are

at the same time vital to their ultimate fit-

ness, might well be expected to have

evolved elaborate safeguards and backup

systems. Cloud cover can obscure the sun

and stars for days at a time, and a brief pe-

rusal of a magnetic map of North Amer-

ica reveals great variation. For slow-flying

birds, the wind direction in which they

take off can often make large diff'erences

in the progress they make toward their

goal.

The various modes of orientation are

not simply alternatives; they appear to in-

teract in complicated ways. In European

experiments, for example, several species

of night migrants seem, as adults, to use

their magnetic compass as a reference

with which to determine stellar directions.

In another study my student Verner Bing-

man showed that young savannah spar-

rows raised outdoors in a shifted magnetic

field use visual cues to define directions

during the development of the magnetic

compass.

Sun, stars, magnetic field, polarized

light, wind direction—if we have learned

anything over the last decade or so about

migration in birds, it is that orientation is

an intricate and continuously evolving af-

fair. Over millennia, these night voyagers

have evolved multiple techniques that en-

able them to accomplish the great migra-

tions upon which their lives and repro-

duction depend. We have glimpsed the

working of those mechanisms, but a full

understanding of them still eludes us. D
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Flightless Birds
Recent fossil finds in Hawaii suggest that in prehistoric times,

islands in the Pacific supported a rich assortment offlightless birds

by Helen F. James and Storrs L. Olson

Hundreds of years ago, a group of hard-

pressed, sun-baked navigators sailed a

double canoe through unfamiHar waters

for day after weary day, until the sudden

appearance of a string of majestic moun-

tains, rising out of the middle of the Pa-

cific Ocean, revived their withered spirits.

With fearful anticipation, they paddled

ashore and became the first human beings

ever privileged to walk on a Hawaiian

beach. This is a scene that we have played

over and over again in our minds with un-

suppressed envy in recent years. Our re-

search on fossil bird bones of the Hawai-

ian Islands has given us a special insight

into what these Polynesian discoverers

must have found, and we now know that it

was very different from what anyone had

previously imagined.

We had long known that the islands

were once clothed in virgin forests com-

posed mostly of plants found nowhere else

in the world, but only in the last twelve

years have we begun to realize the extent

to which the forests were home to a re-

markable variety of endemic species of

birds, most of them doomed to rapid ex-

tinction at the hands of humans. More

than half of Hawaii's endemic species of

land birds would never be seen by western-

ers. Forty-five or more species—including

ibises, geese, rails, owls, a hawk, an eagle,

ravens, and a plethora of songbirds—van-

ished in the prehistoric Polynesian period.

Curiously, a large number of these birds,

no fewer than seventeen, were incapable

of flight. The existence of these unusual

birds was Hawaii's best kept secret up to

the last decade.

Partly because of two unsubstantiated

but prevalent bits of wisdom—that volca-

nic islands are unlikely spots for fossil col-

lecting and that fossils of birds are rare in

any case—no paleontologist or biologist

seriously considered looking for fossil

birds in the Hawaiian Islands until 1971.

In that year, Joan Aidem, an ardent natu-

ralist from Molokai Island, managed to ig-

nite some interest with her discovery of

the complete skeleton of an extraordinary

flightless goose weathering out of a wind-

blown sand dune on Molokai. Since then,

fossil sites have been discovered on five of

Hawaii's eight main islands, in settings as

diverse as limestone sinkholes, a sea cliff,

collapsed lava tubes (tunnellike caves

formed after rivers of molten lava drain

away), and a flooded cavern where skele-

tons were found under fifteen feet of fresh

water.

Archeological sites containing the re-

mains of prehistoric meals have proved to

be another good source of bones of extinct

birds. These are doubly interesting be-

cause, in combination with stratigraphic

and radiometric dating studies, they con-

firm that many extinct species still sur-

vived when the Polynesians first arrived,

about 1 ,500 years ago.

The fossils from all these sources, now

gathered at the Smithsonian's National

Museum of Natural History, number in

the tens of thousands. The tasks of identi-

fying and cataloging the bones, isolating

new species, writing scientific descriptions

of them, and tracing the evolutionary rela-

tionships among them are complex and

time consuming. The work is sometimes

tedious, but it is amply rewarded by occa-

sional breakthroughs, each augmenting

our knowledge of evolution on islands.

The flightless species of the Hawaiian

Islands were not representatives of some

obscure, long-extinct lineage but were de-

scendants of such familiar kinds of birds

as ducks, geese, rails, and ibises. Their an-

cestors had to have been excellent fliers;

otherwise they never could have crossed

the more than two thousand miles of

ocean between the Hawaiian Islands and

the nearest significant land mass. Once ar-

rived in the Islands, many species of birds

responded to the changed conditions of

life by losing the ability to fly. Evolution-
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arily speaking, the process may have hap-

pened fairly rapidly: the oldest of the main

islands, Kauai, is a mere six million years

old, and the youngest, the island of Ha-

waii, may be less than a million years old.

Less time than this was available for the

evolution of flightlessness because the an-

cestors of the flightless birds could not col-

onize a particular island until after enough

soil had formed and plants arrived to cre-

ate an environment suitable for terrestrial

birds.

The genetic mechanism for the evolu-

tion of a flightless bird from a flying one is

actually quite simple. All birds are flight-

less when they are small chicks, and the

young of flying birds have the same fea-

tures that characterize the adults of flight-

less birds—proportionately large legs, re-

duced wings, and a small or no keel on the

sternum, or breastbone. (In flying birds,

the bony keel is where the large flight

muscles are attached.) Merely by retain-

ing the skeletomuscular structure of in-

fancy into adulthood—probably by the

alteration of a few regulatory genes—al-

most any bird species could become flight-

less. This process of retention of juvenile

characters, known as neoteny, is a fairly

common evolutionary phenomenon.

But why become flightless? To most

people, birds symbolize flight, and most of

the evolutionary history of the class Aves

has indeed revolved around the opportuni-

ties created by flight, on the one hand, and

the physical constraints of flight, on the

other. Yet the Hawaiian Islands are not

unique; flightless birds occur on islands

throughout the world's oceans. What
great selective pressure spurs the develop-

ment of flightlessness on islands?

Beginning with Darwin, some scientists

suggested that flying organisms on islands

might be blown away by winds and perish,

thus leading to the evolution of flightless-

ness. Many flightless birds, however, are

found on New Zealand and other large is-
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Flying birds, like this modern goose, have

well-developed scapulae and coracoids,

which meet at afairly sharp angle and

help to brace the wing bones. They

also have a sizable keel,for the

attachment offlight muscles.

Douglas Cramer

Flying Goose

lands, where there is ample protection

from winds. Moreover, tiny islands—Lay-

san and Nihoa in Hawaii, for example

—

are home to small birds that retain the

ability to fly. The wind theory therefore is

not a satisfactory one.

The real evolutionary advantage of

flightlessness on islands may revolve

around more efficient use of energy.

Mainly because of the difficulty terres-

trial mammals have crossing large bodies

of water, predators—other than birds of

prey—are relatively scarce on oceanic is-

lands. When neither escape from preda-

tors nor seasonal migration is necessary,

individual birds with a reduced ability to

fly could have an important advantage.

With no large wings or massive flight mus-

cles to support, they would need less food

to survive and reproduce. Loss of the abil-

ity to fly would not be an advantage for all

types of birds, however. Species that must

fly to obtain food, such as birds of prey

and small arboreal species that forage in

treetops, do not become flightless, while

those that feed on or near the ground fre-

quently do.

Among the most conspicuous species

that must have greeted the first Hawai-

ians were large, ungainly gooselike crea-

tures. Flightlessness in these birds had

proceeded to the extreme stage in which

the sternum no longer bore any trace of a

keel. The rest of the skeleton had taken on

a somewhat comical aspect, with tiny, dis-

torted, and useless wings contrasting with

a massive pelvic girdle and large, stout leg

bones. These were not fleet-footed birds.

The early Hawaiians doubtless had little

trouble catching them for dinner.

The evolutionary process had so pro-

foundly altered the skeleton of these Ha-

waiian geese that for years we despaired of

ever being able to pinpoint their closest
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relatives. Then in 1982, an important clue

turned up in the form of a fossil tracheal

bulla that we received in a collection of

goose bones found by naturalist Michael

Severns in a lava tube on Maui. The tra-

cheal bulla is a hollow, bony expansion of

the windpipe that occurs in males of most

groups of ducks but not in true geese (gen-

era Anser and Branta) or swans, which

can therefore be eliminated as possible an-

cestors of the odd Hawaiian birds. Further

osteological comparisons have narrowed

the field to sheldrakes and the typical

ducks, such as mallards.

Many different species of these geese

have been found in fossil deposits on vari-

ous Hawaiian islands. They probably

evolved in response to the absence of na-

tive herbivorous mammals in the islands.

Several species belong in the peculiar ge-

nus Thambetochen, meaning "astonishing

goose," and are characterized by bony,

toothlike projections on the jaws. These

birds may have fed by browsing or grazing

on coarse vegetation. Another genus had a

very broad, flat lower jaw, almost like that

of a turtle, and an extremely heavy upper

jaw higher than it was long, giving it a

most unusual appearance. This bill form

may also have been an adaptation for

browsing or grazing.

Intriguing as these gooselike birds are,

they had diverged so much from the an-

cestral species that they are of little use in

our efforts to track down the very begin-

nings of flightlessness. Hawaii does boast

one true goose, however, which may prove

helpful in this respect. The living nene, or

Hawaiian goose {Branta sandvicensis), is

the only endemic Hawaiian goose to sur-

vive into historical times, probably be-

cause it is perfectly able to fly, whereas

the other species of geese were not.

Threatened with extinction during this

century, the species was rescued by a cap-

tive breeding program and survives in the

upland regions of Hawaii and Maui.

Unlike the big, flightless forms of

Thambetochen, the nene still closely re-

sembles its nearest continental relative,

the Canada goose {B. canadensis). In ad-

dition, fossil finds have turned up some in-

teresting relatives of the nene. Remains

have been found on many Hawaiian is-
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lands, including ones where no nene has

ever been recorded alive. Some of the fos-

sil skeletons resemble those of typical

modern nencs; others belonged to bigger-

bodied birds with shorter wings, birds that

were barely capable of flight, if at all. We
hope that comparisons of the various fos-

sils will elucidate patterns of speciation

during the early stages in the evolution of

flightlessness.

Among the other flightless birds found

on the islands of Hawaii are rails and

ibi.scs, the latter being familiar to most

people as long-legged water birds with

long, curved, curlewlike bills and excel-

lent powers of flight. Before the discovery

on Moiokai and Maui of the remains of

two or three species of ibises that were ab-

solutely unable to fly, no one had given the

first thought to the possibility that a flight-

less ibis might have existed. Yet within a

year after the first Hawaiian ibises had

been described, bones of another, even

stranger, flightless ibis from Jamaica were

found in the American Museum of Natu-

ral History's Department of Mammalogy,

scattered among drawers of fossil mam-
mal scraps.

The leg bones of our Hawaiian ibises

arc much shorter and stouter-than those of

typical ibises, so much so that we were not

confident they belonged to an ibis until

most of an associated skeleton was found

in a lava tube on Maui. With such short

legs, these ibises were certainly no longer

water birds but had shifted to foraging on

land. They must have made their living

fossicking about in litter much like the

New Zealand kiwis.

If there is one group of birds that pa-

leontologists can almost always expect to

find represented by flightless species on

unexplored islands, it is the rails (family

Rallidae). Rails are well known for their

ability to colonize distant islands, and on

many of these islands, flightless species

have evolved. Most flightless rails are ex-

tinct, but at one time they were a common
feature on oceanic islands. At least two

species survived into modern times in the

Hawaiian Islands: one on the island of Ha-

waii and one on the tiny northwest atoll of

Laysan. Both arc now extinct. The fossil

record shows that there was an additional
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Compared with aflying goose, theextinctflightlessThamhetochcn, below, had
stout hind limbs and a massive pelvis, small and unsculptured wing bones, and a

small sternum with no keel. The angle between the coracoid and scapula is wide,

a trait common amongflightless birds but neverfound in adultflying birds.

Some ofthe skeletalfeatures ofadultflightless birds resultfrom the retention

ofjuvenile characters, orneoteny. This hatchling ofaflying goose, bottom,

is tooyoung tofly. Notice the open angle between coracoid and scapula, reduced

wings, and absence ofa keel.

Extinct Flightless Thambetochen

1

Hind Limb

Hatchling of /^:
Flying Goose

species on Hawaii, and at least one flight-

less rail on Kauai, two on Oahu, three on

Maui, and one on Molokai, a species that

was smaller than any other rail ever found.

Why so many species? Archipelagoes

have certain characteristics that promote

speciation. A colonizing species that in-

vades an archipelago usually spreads to

most or all of the islands present. Each

population may become sedentary, mini-

mizing gene flow between islands and al-

lowing the various island populations to

drift apart genetically, which may lead to

speciation.
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The South American rhea belongs to an

assortment offlightless birds, known as

ratites, that are distinguished by

peculiarities ofthepalate and often

considered to be an ancient group

descendedfrom a common ancestor.

The newfossil evidencefrom
Hawaii, however, suggests that

many ofthe ratites may have evolved

independently ofone another.

C. Haagner; Bruce Coleman

In time, flying birds in an archipelago

can recolonize neighboring islands, so that

a single island could eventually be host to

numerous species, all evolved from the

original colonizers. In contrast, popula-

tions that become flightless are effectively

held captive on their home island. The

only easy way for them to spread to nearby

islands is via land bridges, which rarely

form between oceanic islands. In the Ha-

waiian Islands, such bridges did occur be-

tween the islands of Maui, Molokai, and

Lanai during the last ice age. At that time,

so much water from the world's oceans

was frozen in glaciers and the polar

icecaps that sea levels worldwide were

about three hundred feet lower than they

are today. The shallow channels that now

separate Maui from Lanai and Lanai

from Molokai were then exposed as dry

land, forming a single large island called

Maui Nui (Big Maui) and permitting

overland dispersal among three formerly

separate islands. While there can be little

doubt that such dispersal occurred, estab-

lishing precisely how the joining and sub-

sequent fractionation of Maui Nui has in-

fluenced the distribution of a particular

species or group of species remains frus-

tratingly out of our reach.

Since land bridges are rare, most flight-

less species never had the opportunity to

colonize a neighboring island. This means,

significantly, that flightlessness has arisen

independently again and again in the Ha-

waiian Islands and an untold number of

times on oceanic islands the world over. It

is a common evolutionary response to the

conditions of life on oceanic islands of all

sorts, from tiny atolls to huge, mountain-

ous land masses. This repeated evolution

of flightlessness is a testimony to the tre-
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mendous potential of organisms to inde-

pendently evolve convergent or parallel

adaptations in response to similar selective

pressures.

Flightless birds are extremely vulner-

able to introduced predators and other hu-

man disturbances, and an untold number

of them must have vanished as humans

discovered and settled islands everywhere.

Why. with all the islands in the tropical

Pacific, some of them larger and older

than the Hawaiian Islands, have truly bi-

zarre flightless birds been found only in

Hawaii, New Zealand, and New Caledo-

nia (home of the kagu)? In our minds, the

lack of examples reflects, not reality, but

our ignorance. Without doubt, flightless

birds did exist on most major islands in the

Pacific. The early Hawaiians, through

habitat destruction, predation, and the in-

troduction of foreign plants and animals,

drove at least seventeen species of flight-

less birds, and no fewer than twenty-eight

flying species, to extinction. There is no

reason to believe that prehistoric human

settlement did not also bring about great

changes in the avifauna of other Pacific is-

lands. The coming years may prove to be a

golden age for paleontologists exploring

the Pacific for bird bones.

From our studies, we can envision the

Hawaiian Islands at a time in the past,

when eagles soared over unbroken forests

that swarmed with an undreamed-of vari-

ety of small birds, when troops of un-

gainly, waddling flightless geese grazed

on plants no botanist has ever seen, and

when flightless ibises probed among litter

for insect species that never felt the thrust

of an entomologist's pin. The material evi-

dence for this former glory now consists

mainly of tray upon tray of bare bones.

But we are the lucky ones. The botanists

and entomologists will unfortunately

never know what they are missing. D

The flightless birds of Hawaii, particu-

larly the geese and ibises, raise some per-

plexing questions about the evolution of

another assortment of flightless birds, the

so-called ratites. These include running

birds, such as ostriches, rheas. and emus;

the giant, lumbering e.xtinct moas of New
Zealand: and the little, long-billed kiwis of

shoe polish fame. Many scientists con-

sider ratites to be an ancient group, de-

scended from a single common ancestor,

that is separable from ail other birds by

the paleognathous palate, a peculiar con-

figuration of the bones in the roof of the

mouth. The Hawaiian fossils, however,

seem to suggest that at least some of the

ratites may have originated more recently

from more typical flying birds.

The term rathe, from the Latin rails

for raft, was originally applied to these

birds because their sternum lacks a keel.

But the keel may also be greatly reduced

or even absent in flightless birds that are

clearly not ratites. In some of the Hawai-

ian geese, the sternum has no trace of a

keel and has lost all resemblance to the

sternum in typical ducks and geese: in-

stead, it is rounded and bowllike, more

like the sternum of an ostrich or an emu.

In some of the ratites—moas, for exam-

ple—the bones in the leg are relatively

shorter and much stouter than in running

ratites. .^gain, we see very similar adapta-

tions in the flightless birds of Hawaii.

Some of the geese had ponderous legs that

contrasted greatly with their little wings.

The flightless Hawaiian ibises had leg

bones so much stockier than those of their

long-legged wading ancestors that they

Lessons from a Flightless Ibis

are remarkably similar in proportion to

those in the New Zealand kiwis.

We find that almost all the features in

the body plan of ratites have evolved re-

peatedly in a variety of nonratites through

the retention of juvenile traits (neoteny).

Might the paleognathous palate likewise

be a result of neoteny, and consequently

something that could theoretically de-

velop in many kinds of birds? This is the

subject of current investigation, for if all

of the characteristics of the paleognath-

ous palate are present in the embryonic

condition, as some of them are known to

be. the various kinds of ratites might have

evolved independently of one another by

retaining such a palate into adulthood.

With this possibility in mind, the strik-

ing parallels between the flightless birds

of the Hawaiian Islands and those of New
Zealand become of even greater interest.

Hawaii had an extensive radiation of

gooselike birds, derived from at least two

different ancestors, that were flightless

Great spotted kiwi ofNew Zealand
Brian Enling, Photo Researchers

and had widely divergent bill shapes, evi-

dently for feeding on different kinds of

vegetation. Similarly, in New Zealand,

the moas were large, flightless, herbivo-

rous birds with a variety of bill shapes.

Taxonomists have at times divided the

moas into two diff"erent families that

might actually represent separate coloni-

zations of New Zealand by flying ances-

tors. The resemblance between living ki-

wis and the extinct Hawaiian ibises are

not restricted to leg bones: both also have

long, probing bills quite unlike those of

geese or moas.

The flightless birds in the main Hawai-

ian Islands lost the ability to fly in con-

siderably less than 6 million years. The

flightless ibises, for example, which were

restricted to the islands of Maui Nui,

could not have colonized those islands

more than 1 .8 million years ago, the age of

the oldest rocks found on Molokai, the

oldest of the Maui Nui group. But New
Zealand has been available for coloniza-

tion by vagrant birds for tens of millions of

years. If an ibis could become almost un-

recognizable in less than 1 .8 million years,

what would it look like if it had continued

to evolve for another 10 or 20 million

years? Are the moas and kiwis of New
Zealand merely the descendants of geese,

ducks, and ibises that had much more

time to diverge? Such intriguing ques-

tions would probably never have been

raised had the Hawaiian fossils gone un-

discovered. Perhaps more work with fossil

birds from other Pacific islands will help

us find the answers.

Storrs L. Olson
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Early in the breeding season, male marsh

wrens carve out their territories among
the dried-out cattails oftheprevious

year. At this stage,females have not

yet arrived, and neighboring males

engage in dazzling vocal duels.

Bri3n Milne Animals Animals
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Marsh Wrenditions
For the marsh wren, how many songs to sing and how fast

to sing them depends on how close the neighbors are

by Donald E. Kroodsma

VI

Imagine yourself groping through the

mucky ooze along the edge of one of the

many cattail and bulrush marshes of the

West Coast, straining your eyes to catch a

glimpse of any moving creature in the fea-

tureless expanse of a predawn June haze.

Ghostly mists rise from the open patches

of water, and the rich orchestra of bird

music, just under way, saturates all your

senses. Calls of coots and grebes echo

from nearby grass-covered hills. An Am-

erican bittern, sounding deceivingly dis-

tant, adds its guttural "oong-ka-choonk."

On all sides blackbirds rush about, re-

staking the previous day's claim to every

parcel of inhabitable real estate by singing

and displaying vigorously from each ele-

vated perch. Contributing to this bedlam

is yet another sound, an incessant chatter

of staccato rattles and buzzes emanating

from cattail locations too numerous to

count. Your eyes search for this phantom

creature, but fail to find it. Such is a typi-

cal encounter with the tiny marsh wren

{Cistothorus palustris), an energetic and

voluble virtuoso elegantly marked in buff,

black, and white.

The marsh wren is one of approxi-

mately 4,000 songbird species in the order

Passeriformes, or perching birds. Typi-

cally rather small, sometimes brightly col-

ored, and usually very active, these birds

intrigue biologists with their mastery of

song learning. Only humans and certain

cetaceans, such as the hump-backed

whale, can rival them in this learning feat.

Songbirds are not the only birds that sing,

but for most birds, songs are inherited, not

learned. For example, New World fly-

catchers—also perching birds but mem-

bers of a more primitive suborder than

songbirds—are limited to relatively sim-

ple vocalizations encoded in the genes. A
baby flycatcher reared separately from

others of its species will still develop a very

normal song; songbirds, in contrast, must

be tutored by adults, usually during the

first two months of life, in order to learn

the proper song of the species. This learn-

ing process, while not as fail-safe a method

of acquiring adult songs as is found in the

more primitive flycatchers, allows tre-

mendous flexibility and provides great po-

tential for rapid evolutionary change in vo-

cal signals. Song learning has encouraged

endless elaborations and variations, lead-

ing to some of the most enchanting, com-

plex, and varied sounds produced in the

animal world, and the songs of the marsh

wren are among the most remarkable.

If we had the sensitive ears and one-

gram brain of the tiny marsh wren, we

would hear far more than a simple chat-

ter. Working with marsh wrens in Califor-

nia, I found that individual males may

have a repertoire of from 1 00 to more than

200 song types, far more than the one to

10 found in most sparrows, warblers, and

other songbirds. These wrens race through

their vocabulary at an astounding pace,

displaying in as few as seven minutes a

mastery over the finer nuances of 1 00 or so

selected marsh wren masterpieces. Listen-

ers are barraged with a stunning sequence

of song types, each strikingly different.

Young males learn the local vocabulary,

and neighboring birds deliver their songs

in similar sequences. Marsh wrens engage

in vocal duets, or countersinging, each

bird answering the other with identical

song types and seeming to rush through its

repertoire in an attempt to be the first to

deliver the next song type.

Marsh wrens are not restricted to the

West Coast, and marshes east of the Mis-

sissippi also reverberate with their songs.

On a first listen, the songs of the more east-

erly populations seem the same as those

heard in the west, but closer attention re-

veals striking differences. The song vocab-

ulary of marsh wrens in Illinois is some-

times as low as 30, while in marshes along

the Hudson River, the repertoire ranges

from 45 to 65, with an average of about 55

song types. With these smaller repertoires

comes a more leisurely rate of singing, as

well as a style of sequencing intermediate

between that of the dazzling western

marsh wrens and that of several other

wren species, which repeat a song type

many times before switching to the next

one. If letters are used to represent a

single performance of a particular song

type, western marsh wrens would sing

ABCDEFGHIJ . . . while a Bewick's wren

would sing AAAAA . . .
BBBBB. . .

.

Eastern marsh wrens usually sing some-

thing like ABCABCDBCEDC. . . . They



;

repeat a particular song type two to three

times within one minute, but almost always

separated by renditions ofother song types.

The marsh wren's complex singing be-

havior and its geographical variation can

be explained only in the context of this

tiny bird's life style. In all populations of

the species, males sing to acquire and de-

fend territories and ultimately to attract

mates. Sometimes they rise to sing from a

cattail tip, and occasionally they vault up-

ward for a brief volley of songs on the

wing. Usually, though, each male sings

from a small cluster of cavelike nests,

domed structures several feet above the

water, that he has fastidiously woven of

cattails or bulrushes. The nests were once

thought to be an outlet for a gift of bound-

less energy but are now recognized as a

courting or display arena in which the

male attempts to impress a potential mate.

If a female marsh wren is attracted to the

site, she visits each of the nests in turn,

perhaps inspecting the quality of con-

struction or counting nests as an index of

the male's quality. If satisfied with the

overall situation, she will select one nest,

provide it with a soft lining, and settle in to

lay her eggs and raise her young.

Having provided a territory and the

outer shell for his new mate's nest, the

male moves to another portion of his terri-

tory, where he will build a new cluster of

nests and sing to attract yet another mate.

Some individuals, especially in western

populations, are highly successful at these

ventures and attract three to four females,

while others, despite considerable efforts,

remain bachelors. Only the first female

generally receives help from her mate in

feeding the young, and until fifteen years

ago no one understood why subsequent fe-

males would rather join a harem than

mate with one of the available bachelors.

The key seems to lie in the heterogeneity

of marsh habitats: the high-quality real es-

tate is not apportioned equally among the

males. A female paired to a polygamous

male in an area rich in insect life can raise

more young on her own than she could if

she were the only mate of a helpful male

with a less productive territory, and the fe-

males apparently recognize this.

The reproductive stakes for the male
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Below: While singingand displaying to attract

a mate, the male marsh wren cocks his tail and

bobs up and down on a cattail or other marsh

plant. Facingpage: As part ofhis efforts to

impress a potential mate, the male constructs

several unlined, domed nests. Ifhis suit is

successful, thefemale lines one ofthe

nests and moves in to lay her eggs. Often she

must rear heryoung with no helpfrom the male,

which may move on to seek another mate.
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are high. With winning strategies, he can

hit the jackpot, attracting many females

and leaving many young. But since the

number of males and females in the popu-

lation is approximately equal, for every

bigamous male there is also a bachelor, an

evolutionary loser that contributes no

young to future generations. Thus, the

competition is fierce and no gentleman's

game: marsh wrens sneak into neighbor-

ing territories and peck and destroy the

eggs of their competitors in an effort to

command a larger portion of the local re-

sources for themselves and, in the case of

mated males, their own offspring. In song-

bird species where monogamy prevails,

singing wanes soon after the male and fe-

male pair. In the marsh wren, though, suc-

cessful males sing with a renewed burst of

energy after securing each female, and as

long as some females are unattached,

bachelors, too, probably keep singing. Be-

cause song plays such a conspicuous and

extended role in the males' efforts to im-

prove reproductive success, vocal display

is more elaborate in marsh wrens than in

most other songbird species.

Vocal complexity in this species may
also be a product of demographics. Com-
pared with other North American wrens,

the male marsh wren defends a very small

territory. Among wren species, song reper-

toires tend to increase in size with increas-

ing population density and decreasing ter-

ritory size; the largest repertoires have

been discovered in the smallest territories,

those of the western marsh wren. Appar-

ently, in the marsh wren, where popula-

tion density—and therefore the frequency

and intensity of interactions—is compara-

tively high, evolution has promoted large

repertoires, fast singing rates, and differ-

ent songs delivered in rapid succession.

Other wrens, such as the house, winter,

Carolina, and Bewick's, possess larger ter-

ritories and live in habitats that contain

many other songbirds as well. Individual

wrens of these species, which may have a

harder time hearing each other, have

smaller repertoires than marsh wrens and

typically sing more slowly and repeat one

song type many times before switching to

another. Even among these more leisurely

singers, however, the pace picks up when

local interactions between individual

wrens escalate.

This pattern found among the North

American wren species as a group is also

evident among different populations of

the marsh wren. Western males defend

smaller territories than their northeastern

cousins and, accordingly, have much
larger song repertoires. Two other factors

may also have a bearing on these geo-



graphical differences. In the West, where

the climate is moderate, birds are resident

all year and may sing for six months of the

year. In the East, on the other hand, males

sing only from May through July and mi-

grate to more southern marshes along the

Atlantic seaboard for the nonbreeding

seasons. In addition, the western marsh

wrens are more polygamous, with 50 per-

cent of the males in many populations

paired to two or more females; in some

eastern marshes, as few as 5 percent of the

males may be bigamous, and trigamy is

exceedingly rare. In many other groups of

birds, such as the brilliantly plumaged

birds of paradise, the complexity of visual

courtship displays is positively correlated

with the degree of polygamy, and the

same sort of correlation appears to be true

for vocal behaviors in the little, brown

marsh wren.

Evidence that selective pressures for

elaborate singing styles are more intense

in the western populations can be found

not only in these behaviors but also in

neuroanatomical centers in the forebrain.

Richard Canady of Rockefeller Univer-

sity has studied the neural pathways and

discrete groups of cells in the marsh wren

brain that are responsible for enabling

both hearing and production of varied

songs. Western marsh wrens, which sing

three times as many songs as the eastern

wrens, actually devote about 50 percent

more brain space to the overall task of

singing, even though they are slightly

smaller in body size than the eastern

males. This relationship between the

quantity of brain space involved in singing

and the complexity of the behavioral dis-

play is also evident among the males

within each population; here, too, the size

of the repertoire increases in proportion to

the amount of brain space each individual

has invested.

To a great extent, the differences in

song style and repertoire between eastern

and western populations are genetic.

When I tested twelve juveniles, six from

each population, in identical training envi-

ronments in the laboratory, western males

learned, on average, 2.4 times as many
songs as did the eastern males. Western

birds are simply able to learn more songs

than their eastern counterparts.

Nevertheless, some of the variability

among individual marsh wrens—perhaps

30 percent—is caused by environmental

rather than genetic factors. In the West,

juveniles have a longer song season during

which to learn their repertoires, and in ad-

dition, the frenzied singing of males on the

smaller, western territories may contrib-

ute to a more stimulating learning envi-

ronment. Environmentally related varia-

tion also exists within populations. A
young male Bewick's wren in the Willam-

ette Valley of Oregon, for example, may
learn up to twenty different songs if he

hatches early in the season but only thir-

teen if he hatches during late summer.

The difference may simply be a result of

the earlier birds having more time to hear

and interact with singing adults during

their hatching year. Among many song-

birds, including these wrens, the learning

of songs is concentrated into the first few

months of life. I have observed that the

repertoires of individual marsh wrens in

the West may contain as many as 2 1 or as

few as 1 10 song types, while those in the

East can vary from 65 to 30; I am sure

that, as with the Bewick's wren, the reper-

toire differences are to some extent a re-

flection of hatching dates.

The details of the vocal interactions

among male marsh wrens remain poorly

understood, but several lines of evidence

suggest that the primary function of this

verbal dueling is to establish and express

dominance and subordination. A territory

owner generally dominates any bird that

dares to trespass on his domain. By broad-

casting songs over loudspeakers to a popu-

lation of western marsh wrens. Jared Ver-

ner, now with the U.S. Forest Service at



Tim Fitzharris

Moving deftly through the dense vegetation,

the tiny marsh wren is seldom clearly seen.

But its elaborate, rapid-fire song is

hard to miss. Marsh wrens in the eastern

United Slates have about 55 song types;

those in the West, up to 200. The larger

repertoire ofwestern birds is in part

a response to smaller territories and thus

more intense interactions among rival males.

George K. Peck

Fresno, California, obtained an exciting

glimpse of how the contestants interact.

The songs Verner used were those from

the population he was working with, and

he found that the territorial males antici-

pated and matched, song for song, and as

many as nine times in a row, the next song

from the loudspeaker Since the wren was

already familiar with the stereotyped song

sequences for its population, it could

outduel the "intruder" by anticipating

and singing the song type that the tape re-

corder would sing next.

A laboratory experiment with two east-

ern males supported this interpretation.

The dominant male usually sang a par-

ticular song type first, followed by the sub-

missive bird. When the songs of the subor-

dinate male were electronically amplified.

the leading role of the primary male was

diminished, and he began to follow and

match the songs of the second bird more

frequently. The intensity of a signal may
reflect either the size and vigor or the

proximity of a combatant, and the roles of

leader and follower have apparently

evolved to portray the subtleties and

changeability of such relationships.

These vocal displays convey a wealth of

information either to an attentive marsh

wren or to a human researcher weighted

down with microphones and tape record-

ers in the field and dependent on sound

spectrum analyzers and associated elec-

tronic paraphernalia in the laboratory.

The particular song types a male employs,

for example, may indicate his geographi-

cal origin since the marsh wren's songs.

like those of most other songbirds, come in

regional dialects. Vocabulary size may re-

flect the male's ability to learn, his overall

health, or environmental conditions dur-

ing his formative months. His style of in-

teracting with neighboring males may re-

veal his relative prowess.

These songs may have evolved primar-

ily for addressing other males, but the fe-

male is probably not oblivious to all of this

information. Female canaries, it is known,

are stimulated into reproductive condition

faster when hearing complex rather than

simple male songs. In several species, in-

cluding the red-winged blackbird (which

is polygamous) and the northern mocking-

bird, European sedge warbler, and Euro-

pean great tit (which are monogamous),

males with larger repertoires appear to be

more successful at acquiring mates and

producing young.

Male marsh wrens retain roughly the

same territory year after year, interacting

with both longtime acquaintances and

new arrivals and perhaps becoming more

and more skilled in the local tongue every

year. My goal now is to understand the

finer points of the vocal exchanges among

the male marsh wrens and how these inter-

actions influence reproductive success.

The first step demands field observation.

With five assistants, I have recorded

simultaneously, on separate tracks of

three tape recorders, up to six singing

males in one New York marsh. I am now

searching through some forty-five miles of

magnetic tape for patterns of how males

interact under diff'erent circumstances.

The second, and often more conclusive

step, is experimentation. In the laboratory

I attempt to interact, using tape record-

ings and loudspeakers, with singing males;

their responses to my "queries" may re-

veal further clues to the messages in the

rapid-fire vocal exchanges among wild

males. Also in the laboratory, we are in-

troducing males into the "territories" of

others and documenting the interaction

between residents and intruders. Some-

day, armed with electronic substitutes for

the fine sensory and vocal capabilities of

marsh wrens, I may be able to return to

the marsh and interact with them intelli-

gently and on their terms. D
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The Bowerbird's Labor ofLove
Male bowerbirds ofNew Guinea and Australia rely upon their impressive

architectural skills—unique among birds—to win a mate

by Melinda Pruett-Jones and Stephen Pruett-Jones

"Of all living creatures . . . short of man
himself, bowerbirds are the most bizarre."

Nearly fifteen years ago, the late ornithol-

ogist E. Thomas Gilliard paid this tribute

to a small family of tropical and subtropi-

cal passerines confined to Australia and

New Guinea. His claim may owe as much
to enthusiastic admiration as to sober sci-

entific evaluation, but there is no doubt

that bowerbirds have long intrigued scien-

tists by their unique behavior of building

and decorating terrestrial display sites,

designated bowers by the nineteenth-cen-

tury English naturalist John Gould.

Males of at least fourteen of the eight-

een species in the family build bowers out

of sticks and a variety of other natural ma-

terials. Bower architecture varies accord-

ing to the species. Some build a simple

platform of interwoven vegetation, some

put up two- or four-walled avenues, while

still others construct a maypolelike bower

that, in its most complex form, includes a

domed runway with hidden passages. All

bowers appear to be decorated with spe-

cies-specific assortments of objects, most

selected according to color, and some are

embellished with fresh flowers, which are

replaced as they wilt. Stranger still, sev-

eral species mix and apply a "paint" (fruit

pulp or charcoal masticated and mixed

with saliva) to the wails of their bowers;

one species even manufactures a tool—

a

wad of fibrous bark—to paint with.

Bowers were originally thought to be

elaborate nests of monogamously mated

pairs. Later they were described as play-

grounds of highly intelligent and aestheti-

cally sensitive birds. It was not until the

1950s that the pioneering work of A. J.

Marshall of Monash University in Vic-

toria, Australia, established that bowers

are built only by males and that they func-

tion in courtship display. While refuting

earlier theories that the display activities

are "largely 'relaxative,' consciously aes-

thetic, and unconnected with the sexual

drive," Marshall retained the idea that the

birds may "enjoy the fantastic activities

that they perform."

For the past three years, we have been

studying Macgregor's bowerbird {Amhly-

ornis macgregoriae) in eastern Papua
New Guinea. Through long-term observa-

tions of individually color-banded birds,

we are seeking answers to questions origi-

nally formulated by Marshall and others

nearly three decades ago: what role do

bowers play in the birds' social organiza-

tion and how did bower building begin?

A. macgregoriae, first discovered in

1889, is found only along the central Cor-

dillera of New Guinea, generally at alti-

tudes of 3,300 to 9,000 feet. The species'

distribution coincides with that of pri-

mary, mixed mid-montane rain forest,

outside of which it is seldom seen. Our
study is focused on a rugged 1,850-acre

area on the southwestern slope of Mount
Missim in the Kuper Range.

About the size of an American robin,

Macgregor's bowerbird is olive brown

throughout, with males distinguished by a

bright orange, erectile crest. Females and

immature males lack the orange crest and

are indistinguishable from each other in

both color and size. In our fieldwork, we
perform a laparotomy (a simple, quick

procedure that gives us a direct look at the

reproductive organs without injuring the

birds) on all female-plumaged birds to de-

termine their sex. So far, we have color

banded ninety-three birds, including fifty

adult males, and from blinds placed near

bowers, we have monitored fifteen males

for more than 1 ,000 hours.

This species constructs a maypole

bower, of which we have found fifty on our

study area. After selecting a slender sap-

ling, the male erects a column of twigs

around it. This column, or maypole, forms

the central, dominant feature of the

bower. The bird breaks off the ends of the

twigs at the base of the column, so that

they are a uniform length, then covers

them with a layer of moss. He piles up ad-

ditional moss and beard lichen on the

ground in a circle away from the central

column, thus creating a moatlike depres-

sion around the base of the maypole.

Male Macgregor's bowerbirds decorate

their bowers with black, orange-brown,

and bright yellow objects, including bits of

charcoal, fungi, seeds, fruit, insect frass,

leaves of Pandanus trees, lichens, and iri-

descent insect parts. The most numerous

of the decorations is insect frass, a bundle

of sticky, silklike material with sawdust

or small woody pieces stuck to it. Pro-

duced by wood-burrowing moths, frass is

attached by the birds to the ends of the

maypole twigs, where—like a silent wind

chime—it dangles and sways in the

breeze. Pandanus leaves are arranged ra-

dially around the border, and bunches of

small fruit are hung in the surrounding

vegetation. The other objects are placed

along the border or in the moat. We have

counted as many as 500 decorations at a

single bower and have never seen a com-

pleted bower without some form of adorn-

ment. Males are sensitive to changes in

the position of certain decorations. If, for

example, we relocate pieces of charcoal

that a male has piled up along the border,

he will return them, over the course of sev-

eral days, to their original place.

Males of all ages build bowers, but only

adults build a complete bower. The rudi-

mentary bowers of immature, uncrested

males are seldom decorated and may con-

sist of a simple clearing around a sapling

or a short maypole with an unfinished bor-

der. Early in our study, we banded several

uncrested males and have followed their

progress each season. Both experience and

age appear to be significant in the devel-

opment of bower-building behavior, and

as males mature, which probably takes at

least four years, they build increasingly

complex structures, culminating in the

complete bower.

No two bowers are exactly alike. The
height of the maypole can vary from one

foot to almost ten feet. Some males con-

struct a single maypole, whereas others

build up to six auxiliary stick columns on

nearby saplings. Decorating styles also

differ. Some of this variation is a function

of how long a bower site has been in use. If

a male remains at a given site from year to

year, which about half the birds in our

population seem to do, his bower gets pro-

gressively taller, primarily because he

keeps adding moss to the platform on

which the bower is built. One bower in our

study area has a pedestal platform thirty

inches high, and we suspect it has been in

continual use for more than twenty years,

although most likely not by the same
male.

Each complete bower is the property of

A male Macgregor's bowerbird ofNew Guinea
E. Thomas Gilliard



Building a bower may take a

Macgregor's bowerbird several months.

After erecting a column oftwigs around a

sapling, the male piles up moss and lichen

in a circle around it, creating a moatlike

depression. Eventually, the bird will

decorate, placing bits ofplants, insects,

and charcoal on and around the column.

Brian J. Coales: Bi

a single adult male, and most males main-

tain only one bower per season. (In con-

trast, several immature males may join

forces to build rudimentary bowers, using

the sites for mutual displays and domi-

nance contests.) On Mount Missim, males

become active at their bowers in late April

and early May, at the onset of the dry sea-

son. A male may take from several weeks

to several months to complete his bower,

depending on how fast he works and on

whether he constructs a completely new

bower or simply cleans and builds on an

existing one. Decorations begin to appear

in June or July and accumulate slowly.

The start of the wet season, early October,

heralds the active display and breeding

period, which lasts until January; there-

after the males spend less and less time at

their bowers. During the period of molt,

from mid-Februar}' to April, the bowers

are abandoned. Males are thus active at

their bowers for almost ten months each

year.

All courtship-related interactions be-

tween males and females take place at the

bower. Females may visit males singly or

in small groups, but the male displays to

only one female at a time. The male is usu-

ally in the canopy above his bower when

he detects an approaching female. He be-

gins his courtship by flying down to a pair

of saplings near his bower and bouncing

wildly back and forth between them with

his crest erected. Moving to the bower, he

lands in the moat on the far side of the cen-

tral maypole, which hides him from the fe-

male. As the female flies from perch to

perch around the bower, the male con-

stantly repositions himself so that he re-

mains hidden. He also adopts a stiff

crouch, with his head and bill pointing up,

and presses his breast up against the moss

base. Eventually, the female alights on the

bower border, moves quickly into the

moat, and the real courtship dance be-

gins—a sort of "catch me if you can"

waltz. The female moves around the base,

first one way and then the other, while the

male moves in the opposite direction,

maintaining the maypole barrier between

them.

This may continue for just a few sec-

onds or up to thirty minutes. At this point,

the male displays to the female in one of

two ways. Sometimes, still hidden by the

maypole, he erects his bright orange crest

and sways back and forth on stiff, ex-

tended legs for a few seconds. The female

sees only flashes of orange and is enticed

to move around the maypole toward the

male, which continues to dance away from

her. At other times, the male rushes out

from his hiding place and flashes his crest

directly in front of the female, invariably

causing her to flee to the canopy. Approxi-

mately half the time this terminates the

courtship interaction; if the female returns

to the bower, the dance resumes, perhaps

culminating in copulation. In all our hours

of observation, we have seen only one

copulation, which suggests that females

visit numerous males on repeated occa-

sions throughout the long display period
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The satin bowerbird ofAustralia adorns

its bowerprimarily with blue objects—
oftenfealhers, sometimes man-made
objects. During courtship, the male

holds decorations in his bill and

stands at one end ofhis avenue-shaped

bower to coax thefemale inside, where

mating takes place. The more blue

decorations on display, the greater

the male's mating success.

before choosing a mate. Low rates of ob-

served copulations have been noted in

studies of other bowerbird species as well.

Before and during displays, males give

a bizarre series of vocalizations. An ac-

complished mimic, Macgregor's bower-

bird copies the calls of other birds, frogs,

and insects, as well as the sounds of inani-

mate objects, such as trees creaking in the

wind. The male's song, which might be lik-

ened to a broken radio circuit, consists of a

complex combination of species-specific

notes and copied sounds. When a female is

at the bower, the male also gives a soft

whirring call. Many of the males' calls are

audible to human ears for a distance of

about 300 feet. The birds' hearing is prob-

ably more acute, but calls do not appear to

attract females from distant points. Most

likely, they maintain contact between

neighboring males and between males and

females at bowers.

Males also interact at the bowers with

other males, both adult and immature.

Aggressive encounters occur when a visit-

ing male attempts to maraud the resi-

dent's bower or disrupt his display to fe-

males. In such instances, which are

common, the resident chases the visitor

away and returns only when the intruder

has left the area. In more peaceable inter-

actions, the resident may proceed with his

courtship display and the visitor may as-

sume the role of a dancing female. Such
displays are accompanied by much pos-

turing and strange growling noises, but the

visitor usually leaves of his own accord.

These highly ritualized encounters are

most frequent early in the season and may
establish hierarchical relationships among
males, help the birds learn which one owns

what bower, and maintain territorial

boundaries.

Unlike the many bird species that es-

tablish their territories around food re-

sources or nesting sites, Macgregor's bow-

erbirds defend display space. During the

breeding season. Mount Missim males

confine their activities to abutting home
ranges, which are centered on the promi-

nent, often interconnecting ridges that

lead to the mountain's summit. With the

use of radiotelemetry, we have found that

the males' home ranges are about 500 to

650 feet in diameter and generally ellipti-

cal in shape, with the bower situated usu-

ally at the center and always on the ridge.

At the onset of bower construction, males

defend the boundaries of their entire

home range against other males, but once

breeding activity begins, they shift the fo-

cus of their defense to the bower itself and

the core area (approximately 65 feet in ra-

dius) surrounding it. At this time, the

birds are generally sedentary', although

they will make long forays in search of

food or to visit the bowers of rivals up to a

half mile away. In the nonbreeding sea-

son, territoriality breaks down and the

bowers are unattended, although the

males remain in the general vicinity of

their breeding territories.

Females and immature males, in con-

trast, maintain relatively large, widely



E. Thomas Cilliard

Below: The spotted bowerbird "paints" the walls ofits bower

with plant material mixed with saliva. To add to his charms, the

male ofthis Australian species raises his iridescentpink crest

when displaying to afemale. Right: The most elaborate bower ofall

is built by a species that has no ornamentalplumes ofany kind:

the Vogelkop, orplain, bowerbird ofNew Guinea. Males construct

a large, hutlike bower andmay pile up impressive mounds of

flowers, charcoal, and insect wing covers on the lawn infront.

overlapping home ranges year-round.

They forage for food in the same areas as

adult males. We do not yet fully under-

stand how females, which carry out all the

nesting duties themselves, decide where to

build their nests. All the nests we have

found were situated in areas with bowers

(usually about halfway between adjacent

bowers), but we do not know if females

place the nest near the bowers of the males

with which they mated. During the non-

breeding season, many of the immature

males and females move to parts of the

forest below that utilized by adult males.

This seasonal shift is also seen in other

birds on Mount Missim, notably several

species of birds of paradise.

The restriction of bowers to ridge lines,

despite the generally unbroken nature of

rain forest habitat, has drawn comment
from all naturalists encountering Mac-
gregor's bowerbird in the wild. The spe-

cies' closest relative, the yellow-fronted

gardener bowerbird {A. flavifrons), re-

stricted to rain forest on the Foja Moun-
tains of west New Guinea, also places its

bowers on ridges. The other two species in

the genus Amblyornis, however, do not,

nor has the practice been observed in any

species outside this genus. Why males of

the two species choose to build on ridge-

tops is a puzzle since bowers in these areas

are more exposed to the elements than

they would be farther downslope. The an-

swer may have largely to do with the avail-

ability of food.

Macgregor's bowerbird is primarily

frugivorous, with 95 percent of its diet

consisting of medium- to large-sized

fruits, which it gathers from more than

fifty species of trees; arthropods make up

the remainder of its diet. Rain forest trees

are characteristically patchy, or clumped,

in distribution, and several of the fruiting

trees important to Macgregor's bowerbird

are most common along the prevalent

ridges and their upper slopes on Mount
Missim. Further observation may well re-

veal that this is the case for most species of

trees that the birds exploit. By placing

their bowers on ridges, males may have

easier access to food and be in the best po-

sition to attract females using the same re-

sources.

In our study area, the bowers are

spaced out regularly along the ridges with

an average distance between them of 575

feet. The two closest bowers are 240 feet

apart. All bowers are situated in areas

with level ground and good cover, but not

all potential sites along ridges have bow-

ers. Why are the bowers so widely and reg-

ularly spaced? Since territories are not

based on defense of food resources, the

males could conceivably place their bow-

ers close to each other. For example, in

many species of birds where the males

compete for females but do not partici-

pate in rearing the young, the males aggre-

gate in communal display areas. No
grouped display sites have been docu-

mented for any bowerbird species.

The wide spacing in Macgregor's bow-

erbird may be explained by the vulnerable

nature of the bower. In a matter of min-

utes, a marauder can demolish a bower

that took weeks to build and decorate and

that will require hours, if not days, to re-

pair. Not surprisingly, males take every

opportunity to destroy each other's bow-

ers. Neighbors are responsible for most of

the raiding, but males may maraud bow-

ers up to five sites away. By spacing him-
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self a good distance from his neighbors

and defending the buffer space in be-

tween, a male can reduce the chances of

having his bower destroyed.

Establishing a large display territory,

however, is no guarantee of either protec-

tion or successful mating, and vigilance is

still essential. Males spend more than half

their day at the bower, and for most of this

time, they perch quietly, alert to the pos-

sibility of marauding males or visiting fe-

males. Males receive visits from females

an average of only once every three and a

half hours, so each encounter is potentially

vital to the male's reproductive success.

Any time spent repairing a damaged
bower could thus mean the loss of a pre-

cious opportunity to mate.

Jack Bradbury of the University of

California at San Diego has developed an

important alternative hypothesis, which

would explain both the restriction of bow-

ers to ridge lines and the regular and wide

spacing between them. Bradbury has

studied spacing patterns in several species

of birds and mammals that have promis-

cuous mating habits and that do not de-

fend resource-based territories. He sug-

gests that in species where the females'

home ranges overlap (as they do in the

Macgregor's bowerbird), the geometry of

these home ranges will dictate the place-

ment of male display sites. According to

this view, males position themselves at

"hot spots," where the overlap of female

home ranges is greatest, in order to en-

counter the maximum number of females.

We are currently attempting to test both

Bradbury's hot-spot model and our vulner-

able-bower hypothesis.

Our studies, along with intensive work

on southeastern Australia's satin bow-

erbird {Ptilonorhynchus violaceus) by

Richard Donaghey, a recent Ph.D. from

Monash University, and Gerald Borgia of

the University of Maryland, are the first

long-term, systematic studies of any bow-

erbird species. Our respective findings

have illuminated many basic elements of

bowerbird behavior and ecology, but they

have not yet fully answered the central

theoretical question: Why, in an evolution-

ary sense, do bowerbirds build bowers?

Gilliard, while curator of birds at the

American Museum of Natural History,

noted an inverse correlation between the

level of bower complexity and decoration



and the elaborateness of male plumage in

species of the genus Amblyornis. This

relationship, which is the general pattern

observed in all bower-building species, led

him to the idea that the bower has taken

on importance as a secondary sexual

characteristic, that is, a trait that func-

tions in the acquisition of mates but is not

directly associated with reproduction. His

suggestion was based on the concept of

sexual selection, a part of which maintains

that traits preferred by females will be

perpetuated in a species, not necessarily

because they enhance survival, but be-

cause the attractive males will leave more

offspring than males without the particu-

lar trait. Brilliant and elaborate plumage

frequently plays an important role in sex-

ual selection among birds, influencing

both mate choice and the establishment of

dominance hierarchies among competing

males. Gilliard proposed that as bower-

birds evolved, the males of many species

built increasingly complex bowers and

concomitantly lost their nuptial plumage.

Recent field tests support Gilliard's

speculation. In an elegant series of experi-

ments, Borgia showed that in satin bower-

birds, male reproductive success is signifi-

cantly and positively correlated with the

number of blue feather decorations at the

bower and, to a lesser degree, the height of

the bower and the frequency of vocaliza-

tions. Borgia's studies, as well as our own,

also indicate that bowers are the focal

point of male-male interactions.

Historically, theories about the origin of

bower building have centered on the idea

that bowers are somehow related to

nests—that bower building originated as

displaced nest building or that the bower

acts as a supranormal nest stimulus. The

many variations of the nest-substitute the-

ory have had a wealth of proponents, but

there has been no actual support from the

field. We feel that the basic hypothesis

that bowers are somehow analogous to

nests is inadequate. If bowers are substi-

tute nests, why are they placed on the

ground when the female builds her nest six

to ten feet above it, why are they deco-

rated, and what is the significance of vari-

ation in their structure? If females depend

upon some physiological stimulation from
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the bower to begin nesting, how did the

polygamous ancestors of bowerbirds,

which did not build bowers, solve this

problem, and how would such a need be

related to the process of choosing a mate?

The lack of field data has hampered the

development of alternative theories on

bower evolution. Together with Borgia, we
have attempted to formulate an experi-

mentally testable model, consistent with

sexual selection theory, that would explain

both the origin of bowers and their subse-

quent evolution and elaboration. Our hy-

pothesis is that females originally selected

males with skill in manipulating objects,

such as sticks. This preference could have

eventually led, through sexual selection,

to the construction of the first bower. As

the trait became more and more wide-

spread, males would have been under

pressure to build larger, more complex,

and more highly decorated bowers. In

time, bowers would function as "markers"

of male quality, and as Gilliard suggested,

any elaborate plumage characteristics

that may have existed would have lost

their importance and been reduced.

Bowers require more than building

skills; they must also be well defended and

strategically situated to attract females.

Consequently, in Macgregor's bowerbird,

the bower's location on a ridge and the

male's ability to protect it from marauders

would have become additional indicators

to the female of the male's comparative

fitness and genetic quality.

We are steadily elucidating the inter-

play of factors in bower-building behavior.

All research to date, however, has merely

scratched the surface. Bowerbirds are

unique in having the males' secondary sex-

ual characteristics externalized in a physi-

cal structure, but not all bowerbirds are

alike in behavior or ecology. They may be

found in habitats ranging from grasslands

to rain forests, for example, and vary

widely in their bower-building behavior

and mating patterns. What is needed now

are detailed and comparative studies on

different species. This approach may help

us better understand not only bowerbird

behavior but also the basic workings of

sexual selection and the evolution of di-

verse mating patterns. D



Male Macgregor's bowerbirds often

attempt to destroy each other's courtship

bowers. Consequently, each male spends

the betterpart ofthe dayperched quietly

above his bower, ready to defend it

against marauders and on the lookout

for visitingfemales.
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Night Owls Are Good Listeners
Superb hearing enables the barn owl

to hunt at night with deadly accuracy

by Masakazu Konishi

Favorite subjects in popular art and fa-

bles, owls have been cast in many roles

—

from messenger of death and evil omen to

symbol of wisdom and good luck. Few

people, however, actually see owls in the

wild, and fewer still are familiar with their

habits. For many, the hooting or screech-

ing of an owl at night offers perhaps the

most telling clue about owl behavior, sug-

gesting as it does that the birds are noctur-

nal. To the human listener stumbling

along in the dark, the obvious questions

are, how do owls get about at night and

how, in particular, do they manage to hunt

down their prey?

Certainly the eyes of nocturnal owls are

better adapted to dim illumination than

are human eyes, but no animal can see in

total darkness. Fortunately for the owls,

their peak period of activity can vary from

dusk to dawn, and even the middle of the

night is seldom totally dark. The moon or

the stars often provide enough light for

nocturnal birds to fly by.

Nevertheless, there are times when

owls are forced to operate in near-total

darkness. In the early 1950s, Roger Payne

and William Drury carried out experi-

ments with barn owls (Tyto alba), among
the most nocturnal of all owls, and live

mice, which are typical of the small

mammals on which these owls feed. The

owls easily caught mice rustling among
dead leaves on the floor of a totally dark-

ened room. Subsequently, Payne found

that an owl would strike a loudspeaker

broadcasting tape-recorded mouse rustles.

He then devised a clever test in which he

attached a crumpled, noisy ball of paper

to the tail of a mouse, which was walking

noiselessly on sand; the owl attacked the

paper, not the mouse. Without question,

the owl was relying on sound—rather than

smell or infrared waves from body heat

—

to locate its prey in the dark.

Because barn owls, unlike bats, do not

use sonar, they are dependent on sounds

produced by the movement of their prey.

A mouse could escape death if it stopped

making noises as soon as it noticed an ap-

proaching owl, but the bird's large wings,

soft feathers, and small body enable it to

fly silently. In addition, owls respond so

fast that a mouse might not have a chance

to react: barn owls can take off from a

perch within half a second of hearing a

mouse, and they can fly about 12.5 feet

per second in the dark.

To pinpoint a mouse's location by its

noises alone, the barn owl needs an acute

sense of hearing. Recently, its cochlea (the

structure in the inner ear responsible for

transforming sound waves into nerve im-

pulses) has been found to be the longest of

any bird's, and among the species studied

so far, the barn owl can hear the widest

range of frequencies. It can also hear ex-

tremely faint noises that are inaudible to

humans.

The barn owl's hearing is aided by its fa-

cial ruff, a concave wall of stiff, dark-

tipped feathers. The outer edges of the

ruff, which encircle the two halves of the

face separately, give the barn owl's face its

distinctive heart shape. Like parabolic re-

flectors, the two halves of the ruff channel

sound into the ears. (White, sound-trans-

parent feathers that hide all but the outer

rim of the ruff account for the barn owl's

white face.) Other typically nocturnal owl

species, such as the saw-whet, long-eared,

and great gray owls, also have well devel-

oped facial ruffs; diurnal species, such as

the snowy and burrowing owls, do not.

But it is not enough to hear well: a barn

owl hunting at night cannot afford to mis-

take a mature skunk for a mouse. Experi-

ments have shown that these owls can re-

member complex noises and distinguish

them from similar but different noises.

Presumably, after many nights of sitting

in a tree or cruising over fields, the barn

owl learns to link the acoustic and visual

characteristics of the animals in its envi-

ronment, and eventually, it can identify

appropriate prey by sound alone.

Once the barn owl recognizes a prey, it

must determine exactly where the rustles

come from. Pinpointing the source of a

noise involves calculations in both azi-

muth (or left-right) direction and eleva-

tion (up-down) direction. Whether the

barn owl also assesses the depth (or dis-

tance) of a sound is not known.

The barn owl reacts to a rustling noise

by turning its face, with extreme accuracy

and speed, toward the source of the sound.

Once the source is directly in front of the

owl's face, the bird can pinpoint it with an

error of less than 1.5° in both azimuth and

elevation. Interestingly, for sounds origi-

nating within 30° of either side of the mid-

point of the bird's face, the barn owl has

an impressively good idea of where they

are coming from even before turning its

head. Payne originally thought that the

barn owl determines the location of a

sound by scanning with its head until it

finds the right spot, but subsequent ex-

periments have proved the owl to be much
more sophisticated than that. When a

noise is cut off before the barn owl has a

chance to turn toward it, the bird still lo-

calizes accurately. It is able to do this by

rapidly translating acoustic cues into a lo-

cation, which it memorizes, even before

turning. Not surprisingly, the farther

away the sound source is from the mid-

point of the face, the greater the chances

that the owl will make a mistake.

To respond with such speed and accu-

racy, the barn owl needs both ears; with

one ear plugged, it cannot localize sound

at all. Experimental work during the last

decade has shown that the cues used by

the owl to determine the left-right posi-

tion of a sound involve binaural time dif-

ferences, that is, the difference in time it

takes a sound to reach each of the two

ears. When the sound source is located at

the midpoint between the two ears, no

time difference occurs, but a sound com-

ing from the right, for example, reaches

the right ear sooner than the left one.

The maximum binaural time difference

for barn owls is about 1 50 microseconds

(one microsecond being one-millionth of a

second), compared with 570 microsec-

onds for humans, who have larger heads.

There is still some resistance to the idea

that any animal can use such small time

differences for sound localization, but re-

cent studies in my laborators' have shown

that the barn owl can actually use a binau-

ral time lag as short as 10 microseconds.

The barn owl uses a different cue.

known as binaural intensity difl'erence. to

figure out how far up or down, relative to

its eyes, a sound is coming from. A head,

whether a bird's or a human's, casts a sort

of shadow in the sound field, interfering

with the movement of sound waves. As a
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Below: In this infraredphotograph,

taken in a soundproof, darkened room, a

barn owl homes in on its unsuspecting

victim. Just before striking, the owl

adjusts its talons to the length and

shape ofthe mouse. Right: A barn owl

prepares to enjoy thefruits ofits labors.

Masakazu Konishi

result, a noise will sound less loud to the

ear in the shadow than to the other ear.

Humans, with ears placed at the same

level on either side of the head, use both

binaural time and binaural intensity cues

for determining left-right direction. Barn

owls, and most typically nocturnal owls,

can use binaural intensity differences to

determine elevation because their ear

openings are asymmetrical. The nature of

the asymmetry varies from species to spe-

cies. In the barn owl, the asymmetry is re-

stricted to the fleshy external part of the

two ear holes: one is situated above the

midpoint of the eye; the other, below. Sim-

ilarly, the halves of the barn owFs facial

ruff are slightly asymmetrical: the left one

tilted downward; the right one, upward.

These asymmetries, which allow for the

differential reception of sound waves,

mean that sounds coming from below eye

level will sound louder in the left ear and

those coming from above will sound

louder in the right. The differences in

loudness allow the barn owl to pinpoint

sound in the elevational plane. When a

noise is equally loud in both ears, the owl

knows that its source is at eye level.

The importance of hearing to the barn

owl is reflected in its brain. Some of the

brainstem regions devoted to binaural

hearing are much larger in the barn owl

than in any other birds studied so far. In a

special midbrain region, each cell is sensi-

tive to a unique combination of binaural

time and intensity differences and re-

sponds only to sound emanating from a

single, small area in space. Recently, these

locations in space have been found to cor-

respond to specific locations within the

brain: cells responsive to sounds in front of

the owl occur in the anterior part of the

brain, for example, while those sensitive to

sounds from the side occur in the lateral

part. Thus, the barn owl's brain contains a

neural map of auditory space. The map
provides the owl with a reference table

that it can use to look up sound cues and

assign each one a location. This is the first

such map found in any animal, and un-

doubtedly, its evolution is closely related

to the highly nocturnal nature of the barn

owl's life style. Whether other birds or ani-

mals have auditory maps remains to be

discovered.

Our growing ability to explain, in ana-

tomical and neurophysiological terms,

how barn owls localize sound may take

away some of the mystery, but it in no way

diminishes the impressiveness of their

skill. The object of more than their share

of superstition through the ages, owls have

only in recent decades begun to receive

recognition for their real talents. D
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A Clark's nutcracker uses its long

bill to extract a seedfrom a mature

piTwnpine cone. The large, nutritious

seeds ofopen cones are easily spotted

byforaging birds.

Tom Bledsoe



Remembrance of Seeds Stashed
For several species oj birds in the American Southwest, andfor

the pines on which they feed, survival and reproduction hinge

on the birds' remarkable memory

by Stephen Vander Wall and Russell P. Balda

Most coniferous trees rely on the wind

to disperse their winged seeds, which are

kept tightly sealed in cones until maturity

to protect them from birds and other po-

tential predators. But in many mountain-

ous regions of the western United States,

certain pine trees have actually come to

depend on seed-eating birds for seed dis-

persal. This mutualistic relationship pro-

foundly influences the natural history of

both the birds and the trees.

Over the millennia, the pines, which in-

clude piiion pines, whitebark pine, south-

western white pine, and limber pine, de-

veloped a number of characteristics that

make them attractive to foraging birds.

Cones are often conspicuously positioned

on branches, and as summer turns to fall

and the cones on many of the trees begin

to open, the seeds within them are visible

for several yards. These wingless seeds are

much larger than the seeds of most other

conifers, and to some extent, their quality

can be determined at a distance: edible

(and viable) piiion pine seeds, for exam-

ple, are dark chestnut brown; inedible (in-

fertile) seeds are usually paler.

Many mammals are also drawn to the

prominently displayed seeds, and pifion

seeds were a staple in the diet of several

American Indian tribes. No seedlings can

grow from consumed seeds, so why did

these trees evolve such an apparently mal-

adaptive set of traits?

The answer to this question lies in the

foraging behavior of the four species of

birds, all in the family Corvidae, that har-

vest most of the seeds from these pines:

Clark's nutcracker {Nucifraga Columbi-

ana); piiion jay (Gymnorhinus cyano-

cephalus); Steller's jay (Cyanocitta

sielleri); and scrub jay (Aphelocoma

coerulescens). Our studies have demon-

strated that while these birds collect im-

pressive numbers of seeds in the fall, they

do not eat all the seeds right away; they

bury most in the soil as reserves against

the lean winter and spring months, when

other food is unavailable. The ability of

the seeds to remain viable—and edible

—

for many weeks in the cold ground holds

the key to the mutually beneficial relation-

ship between tree and bird.

The most proficient harvester of pine

seeds is the Clark's nutcracker, a close rel-

ative of the Eurasian nutcracker (N.

caryocalactes), which is well known for its

extensive collecting of the seeds of Euro-

pean and Asian pines. Clark's nutcracker

breeds throughout the western United

States and southwestern Canada in mixed

coniferous forests of high, rugged moun-

tains. A strong, skillful flier, it often

ranges great distances, especially in fall

and winter, to lowland valleys.

Two structural features contribute to

the nutcracker's efficiency at gathering

seeds. It has a long, sturdy, sharply

pointed bill that it uses as a chisel to pry

open cone scales. The length of the bill al-

lows the bird to poke deep between the

scales while keeping its facial feathers

free of the pitchy surface of the cone. The

second structure, unique to nutcrackers, is

the sublingual pouch, a specialized ex-

pandable sac in front of and below the

tongue. The evolution of this pouch in-

volved only slight modification of other

features ofthe mouth, but it led to sweeping

changes in the nutcracker's life history.

In late August, the nutcrackers leave

their breeding grounds and move down

the mountainsides to areas where pine

cones are beginning to ripen. They remove

green, tightly closed cones from the trees

either by twisting them loose or by peck-

ing at the cone's point of attachment to the

tree. Each detached cone is carried to a

tree stump or the crotch of a sturdy limb

where, holding the cone by its feet, the

nutcracker forcefully chisels between the

cone scales with its bill and extracts seeds.

In mid-September, piiion, southwestern

white, and limber pine cones mature and

begin to open while still on the trees, and

the nutcrackers change their foraging be-

havior, using their bills as forceps to re-

move seeds directly from attached cones.

After extracting a seed, the nutcracker

rattles it in its bill. How the seed sounds

and how much it weighs apparently en-

able the bird to distinguish inedible seeds

from edible ones. Inedible seeds are dis-

carded, while edible seeds, if not eaten im-

mediately, are placed in the sublingual

pouch. Of the more than seven hundred

seeds we have removed from pouches, all

have been edible and potentially viable.



Nutcrackers rarely make mistakes, even

though more than half the seeds in a crop

may be unfertilized or diseased.

When fully expanded, the sublingual

pouch can hold about ninety Colorado pi-

fion pine seeds or about twice as many of

the smaller whitebark pine seeds. Holding

seeds in its pouch does not prevent the nut-

cracker from vocalizing, eating, or testing

the quality of more seeds. Because it ac-

commodates so many seeds without inter-

fering with the rest of the bird's activities,

the pouch enables the nutcracker to for-

age widely and to transport seeds long dis-

tances to favored storage sites.

Part of our fieldwork in the San Fran-

cisco Mountains of north-central Arizona

involved learning where the birds were

taking their seeds. After hours of follow-

ing birds through forests, across canyons,

and up mountainsides, we discovered their

destination: a south-facing slope high in

the mountains. To reach this location,

some birds flew up to fourteen miles.

We found that a dozen or more nut-

crackers may store their seeds in a com-

munal caching area, often working as little

as three feet apart. The cache areas are

usually windswept ridges, south-facing

slopes, and rocky cliff edges—places

where snow is lacking or melts early in the

spring and where seeds are, therefore, ac-

cessible in the wintertime. Such sites are

rare, which probably explains why cache

areas are communal. After selecting an

appropriate site, a bird jabs its bill into the

soil once or twice to make a small hole. It

then puts from one to fourteen seeds into

the hole, holding them one at a time in the

tip of its bill and inserting them to a depth

of from one-half to one inch. When fin-

ished with a particular hole, the bird first

rakes soil or litter over it with its bill and

then places a small object, such as a twig,

pebble, pine cone, or even a lump of snow,

on top of the spot to help hide it.

Studies of piiion, Steller's, and scrub

jays reveal that they too invest consider-

able time and energy each fail collecting,

transporting, and caching pine seeds but

that they differ from the nutcracker, and

among themselves, in many aspects of

their behavior. Many of these differences

are related to dilTering morphologies.

Like the nutcracker, the pinon jay has a

long, sharply pointed bill with which to

chisel into closed, green cones, but the

Steller's and scrub jays do not. They must

wait for cones to ripen or open naturaUy

before they can harvest seeds. Before

cones open, these jays harass foraging nut-

crackers in an attempt to get them to drop

seeds or the cones they are working on.

None of the three jays has a sublingual

pouch. Piiion and Steller's jays transport

seeds in an expandable esophagus, while

the scrub jay simply uses its mouth and

bill. The piiion jay can carry up to fifty-six

piiion seeds, the Steller's jay eighteen, and

the scrub jay only five—in each case con-

siderably fewer than the ninety seeds car-

ried by the nutcracker.

The maximum distance that birds carry

seeds also varies: about six miles for the

piiion jay; two for the Steller's; and half a

mile for the scrub jay. Again, all are less

than the nutcracker's fourteen miles. Dis-

tance is thus positively correlated with the

quantity of seeds transported. Interest-

ingly, those species that travel farther are

also swifter fliers.

All the jays store seeds in the soil in

much the same manner as does the nut-

cracker, but the habitats in which seeds

are buried differ. When harvesting piiion

pine seeds, for example, Steller's jays

carry seeds upslope to ponderosa pine for-

ests. Piiion and scrub jays cache exten-

sively in pifion-juniper woodlands, al-

though in some areas of their range, the

pinon jays also store seeds at higher eleva-

tions, in the ponderosa pine forests, and

farther downslope, in grasslands. Thus,

the birds transport seeds to several habi-

tats over a wide elevational range.

Caching systems also vary. Steller's and

scrub jays cache seeds on their breeding

territories and actively defend the supplies

against intruders, whereas nutcrackers

and piiion jays cache in areas used com-

munally by many individuals. Nutcracker

cache areas may be completely unassoci-

ated with breeding areas.

An active nutcracker can store a prodi-

gious quantity of seeds. During years of

abundant cone production, nutcrackers

will engage in seed storage for about fifty

days. If the cache site is, say, three miles

from the seed-collecting area, each nut-

cracker could make about ten round trips

per day. At the mean rate of 65 piiion pine

seeds per trip, one bird could conceivably

store 32,500 seeds each fall in more than

8,000 separate caches.

Perhaps even more impressive than

how many seeds the nutcracker buries is

how many it manages to recover, often

months later. Experiments with captive

birds in large enclosures have demon-

strated that both the Clark's nutcracker

and the Eurasian nutcracker can remem-

ber the location of individual caches. In

one experiment, nutcrackers found only

seeds that they had hidden even though

hundreds of caches made by other birds

were present. In another, a bird was taken

out of the enclosure temporarily and one-

half of its caches were removed. When
this bird later searched for seeds, it dug at

both full and empty cache sites. The re-

sults of these and other experiments indi-

cate that seed recovery is not dependent

on the sense of smell and, since nutcrack-

ers generally probed with an accuracy of

from 60 to 90 percent, that the searches

were not random (the predicted accuracy

of a random search would be less than one

percent).

In an experiment to test their memory
more directly, nutcrackers were allowed
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Having removed an unripe pine conefrom a tree

and carried it to a sturdy branch, a nutcracker.

left, is hammering at the cone to expose

the seeds. Later, afterfilling an expandable

pouch below its tongue with seeds,

the bird mayfly several miles to a communal

caching site where it will store the seeds

in the ground, below. The nutcracker's excellent

memory enables it to recover many ofthe

buried seeds during the lean winter months.

to cache seeds in soil in the midst of large

rocks, logs, and shrubs, objects they might

use as landmarks. Then, the birds were re-

moved, and all the large objects on one-

half of the enclosure were shifted eight

inches in the same direction without dis-

turbing the caches. The other, control half

of the enclosure was unchanged. As ex-

pected, when the nutcrackers were re-

turned, they recovered seeds on the con-

trol half with their usual success rate. On
the half with the shifted objects, however,

they probed eight inches away from the

actual caches but in the "correct" sites

with respect to the objects. Apparently,

nutcrackers remember the arrangement

of objects surrounding each cache.

But what happens if snow obliterates

surface objects? Despite the birds' prefer-

ence for snow-free sites, snow does some-

times cover caches, and the birds rou-

tinely dig through six inches of snow. The

effect of snow was tested indirectly in a

large room with logs and other objects on a

sandy floor. After a nutcracker made sev-

eral caches, it, along with all objects on the

sand, was removed from the room. When
the bird was placed back in the room

thirty-one days later, the accuracy with

which it located buried seeds decreased

from about 90 to 50 percent. Removal of

the surface objects greatly reduced the

bird's efficiency. What success it did have

was probably due to such aboveground ob-

jects as walls, light switches, and perches,

cues that may be analogous to tree trunks,

branches, and boulders not obscured by

snow.

The observation that in experiments

nutcrackers rarely find seeds cached by

other birds indicates that although seeds

are stored in communal areas, each bird

has its own seed reserve. In the wild, nut-

crackers and jays have been observed

searching for the stored seeds of other

birds, but this usually occurred when the

searching bird had seen the cache being

made. Caching birds frequently thwart at-

tempted thefts by digging up their seeds

and moving them. Sometimes, a thief is

successful, but in general, stealing is an in-

effective strategy. In the autumn, when

seeds are abundant and easily accessible,

harvesting and storing one's own supply is

more efficient than attempting to steal

from another bird, which may take pains

to prevent the theft.

Clark's nutcrackers begin recovering

buried seeds in the late fall, as the supply

of seeds in cones becomes depleted. Dur-

ing the winter months, stored seeds make
up the bulk of the diet, which is supple-

mented with overwintering insects and an

occasional mouse or chipmunk. In years

when pine trees produce few or no cones,

nutcrackers are forced to leave their al-

pine haunts in search of other foods. When
the shortage of conifer seeds is severe, the

birds wander far outside their normal

range and habitat; in years past, they have

been recorded in the Great Plains, south-

western deserts, and Pacific coastal areas.

Nutcrackers continue to draw on their

stored seed reserves during the breeding

season. Among the earliest nesting birds in

North America, they may lay eggs in late

February. The cached pine seeds provide

the adults with the extra energy necessary

for winter breeding. When eggs hatch, in

March or April, pine seeds also make up

almost the entire diet of the nestlings.

Feeding seeds to young is a rare behavior

among birds, even granivorous ones, be-

cause most seeds do not provide enough

protein and fats for rapid growth of young

birds. Young nutcrackers have apparently

evolved the ability to develop on a diet of

pine seeds; more important, the seeds fed

to them by their parents are unusually

high in lipids and proteins.

Early breeding is advantageous for the

young birds because it gives them more

time to gain weight and foraging experi-

ence before the onset of winter. After the

young leave the nest, they follow their par-

ents to a cache site. While adults search

for seeds, groups of siblings usually wait in

nearby trees, although young birds occa-

sionally hop along the ground behind their

parents, giving high-pitched hunger calls.

After a cache is located, the adults shell

seeds and feed them whole to the young.

Fledglings are fed by parents until mid-

July; by early August, they are foraging

for themselves on the ripening cones.

The three jays vary in their dependence

on stored seeds. Pirion jays rely on them

heavily in the winter and, like the nut-

crackers, will erupt from their normal

range if seeds are not available for storage.

In years of good cone crops, pirion jays

may also breed as early as late February,

but they differ from nutcrackers in that

stored seeds constitute only about 10 per-

cent of the nestling diet; the other 90 per-

cent is made up largely of insects. Steller's

and scrub jays used stored seeds to supple-

ment their winter diet but do not usually



Stored seeds that are not retrieved may
germinate in the spring. By burying seeds

in a variety ofhabitats, the birds

unintentionally help the trees colonize

new areas. Thesepihonpine seedlings,for

example, are growing in a mountain

mahogany thicket slightly above the

pihon-juniper woodland.

undergo eruptive movements when pine

seeds are not available. Both species breed

late in the spring and, like most birds, feed

mainly insects to their young.

These four species form a graded series

of behavioral and morphological special-

izations for seed collecting, transporta-

tion, and storage in the order, from least to

most specialized, of scrub jay, Steller's

jay, piiion jay, and Clark's nutcracker.

The gradation can provide insights into

how the remarkable specializations found

in the nutcracker today might have

evolved in tandem. Modifications in bill

morphology and foraging technique that

allowed more efficient foraging, for exam-

ple, were accompanied by the develop-

ment of food-transporting structures and

strong, swift flight, which permitted the

birds to range greater distances and ex-

ploit widely scattered resource patches.

As adaptations evolved that increased the

total quantity of seeds cached, other as-

pects of the nutcracker's life history

changed: it became an early breeder; its

nestlings adapted to a seed diet; and its in-

creased dependency on seeds obliged it to

emigrate when seed crops failed.

The advantages to the pines in this ap-

parently coevolved system derive from the

failure of the birds to recover all the

cached seeds. Nutcrackers and pifion jays.

especially, seem to have an insatiable

drive to store pine seeds and frequently

bury two to three times more than they

could possibly consume, perhaps as insur-

ance against spoilage and cache-robbing

rodents. Cached seeds that survive the

winter and that were placed in a good

seedbed may germinate. Identifying seed-

lings that originated from nutcracker or

jay caches is generally easy since they of-

ten grow in clusters. In many whitebark

and limber pine forests, clusters of mature

trees can frequently be found, evidence of

a long history of caching.

This seed-dispersal system is superior to

the wind dispersal of most other conifers

in several ways. First, because the large

seeds of bird-dispersed pines have more

stored energy and nutrients, seedling

establishment is more likely to be success-

ful. Second, by burying the seeds in the

soil, the birds provide them with far better

microsites than could random scattering

by the wind. Third, nutcrackers, pifion

jays, and to a lesser extent Steller's and

scrub jays transport seeds over long dis-

tances, which makes them excellent ve-

hicles of colonization. In mountainous re-

gions, suitable habitat for pines is usually

patchily distributed, and the distances be-

tween patches are often too great to be

bridged by a seed dependent on the wind.

For a strong flier like the nutcracker, how-

ever, traveling across canyons and be-

tween mountaintops is easy.

The location of suitable habitat for the

trees may also change over time, and there

is evidence that seed-caching birds af-

fected the distribution of these pines in the

past. Since the Pleistocene, the vegetation

zones of the West and Southwest have un-

dergone marked geographical and eleva-

tional fluctuations. These changes have

been well documented by pollen analysis

and by the discovery of fossilized pine nee-

dles in packrat dens. During the last glaci-

ation, for example, single-leaf pifion pine,

which today is found primarily in the foot-

hills and low mountain slopes of the Great

Basin of Utah and Nevada, was restricted

to an area now occupied by the Mojave

Desert in southern California. This spe-

cies' large, wingless seeds probably could

not have moved such distances assisted

only by the wind and gravity, even over a

period of several thousand years. Most

likely, birds ancestral to the seed-caching

nutcrackers and jays were the vehicles by

which this and other such pines came to

occupy their present ranges. Thus, when

climatic conditions shift, causing inhos-

pitable areas to become suitable for plant

growth and reproduction, these birds may
help the pines to colonize new locations.

Such eff'ective and far-ranging seed dis-

persal does not come cheap. The birds' de-

pendence on the pines has required the

trees to invest, so to speak, in the expen-

sive production of high-energy seeds,

many of which will be eaten and never

have a chance to germinate. For the birds,

too—especially the nutcrackers and pinon

jays—dependence has its costs. When
seed production is poor and the birds are

forced to emigrate, their breeding success

drops and many emigrants die. Thus, the

coevolutionary relationship between tree

and bird cannot be considered a perfect or

finished product. It is a living process, con-

stantly subjected to factors tending to-

ward greater specialization and factors

penalizing overspecialization. The point of

balance between these two conflicting in-

fluences determines how dependent on

stored seeds birds in a particular environ-

ment may become. D
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Steller'sjays also store conifer seeds,

but lacking the nutcracker's long,

chisellike bill, they must wait until the

cones open naturally before harvesting

the seeds. Thesejays are generalists and
bury acorns and other large seeds as well,

often in residential areas.

John Running, Atler-lmage



Bird Art
Today's wildlife artists are following

in the tradition ofAudubon and Fuertes

by Roger Tory Peterson

Birds, the only other creatures besides

humans to walk on two legs, have fasci-

nated artists since the Stone Age. The an-

cient hunters who decorated the walls of

their caves made the earhest drawings of

birds known to us, preceding even those on

the tombs of the Pharaohs. Bird art, if we
may call it that, has a history that goes

back at least 5,000 years.

Today, in the 1980s, there is far more

talent and activity among wildlife artists

than we have known previously—in direct

proportion to the increased popular inter-

est in birding and other nature-oriented

pursuits. Hundreds of men and an increas-

ing number of women spend their time

painting or drawing birds. But, to reiterate

a cliche, "Is it really Art?"

Until recently, most art historians and

museum curators believed that wildlife

painting was not art unless it had some-

thing to do with an animal's relationship to

humans. Domestic animals such as horses,

dogs, and cattle were satisfactory subject

matter. The works of Rosa Bonheur and

Edwin Henry Landseer were acceptable,

as were paintings of the chase—a hunted

stag or a boar being attacked by dogs, for

example. Ducks or other waterfowl were

usually shown dead, hung by their feet as

still lifes. Songbirds were acceptable sub-

jects only if given some religious or sym-

bolic significance. The European gold-

finch (the one with the red face), a symbol

of good luck or happiness, might be shown

in the hands of a child who was lovingly

squeezing it to death. One connoisseur

stated, "If animals are shown in art they

should be episodes in the eternal battle be-

tween men and animals, reason and pas-

sion, civilization and nature."

Prior to this century very few paintings

of birds or other animals were given wall
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space in the world's art galleries unless

they met the anthropomorphic criteria

just described. The works of Albrecht Dii-

rer and John James Audubon—in which

the animal was portrayed not as a satellite

of humans but with its own identity

—

were notable exceptions. This limited, in-

deed arrogant, point of view has been

changing in recent years because of a

more enhghtened understanding of the

natural world that acknowledges that

birds are birds, not little humans clothed

in feathers.

Even so, most bird art might be scored

by some critics as being too conservatively

representational or academic, ignoring ab-

straction, geometries, subconscious com-

ment, and other manifestations of contem-

porary painting. Actually, wildlife artists,

painting in their naturalistic manner, are

making a statement about their world that

is every bit as valid as that of Andy War-

hol or any of the other avant-garde inter-

preters of the synthetic city scene.

It is still too early to assess the value of

the work of some of the younger artists

now painting birds. Several are superb.

New directions are being explored, but be-

cause tastes change, we cannot predict

which of the contemporary bird artists

will stand the test of time.

Of those who have gone before, we can

be sure of only two who will be remem-

bered far into the future—John James

Audubon, who took birds out of the glass

case for all time, and Louis Agassiz Fuer-

tes, who really brought them to life.

Whereas Audubon invariably reflected

Audubon in his spirited compositions,

Fuertes reflected more of the character of

the bird, less of himself. No illustrator or

artist has done it better.

Louis Agassiz Fuertes dominated bird

Roseate Spoonbill

Louis Agassiz Fuertes
American Museum of Natural History

f

art in the first quarter of this century, just

as Audubon had reigned supreme nearly a

century earlier. Fuertes was bom under a

lucky star, for at a young age he was be-

friended and sponsored by two men of

powerful influence: Abbott Thayer, who

shaped his thinking as an artist, and Elliott

Coues, who promoted him in scientific cir-

cles. Thayer and his son Gerald wrote the

controversial tome Concealing Coloration

in the Animal Kingdom, an exposition of

the "laws of disguise through color and
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Red-breasted Merganser

Louis Agassiz Fuertes
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pattern." Young Fuertes understood this

principle instinctively and was one of

Thayer's greatest defenders, yet he sel-

dom reflected it in his work, for if an artist

were really to succeed at this kind of im-

pressionistic painting the viewer would

hardly be able to separate the bird from

the background. During his mid-thirties

Fuertes's conespondence reveals the spot

he was in, a sort of mid-life crisis: old Ab-

bott Thayer was berating him for painting

birds that stood out from their surround-

ings, while Gilbert Grosvenor of National

Geographic and Frank Chapman of Bird

Lore sent back drawing after drawing, de-

manding that the birds be made to stand

out more clearly on the page, preferably in

straight profile. In the end, and no doubt

with some anguish, Fuertes gave in to the

wishes of Grosvenor and Chapman, ignor-

ing the three-dimensional play of light and

shade in favor of local color—a pragmatic

concession that most bird artists make to

the demands of ornithological illustration.

But was it art? Not really, if we are to

accept Don Eckelberry's definition: If

painters are told how to do their birds,

what plumages to show, and in what posi-

tions, it is illustration. If they paint in their

own way, untrammeled by the limitations

imposed by others, it can be art. When he

was allowed freedom, Fuertes was spiri-

tually an artist, as evidenced by his superb

Abyssinian watercolors and some of his

other, later works.

My own life's work was sparked by a

Fuertes color plate, a blue jay that my sev-

enth-grade teacher. Miss Hornbeck. gave

me to copy. From then on birds became

my life's focus, an obsession from which I

have never freed myself.

In 1925, several months after my
graduation from high school in James-



town, New York, I boarded the train for

New York Cit}' to attend my first meeting

of the .American Ornithologists" Union at

the American Museum of Natural His-

tor}'. To a seventeen-year-old who had

never before met any of the high ornitho-

logical "brass." the climax came when I

was introduced to Louis Agassiz Fuertes.

Hanging in the bird art exhibit on the

second floor of the Museum were two of

my own watercolors. a ruby-throated

hummingbird and a kingbird. I do not re-

member what the master said about them,

but to illustrate a point, he led me to a

small watercolor of a golden eagle by

Archibald Thorbum. the premier British

bird painter The highlights falling across

the dark back of the eagle, he explained,

were painted in tones as hght in value as

the shadows might be on the white breast

of a gull. He could not resist expounding

the Thayer principle of countershading.

As we went from painting to painting,

we chatted with other well-known wildlife

artists of the day: Francis Lee Jaques (pro-

nounced Jay-queez), who had recently

joined the staff of the Museum; Charles

Livingston Bull, a popular magazine illus-

trator; and Courtenay Brandreth, one of

Fuertes's disciples. Standing before a dra-

matic canvas of a harpy eagle by Charles

Knight. Fuertes commented that it was a

pity that Knight, primaril)' a mammal
painter, painted so few birds; he did them

so well. Then stepping up to a pamtmg ol

his own. a large oil of a great homed o\\ 1 m
a trap on the leafy forest floor, he said

"This is the way I really like to pamt

Fm going to do more of this from now on
"

This owl was not executed in his usual

style but was more "painterly."

When we left the hall and descended

Peru\ian Island Guano Group, WTiitney Memorial Hall

Francis Lee Jaques
Amencan Wyseum o) Natural History
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Egret in Florida Pond

Francis Lee Jaques
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Above the River—Trumpeter Swans

Robert Bateman
© Courtesy of the
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the stairs, he reached into his inner jacket

pocket and withdrew a handful of water-

color brushes. Picking out a flat red sable

about a half-inch wide, he handed it to me,

saying, "Take this. You will find it good

for laying in background washes." I

thanked him and before we parted he

added, "And don't hesitate to send your

drawings to me from time to time. Just ad-

dress them to Louis Fuertes, Ithaca, New
York."

Actually, I never did send any of my
drawings to him for criticism; I had de-

cided to wait until they were worthy of his

time. And so by delaying, I forfeited a

priceless opportunity, for less than two

years later, in 1927, Fuertes met his death

at a railroad crossing while driving home
to Ithaca.

I can think of only one top)-level bird art-

ist of my acquaintance who was not influ-

enced in the slightest by either Audubon
or Fuertes—Francis Lee Jaques. He was

his own man. I met him in 1925 when I at-

tended my first AOU meeting at the

American Museum. He had been hired

only the year before by Frank M. Chap-

man, the Museum's curator of birds, who
at that time was the father figure of Amer-
ican ornithology.

Chapman, who conceived the diorama

idea, a new concept in museum exhibits,

had discovered that most bird artists, no

matter how skilled, tended to paint their

birds against the landscape rather than

into it, surrounded by light and air. Even

Fuertes, a close friend of Chapman's,

failed to achieve the third-dimensional

feeling, the illusion of space required by

the habitat groups. When Chapman heard

of Jaques, who was making a name for

himself painting canvases of waterfowl, he

quickly hired him. Jaques's first assign-

ment at the American Museum was the

oval dome of the old Bird Hall, which he

painted from a high scaff"old—rather like

Michelangelo in the Sistine Chapel. Dur-

ing his years in New York he was to paint

more than half of the dioramas in the Mu-
seum, leaving a greater visual stamp on

that institution than any other person, be-

fore or since.

Jaques brought the diorama to its high-

est degree of development, approaching

each habitat group as a problem in engi-

neering disguised by artistry. He was

skilled at handling perspective on a curved

surface. Although he sometimes studied

photographs, he never copied them, stat-

ing, "I do not intend to produce large

Kodachromes." Eschewing the traditional

approach to bird portraiture, he insisted

he was not a painter of feathers and that

he was more concerned with the bird in

the landscape. He painted waterfowl bril-

liantly, but songbirds interested him less.

He once said: "The diff"erence between

warblers and no warblers—is very slight."

Whereas the dioramas, by their very na-

ture, were intended to fool the eye, his

canvases were freed from this restraint;

they were more decorative. But inasmuch

as they betray—^just a little—the influ-

ence of Howard Pyle, N.C. Wyeth, and

other illustrators of an earlier period, they

may seem somewhat dated. On the other

hand, his dioramas insure him a measure

of immortality; they will remain for all to

see as long as the walls of the buildings

stand.

Nearly every young artist who has

painted birds has had to wrestle with the

artistic dilemma that confronted Fuer-

tes—whether to paint birds impressionis-

tically, as the eye sees them, bathed in

light and shadow, or to paint them as de-



Baird's Cormorant

James Fenwick Lansdowne
© M.F- Feheley Arts Limiteb. 1983

Great Blue Heron

James Fenwick Lansdowne

tailed feather maps devoid of modifying

atmosphere (to use Don Eckelberry's ter-

minology, objective realism versus intel-

lectual realism). Or should the artist com-

promise in some other way?

The Leigh Yawkey-Woodson Art Mu-

seum in Wausau, Wisconsin, sponsors an

exhibit of bird art each September, show-

ing about one hundred of the finest exam-

ples of painting and sculpture submitted

to a panel of judges. As many as fifty or

sixty of the artists, mostly from the United

States and Canada, attend this annual

gala, and similar shows are staged by the

Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sci-

ences and the Society of Animal Artists.

Although many pieces can be catego-

rized as delineation in the Audubon tradi-

tion or portraiture in the Fuertes manner

(the works of James Fenwick Lansdowne

and Arthur Singer are good examples),

the trend is toward more "painterly"

canvases and acrylics. They are basically

environmental, with mood and third-di-

mensional activity accomplished by deftly

handled modeling, backlighting, or side-

lighting. In some compositions the bird is

scarcely more than an accent to the land-

scape or a focal point.

Robert Bateman of Canada is an out-

standing example of this new direction. So

are Guy Coheleach (pronounced Ko-le-

ak), Ken Carlson, Robert Clem, Don

Eckelberry, Al Gilbert, Owen Gromme,

Don Malick, George McLean, Peter

Scott, and Keith Shackleton, to name a

few. For me to write about these stars and

others would require a dozen articles such

as this. They all paint diff"erently There is

no right way or wrong way to paint a

bird—it depends on how well it is done.

Bird art, now acknowledged by the galler-

ies, has come of age.
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The Origin ofa Species
Afresh look at Darwin's finches supports the view that the evolution of two bird species

from one often requires geographical separation followed by secondary contact

by Peter R. Grant and Nicola Grant

Between 8,000 and 9,000 species of

birds inhabit the world today. Many more

species once existed but have since gone

extinct. How can we account for the sheer

number of species? The theory of natural

selection provides a powerful explanation

of how organisms change over time, but

one hundred years after Darwin, biologists

are still struggling to understand the de-

tails of the central evolutionary process

—

the development of two species from one.

The basic unresolved question is

whether speciation in birds occurs primar-

ily (or even only) when populations are

physically isolated from one another or

whether speciation can also take place

when populations are adjacent to one an-

other and thus in contact. According to

the first view, any of a number of events,

ranging from movements of the earth's

crust to a few birds blown off course by a

storm, may split a population into two or

more geographically separate ones. Over

time, these isolated populations adapt to

their respective environments and become

so different—genetically, behaviorally,

ecologically—that they never or rarely in-

terbreed even if chance should bring them

together again. This kind of speciation is

known as allopatric speciation.

The chief alternative to this view is the

idea that speciation may result from either

the divergence of two adjacent popula-

tions, as each adapts to different ecologi-

cal conditions in its environment, or the di-

vergence of two segments of a single popu-

lation, as each adapts to different niches.

The first of these two possibilities is often

referred to as parapatric, or clinal, specia-

tion; the second, sympatric. Still another

possibility is that speciation may involve

divergence both when the populations are

isolated and when they are in contact.

Regardless of the geographical mode of

speciation, there are two kinds of isolating

mechanisms that prevent extensive inter-

breeding between the species. First, indi-

viduals may be genetically capable of in-

terbreeding but not do so because they

have evolved incompatible courtship dis-

plays or songs. Alternatively, individuals

of different species may try to breed to-

gether, but their mating success is re-

duced in several ways: the sperm may fail

to fertilize the egg; if fertilized, the egg

may die; or if offspring are produced, they

may be sickly, poorly adapted to the envi-

ronment, or sterile.

Because the changes that culminate in

speciation generally happen relatively

slowly, direct field observation of the proc-

ess is virtually impossible. Instead, or-

nithologists wanting to identify how speci-

ation occurs must infer the process from

present-day results. By comparing the

morphology, behavior, and distribution of

closely related birds, by examining their

genomes biochemically, and by integrat-

ing the results with information from stud-

ies of other organisms, ornithologists hope

to provide a coherent explanation of how

bird species proliferate.

The traces of past speciation are easier

to follow for some species than for others.

The fourteen Darwin's finches—thirteen

species on the Galapagos Islands and one

on Cocos Island to the northeast—are

suitable for such studies for two reasons.

In the first place, Darwin's finches are

closely related. They are more similar to

each other than any of them is to any bird

living in the areas most likely to have sup-

plied the ancestral stock: the mainland of

South or Central America (although they

bear an intriguing resemblance to some

West Indies finches). Their closeness sup-

ports the idea that they have all been de-

rived from a common ancestor.

Second, the Galapagos Islands are only

three to five million years old. The finch

species can thus be no older than this, and

because they are biochemically similar to

each other, they are probably much youn-

ger. Since their speciation has occurred in

a short period of time, it is relatively easy

to interpret. In contrast, in very old

lineages many of the links between ances-

tral and living species have disappeared,

which means that unraveling the history

of these birds can be nearly impossible.

The first comprehensive reconstruction

of the history of Darwin's finches was at-

tempted about forty years ago by the late

British ornithologist David Lack. Building

on the work of Charles Darwin, Harry

Swarth, and Erwin Stresemann, and on

the neo-Darwinian synthesis of evolution-

ary ideas that crystallized in the early

1940s, Lack offered an explanation that

had enormous influence, both on how sub-

sequent ornithologists thought about spe-

ciation in these finches and on ideas about

speciation in general. Now, however, more

is known about the finches and their island

habitats, and for the past ten years, we
have been attempting to take a fresh look

at this group of birds to see if they did in-

deed always evolve as Lack envisioned.

Lack proposed a four-stage process for

the evolution of Darwin's finches. In the

first stage, some individuals of a mainland

finch species either flew directly to the

Galapagos and successfully colonized one

of the islands or flew first to Cocos Island,

their descendants eventually dispersing to

the Galapagos. The colonists must have

crossed the water because the Galapagos,

which straddle the equator approximately

six hundred miles west of the South Amer-

ican continental margin, have never been

connected to the mainland.

In the second stage, some members of

the original colonizing population dis-

persed to one or more different islands,

where they established new populations.

Some evolutionary change took place in

these derived populations, but Lack, be-

lieving the volcanic islands were all eco-

logically similar to one another, thought

the change would not have been great.

The next stage began when finches

from one of the derived populations flew

to the island holding the original popula-

tion. The outcome of this secondary con-

tact between birds from the two popula-

tions would have depended on how differ-

ent they were in appearance and behavior.

If the derived population had changed

very little, interbreeding would have been

frequent, and the two populations would

have fused. If, however, the populations

had become moderately different, the

birds would have tended to discriminate,

selecting mates similar to themselves.

When interbreeding did occur (presum-

ably between the most similar members of

the two populations), it would have

yielded relatively unfit offspring. Often,

the maternal and paternal genes would

have been incompatible, resulting in sub-

standard growth, development, and repro-

duction. Even if the offspring were
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A medium ground finch
on Santa Cruz Island. Galapagos



The six species ofDarwin 's groundfinches

are similar in most aspects ofbehavior

and appearance; differences inplumage are

related to age and sex, not species. Their

beaks, however, may vary considerably. On the

island ofSanta Cruz, the small groundfinch,

facingpage, has a markedly smaller beak

than the medium groundfinch, below. These

differences appear to be partly the result

ofspecializations infeeding habits.

healthy. Lack believed that since they rep-

resented a mixture of the two parental

types, they would have had none of the

particular advantages of either. Conse-

quently, when competing for food with

nonhybrids, they would have been at a dis-

advantage. Either way, natural selection

would have acted against the interbreed-

ing individuals, thereby tending to en-

hance the differences between the popula-

tions and ultimately creating full repro-

ductive isolation between them. In this

way, two species would have formed.

The fourth and last stage involved mul-

tiple repetitions of stages two and three,

culminating in the existence of fourteen

species, more if some are extinct. The

whole process, a classic case of adaptive

radiation, produced the strikingly distinc-

tive birds familiar to numerous biology

students. Most of the changes that took

place involved beak morphology and func-

tion. In one case, tool using developed, en-

abling the birds (woodpecker finches) to

extract arthropods from crevices and

holes in branches with the aid of a twig,

spine, or leaf stalk. Other birds (large

ground finches) evolved extraordinarily

large beaks, capable of cracking large,

hard seeds. Sharp-beaked ground finches

developed the habit of piercing the skin of

sea birds and drinking their blood.

In Lack's model, speciation was initi-

ated through morphological divergence in

isolation, or allopatry (stage two), and

completed when the two populations

came together (sympatn,'. stage three). Is

this model, which we call the partial-allo-

patric model, the best one, according to

present-day knowledge? A possible alter-

native model also involves four stages but

with an important difference. Unlike

Lack's, this second, simpler model sug-

gests that so much adaptive change took

place while the populations were geo-

graphically isolated, that at the time of

secondary contact neither interbreeding

nor competition for food occurred. As a re-

sult, there was no selection for divergence,

and the derived population fitted into the

new island environment without influenc-

ing, or being influenced by, the original

population. According to this scheme, the

complete allopatric model, two species

Tui De Rov Moore

formed from one entirely in isolation from

each other; reinforcement of isolating

mechanisms during the period of second-

ary contact played no part in the process.

We have much evidence to support

Lack's model, but the possibility of specia-

tion occurring along the lines of the second

must by no means be excluded. In 1961,

Robert Bowman, of San Francisco State

University, pointed out that the island

habitats differ far more than Lack be-

lieved. Dispersing from one island to an-

other, therefore, the finches would have

encountered a different food supply, and

over the next several generations, the

birds could have changed considerably as

they adapted to the new foods.

In any comparison of the two models,

the crucial question is whether evolution-

ary changes that occurred in isolation

were sufficient to account for the differ-

ences between species coexisting today.

Our field studies have shown that in one

case, at least, they have not been enough.

The large central island of Santa Cruz is

the home of several finch species, includ-

ing Geospiza fortis, the medium ground

finch, and G.fuliginosa. the small ground

finch; as far as we know, these two species

never interbreed on Santa Cruz. On the

nearby satellite island of Daphne Major,

only the medium ground finch has a

breeding population. Small ground

finches occasionally fly from Santa Cruz

to Daphne Major, however, and some of

those few that stay hybridize with the me-

dium ground finch. What is it, in this case,

that predisposes individuals belonging to

two different species to interbreed? The

answer is apparently that the medium

ground finch tends to be smaller on

Daphne Major than elsewhere, hence a lit-

tle closer in size to the small ground finch.

The important point with regard to the

two models is that the differences between

the small and the medium ground finches

that live together on Santa Cruz cannot be

accounted for entirely by changes they un-

derwent while they were separated. If the

adaptations during geographical isolation

(allopatry) had been sufficient, the me-

dium ground finches on Daphne Major

would be just as different from the small

ground finches as those on Santa Cruz are.

Instead, they are morphologically interme-

diate between the two Santa Cruz species.

These observations support the claim of

Lack's partial-allopatric model that full

speciation involves, during secondary con-

tact, an enhancement of the differences

between previously separated popula-

tions. Further support has come from ex-

periments recently performed by Laurene

Ratcliffe while at McGill University.
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These experiments were designed to test

how well birds of each of the six species of

ground finches (all in the genus Geospiza)

discriminate between members of their

own species and members of a different

species when choosing a mate. All the

ground finches engage in similar court-

ship displays and have identical plumage

color. These characteristics, therefore,

probably do not help the birds tell each

other apart. Beak morphology and song,

though, do vary from species to species, so

Ratcliffe concentrated on these features.

The goal of the experiments was to see

whether species that naturally live to-

gether are any more apt to show discrimi-

nation than are species that naturally live

apart and therefore normally have no need

to make discriminations. If they are, this

would provide additional support for

Lack's model. To test the birds' ability to

discriminate on the basis of morphology,

Ratcliffe presented different species with

lifelike museum specimens of both their

own species and other species; to study the

birds' reactions to songs, she performed

similar experiments using tape recordings

of various songs. In both types of experi-

ments, Ratcliffe found that on islands

where two species coexist, the birds do in-

deed discriminate, showing a stronger re-

sponse to the specimens and taped songs

that represent their own species.

She then simulated stage three of

Lack's model by experimentally confront-

ing finches on one island with specimens

or songs obtained on another island. When
male medium ground finches on Daphne
Major, for example, were presented simul-

taneously with a female medium ground

finch from Daphne Major and a female

small ground finch from Santa Cruz, they

courted them equally. The same lack of

discrimination was observed in most of the

tests conducted with finches from other is-

lands. Birds generally showed a prefer-

ence for their own species only when the

others were very different in size and

shape. The failure of many geographically

separate species to tell one another apart

when experimentally brought into contact

argues against the complete allopatric

model and supports Lack's model.

According to Lack, natural selection

works against individuals that make mis-

takes in mate selection. We have tried to

test this idea by following the fates of hy-

brids. Unfortunately, so far, we have not

been able to determine if interbreeding

between the two ground finches on

Daphne Major is penalized. Most hybrids

known to us have died within the first year

of life, but so have most purebred medium
ground finches born at the same time.

Two hybrid males did survive for three

years, but they failed to breed because

those female medium ground finches

breeding for the first time in these years

preferred to mate with particularly large

males of their own species. Male hybrids

may thus be at a disadvantage because of

their small size, but we are not yet certain.

Since none of the hybrids has succeeded in

mating, we also still do not know if major

barriers to gene exchange between the

species—such as hybrid infertility—exist.

Apart from any obstacles to reproduc-

tion, hybrids would probably have diffi-

culty surviving in a habitat with limited

food supply. Lack stressed the role of nat-

ural selection in promoting divergence

—

and thus minimizing competition—be-

tween incipient species, particularly in

feeding attributes. Unfortunately, this

process can only be investigated indi-

rectly. If competition for food has oc-

curred, the differences in beaks (the exter-

nal feature most intimately related to

feeding habits) between two coexisting

species should be greater than the differ-

ences between beaks of geographically

separate populations of those species. If

most divergence took place while the

populations were still separated, then

competition could not have been the pro-

moting factor and the difference between

species should be the same, on average, in

allopatric and sympatric populations.

Ideally, to test these expectations we
would identify the particular geographi-

cally isolated populations that have given

rise to coexisting species and restrict our

comparisons to them. Perhaps one day,

with the aid of genetic markers, this iden-

tification will be possible, but at present it

cannot be done. Neither, given the scat-

tered positions of the Galapagos islands,

can we trace individual pathways of colo-

nization. Therefore, we must make our

comparisons with large clusters of coexist-

ing and isolated populations, without re-

gard to their possible origins.

Mathematically, the six species of

ground finches can form fifteen unique

pairs. Thirteen of these possible combina-

tions are known to exist on one or more of

the islands. We first studied how much the

species in each of these natural pairs dif-

fered, on average, in beak size and shape.

Next, we artificially combined popula-

tions of the same species on separate is-

lands and examined how much the beaks

of these artificial pairs differed on aver-

age. Comparing the two groups, we found

that in eleven out of thirteen cases the

pairs of coexisting species differed more

than did the pairs of geographically iso-

lated populations of the same species.

Such a high proportion cannot have arisen

by chance and strongly suggests that on is-

lands where different species currently co-

exist, competition for food existed in the

past and was reduced by natural selection.

In summary, there are strong reasons

for believing that speciation in Darwin's

finches sometimes happened in the way
proposed by Lack's model: isolation alone

does not always seem to produce sufficient

differentiation for complete speciation;

enhancement of the differences during a



Below: Medium groundfinches breed in the vegetation

around this crater on Daphne Major, a satellite island

ofSanta Cruz. (The crater itselfattracts blue-footed

boobies.) Facingpage: A cactus groundfinch sits

on a prickly pear, whose seeds, pollen, and nectar

make up the bulk ofthe bird's diet.

period of secondary contact seems to be

necessary in some cases. But can the les-

sons learned in the Galapagos be applied

to other birds and other places? After all,

most birds inhabit vast continental areas,

not archipelagoes.

Proponents of one view claim that Dar-

win's finches do indeed offer us a micro-

cosm of speciation in general but that the

process is harder to detect in large and

seemingly more uniform continental ar-

eas. Carefully examined, the continents

turn out to consist of a patchwork of habi-

tats, each suitable for some kinds of birds

and not others. Isolated by surrounding ar-

eas of dissimilar habitats, these patches

are analogous to islands. Cloud forests, for

example, occur on mountains at high alti-

tudes and are widely separated from each

other by different kinds of forest at lower

elevations. Furthermore, the particular

patchwork of "islands" we observe today

has not always existed. Past fluctuations

in climate, principally during the recent

ice age, kept the number, sizes, and condi-

tions of the islands, as well as their degree

of isolation, in a state of flux.

Birds can fly, of course, and should be

able to traverse habitat barriers relatively

easily, especially over continental areas,

where they can rest on the way. Our fasci-

nation with the powers of migrating spe-

cies, however, may lead us to exaggerate

bird mobility. Most species of birds live in

the tropics, and many of these do not mi-

grate. Nevertheless, the undeniable dis-

persal powers of birds force us to consider

still other possible modes of speciation,

those not requiring geographical isolation

of populations.

Both of the alternatives—parapatric

(speciation of adjacent populations) and

sympatric (speciation within a single

population)—are plausible in theory, but

only under special conditions. There is

good evidence for nongeographical specia-

tion in plants and insects, but no strong

case has yet been made for birds. This

may, however, simply be because few

searches have been made. If birds do

sometimes speciate parapatrically or sym-

patrically, the evidence is only going to be

revealed by thorough field studies.

Recently, we worked with Rosemary

Grant on her investigation of what ap-

peared to be incipient sympatric specia-

tion in another of Darwin's finches. In

1978, an interesting subdivision was dis-

covered in the population of large cactus

ground finches (Geospiza conirostris) on

the island of Genovesa. Individual males

sang either of two song types, which in it-

self is not unusual among Darwin's finches;

what was unusual was that males with one

of the song types had beaks about 6 per-

cent longer, on average, than males with

the other type. Their offspring differed in

an unusual way, too. Nestlings had either

pink or yellow beaks, and we found that

the frequency of nestlings with yellow

beaks was distinctly higher in broods fa-

thered by one group of males than in those

fathered by the other. A similar polymor-

phism in domestic fowl is known to be ge-

netically controlled. If the differences in

the cactus ground finch are also heritable,

the possibility exists that the subdivision

we observed in the population is an early

stage of sympatric speciation.

The two groups of males fed in different

ways in the dry, postbreeding season,

when food was relatively scarce and many
birds, mostly immatures, died. This sug-

gested to us that a degree of ecological iso-

lation had been reached between two seg-

ments of the population, again in ac-

cordance with the model of sympatric

speciation. We have also established that

sons sing the songs of their fathers, a pre-

requisite for discrimination in mate selec-

tion. The daughters, however, have so far

paired equally with both types of males,

regardless of their fathers' song type. This

seems to rule out the presence of even par-

tial reproductive isolation between the two

population segments, at least under the

conditions prevailing during our study.

Furthermore, the difference in beak

length between the two groups of males

was not replicated in the next generation.

These findings raise more questions

than they answer about the origins of the

differences between the two types of male

cactus finches and their offspring. There

may well be tendencies toward both fusion

and fission at work in the population, and

perhaps they alternate in response to the

pronounced climatic fluctuations in the

Galapagos. Whether, given the right cir-

cumstances, the fission tendency could

lead to full sympatric speciation, we can-

not yet say. Only one sure conclusion can

be drawn: much remains to be learned

about population structure, mating pat-

terns, gene flow, and natural selection in

general before the final word can be spo-

ken about speciation in Darwin's finches

or indeed in any other group of birds. D
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Gone with the Trees
In eastern North America, the fragmentation of
woodlands causes local declines in bird

diversity. Neotropical migrants are especially vulnerable

by David S. Wilcove and Robert F. Whitcomb
George Rockwin: Bruce Coleman

When Europeans first arrived on the

eastern shores of North America, they

faced a virtually unbroken forest stretch-

ing for more than a thousand miles.

Within three centuries, less than one per-

cent of the virgin forest remained; the land

had been cleared for farms, timber, high-

ways, and housing. Cleared tracts, how-

ever, were often permitted to grow back

into forest. Today, although some prime-

val woodlands persist, second-growth

woods, which vary in size from immense

national forests to small backyard wood-

lots, are the principal remains of the once

imposing eastern wilderness.

Only a few bird species, such as the

ivory-billed woodpecker and perhaps the

Carolina parakeet, became extinct be-

cause of deforestation. But in many forest

tracts, especially the smaller patches, the

mix of bird species that once existed has
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changed. In particular, those birds that

breed in North America but winter in the

Caribbean and Latin America—Neotrop-

ical migrants—have declined in numbers

and variety in many areas where the forest

has been severely fragmented. Migrants

are no trivial component of the avifauna;

in large forests they account for up to 90

percent of the breeding pairs.

There is no evidence that current forest

disruption in the United States and Can-

ada—a continuing process as suburbs

sprawl—will by itself drive any Neotropi-

cal migrants to total, as opposed to re-

gional, extinction. Conservationists are

more concerned about the impacts of

rapid deforestation on the birds' tropical

wintering grounds, which could eventu-

ally threaten some species. Still, evidence

indicates that, because of forest frag-

mentation, many localities in the United

States have experienced significant de-

clines in the diversity of bird life.

The annual breeding bird censuses that

have been carried out over the past forty

years by volunteers for the National Au-

dubon Society provide useful data on

trends in bird populations. Although these

censuses were not designed to compare

the avifaunas of large and small wood-

lands, they can be reanalyzed with that

goal in mind. In general, Neotropical mi-

grants, such as the worm-eating warbler,

black-and-white warbler, hooded warbler,

ovenbird, cerulean warbler, and Ameri-

can redstart, which are often found in

large forests, appear only rarely in smaller

forest tracts. The dearth of such species in

small forest fragments has been noted in

New Jersey, Maryland, Illinois, Connecti-

cut, Wisconsin, New York, and Ontario,

Canada; apparently, this pattern holds
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Deforestation in the UnitedStates and

Latin America has reduced both the

summer and winter habitats ofthe

worm-eating warbler, below. The

eggs andyoung ofthis ground-nesting

bird are easy preyfor predators.

throughout all of eastern North America,

That the fragmentation of a forest into

smaller, isolated patches would alter bird

life is not surprising and is consistent with

recent theories of island biogeography. By
studying the flora and fauna of oceanic is-

lands, and especially those that have be-

come isolated from larger land masses rel-

atively recently in evolutionary terms,

scientists have gained considerable insight

into how the size of a habitat influences

the diversity of species it can support. To a

forest-dwelling bird, the housing tracts or

farms surrounding a patch of woods may
be as inhospitable as the water surround-

ing an island.

According to the equilibrium theory of

biogeography, the number of species on

an island represents a balance, or dynamic

equilibrium, between ongoing processes of

extinction and immigration. Pioneering

individuals of various species periodically

establish a population on the island. Over

time, some island species disappear, but

these tend to be replaced by other immi-

grant species. Despite considerable turn-

over, the number of species on an island

remains more or less constant.

When part of a large land mass be-

comes isolated—as many of today's is-

lands did as a result of the rise in sea level

that followed the last glacial retreat—the

new island may begin with more species

than normally exist on an island of com-

parable size and isolation. For a time,

then, extinctions exceed successful coloni-

zations until a new equilibrium is reached.

For example, biologists estimate that

Trinidad, which was once connected to

the Venezuelan mainland, has lost about

1 44 bird species over the last 1 0,000 years.

The process of species decline can be

rapid; an island of seven square miles

formed in 1914 by the filling of Panama's

Lake Gatiin has lost as many as 50 or 60

species of forest birds in the last 60 years.

A similar process seems to occur when

fragments become isolated from exten-

sive, contiguous forest tracts. Bird cen-

suses have been carried out annually since

1947 by Joan Criswell and associates on

Cabin John Island, a nineteen-acre tract
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lof riparian woodland in the Potomac

IRiver close to Washington, D.C. In 1958,

a large section of the nearby riverbank for-

est was cleared for construction of a park-

way, reducing the forest area adjacent to

the island. Following this disruption,

Criswell's censuses showed population de-

clines of many species, especially Neo-
' tropical migrants. In general, many spe-

cies that previously had stable populations

declined to lower levels after the nearby

deforestation. The American redstart,

which had been one of the most common
residents before construction, declined

from about fourteen breeding pairs each

' year to about five. Some birds, such as the

I Kentucky warbler, disappeared alto-

: gether.

We can envision a possible process by

which bird numbers on Cabin John Island

declined. Banding studies show that birds

tend to return year after year to territories

they have previously occupied. When a

bird fails to return, it is usually replaced

by one that fledged elsewhere. With the

construction of the parkway, the more iso-

lated Cabin John Island attracted fewer

immigrants to fill the vacancies that de-

veloped with time.

Studies in Trelease Woods near Ur-

bana, Illinois, provide further insights into

the dynamics of bird life in an isolated for-

est. This fifty-five-acre woodland is sur-

rounded by agricultural fields, inter-

spersed with some riparian forests. For

fifty years Charles Kendeigh and his asso-

ciates studied the birds there, during

which time neither the woods nor the sur-

rounding landscape changed appreciably.

Of the sixty-two species that over the

years were observed breeding in Trelease

Woods, only nine were present every year.

Thus, a continuing influx of immigrants

—

birds not born on the site and that do not

necessarily breed there each year—pro-

vides what species diversity there is. Sig-

nificantly, the woodland lacks some of the

same Neotropical migrants that are miss-

ing from small forest fragments along the

East Coast. Thus, studies of Trelease

Woods, like those of Cabin John Island,

demonstrate that the avifaunas of small

forests are maintained by immigrants

from larger tracts and that Neotropical
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A Nashville warbler works overtime to

feed the seemingly giant nestling ofa

cowbird, as well as its own offspring.

Nest parasites, cowbirds thrive along

forest edges andmay reduce the

reproductive success ofNeotropical

migrants

migrants are especially likely to become

locally extinct.

What is it about Neotropical migrants

that makes them so sensitive to forest frag-

mentation? James Lynch and Dennis

Whigham studied the distribution and

abundance of birds in more than two hun-

dred forest patches in central Maryland.

They found that Neotropical migrants as

a group are less likely to occur in isolated

woodlots than are the nonmigrants. The

implication is that Neotropical migrants

are for some reason poor at dispersing to

new breeding sites, and are thus vulner-

able to extinction in isolated reserves.

Additional aspects of the life histories

of Neotropical migrants might also predis-

pose them to declines in fragmented for-

ests. A wealth of data on many land birds

has been collected over the years by mem-
bers of the Maryland Ornithological Soci-

ety, including information on the time of

nesting, the nest height, and the clutch

size of most species. Analysis of these data

reveals several features common to the

Neotropical migrants.

First, their clutch sizes are small in

comparison to those of the permanent resi-

dents. For example, the migratory ceru-

lean warbler produces an average of only

three eggs per clutch, while the Carolina

wren, a nonmigrant, lays between four and

five eggs per clutch. Second, Neotropical

migrants, especially at more northerly lat-

itudes, tend to raise only a single brood

each year. In contrast, residents such as

the cardinal or tufted titmouse can pro-

duce up to three clutches per year. On the

other hand, the Neotropical migrants

have longer life expectancies than the

nonmigrants.

We believe the differences in the life

histories of the two groups are mostly due

to the constraints of migration. Given a

short breeding season and the energetic

demands of a long journey, the migrants

may be physiologically able to produce

only one clutch annually. Historically, this

has been a successful strategy, since most

of the breeding birds in large forests are

Neotropical migrants. Yet, somehow, the

fragmentation of a forest tips the scales

against them.

One common consequence of frag-

mentation is a loss of heterogeneity of the

habitat. Even an apparently uniform ex-

panse of forest is, in some sense, a mosaic

of varied habitats. Some birds require a

particular habitat type, and, when a large

forest is broken up, some of the smaller

patches may lack that critical habitat.

Moreover, some birds utilize two or more

habitat types in the course of a season. For

example, Richard Root found that the
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blue-gray gnatcatcher in California nests

in deciduous-oak woodlands but that fam-

ily groups move into chaparral and live

oak habitats after the young have fledged.

We suspect that some Neotropical mi-

grants in the eastern forests also utilize

two or more forest habitats each season

(such as dry and moist forests). Frag-

mentation may make it impossible for

these birds to move between the two habi-

tats. Unfortunately, we know too little

about the behavior of migratory birds to

say with any certainty how their habitat

requirements may change over the course

of the breeding season.

One important difference between for-

est fragments and true islands is that the

area around a woodlot often supports

predators and competitors, which may
play a significant role in the extirpation of

migrants. In Maryland, we have found

that blue jays and common grackles,

which rob other birds' nests, and the

brown-headed cowbird, which lays its

eggs in other birds" nests, are more com-

mon along the forest edge than in the for-

est interior. Since an increased ratio of

edge to interior is an inevitable byproduct

of fragmentation, forest birds probably

suffer higher rates of nest predation and

nest parasitism in small woodlots than

they do in more extensive tracts. The Neo-

tropical migrants, most of which construct

open, cuplike nests, are especially vulner-

able to nest predators and parasites. In

contrast, many permanent residents such

as woodpeckers, chickadees, and titmice

nest in the comparative security of tree

holes. Because most Neotropical migrants

are single brooded, one episode of preda-

tion or parasitism can destroy an entire

season's progeny.

Increased human activity, too, usually

accompanies the breakup of forests. If

part of a forest is destroyed to build a

housing development, the remaining por-

tion will surely receive more visits from

people and their pets. Negative effects are

most probable for species that nest on or

near the ground, as do many of the Neo-

tropical migrants.

Fragmentation may actually benefit

some nonmigratory species. Feeding sta-

tions in suburban backyards help Carolina
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Black-and-white warblers appear to be

quite vulnerable toforestfragmentation.

This migratory species summers
throughout much ofeastern North

America, but rarely breeds with success

in smallforest tracts.

Arthur Swoger

wrens, cardinals, and tufted titmice sur-

vive the winters. Many such birds utiHze

nonforested habitat when they are not

nesting. In the winter we have seen red-

bellied woodpeckers foraging in back-

yards and even cornfields. In summer,

however, they move back into the forests

to breed.

The survival of Neotropical migrants

also depends on a stable wintering area

(see J. Fitzpatrick, "Northern Birds at

Home in the Tropics," Natural History,

September 1982). At least fifty-five spe-

cies that breed in North America winter in

mature tropical forests, mainly in Mexico,

Central America, and the Caribbean is-

lands. With few exceptions, the wintering

ranges of these forest-dependent species

are much smaller than their breeding

ranges. In recent decades, large areas of

Latin America's tropical forests have

been cleared or otherwise disturbed to

make way for cattle pastures and crop-

lands. Thus, migratory birds could be de-

clining in North America because of

changes in their wintering, rather than

their breeding, grounds.

To see whether migrants had declined

in an extensive, undisturbed North Amer-

ican forest system, in 1982 we repeated

several breeding bird censuses that had

been performed in 1947 in the Great

Smoky Mountains National Park by Ben

Fawver. Of sixteen species whose tropical

wintering grounds have been reduced, ten,

including the blackburnian warbler, the

hooded warbler, and the wood thrush,

showed population declines. Six species

showed population increases, but only in

the cases of two—the black-and-white

warbler and the black-throated green war-

bler—were the increases large. (Because

populations of small birds show consider-

able year-to-year fluctuations, the Smoky
Mountains avifauna must be monitored

over several seasons to assess current

population levels with confidence.) Might

the declines we have observed in North

American forests be due entirely to tropi-

cal deforestation? We think not, because

migrants such as the red-eyed vireo, whose

wintering grounds in Amazonia are rela-

tively intact, have declined dramatically

in many North American fragments.

Our overall conclusion, then, is that the

life histories of many Neotropical mi-

grants may be incompatible with survival

in fragmented forests. A detailed look at

the life history of one such species, the

worm-eating warbler, illustrates the point

well. In central Maryland today, this in-

conspicuous little bird is confined to the

interior of large forests. It presumably

once inhabited many other portions of
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central Maryland that have now lost their

unbroken tracts of forest. Studies by one

of us (Wilcove) have shown that this spe-

cies spends much of its time probing clus-

ters of oak leaves that have fallen from

trees and been trapped in the spindly

branches of the mountain laurel under-

story. These clusters of dead leaves pro-

vide habitat for the warbler's insect prey.

Thus, the worm-eating warbler is largely

restricted to drier hillsides, where the ap-

propriate mix of oaks and mountain laurel

occurs—but forest clearing has severely

reduced this particular type of habitat.

Even in forests where it can breed, this

'ground-nesting warbler must contend not

only with natural predators such as foxes

' and raccoons but also with dogs, cats, and

people. It is also susceptible to nest par-

asitism by the brown-headed cowbird.

Since the species produces only one brood

per season and has a clutch size of about

four eggs, predation and parasitism pose

serious threats. Finally, the worm-eating

warbler is further threatened because it

winters in mature tropical forests in the

Caribbean and Central America, where

the pace of deforestation is high.

Studies of fragmented forests in eastern

North America make it clear that isolated

woodlots are not functioning as viable re-

serves for forest-dwelling migratory birds.

What can we do to safeguard their popula-

tions?

The optimal design of nature reserves,

given the scarcity of resources available

for conservation, has been a subject of

controversy in recent years. Some biolo-

gists have favored establishment of a

smaller number of large reserves,- others of

a larger number of small reserves. Today,

most advocates of large reserves also rec-

ognize the need for small refuges to pro-

tect localized endangered species or habi-

tats. But the available evidence for Neo-

tropical migratory birds is unequivocal.

These species require reserves of thou-

sands of acres in their breeding areas and

perhaps on their wintering grounds as

well.

Protecting large tracts is often expen-

sive and politically difficult. But the chal-

lenge must be met before critical, large

forest systems are fragmented. In develop-
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mine what implications biology

has for morality."*
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MEANING OF LIFE
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of Darwinian theory and sociobiol-
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Human incursions into theforest may
benefit some species that remain in North

Americafor the winter Here,for

example, a cardinal shares a backyard

feeder with a sparrow.

Tom Vanderschmidt: Animals, Animals

ing countries, where competing demands
for the land are intense, habitat preserva-

tion is an especially formidable task, and

must be pursued in a manner sensitive to

pressing human needs. Nevertheless, the

outlook for preservation of tropical habi-

tat is by no means hopeless; conservation

is catching on in many Latin American

countries, and large tropical reserves, in-

cluding Peru's Manu National Park and

Costa Rica's Corcovado National Park,

have been established. Any assistance we
in the United States can provide to sup-

port habitat protection in Latin America

and the Caribbean may, in addition to

helping save unique tropical ecosystems,

,

prevent further declines of Neotropical

migrants.

In North America, the issue today is

less a matter of species survival than the
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preservation of regional avifaunas. Na-

tional parks in the United States play an

important role in the preservation of Neo-

tropical migrants as well as of other forest-

dwelling birds. The Great Smoky Moun-

tains National Park, for example, func-

tions as a nearly perfect forest reserve.

First and foremost, it is sufficiently big to

retain almost all species of forest birds at

high densities. The park's large size also

means that events such as fires or insect

outbreaks can occur in one section without

necessarily affecting the remainder. Non-

forest birds such as the brown-headed

cowbird and the common grackle are ab-

sent from the forest interior, and perma-

nent residents occur in the low densities

typical of extensive forest tracts. These

conditions prevail despite recreational use

of the park.

Our national forests also function as

large forest reserves. For example, more

than twenty species of warblers breed on

Bickle Knob in the Monongahela Na-

tional Forest of West Virginia. Forests like

this have long been managed for multiple

use, an approach that need not harm mi-

gratory birds as long as forest managers

take into account the needs of the forest-

interior species. Extensive stands of natu-

ral forest must be allowed to remain, and

disturbances during the breeding season

minimized. The danger exists that future

managers, under economic pressure,

could abandon their historic dedication to

the retention of forest diversity and in-

stead emphasize practices that offer a

short-term monetary gain but destroy the

habitats of many birds.

A number of private foundations are

taking steps to save natural habitats, and

this, too, will benefit the Neotropical mi-

grants. For example, the Nature Conser-

vancy maintains a vigorous program for

the acquisition of both large and small

preserves. In the final analysis, however,

wildlife preservation must be rooted in the

ecological consciousness of the public. We
can provide no compelling economic jus-

tification for saving the likes of hooded

warblers and American redstarts. For bet-

ter or worse, humans have the power to de-

cide the future of such species; they will

survive only if we want them to. D
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KINGFISHERS AND RELATED BIRDS, Joseph For-

shaw and William Cooper, Contrary to previous an-

nouncement, there will be no Trade Edition of this six-

volume work For information on the Limited Edition

contact, Lansdowne Press, 420 Madison Avenue, New
York, NY 10017

All publishers— all subjects: art, history, biography, fiction,

and much more. The most complete catalog of bargain

books available anywhere! Write for your FREE copy:

Hamilton. 98-55 Clapboard, Danbuiv. CT0681

WHO'S WHO IN WATERFOWL ART Collect Duck

Stamp Prints or Wildlife Art"? This book will save you

money How to buy and sell, 95 top artists with photos

and biographies 250 pages. Guaranteed $15,00 plus

$3.00 delivery Ambassador Graphics, Box 1625,

Summerville, South Carolina 29483

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation. Out-

of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
92672(714)492-2976

Correspondence

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA Make lasting friend-

ships through correspondence. Send age, interests

Free reply Harmony, Box 89NH, Brooklyn, NY 11235

SINGLE BOOKLOVERS gels cultured persons ac-

quainted Nationwide Established 1970 Write Box AE
Swarthmore. PA 19081 or call (215) 566-2132

138 Ease 36th Stre

Suite 5a

New York, NY 10016

212-685-1528

Classes forming for instruction by

noted teachers in Tibetan Thanka

Painting. Icon Painting, Gold leafing

and jungian Picture Interpretation.

For information call after September

12th.

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA NEEDS YOU' Jobs' Big Payi Transporta-

tion! Newest Handbook, $2 00 Australian International,

Box 19107-RW, Washington, DC 20036

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental |ob openings throughout the

U S Free details: EOV, PC Box 670, Walpole, NH
03608

JOBS: Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, Idaho, Montana

Computerized newsletter with over 200 New jobs each

week Free details Mountainwest, 925-G Canyon, Lo-

gan, UT 84321

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$3,00, International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RW, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!

Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Exclusive com-

puterized openings— All occupations—greatest

weekly selection! Free Information! lntermountain-4Y,

6724W Dublinloop, Colorado Spnngs, CO 80918

TEACH HERE—ABROAD School, college openings:

USA $6 00 Abroad $6 00 China, Japan, Saudi, Austra-

lia $6 00 each. EISF, Box 662, Newton, Massachusetts

02162

Financial

CASH GRANTS AND LOW-INTEREST LOANS avail-

able from nonprofit foundations! 340 sources/applica-

tion instructions, $3,00 Fundsearch, Box 19107-RW,

Washington, DC 20036

Foreign Newspapers

Gourmet Interests

Government Surplus

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY " 950,000

items (including Jeeps) , ,
low as 1<t on dollar! Most

complete information available—$2,00, Disposal, Box

19107-RW, Washington, DC 20036

THE PROPER SETTING—A finders service for discon-

tinued and hard to find tableware Wnte: POB 3093,

Covina,CA 91722

Merchandise

CHAIR CANING AND BASKETRY SUPPLIES, Japa-

nese Bonsai tools, 18 page catalog—$1.00 (refund-

able). The Caning Shop, 926 Oilman (NH), Berkeley.

CA 94710

DINOSAUR COLLECTORS! Models, Clothing, Stamps,

Books, Everything Write: Dinosaur Catalog, Box 546N,

Tallman, NY 10982

FREE CATALOG, desk pen sets, free personalization.

L I Gift Center, 945 Franklin Square, New York. NY

10010

1984 COLOR PHOTO CALENDARS. Choose Owls, Ti-

gers. Mountains, Cats. Dogs or Horses. $9.75 each

ppd. Calif, residents add 580 tax. Howards, Box

5491 NH, Fresno, CA 93755

Miscellaneous

IDEAS INVENTIONS, New Products wanted! Call toll

free 1 -'800-528-6050 In Arizona, call 1-800-352-0458.

Extension 831

POND AND LAKE AERATION SYSTEMS Custom De-

signed. Slow the aging of your lake, keep ice open, pre-

vent fish kills or raise up to 6,000 pounds of fish per

acre -Small ponds to 1,000 acres For pnce quotation

call or write with details of your lake. Aquatic Eco-Sys-

tems Inc.. PO Box 1446. Apopka. Florida 32704 (305)

886-3939

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS, 65 countries!

Sampler 4/$2 98 Free Brochure Multinewspapers,

Box DE 209, Dana Point, California 92629

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off, 150 Major compa-

nies Free brochure Sobol House. Box 218-NH. Black

Mountain. NC 28711 (704) 669-8031

1-800-334-8174 Puts you in contact with America's

leading furniture mfg's at superlative savings Barnes

& Barnes. Library fo^Fine Furniture. 651 S W Broad

St Southern Pines. NC 28387 In NC call (919) 692-

3381

Music

RECORDS-TAPES! Discounts to 73% All labels: no

purchase obligations, newsletter: discount dividend

certificates 100% guarantees. Free details. Discount

Music Club. 650 Mam Street, PO, Box 2000, Dept, 25

0983, New Rochelle, NY 10801

Old Time Radio

OLD TIME RADIO PROGRAMS on cassette tapes. Free

catalog. Cassette Library Center, PO, Box 5331 H,
°"'

timore, MD 21209

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE, Repairing binocu-

lars since 1923 Alignment performed on our US Navy

collimator. Free catalog and our article "Know Your

Binoculars " published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel

Optical Co Inc .331 Mansion St.. West Coxsackie,;»JY

12192(518)731-2610

BIRD SLIDES AND SLIDE SETS—Plus amphibians,

reptiles, wildflowers Hundreds of high quality slides

and creative teaching materials for schools, clubs, or

home Write or call for catalog, Cornell Laboratory of

Ornithology Sapsucker Woods. Ithaca. New York

14850(607)256-4017

LEITZ. ZEISS. B&L. SWIFT. BUSHNELL, NIKON Op-

tolyth binoculars, telescopes and accessories. Send

stamp for discount list Specify literature desired.

Large stock Orders filled postpaid day received.

Birding. Box 5N. Amsterdam, NY 12010

Real Estate

FREEi FALL-HOLIDAY '83 CATALOG! Over 5000 prop-

erties, over 2000 picturesi Values in every type of resH

estate many owner financedi From 600 offices in 43

states' Gel your Free copy Now! Strout Realty, Plaza

Towers, Dept 5390, Springfield, MO 65804 Call tol
i

free: 1-800-641-4266 or in Missouri call collect: (417)'

862-4402
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GOVERNMENT LANDS . . , FROM $7.50/ACRE!
Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment! "Land
Buyer's Guide" plus nationwide listings—$3.00.

Lands, Box 19107-RW, Wastiington, DC 20036

NEW . , . FREE CATALOGUEI Top real estate values

coast to coast! Please specify type property and loca-

tion desired United Farm Agency, Inc
,
612-U W. 47lh

Street, Kansas City, MO 64112 Ph. Toll-Free: 1-800-

821-2599: MO res. ph. Toll-Free: 1-800-892-5785

Resorts

SAINT THOMAS. V.I.—WATER ISLAND. Private se-

cluded studio apts. and 3 Bedroom house. Limestone
Reef Terraces, R.D. 4, Princeton, NJ 08540 (201) 329-

6309

Tours/Trips

ABOVE THE CLOUDS TREKKING offers worldwide ad-

venture for the discerning traveler. Natural history and
cultural treks and expeditions to Nepal, China, Japan,

Peru, Tahiti/Tasmania, Madagascar, Europe. Call or

write for information. P.O. Box 398N, Worcester. MA
01602(617)799-4499

AFRICA. AMAZON AND GALAPAGOS. Small groups
with expert naturalist leaders. Wildlife safaris to Tanza-

nia, Kenya. Madagascar. One and two week Galapa-

gos yacht cruises, with extensions to Peru and Ama-
zon. Private trips arranged for families, special interest

groups. Free 40-page color catalog. Wilderness Travel,

1760-NA Solano Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94707 (415)

524-5111

ALASKA'S BIRDS—BEARS—FLOWERS, 5 or 10 Day
Guided Natural History Vacations. Sincere informal

hospitality in a spectacular coastal wilderness and
mountain panorama. Experience 30 fool tides, prolific

seabird and manne life, nesting Bald Eagles. Brown
Bears, fishing, glorious profusions of Alpine and Tun-

dra flowers. Cozy comfort, gourmet meals. Personal

guiding 8 guests only. $1500 to $2250. Write for bro-

chure. The McBrides, Kachemak Bay Wilderness
Lodge, Box 956. Homer. AK 99603 Phone (907) 235-

8910

ALL SOULS DAY CHIAPAS MEXICO TOUR. Finest

Crafts, Small group. Expert leadership. Write: Gordon
Frost, Box 471-NH, Newhall, CA 91321

BAJA CALIFORNIA GRAY WHALE EXPEDITIONS on
ship Qualifier 105 with expert naturalists, December.
February, and March departures. Elephant seals, sea
lions, gray whales, marine birds, desert island plants

Outstanding natural history experience. Free bro-

chure. Write Nature Expeditions International, Dept
NHCBC, 474 Willamette Ave.. Box 1 1496, Eugene. OR
97440

BAJA WHALE-WATCHING: 5 days/4 nights. Scam-
mons Lagoon, February departures. Contact Wilder-

ness: Alaska/Mexico, Dept. NH. Hunters. WA 99137
(509) 722-3263 or 3264

CHINA BICYCLE TOURS. Easy-going cycling through
Chinese countryside, ideal for wildlife observation 18-

26 days from $1 150 inclusive plus airfare China Pas-

sage, 302 Fifth Avenue. New York. NY 10001 (800) 223-

7196 or (212) 564-4099

GALAPAGOS HIKING AND SAILING EXPEDITIONS.
Small groups 1984 Departures 4/19, 5/3. 5/24, 6/28,

7/12. 7/26, 8/9 Options Peru. Machu Picchu. Inca

Floats. 1606 Juanita Lane. Tiburon. CA 94920 (415)
435-4622

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. Economic tours from $1666
including airfare 8, 11 & 15 days Galapagos, all meals.

Options, mainland Ecuador, Amazon, Cuzco/Machu
Picchu University credit available Joseph Colley,

Last, Inc.. 43 Millstone Rd., Randallstown, MD 21133
(301)922-3116

HIMALAYA AND ANDES. Trek among the world's high-

est peaks, in Nepal. Tibet, Peru, Bolivia. Patagonia.

Kashmir/Ladakh. Small groups, expert outdoor adven-
ture leaders Private trips arranged for families, special

interest groups Free 40-page color catalog. Wilder-

ness Travel, 1760-NB Solano Avenue, Berkeley, CA
94707(415)524-5111

KENYA 26 years experience. Individually designed sa-

faris Contact Perry Mason Safaris, Box 1643. Darien,

CT 06820 (203) 838-3075

MALAYSIAN JUNGLE TREKS, Also New Guinea Vaga-

bonding in Greece, Ireland and France: bicycling Eng-

land: Up-Close cultural Vagabonds in Southern Asia,

Morocco, Japan, The Nile, India, and Polynesia Small

Groups, The Knobs, 520 Lebanon, Campbellsville, KY
42718

MOUNTAIN TRAVEL. INC, oldest and largest operator

of international treks and expeditions for hikers, climb-

ers and adventurers China, Tibet, Nepal, India, Peru,

Ecuaddr, Galapagos, Kenya, Tanzania, Britain, The
Alps, Alaska, and much more Very small groups Our
16th year of operation. Free 1984 Schedule of Outings

and Expeditions. 1398-H Solano Avenue, Albany, CA
94706 (415) 527-8100. Toll Free (800) 227-2384

Unusual
India

& Nepal

Trekking (walking) expeditions to ttie toot

of Mt. Everest & Annapurna. Wildllle

safaris in search of rare Asian birds and
mammals. Explorations of remote Btlutan,

Sikkim, l_adakh and tropical Sri tjnka. 10

to 35 day programs Irom $670.00 • airfare.

Free Broctiures.

Hiy*^^^^^{^&^ TtavcI. Iwc.

P.O. Box 481-NH
Greenwictl, CT 06830
(203) 622-0055 Toll Free (SOO) 243-5330

NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOPS: Ever-

glades, Great Barrier Reef. Caribbean, Africa. Small

groups led by professional nature photographers/bi-

ologists. Underwater, bird and wildlife subjects. Op-
tional university credit Contact Director, Essex Ma-

rine Laboratory, P.O. Box 57, Haddam, Connecticut

06438

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS: Es-

corted nature and hiking tours. New Zealand/featunng

scenic National Parks plus the Milford Track Australia/

hiking the Outback, plus the Great Barrier Reef, Indi-

vidual South Pacific itineraries designed Pacific Ex-

ploration Co.. Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara. CA 93130

(805) 687-7282

NEW ZEALAND WALKING EXPEDITION led by expert

naturalists. Visit Urewera National Park, Stewart Island,

Milford Track, Mt. Cook. Small groups November, De-

cember, February departures Free brochure. Write

Nature Expeditions International, Dept, NHCNZ, 474
Willamette Ave., Box 11496, Eugene, OR 97440

SOUTHWEST SAFARIS: Natural history expeditions

explore New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, Arizona. Bush-
flying—Jeeping—Rafting, Geology—Archaeology-
Botany. Brochure: PO. Box 945 (NH), Santa Fe, NM
87501

WILDERNESS EXTENSION
Unlv, of California. Davis. CA 95616

Travel by elephant In search of the rare Bengal

tiger. 24 days with the people of India & Nepal;

S2150 plus alifare. Feb. 14-Mar. 9. 1984. Call

IVIlke McCoy today at 1916) 752-3098.

^^India & Nepal^^
WORLD'S NATURE & CULTURES Discover Latin

America, Africa, (from $1389, 17 days, including

airfares) Experience Asia's mysteries, Europe's mar-

vels Also: North America, Mideast, Pacific Over 350
fascinating, affordable adentures, tours, hikes, treks

safaris, special professional programs Forum Travel

2437 Durant, Berkeley. California 94704 (415) 843-8294

Wanted

NATIVE PLANT CURES, An Ancient Tradition of India

Amateur botanists and plant lovers needed to assist

specimen collection/identifcation in the magnificent

Gir Forest of western India Three teams, two weeks
each, November and December Share of costs tax-de-

ductible Contact Daryl Eaton, Box 127zc, Belmont, MA
02178(617)489-3030

Ml«§^

2 NEW
:i^:i^di
FOR OUR
MEMBERS
In addition to all the benefits

of membership you now
receive, (subscription to

Natural History magazine, a

membership card, free

admission to the Museum,
discounts on merchandise
and Naturmax tickets, etc.)

we are proud to announce
2 new benefits for our mem-
bers:

Discount at the new
American Museum Res-

taurant

Discounts on Car

Rentals

Visit our new American

Museum Restaurant and
get a 10% discount (exclu-

ding liquor) by presenting

your membership card. A
distinctive "greenhouse"

atmosphere and superb

food create a dining

experience that will please

both your eyes and your

appetite.

You can receive a

discount at Avis, Hertz, or

National rent-a-car com-
panies by presenting your

American Museum Mem-
bership Card, and the

corresponding discount

account number:

Avis: # A/A 989500
Hertz: CDP-ID # 25940
National: 5203847

NATURAL HISTORY
MAGAZINE

American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street,

New York. NY. 10024



BIRDERS:
ADD THESE REVIEWED
BOOKS TO YOUR UBRARY

CALL NOW!
CREDIT CARD ORDERS

PHONE TOLL FREE: 24 HRS.A DAY
800-645-4747

IN NEW YORK STATE CALL COLLEQ
516-283-4840

1 Audobon Water
Bird Guide

2 Audobon Land
Bird Guide

3 A Field Guide to

Birds of Texas

4 A Field Guide to

Western Birds

5 A Field Guide to

the Birds

6 Watchins Birds: An
Introduction to

Ornithology

7 The Audobon
Society of North
American Birds

—

8 A Guide to Bird

Finding East of
the Mississippi

9 A Guide to Bird

Finding West of
the Mississippi

10 Handbook of
North American
Birds

>^
TO ORDER BY MAIL USE COUPON

Glade Corporation ""Qo^
127 Windmill Lane,

Southampton,
New York 11968

ENCLOSED IS A CHECK OR MONEV ORDER FOR S _

PAYABLE TO GLADE CORP.

D MASTERCARD D VISA D AMEX

Circle Desired Books:

1 23456789 10

Add applicable sales tax plus

$2.75 for the first book and
$2, 25 for each additional book
for postase and handling.

Books in Review

A Birder's Library
by Michael Harwood

My addiction to books—not just to bird

books—probably began with my early ex-

posure to Edward Howe Forbush's Birds

of Massachusetts and Other New Eng-

land States. The last of those three vol-

umes had been published by the Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts in 1929, five

years before I was born, and my father

was one of many Massachusetts birders

who positively wallowed in the rich text

and the graceful Fuertes plates. Long be-

fore I could read he used the Forbush to

teach me my birds.

With me snuggled in his lap and one of

the heavy, green tomes open across our

knees, he leafed through the plates, point-

ing to birds one by one, naming them. Ac-

cording to family tradition I soon could

identify each of the several hundred birds

pictured, but this is doubtless apocry-

phal—as my father himself proved by a

story he delighted to tell. "What's that,

Mike?" he had asked during a walk, point-

ing at some species of gull. "A crow-

birdie," replied his son the bird expert,

who was perhaps four years old at the

time. "But, Mike, a crow-birdie is black."

"It's a white crow-birdie."

The Forbush was a superior piece of

work notwithstanding, and I am so fond of

it—out of sentiment and a researcher's

appreciation of its continuing value nearly

sixty years after publication—I now own

two full sets, including the very set with

which my father once schooled me. So I

am seldom out of easy reach of a copy, and

to make more certain of that I am building

a third set, although some people might

call it overkill.

This neatly demonstrates the highly

personal character of a birdman's library.

At American Birds, a bimonthly pub-

lished by the National Audubon Society,

the erudite editor Robert S. Arbib, Jr., has

been conducting for more than a decade a

study of what basic works ought to make

up the foundation of any modest-sized or-

nithological book collection in North

America. He began by asking seven of our

leading ornithologists each to recommend

twenty-five books that would form the nut

of such a library. The seven lists agreed as

to some titles, but they sprang from indi-

vidual exposures to certain books and indi-

vidual needs for regular access to certain

kinds of information, and they were, as

Arbib noted, "predictably diverse." He
took this diversity into account when com-

piling his Master List. Last published in

the October 1976 issue of American

Birds, it runs to sixty-five titles.

I admit I am a packrat when it comes to

books, and I doubt I could pick only

twenty-five or even only sixty-five basic

works on birds, should someone ask me
how to start such a library. Still, I am usu-

ally cramped for storage space. Now and

then my wife actually suggests that I cull

Loons, by Louis Agassiz Fuertes
From E.H. Forbush. I
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September, 1983.
Travel to a planet

you know
almost nothing about.

Earth.

The entire September issue ofSCIENTIFICAMERICAN is devoted to a single topic— The Dynamic Earth.

Here, for thefirst time in one publication, the scientists who made

the continental-drift revohttion in£feoh0y present the new, unifiedpictmr ofottr planet.

w.hat makes the Earth so interesting— and our
presence on it possible— is that this planet is dynamic.

The recognition of continental drift two decades ago
(See "Continental Drift" bv J. Tuzo Wilson in the April 1963
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN) brought on a revolution in geology
that has gi\en us a coherent \iew of our planet.

In the new picture, the ocean floor shares prominence
with the dPi' land of the continents. Immense forces origi-

'

nating underneath the crust are seen to plav as large a role in

changing the world map as the more visible cycles of the
hydrosphere, the atmosphere and the biosphere. Interlock-

ing with these cycles, the crust turns over in a cycle that

regenerates the eroding continents from the seafloor rock.

New crustal rock continues to be generated by the

upwelling of the mantle under the midocean ridge that

girdles the Earth. Spreading outward from the ridge, the new
ocean floor pushes the continental rafts this way and that.

Travel with us to planet Earth by starting your sub-

scription witli our September single-topic issue. Each month,
you will enjoy flrst-hand reports on new work in all the

sciences, written by the scientists who do the work and make
the discoveries. In close collaboration with our editors they
provide you, the interested layman, with clear explanation of
the latest advances.

At the centeifold ofthe September issue, see the 20-parje cntnlqijue

ofbooks on compHtefs, sojhvare, proffranis, Iniirfimjjes nudjjnmes.

This free book with your subscription

Yes, enter my subscription to the monthly
issues ofSCIENTIFIC AMERICAN for the

term checked— at a considerable saving on
the $2.50 newsstand price. When my
payment is received, you will also send

me The Planets as my bonus book. If not

satisfied I may cancel at any time and
receive a refund on the unused balance.

The bonus book is mine to keep.

Name

Address

City, State, Zip_

D One year $24
{ only S2.00 each issue

D Three vears I

(onlvS1.67cachis^

n Start my subscription with the September issue,

D Two vears $45
(onlyS1.88cachissu<

D I enclose $ D Bill me S

(Rates outside U.S.: 1 year S33; 2 years S58; 3 years 578.)

Mail todav to:

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, 415 Madison Avenue, Dept. D.

New York, NY 10017

SCIENTIFIC
AMERICAN



my library. Cull it? Where would I start

culling my bird books? Well, let's try a

variation on the old desert island test:

what do I absolutely have to have?

First, there are all the books that I not

only use as resources but also like to just

browse in: the Forbush, of course; Arthur

Cleveland Bent's twenty-five-volume col-

lection of life histories of American birds

(Dover); American Ornithology, by Al-

exander Wilson and Charles Lucien Bona-

parte (my copy is from about 1 890); John

James Audubon's seven-volume The

Birds of America (Dover)—the text he

wrote to accompany the double elephant

folio; the American Heritage two-volume

Audubon set. The Original Water-color

Paintings by John James Audubon for

The Birds ofAmerica, edited by Marshall

Davidson (I find this far superior to any

book I've seen of the engravings; however,

I wouldn't want the one-volume set that

appeared after the original publication of

1966, for the quality is not nearly so good);

The Shorebirds of North America, by

Gardner D. Stout et al (Viking), with su-

perb contributions from Peter Matthies-

sen (narrative text), Robert Verity Clem

(shorebird paintings), and Ralph S. Pal-

mer (species accounts); Robert Cushman

Murphy's two-volume Oceanic Birds of

South America (American Museum of

Natural History)^and there are many

more I want to cram into this trunk for

pleasure as well as for information.

The desert island library needs a one-

When a binocular carries the Zeiss name, it's your
assurance of superb optical quality and unerring me-
chanical precision. Zeiss binoculars offer outstanding
contrast, color definition and clarity. And no one sur-

passes Zeiss in light transmission, which means bril-

liant images at dawn and dusk.

Zeiss binoculars. ..recognized the
world over for the highest quality and
performance. And backed by a lifetime

service guarantee.
For the Zeiss dealer nearest you,

call toll-free (800) 446-1807 and ask
for Department 201

.

ToK'

West Germany

Carl Zeiss, Inc. • Consumer Products Division

1 01 5 Commerce Street • Petersburg, Virginia 23803
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s

volume general reference to ornithology. I

like John K. Terres's The Audubon Soci-

ety Encyclopedia of North American

Birds, which Knopf published in 1980. It

gets high marks, for one thing, because

the "North American" is something of a

misnomer: the compass is a good deal

broader than our continent. Ralph Palmer

is currently editing the Handbook of

North American Birds (Yale), of which

three volumes have appeared, taking us

up through the waterfowl; a fourth, on the

Falconiformes, is in preparation. I'd have

to make space for those four. Then I'd also

keep at least a couple of introductions to

the science: textbooks. The trouble is, I

already own three: Joel Carl Welly's The

Life of Birds, second edition (KnopO; An
Introduction to Ornithology, by George J.

Wallace and Harold D. Mahan, third edi-

tion (Macmillan); and Roger Pasquier's

Watching Birds: An Introduction to Or-

nithology (Houghton Mifflin). Moreover,

I want to own three others, which I find on

Bob Arbib's Master List: The Funda-

mentals of Ornithology, by Josselyn Van

Tyne and Andrew J. Berger, second edi-

tion (Wiley); Olin Sewell Pettingill, Jr.'s

Ornithology in Laboratory and Field

(Burgess); and the five-volume Avian Bi-

ology, edited by D.S. Farner and J.R.

King (Academic Press). So I'm darned if

I'll get into choosing two of those six.

Already I'm beginning to bridle at the

whole concept. I never have enough refer-

ence material at hand when I'm writing or

thinking about birds, and sometimes I

have to chase all over western Connecticut

for something I need. I'm a great believer

in large personal bird-book libraries, not

just for myself as a frequent writer about

birds, but for all serious avocational

birders, because having ready access to a

lot of good sources makes the birds more

interesting and the birding more fun.

Besides, there is no last word in any as-

pect of ornithology, no single book that an-

swers all possible questions on a given

topic. Take something as basic as the field

guides. I have more than two feet of shelf

space above my desk dedicated to the

genre. When they're not outdoors with

me, there stand, for instance, a much

taped-up and annotated copy of Birds of

North America: A Guide to Field Identi-

fication, by Chandler S. Robbins et al

(Golden Press), and Richard H. Pough's

Audubon Land Bird Guide and Audubon

Water Bird Guide (Doubleday). With

them are three editions of Roger Tory Pe-

terson's A Field Guide to the Birds

(Houghton Mifflin), including the most

recent, published in 1980. I keep the old

Petersons handy because I like to be able

to check what he said last time. So I also



have two editions of his A Field Guide to

Western Birds (Houghton Mifflin) lined

up alongside his /I Field Guide to the

Birds of Texas (Houghton Mifflin).

The Robbins, Pough, and Peterson

guides are the best for North American

binding. (Nothing else comes close, all

claims to the contrary notwithstanding.)

iBut even that group may not make a

"good" collection of guides. It depends on

one's horizons. How much of an expert do

you have ambition to be? A new genera-

tion of advanced field guides is just begin-

ning to be published. They focus more nar-

rowly than the general-purpose field

guides and deal in detail with identifica-

tion problems in certain bird families and

groups. Some examples are RJ. Grant's

Gulls: A Guide to Identification (Buteo

Books), Southern Albatrosses and Pe-

trels: An Identification Guide, by Peter C.

Harper and F.C. Kinsky (Price Milburn

for Victoria University Press), Guide to

the Identification and Ageing of Holarc-

tic Waders, by A.J. Prater et al (British

Trust for Ornithology), and Flight Identi-

fication of European Raptors, by R.F.

Porter et al (T and A.D. Poyser). None of

those upper-level guides is North Ameri-

can in origin, but they do cover many of

"our" birds very well.

Even such advanced field guides will

not meet all one's needs for help with iden-

tification. Recently I saw a gyrfalcon for

the first time, and I wasn't happy with the

identification until 1 had consulted not

only the European raptor guide but also

the two-volume Eagles, Hawks, and Fal-

cons of the World, by Leslie Brown and

Dean Amadon (Country Life Books)

—

which weighs ten pounds and does not

qualify as a field guide.

Furthermore, are you interested in iden-

tifying birds by their songs? Do you want

to know more about which wild plants cer-

tain birds feed on, to help you look for the

birds? Would you like to identify nests and

eggs and nestlings? There are guides avail-

able on each of those subjects. Do you take

long-distance birding trips in these United

States? Then you should have the set of

Pettingill's A Guide to Bird Finding West

of the Mississippi and A Guide to Bird

Finding East ofthe Mississippi (Oxford),

to help locate the hot spots. You may wish

to travel beyond North America—in

spirit if not in body—and you'll need field

guides for that, too.

The point is, if books are an important

part of one's interest in birds, one's library

has an unavoidable tendency to ooze out-

ward at the margins. It will do this un-

evenly, too, like an exploring amoeba. Or-

nithology offers a myriad of beckoning

byways down which to travel, and if you

get hooked on a particular group of birds

or area of study, your collection will very

rapidly take on a lopsided character pecu-

liarly suited to you.

Cull my books? I look at my bird li-

brary—say 160 volumes, more than 100

titles—and I see only the holes that need

filling. I have a file folder marked Books

Wanted, and very thick it is, too, and

much of the contents is piled beside me
now. If I had the wherewithal I could, in

an hour or two on the telephone, spend

—

prices having become so appallingly

high—several thousand dollars on the ba-

sic books I lack. The collected works of the

great nineteenth-century American or-

nithologist Elliott Coues, for example. Jo-

seph Forshaw's Parrots of the World . .

.

J. Bryan Nelson's books on gannets and
boobies . . . Paul A. Johnsgard on the wa-

terfowl of North America and the world

. . . S. Dillon Ripley's monograph on the

rails—and that only begins the wish list.

Books about the birds of Panama, Venezu-

ela, Brazil, Africa, Australia, Labrador,

the Antarctic, India, books on anatomy
and migration and biogeography . .

.

books that together capture in words and

pictures a body of experience and observa-

tion utterly inaccessible to any student of

birds in any other way.

Michael Harwood, who has written sev-

eral books on birds, is coauthor with his

wife, Mary Durant, ofOn the Road with

John James Audubon.
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Additional Reading

Migration (p. 22)

The Mystery of Migration, edited by

R. Baker (New York: Viking Press, 1981),

is a popular, illustrated survey of migra-

tion in all animals. Also easy to read is

"Mysteries of Bird Migration," by A.C.

Fisher, Jr (National Geographic, August

1979, pp. 154-93), which examines bird

migration in the New World and current

studies. S.A. Gauthreaux, Jr, edited Ani-

mal Migration, Orientation, and Naviga-

tion (New York: Academic Press, 1980),

a technical treatment with chapters on the

evolution and ecology of migration, physi-

ology and energetics, and orientation and

navigation. Bird Navigation, by G.V.T.

Matthews (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-

versity Press, 1968), is the classic review

of the field, although it is somewhat out-

dated now. Matthews presents detailed,

clearly written descriptions of many ear-

lier studies. K. Schmidt-Koenig provides a

technical treatment of the subject in

Avian Orientation and Navigation (Lon-

don: Academic Press, 1979).

Fossil Birds (p. 30)

Several years will pass before all the

new species of fossil birds discovered in

the Hawaiian Islands are formally de-

scribed and named. S.L. Olson and H.F.

James's "Prodromus of the Fossil Avi-

fauna of the Hawaiian Islands" (Smithso-

nian Contributions to Zoology, vol. 365)

contains background information on the

geology, climate, and vegetation of the

archipelago; descriptions of the various

fossil sites; and a brief account of each spe-

cies of bird found so far For further dis-

cussions of the origin of flightlessness see

Olson's "Evolution of the Rails of the

South Atlantic Islands (Aves: Rallidae)"

(Smithsonian Contributions to Zoology,

vol. 1 52) and the more popular account in

A. Feduccia's The Age of Birds (Cam-

bridge: Harvard University Press, 1980).

Marsh Wren (p. 42)

F. Davis's Eloquent Animals (New
York: Coward, McCann and Geoghegan,

Inc., 1978) is a study in animal communi-

cation. In addition to recounting how apes,

fish, army ants, bees, and other creatures

communicate, this easy-to-read book, ap-

propriate for young readers as well as

adults, includes a chapter on "Translating

Bird Song." Bird Sounds and Their

Meanings, by R. Jellis (London: British |!«i

Broadcasting Corporation, 1977), also in-

tended for nonscientific readers, provides

a good introduction to acoustic communi- ml

cation in birds. Philosopher C. Hart-[ wi

shorne, normally concerned with neoclas-

sical metaphysics, explores the aesthetics! IM

of bird song in Born ro5'/«^(Bloomington:
i

"^

Indiana University Press, 1973). This en-| M

tertaining book argues that birds sing as

much and as well as they do not only be-| 2t'

cause song is linked to vital reproductive

and food gathering strategies but also be-

cause aesthetic feeling may be a biological

necessity. He presents a worldwide survey

of the ways birds sing, gives detailed rat-

ings of nearly two hundred species with

highly developed songs, and even includes

musical notations of some bird songs.

Acoustic Communication in Birds, edited

by D.E. Kroodsma and E.H. Miller (New
York: Academic Press, 1982, two vol-

umes), is a somewhat technical compila-

tion of articles, but it comprises the most

up-to-date research in the field. Ethologist

W.J. Smith's The Behavior of Communi-

cating (Cambridge: Harvard University

Press, 1977) deals with many different

animals, including birds.
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Bowerbirds (p. 48)

A. J. Marshall's Bower-birds: Their

Displays and Breeding Cycles (Oxford:

Clarendon Press, 1 954) is the classic work

on these birds, based on the author's

twenty years of fieldwork. It summarizes

the little that was known about bowerbird

species at that time and is particularly no-

table for Marshall's discussion of his re-

search on the physiological changes asso-

ciated with breeding and bower building,

the only work of this kind ever done on

bowerbirds. E.T. Gilliard reexamines the

literature on birds of paradise and bower-

birds (including accounts in obscure

publications and in many different lan-

guages) and presents his original discover-

ies on their behavior and ecology in Birds

of Paradise and Bowerbirds (London:

Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 1969). Gil-

liard, who studied the birds for more than

i



fourteen years, wanted to produce a book

that would serve as a starting point for ail

further research. He gives individual ac-

counts of each species' natural history and

recounts the discovery of the birds; the

history of plume hunting, conservation,

and poaching; and his theories on their

evolution. Produced as a companion vol-

ume to Gilliard's bogk, W.T. Cooper and

J.M. Forshaw's The Birds of Paradise

andBowerbirds (Boslon: David R. Godine,

Publisher, 1979 ) is hard to come by but

valuable for its exceptional color plates of

iach species and its thorough update of in-

iformation about the birds (see "Books in

Review," Natural History, January 1 980,

pp. 94-96). J.M. Diamond's "Evolution of

Bowerbirds' Bowers: Animal Origins of

^he Aesthetic Sense" (Nature, vol. 297,

Dp. 99-102) is a review article on the evo-

ution of bower-building behavior, offer-

ng alternative views to those expressed in

;he present account.

Owls (p. 56)

E. I. Knudsen's "The Hearing of the

Barn Owl" {Scientific American, Decem-

ber 1981, pp. 1 17-25) explores how the

bird's facial structure is responsible for its

excellent hearing and how it selects sen-

sory cues and transforms them into a neu-

'ological map that allows it to locate prey

vvith deadly accuracy. Among the many
books written on owls are Owls of the

World, edited by J.A. Burton (New York:

E.R Dutton, 1973); A.W. Eckert's The

Owls of North America (Garden City:

Doubleday and Co., 1974); and P. Med-
'in's Centuries of Owls in Art and the

Written Word (Norwalk: Brown Books,

1975).

Nutcrackers (p. 60)

J.D. Ligon's "Reproductive Interde-

Dendence of Pifion Jays and Pifion Pines"

Ecological Monographs, Duke Univer-

;ity Press, vol. 48, pp. 111-26) investi-

gates the relationship between pifion jays,

he major dispersers of pifion tree seeds in

he Southwest, and pifion trees, which pro-

/ide the birds with an abundant source of

'bod. In "Foraging Strategies of Clark's

;
Nutcracker" (Living Bird, Cornell Uni-

j/ersity, 1977, pp. 123-61), D.F Tom-
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back, who observed how Clark's nutcrack-

ers use several species of pine in the

eastern Sierra Nevada, proposes that the

choice of pine seed has strongly influenced

the timing and nature of the birds" alti-

tudinal movements as well as its seasonal

activities.

Darwin's Finches (p. 76)

For readers interested in Darwin's

finches, as well as evolutionary theory

in general, D. Lack's Dan\'in's Finches

(Gloucester: R Smith. 1968) is highly rec-

ommended. This well-written, enjoyable

book is divided into two parts: Descrip-

tion—in which Lack depicts the Galapa-

gos Islands, reports the classification and

ecology of the finches, and summarizes

female and male plumages and sexual se-

lection, beak differences and food, size

differences between island forms and spe-

cies, individual variation and hybridiza-

tion—and Interpretation—in which he

analyzes the origin of the Galapagos

fauna, subspecies and species, the persis-

tence of species, and adaptive radiation.

One of the most authoritative general ac-

counts of species formation in animals is

E. Mayr's Animal Species and Evolution

(Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard

University, 1963); an abridged version of

this book. Population, Species, and Evo-

lution, was published by Belknap in 1 970.

A.R. Templeton's "Mechanisms of Speci-

ation—A Population Genetic Approach"

{Annual Reviews of Ecology and Sys-

tematics, vol. 12, pp. 23-48) gives a tech-

nical account of the genetic processes in-

volved in speciation.

Forest Fragmentation (p. 82)

R.H. MacArthur and E.O. Wilson's

The Theory of Island Biogeography

(Princeton: Princeton University Press,

1967) uses mathematical and graphical

models to provide a theoretical framework

for faunal patterns on islands, paying par-

ticular attention to problems of island

colonization, to the balance between im-

migration and extinction, and to the evo-

lutionary changes that occur among colo-

nists following their successful establish-

ment. A. Keast and E.S. Morton edited

Migrant Birds in the Neotropics (Wash-

ington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution

Press, 1980), a series of articles on these

birds' ecology, behavior, distribution, and

conservation. "Effects of Forest Frag-

mentation on Avifauna of the Eastern

Deciduous Forest," by R.F Whitcomb et

al, in Forest Island Dynamics in Man-
dominated Landscapes, by R.L. Burgess

and D.M. Sharpe (New York: Springer-

Verlag, 1981), is the most complete sum-

mary of the topic available.
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About Eggs
Humans can find a fundamental biological

logic to eating birds' eggs

by Raymond Sokolov

In the middle sixties, when my son Mi-

chael v/as pushing two, 1 took him along

on a reporting trip to Alsace, to the re-

mote, stork-favored hamlet of Illhaeusern,

where I was to cover the presentation of

the coveted third Michelin star to the

Auberge de Fill. Michael was too young to

know about the guide to France published

by the Michelin tire company or of the

glamour and prestige that attach to the

third star, its highest rating for restau-

rants, an honor then held by only ten

establishments in all of France. Indeed, I

had no intention, as we started the 250-

mile drive east from Paris toward the Ger-

man border near Colmar, of bringing the

boy into the restaurant at all. The photog-

rapher I was working with thought it

would be unprofessional and pointless to

bring an infant to lunch at one of the great-

est tables in the world. But when the

Haeberlin brothers, who own the auberge,

heard that I had a child stashed in a hotel

in nearby Ribeauville, they insisted that

he be fetched and fed.

Now you must not worry that I allowed

these amiable Alsatians to stuff my son

with Lucullan house specialties such as

fresh foie gras en brioche or noisettes of

stag Saint Hubert. To be fair to them, they

never intended such an atrocity. The chef

had children of his own living over the res-

taurant, and he had a most sensible notion

of what to serve a tyke. First came what

was billed as a mousseline, a mound of

silken mashed potatoes that had been en-

riched with cream and butter. For the sec-

ond "course" there was a soft-boiled egg,

perfectly cooked, by my lights, so that the

white was solid without a suggestion of

rubber in that firmness, and the yolk just

barely held together. It was also a very

fresh egg, from a muddy barnyard down

the street, where peasants in wooden clogi

supervised scratching hens. The color of

the yolk was a brilliant, sunny, red orange

Michael took one look at it and sang outi

"apricot."

I did not taste that egg, but I enjoyed it

as I have enjoyed no other. I had launched

my child on a career of egg consumption,

launched him in the grand manner. And in

that respect, at least, he would have an adi

vantage in hfe his father had lacked. In in-

fancy, I was forbidden eggs because I wa^

supposed to be allergic to them. I outgrew

the allergy as mysteriously as I had ac-

quired it, but it took years before I over-

came the idea that eggs were not for me. I

worked up from whites to yolks, slowly. By

high school, I was able to eat fried eggs

with enthusiasm, just in time to learn

about the peril of all that cholesterol in the

yolks.

The purpose of this month's outingj

however, is not to harp on the potential dis-

advantages of eggs but to reflect on the

virtues of these gifts from the birds.

(Mammal, fish, reptile, and other ova wili

have to wait for another time.) In general^

there is a fundamental biological logic to

eating bird eggs because that is what they

are meant for: food. Only the smallest partj

of the avian egg consists of the genetic

germ of a future bird. The bulk of an egg's

contents—both white and yolk—is there

to feed the gestating creature while it is

still in the shell. And so, while there is al-

ways a queasy-making element of preda

tion connected with human consumption ij

of eggs—somebody acting as our agent is s^

sneaking about and robbing nests or forc-

ing hens to drop eggs onto conveyor belts,

while lulled into complacency by Muzak
that must bore even a chicken to tears—

|

we can at least console ourselves with the
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bought that, as we tear into an omelet, we

ire consuming a natural food par excei-

ence.

This is certainly the feeling one has

'vhen cracking an egg still warm from the

oost. On weekends, I have access to a

mall henhouse, and geese from next door

iccasionally deposit fresh eggs on my
awn. These large white ovoids really do

ook like big, perfect zeroes. And they

nake an interesting change from conven-

ional chicken eggs. The shells are some-

vhat thicker, but they can still be cracked

n the usual way. The edible inside is

oughly twice as big as a chicken egg, with

I yolk of stunning convexity and a white

hat, in my limited experience, turns rub-

)ery as soon as the heat of cooking makes

t solid. The yolk by itself can be emulsi-

ied with oil in exactly the same way as a

;hicken egg, and it will produce an exem-

plary mayonnaise, indistinguishable, ex-

;ept in its greater bulk, from an ordinary

nayonnaise made with a chicken egg.

From time to time, I have consumed the

;reen-shelled, chicken-size eggs laid by

mallard ducks, and also the eggs of quail,

Backed like grapes into special paper

rates and sold in New York's Chinatown.

The appeal of these oddities is mainly in

heir appearance, not in any notable dif-

"erence to the palate.

I have never tried gull eggs, but they are

laid to have a fishy undertone derived

Yom the mother bird's diet. A.J. Liebling

(ept a supply in his London digs when he

TOS there for the New Yorker as a cor-

espondent during the blitz, and they

lided him over during a time of real pro-

lein scarcity. Liebling insisted he liked

julls' eggs, but I am not eager to follow his

xample in this instance.

The egg I would really like to sample
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(as you might have guessed) is the largest

egg of any living bird, the ostrich egg,

which can weigh up to 3.5 pounds and

measure six inches in length and five

inches in width. Recently, 1 have come

into possession of a highly reliable account

by a respected gastronomic writer of what

it is like to deal with an ostrich egg in the

kitchen and what it tastes like.

M.F.K. Fisher recently wrote me:

"About ostrich eggs: Yes, I have eaten

part of one. It was rather strong and very

yellow, mixed into a kind of scrambled-

egg thing with equal parts of cream. This

was in about 1913. We had gone to South-

ern California, and my father was editor

of the Whittier News, and he went every-

where to see what was happening in that

fairly unknown part of the world. Some-

body had the idea that because of all the

unclaimed desert land, ostriches might be

used as birds-of-burden, rather like horses,

and there was at least one very large os-

trich farm, somewhere near Pasadena as I

remember. Father visited it and brought

us back several postcards, one of which

showed a tall, silly-looking bird with an or-

ange halfway down its very long neck, and

also some flutfy feathers which made my
grandmother sneeze dangerously, and one

enormous egg, which we put on a plate in

the middle of the table to show the cook

the next morning.

"As I remember. Grandmother left

abruptly for Battle Creek Sanitarium in

Michigan. Fortunately, the cook did not,

and for lunch we all assembled in the

kitchen while she tried to crack the egg

into a bowl. Finally, my father broke it

with a hammer, as I remember. The inside

was quite stiff and thick, and the cook had

to whisk it hard to break up the yolk and

the white and then add the cream. I liked

the scrambled egg very much, but 1 think

I remember that my mother found it quite

crude and eggish. And that is all I remem-

ber about the one ostrich egg I have ever

eaten, but if I have another chance to, I

would be glad to try again."

As I say. I would be glad to try one of

these e.xotic eggs myself, but in the mean-

time, I will settle for an emu egg, with its

malachite-green shell. And as a matter of

fact, I am happy enough to consume ordi-

nary chicken eggs, which really taste bet-

ter than any egg exotica I have encoun-

tered. Besides, 1 now have the complete

scientific scoop on how to boil an egg,

thanks to Arthur E. Grosser, associate

professor of chemistry at McGill Univer-

sity and a researcher in molecular beam
kinetics, who recently put his professional

skills in the service of cookery. In The

Cookbook Decoder, or Culinary Alchemy

Explained (Beaufort Books), he gives sen-

sible advice on how to avoid cracking the

shell of boiling eggs. Use room tempera-

ture eggs, prick a hole one-sixteenth of an

inch in diameter in the large end of the

egg, and start with cold water, salted in

the proportion of two tablespoons salt per

quart of water. The hole allows air to es-

cape from the pocket in the shell where it

has collected, allows it to escape un-

catastrophically as it expands during heat-

ing. A warmish egg put in cold water is not

shocked as it would be if it were dropped

into boiling water while still chilled from

the refrigerator. Because different regions

of the shell, which are of different thick-

nesses, expand at different rates, it is help-

ful to minimize the drama of expansion by

starting with water and shell that are close

to the same temperature, and then gradu-

ally heating. The hole, as Grosser points

out, gives the internal air pocket a quick

way out of the shell and allows the expand-

ing white to fill the pocket and assume a

pleasingly oval shape before it solidifies.

Gradual heating, with initially cold water,

gives the egg enough time to do this before

it hardens.

Salt in the water cannot penetrate the

pores of the eggshell (which do permit res-

piration during the maturation of the egg

and allow the internal air bubble to grow

so large that an old egg will float), but the

presence of salt does hasten the coagula-

tion of any white that might seep out

through a crack in the shell and thus pre-

vents the formation of long, ugly "stream-

ers." This quick solidification is the result

of an electrical change in the water caused

by dissolved salt, which acts on the chemi-

cal bonds of the protein of the egg white.

Grosser also knows how to keep the sur-

face of the cooked yolk from turning a

ghastly green. You rinse the egg in cold

water while it is still in the shell. Cold at-

tracts the culpable hydrogen sulfide gas

produced when egg-white protein breaks

down during heating. This gas normally

works its way toward the colder center of

the egg and there finds the yolk, which is

rich in iron that reacts with the gas, form-

ing a dark iron sulfide deposit and releas-

ing the hydrogen. A cold-water bath re-

verses the migratory direction of the gas

and keeps your yolk pure.

Science is not required to separate a

raw egg into yolk and white, just a steady

hand. Once you have done it, you can beat

both substances and cook them sepa-

rately. With the addition of sugar, you will

produce, respectively, custard and me-

ringue. The recipe below merges both

these eggy artifacts to make an elegant

frozen "souffle," flavored in Alsace with

the marc of a local wine called gewurztra-

miner. Marc is a rustic brandy distilled

from the dregs of wine making. Italians

call the same liqueur grappa. In this coun-

try, moonshiners who don't bother to

throw away the first spurt of impure spir-

1

its that "puke" from the still produce a i

similarly sour-tasting drink. You can pur-

chase a legal and safe version of this white
i

lightning in some liquor stores, especially I

in the South. It cuts the sweetness of this

'

month's dessert with the same gutsy elan i

as the Haeberlin brothers' recherche

marc. It doesn't matter if the eggs you use I

have yolks that look like ruddy apricots. 1

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-
\

cial interest is the history andpreparation
\

offood.

Backwoods Frozen Souffle Haeberlin

(Inspired by a recipe created at I'Auberge de I'll] based on

Alsatian gewurztraminer marc)

6 eggs

'/: cup white wine

1 Vi cups sugar

Vi cup grappa, marc, or any other spirits

or liqueur, including white lightning

1 Vi cups heavy cream, beaten until it

holds soft peaks

Powdered cocoa

I . Separate the eggs. For this recipe you

will need 6 yolks and 3 whites. Whisk
together the yolks, the white wine,

and % cup sugar in a heavy saucepan

or double boiler. Cook over low heat

or simmering water, whisking con-

stantly, until the mixture thickens

and the movement of the whisk leaves

ribbonlike traces. When this occurs,

remove saucepan from heat and con-

tinue whisking over ice until cooled to

room temperature.

2. Whisk in the grappa or other spirits

and the beaten cream.

3. Beat the 3 egg whites with the re-

maining sugar (Vi cup) until stiff.

Fold into the souffle mixture.

4. Pour mixture into a 6-cup souffle or

charlotte mold. Or, if you like, tie a

paper collar around a 4-cup mold so

that the collar rises 2 inches above the

upper edge of the mold and then fill

the mold.

5. Freeze for 3 hours before serving. Re-

move the collar if you used one, and

to imitate the look of a hot souffle,

sprinkle cocoa lightly over the top.

Yield: Eight servings
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As a kid growing up in Scranton,

Pennsylvania, John J. Christian was in-

terested in "about anything outdoors

that moved." But when he got to be a

teen-ager, he decided to speciahze in

mammalogy. In the ensuing five de-

cades, Christian, now professor of popu-

lation biology at the State University of

New York at Binghamton, has studied

small mammals and little else. His biol-

ogy students speak with awe of his col-

lection of voles, which includes between

five and ten thousand samples. In his lei-

sure time, Christian switches classes; he

enjoys painting watercolors of birds and

fish.

About eight years ago, Darryl T.

Gwynne realized that comparing katydid

species, with their varying sizes of male

nuptial gifts, would provide a good test

of the theory relating mating behavior to

the degree of parental investment in off-

spring. Since then he has observed as-

sorted katydids, crickets, and grasshop-

pers in Ontario, the western United

States, Mexico, and Australia. Formerly

a research fellow at the University of

Western Australia, Gwynne is teaching

at the University of Toronto this fall.

When he's not watching crickets, Brit-

ish-born Gwynne likes to watch or play

cricket.

"I love holidays, especially Hallow-

een," says Jack Santino, folklore special-

ist at the Smithsonian Institution's Of-

fice of Folklife Programs. Santino, who
received his Ph.D. in folklore and folklife

from the University of Pennsylvania, is

principally interested in American cul-

ture—both folk and popular. His inter-

views of retired Pullman porters resulted

in an ethnographic film. Miles of
Smiles, Years of Struggle; he has also

done fieldwork in New England and the

Southwest on folk medical practices and

has studied traditional rituals and cele-

brations of many ethnic groups.

Yael D. Lubin was doing postdoctoral

research on spiders in Panama when the

question hit her: how do insects protect

themselves from hungry mammals?
Thus began, in 1973, a five-year study of

New World anteaters and their diet of

ants and termites. Lubin is the resident

entomologist at the Charles Darwin Re-

search Station in the Galapagos Islands,

where she is studying the biological

impacts of an introduced fire ant and

other topics of ant and spider ecology.

Lubin's many research projects have

taken her to Papua New Guinea and

West Africa as well as Latin America.

Occasionally, she makes brief expe-

ditions to the United States or Israel to

catch up on the theater and music.

Philip D. Schuyler first learned about

the musicians of Jahjouka, a village in

northwest Morocco, from a 1971 article

in Rolling Stone and a recording made

by Brian Jones. The music did not strike

him as particularly different from other

music of that region, although he found

the idea of twenty or more oboelike in-

struments massed together "intriguing

and a bit frightening." Schuyler finally

visited the village in 1982 in conjunction

with his work as writer and translator for

a documentary film. The Master Musi-

cians of Jahjouka. An assistant profes-

sor of music at Columbia University,

with a doctorate in ethnomusicology,

Schuyler plays a number of instruments

for his own enjoyment and as an aid in

teaching.
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Over the years millions of people
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designed for beginners.

But what happens when you

don't want to take pictures like a

beginner anymore?
Many stick with their mass-

produced SLR and wonderwhy they

can't get better results.

For the few, however, who are

determined to improve as photogra-

phers, Nikon has created an engineer-

ing marvel called the FE2. An
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no other cameras to compare it with.

For instance, take the matter of

Selective Focusing. Which is the abil-

ity to vary apertures to express your

impression of the subject An absolute

must for anyone who wants to im-

prove as a photographer.

The FE2 gives you more options

for Selective Focusing than any other

35mm SLR in the world.

To begin with, the FE2 is an

aperture-priority automatic. So you

have total control over depth of field

when you shoot in automatic

But, as we said, thatk just the

beginning.

The FE2 is the first 35mm aub

matic with a ^4000 shutter speed.

An innovation made possible by

Nikon's development of an ultra-thin

honeycomb titanium shutter It meai

photographers like yourself will, for;

the first time, be able to use a full

range of apertures in bright sunlighi

And because the FE2 is fester than

any other 35mm automatic, it gives

you greater control over exposure

than other cameras when using the

SPN CaMe TV Check kxa) listmgs. For further mformalion write DepL 50, Nikon Inc. 623 Stewart Ave., Garden Qty N.Y 11530. C Nikon Inc. 1983.
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[iastest 35mm SLR automatic.The FE2.
test 1000 ASA color print film.

The FE2 is also the only 35mm
itomatic with a 1/250 flash synch
Jeed. Which means youTl have the

oility to select a wider range of lens
f Dertures when taking flash pictures

atdoors. An achievement that was
ace considered impossible with a
5mm SLR.

In addition, the FE2 is one of the

w cameras equipped with through-

le-lens flash metering (TTL). Which
ives you unparalleled accuracy

ecause flash exposures are mea-r

sured by the camera as they

pass through the lens.And not by a

sensor on the flash unit itself. TTL al-

lows you to achieve virtually unlimited

aperture settings when shooting flash

indoors with a dedicated Nikon
Speedlight.

Even when you're not taking

photographs with the FE2 itfe an
astonishing camera. Its balance and
'feel' make other SLRs seem bulky

and unresponsive. And its copper

silumin aluminum body makes it one

of the most rugged Nikons ever made.

So while other cameras are

designed for millions, the FE2 is engi-

neered to take the kind of pictures

only a few strive for.

One-in-a-million.

Nikon
We take the world's

greatest pictures:



Love Canal's Unhealthy Voles
Meadow voles living near the abandoned toxic

dump show reduced life expectancies and signs of
contamination with toxic chemicals

by John J. Christian

For the past four years, I have been

studying meadow voles (field mice) in and

around the area of Love Canal, a commu-
nity of Niagara Falls, New York. The

study was initiated by Mildred Rowley,

who in 1 979 was a postdoctoral researcher

at Roswell Park Memorial Institute in

Buffalo. Rowley thought that given all the

controversy over the chemical contamina-

tion of the Love Canal neighborhood, a

study of the wildlife there might be useful.

She felt that small mammals such as voles

might provide some information on the na-

ture and extent of the area's contamina-

tion, particularly since voles are relatively

sedentary and seldom move appreciable

distances. I joined and began directing the

project several months after Rowley

started trapping mice; since then, others

have joined us. We have examined more

than 300 trapped voles, calculating their

ages, weights, and life expectancies. We
have looked at their vital organs and taken

fat samples, which we analyzed for the

presence of halogenated hydrocarbons, a

group of organic toxic chemicals promi-

nent in the brew once dumped into Love

Canal, including such substances as

PCBs, dioxin, and numerous persistent

pesticides.

To summarize our findings is easy; to

interpret them is more difficult. Essen-

tially, we have found that voles living near

Love Canal have a reduced life expec-

tancy compared with our control group

living a mile away, and certainly com-

pared with the average life span of a vole.

Put more simply, the voles of the Love Ca-

nal area are dying prematurely, and the

closer they live to the canal itself the youn-

ger they are dying. Proportionately, more

females than males are dying off. In speci-

mens of both sexes, we are seeing signs of

damage to the liver, mainly fatty change,

which is the characteristic response of a

liver to a wide variety of toxic compounds

such as carbon tetrachloride and chloro-

form. This liver damage is severest in voles

living along the fence that now surrounds

the canal, but it also exists among those in

an adjacent area, although to a lesser de-

gree. We have even seen some liver dam-

age in our control group. The control

group's liver damage is probably not due

to the same substances as in the main

study area, however. Finally, we have seen

a relative decrease in the stored sugar lev-

els in the livers of our study animals simi-

lar to that observed by two Canadian sci-

entists, R.L. Singhal and S. Kacew, when

they exposed lab rats to DDT and other

pesticides in 1976. This finding, which I

shall explain in more detail, may provide

one clue for why the voles do not survive.

Thousands of tons of organic and inor-

ganic chemicals were buried in Love Ca-

nal between 1938 and 1951. Early in our

experiment, we did a qualitative analysis

of fat samples taken from captured voles.

The animal fat had large amounts of the

pesticide Lindane (hexachlorocyclohex-

ane) in it and smaller amounts of other ha-

logenated hydrocarbons. But one of the

things that happens to animals in this sort

of environment is that they lose body fat,

so you never get a really large sample of it.

The voles of Love Canal could conceiv-

ably be getting sick and dying for some

reason other than chemical contamina-

tion. But given the nature of our results,

that seems unlikely.

Ironically, the Love Canal area would

seem to be a perfect habitat for voles. It

has lots of moist, grassy fields, which give

plenty of cover and protection from preda-

tors. There is much food for voles there

—

seeds and grass and clover. The "inner

ring" around the canal, from which people

were first evacuated in 1978, is now sur-

rounded by a high fence. All but two of the

houses that stood inside that fence have

been bulldozed, and high grass now covers

almost the entire area. People who have

never seen Love Canal often have the idea

that water flows there. Water does flow,

but it is underground. The canal was filled

in many years ago, and the area above it

now resembles a high, grassy mound,
which slopes down on all sides toward

street level and the perimeter of the fence.

Of course, the fence itself keeps most four-

footed predators out of the inner ring, an-

other reason voles should do well there.

Voles are small brown animals with

short tails and short ears. They squeak

when in distress. Their life styles are typi-

cal of many small mammals. When they

are awake, they spend their time moving

around and eating almost constantly. But

unlike some mammals, such as shrews,

voles do not have such rapid metabolisms

that they need to eat every minute to sur-

vive. Still, eating is a major preoccupation

of these herbivores. A great many preda-

tors consume voles. They are at the bot-

tom of the heap in terms of mammalian
predation. Everything eats them—hawks,

owls, foxes, cats. This is one reason they

like high grass. It provides cover and they

can use the narrow runways they build

into their habitat to flee to safety.

Voles are weaned when they are from

two to three weeks old, perhaps a little

sooner than other small mammals. They

have been known to live a year in the wild,

but that is rare. Usually they live only a

couple of seasons before a predator gets

them. Found throughout the United

States and in most of the world, voles are

the commonest wild residents of areas like

Love Canal, making them a good object of

study.

At least, our thought was that they are

the commonest. But one of the first things

that struck us in our work on the voles of

Love Canal was how uncommonly hard

they were to find. Rowley discovered this

when she began snaptrapping the animals

at the end of 1979. In autumn 1980 we be-

gan livetrapping and since then we have

used both methods, depending on weather

or other factors. We have trapped all over

the Love Canal neighborhood now—in at

least seven different areas—but in our ini-
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Once ayear in Springtime, there occurs an event in Asia

that sweater wearers the world over might celebrate:

the mouking of the Kashmirgoat

This event provides the annual supply

of cashmere, that rare and wondrous
hair of the goat that is to the world

of natural fibers what gold is to the supply

of baser metals.

Cashmere— the downy undergrowth
produced by the Kashmir goat— a material

so rare it rewards a climb of the Himalayas.

A material we take pains to travel around

the world unchanged, except for a C instead

of a K when it reaches the Scottish knitting

mills which Lands' End haunts to process

it. And to make some of the world's

greatest sweaters.

More like wool than any fiber.

Natural cashmere is brownish in color It

yields itself to the spinning of luxurious,

soft, wool-like yarns with a characteristic

highly napped finish.

It is highly prized — not least by us at

Lands' End and our customers— for its

softness, and warmth. It is lighter in weight

than wool, but not as durable. As they

say, nobody is perfect— not even the

Kashmir goat.

Our cashmeres are rare values.

Lands' End specifies that our cashmere
sweaters be knitted from two-ply yarn,

which is extremely fine and close and

extremely soft. By the same token it is a

costly material— there being a strict

limitation on the total amount of cashmere

hair available.

Still, we have managed to lay hold on
an encouraging assortment of cashmere
sweaters and we've priced them affordably.

(We don't haunt those Scottish mills

for nothing.)

They include cashmere cable crew-

necks with hand-looped collars, as well as

Fair Isle styles for her, sleeveless V-necks

for him, and long-sleeved V-necks for the

two of them.

Seeing is believing and thrilling.

Obviously you should see our cashmeres

oi
<^"*

ipf-

^oo'

on people and in our catalog — and what

could be easier than to get a free catalog

simply by dialing our toll-free number
(800-356-4444) 24 hours a day Or sending

in the coupon below.

Remember, like everything else in the

catalog— from shoes to soft luggage to

summer wear and accessories— your

cashmere sweater is backed by our

short, sweet, two word guarantee:

GUARANTEED. PERIOD.
There is no fine print.

Call now. So next year when
the Kashmir goat performs his

miracle, you can celebrate in

Lands' End style.

I I Please send free catalog-

Lands' End Dept. P-25

Dodgeville, 'WI 53595

.Z.p_

Or call Toll-free*

800-356-4444
(Except Alaska and Hawaii call 608-935-278



This map ofthe Love Canal area shows

the study's trapping sites. At bottom

is an aerialphotograph ofthesame area.

Joe Le Monnier

Judy Bowers, Mcintosh and Mcintosh

tial study we concentrated on three. The
first area was the inner ring, our main

study area. We trapped right along the

fence, except for a short period at the end

of 1980 when we trapped inside the inner

ring (few voles were caught there). Since

the vole habitat extends on both sides of

the fence, we felt that trapping in one

place was as good as the other.

The second area was across Frontier

Avenue, which runs on the south side of

the canal but which extends both east and

west of the canal. This grassy area runs

parallel to, and beneath, the LaSalle Ex-

pressway. This site is part of an area that

used to be known as the outer ring and is

now called the Emergency Declaration

Area. The state of New York has pur-

chased the houses of all residents in the

Declaration Area who wanted to sell.

Most people chose to sell out but some

families, including renters, remain there.

So most, but not all, of the houses there

are empty. The Emergency Declaration

Area surrounds the inner ring, and is the

area government officials have recently

discussed resettling with families. Our
control area was about a mile away from

the canal, across a main thoroughfare

called Williams Road.

The traps were laid about ten feet apart,

right in the vole runways. We started with

snap traps, then switched to Havahart

traps, live traps that the voles walk right

into. The traps were generally checked

daily, once early in the morning and again

before sundown. In hot weather we made
every effort to shade the live traps.

But from the very beginning of the

study, there were signs that something un-

usual was happening to the voles around

the fence. We simply couldn't catch

many. In that first period of trapping at

the end of 1 979, Rowley had to step up the

trapping eff'ort along the fence. We had

320 traps out for three nights, but we only

caught fifteen voles. In contrast, we put

out 1 00 traps in the control area and in the

same three-day period caught fifty-four.

The second area produced a number be-

tween the two extremes.

The voles were taken to a field lab,

where they were killed and their organs

fixed for subsequent examination with

light and electron microscopes. We did

the kinds of tests that are routinely done in

biological studies of this sort. We weighed

the mice, noted their reproductive condi-

tions, took fat from each specimen. We
weighed the livers and divided them up

into sections so they could be looked at un-

der a microscope and tested. We weighed

other major organs and removed the eyes,

which were put in Formalin and subse-

quently dried and weighed.
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These are some of the innovations and traditions that

nake the new Rolleis unlike any other cameras in the world.

Marty of the world's most

famous photographers began

their careers with a camera

much like this one. And many
ofthem continue to use Rolleis

bought 30 to 40 years ago. on

a regular basis.

At the height of his photographic

career Fernand Fonssagrives

produced an average of 15 pages

a monthfor Town,and Country

magazine. All shot with a Rollei

given to him by hisfellow-dancer

wife to distract him while recup-

eratingfrom an injury This pic-

ture. The Dancer, was taken 16

vears later with the same Rollei.

In the SLX, both aperture and
leafshutter are driven by lin-

ear motors, freeing the photog-

rapherfrom thefoibles of
mechanical systems

the SL 66Es built-in bellows

and retro mounting capability

< '/ tenses permits reproduction

ratios ofup to 1.5:1 without

need ofaccessories.

As more and more profes-

sionals rediscover I'A \ I'A

photography, many who started

their careers with "the inevita-

ble RolleiV are once again
becoming Rolleiflex owners.
And with it, discovering that

the Rollei SLX has once again
preempted for Rollei,the station

of most advanced medium for-

mat photography system in

the world. A system which
prompted celebrated photo-
journalist Mary Ellen Mark to

comment "Rollei's SLX has
been like a re-birth ...given me
a whole new outlook about my
work" The new electronically

controlled aperture mechanism
and leaf shutter were developed

by Rollei solely for the SLX sys-

tem. The fact that the shutter is

capable of shooting 10 exposures

per second on a single frame is

testimony to its precision and
resultant rugged dependability.

The SLX is the only medium
format camera where the
motor drive, exposure meas-
urement and control systems

are built in and microprocessor

controlled. Another exclusive

SLX innovation, through the lens

metering, automatically works
with all viewfinders, lenses and

accessaries in shutter priority.

Offers either continuous variable

f-stops in automatic or 1/3 click

stops in manual. Starting with

inexpensive pre-loadable film

holders that facilitate rapid

film changing, the SLX's total

film handling system is charac-

terized by its innovative, faster,

more certain way of moving
film through the camera...from
frame to frame... ready to shoot

in about a half second. The
SL 66E is the newest Rollei and

the world's first IVaxIVa SLR
camera with built-in through the

lens ambient and dedicated flash

metering. The tilting lens-

board of the SL 66E provides

for greater depth-of-field cor-

rection even at wide apertures.

Film speed selection is set on the

magazine and automatically
relayed to the camera's metering

system via an ASA setting dial.

Built-in sensors automatically

stop film advance at frame one
and indicate the end of a roll by

both audible and visual signals

The interchangeable magazines

accept up to 72-exposure film

and have a built-in 36f72frame
counter integral ASA/DIN film

speed setting and automatic

stop.
,

The 35mm SL 2000 Ffeatures

eye and waist level viewfinders

with diopter correction at eye

levelfrom +2 to —4.

On June IH. 1983 a Kollei

SL 2000 F rigged with sound
activated controls was used to

make this picture ofthe STS-7

liftofffrom a distance of
almost halfa mile.

When the Rolleiflex SL 2000 F
was initially introduced it was
cited as "the first historically

significant 35mm SLR concept

in over 30 years'.' All largely

because phototechnology for

the first time was seeing a

35mm camera which utilized

the features, refinements and
innovations developed over 50
years of Rollei medium format
leadership. Things such as

built-in (not add-on) motor
drive, interchangeable film mag-
azines and both eye and waist

level viewfinders to name but a

few. Continuous shutter release

triggers up to four frames per sec-

ond. The exposure is contin-

uously checked and, if necessary,

the shutter speed is corrected.

Dioptric correction of the view-

finder allows adjustment to

one's own eyesight One glance

through the eyepiece and all the

important information is visible

in the viewfinder: aperture set-

ting, shutter speed, focusing aids,

dedicated flash control signal and

battery control. Moreover, the

viewfinder has a marked sectional

field for selective metering. The
central fail-safe system indica-

tor signals instantly and auto-

matically stops operation if the

camera is not being operated

correctly. To see other evidence

of Rollei technical and optical

superiority, examine any of these

cameras now at your Rolleiflex

dealer

<Rollei
fototechnic 1^

Berkey MarKeting Companies. 25-20 L^^
Brooklyn-Queens Expwy, Woodslde. N.Y. 1 1377 pmoto

© 1983 BMC. Div ol Betkey Pho!o. Inc



The
Americas' First

Silver Dollar
Original coins up to 200 years old —
real legal lender of our /.? colonies!

$75 Price Kuaranleed 30 days only!

Minted from 1772-1821 in Spanish

America, these vintage "Pillar Dollars"

were the most popular silver coins of our

13 Colonies and remained legal tender in

the USA up until 1857. These scarce silver

dollars are increasingly sought-after.

Minted in Mexico City at the oldest

mint in the Americas, and denominated 8

Reales, they were the forerunners of the

U.S. silver dollars struck in 1794 — and

served as the world's most popular trade

coins.

Huge silver melts and the fact that

relatively few were saved from destruction

make these coins "sleeping" classics.

Each silver dollar is a large 39.5mm in

diameter 27.07 grams of .903 pure silver

and each comes with a Certificate of

Authenticity attesting to its fine quality.

yW^ Douglas S. Schneible Life Member

CALL TOLL-FREE

1-800-451-4463
including Sundays

I PRIORITY RESERVATION FORM ~ ^— ^
Please send America's First Silver Dollars checked

D Ice
2 CO

D 3cc
D 5 CO

D 10 c

I $75

« $150

It $215 (Save $10)

H $345 (Save $30)

1 $675 (Save $75)

(Limit 10) No. 7177

Also send special presentation boxes at

$2.50 each.

Postage and Insurance; add $2.50 per coin or $5.00

total on orders of three or more coins.

TOTAL DUE: $

D Check or money order enclosed.

D Please charge the full amount to my credit card:

Exp l_

InleraaUonal Coins & Currency, Inc.

Dept. 409, II E. State St., Box 218

Montpelier, VT 05602

Phone(_

LZ
YOUR 100% NO RISK GUARANTEE: You may
return your order for a full refund within 15 days (less

postage, insurance and handling of course) it not com-

pletely saitsfied. ,983 @ ,cc. Inc.

As I have mentioned, the voles from the

main study area and the Declaration Area

had very little body fat. We analyzed fat

pooled from animals from the two areas,

however, and found many unidentified or-

ganic compounds. The pooled fat con-

tained 2-chlormethylnapthalene and

much Lindane. The analysis also showed

that dichlorobenzene was present in sam-

ples from both the inner ring and control

areas, although there was less in the con-

trol. Dichlorobenzene is part of a group of

chlorinated hydrocarbons, some of which

are carcinogenic or toxic to the liver. We

An Unhealthy Mixture ofScience and Politics

Almost since that day five years ago

when the New York health commissioner

declared a health emergency there. Love

Canal has represented more than the envi-

ronmental problems of a single commu-
nity. It was our country's baptism into the

problem of toxic chemical wastes. Love

Canal, a neighborhood of Niagara Falls,

was a plain, middle-American neighbor-

hood with no great aspirations for itself;

instead it became a symbol for one of the

major environmental problems of our age.

Five years later, life along the canal

continues to simmer with controversy. It

is not the area immediately bordering the

old canal dumpsite that is at issue. The
houses there have long since been torn

down and the so-called inner ring has been

closed off by a fence. But deciding what to

do about the surrounding area, the "outer

ring," has been a trickier matter.

After a 1980 chromosome study re-

ported abnormalities in eleven of thirty-

six neighborhood residents examined,

state officials established a plan for volun-

tary evacuation of the outer ring, now
called the Emergency Declaration Area.

By the end of that year the state, with fed-

eral financial support, had begun pur-

chasing the houses of everyone in the Dec-

laration Area who wanted out. Although

the validity of the chromosome study was

soon called into question by a federal sci-

entific review, the evacuation process con-

tinued; by April 1983, 423 houses lay

empty. One hundred eighty-two families

still live in the area.

In August of 1980 the federal Environ-

mental Protection Agency (EPA) had be-

gun a monitoring study to determine

whether chemicals seeping out from the

canal had contaminated the Declaration

Area's air, water, and soil. The EPA even-

tually reported it had found no significant

contamination, and relying largely on that

finding, the federal Department of

Health and Human Services announced

in July of 1982 that it considered the

neighborhood safe for people to live in.

Local Niagara Falls officials, who have

made no secret of their anxiousness to re-

settle the area, planned to begin doing so

this past summer.

But like the earlier chromosome study,

the EPA study was also controversial.

Groups like the Ecumenical Task Force

of Niagara Falls—which has counseled

former Love Canal residents—said flatly

that the EPA study was a whitewash, mo-
tivated by economic and political forces

trying to return Love Canal to "normal,"

no matter what. Apparently State Attor-

ney General Robert Abrams agreed with

them: earlier this year, he said he would

file suit against local and state officials if

they tried to move people back into the

Declaration Area. Then, this past June,

the Office of Technology Assessment

(OTA)—a research arm of Congress

—

concluded after examining the EPA study

that the EPA had no sound basis for say-

ing the neighborhcxid is safe. In fact, OTA
researchers said, the EPA's own data pro
vide a "limited, but not conclusive, indica-

tion" that chemicals are continuing to

leak out of Love Canal and into the sur-

rounding neighborhood. The OTA study

was a blow to proresettlement advocates

such as the mayor of Niagara Falls, but

according to sources in Niagara Falls, lo-

cal officials may begin pushing again this

fall to resell the Declaration Area houses.

Four years ago, before much of this

controversy got started, John J. Christian,

a professor at the Binghamton campus of

the State University of New York, and

some colleagues began studying the field

mice living in and around Love Canal.

Christian was looking for evidence of

toxic chemical contamination of meadow
voles and was interested in determining

what biological effects such chemicals

—

assuming they were present—were hav-

ing. His was only a wildlife study, but

even in pursuing this seemingly non-

controversial topic. Christian has brushed

up against the political forces operating in

Albany and Niagara Falls. He was barred

by the state from trapping inside the fence

surrounding the inner ring, despite re-

peated requests to do so. Christian also

has not been allowed to put healthy voles

into pens inside the fence to see what be-

comes of them.

John Christian does not like to discuss

what his study might mean for the issue of

human habitability; the answer lies be-

yond science. But on the subject of field

mice, he is quite clear: Love Canal seems

to be doing serious damage to their health.

Such a finding will be controversial only

to those anxious to see the abandoned

neighborhood reinhabited. Actually, it is

just a bit of information—compelling in-

formation, certainly—on a subject that

needs more study. Indeed, ifwe would put

aside any discussion of moving people

back into the Love Canal area, there

would not be much problem there at all.

David Weinberg
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THEMOSTAMAZING
SPACE VEHICLEOFALL.

As you read this, you are

hurtling through space
at 67,000 miles per hour

Billions of human passen-

gers share the ride with

myriad other forms of

life. The center

of your space
vehicle seethes

at 7,800°F

Welcome to

Planet Earth.

Explore this

remarkable place
* we call home. The

volumes of the

Planet Earth library will show
it to you as you have never

seen it before.

You'll join cave explorers in

underground realms and
examine clues to the forces

that shape the earth. You'll see

what gives

tornadoes their

freakish, random
powers of destruction . . .the

earth remaining cool on its

surface yet white hot at its

molten center Specially created

cause-and-effect diagrams
demonstrate the way glaciers

move. ..how earth's crust rolls

BEGINA VOYAGETHATREVEALSHOW
OURASTONISHINGPLANET WORKS.

and folds in an earthquake. A
wealth of facts, non-technical

explanations and full-color

photographs will give you and
your family an understanding

of how our planet works that

few have ever enjoyed.

To begin, accept Volcano for

10 days' reading with no obli-

gation to buy it. In full-color

photographs you'll watch lava

flows in recent eruptions and
see how past eruptions have
altered the land. You'll learn

why volcanic action—for all its

destructiveness—may be the

primal source of life-giving air

and water

Through on-the-scene
photographs you'll relive the

1902 eruption of Martinique's

Mount Pelee—the first eruption

observed by modern science.

You'll witness eruptions in Hawaii
and along the Pacific Ring

of Fire. And you'll find a minute-
j

by-minute

account of the still awe-inspir-

ing explosion of Mt. St. Helens

and its aftermath.

You can continue your explo-

ration of Planet Earth in such
volumes as Earthquake ..Ice

Ages (where you'll encounter
wonders from earths past like

the wooly mammoth, above). .

.

Continents in Collision ...

Underground
Worlds ... Solar

System ... sent one
at a time, always

for a free 10-day

examination.

To share this

rewarding view

of our world with

your family mail

the reply card

today

PLANETEARTH. EXAMINE VOLCANO FOR 10 DAYS FREE.

Each vol.; Approx. 176 pages.
More than 150 illustrations.

Hardcover 9'/:" x 11'/b"

© 1983 Time-Ltfe Books Inc.Time&Ufc BIdg., Chicago, It6061

1

If card has been taken, mail coupon to:
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Vole Density and Life Expectancy in Love Canal Region

Love Canal Frontier Avenue Control Area

Average vole density 1979

(Voles caught per 1980

100 trap-nights)

1.56

1.85

18.0

5.01 7.03

Additional life expectancy

for 30-day-old voles

54 (days) 75 100

found PCBs in the control samples. We
are still waiting for quantitative data from

additional pools but the fat samples show

irrefutably that creatures on and near the

canal have absorbed toxic chemicals into

their body tissues.

Measuring eye lens weights was prob-

ably the single most important step in the

study since lens weight can be used to de-

termine an animal's age. As a vole or any

mammal ages, its lenses lose moisture.

The moisture is replaced by crystalline

protein and the lenses become heavier.

There is a mathematical relationship be-

tween lens weight and age that is quite ac-

curate up to 100 days but not very accu-

rate after that. Since well over 90 percent

of our animals from all three areas were

less than 1 00 days old, we feel we got rea-

sonably accurate ages. It is not a simple

process, however. We stored the animal

eyes in buffered paraformaldehyde. Later

we removed the lenses and placed them in

absolute alcohol. After twenty-four hours

we changed the alcohol and after another

twenty-four hours we took the lenses out

and put them in an oven at 60°C for five

or six days. Only then did we weigh them,

and after another week in the oven we

weighed them again. These weights were

used to calculate the ages of our voles.

Then, using frequency analysis and basic

life tables, we estimated the life expectan-

cies of the voles from each of the three

areas.

When these values began to come in, we

understood why it was so hard to catch

voles around the fence. The difference in

life expectancies was striking. Based upon

our calculations, voles from our control

area that live to the age of thirty days can

expect to live another one hundred days.

In the Frontier Avenue area, thirty-day-

old voles can expect to live considerably

less time, about seventy-five more days.

Voles living near the fence, in the main

study area, have the shortest life expectan-

cies. After thirty days, they live only fifty-

four more days on the average. These fig-

ures indicate that once they hit an age of

thirty days, inner-ring voles have a life ex-

pectancy only half that of the control area

animals.

Furthermore, females are dying in

greater numbers than males. This is a dif-

ficult kind of comparison to make and we

checked it many different ways, especially

in terms of what time of year the trapping

Although meadow voles should thrive in the moist, grassyfields

surrounding Love Canal, they are uncommonly hard tofind there—
apparently because ofhigh mortality related to chemical poisoning.

Joe McDonald: Bmce Coteman
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was done. In the 1980 spring-summer

trapping period, for example, there were

significantly more mature females living

around the fenced area than males, and

the same was true of our control area. But

by that fall, the distribution had changed

radically. Mature females only accounted

for 43 percent of the field mice living

around the inner ring, while they still ac-

counted for 75 percent of those in the con-

trol area. Of course, all the animals had

aged during this period and so the phe-

nomenon could be explained if the matu-

ration of canal females was being delayed

for some reason. But we checked this and

if there is such a delay, it is not great

enough to account for our numbers.

Large, mature female voles died out rap-

idly in our main test area, more rapidly

than in the control. The data for the Dec-

laration Area were inconclusive.

In trying to understand the pathology

that was leading to these deaths, we found

the animals' livers to be especially reveal-

ing. Among the first things we observed

when we put the livers of the canal and

Declaration Area animals under a micro-

scope were lipid vacuoles. Lipids are fats;

their presence is a classic, unmistakable

sign of liver illness. Fats usually are passed

out into the body from the liver as lipopro-

teins. When fats remain in the liver, it

means something is malfunctioning. Alco-

holics en route to getting cirrhosis of the

liver develop fatty livers. The condition in-

variably is related to a metabolic problem

in the liver and often to enzyme problems.

Anytime you ingest a drug or chemical of

any sort, certain enzymes are brought into

play for detoxification. But if the enzymes

are not working properly or are not being

produced at a great enough level, things

start to go wrong. There were abnormally

high levels of several liver enzymes in the

blood of a few voles from the study area.

Fatty livers are symptomatic of many
sorts of ailments, but they were not the

only abnormality we saw in that organ.

Microscopic examination revealed an-

other, peculiar effect on the livers of voles

living in the main study area: their glyco-

gen levels were extremely low. Glycogen

is essentially stored fuel. When a mammal
runs low on energy, it converts glycogen

into sugar, giving itself a shot of fuel.

Without glycogen, an animal's energy

supplies are drastically reduced. Without

energy, the animal cannot survive.

When Singhal and Kacew fed DDT to

lab rats in 1976, they noticed that at first

the blood sugar levels started rising and so

did the rate of gluconeogenesis—the turn-

ing of glycogen into sugar. The animals

were producing large amounts of energy.

They were also utilizing body fat for en-

ergy. But then the rats started to run out of

body fat and out of glycogen. They ended

up depleting all their reserves.

We do not yet know how toxic chemi-

cals are affecting the voles of Love Canal.

They could be dying of direct toxicity or of

some synergistic effect of several chemi-

cals. But the very low glycogen levels

present us with the possibility that the

voles may not have enough energy to stay

alive. They may not have the energy just

to move around and find food or to escape

from predators or even to keep warm. If a

mammal cannot produce heat, it can

freeze to death on what might seem to us

like a cool and pleasant evening. More-

over, all these liver changes are more pro-

nounced in females than males, which

may be related to the higher female mor-

tality rate. Some laboratory studies have

shown that females metabolize adrenal

corticoids faster than males and the same

enzymes probably metabolize chlorinated

hydrocarbons as well. If the females are

metabolizing toxic chemicals more rap-

idly than males, that could explain the

more severe effect on their health.

Our study produced many other poten-

tially significant but as yet unexplained re-

sults. There may be delayed maturation in

males and reproductive problems in fe-

males from the canal area. If so, there is

plenty of evidence from past studies to

show that chemicals such as Lindane and

PCBs can have a deleterious effect on re-

production. Weights of such vital organs

as the spleen, thymus, and adrenal gland

were lower in the main study area than in

the control. The pathological processes be-

ing set off by toxic chemicals in the voles

we studied are probably much more com-

plicated than we will know about for some

time.

New York State Department of Health

officials have been saying that the Love

Canal neighborhood is habitable for peo-

ple. Others disagree. I have no desire to

enter into that debate, but it might be wise

to defer a decision on resettlement until

the area can be studied further. While our

results are not conclusive, they do seem to

indicate that some caution is warranted. If

there was no contamination of animals

near the fence or if they were not dying

prematurely that would be one thing. But

there is contamination and they are dying

prematurely.

One could argue that the way animals

become contaminated is quite different

from the way humans do. Still, it seems to

us that the meadow voles may be provid-

ing some indication of the state of the

Love Canal neighborhood. So far, it does

not seem to be a healthful place for

them.
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This View of Life

False Premise, Good Science
Resolution of the nineteenth-century debate about the earth's age

revealed the basic chanciness and unpredictability of science

by Stephen Jay Gould

My vote for the most arrogant of all sci-

entific titles goes unhesitatingly to a fam-

ous paper written in 1 866 by Lord Kelvin,

"The 'Doctrine of Uniformity' in Geology

briefly refuted." In it, Britain's greatest

physicist claimed that he had destroyed

the foundation of an entire profession not

his own. Kelvin wrote:

The "Doctrine of Uniformity" in Geology,

as held by many of the most eminent of

British geologists, assumes that the earth's

surface and upper crust have been nearly as

they are at present in temperature and

other physical qualities during millions of

millions of years. But the heat which we

know, by observation, to be now conducted

out of the earth yearly is so great, that if this

action had been going on with any approach

to uniformity for 20,000 million years, the

amount of heat lost out of the earth would

have been about as much as would heat, by

100° Cent., a quantity of ordinary surface

rock of 100 times the earth's bulk. (See cal-

culation appended.) This would be more

than enough to melt a mass of surface rock

equal in bulk to the whole earth. No hy-

pothesis as to chemical action, internal flu-

idity, eff'ects of pressure at great depth, or

possible character of substances in the inte-

rior of the earth, possessing the smallest

vestige of probability, can justify the suppo-

sition that the earth's crust has remained

nearly as it is, while from the whole, or from

any part, of the earth, so great a quantity of

heat has been lost.

I apologize for inflicting so long a quote

so early in the column, but this is not an ex-

tract from Kelvin's paper. It is the whole

thing (minus the appended calculation).

In a mere paragraph, Kelvin felt he had

thoroughly undermined the very basis of

his sister discipline.

Kelvin's arrogance was so extreme, and

his later comeuppance so spectacular,

that the tale of this paper, and of Kelvin's

entire, relentless forty-year campaign for

a young earth, has become the classical

moral homily of our geological textbooks.

But beware of conventional moral homi-

lies. They have about as much chance of

being accurate as George Washington had

to scale that silver dollar clear across the

Rappahannock.

The story, as usually told, goes some-

thing like this. Geology, for several centu-

ries, had languished under the thrall of

Archbishop Ussher and his biblical chro-

nology of but a few thousand years for the

earth's age. Such a restriction led to the

unscientific doctrine of catastrophism

—

the notion that miraculous upheavals and

paroxysms must characterize our earth's

history if its entire geological story must

be compressed into the Mosaic chronol-

ogy. After long struggle, Hutton and Lyell

won the day for science with their alterna-

tive idea of uniformitarianism—the claim

that current rates of change, extrapolated

over limitless time, could explain all our

history from a scientific standpoint acces-

sible to direct observation of present pro-

cesses and their accomplishments. Unifor-

mity, so the story goes, rests on two

propositions: essentially unlimited time

(so that slow processes can achieve their

accumulated effect), and an earth that

does not alter its basic form and style of

dynamic change throughout this vast

time. Uniformity in geology led to evolu-

tion in biology and the scientific revolu-

tion spread. To deny uniformity, the hom-

ily continues, would be to undermine

science itself and plunge geology back into

its own dark ages.

Yet Kelvin, perhaps unaware, did just

this. Arguing that the earth began as a

molten body, and basing his calculation

upon loss of heat from the earth's interior

(as measured, for example, in mines), Kel-

a

vin recognized that the earth's solid sur-

face could not be very old—probably 100

million years, and 400 million at most (al-

though he later revised the estimate down-

ward, possibly to as little as 20 million

years). With this little time for all of evolu-

tion—not to mention the physical history

of solid rocks—what recourse did geology

have except to its discredited idea of ca-

tastrophes. Kelvin had plunged geology

into an inextricable dilemma while cloth-

ing it with all the prestige of quantitative

physics, queen of the sciences. One popu-

lar geological textbook writes (C.W.

Barnes. Earth, Time and Life. John Wi-

ley, 1980:376), for example:

Geologic time, freed from the constraints of

literal biblical interpretation, had become
unlimited; the concepts of uniform change

]

first suggested by Hutton now embraced i

the concept of the origin and evolution of

life. Kelvin single-handedly destroyed, for a

time, uniformitarian and evolutionary

thought. Geologic time was still restricted

because the laws of physics bound as tightly
'

as biblical literalism ever had.

Fortunately for a scientific geology,

Kelvin's argument rested on a false

premise—the assumption that the earth's

heat is a residue of its original molten state

and not a constantly renewed quantity.

For if heat forms anew, then its current

rate of loss cannot be used to infer an an-

cient condition. In fact, unbeknown to

Kelvin, most of the earth's internal heat is

newly generated by the process of radioac-

tive decay. However elegant his calcula-

tions, they were based on a false premise,

and Kelvin's argument collapsed with the

discovery of radioactivity early in our cen-

tury. Geologists should have trusted their

own intuitions from the start and not

bowed before the false lure of physics. In

any case, uniformity finally won and sci-
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entific geology was restored. This tran-

sient episode teaches us that we must trust

the careful empirical data of a profession

and not rely too heavily on theoretical in-

terventions from outside, whatever their

apparent credentials.

The actual story is by no means so sim-

ple nor as easily given an evident moral in-

terpretation. First of all, Kelvin's argu-

ments, although fatally flawed as outlined

above, were neither so simple nor as unac-

ceptable to geologists as the usual story

goes. Most geologists were inclined to

treat them as a genuine reform of their

profession until Kelvin got carried away
with further restrictions upon his original

estimate of 100 million years. Darwin's

strong opposition was a personal cam-

paign based on his own extreme gradual-

ism, not a consensus. Both Wallace and

Huxley accepted Kelvin's age and pro-

nounced it consonant with evolution. Sec-

ondly, Kelvin's reform did not plunge ge-

ology into an unscientific past, but

presented instead a different scientific ac-

count based on a varying concept of his-

tory that may be more valid than the strict

uniformitarianism preached by Lyell.

Uniformitarianism, as advanced by Lyell,

was a specific and restrictive theory of his-

tory, not (as often misunderstood) a gen-

eral account of how science must operate.

Kelvin had attacked a legitimate target.

Kelvin's arguments and the reaction of
geologists

As codiscoverer of the second law of

thermodynamics. Lord Kelvin based his

arguments for the earth's minimum age

on the dissipation of the solar system's

original energy as heat. He advanced

three distinct claims and tried to form a

single quantitative estimate for the earth's

age by seeking agreement among them

(see Joe D. Burchfield's Lord Kelvin and

the Age of the Earth, Science History

Publications, 1975, the source for most of

the technical information reported here).

Kelvin based his first argument on the

age of the sun. He imagined that the sun

had formed through the falling together of

smaller meteoric masses. As these mete-

ors are drawn together by their mutual

gravitational attraction, their potential en-

ergy is converted into kinetic energy,

which, upon collision, is finally converted

into heat, causing the sun to shine. Kelvin

felt that he could calculate the total poten-

tial energy in a mass of meteors equal to

the sun's bulk and, from this, obtain an es-

timate of the sun's original heat (since this

potential energy is converted directly into

heat through collision of the meteors).

From this estimate, he could calculate a

minimum age for the sun, assuming that it
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had been shining at its present intensity

since the beginning. But such a calcula-

tion was crucially dependent on a set of

factors that Kelvin could not really esti-

mate—including the original number of

meteors and their original distance from

each other—and he never ventured a pre-

cise figure for the sun's age. He settled on

a number between 100 and 500 million

years as a best estimate, probably closer to

the younger age.

Kelvin based his second argument, as

already discussed, on the probable age of

the earth's solid crust. He assumed that

the earth had cooled from an originally

molten state and that the heat now issuing

from its mines represented the same pro-

cess of cooling that had caused the crust to

solidify. If he could measure the rate of

heat loss from the earth's interior, he

could reason back to a time when the

earth must have contained enough heat to

keep its globe entirely molten—assuming

that this rate of dissipation had not

changed through time. (This is the argu-

ment for his "brief refutation of unifor-

mity, cited at the beginning of this col-

umn.) This argument sounds more "solid"

than the first claim based on a hypothesis

about how the sun formed. At least one

can hope to measure directly its primary

ingredient—the rate at which heat is now

being dissipated from the earth. Still, it is

also dependent on several crucial and

unprovable assumptions, particularly

about the earth's composition. To make

his calculation work, Kelvin had to as-

sume that the earth was a body of virtually

uniform composition that had solidified

from the center outward and had been, at

the time the crust formed, a solid sphere of

similar temperature throughout. These re-

strictions also made it impossible for Kel-

vin to assign a definite age with confi-

dence to the crust. He ventured between

100 and 400 million years, again with a

stated preference for the smaller figure.

Kelvin based his third argument on the

earth's shape as a spheroid flattened at the

poles. He felt that he could relate this de-

gree of polar shortening to the speed of the

earth's rotation when it formed in a mol-

ten state amenable to flattening. Now we

know—and, indeed, Kelvin knew—that

the earth's rotation has been continually

slowing down as a result of tidal friction

(see my column of April 1 979). The earth

rotated more rapidly when it first formed.

Its current shape should therefore be a

gauge of its age. I f the earth formed a long

time ago, when rotation was quite rapid, it

should now be very flat. If the earth is not

so ancient, then it formed when the rate of

rotation was not so dilTerent from its cur-

rent pace, and flattening should be less.
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Kelvin felt that the small degree of actual

flattening indicated a relatively young age

for the earth. Again, and for the third

time, this argument was based upon so

many unprovable assumptions (about the

earth's uniform composition, for example)

that Kelvin could not calculate a precise

figure for the earth's age.

Thus, although all three arguments had

a quantitative patina, none was precise.

All were based upon simplifying assump-

tions that Kelvin could not justify All

therefore yielded only vague estimates

with large margins of error. During most

of Kelvin's forty-year campaign, the most

common figure that he cited for the

earth's age was 1 00 million years—plenty

of time, as it turned out, to satisfy nearly

all geologists and biologists.

Danvin's strenuous opposition to Kelvin

is well recorded, and later commentators

have assumed that he spoke for a troubled

consensus. In fact, his antipathy to Kelvin

was idiosyncratic and based on the strong

personal commitment to gradualism so

characteristic of Darwin's world view. So

wedded was Darwin to the virtual neces-

sity of unlimited time as a prerequisite for

evolution by natural selection that he in-

vited readers to abandon his book on the

Origin ofSpecies if they could not accept

such a premise: "He who can read Sir

Charles Lyell's grand work on the Princi-

ples of Geology, and yet does not admit

how incomprehensively vast have been the

past periods of time, may at once close this

volume." Here Darwin commits a fallacy

of reason—the confusion of gradualism

with natural selection—that character-

ized all his work and that brought forth

Huxley's major criticism of the Origin:

"You load yourself with an unnecessary-

difficulty in adopting Naiura non facii

saltum [Nature does not proceed by

leaps] so unreservedly." Still. Darwin can-

not be entirely blamed, for Kelvin made

the same error in arguing explicitly that

his young age for the earth cast grave

doubt upon natural selection as an evolu-

tionary mechanism (while not arguing

against evolution itself). Kelvin wrote:

The limitations of geological periods, im-

posed by physical science, cannot, of

course, disprove the hypothesis of transmu-

tation of species: but it does seem sufficient

to disprove the doctrine that transmutation

has taken place through "descent with

modification by natural selection."

Thus, Darwin continued to regard Kel-

vin's calculation of the earth's age as per-

haps the gravest objection to his theory.

He wrote to Wallace in 1 869 that "Thom-

son's [Lord Kelvin's] views on the recent

age of the world have been for some time

one of my sorest troubles." And, in 1871,

in striking metaphor, "But then comes Sir

W. Thomson like an odious spectre." Al-

though Darwin generally stuck to his guns

and felt in his heart of hearts that some-

thing must be wrong with Kelvin's cal-

culations, he did finally compromise in the

last edition of the Origin (1872), writing

that more rapid changes on the early earth

would have accelerated the pace of evolu-

tion, perhaps permitting all the changes

we observe in Kelvin's limited time:

It is, however, probable, as Sir William

Thompson [sic] insists, that the world at a

very early period was subjected to more

rapid and violent changes in its physical

conditions than those now occurring; and

such changes would have tended to induce

changes at a corresponding rate in the or-

ganisms which then existed.

Darwin's distress was not shared by his

two leading supporters in England, Wal-

lace and Huxley. Wallace did not tie the

action of natural selection to Darwin's gla-

cially slow time scale; he simply argued

that if Kelvin limited the earth to 1 00 mil-

lion years, then natural selection must op-

erate at generally higher rates than we had

previously thought: "It is within that time

[Kelvin's 100 million years], therefore,

that the whole series of geological

changes, the origin and development of all

forms of life, must be compressed." In

1 870, Wallace even proclaimed his happi-

ness with a time scale of but 24 million

years since the inception of our fossil

record in the Cambrian explosion.

Huxley was even less troubled, espe-

cially since he had long advocated that

evolution might occur by saltation, as well

as by slow natural selection. Huxley ar-

gued that our entire impression of the

slothfulness of evolutionary change had

been based on false and circular logic in

the first place. We have no independent

evidence for the claim that evolution is

slow: this impression was simply an infer-

ence based on the assumed vast duration

of fossil strata. If Kelvin now tells us that

these strata were deposited in far less

time, then our estimate of evolutionar)'

rate must be correspondingly revised.

Biology takes her time from geology. The

only reason we have for believing in the

slow rate of the change in living forms is the

fact that they persist through a series of de-

posits which, geology informs us. have

taken a long while to make. If the geological

clock is wrong, all the naturalist will have to

do is to modify his notions of the rapidity of

change accordingly.

Britain's leading geologists tended to

follow Wallace and Huxley rather than

Darwin. They proclaimed that Kelvin had

performed a service for geolog>' in chal-

lenging the virtual eternity of Lyell's

world and in "restraining the reckless

drafts" that geologists so rashly make on

the "bank of time," in TC. Chamberlin's

apt metaphor. Only late in his campaign,

when Kelvin began to restrict his estimate

from a vague and comfortable 100 million

years (and perhaps a good deal more) to a

more rigidly circumscribed 20 million

years or so did geologists finally rebel. A.

Geikie, who had been a staunch supporter

of Kelvin, then wrote:

Geologists have not been slow to admit that

they were in error in assuming that they had

an eternity of past time for the evolution of

the earth's history. They have frankly ac-

knowledged the validity of the physical ar-

guments which go to place more or less defi-

nite limits to the antiquity of the earth.

They were, on the whole, disposed to acqui-

esce in the allowance of 100 millions of

years granted them by Lord Kelvin, for the

transaction of the long cycles of geological

history. But the physicists have been insa-

tiable and inexorable. As remorseless as

Lear's daughters, they have cut down their

grant of years by successive slices, until

some of them have brought the number to

something less than ten millions. In vain

have geologists protested that there must be

somewhere a flaw in a line of argument

which tends to results so entirely at vari-

ance with the strong evidence for a higher

antiquity.

Kelvin's scientific challenge and the mul-

tiple meanings of uniformity

As a master rhetoritician, Charles Lyell

did charge that anyone who challenged his

uniformity might herald a reaction that

would send geology back to its prescien-

tific age of catastrophes. One meaning of

uniformity did uphold the integrity of sci-

ence in this sense—the claim that nature's

laws are constant in space and time and

that miraculous intervention to suspend

these laws cannot be permitted as an agent

of geological change. But uniformity, in

this methodological meaning, was no

longer an issue in Kelvin's time, or even (at

least in scientific circles) when Lyell first

wrote his Principles of Geology in 1 830.

The scientific catastrophists (see my re-

cent column on William Buckland, March

1983) were not miracle mongers, but men

who fully accepted the uniformity of natu-

ral law and sought to render earth history

as a tale of natural calamities occurring

infrequently on an ancient earth.

But uniformity also had a much more

restricted and substantive meaning for

Lyell. He also used the term for a particu-

lar theory of earth history based on two

questionable postulates: first, that rates of

change did not vary much throughout

time and that slow and current processes
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were sufficient to account for all geologi-

cal phenomena in their accumulated im-

pact; second, that the earth had always

been about the same, and that its history

had no direction, but represented a steady

state of dynamically constant conditions.

Lyell, probably unconsciously, then

performed a clever and invalid trick of ar-

gument. Uniformity meant two distinct

things—a methodological postulate about

uniform laws, which all scientists had to

accept in order to practice their profes-

sion, and a substantive claim of dubious

validity about the actual history of the

earth. By calling them both uniformity,

and by pointing out that all scientists were

uniformitarians in the first sense, Lyell

also cleverly implied that, to be a scientist,

one had to accept uniformity in its sub-

stantive meaning as well. Thus, the myth

developed that any opposition to unifor-

mity was a rearguard action against sci-

ence itself—and the impression arose that

if Kelvin was attacking the "doctrine of

uniformity" in geology, he must represent

the forces of reaction.

In fact, and of course, Kelvin fully ac-

cepted the uniformity of law and even

based his calculations about heat loss

upon it. His attack on uniformity was di-

rected only to the substantive (and dubi-

ous) side of Lyell's vision. Kelvin had two

complaints about this substantive mean-

ing of uniformity. First, on the question of

rates. If the earth were substantially youn-

ger than Lyell and the strict uniformitari-

ans believed, then modern, slow rates of

change would not be sufficient to render

its history. Early in that history, when the

earth was hotter, causes must have been

more energetic and generally intense.

(This is the "compromise" position that

Darwin finally adopted to explain faster

rates of change early in the history of life.)

Second, on the question of direction. If the

earth began as a molten sphere and lost

heat continually through time, then its his-

tory had a definite pattern and path of

change. The earth was not perennially the

same, merely changing the position of its

lands and seas in a never-ending dance

leading nowhere. Its history followed a

definite road, from a hot, energetic sphere

to a cold, listless world that, eventually,

would sustain life no longer. Kelvin

fought, within a scientific context, for a

short-term, directional history against

Lyell's vision of an essentially eternal

steady-state. Our current view represents

the triumph of neither viewpoint, but a

creative synthesis of both. Kelvin was both

as right and as wrong as Lyell.

Radioactivity and Kelvin's downfall

Kelvin was surely correct in labeling as

extreme Lyell's vision of an earth in

steady-state, going nowhere over untold

ages. Yet our modern time scale is more in

accord with Lyell's concept of no appre-

ciable limit than with Kelvin's 100 million

years and its consequent constraint on

rates of change. The earth is 4.5 billion

years old.

Lyell "won" this round of a compli-

cated and irresolvable battle because Kel-

vin's argument contained a fatal flaw. In

this aspect, the story as conventionally

told has validity. Kelvin's argument was

not an inevitable and mathematically nec-

essary set of claims. It rested instead upon

a crucial assumption about the nature of

the world, an assumption that underlay all

Kelvin's calculations. Kelvin's figures for

heat loss could indicate the earth's age

only if that heat represented an original

quantity gradually and constantly dissi-

pated through time. If heat represented a

clock of this kind, then it ticked at a con-

stant rate from its initial reservoir until its

final exhaustion. But suppose that new

heat is constantly created and that its cur-

rent radiation from earth reflects no origi-

nal quantity, but a current process of gen-

eration. Heat then ceases to be a gauge of

age.

Kelvin recognized the contingent na-

ture of his calculations, but the physics of

his day included no force capable of gen-

erating new heat, and he therefore felt se-

cure in his assumption. Early in his cam-

paign, in calculating the sun's age, he had

admitted his crucial dependence upon no

new source of energy, for he had declared

his results valid "unless new sources now
unknown to us are prepared in the great

storehouse of creation."

Then, in 1903, Pierre Curie announced

that radium salts constantly release newly

generated heat. The unknown source had

been discovered. Early students of radio-

activity quickly recognized that most of

the earth's heat must be continually gen-

erated by radioactive decay, not merely

dissipating from an originally molten con-

dition—and they realized that Kelvin's ar-

gument had been exploded. In 1904, Er-

nest Rutherford gave this account of a

lecture, given in Lord Kelvin's presence,

at which he heralded the downfall of a

forty-year campaign for a young earth:

I came into the room, which was half dark,

and presently spotted Lord Kelvin in the

audience and realized that I was in for trou-

ble at the last part of the speech dealing

with the age of the earth, where my views

conflicted with his. To my relief, Kelvin fell

fast asleep, but as I came to the important

point, I saw the old bird sit up, open an eye

and cock a baleful glance at me! Then a

sudden inspiration came, and 1 said Lord

Kelvin had limited the age of the earth, pro-

vided no new source of heat was discovered.

That prophetic utterance refers to what we
are now considering tonight, radium!

Thus, Kelvin lived into the new age of

radioactivity. He never admitted his error

or published any retraction, but he pri-

vately conceded that the discovery of ra-

dium had invalidated some of his assump-

tions.

The discovery of radioactivity includes

a delicious double irony. Not only did ra-

dioactivity supply a new source of heat

that destroyed Kelvin's argument; it also

then provided the very clock that could

measure the earth's age and proclaim it

ancient after all! For radioactive atoms de-

cay at a constant rate, and their dissipa-

tion does measure the duration of time.

Within ten years of the discovery of radi-

um's newly generated heat, the first cal-

culations for radioactive decay were al-

ready giving ages in billions of years for

some of the earth's oldest rocks.

If this column has any final message, it

is the same theme that inspired my recent

column on Maupertuis (February 1983).

We sometimes think that the advance of

science is simply a story of human
progress, proceeding inexorably by ob-

jective accumulation of better and better

data. Such stories underlie the moral hom-

ilies that constitute our usual account of

the history of science—for Kelvin, in this

context, clearly impeded progress with a

false assumption. Yet it is not so simple.

Kelvin proceeded using the best science of

his day, and colleagues accepted his cal-

culations. We cannot blame him for not

knowing that a new source of heat would

be discovered. The framework of his time

included no such force. Just as Mauper-

tuis lacked a proper metaphor for rec-

ognizing that embryos might contain

coded instructions rather than preformed

parts, Kelvin's physics contained no con-

text for a new source of heat.

The progress of science requires more

than new data; it needs novel frameworks

and contexts. And where do these funda-

mentally new views of the world arise?

They are not merely discovered by simple

observation; they require new modes of

thought. And where can we find them, if

old modes do not even include the right

metaphors? The nature of true genius

must lie in the elusive capacity to con-

struct these new modes from apparent

darkness. The basic chanciness and un-

predictability of science must also reside

in the inherent difficulty of such a task.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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The Human Strategy

"IfYou Lose the Dog, Grab the Cat"
A ready mobility and the creative pursuit

of opportunities help Caribbean

islanders get by in a capricious world

by Charles V. Carnegie

We hardly bat an eye when someone

moves the 2,500 or so miles from New
York to Los Angeles. Yet we think it ex-

traordinary when someone travels 750

miles from Port-au-Prince, Haiti, to take

up residence in Miami. The frontiers of

nations condition our ideas about migra-

tion, and people in the developed nations

tend to think of movement across borders

as unusual and requiring an inordinate de-

gree of personal adjustment.

Caribbean peoples have quite different

ideas about migration; in their ethos, it is

simply one of many ways of pursuing one's

life objectives, of getting by in a world

over which one has no control. Many re-

gard the nation-state more as a knot of in-

convenient regulations to be deftly cir-

cumvented than as some primordial force

before which people should stand in awe.

As throughout the New World, Carib-

bean societies were built up by immi-

grants. But unlike the case in other parts

of the Americas, the great majority of new

arrivals up to the end of the nineteenth

century did not come voluntarily. Some
four to five million slaves were brought to

the Caribbean from Africa before slavery

was abolished in the region's English,

French, Dutch, and Spanish colonies.

Subsequently, several thousand inden-

tured laborers were drawn to the Carib-

bean from Madeira, Africa, and China,

and more than half a million from India.

People who move under such circum-

stances are understandably equivocal in

their loyalty to the new land.

Migration has long been a way of life

for the peoples of the Caribbean. The
United States public has become increas-

ingly aware of the Caribbean presence be-

cause of the 700,000 people from the re-

gion who settled here between 1971 and
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1979, and the recent accelerated influx of

Cubans and Haitians. Yet the United

States is only one beachfront of many to

which ceaseless waves of Caribbean folk

have flowed in the past hundred and fifty

years. The number of Surinamers in Hol-

land is estimated at 1 80,000 (almost half

the population of Suriname itselQ, while

more than 227,000 West Indians emi-

grated to Britain between 1955 and 1962,

when a restrictive immigration law took

effect.

Nor have people moved only to Europe

and North America. In 1970 the popula-

tion of the Bahamas was 1 8 percent for-

eign born, many of them having come
from other parts of the Caribbean to seek

work in the booming tourist economy. In

the late nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries, thousands of Caribbean people

moved back and forth throughout the re-

gion. They provided much of the labor to

construct the Panama Canal, the railroads

of Central America and Cuba, and the oil

refineries of Curasao, Aruba, and Ven-

ezuela. They worked the fruit plantations

of Central America and helped develop

previously untapped resources in the Gui-

anas and Trinidad. In 1892, for instance,

of Trinidad's 200,000 people, more than

30,000 were from other territories of the

West Indies. In short, the ebb and flow of

people has been a constant feature of Ca-

ribbean social systems for nearly five cen-

turies. Taking the region as a whole, peri-

ods of low international migration are the

historical exception rather than the rule.

Small and powerless in a world ruled by

the big and the strong, Caribbean societies

see movement across national boundaries

in a different context than do Americans.

To survive in a climate of uncertain and

shifting opportunities, many Caribbean

people emphasize the need to develop and

keep open a great variety of options—an

approach to life that might be termed

"strategic flexibility." Movement from

one country to another is but one expres-

sion of this approach. Migration is con-

templated just as one plans career options

or a new business venture—and just as

matter-of-factly. Some ethnographic ob-

servations drawn largely from my year of

fieldwork in Saint Lucia and Barbados,

which focused in part on small-scale inter-

island trading, will serve to illustrate.

Being flexible has at least two dimen-

sions: the capacity to adjust rapidly to new

circumstances and the actual building of

multiple options—potential capital as a

hedge against future insecurity. A person

must be ready and willing to use whatever

comes along rather than cling doggedly to

a single path that might prove fruitless.

This idea is aptly expressed in a Saint

Lucian saying, "If you lose the dog, grab

the cat."

Caribbean people affirm this readiness

to take hold of opportunities when they

pursue plans to emigrate. They are very

likely to have a definite goal in view, but

should the possibility of going someplace

else appear potentially fruitful, they will

adjust their plans. Consider the case of a

young man who recently migrated from

Saint Lucia to French Guiana. A fisher-

man in Saint Lucia, he has long wanted to

go to the United States. An aunt of his

who lives in French Guiana came to Saint

Lucia on a visit. It was arranged that he

would go there, where he would work and

continue his efforts to get a U.S. visa. Be-

fore leaving Saint Lucia he sold his boat

and fishing gear to get enough money for

the trip. During the year prior to his leav-

ing for French Guiana, he visited Barba-

I
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dos for a few weeks and stayed with his

mother's cousin. This, too, seems to have

been a trip designed to explore options.

When I talked with his mother in the

months after he had left for French Gui-

ana, she said she had not yet heard from

him, but that she would not be surprised if

he had gone on from there to Venezuela to

work and continue trying to find a way of

getting to the United States. Not knowing

Spanish, she said, would not be a major

problem: he would make it somehow.

Born of necessity, the idea of "adjusting

to circumstances" sometimes leads to

what outsiders may incorrectly perceive

as near-passivity or fatalism, behavior that

seems to contrast with the extreme re-

sourcefulness often displayed by Carib-

bean people. Market vendors in Saint Lu-

cia often say that if something is meant for

you, you will get it. If you are meant to

have the patronage of this or that person,

then you will. On the other hand, if busi-

ness is bad one day, then it's just bad, and

there is nothing you can do about it. This

view underlies what sometimes appears to

be truculence on the part of Saint Lucian

vendors: "Either you take it or leave it,"

they seem to say. People also tend to feel

that if you especially want or expect some-

thing—the money owed you or the sale of

the particular item you must unload—it

won't come about.

Somewhat related, people speak about

having a special skill or occupation; they

feel that somehow one is born with certain

technical aptitudes. When one has such

innate talents, it is not necessary to be spe-

cially trained; one knows what to do and

may develop and refine this knowledge

over time. The reverse is also said to hold:

if one does not have the aptitude to begin

with, then no amount of training in the

field can overcome this deficiency. Thus,

it is considered quite acceptable for a

youth to give up an apprenticeship after

only a few weeks on the grounds that he

simply doesn't like the trade or "doesn't

have the mind for it." Since he is not cut

out for it, it would be pointless for him to

continue. It is permissible to be in flux for

a long time before discovering your spe-

cial talents—which you must then de-

velop relentlessly.

Coexisting with these notions is the

much more active strategy of building

multiple options. And for many, migration

is a central component. An elderly man,

recently returned to Saint Lucia after liv-

ing abroad since the age of sixteen, made
the following point: "A man must always

be ready to move ... if he sees there is no

opportunity where he is, then he must

move on to somewhere else." He had done

just that, having lived in Cuba, Venezuela,



Brazil, and the United Slates, and having

traveled as a seaman to various other

countries in the course of his long life. He
developed his options not only by moving

but also by carefully planning ahead

—

taking a correspondence course while still

a sailor, buying properties in New York

City well before leaving a secure job on

the high seas, and moving his family to the

United States before doing so himself.

The desire to build future personal op-

tions inlluences the way Caribbean people

treat strangers. Strangers coming into

town attract great attention; people greet

them and are eager to find out where they

are from. They show extreme willingness

to render some service or to provide hospi-

tality. Locals often make statements to the

effect that if they were in a strange place,

they too would appreciate the help of oth-

ers. An inlerisland trader whom I had met

just once oH'ered me fruit as a gift on our

parting. When I protested her generosity,

the woman who was with her told me that

it was all right, for "what you give with the

right hand you get back with the left."

Caribbean people see the world as a sys-

tem of potential relationships. It is possi-

ble that a stranger to whom one extends

hospitality may be in a position in the near

or distant future to reciprocate, and in

view of this you are making an investment

in redeemable resources. But the reciproc-

ity will not necessarily come from the

guest in question: it may be from the most

unlikely source and when you least expect

it. Acts of generosity and hospitality cre-

ate resources in a generalized pool from

which one periodically also receives.

This is not meant to suggest that Saint

Lucians or other people in the region are

merely instrumental in their relationships,

that there is no genuine or altruistic senti-

ment to their warm hospitality. Far from

it. More likely, their long history of inter-

action with wider social and political sys-

tems, and their tradition of circulating

populations, have led to the gradual emer-

gence of a code of hospitality that works to

peoples" advantage while expressing genu-

inely friendly sentiments.

The strategy of options is inculcated

into children in a number of ways. Any
child in a village or neighborhood can be

called on by any adult in the community to

do simple errands. The child who happens

to be around can be readily marshaled to

escort a stranger to someone's home or to

help in some other way with the provision

of the required hospitality. The child in-

variably complies enthusiasticalK. In the

more tangible domains of learning skills,

of saving, and investment, training also be-

gins at an early age. From as early as the

age of five or six, children routinely help
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with care of domestic animals, with house-

hold chores, and with odd jobs related to

a parent's or guardian's occupation. One
woman who was raising several nieces and

a nephew explained to me her own system.

She gave each of the children a small out-

lay of working capital. They used it to buy

ingredients for making small delicacies,

such as tamarind balls or coconut cakes.

She might then help them make the

sweetmeats, which the children in turn

were responsible for selling at school and

from the home. Some of the proceeds

were put aside for reinvestment, while the

balance went toward essential school sup-

plies or personal items for the child. The

woman explicitly told me that this was all

intended to develop in the children a keen

knowledge of buying and selling and of

how to handle their resources carefully. In

this way they would be able to manage on

their own in later life or in the event that

she was incapacitated.

The development of alternative options

is especially obvious among young adults.

The case of Hubert, a nineteen-year-old

Saint Lucian youth, illustrates this. He
left school at the age of fifteen. Between

that time and the present he has held at

least seven different jobs and learned

three different skills—baking, construc-

tion, and auto repair. His employment his-

tory is all the more remarkable in a coun-

try with an unemployment rate of more

than 20 percent. Hubert has probably not

achieved great proficiency in any one of

his trades. He has, however, accumulated

some "skill capital," which may serve him

in good stead in lean times. Other youths

pursue the same strategy even when not

being able to do so through paid employ-

ment. They might work with a friend who

is a carpenter or auto mechanic so that

later on, they can at least do such work for

themselves and their families.

Hubert held a number of jobs and de-

veloped several skills sequentially. Others

develop multiple skills simultaneously.

Even people with secure jobs often have

part-time occupations or get outside train-

ing to develop new marketable skills. One

man in Saint Lucia who had been with a

public service department for about four-

teen years, and now held a mid-level posi-

tion, earned a steady extra income from

furniture upholstering. During the time I

knew him he was also taking an accredited

course in welding, wanted to learn refrig-

erator repairs, and was looking for oppor-

tunities to go abroad to study agronomy.

My research in the West Indies sug-

gests that the concept of "occupational

multiplicity," first introduced by an-

thropologist Lambros Comitas to charac-

terize a particular kind of community in
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Jamaica, does not simply describe a ten-

dency to hold several occupations simulta-

neously. The same strategy leads people to

constantly generate new sources of in-

come and to acquire new skills to cater to

the needs of their own households and pos-

sibly allow for future new avenues of em-

ployment. It is not only that people hold

many occupations. Serial multiplicity of

occupation is also common, and as people

gain competence in many different skills,

they actively seek out new economic op-

portunities and children are raised with

these goals in mind—all related patterns

of behavior informed by commonly held

and expressed ideas about flexibility as a

life strategy.

Interisland trading, or "speculating," is

one sphere of Caribbean life where there

is a premium on flexibility and illustrates

the links between migration and the strat-

egy of flexibility. Saint Lucians have done

business throughout the West Indies since

emancipation from slavery in the mid-

nineteenth century and possibly even be-

fore then. They trade in locally grown ag-

ricultural products such as grapefruit.
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mangoes, and plantains, in locally made
items such as brooms and charcoal, and

increasingly, in manufactured items pur-

chased in other territories and shipped

back to Saint Lucia for sale. The pattern is

similar in other Caribbean countries.

One set of activities in which the specu-

lator is always involved, and where the

building of options is clearly played out, is

in the rounding up of supplies for trading.

Speculators in agricultural produce, for

instance, usually seek out numerous

sources of possible supplies for any one

shipping day. A speculator who purchased

a few mango trees several months before

the peak of the mango season would be en-

titled to harvest the entire crop for that

season when the fruits mature. As soon as

the sailing schedule of schooners becomes

known, the speculator will seek to make
definite verbal agreements to buy one or
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another product from neighbors or distant

farmers. To help insure their sources of

supply, speculators have a widely flung

network of contacts. These contacts are

especially valued in times of scarcity when

the traders must compete with each other,

with local vendors, and with the govern-

ment's Marketing Board for supplies.

I gained insight into this pattern when I

accompanied a speculator on a buying trip

to the country. During the journey she

asked the passengers and the driver of the

van, an acquaintance of hers, whether

they knew of anyone who had mangoes

she could buy for shipment. After collect-

ing the pineapples she had previously ar-

ranged for, she visited an older cousin

who worked nearby to ask if people in her

village, some two miles away, would have

any fruit for sale. The cousin promised to

seek out a supply for her that evening and

to pass on the information by phone. The
following morning, even after having put

out all these feelers, the speculator and her

nephew went early to the market in town,

each searching on different sides of the

market for fruits being sold wholesale by

farmers arriving on trucks and vans from

the country.

Several of the speculators with whom I

worked have done business in a number of

different territories. One woman currently

travels to Barbados, Puerto Rico, and the

Virgin Islands and in the past has also

traveled to Martinique. These women
sometimes even trade between points

other than their island of residence. Their

trading horizons are limited by markets,

government regulations, the cost of trans-

portation, and the like. But they are pre-

pared to go almost anywhere.

Most speculators, and many who con-

sider going into the business, have a wide

breadth of market knowledge. Even a

speculator who currently trades with only

one other island can readily tell you about

market conditions and other requirements

for trading with a number of other places.

She will have information about what

goods are available and at what prices; she

knows the immigration requirements and

fees of several different countries; she will

have an idea of relatives or other contacts

with whom she will be able to stay while

visiting these other countries, and so on.

She gathers this up-to-date market knowl-

edge and other potentially useful informa-

tion by various means in the course of the

working day. Conversations with friends

and acquaintances who have traveled re-

cently will reveal current prices being paid

and asked in other islands and difficulties

with scheduled transportation services or

information about, say, the new tax im-

posed by the Barbados government on

vendors and other self-employed persons,

including the traders from overseas doing

business there temporarily.

Information from one source is checked

and verified against that from others.

Even though she may have had a letter or

phone call from Barbados telling her what

condition her fruit arrived in and the

prices being paid, she will ask people who
traveled that week to verify the informa-

tion: "I hear the market is dirty," or "they

tell me the fruit traveled badly last week."

Armed with such broad knowledge, the

speculator enjoys tremendous versatility

in deciding where to travel and what goods

to carry.

Always a possible occupation in times

of hardship, trading is a crucial option in

societies chronically afflicted with eco-

nomic and political uncertainty. One can

become a trader with a relatively small

outlay of stock and working capital;

hence, the number of traders, large to be-

gin with, expands as economic conditions

warrant.

Some speculators rent living quarters in

the islands where they do business and

spend large portions of the year away from

their home country. Similarly, workers

who move back and forth as opportunities

arise often maintain residences in more

than one country. This transient mode of

life sometimes leads to the disruption of

families and kin ties. Yet the system of so-

cial relations affords a widely flung net of

support, itself built on principles of flex-

ibility, that mitigates the potentially ill ef-

fects of transience, especially for children.

Economic and political forces originat-

ing outside their home countries have of-

ten induced Caribbean peoples to migrate

for longer periods—or prevented them

from doing so. Today, with unemploy-

ment rampant on many of the islands (in

part because of global economic trends),

pressures to migrate to countries offering

greater economic opportunities are in-

tense. Yet efforts to curtail immigration

are also rising in many countries, includ-

ing the United States. That the restrictive

notion of nationality should now be foisted

on a region settled by immigrants—many
of whom were brought there against

their will—is a historical irony that ought

not be lost on the Western world. That

the descendants of those immigrants feel

little compunction about crossing fron-

tiers in pursuit of opportunities that are

unequally distributed in the world is

hardly surprising.

Jamaican-born Charles V. Carnegie is an

anthropologist and visiting assistant pro-

fessor of Latin American studies at the

University of Florida.
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Slow-motion Eclipse
Eclipses of the sun last only minutes, but one stellar

eclipse requires nearly two years for completion

by Stephen P. Maran

Astronomers are currently following

the passage of a strange dark cloud in

front of the bright star epsilon Aurigae

A—a 714-day eclipse. With advanced in-

struments, including a telescope on a

NASA satellite, the observers are trying

to learn the composition and structure of

the dark cloud and the nature of the star

presumed to lie within it.

During the present eclipse, epsilon

Aurigae A (hereafter, epsilon) has re-

mained visible to the naked eye although

reduced to one-half its usual brightness.

The same was true during the three previ-

ously studied eclipses of epsilon, from

1901 to 1903, 1928 to 1930, and 1955 to

1957. The interval between eclipses is

27.1 years, the orbital period of the epsilon

Aurigae binary system, which is com-

posed of epsilon A and the dark cloud with

its suspected hidden star.

Epsilon is a white supergiant star, per-

haps 300 times the sun's diameter. From

the observed orbital motion of the supergi-

ant, earlier investigators deduced the

combined mass of the dark cloud and

whatever object lies within it to be about

fifteen times or more the mass of the sun.

Whether a hidden star accounts for most

of that mass or whether there is no more

than a small star in a massive cloud re-

mains to be determined. Some astrono-

mers have even suggested that the eclips-

ing object is all cloud and no star.

In an ordinary eclipsing binary system,

there are two eclipses—when one star

passes in front of the second and when the

second passes in front of the first. How-

ever, no eclipse of the dark cloud by epsi-

lon has ever been observed because no vis-

ible light is received from the cloud.

Infrared rays from the cloud have been

detected, and they indicate that the cloud,

or at least the portion from which the rays

come, is much cooler than any normal
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star. In any case, the present eclipse of ep-

silon is an opportunity to investigate the

dark cloud that comes only once in 27.1

years. Some of the astronomers now

studying the eclipse are trying to answer

questions left over from their viewing of

the eclipse of 1955 to 1957; other current

observers were still children or not yet

born at that time.

As the dark cloud moves along its orbit,

an eclipse of epsilon begins when the

cloud's leading edge first intercepts our

line of sight to epsilon's surface at one

limb, or edge, of the star. At this point, the

eclipse is partial. The cloud passes in front

of more and more of epsilon until finally

the cloud edge intercepts our line of sight

to the opposite limb of epsilon. At that mo-

ment, the phase of total eclipse—totality

for short—is said to have begun, although

totality, as will be explained, is a misno-

mer in this case. Misnomer or not, totality

continues until the trailing edge of the

cloud has passed the first limb of epsilon.

From then on the cloud's trailing edge

gradually moves across epsilon, allowing

the light from more and more of the super-

giant star to reach the earth unhindered.

The durations of the total and partial

phases of the eclipse, together with some

calculations, tell us the size of the dark

cloud, since the larger the cloud in a given

orbit, the longer it would take to pass in

front of the star.

Measurements of the durations of the

eclipse phases show that the dimension of

the dark cloud in a direction parallel to its

orbital plane is much larger than the di-

ameter of epsilon. Until recently, the di-

mension of the cloud in the direction per-

pendicular to its orbital plane was thought

to be less than the diameter of epsilon. Ac-

cording to that idea, the cloud is shaped

like an immense but thin disk. Supporting

evidence came from the fact that fully

half the usual light of epsilon reaches the

earth even during "totality." (This is why
totality was labeled a misnomer.) Advo-

cates of the thin disk theory assumed that

the light received during totality comes

from what I will call the top and bottom of

epsilon (although in space there is no top

or bottom in the usual sense), which were

thought to remain uneclipsed by the thin

disk that hid the remainder of the star. But

observations of the current eclipse indi-

cate that this theory is wrong and that an-

other one—the partial transparency the-

ory—is correct.

According to the partial transparency

theory, the dark cloud, or at least some of

its regions, is partially transparent, like the

dark glass that one uses to watch an

eclipse of the sun. In this theory, the

eclipsing cloud, while it may be disk

shaped, is thick enough in the direction

perpendicular to its orbital plane to inter-

cept all of our lines of sight to epsilon's sur-

face. The observations that confirmed this

theory, and rule out the thin disk idea,

were made with twenty-four-inch and

thirty-two-inch telescopes at the Pine

Mountain Observatory of the University

of Oregon by a team led by astrophysicist

James C. Kemp.
The Kemp group has measured the lin-

ear polarization of the light from epsilon

on many occasions during the present

eclipse. Linear polarization is a condition

in which light waves vibrate in a preferred

direction at right angles to their direction

of motion. The light coming to us from the

whole surface of a star is normally unpo-

larized, meaning that there are as many
waves vibrating in one direction as an-

other. However, according to astrophysi-

cal theory, the light from any single small

area at the limb of a star should be more

likely to vibrate in the direction tangent to

the limb than in other directions and thus
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is linearly polarized. Ordinarily, we can-

not isolate the light from such a region

—

except in the case of the sun—because

stars are so far away that we cannot distin-

guish their surfaces; they are just points of

light even when viewed through powerful

telescopes. Yet the eclipsing cloud of the

epsilon Aurigae system can isolate the

light from a small area of epsilon's surface

for inspection, by simply blocking or re-

ducing the light from the rest of the star.

This happened just before totality in late

December 1982, when (as we now know)

all but one edge of epsilon had been cov-

ered by the cloud, and it should happen

again immediately after totality ends in

January 1984. Kemp found that the po-

larization of the light from epsilon in-

creased notably, but for only a brief inter-

val immediately preceding totality. This

indicates that during that brief time, the

light from a single small region at the edge

of the star came unobstructed to the earth,

while that from the bulk of the stellar sur-

face, already eclipsed, was dimmed by

passage through the dark cloud. The de-

crease in polarization at the end of the

brief interval showed that this last small

area of epsilon was in turn eclipsed.

In sum, the polarization measurements

demonstrate that all of epsilon is eclipsed

during totality by the dark cloud, which

therefore is thicker than epsilon's diame-

ter. But if the whole star is eclipsed and

yet 50 percent of epsilon's light still gets to

us, the cloud must be partially transpar-

ent. What then is the cloud made of?

Other known clouds of matter in our gal-

axy are composed of gas and microscopic

rock and carbon particles (called dust).

The gas is sometimes heated and ionized,

like the gas of the Orion nebula, by ultra-

violet radiation from nearby hot stars. In

an ionized gas, some of the electrons have

been stripped from their parent atoms.

When many of the electrons have been

stripped, the gas is called a plasma.

According to a leading theory on the

composition of the dark cloud in the epsi-

lon Aurigae system, the cloud, or some

part of it, consists of plasma. This theory

was advanced to explain the curious cir-

cumstance that when epsilon is eclipsed,

its red light is cut off by exactly the same

percentage at any given time as its visible

light of any other colon Plasma is capable

of producing a color-neutral dimming of

this type; hence the theory that it makes

up the dark cloud. By contrast, interstellar

dust makes stars seen through it appear

redder than they are; dust passes more red

light than blue light. Thus, the dark cloud

in epsilon Aurigae, which cuts off visible

light equally at any wavelength, does not

consist of ordinary interstellar dust.
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The problem with the plasma theory, I

think, is that the cloud is sufficiently

opaque to dim epsilon by half, yet seems to

produce no visible light itself. By contrast,

a plasma such as that present in the Orion

nebula, although not sufficiently opaque

to appreciably dim stars seen through it, is

nevertheless dense enough to shine

brightly. Of course, the plasma allegedly

present in the epsilon Aurigae cloud could

well be cooler than that in Orion, and

hence less bright. Nevertheless, if it is hot

enough to remain a plasma (cool plasma

generally returns to the neutral gas state),

it probably should shine at a detectable

level. Further, other observed plasmas are

accompanied by gas that absorbs the light

at particular wavelengths characteristic of

atoms in the gas, but there is little evi-

dence of such absorption features in the

spectrum of the currently eclipsed epsilon.

Therefore, if the eclipsing cloud consists

to any large degree of plasma, it is plasma

unlike that observed elsewhere in space.

What else might cut off epsilon's light

without doing so more effectively at one

wavelength of visible light than at an-

other? An obvious possibility, although

not necessarily a likely one, is a swarm of

large solid objects, such as meteoroids, as-

teroids, or planets. They would simply

block light from a star behind them re-

gardless of the wavelength of observation.

The first theory about epsilon Aurigae

ever advanced, early in this century, sug-

gested that the cloud was just a swarm of

meteoroids. A somewhat later theory held

that the dark cloud may contain a swarm

of planets, perhaps formed from the

cloud. In fact, the objects that make up

the cloud don't need to be as large as mete-

oroids, asteroids, or planets in order to cut

off light equally at every wavelength.

They only have to be significantly larger

than the wavelengths of the observed

light. Since these wavelengths are ex-

tremely small, the dark cloud could con-

sist of dust particles that for some reason

are significantly larger than particles of

ordinary interstellar dust, although still

microscopic. In other words, ordinary in-

terstellar dust does not make up the epsi-

lon Aurigae cloud any more than ordinary

plasma does, but a swarm of large dust

particles might do so.

Evidence that dust may exist in the ep-

silon Aurigae cloud comes from measure-

ments made with NASA's International

Ultraviolet Explorer (lUE), a satellite

that carries a seventeen-inch telescope to

observe ultraviolet light. Robert D. Chap-

man, an investigator of eclipsing binary

systems at the Goddard Space Flight Cen-

ter in Grcenbelt, Maryland, and two co-

workers found that during the initial par-
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tial phase of the current eclipse, which

began in July 1982 and extended until to-

tality began in December 1982, the

shortest ultraviolet wavelengths were cut

off more rapidly than the longer ones. If

correct, this finding means that small dust

particles are present in the dark cloud or

at least in its outskirts. Confirmation may
come when the lUE satellite observes the

second partial phase of the eclipse, which

will begin when totality ends in January

1984. In the meantime, the facts are un-

clear because other astronomers who used

the lUE to observe epsilon during totality

recently reported that all ultraviolet

wavelengths have dimmed equally from

their preeclipse brightnesses. This might

mean that the preceding finding is wrong

or that the central region of the dark

cloud, which passes in front of epsilon dur-

ing the total phase of the eclipse, is com-

posed of different material from that in

the outskirts of the cloud.

Still another complication comes about

because epsilon is gently pulsating, ap-

proximately once every three or four

months. This is not a pronounced effect,

like the pulsations of the famous variable

star Mira, but it does cause fluctuations of

roughly 10 percent in the visible light

from epsilon. The pulsations could induce

a more pronounced variation in the ultra-

violet light than in the visible light of epsi-

lon. The data obtained by any or all lUE
observers may accordingly be affected by

pulsations.

Another team of satellite observers,

based in Italy, has reported detecting the

ultraviolet light from a hot blue star within

the dark cloud of the epsilon Aurigae sys-

tem. This observation has not been inde-

pendently confirmed and seems to conflict

with some of the other lUE findings, but

since the various groups observed epsilon

Aurigae at different stages during the

eclipse, it is too soon to know whether the

long-sought star within the dark cloud has

actually been found.

We hope to confirm the presence of the

hidden star and learn what kind of star it is

and what the surrounding cloud is made of

by May 1984, when the present eclipse

ends. But if that is too much to expect, we

may have to wait for the next eclipse of ep-

silon Aurigae A in the year 2009. Then,

twenty-first-century telescopes will surely

reveal the heart of the strange dark cloud

and solve the mystery.

Stephen P. Maran is a senior stajf scien-

tist in the Laboratoryfor Astronomy and

Solar Physics at NASA 's Goddard Space

Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland.

The opinions expressed in this article are

his own.
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Night ofthe

Wandering Souls
Many of the customs associated with Halloween

can be traced to the ancient Celtic festival of the dead

by Jack Santino

On October 31, a Rubik's cube crosses

Times Square and a lion leans against a

lamppost, while an Extra-strength Tylenol

box, E.T., Superman, and a pair of ears

mingle with the crowds. Pan plays his

hornpipe. Off to the side, a witch is being

interviewed on "Eyewitness News." To-

night, Manhattan is a Mardi Gras. In

more political Washington, D.C., an "un-

indicted co-conspirator" joins a grim

ghost, a swashbuckling cavalier, and a

wrathful witch. They carry glittering jack-

o'-lanterns they have just carved at a

party. Out in the Virginia countryside, a

pumpkin-headed strawman rests against a

haystack, while squash and sheaves of

corn adorn mailboxes and porches as if

part of some ancient fertility rite. In Pitts-

burgh, people mark their homes with Hal-

loween dummies dressed in macabre black

and hung from roofs and trees—creepy

figures that combine both the scarecrow

and the harvest figure but more sinister

than either. In the midst of all this, young

trick or treaters roam the streets, seeking

thrills and scares—although not the kind

their mothers warn about: razor blades in

apples or LSD-laced jelly beans. Long a

children's holiday in the United States,

Halloween now seems to be regaining some

of its original status as an adult holiday

While it has undergone many permuta-

tions during the last two millennia, Hal-

loween has always been associated with

death—and more than a little scary The

holiday had its beginnings in a pre-Chris-

tian festival of the dead celebrated by the

Celtic peoples of England, Ireland, and

Scotland. The ancient Celts divided the

year by four major holidays. According to

their calendar, the year began on Novem-

ber 1 , a date that marked the beginning of

winter. Since they were a pastoral people,

it was a time when cattle and sheep had to

be moved to closer pastures and all live-

stock had to be secured for the winter.

Crops were harvested and stored. The

date was both an ending and a beginning

of an eternal cycle.

The festival observed at this time,

called Samhain (pronounced Sah-ween),

was the biggest and most significant holi-

day of the Celtic year. At this crease in

time, this midway point between the old

year and the new, might not the spirits of

generations departed find it appropriate to

mingle with the living? The ancient Celts

believed that they did, especially since

Samhain was the time when the souls of

those who had died during the year trav-

eled into the otherworld. People gathered

to sacrifice animals, make offerings of

fruits and vegetables, and light bonfires to

honor the dead, aid them on their journey,

and keep them away from the living. Dur-

ing Samhain, all manner of beings were

abroad—ghosts, fairies, and demons, all

part of the dark and the dread.

The lighting of bonfires is traditionally

associated with Samhain, so much so that

it is called a fire festival. People would ex-

tinguish the hearths burning in their

homes and take an ember to a hilltop,

there to contribute it to a community bon-

fire. Later, the peat fires of the homes

would be rekindled from these bonfires.

The ritual took on symbolic overtones: the

renewal of the sustenance of home and

hearth by means of a journey to a place of

power and holiness, and a renewal of fam-

ily life through a gathering of the commu-

nit_\-. The custom was made all the more

meaningful by being set in the beginning

of winter, when the darkness and its de-

mons are threatening and fire is immedi-

atelv and obviously necessary.

1 Sherman; Bruce Coleman



When Christian missionaries tried to

change the rehgious practices of the

Celtic people, Samhain became the Hal-

loween we are familiar with. In the early

centuries of the first millennium a.d., be-

fore missionaries such as Saint Patrick

and Saint Columcille converted them to

Christianity, the Celts practiced an elabo-

rate religion through their priestly caste,

the Druids. Perhaps because so little is

known of them, the Druids continue to

capture the imagination. There are many
misconceptions about them. There is no

evidence, for instance, that they ever prac-

ticed human sacrifice at Stonehenge, as is

often purported. They were priests, poets,

scientists, and scholars; religious and rit-

ual specialists who were the bearers of

learning and knowledge, not unlike the

very missionaries and monks who would

later Christianize the Celts and brand the

Druids as Devil worshipers.

As part of their efforts to wipe out "pa-

gan" holidays such as Samhain, the Chris-

tians brought about major transforma-

tions. In A.D. 601. Pope Gregory the First,

known as Gregory the Great, issued an

edict to his missionaries concerning the

native beliefs and customs of the peoples

he hoped to convert. Instead of trv'ing to

obliterate peoples' customs and beliefs,

the pope's instructions were, use thsm. If a

group of people worship a tree, rather than

cut it down, consecrate it to Christ and al-

low them to continue their worship. In

terms of spreading Christianity, this was a

brilliant concept and it became a basic

principle in Catholic missionary work.

Catholic holy days were purposely set at

the time of native holy days. Christmas,

for instance, was assigned the arbitrary

date of December 25 because it corre-

sponded to the midwinter celebration of

many peoples. For the same reason. Saint

John's Day was set at the summer solstice.

Samhain, with its emphasis on the su-

pernatural, was very pagan. While mis-

sionaries identified Christian holy days

with native holy days, they branded the

earlier supernatural deities as evil and as-

sociated them with the Devil. As represen-

tatives of the rival religion, Druids were

considered evil: their gods and spirits, dev-

ilish and demonic. The Celtic underworld

Dorothy May Small

inevitably became associated with the

Christian Hell.

The effects of this policy were to dimin-

ish but not totally dispel beliefs in the tra-

ditional gods. According to priests, fairies

were fallen angels, thus identifying them

with devils in Catholic theology. The spir-

its of the dead still traveled, fairies still

roamed, but the church tried to define

these creatures as not only dangerous but

also malicious. Followers of the old reli-

gion went into hiding and were branded as

witches. The Christian feast of All Saints

was assigned to November 1. This feast

day honoring every Christian saint, espe-

cially those who did not otherwise have a

special day devoted to them, was meant to

substitute for Samhain, to draw off the de-

votion of the Celtic peoples, and finally, to

replace it forever. This did not happen. To
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this day, the hills and hollows of the Brit-

ish Isles are inhabited by the traditional

Celtic gods, which, diminished in status,

have become fairies, leprechauns, or

pookas.

The old beliefs never really died out.

The powerful symbolism of the traveling

dead was too strong, and perhaps too basic

to the human psyche, to be satisfied by

this new, more abstract Catholic feast

day. Recognizing that something closer to

the original spirit of Samhain was neces-

sary, the church in the ninth century tried

again to supplant Samhain, this time by

establishing November 2 as All Souls'

Day. On this day, the living prayed for the

souls of the dead. But once again, the

practice of retaining traditional customs,

while attempting to redefine them, had a

sustaining effect. All Saints Day, other-

wise known as All Hallows (hallow was

another word for a saint; we still see it used

in the word hallowed, meaning sanctified,

or holy), continued the Celtic tradition.

The evening prior to the day was the time

of the most intense activity, both human

and supernatural. People continued to cel-

ebrate All Hallows' Eve as a time of the

wandering dead, but the supernatural be-

ings were now associated with evil. The

folk continued to propitiate those spirits

(and their masked impersonators) by set-

ting out gifts of food. Consequently, All

Hallows' Eve—alias Hallow Even, alias

Hallowe'en—is a Celtic New Year's Day

in modern dress.

Virtually all of our Halloween customs

today can be traced to the ancient Celtic

day of the dead. Each of Halloween's

many mysterious customs has a history, or

at least a story, behind it. The wearing of

costumes, for instance, and the roaming

from door to door demanding treats can be

traced to the Celtic period and the first

few centuries of Christianity, when it was

thought that the souls of the dead were out

and around, along with fairies, witches,

and demons. Food and drink were left out

to placate them. As the centuries wore on,

people began dressing as these dreadful

creatures and performing antics in ex-

change for offerings of food and drink.

This practice, called mumming, evolved

into our present trick or treating. To this

day, witches, ghosts, and skeleton figures

of the dead are among the favorite dis-

guises.

Another hallmark of Halloween is the

jack-o'-lantern. In America, Jack is al-

ways a carved pumpkin, but in Great Brit-

ain and Ireland, where the custom origi-

nated, turnips originally served as the

favored vegetable. .Apparently, a black-

smith named Jack made an agreement



with the Devil: he would give up his soul in

return for seven years of absolute mastery

of his trade. Outside his shop, he hung a

sign in which he boldly proclaimed, "Here

lies the Master of all Masters."

One day. Saint Peter and Christ him-

self paid a visit, disturbed by the obvious

boasting of the sign. To instill some humil-

ity in Master Jack, Christ worked a few

miracles, but to no avail. Saint Peter then

offered to grant him three wishes. Jack's

wishes were rather strange: first, he

wished that whenever he told someone to

climb a nearby pear tree that person

would have to stay in the tree until Jack al-

lowed him to come down. He made the

same wishes regarding his armchair and

his purse: one must stay in them until Jack

allowed him to go.

"You have wished very foolishly," said

Saint Peter. "You should have wished for

everlasting peace in Heaven."

Nevertheless, Jack used these three

wishes to trick the Devil when he came to

take his soul. Each time the Devil came,

Jack tricked him into climbing the tree,

sitting in his chair, and finally, shrinking

himself and entering his purse. Each time,

the Devil gave Jack seven years in return

for his freedom, and finally he simply fled

in terror.

But Jack's time finally came. Jack went
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first to the Pearly Gates, where Saint Pe-

ter reminded him that he had once had an

opportunity to gain everlasting happiness

but spurned it. Now it was too late—he

could not be allowed into heaven.

To Hell he went, only to find that the

Devil wanted nothing to do with him.

"I've had enough of this one already.

You'll not torment me here."

Then the Devil ordered all nine locks of

Hell bolted. Before he was shut out en-

tirely. Jack scooped up a burning coal

from the fires of Hell in the turnip he was

eating, and to this day he uses this "lan-

tern" to light his way as he wanders the

earth until Judgment Day.

Witches have always been a part of

Halloween. We tend to think of witches as

amusing cartoon characters that fly on

brooms and stir bubbling caldrons. Once,

however, people did not take witches so

lightly. They were genuinely afraid, and

indeed, had reason to be, for some people

did practice witchcraft and boasted of

magical powers. Of course, cultures all

over the world believe that individuals can

affect each other and their environment

by magical means. However, our Western

idea of witchcraft is specifically Christian;

the idea is that witches are granted their

magical powers by the Devil. In the Bible

it says (in some translations), "Thou shalt
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not suffer a witch to live" (Exodus 22:18),

and this formed the basis and justification

of the antiwitchcraft laws of church and

state between the eighth and twelfth cen-

turies A.D.

The first recorded instance of the belief

that witches fly about on sticks or brooms

was in the tenth century, and the origin of

"witch's brew" lies in the belief that

witches were cannibals who feasted on

baby's flesh and made potions of obscene

and blasphemous materials.

The great witch crazes, with their tor-

ture, forced testimony, and mass execu-

tions, swept Europe after the Middle

Ages, as modern societies began to evolve.

Social stresses found release in the witch

accusations and executions, and during

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,

as many as a half million people, most of

them undoubtedly innocent victims, may
have been put to death in Europe and

Great Britain.

The New England witch trials took

place in 1692 in Salem Village, Massa-

chusetts, which is today the town of Dan-

vers, not Salem. In all, twenty people were

hanged, not burned as is sometimes sup-

posed: eight others were put to death in

other parts of New England (two died in

jail). Although they later repented, the of-

ficials at the Salem trials acted with pur-

pose, conviction, and little compassion,

upon hearsay evidence, gossip, and the

wild accusations of three young girls who
apparently had been influenced by stories

their slave from Barbados had told them

of the black arts.

Witches became connected with Hal-

loween in the United States because of

their association with evil, the Devil, and

the underworld. When nineteenth-century

Irish immigrants brought their Halloween

observances to this country, they found a

fully developed and elaborate witch-belief

system waiting for them.

In seventeenth- and eighteenth-century

America, Halloween was mentioned in al-

manacs as a day against which to mark

one's progress in the agricultural round.

The notion of a harvest holiday was

melded with that of a day for the spirits of

the dead. Most of the customs we asso-

ciate with the holiday today, such as carv-

ing jack-o'-lanterns, were brought to this

country in the nineteenth century by the

great numbers of Irish immigrants. The

Irish were among the first to emigrate to

the American colonies, but their numbers

swelled dramatically after Ireland's po-

tato famine in 1 846. From this period we
begin to find mention of games such as

snap-apple (an apple is suspended from

the ceiling or from a threshold by a string

and the player attempts to catch it in the

mouth, using no hands) and the burning of

nuts (nuts are tossed into an open hearth;

according to the way they burn, the ini-

tials of one's future spouse can be read in

the ashes). Beliefs concerning marriage

partners abound at Halloween: if you peel

an apple and throw the peels over your

shoulder, they will assume the initials of

your future spouse. Or, at midnight, Octo-

ber 3 1 , throw a ball of yarn into a barn, old

house, or cellar, and wind it back up, re-

peating these words:

I wind, I wind, my true love to find

The color of his hair, the clothes he will

wear

The day he is married to me.

Your true love will soon appear in one

form or another. Another custom that per-

sists today, especially among Irish-Ameri-

cans, is the baking of special breads with

several small objects baked inside. Get-

ting a piece with a coin means you will be

wealthy, a ring means you will get mar-

ried, a tiny doll stands for children, and a

thimble predicts spinsterhood.

While children's trick or treating has

long been one of the main American Hal-

loween activities, in recent years adults

have increasingly been reclaiming and re-

defining the holiday, which is taking on

the airs of a Mardi Gras and a masquer-

ade. Where once the spirits of the dead

traveled on the crease of the new year and

people hoped to appease them with gifts of

food and drink; where once people dressed

in costumes and went mumming as repre-

sentatives of those wandering souls and

were rewarded with soul-cakes, today

adults in traditional costumes and dis-

guises drawn from the latest headlines

take to the streets of big cities and parade

in great numbers past flickering, grinning,

carved jack-o'-lanterns. They are creating

anew a custom with a pedigreed ancestry.

They are challenging, mocking, teasing,

and appeasing the dread forces of the

night, of the otherworld that becomes our

world on this night of reversible possibil-

ities and transcendent turnarounds. They

are reaffirming death and its place as a

part of life in an exhilarating celebration

of a holy and magical night. D
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A golden tamandua goes tongue-first into an old

Nasutitermes termite nest, lookingfor prey.

Eating Ants Is No Picnic
For a few licks of nourishment, anteaters get bitten,

stung, and occasionally sprayed with noxious chemicals

by Yael D. Lubin

Ants and termites abound in the trop-

ics, and insect-eating mammals are plenti-

ful, but very few mammals make a living

solely from ants and termites. Do ants and

termites have any defense against large

predators? Why do so few species of mam-
mals specialize on this abundant, ubiqui-

tous, and concentrated food resource?

These are questions that G. Gene Mont-

gomery, of the Smithsonian Tropical Re-

search Institute in Panama, and I at-

tempted to answer in a study of the

biology of New World anteaters and the

ants and termites on which they feed.

New World anteaters belong to the or-

der Edentata, which includes other un-

usual tropical mammals such as sloths and

armadillos. There are four anteaters in

Central and South America: the tiny silky

anteater, two medium-sized species—the

banded tamandua and the golden taman-

dua—and the giant anteater.

We began our study by looking at the

banded tamandua, the most common ant-

eater on Barro Colorado Island, a steamy,

tropical island in the middle of Lake Ga-

tun, overlooking the Panama Canal.

About the size of a small dog, the banded

tamandua uses its long nose to sniff out

concentrations of ants or termites in rot-

ting logs and branches. This anteater

breaks into wood and nest material with

sharp, curved foreclaws, and uses its long,

thick, saliva-coated tongue to penetrate

into cracks and crevices and scoop up the

insects. Tamanduas hunt for their prey

both on the ground and in trees, where

they move with ease along branches and li-

anas. The tamandua's eyesight is poor, but

its hearing and sense of smell are keen and

it stops frequently to sniff the air and lis-

ten as it moves along foraging for food.

By fitting anteaters with miniature ra-

dio transmitters, we could follow them

and observe their behavior as they hunted.

We quickly learned that the tamandua's

diet consisted of virtually nothing but ants

and termites. An anteater living in tropi-

cal monsoon forest such as that on Barro

Colorado Island has more than 150 spe-

cies of ants and 30 species of termites

from which to choose. We found that only

about 25 species of ants and 1 species of

termites made up the bulk of the banded

tamandua's diet.

These predators proved to be highly in-

dividualistic in their food preferences:

some ate mainly ants and others only ter-

mites. Moreover, individual preferences

carried over to other aspects of daily life:

some tamanduas spent most of their time

foraging in the trees; others on the ground.

Some were most active during the day;

others at night. And some were active

both day and night.

Although ants and termites are proba-

bly the most abundant insects in a tropical

rain forest, tamanduas have anything but

an easy life. Many species of ants and ter-

mites have defenses that are often effec-

tive in repelling anteaters. Generally

speaking, tamanduas avoided large, ag-

gressive ants, such as army ants and large

ponerine ants, which can inflict a painful

sting or bite. They also avoided very spiny

ants such as the leaf-cutting ants.

Some ants that lack stings or large,

powerful jaws have evolved other methods

of defending their colonies against anteat-

ers. A:teca ants, for example, are one of

the most important prey of tamanduas on

Barro Colorado Island. The large, cone-

shaped nests constructed by these ants are

made of a thin, papery substance, and

hang like giant fruits from branches high

in the trees. These nests often contain sev-

eral million ants. Azteca ants cannot sting

and have weak jaws, but they do bite, and

they also secrete a strong-smelling, defen-

sive substance from the tip of their abdo-

men. When a nest is broken open, Azteca

ants emerge by the thousands and swarm
over the intruder, biting it and secreting

the defensive substance. We have seen ta-

manduas covered with ants from head to

foot. The biting and the chemical secre-

tions must be irritating, particularly when
inflicted on the tamandua's sensitive ears

and the soft tip of its nose. The inevitable

outcome of such an encounter is that the

anteater retires to scratch and groom its

fur after feeding at a nest for only a few

minutes. Although many ants end up in

the anteater's stomach, the nest is rarely

totally destroyed, and the colony usually

recovers.

Nasutitermes termites provide another

example of how insects can defend them-

selves against a predator as large as an ant-

eater. Soldiers of this species, called

nasutes, have elongated snouts through

which they eject a sticky substance that

contains a number of terpenoid com-

pounds and smells of pine oil. This is

clearly a defensive substance; the sticky

secretion can immobilize a small predator

such as an ant and it is also apparently

toxic to other invertebrates. Worker ter-

mites lack this secretion. The soldier

caste, however, makes up 20 percent or

more of the total nest population in many
species of Nasutitermes. When a nest is

broken open, the soldiers emerge at the

breach in large numbers and direct their

spray guns at the intruder. At the same

time, the workers disappear rapidly into

the interior of the nest and the predator is

left facing a phalanx of defending soldiers.

Our first clue to the effectiveness of



For a banded tamandua. deadwood can

mean a potential windfall oftasty ants

and termites. This one is using its claws

to break open afallen tree trunk and

dig into the dirt beneath it.

nasute soldier defenses came from watch-

ing tamanduas as they approached the

large, arboreal nests of Nasutitermes colo-

nies. An anteater would stop to sniff the

nest and then very gingerly, with one fore-

claw, make a shallow break in the surface

of the nest and sniff again. More often

than not, the tamandua would then

sneeze, brush its nose with a foreleg, and

move on. Occasionally, we saw an ant-

eater sniff at a nest from a distance of two

to three feet and then simply move away

from it. The tamandua was obviously test-

ing these nests and somehow arriving at

the decision to ignore them.

Tamanduas do eat Nasutitermes, but

only under certain circumstances. The

large nests are attacked only when fat,

winged termites—the potential queens

and kings—are present in large numbers

in the nests, primarily during the early

rainy season in Panama. Like the workers,

these large, winged reproductives lack de-

fensive secretions and they are also rich in

fats. Tamanduas will also feed on con-

centrations of worker termites away from

the nest, for example, on groups of forag-

ing workers inside rotten logs and tree

stumps. Anteaters attempt to avoid the

nasute soldiers as much as possible and

will attack the nest—where the concentra-

tion of soldiers is highest—only when the

reward is particularly great. Indeed, we

found that a tamandua in captivity ate

workers and winged reproductives, but

shunned soldiers. The soldiers may be un-

palatable, and their defensive secretion

probably irritates the mucous membranes

of an anteater's nose and mouth.

The examples of Azteca ants and Nasu-

titermes termites illustrate the principle of

a balanced predator-prey system. The

prey, in this case colonies of ants and ter-

mites, defend themselves against anteat-

ers by biting, stinging, and using chemical

secretions or with passive defenses such as

hard, impenetrable nests or spiny exoskel-

etons. The anteater is repelled to some ex-

tent by these defenses and can only con-

sume a small portion of a colony before

having to seek other food sources. As a re-

sult, anteaters crop colonies of ants and

termites, somewhat like a cow cropping a

grassy field, rarely destroying the colony

in its entirety. The nests of ants and ter-

mites are thus renewable resources and a

predator can return to them repeatedly.

Whereas tamandua anteaters take a

mixture of termites and ants in their diets,

the giant anteater and the silky anteater

are ant specialists. The squirrel-sized silky

anteater is strictly nocturnal and arboreal.

Morphologically specialized for moving

through the vine-laden canopy of a tropi-

cal forest, the silky anteater has a prehen-

sile, grasping tail and hind feet with pads,

like those of a chameleon, which fit nicely

around small lianas and branches. Razor-

sharp claws on the front legs are used both

to break open hollow twigs and to defend

against predators. On Barro Colorado Is-

land, silky anteaters eat about forty spe-

cies of arboreal ants, most of which nest in

hollow twigs and liana stems and in the

bases of epiphytic plants. An adult silky

weighing only eleven ounces can consume

14,000 ants a day. Crematogaster ants

formed the bulk of the diet of many of our

radio-tagged silky anteaters. These small,

shiny black ants live in large colonies that

are subdivided into many interconnected

nests and found under loose bark and in

hollow branches. Their strong-smelling

defensive secretion may function in much
the same way as the defensive substance

of Azteca ants and Nasutitermes termites.

The giant anteater, the largest of the

New World anteaters, is about the size of

a large collie, weighs iifty-five to sixty-five

pounds, and is entirely terrestrial. Giant

anteaters were once widespread through-

out Central and South America in wooded

habitats and in open savanna. Heavily

hunted in most areas, they are now quite

rare except in certain remote or protected

areas of Colombia, Venezuela, Surinam,

and Brazil.

We studied these remarkable "giants"

on Hato Masaguaral, a cattle ranch in the

llanos of central Venezuela. The ranch,

owned by Tomas Blohm, a staunch con-

servationist, is protected from hunters and

has been the site of numerous studies of

rare South American wildlife. The giant

anteaters in this area were active primar-

ily at night and spent the day asleep under

shrubs in the grassland. Giant anteaters

traveled long distances, often more than

six miles a night, in search of carpenter

ants, which nest primarily in the bases of

palm trees and strangler figs. Other

ground-nesting ants are part of their diet,

but two species of carpenter ants seem to

be the preferred food.

Carpenter ants secrete a strong-smell-

ing alarm and defensive substance that

contains formic acid. The soldiers have

strong jaws, capable of piercing human
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Oblivious ofits surroundings,

a golden tamandua braces itselfon

a termite nest and opens a hole near

the base. Tamanduas try to avoid

NdsuUlermcs soldiers and can sniff

them outfrom afewfeet away.
Warren Garst

skin. People bitten by them say the defen-

sive secretion causes a burning sensation.

The nests of carpenter ants are generally

in hollows inside very hard wood that is

impenetrable even to a giant anteater with

its large, strong foreclaws. When a nest is

disturbed, the ants initially become very

agitated, running about, biting, and spray-

ing their defensive secretion. After re-

peated disturbance, however, most of the

ants disappear into the nest where they are

inaccessible to the anteater. Giant anteat-

ers presumably feed at these nest openings

picking off emerging ants until the ants

become scarce. As one might predict, we

found that giant anteaters spent only a

short period of time at each nest and

cropped many colonies each night. Like

the silky anteaters, giants are ant special-

ists. We never observed them eating ter-

mites in our study area in Venezuela, al-

though the latter were abundant in the

habitat, and golden tamanduas living in

the same area eat termites regularly.

There are records of giant anteaters eating

termites in other parts of their geographi-

cal range, but how large a role termites

play in their diets remains uncertain. Why
the largest and smallest of the New World

anteaters should specialize on ants, at

least in some regions, ignoring the ter-

mites that are abundant in their surround-

ings, is a mystery.

Both ants and termites are ancient

groups. From the fossil record we know

that ants existed in their present form in

the Mesozoic, some 100 million years ago,

and termites may have originated even be-

fore that. Considering their abundance

and the diversity of ecological niches that

ants and termites occupy in tropical

America, it is surprising to find only four

species of mammals specializing on them.

Certain armadillos eat ants and termites,

but with the exception of the rare giant ar-

madillo, Priodontes, they probably eat a

variety of other insects as well and are not

specialized to the same degree as the ant-

eaters.

One reason for the difficulty in special-

izing on ants and termites seems to be the

range of defenses that these insects have

evolved. Biting, stinging, and chemical se-

cretions may have evolved initially to cope

with small invertebrate predators, espe-

cially other predatory ants. Nonetheless,

these defenses are also effective against

vertebrate predators, ranging from toads

and anole lizards to armadillos and anteat-

ers. New World anteaters contend with

these defense mechanisms by cropping a

large number of colonies and, as a result,

must travel large distances daily to obtain

sufficient food. This type of foraging be-

havior places limits on both the number of

individuals and the number of species of

anteaters that can coexist in a given area.

The diversity and ingenuity of defense

mechanisms evolved by ants and termites

may explain why so few mammals have

become specialized on these groups.

Ant and termite specialists have

evolved independently in very different

groups of mammals in the different tropi-



Ifan anteater tears a hole in a

Nasutitermes nest, hordes ofsoldiers

rush into the breach and begin spraying

the intruder with a sticky repellent.

Simultaneously, the workers disappear

into the nest. Beleaguered by the

swarming soldiers, the tamandua

usually moves on

cal regions of the world. Pangolins, or

scaly anteaters, occur in Africa and tropi-

cal Asia; aardvarks and aardwolves (the

latter are a species of hyena) are found in

Africa; Australia has a marsupial ant-

eater, the numbat, and a monotreme (egg-

laying mammal), the echidna.

Although we know little about the be-

havior of these Old World anteaters, there

are tantalizing bits of evidence suggesting

that they face much the same problems as

the New World edentate anteaters. For

example, Hans Kruuk observed aard-

wolves in East Africa attacking columns

of worker harvester termites, only to be re-

pelled by large numbers of nasute soldiers.

In West Africa, the three species of scaly

anteaters provide a close parallel to the

New World anteaters. According to Eliza-

beth Pages, the smallest and largest of the

pangolins specialize on ants but the mid-

dle-sized one eats both ants and termites.

It seems likely that such convergences in

feeding behavior are the result of similar

evolutionary pressures on ant and termite

predators caused by the defensive mecha-

nisms of their prey. D
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Giant anteaters often get as big as

large collies. They prefer eating carpenter

ants but the biting, spraying carpenter

soldiers makefor a difficult diet. Below:

A giant mother, child astraddle, strides

through the Brazilian pampas.



The Master Musicians ofJahjouka
Over the centuries, these Moroccan artists have played their instruments for pilgrims

and princes, for a Moslem saint, andfor a member of the Rolling Stones

by Philip D. Schuyler

In the northwest corner of Morocco, at

the end of a rocky dirt road in the Jebala

Mountains, lies the village of Jahjouka.

The villagers, members of the Ahl Serif

tribe, cannot say for certain when Jah-

jouka was founded, but most estimates

put the date at between the ninth and thir-

teenth centuries a.d. All agree, however,

that Jahjouka owes its origin, and its con-

tinued existence, to the learned saint Sidi

Hmed Shikh, who came from the East to

spread Islam in North Africa.

Like other saints who lived and died in

the region, Sidi Hmed Shikh was blessed

with baraka. or "spiritual power" Ac-

cording to the villagers, the saint's control

over the minds of people and animals was

so great that he once made a lion submit to

the yoke and pull a plow. That power has

lived on. Today, the lame, the barren, and

especially the mad still come to the tomb
of Sidi Hmed Shikh in hopes that his

baraka will relieve their afflictions. In the

courtyard of his shrine stands a fig tree, a

descendant of one said to have been

planted by the saint himself Pilgrims be-

lieve that when they chain themselves to

the tree, the baraka will pass through

them and their minds will be tamed as the

lion was long ago.

In time, Sidi Hmed Shikh attracted so

many followers that he needed a special

way of calling them all to Friday prayer.

So he took his two servants, 'Attar and

Rtobi, and taught them to play a reed

flute, the lira. Later he brought them the

ghaita (a kind of oboe) and a drum called

the tbel. As a reward for playing for him
each week, he promised that they would

never need to work the fields or tend

flocks. They could always live from their

music.

For centuries, the descendants of 'Attar

and Rtobi have continued to live very

much as Sidi Hmed Shikh told them they

would. In each generation, young men
have learned music from their fathers and

uncles, finally earning the rank of master

craftsman. Others have become guard-

ians of the saint's tomb, welcoming pil-

grims and accepting their donations. Until

recently, teams of musicians used to travel

throughout the region in the late summer,
collecting a share of the grain harvest in
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Relaxing on the veranda ofthe

musicians ' clubhouse in Jahjouka.

Mujahid (left) and Feddal (center) play

the reedflute, or lira. At right sits Lahsen.

a viola player and drummerfrom a

nearby village, who has become ajunior

member ofthe community ofmusicians.
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exchange for performing at weddings, cir-

cumcisions, and other important events in

the life of the Ahl Serif tribe. For several

generations they even served as royal mu-

sicians at the court. Groups from the vil-

lage took turns living in the palace and

accompanying the king on his expeditions

throughout the country. But at least a few

musicians have always stayed behind in

the village to fulfill their ancestors' pledge

to Sidi Hmed Shikh.

Each Friday morning, these musicians

gather at the saint's tomb to play his mu-

sic. The melody moves in slow, irregular

phrases over a long, asymmetrical pattern

in the drums. The piercing, persistent

sound of the ghaita is reminiscent of bag-

pipes. Gradually the tempo accelerates

and the ghaita and tbel come together in a

driving rhythm. Then, after an extended

blast on the ghaita, the music stops, and a

wiry drummer steps forward to lead the

assembly in prayer

Mohammed ben Thami el-'Attar, popu-

larly known as Berduz, has for many years

borne the title of mqaddem, or "master of

ceremonies." Berduz puts his age at about

sixty-five, but his appearance and the vi-

tality of his performance give the impres-

sion of a much younger man. No one in the

village can match his uninhibited energy

as a dancer, storyteller, and mime. But by

the same token, no one can match his piety

or earnestness in serious matters like

prayer Berduz begins his invocation by

calling down the blessings of God on the

Prophet Mohammed, Sidi Hmed Shikh,

the king of Morocco, the musicians, and

the assembled crowd. As he proceeds

through the list, some of those present

hand him a little money, so that he will

make a special prayer on their behalf.

At times, the whole ceremony may last

only twenty minutes, a far cry from what

takes place in many saints' shrines, where

the music, usually accompanied by trance

dancing, may go on for hours. Trancing is

an important part of the healing process in

most ecstatic brotherhoods in Morocco.

Outside Jahjouka, the music at trance

ceremonies is usually provided by groups

of professional musicians brought in for

the occasion. Such musicians serve as

mere "technicians"; the healing is per-
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formed by adepts of the religious associa-

tion, who are most often descendants of

the patron saint. The musicians of Jah-

jouka are unusual in that they combine

both functions.

When pilgrims to Sidi Hmed Shikh re-

quest dance music associated with an-

other saint, the master musicians usually

comply, but they are quick to point out

that trancing is not a part of their ritual.

They much prefer another kind of ther-

apy. As Berduz explains:

If someone is sick or crazy, we bring him

and we step on him. Or if a woman comes to

us and asks for male children, we do the

same. We say, "In the Name of God, O
Messenger of God, O Prophet Mohammed,
O Sidi Hmed Shikh, may your hand be-

come our hand." Then we tread on her and

we touch her with the drum and the ghaita.

When we have finished the treading, we say

another prayer. . . . Well, the Lord finishes

the job, and the woman gives birth.

Whether it's a boy or a girl, that's in the

hands of God. And that's the baraka that

has come to us with the authority of God
and the saint.

Throughout much of the year the musi-

cians have few obligations beyond the

weekly ritual at the tomb. Nearly every

day they all find time to gather in the com-

pound that serves as school, office, hotel,

and above all, clubhouse for the musi-

cians. Each afternoon the sound of the

reed flute floats out through the village as

the younger men try out new tunes. The

masters sometimes interrupt their card

game to off'er a suggestion, and occasion-

ally one of the older men takes up the lira

himself to demonstrate a point. For the

most part, however, the boys learn about

music—and life—largely by observation



Left: Berduz. the musicians' irrepressible master ofceremonies,

clowns around with afour-string lute, the lotar, an instrument

he does not play. Below: Berduz carries a drum, the tbel.

Matfiias Oppersdorff

and trial and error. At the clubhouse they

can watch the masters make reeds for a

ghaita or put new heads on a drum. They

learn the history of Jahjouka through leg-

ends and reminiscences and catch up on

the latest news. They meet strangers who

come to the village, and they observe the

masters as they negotiate with them over

the cost of a performance.

The masters are most in demand in the

late summer, when the harvest is in and

emigrant laborers have returned on vaca-

tion. Neighboring villagers take advan-

tage of the weather, wealth, and leisure to

organize weddings and circumcisions.

Music is indispensable to these rites,

which may go on for several days. A wed-

ding, for example, begins and ends with

processions through the streets of the vil-

lage. As elsewhere in Morocco, these pro-

cessions are accompanied by the ghaita

and tbel, whose penetrating sound informs

neighbors for miles around that an impor-

tant event is taking place.

The wives and daughters of the master

musicians also have an essential role in the

festivities. Until the final night of the wed-

ding, men and women attend separate rit-

uals and celebrations for the bride and

groom. The women arrange the gift-giving

ceremony for the bride, and they purify,

protect, and entertain her with special

songs, just as the men do for the groom.

The women of Jahjouka accompany

their singing with small hand drums of

many shapes and sizes. Each woman beats

out her own variation of the same basic

rhythm; the individual sounds of the dif-

ferent drums and the interlocking of

rhythmic patterns produce a dense, shift-

ing tapestry of sound. The guests contrib-

ute to the performance with handclaps,

ululation, and cries of encouragement.

The drumming is so intense that at times

the singers' voices can hardly be heard.

Many songs are shared by men and

women alike, but others are special to the

women alone, like those in praise of the

bride: "Like a dove protected in her fa-

ther's home/The bride is happy about her

master, about her groom."

The men have their own special "in-

door" songs, accompanied by a four-

stringed lute, the Western viola (played

upright on the knee), and various kinds of

drums. The musicians begin their perform-

ance almost unnoticed. The soloists take

turns playing short, free-rhythm improvi-

sations until, with just the slightest nod,

they signal a shift into song. Two groups of

singers trade verses, first invoking the

Prophet and the saints, and then inviting a

coy lover to elope to the mountains.

With another nod, the tempo and

rhythm shift abruptly, and a dancer enters

the room. A wide, thick belt, mirrored to

catch the eye, emphasizes the flowing,

feminine movement of the dancer's hips.

But the dancer is a boy dressed in a wom-

an's caftan, an accepted custom here,

where social relations between the sexes

are severely limited. .'\s the boy grows

older, he will pass the costume and the role

on to younger children, but he will con-



Young musicians play on a hillside at the

edge ofJahjouka (a neighboring village is

in the background}. Bashir. who,

according to some ofthe villagers,

looks like the late rock guitarist Jimi

Hendrix, plays the lotar.

Mathias Oppersdorff

tinue to dance in the same style. After a

few minutes, several of the guests and mu-

sicians get up, one at a time, to join the boy

for a few moments. The older men dance

with dignity and restraint—all, that is, ex-

cept Berduz. He leaps and kicks where

others shuffle, their feet firmly planted on

the ground. When the mood strikes him,

he will even balance a tea tray on his head

as a cabaret dancer would, slowly lower-

ing himself on his back and rolling on the

floor.

In between songs, Berduz continues to

entertain the crowd. He seems able to

mimic anyone, and also has a ready store

of anecdotes about all the musicians and

guests, including those he has never met.

He is not clairvoyant, just inventive. But

no one takes offense because, as Berduz

says, "We're here to laugh, aren't we?"

The ne.xt day, Berduz is all seriousness

once again. On the final day of the wed-

ding, the bride, completely hidden inside a

frame wrapped in cloth, is seated on the

back of a mule for the trip from her fa-

ther's house to her new home. Berduz

stops the crowd at several points to say a

prayer, for this is a most sensitive moment
in the wedding. Parties will continue for

several days, but once the bride has ar-

rived safely, the musicians' work is com-

pleted.

The most spectacular performances by

the master musicians take place on 'Aid

el-Kebir, the great feast commemorating

the willingness of Ibrahim (Abraham) to

sacrifice his son at God's command. Ac-

cording to Islam, the one to be sacrificed

was not Isaac but Isma'il, the progenitor

of the Arabs. On the morning of the feast,

the men gather at an open space in the vil-

lage reserved as a mosque for this one day.

Normally, following the prayer and a ser-

mon, the imam, or prayer leader, slaugh-

ters a ram in the name of the village, after

which the men return home for their own
families' sacrifice.

In 1981 and 1982, for the sake of the na-

tion's economy, King Hassan II asked his

subjects to refrain from slaughtering

sheep during the celebration of 'Aid el-Ke-

bir. But the sacrifice is what gives mean-

ing to the entire feast. In killing the sheep

Moroccans reenact Ibrahim's submission

to the will of Allah and renew the covenant

that resulted between God and humanity.

Furthermore, they share the moment with

fellow believers around the world.

Part of the sacrificial meat is consumed

in a specified order during the next seven

days, providing a culinary calendar of the

feast. Part is reserved for the poor, since

charity is incumbent upon all Moslems,

particularly during religious holidays. Fi-

nally, the rest of the meat is dried, becom-

ing preserved baraka to be eaten at spe-

cial meals throughout the year.

On the afternoon of the great feast, the

masters honor Sidi Hmed Shikh with a

performance at his tomb. The ghaita play-

ers extend each phrase beyond the limits

of human breath, inhaling through their

noses as they expel air from their cheeks.

The music, drawn from the repertory once
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Goats are herded downhillfrom

Jahjouka 's main square. The community

is linked by tradition to the Moslem

saint Sidi Hmed Shikh, whose spiritual

power is believed to linger at his tomb

and in the musicians who tend it.

Malhias Oppersdortf

played at the royal court, has an austere

majesty appropriate to the occasion. Af-

terward, the masters share a small meal in

the shrine. Each musician carries away

several loaves of bread, symbolizing his

share of the donations of grain made to the

saint.

Throughout the seven days of the feast,

the masters assemble each evening in the

main square of the village to lead another

kind of celebration. The sound of the

ghaita quickly draws the children, who

dance to the music while their elders

slowly gather. As darkness falls, a bonfire

is lit. Suddenly three figures rush into the

square. An "old man" known as the Hajj

and a "woman" called Crazy Aisha are

led in by BuJlud, the Man in Skins. Aisha

and the Hajj dance rather sedately in front

of the musicians, while BuJlud, half man

and half goat, charges into the crowd

swinging an oleander branch in each hand.

He disperses small clusters ofjeering spec-

tators, leaping over women and chasing

children, delivering blows to all who gel in

his way. From time to time, the goatman

charges toward the musicians, prancing

and pawing the ground. Then he stands

with arms and knees spread, throwing his

head back and forth while his whole body



quivers, as though in resonance with the

trilhng wail of the ghaita.

For the villagers, BuJlud is as closely

tied to the origin of Jahjouka as Sidi

Hmed Shikh himself. Indeed, some say

that it was the goatman, and not the saint,

who taught the musicians to play the flute.

According to the most frequently told

account, BuJlud was living in a cave in

the wilderness, unknown to the villagers,

when he first heard the sound of the lira.

The music made him wild, and he flew

into the villagers' midst, dancing out of

control. When he saw Aisha, a goat-footed

ogress feared throughout Morocco, he fell

in love with her. The villagers say that the

Hajj, as the name implies, was a pilgrim

on his way home from Mecca; he heard

the music and started dancing with the

others. Elsewhere, however, it is said that

the Hajj was Aisha's husband, BuJlud's ri-

val for her affections. In any event, the

three danced all night and disappeared

with the dawn, only to return the next af-

ternoon. The villagers were terrified, but

when they saw that the union of the goat-

man and the ogress brought fertility to the

fields and women, they continued to call

them back each year.

The ambivalence toward BuJlud per-

sists to this day. The children flee from

BuJlud's attack, but as soon as his back is

turned, they taunt him and chase after

him. The women ululate in excitement

when he appears and cringe when he

draws near, but they do not move. Indeed,

late at night, after the ghaita have fallen

silent, the women play their own music for

BuJlud, and he dances almost tamely in a

tight circle of singers, drummers, and

spectators. The women deny that a blow

from his sticks will bring fertility—only

the treading at the saint's tomb can guar-

antee that—yet young brides can be seen

edging closer to him, deliberately provok-

ing him to strike.

Outsiders generally place the origin of

BuJlud far away from Jahjouka, and far

earlier than the time of Sidi Hmed Shikh.

According to Hamid Triki, a Moroccan

historian, the festival brings out living

manifestations of various threats to soci-

ety—old age, wild animals, evil spirits,

and unbridled femininity—so that they

Musiciansplay the ghaita and tbel in the

evening during the celebration of 'Aid el-

Kebir, which commemorates the

willingness ofIbrahim (Abraham) to

sacrifice his son at God's command. The

music brings on the appearance ofthree

colorful dancers: the goatman BuJlud,

an old man known as the Hajj, and a
goatfooted ogress. Crazy Aisha.
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may be expelled from the village. Thus

BuJlud and his followers act as a collective

scapegoat for the community. At the same

time, Triki points out, the beneficial, if

slightly dangerous, powers of BuJlud have

led many Western observers to compare

the goatman to some of the wilder Greco-

Roman fertility gods, notably Pan and Di-

onysus. In either case, BuJlud, as the per-

sonification of Nature, stands opposite the

civilizing force of Islam, represented by

Sidi Hmed Shikh. It is the master musi-

cians who are able to summon and control

the powers of both.

Today, although both BuJlud and Sidi

Hmed Shikh remain vital forces among
the Ahl Serif, the master musicians them-

selves no longer enjoy the exalted status of

their ancestors. Not long ago, Jahjouka

could boast of having more than thirty

ghaita players; now only six or eight re-

main. The decline in village fortunes can

be traced directly to the results of colonial-

ism. The musicians lost their royal patent

after 1912, when Morocco was divided

into French and Spanish protectorates,

and the master musicians found them-

selves cut off from the court. During the

protectorate period, industrial and com-

mercial developments provided new op-

portunities for employment and attracted

many rural Moroccans to the mushroom-

ing cities. At the same time. Western tech-

nology—specifically medicine and the

electronic media—began to compete for

the attention of the audience still left to

the musicians, undermining their func-

tions both as healers and entertainers.

With the erosion of their role and their au-

dience, many younger musicians have left

the profession to seek more regular em-

ployment in the Moroccan army or the
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factories of Europe. Most of the masters'

income these days comes from remit-

tances sent them by their emigrant sons.

Ironically, just as many villagers were

beginning to abandon the old ways of

making a living, a growing group of West-

erners started coming to Jahjouka in

search of its traditional way of life. In the

process a new saint was added to the local

hagiography.

In the early 1 950s, Brion Gysin, a writer

and painter, was taken to Jahjouka by a

cousin of the musicians, a Moroccan artist

named Hamri. Gysin was enchanted by

the people and their music; he wanted to

share his experiences with others and find

some way to help the villagers maintain

their traditions. He has spoken and writ-

ten eloquently about the village, and over

the years he has encouraged many friends

and acquaintances to go there. Composer-

Imitating theflamboyant dance of
BuJlud, a youngster leaps over a bonfire

in the village square.

Philip Schuyler

author Paul Bowles, writer William Bur-

roughs, psychologist Timothy Leary, and

jazz pianist Randy Weston are among
those who have followed Gysin's advice.

Perhaps the most influential visitor was

Brian Jones of the Rolling Stones, who re-

corded the master musicians in Jahjouka

in 1 967, and then reworked the tape in a

London recording studio. In 1971, two

years after Jones's death by drowning,

Brian Jones Presents the Pipes ofPan at

Joujouka was released on the Rolling

Stones label. Full-page advertisements

and an article in Rolling Stone magazine

helped push sales into the tens of thou-

sands of copies—hardly spectacular for a

rock-and-roll record, but unusual for a re-

cording of this sort.

Understandably, the musicians have lit-

tle recollection of Brian Jones—after all,

he stayed with them just one night fifteen

years ago. But they are quite aware of the

effects of his visit. Throughout the 1970s,

a small but steady stream of young world

travelers came to the village. They were

attracted by the music, the natural

beauty, and the spectacle of BuJlud. But

all these things could be found elsewhere

in Morocco. What set Jahjouka apart was

the imprimatur of Brian Jones. And so the

musicians have taken pains to preserve his

memory. A photograph of Jones hangs on

the wall of their clubhouse, right next to a

picture of the king. Appropriately, they

have even made him the hero of a song:

God knows what's the matter with

me
Jahjouka is very stoned over its

black-eyed lover

When Brian Jones was with us, all

the people were happy

He recorded our music and made us

famous throughout the world

By God, my beloved, where have you

gone?

May God strengthen your sanctuary,

O Saint Sidi Hmed Shikh

The refrain of this song, sung in English,

goes: "O Brian Jones, Jahjouka very

stoned."

The implicit, if unintentional, analogy

between Brian Jones and Sidi Hmed
Shikh is quite apt. For just as the baraka

of Sidi Hmed Shikh has protected the mu-

sicians over the centuries, so the baraka of

Brian Jones seemed to guarantee a pros-

perous future. The Brian Jones album was

followed by two concert tours of Europe

and several other recordings, including

one with jazz saxophonist Ornette Cole-

man. Brion Gysin and others had hoped

that income from these projects would

help support the masters and encourage



younger villagers to continue the tradition.

Thus far, however, the material rewards

have been small. Indeed, the musicians

have been lucky to receive any money at

all. Tourism, too, aside from a few gener-

ous enthusiasts, has been more of a burden

than a blessing to the village. And with the

fading of the counterculture, the flow of

visitors has slowed to a trickle. Yet the

masters continue to put their faith in the

West. They are beginning to plan a tour of

the United States, and they hope that a

television documentary filmed in the vil-

lage last year will make them famous once

again. The danger is that in orienting

themselves more and more toward West-

ern audiences, the musicians of Jahjouka

may cut themselves off from their past,

and their music may lose its meaning.

The future of Jahjouka is in the hands

of young men like Bashir el-'Attar, a son of

the last undisputed leader of the master

musicians. Bashir is proud of his knowl-

edge of French and English and of his

physical resemblance to the late rock gui-

tarist Jimi Hendrix. He has performed

with European musicians and was once

engaged to an American poet who visited

the village. Later he lived in Paris, where

he worked as a photographer's assistant.

When his father died, he felt he had to re-

turn to the village. He has dedicated him-

self to mastering the ghaita and to learn-

ing the old repertory from cassettes of his

father's performances. In time, he wants

to change the music, drawing on his ex-

periences with foreigners. The music has

always changed, he says, and it must con-

tinue to change if it is to remain alive.

Bashir understands that the essence of the

tradition does not lie so much in what the

masters play as in why they play it. As
long as the descendants of 'Attar and
Rtobi keep their pledge to the saint,

Bashir is confident that the tradition will

survive:

According to what the masters have told us,

everything about Jahjouka will continue. If

a thing was, it will be. If one dies, another
will come along to take his place. Their

baraka is always there. When Sidi Hmed
Shikh gave them the ghaita, he gave them
baraka, and because of that, it has no end.

That's what the masters say. D
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The wild BuJlud dancesfor the villagers

as darknessfalls. A personification of

Feature. BuJlud is both a threatening and

a beneficentfigure. Some link him to

Pan and Dionysus, ancientfertility

gods ofGreece

.

Mathias Oppersdorft



While mating, a male black-sided meadow katydid (top)

squeezes out a nutritious spermatophore. Thefemale (below)

will later use her long, protruding ovipositor to

place eggs deep into leafstems.

Darryl T. Gwynne

Coy Conquistadors ofthe Sagebrush
Among a few katydid species, sex roles are reversed:

aggressive females compete for choosy males. Why?

by Darryl T. Gwynne

When it comes to reproduction, males

are usually the competitive, "charming"

sex, while females are usually the choosy

sex. This basic difference in sexual behav-

ior, observed routinely by naturalists, has

puzzled evolutionary biologists since

Charles Darwin. Darwin had noted that

certain males are more successful at re-

producing either because they prevail in

their struggles with other males or be-

cause they possess traits that make them

more alluring to females. But Darwin's

theory of sexual selection contained very

little explanation of why such distinct sex

roles exist in the first place.

Robert Trivers of the University of

California has suggested that females

may be the more selective of the two sexes

because they invest more in their offspring

than males. This is true not only before

fertilization, when the size of the egg

dwarfs the sperm, but often afterward,

too, in gestation and parental care. That

could help explain why females might be

more "coy": they have a lot to lose in a

"mismating." But for males, which invest

little in their offspring, the best strategy

for reproductive success may be promis-

cuity. This scattershot approach could

elicit the "charming" behavior Darwin

wrote about: essentially it is an attempt by

competing males to persuade wary fe-

males of their suitability as mates.

But what happens in a species where

the male invests more in parenting than

the female? If the theory is right, this re-

versal should have an effect on which sex

does the choosing. And if one could find a

group of species in which males show

varying degrees of involvement in re-

production, one would have a perfect way
to test the theory. I have been studying

just such a group, a family of cricketlike

insects called katydids. Male katydids

make a contribution toward parenting by

providing their mates with a protein that

nourishes the eggs and ovaries. In most

species, the males do not produce a lot of

this protein, and in these cases, the situa-

tion is what you might expect: the males

compete aggressively for coy females. But

in a few species, the male's investment in

its offspring rises sharply. In these cases,

the male produces so much protein that it

may lose up to 40 percent of its body

weight in a single mating. How does this

investment affect mating behavior? The
answer is as simple as it is dramatic: the

sex roles are utterly reversed.

The males of many animal species play

a more than casual role in reproduction

and parenting. Males of certain bird and

frog species have completely taken over

parental duties from the females; the fe-

males compete actively and aggressively

for these paternal services. Males of a few

of the true bugs, such as the giant water-

bug, carry the eggs on their backs. Other

male insects bring gifts of food, such as

nectar or captured prey, to their mates.

But the male katydid provides his mate

with an unusual nuptial meal that he

produces from special glands in his abdo-

men. Near the end of copulation, the male

katydid contracts abdominal muscles and

produces a package of sperm, which is in-

serted into the female's genital opening.

Then the male slowly squeezes a large

white mass out of his abdomen. This mass,

the spermatophylax, remains attached to

the sperm package; the two together are

known as the spermatophore. After the

pair uncouple, the female reaches around

and eats the spermatophore, a feast that

may last several hours.

The spermatophore is wonderfully nu-

tritious. Laboratory studies with the Aus-

tralian species Requena verticalis have

shown that the spermatophore is largely

protein and that most of its nutrients end

up in the ovaries and mature eggs. In addi-

tion, the more spermatophore material the

female eats, the greater the number and

size of the eggs she produces.

The size of the spermatophore varies

greatly among the different species of

male katydids. For some, the contribution

is as little as 2 percent of their body

weight. Males of a few species, however,

invest up to 40 percent of their body

weight in one huge spermatophore. This is

equivalent to a medium-sized man losing

sixty pounds from one act of copulation!

Among katydids, neither sex provides

care for offspring, so the male spermato-

phore and the female eggs are really the

major investments made in parenting. If

the "parental investment" theory is cor-

rect, the larger the spermatophore in rela-

tion to body size, the more likely that the

males will be picky about their mates and

that the females will be "liberated" from

their typical sex roles. This, in fact, is ex-

actly what happens.

Most katydids, as I have noted, produce

a small spermatophore, and the roles of

the sexes during mating are similar to

those of most other animals: males are

competitive and aggressive and females

appear to be choosy of mates. Meadow
katydids of the genera Orchelimum and

Conocephalus are fairly typical. When a

male is ready to mate he produces a call-

ing song by rubbing a "scraper" on one

wing over a "file" on the other. Although

the calling song is used to attract females,

it also warns other males to stay out of the

caller's territory. Glenn Morris, of the

University of Toronto, has shown that
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A pair ofkatydids ofthe Australian species Requena verticalis

use 'fencing antennae
'

' to size each other upfor a possible

mating. Male andfemale katydids often choosepartners on

the basis ofweight, using abdominal contact orpossibly the

loudness ofthe mating song tojudge their suitability.

singing Orchelimum males maintain fixed

distances between each other and some-

times fight for territory. Marianne Feaver,

of the University of North Carolina, has

described female meadow katydids as

very coy, since they often take several

hours to choose a mate. Laboratory ex-

periments with the black-sided meadow

katydid have shown that given a choice,

the females always mate with the heavier

male. This they may judge from the inten-

sity of the male's songs. Choosiness has an

obvious benefit; bigger males provide big-

ger meals by producing larger spermato-

phores.

Spermatophores are much larger

among another katydid species, the Mor-

mon cricket, Anabrus simplex. An inhab-

itant of the high plains sagebrush of west-

ern North America, this katydid got its

name because it resembles a large field

cricket and because it was an infamous

pest to the first Mormon farmers in Utah.

Mormon crickets are known for their ex-

traordinarily high population densities.

Millions of them can move together in

huge "bands" across plains and roads and

over houses or obstacles that stand in their

way. Male Mormon crickets produce a

large spermatophore, losing up to 30 per-

cent of their body weight at a mating.

The rasping sounds of males that are

ready to mate are first heard early in the

morning, with the first warming rays of

the sun. But only those few with enlarged

abdominal glands actually call. This call-

ing goes on for no more than a minute or

so, however. The males are in great de-

mand and a minute is about as long as it

takes for a singing male Mormon cricket

to lure one or more female suitors. These

females hop quickly across the open

ground and often two or more eager katy-

dids arrive at the male's calling perch

simultaneously. If that happens, an inter-

esting event occurs: the females fight.

They grapple and even bite each other in

skirmishes typical of territorial males of

many other species, including other katy-

did species.

Sometimes these fights last so long that

the impatient male edges away and nei-

ther female gets him. And occasionally a

male Mormon cricket is unable to mate,

impaired by the loss of one of his abdomi-

nal claspers. In such a situation, the male

still tries to mate with a female but when

he can't, he commences singing again.

This draws more and more females into

the area; I have seen as many as seven of

them fighting in frustration over one

"clasperless" male.

Once a female locates a calling male

and drives off her competitors she at-

tempts to mount him by crawling onto his

back. She then lowers her ovipositor (the

tube through which eggs are laid) and the

complex genitalia of the couple are

quickly linked. If the male accepts his

mate, he then starts to transfer sperm to

her. But strikingly, in more than two-

thirds of the couplings I have witnessed,

he doesn't. The males reject most of the fe-

males that attempt to mate with them!

They simply unhook their abdominal

claspers and move away. This species of

katydid shows a complete reversal of the

typical courtship roles; females are the ac-

tive, competitive suitors and males are re-

served and choosy.

What are the criteria that these finicky

males apply to their mates? As it happens

there may be one simple standard: weight.

Rejected females are smaller than the

chosen ones. Males appear to be able to

weigh the female during mating. Males

that select heavier females are likely to

gain two evolutionary advantages. The

ovaries of bigger females have a greater

number of eggs that can be fertilized.

Also, heavier females may have genes that

make them better able to survive in a hos-

tile environment where food is in short

supply. Of course, the offspring would in-

herit those genes.

So certain female Mormon crickets are

in greater demand than others. Some

mate up to a dozen times, while others ex-

perience a permanent sexual drought.

This variation in mating success is an ac-

tual measure of the strength of Darwinian

sexual selection. The "fittest" females are

the larger ones. They obtain more sperma-

tophores and leave more offspring.

Another species of katydid of the genus
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When the Rcqucna verticalis/7fl/> begin to copulate, the male

twists on his side to line up with Ihefemale jlj. He first

produces an opaque sperm package that he inserts partly into

thefemale (2j. Then, squeezing his abdominal muscles, he

pushes out the rest ofthe spermatophore, the spermatophylax

(3j. This protein-rich mass remains attached to the sperm

package inside thefemale (4). Thefemale breaks the

spermatophylax offfrom the sperm package (5), and with the

sperm draining into her, slowly eats the nuptial gift (6),

a gooey meal that tnay last several hours.



Metaballus shows a similiar reversal of

sex roles. This insect, which has not yet

been formally named, will probably be

called Uliis. The name reveals its pre-

ferred habitat: litus is Latin for shore, or

coast, and this slender, long-winged spe-

cies is common in coastal marsh areas of

Western Australia. The color pattern of

green-and-white stripes is effective cam-

ouflage when this katydid is sitting mo-

tionless in thick marsh grass. But as soon

as a male produces his soft, zipping song,

the females spring out of the vegetation

and fly toward the song's source. Females

jump aggressively at other females they

encounter. Meanwhile, the male usually

ascends from within the grass to the top,

awaiting the outcome of the struggle. The

male and the victorious female then

"court" each other for a long time, up to

sixty minutes or more. They sit motionless

next to each other, letting their antennae

play constantly over each other. The fe-

male signals her attempt, to couple by rais-

ing her hind legs.

But like the male Mormon crickets, the

male Metaballus often find their mates

unsatisfactory. They may reject them dur-

ing courtship by jumping or flying away.

Or they may delay doing so until they

have probed the underside of the female

with their abdominal claspers during

copulation. (The female Metaballus do

not mount their mates as the female Mor-

mon crickets do, so their weights may not

be immediately apparent to the males.) In

choosing mates, males appear to react to

the same factor: mated females are

heavier and possess more eggs than re-

jected ones.

What this means is that katydids in gen-

eral bear out what we might have pre-

dicted about how investment by the sexes

in offspring affects the mating behavior of

the sexes. The more involved sex—usually

the female—tends to be the choosy sex.

But males, such as Mormon cricket males,

can be just as choosy when they are mak-

ing a very large investment, and in such

cases the females may start acting in an

uncharacteristically "masculine manner."

Even this simple point is not so simple,

however, because the Mormon cricket is

not consistent in its behavior

Mormon crickets usually travel in

densely populated masses, but in some ar-

eas this katydid is found at much lower

population levels. Although the males in

these smaller groups produce large sper-

matophores, there is no evidence of role re-

versal in their courtship behavior. In fact,

they behave much like meadow katydids;

males are territorial and aggressive to-

ward each other and evidence suggests

that it is the females that do the choosing.

But there may be an explanation for

this inconsistency. The low population

density site is lush compared with the

high-density site. Individuals at the for-

mer site can feed on many seeding plants

as well as on small grasshopper nymphs,

and the lower population level means

there is less competition for food. At the

high-density site, food is at a premium and

is heavily contested.

The scarcity of food at high population

densities means that only a small propor-

tion of males are able to produce the large

bundles of protein attached to the sperm

packages. In fact, only the very few males

that are singing have enlarged abdominal

glands. The opposite is true at the low

population density site; almost all of the

males have enlarged abdominal glands.

Most of these males are found calling.

Thus, although the nutritious spermato-

phores are a large investment by the

males, their gifts become a scarce re-

source for which females compete only

where there is so little food in the environ-

ment that few males are able to supply

them. Interestingly, at one high popula-

tion density site I observed, part of a band

of Mormon crickets had encountered a

lush area of grasses and sweet clover.

Here, many more males were calling, ap-

parently as a result of having access to

food that enabled them to produce sper-

matophores. There was even evidence that

females were rejecting some of them.

This environment-related flexibility in

"masculine" and "feminine" behavior by

Mormon crickets contrasts with previous

notions of the rigidity of insect reproduc-

tive behavior. Indeed, it raises an interest-

ing question. Might not sex roles among
so-called higher animals be just as flex-

ible, given the right circumstances? D
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In katydid species where the male

produces a particularly large

spermalophure,females often mustfight

for their mates. Here, a successfully

mated MetahaWusfemalefrom Western

Australia walks through eucalyptus

leaves prior to eating theh uge

spermatophore she has won.
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Books in Review

Save Thermosphaeroma
thermophilum!
by Paul R. Ehrlich

Thi: lUCN Invertebrate Red Data
Book, compiled by Susan M. Wells, Rob-

ert M. Pyle, and N. Mark Collins. lUCN
(Gland, Switzerland), $20.00; 632 pp.,

illus.

Tm-: Audubon Society Book of In-

si ( TS, by Les Line and Lorus and Mar-

gery Milne. Harry N. Abrams, Inc.,

$50.00; 264 pp., illus.

When the average person thinks of en-

dangered species, the blue whale, black

rhino, African elephant, and mountain go-

rilla are likely to come to mind. These

spectacular animals are, indeed, in trou-

ble—but they are only the tip of the ex-

tinction iceberg. They are mostly at risk

because of direct human exploitation.

Much more serious from the viewpoint of

the integrity of Earth's ecosystems—and

thus of human society—is the accelerat-

ing decline of more obscure organisms,

such as plants and insects. These are en-

dangered largely because of habitat de-

struction.

That is why the new lUCN Invertebrate

Red Data Book is especially welcome
now. It is a fine compendium of what is

known about the animals without back-

bones that are being pushed toward ex-

Mere specks la the naked eye. whitefly nymphsfeed on

a bromeliadleafin a rainforest in Colombia.
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tinction by human activities. The book

tells of freshwater snails threatened by the

fluctuating water levels caused by hydro-

electric dams, of Hawaiian land snails de-

clining because of overgrazing, sea ur-

chins killed by pollution, the paving-over

of suitable habitat decimating the Bay

checkerspot butterfly, the felling of cloud

forest destroying the haunts of Andean

satyrine butterflies, and introduced com-

petitors hastening the Shasta crayfish on

its way.

There are more than 250 such stories

told in the book—mostly accounts of indi-

vidual species and subspecies or of closely

related groups of organisms such as the

forty-one species of the endemic Hawaiian

land snail genus Achalinella. Each story is

divided into a summary of the situation, a

description (and often a black-and-white

sketch) of the organism, distribution,

population size, habitat and ecology, sci-

entific interest and potential value, threats

to survival, conservation measures taken,

and conservation measures proposed.

These stories, of course, pay little atten-

tion to the destruction of populations of or-

ganisms that are still relatively wide-

spread and not in imminent danger of

extinction. But from the standpoint of eco-

system functioning in the temperate

zones, the disappearance of genetically

distinct populations is at present a more

serious problem than the loss of species. In

the tropics, species extinction may now be

more important. But no one knows just

how rapidly invertebrate species are being

exterminated, unheralded and often un-

known to science, as rain forests are

mowed down.

Special attention has been given in the

Red Data Book to sections on "scientific

interest and potential value," in an at-

tempt to counter the derision that has of-

ten been heaped on those concerned with

the conservation of invertebrates. For

many of these organisms, the main argu-

ments boil down to their unique taxo-

nomic, evolutionary, ecological, or biogeo-

graphic attributes. Unfortunately, the

James Wattses of the world care little or

nothing about such matters and certainly

would not permit, say, Shoup's crayfish to

stand in the way of progress simply be-

cause it is "a member of a primitive group

within the genus Orconectes and is of zoo-

geographic and phylogenetic importance

in the study of the origin of the genus

Orconectes and relationships within the

Cambaridae."

A more potent argument for the con-

servation of invertebrates is hinted at in

the next sentence about Orconectes shou-

pi: "It is probably used as a food resource

by a number of vertebrates, especially
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fish, reptiles, amphibians and the rac-

coon." Like all other organisms, inverte-

brates are working parts of ecosystems.

And ecosystems provide humanity with a

wide array of services without which civi-

lization could not persist. These include

control of the quahty of the atmosphere;

amelioration of climate; running of the hy-

drological cycle that provides fresh water;

generation and preservation of soils; dis-

posal of wastes; recycling of nutrients es-

sential to all ecosystems, including agri-

cultural ones; control of the vast majority

of potential pests of crops and vectors of

disease; provision of food from the sea;

and maintenance of a vast genetic "li-

brary" from which humanity has already

withdrawn the very basis of civilization

—

including all crops and domestic animals.

The processes that are exterminating

invertebrates are a major threat to the

ability of ecosystems to continue to pro-

vide those services. Invertebrates are ex-

cellent indicators of habitat destruction,

and "habitats" can be thought of simply

as local ecosystems. The assault on inver-

tebrates, like the assaults on all our living

companions on Earth, in the end amount

to assaults on ourselves.

Many invertebrates also supply direct

economic values—for example, the sub-

stantial revenues that accrue to people in

Papua New Guinea from raising bird-

wing butterflies and selling them to collec-

tors, and the worth to the European com-

mercial fishery of the purple sea urchin,

prized for its roe. The economic value of

invertebrates, plus their roles in ecosys-

tems, will persuade some people that in-

vertebrates are worth preserving. But

many in our society will either not accept

these arguments or be willing to pass on a

depauperate planet to their descendants

or simply not care. In my view, only a

much enhanced appreciation of other life

forms combined with a transformation of

Western attitudes toward nature is likely

to stem the tide of extinctions.

The Red Data Book can at least offer a

start on the appreciation of invertebrates.

The work is replete with gemlike introduc-

tions to little-known creatures and com-

munities, such as the Socorro isopod, a

crustacean with a scientific name, Ther-

niitsphaeroma thermophiliim. longer

than the five- to eight-millimeter crusta-

cean itself. Once a denizen of the thermal

outflow of a warm spring near Socorro,

New Mexico, the isopod lost its natural

habitat when the spring was capped and

the water diverted to the city of Socorro.

The i.sopod now hangs on in an abandoned

bathhouse that receives water from the

spring, eating blue-green algae and drag-

onfly nymphs and fascinating biologists
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The larva ofa leaf-mining moth, visible

at the head ofits mine,feeds on an

aspen leaf. The leafappears silvery

where tissue has been eaten away;

the dark center line is a trail offeces

left by the munching caterpillar.

with its unusual reproductive behavior.

The book also describes as a "threatened

phenomenon" the Mexican winter roosts

of the monarch butterfly, where at one of

several sites in mature forest almost 15

million individuals cluster after a unique

southward migration. Those aggregations

are in danger of being lost as the forests

are logged. And the book introduces the

El Segundo Dunes, a few hectares of once

extensive coastal habitat in the vicinity of

Los Angeles International Airport. This

"threatened community," containing sev-

eral endemic invertebrates, is a tiny scrap

of nature surrounded by an urban area

that has come to symbolize overdevelop-

ment.

Appreciation of the most numerous

group of invertebrates cannot help but be

enhanced by perusal of The Audubon So-

ciety Book of Insects. The book is primar-
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ily a collection of magnificent color photo-

graphs, beautifully reproduced in a

nine-by twelve-inch format. The pictures

were obviously selected for photographic

quality, rather than to illustrate points in

the text with which they are only loosely

associated. The latter, for instance, de-

scribes Tom Eisner's fascinating work on

the defensive spray of the bombardier

beetle and waxes rhapsodic over the

beauty of the luna moth, but neither is il-

lustrated.

The large-type text is nonetheless gen-

erally competent and covers many of the

more interesting aspects of insect exis-

tence. In this respect it, too, offers insight

to the uninitiated into why so many of us

care about invertebrates. More, knowl-

edgeable readers are likely to be sur-

prised, however, to find that the last chap-

ter of the Book of Insects deals with

spiders, and that that chapter contains a

very nice photograph of an aquatic mite.

Others will be disappointed that there is

no clue as to scale for many of the figures

(the tiny mite looks bigger than the giant

crab spider in the illustration above it),

that in many cases the family of the illus-

trated organism is not given, and that

there are no suggestions for further read-

ing. The last is especially unfortunate
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since all topics are dealt with in an ex-

tremely cursory manner.

Finally, The Audubon Society Book of
Insects suffers from a defect that seriously

marred The Audubon Field Guide to

North American Butterflies—giving

prominence to phony "common names."

People really do call Danaus plexippus

the "monarch." But I have never heard

the name "zebra longwing" (Heliconius

charitonius) spoken in thirty-five years of

associating with lepidopterists, amateur
and professional. Nor have I ever heard

carabids called "savage beetles"—a par-

ticularly obnoxious appellation since it im-

putes cruelty to a simple predator. Most of

the common names of species in the book
have never been used by anyone seriously

interested in the organisms, and many are

longer and less euphonious than the scien-

tific names. Publishers apparently believe

On a warm spring morning, convergent

ladybug beetles swarm over a California

fence post. At their winter hibernation

sites the ladybugs, whichfeed voraciously

on harmful aphids, are gathered by the

bushelfor sale to citrusfarmers.
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that most readers are too stupid to use sci-

entific names in spite of examples such as

Rhinoceros, Junco, Vireo, Aster, Gera-

nium, and Phlox. In fact, though, most

naturahsts, young and old, take great

pride in knowing the proper designations

for the organisms they observe.

Even the Red Data Book is not free

from this defect. Can you imagine an

arachnologist, having tracked the endan-

gered Adelocosa anops to its lair in a lava

tube on Kaui, shouting "Eureka, a no-

eyed big-eyed wolf spider!"? But The

lUCN Red Data Book is a work that ev-

eryone interested in natural history will

find a bargain. Those who can afford it

will treasure the pictures in The Audubon

Society Book of Insects, but there are

many other volumes on insects that pro-

vide more value per dollar.

Paul R. Ehrlich is Bing Professor of

Population Studies at Stanford Univer-

sity. He does research on the ecology and

evolution of butterflies and their co-

evolution with plants. With his wife,

Anne, he is involved in policy studies of

the population/resource/environment cri-

sis. His latest book, coauthored with

Anne Ehrlich, is Extinction: The Causes

and Consequences of the Disappearance

of Species (Ballantine).
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All in fine fabrics. Made to our exacting

standards in our own plants in the

United States. Free.

Tbisisa

catalog about comforts.

Ifsfiled with unusual

products that have been

carefitUy selected to make
your life and those ofyour

loved ones morepleasant,

safer, and more convenient

— imnderful things/or

making life more
comfortable.

Auction News from Christie's

7. Keep informed of the auction mar-

ket with Christie's newsletter. Previews

and reviews of our sales, prices, predic-

tions and analyses, feature articles, cata-

logue subscription forms and calendars:

they occupy every issue, published 10

times a year, $15.

8. A unique catalog of useful products

designed to make life easier, safer, more
comfortable and enjoyable for us—our
parents—for others we love. Especially

thoughtful gifts include backsaving

chair cushions and garden tools, com-
forts for eyes, ears, bed and bath; ar-

thritic and health aids, much more.

$1.00 from Comfortably Yours.

Grand Finale

9. The Grand Finale catalogue is filled

with luxury merchandise from famous

companies at 30% to 70% off the origi-

nal retail price. You'll find exquisite jew-

elry, designer clothing, china, luggage

and unique gifts, all at close-out prices.

Satisfaction is guaranteed. Sorry, U.S.

addresses only. To receive a full year of

catalogues, beginning with the Holiday

issue, send $2.

shoppini^
international

The World at Your
Fingertips . . .

13. as you travel the globe in this excit-

ing 48-page color catalog. We've gath-

ered our newest finds in fashions, jew-

elry and handcrafts designed by master

craftsmen and weavers from around the

world, some done just for us. Send $1

today.

Ta^llocT*

Classic clothing since 1947

14. The Talbots catalog offers a wide

variety of the latest in classic styles. The
Talbots personal fashion operators will

help you select the clothing and acces-

sories that suit you best. All this, plus

The Talbots unconditional guarantee.

Send a $2.00 check or money order for

an eight issue subscription to The Tal-

bots, Dept FK, Hingham, MA 02043.

15. Victoria's Secret. A romantic cata-

logue collection of affordable luxuries.

Gowns, kimonos, silk stockings, fashion

pantyhose, French bras and bikinis,

camisoles, tap pants, teddies, nightshirts

. . . and much, much more. Send $3 for

one year's subscription.
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4. Authentic, tidssic and comfortable

travel ancJ safari clothing for men and

women. Natural fabrics only. Bush jack-

ets, multi-pocketed vests, unique

sweaters, bush hats, khaki trousers, sa-

fari dresses. Tailored, versatile travel

wardrobes for New York or Nairobi,

Carmel or Casablanca. Many are rare

genuine khakis from the days before the

sun set on the British Empire. Year's

subscription: $1.00.

®

L.L.Bean
Outdoor Spurting Specialties

L.L. Bean Christmas Catalog

5. Send for our FREE fully illustrated

Christmas Catalog. Features quality ap-

parel and footwear, winter sports gear,

home furnishings, useful and unique
gift items. Mail order shopping at Bean's

is fast and efficient. We ship promptly
and pay postage. Practical and func-

tional merchandise at reasonable prices.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

le

m-j

6. The unique catalogue dedicated
completely to chocolate! Truffles, bon
bon's, liqueur cordials, nuts, or even a

solid chocolate rolls royce, or Mercedes
Benz. Shop by mail or toll free tele-

phone, for exquisite hand-made con-
fections. "FREE"

A*'W'<:/

HORCHOW
Original print 4/
collectors group, Ltd.

Horchow
10. Horchow delivers to your doorstep

the best of everything from daily

practicalities to once-in-a-lifetime lux-

uries: gifts, decoratives, fine linens,

fashions, accessories, jewelry and col-

lectibles. Order by mail or toll-free tele-

phone. For a full year of Horchow cata-

logues, including the big Holiday issue,

send $3.

Tall & Big Men
11. Send for your FREE 104 page full

color catalog of apparel and footwear

specially designed for your fit and com-
fort.

The KING-SIZE Co.® fully Guarantees
your purchase "Before and After Wear-
ing".

12. Original art can enhance your

home—affordably. Original Print Col-

lectors Group, Ltd. specializes in limited

edition prints, custom framed. Each is

signed by the artist, and comes with a

money-back guarantee. Prints by Cal-

der, Miro, and newly discovered artists.

Full color catalog, $1.00.

Armchair Shopper
Convenient Catalog Shopping

Catalogs offer a variety of products, the ease and convenience of at-home shopping

and they save time. The following offering presents a selection of current catalogs and

provides an easy way to order them. Simply fill in and mail the envelope bound into this

section. If it's missing, send correct amount in your own envelope to:

Natural History

Arm Chair Shopper
P.O. Box 13479
Philadelphia, PA 19101

Your order will be filled by the advertisers. Please allow 4-8 weeks for delivery.



Art/Crafts

AARDVARKS TO ZEBRAS; Animals on rubber stamps
Also. Disney characters: Mickey, Donald, Goofy, Pluto,

more $200 each, $1 ,00 postage. Wild Animal and Fan-

tasy Rubber Stamp Catalog $1,00 Tuckers (NH), Box
849, Pulaski, Virginia 24301

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS: Northwest Coast Indian

masks, totems, graphics, Eskimo sculpture. South-

west Indian pottery, baskets, rugs, kachinas. Recent
West African pieces. Call or write for photos and data,

Pnced $100/up. Box 5896, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413

(213) 789-2559

TAfYRUS
Gods, symbols & "Book of the Deod"
panels—outhentitollY replicated en

genuine handmade S pointed papyrus,

•fascinoting conversotion pietes

.

BROCHURE—showing specimens -2SC

Ga llery open bv appointment only.

ANCIENTWORLD ARTS LTD
Dept. N10 . 50 W. 76th St. • N.Y. 10023

AUDUBON PRINTS, bird and animal pnnts. All editions

Catalog, 9720 Spring Ridge Lane, Vienna, Virginia

22180

IROQUOIS WOLF FALSE FACE, hand carved, $100, re-

quest photo, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

MEXICAN INDIAN ART CRAFTS Masks; woven tapes-

tries: stone sculpture; pre-Columbian styled ceramic

figures. Authentic High quality Reasonable Dealers

invited Photos/prices: Olmec Imports. 735 Avenue
"W". Brooklyn. NY 11223

ORIENTAL FISH PRINTS—Gyotaku. the Japanese art

of fish pnnting Each pnnt hand done, signed. Limited

editions irxl7", unframed $1600 ppd Send
check or money order to Original Fish Prints. PO Box
4504. Annapolis. MD 21403

PINE NEEDLE BASKETS Museum Quality. Limited.

Send 3 stamps (60<t) for photos, prices. Basketmaker,
PO Box 564. Creswell. OR 97426

PRINTS AND BOOKS OF NATURAL HISTORY—For

catalog of fine, original 17th. 18th, and 19th century

prints— Birds by Barrabande, Gould, Wilson;

Botanicals by Besler, Redoute, Thornton, and more

—

send $3,00 to: Florilegium, Box 157 B, Palisades, NY
10964

UNUSUAL DIE CUT CHRISTMAS CARDS entitled

"Chnstmas Baby" in white or gold. $2.50 ea.. Box of

ten $20.00 ppd Joan Houlehen. 4045 E. Bottsford

Ave.. Cudahy.WI 53110

WAOAW—Women Artists of American West, October
14-31, Wild Wings Gallery, Santa Rosa, CA

WORLD-FAMOUS POSTER ART! Catalog $3 00, re-

fundable with order. Xmas delivery guaranteed. Box
549-N, Jencho, NY 11753

Associations

BERTRAND RUSSELL SOCIETY, Information: NH, RD
1, Box 409, Coopersburg, PA 18036

Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOKi Join our successful authors

Publicity, advertising, beautiful books. All subjects in-

vited. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
report. Carlton Press, Dept, NHJ. 84 Fifth Avenue, New
York, NY 10011

^rF^Ty[AKgET_

WHY ONLY 10% ROYALTY? GET 70%. Publish v.

Eterna Press, PO. Box 1344, Oak Brook, IL 60521
ith

Books

BOOKFINDING LIBRARIANS locate any subject or title,

150,000 different titles in stock, indexed by author,

subject & title "PAB", 2918 Atlantic Ave,, Atlantic City,

NJ 08401 or (609) 344 1943

GRASSES. A simplified identification guide. Hand-

somely illustrated, signed by author $10.95 postpaid

Brown. 303 Thimble Islands Road. Stony Creek. CT
06405 Unavailable in CT

All publishers— all subjects: art, history, biography, fiction,

and much more. The most complete catalog of bargain

books available anywhere! Write for your FREE copy:

Hamilton. 98-55 Clapboard, Danbunr. CT 06810

REDHEADS STAND PROUD' "The Redhead Book , by
Al Sacharov, is filled with 160 pages of fascinating fact

and folklore. Featured on the Today show. Send $6.50

to The Redhead Book, PO Box 5395, Takoma Park,

MD 20912

THE SCHOLAR'S BOOKSHELF, C-1 Wnte for the New
Fall/Winter 1 983 Sale Catalog—over 1 , 1 58 scholarly ti-

tles at up to 75% discount 51 Everett Drive, Pnnceton

Jet., NJ 08550

Collectors' Items

BIRDS ON POSTAGE STAMPS from many countries.

25 different 351 or 50 different 65e. George Ford. PO.
Box 5203-N. Gulfport. FL 33737

RECEIVE VALUABLE MINERALS MONTHLY! Wnte to-

day! Mineral of the Month Club. 13057-HE California,

Yucaipa. CA 92399

Correspondence

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND USA. Make lasting fnend

ships through correspondence Send age, interests.

Free reply. Harmony. Box 89NH. Brooklyn. NY 11235

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA NEEDS YOU! Jobs! Big Pay! Transporta-

tion! Newest Handbook. $2 00 Australian International,

Box 19107-RX, Washington, DC 20036

AUSTRALIA—NEW ZEALAND—THE WORLD! 50,000

Jobs! Big pay. All occupations Transportation Tax

free. Computerized reports $2.00 Jobworld. Box 681-

NH, Cypress, CA 90630

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the

US Free details: EOV, PO Box 670, Walpole, NH
03608

JOBS: Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, Idaho, Montana
Computenzed newsletter with over 200 New jobs each
week Free details. Mountainwest, 925-G Canyon, Lo-

gan, UT 84321

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$3,00. International

Opportunities, Box 19107 RX, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTERi
Colorado, Idaho. Montana. Wyoming! Exclusive com-
putenzed openings— All occupations—greatest

weekly selection! Free information! lntermountain-4Y

6724W Dublinloop. Colorado Springs. CO 80918

TEACH HERE—ABROAD School, college openings:

USA $6 00. Abroad $6 00 China. Japan. Saudi. Austra-

lia $6 00 each EISF, Box 662. Newton. Massachusetts
02162

Financial

CASH GRANTS AND LOW-INTEREST LOANS avail-

able from nonprofit foundations! 340 sources/applica-

tion instructions. $3.00. Fundsearch, Box 19107-RX,

Washington, DC 20036

GET CASH GRANTS—FROM GOVERNMENT (Never

repay.) Also, loans available All ages eligible Informa-

tion, $2 (refundable) Surplus Funds-NH, 1 629 K Street,

Washington. DC 20006

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS. 65 countries!

Sampler: 4/$2-98. Free Brochure Multinewspapers,

Box DE-200. Dana Point. CA 92629.

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off. 150 Major compa-
nies Free brochure Sobol House. Box 218-NH, Black

Mountain, NC 2871 1 (704) 669-8031

1-800-334-8174 Puts you in contact with Amenca's
i

{|

leading furniture mfgs at superlative savings. Barnes »

& Barnes, Library for Fine Furniture. 651 S W Broad
St., Southern Pines, NC 28387 In NC call (919) 692-

3381

Gardening

Gourmet Interests

Government Surplus

Merchandise/Gifts

"CATALOG OF UNUSUAL SUCCULENTS" Discover

the largest selection of weird and unusual

succulents—over 150 photographs of succulent

crests, variegates, living stones, and oddballs Send
$1-00 today. Free "African Button Plant" coupon in-

cluded, "Catalog of Unusual Succulents", Dept 10,

553 Buena Creek, San Marcos, CA 92069

COUNTRY GOURMET Recipes. An eclectic set of 10:

casual salads, entrees, desserts. Guaranteed! SASE/
$3-00. Gusto! PO Box 404. Palos Park. IL 60464

FINGER FOODS with your cocktails—25 tantalizing

recipes. $2.75. Knickerbocker, 199 West Tenth, New
York, NY 10014

OLIVE LOVERS: Gourmet Olives stuffed 22 different I

(

ways Sample3— 12'/? ozvanety pack $12 95 shipped

prepaid Wnte for catalog $1 00 Petrucci Family Dis-

tnbutors, Dept. NH, 418 Sierra Vista Rd., Santa Rosa,

CA 95401

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY" 950,000

items (including Jeeps) . low as 11 on dollar! Most

complete information available—$2.00. Disposal. Box
19107-RX. Washington. DC 20036

GET OUT or
YOUR JEANS!

and into our soft and sturd)

pure cotton drawstring pant5

Offered in; Natura

Russet • Sky Blue • Greer

Plum • Black • Nays

State hip/waist measuremenr

SIS Postpaid and Fully Guaranteet

...J^.,N.MI.H..IJL.J.|J|

-py-v-1^ a cottage industry

UtivAJ. Box MHT BurkittSMlle. MD 21718
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CHAIR CANING AND BASKETRY SUPPLIES Japa-

nese Bonsai lools 18 page catalog—$1.00 (refund-

able). The Caning Shop, 926 Oilman (NH), Berkeley,

CA 94710

DON'T HAVE ENOUGH DINOSAURS'' Clothing,

stamps, models, more Write; Dinosaur Catalog, Box
546N, Tallman, NY 10982

FREE CATALOG, desk pen sets, free personalization.

L,l, Gift Center, 945 Hempstead Turnpike. Franklin

Square, NY 11010

~ Miscellaneous

INVENTIONS, ideas, new products wanted! Industry

presentation/national exposition 1-800-528-6050 x831

JOKES, 1 ,000 one liners, clean fun. $8.95, Dicko's Mu-
sic Dept. H. Box 14454, St Petersburg, FL 33733

WOLF! newsletter for people interested in wolves.

Sample copy $2 PC. Box 112, Clifton Heights. PA
19018

Music

RECORDS-TAPES! Discounts to 73% All labels, no
purchase obligations: newsletter, discount dividend

certificates. 100% guarantees. Free details Discount
: Music Club, 650 Mam Street, PO Box 2000, Dept 25-

' 1083, New Rochelle, NY 10801

Old Time Radio

OLD TIME RADIO PROGRAMS on cassette tapes Free

catalog Cassette Library Center, PO Box 5331H, Bal-

timore, MD 21209

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing binocu-

lars since 1 923 Alignment performed on our U S Navy
collimator Free catalog and our article "Know Your
Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel

Optical Co . Inc ,
331 Mansion St.. West Coxsackie, NY

12192(518)731-2610

BUSHflELL
CUSTOM COMPACT
The petlect BINOCULAR
when every ounce counts

Same power and clarity

as standard size binoc-
ulars, only 3^a" high and a

teather-iight 11 ounces
Magnesium lluoride coat-

ings on all air-to-glass

surfaces increase light

transmission by 50% Zip-

pered case

Extra Power 7x26

List Price-$229.95, Sale-$1 27.95

OPTIC DISCOUNTS Binoculars—Telescopes—Brand
\lames— Free List Thos Manetta, Box 12, 61 Hoffman
\venue, Elmont, New York 11003

PHOTOGRAPHIC AND OBSERVATIONAL BLIND
^oomy, cool, lightweight Write or call for brochure,
'hoto, Dept NH, Laboratory of Ornithology, Cornell

Jniversily, Sapsucker Woods. Ithaca, NY 14850 (607)
!56-4017

^HOTOS, etc laminated on natural wood slices. Write

latural Forest. 1815 South Fed.Hwy,, Boynton Beach,
'L 33435

WOLF PHOTOS, Slides, Postcards, Free brochure,

lists. J Lidle, PO. Box 112. Clifton Heights, PA 19018

Post Cards

NATURE POST CARDS—Close-up color photos of

birds and animals. Beautiful & educational $9 95 for

1 13, all different Birds, Animals, plus all our other Na-

ture Cards, 178 cards for $13 95 (Not retailed to Illinois

addresses Wholesale rates available all states ) Na-

ture Press, 628 E, 20th St ,
Alton, IL 62002

Real Estate

FREE! FALL-HOLIDAY '83 CATALOG! Over 5000 prop-

erties, over 2000 pictures! Values in every type of real

estate, many owner financed! From 600 offices in 43

states. Get your Free copy Now! Strout Realty, Plaza

Towers, Dept 5390, Springfield, MO 65804 Call toll

free: 1-800-641-4266 or in Missouri call collect (417)

862-4402

GOVERNMENT LANDS . . . FROM $7.50/ACREi
Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment! "Land
Buyer's Guide" plus nationwide listings—$3 00
Lands, Box 19107-RX, Washington, DC 20036

NEW . FREE CATALOG! Top real estate values

coast to coast' Please specify type property and loca-

tion desired United Farm Agency, Inc . 612-U W 47th

Street. Kansas City. MO 64112 Ph. Toil-Free: 1-800-

821-2599; MO res. ph. Toll-Free; 1-800-892-5785

Resorts

CARIBBEAN HIDEAWAY: Very small, very special hotel

tucked into a 30 acre plantation on the island of Bequia,

St Vincent Grenadines, W I. Ten rooms, pool, beautiful

beach, snorkeling, hiking, photography, birding, ten-

nis Write or call Spring on Bequia, Box 1 9251 , Minne-

apolis, MN 55419 (612) 823-1202 or your travel agent

SAINT THOMAS, V I —WATER ISLAND. Pnvate se-

cluded studio apts and 3 Bedroom house Limestone
Reef Terraces. R.D 4. Pnnceton, NJ 08540 (201) 329-

6309

LITTLE ST. SIMONS ISLAND
One of Georgia's "Goldenjsles"

Birding. beachcombing, riding, wildlife photo-

graphy, fishing or just relaxing on a secluded

12,000 acre island with miles of unspoiled ocean

beaches, forests and marshes Over 200 species of

birds Maximum of 10-15 guests at a time Excellent

food and accommodations Professional naturalists

on the staff. P.O. Box 1078N. St. Simons Island,

GA 31522 Phone (912) 638-7472

TOBAGO, PRIVATE BEACH COTTAGES on working

cocoa plantation Swimming, snorkeling, fishing,

scuba from your front door Bird watcher s paradise

Brochure Charles A Turpin, Charlotteville, Tobago,
West Indies

Services

NECKTIES NARROWED to 3" (or specify) Send three

ties and $12 50 to Slim Ties Company, Dept Y, 44 Mon-
terey, S F

,
CA 94131 (415) 585-6100

Tours/Trips

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS SKI TOURS Enpy the

tranquil beauty of a northern winter amid undisturbed

lakes, forests and mountains. Cross-country ski vaca-

tions are five days, limited to ten guests, geared to all

levels of ability. Daily wilderness excursions led by ex-

perl guides Relaxed evenings in cozy backcountry

lodge. Hearty meals, good company, and fireside pro-

§rams with noted Adirondack naturalists Adirondack

ki Tours. McMaster Rd.. Saranac Lake, NY 12983.

(212)260-7685

AFRICA. AMAZON AND GALAPAGOS Small groups
with expert naturalist leaders. Wildlife safaris to Tanza-
nia. Kenya. Madagascar. One and two week Galapa-
gos yacht cruises, with extensions to Peru and Ama-
zon Private trips arranged for families, special interest

groups. Free 40-page color catalog. Wilderness Travel

1760-NA Solano Avenue, Berkeley. CA 94707 (415)
524-51 1

1

AFRICA. Wildlife Kingdom Kenya, Tanzania Pnmeval
Botswana, Madagascar, Zambia, Namibia. Rwanda
(gorillas) Unusual and affordable itineraries Forum
Travel, 2437 Durant. Berkeley, CA 94704 (415) 843-

8294

India

& Nepal^
to 35 day programs from S670 00 ' airfare

Free Brochures

Hiwa)AVIAM Ti'Avcl. Inc.

PO BOX481-NH
Greenwich, CT 06830
(203) 622-0055 Toll Free (800| 243-5330

ALASKA'S BIRDS—BEARS-FLOWERS 5 or 10 day
guided natural history vacations Sincere informal hos-

pitality in a spectacular coastal wilderness and moun-
tain panorama Experience 30 foot tides, prolific sea-

bird and marine life, nesting Bald Eagles, Brown Bears,

fishing, glorious profusions of Alpine and Tundra flow-

ers. Cozy comfort, gourmet meals Personal guiding 8

guests only. Floatplane included $1500 to $2250
Write for brochure The McBrides, Kachemak Bay Wil-

derness Lodge Box 956, Homer. AK 99603 Phone
(907)235-8910

BAJA CALIFORNIA GRAY WHALE EXPEDITIONS on

ship Qualifier 105 with expert naturalists December.
February, and March departures. Elephant seals, sea
lions, gray whales, marine birds, desert island plants

Outstanding natural history experience Free bro-

chure. Write Nature Expeditions International. Dept.

NHCBC. 474 Willamette Ave.. Box 1 1496. Eugene. OR
97440

BAJA WHALE-WATCHING 5 days/4 nights, Scam-
mons Lagoon February departures Contact Wilder-

ness: Alaska/Mexico, Dept. NH, Hunters. WA 99137

(509) 722-3263 or 3264

CHINA BIRDING with expenenced leaders. Other na-

ture tours in USA. Tropical Americas. Galapagos, Af-

hca Israel etc Free brochure. World Nature Tours,

Box 693a, Silver Spnng, MD 20901

EASTER IN CHIAPAS MEXICO TOUR Finest crafts.

Small group Expert leadership. Write: Gordon Frost,

Box 471-NH, Newhall, CA 91321

GALAPAGOS HIKING AND SAILING EXPEDITIONS
Small groups 1984 Departures 4/19, 5/3, 5/24, 6/28. 7/

12 7/25 8/9. Options: Peru. Machu Picchu, Inca

Floats. 1606 Juanila Lane. Tiburon. CA 94920 (415)

435-4622

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS Economic lours from $1666

including airfare. 8. 1 1 & 15 days Galapagos, all meals

Options, mainland Ecuador. Amazon. Cuzco/Machu
Picchu, University credit available. Joseph Colley.

Last Inc . 43 Millstone Rd . Randallstown, MD 21133.

(301)922-3116

HIMALAYA AND ANDES. Trek among the world's high-

est peaks, in Nepal, Tibet, Peru, Bolivia, Patagonia,

Kashmir/Ladakh. Small groups, expert outdoor adven-

ture leaders Private trips arranged for families, special

interest groups Free 40-page color catalog Wilder-

ness Travel, 1760N8 Solano Avenue. Berkeley. CA
94707(415)524 5111

KENYA! Exceptional natural history and birdmg safaris

Departures November through February For informa-

tion contact Quest International. PO Box 245 Aurora

NY (607) 257-4644 or (3151 364-7979



KENYA. 26 years experience- Individually designed sa-

faris Contact Perry Mason Safaris, Box 1643, Darien.

CT 06820 (203) 838-3075

MOUNTAIN TRAVEL, INC, oldest and largest operator

of international treks and expeditions for tiikers, climb-

ers and adventurers China, Tibet, Nepal, India, Peru,

Ecuador, Galapagos, Kenya, Tanzania, Bntain, Ttie

Alps, Alaska, and much more Very small groups. Our
1 6th year of operation Free 1 984 Schedule of Outings

and Expeditions 1398-H Solano Avenue, Albany, CA
94706 (415) 527-8100 Toll Free (800) 227-2384

NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOPS: Ever-

glades, Great Barner Reef, Caribbean. Africa. Small

groups led by professional nature photographers,/bi-

ologists. Underwater, bird and wildlife subjects Op-
tional University credit Contact; Director. Essex Ma-

rine Laboratory, PO, Box 57, Haddam, CT 06438

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS: Es-

corted nature and hiking tours New Zealand/featuring

scenic National Parks plus the Milford Track Australia,'

hiking the Outback, plus the Great Barrier Reef Indi-

vidual South Pacific Itineraries designed Pacific Ex-

ploration Co., Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara. CA 93130

(805) 687-7282

NEW ZEALAND WALKING EXPEDITION led by expert

naturalists. Visit Urewera National Park, Stewart Island,

Milford Track, Mt. Cook Small groups November, De-

cember, February departures. Free brochure Write

Nature Expeditions International, Dept NHCNZ, 474
Willamette Ave

,
Box 11496, Eugene, OR 97440

NONPROFIT CANYON EXPLORERS CLUB, Western
USA, Worldwide Outings, Newsletter: 12681 Silverfox

Road, Los Alamitos, CA 90720

WORLDS NATURE & CULTURES: Discover Latin

America, Africa, (from $1389, 17 days, including

airfares). Experience Asia s mysteries. Europe s mar-

vels Also: North America. Mideast. Pacific. Over 350
fascinating, affordable adventures, tours, hikes, treks,

safaris, special professional programs. Forum Travel,

2437 Durant, Berkeley, California 94704 (415) 843-8294

BEST OF ECUADOR. January 9-26, 1984. Galapagos
Islands, Amazon Jungle, Quito, Accompanied by two
faculty co-directors from Connecticut College and
Wesleyan University. Unique vacation and academic
experience. Pnnceton Nature Tours. 282 Western Way,
Princeton, NJ 08540 (609) 683-1 1 1
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Transportation

GOTHAM LIMOUSINE, "Covering the Metropolis", in

New York, Shopping, theater, tours, airports. Finest

chauffered limousines 328 E. 85th Street (NH), New
York. NY 10028 (212) 772-1610
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Ghost Stories
by Fran A. Snyder

In the spirit of Halloween spiiits, we

will set science aside. There are Hallow-

een matters not made of matter, and no

scientist has enough knowledge of the in-

substantial to answer our really urgent

Halloween questions: What are ghosts?

Are they vapor, draft, or dream? Everyone

knows that All Hallows' Eve is their night,

their rightful and appointed time to roam

among us. Or do ghosts drift or waft or

float? Are they content to haunt country

crossroads, overgrown graveyards, and old

attics or, most horrible thought, might one

come at night and settle at the foot of your

bed?

There are no comforting answers, not

Caribbean Month
October is Caribbean Month at the

Leonhardt People Center. On Saturdays

and Sundays throughout the month there

will be a celebration of the music, dance,

and other cultural traditions of Cuba,

Puerto Rico, the Dominican Republic,

Haiti, Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago, the

Virgin Islands, and other Caribbean coun-

tries. Films, performing arts, lectures, and

demonstrations will highlight each week-

end. The People Center is open from 1 :00

P.M. until 4:30 p.m. All activities are free

and open to Museum visitors. For more in-

formation on Caribbean Month call the

Caribbean Program of the Museum's
Education Department at (212) 873-

1300, ext. 514.

Ron Roach Caribbean Ensemble

On Wednesday, October 19, the Ron
Roach Caribbean Ensemble will perform

dances and music from Trinidad and To-

bago and other countries of the Carib-

bean. This free performance will be held

in the Museum's Auditorium at 7:30 p.fn.

and is open to all Museum visitors. For

further information call the Caribbean

Program of the Museum's Education De-

partment at (212) 873-1300, ext. 514.

Fall Lecture Series

On Monday, October 17, this year's

Fall Lecture Series begins at the Mu-
seum. Kicking off the series are two lec-

tures by Ernst Mayr, professor emeritus

ofzoology at Harvard University. On Mon-
day, October 1 7, his topic will be Evolution

as Seen by Darwin; on Tuesday, October

1 8, he will speak on Evolution Today. Also

featured are three lectures on Extraordi-

nary Natural History Artists. On three

Mondays in November the lives and work

of John James Audubon, Louis Agassiz

Fuertes, and Francis Lee Jaques will be

discussed. All courses in the Fall Lecture

Series are available by preregistration

only. To obtain a brochure describing the

courses call (212) 873-7507.

Once Upon a Woodwind
On Sunday, October 1 6, the Member-

ship Office will present Once Upon a

Woodwind at 1:30 and 3:30 p.m. in the

Kaufmann Theater. Intended for children

five years and older. Once Upon a Wood-
wind features familiar children's stories

set to music and performed by the Story

Concert Players, a chamber ensemble,

consisting of flute, oboe, clarinet, and pi-

ano. The performance will include such

stories as The Ugly Duckling (set to the

music of Saint Saens) and Noah's Ark.

Once Upon a Woodwind is open only to

members and tickets are $2.50. For ticket

information call the Membership Office

at (212) 873-1327.

An Evening with Dr. Isaac Asimov

On Wednesday, October 26, the Mem-
bership Office will present An Evening

with Dr. Isaac Asimov. Asimov, well

known for his more than 260 science fic-

tion and scientific books as well as for

other works, will discuss inventions of the

future that may radically change our

hves. This lecture, which will take place at

7:30 P.M. in the Auditorium, is $5.00 for

members and $9.00 for nonmembers. For

more information call the Membership
Office at (212) 873-1327.

Medicine Show
On Thursday, October 6, the Member-

ship Office will present Medicine Show, a

program on the history and anthropology

of the frequently misunderstood medicine

shows of the American past. Brooks Mc-
Namara will present From Mountebanks

to Medicine Showmen: Three Hundred
Years of a Traditional American Enter-

tainment; Glen Hinson will lecture on

Selling Medicine through Song: Tradi-

tional Music on the Medicine Show
Stage; and William Hefland will present

From Kickapoo to Wild West: Native

American Imagery in the Medicine

Show. The program, which will take place

in the Auditorium at 7:30 p.m., is free to
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merican Museum

even from storyteller Laura Simms, who is

I at ease with the idea of ghosts and feels

kindly toward them. She does not give

: elaborate explanations of ghosts—she

says that would limit our perception of

them—but she does give them a chance to

display their various faces. This year

marks her third Halloween storytelling

all Museum members. There is a fee of

$3.00 for nonmembers. For additional in-

formation call the Membership Office at

(212)873-1327.

Central Asiatic Expeditions— 1916-1931

Between 1917 and 1931, Roy Chap-
man Andrews led a series of American
Museum expeditions to Central Asia. On
Friday, October 7, an exhibition of the

archival material pertaining to these ex-

peditions—manuscripts, photographs, oil

paintings, and equipment used for the ex-

ipeditions—will open in the Library Gal-

lery. Central Asiatic Expeditions will be

on display through the month of Decem-
ber. The Library Gallery, which is located

on the Museum's fourth floor, is open to

all Museum visitors.

1983 Audubon International Environmen-

tal Film Festival

On two Wednesdays in October the

winning films in the 1983 Audubon Inter-

national Environmental Film Festival

be screened. The winners have been

chosen from six categories: Conservation/

Ecology; Pollution; Energy; Global Is-

sues; Children's Films; and Nature/Wild-

life. On October 5 three films

—

The
Fragile Mountain; In Our Own Back-
yard: The First Love Canal; and Old
House, New House—will be shown. On
October 12 the films will be Lights, Ac-
tion, Africa!; The Park That Kids Built;

and Dark Circle. All screenings will begin

at 7:00 p.m. in the Auditorium. The film

festival is free to all Museum visitors.

Gallery Talks

From October through December, Gal-

lery Talks will be presented on Thursdays
it 2:00 P.M. by the Museum's education

staff. Among the subjects to be covered

ire wildfiowers, sea mammals, and dino-

iaurs. Gallery Talks begin at the first-

j1oor Information Desk and are free to all

Vluseum visitors. There will be no Gallery

Talk on Thursday, November 24.

WARM WELCOME ON AWINIER NIGHT.
One cold winter night, you'll steal into bed and instantly notice

the difference.

That shivery sensation you normally experience when you slip

between the icy sheets is gone! Tonight you don't have to bury your-

self under layers of heavy blankets to escape the cold night air.

Instead, you'll drift into a satisfying winter slumber with the

natural, luxurious warmth of sheets made from 100% virgin flannel.

Sheets that are soft, lightweight, and actually warm to the touch.

Imagine being welcomed by natural flannel sheets, cozy

woolen blankets, and down pillows and comforters just like the

ones your great-grandmothers loved so well.

Long before central heating, our ancestors knew how to stay

toasty warm during bitter winter nights. Their secret is preserved in

Agatha 's Cozy Comer.

Send today for this colorful free catalog. It offers facts, lore,

remarkable values... and a winter filled with coziness and warmth.

r

<J' AGATHA'S COZY CORNER
Dept. SniiTi! Wooclbur>- Plaza, Portsmouth, NH 0:3801

Yes, rush me a FREE copy of Agatha 's Cozy Corner.

I understand there is no obligation.

Print Name^

.\(ldress_

City -State- -Zip-



GALAPAGOS
ISLANDS CRUISE

EXPLORE THE DRAMATIC
LANDSCAPES OF THE GALAPAGOS
ISLANDS. AND STUDY THE
SPECTRUM OF WILDLIFE THAT
SPARKED CHARLES DARWIN'S
THEORY OF EVOLUTION

.

Cruise in a 16-passenger private

yacht among the islands, accom-
panied by expert naturalists. Learn
how isolation of these volcanic is-

lands led to adaptive evolutionary

patterns. Make landings each day to

study and photograph at close range

marine iguanas, frigate birds and
blue-footed boobies.

During six days on mainland

Ecuador, see the Inca fortress of In-

gapirca, and visit the lively markets
of Andean Indians.

Limited to 16. Year - r

departures.

15 days. $2 990

jnd

Society Expeditions
CRUISES

Dept. NH10-SAL723 Broadway E.

Seattle,WA 981 02

aty/State/Zi[

2 NEW

FOR OUR
MEMBERS
Discount at the new American

Museum Restaurant - Present
your membership card at the new
American Museum Restaurant and
get a 10% discount (excluding

liquor). Our new restaurant has a
distinctive "greenhouse" atmos-
phere and superb food.

Discounts on Car Rentals -

Present your membership card
and the special discount account
number at Avis (#A/A 989500)
Hertz (CDP-ID #25940) or

National (#5203847) and get a dis-

count on all your future car rentals.

NATURAL HISTORY
MAGAZINE

American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street,

New York, N.Y. 10024

All pholographs by Manetle Pathy Allen

performance at the American Museum of

Natural History. With flutist Steve Gom
she will convene an "urban Halloween cele-

bration" on October 29, in the Museum's

Kaufmann Theater. Three programs are

planned—for children, for families, and

for adults. Simms rates them as "scary,

scarier, scariest," respectively. You may
find, however, that ghost stories expertly

told can also be funny or melancholy; that

they can not only frighten us but also

move us deeply. "A story is a journey into

the unknown," Simms says, "and yet

when we get there we respond to some-

thing entirely familiar." We find our past,

and we find mystery. "A story," says

Laura Simms, "is an invocation."

There once was a chief who had three

daughters. He married off the two older

daughters, but refused to part with the

youngest. She was incredibly beautiful, and

he wanted a good bride-price for her. Ev-

eryone in the village warned him: "If you

hold on to your daughter, if you do not let

her marry, one night the ghosts will come

for her." He laughed. "That's only an old

wives' tale."

Our storyteller's voice takes on the tone

of the chiefs disdain. Ah, but the warning

is sounded, and in this story, which is a

Northwest Coast Indian story called "The

Girl Who Married a Ghost," it resounds

more ominously as the images grow more

beautiful.

"Then one night, in the middle of the

night, the chief and his wife hear singing,"

the story unfolds. They run to the shore,

and there on the glittering water is a line of

canoes piled high with gifts and attended

by a handsome young man dressed as a

bridegroom with a beautiful blanket over

his shoulder.

"We want to call out as children some-

CRUSHER FELT HAT

$6.50

protect your eyes and
;. Made of 100% wool felt;

r treated lor water repellency. A favorite field hat for both men
and women, (Children like them, too.) Sizes 6% thru IVz. Available

in Brown and Tan. Money-back guarantee.

Write for FREE catalog.
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Plains Indian Art 6f Artifacts.

-1^ I from Cheyenne, Sioux
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Items, unique gifts and s'

\
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DISPLAY CASES
PROTECT AND
DRAAAATIZEYOUR
PRECIOUS WORK

OF ART

CUSTOM MADE
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SEND DIMENSIONS • LENGTH • WIDTH
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EXMORE. VIRGINIA 23350

For the thirteenth yeer we invite fourteen

discerning travelers who are interested in

ecology, wildlife and photography to join

our leisurely yacht cruises to

^Discover
Galapagos®

JUNE 1 TO 13, 1984
OCTOBER 1 9 TO 31 , 1 984

We provide a full week at these unique

islands, with ample time for daily shore

expeditions under expert guidance: and,

before the cruise, we enjoy three days in

Quito. Ecuador's lovely capital and make the

spectacular road journey through the Andes

to the coast.

Detailed brochures of the cruises and a

copy of our r^ewsletter wfitch lists all our

fascinating travel programs, available from:

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC
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times do, 'No no, he's a ghost, don't do

it!' " Simms's eyes are full of sympathy.

"But what is to happen is inevitable."

The beautiful girl marries the noble

stranger, and he lakes her to his village. It

is idyllic, his people are cheerful, and his

home is shining. Simms builds tension into

the application of details until we fashion

them clearly in our minds and feel the

young bride's joy. But her new world

glows only at night. By day it is bone and

dust. She has married the chief of the land

of the dead.

Ghost and spirit stories from all over the

world underscore the separation between

the living and the dead. Only heroes travel

intentionally to the underworld; beautiful

daughters are carried off. In the Greek

story of Orpheus and Eurydice, Orpheus

travels into the underworld to bargain for

the return of his beloved. His request is

granted, but he must follow very specific

instructions for his journey out of Hades.

The chief's daughter is also given an

opportunity to return to the living. In both

stories, the characters comply up to the

very last minute when—and we grow so

afraid for them—they do not heed the

words; they lose step, turn, falter. "The

Girl Who Married a Ghost" ends with this

lesson: Since that day, no human has trav-

eled to the land of the dead, and very few

dead come to the land of the living.

What is a ghost? A soul that is not at

peace is the universal answer. "There is a

story of a Japanese boy who finds the

ghost of his mother one night in her bed-

room. She tells him to take a letter from

her dresser drawer and burn it. He does

this, without reading it, and the ghost dis-

appears. Her soul was settled," Simms ex-

plains.
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SEE THE LAND
THATGANDHI

UOVEQ

Mahatma Gandhi loved

India. Its majestic mountains,

its unspoiled beaches, its

history and serenity. Now
you too can discover why he

loved it so. On our new tours

to unbelievable India you'll

visit temples and mosques.
Stay in luxurious air condi-

tioned hotels. Shop in colorful

bazaars. Taste many incred-

ible cuisines. Meet hospitable

people. English is widely

spoken here. For tour brochures

see your travel agent or mail

the coupon.

GOVERNMENT OF INDIATOURIST OFFICE
30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA. NEW YORK. N.Y 10112 (212) 586-4901;

3550 WILSHIRE BLVD.. LOS ANGELES. CA 90010 (213) 380-8855
230 N. MICHIGAN AVE CHICAGO IL. 60601 (312) 236-6899:

POST BOX 342 T D CENTRE TORONTO. CANADA (416) 352-3188;

MIAMI FLA (305) 944-7039; DALLAS, TEXAS (214) 458-2444.

SAN FRANCISCO CA. (415) 386-3284; WASHINGTON C (202) 758-8770

Please send me information on the new
tours to india.

My Travel Agent is:

UNBELIEVABLE

INDIA

There are African tribes whose behef in

spirits is fervent, and they will not tell

ghost stories at night for fear of the spirits'

potency. The Celts initiated the celebra-

tion of Halloween. They not only gave

ghosts their own night; they also saw the

devil in the shape of a pig, a sow, a horse, a

dog, or in the guise of an old woman spin-

ning wool. In the wind blowing over the

feet of corpses, the Welsh of long ago

heard the sighs of those who would die in

the coming year. The Elizabethans liked

their ghosts with chalked faces, bloody

blotches, and shrouds to cover their incor-

poreal bodies. By the nineteenth century,

ghosts were said to be hallucinations pro-

duced in the living by the dreaming dead.

A Freudian might say that each of us has a

personal Halloween, which is the raising,

not of the dead, but of the repressed.

"Ghosts are in our minds," Simms says.

"All Hallows' Eve is letting your ghosts

come out."

Where do we find them? Follow the sto-

ryteller into the story. A compassionate

guide, she always goes first—over deep

water, into a crevice, through the thick of

a forest, beyond the door of a ramshackle

hut or a glittering castle. In one tale, an old

Italian lady goes to her field and digs up a

huge turnip. Underneath is a hole and in

the hole is a staircase leading down and

down. She goes inside the earth to a world

that is both marvelous and awful. Never

be certain it is the same ground under your

feet, the story says. Be aware.

"There once was a woodcutter who

went everyday to the same forest to chop

wood," begins one of Laura Simms's most

poignant stories. One day, the kindly man

finds two caged white birds. He sets them

free and leaves the forest; he marries and
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Waterways
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Scandinavian
Saga
July 10-July 26, 1984
Norway, Denmark, Sweden,
Finland, U.S.S.R.

{o®.,Granada

Malaga

Join outstanding lecturers on a lux-

ury vessel and in-depth land excur-

sions as we retrace the cultural and
natural history of western and northern

Europe. Enjoy castles and cathedrals,

fjords and flowers, wines and water-

ways. Share discussions and insights

with experts accompanying you
throughout this three-part cruise.

Explore Czarist collections, Moorish
palaces, Celtic sites and nature
sanctuaries as you move effortlessly

through the meticulous itineraries we
have planned. Experience the ameni-

ties of a floating hotel as you cruise

from one historic port to another with

an intimate, compatible group. You
may join one, two or all three cruises,

each custom-designed to enlighten

even the most experienced European
travelers.

I
American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours

Central Park West at 79th Street

(212)873-1440

New York. NY 10024

Please send me complete information on your
European cruises.
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Jarless Total Body
Cardiovascular Exerciser

Duplicates X-C Skiing for the

Best Motion in Fitness

The enjoyable sport of cross-country skiing is

often cited by physiologists as the most perfect

form of cardiovascular exercise for both men
and women. Its smooth, fluid, total body motion

uniformly exercises more muscles and higher

heart rates seem easier to attain than when
jogging or cycling. NordicTrack closely simu-

lates the pleasant X-C skiing motion and pro-

vides the same cardiovascular endurance-

building benefits— right in the convenience of

your home. Makes a year round, consistent

exercise program easily attainable. Eliminates

the usual barriers of time, weather, chance of

injury, etc. Also highly effective for weight

control.

More Complete Than Running
NordicTrack gives you a more complete work

out—conditions both upper body and lower

body muscles at the same time. Fluid, jarless

motion does not cause joint or back problems

as jogging or running often does.

More Effective Than Exercise Bilges

NordicT rack's stand-up skiing motion more uni-

formly exercises the large leg muscles and also

adds important upper body exercise. Higher

pulse rates, necessary for building fitness,

seem easier to attain because the work is

shared by more muscle mass.

Even Better Than Swimming
NordicTrack more effectively exercises the

largest muscles in the body, those located in

the legs and buttocks. When swimming, the

body issupported by the water, thus preventing

these muscles from being effectively exer-

cised. The stand up exercising position on the

NordicTrack much more effectively exercises

these muscles.

Practical, Takes Little Storage Space
Folds compactly in only 30 seconds. Requires
only 1 5 by 1 7 inches storage area.

A Proven, High Quality Durable Product
NordicTrack is in its 7th year of production.

NordicTrack is quiet, motorless and has sep-

arately adjustable arm and leg resistances. We
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Call or write for free brochure
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goes away. Twenty-five years pass, and he

yearns to walk in his forest. It is famihar at

first, but then it becomes thicker, darker,

stranger, and he grows tired and hungry.

Of course, there is a house that he never

knew was in the forest and, of course, in-

side the house there is a woman. Her as-

pect chills him, but she gives him food so

delicious that he forgets everything else.

He eats, he wants more.

But the woman was gone. Suddenly he

heard a sound—Sssssssss—and he looked.

There by his feet was a thick red snake

coiled up about itself three times, and the

snake began to move and uncoil, and it

stood straight up on its tail, and when it

looked at the woodcutter it had the face of

the woman.

Magic and mystery still appear in the

midst of the ordinary world. A young man
driving along a country road picks up a

lovely woman on a rainy night and takes

her home. The next day he discovers that

she left her coat in his car. But when he

drives back down the same road, there is

no house, no hedge, no stone wall.

In a Chinese story, a boy enters a beau-

tiful forest and finds a beautiful house

with a beautiful woman in it. He spends

every night with her, and they sing ancient

poetry. He tells his father about her, and

takes the older man to visit her, but in-

stead of a house they find rubble, and be-

side the rubble is the grave of a famous

courtesan dead 600 years.

The stories say that you may free your

own spirit, that you may also free the

spirit of another and love her, but she

will vanish and you will be left with mel-

ancholy; the birds in the cage are not

yours, although to release them gladdens

you. "Whatever you do in the world is re-

lated to something else," the storyteller

warns. "You never know." Simms enjoys

stories that threaten the unexpected, what

she calls "the mystery." What life may
thrust in front of us, what we wouldn't

want if we had time to think and say, "No,

please, not that," is part, she believes, of

Halloween nervousness and uncertainty.

What truly walks among us? Does the cat
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seem to step more carefully? Will the path

through the woods always lead to the

other side?

"It could happen to you," she laughs.

Even in today's world? Certainly.

The witches have been complaining that

since television they've lost their work.

They've decided this Halloween that they

would make more witches. And they will do

this, it will happen. On Halloween morning.

It could happen to anyone, it could happen

to you. Or it could happen to the person

next to you. Just to prepare you, I'll tell you

the signs. You'll wake up in the morning

and feel extremely thirsty, and you'll go to

have some water but you won't be able to

drink from the glass because your lips will

be so dry and tight. And when you look in

the mirror you'll see that your lips are all

curled up and your nose has grown all the

way out, and then suddenly you'll feel your

shoulders creeping way up to your ears.

"It's wonderful to laugh together, to be

surprised," Simms says. "And it's great

fun to be scared. Children know, and peo-

Storyteller Laura Simms and musician

Steven Gorn will conjure up supernatural

tales in the Kaufmann Theater at 1:30,

3:30, and 7:30 P.M. on October 29. The

evening session is geared toward adults.

Members ' tickets are $3.00for adults and

$1.50 for children. For information call

the Membership Office at (212) 873-1327.

pie love to hear ghost stories. They are de-

lightfully scary enchantment."

There is no better place to gather than

in the Museum, she says.

It is full of ghosts. You walk through the

halls and through the history of man's an-

cestors. You see masks, totem poles, dino-

saur bones, rare birds, jewels from the bot-

tom of the sea and the earth, a native

American canoe, halls of Africa and Asia.

Walking through the Museum is a picture

of "Once upon a time," and you stand in

front of displays and imagine yourself look-

ing at the world then. Storytelling is a fur-

ther invocation of that.

We enter the Auditorium, and we listen

to stories that connect us to the past. When
our ghosts are publicly mingled, when we

are bound by similar fears, taken on the

journey together and brought back out, we

are also reassured together: there has been

a past, there are mysteries. This ritualistic

aspect binds us.

When we walk out, she says, and again

look at a mask we know that someone, in

some other time, put on that mask for the

same reason we sat and heard the stories

—to welcome the ghosts.

Fran A. Snyder is a free-lance writer liv-

ing in New York.
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All Month The planetary scene shifts more prominently to the morning sky this month,
leaving only Jupiter in good position as an evening star. It is still easy to find at night, so
bright in the west that you can't miss it. But it sets early You may still see Saturn low in the
west after sundown early in October (the crescent moon on the 7th may help you find it),

but don't bother looking for it after mid-month. It shifts to the morning sky on the 31st.'

Venus and Mars are well placed in the morning, rising about three hours before the sun
and nicely up in the east as dawn breaks.

Mercury won't exactly dazzle you, but with its orbit jutting nearly straight up out of the
east at daybreak, it rises early enough and climbs swiftly enough to be seen low in the east

during early twilight at least for the first ten days of the month. (Events in the calendar
below are expressed in local standard time unless otherwise stated.)

October 1
: The month begins with a morning moon, rising just before midnight on the

last night of September, high in the south at dawn this morning, visible during daylight un-
til it sets about 3:00 p.m.

October 3: The crescent moon is in Leo this morning.

October 4: The moon is at perigee, nearest the earth. Slimmer than yesterday, the cres-

cent should still be visible at dawn below Regulus and to the left of Venus.

October 6: New moon is at 6:16 a.m., EST, in Virgo.

October 7: Venus, below Regulus this morning, has now shifted to the east (left) of the

star, passing it at about 2:00 a.m., EST. The planet accelerates to the east on successive

mornings, separating from Regulus and leaving Leo by early November. The moon, now a

young crescent to the sun's left (east), may be visible tonight if the western sky is clear.

October 9: The crescent moon is higher and brighter tonight, pushing across the border

between Libra and Scorpius. The bright object close by to its left is Jupiter.

October 10: Tonight the moon is on the other side of Jupiter and in Ophiuchus.

October 1 2: The moon can introduce you to Sagittarius tonight. It's right at the top of the

Teapot, the eight stars in the constellation that form the bowl, handle, lid, and spout of a

teapotlike arrangement. Jupiter, to the Teapot's right, passes Antares from right to left.

October 13: First-quarter moon (at 2:42 p.m., EST) is still in Sagittarius tonight: the Tea-

pot is to its right (west).

October 14-15: The fattening gibbous moon is in the early evening sky these nights, mov-

ing through the dim stars of Capricornus.

October 16: The moon is at apogee (farthest from the earth) today and moves into

Aquarius tonight.

October 17-19: Four second-magnitude stars (each about as bright as the North Star)

form the large, boxlike figure known as the Square of Pegasus, above the moon on these

three nights.

October 21 : Tonight's full moon (at 4:53 p.m., EST), in the constellation Pisces, is called

the Hunter's Moon. As with September's Harvest Moon, the retardation of moonrise (de-

lay from night to night) is much less than the average of fifty minutes, causing the full or

nearly full moon to light the early evening sky for several nights in a row.

October 24: The rising of Taurus (after 7:00 p.m.) is a preview of the winter sky. The gib-

bous moon rises with the constellation tonight. Look for them after 8:00 (when they should

be high enough to see).

October 27: There are two bright stars above the rising moon tonight. Pollux (the lower

of the two) and Castor in Gemini. They should be high in the east by 10:30 p.m.

October 28-29: The moon is at last-quarter phase at 10:37 p.m., EST. on the 28th, rises

after about 1 1 :00 p.m., and brightens the morning sky on the 29th.

October 30: Communities on daylight time set their clocks back one hour early this

morning to return to standard time.

October 31: Saturn is in conjunction with the sun and moves into the morning sky. The

waning crescent moon is in Leo this morning, below Regulus and above brilliant Venus.

The fall Sky Map shows the sky for the months of October. November, and December from

latitude 40° north at the evening hours given below. To use the map. hold it vertically in front

of you with the north (N) at the bottom and match the lower half of the map with the stars you

see when you face the north. As you face in other directions, roll the map to bring the cor-

responding compass direction to the bottom of the map.

The stars move west continuously during the night. By morning (before dawn), stars on the

western half of the map will have set, those on the eastern half will have moved into the west,

and new stars (those of the spring evenings) will have risen in the east. The map represents the

sky at about 2:00 a.m. on October 1 ; 1 :00 A.M. on October 1 5; midnight on October 31; 1 1 :00

P.M. on November 1 5; 10:00 p.m. on November 30: 9:00 p.m. on December 1 5: and 8:00 P.M.

on December 31. Add one hour for daylight time. The map can be used for an hour or more

before and after the times given.
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Additional Reading

Caribbean Migration (p. 28)

Caribbean Migrants, by B.C. Richard-

son (Knoxville: University of Tennessee

Press, 1983), focuses on the migratory life

style of the inhabitants of two small West

Indian islands, Saint Kitts and Nevis.

Richardson traces the history of migration

as a strategy of survival for the islanders,

who, after emancipation in the mid-nine-

teenth century, began to leave their home-

lands to escape from a rigid plantation

economy, and who now leave to avoid in-

creasingly bleak environmental conditions

resulting from decades of poor agricul-

tural practices. The winter 1982 issue of

Caribbean Review is devoted to "The Ca-

ribbean Exodus," with articles on the his-

tory of migration in the Caribbean and

Central America; the impact of migration

on European countries, Canada, and Ven-

ezuela; the arrival in the United States of

the last wave of Cuban refugees; and the

exodus of Haitians. Subscriptions to this

quarterly journal, published at Florida In-

ternational University, Tamiami Trail,

Miami, PL 33199, are $12 for one year,

$20 for two years, and $25 for three years;

back issues are $5 each.

Halloween (p. 42)

E. Earth's Pumpkins, Witches, and
Grinning Ghosts (New York: Clarion

Books, 1972), which covers much of the

same material presented in this issue's ar-

ticle, is aimed at the young adult reader.

For older readers, R. Linton's Halloween

Through the Centuries (New York:

Henry Schuman, 1950), an anthropologi-

cal analysis of the holiday, is recom-

mended. There are many books on witch-

craft; a particularly good one is J.B.

Russell's Witchcraft in the Middle Ages

(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1972).

K.M. Briggs has written a number of en-

joyable books on fairies, many available in

paperback. Among them are: The Van-

ishing People: Fairy Lore and Legends

(New York: Pantheon Books, 1979); The

Fairies in English Tradition and Litera-

ture (Chicago: University of Chicago

Press, 1 967); An Encyclopedia ofFairies:

Hobgoblins, Brownies, Bogies, and Other

Supernatural Creatures (New York: Pan-

theon Books, 1978); Abbey Lubbers, Ban-
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shees, and Boggarts:An Illustrated Ency-

clopedia ofFairies (New York: Pantheon

Books, 1979), an abridged version of the

previous book; and Personnel of Fairy-

land: A Short Account of the Fairy Peo-

ple of Great Britain for Those Who Tell

Stories to Children, published in 1953

and reprinted by Gale in 1971.

Giant Anteaters (p. 54)

J.H. Shaw and T.S. Carter's "Giant

Anteaters" {Natural History, October

1980, pp. 62-67), a report on their field

studies in a national park in Brazil's east-

em highlands, is a concise and clearly

written introduction to this toothless crea-

ture's natural history. Two books by G.

Durrell, who has written about both

pygmy and giant anteaters, make for

lively reading: Three Tickets to Adven-

ture (New York: The Viking Press, 1955)

is his account of a field trip to Guyana;

and The Drunken Forest (New York: Pen-

guin Books, 1958) recounts his experi-

ences in rearing a baby giant anteater.

J.H. Sudd's An Introduction to the Be-

havior ofAnts (London: Edward Arnold,

Publishers, 1967), a good starting point

for those interested in ants, covers a broad

range of topics and includes descriptions

of alarm and defensive behaviors. Chapter

twelve of E.G. Wilson's The Insect Soci-

eties (Cambridge: Harvard University

Press, 1971, pp. 233-46) deals with com-

munication in social insects, including

ants and termites, specifically treating

alarm and assembly signals.

Master Musicians (p. 60)

Moroccan Islam, by D.F. Eickehnan

(Austin: University of Texas Press, 1976),

is a comprehensive study of the role of Is-

lam in Moroccan society, focusing on the

pilgrimage center of Boujad. Eickelman

describes the modifications made by Is-

lam to accommodate new social and eco-

nomic realities, outlines the development

of Islam in Morocco, and analyzes the tra-

ditions and social structure of the pilgrim-

age society. The Hamadsha, by V. Cra-

panzano (Berkeley: University of Cali-

fornia Press, 1 973), is a detaUed account

of a religious order that specializes in ritu-

al healing. E. Westermarck's Ritual and



.\Beliefin Morocco (New Hyde Park: Uni-

versity Books, 1 968), originally published

tin 1926, is a classic work on Morocco's so-

cial traditions, folk beliefs, and rituals. For

a treatment of tribal organizations in Mo-

rocco, see B.G. Hoffman's The Structure

of Traditional Moroccan Society (The

Hague: Mouton, 1967). M. Hamri's Tales

of Joujouka, published in 1975, is avail-

able from Capra Press, Santa Barbara,

CA. The master musicians of Jahjouka

appear in various recordings available in

Ithe West. Among these are Brian Jones

'Presents the Pipes ofPan at Joujouka, on

Rolling Stones Records (distributed by

\ATCO, a division of Atlantic Records,

Musidor N.V. COC49100). While this

irecord may be of historical importance to

the musicians, it is not a must-have item

for Rolling Stones fans or for followers of

Moroccan music. The Rolling Stones la-

bel is out of business, but the record can be

bought as a Japanese rerelease for $19.95.

The musicians can also be heard on a more

interesting and easier to find recording,

Ornette Coleman's Dancing in Your Head
(A & M Records, SP722); they are on the

second half of the second side, although

somewhat mixed down. Still another re-

cording, available through mail catalog

sales, is put out by the Musical Heritage

Society, 14 Park Road, Tinton Falls, NJ
07724.

Katydids (p. 70)

R. Thornhill's article "Sexual Selection

in the Black-tipped Hangingfly" {Scien-

tific American, June 1980, pp. 162-72)

describes the sexual exploits of a group of

scorpionflies in which females choose

mates according to the prey, or nuptial

gift, they offer during courtship. Thornhill

suggests that males may go so far as to

mimic female behavior in order to steal

desirable prey—those that are large and

palatable—from their rivals. With the

help of evolutionary biologist J. Alcock,

Thornhill is now preparing The Evolution

of Insect Mating Systems. This book,

which will provide a survey of current the-

ories on insect sexual selection and re-

production, will be published this year by

Harvard University Press, Cambridge.

Also of note is M. Daly and M. Wilson's

Sex, Evolution, and Behavior (Boston:

Duxbury Press, 1982).

Rita Campon
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Movable Feasts
Food ideas do not travel with the speed

and ease of ideas in other realms

by Raymond Sokolov

The queen came to Oxford late last

June. So did throngs of Americans, to

hear Her Majesty address them in one of

the quadrangles of Wadham College as

part of a Rhodes scholarship anniversary

celebration. I myself poked into Wadham
that same week, not for any august pur-

pose, just to look at the college's magnifi-

cent walled garden, with its primeval,

mountainous gingko and its scrupulously

tended herbaceous borders. On the way

out, I passed the dining hall where twenty

years ago I ate my first truly English meal:

ox heart and gooseberry fool.

This summer I had returned to Oxford

to attend a learned symposium of food his-

torians at Saint Antony's College. The

subject was "Food in Motion: The Migra-

tion of Foodstuffs and Cookery Tech-

niques." And the proceedings (edited for

Prospect Books by Alan Davidson) ranged

with savant stride from the freeze-dried

potatoes of the Andes to grain foods of the

early Turks.

Other papers ventured into such topics

as the spread of kebabs and coffee around

the world or the influence of Italian cui-

sine on medieval Catalan cooking.

Despite the recondite sound of much of

this, the actual content of the papers was

lively, and it was a pleasure to see a field

that barely existed ten years ago now blos-

soming on many fronts and with many ap-

proaches: linguistic, archival, anecdotal,

and purely practical. One particularly

fruitful paper sifted through the culinary

columns that ran in De Margriet, the lead-

ing Dutch woman's magazine, between

1 945 and 1 975, so as to trace the introduc-

tion of new foods and dishes into the diet

of the Netherlands since World War II. In

general, this survey, conducted by Cather-

ine Salzman, uncovered a process of

steady enrichment in luxury products; an

increase in the consumption of coffee, al-

cohol, and carbonated beverages; a de-em-

phasis on bread in sandwiches, and con-

versely, an increase in the amount of food

packed between the slices of the sand-

wich. The main, hot meal of the day, for-

merly served at lunchtime, has switched

to the evening, and there is a growing ten-

dency for Dutch people to take meals out-

side the home.

Despite what may seem like an overall

Americanization of Dutch food habits,

fast food has not taken hold in the Nether-

lands to nearly the extent it has in the

United States. Still, the basic appeal of

American life was great, and De Margriet

devoted much attention to American food

during the fifties and sixties. Or perhaps it

would be more accurate to say that the

magazine invented certain recipes and

called them American. I was much taken

with a 1963 recipe De Margriet printed

for hamburger, in which ground beef

mixed with tomato paste, chopped onion,

and salt and pepper is fried and then

topped with pieces of leek, a handful of

stuffed olives, and some sliced tomato.

Dutch food habits, while changing, and

changing in an overall "American" direc-

tion, toward expensive ingredients and

prepared foods, still are too rigid to incor-

porate styles of cooking and specific in-

gredients that strike Dutch palates as too

odd. The peanut butter and jelly sand-

wich, for example, seems to have repelled

the Dutch completely.

On the other hand, Indonesian dishes

have been very successfully adapted to

Dutch soil, as Salzman argues persua-

sively, because they found a ready-made

audience of Dutch citizens who had lived

in Indonesia when it was a Dutch colony.



A Matter of Taste

These people had acquired a taste for In-

donesia's exotic cuisine in its native con-

.text and felt a nostalgia for it when they

relocated to the motherland. Neverthe-

less, and especially at first, the trans-

planted Indonesian dishes were heavily

modified for Dutch consumption, with re-

duced amounts of hot spices and substi-

tuted ingredients.

The Dutch experience roughly parallels

the tortuous history of the transplantation

of reasonably authentic versions of French

and Chinese food to the remarkably so-

phisticated and adventurous restaurant

world of New York. Food ideas do not

iravel with the speed and ease of ideas in

jlhcr realms. Even in a society like ours,

where local eating habits have changed

.ilmost cataclysmically since World War
II, and where traditional dishes are often

diHicult to track down any more, the gen-

eral public frequently resists exotic foods

ind tastes and usually avoids gustatory

mystery.

In the round-table discussions that took

up most of the actual business time of the

Oxford symposium, participants shared in-

formation and theories about the ingredi-

ents and techniques that have successfully

overleaped the barriers of geography and

xenophobia and established themselves in

new places. Researchers, home econo-

mists, journalists, and bibliophiles pooled

information about everything from the

potato in Ireland to the couscous cooker's

newly expanded role in French domestic

life. In many cases, the symposiasts them-

selves embodied the cosmopolitan nature

jf their subject. Claudia Roden, raised in

Cairo in a Jewish family with roots in

Aleppo, transplanted to Britain after sev-

eral years in France, has expounded Mid-

dle Eastern food to Anglophone cooks and
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is now at work on a study of Jewish cook-

ing around the world.

Louis Szathmary, a Hungarian chef

with a restaurant in Chicago and an ex-

traordinary collection of cookbooks, has

recently turned his mind to the curious

fate of the dish commonly called goulash

everywhere in the world except in its natal

place, where it is called porkolt. The au-

thentic dish contains meat, lard (or,

rarely, another shortening), paprika, on-

ions and occasionally other flavorings,

fresh green or red peppers, the odd clove

of garlic, and traces of tomato, caraway

seed, or marjoram. On a menu in Hun-
gary, goulash, or gulyas, is invariably a

soup. In American-Hungarian menus,

however, goulash can refer to a variety of

cubed meat preparations. More interest-

ing still, it has the status of an everyday

dish, whereas on home ground, from the

time of its first appearance about 1820,

"goulash" (porkolt) has always been a

special holiday dish.

Symposiasts also had a chance to ex-

perience directly one of the most recent

migrations of culinary information. Lao-

tian refugees resident in Britain prepared

a Laotian lunch in the kitchens of Saint

Antony's. Fried fish, voluptuously gluti-

nous rice, grilled chicken, and a dessert of

pumpkin stuff'ed with a mixture of rice,

coconut, and egg all brought to the college

refectory a strong, spicy whiff of Vien-

tiane in its precommunist days, when Alan

Davidson was British ambassador to the

royal court and happily pursued his re-

searches into local fish and fish recipes.

It was over this emigre lunch that I was

reunited with another transplanted figure

in the world of international food, Paul

Levy, the Kentucky-born gastronomic

writer for the London Observer. Levy had

just flown in from a professional visit to

Bordeaux and had brought with him from

the fish market there some carefully

filleted pieces of a fish called vive

French and "weever" in English. We re-

paired to his home in a rustic corner of Ox-

fordshire, where he cooked it to moist per-

fection en papillote, enclosed in a package

of aluminum foil. While Levy worked his

usual magic with the weever, I looked up

this rare beast in a copy of Alan David-

son's North Atlantic Seafood, which sat,

soberly re-bound in black, on a kitchen

shelf. The weever, warned Davidson, has

poisonous spines and must be judiciously

cleaned.

The Bordeaux fishmonger evidently did

the necessary. I survived the occasion in

high spirits and then spent a few days on

my own, wallowing in the English country-

side, luxuriating in Cotswold cottage gar-

dens, admiring the carefully tended clem-
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The life rich seas and \asf Q>>trts irf

the Baja combined with lush tropical

rmrs and rain tbrests of Western

Mexico provide the curious naturalist

with one of the most exciting adven-

tures in North America. Thrill to the

antics (rf Gray Whales alongside our

glass-bottomed boat and the possible

sighting (rf the largest animal ever

to inhabit the earth, the Great Blue

Whale. We leave San Diego on the

Executive, a luxurious ship designed

specifically for natural history

expeditions. We cruise to the wildlife

paradise of Laguna San Ignacio and

continue around Baja to the Isla

Isabela and visit numerous remote

islands that serve as rookeries for

thousands of sea birds. We also take

a jungle cruise upriver from San Bias

and journey into mountain rain

forests. The great diversity and

contrasts offered by the Baja desert,

rich oceans and forests df Mexico

merge to provide a truly unforgettable

voyage adventure.



A village in England's Cotswold Hills

atis and foxglove. And, of course, I had

the time to enjoy local foods such as Eng-

lish peas and broad beans, English cheese

and double cream. With a classic English

garden at my disposal and a copy of Jane

Grigson's English Food. I turned my at-

tention from the exotic topics of the Ox-

ford symposium to the homelier but im-

mediately available pleasures of the local

cuisine.

In one corner of the garden I located

gooseberries in full fruit and rhubarb

sprawling across a patch near a dry wall of

gray-brown Cotswold stone. There was

also an herb called sweet cicely that cuts

the tartness of fruit and permits cutting

back on sugar. And so, for the picking, I

had the ingredients for a fine fool. Very

thick double cream in the fridge com-

pleted the "shopping list." When the fruit

had been stewed and sieved, thickened

with cream and chilled, I threw elder flow-

ers on top for decoration. Every highway

and lane had crowds of elderberry plants

waving their white sprays, which gave a

discreet brightness to the simple, unglam-

orous, almost mousy dessert I had impro-

vised out of typical local products.

Now that's what I call pudding. Or

rather, that's what they, the English, call

pudding, which has become the universal,

colloquial term for what we call dessert.

To be particularly perverse, they give a

French name to the most elegant of tradi-

tional English desserts, which is a real

pudding (that is, custard) called creme

brulee (see recipe).

They order things differently in Eng-

land, and when you start living off the land

and shopping in provincial markets, you

enter a gastronomic world as different

from ours, despite its heavy English heri-

tage, as are our two branches of the Eng-

lish language in daily idiom. I shall return

to this for next month's outing.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interest is the history andpreparation

offood.

Creme Brulee

(with thanks to Jane Grigson)

2 cups heavy cream

Granulated sugar

1 cinnamon stick

4 egg yolks, lightly beaten

1 tablespoon orange-flower water or rose-

water

1. In a heavy saucepan, bring the cream

and 1 tablespoon sugar to a boil with

the cinnamon stick. Reduce heat and

simmer for 30 seconds. Remove from

heat. Discard cinnamon stick.

2. Whisk the egg yolks and the orange-

flower water or rosewater into the

cream, while the cream is still hot.

Then return the custard mixture to the

stove and heat and cook, whisking con-

stantly, until it thickens and coats the

spoon. Do not allow to boil. If the egg

yolk should start to scramble, remove

from heat immediately and pour

through a fine-mesh strainer, prefer-

ably the conical sort called chinois.

Whisk over ice until cool. Then pour

into a souffle mold and refrigerate

overnight or for several hours, until

solid.

Two hours before serving, preheat the

broiler. Spread the surface of the cus-

tard with an even layer of sugar, using

approximately '/: cup of sugar. Set the

custard under the broiler. Rotate the

dish until the sugar has caramelized,

turning brown but not burning. Cool so

that the sugar hardens to a smooth,

glassy sheet. Be warned that it is no-

toriously difficult to achieve the clas-

sic result the first time out. A New
York restaurant, the Odeon, has side-

stepped this difficulty by caramelizing

sugar in the saucepan and then pouring

it over the custard.

Yield: 4-6 servings
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I See beyond the ordinary
The Canon A-1 is no ordinary

camera. It is a creative tool. Con-
ceived as the ultimate in automatic

SLR's, the A-1 is unsurpassed in
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There are six, to be precise, allow-
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Nature photographer Raymond A.

Mendez grew up on New York's Lower

East Side, a mean neighborhood that

could get even meaner if the other kids

found out your main passion was collect-

ing bugs. So when young Mendez took

field trips to Staten Island, he smuggled

out the telltale butterfly net and collect-

ing jars in a heavy wooden box. "I think it

saved me about ten fights a month."

Mendez chuckles. By late teenagehood,

though. Ray's love of insects came out of

the box: he started studying photography

and working at the American Museum of

Natural History, where he spent twelve

years in the Exhibition Department. Four

years ago he left to set up his own model-

making and photography business. Since

then, Mendez has produced a stream of

images, not only of the bugs he has always

loved, but of other animals too. "I don't

want to show them pretty," says Mendez.

"I just want to be true to what's going on.

There's an arc to every activity, and in

that arc there's a moment when the frog's

tongue is all the way out and the mouse

he's going to eat is cringing in horror.

That's the picture, and a hundredth of a

second later, it's gone." Mendez's crab

photos in this issue, the first in a new Nat-

ural History series, were taken with a

Nikon F3, with a 1 05-mm macro lens with

a 15-mm extension tube, and three strobe

lights.

The best thing about being a biologist,

says Terry L. Yates, is the excitement of

discovering something new and then pass-

ing that information on. For scientists

working abroad, the urgency and inno-

cence of that task is sometimes hard to

communicate. As Yates says wryly, "You
have to try to explain at gunpoint that liq-

uid nitrogen tanks are not bombs and that

mammal research is not a cover for CIA
activities." Yates became adept at that

kind of explaining when he did field re-

search in Central America in 1975, but

most of his ten years of research on moles

has been done in less turbulent territory,

such as New England. Curator of mam-
mals at the University of New Mexico for

five years, Yates has long been interested

in the chromosomes of burrowing animals

as a key to speciation and evolution.

Matt Cartmill decided as early as high

school that he wanted to become a physi-

cal anthropologist and went on to earn a

Ph.D. at the University of Chicago. Now
a professor of anatomy and anthropology

at Duke University, Cartmill also serves

as joint managing editor of the Interna-

tional Journal ofPrimatology. Although

he has strayed far from his original inter-

est in fossil humans (most of his published

work has been on living and fossil pro-

simian primates), Cartmill follows recent

discoveries and arguments in paleoan-

thropology with fascination—and be-

wilderment. His other activities include

drawing and painting, collecting Ameri-

can Indian art, and raising a two-year-old

daughter with his wife and co-worker,

Kaye Brown.

As part of his work at the Inter-Amer

can Foundation in Washington, D.C
Kevin Healy monitors more than fift;

development projects in Bolivia. Heal

became acquainted with the people o'

Lake Titicaca in the late 1960s when h

was a Peace Corps volunteer in Peru. H
holds a Ph.D. in development sociolog;

from Cornell University, and his book o

rural development in Bolivia has just bee

published in Spanish. Coauthor and phc

tographer Elayne Zorn (not pictured) i

interested in both the craft of weaving an(

in anthropology. Her fieldwork on nativ

weaving techniques has taken her to Mex
ico, Peru, and Bolivia. She earned ai

M.A. at the Institute of Latin America!

Studies of the University of Texas. Heal;

and Zorn previously wrote about Taquilt

in Grassroots Development, the journal o

the Inter-American Foundation.
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These are some of the innovations and traditions that

make the new Rolleis unlike any other cameras in the world.

Al llw hvighl ofhis phoK^graphic

career Fernanct Fonssagrives

produced an average of 15 pages

a monthfor Town and Country

magazine. All shot with a RoUei

given to him b\ hisfellow-dancer

wife to distract him while recup-

eratingfnmt an injury This pic-

ture. The Dancer was taken 16

years later with the same Rollei.

In the SLX, both aperture and
leafshutter are driven by lin-

ear motors, freeing the photog-

rapherfrom thefoibles of
mechanical systems.

Vw SL 66Fs bidlt-in bellow:

and retro ntounting capahilit

of lenses permits reprtxhictio

ratios ofup to 1.5:1 without

need (tfaccessories.

As more and more profes-

sionals rediscover 2 '/a x 2Vi

photography, many who started

their careers with "the inevita-

ble RolIeiV are once again
becoming Rolleiflex owners.

And with it, discovering that

the Rollei SLX has once again

preempted for Rollei, the station

of most advanced medium for-

mat photography system in

the world. A system which
prompted celebrated photo-
journalist Mary Ellen Mark to

comment "Roliei's SLX has

been like a re-birth ...given me
a whole new outlook about my
work'.' The new electronically

controlled aperture mechanism
and leaf shutter were developed

by Rollei solely for the SLX sys-

tem. The fact that the shutter is

capable of shooting 10 exposures

per second on a single frame is

testimony to its precision and

resultant rugged dependability.

The SLX is the only medium
format camera where the

motor drive, exposure meas-
urement and control systems

are built in and microprocessor

controlled. Another exclusive

SLX innovation, through the lens

metering, automatically works

with all viewfinders. lenses and

accessories in shutter priority.

Offers either continuous variable

f-stops in automatic or 1/3 click

stops in manual. Starting with

inexpensive pre-loadable film

holders that facilitate rapid

film changing, the SLVs total

film handling system is charac-

terized by its innovative, faster,

more certain way of moving
film through the camera...from
frame to frame... ready to shoot

in about a half second. The
SL 66E is the newest Rollei and

the world's first 2 '/ax 2 'A SLR
camera with built-in through the

lens ambient and dedicated flash

metering. The tilting lens-

board of the SL 66E provides

for greater depth-of-field cor-

rection even at wide apertures.

Film speed selection is set on the

magazine and automatically

relayed to the camera's metering

system via an ASA setting dial.

Built-in sensors automatically

stop film advance at frame one

and indicate the end of a roll by

both audible and visual signals

The interchangeable magazines

accept up to 72-exposure film

and have a built-in 36172frame
counter 'integral ASAIDIN film

speed setting and autontatic

stop.
,

Vie 35mm SL 2000 Ffeatures

m' and waist le\'el vie\\finders

with diopter correction at eve

lexelfrom +2 to -4.

nTTflg^irirrtlrir^^^

On Jime 18. 1983 a Rollei

SL 2000 F rigged with sound
activated controls was used to

make this picture ofthe 575-7

liflofffrom a distance of
almost halfa mile.

When the RolleiHex SL 20(M) F
was initially introduced it was
cited as "the first historically

significant 35mm SLR concept
ill over 30 years'.' .\ll largely

hccause phototechnologj for

the first time was seeing a

35mm camera which utilized

the features, refinements and
innovations developed over 50

years of Rollei medium format
leadership. Things such as

built-in (not add-on) motor
drive, interchangeable film mag-
azines and both eye and waist

level viewfinders to name but a

few. Continuous shutter release

triggers up to four frames per sec-

ond. The exposure is contin-

uously checked and. if necessan,.

the shutter speed is corrected.

Dioptric correction of the view-

finder allows adjustment to

one's own eyesight. One glance

through the eyepiece and all the

important information is visible

in the viewfinder: aperture set-

ting, shutter speed, focusing aids,

dedicated flash control signal and

battery control. Moreover, the

viewfinder has a marked sectional

field for selective metering. The
central fail-safe system indica-

tor signals instantly and auto-

matically stops operation if the

camera is not being operated

correctly To see other evidence

of Rollei technical and optical

superiority, examine an\ of these

cameras now at your Rolleiflex

dealer

<Rollei
fototechnic

Berkey Markelirg Companies. 25-20
|

Brooklyn-Queens Expwy. Woodside. N.Y ' 1 377 pmoto
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IK) SPEND.

i his is the 1984 Mercury Marquis.

There are two ways to find out

how much it costs.

You could look down at the bottom of

the next page.

And be mildly surprised.

Or read the next few lines in between

.

Then the price.

And be pleasantly shocked.

Because this is not a stripped-down

version of a new car.

But one with a standard equipment list

that includes power steering, power brakes,

automatic transmission, and individual

reclining Twin Comfort Lounge seats.

As well as optional features already

included in its price that usually end up
as painful additions to the price tag of

most new cars.

Like air conditioning, white sidewall

steel-belted radial tires, wire-styled wheel

covers, right-hand remote-control conve

mirror, and AM/FM stereo* > ii

Hardly the kind of car you'd associai i

with a low price. is

Yet all these comfort features are alsd i

matched with the kind of advanced tech
j

nology you should expect in a 1984 1

automobile.

Like variable ratio rack-and-pinion i

power steering for precise handling.
|

Nitracushion shocks and hybrid
I

MacPherson struts that give a quiet, i

controlled ride.

Get it together—buckle up.



vf
' And an Electronic Engine Control sys-

em that not only constantly adjusts the

ia:
[overhead cam engine to achieve peak

evels of both power and fuel efficiency**

Is mt keeps an electronic diary of the en-

:li fine's behavior that can mean quicker

diagnosis at service time.

I
This Marquis also offers a feature

I
that's becoming hard to find at any price.

Room.
Not just for five passengers to fit.

koom for five to sit. Comfortably.

The Mercury Marquis pictured here

has all this.

. For $9,916.'

If you were thinking of paying more

for a car, perhaps we've given you some-

thing to think about.

*Mav be deleted for credit. **31 EST. HWX.jg EPA'ESt MPG _
Compare to the estimated MPG of other cars, ^our mileage may differ

depending oil speed, weathor. andtrip length. .Actual highway

mileage less. tManiifacturers suggested retail price, eVcluding

destination charges, title and taxes.
. ,^

MERCURY.A MORE ENLIGHTENED APPROACH.

-'r
' LINCOLN-MERCURY DIVISION. 'X^^^^cT^



Why Has Death Stalked the Refugees?
Both mental and physical stresses are implicated

in the mysterious sudden deaths of Southeast Asians

who have immigrated to the United States

by Jacques Lemoine and Christine Mougne

In the early morning of September 16,

1982, a Hmong refugee from Laos was

pronounced dead on arrival in the emer-

gency room of a Chicago hospital—the

fifty-ninth recorded case of "sudden, un-

expected, nocturnal death" to occur

among Southeast Asian refugees in the

United States in the past five years. For-

merly a farmer, Nao Shua Thao had been

a robust man of fifty-one. He and his fam-

ily fled his country in 1 976, remaining at a

refugee camp in Thailand for six years be-

fore coming to the United States on July

21, less than two months before his death.

Nao Shua brought with him his third

wife, Yang Cher, and their children: three

sons, aged twelve, ten, and seven, and a

daughter of three. They were accompa-

nied by Nao Shua's twenty-year-old son,

his first wife, and his current wife and

baby. The family traveled to Chicago,

where they were welcomed by Nao Shua's

elder brother's son. The nephew put them

up for two weeks, and on August 1 they

moved into their own apartment on the

same block. Many of Nao Shua's relatives

lived nearby, including his younger broth-

er, who took the family on tours of the lo-

cal sights in his big American car.

During the early weeks of August the
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KodacolorVR
200 film.

Introducing new
Kodacolor VR 200

film, the new, versa-

tile color print film

from Kodak, it gives

you clear, brilliant

color along with a

new, higher speed, so

you won't miss a

shot—even if the light

changes or someone
moves unexpectedly.

You'll get all those

great pictures if you

get the right film...

new Kodacolor VR 200.

Life never looked

so good.



family underwent a health screening re-

quired of all newly arrived refugees. The

family's problems were not serious: Nao
Shua himself was found to have hook-

worm and began treatment with Vermox

at the end of the month. Like many other

Southeast Asian women, his wife had a

small goiter, and she was advised to have

surgery. The thought terrified her: no one

in the family had ever been anesthetized

or operated on. She begged her husband

not to let her go, but being a newcomer to

the United States he did not realize that

such an operation was optional. Despite

her misgivings, Yang Cher was admitted

to the local hospital on September 1 4.

That night, in the strange new environ-

ment, separated from her family and un-

able to communicate with anyone, Yang

Cher had a dream. In the dream, she and

her husband were dividing their money.

To a Hmong this could mean only one

thing: the imminent death of one of the

spouses. The following morning, when her

husband came to visit, she told him about

the dream and again pleaded with him to

take her home. Ignorant of his rights, Nao
Shua did his best to comfort his wife and

then returned home dejected. Later on,

unable to console himself, Nao Shua de-

cided to go back to the hospital, knowing

that it would be his last chance to see his

wife before her operation early the next

morning. When he reached the hospital it

was already dark and visiting time was

over. As he entered, his path was barred

by a nurse. Desperate, he found another

entrance that led to a staircase, but when

he reached the floor his wife's ward was

on, he was again prevented from entering,

by another nurse. Unable to speak Eng-

lish, he tried in vain to communicate his

wish to see his wife; eventually he was

thrown out. He returned home in a state of

great fear and despondency, perhaps won-

dering if his wife's dream would be real-

ized by her death in surgery the next day.

At about 9:00 p.m., exhausted by the

events of the day, Nao Shua went to bed,

together with his four children. Missing

her mother, little Phao Lee snuggled up to

her father, and they all fell asleep. In the

early hours of the morning, young Tia,

sleeping in the same bed, was awakened

by loud groans from his father. Grum-
bling about being disturbed, the boy went

back to sleep. Later that morning, the

three boys were wide awake and had been

up for some time before the oldest, Chua

Lee, became curious about his father's un-

characteristic late sleeping. He went in to

wake him, and it was a while before he re-

alized that his father was dead, Phao Lee

still fast asleep beside him. The boys raced

downstairs to call their uncle, and shortly

afterward the police arrived to take the

body away. Phao Lee awoke in terror as

her father was pulled from her arms by

the police, and screamed out, "The for-

eigners are taking my father away!" Nao
Shua's body was taken to the hospital,

where his wife lay sleeping in another

ward, recovering from her operation. She

did not learn of her husband's death until

she came home three days later.

During the past five years, many tens of

thousands of Southeast Asians have fled

to the United States in the aftermath of

the Communist takeover of their Indochi-

nese homelands. Not long ago the pres-

ence of these immigrants was spotlighted

when American medical authorities de-

scribed what has become popularly known

as "the mystery of the unexplained sud-

den deaths" among these refugees. By Oc-

tober 1982, when we visited the United

States, some sixty apparently healthy men
were recorded as having died in their sleep

under almost identical circumstances

since July 1977 (more cases have been

identified since our visit). According to

witnesses' reports, death often occurs with-

in the first few hours of retiring. The vic-

tim begins to gurgle and may move as

well. He cannot be awakened, and he dies

within minutes, resuscitation efforts gen-
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erally being to no avail. The autopsy re-

veals no specific cause of death. The

Hmong highlanders from Laos were the

first to be associated with this phenome-

non and appear to be the most severely af-

flicted, with at least thirty cases to date.

Traditionally swidden (slash-and-burn)

agriculturists, egalitarian in their social

organization and animist in their religion,

the Hmong are among the most colorful of

the refugees from Southeast Asia. For

some time they appeared to be the only

victims, but the list grew to include the

Mien-Yao, Lao, Khmer, and Vietnamese.

Possible parallels have also been seen in

two similar syndromes, the bangungut

deaths of Filipinos and Ihc pokkuri deaths

of Japanese. For example, Dr. Manabu
Sakuta, currently head of the neurology

department at the Japanese Red Cross

Medical Center in Tokyo, suggested in

1982 that the Laotian deaths could be the

result of "a rare malfunction of the heart's

natural pacemaker," which he believes

may explain the syndrome in Japan.

The epidemic, occurring in a popula-

tion that had been subjected to intense

persecution, aroused much curiosity on

the part of the public as well as in scien-

tific circles. At first, some politicians and

reporters suggested that the deaths might

be linked to the gases and other chemical

assaults that were allegedly used in Laos

against the highlanders. Indeed, many of

the Hmong and their friends were eager to

attribute the sudden-death phenomenon

to the notorious "yellow rain." However,

U.S. medical authorities were prompt to

refute this claim. No significant trace of

chemicals or medicine was found in the

bodies, and according to Dr. Roy Baron of

the Centers for Disease Control (CDC),
"Investigations have failed to link environ-

mental toxins, specifically 'yellow rain,' to

the deaths." In any case, according to

their families' accounts, the majority of

the victims had never been in contact with

chemical warfare.

While the media recounted a number of

dramatic hypotheses, ranging from yellow

rain to culture shock, American patholo-

gists, in the calm of the morgues, were me-

thodically following up clues. In Chicago,

Dr. Robert H. Kirschner of the Office of

the Medical Examiner and Dr. Friedrich

A. O. Eckner of the University of Illinois

College of Medicine have been doing de-

tailed studies of the hearts of victims of

the syndrome. These studies include

examination of the cardiac conduction

system, which initiates and distributes the

electrical impulses that coordinate the

heartbeat. Meanwhile, in Santa Ana,

California, Drs. Thomas Prendergast and

Minh Vu-Dinh have been able to monitor
a survivor. This young man, a Khmer, was
found to have an occasional change in his

electrocardiogram, consistent with a con-

duction system defect, that occurred peri-

odically and only in the early hours of the

morning. Thus, the sudden deaths could

well be related to a congenital heart de-

fect, found in diverse Southeast Asian eth-

nic groups, that manifests itself—or is

triggered—during sleep. The possibility

that such a defect might be genetically

transmitted is suggested by the associa-

tion of this type of sudden death with cer-

tain ethnic groups, the selective deaths of

males, and the existence of some cases

where identical deaths claimed two or

more members of the same family

The apparent progress of the patholo-

gists' research is remarkable, because the

sudden deaths of Southeast Asian refu-

gees were not even recognized as a syn-

drome until early 1981, when the coin-

cidence of two deaths occurring within

forty-eight hours of each other in Port-

land, Oregon, was noticed by the medical

examiner. Dr. Larry Lewman. Inquiries

among medical examiners elsewhere in

the United States uncovered similar

deaths, and these were quickly brought to

the attention of the CDC in Atlanta. Later

that year the CDC, under the leadership

pHKHy;i;ft}i EVEIOrDAZ.
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of Dr. Roy Baron, began a nationwide sur-

vey of the victims.

As they await definitive findings on the

physiological aspects of the syndrome, the

victims' families and all other interested

parties (including the scientists) still raise

the question. Why did the deaths occur

when and where they did? What was the

triggering factor? The medical experts re-

peatedly asked us, as anthropologists,

whether or not such deaths had occurred

in the refugees' own homelands. From our

experience and from the common reaction

of the refugees to this question, the initial

answer had to be a qualified no. There are

indeed no records of such deaths, other

than those mentioned earlier for the Filipi-

nos and the Japanese. On the other hand,

these mainland Southeast Asian popula-

tions have never had a sophisticated medi-

cal surveillance system such as that found

in the United States. And in the tradi-

tional Southeast Asian cultural setting,

folk explanations (usually of a super-

natural kind) exist to interpret such unex-

pected phenomena as sudden death.

We also wondered whether some factor,

such as extreme culture shock or stress, is

common to the victims in the United

States. During our month-long journey

across the country, we were able to investi-

gate half of all the recorded cases, includ-

ing twenty Hmong, six Lao, and two

Mien-Yao, all of whom had been con-

firmed by the CDC as falling into the cat-

egory of sudden, unexpected, nocturnal

death. We also spoke to one Hmong who
had been resuscitated by an emergency

medical team. Interviews with witnesses

and families were conducted in their own

languages, with awareness of their distinc-

tive cultural backgrounds.

The victims appeared to fall into two

categories, those who died very shortly

—

within days or weeks—after their arrival

in the United States, and those who died

months and even years after arrival. We
thought we might find victims of culture

shock in the first group, and the case of

Nao Shua may be a good example of this.

But in other cases the stress factor was not

so conspicuous—for example, in two

Hmong cases from the Twin Cities: Tong

Shua Lee, who died at the age of twenty-

eight in March 1 982, just six days after his

arrival in the States, and Chong Yang,

who died at twenty-five in October 1979

after only ten days. These young men had

come to America with their wives and

children, and both were accompanied by a

widowed mother and a younger brother.

Neither had experienced any particular

traumatic event (other than jet lag) in the

days immediately prior to death. The only

clue to emerge from our discussions with

their families was a dream, forewarning

death.

Chong Yang had his dream while still in

Thailand, some four months before his

death. He dreamed that four huge demons
came with orders to take him away. He
begged them to allow him to take leave of

his family first, but they refused and took

him in a car to a place where he was intro-

duced to his former district chief, a man
he knew had died suddenly in his sleep

four years previously. Recognizing the old

man, he again implored to be allowed to

warn his family of his departure. Again he

was refused. Then, as he sat watching the

leaves turning to gold and falling from the

trees, he gradually began to forget his

loved ones.

In the case of Tong Shua Lee, it was his

mother who had had a dream, again while

the family was still in Thailand, some

weeks before leaving for the United

States. She told us.

Someone was taking away my son. I fol-

lowed them to the river. They crossed to the

other side in a boat. I also crossed the river

in a boat. My son was speaking in another

language. He was already disappearing into

the distance. I could not leave my boat, so I

came back.

Was there any link between these pre-

monitions and the deaths that followed?

For the Hmong, the meaning of the

dreams was clear. For them, as for most

other Asians, dreams are seen as episodes

of real life and are taken seriously. In both

of the above cases, a shaman was called

upon to perform a ceremony to "restore

the destiny" of the threatened individuals.

Although the forewarned deaths presum-

ably were averted through ritual, the vic-

tims' anxiety may not have been dispelled.

Who can tell the dynamics of anxiety, es-

pecially when shared by a group of closely

knit kin, isolated in an alien environment?

In any case, the anxiety caused by (or re-

flected in) these dreams may have contin-

ued to operate during sleeping hours.

Sudden death may occur under various

circumstances, but in these Southeast

Asian cases, the most distinctive common
factor is that it occurred during sleep. To

the Western mind, dying in one's sleep is

the most serene death one can hope for.

But sleep is not as peaceful as most of us

would like to believe. During sleep we go

through a series of cycles, which are de-

scribed as ranging from "shallow" to

"deep." Normal dreams occur in the shal-

low phase, known as REM (rapid eye

movement) sleep. In the deep phase, epi-

sodes known as "night terrors" occasion-

ally occur that, according to an article by

Dr. Joyce Kales and others, cause "intense

10 Natural History 1 1/83
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entitle you to choose any of our s*>ft-

coverKniks. You pay only shipping

and handlmi; charges.

4. Return privilege. If rhe QPB
Rei ku IS dclaved and you receive the

Selection » ithout having had 10 days

to notify us. you may return it for

credit at our expense.

5. Cancellations. You may cancel

membetship at any time by notifying

QPB. We may cancel your member-

rlect not to buy and pay (or

book in evcr>- six-month

1 The first

book club
for smart
people
who

J aren't rich.



Howto get into

525 British castles,

statelyhomes
and historic sites

for $23.

The "Open to View" ticket opens the

doors to over 525 castles, stately

homes and historic sites all over Eng-
land. Scotland and Wales, It costs just

$23* for adults. $11.50" for children

under 16. and is valid for one month
from the date you first use it. For your
"Open to View" ticket, mail in the

coupon with your check payable to

"Open to View." Please allow 14 days
for delivery. .p^^^ ^j,-^^„^.^ j^^^^^ , ,,5^

Send to: British Tourist Authority. Dept OTV2
Box 2716. Gtand Central Station

N.Y.. NY 10163

Please send me:
Adult tickets at S23 each
Children's tickets at S1L50 each

I enclose a check or money order in the amount
of

,
payable to "Open to Viev.'

Address.

Citu

-Zip.

BRITfUN^
ISGLSSD SCOTLAND '

c2/Inyor\e for

Teipns?.

If your racket is tenons, doubles or singles,

and you want a perfect match ever\- time,

you can learn from the professionals. They
know a classic way to join pieces of wood
together is with a tenon that fits into a mor-
tise. Fine Woodworking magazine speaks this

language to more than 200,000 readers, peo-

ple seriously interested in making beautiful

things out of wood. Whether you are an as-

piring no\ice or an accomplished e.xpert,

you'U find it an especially informative maga-
zine, with fineh' detailed articles about tech-

niques and tools, materials and design. It's

written by skilled craftsmen who share their

years of woodworking experience. .•Vnd it's

printed on hea\y paper to uithstand years of

reference. .-Ul back issues are in print and
indexed periodically.

If you would like to become a bener wood-
worker, send $16 for a one-year subscription

(6 issues). Or call us toll-free. 1-800-243-7252

and charge your order. (Conn, residents call

1-426-8171). If you're not pleased, we'U be
happy to refund.

Fme
^brkinc

The Taunton Press

S2 Cliarch HIU Rd..

Box XT.iC
.CT 06470

terror and confusion and abrupt and dra-

matic physiological changes." Others

have Slated that night terror is reminiscent

of an acute psychotic episode, and that

pulse rates may rise as rapidly as one hun-

dred beats a minute in just thirty seconds.

Given that the incidence of night terrors is

especially high among people who have

e.xperienced severe stress, we suspected a

possible connection between night terrors

and Southeast Asian sudden death. What
could have happened in these people's

lives, we asked, that could have produced

such night terror?

Chong Yang's wife put us on a ver\' un-

expected track. According to her. he had

been the victim of spirits. "What spirits'?"

we asked. "Spirits of this country." she re-

plied. And where had she seen such spir-

its? "Even.' day on the TV." To confirm

her theon.' she added that on the night he

died. Chong had been watching "The In-

credible Hulk." Continuing with the night

terror h3'pothesis. there would be no need

for a situation of stress or anxiety related

to a life event. A careful study of the

Hmong reaction to television ought to be

conducted. Like their dreams, the images

on the screen, whether news or fiction, are

perceived as real experience. In our opin-

ion, a simple stimulus from the television

may have helped provoke some of the

deaths we investigated.

Fear of the supernatural may have

played a direct role in the death of Srisom-

phon Duangphetmorakot. a thirty-five-

year-old Lao who died in Rockford. Illi-

nois, in July 1981, only ten days after his

arrival in the United States. He and his

wife, Bunphan, came to their new country

full of optimism. They moved immedi-

ately into a large house found for them by

their sponsor and. for company, invited a

nephew who lived nearby to join them
while they settled in. After three days of

living in the house, their high spirits began

to wane. They both had the feeling that

the house was haunted. They also experi-

enced premonitions: Bunphan had a

strange dream, and Srisomphon, while sit-

ting in the garden on the day before he

died, remarked upon a strong smell of de-

cay, although his wife, sitting nearby, said

she could smell nothing. That night,

Bunphan was afraid to go to sleep alone,

and she begged her husband to go to bed

with her. He took no notice, however, and

remained downstairs watching television

long after midnight. The next morning

Srisomphon was found dead, lying at the

bottom of the stairs, his head resting on a

cushion from the couch, as if he had been

too tired to go upstairs. Before dying he

had turned off the television.

Perhaps stress and anxiety leading to

night terrors can come in a very innocuous

guise. The case of Sai Moua Lee, for ex-

ample, proved to be the most difficult to

understand. A bright, educated Hmong of

thirty-five, he was a former teacher and a

keen soccer player. He had been in Amer-
ica just two months. His widow could pro-

vide us with no clue as to any problems or

worries he might have had. apart from

some frustration over having difficulty in

speaking English. He had been educated

in French, spoke that language well, and

was impatient to grasp the new language.

Dav>c3 Falconer
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bpical paradise preserved by
lowned National Park System,

Costa Rica ofiFers a diversity' of

fauna and flora creating a haven

for nature lovers. From the

highland cloud for^ts of the

Monteverde Preserve to the

coastal tropical lowlands of

Corcovado National Park, this

peaceful litUe country abounds

with picturesque beauty and

exotic wildlife.

1984 Departure Dates

^nuary 24, February 12, March 4,

bril 4, May 6, June 10, July 8,

$1198
8 days from Miai

AWCAZOM
Its sheer immensity, abundance

of fauna and flora, its beauty and

tranquility make this last frontier

a haven for the nature lover.

Representing the world's greatc"st

wilderness area, the Amazon
possesses more species of plants

and animals than any place on

earth Althou§^ totally safe, you

will feel adventure while expk)-

ring the natural and cniltunil

history of nature's greatest

spectacle - the AMAZON.

1984 Departure Dates

January 28. February 25, March

17. May 19, July 14, September 15,

November 17

t or more inlbnilalion iunl firci- liriK-luirc
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THE FAMILY LIBRARY
OF THE WORLD'S GREAT BOOKS
Fifty of the greatest, most enjoyable

books ever written, selected by

a distinguished board of advisers.

In elegant, enduring bindings of

fine leather and fabric, leather

accented with 22 karat gold.

With exciting illustrations in

every volume.

For only $19.50 per volume —
but you must act promptly to

receive these quarter-leather volumes

at this low price.

In an age when most families spend
more time watching television than

reading— when a general decline in lit-

eracy is accompanied by an erosion of

traditional values— there could hardly

be a more worthwhile goal than to sur-

round yourself and your family with

great books in beautiful bindings.

Books that are a never-failing joy to

read. Stirring the mind and nourishing

the spirit. Inspiring admiration and re-

spect. Books that are beautiful in

themselves, so that they are gracious

additions to your home. Books that

your children can grow up with and

grow up to. For it is amazing how
quickly children come to be readers

when surrounded by great books. How
respectfully they treat luxurious bind-

ings and beautiful pages. How soon

they are comfortable with the classics.

To help select the works to be in-

cluded, a distinguished panel of critics,

authors, commentators and educators

was assembled. The books selected

were fifty that are regarded as the

greatest, most readable, most enjoy-

able and most memorable classics of

world literature. And The Franklin Li-

brary is presenting these works in an



edition of great beauty and luxury.

The traditional English Quarter

Leather binding of every volume will

be a beautifully coordinated combina-
tion of leather and fine fabric. The rich

leather of the spines will be "hubbed"
with raised ridges, and impressed with

22 karat gold, in the tradition of finely

bound books of old. The fabric will be

embellished with original designs. And
each volume will be enriched by el-

egant endleaves . . . exciting illustra-

tions . . . and fine bookpapers.

The first volume you will receive will

be Wiithcring Heights by Emily Bronte,

the passionate love story of Cathy and
Heathcliff— two of literature's most fa-

mous characters. Set in the Yorkshire

moors, this dramatic novel is imbued
with dark, hidden emotions and some-
times sinister undertones.

And each month thereafter, as a sub-

scriber, you will receive one additional

book— its pages filled with the world's

greatest reading.

Books of enduring beauty . .

.

an heirloom for your family

As you open each volume and turn its

pages, you will discover new delights.

The decorative endpapers and bound-

in ribbon page marker—carefully and

tastefully color-coordinated to the

book's covers. The page edges, gilded

with a special tarnish-free finish, add-

ing protection as well as beauty to

each volume. Magnificent illustrations,

some of them in full color. And the

bookpaper itself, specially milled to

last for many generations.

For these luxurious volumes will be

crafted to ivUiin their beauty. So that

this private library will be a lasting

heirloom. To be treasured by you and

your family now, and by your children

and grandchildren in years to come.

Price Going Up— act now
to obtain the low $19..50 price

These volumes are being offered at just

$19.50 each but for only a short time

longer. The price must be raised sub-

stantially later in 1983 due to rising

costs in publishing and printing.

But by taking advantage of this op-

portunity, you can still subscribe at the

present low price of just $19.50 per vol-

ume. You also have the right to cancel

your subscription at any time on 30

days' written notice, or return any

book within 30 days.

Return your application

postmarked by December .31, 1983

To subscribe on this special money-
saving basis, mail your application to

The Franklin Library, Franklin Center,

PA 19091, by December 31st.

THE BOARD OF ADVISERS

tt PAULIN(> FREDERICK

^.r Noledcorrespondenl.

-SUBSCRIPTION APPUCATION-

THE FAMILY LIBRARY
OF THE WORLD'S GREAT BOOKS

The Franklin Library

Franklin Center. Pennsylvania 19091

Please enter my subscription to The Family Lihrury of

the World's Great Books, consisting of 50 volumes

bound in genuine leather combined with fine fabrics.

The books will be sent to me at the rate of one each

month, and the issue price ofS19..50- per book will be

guaranteed to me for the entire library. However. I

have the right to cancel my subscription at any time

on 30 days' written notice, or return any book within

30 days.

I need send no payment now. 1 will be billed for

e.ach volume, individually, in advance of shipment.

'Plus my slate .^iales tax and S2J0 per hook for

shippiiiR and handling, sttbjeet only to postage increases.

Addrcvx

City .

State, Zip

Please mail b\ December 31. 1983.



WILLIAMS-SONOMA

100% Cotton Kitchen Towels
One dozen • $14.50

No-nonsense herringbone kitchen towels

(made for restaurants) are ver>' absorbent,

very tough, and ver\' inexpensive, 15"x28"

with overlocked hems and woven border

stripe in red. Set of I dozen. $14.50 ppd.

Please rush set(s) Cotton Kitchen Towels

#91-37119 @ $14.50 ppd. My check or money or-

der is enclosed.

D Enclosed is $1-00 for 6 issues of "A Catalog for

Cooks" (FREE with order)

CitT

5?a?e Zip

WILLIAMS-SONOMA
Dept. 522-02 • PO Box 7456 • San Francisco, CA 94120

NORTH AMERICA
NATURE EXPEDITIONS

Visit one of Nortli America's
magnificent wilderness areas.

BAHAMAS • NATURE'S
TREASURE ISLANDS
Andros Island, the largest and least

explored of the Bahamas provides an extra-

ordinary natural history experience

$695 • 8 days all inclusive from

Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

1983/1984 DEPARTURE DATES
Dec. 17, Jan. 14, Feb. 11

EVERGLADES
NATURE'S SEA OF LIFE

The Everglades represents a truly unique

habitat found nowhere else on Earth

S795 • 8 days all inclusive from
Miami, Florida

1984 DEPARTURE DATES
Jan. 7, Feb. 4, March 24

For more information and FREE brochure contact"

North America Nature Expeditions
Suite 104, 1776 Independence Court

Birmingham, Alabama 3521

6

TOLL FREE 1-800-633-4734

The day before his death, a Sunday, he

spent a couple of hours playing soccer,

then studied his English books until it was

time to go to bed. At 2:00 a.m. he was

dead. Could the exhaustion following the

soccer game or anxiety over learning Eng-

lish have been a fatal trigger?

Sai Moua's problem with language

learning takes on some significance when

compared with the case of Khammon
Ankhavong, who provides a good example

of the second group of victims, those

longer established in their new home. An
ethnic Lao, Khammon was born in 1944 in

the southern province of Pakse. He later

went to Vientiane to study law and, at the

age of twenty-three, returned to Pakse to

take a post as a public prosecutor Shortly

thereafter, he married Khao, a woman
from his home district, and together they

had three children. In his position as a

middle-ranking civil servant, Khammon
led a peaceful life until 1975 when, follow-

ing the Communist takeover in Laos, he

was stigmatized as a representative of the

old regime and sent to a reeducation

camp, a so-called seminar, in the Paksong

hills. Separated from his family, he en-

dured the spartan life there for three

years, until late in 1 979, when he managed

to escape. After hiding out for a few days,

he succeeded in reaching his wife and chil-

dren, and they immediately set off over-

land to seek refuge in Thailand. Kham-
mon's application to come to the United

States was rapidly processed in view of his

high level of education, and in February

1980 the family reached Seattle.

They were given a warm welcome by

their sponsor, a local physician, and

moved into their new home, a small but

comfortable bungalow in Bellevue. With-

in two months, Khammon had found a job

as a baker's assistant, working eight hours

a day on his feet, for $700 to $800 a

month. According to Khao, her husband

did not complain about this rather debas-

ing change in occupation. He was, she

said, working very hard at his English, in

the hope of one day finding work more aj>

propriate to his skills and abilities. He was

determined to make a go of settling in

America, expressed no regrets at leaving

Laos, and was quite emphatic about his

desire never to return there.

Sunday, May 10, 1981: The family had

been in the United States for well over a

year by now and had developed a comfort-

able routine. Khammon and his wife were

looking forward to the birth of their fourth

child that coming July. In the morning

they rose early to do the weekly market-

ing, before attending church. (The family

had built up a good relationship with their

sponsor and, in deference to him, regu-

larly attended the Mormon church, al5

though they remained Buddhists af

heart.) For much of the rest of the day,

Khammon spent his time poring over his

English books. Educated in French, he

was finding great difficulty with English

pronunciation, although his reading abil-

ity was quite good. After dinner at eight

o'clock, he studied one more hour before

retiring at ten. He had to get up early in

the morning to go to work. Contrary to his

usual pattern, that night he was asleep be-

fore his wife.

Khao had barely slept for half an hour

when she was suddenly awakened by

strange gurgling and groaning noises from

her husband. She tried to wake him, but

he did not move. She tried to sit him up,

but being quite heavily pregnant, she was

unable to do so. At first she did not worry

too much, thinking that he had simply

been dreaming, but when, some minutes

later, she noticed that his body was mo-

tionless, she examined him more closely

and realized that he was dead.

Although rather plump and prema-

turely balding, Khammon had been a

healthy man. On autopsy he was found to

have a slight narrowing of the coronary ar-

teries that, according to the medical ex-

perts, was probably attributable to his

modest smoking habit but was insufficient

to account for his death. Unlike so many

of the other cases we saw, Khammon had

been working and had apparently ac-

cepted his change in situation and his fu-

ture in America. Apart from frustration

over his slow progress in English, he had

no major problems. His salary, together

with child allowance, was adequate to sup-

port his family. The only indication that

he might have been worried or upset was

that two or three days before his death

Khammon had been awakened by a bad

dream, which he had refused to describe

to his wife.

When we asked Khao if she had

reached any conclusions about her hus-

band's death, she replied quickly, "No, I

don't know what caused it, but back in

Laos Khammon's father's younger broth-

er's son died in the same way, at the age of

thirty, in 1975. And that's not all—he had

two other cousins who died, sons of his

mother's younger brother!" These men
also apparently died in the same way, one

in his early thirties in Laos in the mid-

1970s, and the other, in May of 1982, at

age forty, at a refugee camp in Thailand.

In this family, male sudden deaths

seem to have occurred on Khammon's

mother's as well as his father's side, claim-

ing four victims in the same generation.

Strikingly, all the victims in this extended

family were between thirty and forty
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Smash Hits!
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• Alabama: Mtn Music 60229
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Orinoco "^BjverQruises

180 spectacular miles

upriver on the Orinoco

in Venezuela.

.\!id the unexploited leeward islands of the Caribbean.

Aboard the intimate Stella Oceanis, the only luxury

ship that can take you there.

This winter, discover the Orinoco, one of the five

great rivers of the world. Traversing amazingjungle,

habitat of dolphins (yes!), crocodiles and age-old

Indian cultures. See Angel Falls, the world s tallest

waterfall, and the fabulous resort of Canaima.

Dominica. St. Lucia. Bequia. Antigua. St. Kitts. And
more beautiful, seldom-visited islands.

14 days round trip from San Juan. Six winter cruises.

December 23, 1983 Christmas/New Year's Cruise, and
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years old. This is not a unique case. In four

of the twenty-nine famiUes we inter-

viewed, we found evidence of similar

deaths occurring among close male kin.

The true incidence may well be higher.

During a two-hour interview, the mother

and brothers of a seventeen-year-old vic-

tim denied knowledge of similar deaths in

the immediate family. However, while

later looking through the family photo al-

bum, we were amazed to discover a pic-

ture of another young dead man, sur-

rounded by grieving relatives. "That was

my eldest son," said the mother. "He died

in his sleep in the camp in Thailand." This

oversight had not been an attempt to con-

ceal something from us; the mother had

not connected the similar deaths of her

two sons because she had assumed there

were external causes for them.

In most of our second group of cases

there was no trauma, no obvious psycho-

logical trigger, although there was often

evidence that the victims had been ex-

hausted, combining full-time jobs with de-

manding night-school classes or other en-

terprises. In quite a few cases the fatal

sleep had occurred immediately after a

family row or late TV watching or inter-

rupted sleep. This had been the case for

the only survivor we were able to inter-

view, Ge Xiong, a thirty-eight-year-old

Hmong who had been living in the United

States for four years. Earlier on the night

of his attack he had been awakened by his

cousin, who had come to fetch him to visit

a hospitalized relative. While driving

through the darkened streets, Ge had lost

sight of his cousin's car and, after going

around in circles, had returned home frus-

trated. He went back to bed at 2:30 a.m.;

within an hour his seizure began.

Recollecting for us a nightmare he had

had in Laos more than five years before,

Ge described something very close to

what the psychiatrists call night terror.

"You want to listen, you can't hear; you

want to speak, you are dumb; you want to

call out, you cannot; you feel you are dy-

ing, dying; you want to run away. You piss

with fear in your sleep." Was Ge in the

middle of a similar night terror when his

seizure occurred? He can remember noth-

ing of the events. But Ge could give a

name to the night-terror syndrome he had

experienced before. He recalled distinctly

being under the attack of a nocturnal

spirit known to the Hmong as da chor.

This is an incubus, taking either animal or

human form and bearing down on the

chest of the sleeper. So, in fact, an experi-

ence close to night terror was already

present in the language and culture of the

Hmong.
Many words have been written about

J*
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the difficulties faced by Southeast Asian

immigrants, especially the Hmong, in be-

coming Americans. Nowadays there seem

to be very few Hmong who would deny

their disappointment. Few of them see this

as a consequence of their own reluctance

to adapt; they feel instead that it results

from a kind of rejection on the part of

American society. For example, most re-

sent the language barrier, which prevents

them from getting even an unskilled job,

and some see it as a form of deliberate ha-

rassment. Being dependent on welfare for

an indefinite period is also a source of

great distress. It is difficult for a once

hard-working and proud people to find

that some people consider them good-for-

nothings. Also, to enter a new society

means to abide by new laws and new cus-

toms. Adding to the problems of adjust-

ment, the Hmong and others are being

sought after by various Christian groups

competing for their souls, and by some

zealots eager to "liberate" the Hmong
women. This has disrupted family balance

and in a few extreme cases has led to sui-

cide or murder. Such instances are well

known in the Hmong community in

France as well as the United States.

Sudden death is another of the refu-

gees' worries, a constant menace for all of

them. Although the Hmong have learned

that sudden deaths have also occurred in

France and in Thailand, the sheer number

of victims in the United States has created

a new myth—that of a voracious Ameri-

can demon of death who devours refugees.

This myth has spread so quickly and so far

that, recently, some refugees still in Thai-

land have refused to come to America.

In conclusion, we anticipate that the

sudden deaths of Southeast Asian refu-

gees will prove to be a result of the interac-

tion of psychological, cultural, and physi-

cal factors. Exploration of the latter may
bring new insights into heart pathology.

Our own research, from a social anthropo-

logical perspective, was an attempt to

identify the social, cultural, and environ-

mental factors leading to death in individ-

uals who may have been physically predis-

posed. We were particularly interested to

learn that for the Hmong at least, tradi-

tional language and culture parallel the

psychologist's understanding of night ter-

ror. One of the keys to these sudden deaths

may lie in such cultural symbols.

Jacques Lemoine, a longtime student of

Southeast Asian peoples, is an anthropol-

ogist at France's National Research Cen-

ter. Anthropologist Christine Mougne
has done fieldwork in Thailand and

worked with refugee settlement programs

in Australia.
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This View of Life

Bound by the Great Chain
The popular "great chain of being" theory

had one bothersome fault: it didn't describe nature

by Stephen Jay Gould

In A Child's Garden of Verses, Robert

Louis Stevenson labeled the following

couplet as a Happy Thought: "The world

is so full of a number of things, / Tm sure

we should all be as happy as kings."

Yet most of us do not rejoice when we

contemplate the overwhelming diversity

of nature; it is all too complex and confus-

ing. We cannot be satisfied until we have

ordered it in some way; we must make

some sense of the bewildering variety by

classifying it.

Evolution is a satisfying ordering princi-

ple and we use it without hesitation today,

for evolution both records the pathway of

nature and allows us to classify its results

in a coherent manner. But what systems

did scientists invoke before evolution be-

came so popular during the nineteenth

century? Among many competitors, the

"great chain of being," or even gradation

of all living things, was surely the most fa-

miliar. Arthur Lovejoy, the celebrated

historian of ideas who traced the lineage

of this notion in his greatest work {The

Great Chain ofBeing, Harvard University

Press, 1936), called it "one of the half-

dozen most potent and persistent pre-

suppositions in Western thought. It was, in

fact, until not much more than a century

ago probably the most widely familiar

conception of the general scheme of

things, of the constitutive pattern of the

universe."

In the great chain of being, each organ-

ism represents a definite link in a single se-

quence leading from the lowest amoeba in

a drop of water to ever more complex be-

ings culminating in, you guessed it, our

own exalted selves. "Mark how it mounts

to man's imperial race, from the green

myriads in the peopled grass," wrote Al-

exander Pope in his expostulations in he-

roic couplets from the Essay on Man.

Since we tend to confuse evolution with

progress, the chain of being has often been

misinterpreted as a primitive version of

evolutionary theory. Although some nine-

teenth-century thinkers, in Lovejoy's

words, "temporalized" the chain and con-

verted it into a ladder that organisms

might climb in their evolutionary ad-

vance, the earlier and standard interpreta-

tion of the idea was explicitly and vehe-

mently antievolutionary. The chain is a

static ordering of unchanging, created en-

tities—a set of creatures placed by God in

fixed positions of an ascending hierarchy

that does not represent time or history, but

the eternal order of things. The ideological

function of the chain is rooted in its static

nature: each creature must be satisfied

with its assigned place—the serf in his

hovel as well as the lord in his castle—for

any attempt to rise will disrupt the uni-

verse's established order. Again, Alexan-

der Pope: "From Nature's chain whatever

link you strike, tenth, or ten thousandth,

breaks the chain alike."

In this column, I shall analyze the argu-

ments presented in one of the last influen-

tial defenses of the chain as a static or-

der—physician and biologist Charles

White's 1 799 treatise, "An account of the

regular gradation in man, and in different

animals and vegetables." Charles White

(1728-1813), who lived and practiced in

Manchester, England, was a surgeon re-

nowned for his work in obstetrics, particu-

larly for his insistence on absolute cleanli-

ness during delivery. In 1795, he pre-

sented his thoughts on the chain of being

to the Literary and Philosophical Society

of Manchester and published the results

four years later.

For this conservative physician, the

chain functioned in its usual way as an

Charles White 's rendition ofthe great chain ofbeing
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ideological support for social stability and

traditional values. From the static nature

of the chain itself, White inferred the nec-

essary existence of God as a creative

agent—for the only alternative would cast

the chain as a temporal product of evolu-

tion, a clearly unacceptable interpreta-

tion. In the last line of his treatise, White

justifies his labors in composition by writ-

ing that "whatever tends to display the

wisdom, order, and harmony of the cre-

ation, and to evince the necessity of recur-

ring to a Deity as a first cause, must be

agreeable to man." And although White

expressed his opposition to slavery, and in-

sisted that he merely wished to examine a

proposition in natural history, not to cast

aspersions upon any race, his conventional

ranking of human groups with European

whites on top and African blacks on the

bottom certainly reinforced the prejudices

of his comfortable Caucasian contempo-

raries. White insisted, speaking of himself:

Neither is he desirous of assigning to any

one a superiority over another, except that

which naturally arises from superior bodily

strength, mental powers, and industry, or

from the consequences attendant upon liv-

ing in a state of society. He only wishes to

investigate the truth, and to discover what

are the established laws of nature respect-

ing his subject; apprehending, that what-

ever tends to elucidate the natural history

of mankind, must be interesting to man.

For biologists, the main problem with

the chain of being had always been that, in

some objective sense, it doesn't seem to de-

scribe nature very well. It is devilishly dif-

ficult to arrange all organisms in a single,

finely gradated chain when enormous

gaps seem to pervade nature's system

—

what comes between plants and animals

or invertebrates and vertebrates, for ex-

ample? And how can we place into a hi-

erarchy of perfection those creatures that

seem to represent equivalent variations of

a basic design, not lower or higher produc-

tions—the breeds of dogs, for example, or

the persistent dilemma of human racial

diversity?

In an important sense, the chain of be-

ing was always a bad argument, even in its

own terms and for its own time—if one be-

lieves that a theory about nature should

record its literal appearance accurately (a

criterion not always in vogue among the

learned). Paradoxically, this very feature

of poor harmony with nature makes the

chain of being such an interesting subject

for analysis. Good arguments don't pro-

vide nearly as much insight into human
thought, for we can simply say that we
have seen nature aright and have engaged

ourselves in the humble task of mapping it

accurately and objectively. But bad argu-

ments must be defended in the face of na-

ture's opposition, and that takes some do-

ing. The analysis of this "doing" often pro-

vides us with insight into the ideology or

thought processes of an age, if not into the

modes of human reason itself. White's de-

fense of the static chain is particularly

forthright and unsubtle, but no more

poorly formulated than usual. It thus be-

comes an excellent illustration of how du-

bious arguments are constructed.

White regarded the various human
races as separately created species (consis-

tent with his antievolutionary view of gra-

dation in the chain of being) and focused

his treatise on ordering these races into a

single sequence of lower to higher. The
treatise therefore pursues two difficult ar-

guments in sequence to reach its dubious

conclusion. First, White must justify the

chain of being in general, and in the face

of large gaps that seem to separate plants

and animals, and apes and humans. Sec-

ond, he must arrange human races in a sin-

gle chain, even though their variation is so

multifarious that diverse criteria seem to

yield different orderings. In short, how do

you construct a single chain when nature

seems to present abundant variation but

little hierarchy?

The first part of White's treatise at-

tempts to justify the chain of being itself

as a general ordering principle for life. He
first tackles the problem of apparent gaps

between major kingdoms, plants and ani-

mals in particular This old problem had

generally been "solved" by previous advo-

cates of the chain with fanciful arguments

for intermediate forms. Thus, Charles

Bonnet advocated asbestos as transitional

between minerals and plants because its

fibrous nature recalled the vascular sys-

tems of plants. And the freshwater hydra,

a relative of corals, was widely heralded,

after its discovery in 1739, as an interme-

diate form between plants and animals be-

cause (like plants) it seemed to lack com-

plex internal organs and it propagated

asexually by budding.

White invoked the hydra, but his main

strategy for bridging the gap between

plants and animals involved an argument

for similarity of anatomical design—for if

he could show that plants and animals

were not simply different in basic struc-

ture, but built from the same mold, with

plants as less complex versions of the same

fundamental plan, then a single order

could be constructed. White used three

poor arguments in attempting to establish

a unity of structure between plants and an-

imals. First, he invoked some bad analo-

gies in claiming, for example, that since

plants drop their leaves and mammals
shed their hair, some fundamental similar-
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ity unites bushes and baboons. Second, he

plied simple misinformation in claiming

that plants have lungs for breathing.

Third, he cited similarities that are irrele-

vant because the properties involved are

too general to support any claim for struc-

tural similarity—for example, that plants,

as well as animals, are subject to disease.

To plug the largest perceived gap at the

other end of the scale—that between apes

and humans (although it looms less for us

today)—White employed the same poor

arguments. Here, he does not try to estab-

lish unity of design (even an ape's biggest

detractor could not deny anatomical simi-

larity with humans), but to raise the status

of apes while lowering that of some peo-

ple. Using bad analogies (or transferring

human concepts to animal behavior), he

argued that baboons assign sentinels to

watch over their sleeping herds by night.

In an amusing passage, and on the theme

of simple misinformation. White elevated

orangutans by arguing that they willingly

submit to that most enlightened of con-

temporary medical practices—bloodlet-

ting: "When sick, these animals have been

known to suffer themselves to be blooded,

and even to invite the operation; and to

submit to other necessary treatment, like

rational creatures." Then, in a simulta-

neous double whammy designed to raise

apes and debase black humans, he por-

trayed the simians as both slavers and sex-

ual abusers (ever so human, if not particu-

larly admirable):

They have been known to carry off negro-

boys, girls, and even women, with a view of

making them subservient to their wants as

slaves, or as objects of brutal passion: and it

has been asserted by some, that women
have had offspring from such connections.

Having thus established the chain as a

finely nuanced sequence embracing all

living things. White moved on to the ma-

jor subject of his treatise: the ranking of

human races in a single order with his own

group on top. For more than 100 pages,

structure after structure and organ after

organ. White strives mightily to arrange

the races as a single sequence. The effort

was an intellectual struggle involving the

uncomfortable fit of recalcitrant data into

a predetermined scheme; for differences

among races cannot easily be linearized,

no matter how strong one's a priori com-

mitment to such an arrangement. More-

over, when forced into single sequences,

the directions are not always consonant

—

that is, blacks may have less of some ad-

mirable qualities than whites, but for an-

other set of features they have more. How
did White deal with these inconsistencies

and threats to his system?

I can make most sense of White's ef-

forts by arranging his discussions of par-

ticular features into four categories—and

only one comfortably matches his pre-

ferred scheme of a single chain rising from

"lower" animals to "inferior" races (Afri-

can blacks at the bottom and orientals in

the middle) and finally to European

whites at the summit. The first category

includes admirable traits possessed in

greater quantity by whites, lesser by

blacks, and still less by beasts. Using some
dubious measures (for human races do not

differ substantially in the size of their

brains, as if it mattered), White argued,

for example, that blacks occupied an in-

termediate position in a heterogeneous se-

quence of brain size, ranging from birds to

dogs to apes and finally through "lower"

human races to white Europeans. But this

is the only category of four that affirmed

White's presuppositions. The other three

imposed distinct and pressing problems in

interpretation. White, however, was equal

to the task.

The second category includes those ad-

mirable traits that, to White's embarrass-

ment, are more abundantly distributed

among black people. White dealt with this

dilemma by arguing that, although the

traits must be deemed valuable, beasts

were even better endowed—so the se-

quence still ran from beast to black to

white. White writes: "In these last particu-

lars the order is changed, the European

being the lowest, the African higher, and

the brute creation still higher in the scale."

Blacks, for example, sweat less than

whites—a seeming advance in refinement

(although White assures us that blacks

have a stronger body odor than Cauca-

sians). White comments:

Captains and Surgeons of Guinea ships,

and the West India planters, unanimously

concur in their accounts, that negroes sweat

much less than Europeans; a drop of sweat

being scarcely ever seen upon them. Simiae

sweat still less, and dogs not at all.

Similarly, black females have less copious

menstruation—a clear increment in dain-

tiness over whites. But most apes display

still weaker bleeding or none at all. Blacks

excel whites in memory, but lower animals

are the all-time champs; elephants truly

never forget. Indeed, White manages to

degrade anything admirable about blacks

by attributing more of the same to lower

animals. Blacks, for example, he claims,

tolerate pain better than whites. He cites a

colleague who wrote:

They bear surgical operations much better

than white people; and what would be the

cause of insupportable pain to a white man,

a negro would ahnosl disregard. I have am-

putated the legs of many negroes, who have

held the upper part of the limb themselves.
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But think of how many lower animals—in-

sects in particular—bear dismemberment

without an apparent whimper.

The third category includes bestial fea-

tures possessed more strongly by whites

than blacks, and most of all by lower ani-

mals—the most direct and evident excep-

tion to White's preferred order. Whites,

for example, have a fuller beard and more

copious body hair than blacks, while most

mammals are fully covered with a dense

pelage. White wriggles out of this problem

with a rhetorical device and a claim that

the noblest of animals have flowing hair,

much like that of European whites!

The fine, long, flowing hair appears to be

given for ornament. The Universal Parent

has bestowed it upon but few animals, and

those of the noblest kind—upon man, the

chief of the creation—upon the majestic

lion, the king of the forest—and upon that

most beautiful and useful domestic animal,

the horse.

In the final category, blacks possess

more of apparently bestial features than

whites, so all seems well—until we reahze

that beasts develop these characteristics

least of all. Black males, for example, have

larger penises than whites, while black fe-

males have larger breasts—sure signs of

an indecent and unbridled sexuality.

(White even reports that "the Hottentot

women have long flabby breasts; and that

they can suckle their children upon their

backs by throwing the breasts over their

shoulders.") But apes have smaller penises

and breasts than any group of humans.

White found no way to deal with this prob-

lem adequately, and simply made an end

run around it, commenting in passing that

at least black women and apes develop the

largest nipples!

At this point, and after 100 pages of

assiduous hsting. White's argument Ues in

a shambles—despite all his heroic efforts

at patching it up, as documented in the

foregoing discussion. Therefore, following

all the old adages about putting the best

face upon adversity, he ends with a rhetor-

ical flourish and with a blatant appeal to

that ultimate subjectivity—aesthetic cri-

teria. After all, don't we all know that

white people are more attractive and

pleasing to God and man—and that's ulti-

mately that. Thus, in a final roulade and in

a famous paragraph often quoted for its

unintended humorous effect. White ends

his argument with the following paean to

European beauty:

Ascending the line of gradation, we come at

last to the white European; who being most

removed from the brute creation, may, on

that account, be considered as the most

beautiful of the human race. No one will

doubt his superiority of intellectual powers;

and I believe it will be found that his capac-

ity is naturally superior also to that of every

other man. Where shall we find, unless in

the European, that nobly arched head, con-

taining such a quantity of brain, and sup-

ported by a hollow conical pillar, entering

its center? Where the perpendicular face,

the prominent nose, and round projecting

chin? Where that variety of features, and

fulness of expression; those long, flowing,

graceful ringlets; that majestic beard, those

rosy cheeks and coral lips? Where that erect

posture of the body and noble gait? In what

other quarter of the globe shall we find the

blush that overspreads the soft features of

the beautiful women of Europe, that em-

blem of modesty, of delicate feelings, and of

sense? Where that nice expression of the

amiable and softer passions in the counte-

nance; and that general elegance of fea-

tures and complexion? Where, except on

the bosom of the European woman, two

such plump and snowy white hemispheres,

tipt with Vermillion?

I don't mean to diminish the posthu-

mous humor of this passage
—

"snowy

white hemispheres tipt with vermillion" as

the ultimate mark of human perfection,

indeed! White's flowery style may render

him more subject to ridicule than most of

his contemporaries, but his argument is no

worse or different from most of theirs. He
was merely expressing a common opinion

of his time in admittedly overblown rheto-

ric. The static chain of being, as Lovejoy

argues, had formed a cornerstone of West-

em interpretations of nature for centuries,

despite its evident difliiculties in appUca-

tion to a recalcitrant world full of gaps and

copious variation not easily ordered into

single sequences.

So have a good chuckle at the appropri-

ate parts, but then ponder the larger and

serious issue for a moment. Evolution

drove the static chain of being into ob-

solescence—and it is therefore easy, in

retrospect, to identify its evident flaws and

to analyze the falseness and inconsistency

of argument used to defend it. But how

many of our own cherished beUefs, the

ones that we never doubt because we think

that they map nature in an obvious way,

wiU seem centuries hence just as foolish

and ideologically bound as the static chain

of being? Should we not examine the logic

and verisimilitude of our own deepest con-

victions? At least we may avoid the ridi-

cule of future generations by steering

clear of sexual anatomy and leaving to the

great bibhcal poets of the Song of Songs

any metaphorical description of the hu-

man breast.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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High-Altitude Conk Out
Ash clouds ejected into the upper atmosphere by explosive volcanoes

can pose a threat to jet aircraft

by William S. Smith

On the night of June 23, 1982, British

Airways flight 9, a four-engine 747 with

239 passengers and 16 crew members

aboard, was on a routine flight from Kuala

Lumpur on the Malay Peninsula to Perth,

Australia—a flight that the pilot in com-

mand, Eric Moody, had made many times

before. The evening meal had just been

cleared away and the passengers were set-

tling back to watch the in-flight movie.

On Golden Pond, when a remarkable

incident took place. Suddenly, while pass-

ing 100 miles south of Sumatra at an alti-

tude of 37,000 feet, the stars were no

longer visible. The outer darkness was re-

placed by a spectacular display of Saint

Elmo's fire around the engines and across

the cockpit windshield and instrument

panel. The phenomenon, caused by an in-

tense discharge of electricity, was un-

usual, even for Moody, an experienced

airline captain. Each engine, he later re-

ported, appeared to be brightly lit, as if a

spotlight were shining from behind it. But

there was little time for wonderment at

this light show. The first officer quickly

announced that the number four engine

had failed. Within the next minute the re-

maining three engines also shut down.

Declaring an in-flight emergency to air-

traffic control, the crew initiated a series

of procedures for engine failure. The crew

members knew they would have to de-

scend to a lower altitude, where higher air

densities and higher oxygen levels would

increase the chances of restarting the en-

gines. They began a steep descent while

calling out essential flight parameters on

cue. While cross-checking redundant in-

strument panels, the crew realized that

the two indicators of airspeed, a poten-

tially crucial factor when attempting to re-

start stalled engines, diff"ered by fifty

knots. Despite their inability to rely on the

airspeed indicators and other instrument

readings, the crew repeatedly attempted

to restart the failed engines using proce-

dures for "unreliable" instruments. Mean-

while, a thick, choking fine dust and a sul-

furous odor permeated both the cockpit

and the passenger cabin. The usual engine

hum was replaced by silence broken by

the creaking of the stressed airframe.

The general confusion was com-

pounded when the cabin pressure, no

longer maintained by the engines, fell be-

low the critical point and the oxygen

masks dropped from their overhead stor-

age bins. Although catastrophe must have

appeared imminent to many passengers,

most behaved calmly. Some were later re-

ported to have strapped their passports to

their bodies to facilitate identification

should they be killed. Others quickly

wrote farewell notes to loved ones. Many
pulled down their window shades to avoid

viewing the inevitable ditching.

Finally, after more than five minutes,

Captain Moody announced to the numbed
passengers in characteristically under-

stated British style, "This is your captain

speaking. We have a small problem. All of

our engines have stopped but we're doing

our damndest to get them working again. I

trust you're not in too much distress." The

captain's reassurance belied his own con-

cerns, however, as he began to assess his

options. There were only two: ditching in

the open ocean if he could not restart the

engines or making an emergency landing

in Jakarta, the nearest airport, if he could

restart them.

At last, after some thirteen minutes, the

number four engine was finally restarted.

Within a short time all the engines be-

came operational. Nevertheless, the or-

deal was not yet over. At that point the air-

craft was below 13,000 feet. The Jakarta

airport, about seventy-five to one hundred

nautical miles away, was beyond a wall of

towering mountainous peaks. To facilitate

radar pickup, Jakarta control directed the

aircraft to climb to 1 5,000 feet. The cap-

tain complied. Soon, though, the Saint

Elmo's fire resumed and the number two

engine failed once again. Nursing the re-

maining three engines and using on-board

radar, the crew carefully maneuvered the

aircraft around and between the high

mountains, and began their descent to Ja-

karta. As they came down to a relatively

low altitude, the crew noticed that al-

though it was nighttime they could not see

any lights on the ground. In fact, they

couldn't see anything at all—the cockpit

windshield was completely opaque. With

no visibility and an unsymmetrical thrust

due to the failed engine, the landing at Ja-

karta required all their skill and resources.

What Captain Moody did not know was

that Mount Galunggung, a volcano on

Java, had erupted a few hours before his

takeoff, spewing tons of volcanic ash into

the upper atmosphere only miles upwind

of his flight path. It was the intake of that

material by the plane's engines that had

caused the trouble. When engine number

two failed for the second time after climb-

ing to 15,000 feet, the aircraft had evi-

dently reentered the ash cloud. And it was

volcanic ash that had "sandblasted" the

cockpit windshield, making it opaque in

only a minute.

After the near accident, engineers from

Rolls Royce, the manufacturer of the air-

craft's engines, and Boeing, the airframe

manufacturer, began an intensive investi-

gation to ascertain what had caused the

engine failures. The question was puzzling
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Ash Accumulation in a Turbine Engine

AIRFLOW

Joe LeMonnie

since similar turbojet engines have a long

and successful history of operating in

desert areas where high levels of dust in

the atmosphere are commonplace. In-

deed, in Kuwait, an area of frequent air-

line operations, fine-grained dust layering

is said to exist up to 1 5,000 feet. The usual

experience is that such dust causes slow

erosion of the engine's compressor blades,

but no case of engine failure had yet been

documented for engines of this type.

When aircraft engines fail, the ensuing

technical investigation is pursued to an ex-

traordinary degree. The engines are com-

pletely disassembled. All parts are exam-

ined with a horoscope, an instrument that

transmits and measures light in the intri-

cate engine passageways. Oil, fuel, and all

foreign matter in the engines are sub-

jected to physical and chemical analysis.

Sophisticated computer models of engine

performance are run in an attempt to sim-

ulate information obtained from the flight

data recorder.

Before they are allowed into commer-

cial service, aircraft engines are subjected

to intense engineering analysis. The reli-

ability goal they must meet is set high

enough to guarantee that no single system

failure or combination of failures of sys-

tems crucial to flight will occur with a

probability greater than one chance in one

billion per flight hour. Thus, multiple en-

gine failures should, practically speaking,

never occur. Over the years the record for

in-flight engine shutdowns has provided

ample evidence of the validity of this stan-

dard. Tests are designed to insure that

such goals will be met despite lightning

strikes, water and bird ingestion, and a

whole host of other environmental haz-

ards. The ingestion of volcanic ash, how-

ever, was clearly intolerable at the den-

sities encountered by British Airways

flight 9.

Within a matter of weeks the team of

engineers and scientists investigating the

incident believed they had found their an-

swer. But to understand the explanation, a

few words on the operation of a turbojet

engine are needed. In simple terms, there

are three basic parts to a turbojet engine

—the compressor, the combustors, and

the turbine. Air is initially drawn into the

rotating fanlike compressor at the front of

the engine and raised to very high pres-

sures by means of sequential rows of

curved compressor blades. The com-

pressed air is then forced into the combus-

tors, mixed with fuel, and ignited. The ex-

haust is directed across the turbine blades,

which generate a powerful turning force.

Since the compressor and turbine sections

are connected by an internal shaft, this

force turns the compressor and maintains

the airflow. Many modern aircraft en-

gines are designed to operate at very high

compression ratios so that at higher alti-

tudes, where the air density is low, an ade-

quate supply of air for the combustion pro-

cess can still be harnessed.

When the engines from the British Air-

ways 747 were examined, the most obvi-

ous result of flying through the volcanic

ash cloud appeared to be the accumula-

tion of melted ceramiclike deposits on the

surfaces of the turbine, the hottest part of

the engine. The deposit was so thick in

places that the overall turbine area

through which the air needed to pass was

reduced by more than 10 percent. This, in

turn, reduced the overall engine airflow by

roughly 10 percent. Although that reduc-

tion may seem minor to a layperson, the

consequences are catastrophic for engines

as finely tuned for maximum efficiency as

turbojets. As the airflow was reduced by

the blockage, the pressure built up by the

compressor rose. Soon the pressure

reached the maximum physically attain-

able at the specific rotational speed of the

compressor. What resulted is known as

compressor stall; the compressor can no

longer effectively compress the incoming
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air, which is then free to expand and flow

forward as well as backward. This inter-

rupts the airflow through the combustors

and there is no longer a mechanism func-

tioning to mix the fuel and support com-

bustion.

In retrospect, the phenomenon of com-

pressor stall caused by the intake of volca-

nic ash should not be too surprising. The

effluents from large volcanic eruptions

have been intensively studied for decades.

Of interest here are the pyroclastic volca-

nic materials (literally, fire-broken rocks).

There are basically two kinds of pyroclas-

tic materials—glassy and crystalline.

Glassy materials result when a volcano's

magma, or molten rock, undergoes a sud-

den cooling and the atoms of material

making up the magma are frozen in the

positions they happen to be in at the time.

The result is an amorphous disordered

structure. Crystalline pyroclastic materi-

als, on the other hand, are created when,

over geologic time, the atoms of the volca-

nic material slowly form intricate lattice

structures and geometries.

Of crucial importance to the jet engine

problem are the melting temperatures of

these materials. Glasses have a charac-

teristic melting point of between 600° to

800° C (about 1,100° to 1,500°F). In or-

der to melt crystalline materials, however,

additional energy is required to overcome

the internal forces that result from their

lattice structure and interatomic bonding.

Crystals melt in the range of 1,100° to

1,200 °C (2,000° to 2,200 °F). Sand in

many desert areas characteristically melts

within the same temperature range as

crystalline pyroclastic materials.

The operating temperature of a typical

jet engine at the turbine inlet area is about

1,000°C. Thus one might expect that tur-

bojet engines could tolerate ambient

desert sand dust and volcanic crystalline

ash with little risk that such particles

would form melt deposits. On the other

hand, volcanic ash clouds that are en-

riched in glassy materials may be more of

a hazard. By all indications, the melting

points of glassy volcanic materials are low

enough so that even during the short time

these materials might spend in the hot tur-

bine section, melting can take place. Addi-

tionally, the molten deposit can poten-

tially form a surface to which unmelted

particles may adhere as well.

As scientists, engineers, and aviation of-

ficials worldwide began to piece this puz-

zle together, the inevitable question arose:

What can be done to avoid the problem?

The answer, in part, came about three

weeks after the British Airways incident.

On the night of July 1 3, 1 982, a Singa-

pore Airlines 747 with 230 passengers

aboard was on a flight from Singapore to

Melbourne, along a route in the same vi-

cinity as the British Airways flight, when

it experienced a similar sequence of

events. At about 9:30 p.m., while cruising

at 33,000 feet, the crew noticed the ap-

pearance of Saint Elmo's fire around the

four Pratt and Whitney engines. This was

followed by erratic behavior in engine

number one. The pilot, Nicholas Evans,

correctly guessed that he had penetrated a

volcanic ash cloud (in fact, the same vol-

cano on Java, Mount Galunggung, had

erupted again only a few hours before).

He immediately reduced power to idle on

the troubled engine. As he began to bring

number one back to its fully operational

condition, the number two engine showed

signs of trouble. Shutting down this sec-

ond engine, Evans elected to return to Sin-

gapore. While descending to 26,000 feet,

however, numbers three and four also had

to be shut down to avoid overheating.

With only one engine operational, the

crew worked to restart the remaining en-

gines. Finally the number three engine

started up but the other two did not re-

spond. At 13,000 feet the crew realized

that with only two engines in operation,

Singapore was too far away to reach. Not
knowing the position of the suspected ash

cloud, the crew decided that an emer-

gency landing at Jakarta was their only

option. They declared an in-flight emer-

gency and dumped 13,000 pounds of fuel

to lighten the load. Even though the air-

craft was operating on only two engines, it

was able to reach Jakarta and land. Sig-

nificantly, of the two engines that re-

mained operational one had been pre-

served by the initial action to reduce

power. A reduction in power results in a

reduction in temperature, and since it is

high temperatures that cause the material

to melt, reducing power may be one way

of avoiding excessive particle buildup.

Pratt and Whitney and Boeing engi-

neers investigated the Singapore Airlines

flight and their conclusion was consistent

in all respects with that of the investiga-

tion of the British Airways encounter: the

buildup of foreign material inside the en-

gines had reduced the airflow by roughly

10 percent and caused compressor stall.

Pilots and aviation officials are now
considering what can be done to better de-

tect and avoid volcanic ash clouds. Can
volcanic eruptions be predicted by on-site

monitoring so that air routes can be al-

tered? Unfortunately, the answer is no.

The state of the art leaves advance hazard

predictions imprecise at best. Such haz-

ard forecasts require sensitive magnetic

and chemical measurements that are ob-

tained only at great expense. Although on-
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site prediction might be feasible for such

domestic locations as Mount St. Helens in

Washington State, it would require an

enormous expenditure of resources for

other volcanic regions of the United

States such as the Aleutian Islands. Out-

side the United States there are places like

Indonesia, with more than 120 potentially

active volcanoes, that could not practi-

cally be monitored in this way. In addi-

tion, some of the most violent volcanic

eruptions, like the April 1982 eruption of

El Chichon in Mexico, occur at locations

with little previous history to justify costly

surveillance.

Some of the world's most heavily trav-

eled air routes are the Great Circle routes

across the North Pacific from the United

States to Japan. Many of these flights pass

over a portion of what is known as the

Ring of Fire—a rough circle of active vol-

canoes that stretches from the Andes in

South America up the North American

coast, to the Aleutian Islands, across the

Bering Sea to the Kamchatka Peninsula,

and down to Japan and Indonesia. In these

regions, where the continental plates col-

lide, are found the most explosive type of

volcanoes. Ring of Fire volcanoes tend to

differ from other types of volcanoes in at

least two respects: their magma is highly

viscous and they release their trapped gas

in a violent fashion. During the past five

Moving
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years more than twenty significant volca-

nic events have occurred beneath the

North Pacific air routes alone.

Currently the most feasible strategy for

tracking volcanic ash clouds is the use

of existing meteorological and environ-

mental satellites. Scientists of the Na-

tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-

tration (NOAA) maintain a twenty-four-

hour watch examining and analyzing such

satellite imagery. Recently, some progress

has been made in identifying volcanic ash

clouds.

Two general types of satellite systems

are being used—geostationary and polar

orbiting. Geostationary satellites, which

have a twenty-four-hour orbital period

and therefore remain over a single point of

the earth's surface, provide continuous

coverage of one geographic area. The

United States has placed two such satel-

lites in orbit: GOES (Geostationary Oper-

ational Environmental Satellite) East and

GOES West. These are supplemented by

similar satellites launched by Japan, In-

dia, and a group of Western European

countries. Although their data is continu-

ous, and thus well suited for providing

timely information to airspace users, their

instrumentation is designed primarily to

monitor the movement of water vapor

clouds. Volcanic ash clouds, which may
have little water vapor content, are far

harder to distinguish, especially if they are

coincident with, or embedded in, cumulo-

nimbus clouds, the high-altitude clouds

associated with turbulence and thunder-

storms.

A practical solution to this problem lies

in the use of polar orbiting satellites, such

as TIROS-N. These satellites, which

travel from pole to pole, are equipped with

sophisticated instrument packages that

can process very high resolution infrared

images. By adding or subtracting images

obtained at different wavelengths in the

infrared, cumulonimbus features may
possibly be filtered out, leaving only the

volcanic ash clouds as an unambiguous

feature. This is the way sea-surface tem-

perature is obtained by such satellites.

The disadvantage is, of course, that orbit-

ing satellites provide data on a given re-

gion only following an overpass. At

present NOAA-7 views a given area only

twice every twenty-four hours. Accord-

ingly, up to twelve hours could elapse be-

tween an eruption and a useful image.

A problem nearly equal to that of detec-

tion is how to determine on the basis of sat-

ellite information when it is safe to termi-

nate airspace restrictions. Given the

magnitude of the airspace potentially af-

fected following large eruptions, this ques-

tion is of enormous economic importance.
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Solving it depends on knowing what densi-

ties of volcanic ash pose a problem for tur-

bojet engines. Surprisingly, there is little

information at present on the dust densi-

ties produced by a volcanic eruption. Be-

cause of the obvious hazards involved, few

in-flight measurements of volcanic ash

clouds have been made. The crucial

corroborating evidence needed to cali-

brate satellite signals is lacking. Even the

investigations of known encounters in

which engines were damaged were unable

to make reliable estimates of the dust den-

sities involved.

Despite the advantages of satellite tech-

nology, it is unlikely that such systems can

be used for the initial detection of many
volcanic eruptions until their clouds are

sufficiently well developed to be recog-

nizable. But this may be too late to provide

information at the most crucial early

times. For that there may be no substitute

for reliable, firsthand human observation,

combined with rapid international commu-

nications—something unlikely to be forth-

coming in many sparsely populated areas

of the world. One proposal has recently

been made by scientists at the Smith-

sonian's Scientific Event Alert Network in

Washington, D.C. This network was origi-

nally established to collect and disseminate

data on short-lived phenomena such as

meteors, earthquakes, and volcanoes.

Their suggestion is to use the pilots them-

selves as a source of the information. Pilots

who fly regular schedules over historically

active volcano sites are often the first to

note the smoke, gas plumes, and other signs

of an impending eruption. The eruptions of

Mount St. Helens, for example, have in

most cases been reported initially by air-

borne pilots and communicated by them to

air-traffic control personnel.

Many problems remain: among them

are methods of detection and tracking and

the efficient and timely communication of

results to those who need the information.

The Federal Aviation Administration is

currently working with university and

other government scientists from NOAA,
NASA, and the U.S. Geological Survey

to bring together the diverse technological

disciplines involved. The United States is

also participating in an international study

sponsored by the International Civil Avia-

tion Organization, a specialized agency of

the United Nations headquartered in

Montreal, to develop a standardized air-

traffic control strategy based on the best

technology available.

William S. Smith, who has a Ph.D. in

physical chemistry, is a scientist with the

Office of Aviation Safety of the Federal

Aviation Administration.
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Sky Reporter

Rocks from Mars
A small group of meteorites apparently came
from the red planet. How did they get here?

by Stephen P Maran

Laboratory scientists are studying the

chemical and mineralogical properties of

a unique group of nine meteorites that

some investigators beheve have come

from the planet Mars. Recently analyses

and comparisons of the rocks with data

gathered on Mars by NASA space probes

tend to support this belief. Interest, ac-

cordingly, is shifting to the question of

how the rocks could have left Mars and

reached the earth without benefit of a

space vehicle of their own.

Four of the nine were actually seen to

fall from space. The first of them fell near

Chassigny, in France, in 1815; another fell

in the vicinity of Shergotty, India, in 1 865;

a third in Nakhla, Egypt, in 1 9 11 ; and the

fourth in Zagami, Nigeria, in 1962. Single

meteorites were found in Brazil, in Aus-

tralia, and in Lafayette, Indiana. Most re-

cently, two were discovered in Antarctica;

one in 1977, the other in 1979. None of

these last five was seen to drop, but they

are all similar to those whose falls were

witnessed. Previously classified as sher-

gottites, nakhlites, and chassignites, after

the first three locations where their falls

were seen, the nine rocks are now referred

to collectively as "SNC meteorites."

These meteorites are igneous rocks,

meaning that they formed from molten

rock, or magma. As early as 1 872, labora-

tory examination of the Shergotty rock

showed that it contained a substantial

amount of a previously unknown glassy

material. Analysis indicates that this sub-

stance, called maskelynite, was produced

from crystals of a variety of the familiar

mineral feldspar. One might conclude

that at some time after the Shergotty rock

formed from a magma, it was reheated to

a temperature high enough to melt feld-

spar, thus creating the maskelynite. How-
ever, this hypothesis is contradicted by the

presence of crystals of the-mineral augite

in the same rock. Augite has a lower melt-

ing point than feldspar, and since the au-

gite crystals in the Shergotty meteorite

have not been melted, one must conclude

that the meteorite has never been hot

enough to melt feldspar.

The likely explanation of how the mas-

kelynite formed came after experiments

on the reaction of feldspar crystals to high-

pressure shock waves were reported in

1959. A shock wave is a disturbance that

travels in a medium at a speed greater

than the speed of sound in that medium.

Powerful explosions and high-speed pro-

jectile impacts are known to induce shock

waves in solid media such as metal and

stone. The experiments with controlled ex-

plosions in the laboratory showed that

shock waves can transform feldspar crys-

tals to maskelynite. Therefore, the pres-

ence of maskelynite in the Shergotty rock

and other SNC meteorites suggests that

at some point they were subjected to shock

waves from a powerful impact, presum-

ably the fall of a high-speed object onto

another, probably larger body, called a par-

ent body, where these meteorites formed.

Meteorites were not bom in space in the

form in which they are found on the earth.

Internal evidence such as the presence of

minerals that are formed by very slow

cooling deep within a good-sized asteroid

or small planet suggests that they were

produced within the parent bodies. Colli-

sions among parent bodies, and between

parent bodies and smaller objects, gradu-

ally broke the parents apart. The presence

of maskelynite and other byproducts of

shock waves from powerful impacts in me-

teorites supports this concept.

Within a decade of the discovery of

maskelynite in the Shergotty rock, smaller

quantities of that glassy substance were

found in many other meteorites, indicat-

ing that they too had been subjected to

impacts in space. In that context, the

Shergotty rock is unusual only in its much

higher content of maskelynite. However, ^
the modem technique of radioactive dat- I

ing, which provides a means of studying

the ages and histories of ancient objects,

also distinguishes the Shergotty rock and

the other eight SNC meteorites from all

other meteorites.

Radioactive dating has been applied to

earth rocks and moon rocks as well as to

meteorites. Recently, for example, the

technique revealed an age of about 4.2 bil-

lion years for some Australian rocks that

are the oldest known rocks on Earth. The

many rocks brought back from the moon
by the Apollo astronauts have ages rang-

ing from about 3.1 billion to 4.5 billion

years. Although radioactive dating gives a

range of ages for earth rocks and another

range of ages for moon rocks, the tech-

nique gives nearly the same answer for

nearly all meteorites: they seem to have

formed at the dawn of the solar system,

about 4.5 billion years ago. The SNC me-

teorites represent notable exceptions to

this general finding. The crystallization

ages of the SNC meteorites are all about

1 .3 billion years, in striking contrast to the

vast majority of 4.5-biIlion-year-old mete-

orites. This much younger age is what

distinguishes the SNC rocks most dra-

matically from other meteorites, although

there are chemical differences as well. In

particular, in chemical composition the

SNC meteorites actually resemble some

igneous earth rocks (basalts) more closely

than they do most other meteorites. Ra-

dioactive dating also tells when the SNC
meteorites were subjected to the shock

waves that produced maskelynite within

them: about 1 80 million years ago.

The distinct differences in age and

chemical composition between the SNC
meteorites and all other meteorites show

that the SNC rocks were formed in a par-

ent body that differed from that of any

other known meteorite. This SNC parent
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must have been an object where volcan-

isni was still occurring 1.3 billion years

ago and where a powerful impact took

place only 1 80 million years ago. The lat-

ter constraint is not a strong one since

impacts can occur at any time, although

they are rare. In fact, the earth fits this

bill, since volcanism and occasional

impacts have occurred here from earliest

times through the present era, and there

are similarities in the chemical compo-

sition of the SNC meteorites and some ter-

restrial basalts. But there are dissimilar-

ities as well; no earth rock is a perfect

match to an SNC meteorite. Further,

since some of the SNC meteorites were

seen to fall from the sky far from any re-

gion of active volcanism, they must have

come from outside the earth.

Although the moon is the earth's

nearest neighbor, it is not the parent body

of the SNC meteorites. Most experts

agree that surface volcanism ceased on

the moon about 3.1 billion years ago. Fur-

ther, the composition of the SNC meteor-

ites is unlike that of any known moon rock.

Other possibilities as sources of the SNC
meteorites include the asteroids, from

which nearly all meteorites are thought to

come, and our neighbor planets Venus and

Mars. Venus may have had active volcan-

ism up to 1.3 billion years ago; it may still

have volcanism. However, the thick,

dense atmosphere of Venus would almost

certainly prevent the escape of any rocks

knocked from the surface of that planet.

A parent body in the asteroid belt might

seem the logical choice for the SNC mete-

orites since virtually all other meteorites

are thought to come from that region. But

asteroids are so small that they must have

cooled to volcanic inactivity several billion

years ago, in agreement with the 4.5-bil-

lion-year ages of ordinary meteorites. If an

asteroid was big enough to retain suffi-

cient heat to generate magma as recently

as 1.3 billion years ago, then it must have

been much larger than any asteroid that

survives today. The destruction of so large

a body would have produced "an immense

swarm of smaller asteroids with similar or-

bits" according to a recent study by Lewis

D. Ashwal of the Lunar and Planetary In-

stitute in Houston and two colleagues

from the Johnson Space Center in the

same city. Although families of asteroids

with similar orbits have been identified in

the asteroid belt, no such family has suffi-

cient total mass to account for even a ma-

jor fraction of the remains of the postu-

lated large asteroid. More likely, the SNC
parent body still exists.

lo, a large moon of Jupiter, has active

volcanoes (see "Far-out Erupting Volca-

noes," September 1980 issue of Natural

History), and hence may deserve consid-

eration as a parent body for the SNC me-
teorites. However, lo is much farther from

the earth than the other possible parent

bodies considered thus far, and remote

sensing of this remarkable moon indicates

that it is richer in sulfur than are the SNC
rocks. This leaves us with Mars as the

most likely candidate for the SNC parent

body.

Mariner 9, a space probe put into orbit

around Mars in 1 97 1 , sent back television

images indicating that the red planet is the

site of several huge volcanoes. These may
well have been active as recently as 1 .3 bil-

lion years ago, when the SNC meteorites

formed from a magma, or even more re-

cently. Photographs from several NASA
probes show that Mars also has been

struck by many large meteoroids, includ-

ing some that hit the relatively young vol-

canic terrain. Thus, the conditions neces-

sary to form the SNC meteorites and to

transform feldspar to maskelynite within

them have both occurred on Mars.

For several years, space geologists re-

sisted the suggestion that Mars might be

the parent body of the SNC meteorites
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(some still resist it). One objection was

that meteoroids large enough to knock

rocks from Mars that eventually fall on

the earth should similarly chip off moon

rocks that would also fall on the earth, yet

no such moon rocks have been identified.

Recently, however, a meteorite found in

January 1 982 in Antarctica was identified

as a moon rock. That meteorite, specimen

No. ALHA81005, is similar in structure,

mineral composition, and elemental abun-

dances to known moon rocks collected by

the Apollo astronauts. According to Don-

ald D. Bogard, an investigator of meteor-

ites and moon rocks at the Johnson Space

Center, ALHA81005 also contains gas at-

oms implanted by the solar wind in the

same abundances as found in moon rocks.

If ALHA81005 was knocked off the

moon and fell to the earth, as seems to be

the case, a similar event might have

hurled the SNC meteorites from Mars to

our planet. Yet proving this speculation is

another matter.

Although no spacecraft has returned to

Earth from Mars, and thus we have no

certified Mars rock samples to work with,

the two Viking Lander probes, which

touched down on Mars in 1976, contained

automated laboratories that radioed back

data on the composition of the Martian

soil and atmosphere. Recently, Bogard

and a colleague at the Johnson Center re-

ported on laboratory tests of an SNC me-

teorite that was collected in Antarctica in

1 979. The tests reveal that the meteorite's

content of neon, argon, krypton, and xe-

non, and especially the relative amounts of

two isotopes of argon and two isotopes of

xenon, have an uncanny resemblance to

the relative abundances of these gases as

measured in the Martian atmosphere by

the Viking Landers.

Another relevant discovery was made
by Benton Clark, a senior investigator of

Martian soils at Martin Marietta Cor-

poration in Denver, Colorado. He found

that the chemical composition of the Mar-

tian soils, as measured by the Viking

Landers, "is an exceptional match" to that

of the Shergotty meteorite.

Mars would accordingly appear to be

the parent body of the SNC meteorites,

but how did they get from there to here?

Some investigators have concluded that a

collision powerful enough to knock rocks

off Mars would also vaporize or melt

them, but the SNC meteorites have not

melted. Laurence E. Nyquist, another in-

vestigator of meteorites at the Johnson

Center, has proposed that a meteoroid

that struck Mars a glancing blow and

bounded oflT again into space could have
blasted rocks away from Mars without

melting or destroying them. According to

Nyquist, a vapor stream from the re-

bounding meteoroid might have dragged
along fragments of Mars rock knocked off

the surface by the impact. Photographs of

the Martian surface from orbiting probes

reveal two impact craters in the relatively

young volcanic regions of the planet that

have the characteristic butterfly shapes of

craters made when projectiles strike at an

oblique angle. I f Nyquist is correct, one of

these craters may even be the site from
which the SNC meteorites came.

We don't know beyond a reasonable

doubt that the SNC meteorites come
from Mars. Nevertheless, no one seems to

have a better idea at the moment and a

Martian origin for these unique meteor-

ites is consistent with the known facts. Per-

haps the best way to tell would be to visit

and inspect the two unusual butterfly cra-

ters on the volcanic lands of Mars.

Stephen P. Maran is a senior staff scien-

tist in the Laboratoryfor Astronomy and

Solar Physics at NASA 's Goddard Space
Flight Center in Greenbelt. Maryland.

The opinions expressed in this article are

his own.
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Sex and the Single Flower
Pollination by big bats and birds may have led

some climbing vines in Samoa to abandon a hermaphroditic

life style in favor ofseparate sexes

by Paul Alan Cox

Ninety-five percent of all the plant spe-

cies of the world are hermaphroditic, car-

rying both male and female sexual organs

on the same plant. In the remaining 5 per-

cent, sexual functions are divided: male

plants produce only pollen, while females

produce only ovules and later bear the

seeds. Such species, termed dioecious,

from the Greek for "two houses," are

found in most parts of the world, particu-

larly in the tropics, and they occur in

many unrelated plant families.

The evolution of dioecism is something

of a mystery, and no less a mind than Dar-

win's grappled with the problem for sev-

eral years. In 1877 he wrote in despair,

"There is much difficulty in understand-

ing why hermaphroditic plants should

ever have been rendered dioecious." At

one time, Darwin proposed that the an-

swer might lie in the significant benefits

gained from cross-fertilization since out-

breeding assures dioecious plants of hav-

ing genetically diverse progeny. Darwin

realized, however, that many hermaphro-

ditic plants outbreed through less drastic

methods, such as having male and female

parts of the same flower mature at differ-

ent times, without condemning half of

their population to be forever without

seed. Darwin suggested that the solution

to the mystery of dioecism might be found

in ecological factors affecting the plant:

"The sole motive for the separation of the

sexes which occurs to me is that the pro-

duction of seeds might become superflu-

ous to a plant under changed conditions of

life; and it might then be highly beneficial

to it that the same flower or the same indi-

vidual not have its vital powers taxed . .

.

by producing both pollen and seeds."

Recent theoretical studies have exam-

ined the types of "changed conditions of

life" that might favor the evolution of di-

oecism, and the picture that is emerging is

most intriguing. These studies have sug-

gested ecological benefits that may com-

pensate dioecious species for the loss of

half their seed-bearing individuals. By
specializing on slightly different parts of

their niche, for example, some male and

female plants may outcompete compara-

ble hermaphrodites by "licking the platter

clean" like Jack Sprat and his wife. In

other situations, dioecious plants may
outcompete hermaphrodites for the ser-

vices of animal fruit dispersers because

the females can produce larger and more

attractive fruit crops than hermaphro-

dites, which must produce pollen as well.

This Freycinetia reineckei inflorescence

is a male. The threeplump, tasty pollen-

coated spikes at its center are surrounded

by edible peach-colored bracts (modified

leaves). Female inflorescences look

similar but are less palatable.

N[Ck Drahos
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In addition, some insect-pollinated dioe-

cious plants can apparently generate more
efficient pollen flows than hermaphro-

dites by having the males specialize in at-

tracting insects early in the moming and
the females in attracting them later in the

day, when the insects are more likely to

have a load of pollen. All of this suggests

that dioecism has evolved independently

in unrelated groups in response to differ-

ent factors and that there can be no single

answer to the question of why it evolves.

An example of one unusual factor re-

cently came to light in the Samoan islands

of the South Pacific, where I studied dioe-

cious lianas, or climbing vines, in the ge-

nus Freycinetia. Consisting of about 200
species in the Pandanaceae, or screw pine

family, Freycinetia vines are confined to

Southeast Asia, Sri Lanka, and the South

Pacific. They are common in rain forests

and are often striking in appearance. Frey-

cinetia reineckei, the Samoan species on
which I did most ofmy work, has long nar-

row leaves used by the natives to weave
mats. It attaches itself to the trunks of

trees by means of numerous small roots

that grow right into the bark. The stem

—

unbranched and about as big as a half dol-

lar in diameter—grows up the tree trunk

and annually produces a single showy in-

florescence, which is highly visible in the

dim rain forest interior. Many separate

plants may grow on a single tree, and

sometimes, Freycinetia inflorescences can

be found from the base of the trunk all the

way up to the crown. The distances be-

tween vine-laden trees, however, can be

considerable since the vines usually climb

only the trunks of large trees, which are of-

ten more than 300 feet apart in mature Sa-

moan forest.

Male and female inflorescences super-

ficially resemble each other: both are

about a foot and a half in diameter and

consist of a ring of three or four rod-

shaped flower clusters, or spikes. If the in-

florescence is male, numerous pollen-

bearing stamens are crowded together on

the spikes; if female, the spikes consist of

highly congested ovaries. These differ-

ences, however, do not greatly alter the

overall similarity of the inflorescences. In

both males and females, the angle be-

tween each spike and the stem holds a

large, peach-colored fleshy bract (a modi-

fied leaf). Inside the ring of spikes are sev-

eral smaller fleshy bracts.

Interestingly, not all mature Frey-

cinetia reineckei plants are dioecious. We
now know of three species in this genus

that occasionally produce hermaphroditic

individuals, and very likely, more will be

discovered. In my eff"orts to investigate

possible ecological pressures favoring the
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evolution of dioecism, I was fortunate to

be able to find both hermaphroditic and

unisexual F. reineckei plants in the field.

Furthermore, since each plant has only

one inflorescence per year, I could com-

pare the relative fitness (success in pro-

ducing oR'spring) of hermaphroditic and

unisexual individuals for a single year by

determining the fates of their respective

inflorescences. I was particularly inter-

ested in testing a hypothesis I had previ-

ously formulated while observing a her-

maphroditic tree on Barro Colorado

Island in Panama, namely, that pollina-

tion by large vertebrates could lead to di-

oecism.

The tree Pseudobombax septanatum is

common throughout Costa Rica and Pan-

ama. Like many other bat-pollinated

plants of the Neotropics, the clusters of

whitish, bisexual flowers resemble an old-

fashioned shaving brush. The bats eat the

numerous fleshy stamens making up the

bristles of the "shaving brush" and in the

process deposit pollen on the sticky

stigma, which is connected via a long style

to the ovary. Soon after fertilization, the

stamens abscise as a unit and fall to the

forest floor. On nights when the bats have

been particularly active, the ground be-

neath the trees is littered with thousands

of these white shaving brushes, sometimes

making it appear as if it had snowed. The
rapid abscission following fertilization led

me to the idea that a bisexual species that

is pollinated by large vertebrates may face

a fork in its evolutionary path: on the one

hand, selection may favor the abscission

of floral parts attractive to large, poten-

tially destructive pollinators; on the other

hand, selection may favor the evolution of

dioecism.

Consider, for example, what happens

when a bat or a bird feeds on stamens or

petals, rather than on nectar. As it chews

and pecks at these parts of the flower,

there is some risk of incidental damage to

the nearby ovary, but if the activity results

in pollination, the plant still gains. How-
ever, no further benefit accrues to the

plant from additional visits if all of the

ovules are fertilized during the first visit.

Indeed, subsequent visits may prove haz-

ardous to the ovary. In such a case, plants

that drop attractive floral parts soon after

pollination would be favored by natural se-

lection.

But what if bisexual flowers that are fed

on by stamen-eating pollinators do not

drop no-longer needed floral parts, but in-

stead vary in the proportion of stamens

and ovaries they carry? Then, flowers with

many stamens but fewer or smaller ova-

ries might receive more frequent and, im-

portantly, longer visits than flowers with
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large or many ovaries but few stamens.

Such plants would stand an excellent

chance of having their pollen cairied to

other plants, but their ovaries would be in

great danger of being damaged by the pol-

linators. Thus, individuals with more and

more stamens and fewer and fewer ovaries

would be favored by natural selection un-

til, ultimately, true males would evolve,

which would transmit their genes only via

pollen and which would not make any in-

vestment in female reproductive struc-

tures.

Conversely, individuals leaning toward

femaleness—those with more ovaries than

stamens—would tend to transmit more of

their genes via ovules. Since reducing the

number of stamens would reduce the fre-

quency and duration of mastication near

the vulnerable ovary, individuals with

ever fewer stamens but a greater invest-

ment in ovaries would be more successful

in achieving fertilization, and eventually,

true females might be produced. Such fe-

males could persist, however, only if their

flowers looked enough like male flowers to

lure pollinators into making a visit and

staying long enough to deposit any pollen

they are carrying but leaving before they

cause significant ovary damage. In such a

scenario, unisexual plants would be fa-

vored over hermaphrodites and the evolu-

tion of dioecism would be likely.

My interest in using the genus Freycine-

tia to test this hypothesis was heightened

when I discovered that in some areas of

the South Pacific it is pollinated by ex-

tremely large bats called flying foxes. My
finding of flying fox pollination came as a

surprise, but I subsequently found that it

had been reported almost a century ago by

William Burck, a Dutch botanist working

in Indonesia. His account—the first

authoritative report of bat pollination for

any plant—was discredited and largely

forgotten after later workers observed

birds visiting Freycinetia inflorescences.

I have found that plants in this genus

are sometimes pollinated by both bats and

birds and possibly by other vertebrates. In

Samoa, for example, Freycinetia reine-

ckei is pollinated by a flying fox (Pteropus

samoensis) and a large starling {Aplonis

atrifuscus)—two endemic and primarily

frugivorous animals. The flying foxes

have spectacular wingspans in excess of

five feet and, in contrast to most other bat

species, are active in the daytime. On
clear days, they can be seen soaring on

thermals high above the rain forest, and

even on overcast days they forage almost

entirely in the daytime. Also, unlike most

other flying foxes, P. samoensis is territo-

rial, living and foraging singly or in pairs.

It lives in the interiors of undisturbed rain
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forest, which is also the habitat of F. rei-

neckei.

The large fleshy bracts of F. reineckei

flowers resemble fruit and have a sweet

taste slightly reminiscent of unripened

cantaloupe. (They are eaten as a famine

food throughout the Pacific.) Irene Baker

of the University of California and I have

made biochemical analyses of the bracts

and have found that they contain nearly

the same nutritive compounds, and in

nearly the same concentrations, as native

fruits eaten by the flying fox and the star-

ling. Both the bats and the birds eat a vari-

ety of fruits throughout the year, but they

are particularly attracted to Freycinetia

when it blooms. The two animals ap-

proach the flowers somewhat dilTerently.

Flying foxes usually fly into the crown of

the tree on which Freycinetia lianas are

growing and then, with their wings folded,

drop from branch to branch, using the

long, hooklike claws of their thumbs for

attachment. In this manner, they clamber

out to the ends of branches or about the

vine-laden boles of trees to visit the flow-

ers. The starlings, in contrast, usually fly

directly to a stiff, erect inflorescence, al-

though they may also take a slightly less

direct route—flying first to a branch

above it, looking about for a few moments,

and then dropping onto the blossom.

The birds and the bats may have differ-

ent modes of approach, but the feeding

activities that result in pollination are

strikingly similar. After arriving at the in-

florescence, both eat the fleshy outer and

inner bracts. While they are eating the

outer bracts, their heads come in contact

with the outer surfaces of the spikes,

which bear the reproductive organs; while

eating the inner bracts, they brush up

against the spikes' inner surfaces. If an in-

florescence is male, the head of the animal

feeding on it becomes covered with the

sticky yellow pollen; if female, any pollen

acquired by the animal during visits to

other flowers is transferred to the recep-

tive stigmas.

The relationship between F. reineckei

I

and its pollinators has one interesting

twist, a detail that makes it highly likely

that vertebrate pollination played a role in

the evolution of dioecism in these plants:

on male inflorescences, the spikes them-

selves are frequently eaten; female spikes

never are. The bats usually snip otf the

male spikes at the base, clasp them be-

tween their lower feet, and then, like a

small child eating a Fudgsicle, alternately

lick and chew the spike. The birds tend to

snip at the male spikes with their beaks,

swallowing little pieces.

Why are only male spikes eaten? Part of

the answer lies in the structure of the pol-
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A large diurnalflyingfox. Pteropus

samoensis lives in the rainforests of

Samoa. Attracted to the edibleparts of

Freycinetia reineckei blossoms, the bat

travelsfrom plant to plant, transferring

pollen as it moves.
Trtian Peale (1848); AMNH

len produced on the male spikes. Each pol-

len grain is smooth, round, and very small,

the average diameter being about eight-

een micrometers. Although the grains are

smooth and starchless, they are covered

with numerous wax granules, which cause

the pollen to stick to the hairs of the flying

fox and the feathers of the bird. The waxy

pollen matrix also serves another function:

it is a high-quality food for the pollinator.

By dry weight, the pollen-wax matrix is 24

percent lipid and approximately 26 per-

cent protein, with a total of eighteen dif-

ferent amino acids. The female spikes, by

contrast, are deficient in proteins and lip-

ids. Hard, green, and mucilaginous, they

are also apparently much less palatable

than male spikes, which are orange and

powdery in texture. In controlled field ex-

periments, male spikes are six times more

likely to be damaged than female spikes.

After surveying more than 200 Frey-

cinetia reineckei inflorescences in a single

population, I found that pollinators de-

stroyed 96 percent of the stamens on the

average male inflorescence but only 6 per-

cent of the ovaries of the average female.

Despite this considerable difference, both

males and females in the population are

reproductively successful. Females lose so

few of their ovaries during pollination that

nearly all are able to produce a large num-

ber of seeds. The reproductive parts of

male inflorescences sufTer a greater loss,

but in the process, most of their pollen

is carried away on the heads of the pol-

linators and much of it will eventually

be deposited on the stigmas of female

flowers.

Hermaphrodites, it turns out, fare less

well, even though the damage caused by

pollinators is, on average, intermediate

—

69 percent. Their spikes produce the same

nutritious pollen-wax matrix as do those of

true males, and they are relished by bats.

Some of the pollen is eventually dispersed,

but since their reproductive energies are

divided between pollen and ovaries, her-

maphrodites can never manage to produce

—or disperse—as much pollen as an all-

male inflorescence. And since their spikes,

unlike true female spikes, are so palatable,

they also sufl'er a high ovary loss, forfeit-

ing most of their investment in female re-

productive structures. As a result, they set

few seeds.

Pollination by large vertebrates, there-

fore, appears capable of maintaining dioe-

cism and, by implication, may be a factor

in its evolution in Freycinetia and in some

other species of plants. Sex-specific de-

struction, of course, can be caused by

predators as well as pollinators, and they,

too, could conceivably lead to dioecism,

especially in the tropics where insect pre-

dation on plants is particularly intensive.

If predatory insects are more attracted to

stamen-rich bisexual flowers than to

ovary-rich ones, and if their visits result in

damaged ovaries, then dioecism certainly

could evolve regardless of the nature of

the pollinators.

Sex-specific destruction, however, is

only one of a variety of possible factors

that may favor the evolution of dioecism

in flowering plants. Most dioecious spe-

cies appear to be pollinated by the wind or

by small, nonpredatory insects. Those

plants undoubtedly have very different

evolutionary histories from my Samoan
Freycinetia. For example, spinach and

asparagus, which certainly had hermaph-

roditic ancestors, are dioecious but no one

knows how this came about. Next time

you are in a restaurant eating asparagus

tips or a spinach salad, contemplate the

evolutionary mysteries in your meal. Per-

haps you will come up with another an-

swer for a problem that has intrigued bota-

nists since Darwin's time: the evolution of

separate male and female plants from

originally hermaphroditic ones.

PaulA Ian Cox is an assistant professor in

the Department ofBotany and Range Sci-

ence at Brigham Young University in

Provo, Utah.
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.The Natural Moment

An Unidentified Pinching Object

Trinidad's second highest mountain is

El Tucuche, and one summer morning

photographer Ray Mendez and Hans

Booz, curator at the Emperor Valley Zoo,

decided to climb to its 3,072-foot summit.

Booz sought a rare frog that lives in the

bromeliads on top of the mountain. They

started at 6 a.m., got lost on one of the

back ridges, and about six hours later

reached an untrammeled part of the peak,

where bromeliads grew profusely.

Bromeliads are epiphytic plants that

can hold gallons of water. Life teems in

the moisture between their leaves and in

their bases. Mendez and Booz placed a

bromeliad in a plastic bag and took it

down the mountain. The next day, in the

laboratory of the Asa Wright Nature Cen-

tre, Mendez noticed something odd stick-

ing up like a tiny inner leaf, almost like a

flower out to attract hungry insects. After

taking the picture on the left, Mendez

flushed out a freshwater crab that had

never been identified scientifically in

Trinidad. Mendez mailed the specimen to

Robert Gore, head of crustacean biology

at the Smithsonian bureau in Florida.

In a detailed reply. Gore indicated that

the crab was a female and probably a new

species for Trinidad, although he didn't

know what to call it. "Depending on whom
you take for an authority, your specimen

belongs to either the genus Guinotia,

Potamocarcinus, or Eudaniela,'" he de-

clared. "All names . . . more or less refer

to the same individuals." As for species.

Gore lamented, "less can be said." The

crab looks most like the genus Potamo-

carcinus, even though that genus. Gore

wrote, is supposed to be restricted to Cen-

tral America. "I would be inclined to call

your specimen Potamocarcinus cf. denta-

tus" said Gore. Of course, if Mendez

could find an adult male, the biologist sug-

gested politely, he could be more certain.

Ray Mendez, back in New York, smiles

at the suggestion. After all. it is only a

short plane trip to Trinidad and a six-hour

climb up El Tucuche, where the truth of

the matter is hiding in a bromeliad.

Photographs by Raymond A. Mendez
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The Mole That Keeps

Its Nose Clean
It spends half its time in the water and
has a nose with twenty-two tentacles. Where did

the star-nosed mole comefrom, anyway?

by Terry L. Yates

Photographs by Dwight R. Kuhn

Millions of years before people walked

the surface of the earth, moles were tun-

neling beneath it. Today, the meandering

surface runways made by these animals in

their constant search for food are a famil-

iar sight to many Americans, and yet few

people have more than a vague under-

standing of the creatures that inhabit

them. Of the many mole species living to-

day, none is more bizarre than the semi-

aquatic star-nosed mole.

The star-nosed mole gets its name from

a ring of twenty-two fleshy appendages on

the end of its nose. No other mammal has

such a structure. Each tentacle contains

highly sensitive tactile organs, called

Eimer organs, which function as mecha-

noreceptors. This creature makes great ef-

forts to keep its nose clean, even occasion-

ally dunking the nose in water to shake off

dirt, and its nose is constantly in motion.

Star-nosed moles often test potential food

items by exploring them with their noses.

With the aid of this remarkable structure

and countless vibrissae on their faces,

hands, feet, and tails, the moles feel their

way through bogs and marshes. Their tiny

eyes provide little assistance in this task

because they are useless except for light

detection.

The star-nosed mole occurs throughout

much of the northeastern United States

and eastern Canada. In the northern part

of its range, it is found from Manitoba and

Minnesota to as far northeast as Labrador

and Nova Scotia. The species ranges

southwestward through much of Wiscon-

sin, northern Indiana, and Ohio; along the

Atlantic coast as far south as southeastern

Georgia; and in the Appalachian Moun-
tains to eastern Tennessee and western

North Carolina. The species becomes rare

in the more southern portions of its range

but is often abundant in northern areas

where it is free from competition with

other mole species. Although most of its

relatives are solitary species, the star-

nosed mole appears to be gregarious or

perhaps colonial.

The star-nosed mole is the only species

of mole that is semiaquatic. Part of its

time is spent burrowing beneath the

ground and part is spent in the water. Its

tunnels are often found near marshy areas

or streams and frequently open directly

into water. In winter, star-nosed moles of-

ten burrow beneath the snow and even

swim beneath the ice in frozen lakes and

streams. They are. frequently captured in

minnow and muskrat traps set several feet

beneath the surface of the water.

Probably as a result of this penchant for

the aquatic, the star-nosed mole has a

number of features not shared by other

moles. Its pelage, which ranges in color

from black to brown, is longer and coarser

than that of most other mole species and

sheds water easily. Its hind feet are not

webbed, but they are longer and wider

than those of other species and obviously

useful for swimming. Even the star-nosed

mole's tail seems to be adapted for life in

the water. It is considerably longer than

those of other fossorial (underground)

moles and may serve as a rudder. During

winter and spring, the tail swells up with

an increased deposition of fat. Although

its exact function is not known, the extra

fat may provide a reservoir of energy dur-

ing the breeding season.

If these features dramatically differen-

tiate the star-nosed mole from other North

American moles, its method of burrowing

clearly links it to the others and removes

any doubt that it is part of the same fam-

ily, Talpidae. Most burrowing mammals,

such as pocket gophers, hold their forefeet

beneath their bodies when they dig; moles

dig with their forelimbs held to the side.

They can do this because their pectoral

girdles are drastically modified and their

pelvic girdles, by comparison, are rela-

tively narrow and unmodified. One of the

most striking features of the mole pectoral

girdle is a joint between the humerus and

clavicle. In most mammals, this joint is be-

tween the clavicle and scapula. The star-

nosed mole, like other moles, has a long

scapula, which articulates directly with

the humerus. The humerus is a massive

rectangular bone, very different from that

of most other mammals, and it provides a

large surface area to which the well-devel-

oped digging musculature is attached.

The massive muscles used by moles for

digging tend to obscure the neck and

cause the forepaws to be rotated parallel

to the body. Mole forepaws are usually

spade shaped and the palms are as broad

as they are long. The fingers have power-

ful claws and the first four fingers have

three flat, triangular flaps on the outer

edges. The result of all of these modifica-

tions has been that moles have an in-

creased mechanical advantage and effi-

ciency in burrowing, even though they are

not bigger than other burrowing animals

and their tunnels are the same size.

Star-nosed moles build tunnels similar

to those of other mole species but typically

construct them in poorh drained soils near

marshes or streams, areas that other moles

would shun. As such, their tunneling usu-

ally does not bring them into conflict with

humans. The star-nosed mole generally

constructs two types of tunnels, one shal-

low and one deeper. The shallow kind,

which is usually dug in great numbers,

is the result of the animal's constant



Unlike other moles, the star-nosed mole

is semiaquatic. One poises at the edge ofa

pool, below, then dives in, where it soon

latches on to a worm almost as big as

itself, right. The animal is a strong

swimmer and uses its largefeet and tail

to maneuver Capturedprey such as

worms or tadpoles are towed to land

before being eaten

search for food. This type of tunnel is

familiar to many Americans because it

is usually only a few inches below the

ground and forms a visible ridge of dirt, of-

ten extending across pastures, lawns, and

golf courses. Most moles are pretty par-

ticular about their tunnels and won't toler-

ate even the slightest opening, but star-

nosed moles are less fastidious that way.

In extremely wet areas I have found active

tunnels that were almost entirely ex-

posed—they were little more than deep

runways covered with grass.

At the beginning ofmy research on star-

nosed moles, now in its tenth year, I found

that they were frequently rebuilding the

shallow tunnels in the same spots year af-

ter year, even though the tunnels were of-

ten completely destroyed by rain and

other natural forces. In an effort to deter-

mine how a blind animal could perform

such a feat, I selectively destroyed sec-

tions of tunnel and marked precisely

where each had been. The moles were able

in every case to rebuild the old tunnel sys-

tem. Examining these areas further, I dis-

covered that the soil was less compacted in

areas where old tunnels had been and real-

ized that the animals were simply follow-

ing, by touch, the path of least resistance.

Since that time I have been able to divert

individuals several feet away from their

normal tunnels by artificially compacting

certain areas of soil. This tactic has proved

crucial to our ability to capture Uve moles

for research.

The other kind of tunnel the star-nosed

mole constructs is deeper, perhaps several

feet below the surface, and more perma-

nent. This system of tuimels is used for

resting, rearing young, and foraging for

food when the surface of the ground is fro-
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zen during the winter. These deep tunnels

form the classic molehills out of which

mountains are made. The moles can't

build them simply by pushing into the soil,

as they do with the surface tunnels. To
build the deeper tunnels, the moles have to

excavate, bringing soil to the surface and

depositing it in a mound.

Star-nosed moles are not picky about

their surface tunnels, but they are very

choosy about where they dig their nests

and pick areas that are above high-water

mark and near abundant food. Usually,

they find some natural rise and create the

nest by enlarging a section of tunnel and

filling it with dry grass and leaves. Gar-

deners occasionally unearth nests since

star-nosed moles sometimes choose ma-

nure piles or compost heaps as nesting

places.

The moles breed once a year, and peak

breeding time varies geographically. Lit-

ters range from three to seven young; they

have been recorded from late March to

early August. Although baby moles are

naked at birth, the feet are well formed,

the vibrissae on the snout are three to six

millimeters long, and the star is evident al-

though enclosed in a thin membrane. The

young develop rapidly and apparently can



The star-nosed mole 's nose is made up oftwenty-twofleshy
appendages that probe constantlyforfood. The two holes

at the center are nostrils.

leave the nest when they are about four

weeks old.

One cannot help but be impressed with

the amount of food these moles eat daily.

They have voracious appetites and con-

sume 50 percent or more of their weight

every day. I kept three of them alive in the

laboratory for two days and they con-

sumed seventeen dollars worth of earth-

worms. Their diet appears to vary by local-

ity but these animals seem to eat certain

invertebrates and little else; they show lit-

tle interest in vegetable matter. In many
areas, they seem to covet white grubs and

earthworms, but those living near large

bodies of water prefer aquatic annelids

and insects. These feeding habits probably

reflect what is available.

Whatever the food source, the mole's

high metabolic rate, coupled with the

large amounts of energy needed for tunnel

construction, makes it constantly hungry.

Deprived of food, star-nosed moles will

starve to death in a matter of hours. I have

also found that if temperatures drop very

low and food is in short supply, these

mammals have difficulty regulating their

body temperatures. That such a creature

exists so far north, and even thrives there,

is amazing. The moles are active year-

round and appear to spend more time in

the water in winter than summer.

They are active day and night and

spend more time on the surface of the

ground than most mole species. I have fre-

quently trapped this species in above-

ground runway traps set for small rodents

or under overhanging banks or in one-gal-

lon containers buried in the ground. They
are bold creatures, which would be ad-

mirable if they weren't also blind. As it is,

their incautiousness makes them prey to a

great many animals, including great

horned owls, screech owls, red-tailed

hawks, foxes, skunks, weasels, and snakes.

William J. Hamilton of Cornell Univer-

sity has suggested that large fish may oc-

casionally grab a star-nosed mole, and

house cats take large numbers.

My general interest in the natural his-

tory and biology of this unique mammal
has led me more recently to wonder about

its evolution. The star-nosed mole's pecto-

ral girdle shows it to be related to other

moles but what, I wondered, had pro-

duced the extensive morphological and

presumably genetic divergence of this spe-

cies? Either it had not shared a common
ancestor with other mole species for an ex-

tremely long time or it had evolved at a

more rapid rate than the other North

American species. Before I could consider

the evolutionary history question, how-

ever, I had to examine the amount of vari-

ation in populations of the star-nosed mole

across its range. Studies of fossorial

mammals other than moles have found

great interpopulational variation in mor-

phology, chromosomes, and genes. These

high levels of variation among animals of

the same species have been ascribed to the

lack of mobility, low reproductive rates,

small population sizes, and high levels of

inbreeding. I expected to find similar

amounts of variation in populations of the

star-nosed mole, the extent and nature of

which would have to be understood before

I could compare it with other species.

The first step, then, was to compare

morphologies of 500 star-nosed moles

from 300 locales. The first surprising find-

ing was that the males are the same size as

females. In all other species of fossorial

moles, the males are significantly larger

than the females. Whether this lack of

sexual dimorphism in the star-nosed mole

is the result of it being less fossorial or hav-

ing a difference in social structuring can-

not be determined at this time.

The second, also surprising finding was

that star-nosed moles show very little mor-

phological divergence across their range.

Only two population groups can actually

be called distinct geographic races and

both of these occur in wide geographic re-

gions. Most other fossorial mammals show

more variation. For example, more than

200 such geographic races are currently

recognized among Bolta's pocket gopher,

which lives in western North America.

There are a number of possible explana-

tions for the lack of morphological varia-

tion in these moles. One is that their popu-

lation sizes are larger than those of other

fossorial mammals and the gene flow

among populations smooths out any dif-

ferences among them. This seems un-

likely, considering the special habitat re-

quirements of the star-nosed mole.

Another possibility is that the environ-

ment in which star-nosed moles live is so

unchanging that there has not been

enough selection pressure to cause a

change in phenotype. If this is true and if

population sizes are similar to those of

other fossorial mammals, one could rea-

sonably assume that genie mutations have

taken place in numerous populations, but
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Below: Moles dig with theirforefeet held to the side, while most other burrowing

animals dig directly beneath themselves. This difference is the result ofa drastic

modification in the mole pectoral girdle, illustrated at bottom. In most burrowing

animals, such as pocket gophers, the scapula (blue) and clavicle (yellow) articulate

directly with each other But in moles, each articulates with the humerus (green),

a comparatively massive bone.

Mole and Pocket Gopher
Pectoral Girdles

independent of each other. In other words,

the moles could have developed ver)' dif-

ferent genes but not necessarily show any
attendant morphological differences.

In order to test this possibility, Ira

Greenbaum and I began a genie compari-

son between populations of star-nosed and
other North American moles, using a

technique known as electrophoresis. This

technique, which involves passing a cur-

rent through homogenized body tissues,

permits a gene-by-gene comparison of in-

dividuals, populations, and species. These

data can be used not only to determine

relatedness but also to provide estimates

of mutation rates and even rough esti-

mates of how long two or more lineages

have been evolving separately.

Our initial survey revealed very little

genetic variation among the star-nosed

mole populations generally, with rare al-

lele and frequency differences from local-

ity to locality. But the difference between

the star-nosed mole and other North

American species was striking. In fifteen

of nineteen genes examined, we found an

allelle, or an alternative expression of the

same gene, in star-nosed moles that we

couldn't find in the other species. One of

my graduate students, Dwight W. Moore,

and I have expanded on this by consider-

ing other populations of star-nosed moles

in the United States and additional mole

species in Japan and Europe. Our results

have been similar. Taken together, they

seem to show many genetic differences be-

tween star-nosed moles and other moles.

Based on this electrophoretic data and evi-

dence from fossil records, I estimate that

star-nosed moles diverged from other

moles perhaps 30 million years ago, and

somewhere in Eurasia. .Ancestors of the

other fossorial moles appeared in North

.America during the Miocene about 25

million years ago, long after their first ap-

pearance in Europe. Thus, the arrival of

star-nosed moles in North America ap-

pears to be the result of an invasion sepa-

rate from the one that brought other

North American species here from the

Old Worid. From a geological standpoint,

their arrival may be relatively recent. Fos-

sils of star-nosed moles dating from the

middle or late Pliocene, 3 or 4 million



Although they are comfortable both wet and dry, star-nosed

moles often build their burrows in marshy areas, below.

This may give them the best ofboth worlds, but it also gives

predators as varied asfish and birds a shot at them. At right, a

star-nosed mole, still wetfrom an aquatic hunting expedition,

stands on dry land with a prize worm.

years ago, have recently been discovered

in Poland, whereas the oldest North

American fossils of this genus date back

700,000 years. What all of this strongly

suggests is that star-nosed moles didn't

come to North America until the late Plio-

cene or early Pleistocene, when they

crossed via the Bering Strait land bridge.

We don't know why they became ex-

tinct in the Old World. Perhaps they were

unable to compete successfully with the

fully aquatic desmans (Old World water

moles) or were unable to adapt to chang-

ing climatic conditions or other factors.

Whatever the reason, star-nosed moles ob-

viously have lived, and evolved, apart

from other moles in their family for a long

time. Virtually untroubled by competition

in the New World, these immigrants have

managed to settle down comfortably in

the unlikeliest of mole habitats. D

Do Moles Have "Optimal Chromosomes"?

The special digging musculature of star-

nosed and other moles is one of the most visi-

ble features that distinguishes them from

other fossorial, or burrowing, animals. But on

another, less visible, level, there may be an

even more important difference. Studying

the levels of chromosomal variation within

species has been one of the most intriguing

facets of my work on moles.

The complex interrelationships among
genes, chromosomes, and morphology are

poorly understood. Genes are basic units of

heredity that determine everything from how
the body makes enzymes to overall physical

appearance. Scientists have generally as-

sumed that genes are the major factor in

determining morphology and that if an ani-

mal shows variation in phenotype (its mor-

phological appearance) it is due to variation

in genotype (its genetic makeup). They have

also assumed that changes in the pheno-

type—such as an alteration in the shape of a

bone—occur over a long period of time and as

a result of mutations in a number of genes.

How chromosomes fit into this scheme is

even less clear. Chromosomes consist of tens

of thousands of genes arranged in a specific

order. When a chromosome mutates, the or-

der of the genes, rather than the genes them-

selves, changes. The long-term effect of such

mutations on the morphology of a species or

on its evolution is a matter that moles may
help clarify.

When people experience chromosomal

mutations, serious health problems often re-

sult. But most, if not all, of these mutations

are restricted to individuals and don't become
established in entire populations. As a result,

there is not a lot of variation in human chro-

mosomes. The chromosomes of most burrow-

ing animal species, however, show consider-

able variation from one region to the next.

The widely accepted explanation for this vari-

ation has been that, unlike humans, burrow-

ing animals have small populations in which

there is a lot of inbreeding. Thus, through

chance, a new mutation can spread through-

out the population fairly rapidly.

In all fossorial mammals studied to date,

the levels of chromosomal variation support

this explanation, but there is one exception

—

moles. In the fifteen species of moles we have

examined around the world, we have not

found one case of chromosomal variation

within a species. The obvious question is.

What makes moles different? One possibility

is that moles have larger populations than the

other fossorial animals. Or perhaps for some
reason the rate of chromosomal change in

moles is slower.

But there is another possible explanation

that might in turn help explain how chro-

mosomes affect morphology and evolution.

Suppose a change in the order of genes on

chromosomes sometimes causes profound

changes in an animal, including changes in

the phenotype. This could mean that the en-

tire chromosomal pattern of an animal, the

karyotype, is itself open to selection. If so, an-

imals might be able to develop what John

Bickham of Texas A & M and Robert Baker

of Texas Tech have called "optimal chromo-

somes." Bickham and Baker theorize that

this can happen rapidly to a species once it en-

ters a new way of life. Once the group devel-

ops its optimal chromosomes, evolution

might slow down and proceed primarily one

gene at a time. Such a "chromosome punctu-

ated equilibrium" could be a mechanism by

which the order of genes, and possibly entire

developmental pathways, are altered. More
to the point, it might explain the chromo-

somal status of moles. Quite simply, moles

evolved much earlier than most burrowing

mammals and have had time to develop opti-

mal chromosomes, if such a thing exists. This

theory does not rule out the possibility that

random chromosome mutations could spread

across an entire population of moles. It would

argue only that those chromosome mutations

are not open to natural selection and there-

fore do not result in any selective advantage

or disadvantage.

Whether population size or rapid chromo-

somal evolution explains the mole chromo-

some pattern is unclear. For one thing, we still

don't have reliable population data on star-

nosed and other moles. Such studies, along

with additional chromosomal studies, will

help clarify our understanding of these

unique animals, their evolution, and possibly
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"Four Legs Good,
Two Legs Bad"

Man's Place (ifAny) in Nature

by Matt Cartmill

A fter the animals in Orwell's novel Animal Farm have

/^ risen up and overthrown their human masters, the

/ ^ sheep and poultry have a hard time memorizing the

JL .^. rules of the new order. To help them out, the clever

pig Snowball wraps up the meaning of their revolution in one

short slogan: "Four legs good, two legs bad." When the birds ob-

ject to this (since it seems to them that they also have two legs),

Snowball proves to them that birds are really quadrupeds. "A
bird's wing, comrades," he argues, "is an organ of propulsion

and not of manipulation. The distinguishing mark of man is the

hand, the instrument with which he does all his mischief."

I find this passage disturbing—not because I resent Snow-

ball's slurs, but because it makes me realize that some of my own
beliefs add up to much the same glum view of my own species. I

believe, for example, that wilderness is a precious commodity

that has to be defended against the pressures of technological

civilization. I believe further that human beings are peculiar, ab-

errant animals whose actions threaten the balance of nature.

These are familiar claims. They express real truths. In some

sense, they are facts about the world.

But if we take a closer look at words like "nature" and "wil-

derness," we can see almost at once that these claims contain

something else besides facts. They embody what I can only call a

religious vision—a vision of terrestrial nature as the realm of the

sacred and harmonious, from which man is inherently alienated.

I think a lot of us share this vision or something like it. You can

see it in our arts, our laws and politics, even our diets and child-

rearing practices. It nevertheless seems like a strange vision. As

far as I can tell, it has a short history. It doesn't show up cleariy

in literature and politics until the late 1 800s, and its first direct

effects on scientific thinking came in the twentieth century. One
of the sciences most affected by it is the one 1 was trained in

—

paleoanthropology, the study of human origins and evolution.

All sciences are odd in some way, but paleoanthropology is

one of the oddest. The other sciences that try to reconstruct the

past—geology, cosmology, evolutionary biology—seek regulari-

ties or laws that may tell us what to expect in the future. Paleo-

anthropology doesn't, and by rights can't. As far as we know, hu-

man beings are the only intelligent animals in the universe. Our
origins and history are therefore unique; and you can't uncover

any laws by studying a phenomenon that has only one instance.

People who study human origins sometimes claim that their in-

vestigations will shed new light on human nature and so help us

understand ourselves and predict our future. But this is wishful

thinking. A thing is what it is, no matter how it got that way: and

human appetites and impulses are what they are, no matter

where or what we came from. Knowing their histor}' adds noth-

ing. If it were proved tomorrow that people evolved from cotton-

tails instead of apes, we would still prefer bananas to clover as an

ingredient in pie.

We care about our origins for reasons that have nothing to do

with their negligible implications for social practice or theoreti-

cal science. At bottom, those reasons are religious or ideological.

How we got here may not tell us anything about what we are, but

it has a lot to do with what we think about ourselves and our

place in the universe.

The opposite is also true. What we think about our place in the

universe affects what we are prepared to believe about human

origins. For instance. Fundamentalists see the universe as a stage

built for presenting the melodrama of human history—and so

they refuse to look at the evidence that the star actor has been

offstage for 99.99 percent of the play so far.

Scientists, too, have responded to nonscientific ideas in think-

ing about our origins. In the 1950s, paleoanthropologists tore

apart a traditional set of ideas and images about human evolu-

tion and rebuilt them into something different. The old views,

which were basically those of Charles Darwin, had seen the

brain and intellect as the central theme of the human story. The



"In typical Romantic thought,

the entire universe becomes a vast

organism animated by something

like a human soul."

new way of thinking (like Snowball's) stressed the hands and the

weapons they held. The new ideas sprang in part from new fossil

evidence, but they went far beyond anything that the evidence

implied. I am going to argue that a prevalent vision of man as a

sick animal estranged from the harmony of nature conditioned

the new scientific theories and lent them the mythic force and

consequence that they needed to be widely accepted.

1^ he word nature has meant a lot of things,

and still does. Before the nineteenth century, its basic

meaning was roughly, "the physical universe and the laws

,
governing it." Human beings can be a part of nature in

this sense. But in our speech and thought today we tend to sepa-

rate man from nature by definition. For us, the word nature by

itself normally means something Uke, "the earth's surface and

the plants and animals that five on it—as they exist without hu-

man interference." Modem writers often insist that man is really

a part of nature, but this claim only proves that we don't ordi-

narily use the word nature that way. If we did, the claim would

be pointless. Nobody ever bothers to insist that Tibet is really a

part of Asia.

In the early 1 800s, when Charles Darwin was a college stu-

dent, there were three general schools of Western thought about

nature and our place in it. We can label them as Christian,

mechanistic, and Romantic. They painted different pictures of

man and involved different ideas about the kinds of stuff that

make up the world, but there were hybrid ways of thinking that

incorporated bits and pieces from all three systems. Darwin's

own synthesis was one such hybrid.

Like the typical modem view of the world, traditional Chris-

tianity pictured man as a sick creature estranged from nature.

But it also saw nature as sick, and man as inherently above na-

ture—that is, supernatural. For the Christian, man is a sort of

spiritual amphibian, hatched out in the puddle of nature and

metamorphosing into a supematural being at death. God made
us deputy overlords of our tiny puddle. But it is so temporary a

home for us, and so alienated from us since Adam's Fall, that we
do best to ignore the natural realm when we can—and subdue it

by force if it gets in our way. This world view, which regards the

wilderness as a satanic perversion of the Garden of Eden, is rad-

ically different from modem attitudes in North America, in

which the wildemess has taken on an aura of holiness and at-

tempts to tame it are increasingly viewed with anger and dis-

may. Our practice of setting aside large tracts of real estate

where human habitation is forbidden would have seemed Uke

perfect lunacy to most of our ancestors.

The redemption of nature from the taint of Adam began with

Galileo and the subsequent revolution in the physical sciences

that culminated in Newton's Principia in 1687. As more and

more natural phenomena came to be seen as mechanical results

of God's universal laws, the conviction spread that nature as it is

now must be what God intended. In the Newtonized Christian

thought of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries.

the universe was widely viewed as a sort of gorgeous windup toy

designed and set going by a celestial clockmaker. This view of

things is summed up in Robert Boyle's pronouncement that "the

universe being once form'd by God, and the laws of motion set-

tled ... the phenomena of the world are physically produced by

the mechanical operation of the parts of matter." Galileo's con-

temporary Descartes extended this mechanistic vision to ani-

mals, which he regarded as machines made of flesh, moving

around in a bUnd, mindless parody of human sensation and voli-

tion. (One of Descartes's disciples used to kick his dog to demon-

strate what he called "the creaking of the machinery.") In the

eighteenth century, other promoters of this clockwork cosmol-

ogy scrapped the exceptions Descartes had devised for the hu-

man soul and depicted man as just another cog in the universal

mechanism.

The Romantic movement of the late 1700s reacted against

this view of things by standing it on its head. In typical Romantic

thought, the entire universe becomes a vast organism animated

by something like a human soul. ("A general organism is the

prerequisite for everything mechanical," wrote the Romantic
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philosopher Schelhng in 1798.) Like its predecessors, Romanti-

cism placed man at the top of the hierarchy of nature. But many
Romantic authors envisioned all things as moving upward over

time, with the lower orders of the hierarchy striving to become
human and the human spirit eternally ascending toward a misty,

pantheistic spirituality—Goethe's "World Soul," Holderlin's

"Father Aether," Emerson's "Oversoul."

These mystical notions were the seedbed for the idea of bio-

logical evolution. As early as the 1750s, Wieland was asserting

that all creatures are destined in the far future to become what

we are now, while we will have risen beyond them to unimagin-

able spiritual heights. In the speculative biology of the late eight-

eenth and early nineteenth centuries, such images got trans-

lated into groping, quasi-scientific talk about "ascending forms

of organization" and "perpetual improvement by laws im-

pressed on the atoms of matter" But this early evolutionary

speculation was as scientifically disreputable as speculation

about telepathy is today, and for the same reason: no one could

explain how it might work without letting weird ghostly forces

loose in the Newtonian mansions of scientific theory. Evolution-

ary theorizing was shrugged off by most biologists until 1859,

when Darwin and Wallace came forth with the pleasingly me-

chanical theory of evolution by natural selection.

Darwinism took an essentially Romantic vision of the world as

a great upward struggle and reduced it to Newtonian mecha-

nism. Some traditional Christian ideas—man's supremacy over

nature, and the adaptive "design" in living things that natural

theologians had always harped on—also got woven into the Dar-

winian synthesis. But for Darwin, adaptation and overall prog-

ress were mechanical results of the struggle for sun-ival—which,

he concluded in the Origin, "inevitably leads to the gradual ad-

vancement of the organisation of the greater number of living

beings throughout the world." Like the eighteenth-century view

of the world as a machine governed by the iron laws of a benevo-

lent Providence, Darwinism encourages us to think that all's for

the best in this best of all possible worlds. As the steel magnate

Andrew Carnegie put it after reading Darwin and Spencer:

"Not only had I got rid of theology and the supernatural, but I

had found the truth of evolution. 'All is well since all grows bet-

ter,' became my motto, my true source of comfort."



"During the first halfofourown century,

most paleoanthropologists were
preoccupied with arguing, not about

how, but whether man had evolved

from a chimpanzeelike ancestor."

I

Darwin's ideas, when applied to human society, were comfort-

ing to many other well-to^lo Victorians. The notion that compe-

tition between human individuals and classes is benign because

it rewards the strong and weeds out the unfit is known as Social

Darwinism. Darwin didn't invent it, but he gave it his benedic-

tion: "Man . . . must remain subject to a severe struggle. Other-

wise he would sink into indolence, and the more gifted men
would not be more successful in the battle of life than the less

gifted." This doctrine wasn't just an ideological ornament to

Darwin's theory; he needed it in dealing with the problem of hu-

man helplessness.

As mammals go, human beings are peculiarly slow and de-

fenseless. Language and weapons make us terrible adversaries,

but we don't have them by instinct; we have to be nursed,

guarded, and schooled by our elders through a painfully long in-

fancy. From Anaximander on down, everyone who has tried to

cook up a naturalistic account of our origins has stumbled over

this fact. If the first humans sprang into being full-blown, who
taught them to speak and make tools and feed themselves? If

they evolved out of more typical beasts, why did they lose the

swiftness and natural weapons that help such beasts survive?

This problem was thrown in Darwin's face by the duke of Argyll,

who wrote that "the human frame has diverged from the struc-

ture of brutes, in the direction of greater physical helplessness

... a divergence which of all others it is most impossible to as-

cribe to mere natural selection."

In answering Argyll's objection, Darwin spun a mazy web of

speculation. He surmised that human intelligence had begun to

dawn before our ancestors had abandoned their animal defenses.

"The ancestors of man were, no doubt, inferior in intellect ... to

the lowest existing savages; but it is quite conceivable that they

might have existed, or even flourished, if they had advanced in

intellect, whilst gradually losing their brute-like powers ... of

climbing trees, &c." Besides, our early forebears had probably

been rather defenseless beasts to start with, because "an animal

. . . which, like the gorilla, could defend itself from all enemies,

would not perhaps have become social Hence it might have

been an immense advantage to man to have sprung from some

comparatively weak creature."

For such weak creatures, social or not, the transition to human
status would have been a dicey business, so Darwin suggested

that they might have inhabited a large tropical island free of

predators or competitors, "such as Australia, New Guinea, or

Borneo, which is now the home of the orang." But in so safe a

refuge, what could have driven the protohumans to acquire the

brains, skill, and social organization that were to make them the

lords of the earth? Why, the struggle for existence within human
society: "natural selection arising from the competition of tribe

with tribe."

As Misia Landau has noted, all this reduces to the fairy tale of

the puny but clever younger son who uses his wits and his moral

virtue to slay the giant, brush aside his brutal relatives, and win

the kingdom. To put it another way: the Darwinian origin myth
is the biological equivalent of the rags-to-riches novels of Hora-
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tio Alger Like the idealized moguls of nineteenth-century cap-

italism. Homo sapiens has earned mastery of the world by virtue

of know-how, shrewdness, and rectitude developed in the "mar-

ketplace" of human competition. Darwinian man is lord of the

earth, not because of any God-given stewardship or Romantic

affinity to the World Spirit, but for the same good and legiti-

mate reason that the British were rulers of Africa and India.

Darwin saw the brain as the key to our success. "The intellec-

tual powers and social habits of man are of paramount impor-

tance to him. . . . Through his powers of intellect, articulate lan-

guage has been evolved; and on this his wonderful advancement

has mainly depended." From this—and from Darwin's expecta-

tion that our intellect had dawned before the "brute powers" of

survival had been wholly lost—it follows that an enlarged brain

is what chiefly distinguishes people from apes. It also follows

that animals intermediate between people and apes should have

intermediate-sized brains.

This expectation prevailed in paleoanthropology through the

first half of the twentieth century. The bogus Piltdown "fossil"

showed exactly the expected combination of ape fangs and en-

larged brain, and so it was solemnly accepted by most experts.

Although the Neanderthal fossils had begun to come to light in

Darwin's own lifetime, Huxley and other Darwinists regretfully

concluded that they furnished no evidence of man's evolution

from lower creatures, because they had human-sized brains be-

hind those beetling brow ridges. When the first australopithe-

cine skull showed up in 1924, most scientists looked at its dimin-

utive braincase, murmured "ape," and shoved it oflf to a side

branch of our family tree.

During the first half of our own century, most paleoanthropol-

ogists were preoccupied with arguing, not about how, but

whether man had evolved from a chimpanzeelike ancestor.

(Conflicting schools plumped for ancestors resembling tarsiers

or gibbons or primitive monkeys.) Little thought was given to ex-

plaining hominid origins, and such speculation was mostly left to

peripheral figures.

Among those figures were two Britons who deserve far more

attention than they have received: the surgeon Harry Campbell

and the anthropologist Carveth Read. In various articles pub-

Hshed between 1913 and 1921, both authors argued that the

story of human evolution began when an early ape enlarged its

diet by killing other animals for meat, "which was probably the

main attraction towards a terrestrial life." These predatory man-

apes—what Read called "wolf-apes" and Campbell christened

"homo-simians"—lacked the hunting instincts and natural

weapons of the carnivores they were competing against. They

had to make up the deficiency through their clever hands and

simian cunning. As the wolf-apes grew ever more intelligent and

dexterous, they evolved the rudiments of language to organize

their hunts, and invented more and more effective tools to do the

killing and butchering work that their apelike teeth and nails

couldn't handle. Hunting, for Read and Campbell, explained

nearly every human peculiarity: our braininess, our upright gait

(for carrying weapons), our manual dexterity (for making



them)—and especially our cruelty and bloodthirstiness. In a

1917 article on "The Biological Aspects of Warfare," Campbell

wrote that

in the matter of slaughter, [man] leaves all other animals far be-

hind. He is the arch-slaughterer

—

facile princeps. Since the time

the pre-human ape took to hunting he and his human descendants

have wrought ruthless havoc among the lower animals, and at the

present day man not only hunts them, but breeds them for the ex-

press purpose of destroying them, partly for food, partly for

amusement. ... In his upward march he has left behind him one

long trail of blood.

This grim view of our nature and origins received a few per-

functory comments in the anthropology journals and was

quickly forgotten. Three years after Campbell's last article ap-

peared in the British medical journal Lancet, the young anato-

mist Raymond Dart announced the discovery of a humanlike

fossil ape in South Africa. He named it Australopithecus and

assigned it to a new primate family, the "Homo-simiadae." Al-

though the only man-ape fossil known was an infant's skull. Dart

concluded from its teeth and the animal bones found with it that

Australopithecus had been "an animal-hunting, flesh-eating . .

.

bone-cracking ape . . . truly carnivorous . . . predaceous in its

habits." All this sounds a lot like Campbell and Read, right

down to the name Homo-simiadae, which breaks at least three

laws of zoological nomenclature but seems to echo Campbell's

homo-simian phase in human evolution. But Professor Dart as-

sures me that he neither read Campbell nor discussed him with

their mutual friend Arthur Keith during the years Dart spent in

London before going to South Africa in 1922. It appears that

Read and Campbell were universally ignored (the only mention

of either that I have seen in the scientific literature from that day

to this is in a 1948 book by Keith), and Dart's similar notions

were generally disregarded. The world of the 1 920s was not pre-

pared to hear about the killer ape. It would take another world

war and some additional fossil discoveries to make him and his

taste for animal flesh the central issues in paleoanthropological

theory.

A s late as 1946, the great American paleoanthropologist

/% W. W. Howells could write that hunting "may not be of

/ % any great significance" in human evolution. But by

A- .m. the early 1 960s, it was generally agreed that nothing

else was half so significant. "Whether we love hunting or hate

it," wrote the ethologist Valerius Geist in 1975, "eulogize its

blinding passion or condemn it, hunting was the force that

shaped our bodies, moulded our souls, and honed our minds."

These are strong words; but hunting is a topic that stirs strong

emotions nowadays. For many modern hunters, it is a quasi-reli-

gious experience that is intrinsically good and uplifting (Geist,

an enthusiastic hunter, describes it as "an intercourse with na-

ture"). Others regard hunting as flatly evil: deplorable in itself

and bound up with a perverse itch to slay that gets expressed in

murder and warfare, as well as in blood sports. Neither of these

attitudes is very old. Throughout most of Western history, hunt-

ing has been more prosaically viewed as a source of cheap (and

generally illegal) meat for the poor and of innocent amusement
for the gentry. In European literature before the nineteenth cen-

tury, the huntsman is typically a carefree, enviable figure with a

touch of Robin Hood about him; it is the butcher, not the hunter,

whose name is synonymous with bloody violence.

In the mid- 1800s, the currents of Romanticism tore the ste-

reotype of the Jolly Huntsman apart into two contrasting im-

ages: one pretty, the other nasty. The pretty image assimilates

the hunter to Rousseau's Noble Savage and casts him as a mys-

tic seeking oneness with nature in the wilderness. It goes back at

least to Cooper's Deerslayer stories, and a debased version of it is

familiar to us all from the hokum surrounding frontiersmen like

Daniel Boone. The nasty image is of greater interest, because

it shows up as part of a new set of attitudes toward animals and

nature.

Organized opposition to hunting can be traced back to the Pu-

ritan religious movement. Puritans on both sides of the Atlantic

denounced cruelty to animals, not exactly as a sin but rather as

an imprudent indulgence that encouraged cruelty toward peo-

ple. (As Macaulay quipped, Puritans hated bearbaiting less for

the pain it gave the bear than for the pleasure it gave the specta-

tors.) Similarly, hunting was seen as a bloodthirsty amusement

conducive to murder.

The focus of such sentiments began to shift to the animal itself

in the mid- 1 700s, as the Cartesian barrier between man and ani-

mal crumbled under the surge of Romanticism. "As they [ani-

mals] partake in some measure of our nature," Rousseau wrote,

"they ought to partake of natural right." "Every animal is an end

in itself," declared Goethe. During the nineteenth century, this

attitude began to be expressed in laws and institutions. The

world's first SPCA, a much-derided band of zealots organized in

1824 to keep London teamsters from flogging their horses to

death, was elevated into the utmost respectability in 1 840 by the

patronage of young Queen Victoria. Broad, forceful anticruelty

laws were soon pushed through Parliament by the Royal SPCA
and its friends. In short order, animal-protection societies ap-

peared elsewhere in Europe, lobbying for similar legislation and

sometimes getting it.

The SPCA movement swept the United States after the Civil

War. Laws providing criminal penalties for abusing animals

were passed by various states in the 1 860s. Those years also saw

the growth of the early conservation movement in the United

States, culminating in the establishment of the first national

park (Yellowstone) in 1872. In Britain during the same decade,

widespread agitation against vivisection (some of it from

Charles Darwin's pen) drove Parliament to restrict the use of an-

imals in research.

Along with aU this legislation came an unprecedented ten-

dency to personalize animals in art and literature. Satirists had

for millennia been dressing animals up in costumes and using

them to caricature people. But before the Victorian era, it was

rare to find animals personalized as animals and opened up to



"But in the work of Victorian

painters . . . the focus shifted to the

suffering of the quarry. ..."

human empathy. From the outset, the new tendency was associ-

ated with ambivalence about hunting.

The first signs of this started to show up in the art galleries

during the 1 840s. Hunting scenes in eighteenth-century Euro-

pean art had generally been mere excuses for painting still lifes

of dead game or portraits of the rich on horseback. But in the

work of Victorian painters like Landseer and Courbet, the focus

shifted to the suffering of the quarry: writhing otters impaled on

spears; exhausted foxes screaming in terror at the advancing

hunt; and red deer by the metric ton, dying or stiffening in death

with their pointed faces frozen in masks of noble agony. At least

some of these works were intended to stir feelings of pity and in-

dignation at man's treatment of wild animals. Such feeUngs

could be wrung from an audience of unprecedented size, as new

printing techniques allowed every middle-class Victorian family

to hang chromolithographs and steel engravings of Landseer's

pictures in the parlor as household icons.

In the late 1 870s, in the wake of the agitation over national

parks and vivisection, animals started to show up as heroes in se-

rious literature for the first time. This genre evolved from moral-

izing children's books of the early 1 800s, written to encourage

children to be kind to their pets. The first best seller with an ani-

mal narrator, Anna Sewell's Black Beauty (1877), was in this

tradition, but it was aimed at adults; animal-welfare societies

bought copies by the carload and gave them away to cabbies and

stablehands.

Within a year, wild animals were being used as viewpoint

characters in serious writing ablaze with moral outrage. The ear-

liest example seems to be "A-Hunting of the Deer," by the

American writer Charles Dudley Warner, which appeared in

1878 in the Atlantic Monthly. In this savagely sarcastic assault

on mankind in general, so-called Christian civilization in par-

ticular, and hunting in all its forms, Warner revived the old Puri-

tan link between hunting and murder—and extended it to war-

fare:

The hunters, in winter, find them [the deer] congregated in

"yards," where they can be surrounded and shot as easily as our

troops shoot Comanche women and children in their winter vil-

lages.

In a panic, frightened animals will always flee to humankind from
the danger of more savage foes. They always make a mistake in do-

ing so. . . . The business of this age is murder—the slaughter of an-

imals, the slaughter of fellow-men, by the wholesale.

Warner's sentiments—the equation of the nonhuman with

the holy, the linking of hunting to murder, and a bitter misan-

thropy that depicts Homo sapiens as a congregation of blood-

thirsty lunatics with Catling guns—were echoed by some of the

most popular authors of the late nineteenth century. Warner's

friend and collaborator Mark Twain wrote stories surveying vivi-

section and bullfighting from an animal viewpoint, denounced

the great hunter Teddy Roosevelt as worse than a notorious m.ur-

i erer of the period, and repeatedly declared that "of all the crea-

: :. js that were made, man is the most detestable." E.T. Seton's

best-selling biographies of wild animals, which began coming

out in the 1 890s, are a fiery indictment of the barbarities that Se-

ton witnessed and practiced during his years as a hunter. Tenny-

son's 1886 sequel to his optimistic poem Locksley Hall (1842)

foretold man's extinction through war—and denounced Europe-

ans as subhuman savages because of their cruelty to animals.

American writers on nature and conservation generally picked

up their cue from their patron saint John Muir, who declared

that "if a war of races should occur between the wild beasts and

Lord Man, I would be tempted to sympathize with the bears."

We like to think of the Victorian era as an age of complacent,

self-righteous imperialism. There is a lot of truth in this carica-

ture. (And yes, some Victorian animal stories, especially Kip-

ling's, portray man as a Darwinian lord of nature by right of con-

quest.) But it leaves out the countercurrent of self-doubt and

self-loathing that erupted in Europe and America from about

1 860 on. I'm not sure what explains this response or why it was so

pervasive. Part of it was a hangover from the Romantics. An-

other part was a reaction to the horrors of imperial and industrial

expansion. Part of it reflects the weepy sentimentalism that per-

meated Victorian culture. Some Victorian writers were influ-

enced by Hindu and Buddhist teachings—or by their leading

Western apostle, the animal-loving pessimist Arthur Schopen-

hauer. Whatever the causes, the Victorian era witnessed the
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birth of the doctrine that what is nonhuman is sacred and sane,

whereas people and their works are inherently cruel, disordered,

and sick. When the animals were at last given a voice in Vic-

torian art and literature, the first words they said to Homo sapi-

ens were, "Stop it."

F^
rom the Renaissance down to the middle of the nine-

J teenth century, European thinkers had generally agreed
' that to be human was to be something special and splen-

did. Swift, Voltaire, and other satirists of the 1700s had

lacerated human pretensions, and Romanticism and Darwinism

had erased the boundaries between man and the other animals;

but the humanistic tradition of self-satisfaction had survived al-

most unscathed. "No one," wrote Darwin's staunch supporter

T.H. Huxley,

is more strongly convinced than I am of the vastness of the gulf be-

tween . . . man and the brutes . . . for, he alone possesses the mar-

vellous endowment of intelligible and rational speech [and] . . .

stands raised upon it as on a mountain top, far above the level of his

humble fellows, and transfigured from his grosser nature by re-

flecting, here and there, a ray from the infinite source of truth.

This gorgeous complacency, which had already begun to fray

b'ldly in the late 1800s, unraveled completely during the early

twentieth century. The two most powerful unravelers were prob-

ably Freudian psychoanalysis and the First World War.

The picture of Homo sapiens that evolved in Freud's work
from 1 900 on implies that to be human is to be mentally ill. Con-
curring with Schopenhauer's notion that intelligence is in some
sense innately bent on self-annihilation, Freud fretted repeat-

edly over the impending extinction of mankind. At first, he

thought this might happen because we were getting too civilized

and repressed to bother with having babies. Near the end of his

life, he decided that there was what he called a "human instinct

of aggression and self-destruction" and that the awful gadgetry

available for gratifying that instinct made it impossible to feel

any confidence in the future of the human race.

Whether or not you believed in Freud's "death instinct," his

writings tore great chunks out of the human self-image underly-

ing the Darwinian origin myth. No one could read Freud and

still share Huxley's warm feelings about the marvelous endow-

ment of rational speech. And during the years between the two

world wars, everybody read Freud. "Freud in combination with

Darwin suffice to give us our philosophical vision," wrote Hux-

ley's grandson Julian. "Man is the only organism normally and

inevitably subject to psychological conflict." Auden put it more

poetically in describing our species:

Beneath the hot incurious sun.

Past stronger beasts and fairer

He picks his way, a living gun.

With gun and lens and bible. . . .

And ruled by dead men never met,

By pious guess deluded.

Upon the stool of madness set

Or stool of desolation.

Sits murderous and clear-headed. . . .

The demolition job begun by Freud was effectively completed

by the mass homicidal stupidity of World War I. Although the

faith of Andrew Carnegie lingered on among the lesser Babbitts

of the 1 920s, the more sensitive or more pessimistic in Europe

and America thought back to the trenches, studied the rows of

crosses on the abandoned battlefields, and concluded that

progress was not, after all, an inevitable result of "the compe-

tition of tribe with tribe."

Responses to this disenchantment varied. Vast numbers of the

disillusioned, hoping to bring about the no-longer-inevitable

New Jerusalem by force, embraced social quackeries ranging

from various flavors of Marxism on the left to the burgeoning

Fascist movements on the right. In Europe, there was a wide-

spread back-to-nature movement. Its devotees, distinguished by

their open collars, knapsacks, and short hair (seen as "natural"

by contrast with the elegant coiffures of the Edwardian upper

classes), preached a gospel of healthful outdoor activity and re-

jection of everything artificial, up to and including clothing. Or-

well described such folk as "all that dreary tribe of high-minded

women and sandal-wearers and bearded fruit-juice drinkers who

come flocking towards the smell of 'progress' like bluebottles to

a dead cat." The idea behind the naturist movement is simple: if



"At least some of these works
[of the Victorian painters] were intended

to stir feelings of pity

and indignation at man's treatment

of wild animals."

The Random Shot, by Sir Edwin Landseer 1802-73, Bury Art Gallery and Museum, England
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what is human—artificial, unnatural, cultured—entails mental
and physical illness, then what is nonhuman and "natural" must
be healthy and may help us avoid future outbreaks of mass lu-

nacy. The sandal-wearers and bearded fruit-juice drinkers of the

Vietnam era thought along much the same lines, which accounts

for the presence of granola bars in the world today.

During the 1920s, many writers exhibited the literary equiva-

lent of a gag reflex, and began to express a pervasive loathing of

Homo sapiens. Another of Huxley's grandsons, Aldous,

summed this feeling up in four lines:

The leech's kiss, the squid's embrace.

The prurient ape's defiling touch:

And do you like the human race?

No, not much.

Although contempt and distaste for mankind was never a ma-
jority sentiment, it was an important theme for many of the most

fashionable writers of the postwar period, including Huxley him-

self, Eliot, Mencken, Cabell, Jeffers, and D. H. Lawrence. In the

works of the last two, misanthropy was combined with a wor-

shipful attitude toward animals, which these authors employed

as symbols of natural beauty, spontaneity, and earnestness

—

and sometimes of an inhuman God. Animals were similarly used

by other writers and in other art forms—for instance, in the

breathlessly religious animal paintings of the German modernist

Franz Marc, whose program for the "animalization of art" died

with him in the battle of 'Verdun.

Probably more important than any of these trends in the

realm of high art has been the animalization of twentieth-cen-

tury children's culture, which has generally gone unnoticed. We
think of cuddly stuffed animals as natural love objects for kid-

dies, but in 1907, they were still so unfamiliar that there was

widespread argument over whether teddy bears were going to

pervert httle girls' maternal instincts and lead to racial extinc-

tion. Talking-animal stories, which had been largely replaced by

stuffy moral tales in early nineteenth-centur}' children's books,

began coming back into favor in the Victorian period; and today

we regard stories about Bobby the Zebra and Officer Hippo as

somehow more suitable for children than, say, stories about

Bobby Williams and Officer Smith. Our current practices seem

to embody an unspoken belief—and a message to children

—

that animals are good and innocent, whereas human beings are

dark and dubious things best left out of the picture until later in

Hfe.

Optimism about man's future had been revived some-

I what in the 1 930s by all the Utopian schemes of the

social engineers. A cheerful confidence in the inev-

itability of progress persists in Marxist-Leninist na-

tions today, at least in the state ideology. But in the West, little of

that optimism survived World War IL Most Westerners who

contemplated what the war had left behind at Hiroshima and

Auschwitz found it hard to keep smiling. The sN'stematic mass

murder of European Jewry made it clear that entire civihzations



'The human notion that it is normal for

animals to flee, the whole concept

of animals being wild, is the result

of man's habit of hunting
"

of the highest cultural and scientific attainments could in the

course of a few years go rabidly mad; and the invention of nu-

clear weapons insured that insane nations of the near future

would command the means to destroy life on Earth. It was im-

possible, in the face of those facts, to sustain the sunny faith that

all would be well once we had universal hteracy, One Big Union,

and hygienic plumbing. As the implications of atom bombs and

death camps sank in, the pessimism that had been epidemic

among intellectuals in the twenties came roaring back with a

vengeance. At its purest and simplest, it took the form of a

stream of human self-loathing flowing from an almost Calvinis-

tic perception of Homo sapiens as an innately depraved animal,

an evolutionary mistake whose devilish inteUigence and perverse

carnivorous instincts drive him to kill, kill, kill like a crazy wea-

sel trapped in a henhouse.

The pure note was struck in the postwar work of the reclusive

California poet Robinson Jeffers. In a 1 948 poem significantly

entitled "Original Sin," Jeffers described a band of ape-men

slowly roasting a mammoth to death in a pit trap. The poem ends

with these lines:

These are the people.

This is the human dawn. As for me, I would rather

Be a worm in a wild apple than a son of man.

But we are what we are, and we might remember
Not to hate any person, for all are vicious;

And not be astonished at any evil, all are deserved;

And not fear death; it is the only way to be cleansed.

Similar, if less fiercely expressed, feelings of despair were put

forward by a lot of writers in the postwar years. Scientists and

naturalists flocked to predict the imminent collapse of the hu-

man regime unless we could somehow bring our destructive im-

pulses and technology under control. "Why are we so pessimis-

tic?" asked the ecologist Marston Bates in 1960. "Chiefly, I

suspect, because we have come more and more to doubt our abil-

ity to act rationally. ... It looks as though, as a part of nature, we
have become a disease of nature—perhaps a fatal disease." Dur-

ing the 1950s, that same gloomy perception finally made its way
into paleoanthropological theory.

Postwar digging in South Africa had turned up many new
australopithecine fossils, including bones from the leg and pel-

vis. These finds proved that the australopithecines had been up-

right and bipedal animals, with small, human-looking front

teeth. But their brains were no larger than those of living apes. It

seemed clear that man's forebears had stood upright and lost

their protruding canine fangs before acquiring anything like hu-

man intelligence. Brain enlargement and rational speech

couldn't be at the root of the human story; the Darwinian mythos

was out. Lord Argyll's question had to be faced again. What
could explain the survival of our slow, fangless, half-witted

australopithecine ancestors?

The obvious answer: weapons. Dart, studying the fossils from

the australopithecine deposits, came to the conclusion that most

of the skulls had been bashed in by some sort of club and that

many of the animal bones had been reworked to serve as make-

shift saws, knives, hammers, and so on. The australopithecines,

he concluded, had by no means been defenseless. On the con-

trary, they were themselves predators, subsisting largely on the

flesh of other animals—and of their own kind.

For Dart, this was no mere ecological fact but an ancestral

taint like that reviled by Jeff"ers; and he described our relation-

ship to other animals in words just as fuU of outrage. "The crea-

tures that have been slain and the atrocities that have been com-

mitted . . . from the altars of antiquity to the abattoirs of every

modem city," he wrote, "proclaim the persistently bloodstained

progress of man. He has either decimated and eradicated the

world's animals or led them as domesticated pets to his slaugh-

terhouses." In that river of animal blood. Dart discerned the

fountainhead of warfare. "The loathsome cruelty of mankind to

man ... is explicable only in terms of man's carnivorous and

cannibalistic origin," he stated, and reached back again into the

Genesis myth:

The blood-spattered, slaughter-gutted archives of human history,

from the earliest Egyptian and Sumerian records down to the most

recent unspeakable atrocities of World Wars I and II, accord with

universal cannibalism ... in proclaiming this common blood-lust

differentiator, this mark of Cain, that separates man dietetically

from his anthropoid relatives.

Thirty years earlier, Campbell and Read had been ignored;

but the world of the 1950s was prepared to be told about our in-

nate cruelty and blood lust. Dart's ideas were snatched practi-

caUy from his typewriter and pubhcized by the screenwriter

Robert Ardrey in a string of articles and best-seUing books that

appeared from 1955 on. Dart's peers, some of whom had been
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thinking along similar lines, were skeptical about the details of

the Dart-Ardrey picture but agreed on the significance of hunt-

ing in human evolution. In short order, bipedality and small ca-

nine teeth had replaced big brains as markers of hominid status

in anthropological theory. All these and other distinctive human
features came to be seen as the fruits of tool use, meat eating,

and killing. The result was what has been called the "hunting

model" of human origins. This model, proposed in several vari-

ants during the 1960s, can be boiled down as follows:

1. The australopithecines were slow-running animals living in

open country full of large predators. They lacked natural de-

fenses, and so (no matter what you thought of Dart's bone

"tools") they must have depended on weapons of some sort.

Only a weapon-dependent animal that needed its hands more
for striking than for running could have evolved the

australopithecines' two-footed gait. And their small canines

showed that they had long since abandoned teeth for weapons

in threatening and fighting predators and each other.

2. Whatever the resource had been that tempted the austra-

lopithecines' ancestors out of the trees onto the savanna, their

weapons allowed them to exploit the flesh of other animals—at

first, small helpless game and scavenged carrion; then larger

and larger game as they became more skillful killers.

3. Hunting activities called for ever greater intelligence in mak-

ing tools and coordinating the hunt. This demanded larger

brains. But bipedalism restricted the size of the female pelvic

opening (the wider the pelvis, the more unbalanced you become
standing on one leg), and put limits on the size of the newborn's

brain. This meant that the brain had to grow a lot after birth;

and so the infant had to survive a long period with an embry-

onic, rapid-growing, but poorly coordinated nervous system.

4. Bipedality made this possible because it freed the hands for

carrying things. The helpless baby could be carried by its

mother, instead of having to cling to her fur. With males able to

kill game and carry it to a safe place, the mother didn't have to

forage for herself with her hands full of offspring.

5. To insure that the males hung around and brought home the ba-

con, the females became permanently sexually receptive. The
result was the creation of the family, providing a stable social

unit for the care, feeding, and instruction of the young through-

out their long, long childhood—which, added the Freudians,

set the Oedipus complex in motion for the first time.

All this system formed a positive feedback loop. The bigger

the brain, the more helpless the babies, and so the more food had

to be brought home by Daddy. That required more efficient

hunting techniques, implying still larger brains and longer child-

hood training—and so on and on, round and round, with every-

thing flowing from that first fatal move onto the savanna in

search of something to eat. "Man's life as a hunter supplied all

the other ingredients necessary for achieving civilization," as-

serted the anthropologist W. S. Laughlin in 1968. "Hunting is

the master behavior pattern of the human species."

Hunting also entailed man's estrangement from nature. As

anthropologists S. L. Washburn and J. Lancaster put it: "Hunt-

ing changed man's relations to other animals and his view of

what is natural. The human notion that it is normal for animals

to flee, the whole concept of animals being wild, is the result of

man's habit of hunting . . . and the world of flight and fear is the

result of the efficiency of the hunters." Nor was the connection

between hunting and warfare overlooked by Washburn and

Lancaster:

The evolutionary success of hunting exerted a profound effect on

human psychology. . . . Men enjoy hunting and killing, and these

activities are continued as sports even when they are no longer eco-

nomically necessary. . . . And until recently war was viewed in

much the same way as hunting. Other human beings were simply

the most dangerous game. War has been far too important in hu-

man history for it to be other than pleasurable for the males in-

volved.

Then why don't other hunting animals murder their friends

and relations for sport? The great ethologist Konrad Lorenz had

an answer. In other predators, whose killing machinery evolved

over millions of years, natural selection against those who used

their weapons on mates or offspring produced an inborn inhi-

bition against slaying one's own kind. But our weapons were in-

vented, not evolved—and so we haven't had time to acquire any

inhibiting instincts. When a defeated wolf goes belly up, the vic-

tor turns away with instinctive chivalr>'; when a defeated man

goes belly up, the victor spears him in the bell\-.

Since 1960, the picture of Horrxo sapiens as a disease of na-

ture—a mentally unbalanced predator threatening an otherwise

harmonious natural order—has become so pervasive that we

scarcely notice it any more. It has been disseminated by all sorts

of scientists and popular-science writers, and has loomed large in



the writings and speeches of postwar environmentaUsts from Jo-

seph Wood Krutch on down. But it has probably reached its wid-

est audience in movie theaters—for example, in Cimino's prize-

winning film The Deer Hunter, or in the work of Stanley

Kubrick. Millions of moviegoers absorbed the whole killer-ape

theory in one stunning image from Kubrick's 2001, in which an

australopithecine who has just used a zebra femur to commit the

world's first murder hurls the bone gleefully into the air—and it

turns into an orbiting spacecraft.

1^ he image of Man the Hunter is still aUve in the an-

thropology textbooks. But in recent years, it has been re-

jected with firmness by many paleoanthropologists. The

. rejection is based in part on several good scientific rea-

sons. The firmness seems to have something else behind it.

Dart's "tools" from the australopithecine cave sites had al-

ways met with coughs and raised eyebrows from his peers. But

they were not ruled out of the picture until the early 1 970s, when

E. S. Vrba and C. K. Brain undertook more extensive studies of

the animal bones from those caves. They concluded that the

australopithecines, Uke the baboons and antelopes from the

same deposits, had been dragged into the caves and eaten by

leopards and carnivores. Most and probably all of the bone tools

were scraps from a cat's lunch—and so were the remains of the

supposed killer apes. Later deposits from the same caves yielded

some evidence that early humans (of our own genus. Homo) had

been eating meat; but the leftover bones were a random-looking

jumble of all sizes, ages, and species. Apparently, our ancestors

had been scrounging carrion from other animals' kills, not sys-

tematically hunting their own favored prey. It was hard to go on

beUeving that their ancestors, the australopithecines, had been

been mighty hunters.

By the late seventies, hundreds of new hominid fossils had

been recovered from East African deposits that could be pre-

cisely dated. Two critical facts emerged from these finds. The

first was that the oldest stone tools appeared about two milUon

years ago, at about the same time as the first fossils of the genus

Homo. The second was that bipedalism went back more than a

million years before that. The very earliest australopithecines,

from Laetoli in Tanzania, had walked on their hind legs alone.

(We feel sure of this because we have their footprints, left in a

volcanic ashfall that was subsequently covered over and pre-

served.) They also had reduced canine teeth. All of this seemed

to point to one conclusion: our ancestors had been bipeds with

puny canines and ape-sized brains for a long time before they be-

gan hunting with weapons. The early australopithecines, de-

clared the anthropologist Owen Lovejoy, "were bipedal, but that

had nothing to do with tools. They were walking that way maybe
a million years before their descendants began using tools."

Then why on earth did our ancestors take up such a slow and

inefficient habit as bipedaUsm, if it wasn't to enable them to

carry tools? Once again. Lord Argyll's questions have come
back to haunt Darwin's heirs. If, as Lovejoy has put it, "for any

quadruped to get up on its hind legs in order to run is an insane

thing to do," then how can natural selection account for it? Why
would canines become reduced in an animal with no other

means of defending itself? And how could such a defenseless

creature survive without weapons in the African savannas?

In the past few years, several scientists have put forward new

theories that try to answer some of these questions. The new the-

ories leave most of the old feedback system in place, but they en-

vision bipedalism as arising through peaceful, cooperative activ-

ities—the carrying and sharing of food—^rather than through

the use of weapons.

Lovejoy has proposed one such revision. As he sees it, the

apes, which mature slowly and breed slowly, have been outre-

produced and mostly replaced by the more fecund Old World

monkeys since the Miocene. But one group of apes, our own an-

cestors, managed to keep ahead of the monkeys. They did so by

developing a two-parent family unit. In this distinctive human

arrangement, the mother tends her large and helpless brood in a

safe place, while the father periodically staggers in on his hind

legs with his arms full of groceries. This, says Lovejoy, accounts

for our "insane" two-footed locomotion, and also for our social

peculiarities like monogamy and permanent female sexual

receptiveness (needed to keep the males hanging around). There

are some serious scientific problems with all this—for example,

why did early apes evolve a slow maturation pattern if it put

them at such a disadvantage?—but the biggest obstacle

Lovejoy's theory faces is the distaste and suspicion generally felt

toward any origin myth that casts primeval women in the role of

sedentary baby factories.

A competing theory now getting a lot of attention is that of

Nancy Tanner and Adrienne Zihlman, who see female food

sharing as the driving force in human evolution. In chimpanzees

and other apes, mother-offspring ties are close and lasting,

whereas fathers neither recognize nor care much about their off-
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"New theories . . . envision bipedalism

as arising through peaceful, cooperative

activities—the carrying and
sharing of food—rather than through

the use of weapons."

spring. From this, Tanner and Zihlman reason that early homi-

nid food sharing is more Hkely to have been based on a mother-

offspring bond than on a two-parent setup. They suggest that our

ancestors' first tools weren't weapons but digging sticks, bowls,

bags, and baby slings—all invented by females, to help in gath-

ering food and carrying around their dependent offspring. Bi-

pedalism was favored because it made these activities possible.

Males who helped with the chores and didn't fight were re-

warded by their mothers and sisters and preferred as mates. Sex-

ual selection by females thus produced a male that was more co-

operative and less aggressive—and so had smaller canines, like

those of the females.

Despite their different ideological flavors, this story and

Lovejoy's have a lot in common, and they suffer from some of

the same defects. No doubt, bipedahsm makes it possible to

carry large amounts of food. But as Kim Hill has pointed out,

meat is the only common food that comes in sufficiently large

and nutritious chunks to be worth carrying far barehanded.

Without a big shopping bag, you can't transport enough nuts,

carrots, and birds' eggs to feed three people when you get home.

(And if shopping bags were present from the beginning, bipedal-

ism was unnecessary, since you can carry a bag in your teeth and

still run on all fours.) Thus, the food-carrying theories don't

really succeed in decoupling bipedalism from flesh eating—or in

accounting for female canine shrinkage and defense against

predators without postulating weapon use.

The earliest australopithecine skeletons resemble those of

apes in having limber joints, long arms, and long, curved digits.

Some anatomists have recently concluded from this that the

early australopithecines, though bipedal, were still spending a

lot of time in the trees. That conclusion has suggested another

explanation for bipedalism. The australopithecines' ancestors

might have become preadapted to some sort of bipedalism while

they were still inhabiting the trees, so that they found it easier to

run on their hind legs alone when they came to the ground, in-

stead of dropping to all fours the way today's great apes do on

the forest floor. There is no fossil evidence for this last idea; but if

it were true, it could account for bipedalism without any refer-

ence to hunting.

But why are people trying so hard to do that? The striking

thing about all these theories is that they go so far beyond the

available evidence in an effort to show that hunting was not im-

portant in early hominid evolution—^just as the killer-ape theo-

rists did to prove that it was crucial.

We don't have any fossils of arboreal, but bipedal, apes. We
don't have, and we are not going to have, any fossil two-parent

families or baby slings. This doesn't imply that these things

didn't exist. But neither does the absence of stone tools from

early australopithecine sites imply that the man-apes were herbi-

vores. There are good reasons for thinking that the australopithe-

cines (especially the big, massive-jawed ones that survived long-

est) fed mostly on plants; but meat could have been important in

their diet, and they could have brought down and butchered

game of various sorts in ways that didn't involve chipping peb-

bles. Even a small amount of hunting might be enough to give

the better hunters an adaptive advantage in hard times—and
that slight edge is all it takes to make the old feedback theory

work. All this is airy speculation. But so are those arboreal bi-

peds, nuclear families, and shopping bags.

When people turn indignantly from one sort of speculation to

embrace another, there are usually good, nonscientific reasons

for it. It is not entirely clear what those reasons are in paleo-

anthropology today. One factor is certainly a rejection of the

machismo that was prominent in some versions of the killer-ape

myth. Another is the more questionable insistence that there is

no such thing as human nature—that human beings have no in-

nate tendencies to act in any particular way, or at least in any un-

desirable way, and that anyone who claims otherwise is a closet

Fascist opposed to the reformation of society. This widespread

insistence rules out linking hunting to any inborn human fond-

ness for bloodshed. It may be a factor in the prevailing itch to get

hunting out of the picture altogether.

Many anthropologists today dismiss the hunting hypothesis as

an excuse for war and violence, a comfortingly pessimistic reas-

surance that murder is part of human nature and we therefore

don't have to feel any qualms about it. Niles Eldredge and Ian

Tattersall have recently called the myth of Man the Killer Ape
"a cop-out—blaming our wars and violent crimes on some re-

mote ancestor [to] . . . absolve us from responsibility for man's

inhumanity to man." This is exactly backward; it is like saying

that Calvin's doctrine of the Total Depravity of Man was in-

vented to liberate sinners from guilt. The killer-ape story is a

cautionary myth. It tells us that people are disordered, rapacious

animals, and that we must be constantly on guard against our in-

herent urge to seek death or we will find it on a larger scale than

we had bargained for. This vision of our place in nature isn't self-

congratulatory. It has no connection with right-wing pohtics. It

is admittedly pessimistic; but optimism and pessimism have lit-

tle to do with political opinions. The Reagan White House is full

of optimists.

I'

have used the word myth freely in sketching our changing

beliefs about our place (if any) in nature. Talking about

myths in a scientific context usually signals an intention to

. end by sweeping away the delusions of the past and laying

bare the truth that the myths have concealed. Nothing of the

sort is intended here.

A myth, says my dictionary, is a real or fictional story that em-

bodies the cultural ideals of a people or expresses deep, com-

monly felt emotions. By this definition, myths are generally good

things—and the origin stories thai paleoanthropologists tell are

necessarily mjths. They are myths, whether they are true or not.

because they embody a fundamental cultural theme: they define

and explain the critical differences between human beings and

beasts. Whatever such stories single out as important factors in

our origins become important parts of our self-image. Con-

versely, such stories won't be listened to unless they account for



the human peculiarities that we think are crucial markers of hu-

manity. They will be listened to most carefully when they echo

other themes from the culture of their time.

The hunting hypothesis—the myth of Man the Killer Ape

—

captures a deeply felt perception of human beings and their

technology as antagonists of life. Whether or not the hypothesis

fails, the underlying perception is correct: Homo sapiens is a

real threat to life on Earth. Probably any intelligent animal

would be, no matter how herbivorous. Intelligence, at least of the

human sort, involves making internal models of the world and

acting on them. If the models converge on reality, they represent

science. When they diverge far enough from reality, they be-

come madness. Science is cumulative; every year, we know more
and can do more than the year before. At present, we can barely

manage to destroy ourselves, but as we learn more about the

workings of life and the universe it will become steadily cheaper

and easier to sterilize the planet. Madness isn't cumulative—in

the long run, it always runs afoul of reality—but it has proved

successful in the short run in settings as different as Hitler's Ger-

many and Pol Pot's Cambodia. So long as cumulative knowl-

edge remains at the service of sporadic madness, it seems inev-

itable that in the near geological future—say, within 50,000

years—life on this planet will be extinguished. Current efforts to

cleanse the earth of nuclear weapons would give us some breath-

ing room if they succeeded, but the human mind isn't going to

lose its ability to conceive such weapons and worse, and they will

be built again—a century or a millennium from now—the mo-

ment enough people are convinced that something sacred is in

peril. Whether terrestrial life will ultimately survive probably

depends on how soon we estabhsh it elsewhere and how vigilant

we are in the meantime.

Granting this, our myths are grounds for optimism. For well

over a century, the artists and writers of the scientifically ad-

vanced countries have poured forth a steady stream of symbols,

images, and stories calhng for vigilance against the time when
planetary suicide would be within our grasp. Bolstered by scien-

tific speculation, these mythic images have assumed the form of

a half-perceived religious vision, believed in by millions and

communicated to our children by every medium available.

There is no way to tell for sure whether this mythmaking has

contributed to our survival thus far. I suspect that it has. I doubt

that the world would have ended if Muir or Twain or Freud or

JefiFers had never lived. Other visionaries would have come up
with similar visions. But I think that it might perhaps have

ended by now if we hadn't learned to be afraid of ourselves long

before that fear was entirely reasonable. The fact that our story-

tellers taught us such fear is a heartening mystery. Some of them
are now beginning to tell new origin stories that counsel us to

courage and optimism instead of fear. When we evaluate the

new stories, we need to pay attention not only to their fideUty to

the facts but also to their implications about what it means to be

human—because the place that we claim for ourselves in our in-

ternal models of the universe may help determine whether we
are ultimately to have any place in it at all. D
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"For well over a century, artists and

writers . . . have poured forth a

steady stream of symbols, images, and

stories calling for vigilance

against the time when planetary
^^

suicide would be within our grasp."
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Photographs by Elayne Zorn

As their contribution to a community house-buildingproject,

young women bring waterfor the manufacture ofbricks.



Taquile's Homespun Tourism
To an unusual degree, residents of an island on Peru's Lxtke Titicaca are

controlling the development of tourism and reaping the benefits

by Kevin Healy and Elayne Zorn

The island of Taquile, a remote speck

on Lake Titicaca in southern Peru, is a

land of stone walkways, thatched huts,

mountain vistas, vivid color, and ancient

customs. Life there had changed little

over the centuries until the island was re-

cently discovered by a new breed of tour-

ists, rugged young travelers looking for the

"unspoiled." But Taquile has become no

ordinary tourist paradise. Unlike the in-

habitants of other Third World communi-

ties that attract visitors, the Taquileiios

have managed to develop their own facili-

ties to exploit tourism. Until now, they

have controlled the tourist trade them-

selves and have reaped its economic bene-

fits. Yet success—even the relatively lim-

ited success of Taquile—is not without

cost and risk.

Taquile is an improbable place for tour-

ism. In the 1930s it was briefly famous as

a site for political prisoners, including a

deposed president, Sanchez Cerro; but

otherwise the island passed centuries in

obscurity.

About three miles long and less than a

mile wide, the tiny island twists like a

fish's tail at its southern end. The land-

scape is rocky and steep, with earthen-col-

ored huts and a few eucalyptus trees and

bushes. Paths wind around Inca-style ter-

races, potato fields, and stone walls and

lead up to ancient burial towers on the

mountaintops. The eastern side faces out

over forty miles of crystal clear, deep blue

water On the horizon, under a vast dome

of azure skies and majestic clouds, are the

snow-capped mountains of Bolivia. .At

night sparkling stars fill the .Ajidean sky,

and occasionally, the glow of a silver moon

shimmers on Titicaca's waters.

The inhabitants of Taquile are Que-

chua-speaking Indians, subsistence farm-

ers who for countless generations have

grown potatoes, barley, and broad beans

in private plots on terraced mountainsides.

,. ,. V, Traditionally, the island has been divided

v<-^-
jj^jQ jj^ suyos, or sections. Each suyo con-

tained a single crop that was rotated

through a six-year cycle. Taquile's farms

produced small surpluses, and the island's

modest stores stocked few goods. Unlike

^ other Andean communities, the islanders

owned few animals as insurance against



About three and one-halfmiles longand one mile wide,

Taquile is rocky and steep. Families have several, usually

thatch-roofed housesfor sleeping, cooking, and storage.

Only the very well-offcan afford tin roofs.

crop failures. The poorest Taquilenos

eked out a living by fishing from reed

boats on the deep waters of Lake Titicaca.

For cash, the men worked seasonally on

coastal farms, in the southern copper

mines, and at odd jobs in nearby cities.

On the west coast of the lake is the

nearest large commercial center, the port

city of Puno, with a population of about

60,000. To reach it, islanders traveled

eight to twelve or more hours in wooden

sailboats. Each boat was owned by ten to

twelve families whose male members took

turns navigating. Although residents of

other lakeside communities began chang-

ing to motorized boats in the mid-1960s,

the Taquilenos were too poor to make the

change. Timid, speaking faulty Spanish,

and wearing baggy Western clothing over

their traditional costumes when they

came to town, the Taquilenos were em-

blematic of Peru's rural backwaters.

Yet despite its acute poverty, Taquile

was not without resources. The Peruvian

anthropologist Jose Matos Mar has docu-

mented how the community ingeniously

began to mobilize savings during the

1930s to purchase the island over the next

two decades from its hacendados, or

"landowners." And in the 1940s, the Ta-

quilenos mobilized to construct wooden

sailboats.

Moreover, the superb quality of Ta-

quile handweaving was equaled by only a

handful of communities. Everyone—men,

women, and children—knew how to

weave. The men knitted elegant stocking

hats {ch ullus), while the women used hor-

izontal ground looms to weave belts

{chumpis), bags {ch'uspas), shawls {lliq-

llas), carrying cloths {'unkhuhas), pon-

chos, and scarves. Men and boys also wove

cloth that they sewed into shirts, vests,

skirts, and pants. Weavers bartered for al-

paca and sheep's wool from the herdsmen

around the lake. Trained since childhood,

Taquilefios spun ceaselessly—in between

other tasks—everywhere on the island.

Taquile was one of the few local com-

munities where both women and men
wore—as well as wove—traditional cloth-

ing. Their red, white, and black costumes

were brilliant against the rocky landscape.

Their dress and weaving techniques linked

the faraway styles of medieval Spain to

their Andean heritage.

Although Taquilenos occasionally sold

textiles to travelers in Puno, they had little

experience with organized textile sales. In

1968, with the assistance of coauthor

Healy, then a volunteer in the U.S. Peace

Corps, the islanders created a cooperative,

based on the structure of traditional lead-

ership, to market their weaving. Jilakatas

(elders who are the island's traditional au-

thority figures) collected new and used

weavings for trial sales in Cuzco, a day's

trip by train or bus from Puno. These arti-

cles were sold on consignment in a Peace

Corps-sponsored store that was set up to

sell goods from southern Peru's many arti-

san cooperatives. When the trial sales pro-

duced $150, distributed among approxi-

mately seventy people, a commercial

"boom" began and islanders started com-

muting regularly to Cuzco on sales trips.

Since the Peace Corps store charged

only a modest administrative overhead

and the remaining profits went directly to

the artisans, the islanders learned the mar-

ket value of their work. The sales demon-

strated that their everyday weavings were

attractive to outsiders, especially tourists,

and could produce regular cash income.

Unfortunately, three years later the

Cuzco retail outlet collapsed. A local man-

ager had embezzled funds, and the Ta-

quile artisans suffered a big loss when

many of their weavings held on consign-

ment vanished as the store closed. Yet not

everything was lost. The islanders had dis-

covered Cuzco's rapidly expanding tourist

market and knew that their weavings

were among the best in southern Peru.

Taquilenos who formerly only delivered

products to the cooperative store began to

use their market knowledge to sell

weavings directly to tourists on the streets

of Cuzco. They also found buyers and ex-

port distributors in the southern city of

Arequipa and in the capital city of Lima.

By the mid-1970s, foreign buyers and

Lima exporters were selling the red

chumpis and ch'uspas of Taquile to so-

phisticated consumers in Western Europe

and the United States.

Despite its beauty, Taquile remained

outside the tourist circuit and was over-

shadowed by the area's main attraction:

floating reed islands that were populated

by a dwindling Indian population and lo-

cated within a twenty-minute motorboat

ride of Puno. The only way to reach

Taquile was aboard one of the collectively

owned wooden sailboats. Only the most

adventurous travelers were willing to get

off the afternoon train from Cuzco and

then spend an entire night sailing a cold,
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windswept, and often rainy lake. AJl of

that changed, however, when in 1976 the

South American Handbook—a widely

read tourist guide—described an out-of-

the-way, unspoiled island in Lake Titi-

caca. Foreign tourists began arriving at

the dock at Puno, trying to book passage to

Taquile. Several Puno and other private

boat owners soon added the island to their

tourist run on the lake.

By 1977, the Taquilefios had pooled

their savings and bought secondhand

truck engines to power their sailboats.

Travel time between Puno and the island

dropped from twelve to three and one-half

hours, and the tourist traffic increased. In

early 1978, new sailboat cooperatives

were formed, with groups of thirty to forty

families ordering vessels from Taquile's

two shipwrights. Although still rustic, the

new boats had cabins and were safer, more

attractive, and larger than the older craft.

They could comfortably carry as many as

twenty tourists. A grant from the Inter-

American Foundation, a U.S. group that

supports small-scale development activi-

ties in Latin America, enabled the Taqui-

lefios to purchase spare parts and boat mo-

tors for six groups. The Peruvian Coast

Guard and the Ministry of Tourism li-

censed the Taquilefios to carry travelers

and issued regulations and set fares.

The islanders proved to be competitive

with the private boat owners at Puno.

Eventually the islanders displaced the

Puno boat owners and obtained an offi-

cially sanctioned monopoly. By 1982, the

number of cooperative transport groups

had expanded to thirteen.

In November 1982, the round-trip fare

between Taquile and Puno, which is set by

the Peruvian Coast Guard and the Minis-

try of Tourism, was approximately U.S.

$4.00. Since the costs of spare parts, fuel,

maintenance, and the replacement of mo-

tors and wooden boats are high, the boats

have operated at a narrow margin be-

tween slight profit and slight loss. Yet

local control of boat traffic produces bene-

fits other than cash income. It also subsi-

dizes the cost of transport for Taquilefios

who travel to and from Puno. In 1982,435

people, representing virtually every fam-

ily, shared ownership and management

responsibilities for one of the thirteen

boats. Now every family has access to

cheap transportation, and Taquile's trade

and communications with the mainland

have improved substantially.

The increased boat traffic has also pro-

vided new personal income and on-the-job

training. The three members of the crew

on each Puno round trip now receive regu-

lar payment for their work. New boats

have meant more hulls and fittings to be

produced by the island's boat builders.

During the last five years, crew members
have acquired valuable skill in engine re-

pair and maintenance—sometimes at the

tourists' expense, as when crews have

fixed mechanical breakdowns in the mid-

dle of the lake.

Yet Taquile's environment is hospitable

for only the hardiest of travelers. The is-

land has virtually none of the standard

tourist services: excursions, shops, medi-

cal facilities, or motor vehicles. There is no

electricity or plumbing. There are few

beds on the island—nothing even ap-

proaching a third-class hotel. Most visitors

are backpackers in their twenties and

early thirties who are traveling on a lim-

ited budget. They soon learn that "rustic"

on Taquile can mean rugged.

The island is more than 13,000 feet

above sea level, an altitude to which few

visitors are accustomed. After making a

three and one-half hour boat trip, travelers

must make a forty-five-minute climb up

the side of a mountain on a winding stone

stairway. At the pinnacle, a campesino re-

ception committee greets the new arrivals

and registers them by age, duration of

stay, and nationality. The committee de-

scribes the physical layout of the island, its

principal attractions—for instance, some

archeologically interesting burial towers

—and assigns accommodations with a lo-

cal family in an adobe hut. Like the Ta-

quilefios, the tourists sleep on lortora (lake

reed) mats on earthen floors or on raised

stone platforms.

In 1978, 68 families were authorized by

local authorities to take in overnight for-

eign guests. By August of 1982, the num-

ber had risen to 207 families—in effect,

every family on the island—and in the

same month a record 1 ,800 people visited

the island. Tourists come from North and

South America, Australia, New Zealand,

Japan, Israel, and especially Western Eu-

rope. Community records show that 5,300

tourists visited Taquile between January

and August of 1982, an average of more

than 750 per month. Most visitors stay for

only two or three days. .Mthough the

growth of tourism has been stead.\-, weeks

can pass with few visitors.



Taquilefios manage tourism through an

array of committees, for example, hous-

ing, weaving, food, and transportation.

Special tasks such as construction or pub-

lic maintenance are handled in a tradi-

tional manner by volunteer work groups

set up by the committees. In the past six

years, the islanders have established rules

and prices that they and the tourists are

expected to honor.

The entire community meets weekly in

informal Sunday assemblies in the village

square. As is common in the Andes, In-

dian and Spanish systems are mixed in Ta-

quile. The island elects both traditional

authorities and modem political officials;

but traditional leaders such as the jilaka-

tas have increasingly lost power to the

government officials. The community an-

cianos (elders) are expected to advise the

various authorities and the community as

a whole.

During the first tourist season, two pri-

vately owned restaurants were opened by

Taquilefios who had returned from many

years in Lima. Seven restaurants are cur-

rently in operation on the island. Each is

owned and managed by community

groups or families and is located in the

"urbanizing" village square. Restaurant

fare is slightly more varied than the food

in peasant households—omelets, pan-

cakes, and fish in addition to soup, pota-

toes, and herbal teas. Traditionally, most

islanders have not been active fishermen,

but the tourists' demand for fish has stim-

ulated the formation of two fishing co-

operatives, consisting of twenty-one and

fifty members. Fish are also purchased

from fishermen in nearby lakeside com-

munities.

Potential and actual tourist income has

encouraged such household improve-

ments as extra rooms, tables, benches, ta-

blecloths, kerosene lanterns, washbasins,

and simple bedding gear such as reed

mats and factory-made woolen blankets.

These improvements are approved by an

island commission. Nearby stores furnish

toilet paper and beer. These products are

novel to Taquile and are generally consid-

ered to be the maximum in allowable crea-

ture comforts consistent with an "authen-

tic Andean experience." Each approved

household directly receives the tourist in-

come from lodging and in most cases from

meals. An overnight stay in April 1983

cost thirty cents; a fish dinner fifty cents.

When Taquile's tourism began in ear-

nest in 1976, textile marketing changed as

well. Most local crafts had been sold by

Taquile's middlemen in Cuzco, Arequipa,

and Lima; now, goods could be sold on the

island itself. Taquile's weavers eventually

formed a community-run artisan store,

where they could sell their diverse and in-

creasingly numerous products. With mid-

dlemen eliminated, craftsmen received

higher incomes.

An elected committee administers the

store while the island's men take turns

working as unpaid sales clerks. The crafts

committee meets weekly to set prices

based on the quality of workmanship and

the amount of labor. The labor force is the

same as in the premarket Taquile of the

1960s. Every man, woman, teen-ager, and

child over eight earns money by producing

crafts.

For the past two years, store sales have

averaged roughly $2,500 per month, ris-

ing as high as $5,700 during the peak tour-

ist months of July and August. In addi-

tion, the island held a widely pubUcized

two-week crafts fair in August 1982 at

which tourists visiting the island for only a

few hours of one day bought several thou-

sand dollars worth of weavings.

Thirteen years of experience with mar-

kets and tourists have aff"ected what is pro-

duced in Taquile. Responding to demand,

the Taquilefios have created new products

that have evolved from their traditional

clothing styles. At present the community

store stocks numerous shirts, vests, and

pants of homespun cloth in natural colors
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Some eight festivals are celebrated a year, each requiring

specific dress. The man at left carries a panpipe he will

play and wears a hat decorated with flamingo feathers. The

white triangle pinned to the shawl of the woman, below,

is worn at only one festival.

and in a variety of weaves. "Peasant"

shirts are particularly popular among the

island's youthful tourists. Male weavers

have adapted the techniques and designs

used in stocking caps to produce a new

kind of vest (chaleco mUsico) with rows of

bright, fanciful, multicolored patterns.

Women continue to weave extraordinarily

fine bags and belts of varying widths, col-

ors, and motifs. One tourist-related inno-

vation in bags and belts is more extensive

use of natural colors.

Despite rates of return that are nor-

mally much less than a dollar a day, textile

output in Taquile and nearby communi-

ties has mushroomed in recent years. One

reason is that even with the low rate of re-

turn, weaving and knitting can be done

during spare hours when there are no

cash-producing alternatives. Many Taqui-

leiios stay up all night to work by kerosene

lamps. The Taquilenos have also begun to

farm out some weaving tasks to people in

nearby towns and to market textiles from

neighboring Amantani and Capachica in

the island's cooperative store.

Although the quality of some textiles

woven in Taquile has undeniably declined

since marketing began in earnest, the drop

is less than might be expected from the ex-

periences of other communities. True, the

widespread use of commercially spun and

dyed yam lowers the quality of the prod-

ucts. And men now knit ch'ullus (stocking

hats) with less detail than in the past; their

designs are larger, with more empty

space. But the knitters now rely far less on

repetitive motifs than they once did, and

they incorporate a wider range of themes

drawn from local culture and daily life.

Moreover, the stocking hats retain their

soft texture, their rich color combinations,

and their beauty even though knitting ma-

chines are beginning to be used on a minor

scale. The women have adopted similar

measures to reduce production time for

belts and bags, but their weavings are still

superb despite inferior yam quality

The steady flow of tourist traffic en-

courages Taquilenos to advertise their

weavings by wearing them. While tourism

encourages cutting corners, it also rein-

forces local pride in dress, workmanship,

and native traditions. Taquilenos still save

their finest weavings for their own wear

and use in festivals. All in all, the quality

of both tourist and traditional weavings is

probably still among the highest in Pern.

With the assistance of coauthor Zom, a

weaver and anthropologist, Taquilenos re-

cently organized a community museum to

preserve and display their older, better

textiles. To help retain examples of

Taquileno weavings within the commu-

nity, the Inter-American Foundation con-

tributed to a fund to purchase fine old

pieces owned by Taquile families. The rus-

tic museum has become a popular tourist

attraction, and it helps protect the com-

mon cultural legacy Nevertheless, many

tourists privately offer high prices for old

textiles, and invaluable pieces continue to

disappear.
.

Taquile's style of tourism stands in
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sharp contrast to the experiences of other

Third World communities where benefits

are trickle-down at best and are offset by

outside control, the erosion of cultural in-

tegrity, and the disruption of traditional

lifeways. Taquile's six years of self-oper-

ated tourism demonstrate that a commu-
nity can set its own terms for tourist devel-

opment and capture the lion's share of the

benefits.

From the outset of the community's at-

tempt to manage its own tourism, the

Taquilefios had certain advantages—an

unforced friendliness, colorful and highly

visible folk practices, a thriving crafts tra-

dition, and a spectacular landscape. The
island's greatest previous handicap—its

isolation—became a dual advantage.

First, Taquile's remoteness attracted tour-

ists who enjoyed a challenging trip and sa-

vored the island's authenticity. But more

importantly, Taquile's isolation allowed

the islanders to keep outside entrepre-

neurs at arm's length while the commu-
nity itself developed facilities and man-

agement skills.

The Taquilefios have been fortunate. In

several important ways, tourism has rein-

forced rather than undercut traditional

life styles. Weaving, for example, has

flourished. The islanders enjoy making

and selling a product that symbolizes tra-

ditional culture and values. This craft can

be practiced between other tasks through-

out the day, raising the value of otherwise

marginal time. Rigorous childhood train-

ing in weaving and knitting continues, and

the local esteem for quality textile produc-

tion remains intact.

Boats in Taquile have always been

owned cooperatively rather than individ-

ually. Tourism has built upon this tradi-

tion and produced diverse benefits. First,

control of the motorboat traffic allows the

community to regulate the flow of tour-

ists, distributing them equitably among in-

dividual homes. Second, the newer and

larger vessels give Taquilefios more com-

fortable, reliable, and frequent access to

the mainland. Third, management of

boats has taught the islanders much about

business administration and the operation

and maintenance of machinery. Finally,

boat building has evolved into a mini-

industry. Local craftsmen now design and

build all the large motorboats, and they

have trained new and younger boat build-

ers. Many neighboring lake communities

now order their boats from Taquile.

On the other hand, women have not

reaped a fair share of benefits from the

tourist boom nor has their relative status

on the island improved. The new decision-

making committees that manage the is-
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Boat building is exclusively a male
activity. The builders now train

young apprentices and all must learn

to use primitive hand tools. The

costly wood comesfrom the jungles

of the mainland.

land's various enterprises exclude women.

Most of the popular and more profitable

artisan products are made by men, and

significant female labor may be displaced

as the market shifts from products made
by women to those made by men.

Agriculture on Taquile's rugged terrain

has always been difficult. With the growth

in tourism, agricultural production has

been boosted, and more cash is available

for agricultural intensification. Taquileiio

farmers offer produce directly to consum-

ers, earning income that normally goes to

middlemen. Moreover, money from tour-

ism provides a safety net against the risks

from periodic drought, hailstorms, and

frost. This cushion enables the farmer to

weather seasons of heavy crop loss, such as

the severe drought that afflicted the alti-

plano, the high Andean plateau on which

Lake Titicaca is located, during 1982-83.

Yet the productive capacity of tradi-

tional agriculture on an arid and overused

landscape may be nearing its limits. Not
only are there more tourists, there are also

more Taquileiios. Since the early 1950s

the population has nearly doubled, in-

creasing from about 640 to 1,250. Ex-

panding economic opportunity has also

encouraged a reverse, urban-to-rural mi-

gration. Many Taquileiios are returning to

their native island from the cities, bring-
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ing urban-learned skills and consumer

tastes. If local food production cannot

keep pace with new demands from island-

ers and tourists, traditional agricultural

self-sufficiency may well give way to de-

pendency on imports.

The traditional egalitarian character of

Taquileno society emerged, in part, from

shared poverty. To buy the island from the

hacendados in the 1940s and 1950s, the is-

landers had to pool capital and act collec-

tively. Similarly, forty years ago no indi-

vidual commanded the necessary capital

and labor to operate a sailboat, so families

joined together and formalized rules to

protect individual rights within groups.

Tourism has both reinforced this com-

munal tradition (through boat cooper-

atives, for example) and undermined it.

With new kinds of economic opportunity,

social stratification has increased. Restau-

rant and store owners, textile middlemen,

and some individual boat owners have de-

veloped specialized services. As they pros-

per, their needs and opportunities tend to

diverge from those of the rest of the com-

munity. So far, however, the rules of social

behavior have acted to regulate compe-

tition, and Taquile continues to distribute

economic benefits with remarkable eq-

uity. Everyone—young and old, male and

female, the poorest and the better off

—
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Male members of an extendedfamily

knot a new warp onto old warp threads

on a home-made Spanish-style treadle

loom. The man in the foreground in

Western clothes has just returnedfrom

selling textiles on the mainland.

has benefited to some degree from tour-

ism. Without question, there is a widening

gap between ideal and actual behavior,

but Taquileiios continue to attach great

importance to the common good.

Today's Taquilefios walk a narrow path

between holding to tradition and accept-

ing change. Tourism is a powerful force

that pushes in both directions. To date,

there has been a kind of balance, but the

flow of tourists has been relatively modest.

No one knows what the limits of accom-

modation may be before cultural destruc-

tion sets in. Foreigners are now practically

a part of the landscape. In the evening

they gather to play musical instruments

and to drink in the restaurants, a scene

reminiscent of a European pub or coff'ee-

house. Tourists with clicking cameras con-

gregate at all the major rituals and reli-

gious festivals. Community life continues,

but at what point will the local rituals and

fiestas become simply spectacles for tour-

ists? When does a community become

merely a stage?

Taquile life has already been altered.

Fifteen years ago, locked doors were un-

known, and strong controls were exercised

over social drinking. The past six years

have witnessed incidents of tourist-related

theft and drunkenness, as well as trampled

crops, nude bathing, and drug use. More
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people, more consumption, and more

waste have meant a growing garbage dis-

posal problem.

Many residents have acquired con-

sumer goods—wristwatches, record play-

ers, radios, cassette players, and binocu-

lars. Yet at the same time, health and

nutrition problems remain severe. Mater-

nal death in childbirth is high and so is in-

fant mortality. Children continue to suffer

from undernourishment, gastroenteritis,

and diarrhea.

Services that are created for the tourists

do not always carry over to the commu-
nity. The town's seven restaurants re-

cently collaborated with local officials to

install the island's first potable water sys-

tem, but so far service has not extended

beyond the restaurants. Similarly, there

are no latrines beyond those in the restau-

rants and in a few homes. When asked re-

cently about the island's lack of electric-

ity, one leader responded, "An electric

generator would make too much noise and

therefore spoil the tranquillity the tourist

seeks."

The people are poor and the tempta-

tions are great. "How to please the tour-

ist" has become a major preoccupation.

After a few hours with a Taquile family,

foreign tourists regularly receive requests

of compadrazgo (godparenthood) in an
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An entire family works on textiles in

afield next to one of their houses.

The girl in the foreground, whose hair

is braided in a style that dates back

at least 2,000 years, is cutting

fleecefrom an alpaca hide.

opportunistic attempt to hitch up a family

to affluent "gringos."

Looking to the future, the community

must confront two main challenges. First,

can it continue to adjust to, and benefit

from, tourism without being swallowed up

by the influx of outsiders? Can a strong

culture continue to build on its strengths,

and will that future community continue

to be proud of itself?

The second challenge may be even

greater. Tourism is still controlled by the

community, but as the stakes rise, that

control cannot be taken for granted indefi-

nitely. Predictably, there will be overtures

from government ministries, and private

and public tourist agencies will try to gain

a foothold in the growing tourist economy.

Such signs are already appearing.

Mounting pressure threatens to under-

mine community control over boat trans-

port. Taquile suffered its first boat acci-

dent in six years in 1 982; it cost the life of a

Spanish tourist and three islanders. Offi-

cial agencies recently stated that all boats

carrying tourists must be yacht-sized and

equipped with the more expensive diesel

motors. The issue is one of both safety and

travel time; yet this regulation could effec-

tively return control of boat traffic to the

private, Puno-based companies. Higher

tariffs to insure profitability for larger
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boats have already been authorized, and

Puno agencies are starting to book tourists

to Taquiie, charging three to ten times the

islanders' fare. Not only does this repre-

sent loss of transport business, but the

larger and faster boats permit visitors to

make day trips. Day tourists, in turn, may
buy textiles, but they do not generate the

room and board income that makes up a

major portion of the islanders' earnings.

At present the Taquileiios are seeking

to reassert their control of transportation.

They propose to construct a large yacht,

which would be used in coordination with

the smaller motorboats to handle the tour-

ist traffic. With the islanders of nearby

Amantani—another recent tourist stop-

over—they are actively soliciting the gov-

ernment to establish a restricted tourism

zone in which island enterprises would be

protected from encroachment by private,

outside entities.

In the meantime, the tourists arrive and

leave—more each year. The Taquileiios

have shown that tourism, at least on a

small scale, need not be managed by out-

siders or be culturally destructive. Al-

though the islanders' future is far from

certain, they continue to build a commu-
nity industry based on popular participa-

tion and the equitable distribution of

benefits. D
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Celestial Events

by Thomas D. Nicholson

AU Month The planets continue their

move into the morning sky in November.

Saturn became a morning star on the last

day of October, Venus is very good this

month, and Mars gets a little brighter and

rises earlier. In contrast, the planets have

almost deserted the evening sky. Mercury

and Jupiter are east of the sun, but not far

enough to be seen after sundown.

Conditions in the fall generally favor

morning planets, and things come to-

gether nicely this year. Venus is brilliant

in the east all month, visible from 3:00

A.M. on, depending on the weather. Mars
rises about an hour earlier, but is much
dimmer than Venus, and you may not be

able to see it until it rises higher. Look

above Venus. Both planets move through

Virgo, toward its bright star Spica. Venus

passes above Spica late in the month.

"Maynard, Ido think thatjust this onceyou should

come out and see the moon!"

Drawing by Chas. Addams; © 1983 Ttie New Yorker Magazine. Inc.
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14. Cornell University: Bird Biology: Membership in-

vited. Benefits include stunning magazine, Living Bird

Quarterly, catalogs, discounts from Crow's Nest Book-
shop.

15. College of the Atlantic: Write for free brochure,

catalog, financial aid information or poster

16. Columbia Sportswear: Outerwear engineered
for the performance you demand With style. See the

complete line of outerwear and accessories in Colum-
bia's catalog.

17. Countrywear Clothing: Includes classic Welsh
smocks, reversible capes, pants, jackets, velvet caps,
dresses in silks, cottons and velours— all distinctively

designed and quality made in America. Wear them in

good health!

18. Cunard: Get more Mexican Riviera or more Carib-

bean without spending more on Cunard Pnncess or

Cunard Countess Free color brochure
19. Early Winters: Free, full color catalog of unique
outdoor equipment tents, socks, sweaters, knives,

flashlights, camera gear, gifts All guaranteed for 30
day free test.

20. Ecuatoriana: Send for our colorful brochure fea-

turing travel to Ecuador, the Galapagos and through all

the Americas on our new wide body DC-10 -30's

21. Finnair: Send for free Art Tours brochure. Trips

operate year-round and can be tailored for fund-raising

or study groups
22. Figi's: FREE! Two fresh packs of specially

blended, all purpose grind World's Best coffee. Spec-
ify premium blend or decaffeinated or one pack of

each
23. Fitness Master: Aerobic fitness in the comfort
and pnvacy of your home. By simulating X-C skiing, the

fitness master XC-1 tones your body Excellent for

weight control

24. H.E. Harris: The Harris postage stamp catalog is

a complete price and reference guide for collectors of

stamps of the US., Canada, and the United Nations

Send for free information

25. Himalaya, Inc.: Designs expeditions throughout

the world. Let us send you our travel portfolio which de-

scribes each adventure in detail

26. Homespun Crafts: 22 page full-color. Heritage

Collection of accessories Cotton bedspreads, table

ensembles, pewter, brass, handcrafts, curtains. Come
shopping with us . free catalog

27. Inclinator Co. of America: Free booklet de-

scribes and illustrates "Elevette." the vertical home el-

evator: "StairLIFT," the budget-price single-seat pas-

senger lift: and "Inclinelte," the deluxe single-seat

model.

28. The Government of India tourist office will send
a digest of new tour programs and full-color brochures

of India

29. International Coins and Currency: Montpelier,

VT firm IS a distributor of rare numismatic and
seminumismatic coins. Recognized expertise in

sunken treasure coins.

30. International Timeline: Additional information on
the full-color World History Chart

31. Joseph Van Os Nature Tours: An extensive yet

intimate view of nature at a relaxed pace North Ameri-

can, South American and African itineraries thought-

fully planned and managed We are one of the best

32. KLR International: Kenya's wildlife and land-

scapes, combined with five-day camel safan in legend-

ary Northern Frontier District Small groups. Free bro-

chure.

33. Kiawah Island: Ten miles of secluded beach,

Nicklaus and Player golf courses, two tennis centers

offering 24 courts at a resort village by the sea, 21 miles

from Charleston Thirty-page color magazine

34. The King Size Company: Tall and Big Men. Send
for your free 104-page full color catalog of apparel and
footwear (fully guaranteed) specially designed for your

fit and comfort

35. Lenox Collectibles, Inc. Information on unusual

and beautiful gifts and collectibles available only direct

from Lenox Includes plates, figunnes, vases and jew-

elry

36. Mountain Travel: Mountain Travel specializes in

international treks and expeditions for hikers, wildlife

enthusiasts and adventurers Small groups Expert

guides Africa, Nepal, Peru, Alaska, Europe. Free bro-

chure

37. Nature Expeditions International. Combine ad-

venture, discovery and vacation on 30 wildlife and cul-

tural expeditions worldwide Small groups with expert

leadership Free brochure

38. Nikon Binoculars—Full-color booklet describes

how to choose the binoculars right for you. Explains

binocular terminology and surveys the advantages of

various types available.

39. Nikonos by Nikon—Send for full color literature

describing the features and capabilities of this unique

underwater and hostile environment photographic sys-

tem
40. Norm Thompson: Escape from the Ordinary with

unique fashions, gifts Everything we sell is backed by

our 'You be the Judge " guarantee.

41. North Country Corp.: Rent a maple tree or sap

bucket Get delicious syrup. We do the work, gift re-

cipients get the harvest, you gel the raves Send for

details

42. Peabody Museum: For sale—limited edition, du-

plicate intaglio plate printing of Audubon's BLACK
SKIMMER, from The Birds of America" B & W, Print

26" by 40" Plate 21" by 21".

43. Princeton U. Press: First field guide to USSR
birds in English Beautiful volume with 48 color plates,

71 line drawings, 303 maps. Describes 728 species,

most in color

44. Procreations: The source tor museum quality

limited edition poster art at reproduction pnces Cata-
log $1 00 or call toll free (800) 245-8779

45. Ross-Simons: Full-color 48-page catalog Fine
quality jewelry, china, crystal, flatware & figurines All

prices well below suggested retail Gilts from $35 to

$5,000

46. South African Tourist Corporation: Picture an
entire world It's called South Africa A world in one
country Send for a free color brochure
47. Save the Whales: Send for free information

about these extraordinary marine mammals and how
you can help save Ihem from extinction Animal Wel-
fare Institute

48. Society Expeditions Project North Pole-
Travel to North Pole with experienced polar scientists

Dog sled across Northwest Passage, visit frontier Eski-

mos Write for brochure

49. Society Expeditions Antarctica—World Dis-

coverer luxury adventure cruise from South America to

Antarctica Falkland Islands, South Georgia. Circum-
navigation to South Africa Experi naturalists, scien-

tists. Send for brochure.

50. South Seas Travel: Experience the stone-age

culture of New Guinea, the enchanting islands of Indo-

nesia, the legendary Burma, and the beauty of the

South Pacific islands

51. Southwest Safaris: Natural history expeditions

explore Grand Canyon, Canyonlands, Monument Val-

ley, Mesa Verde, Canyon de Chelly, Chaco Canyon
Bushflying, Jeeping, Rafting: Geology. Archeology

Botany 1 5 days
52. Standford U. Press: Announcing a FOURTH
EDITION of the definitive book on Mayan civilization

—

THE ANCIENT MAYA by Slyvanus G Morley & George
W. Brainerd, completely revised by Robert J Sharer Il-

lustrated $2850
53. Sun Line Cruises: Free Sun Line Winter 1983/84

brochure features cruises to the Onnoco and Amazon
Rivers, through the Panama Canal and across the Ca-

ribbean and Atlantic to the Mediterranean

54. Travel Corporation of America (TRAVCOA)
celebrates their 30th year by adding new itineraries

and exciting features to their Africa. South Pacific pro-

grams Send lor free catalog

55. Tourism Canada: Free brochure showing Cana-

dian Iraavel destinations and vacations in Canada
56. Tourism Canada: Canada Comes Alive in Winter

— Ski the ultimate Enjoy carnivals, nightlile, fabulous

resorts, great values! Free Canada ski inspiration kits

and suntan reflectors

57. Trinidad & Tobago: Packages are available lor ei-

ther Trinidad or Tobago or a combination of both is-

lands, inclusive of air. fare between islands Send lor

free brochure

58. Turkish Tourism/Swan-Hellenic: The legacy ol

three empires and twelve civilizations combines with

dazzling natural endowments to creale a cultural mix

unequaled on the lace ol the earth

59. WNCN Radio: the magazine ol Classical WNCN.
Indeplh articles look at composers and musicians,

dance and opera Free copy NY, NJ,CT residents only

60. Waterford Crystal: Full-color biooklel on ihe hand

made Irish Crystal lamous throughnul Ihe world Free

booklet.

61. Westours: Largest Alaska travel supplier A van-

ely of roundtrip cruises, c'liise lours, air lours, es-

corted lours, and education lours To Alaska lealuring

Holland America ships.

62. Wilbur Chocolate Co. Luscious chocolate giHs

Full-color fating ol gourmet-quality Wilbur Bars and

Buds in boxes" .assortments, and speaal decorator

tins. BROCHUoL FREE.

63. Wllllams-Sonoms: Discover what serious cooks

have known since 1956. WHiams-Sonoma's Caiatog

lor Cooks cders the finest kilchenw.ne. housefxW arti-

cles and specially loods

64. lltoridwide Trekking: Peru Trers laitored to your

ability and interests Novice llirough Expert New 30-

page color catalog— Details trekking advootures to aR

corners ol the gtotx



SunVial
The Ultimate Sundial

• Accurate
• Easy to read
• Sets up iir- -^

seconds
• No special

knowl
required _

On your windowslll or patio SunVial's

spot of light shows the time and date.

So accurate, you'll set your watch by it.

Custom crafted in bronze and glass for

your earthly location. $155 ppd. (VA
tax $6.00)

10 W. Washington Street. Middleburg. VA 22117

VISA 703-687-6881 mc

Hot Air Engine
Heat is the only fuel required!

Speeds in excess of 1000 RPM can be

attained from this miniature Engine.

This ALL-METAL, precision
machined. Engine comes complete with

built-in alcohol burner, red flywheels

and chassis mounted on a green base.

Each Engine comes completely assem-

bled and ready to run, accompanied by

our lavishly illustrated, 128 page book
entitled "Stirling Cycle Engines".

Engine and book $53.50

Send check, money order or use Visa,

American Express or MasterCard.

Credit Card Orders: (800) 528-6048

^"•^^5) Solar Engines^"'—^=^ Dept. NH

4020 E. McDowell Rd., Phoenix, AZ 85008

iSpeak Spanish
like a aiplomat

!

What sort of people need to learn a
foreign language as quickly and effectively

as possible? Foreign service personnel,

that's who. Members of America's diploma-

tic corps are assigned to U.S. embassies
abroad, where they must be able to converse
fluently in every situation.

Now you can learn to speak Spanish just

as these diptomatic personnel do—with the
Foreign Service Institute's Programmatic
Spanish Course. You'll learn Latin American

Spanish recorded by native speakers.

The U.S. Department of State has spent
thousands of dollars developing this course.

It's by far the most effective way to learn

Spanish at your own convenience and at

your own pace.

The course consists of a series of cas-

settes and accompanying texttxxjk. Simply
follow the spol<en and written instructions,

listening and repeating. By the end of the

course, you'll be learning and speaking
entirely in Spanish

!

This course tums your cassette player

into a "teaching machine." With its unique
"programmatic" learning method, you set

your own pace - testing yourself, correcting

errors, reinforcing accurate responses.
The FBI's Programmatic Spanish Course

comes in two volumes, each shipped in a

auDia-fOMjm

handsome library binder. Order either, or

save 1 0% by ordering both:

a Volume I: Basic. 1 2 cassettes (1 7 hr.),

manual, and 464-p. text, $1 25.

D Volume II: Intermediate. 8 cassettes

(12 hr.), manual, and 614-p. text, $110.

(Conn, and N.Y. residents add sales tax.)

TO ORDER BY PHONE, PLEASE CALL
TOLL-FREE NUMBER: 1-600-243-1234

To order by mail, clip this ad and send with

your name and address, and a check or

money order - or charge to your credit card

(AmEx, VISA, fvlasterCard, Diners) by en-

closing card number, expiration date, and
your signature.

The Foreign Service Institute's Spanish
course is unconditk>nally guaranteed. Try it

for three weeks. If you're not convinced it's

the fastest, easiest, most painless way to

learn Spanish, return it and we'll refund

every penny you paid. Order today

!

1 1 2 courses in 35 other languages also

available. Write us for free

catalog. Our 1 2th year.

AudkJ-Forum
Suite 60N
On-the-Green,
Guilford, CT 06437
(203) 453-9794

Ail orders received by Dec. 12 will be delivered before the holidays I

Or visit our New York sales office 145 E, 49ttl St.. New York, NY 10017 (212) 753-1783,

when you can find the star to its right. Sat-

urn is not visible early in November, but

by month's end the favorable tilt of its or-

bit brings it up nearly two hours before the

sun. Look below Venus at daybreak. (The

events described below are given in local

time unless otherwise indicated.)

November 1 : A busy day for the moon
today. The crescent is up bright and early

(about 2:30 a.m.), near the border between

Virgo and Leo, to the right of Denebola,

the star that marks the Lion's tail. Late on

the last day of October, the moon was at

perigee (nearest the earth) and in conjunc-

tion with Mars. At 1:00 a.m., EST, it is in

conjunction with Venus. As the moon
climbs up the eastern sky at dawn, Venus

and Mars are to its right and down a little,

Venus very bright and Mars a second-

magnitude object close above it.

November 2-3: On these two mornings,

the rising crescent moon is favorably

placed to be seen in the eastern dawn sky.

Because its orbit is angled steeply to the

horizon, the thin moon is well above the

horizon at sunrise. It will be easy to see on

the morning of the 2nd, but a bit harder to

see on the morning of the 3rd. If you see it

on the 3rd, look to its right for the star

Spica, in Virgo, appearing at its heliacal

rising. The term is used to describe the

earliest appearance of a star in the east as

a morning star, after it has been in con-

junction with the sun.

November 4: New moon occurs today,

near the border between Virgo and Libra.

Venus is at greatest westerly elongation,

its maximum distance to the sun's right

during this cycle of its configurations. Its

elongation, its brilliancy (not noticeably

different from its maximum), and the

steep inclination of its orbit to the horizon

combine early this month to produce ex-

ceptionally good viewing conditions. Ve-

nus rises about 2:30 a.m., four hours be-

fore the sun, and remains visible until half

an hour before the sun comes up.

November 6-7: At about 3:00 p.m.,

EST, the crescent moon is in conjunction

with Uranus, and at 2:00 a.m., EST, on the

7th it is in conjunction with Jupiter. At

both conjunctions the moon is close

enough to cover the planets. Unfortu-

nately, neither occultation can be ob-

served from North America.

November 7: The crescent moon should

be visible tonight near the western edge of

Sagittarius.

November 12: The moon is at first-

quarter at 10:49 a.m., EST. It rises before

1:30 this afternoon (you should see it in

the east during afternoon daylight) and

appears among the stars of eastern Capri-

comus tonight.
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The history shown in this block is all contained in the small square

indicated on the chart above.

The chart is produced in full color.

If you think history is just a collection of dry facts, you

should send for The History Chart today. Because The History-

Chart (34 inches high and 8 feet long!) is a fascinating 6000 year

chronology of the world's people and events to the present day. To

understand the wealth of information contained in the Chart, the

history of the United States is only 2 inches old over 8 feet of time.

Just ask yourself the following questions . Who came first,

the Romans or the Vikings? Did the Babylonian Capti\ity of the

Jews pre-date the Athenian Repubhc? Who brought the Greek

gods to Egypt?

If you don't know (or even if you do), you'll find that The

History Chart is a uniquely enriching educational experience for

everyone. The History Chart has been on display in the Library of

Congress.

There's no better way to see the panorama of human history,

archaeology, theolog>' and mythology than The History Chart. It

even includes suggestions for further reading.

So fill out the coupon (or write on a separate piece of paper)

and send it with your check or money order for SI 9.95 (plus S5.00

for shipping and handling) today. You'll soon be enio\ing history

as you never have before.

Please send me The History Chart. Enclosed is my check or money

order for S24.95 (which includes S5.00 for shipping and handling).

Add $15 for laminated Chart.

Name ___^
Address _____

City/State/Zip

Mail to: International Timeline

2565 Chain Bridge Road

Vienna, Virginia 221S0

Virginia readents add 4\ sales tax. Please allow 4-6 «-eeks for (!e!ive.n-.



FREE
ART
BROCHL'RE
describing

MICHAEL BOYETT'S
AMERICAN INDIAN COLLECTION
Free color art brochure describes
t\\ent\-four pewter sculpture

collection portra\ing American
Indian tribes b\- Texas sculptor.

Michael Bo\ett. includes Boyett

biograph\-, explanation of art metal
casting and collector registration

procedure. Beautiful full color photos
of each sculpture. No obligation.

For faster service, call toll free
1-800-323-1717 (In Illinois. 1-800-942-8881)

Ask for Operator 276

THE CHILMARK GALLEHV
321 Central St.. Hudson. M,-\ 01749

LEARN
BIRD

BIOLOGY
AT HOME

CorneJI

University's

Laboratory

of Ornithology offers a Home
Study Course in Bird Biology

Enrich your understanding of the

world around you with this home
study course in ornithology. One of

the world's leading centers for the

study of birdlife offers you nine

lessons written by prominent
American ornithologists and

lavishly illustrated by well-known
bird artists and photographers. For
information on how you can enroll.

please fill in the coupon and send it to:

Seminars in Ornithology

Dept NH, Laboratory of Ornithology

159 Sapsucker Woods Road
Ithaca, New York 14850

Tel: 607/256-4017

YES. Please send me information

on tlie Bird Biology Course.

Address .

Citv .Zip-

MAJOR .^I'^^F^P
:

CONSTRUCTION ^^SH^^l^^J^^^
SEAMS TWO-WAY '^'-

FACTORY Y« ZIPPER.

SEALED

TWO
ZIPPER-SECURED

POCKETS
(ONE INSIDE) ,

For catalog, send $1 to:

Columbia Sportswear,

6600 North Baltimore,

Portland, Oregon 97203

Item: The TrinityAlps
DESCRIPTION: Gore-Tex'"

Thinsulate' Foul-Weather Parka.

SPECS:

Fabric: Gore-Tex''" laminated to

Exacta''" Cloth.

Inside: Gore-Tex^" lets perspiration

escape, but completely blocks

rain, mist, etc.

Outside: Durable, snag-proof

Exacta''" Cloth for long wear
Insulation: Thinsulate- (200

gms. /sq. meter). Extends to full

length and hood. Factory-sealed

major construction seams

eliminate leakage.

Lining: Nylon taffeta.

Pockets: Total— 6, 2 zipper-

secured upper pockets, 2 Velcro-

secured lower cargo pockets with

"bellows " pleats for extra capacity,

and 2 hidden Thinsulate'^ lined

hand-warming pockets.

Hood: Permanent full cut for wear

over headgear or alone. Draw-

string provides weather seal. Soft

visor shields glasses /goggles

from rain.

Gen. Notes: Men 's S to XXXL.

Women's XS to L. Made in

Portland, Oregon.

Thinsulafe zrpiL

We don't just design it. We engineer it.

Thinsulate- is a registered trademark of 3M.
ZE PEL* is a registered trademark of Du Pont,

Gore-Tex^" is a trademark ofW L Gore & Assoc. Inc.

November 15: The waxing gibbous

moon is very nearly due south of the vernal

equinox early this evening. It sets about

2:30 A.M. tomorrow morning.

November 18: The famous Leonid me-

teor shower is at maximum about 1:00

A.M., EST. Unfortunately, the waxing gib-

bous moon doesn't set until about 4:30

A.M., and in this phase it is bright enough

to interfere with seeing the meteors. View-

ing should improve after 3:00 a.m., when

the moon is quite low and the brighter me-

teors become visible. While the shower is

usually not very productive (15 meteors

per hour), its meteors enter the atmo-

sphere very swiftly and some are quite

bright.

November 20: Full moon (at 7:29 a.m.,

EST) is in Taurus, and when it rises at sun-

down tonight, it is about midway between

the Pleiades (the star cluster sometimes

called the Seven Sisters) and the bright

red star Aldebaran in the V-shaped Hya-

des cluster. Aldebaran, to the moon's left,

should easily shine through the moon's

glare, but the much dimmer Pleiades, in

about the same relative position to the

moon's right, will not be visible without

binoculars.

November 21: The moon moves to the

other side of Aldebaran tonight. The red

star is to its right.

November 23-24: Watch the moon the

night of the 23rd. It rises about 7:30 p.m.

and then slides slowly beneath Pollux and

Castor, the twin stars of Gemini. By the

night of the 24th, the moon is well past

them, in Cancer, with the twin stars to its

right.

November 25: The moon is at perigee

late today, nearest the earth, moving into

Leo as it rises shortly before 10:00 p.m.

November 26: The two planets in the

evening sky. Mercury and Jupiter, are in

conjunction with each other but set too

early to be seen.

November 27: The moon is in last-quar-

ter phase this morning, in the middle of

Leo.

November 29-30: The morning sky will

be exceptional on these two dates. Venus,

moving easterly through Virgo, passes

Spica on the 29th, while the moon passes

Mars on the 29th and Venus on the 30th.

Look in the east from about 3:00 a.m. on,

when the moon, the two planets, and the

stars are high enough: Spica to the right of

brilliant Venus; Mars to the right of the

moon on the 29th and above Venus on

both mornings.

Editor's Note: The Sky Map in the Octo-

ber issue shows the evening constellations

and stars for this month and gives the

times for use.
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New UDS Computer i iies

To Be Sold For Only «8 . e

In Mammoth Publicity Drive

All who wish to apply for a new Computer Telephone

should write to the company address below

before Midnight, December 31, 1983.

NEW YORK—One million

new UDS Computer Tele-

phones with electronic mem-
ory and pushbutton dialing

will be sold as part of a publi-

city campaign for only $8 a-

piece to the first one million

persons who write to the com-
pany address before Midnight,

December 31, 1983.

These are the same famous

UDS Computer Telephones to

be nationally publicized in The New
York Times, TV Guide and other lead-

ing magazines, with electronic re-dial

(which automatically keeps re-dialing

busy or unanswered numbers till they

answer) and electronic "ww/e" (which

lets you talk "confidentially" without

putting your hand over the mouthpiece).

Only half the size (and half the weight)

of standard phones, they also have ad-

justable electronic ringers, which means
you can turn them "off"—for complete

silence—whenever you don't want to be

disturbed. And when you finish your

call, you don't have to bother hanging
up—simply put the unit down (any-

where you please) and it will hang itself

up, automatically.

These new UDS Computer Telephones
are FCC-approved and require no in-

stallation. Simply plug them into the

same modular outlets as your
present rotary dial or push-

button phones. You can then

legally return your present

phones to the phone company,
saving yourself up to S8 a

month for over $90 a year)for
each phone you return.

These new UDS Computer
Telephones will not be sold at

this price by the company in

any store. To obtain one at this

price, apply in writing to the company
address no later than Midnight. Decem-
ber 31. 1983.

Each phone carries a full one-year

money-back guarantee, and the com-
pany will replace it, free of charge, if it

ever fails to function. There is a limit of

two (2) phones per address at this price.

but requests which are mailed early

enough (before Dec. 25) are permitted

to order up to 5 phones.

To apply for a new UDS Computer

Telephone, mail this entire printed ad
together with your name and address

and $8 for each phone desired. Add $2

shipping and handling per phone.

Mail to: Delucra, Goldrich & Lord,

UDS Computer Telephone Offer,

Dept. 569-24, Box 1270, Westbury,

New York 11595. (D21415)



SEE THE LAND
-mATGANDHI

UOVEQ

Mahatma Gandhi loved

India. Its majestic mountains,

its unspoiled beaches, its

history and serenity. Now
you too can discover why he

loved it so. On our new tours

to unbelievable India you'll

visit temples and mosques.
Stay in luxurious air condi-

tioned hotels. Shop in colorful

bazaars. Taste many incred-

ible cuisines. Meet hospitable

people. English is widely

spoken here. For tour brochures

see your travel agent or mail

the coupon.

GOVERNMENT OF I

SAN FRANCISCO. CA (415)386-8284, WASHINGTON DC (2021 7

Please send me information on the new
tours to India.

r

My Travel Agent is:

I UNBELIEVABLE

[INDIA.

Between
Heaven
and Earth
by Orville Schell

All Under Heaven: The Chinese

World, photographs by Eliot Porter; text

by Jonathan Porter. Pantheon Books.

$40.00; 192 pp., illus.

Mountains of the Middle Kingdom,

by Galen Rowell. Sierra Club Books,

$40.00; 191 pp., illus.

Before George Leigh Mallory died near

the summit of Mount Everest in 1924, he

was asked at a lecture in Philadelphia

what provoked him to want to climb that

mountain. His response, "Because it is

there," has echoed down through the de-

cades.

And just as Mount Everest has pro-

voked several generations of climbers to

attempt to reach its peak, so China seems

to provoke writers and photographers.

There is something about its mere exis-

tence that seems to demand an assault, al-

though the motives for doing so are often

unclear.

Eliot Porter, the American photogra-

pher, and his son Jonathan, a historian of

China, have made just such an assault on

China in their new book. All Under

Heaven. The results are curious.

The book is beautifully printed, and El-

iot Porter's color plates (of which there are

1 27) show a finesse of detail and a meticu-

lousness of composition. But as beautiful

as they are, most of them are so "Porter-

esque"—waterfalls, blindingly green-col-

ored foliage against gray rocks and buff-

colored sand, misty landscapes and other

microcosms of flora—that one feels trans-

ported from rather than to China.

China as photographed by Porter con-

veys a perplexing sense of tranquillity, Drink stand, Suzhou, Jiungsu
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Temple ofthe Two Kings, Wanxian, Sichuan

when actually its modern hallmarks are

more those of upheaval and chaos. Porter

seems to be possessed by a sense of histori-

cal nostalgia that leads him to try to ex-

tract remnants of a traditional aesthetic

from a country that has been busy trying

to bury that very aspect of itself. His eye

seems to gravitate toward historical land-

marks, traditional landscapes, bits of

architectural detail from imperial times,

works of ancient religious art, and scenes

from old-style Chinese gardens in a re-

cherche attempt to find old China in the

new. With his emphasis on static harmo-

nious images from the past. Porter has

seemingly become more Confucian than

contemporary Chinese. And perhaps this

is his intent. But looking at China through

Porter's eyes is a little like trying to see So-

viet Russia by peering into a Faberge

Easter egg from czarist times. One can

hardly believe that this is the country that

only a few short years ago espoused such

slogans as, "World in great disorder. Ex-

cellent situation!"

In a country where the most salient

facts of life are the density of population

and the exhaustion of the natural environ-

ment, one finds Porter's peopleless photos

almost disconcerting. When Chinese do

appear, they seem almost like fashion

models, eye-catching and perfectly posed,

but somehow unreal and unsuggestive of

what the crush of humanity really means

to central China. Frequently, Porter will

use people almost as if he fancied himself

a Chinese landscape painter. They will be

a small unobtrusive part of the photo,

addendas to the larger natural setting.

The only problem with this approach is

that the Chinese people have long since

stopped being addendas to nature and are

well on their way to beating it into submis-

sion.







i

If Porter's photos seem disconnected

from the reaHty of China, they neverthe-

less have a kind of brittle beauty, and iiice

certain kinds of abstract designs, they

have an aesthetic appeal of their own. But

if one is looking for a book of photographs

that will reveal the ironies and contradic-

tions or be emotionally evocative of Chi-

na's efforts to find its way in the modern

world, this is not the one. Porter seems to

be making no statement about China at

all, except that certain shapes, forms, and

combinations of color appeal to his eye. In

fact, if the reader does not look carefully

for the few telltale signs of modernity that

peek through in some photos, he would be

hard put to date Porter's work. Finally,

one wonders just what it was that drew

Porter to China, rather than, say, to India

or Africa. Perhaps for him it was like Ev-

erest—^just "there."

The text by Jonathan Porter, although
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clearly written, also seems unable to de-

cide what it wants to say. Unlike visual im-

ages, which can have an appeal without

making any didactic statement, the writ-

ten word must be aiming at some point to

be meaningful. Porter Jr.'s text does help

explain the historical setting of some of his

father's photos, but otherwise tends to

move around from history and philosophy

to geography and politics without any con-

tour. One reads on, hoping to discover

some thread that will tie it all together.

But if the thread is there, it is elusive. Af-

ter reading 190 pages, one yearns for a

conclusion.

In Galen Rowell's wonderful new book.

Mountains of the Middle Kingdom,

which he both photographed and wrote,

one has no difficulty ascertaining what

Rowell wishes to say and what drew him

to China. He is in love with wilderness and

climbing, and China has some of the most

spectacular mountains and remote areas

of the world.

But mountaineering for Rowell, who is

perhaps the country's preeminent climber

and wilderness writer/photographer, is

also a means of access. Mountains, he

writes, are his "personal ticket to experi-

encing the earth ... to see [ing] wild crea-

tures and native cultures ... not just the

sterile snows of the high summits."

Whereas the absence of the Chinese

masses from Porter's photos strikes one as

an omission, it is quite fitting in Rowell's

case. For what he is portraying is the soli-

tude and insignificance people feel in the

majestically remote regions of China's

borderlands. These mountains of central

Asia, closed to outside expeditions for so

many years by the Beijing government,

are almost sacred territory for Rowell.

When at last he gets permission to enter

China he is like a Moslem finally allowed

to depart for his long awaited hajj to the

holy city of Mecca.

It was not until 1980 that Rowell re-

ceived his first permit and, working for

National Geographic, set off to climb

Mustagh Ata (24, 757 feet), a peak at the

junction of the Kunlun and Pamir ranges

where the borders of China, Russia, Af-

ghanistan, and Pakistan all intersect.

In the two following years he made
treks and expeditions to Everest in central

Tibet, to Bogda Ola in the Tian Shan

Range in central Xinjiang, and to the

Anye Machin Range on the northern tier

of the Tibetan plateau in Qinghai Prov-

ince.

An expectant pilgrim's sense of having

arrived animates Rowell's description of

these mountains, their peoples and cul-

tures. His enthusiasm and energy are so

Kongur Peak, highest ofthe Mustagh Ata group
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great that often he teeters on the brink of

overblown prose. But never mind! The text

is otherwise absorbing and the photo-

graphs spectacular precisely because

Rowell allows himself to be borne away by

this very sense of quest.

What adds immeasurably to RowelFs

modern-day adventures is his inclusion of

old black-and-white photos and accounts

of other great explorations that preceded

him, some by forty or fifty years, when

Westerners were last allowed to roam Chi-

na's hinterland. Marco Polo, Sven Hedin,

Francis Younghusband, Joseph Rock,

George Leigh Mallory, H.W. Tilman,

Heinrich Harrer, Leonard Clark, Lowell

Thomas, Edmund Hillary, to name a few,

were all men who felt the call of these wild

mountains and the people who inhabited

them. Their adventures have now become

legends, inspiring countless other climb-

ers, explorers, and dreamers. For the

mountains of Central Asia, particularly

Tibet, have always gripped the imagina-

tions of Westerners as one of the last truly

unusual and mysterious places on the

earth. This legacy is what imbues Rowell's

modern journeys, and finally his book,

with a special sense of intrigue.

Moreover, in drawing on these earlier

explorations, Rowell helps establish a

baseline of information against which he
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can assess the situation he finds now after

three decades of Chinese Communist

stewardship.

In the Tibetan ethnic areas he confirms

what had already been sketchily reported:

the Chinese invasion has dealt Tibetan

culture a blow from which it will never re-

cover. Although elsewhere in the book he

tends to take the Chinese Communists to

task for what he sees as their arrogance

and a tendency to exploit foreigners,

Rowell is remarkably evenhanded in his

treatment of Tibet's occupation by the

Peoples' Liberation Army in the 1950s.

He admits that both China and Tibet have

legitimate claims to sovereignty of the re-

gion. He notes that in 1951 China wanted

little more than to create a buffer between

itself and India, and that at first, as he puts

it, "The PLA came in gently, with virtu-

ally no fighting, proceeding with re-

straint."

Rowell acknowledges that from the

Chinese perspective Tibetan theocratic

society was not a model of equality or jus-

tice, and that, in fact, the Chinese colonial

presence did in many respects bring

progress. He notes sadly that it was the Ti-

betan rebellion of 1959 that marked the

end of China's moderate policies and the

beginning of not only "total military and

political subjugation of Tibet, the perma-

nent exile of the Dalai Lama, the death of

over one hundred thousand people" but

also "the destruction of an entire culture

unparalleled in modern history."

Other than several of the more re-

nowned monasteries in central Tibet, and

the great Kumbum Monastery in Qing-

hai, Rowell neither sees nor hears of one

other monastery that survived the wrath

of Chinese soldiers in 1959 and the subse-

quent Cultural Revolution, when Tibetan

youths joined Chinese auslanders in a

wholesale attack on every Tibetan institu-

tion and monument.

What Rowell has to tell us about the

state of wildlife in the Tibetan and Islamic

regions of China is similarly depressing.

Whereas, as late as the 1 940s, Western ex-

plorers reported that great herds of blue

bharal sheep, wild ass, mountain deer, and

gazelle, as well as an abundance of snow

leopards, Tibetan brown bears, wolves,

and other wild creatures roamed these

mountains and grasslands, now there are

virtually no large animals left. Rowell

places the blame squarely on the Chinese.

Not only have they allowed unregulated

hunting; they have also exhorted commu-
nized nomads raising sheep and yaks to

exceed grievously the carrying capacity of
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the land in the name of increasing socialist

production. The result has been severe

overgrazing, which has begun to destroy

the flora of these fragile mountain habi-

tats on which such high-altitude animals

depend for life. Rowell describes the situa-

tion as "far worse than the most 'deci-

mated' parts of the Himalaya in India and

Nepal," with which he is also familiar.

When Rowell asks his Tibetan yak

driver in the Golok regions of Qinghai

Province what has happened to the nyan,

or argali, mountain sheep that used to

roam the area in great herds, he receives

this melancholy reply: "Guns. The people

have guns now and free bullets from the

communes. Horses too. Everyone has a

horse to ride and the nyan have no place to

hide. There are more people, more yaks,

more goats, more guns, more bullets, and

no more nyan.''

This is a melancholy epitaph, and a re-

minder that even the mountains of Cen-

tral Asia, which once seemed as impreg-

nable as outer space, are now subject to

the same human predations as the rest of

the earth.

Orville Schell has written six books on

China and has made a trip to the Tibetan

plateau.
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vontes- Catalog. $1.30. Nature Impressions. 1007
Leneve Place. El Cerrito. CA 94530

THE WELCOME GIFT is the historic Coat of Arms ex-

clusively authentic to your family name! Write Athol
Heraldry. PC Box 9N, Athol. MA 01331

WORLD-FAMOUS POSTER ART! Catalog $3.00. re-

fundable with order Xmas delivery guaranteed. Box
549-N. Jehcho. NY 11753

Books

BOOKFINDING LIBRARIANS locate any subject or title.

150.000 different titles in stock, indexed by author,

subject & title. "PAB". 2918 Atlantic Ave.. Atlantic City.

NJ 08401 or (609) 344-1943

BOOKS ABOUT GOLD (150): History. Investment.
Artv.'ork. Prospecting. Free Catalog. Kirkwest. 904
Silverspur (Suite 292H). Palos Verdes. CA 90274

Collectors' Items

BIRDS ON POSTAGE STAMPS from many countries

25 different 35it or 50 different 65e. George Ford. P.O.

Box 5203-N. Gulfport. FL 33737

Correspondence

INTERNATIONAL PEN FRIENDS—100.000 members
worldwide. Send stamped envelope for information:

IPF. Box 65, Brooklyn. NY 11229

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA. Make lasting friend-

ships through correspondence. Send age. interests.

Free reply. Harmony. Box 89NH. Brooklyn. NY 11235

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA NEEDS YOU! Jobs' Big Pay! Transporta-

tion! Newest Handbook, $2 00 Australian International.

Box 19107-RY. Washington, DC 20036

AUSTRALIA-THE WORLD! 50.000 jobs! Big pay. All

occupations. Transportation Latest reports, $2.00
Jobworld, Box 681 -NH. Cypress, CA 90630

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the

U.S. Free details: EOV. RO. Box 670. Walpole. NH
03608

JOBS: Colorado. Wyoming. Utah. Idaho. Montana.
Computerized newsletter with over 200 New jobs each
week Free details. Mountainwest, 925-G Canyon. Lo-

gan. UT 84321

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$3.00 International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RY, Washington, DC 20036

TEACH HERE—ABROAD; School, college openings;
USA $6.00, Abroad $6.00. China. Japan. Saudi. Austra-

lia $6.00 each. EISF. Box 662. Newton. Massachusetts
02162

Financial

CASH GRANTS AND LOW-INTEREST LOANS avail-

able from nonprofit foundations! 340 sources/applica-

tion instructions. $3.00. Fundsearch. Box 19107-RY,

Washington. DC 20036

GET CASH GRANTS—FROM GOVERNMENT (Never

re-pay) Also, loans available. All ages eligible Informa-

tion. $2 (refundable). Surplus Funds-NH. 1629 K Street,

Washington. DC. 20006

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS. 65 countries!

Sampler: 4/$2.98. Free Brochure. Multinewspapers,

Box DE-20A. Dana Point. CA 92629

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off. 150 Major compa-
nies Free brochure Sobol House, Box 218-NH, Black

Mountain, NC 2871 1 (704) 669-8031

1-800-334-8174 Puts you in contact with America's

leading furniture mfg's at superlative savings. Barnes

& Barnes. Library for Fine Furniture. 651 S W. Broad

St.. Southern Pines. NC 28387. In NC call (919) 692-

3381

Gardening

"CATALOG OF UNUSUAL SUCCULENTS" Discover

the largest selection of weird and unusual succulents

—over 150 photographs of succulent crests, varie-

gates, living stones, and oddballs. Send $1 00 today.

Free African Button Plant " coupon included "Cata-

log of Unusual Succulents", Dept. 11, 553 Buena
Creek. San Marcos. CA 92069

Gourmet Interests

HEATH FAIR COOKBOOK Prize-winning regional and
ethnic recipes from a Berkshire hill town. Send $6.00

for postpaid copy to Heath Agricultural Society, Heath.

MA 01346

HOLIDAY PUDDING—traditional family recipe for fes-

tive occasions Absolutely delicious! $1 00. Neico En-

terpnses. PO Box 10643. Denver. CO 80210

WILD RICE—$12.50/lb 5 or more lbs./$10.00. 4 oz.

sample/$4.50 Boreal Specialties. Rt. 3. Box 219,

Dairyland. Wl 54830

Government Surplus

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY" 950.000

items (including Jeeps) ... low as Id on dollar! Most
complete information available—$2.00 Disposal. Box
19107-RY. Washington. DC 20036

Merchandise/Gifts

DINOSAUR CATALOG—Replicas, kits, models,

stamps, clothing, lite-ups. mobile, more. Box 546N,

Tallman, NY 10982

RIGHT WHALE POSTER

(orlhy
I

• Of I

endangered whales by

photographer Ihis lB")i23"

heavy gloss sKxk. S6.96 (post paid). Make check
~

payable to Right Whale Poster. P.O. Boi
""

Harbor. ME 04E09.

Dealer inquiries welcome — Money back gu
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1 INE HANDKNITS in the tradition of the British Isles

' (ilour brochure available by sending $2 00 to

I iLimecomer Wool Farm, RFDL. Box 65, Windham, VT
i!'".359

FREE CATALOG, desk pen sets, free personalization.

L.I. Gift Center, 945 Hempstead Turnpike, Franklin

Square. NY 11010

NEGATIVE ION GENERATORS Free brochure Prod-

uct comparisons Special discounts Write. Wellspring,

RO Box 3202-NH, Winchester, VA 22601 2402

Miscellaneous

FOSSIL SKULL lulODELS. Saber-tooth cat. Tyran-

nossaurus rex maxilla Rare skull reproductions. Tas-

manian wolf, Ivlaned wolf, others. Send $2.00 for a list.

Valley Anatomical Preparations, 20614 Skouras Drive,

Canoga Park, CA 91306

INVENTIONS. IDEAS, new products wanted' Industry

presentation/national exposition 1 800-528-6050 x 831

STOLEN. HAIDA OIL DISH from British Columbia. Can-
ada, 1900- Wooden bowl carved representing hair seal,

entacted with bone and skull Contact Charleston Mu-
seum. Charleston, S.C. 722-2996

Music

BEAUTIFUL CHOPPED ZITHERS (autoharps). cherry

or black walnut Kits, finished instruments Carl

Dudash Harpsichords, Box 245, f^elrose CT 06049

RECORDS-TAPESi Discounts to 73% All labels: no
purchase obligations: newsletter, discount dividend

certificates 100% guarantees Free details Discount

Music Club, 650 Main Street, RO, Box 2000, Dept. 25-

1183, New Rochelle, NY 10801

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repairing binocu-

lars since 1923 Alignment performed on our US Navy
collimator Free catalog and our article "Know Your

Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine Mirakel

Optical Co ,
Inc

,
331 Mansion St , West Coxsackie, NY

12192(518)731-2610

LEITZ, ZEISS, B&L, SWIFT, BUSHNELL, NIKON
Optolyth, Celestron binoculars, telescopes and acces-

sories. Send stamp for discount list Specify literature

desired Large stock. Orders filled postpaid day re-

ceived Birding. Box 5N, Amsterdam. NY 12010

OPTIC DISCOUNTS: Binoculars—Telescopes—Brand
Names—Free List Thos Manetta. Box 1 2. 61 Hoffman
Avenue. Elmont, New York 11003

PHOTOS, etc. laminated on natural wood slices Write
Natural Forest. 1815 South Fed. Hwy.. Boynton Beach
FL 33435

SERIOUS ABOUT PHOTOGRAPHY? Looking for per-
sonal care and attention, old-fashioned craftsmanship
and the technical know-how that no bargain-base-
ment, corner-cutting assembly line methods can dupli-

cate' Let PCL show you why Modern Photography
rated us the number one lab for color film processing in

the country Enclose copy of this ad with order and re-

ceive complimentary copy of "Winter Photography

—

Better Pictures in the Snow " 135-20 $8.85 135-24

$10.25 135-36 $14 45 #120 $6.65 PCL Professional

Color Labs, Dept #HA, Roselle, NJ 07203

Real Estate

FREE! FALL-HOLIDAY 83 CATALOG' Over 5000 prop-

erties, over 2000 pictures! Values in every type of real

estate, many owner Tinanced! From 600 offices in 43
states Get your Free copy Now! Strout Realty, Plaza

Towers. Dept 5390. Springfield. MO 65804 Call toll

free: 1-800-641-4266

GOVERNMENT LANDS . FROM $7 50/ACRE!
Homesites. farming, vacationing, investment' "Land
Buyer's Guide" plus nationwide listings—$3.00

Lands. Box 19107-RY, Washington. DC 20036

Egg Merchant. Jafia Gate. Jerusalem
CTx^. tvajn**



NEW . . FREE CATALOG! Top real estate values

coast to coast! Please specify type property and loca-

tion desired United Farm Agency. Inc
,
612-U W, 47th

Street Kansas City, MO 64112 Pti Toll-Free: 1-800-

821-2599 MO res ph Toil-Free: 1-800-892-5785

Rentals

Hideaways Cuidei
World wide listings of private

vacation homes/condos tor rent,

exchange & sale. Also yacht
charters and country inns.

Photos, descriptions, and contact

POef4S9L-Concoid-MAOT742
For FASTACTION call 1-B00-B43-4433

Resorts

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS Virgin Gorda Delux seaside

villas. Fully equipped 2 and 3 Br with private Bths.

Spectacular view Pnvate beaches. Hartley-Ruppel,

2213 Bond St., Pittsburgh, PA 15237

CARIBBEAN HIDEAWAY: Very small, very special hotel

tucked into a 30 acre plantation on the island of Bequia,

St. Vincent Grenadines, W I Ten rooms, pool, beautiful

beach, snorkeling, hiking, photography, birding, ten-

nis Write or call: Spring on Bequia, Box 19251 ,
Minne-

apolis, MN 55419 (612) 823-1202 or your travel agent

DRAKE'S ANCHORAGE, BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS. A
truly unique pnvate island, only 30 guests may share

the lovely seclusion of our paradise. Water sports and

dining that satisfies the most discnminating taste.

Rent a bungalow, villa or island Contact Drake's An-

chorage 121 Mount Vernon Street, Boston, MA 02108

(617)523-1778

SAINT THOMAS, V.I.—WATER ISLAND. Private se-

cluded studio apts. and 3 Bedroom house. Limestone

Reef Terraces, R.D. 4, Princeton, NJ 08540 (201) 329-

6309

Services

NECKTIES NARROWED to 3" (or specify) Send three

ties and $1 2.50 to Slim Ties Company, Dept Y, 44 Mon-

terey, S.F, CA 94131 (415) 585-6100

Tours/Trips

ABOVE THE CLOUDS TREKKING offers worldwide ad-

venture for the discerning traveler Natural history and

cultural treks and expeditions to Nepal, China, Japan,

Peru, Tahiti/Tasmania, Madagascar, Europe. Call or

write for information. P.O. Box 398N, Worcester, MA
01602(617)799-4499

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS SKI TOURS: Enjoy the

tranquil beauty of a northern winter amid undisturbed

lakes, forests and mountains. Cross-country ski vaca-

tions are five days, limited to ten guests, geared to all

levels of ability. Daily wilderness excursions led by ex-

pert guides Relaxed evenings in cozy backcountry

lodge. Hearty meals, good company, and fireside pro-

grams with noted Adirondack naturalists. Adirondack

Ski Tours, McMaster Rd
,
Saranac Lake, NY 12983

(212)260-7685

AFRICA, AMAZON AND GALAPAGOS Small groups
with expert naturalist leaders. Wildlife safans to Tanza-

nia, Kenya, Madagascar One and two week Galapa-

gos yacht cruises, with extensions to Peru and Ama-
zon Private trips arranged for families, special interest

groups. Free 40-page color catalog. Wilderness Travel,

1760-NA Solano Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94707 (415)

524-51 1

1

"AFRICA, unusual, affordable. Kenya (from $1447, air

included). Tanzania Primeval Botswana, Madagascar,

Zambia Namibia, Rwanda (gonllas). Forum Travel,

2437 Durant, Berkeley/CA 94704 (415) 843-8294"

ALASKA'S BIRDS—BEARS—FLOWERS 5 or 10 day

guided natural history vacations Sincere informal hos-

pitality in a spectacular coastal wilderness and moun-

tain panorama. Experience 30 foot tides, prolific sea-

bird and marine life, nesting Bald Eagles, Brown Bears,

fishing, glorious profusions of Alpine and Tundra flow-

ers Cozy comfort, gourmet meals Personal guiding 8

guests only Floatplane included. $1500 to $2250

Wnte for brochure. The McBrides, Kachemak Bay Wil-

derness Lodge, Box 956, Homer, AK 99603 Phone

(907) 235-8910

AUTHENTIC TRADITIONAL SAFARIS. Bush chic away
from the tourist crowds Luxurious mobile private

camps, excellent meals, professional guides. Wildlife,

nature—a holiday of a lifetime. Adventure Associates

(Kenya), Pnvate Bag, Nyeri, Kenya

BAJA CALIFORNIA GRAY WHALE EXPEDITIONS on

ship Qualifier 105 with expert naturalists December,

February, and March departures Elephant seals, sea

lions, gray whales, manne birds, desert island plants.

Outstanding natural history experience Free bro-

chure Write Nature Expeditions International, Dept

NHCBC,474 Willamette Ave ,
Box 11496, Eugene, OR

97440

BAJA WHALE-WATCHING: 5 days/4 nights, Scam-

mons Lagoon. February departures. Contact Wilder-

ness: Alaska/Mexico. Dept NH, Hunters, WA 99137

(509) 722-3263 or 3264

BAJA WHALE WATCHING with Scnpps Aquarium. Join

our naturalist to observe and study grey whales in their

breeding grounds—Magdalena Bay, Mexico Enjoy

beachcombing, birdwatching and mangrove lagoons

Feb 18-25. Scripps Aquanum A-007, La Jolla, CA
92093

BECOME A SPARETIME TRAVEL AGENT, 40 page
guidebook explains how, commissions, travel benefits,

$3 95 Career Information Books, Box 571-H, Hicksville,

NY 11802

BEST OF ECUADOR. January 9-26, 1 984-: Galapagos

Islands, Amazon Jungle, Quito. Accompanied by two

faculty co-directors from Connecticut College and

Wesleyan University Unique vacation and academic

expenence Princeton Nature Tours, 282 Western Way,

Princeton, NJ 08540 (609) 683-1 1 1

1

BIRD WATCHERS: See the vanishing Puerto Rican Par-

rot—stay just 10 minutes away from their habitat—at

Rio Mar, excellent tropical resort under the U.S. flag. All

facilities. Write for brochure. G.P.O. Box 3244, San
Juan, PR 00936

CHINA BIRDING with experienced leaders Other na-

ture tours in USA, Tropical Amencas, Galapagos, At-

nca Israel, etc. Free brochure World Nature Tours,

Box 693a, Silver Spnng. MD 20901

"CHINA. Professional programs: biologists, doctors,

nutritionists, artists, craftspeople, etc Also: Exotic

tours Forum Travel, Berkeley. (415) 843-8294"

EASTER IN CHIAPAS MEXICO TOUR. Finest crafts.

Small group Expert leadership. Write: Gordon Frost,

Box 471-NH, Newhall, CA 91321

EXPLORE ANCIENT HISTORY IN OUR SOUTHWEST.
Anasazi, Hohokam, Sinagua, Salado sites Tnps of nat-

ural history with ecologist. Learning Adventures, Box

214, Boulder City, NV 89005 (702) 293-5758

GALAPAGOS HIKING AND SAILING EXPEDITIONS.
Small groups 1984 Departures 4/19, 5/3, 5/24, 6/28. 7/
12, 7/26, 8/9 Options Peru, Machu Picchu, Inca

Floats, 1606N Juanita Lane, Tiburon. CA 94920 (415)

435-4622

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS Economic tours from $1666

including airfare 8, 1 1 & 15 days Galapagos, all meals.

Options, mainland Ecuador, Amazon, Cuzco/Machu
Picchu University credit available Joseph Colley,

Last Inc
,
43 Millstone Rd., Randallstown, MD 21133.

(301)922 3116

HIMALAYA AND ANDES Trek among the worid's high-

est peaks, in Nepal, Tibet, Peru, Bolivia, Patagonia,

Kashmir/Ladakh Small groups, expert outdoor adven-

ture leaders Private trips arranged for families, special

interest groups Free 40-page color catalog. Wilder-

ness Travel, 1760-NB Solano Avenue, Berkeley, CA
94707(415)524-5111

INTERNATIONAL WAR ZONES, disease and danger

areas for travelers Monthly map and tables. $2 95 for

latest. Nmtronics, Box 2533, Fairfax, VA 22031

KENYA. 26 years expenence. Individually designed sa-

faris Contact Perry Mason Safans, Box 1643, Darien,

CT 06820 (203) 838-3075

MOUNTAIN TRAVEL. INC., oldest and largest operator

of international treks and expeditions for hikers, climb-

ers and adventurers China, Tibet, Nepal, India, Peru.

Ecuador. Galapagos, Kenya, Tanzania, Bntain, The

Alps, Alaska, and much more. Very small groups. Our

16th year of operation. Free 1984 Schedule of Outings

and Expeditions. 1398-H Solano Avenue, Albany, CA
94706 (415) 527-8100 Toll Free (800) 227-2384

India
i ^ ,„,«mammals Explorat

& Nepal Sikkim. Ladakhanotropi

I Ini lei lal Trekking (walking) expeditions to the footunusual
j,| ^^, Everest & Annapurna Wildlile

safaris in search of rare Asian birds and
imole Bhutan,

Sri Lanka 10

35 day programs from S670 00 + airfare.

Free Brochures

HivmaIav^am TtavcI, \r\c.

PO BOX481-NH
Greenwich. CT 06830
(203) 622-0055 Toll Free (800) 243-5330

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS; Es-

corted nature and hiking tours New Zealand/featuring

scenic National Parks plus the Milford Track. Australia/

hiking the Outback, plus the Great Barner Reef Indi-

vidual South Pacific itineraries designed. Pacific Ex-

ploration Co .
Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 93130

(805) 687-7282

NEW ZEALAND WALKING EXPEDITION led by expert

naturalists. Visit Urewera National Park, Stewart Island,

Milford Track, ML Cook. Small groups. November, De-

cember, February departures Free brochure. Write

Nature Expeditions International, Dept. NHCNZ. 474

Willamette Ave . Box 1 1496, Eugene, OR 97440

UNIQUE KENYA CAMPING SAFARIS. Individual ar

rangements. Small groups Bright Continent, Inc. P.O

Box 14649, Chicago, IL 60614

WHALESi WHALES! WHALES! Journey with whales in

Baja and the World. Travel with the experts. Biological

Journeys 1876N Ocean Drive, McKinleyville, CA 95521

(707)839-0178

"WORLD'S FASCINATING NATURE & LEGENDARY
CULTURES: Discover Latin America, Africa. Experi-

ence Asia's mysteries, Europe's marvels. North Ameri-

ca's wilderness. Also: Mideast, Pacific. Over 350 ad-

ventures, tours, walks, hikes, treks, safaris, special

professional programs Forum Travel, 2437 Durant,

Berkeley/CA 94704. (415) 843 8294"
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p—The American Museum of Natural History

3 Splendid Cruises in Summer 1984

West European
Waterways
June17-July4,1984
Spain, Portugal, France

Britain By Sea
June 27-July 15, 1984
England, Ireland,

Wales, Scotland

^hetlands .

Orkr. *

Isle of Lewis • •.

IsleofSkyei ! i
<' Aberdeen.: .

Isle of Muir* •!.

\ .^^-
\ Edinburgh

/BRITAIN

...• Geiranger

NORWAY
-•Bergen

r
FIN1_AN0

SWEDEN Helsink; ^- ;,:;'^^

Oslo* Stockholm .•J;:';r"
• ^:. •Tallin

,
^ U.S.S.R.

f* Island of Gotland

;*Stora Karlso

\

Dublin*..

i

Isle of Lundyi

•Holyhead

Scilly Islands*.....^.

Channel Islands*
Brest i"

LaCoruna.
••-..&

Villagarcia;* '-0/7,«oob
:•>.

SPAIN

fi
r Huelva ^\^^e•

V '''^ Rouen
', 'St. Malo » Pans
^..^^ Angers

/'Nantes

V FRANCE
/• La Rochelle

..:.••-• St. Emilion

f--''"
Bordeaux

Santander

•"•

Scandinavian
Saga
July 10-July 26, 1984
Norway, Denmark, Sweden,
Finland, U.S.S.R.

Granada

Malaga

DENMARK
\

Copenhagen*; .^' /

Join outstanding lecturers on a lux-

ury vessel and in-depth land excur-

sions as we retrace the cultural and
natural history of western and northern

Europe. Enjoy castles and cathedrals,

fjords and flowers, wines and water-

ways. Share discussions and insights

with experts accompanying you
throughout this three-part cruise-

Explore Czarist collections, Moorish

palaces, Celtic sites and nature

sanctuaries as you move effortlessly

through the meticulous itineraries we
have planned. Experience the ameni-

ties of a floating hotel as you cruise

from one historic port to another with

an intimate, compatible group. You

may join one, two or all three cruises,

each custom-designed to enlighten

even the most experienced European
travelers.

|»—

^

American
"^M^ Wuseum of

^l Natural
History

Discovery Tours

Central Park West at 79th Stree

(212)873-1440

Please send me complex
European cruises.



THE NEW
1984

JAPAN
COLLECTION

A unique Z-i P**gt color tatalog of fine

18th thru 20tn C.Japanese woodblock prints,

crafts, netsuke, jewelry, posters, books, cards
& other unusual gift ana decorating ideas.

Send $2. for this color catalog.

RONIN GALLERY 'nyc'1oo^2
"
^"-

The Inrgesl colleclion ofJapanese prinls ni llic i'.S.

Name
Address

yciiy- .Z,p_

LUXURIOUS LAHIIBSKIN
Send for your FREE 4-color catalog today.

Finest quality shearling and lambskin garments

and accessories , from one of New Zealand's

leading manufacturers. Also dozens of decorator

rugs, baby rugs, car seat cover and unique gift

items from "Down Under"

For your FREE catalog . call toll-free;

1-800-426-4626: Collect WA, AK, HI

(206) 575-9128. Or write

Skint's

Cmxtion
'83--'84

In the spring and fall of 1984 we repeat our

popular program for travelers iv/io en/oy

outdoor things

Naturalist's Tour of
the Scottish Highlands

MAY AND SEPTEMBER, 1984

We stay at small country inns and, by spe-

cial permission, on the island of Rhum in

the Inner Hebrides. We hike across moors,

through forests and in unspoiled mountains

among alpine flowers, sample local dishes

and tine whisky, meet Highland people

and listen to the sound of bagpipes.

Detailed brochures of this lour and a copy

ol our newsletter which lists all our tasci-

nating travel programs, available from:

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC
513 FLEMING STREET, KEY WEST FIORIDA 33040

TELEPHONE (305) 294 8174

i\i II

The Search for the Arctic
In June of 1906, Adm. Robert E. Peary

stood on the summit of Cape Colgate in

the extreme northwestern part of North

America, only nine degrees from the

North Pole, and carefully scanned the

northern horizon with his binoculars. He
was the first explorer to have reached this

headland, and before him lay a vast, un-

known area covering more than a million

square miles. It was the last great blank

spot on the surface of the planet. Later he

recorded what he saw: "North stretched

the well-known ragged surface of the polar

pack, and northwest it was with a thrill

that my glasses revealed the white sum-

mits of a distant land. ..."

Several days later he stopped at Cape

Thomas Hubbard, a headland jutting

from the northwestern tip of Axel Heiberg

Land. It was a splendid, crystal clear day,

and Peary again trained his glasses to the

northwest:

The clear day greatly favored my work in

taking a round of angles, and with the glass

I could make out apparently a little more

distinctly the snow-clad summits of the dis-

tant land to the northwest, above the ice ho-

rizon. My heart leaped the intervening

miles of ice as I looked longingly at this

land, and in fancy I trod its shores and

climbed its summits, even though I knew

that the pleasure could be only for another

in another season.

Peary estimated that the "distant land"

lay about 1 20 miles offshore, and he chris-

tened it Crocker Land in honor of one of

his financial backers.

Three years later, in 1909, Peary

reached the North Pole and interest in

Crocker Land began to mount. The dis-

covery, mapping, and exploration of the

new land became the top priority of Arctic

exploration, and although a few geogra-

phers questioned whether it existed, most

began debating its size and extent. In

1911a tidal expert with the U. S. Coast

and Geodetic Survey made a study of

Arctic currents and concluded that a

great land mass or archipelago stretched

from northwestern North America across

fe

Route ofCrocker Land Expeditionfrom Greenland

to the unknown "continent"

Joe LeMonnier
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s erican Museum

Atlantis
10 eastern Siberia. Backing this up were

persistent reports that mountain ranges

had been sighted over the horizon north of

I he Aiasi<an coast. Some believed that

Crocker Land would turn out to be, in the

words of Peary, "an isolated island conti-

nefU. an Arctic Atlantis, with a flora and

fauna of its own." Others speculated that

it might be an unfrozen land teeming with

life. One explorer wrote: "Volcanic ashes

have fallen on Greenland; the Aleutians

are buried furnaces. If there be an ice-

cooled desert, why not a steam-heated po-

lar paradise?" The Eskimo talked about a

distant land, dotted with herds of game
and warmed by the sun; all who wandered

Ithere, it was said, chose not to return.

The American Museum of Natural

History, which had always been at the

forefront of Arctic exploration, began or-

ganizing an expedition to Crocker Land.

Backed by Peary, Teddy Roosevelt, and a

number of prominent American and Brit-

ish philanthropists and scientists, the

Crocker Land Expedition assembled in

New York in June 1913. Donald MacMil-

lan, a member of Peary's last polar expe-

dition, was the leader. Second in com-

mand was Fitzhugh Green, an engineer

and physicist with the U. S. Navy, who
had spent a great deal of time with the Es-

kimo in Labrador.

The expedition set sail in July and the

ship promptly grounded off the coast of

Labrador. Everything except the ship was

saved, however, and another ship, the

Erik, took them through Baffin Bay and

along the western flank of Greenland. At

the entrance to Smith Sound, a narrow

stretch of water that separates Greenland

and Ellesmere Land, they were stopped

by ice. The captain unloaded them at

Etah, the most northerly human outpost in

North America, which was located at the

westernmost point of Greenland. It was

now August and the party settled in for

the winter; their plan was to set out for

Crocker Land some time in early Febru-

ary, before the rising of the sun, when the

ice pack would be hard and smooth.

Remembering his travels with Peary,

MacMillan arranged for his companions

to get to know the local Eskimo and to

learn all they could about Arctic sur-
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vival—skills such as building igloos (tents;

were useless), driving dogs, hunting game,;

wearing native clothing (which was far su-

perior to European clothing), and caring

for the feet. (The Eskimo, according to

MacMillan, were "mortally afraid of hav-

ing their feet frostbitten, nursing them as

tenderly as a mother would her youngest

child.") They planned to travel by dogsled

and to subsist on pemmican and what-

ever walrus, musk ox, polar bear, and

caribou they could shoot. In a rare conces-

sion to European ways, each man was

allowed one set of woolen underwear. By

studying the ways of the Eskimo, Green

later wrote, "we thereby bought our lives."

As February drew near, MacMillan di-

vided the expedition, including nineteen

Eskimo, into four small parties. Green left

with the first party on February 7, and

MacMillan left last on February 13. The

plan was to cross Smith Sound to EUes-

mere Land, cross Ellesmere, and then

head north along Eureka Sound (a narrow

body of water separating Ellesmere and

Axel Heiberg Land) until they hit Cape

Thomas Hubbard, the northernmost point

of Heiberg, where Peary had spotted

Crocker Land. From there they would

head out due northwest across the Polai

Sea.

MacMillan crossed Smith Sound in bit-

terly cold weather, the thermometer reg-

istering -50 °F. While following the

coastline of Ellesmere he came across two

dead dogs from one of the advance parties,

a bad sign so early in the trip. On the night

of February 14, the snow was so poor they

were unable to cut and build an igloo. In

an effort to keep warm, MacMillan acci

dentally set his sleeping bag on fire ("I was

warm at last," he wrote in his journal).

The next day MacMillan joined up with

the advance parties camped on the ice in

Hayes Sound. Because several of the Es-

kimo had come down with the mumps and

flu, MacMillan agreed that the expedition

had to return to base.

Back at Etah, MacMillan decided to

cut down the size of the group ("to elimi-

nate the chicken-hearted," he wrote) and

try again in early March. Advance parties

were sent out to cache food, and on March

11, MacMillan, Green, and geologist W.

E. Ekblaw started out with seven Eskimo

and one hundred dogs. They crossed

Smith Sound in a record six hours, and in

five days they had worked up the eastern

edge of Ellesmere to their crossing point,|

the Beitstadt Glacier, a wall of ice plung-

'

ing into the frozen Beitstadt Fiord. They

set about cutting steps in the ice and in a

few hours they were able to haul the sleds

up the sheer face of the glacier.

In four days the explorers reached the
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far side of the island, where Ihey had a

spectacular view of Axel Heiberg Land

with its towering peaks and massive gla-

ciers. Far below to the west lay Eureka

Sound, dimly visible in the Arctic haze. A
long search for a way down disclosed a

deep crevasse in the glacier, and the team

descended to the head of Bay Fiord on the

western flank of Ellesmere. Unfortu-

nately, Ekblaw's feet were frostbitten and

he had to return to Etah immediately.

Green and four Eskimo went back with

him, with the understanding that Green

would later rendezvous with MacMillan

at Cape Thomas Hubbard.

MacMillan drove his dogsleds to Eu-

reka Sound, where he found the ice

scoured smooth by strong northerly

winds—perfect for sledding. By March 30

MacMillan and his party had reached

Schei Island in the middle of the sound,

where they found plenty of game, includ-

ing musk ox, blue foxes, and Arctic hares.

(They were even rushed by a large pack of

white wolves that had apparently mis-

taken them for musk ox; when the wolves

discovered their mistake they fled in ter-

ror.) After spending five days on Schei Is-

land waiting for Green, MacMillan

pushed north along Nansen Sound to

Cape Thomas Hubbard. On April 1 1 he

reached what he thought must be the

Cape; here a violent wind and heavy drifts

forced him to dig out a shelter underneath

a cliff. In the morning, over the howling

wind, MacMillan heard ice crunching— it

was Green and several Eskimo with a load

of food for the dash across the Polar Sea to

Crocker Land. They all holed up in the

shelter and waited for the storm to blow it-

self out.

April 13 dawned sunny and brilliantly

clear, and Green and MacMillan went off

in search of a cairn Peary had left in 1906

and to try to get a view of Crocker Land.

At the summit they failed to find the cairn,

and although they had powerful bino-

culars, not a trace of land could they see.

Despite their failure to find the cairn or

glimpse land, they swung out over the roll-

ing blue ice of the Polar Sea. As they drew

away from the coast they recognized the

Cape—they had missed it by a few miles.

It didn't matter—they knew exactly

where they were headed.

A day's journey on the ice brought them

to a series of transverse pressure ridges

—

areas where the tidal currents had forced

up huge broken ridges of ice. Once they

made camp, MacMillan and several Es-

kimo climbed one of the ridges. For a mo-

ment no one spoke. Ahead of them

stretched the bane of Arctic explora-

tion—long, dark lanes of open water, or

"leads," that had been opened by high
tides caused by the full moon of April 10.

To cross a lead one has to go around it

(usually impossible) or wail for it to freeze
or to close up.

The next day, after several miles of per-

fect sledding, the party hit the first lead—
1 00 yards wide with no sign of closing up.

So they built their igloos and waited for it

to freeze. The following morning the first

man to rise peered through the peephole in

the igloo and shouted that the lead had
frozen during the night. The men and dogs

edged out on the rubbery saltwater ice;

several dogs broke through and were re-

trieved. The party forged on, but twelve

miles later they hit another narrow lead,

which closed up into a grinding mass, al-

lowing them a few moments to cross be-

fore it threw up a great pressure ridge. At
the end of the day they were halted by an-

other lead, where they made camp.

Again, night froze the lead and they

were able to cross on April 1 9. At the end

of that day MacMillan wrote in his diary:

It has been a succession of leads throughout

the day, one at 1 2:30, at 2:45, at 3:30, and at

4. We found them all covered with the same
dangerous thin ice, which bends and buck-

les like rubber.

As we crossed the last it came together

and rose beneath our feet, lifting dogs.
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sledges, and men with such a grinding,

crushing noise that I could not hear the Es-

kimos yelling their instructions.

Two of my dogs dropped into a crack.

Thought they would be crushed before we
could pull them out.

They managed to cross safely, however,

and at the end of the day they decided by

dead reckoning they were fifty-two miles

offshore.

On April 21, a splendid day, they had

their last view of the snow-capped peaks of

Grant Land, the northern half of EUes-

mere. But what was more exciting was the

view to the west. MacMillan wrote in his

journal:

This morning Green yelled in through our

igloo that Crocker Land was in sight. We all

rushed to the top of a berg. Sure enough!

There it was as plain as day—hills, valleys,

and ice cap, a tremendous land stretching

through 1 50 degrees of the horizon.

But the Eskimo did not share MacMil-

lan's enthusiasm; one said he thought the

so-called land was mist in the sky. The

other Eskimo were evasive when asked

their opinion. MacMillan continued to

look and noted: "As we watched it more

narrowly its appearance slowly changed

..." and by the end of the day it was no

longer visible. On April 22 he figured they

were 100 miles from shore by dead reck-

oning. The men's eyes were constantly

turned west: "On this day there was the

same appearance of land in the west but it

gradually faded away toward evening as

the sun worked around in front of us."

On April 23 MacMillan had a long talk

with the Eskimo, who were becoming rest-

less and impatient. He took out his map
with the location of Crocker Land drawn

in brown, and made it very emphatic that

he was going to the "brown spot" on the

map, and that they were not to turn back

until they got there.

At noon Green stopped to make a care-

ful sighting of their position while Mac-

Millan pushed on. When Green caught up

with him that evening, he told MacMillan

that his sightings of that day and the day

before showed they were ahead of their

dead reckoning and they were actually 1 50

miles due northwest from Cape Thomas

Hubbard. MacMillan was stunned.

We had not only reached the brown spot on

the map, but were thirty miles "inland"! . .

.

We scanned every foot of that horizon—not

a thing in sight. . . . We were convinced that

we were in pursuit of a will-o'-the-wisp, ever

receding, ever changing, ever beckoning.

They realized that from the shore Peary

could not have seen land, that it must have

been a strange Arctic mirage. Even if they
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had wanted to continue, progress would

have been extremely difficult:

(I rom our vantage point] the sea ice now
presented a perfect chaos of pressure ridges

crossing and crisscrossing in all directions

... it was late in the year; we had more than

thirty leads behind us; a full moon was due

May 9; we had more than covered our dis-

tance. Tomorrow we would go back.

Sorely disappointed, they retreated over

the ice. MacMillan described their feel-

ings as they looked back over the Polar

Sea at their erstwhile destination: "The

mirage of the sea ice resembling in every

particular an immense land, seemed to be

mocking us. It seemed so near and so eas-

ily attainable if we would only turn back."

By April 28 they had traversed the 1 50

miles back to Cape Thomas Hubbard,

where they could see outlined against the

I sky the cairn Peary had built in 1906 on

the spot from which he had sighted

Crocker Land. MacMillan and Green

wearily ascended the Cape and reached

the cairn, where they found a bit of silk

flag and a note in a cocoa tin. "Standing

beside this cairn," MacMillan wrote,

Peary saw and reported Crocker Land to lie

1 20 miles due northwest. We looked toward

the distant horizon. Glasses were not neces-

sary. There was land everywhere! Had we
not just come from far over the horizon we
would have returned to our country and re-

ported land as Peary did.

After a harrowing return journey to

Etah, the Crocker Land Expedition spent

several more years in the far north carry-

ing out extensive mapping, meteorological

and astronomical observations, and other

scientific work before returning to New
York in 1 9 1 8. It turned out to be one of the

most expensive and least rewarding expe-

ditions undertaken by the Museum. In the

midst of World War I the Museum was

forced to raise almost one hundred thou-

sand dollars to cover unexpected costs of

the expedition (which included the sink-

ing of two ships). The Museum's presi-

dent, Henry Fairfield Osborn, wrote that

he was "disappointed" in its scientific re-

sults and not a little displeased at having

to raise such a large sum when "a terrible

inflation is eroding our capital."

It was the last expedition to explore the

Arctic using dogsleds; indeed, it was prob-

ably the last expedition to explore the un-

known without motorized equipment and

modern technology. A decade later the

airplane would prove conclusively that

Crocker Land, the Arctic Atlantis, was

merely a vast, frozen sea, broken and

heaved into masses of ice, covering the

Pole and stretching from western North

America to Siberia.

Douglas J. Preston
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November
Events

Puerto Rican Discovery Celebration

Puerto Rico's discovery will be cele-

brated on Saturday, November 19, with a

program by the dance company Teatro

Otra Cosa. Teatro Otra Cosa will perform

the traditional Puerto Rican dances of

boniba and plena in the Kaufmann The-

ater at 1 :00 P.M. and 3:00 p.m. The Puerto

Rican Discovery Celebration is free to all

Museum visitors. For more information,

call the Caribbean program of the Muse-

um's Education Department at (212) 873-

1300, ext. 514.

Cuban Film Festival

On two Wednesdays in November, the

2nd and the 9th, the Museum will fea-

ture a Cuban Film Festival of documen-

tary films. These films reflect the dy-

namics of Cuban society and reveal as-

pects of Cuban life that are unknown to

most people living in the United States.

On both evenings, screenings will begin at

7:00 P.M. in the Auditorium. The Cuban
Film Festival is free to all Museum visi-

tors. For more information call the Carib-

bean program of the Museum's Educa-

tion Department at (212) 873-1300, ext.

514.

Harlem Renaissance

On Wednesday, November 30, Ernest

Smith and Howard Johnson will lecture

on the Harlem Renaissance. This pro-

gram of archival films, slides, and original

recordings will explore the period of the

1920s and 1930s during which Harlem
flourished as a center of literature, music,

and art. Harlem Renaissance will take

place at 7:00 p.m. in the Kaufmann The-

ater and is free and open to all Museum
visitors. For more information, call the

African-American program of the Muse-
um's Education Department at (2 1 2) 873-

1300, ext. 514.

Identification Day
Saturday, November 5, is Identifica-

tion Day al the American Museum. If you

have a shell, bone, feather, or similar item

that you cannot identify. Museum scien-

tists will be on hand to tell you what it is.

They will also display some unusual ob-

jects from the Museum's collections for

visitors to observe and handle. Identifica-

tion Day takes place in the Roosevelt Me-
morial Hall from 2:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Twelve-String Guitar Concert

On Wednesday, November 9, Mitchell

Korn will perform original compositions

for the twelve-string guitar. The pieces,

from Korn's new album. The Natural

Sciences, represent a fusion of styles, from

homespun American themes and haunt-

ing Indian melodies to birdsongs and the

sound of waterfalls. Mitchell Korn's con-

cert, which is free and open to all Museum
visitors, will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the

Kaufmann Theater. For more informa-

tion contact the Education Department at

(212)873-1300, ext. 559.

Native American Film Festival

In cooperation with the Museum of the

American Indian, films about contempo-

rary Native peoples throughout the West-

ern Hemisphere will be screened on Sat-

urday, November 12, and Sunday, No-
vember 13. The films address a variety of

topics, such as spiritual traditions of Na-
tive Americans, the impact of develop-

ment on Indians in Brazil, and evangeli-

calism in Inuit communities. Free and

open to all Museum visitors. The Native

American Film Festival will take place

from 1 1:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. in the Kauf-

mann Theater. For more information call

the Education Department at (212) 873-

1300, ext. 559.

The Adirondacks

On Wednesday, November 30, the

Membership Office will present a lecture

on Adirondack Park, the nation's largest

state park, located north of Albany, New
York. Anne LaBastille, author, naturalist,

and professional guide of the Adirondack

region, will discuss the history of the park

and examine the varied environments and

people who live there. LaBastille will also

explore acid rain and other dangers that

threaten the area. The Adirondacks: The
Beauty and the Peril, will take place at

7:30 P.M. in the Auditorium. Tickets are

$3.00 for Museum members and $6.00 for

nonmembers. For further information call

the Membership Office at (212) 873-

1327.

Black Indians: The Hidden Connection

On Wednesday, November 16, Wil-

liam Loren Katz will give a slide-illus-

trated lecture on Black Indians: The Hid-

den Connection. Katz, author of The
Black West and Black People Who Made
the Old West, will discuss how enslaved

Africans fled to freedom and found

friendship and acceptance among Indian

tribes from Rhode Island to California.

Open to all Museum visitors, this free pro-

gram will take place at 7:00 p.m. in the

Auditorium. For more information call

the African-American program of the

Education Department at (212) 873-

1300, ext. 514.

Dinosaurs Are Forever

On Sunday, November 20, the Mem-
bership Office will present Dinosaurs Are
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Forever. Michele Valeri, a children's en-

tertainer and singer/songwriter, uses

country, swing, and rock music along with

huge puppets to describe life in prehis-

toric times. Valeri will be accompanied by

biuegrass tenor/fiddler Mike Stein. This

program, which is recommended for chil-

dren aged ten and under and open only to

Museum members, will be held at 1 1:00

A.M., 1 :30, and 3:30 p.m. in the Kaufmann

Theater. Tickets are required; for more in-

formation call the Membership Office at

(212) 873-1327.

Origami Tree

From November 21 until January 8,

the Origami Tree will be on display in the

Museum's Roosevelt Memorial Hall.

Decorated with thousands of origami de-

signs, the Origami Tree celebrates the

holiday season.

The Spirit of Christmas

From November 26 through January 2,

ithe American Museum-Hayden Planetar-

lium will present The Spirit of Christmas.

iThanks to the Planetarium's new com-

puter automation system, this Sky Show,

which has delighted audiences for forty-

eight years, will feature more music and

more beautiful visual effects than ever be-

fore. For show times and prices call (212)

873-8828.

ilnanna: Queen of Heaven and Earth

On Wednesday, November 16, the

Membership Office will present an eve-

ning devoted to Inanna, an ancient god-

dess of womanhood. More than 4,000

years ago, Inanna's story was inscribed on

clay tablets by Sumerian and Babylonian

scribes; now her cycle will be recounted

by folklorist Diane Wolkstein, noted sto-

ryteller and author. Wolkstein will be ac-

companied by musicologist Geoffrey Gor-

don, who will perform an original score

written for drum, flute, and tambourine.

Inanna: Queen of Heaven and Earth will

take place at 8:00 p.m. in the Kaufmann
Theater. Tickets are $8.00 for Museum
members and $10.00 for nonmembers.

For ticket information, call the Member-

ship Office at (212) 873-1327.

Judaica Month
Throughout the month of November

the traditions of Judaism will be cele-

brated in the Leonhardt People Center.

Each weekend, films, lectures, and other

presentations will explore Jewish history,

education, and dance traditions. The

Leonhardt People Center is open on Sat-

urdays and Sundays from 1:00 to 4:30

P.M. For more information on Judaica

Month, call the Education Department at

(212) 873-1300, ext. 514.

AUTHENTIC
PIECE-OF-EIGHT
SILVER TREASURE
PENDANT
FROM THE FAMOUS 1715 "FLORIDA ARMADA" WRECK

YES, these are authentic

treasure silver coins — the

legendary Pieces-of-Eight lost at

sea over 250 years ago! They
were recovered from a 10 ship

Spanish Treasure Fleet,wrecked
on July 31, 1715 by a terrible

hurricane off the Florida Coast.

Real Sunken Treasure — each

piece is unique. Each solid

silver coin was hand struck 264

years ago, thus no two are alike.

Sea worn, yet each is

distinguished by an impression

of the Spanish crest on one side

and Cross on the reverse.

Now a unique and exquisite

pendant ... A perfect gift.

We've added a 22" sterling

silver chain to transform this

truly rare treasure coin into a

most exceptional gift for him,

for her, for you. The 8-Reale

Piece of Eight (shown above)

comes complete with gift

presentation box, and certificate

of authenticity. All coins

selected from the best recovered

specimens. Available unframed

at $195 or as a special heiiloom

edition professionally framed in

a sterling silver bezel at $295.

Supply guaranteed next 30 days

only!

TO SPEED DELIVERY
CALL TOLL-FREE INCLUDING

SUNDAYS

1-800-451-4463
Inlernational Coins & Currency, Inc. ^ jf~f~ ^^^
Depl. 417, 11 E. State St., Box 218

Montpelier, Vermont 05602

YES, I want to make history. Please senti mc the

authentic pieces-of-cight silver treasure pendantisl

indicated below:

Special Heirloom Edition 8 Reale Pendants

in sterling silver frames at $295 . . . S

Postage & Handling $3.75

Total Due; S .

D Check or money order enclosed

Charge my credit card E.xpires_

Full Card No. .

Signature —

YOUR 100% NO-RISK GUARANTEE: You may

return your order lor a lull refund within 15 d^iys

of receipt if not satisfied (less postage and handling

of course!

.

Douglas S Schneiblc Life Member No. l.W.^ /Wi
American Numismatic AsstKiation "liir



DO YOU FORGET ^
BIRTHDAYS

Let us remember for you!
We are dedicated to those

millJons among us who—
for one reason or another

—forget birthdays, anniver-

saries and other special

occasions- Our members
relax - . . while we do the

remembering for them!

For full details write:

THE REMINDERS ( LIB
Dept. 16, 17 Summer Street

Yarmouth Port, Mass. 02675^

BOSUN'S CALL

-.x.T^ ppd.

Pipe guests aboard your boat or signal to friends in the

field with this authentic Bosun's Call or Whistle. Us high

pitched tones can be heard above the sound of the wind
in storms and will carry long distances. Comes with in-

struction sheet which gives explicit directions for blow-

ing various nautical calls and outlines the 700 year history

of this amazing instrument Just $6.95 with money-back

Write for FREE catalog!

r^S^^ ^^€t^e4 Dept. NH 113

P.O. Box 1600. Chapel Hill, N.C. 27515

Residential Program

There is an alternative to hospitalization tor ind

viduals with long-term psychiatric illness. Grey
stone House, situated on a 100-acre campus, offers

home-like environment for a small group of resi

dents. This new program is under the guidance oi

America's first private nonprofit psychiatric hos
pitai. For a color brochure write: Barbara Hines,

R.N.. Greystone House, Friends Hospital, 4802 E.

Roosevelt Boulevard, Philadelphia, PA 19124.

Real English Food
Dabbling in English "cookery" involves

taking a plunge into unfamiliar territory

by Raymond Sokolov

Assiduous readers of this magazine will

perhaps have noticed an anonymous edito-

rial note in the August issue in which I was

accused of submitting expense accounts

so inflated by "flair and imagination" that

I had made an enemy of the Natural His-

tory accountant. Was this me they were

writing about? Me, haggard veteran of

sleazy motels and trips to such fleshpots as

Broussard, Louisiana? Certainly the pic-

ture that ran with the squib was not recog-

nizable as me since it was taken years ago,

before the hardships of gastronomic travel

for a not-for-profit publication had prema-

turely aged my features. Was Natural

History too poor to aff"ord an up-to-date

shot?

As if to confirm this suspicion, the pub-

lisher's office called to suggest that I could

save money on my trip to England this

summer to cover the Oxford symposium

on "Food in Motion" if I stayed abroad for

three days after the end of the meeting, so

as to become eligible for a cheap, seven-

day excursion flight. By that stage, I was

so eager to seem thrifty that I forbore

from pointing out that the cost of three

days on the ground in hotels and restau-

rants would undoubtedly exceed any sav-

ings from the reduced air fare. Fortu-

nately, flair and imagination saved the

day. Once on British soil, I wangled the

use of a symposiast's vacant Cotswold cot-

tage. It came complete with a vegetable

garden and a kitchen, where I prepared

frugal meals and let the week elapse.

As I sat there, marking time and watch-

ing the sun set over the foxgloves, it

dawned on me (or should I say it dusked

on me?) that I was not just eking out four

days. I was, willy-nilly, doing research on

British cuisine. The garden was in full

spate with the most typical English mid-

summer fruits and vegetables, and the
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greengrocers in the Oxford covered mar-

ket supplemented the crops outside my
door. Fresh peas and broad beans, aspara-

gus, leeics, rhubarb, gooseberries, elder

flowers, strawberries—these were my sta-

ples. I had British utensils, rich British

cream, and a classic British cottage of

nineteenth-century vintage in which to ex-

plore the culinary heritage that lies, more

directly than any other, behind our own

national cuisine.

It was, at any rate, with the ambition of

undertaking a concrete examination of the

roots of American food that I opened Jane

Grigson's wonderfully literate English

Food and set about hunting for recipes to

cook. But instead of landing in familiar

territory, I found myself in a thoroughly

strange edible universe of grilled bloaters,

hindle wakes, faggots and peas, laver-

bread with bacon, crumpets and hare

soup, not to mention exotica from the Parsnips
Murray Alcosser

^'

The Lenox Plum Blossom
Fein Pendant

A perfect Christmas gift—
handcrafted in fine ivory chi>ia.

A Limited Edition. $38.

According to Chinese legend, plum blossoms symbolize a long

life of joy and happiness when displayed at the time of the

New Year. This beautiful symbol has inspired Lenox to create

an exquisite pendant in fine ivory china.

Each fan-shaped pendant is individually etched through by

hand with a plum blossom motif and set in a mounting of 14

karat gold overlay. It is accompanied by a matching 18-inch chain

in an elegant Lenox jewelry case.

This limited edition closes forever on the Chinese New Year,

February 2, 1984. It is available only direct from Lenox at the

issue price of $38.

For Christmas delivery, reservations must be postmarked by

November 25, 1983 or, for faster service on credit card orders,

call TOLL-FREE 1-800-228-5000 TODAY.

RESERVATION APPLICATION -1

Please enter my reservation for The Lenox Plum Blossom

Fan Pendant. I prefer to pay as follows:

D DIRECT: I enclose my remittance of $38* as payment in full.

D BY CREDIT CARD: Please bill the following credit card tlie full

amount of $38* after my pendant is sent to me.

D MasterCard D VISA D American Express

• Plus $1 .7.') for shipping and hnndliilg.

New Jersey residents please add $2.28 s-iles lax.

.'Xccount No.

Signature —
. Expiri

Name (please print)

.

.'Vddress

Cilv . State

.

.Zip.

Mail to: I^oiiox Colleetloiis
1 PriiKe Street. CX01238

Trcnloi;, New Jersey 08638-023S

For Christmas delivery mail by November 25. 1983.



FADING FEAST
A Compendium of Disappearing

American Regional Foods

by Raymond Sokolov

"If you care about American
cooking, as I do, you will find

Fading Feast an enormously
rewarding book."

—Craig Claiborne

The culinary wisdom of our Ameri-

can past in over 100 recipes and

their stories.

Special Offer:

Members of the American Museum
of Natural History may purchase

Fading Feast at a generous 20%
. discount off the retail price.

20% discount is in lieu of 10% members' discount.

D Yes, I would like to order copies of Fading

Feasf at $17.95—20%, or $14.36 eacfi. Please add
$1 50 shipping and handling per order D Check
enclosed Please bill my credit card account

Credit card (circle one): MASTERCARD VISA

Acct No:

Expiration date:

Mail to: Fading Feast. Natural History,

Central ParkWest at 79th Street, New York, NY 10024.

Plains Indian Art & Artifacts.

TYRANNOSAURUS REX T-SHIRT
" King Tyrant " Dinosaur

$10. each delivered

Silk-screen printing
on fine quality sliirt

made of 50% cotton
and 50% polyester.

Colors: Red,Blue,Tan
Sizes:

Adult S^,L,XL,XXL
Child 6-8,10-12,14.16
SAME DESIGN ON
GRAY SWEATSHIRT
Long Sleeves $18.
Send check or •^AA^a
useVisa.MC ^Sf^-4-.r^
(513)242-0243 jesxei:"

imprinted garr"

—

*'

897 North Bend.Box 7, Cincinnati.OH 45224

Rent Mother Nature
Lease A Sugar Maple Tree Or
A Sap Bucket For One Year

• A really different Christmas gift idea. First, we'll send each lucky friend, in time for
Christmas, a gift Announcement Card from you— and a copy of an authentic 1890
Treasury Dept. Lease, hand-personalized, and suitat>le for framing. Then, in

Spring '84, when all the sap has been gathered and processed, each tree tenant
will receive a big, decorated jug filled with at least 60 ounces of 1 00% pure Maple
Syrup— 30 ounce guarantee to bucket tenants—even more if Mother Nature
yields an abundant supply! We do all the work— your friends get the delicious
natural syrup— and you get all the raves!

Tree Lease S25.00 or Bucket Lease S15.00
Send check plus S3.00 handling per gift to

NORTH COUNTRY CORP. Dept. NC 113

Box 193, 106 Applelon St. Cambridge, MA 02138
Include full name and address of gift recipient.

VISA and Mastercharge Accepted With Expiration Date
To order by phone call (617) 739-7400

Celtic fringe such as wyau ynys mon. Im-

mediately, it -was clear why Penguin has

not publisheti Grigson's excellent book in

this country.

Real English food—recipe by recipe

and ingredient by ingredient^^iid not

cross the ocean in toto or even in large

part. Or, at least, the British settlers who
brought a language and a culture to these

shores did not establish their traditions of

cookery on a firm and lasting basis. In it-

self, this is not a surprising notion. After

all, we don't speak the queen's English in

these United States any more. And one of

the most insidious problems of travel in

the United Kingdom, differences of ac-

cent apart, is the constant necessity to

translate back and forth between the two

transatlantic idioms. During the sympo-

sium, I found the process as exhausting as

a conversation in a foreign language I had

not fully learned. Cookbooks had to be

converted into "cookery" books. Turns in

roads had to be renamed "turnings." The
roads themselves were not marked; they

were "signposted." Thumbtacks were

"drawing pins." Cuffs were "turnups."

And when I said, "Thank you," no one

ever said, "You're welcome." It was all as

disorienting as driving on the left.

In the kitchen, that shrine of cultural

conservatism, these post-Colonial mis-

matches abound and clot the flow of in-

formation more, I think, than at any other

point of contact between our two very dif-

ferent cultures. Grigson, in setting down

recipes fading from view or already faded

even on their home ground, naturally did

not produce a compendium of dishes that

would strike very many Americans as

cousins, even as third or fourth cousins, of

their own customary recipes.

I am not talking here only about obvi-

ously nonexportable curiosities such as

haggis and jellied eel. Think of daily fare

in Britain: fish and chips, Bovril, tea with

milk at breakfast, Scotch eggs, kippered

herrings, steak and kidney pie. We order

things differently in our kitchens over here

in the New World. And to make things yet

more complicated, we cook differently.

We use measuring cups, not scales. Our

quarts are a different size. Such funda-

mental incompatibilities have helped to

limit the American audience for Eliza-

beth David's extraordinary series of cook-

books (oops, cookery books). Indeed, more

editorial effort has been expended on the

full and accurate transplantation of

French and Italian and Moroccan and

Mexican and Indian and Chinese food

ideas into workable and accurate Ameri-

can versions than has been devoted to the

Yankification of British cuisine.

No wonder, you are saying. English
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food is dull and gray. This is a complaint

so widespread among Americans other-

wise aswoon with Anglophilia that it de-

serves serious attention. It is a response, in

part, to the undeniably poor cooking, to

the oversteamed vegetables and under-

seasoned meat. It is also a lingering reac-

tion to the poor, restricted British diet of

wartime, remembered without fondness

by thousands of G Is, and to the years of of-

ficial austerity after World War II. Even

in the relative boom of more recent years,

good restaurants in Britain have shied

away from British food. Tourists can find

first-rate French and Indian food in Lon-

don, but it takes a special effort to locate a

high standard of English cuisine. At Wil-

ton's, whose atmosphere and lofty prices

discourage casual experimentation by

American visitors, I have been able to dine

like a lord on Colchester oysters, par-

tridge, potato chips cut thick to go with

game, and a delicious cured beef called

silverside. But even Wilton's is no temple

of cuisine but more a chapel of rich but

discreet design because British food, at its

best and most typical, expresses the delib-

erately understated, disingenuously ama-

teurish British character.

Many strands of history and regional

cooking and class tension intertwine here,

and I do not propose to try unraveling

them all. But I do think I brushed up

against a crucial part of the answer in that

Cotswold cottage, where a London food

writer had restored a structure of charm-

ing simplicity and worked very hard to de-

sign and nurture a garden that mimicked

a homely ideal of country life, codified in

Victorian times and piously preserved all

over England ever since. In the perfection

of its plantings, floral and vegetable, this

was a glamorous place, but to see the

glamour, you had to be in tune with the

cottage garden tradition, which glorifies

the unglamorous subsistence plantings of

rural folk in the semimythical past of the

British nation.

Instead of the flashy Cartesian geome-

tries of French gardens, the English strain

for an appearance of overspilling disorder.

Vita Sackville-West, who created the

most extraordinary of all cottage gardens

at Sissinghurst, defined this once and for

all in her description of Lawrence John-

ston's Hidcote Manor, an Edwardian ex-

travagance in Gloucestershire. "What I

would like to impress upon the reader,"

she wrote, "is the luxuriance everywhere;

a kind of haphazard luxuriance, which of

course comes neither by hap nor hazard at

all." Within this overall mode of laborious

nonchalance, the cottage vegetable gar-

den continues the theme with its choice of

plants: cabbages, broad beans, root veg-

etables, potatoes, leeks, herbs, gooseberry,

currant, and quince. The tomato came
late to the cottage garden and looks like an

interloper there still, where pride of place

goes to the unspectacular, old-fashioned

flora, most of which must be cooked be-

fore they can be eaten. The fruits tend to

be sour and not ingratiating when eaten

out of hand. You have to do a little honest

work to get the best out of them.

This is not a trivial point, but the heart

of the matter. In America, we have so of-

ten taken the quickest path to the most ob-

vious pleasure, at table and elsewhere.

Why slave for the subdued flavor of broad

beans, when the flamboyant taste of toma-

toes can be had just for the slicing? Why
stew sour gooseberries or stringy rhubarb?

Why bother with plain old parsnips at all?

In an English cottage garden, they cling to

these unforthcoming foods with genial

masochism and militant plainness, tacitly

thumbing their nose at our horticultural

hedonism and at the smartness of the

French. The cottage garden does not re-

strict itself to forbidding fruits and vege-

tables of the north but it does batten on

them with genius, the genius of a mature

culinary style. Still, as the saying goes,

fine words butter no parsnips. If you want

to dabble in the discreet charm of English

"cookery," you will have to take a little

trouble and also give up for the nonce your

infatuation with the show-off foods of

sunny climes.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interest is the history andpreparation

offood.

Jane Grigson's Buttered Parsnips

f '/2 pounds parsnips

Salt

6 tablespoons butter

Pepper

Chopped parsley

1. Peel the parsnips thinly. Cut off the

tops and tails and quarter them into

wedges. Remove the inner core if it

seems at all woody; divide the wedges

into convenient strips.

2. Blanch them for ten minutes in boiling

salted water—they should be almost

cooked. Drain them, cut them into

smallish pieces, and return them to a

clean pan with the butter. Shake them

from time to time and keep them over

a low heat to finish cooking. They

should look golden and appetizing and

slightly soft, but not mushy or brown.

3. Taste and season them again, this time

adding parsley and plenty of pepper.

Yield: Four servings

o
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And Feel

The Difference

With Countrywear

Quel' affaire! Yes, bul listen . .

.

Our NEW CAPES are REVERSIBLE.

with button-up collar, two pockets and

belt. Wonderfully comfortable and warm

for winter.

O
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Austrian Lace

Rococo Overblouse

Color Eggshell

Sizes: P. S. M. L

$38

Just two of Countn'wear's distinctive

range of American-made garments at ex-

cellent values. Others include our classic

welsh smocks, dresses, knitted sweaters

and cardigans, skirts, velvet caps and.

especially, our NEW VELOUR sols of

shirts, pants and jackeU, All made for you

with CARE because . . .Youre SPECIAL.

Order or send for Free Catalog:

Name: _^
Address:
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State Zip;

Size(s):, _Colortsl:.

Check L'nclosi.tl for S__
'(postage & handling add $4.0(1.

(California residents add 6^i sales tax).
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additional Reading

Moles (p. 54)

J. Bickham and R. Baker's "Canaliza-

tion Model of Chromosomal Evolution"

{Bulletin of the Carnegie Museum of
Natural History, vol. 13, pp. 70-84) gives

a fuller treatment of what is referred to in

the present account as the "chromosomal

punctuated equilibrium" theor}'. Wild

Mammals of North America, edited by

J.A. Chapman and G.A. Feldhammer
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity Press, 1982), a study of biology, man-

agement, and economics, contains a chap-

ter by T.L. Yates and R.J. Petersen on the

moles of the family Talpidae. A compila-

tion of all the current literature on moles

can be found in K.E. Petersen and T.L.

Yates's "Condylura cristata" (Mamma-
lian Species. No. 129, pp. 1-4, published

by the American Society of Mammalo-
gists).

Human Origins (p. 64)

Lucy, by paleoanthropologist D.C.

Johanson and popular science writer M.A.
Edey (New \"ork: Simon and Schuster,

1981). chronicles Johanson's discovery of

Lucy, the oldest, most complete, and best-

preserved skeleton of an upright-walking

human ever found, and discusses how she

changed our views of human origins. The
authors also provide a behind-the-scenes

glimpse at the world of paleoanthropology

and some of its major characters. R.

Ardrey explores the animal origins and na-

ture of man in African Genesis (New
York: Dell, 1961); his Hunting Hypothe-

sis (New York: .Atheneum, 1976) ex-

presses his views of man's evolutionar}' na-

ture. Man and Aggression, a collection of

essays edited by .A. Montagu (New York:

Oxford University Press. 1973), chal-

lenges the concept of aggressive drive as

advanced by ethologist Konrad Lorenz

and popularized by .Ardrey. According to

Montagu, the book attempts "to put the

record straight, to correct what threatens

to become an epidemic error concerning

the causes of man's aggression, and to re-

direct attention to a consideration of the

real causes of such behavior." R. Nash's

Wilderness and the American Mind (New-

Haven: Yale University Press, 1967)

traces how the American attitude toward

nature has changed over three and a half

centuries, from one of exploitation to one

of reverence. Nash discusses the influence

of Romanticism and new concepts of reli-

gion and aesthetics, the growth of nation-

alism, the emerging concern over disap-

pearance of wilderness areas in the late

nineteenth century (which led to the cre-

ation of Yellowstone and the .Adirondack

Forest Preserve), and finally the change in

popular thought that occurred during this

century. H. Huth presents the basic devel-

opments that led to the conservation

movement in the United States in Nature

and the American (Berkeley: University

of California Press, 1957). Proposing that

changes in the American attitude toward

nature were the result of a confluence of

many social and cultural trends, Huth

seeks out the manifestations of these

trends in science, philosophy, literature,

art, and politics. S.R. Fox's John Muir

and His Legacy (Boston: Little, Brown

and Co.. 1981) focuses on this strong lead-

er of the American conservation move-

ment. J. G. Mitchell takes a look at Amer-

ican attitudes toward hunting in The Hunt
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, distributed

by Random House, Inc., 1980). G. Carson

traces Western viewpoints of animals

from the beginnings of civilization to the

present in Men. Beasts, and Gods (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1972).

Carson emphasizes developments in the

nineteenth and twentieth centuries, when

the idea of kindness to animals first began

to become popular K. Clark's Animals

and Men (New York: William Morrow
and Co., Inc.. 1977) takes a systematic

look at this relationship as it is reflected in

Western art from prehistory to the present

day. J.C. Greene's Science. Ideology, and

World View (Berkeley: University of Cali-

fornia Press, 1981), a series of essays on

the histor}' of evolutionary ideas, reviews

the ideological and social implications

of Darwinism. Traces on the Rhodian

Shore, by C.J. Glacken (Berkeley: Uni-

versity of California Press, 1967), is a

thorough (more than 700 pages) examina-

tion of nature and culture in Western

thought from ancient times to the end of

the eighteenth century. C.S. Lewis's

Studies in Words (Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press, 1967), an enjoy-

able and lucid analysis of the meaning of a

number of key words, devotes a chapter to

the uses of nature (pp. 24-74). For an in-

vestigation of science in the Romantic era,

see A. Gode-von .'^esch's Natural Science

in German Romanticism (New York:

.AMS Press, Inc., 1966). Among other

subjects, it deals with the concept of Ro-

manticism, the compatibility of science

and literature, the Romantic awareness of

men and animals, the problem of evolu-

tion as it was conceived during the time,

and anthropomorphism. An explication of

N. Tanner and A. Zihlman's theories of

human origin, discussed in the present ac-

count, is found in their article "Women in

Evolution. Part 1: Innovation and Selec-

tion in Human Origins" [Signs, vol. 1, pp.

585-608). O. Lovejoy's origin hypothesis

is explained in "The Origin of Man" {Sci-

ence, vol. 211, pp. 341-50).

Taqulle (p. 80)

Ethnic and Tourist Arts, by N.H.H.
Graburn (Berkeley: University of Califor-

nia Press, 1976), explores the native arts

of the fourth world, a term used for aborig-

inal or native peoples—such as the Es-

kimo, Navajo, Haida, and Maori—whose

lands fall under the national boundaries of

the countries of the first, second, and third

world. This book examines and compares

the art works of more than twenty native

groups, some of which have created new

art forms based on their traditional tech-

niques and motifs but aimed at the souve-

nir trade, and others which continue to

produce traditional art in spite of outside

pressures. The Peoples and Cultures of
Ancient Peru, by L.G. Lumbreras, trans-

lated from the Spanish by B.J. Meggers

(Washington, D.C: Smithsonian Institu-

tion Press, 1 974), is a large-format, amply

illustrated volume that provides a synthe-

sis of Peruvian archeology and illustrates

the cultural richness of the country's ab-

original groups. After briefly reviewing

the histor\' of Peruvian archeological re-

search, the author traces the rise of cul-

ture, beginning with the arrival of the first

hunter-gatherers, through periods of

regionalism and integration, and finally

the emergence of the Inca empire. Pat-

terns of Poverty in the Third World, by

C. Elliott with the assistance of F. de

Morsier (New York: Praeger Publishers,

1975), is a well-written study of social and

economic stratification. This scholarly

work, which avoids jargon and is easy to

follow, attempts a detailed analysis of pov-

erty in thirteen countries. "Titicaca,

Abode of the Sun," by L. Marden with

photographs by F. Schulke {National

Geographic. February 1971. pp. 272-94),

is a good introduction to the islands of

Lake Titicaca, their inhabitants, and their

traditions.

Rita Campon
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One of the enduring myths about the

arctic fox, that dog-sized survivor of

some of the world's worst winters, is that

it goes out onto pack ice solely to feed off

the leavings of polar bears. But after a

number of flights over the Arctic, made

from the Naval Arctic Research Lab-

oratory in Barrow, where he was then as-

sistant science director, Larry S. Under-

wood satisfied himself that the myth was

indeed a myth. "In too many places the

fox tracks join the bear tracks and then

go off their own way," says Underwood.

"And many times you see foxes with no

bears anywhere around." Underwood

has labored in the cold country for

twelve years, the last six at the Univer-

sity of Alaska in Anchorage. Now on

leave, he is working on a book about the

bowhead whale and practicing his sail-

ing—in northern Virginia.

J. Stephen Athens first studied the

evolution of complex societies while

working on his doctoral dissertation on

the Cara, a pre-Inca society of highland

Ecuador. A historic preservation pro-

gram in Micronesia gave him the oppor-

tunity, starting in 1979, to continue his

studies at Nan Madol, on the island of

Ponape. There he met Masao Hadley,

whose recounting of oral traditions pro-

vided a Ponapean perspective against

which to gauge the archeological find-

ings. Athens has also been involved in an

archeological project on the island of

Kosrae. Previously a staff archeologist at

the Pacific Studies Institute (Guam)

and then at the Bernice R Bishop Mu-
seum (Hawaii), Athens is now a self-em-

ployed archeological consultant, based

in Honolulu.

Since 1975, George W. Uetz has

taken twelve trips to Mexico to investi-

gate two species of spiders that show a

remarkable degree of sociability—re-

markable for spiders, that is, which are

usually solitary and aggressive toward

each other. The field conditions under

which he studies the spiders are not al-

ways sociable, however. At one time or

another, Uetz and his co-workers have

been chased up a spiny cactus by a boar,

mistaken for squatters by gun-toting

ranch hands, and questioned by the

Mexican police. Back in the quiet of his

laboratory, Uetz, an associate professor

in the Department of Biological Sci-

ences at the University of Cincinnati, is

testing the genetic basis of behavior pat-

terns observed among the spiders. When
his thoughts are not on spiders, they are

often on songwriting, and Uetz has re-

cently learned that he is a winner in this

year's American Song Festival.

For Jeff Simon, the difficulties of un-

derwater photography can be summed
up in one word: alligators. "One time,"

he says, "I was trying to film this ten-

foot alligator underwater. I dove down
below it, but it took off and silted out the

entire area. I couldn't see a thing. It

swam right by me and bit my boat." The

boat recovered, but Simon has never

quite forgotten the incident. Now thirty-

seven, Simon has compiled a long list of

credits as an underwater photographer

and cameraman, including work for

PBS and many national magazines and

the underwater shots in Jaws 3-D. He
also works on land but nothing has ever

displaced underwater work as his favor-

ite. "It's exciting but it's peaceful too,"

he says, "and I want people to experi-

ence what I see down there." His photos

from the bottom of two Florida springs,

the second installment in our new series,

"The Natural Moment," were taken

with a Nikonos camera and 21-mm lens.

Simon wore a stabilizer jacket to keep

him steady at a depth of four feet.

2 Natural History 12/83
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Mead and Samoa: An Exchange

As David M. Schneider has conspicu-

ously failed in the prime responsibility of a

reviewer ("The Coming of a Sage to Sa-

moa," June 1983), I would like to state

briefly what my recent book Margaret

Mead and Samoa: The Making and Un-

making of an Anthropological Myth is

actually about. Dedicated to the eminent

philosopher of science Sir Karl Popper, it

is a formal application to Margaret

Mead's writings on Samoa of Popper's

fundamental principle that a science pro-

gresses by the elimination of error from its

formulations. In particular, it is not, as

Schneider mistakenly asserts, a "personal

attack on Margaret Mead," for, as I em-

phasize in the preface to my book, I "hold

in high regard many of the personal

achievements of Margaret Mead." My
concern, I make it plain, is "nor with Mar-

garet Mead personally" but with the "sci-

entific import" of her researches and writ-

ings on Samoa.

In 1925, the twenty-three-year-old

Margaret Mead was sent to Samoa in the

southwest Pacific by Franz Boas, her pro-

fessor at Columbia University, to work (in

Mead's words) on "the adolescent girl, to

test out . . . the extent to which the trou-

bles of adolescence . . . depended upon the

attitudes of a particular culture and . .

.

the extent to which they were inherent in

the adolescent stage of psychobiological

development."

In 1 928, in the fourth paragraph of the

thirteenth chapter of her Coming of Age
in Samoa, Mead came to the conclusion

that any explanation in biological terms of

the presence of "storm and stress" in

American adolescents could be totally ex-

cluded. This led to the assumption (as

Mead expressed it in 1930) that human
nature was "the rawest most undifferenti-

ated of raw material," and to the doctrine

(to employ the words of G.W. Stocking, a

leading historian of anthropology) that hu-

man behavior can be explained in "purely

cultural terms." These are conclusions

that, if true, are of the greatest scientific

and human importance.

Mead's Coming ofAge in Samoa is by

far the most widely read of all anthropo-

logical books, and its conclusions have

been given very general credence both

within the anthropological profession

(having been repeated in numerous text-

books) and by the public at large. Indeed,

when I first went to Samoa in 1 940, 1 was

myself an ardent cultural determinist, and

my credence in Mead's depiction of Sa-

moa was complete. Eventually, however,

as my conversance with the realities of Sa-

moan life deepened, I became convinced

that the conclusions Mead had reached

were unwarranted.

It has long been recognized that, in

TH. Huxley's words of 1 880, "the essence

of the scientific spirit is criticism" and

that in science, as Charles Darwin re-

marked in 1 879, "to kill an error is as good

a service as, and sometimes even better

than, the establishing of a new truth or

fact." And so, in my book, I adduce a

range of empirical evidence that, I submit,

demonstrates conclusively that Mead was

indeed mistaken in the conclusions she

reached about Samoa.

This, however, is no more than my opin-

ion, and it is for those who may be inter-

ested to read my book and decide for

themselves, in the light of the evidence I

adduce, whether or not my refutation of

Mead's central conclusion of 1928 has

been successful.

I would add that even if my refutation

of Mead's conclusion be accepted, this

does not, as Schneider points out, mean
that some other instance in support of the

extreme doctrine of cultural determinism

might not be advanced. Yet in the light of

modem knowledge, this, I would suppose,

is an unlikely happening, for today, as Ste-

phen Jay Gould notes in The New York

Review ofBooks of June 30, 1983: "Every

scientist, indeed every intelligent person,

knows that human social behavior is a

complex and indivisible mix of biological

and social influences." It is for this wholly

rational viewpoint (which, Schneider to

the contrary, has nothing whatsoever to do

with the celebration of any "particular po-

litical climate") that I plead in the final

chapter of my book.

It was the belief of Margaret Mead that

"anthropology was evolving in her lifetime

toward an increasingly exact science and

that science is everywhere the work of

many minds." In my judgment it is pre-

cisely because Dr. Mead held this view,

and because she grappled throughout her

life with anthropological problems of fun-

damental importance, that she is assured

an honored and secure place in the history

of anthropology.

The making of mistakes is a common-
place in science, as, for example, Darwin's

"blunder" (as he called it) over the Paral-

lel Roads of Glen Roy; Freud's egregious

error over sexual seduction in early child-

hood; and Einstein's "blunder" (as he also

called it) over his "cosmological con-

stant." It is surely beyond question, how-

ever, that if science and scholarship are, in

Francis Bacon's words, to "turn upon the

poles of truth," there can be no toleration

of error within them and that, as Karl Pop-

per has put it: "Rational criticism is in-

deed the means by which we learn, grow in

knowledge, and transcend ourselves." In-

deed, I would suppose that Margaret

Mead would have unhesitatingly agreed

that it is only by the recognition and elimi-

nation of the errors in its formulations that

anthropology can ever become the

soundly based and humanly important sci-

ence to which all rational men and women
aspire.

Derek Freeman
The Australian National University

Canberra, Australia

David M. Schneider replies:

Freeman's letter claims to tell what his

book "is actually about." His statement

may reflect what he thinks his book is

about or what he intended his book to say,

but it is not what most reviewers in this

country and England found when they

read what he had actually written.

Although he states in his preface that

he "hold[s] in high regard many of the

personal achievements of Margaret

Mead" the rest of the book belies this as-

sertion. Indeed, he has made almost pre-

cisely the same statement in this letter

that he has made time and again to the

press, on the radio, and on television. That

he protests so much, so often, and in al-

most exactly the same words suggests

that I was not the only one to perceive that

the book is in fact more a ocrsonal attack
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on Margaret Mead than a serious work of

scholarship.

If Freeman protests too much his ad-

miration for Margaret Mead, he also pro-

tests too much his devotion to the canons

of science. One of these canons is that evi-

dence be presented for statements of fact

and that the method of obtaining that evi-

dence be fully explained. Freeman holds

Mead's work of 1923 to scientific stan-

dards that he, in 1983, does not live up to

in his own work.

David M. Schneider

University of Chicago

Chicago, Illinois

Threat to Island Ecosystems

I was appalled to read, in Fred Bruem-

mer's article on the Hooker's sea lion

("Sea Lion Shenanigans," July 1983), of

the excessive mortality among sea lion

pups caused by the burrows of feral rab-

bits. This is a dramatic example of the

kinds of massive damages that exotic or-

ganisms are causing to island biotas

around the world—often, as in this case,

causing mortality that a rare insular spe-

cies can ill afford. Feral rabbits simply do

not belong on any oceanic island. I was dis-

appointed that Bruemmer failed to con-

demn the presence of the rabbits or to in-

dicate that efforts to control or eradicate

them are needed.

The list of extinct and endangered ani-

mals endemic to islands is long indeed.

Many have \'anished solely because their

natural environment was flooded with ex-

otic species. For example, many of Ha-

waii's native birds were driven to extinc-

tion by introduced avian malaria and

black rats. When Charles Darwin visited

Isla Santiago in the Galapagos archipel-

ago in 1835, he wrote of the difficulty of

finding a tent site not riddled with burrows

of the land iguana. Only seventy years

later those iguanas had disappeared, eaten

to oblivion by pigs and rats.

Pollution and the overexploitation of re-

sources tend to receive great attention as

environmental threats. But introduced or-

ganisms often have insidious impacts that

are at least as, if not more, damaging.

And once established, exotic species can

be nearly impossible to eradicate.

In general, island ecosystems are far

more vulnerable than continental ecosys-

tems to disruption by introduced species.

Islands tend to have comparatively few

species, which have evolved over a long

period with little in the way of competition

or predation. People often marvel at the

"tameness" of island animals; this is be-

cause they are adapted to an environment

free of predators. Nothing in their evolu-

tionary history has prepared them for cop-

ing with the hazards of life with intro-

duced predators. Programs to control or

eradicate exotic species wherever they

threaten endemic island species must be a

high conservation priority.

Bruce E. Coblentz
Oregon State University

Corvallis, Oregon

Camels Hump Research

We at the University of Vermont Bot-

any Department appreciated the attention

drawn to our research into the causes of

tree mortality and deterioration of high-

elevation forests in the Northeast ("Ca-

tastrophe on Camels Hump, Continued,"

August 1983). Natural History readers

may be interested in knowing that, since

the magazine's report on our funding dif-

ficulties was written, we have received

grants from several foundations amount-

ing to more than $500,000. Our new fund-

ing will allow us to examine more closely

the complicated events that are contribut-

ing to the collapse of the Camels Hump
forests and especially to study the effects

of acid deposition and-air pollution on the

forest ecosystem.

We are grateful for the many support-

ive letters received from Natural History

readers.

Hubert W. Vogelmann
Richard M. Klein

Tim Scherbatskoy
University of Vermont

Burlington. Vermont
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Value of Heritage Qub Fine Books
Heirloom editions of the classics at only $15.50 each.
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Norman Rockwell's Tom Sawyer

3

Greek comedy, Lysistrata, to see

the beautiful young women and

courageous warriors of ancient

Athens through the eyes of Pablo

Picasso. The original works he

created expressly for this book
now hang in the Museum of

Modern Art.

To illustrate The Adventures of

Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn,

The Heritage Club, in 1936, com-

missioned exclusive works by Nor-

man Rockwell. For who better
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along Twain's beloved Mississippi.
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strength and durability.

Flawless full-color reprodi

of original works of art
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editions.
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The Human Strategy

Fishery on a Fuse
Despite the danger to themselves and their environment,

many Philippine fishermen use explosives to harvest their catch

by Robert A. Randall

It was 3:30 p.m., approaching the time

the fishermen of the southern PhiHppines

call "sunfall." I was seated at my type-

writer in the three-room beachside house-

on-piles that my wife, Nancy, and I shared

with the local Moslem pastor, his wife,

Jaliha, and their nine kids, and Jaliha's

brother and his new wife. The room was

beginning to darken, and Mariam, the el-

dest daughter, had just gone to ask rela-

tives for fresh fish because we were all a

bit sick of the bananas and dried fish we

had had with our rice the last several days.

No one expected Mariam to have much
success; the unproductive northern mon-

soon currents were upon us, and it was the

worst period of the lunar month for fishing.

My stomach rumbled, and I put aside

my work with the thought of going to the

well to take a refreshing shower Sajili, the

teen-age karate enthusiast, wandered in

and began his usual patter about the ex-

ploits of balakbult. Just then the village of

thatch and plywood rang with a distant

thunderclap
—

"Brave" Mundu was doing

blast fishing over the coral reefs about

sixty feet offshore. Sajili rushed out the

door and down the ladder to get his canoe.

I ran to the window to watch the sea and

the beach, now beginning to throng with

men and boys.

Mundu had spotted, near the water's

surface, a school of round scad passing the

beach. He and his fishing partner had pad-

dled out, lit the fuse on a family-size pop

bottle filled with explosives, and thrown it

at the school. By the time I got to the win-

dow, he was already standing up with a

second bottle, and in seconds, it too ex-

ploded in the sea. By the time the third

bottle exploded, Sajili and what seemed

like most of the village males were con-

verging on ground zero; by custom they

would be entitled to keep half of all they

could gather.

As usual, a white fishing eagle passed

overhead, circled, dived, and got its share

of the floating fish. Mundu dived too, and

began hefting basketfuls to his partner

Soon the other men and boys in the village

were also diving, and the women and girls

were ringing the beach trying to deter-

mine if there would be ample fish for the

next two meals. Indeed there was enough

to satisfy the entire village, even enough

for a good sale. But the meal wasn't so

satisfying for the two "wealthy" Ameri-

can anthropologists who sat in the twilight

eating by the tiny tin can kerosene lamp.

I remember wondering, that night twelve

years ago, how long the reef could survive

the daily subsistence struggle of the vil-

lagers.

The world's coral reefs have been devel-

oping in tropical and semitropical seas for

more than a million years. They are some

of the earth's most diversified, beautiful,

and complex ecosystems, and often sup-

port productive fisheries. In this century,

subsistence fishing has often been re-

placed by cash fishing and an incentive to

harvest far more than can be personally

consumed. Under careful management,

cash fishing is a renewable resource, but in

many places, ineffective management has

permitted the use of explosives and poi-

sons and has allowed contamination from

pesticides and industrial pollutants. Reef

systems have thus been destroyed at an in-

creasing pace. Also, accelerated defor-

estation and soil erosion have frequently

caused large increases in the runoff of sed-

iments onto reefs.

For ecological reasons, blast fishing of

the type I witnessed has been banned by

most, if not all, nations. The shock wave

from a blast ruptures a fish's swim blad-

der, so there are sometimes very large

catches. But many fish are lost on the bot-

tom or swept out by the current, so the

technique is wasteful. Worse still, the

blast kills small fish as well as large fish, so

the food supply of the larger fish is affected.

Juveniles are among the first killed. Al-

though they may not be edible or salable,

they are crucial to stock regeneration.

Where explosives strike the coral di-

rectly, the branching substrate is reduced

to rubble. Research shows that the diver-

sity and abundance of fishes are greater

over living coral than over areas flattened

by dynamite, possibly because of a decline

in the abundance of zooplankton. Once
the reef has been assaulted repeatedly, the

plankton supply, along with the fishery it

supports, is destroyed. Also, attached to

the algae living on the reef are micro-

scopic plantlike organisms known as dino-

flagellates. These normally deposit small

amounts of a toxin in the algae. When the

coral is disturbed by blasting, the dinofla-

gellates proliferate and the algae become

much more toxic. Fish eat the algae and

are eaten by other fish or humans. Accord-

ing to fisheries research, blasting can

cause fish poisoning and could, in severe

circumstances, endanger humans.

Despite its danger, illegality, and from

a long-term point of view, self-defeating

nature, blast fishing persists throughout

much of the tropical Pacific, off Tanzania,

in Nigerian lakes, and elsewhere. Perhaps

nowhere, though, is the problem as acute

as in the Philippines, where blasting and

reef destruction are, from all reports,

nationwide.

With some fifty million people, the Re-

public of the Philippines ranks seven-

teenth in world population. For various
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reasons, but particularly owing to the is-

land geography and extensive coastline,

the nation has historically relied on fish for

the bulk of its animal protein. Large,

oceangoing fishing fleets are landing

larger percentages of the catch each year,

much of it for export; there is also a fish-

pond industry of growing importance.

Even so, between one-third and one-half of

the fish supply comes from low-capital, in-

shore fishing, using double-outrigger ca-

noes. This fishery receives the direct im-

pact of blast fishing, although the ocean

fishery is affected to an unknown extent as

well, for fingerlings, which ultimately

stock the ocean fishery, hatch in estuaries

and bays and often forage for considerable

periods near the inshore reefs.

I have little information about the ori-

gins of blast fishing in the Philippines,

even for the Basilan Strait region of Min-

danao, near Zamboanga, where I did my
research. But I have questioned fishermen

in the area. They are members of the

Samal ethnic group, which encompasses

some half million people living mainly on

the shores of the southern Philippines,

eastern Indonesia, and western Malaysia.

The answer I have been given is that blast

fishing originated in the large-scale use of

explosives for fishing by United States sol-

diers at the close of World War II. The

fishermen say that soldiers would throw

grenades at fish schools and then pay

Samal to dive and capture fish killed by

the explosions. Subsequently, some Samal

acquired explosives either by bartering

with soldiers or by reclaiming various

types of unexploded ordnance. Since the

war, Samal have learned to make explo-

sives by skillfully combining the com-

monly available welding chemical potas-

sium chlorate with commercial fuses and

a variety of easily scavenged materials:

pop bottles, plastic sandal soles, and coni-

fer pitch.

This may explain how Basilan Strait

Samal know about blast fishing, but it

does not explain why some fishermen see

blast fishing as a reasonable pursuit. The
answer seems to lie in recent economic his-

tory. As the region became monetarized

over the last century, so too did the fishing

industry, and for the last several decades,

the vast majority of fish caught by Samal

small-craft fishermen have been sold for

cash. This cash income from fishing has

become especially important since World

War II, for as the population has grown,

rising numbers have not had access to

enough farmland to support themselves.

Also, the introduction of motorized canoes

in the early 1 960s made it much easier for

people from the rural islands to travel to

cities, so that they now have access to

the larger, higher-income urban markets.

More important, there has been a long-

term decline in the terms of trade between

Samal small-scale fishermen and the out-

side world. The international exchange

value of the Philippine peso has been fall-

ing against all major currencies; it is now
worth less than one-fifth its dollar value

twenty-five years ago. One result is that

the costs of foreign imports directly and

indirectly required for small-scale fishing

have risen much faster than have earnings

of commodities sold domestically. The
price fishermen pay for gasoline, kero-

sene, nets, and engines has increased sig-

nificantly relative to the price of fish in lo-

cal markets. Thus, strong pressure exists

to adopt modes of fishing—such as blast

fishing—that will bring a greater return

with less investment.

As one measure to aid the small-scale

fisherman, the Philippine government is

supporting development of local canning

facilities. The hope is that such facilities

will enhance the income of fishermen by

increasing market demand during periods

of high supply. But the canneries are re-

ported to be in financial difficulties, and if

they do survive, large fishing boats will

probably be attracted to the low-risk can-

ning market and will eventually take fish

and markets away from small-craft fisher-

men. Already in 1980, small-craft produc-

ers were complaining of competition from

commercial trawlers.

Small-scale fishermen face another

kind of pressure as well. At the close of

World War II, large numbers of firearms

were left in the region. The long Samalan

tradition of "piracy" (or more accurately,

"robbery") suddenly became much more

dangerous for victims and much less dan-

gerous for robbers. Rather than take a cut-

lass and attempt to surprise and fight a

Samal who was fishing alone at night, rob-

bers simply crept up in the dark and shot

him. The technology for handcrafting

shotguns quickly spread, so guns—both

for robbery and for protection from rob-

bery—became common. The government

was unable to enforce the antipiracy laws,

piracy increased, and fishermen became

reluctant to fish in isolation, far from safe

ports, or at night. Perhaps well over half of

the potentially usable fishing grounds in

the Basilan Strait are considered too dan-

gerous for fishing, even in daytime. This

may have the ecologically beneficial ef-

fect of conserving fish stocks, but it also

makes earning a living through small-craft

fishing more difficult.

The present-day Samalan fishery might

seem to offer an abundance of options for

fishermen attempting to make money. In-

tact reefs of the area teem with life. The
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Samal themselves know at least 250 dif-

ferent species of fish and more than fifty

mollusk taxa, and fishermen frequently

know between fifty and seventy-five dis-

tinct fishing techniques. These often in-

volve lengthy preparations and sophisti-

cated knowledge of appropriate currents,

reefs, equipment, depths, solar and lunar

cycles, and so forth. Most of these tech-

niques are rarely attempted, however, ei-

ther because the prospects are limited or

because the equipment necessary for im-

plementation is simply unavailable.

Two techniques for night fishing can

pay off; both involve using a pressure lan-

tern to attract fish to the bait. One re-

quires the fisherman to carry the lantern

in his boat as it drifts long distances on so-

called drift tracks. In such a situation, a

fisherman can easily be ambushed. In the

other technique, the lantern is placed on a

raft well behind the anchored boat, so the

fisherman sits away from illumination.

Numerous other fishermen also anchor at

the same shoal, so there are many friends

who can warn of danger. Not surprisingly,

fishermen prefer this second technique, at

least when it brings in boatloads of fish.

The problem is that in some periods of

the year, the return from anchored fishing

is low. The main fish caught by this tech-

nique, the purse-eyed scad, can only be ac-

quired during a portion of the night hours,

since the moon eliminates the lantern's

powers of attraction. Accordingly, an-

chored fishing is very productive when the

moon sets early in the evening or rises just

before sunrise but is much less productive

on other nights of the lunar month. Also,

scad do not feed much during times of

strong currents, so the period around new

moon, when tidal currents are strong, and

periods of bad weather are not very pro-

ductive. Finally, during the six-month-

long northern monsoon, currents are east-

ward and less productive for anchored

scad fishing, owing perhaps to the spawn-

ing cycles of scad or to heavy fishing to the

west. The result is that during some peri-

ods of each month, and for half of each

year, the catch from anchored fishing is

predictably low. If schools of commer-

cially valuable fish pass at these times,

some fishermen are particularly apt to en-

gage in blast fishing.

Why some practice blast fishing and

others do not is not easy to ascertain, if for

no other reason than an understandable

reluctance among the Samal to talk about

an illegal activity. In general, though,

those who do blast fishing do so because

they feel they or others of their family

need money, and they can think of no

other way to get substantial amounts of

cash. Typically, such people do not own

motorized canoes, small convenience

stores, significant farmland, or the large

nets needed for productive net fishing.

They therefore have few methods for ac-

quiring cash by less dangerous means.

Not everyone in this situation does blast

fishing, however. The technique is re-

garded as so hazardous that only a few will

attempt it. Those who do must counter,

with claims of expertise, the continued

criticisms of worried wives and parents.

Most learn the trade from a father or un-

cle and tend to argue that since their men-

tor survived, so will they. But they worry

about the risks, measuring the potential

gains against the potential losses, as a con-

versation with a talkative blast fisherman

revealed:

Q.—What do you prefer, blast fishing or

another technique?

A.—Well, everyone finds a means of mak-

ing a living, if not handline hook fish-

ing, blast fishing. If it suits you, do

blast fishing, or else do hook fishing.

That's just the way it is.

Q.—Why do you folks do blast fishing

when there are other techniques?

A.—Well, I also like to do blast fishing

mostly because there is a large sale

price. You can kill 500 [mackerel].

There's perhaps a 200-peso sale. If

you do hooked handline fishing, you

can get about 1 00 pesos. Getting fish

with that blast technique requires

luck. If it blows up in your hand, all

your body is lost. Nothing remains.

Death. But in the blast occupation,

one hopes to be lucky and to live. If

you heave the explosive, it blows up

in the sea. If it's still in your hands,

don't expect to live, expect to die. . .

.

But blast fishing is good, even if it's

dangerous. There is a large gain from

the sale.

The question remains as to why local or

national authorities permit a technique

that is so obviously destructive to the fish-

ery. Virtually all Samal with some formal

education (and many with none) are

aware of the short- and medium-range

consequences of blast fishing. No one I

talked to seemed aware of the importance

of living coral to the continuing productiv-

ity of the fishery or of the enormous time

spans necessary for the reestablishment of

reefs destroyed by explosives, but they did

know that fish are scarce after explosives

have been used and that once subjected to

explosives, a fishery never regains its for-

mer productivity. All Samal know that

fisheries experts are against the practice.

They are also aware that one must exer-

cise some caution in marketing fish whose

swim bladders have been ruptured by ex-
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plosives, for the catch may be seized. But

the enforcement of laws against blast fish-

ing is generally weak.

In 1 970, several local officials in one vil-

lage came to the conclusion that blast fish-

ing should be "controlled." Arguing that

blast fishing was against the law of the

government, against the law of God, dan-

gerous, and destructive of future fishing

potential, the village elders asked those us-

ing explosives to abandon their practice,

and offered to buy up their blast supplies

if they would stop. One blast fisherman

was reported to have refused, however, be-

cause there would be no rice for his chil-

dren. Since the elders felt it would be un-

fair to ask others not to do blast fishing

under such conditions, blast fishing was

allowed to continue.

I asked why the intransigent explosive

user was not forcefully restrained or re-

ported to higher authorities. I was told

that in the past, visitors from other places

who had attempted to do blast fishing in

the area had been physically attacked and

chased away, but that resident blast fish-

ermen created a much more difficult

problem. Any attempt to report or to at-

tack such people would surely lead their

relatives to seek revenge.

As a result, blast fishing continued. Be-

tween two and twenty blasts occurred per

day for most of 1971 and five months of

1972. In May, however, an incident oc-

curred that led to the exile of the principal

blast fisherman. A close relative of his was

accused of larceny by a "big shot" from

another island. The village's political lead-

ership became involved in the ensuing ne-

gotiations, and they appeared to side with

the accuser. In the aftennath, the accused

and his close relatives, including the blast

fisherman, attacked the village leadership

with shotguns and explosives. Several of

the attackers were killed or severely in-

jured, and the survivors subsequently left

the island. They lost a court battle and still

had not returned to the island eight years

later

If the southern Philippines had not ex-

perienced bloodshed and the thorough dis-

ruption of life during the last decade as a

result of longstanding Moslem grievances

and rebellion, this local event would

doubtlessly be remembered by villagers as

one of the most important of the century.

In ensuing months, all blast fishing ceased

because the village leaders finally could

enforce a ban. From an ecological per-

spective, the battle was a boon. From an

economic viewpoint, however, the battle

was a disaster All fishing, but especially

night fishing, was curtailed because there

was a real fear of a revenge attack. In ad-

dition many villagers converted their mea-

ger cash savings into weapons for the ex-

pected invasion. Villagers also had to

avoid traveling, even to markets where

fish were normally sold.

I would like to report that eleven years

after the banning of blast fishing in this

village, the island ecosystem had begun to

recover But I cannot say if this is so since

military restrictions made it impossible

for me to visit the village during my last

trip to the Basilan Strait in 1980. I have

heard reports, however, that blast fishing

is still present in the strait. A powerful

politician in the area has allegedly been

given permission to do blast fishing in re-

turn for political favors. And units of the

Philippine military are said to be using

grenades in the area in order to fish. Obvi-

ously, no village authorities can be ex-

pected to control such behavior.

What then will happen to Philippine

coral reefs such as those of the Basilan

Strait? If nothing is done, blast fishing will

probably increase. Even if safer tech-

niques are not discovered, fishermen who
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at present are afraid of blasting will proba-

bly resort to it, because as reefs are de-

stroyed, it becomes increasingly difficult

to make a living legally. The decline in fish

stocks may thus accelerate, the economic

potential of all types of fishing will drop,

and the protein supply will suffer.

Governmental intervention is needed to

enforce existing laws and to make blast

fishing more costly by licensing or taxing

explosives and fuses. But no enforcement

program can succeed unless steps are taken

to restrict competition from large trawlers

and to provide economic alternatives for

those unable to support themselves by

fishing. Schooling needs to be upgraded in

the islands; medical and old-age security

should be provided so as to counter the

need for large families; and employment

opportunities in the towns need to be en-

hanced. Although such programs are

costly, in the long run they will pay for

themselves by preserving one of the

world's great fisheries.

Robert A. Randall is an assistant profes-

sor of anthropology at the University of

Houston.
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This View of Life

Chimp on the Chain
For old-fashioned reasons, a fifteenth-century scientist had a

surprisingly modem view ofour nearest relative

by Stephen Jay Gould

Today, we classify all humans in a sin-

gle species, Homo sapiens. But Carolus

Linnaeus, in the founding document of an-

imal taxonomy, the Systema Naturae

{System ofNature) of 1758, recognized a

second species. Homo troglodytes. While

Homo sapiens received several pages of

personal description from Linnaeus's pen,

Homo troglodytes merited only a para-

graph. This second species, active only at

night and speaking in hisses, had little in-

formation to back up its existence. It arose

from a compound of exaggerated travel-

ers' reports based on imperfect observa-

tions of anthropoid apes considered more

human or native peoples degraded. Lin-

naeus even ventured the possibility of a

third species, Homo caudatus, or man
with a tail, but he admitted that this crea-

ture, incola orbis antarctici—an inhabit-

ant of the antarctic regions—was so

poorly known (if it existed at all) that he

could not determine "whether it belongs

to the human or monkey genus."

Why did this sober naturalist include

such poorly supported fiction in the de-

scription of his first and most important

genus? As tisual, the basic answer must be

that Linnaeus worked with a theory that

anticipated such creatures; since they

should exist an>'way, imperfect evidence

becomes acceptable.

I often write about the influence of the-

ory upon "fact" in these columns because

no other theme so well displays the human
side of science—the intrusion of mind into

nature and their necessary interpenetra-

tion in all creative activity. Science is not a

one-way path from yielding nature to ob-

jectively observing mind. This theme also

illustrates why the common procedure of

judging past scientists by their accuracy

according to present knowledge is so

faulty and bankrupt. Incorrect theories, if

they are grand and generous s\Titheses of

rXiOwledge, often lead to as many new dis-

coveries, by posing large and exciting

questions, as notions that we accept today

(see my column on James Mutton's use of

final causes, May 1982).

In this case, an incorrect theory, the

chain of being, led Linnaeus to expect in-

termediate forms between apes and

humans. For nature was organized as a

single chain stretching without a break

from the simplest amoeba to us. But the

chain of being had always faced a substan-

tial empirical problem—large and appar-

ent gaps between major units, in particu-

lar, minerals and plants, plants and

animals, monkeys and humans. Indeed,

Sir Thomas Browne, in his Religio Medici

(1642), had declared that the gaps in-

creased as we mounted the scale:

There is in this Universe a Stair, or manifest

Scale of creatures, rising not disorderly, but

with a comely method and proportion. Be-

tween creatures of mere existence, and

things of life, there is a large disproportion

of nature; between plants and animals or

creatures of sense, a wider difference; be-

tween them and Man, a far greater: and if

the proportion hold on, between Man and

Angels there should be yet a greater.

For those dedicated to filling the gaps,

the apparent distance between monkey

and human posed the greatest resolvable

dilemma—and Homo troglodytes fit

right in between.

But if Homo troglodytes was a fiction,

the great apes—gibbons, chimps, orangs,

and gorillas—did exist. None was ade-

quately known or described in Western

Europe before the seventeenth century,

thus increasing the apparent distance be-

tween humans and the most advanced pri-

mate. Arthur O. Lovejoy, author of The

Great Chain ofBeing {\936), still the clas-

sic work on its subject, explicitly cited the

impetus given to the study of apes as an

important empirical consequence of this

false theory. He wrote:

The principle of continuity was not barren

of significant consequences. It set natural-

ists to looking for forms which would fill up

the apparently "missing links" in the chain.

. . . The metaphysical assumption thus fur-

nished a program for scientific research. It

was therefore highly stimulating to the

work of the zoologist. ... It therefore be-

came the task of science at least to increase

the rapprochement of man and ape.

The first adequate description of a

great ape was not published until 1699, ex-

actly one hundred years before the last

great defense of the static chain—Charles

White's treatise, analyzed in last month's

column. In that year, Edward Tyson, Eng-

land's finest comparative anatomist, pub-

lished his "Orang-Outang, sive Homo
sylvestris: or, the anatomy of a pygmie

compared with that of a monkey, an ape,

and a man." (In Tyson's day, orangutan,

literally man of the forest, was used as a

general term for all great apes, both Afri-

can and Asian, not only for the Asian

form, as today. Tyson also disbelieved re-

ports of Pygmy humans in Africa and as-

sumed that his baby chimpanzee, which

he falsely regarded as nearly fuU grown,

formed the source of such rumors.)

Edward Tyson (1650-1708) studied at

both Oxford and Cambridge, and then

practiced as a physician in London. He
taught human anatomy for fifteen years at

Surgeon's Hall and became chief physi-

cian to England's most noted mental hos-

pital, Bethlehem (whence our word bed-

lam). There he introduced the practice of

female nursing and set up a department to

follow patients after their release, an early

example of outpatient care. He was, how-

ever, best known as a comparative anato-

mist and specialist on glandular systems.

He wrote monographs on a porpoise and

an opossum, but his 1699 treatise on a

young chimpanzee was his most famous

and enduring work. He was a wealthy,
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quiet, and conservative man who never

married and showed unusual dedication to

his anatomical studies and his avocation of

classical learning. A funeral poem written

to his memory in 1 708 celebrated his sole

devotion to Minerva, goddess of wisdom,

among women:

No Brow cou'd richer Chaplets

ever twine.

At least with Gems from

Wisdom's sacred Mine.

No Wonder ne'er by Beauty

Captive led.

No Bridal Partner ever shared

his Bed.

No, to the blinder God no Knee

e'er paid.

To great Minerva his whole Court

he made.

Ashley Montagu's fine biography of

Tyson {Memoirs of the American Philo-

sophical Society, 1943) remains the stan-

dard work on this important but little-

known figure in the history of science.

We regard the great apes today as the

most humanlike of primates and the clos-

est to us in ancestry among living forms,

but we view the distance between them

and us as large, not only in anatomy, but

particularly in speech and mental func-

tioning. They are members of an evolu-

tionary side branch, diverging from us, not

ancestors or intermediate forms; the true

intermediates between us and the com-

mon ancestor of great apes and humans

are all extinct and known only as fossils.

But Tyson placed his pygmy, or juvenile

chimpanzee, squarely in the middle be-

tween other primates and humans. When
forced to categorize, Tyson did put his

pygmy among the animals: "Our Pygmie

has many advantages above the rest of its

species, yet I still think it but a sort of ape

and a mere brute; and as the proverb has

it, an ape is an ape, tho' finely clad." Yet,

in several other passages, Tyson demands

an intermediate status for his chimp: "Our
Pygmie is no man, nor yet the common
ape; but a sort of animal between both."

(In Tyson's day, before the great apes

were well known and characterized as a

separate group among primates, the term

ape referred to any large monkey.)

Tyson's willingness to place great apes

even nearer to humans than we would to-

day is the source of a major historical mis-

understanding about him—and the initial

impetus for this column based upon my
continuing concern with the relationship

between fact and theory. In the "heroic"

school that analyzes past figures in terms

of their success by modem standards,

Tyson wins high acclaim for his courage in

cognizing, so long ago, the affinity of

apes and humans. He was able to do this,

the myth continues, for two major reasons:

he was a better empiricist, willing to cast

aside old prejudices and simply record

what he saw; and he used the modem
method of comparative anatomy—that is,

explicit contrasts, part by part, of his

chimp with other primates and humans.

This tradition of praising Tyson for his

supposed modemism pervades the history

of comment on his great 1699 treatise.

TH. Huxley, for example, in his seminal

essay on Man's Place in Nature (1863),

singled out Tyson for praise because he

had written "the first account of a man-

like ape which has any pretensions to a sci-

entific accuracy and completeness." In

the preface to his biography, Ashley Mon-

tagu states that he first became interested

in Tyson when he read, as a student, the

comment in a standard text on anthropol-

ogy (1904) that Tyson's work "constitutes

a most remarkable anticipation of modem
methods of research." And George Sar-

ton, foremost historian of science of our

century, wrote in the foreword to Ashley

Montagu's biography that Tyson's trea-

tise "is one of the outstanding landmarks

in the history of science ... a landmark in

the history of the theory of evolution"

—

even though Tyson speaks only of the

static chain, not of evolution at all.

The myth of Tyson's supposed coura-

geous modemism is belied by two anoma-

lies, also prominently reported. First, if he

was such an iconoclast in his willingness to

place an animal so near our own status.
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why is he universally described as so cau-

tious and conservative in character? Sec-

ondly, if his award of intermediate status

to his chimp was so controversial, why did

it elicit so little contemporary comment

—

even though later generations granted

Tyson so much praise? Ashley Montagu
states: "The fact that Tyson is so little re-

ferred to in contemporary correspondence

is not a little puzzling."

I believe that the solution to this di-

lemma lies simply in abandoning the falla-

cious approach to the history of science

that gave rise to it. Tyson was no modem-
ist. He was a conservative man and he

worked under the common preconcep-

tions of his time. He did not place his

chimp in an intermediate position be-

tween monkeys and humans because he

anticipated evolution or simply saw more

clearly through a veil of common preju-

dice. Rather, Tyson was a staunch expo-

nent of the chain of being, and the chain of

being was a common and accepted order-

ing of nature in his time. Gaps between

major groups formed the principal prob-

lem of this theory—and the space be-

tween monkey and man seemed particu-

larly glaring and embarrassing. Inter-

mediate forms were anticipated and

expected, and Tyson's discovery produced

a welcome confirmation of an established

theory—the static chain of being—not a

challenge based on a radically different

idea—evolution—that would not be

widely and seriously discussed for another

century. Tyson's work received Uttle com-

ment because it was so comforting and

noncontroversial.

Moreover, Tyson's use of the compara-

tive method does not mark him as an en-

lightened modernist, but also arises from

his commitment to the chain of being. If

you wish to place an animal between a

monkey and a human, what else can you

do but tabulate its relative resemblance to

each?

I do not in the least mean to criticize

Tyson or to detract from his legitimate

role in the pantheon of scientific heroes.

Fitting a man into his time merely en-

hances our understanding of him; and af-

ter reading his treatise, I can certainly af-

firm the enormous and elaborate care and

accuracy of his descriptions, attributes to

be highly valued in any age. Still, as the

major theme of this column, I want to ar-

gue that the outstanding feature of Ty-

son's treatise is not an accuracy bom from

casting aside old prejudices but rather

Tyson's exaggeration of the humanlike

character of his pygmy—a result of his

prior commitment to the chain of being.

Theory always influences perception, and

this is a good and proper thing.
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Tyson's commitment to the chain of be-

ing and his intention to use it as the or-

ganizing theme of his treatise are explic-

itly stated right at the outset:

'Tis a true remark, which we cannot make

without admiration, that from minerals, to

plants; from plants, to animals; and from

animals, to men: the transition is so gradual,

that there appears a very great similitude,

as well between the meanest plant, and

some minerals; as between the lowest rank

of men, and the highest kind of animals.

The animal of which I have given the anat-

omy, coming nearest to mankind, seems the

nexus of the animal and rational.

He then defends the comparative tech-

nique, not as something controversial and

modern, but as the appropriate method

for placing a creature in the scale of being:

To render this disquisition more useful, I

have made a comparative survey of this ani-

mal, with a monkey, an ape, and a man. By

viewing the same parts of all these together,

we may better observe nature's gradation in

the formation of animal bodies, and the

transitions made from one to another; than

which, nothing can more conduce to the at-

tainment of the true knowledge, both of the

fabrick, and uses of the parts. By following

nature's clew in this wonderful labyrinth of

the creation, we may be more easily admit-

ted into her secret recesses, which thread if

we miss, we must needs err and be be-

wilder'd.

Despite several assertions that, when

you come down to it, his pygmy was a

Chimpanzee skeleton,from Tyson 's

1699 treatise

"brute" and not a rational creature, Tyson

continually emphasizes the humanlike

qualities of his chimpanzee. At the very

end, in a list of features, he cites forty-

eight points of greater resemblance be-

tween chimp and human than chimp and

ape, and only thirty-four for closer aifinity

between chimp and ape. The entire text

continually emphasizes the smoothly in-

termediate position of Tyson's chimp: "In

this chain of the creation, as an intermedi-

ate link between an ape and a man, I

would place our pygmie."

Since chimps are, in general anatomical

aspect, probably more similar to other pri-

mates than to humans, this conclusion re-

quires some exaggeration of the human-

like qualities of Tyson's pygmy. Quite

unconsciously, I suspect, and for two very

different reasons, Tyson continually over-

emphasizes the human similarities and as

often underestimates the relationship with

apes.

For the first reason, Tyson simply and

consistently favors the human side in

ambiguous situations. This is particularly

clear in his statements on posture. Tyson's

chimp was brought to England from An-

gola and arrived both ill and very weak (it

died within a few months and thus became

available for Tyson's dissection). He ob-

served that it occasionally but rarely

walked erect; usually it progressed, as

great apes characteristically do, in the

posture of knuckle walking—feet firmly

on the ground but hands bent over. Tyson

attributed this peculiar posture to its

weakened state and insisted that its natu-

ral mode of locomotion must be erect on

legs alone, as in humans—even though his

empirical data implicated knuckle walk-

ing as far more common:

When it went as a quadruped on all four,

'twas ackwardly; not placing the palm of

the hand flat to the ground, but it walk'd

upon it's knuckles, as I observed it to do,

when weak, and had not strength enough to

support it's body. . . . Walking on it's

knuckles, as our pygmie did, seems no natu-

ral posture; and 'tis sufficiently provided in

all respects to walk erect.

We can't blame Tyson for not knowing

that great apes normally walk on their

knuckles, for this is a most uncharacteris-

tic pose for animals, and it was not well de-

scribed in his time. Still Tyson's defense of

upright (or humanlike) posture as the nor-

mal mode for chimps does seem a bit

forced, conditioned more by preconcep-

tions about intermediate status on the

chain of being than by direct attention to

raw data. Thus, in writing "we may safely

conclude, that nature intended it a biped,"

Tyson discusses the articulation of femur

to pelvis and the "largeness of the heel-
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bone in the foot, which being so much ex-

tended, sufficiently secures the body from

faUing backwards." Yet in the same dis-

cussion he conveniently omits other ana-

tomical features described earlier that

might lead us to doubt upright posture

—

particularly the major differences in pel-

vic structure between chimps and

humans, and the handlike foot with its

short and weak big toe.

Since primates are visual animals, we

must never omit (though historians often

do) the role played by scientific illustra-

tions in the formation of concepts and sup-

port of arguments. Tyson's magnificent

plates (of which I reproduce two here) are

all constructed to enhance the argument

for upright posture, even in the absence of

direct evidence for it. The first shows his

pygmy from the front, standing fully

erect, although note that Tyson cleverly

provides it with a walking stick to indicate

the difficulty that he couldn't help observ-

ing in this mode of progress! Tyson writes:

"Being weak, the better to support him, I

have given him a stick in his right-hand."

The second plate (not shown here) depicts

the chimp from the back, upright again,

but this time holding on to a rope above its

head for support! Finally, the three plates

of musculature and skeletal system are all

portrayed (I show the skeleton here) in a

fully upright human posture.

In many other passages, Tyson awards

almost human attributes and emotions to

his pygmy. He recalls with delight, for ex-

ample, how the chimp loved to wear

clothes and put them on while in bed, al-

though he noted that it never learned not

to perform nature's functions in the same

place as well:

After our pygmie was taken, and a little

used to wear cloaths, it was fond enough of

them; and what it could not put on himself,

it would bring in his hands to some of the

company to help him to put on. It would lie

in a bed, place his head on the pillow, and

pull the cloaths over him, as a man would

do; but was so careless, and so very a brute,

as to do all nature's occasions there.

Often, Tyson discussed the chimp's be-

havior in purely human terms: "For I

heard it cry myself like a child; and he

hath been often seen to kick with his feet,

as children do, when either he was pleased

or angered." In one passage, he even

grants superiority to his chimp in matters

of temperance:

Once it was made drunk with punch, (and

they are fond enough of strong liquors) but

it was observed, that after that time, it

would never drink above one cup, and re-

fused the offer of more than what he found

agreed with him. Thus we see instinct of na-

ture teaches brutes temperance; and intem-

perance is a crime not only against the laws

of morality, but of nature too.

As a second reason for exaggerating

similarities between his chimp and

humans, Tyson made a crucial error. He
knew that his pygmy was a young animal,

for extremities of the long bones were still

in cartilage and not fully ossified, but he

regarded it as neariy full grown because

he mistook the complete set of milk teeth

for a permanent dentition (the baby teeth

of great apes do, in some respects, resem-

ble the permanent teeth of humans). Thus,

he did not realize how young an animal—

a

baby almost—he was dissecting. (This also

enhanced his subsequent error, in a philo-

logical treatise appended to his anatomy, of

attributing classical legends and more

modern reports of African Pygmies to the

same animal, which he regarded as just

over two feet tall when fully grown.)

A favorite theme throughout ten years

of these columns has been the role of ne-

oteny (literally, holding on to youth) in hu-

man evolution. We have evolved by slow-

ing down the general developmental rates

of primates and other mammals. Thus,

human adults look much more like juve-

niles than adults of our nearest relatives,

the chimps and gorillas. Consequently,

the skeleton of a baby chimpanzee will

have many humanlike characters that an

adult would lose—including a relatively

large head (human babies, of course, also
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have relatively larger heads than human

adults), a more upright mounting of the

head on the spine (since theforamen mag-

num, or hole of articulation between skull

and spinal column, moves back with

growth), a more bulbous cranium (since

the brain grows much more slowly than

the body after birth), weaker brow ridges,

and smaller jaws. Tyson's plate of his pyg-

my's skeleton, a remarkably accurate fig-

ure (I have seen photos of the original

bones), shows all these humanlike fea-

tures.

Tyson also noted all these features with

delight in his text, but missed the coordi-

nating theme—not that chimps are so like

humans, but that he had dissected a very

young animal and juvenile primates re-

semble adult humans in many ways, with-

out indicating direct descent or relation-

ship. He wrote, for example:

As for the face of our pygmie, it was liker a

man's than ape's and monkeys faces are: for

it's forehead was larger, and more globous,

and the upper and lower jaw not so long or

prominent, and more spread; and it's head

more than as big again as either of theirs.

Indeed, the large and humanlike brain

of Tyson's chimp posed quite a problem.

Tyson had already determined that the vo-

cal apparatus of his pygmy was suffi-

ciently similar to our own for speech, but

perhaps a deficiency of brain prevented

the expression of this most human

attribute. Yet Tyson found that his pyg-

my's brain was relatively (for its body

size) as large as a man's and of the same

basic structure:

One would be apt to think, that since there

is so great a disparity between the soul of a

man, and a brute, the organ likewise in

which 'tis placed should be very different

too. Yet by comparing the brain of our

pygmie with that of a man, and with the

greatest exactness, observing each part in

both; it was very surprising to me to find so

great a resemblance of the one to the other,

that nothing could be more.

In a fascinating passage, displaying the

seventeenth-century context of his work,

Tyson simply denied that physical struc-

ture is a key to function. The brains are

similar indeed, but humans possess some

higher principle that potentiates the same

matter in a different way:

There is no reason to think, that agents do

perform such and such actions, because

they are found with organs proper there-

unto; for then our pygmie might be really a

man. The organs in animal bodies are only a

regular compages of pipes and vessels, for

the fluids to pass through, and are passive.

What actuates them, are the humours and

fluids: and animal life consists in their due

and regular motion in this organical body.

Natural History 12/83



But those nobler faculties in the mind of

man, must certainly have a higher princi-

ple; and matter organized could never pro-

duce them; for why else, where the organ is

the same, should not the actions be the

same too?

If the chain of being had enduring value

as a heuristic prod for scientists to explore

missing links, and if gaps grew greater as

we mounted the chain, then what about

the chasm even more glaring than the one

that Tyson thought he had filled between

ape and human—that between humans

and angels or other celestial beings? Tyson

gave the problem a cursory comment,

more political than scientific, by suggest-

ing in his dedicatory epistle to John

Sommers, Lord High Chancellor of Eng-

land and President of the Royal Society

(publishers of his treatise), that men of

such ample learning (as Sommers, that is)

might well plug the gap themselves!

The animal of which I have given the anat-

omy, coming nearest to mankind; seems the

nexus of the animal and rational, as your

Lordship, and those of your High Rank and

Order for knowledge and wisdom, ap-

proaching nearest to that kind of beings

which is next above us; connect the visible,

and invisible world.

Yet, though Tyson didn't pursue it, the

chain's gap between human and angel be-

came a major impetus for early specula-

tions about a subject currently popular

and, for the first time, perhaps approach-

able—exobiology. For the obvious answer

must be that creatures more advanced

than humans, and plugging the gap be-

tween man and angel, inhabit other plan-

ets. The philosopher Immanuel Kant, for

example, argued that a large and heavy

planet like Jupiter must support such ad-

vanced creatures. And Alexander Pope

gave them explicit notice in his writings on

the chain of being from his Essay on Man
(while praising Isaac Newton as a paragon

of earthly wisdom at the same time):

Superior beings, when of late

they saw,

A mortal man unfold all

nature's law,

Admired such wisdom in an

earthly shape

And show'd a Newton as we

show an ape.

Pope only indulged in reveries framed

in heroic couplets. Tyson was the man who

first showed an ape with accuracy and ad-

mirable thoroughness.

Stephen Jay Gould, who teaches biology,

geology, and the history of science at

Harvard University, has been writing this

column for ten years.
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Airs, Waters, and Places

Are New Diseases Really New?
Sometimes, but often they are old diseases

in new environments or newforms

by Edwin D. Kilbourne

Despite our arsenal of antibiotics and

vaccines, we have recently been assaulted

by a series of seemingly new diseases that

have breached the barriers of medicine

and public health. The serious threat of

swine flu in 1 976, the fatal outbreak of Le-

gionnaires' disease the same year and of

toxic shock syndrome in 1980, and the

growing terror of AIDS (acquired im-

munodeficiency syndrome), a disease no

longer restricted to homosexuals, have

challenged physicians and captured head-

lines at a time when we are celebrating the

apparent worldwide eradication of small-

pox—a scourge for centuries.

This recent emergence of bizarre and

previously unrecognized illnesses raises

important questions about new and future

diseases. Are these diseases really new and

how do they come about? Is our quota of

misery constant, so that we must antici-

pate a continuing substitution of new

plagues for old? This seemed to be the

case at the turn of the century, when polio-

myelitis became epidemic even as typhoid

fever began to wane. Summertime paraly-

sis increased, until by the mid-1950s men-

tion of the dread word "polio" closed

swimming pools, summer camps, and

movie theaters, and hospital wards were

filled with patients in iron lungs.

But was polio really a new disease? An
ancient Egyptian drawing dating from the

Eighteenth Dynasty shows a subject bear-

ing the unmistakable stigma of poliomy-

elitis, and sporadic cases were described in

the medical literature that predates this

century. Why, then, did polio virus sud-

denly emerge as a major threat to man-

kind? The answer lies, not in the changed

nature of the virus, but in the changes in

living patterns brought about by the In-

dustrial Revolution and the general intro-

duction of sanitation to urbanized coun-

tries. In previous years, the main cause of

infant mortality had been diarrheal dis-

eases. Because of poor sanitary conditions

in those days, many infants were doubtless

also infected with polio virus, but the risk

of paralysis is least in infancy and in-

creases in older children and young adults.

As a result of improved sanitary condi-

tions, then, fewer infants died of diarrheal

diseases and fewer were infected early on

with polio virus, only to be at risk of infec-

tion with the virus at an age when they

were more vulnerable to its paralyzing ef-

fects. A new disease? Yes, in the magni-

tude and terror of its impact—but not in

the nature of its virus. A new, "improved"

environment had resulted in an altered

relationship of virus and host.

More recently, the outbreak of Legion-

naires' disease in Philadelphia in the sum-

mer of 1976 left 182 people ill and 29

dead, threw a major city into near panic,

and baffled the medical community. The

cause of this "new" disease initially defied

identification. But remarkable efforts by

the National Centers for Disease Control

in Atlanta resulted in the eventual isola-

tion and provisional classification of the

responsible bacterium as Legionella

pneumophila. A related bacterium had

been isolated from soldiers with "Fort

Bragg fever" in North Carohna in 1943.

And in 1968 a similar organism had in-

fected more than 100 people in Pontiac,

Michigan.

What was the source of this strange dis-

ease, this summertime pneumonia, that at

first seemed to be restricted to convention-

eers at one Philadelphia hotel? Studies of

subsequent outbreaks identified in North

America and the United Kingdom, in-

cluding one in New York's garment dis-

trict in August 1978, have implicated

modem air-conditioning systems as the

probable means of transmission. The in-

fecting organism apparently survives in

the cooling towers or evaporative condens-

ers of these systems. But not all outbreaks

have been associated with air-conditioning

systems; the bacterium can also live in

soil, and a 1965 epidemic at Saint Eliza-

beth's Hospital in Washington, D.C., was

retrospectively associated with a building-

excavation site. Once again, human ma-

nipulation of the environment had ex-

posed people to new risks of disease.

Primitive humans probably lived side

by side with the bacterium but may have

escaped infection. The recent outbreaks of

Legionnaires' disease most likely depend

on a concentration of bacteria in such

places as air-conditioning systems and on

their dispersal in a form that can be easily

inhaled. In other words, the bacteria have

adapted to, and taken advantage of, a new

environment. The Pontiac epidemic was

halted, not by vaccines or antibiotics or

through any knowledge of its bacterial

cause, but by the repair of a defective air-

conditioning system.

But new diseases are not only the result

of a changed environment. In mid-August

1967, a frightening disease invaded Mar-

burg, the ancient West German city domi-

nated by a castle where Martin Luther

and Swiss theologian Ulrich Zwingli had

debated religious doctrine four centuries

earlier. During a two-week period a score

of people were stricken with high fever,

vomiting, and hemorrhaging. After laps-

ing into coma, five people died of what

was quickly dubbed Marburg disease.
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Even though it became obvious that the

disease was contagious when medical per-

sonnel at a local hospital succumbed to it,

conventional laboratory techniques failed

to identify any known infectious agent,

such as a virus or bacterium. A critical

clue was that most of the victims were em-

ployed by a laboratory that made vaccines

and antiserums.

The circumstances of infection in the

Marburg epidemic point to an unusual

constellation of events that operated to

cause human infection with an exotic vi-

rus. In 1967 the jungle had come to Mar-

burg in the form of vervets, or so-called

green monkeys, from Uganda. The tissues

of these animals were routinely cultured

for the laboratory growth of a number of

common viruses. In the natural scheme of

things, monkeys are not whisked from the

wild and then slaughtered for the cells in

their kidneys. These cells contained the

Marburg virus, which within the confined

setting of a modem laboratory, readily in-

fected laboratory workers, even those not

in direct contact with the animals. But, as

one scientist acidly remarked, "The green

monkey was a red herring."

Both before and following the Marburg

episode, thousands of green monkeys had

been shipped abroad from Uganda for

laboratory purposes without evidence of

infection. However, sporadic human in-

fections occurred in South Africa in 1975

and Kenya in 1980 without evidence of

wild animal contact. The definitive source

and reservoir of the virus remain unknown

and epidemics of the disease are not exclu-

sively an artifact of the laboratory.

Modem biochemical evidence on the

stmcture of genes strongly suggests that

all organisms, including human parasites,

have the capacity for mutation and

change. Our parasites have evolved from

their own ancestors, and their related de-

scendants are found in lower animals. For

example, mice and monkeys as well as hu-

man beings have pox vimses that, al-

though clearly related, are distinguishable

one from the other. The virus of mousepox

is not comfortable in humans and does not

infect human beings, so it is unlikely to en-

ter humans as a "new" vims now that our

own smallpox vims has disappeared.

New diseases are not necessarily the

spawn of exotic places or even the para-

doxical result of improvements in public

sanitation, as with^pdlio. They may arise as

the unforeseen sequels to new medical

treatment. Some years ago, patients who

were immunized with a type of measles

vaccine that is no longer used were tempo-

rarily protected from measles, but upon

subsequent exposure to measles virus,

many developed fever and a peculiar rash
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physicians began to recognize as "atypical

measles." Although caused by the same

virus responsible for ordinary measles in

unvaccinated children, this truly new dis-

ease represented an abnormal reaction to

the virus in patients who had been sensi-

tized by the vaccine but not protected by

it. As another example, the thousands of

patients in modern hospitals who receive

X-ray therapy or powerful drugs to sup-

press malignant disease or to enable them

to receive organ transplants become vul-

nerable to a host of common bacteria and

viruses that rarely cause disease in normal

people. These "opportunistic" infections

occur because of the generalized suppres-

sion of normal immunity that results from

such treatment.

Another hazard associated with organ

transplantation is the inadvertent transfer

of latent, or "slow," viruses in the appar-

ently normal tissue of the donor. The post-

mortem gift of a cornea has sometimes

tragically led to the death of the recipient

from a rapidly progressive dementia

known as Creutzfeldt-Jacob disease,

which destroys critical areas of the brain.

Thus, old viruses in new environments or

transferred by new methods can cause

new disease. And so can new technology

and altered human behavior.

First described as a complication of

staphylococcal infection in 1978, toxic

shock syndrome came to medical atten-

tion in 1 980 as a severe disease of young

menstruating women characterized by fe-

ver, diarrhea, shock, and a scarlet-fever-

like rash. Most of these patients had used

vaginal tampons, and one brand of par-

ticularly high absorbency was so fre-

quently associated with the disease that it

was withdrawn from the market. Tampon-

associated cases have declined in number

during the past two years—probably in re-

sponse to the widespread publicity given

this condition in the press. In this case, we

find that this "new disease" may not be

completely new. Similar symptoms had

been associated with staphylococcal infec-

tion in the past, but mainly as a complica-

tion of surgery—so-called surgical scarlet

fever. Whether a new strain of staphylo-

coccus or a new toxin has appeared is not

yet known, but a change in the personal

sanitary habits of young women, based on

a change in technology, is clearly a princi-

pal cause of many cases of this disease.

Much has been written recently about

AIDS, a frightening and often fatal dis-

ease that first appeared about three years

ago in male homosexuals and has now

been recognized in certain other specific

groups in the general community—Hai-

tians, drug addicts, and hemophiliacs. In

this syndrome, immunological defenses to
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a number of infections and one specific

type of cancer, Kaposi's sarcoma, are low-

ered. All the evidence suggests that the

disease is a new phenomenon and sud-

denly emergent. Intensive epidemiologi-

cal study of the details of homosexual be-

havior has provided few clues except to

suggest that sexual promiscuity may be a

risk factor. Affliction of hemophiliacs and

intravenous drug users suggests a presum-

ably infective blood-borne agent. This

agent could be exotic, like the Marburg

virus, or ubiquitous, like staphylococcus

bacteria, but virulent only under certain

circumstances that influence host suscep-

tibility. Indeed, an alternative hypothesis

proposes that a common, sexually trans-

mitted virus, cytomegalovirus, may have

an immunosuppressive eff'ect in people

who have been infected repeatedly, lead-

ing, in turn, to cancer or the terminal sec-

ondary infections that are the hallmarks of

the disease.

Our original question about new dis-

eases obviously can be answered only from

the limited perspective that medical his-

tory provides. But from this perspective

we can say that new or relatively new dis-

eases appear to be constantly emerging as

human evolution (technological, as well as

genetic) proceeds. These new diseases are

of three sorts: old diseases that create new

epidemics as a result of a changed rela-

tionship between host and parasite (polio,

toxic shock syndrome); old organisms

causing disease in "new" hosts modified

by immunosuppressive drugs, vaccina-

tion, or new surgical procedures (atypical

measles, opportunistic infections); and

diseases arising from novel environmental

circumstances that introduce infectious

agents into the body in new ways (Legion-

naires' disease, the Marburg epidemic).

Thus far these new diseases reflect

changes in the human environment or be-

havior rather than the popular nightmare

of a totally novel, perhaps man-made, vi-

rus or bacterium, such as the fictional

"Andromeda strain," with an unlimited

potential for harm. When new viruses do

appear, as is the case recurrently with the

new variants that cause influenza A, they

produce the same typical disease formerly

seen.

Of course, new diseases are not neces-

sarily infectious. The increasing contami-

nation of our environment with toxic

chemicals is but one legacy of technologi-

cal development that threatens to alter our

disease patterns. The flashing lights of

video games have been found to trigger

epileptic seizures in the susceptible. And

the current exercise craze has left us with

such afflictions as tennis elbow.

Even as new diseases appear, old dis-

eases may disappear. Not only has small-

pox disappeared as a consequence of di-

rect human intervention but also the

English sweating sickness of the sixteenth

century and chlorosis, an unexplained ane-

mia that afflicted young women in the late

1800s. (The hypothesis has been ad-

vanced that the latter illness may have

been the consequence of mechanical pres-

sure upon the liver and upper gastrointes-

tinal tract from the wearing of tight-laced

corsets.) Thus, we shall undoubtedly sub-

stitute new diseases for old as our environ-

ment and life styles change. But the sub-

stitution of poliomyelitis for typhoid fever

was a net gain for humanity, and although

new treatments introduce new hazards, a

treatment is rarely worse than the disease.

There is room for cautious optimism

about the future if we recognize that med-

ical progress is not unremitting and that

no change occurs without some potential

for harm.

Edwin D. Kilboume is chairman of the

Department of Microbiology at the

Mount Sinai School ofMedicine in New
York City.
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Books in Review

The Great Leveler
by Pascal James Imperato

Princes and Peasants: Smallpox in

History, by Donald R. Hopkins. The

University of Chicago Press, $25.00; 363

pp., illus.

With admirable boldness, Donald R.

Hopkins has written an encyclopedic ac-

count of smallpox's role in human history.

He has brought to this effort dedicated

scholarship, firsthand knowledge of small-

pox gained in both Asia and Africa, and a

scientist's precision in organizing and pre-

senting an enormous corpus of informa-

tion in an orderly and comprehensible

fashion. In achieving his goal, he has

drawn upon a wealth of scholarly material

to which he has added the results of per-

sonal field investigations and observa-

tions. The thirty-two pages of references

include many of the important works writ-

ten on the subject, although there are

some omissions—not unexpected in a

work that covers so much ground in lim-

ited space. Also, as the author points out in

his bibliographical note, the book is

heavily dependent on secondary sources

—understandable given the book's scope,

yet a trait that may not please professional

historians.

Princes and Peasants can best be char-

acterized as a remarkable and useful com-

pilation of the historical essentials from

previously published works that deal with

smallpox, to which the author has added

his own field observations. As such it is a

unique guide to a vast subject.

However, in making the book so com-

prehensive, Hopkins has had to overload

his narrative with litanies of names,

places, dates, and events that often make
for tedious reading. He has left few hos-

tages to chance, telling the reader not only

about the kings, queens, emperors, and

empresses who died of smallpox but also

about long-forgotten and never well-

known Hapsburg archdukes and arch-

duchesses, Bourbon princes, Asian prince-

lings, and American Indian chiefs who

were, or may have been, smallpox victims.

This is compounded by the frequent use of

awkward syntax: "Around the time of

Ma-Yuan's disastrous experience, there

began to be increased direct and indirect

traffic between China and other peoples

of Central and Southeast Asia, Arabia,

Persia, and India, by land and sea, via the

'Silk Road' and the 'Burma Road.' " The
narrative is further stilted in some places

by the excessive use of the modifiers that

are so common in medical journals. Their

purpose is to prevent statements from as-

suming absolute meanings, sometimes a

legitimate goal in medical texts, but they

are inimical to good writing style.

Smallpox, like a number of other dis-

eases, has had a long and profound influ-

ence on social, economic, and political his-

tory. This influence, as the author shows,

was particularly great during the age of

kings, when succession to political power

and position was biologically determined,

and the death of a leader could result in

radical shifts in policies and styles of gov-

ernance. The death of political leaders in

today's democracies does not produce po-

litical uncertainty and apprehension to the

degree that once followed the demise of

Chinese emperors, Persian princes, and

English kings.

When princes ruled most of the world,

human knowledge about hygiene, sanita-

tion, and the causation, treatment, and

prevention of disease was either nonexis-

tent or rudimentary at best. A major flow-

ering of such knowledge did not take place

until well into the nineteenth century.

True, there were isolated advances here

and there, such as the discovery, in the

late eighteenth century, that benign cow-

pox could protect against deadly small-

pox. But overall, people were ignorant of

what caused contagious diseases and how

they spread.

In assessing the impact of a specific dis-

ease on human history, the historian must

be acutely conscious that diseases such as

smallpox, syphilis, and bubonic plague

(the black death), which produce dra-

matic and distinct physical changes on the

surface of the body, were generally better

recorded and documented than diseases

such as typhoid fever, which produce

symptoms that are not unique. It is, there-

fore, far easier to trace their impact on hu-

man history than it is to do the same for ty-

phoid fever and malaria. Yet we now

know that these two diseases must have

had an enormous eff'ect on political his-

tory. How great that eff'ect was is hard to

determine because the ancient recorders

of the day grouped typhoid, malaria, and

other fevers all under the vague rubric of

fevers. By the nineteenth century, typhoid

was more accurately diagnosed by physi-
'

cians, and from that time on, we know that

its toll was enormous. In the British royal

family alone it carried off" Prince Albert

(Queen Victoria's consort) and nearly

killed the Prince of Wales. The queen her-

self had barely survived an attack in her

youth.

Thus, while we might record the impact

of smallpox on human history, we will

never really know where the disease

stands in terms of relative historical im-

portance, primarily because we know so

little about the other deadly "invisible" in-

fectious epidemics that regularly carried

off" both princes and peasants.
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There is much in this book that will be

of interest to history buffs and students of

medical history. Hopkins has done a su-

perb job of organizing his material. Fol-

lowing a general introductory chapter, he

covers the history of smallpox and small-

pox's influence on history in successive

chapters that deal separately with Europe,

China, Japan and the Pacific, India, Af-

rica, Latin America, and North America.

A final chapter deals with erythrotherapy

(the use of red-colored objects in the belief

that they cured or prevented smallpox)

and smallpox eradication. Within the geo-

graphically defined chapters, the material

is temporally divided, which makes for

easy fact-finding. The helpful seven-page

chronology will assist readers in placing

events into the larger historical context.

As would be expected in a book of this

scope, there are occasional inaccuracies

and omissions. On page 173, for example,

the author describes the Austrian explorer

Lt. Ludwig Von Hohnel as being German.

The annual index for

Natural History, Volume 91

(January through December 1982)

may be obtained by writing to:

INDEX
Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, N.Y. 10024

In discussing the Shopona (also spelled

Sopono or Shapona) smallpox cult of West

Africa, whose beliefs are associated with

the treatment and prevention of smallpox,

the author does not draw upon one of the

most important primary sources published

in recent years: Robert W. Morgan's The

Sopono Cult and Smallpox Vaccinations

in Lagos (Boston University, 1979).

Overall there is much of interest in

Princes and Peasants, and parts of it make

for exciting reading. As George Lythcott,

a leading international health expert,

notes in his preface, the book "reflects a

true feeling for the oneness of man, which

is a key to the understanding and control

of those forces that affect the entire hu-

man race." This is perhaps the book's

most important message.

Pascal James Imperato, a specialist in

preventive and tropical medicine, worked

for several years in Africa organizing im-

munization campaigns against smallpox,

measles, yellow fever, and cholera. He is

professor and chairman of the Depart-

ment of Preventive Medicine and Com-
munity Health, SUNY, Downstate Medi-

cal Center.
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Outfoxing the Arctic Cold
To live through a winter, an arcticfox needs thick fur, guile,

and the ability to go to the ends of the ice forfood

by Larry S. Underwood

At a remote research station on arctic

pack ice floating three hundred miles

north of Greenland, a scientist leaves his

laboratory hut for the short walk to the

mess hall. As he trudges along, shoulders

hunched against the wind, he glimpses an

animal moving beside him. He whirls,

fearing the worst. But it's not a polar bear,

just a small white fox. Smaller than the av-

erage dog, it runs to the top of a snowdrift,

briefly sniff's the wind ruffling its fur, and

disappears. For the scientist, curiosity re-

places panic. "How," he asks himself,

"can an animal so small survive an envi-

ronment so severe?"

Several thousand miles to the south-

west, at an oil field camp near Prudhoe

Bay, Alaska, a cook finishes making his

last meal of the day. He looks around to

see that no supervisor is watching, for

what he is about to do is against regula-

tions. But he fancies the arctic fox.

Quickly he gathers a handful of pork chop

scraps, steps out the back door, calls

"come and get it," and throws the scraps

out on the snow. Instantly, three white

forms snake from beneath the building

and make a dash for the food. The first

grabs a bit of the pork and races away.

The other two approach the same scraps.

They circle each other stiff" legged, tails up

like banners. Mouths agape, each snarls to

bluff the other. Suddenly, one grabs the

meat. The other chases brieffy, gives up,

and gathers the last scraps. In a few sec-

onds the show is over and the bone-chilling

cold drives the cook back indoors.

A hundred miles west of the work

camp, near Teshekpuk Lake, an Eskimo

parks his snowmobile and begins to search

the tundra. Last summer he found a wal-

rus carcass cast up on the beach and now
he wants to locate it again. Although wind,

snow, and darkness have changed the look

of the country, he finds the remains, half

buried in a snowdrift. As he hoped, the

carcass has also been found by others. A
hole several inches in diameter tells him

an arctic fox has constructed a winter den

inside the carcass. So this will be a good

place to set traps. A few years ago, this Es-

kimo helped build oil field facilities. Now
those jobs are gone and trapping is about

the only available source of income.
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A pair ofarcticfoxes hurry across an
expanse ofpack ice. Those that venture

out onto thisforbidding terrain may
log a thousand miles during their

winter wanderings.



Unusual, heavyfur keeps most arctic

foxes comfortable down to a temperature

of—60°F. But whenfoxes are inactive or

sleeping they sometimes curl up, as this

one has, coveringshortfiir areas, such as

the belly orforepaws, with longerfur.
Fred Bruemmer

Throughout the northern extremes of

two continents and seven countries, people

encounter the arctic fox. On islands of the

North Atlantic and the Bering Sea, arctic

foxes are slate gray all year. These blue-

phase arctic foxes enjoy a moderate cli-

mate that, even in the Arctic, accompa-

nies life near an ocean. They are sedentary

and seldom wander far from the bird rook-

eries on which they depend for food.

By contrast, the white-phase arctic

foxes, inhabiting the continental areas of

North America and Eurasia, wander

widely. Except for yellowish eyes, a black

nose, and (rarely) a few dark guard hairs,

these animals are totally white in winter.

They symbolize a successful adaptation to

an environment often described as uncom-

promising, severe, and extreme. What
traits do they possess that enable them to

make such an uncompromising place into

a home?

One key to their survival in the Arctic

may be their mobility. During summer,

most white-phase arctic foxes stay at their

breeding grounds, generally not far from

the coast. But by late fall or early winter

they begin to travel. Some drift north onto

the pack ice. Scientists and explorers have

observed the arctic fox within twenty-five

miles of the true north pole, and even

closer to the "pole of inaccessibility"

—

that point in the Arctic Ocean farthest

from land. Others move east and west

along the coast, possibly over hundreds of

miles. The number of arctic foxes passing

through a given location in the Soviet

Union each year is, to some extent, pre-

dictable, as is the direction they travel in.

During lean food years, these foxes are

forced to move south and may penetrate

deep into the Siberian forests. Here they

encounter other carnivores and people;

few, if any, survive to return north. In

North America, the animals follow a simi-

lar pattern, but less predictably. Some
foxes drift south, but they move into the

forests only when their numbers are ex-

ceptionally high or when diseases are prev-

alent among them.

Those that survive the Arctic winter re-

turn to the breeding grounds in late spring.

For individuals farthest out on the pack

ice, the total trip could be 1 ,000 miles or

more. No one has actually tagged or fol-

lowed these animals, so evidence for such

long-distance travel is circumstantial.

However, tagging studies conducted on

land have produced firmer data. An Es-

kimo in Wainwright, Alaska, trapped an

animal tagged hundreds of miles away in

Russia. A tagged arctic fox taken to south-

em Canada escaped and was recovered

two years later, 700 miles from the point
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Its white winter coat almostfully
grown in. an arcticfox skulks through

afield still strewn with the high

grasses ofsummer As snow begins to

bury the grasses and winter secures its

hold, thefoxes start to move.
Laura Riley, Bruce Coleman Inc
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So brutal are the northern winters, and

so unpredictable thefood supply, that

arcticfoxes must eat anything they can

find—birds, rodents, even bumblebees.

Sometimes theyfall in with polar bears,

below, to scavenge their kills ofseal,

whale, or walrus.

Fred Bruemmer

of tagging. A study in Alaska documented

the travels of seven individuals that moved
from 80 to nearly 600 miles between tag-

ging and recovery. Some individuals aver-

aged more than 1 5 miles per day. Interest-

ingly, these animals traveled regardless of

whether food was abundant or scarce in a

given year.

What this implies is that the arctic fox

may well depend on long-distance travel

for survival. If conditions become diffi-

cult—too little food, too many competi-

tors, too deep a snowfall—the survivors

are those that seek new areas, perhaps far

removed, with better conditions.

A second trait easing life in the north

for arctic foxes is their open-minded ap-

proach to food. They eat almost anything.

In summer they behave like true carni-

vores, showing a strong preference for live

game. They eat small mammals when
available, and in North America this usu-

ally means lemmings. In the Soviet Union

they prey on tundra voles. During years

when lemmings and voles are abundant,

adult arctic foxes feed their litters little

else. A scientist in Canada found that the

average arctic fox litter requires 2,400

lemmings during a single breeding season,

an average of 60 a day. Obviously, only a

Natural History 12/83
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Arcticfoxes are essentially solitary

creatures and usually hunt alone. Here,

afox tears into a willowptarmigan, one

ofthe keyfood sources out on the pack

ice. Afox with enoughfat can easily

go two weeks without a meal.
Dan Hoby; VIREO

healthy rodent population can sustain

such predation. But lemming and vole

populations fluctuate widely from year to

year and when their numbers dwindle, the

arctic fox turns to other prey, especially

arctic ground squirrels or birds.

Birds are especially important. The

foxes will prey on adults, young, and eggs

of ducks, geese, shore birds, ptarmigans,

and even small passerines. I once found a

whole clutch of swan eggs at a den site. An
adult arctic fox had apparently carried a

half dozen of these 4'/4-inch-long eggs one

by one to her den from a nest miles away.

Arctic foxes also have been known to kill

and eat fish, frogs, moUusks, insects, and

even bumblebees.

When winter comes, much of this prey

is not available. Most birds migrate, small

mammals either hibernate or live partially

protected under the snow, while fish and

other aquatic animals survive under sev-

eral feet of ice. Even during this austere

period, however, the arctic fox hunts suc-

cessfully. Nonmigratory birds, such as

ptarmigans, are easy prey, but capturing

small mammals beneath the snow pre-

sents a greater challenge. The arctic foxes

dig pits into the snow and wait in ambush

at ground level. Bits of fur and spots of

blood beside the pits point to their success.

A more important source of winter food

is carrion. When everything else fails, arc-

tic foxes become scavengers, seeking the

carcasses of almost anything. Sometimes

they feed on carcasses left by their own

kills or on small mammals and birds that

they caught in summer and set aside to be

eaten later Other carrion is found strictly

by chance. Carcasses of caribou and

moose sustain arctic foxes moving inland.

Coastal foxes sometimes feast on the

beached carcasses of marine mammals,

including walrus, several species of seal,

and the bowhead whale.

Arctic foxes driven by hunger have

even eaten human flesh. Anthropologists

report that foxes in the Aleutian Islands

have dug into the burial pits of the natives

and fed on mummified human skin. In

1741, after exploring the North Pacific,

the Russian explorer Vitus Bering crashed

on what is now Bering Island. Most of his

crew had scurvy and the most serious vic-

tims were taken ashore first. To the is-

land's arctic foxes, however, the sick men

were just sea mammals washed up on the

beach. When Bering's second boatload of

victims arrived, they found arctic foxes at-

tacking their sick and dying shipmates.

The healthier men had to guard the sick.

Today, people provide food for the arctic

fox in a less odious fashion. The garbage

pits of villages and work camps attract

scavenging arctic foxes in winter

But what of the arctic foxes that wan-

der far out on the pack ice in winter? What

do they eat? Not much is known about

these animals. Surely they scavenge, for

little prey is available. Their keen sense of

smell reportedly enables them to locate

food under seven feet of ice. Some follow

tracks of the polar bear and feed on the

bigger animal's leavings. There is no fixed
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A playfulpup surveys its home turfon

the blooming tundra. Spring brings

arcticfoxes backfrom thepack ice to

breedand raiseyoung. Litters can be

enormous and dens are often dug in

hummocks or mounds.
Fred Bruemmer

dependency between the arctic fox and

the polar bear, however. Perhaps the abil-

ity of the arctic fox to extract food from

the Arctic Ocean is greater than we sus-

pect. The fox possibly grazes on small

plants and animals that grow on the bot-

tom of the ice and are exposed when pres-

sure ridges form. How it actually survives

its winters on the pack ice is largely specu-

lative at this point.

The arctic foxes begin to move off the

pack ice in the early spring, when the

ringed seals start to pup. These pups, help-

less and unable to swim or defend them-

selves, are bom in lairs under the snow

where the foxes seek them out. Such en-

ergy-rich, easily obtained food may be

very important to them for breeding. The

foxes breed and give birth to their young

before migrating birds return north and

the snow melts, exposing small mammals.

The energy reserves obtained from the

seal pups may sustain the adults during

this critical period.

The arctic fox has a phenomenal re-

productive potential. When food is abun-

dant, scientists have observed litters with

as many as twenty-five pups. In the Soviet

Union, the average litter size may exceed

twenty, and litters of more than ten are

common throughout the Arctic. Large lit-

ters are bom when food is abundant; dur-

ing lean years, however, the average may
range from only three to five. What causes

such differences? The health of the preg-

nant female could be a factor, since well-

fed females seem to produce more em-

bryos and give birth to more pups. Sibling

aggression also cuts down litter sizes in

these animals. When food is limited, pups

often kill littermates.

Arctic fox dens are generally free of

winter snow and face the summer sun.

The sites are somewhat above the normal

waterline and permafrost zone. Such well-

drained sites are relatively rare in the Arc-

tic, restricted to hummocks, river banks,

and beach ridges. Perhaps for this reason,

arctic foxes often take over and expand

the dens of arctic ground squirrels. Once

dens are established, they are used again

and again, for up to fifty years. When
adults first return to the dens in late Feb-

ruary or early March, they dig new en-

trances and underground chambers, so

that over time, the dens grow. The average

den has about ten entrances, but older

ones have as many as one hundred.

Soon after the dens are expanded for

the new year, the females retire to give

birth. Pups arrive in late May or early

June. For the first two weeks or so after

birth, the female rarely leaves the den.

The male provides food. After about two

m : ^^m^A

weeks the female also begins to hunt, but

her attachment to her pups is great. While

the male wanders far afield, the female's

hunts are shorter and closer to the den site.

Most hunting goes on at "night," if you

can call it that: in the Arctic the sun sits

continuously above the horizon for several

weeks at a time each summer. Most arctic

foxes hunt between four o'clock in the af-

ternoon and ten o'clock in the morning,
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The blue-phase arcticfox stays darker

allyear Common in Greenland and

the islands ofthe Bering Sea, the blue-

phase has a life offerer extremes and
travels less than its lighter-furred

compatriot.

PtK>to Researchers

and as the pups grow, the adults spend

more and more of their time hunting.

Two to four weeks after birth, the pups

emerge from the den. They are curious

and exuberant. They race about, pouncing

on anything that can be defined as an ob-

ject. They wrestle with littermates, play

with their food, chase insects, toss objects

in the air, and dash in and out of the den. A
warning bark from an adult summons them

back at any hint of danger. Suddenly the

pups are quiet. A soft lowing from deep in

the earth is the only sign of their presence.

But the adults are far from quiet. They ap-

proach and bark loudly, trying to repulse

the intruder. If this fails, the adults move

closer, circle behind, and attack.

They can be quite bold. While crouch-

ing with my ear to the ground at a den site

near Prudhoe Bay, I suddenly felt a tug on

my hair Turning around, 1 was eye to eye

with an adult fox. 1 jumped up and yelled.

But she (I assume it was a she) was not im-

pressed. She barked and snapped and bad-

gered me, not only off the den site, but

well out onto the tundra. I was glad that no

colleagues witnessed my quick retreat.

The first few weeks after emerging, the

pups' activities are restricted to the den

site. Beginning in August, their explora-
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Arcticfoxes are in some stage ofmolting

almost allyear. Their whitefur, grown

in thefall, begins wearingaway in

January. Graypatches appear in April,

and in May or June afox, right, quickly

develops its thinner summerjacket.
B Burton: Bruce Coleman li

tions take them short, then gradually

longer, distances from the den. By this

time, summer is fully in bloom on the tun-

dra. Arctic poppies, buttercups, and saxi-

frage splash color everywhere. More im-

portant to the arctic fox, eggs have

hatched and young birds are abundant.

The snow is gone; lemmings and voles are

fully exposed. As the young foxes wander,

they encounter and take their first prey.

By September the young are ready for

independence and the adults are quite

ready to grant it. When food is abundant,

dispersal away from the den may be al-

most imperceptibly gradual. If food is

moderately abundant, the adults may ag-

gressively chase pups away from the terri-

tory. When food is lacking, litters are small

and both adults and pups leave early.

Littermates may stay together for a

few weeks or months, but generally the

arctic foxes are loners. They may congre-

gate where food is abundant, but they

don't interact much; only shared food

holds them together. They travel literally

by following their noses from meal to

meal. If food is short, they survive on body

fat. Indeed, a well-fed fox has enough en-

ergy reserves to survive two weeks be-

tween meals. Initially, the search js lei-

surely but it becomes more desperate if

the fox goes hungry any length of time.

Not surprisingly, the leading cause of nat-

ural mortality in arctic foxes is probably

starvation.

During fall and winter, air tempera-

tures plunge, winds pick up, and the foxes

start to move. The arctic foxes' ability to

withstand cold conditions is extraordi-

nary. They can tolerate quite comfortably

any combination of air temperatures and

wind resulting in an overall temperature

not lower than —60°F. The hungry travel,

and the well-fed spend long periods lying

on the tops of snowdrifts, hummocks, or

ice ridges, sniffing the wind.

When storms hit and actual or wind

chill temperatures drop below —60°F, the

fox digs temporary dens in snowdrifts or

between ice blocks and waits. Body fat

sustains it. Even several days in a den will

not cause discomfort to a well-fed fox.

But these animals are rarely forced into

dens even by the worst cold of the Arctic

because of their most important adapta-

tion. They are covered in winter with a

thick layer of soft, luxuriant fur. Although

thick fur does not actually warm an ani-

mal, it creates a barrier to heat loss, slow-

ing down the rate at which heat passes out

of the body. As with most mammals, the

fox's blood flow is pulled away from its

body's periphery in cold weather, decreas-

ing heat loss and sequestering heat in the

body core. Mammals piloerect their fur

—

that is, stand the hair up—thickening the

fur layer and trapping more air among the

hairs to provide added insulation. They
also pull their legs closer to their trunk and

minimize the amount of surface exposed

to the cold. And if all else fails, an arctic

fox can increase its metabolism. Scientists

have estimated that it can withstand tem-

peratures as low as —95°F by increasing

its metabolism only 37 percent.

The adaptations of the arctic fox are

many and varied. Whether the foxes live

inland or on the pack ice, what they eat,

how many young they raise, and even the

length of fur on their bodies are strongly

influenced by their environment. In spite

of what appear to be great hardships,

these animals locate, utilize, and conserve

energy efficiently. In other words, they

survive in a place that would be unendur-

able for most mammals. Apparently, they

even find it comfortable.

A winter wind, not particularly strong,

moves petulantly across the tundra, slip-

ping into the marrow of a scientist. For fif-

teen minutes he has watched an arctic fox

approach a live trap. He wants to cage this

animal for the winter to study its energy

needs. There is no telling how far this fox

has traveled as it sniffs the faint scent of

bait on the wind. Now, after several un-

productive approaches from the side, the

fox approaches the trap directly. Eagerly,

it sniffs the bait but circles cautiously, try-

ing to approach it first from the side, then

from the top. Now it sticks its head tenta-

tively into the trap but quickly pulls it

back and begins circling again. The scien-

tist quakes with cold. "Come on, get in

there," he grumbles. The fox is patient,

careful. It wants the food but it is in no

hurry. It does not seem to notice the gentle

violence of the Arctic air. D
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Offices. The actual amount is subject to

local regulations and cash availability.
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The outer wall ofNandauwas, one ofthe largest ofNan Madol 's

artificial islets, stands eighteen to twenty-fivefeet high.

Jack Fields: AHer-lmage

The Megalithic Ruins

ofNan Madol
Archeology and oral history join forces on a Pacific island

by J. Stephen Athens

Mangrove trees and towering coconut

palms enshroud Nan Madol, the ruins of a

west Pacific island chiefdom that, accord-

ing to legend, met its demise more than

two centuries ago. The archeological site

consists of ninety-two man-made islets

built on a lagoon reef adjoining Ponape, a

volcanic island in the recently constituted

Federated States of Micronesia. Covering

an area nearly one mile by one-half mile,

the islets were constructed with immense,

naturally formed prismatic basalt col-

umns. Stacked horizontally on the periph-

ery of the islets, which measure up to 100

yards on a side, the columns form retain-

ing walls for loose coral rubble. For stabil-

ity, the higher walls of some islets rise in

double rows linked by crosspieces. The in-

terior fill, probably collected from the

nearby reef, is from three to more than

seven feet thick, enough to provide a dry

surface above the high-tide level. Nandau-

was, an islet with outer walls standing

eighteen to twenty-five feet above the fill,

was the crowning achievement of some
unknown Pericles of ancient Ponapean

society.

Because Nan Madol had been aban-

doned prior to the first Western contact in

the 1820s, no direct observations of life

there were recorded. But the American

L.H. Gulick, one of the first missionaries

to reach Ponape, wrote, "Till within the

memory of [Ponapeans] living in 1852,

the whole of [Nan Madol] was densely

populated, with the exception of the most

sacred spots." Two other early investiga-

tors—the Pole Johann Kubary, in 1873,

and the Englishman FW. Christian, in

1 896—conducted fieldwork and collected

stories about the ruins, corroborating pre-

vious accounts by captains of trading and

whaling ships and other visitors. It was the

German ethnologist and archeologist Paul

Hambruch, however, who was by far the

most thorough in his investigations. His

1910 sketch map lacks detail but remains

remarkably accurate in its depiction of all

the Nan Madol islets. In addition, he col-

lected names for the islets and other in-

formation the Ponapean people still re-

membered.

"Because of smallpox we have forgot-

ten much," Hambruch's informants com-

plained. They were referring to an 1854

epidemic that decimated Ponape's popu-

lation. Links in the chain of oral transmis-

sion were being lost. Luelen Bernart, a

Ponapean born in 1 866, saw the rich tradi-

tions of his culture disappearing. On his

own initiative, between 1934 and 1946 he

wrote and dictated a comprehensive his-

tory of Ponape, stating, "I have made this

book to serve as a reminder of the begin-

nings of all the great accounts of olden

times." Translated and edited by John

Fischer, Saul Riesenberg, and Marjorie

Whiting, the manuscript was published in

1 977 as The Book ofLuelen. Prominent in

Luelen's account are the names and ac-

tions of chiefs and other personages who,

by virtue of birthright, valor, or intrigue,

were at the apex of Ponapean society. Nan
Madol also figures prominently, for it was

the place where many of these important

people lived.

Luelen did not have archeologists in

mind when preparing his history, and

many questions remain about Nan Madol

and how its islets were used. When I began

research there in 1979, I sought to learn

what 1 could from oral accounts, while

also checking their reliability against the

archeological record. Luelen had died

shortly after World War II, leaving his

grandson Masao Hadley to carry on the

oral traditions. Masao, now approaching

sixty, became my principal informant on

Ponape.

I felt lucky to have Masao's coopera-

tion. Ponapeans often guard their knowl-

edge very carefully, believing that if they

tell everything they will die. Those held in

high regard for their knowledge of Pona-

pean traditions may also be reluctant to

see their status diminished as a result of

sharing too much information. Earlier re-

search by Hambruch and others may have

suffered as a result. Societal changes since

World War II, however, seem to have

tempered these considerations. Masao
was quite forthright in assisting an ar-

cheology project, and he has even gone on

to compile a written account about Nan
Madol.

Both Christian and Hambruch mention

the difficulty of finding Ponapean assis-

tants who would go into Nan Madol, a

problem that may have hindered their re-

search. Fear of spirits of the deceased was

certainly a major reason for this behavior,

but 1 think there was also the element of

respect. Commoners were probably reluc-

tant to profane a precinct intended for

elite personages. Nan Madol had been

constructed away from the main island,

perhaps purposely to symbolize and rein-

force the special character of the people

and the activities located there. Pona-

peans are now less reluctant about enter-

ing the ruins, but they still consider Nan

Madol a very special place.

Nan Madol was not a town or an urban

area, but primarily a place for elite resi-

dences and ritual activity. .Madol Pah, the

"lower town"—roughly the western half

of Nan Madol—is considered to have

been the administrative sector. Madol

Powe, the "upper town" to the east, was



Ponape, a volcanic island in Micronesia,

is about eleven miles in diameter. The

ruins ofNan Madol lie on a section ofthe

island'sfringing reef. An outer, barrier

reefencircles the island,forming a

protected lagoon.

Joe LeMonnier

the priestly sector. Oral accounts identify

Nan Madol as the center of a polity ruled

by a paramount chief who bore the title

of saudeleur, which translates as "lord of

Deleur." (Deleur designates a small chief-

dom whose boundaries are now uncer-

tain.) Early in their history, the saudeleurs

expanded their territory through conquest

to include all of Ponape. The names of,

and a few anecdotes about, nine of the sau-

deleurs are remembered, but the others

have been forgotten. Among those re-

membered was one known for his mania

for eating head lice; those who consumed

their lice rather than give them to him

were put to death. The authority of the

saudeleurs was absolute.

The downfall of the saudeleurs is linked

to the Thunder God. His temple, today a

large, low platform, was in the "lower

town" on the islet Pahnkadira, where the

saudeleurs resided. The story goes that

this god had an affair with a wife of one of

the saudeleurs, was cruelly punished, and

fled to the island of Kosrae, 350 miles east

of Ponape. In Luelen's words, "When the

Thunder God set forth for Kosrae, he rode

on his royal canoe and the royal canoe

sank for it was sinkable, so a sea bass

transformed a taro lower into a needle-

fish, and it was this wiiich helped the ruler

and skipped along with him over the water
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to Kosrae." There the Thunder God vis-

ited a woman of his own clan, who became

pregnant upon eating a fruit that he gave

her. Later she gave birth to a son,

Isokelekel, who grew up hearing stories

about the saudeleur's cruelty. Isokelekel

eventually brought an army of 333 men to

Nan Madol, with the intention of con-

quest. Posing as visitors, the invaders from

Kosrae entered the settlement without dif-

ficulty, and Isokelekel gained the confi-

dence of the saudeleur. Fighting subse-

quently broke out, however, and the

saudeleur was defeated. Isokelekel then

established a new political order presided

over by a high chief called the nahn-

mwarki. At this time Ponape disinte-

grated into three separate chiefdoms, and

Isokelekel became the first nahnmwarki

of Madolenihmw, the chiefdom that in-

cluded Nan Madol. Nan Madol continued

to be occupied for a time, but after the

sixth nahnmwarki, the residence of the

Madolenihmw chief shifted out of Nan
Madol.

Today we cannot substantiate the story

about Kosraean invaders through archeo-

logical findings, but it may be significant

that Isokelekel is not the only figure in

Nan Madol's history who was connected

with Kosrae. One of the corners of the islet

Pahnkadira is said to have been built by a



The islets Nandauwas. center, and
Karian, bottom, have high surrounding

walls and large, roofed tombs inside.

Narrow channels between the islets of
Nan Madol serve as transportation

routesfor boats and outrigger canoes.
J Stephen Athens



Early Ponapeans constructed the islets by

using long basalt columns, which occur

naturally on the island, toform retaining

walls. A loose coralfill waspiled within

toprovide a living surface above high

tide. On some islets the outer walls rise

above the surface toform high

enclosures.

Jack Fields; After-image
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On many ofthe islets are stoneplatforms

that once supported chiefly and priestly

structures. Photographed in 1910, this

meeting house on Usendau was probably

built during a nineteenth-century

reoccupation ofthe islet.

master stone fitter from that island. A
relationship between Ponape and Kosrae

is further suggested by the resemblance of

the ruins of Leluh, on Kosrae, to those of

Nan Madol. The two sites share a number

of characteristics, including the construc-

tion of artificial living surfaces on a reef,

extensive use of stone columns for wall

construction, placement of the settlement

in an isolated location off the east coast of

the main island, and a number of artifact

types. But there are also differences, in-

cluding method of house construction,

types of burial monuments and ritual

structures, and other details.

My interpretation is that the people of

Ponape and Kosrae share the same ances-

try but that isolation led to cultural dif-

ferentiation. While the two islands may
have been in occasional contact, as the leg-

ends of Isokelekel and the stone fitter sug-

gest, Ponape and Kosrae were probably

fairly independent of each other at the

time of megalithic construction. In par-

ticular, neither large migrations from one

island to the other nor major political links

seem likely, since Ponapeans and Kos-

raeans are not known to have had ocean-

going canoes at the time of Western con-

tact. Recent research by archeoiogist

Ross Cordy of Hawaii shows that Kos-

raean political unification, and probably

the megalithic construction at Leluh, oc-

curred at least several hundred years later

than at Nan Madol. This would rule out a

Kosrae-to-Ponape flow of people or ideas

as an explanation for Nan Madol.

The oral accounts provide a basis for es-

timating the dates of the overthrow of the

saudeleurs and the later abandonment of

Nan Madol. They name twenty-two nahn-

mwarkis of Madolenihmw, beginning

with Isokelekel, of which historical rec-

ords document nine since 1836. By cal-

culating the average length of reign of

these nine nahnmwarkis—sixteen years

—

we can project the time of Isokelekel to

about 1628. This, of course, would coin-

cide with the saudeleurs' demise. Since

only six nahnmwarkis resided in Nan
Madol, the abandonment of the site by the

rulers would have occurred about 1724.

This estimated date can be compared with

Gulick's statement that in 1852 some

Ponapeans could remember the time

when Nan Madol was densely populated.

Perhaps complete abandonment did not

occur until a little after the nahnmwarkis'

departure.

While oral accounts and historical doc-

uments can be of help in estimating the

time of Nan Madol's abandonment, the

antiquity of its construction can only be

determined archeologically. In 1963, the



A Ponapean carries aplate offish. In

prehistoric times,fish and other marine

resources, caught within the island's

barrier reef, were the main sources of

animalprotein on Ponape, although dogs

andperhaps chickens were also eaten.

Smithsonian Institution conducted ex-

cavations on the small islet of Idehd. In-

side its main enclosure, which has a six-

foot-high wall, is a small paved depression

said to have been used for keeping the

Holy Eel. Once a year priests conducted

an important ceremony there, in which

they cooked a turtle and fed its entrails to

the Holy Eel. According to Masao, the

rites were directed by the highest priest,

who "performed the magic of atonement"

for himself, other priests, the saudeleur,

and finally, all of the people. Over the

years a ten-foot-high mound of rubble ac-

cumulated from the cooking residue. A ra-

diocarbon date of A.D. 1 260 from near the

mound base, and of 1295 and 1380 for the

midsection to upper midsection of the

mound, suggest that megalithic construc-

tion at Nan Madol was under way by at

least A.D. 1200.

The feeding of the Holy Eel was re-

ported to be part of Apwonalap, or "great

boat consecration ceremony," which was

still celebrated at the time of the early

missionaries. Canoes, constructed with the

avid participation of whole communities

striving to outperform each other, were

launched and then distributed by the

nahnmwarki of Madolenihmv/ to individ-

uals in his chiefdom and to chiefs of the

other tv<o polities. Competing for prestige,

other titleholders also may have partici-

pated in such distributions. Although

Apwonalap was a religious ceremony, the

political connotations of such acts would

certainly have been of paramount consid-

eration. According to an account in Gu-

lick's journal for 1854, this was a seven-

teen-day affair, involving chiefs, priests,

distribution of food, kava drinking, com-

munication with the spirits, singing, danc-

ing, and the blowing of conch shells. Gu-

lick noted that "four of the five localities

visited during this series of days are

among those celebrated ruins [of Nan
Madol] , a fact I regard as somewhat sig-

nificant as to the origin and intent of those

curious structures covering so many
acres."

While megalithic construction was un-

der way at least by 1 200, there is evidence

of earlier habitation on Nan Madol. Re-

cent excavations on the islet Usendau by

William Ayres and Alan Haun of the Uni-

versity of Oregon document several stages

of islet building going back to the seventh

century, although the earliest fill layers

probably did not have massive column

walls. Radiocarbon dating of my test ex-

cavations on the islet Dapahu, where ar-

cheological deposits were found beneath

islet fill and below the low-tide water

levels, indicates an age of a.d. 232. Geo-

logic subsidence on Ponape is apparently

drowning early coastal habitation areas.

The above dates may be compared with

what is known of the main island. The

University of Oregon team took a swamp
core on Ponape that produced a date of

A.D. 227 for the deepest evidence of hu-

man cultural activity. Their work in one

valley also indicates that elaborate chiefly

architecture does not appear until after

1150, or about the time it is definitely

present at Nan Madol.

My own work on Nan Madol has been

limited to the islets Dorong, Dapahu, Dau,

and Kohnderek, which I have mapped in

detail. They differ from one another in

size and shape, wall architecture, and

other building features. Dorong is perhaps

the most unusual of these four islets. It is

constructed symmetrically around a natu-

ral reef pool, which, according to Masao,
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Others drink and watch as a Ponapean
manpounds kava root to make sakau,

a traditional narcotic beverage.

Archeological evidence suggests that

sakau had important ritual and social

functions/or the residents ofNan Madol.

I

was used for keeping and raising clams.

These were collected for the chiefs at ap-

pointed times and with appropriate cere-

mony. Numerous shell remains appear to

confirm the story. A walled area paved

with basalt cobbles is near a huge two-ton

stone for pounding kava; this may have

been the location of a priest's house or

some kind of ceremonial structure.

The most curious features on Dorong
are eleven tunnellike channels that run

through the coral fill. They can be ob-

served only at their openings on the islet's

surface; these are constructed with care-

fully cut coral "bricks" set between basalt

columns. One of the tunnels is much
larger than the others, and Masao believes

it was used to keep a "sacred eel." The
smaller channels may have allowed fresh

seawater into the reef pool to aid clam

growth. Without excavation, Masao's

statements cannot be confirmed, but

Dorong was apparently an important rit-

ual site.

We collected more than 1 ,000 shell and

stone artifacts and 500 pottery shards on

the surfaces of the four islets. The shell ar-

tifacts consisted for the most part of dif-

ferent types of adzes, bracelet fragments,

and rings (perhaps for ear decoration).

The majority of stone artifacts were

pounding stones, although grinding stones

(most likely used for making shell prod-

ucts) were also common. The pottery

shards astonished Masao. He recognized

them for what they were—the remains of

ancient ceramic vessels. But the prehis-

toric use of pottery on Ponape was not part

of his traditional knowledge.

While common in western Micronesia,

pottery has only recently been found on

Truk (440 miles west of Ponape) and now

on Ponape. The Nan Madol pottery, with

its simple globular vessel forms and occa-

sional notching on the rims, is not related

in an obvious way to any other known in

Oceania, although derivation from an ori-

gin somewhere in the southwest Pacific

seems likely. A more immediate question

is whether the pottery was contemporane-

ous with Nan Madol islet construction or

came instead from earlier habitations.

Dapahu, where nine-tenths of the sur-

face pottery was collected, was the logical

place to conduct test excavations. Since I

had begun to suspect that island subsi-

dence had occurred, I was not surprised to

find archeological deposits with pottery

below islet fill (dating, as mentioned be-

fore, to A.D. 232). The fill itself contained

concentrations of pottery shards that were

similar from the surface to the base; this

meant that the shards had been deposited

as part of the fill for the islet. The pottery

probably came from a nearby coastal site

that predated Dapahu's construction.

This finding fits with a pattern, common
in prehistoric Oceania, of early pottery use

followed by discontinuance.

In contrast to the pottery, most of the

surface shell artifacts do seem to be con-

temporaneous with the latest period of is-

let construction and use. However, all of

the islets tended to have the same kinds of

shell tools, and artifact types did not seem

to vary by location in any meaningful way.

From this I conclude that economic spe-

cialization is not in evidence at Nan
Madol, and it is one of the reasons why I

think that craft production was probably

not regulated by chiefly authority.

The most impressive sight at Nan
Madol is the great walled islet Nan-
dauwas, which rivets the attention of all

visitors. One of its cornerstones is esti-

mated to weigh more than fifty tons. Nan-
dauwas has been described as a fortress, a

place of refuge, and a place of deliberation

for the nobles. But its primary function

was as the burial place of the saudeleurs

and perhaps their families and other high-

ranking persons. The nahnmwarkis were

also buried there, at least until the early

period of contact. At the center, within

outer and inner enclosure walls, is a large

rectangular crypt. Its top is covered by



Children enjoy a waterfall on Ponape.

Although their culture has been

influenced by successive Spanish,

German, Japanese, andAmerican

administrations, modern Ponapeans

remain linked by oral traditions to those

who ruled their island centuries ago.

Jack Fields; After-tmage



eight narrow basalt columns up to eight-

een feet long and weighing about one ton

each, which could only have been pro-

cured with great difficulty. Between the

inner and outer walls are three other

crypts, smaller but still impressive. Ac-

cording to Masao, one crypt, which is

more like a hole in the ground, was a jail

—

"the place that held people who broke the

law or who were defeated in battle." Both

the inner and outer enclosures have ledges

that served as the sites, Hambruch was

told, for open-air burials.

The Nandauwas crypts (and those on

other islets) have been subjected to poorly

documented excavations and, in some

cases, to looting. The central crypt has al-

ways been a major focus of attention.

Many artifacts—large shell adzes, carved

shell bracelets, beads, even a gold crucifix

and a silver-handled dirk of supposedly

Spanish origin—have been taken from it.

The Spanish artifacts suggest Spanish

contact with Ponape before the 1820s.

They may confirm a traditional Ponapean

tale of a boat's company "who had such

peculiar skins they could only be killed by

piercing their eyes." Gulick observed that

these were probably Spaniards dressed in

mail. From 1565 to 1815 Spanish galleon

trade between Manila and Mexico was

substantial, and an off-course ship could

have touched Ponape.

I am just now embarking on a study of

the source of the basalt columns used for

the construction of Nandauwas and other

islets at Nan Madol. Traditional accounts

identify a number of quarries on the main

island of Ponape from which columns

were removed and then transported by

raft. Inclined planes of coconut tree

trunks were said to have been used to raise

the columns into place on the walls. Since

each basalt flow tends to have distinctive

proportions of trace elements, we should

be able to match the Nan Madol columns

with their sources. In a preliminary study,

David Mattey, a geochemist at Cam-

bridge University, has shown that a Nan-

dauwas column probably came from in-

land on the opposite side of Ponape from

Nan Madol. This place was not mentioned

as a quarry source in oral accounts.

The labor involved in Nan Madol's con-
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The central crypt ofNandauwas was the

burialplace ofthe saudeleurs. the chiefs

who once ruled all ofPonape. The

staggeringamount oflabor required to

build such structures is a measure of

thepower these rulers held.

struction is indeed staggering. Oral ac-

counts leave no doubt as to the social dif-

ferentiation that existed between the ruler

and the ruled. The power to command the

labor obviously existed. But does this

mean that Nan Madol was a personal

monument to avaricious, self-centered

leaders? I think there is much more to it

than personal ego. Monuments validate

and define the social hierarchy, justifying

the social system that built them in a way

that words and deeds cannot. They pro-

vide a symbolic means to reinforce and

preserve social institutions far beyond the

life spans of individual leaders.

We know, however, that the centralized

Ponapean chiefdom collapsed. Why? The

strong religious and ritual orientation at

Nan Madol suggests that the adminis-

trative authority of the saudeleurs rested

—or came to rest—on religious beliefs.

The lack of a more vital basis for political

integration may have left their chiefdom

vulnerable to the emergence of a compet-

ing political entity whose interests were

defined in more materialistic terms.

Charies Streck of the University of Ha-

waii provides an interesting argument for

how this might have happened. He points

out that there were especially rich la-

goonal resources (reef fish, shellfish, crus-

taceans) on Ponape's southwest side.

Other, nonmarine sources of dietary pro-

tein were very restricted on Ponape, and

Ponapeans are not known to have had the

technology for fishing beyond the barrier

reef. Near the resource-rich area, there

was an important regional political center,

dating to 1300 or 1400, which has been

documented by Joyce Bath of the Univer-

sity of Hawaii. In Streck's view, this sec-

ondary center may have evolved into a pri-

mary center as it sought to assert control

over the favored resources. I would add

that such a new center, by upsetting and

challenging the authority of the sau-

deleurs, may have figured in their down-

fall and the breakdown of political unifica-

tion. Speculation along these lines need

not discount a role for the legendary

Isokelekel and his invading force from

Kosrae, but it opens the door to a more

f'lndamental interpretation of prehistoric

-, "vests on Ponape. D
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Tiny Mallos gregalis spiders cooperate in

subduing afly much larger than

themselves. Asfew as three spiders may
be involved in an attack, but up to

twenty—drawn by the vibrations ofthe

strugglingvictim—may share thefeast.
Robert Noonan



Sociable Spiders
Given enough food and a hospitable environment,

even spiders—notoriously solitary creatures—
sometimesfind that it pays to stick together

by George W. Uetz

The common image of a spider is that of

a soHtary predator, aggressive toward

other spiders and even cannibaHstic when

hungry enough. Antisocial tendencies

have certainly had a strong influence on

spider evolution, as evidenced by the elab-

orate courtship rituals performed by male

spiders attempting to convince females

they are potential mates, not meals. None-

theless, sociality occurs, as a rare but sig-

nificant phenomenon, in about 35 of the

world's 35,000 spider species. The social

behavior of spiders is not nearly as ad-

vanced or as highly organized as that of

the better-studied social insects (bees,

wasps, ants, and termites), but it is no less

fascinating.

My interest in social spiders began in

1975, when Wes Burgess, then doing his

doctoral research at North Carolina State

University, asked me to accompany him

on a research trip to Mexico. Several ac-

counts by early naturalists and explorers,

including Darwin, had mentioned the ex-

istence of communal web-building spiders

in South and Central America, and Wes
had become intrigued by reports of group-

living spiders in Mexico. I was invited

along to provide some insight as an ecolo-

gist and, as I later learned, to help drive

over seemingly endless miles of Mexican

highways. The research that began then

continues today (although Wes has gone

on to study fish schools and monkey
troops) and is concerned with answering

several basic questions: What kinds of so-

cial organization can be seen in spiders?

How do individuals interact while living

together? How does the social behavior of

spiders enable them to "fit" into the envi-

ronment? How could sociality evolve in

such antisocial animals?

Depending on the species, social spiders

live in groups whose numbers may range

from only a few individuals to thousands.

Some small groups are made up simply of

a mother and her off"spring on a single

web; these groups last until the young

reach maturity and disperse to form colo-

nies of their own. In other groups, each in-

dividual builds its own web within a com-

munal framework, which, depending on

the size of the group, may reach immense

proportions. Spiders of still other, more so-

cially complex species live in communal
webs and nests, join together in prey cajK

ture and feeding, and share in the care of

young.

This wide range of social behavior and

organization is seen in spiders from sev-

eral unrelated families, suggesting that

arachnid sociality has evolved indepen-

dently several times. Despite their multi-

ple origins, however, social spiders have

some telling features in common. All, for

example, are web builders. Several biolo-

gists have suggested that the importance

of the web to the evolution of social behav-

ior in spiders comes from its role as a

dwelling that, under certain circum-

stances, can be attached to those of other

spiders. But the spider's web is more than

just a place to live; it is also a unique de-

vice to capture prey. Insects become en-

tangled in the web's silk threads, and as

they struggle to free themselves, they set

up vibrations in the web, informing the

spider of their whereabouts. Thus, other

biologists have suggested that the ability

of the web to transmit vibrations, which

spiders commonly exploit as a means of

communication during courtship, has pro-

vided a way of linking individuals in social

groups. Both of these attributes of webs

have probably contributed to the evolu-

tion of social grouping in spiders.

Social spiders also have in common
their occurrence in tropical and subtropi-

cal environments, where year-round warm
climate and abundant moisture have fos-

tered tremendous biotic diversity. This di-

versity has, in turn, resulted in ecosystems

crowded with many species—especially

insects and spiders. In such environments,

sociality may give some species a competi-

tive advantage over others, and it is proba-

bly no coincidence that most social spi-

ders, as well as many species of social ants,

bees, and termites, live in rain forests or

subtropical grasslands where climates are

moderate and productivity is high. This is

a happy coincidence as far as I am con-

cerned because it means that field re-

search on these animals can be conducted

in very pleasant places. During the past

several years, I have made many trips to

Mexico to study the ecology and behavior

of two social spider species, whose very
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different kinds of social organization illus-

trate the range of social spider life styles.

Orb-weaving spiders of the family Ara-

neidae are widely admired for their intri-

cate and beautiful circular webs. Closer

examination reveals these lovely geomet-

ric structures for what they really are:

finely engineered death traps made of

nearly invisible silk strung taut in an open

space. Some species of orb weavers are

solitary; in others—even within the same

genus—the spiders string their webs to-

gether, creating a communal prey-catch-

ing network. Individuals of solitary spe-

cies in the genus Metepeira, for example,

build two-part webs: a sticky spiral orb for

catching prey and, attached to the orb by

a signal thread, a nonsticky, three-dimen-

sional tangle of webbing, or space web, in

which the spider lives in a silken retreat. In

contrast, individuals of the Mexican spe-

cies Metepeira spinipes construct similar

composite webs but usually fasten them to

the webs of other individuals in permanent

social aggregations on agave, prickly pear,

or other plants.

In this maze of webbing, dozens, hun-

dreds, or even thousands of M. spinipes

spiders share a living arrangement that

has both territorial and communal charac-

teristics. Individuals build and maintain

their own webs and retreats and capture

their own prey, defending their space and

food with aggressive behavior. Yet ag-

gregations remain together for long peri-

ods of time and will rebuild the communal
web if it is destroyed. There is a high de-

gree of tolerance among members of this

species, and individuals taken from colo-

nies hundreds of miles apart will build

webs together. The social-grouping ten-

dency, however, appears to be somewhat

flexible: the size of groups and the dis-

tance between individuals within groups

vary from place to place. This variability,

and the combination of soUtary and com-

munal behavior exhibited, suggest that

this species may represent an intermedi-

ate stage in the evolution of social behav-

ior in spiders.

Within the communal web of M. spini-

pes, the spiders spend most of the day sit-

nng motionless in their retreats. In this

\iy they escape exposure to intense solar

radiation, which is reflected by the dense

white silk of their tentUke retreat. The ee-

rie calm of this apparent siesta is decep-

tive because the spiders are constantly

alert and will rush out onto the web in an

instant to attack insects when the signal

thread vibrates. In the late afternoon, rain

falls, the temperature drops, and the spi-

ders venture out on the hub to capture

mosquitoes and other small flies that be-

come active as darkness falls. The spiders

are active throughout the night, taking

down and renewing the sticky orb and re-

pairing any damage to the space web
caused by wind, rain, or insects.

Just before dawn—the most active pe-

riod of web construction—aggressive in-

teractions between spiders occur at the

rate of one per spider per hour. These dis-

putes spring up between the resident of a

particular space in the communal frame-

work and an intruder that has attempted

to build a web in that space. They are usu-

ally settled by ritualized combat involving

web plucking, web shaking, and grap-

pling, where fangs are open, but biting and

loss of life are rare. As a result of such con-

flicts, the location and orientation of spi-

ders' webs within colonies may change

from time to time. When dawn arrives,

disputes are settled, work on the webs is

finished, and the spiders return to their re-

treats. Thousands of hours of observation

have shown that the behavior of solitary

and communal individuals is essentially

the same, with the exception of territorial

encounters, which are usually limited to

spiders in colonies.

Differences in the size of M. spinipes

groups are related to habitat differences.

Where the environmental conditions are

harsh and prey availability is low, such as
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Supported bypower lines, thousands of Metepeira spinipes

webs glisten in the morning dew, left. These webs are strung

together, but each is the territory ofa separate individual.

The web of Mallos gregalis, below, isproduced

cooperatively by all colony members and is honeycombed
with retreats where the spiders live communally.

Robert Noonan

at high-elevation mountainsides and des-

ert grasslands, most individuals are soli-

tary or live together only in small groups.

In habitats of intermediate quality, where

rainfall is seasonal, the spiders are more
frequently found in aggregations. In moist

tropical areas, where the climate is favor-

able year-round and insect abundance is

great, spiders form immense aggrega-

tions. Some of the colonies in these areas

consist of 6,000 to 10,000 individuals; we
have recently found some that may con-

tain up to 100,000.

This habitat gradient is also responsible

in part for differences in the spacing of in-

dividuals within colonies. Spiders in desert

habitats are much farther apart from each

other within the communal web than spi-

ders in the tropical rain forest. Experi-

mental field studies have demonstrated

the importance of food availability in

determining the distance at which these

spiders will tolerate their closest neigh-

bors. Spiders were moved from sites with

abundant prey to prey-poor sites and mon-
itored for several weeks. Within ten days

the distance between spiders in these colo-

nies had increased by two to three times,

except in places where the food supply

was supplemented by piling cow dung—to

attract insects—around the transplanted

colonies. Apparently, individuals of M.
spinipes can tolerate other spiders at

closer range in areas of higher prey avail-

ability. This finding is further supported

by laboratory studies of spiders main-

tained in cages with different levels of

prey.

The flexible social spacing of M. spini-

pes can shed light on how social behavior

in spiders might evolve, especially when
this species is compared with others. Su-

san Riechert of the University of Tennes-

see has discovered that the solitary desert

spider Agelenopsis aperta, found in Mex-
ico and the southwestern United States,

also shows habitat-specific differences in

territory size related to food supply, but in

this species, the differences are geneti-

cally based and fixed within each popula-

tion. Spiders from prey-poor habitats de-

fend larger territories even when provided

with large amounts of prey. Genetically

fixed levels of tolerance or territory size,

based on the minimum rate at which food

is available during "hard times," are adap-

tive in the harsh desert environment be-

cause they insure that each spider always

has enough space to obtain sufficient food.

In certain other environments, such as

the tropics, where prey is superabundant,

evolution of more advanced social behav-

ior becomes possible. If spiders show

higher levels of aggression when they are

hungry and more tolerance when they are

well fed, they will occur more closely to-

gether in habitats where prey are more

abundant. In these places, natural selec-

tion will favor smaller territories and

higher degrees of tolerance because ag-

gressive behavior is costly—in terms of

the energy expended—and wasteful un-

der the circumstances. Over evolutionary

time, barriers to tolerance may disappear,

allowing spiders to build webs together

—

thus crossing the threshold from solitary

existence to sociality. M. spinipes, with its

mix of communal and territorial habits

and its variable social-grouping tendency,

has apparently recently crossed this

threshold or may be in the midst of such a

transition.



The communal Mallos gregalis web is

punctuated with holes that connect the

sticky surface to the interior. The spiders

spend the bulk ofthe hot daytime hours

inside, emerging to captureprey and,

at night, to repair the web.

Robert Noonan
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Simply having the evolutionary oppor-

tunity to make the transition, of course, is

not enough; the benefits to the individuals

living in a group must exceed the costs.

One obvious cost of communal living for

spiders is the time and energy spent in

frequent aggressive encounters. Another

potential cost is greater vulnerability to

predators and parasites caused by the in-

creased visibility of the communal web.

Among the benefits of communal web

building is safety in numbers. Biologists

have speculated that the mathematical

probability of a single individual in a

group falling victim to a predator is quite

low. For M. spinipes, this advantage may
be magnified by the vibration-transmis-

sion properties of webs, which seem to pro-

vide an early warning system against pre-

dators. I have seen many individuals,

apparently alerted by vibrations, escape

predation by wasps. Another benefit is the

increased architectural stability of the

communal web, which allows M. spinipes

to build webs in large open spaces where

solitary spiders could not.

In his ijook Sociobiology, E.O. Wilson

quotes an old Ethiopian proverb, "When
spider webs unite, they can halt a lion."

Although lions have never been observed

in spider webs, the saying holds a critical

element of truth: communal webs do en-
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able spiders to capture more, and often

larger, prey. Insects that strike a solitary

web may escape, but those that run into a

M. spinipes colony often escape from one

web only to ricochet onto another until

they become stuck. The result is that indi-

viduals in communal webs capture up to

20 percent more insects than do solitary

spiders. Furthermore, since the prey cap-

tured after striking and escaping from sev-

eral webs are generally larger insects, such

as beetles and bees, spiders in communal
webs may obtain as much as 30 percent

more prey biomass. For Metepeira, at

least, this increase may have tipped the

balance in favor of communal living.

Since the sticky spiral of orb weavers

like Metepeira can be built by only one in-

dividual, the social evolution of these spi-

ders is limited to communal groups in

which spiders attach their webs together

yet remain somewhat territorial. A higher

level of social organization is found in an-

other of the Mexican social spiders I am
studying, Mallos gregalis. This species

lives in colonies of thousands of individ-

uals, and unlike Metepeira, it is not terri-

torial, shows no intraspecific aggressive

behavior, and even cooperates in prey cap-

ture and feeding.

Mallos gregalis spiders, which belong

to the family Dictynidae, do not weave orb

webs. The tiny (5 mm) individuals live

close together in a mass of webbing pro-

duced by the efforts of all colony mem-
bers. This web resembles that of tent cat-

erpillars—it enswathes the branches of

small-leafed oak trees with sheets of dense

silk and is honeycombed inside with tun-

nels and small communal retreats where

the spiders live, often many individuals to

one retreat. The web's surface is covered

with sticky silk for capturing prey.

In some colonies, more than 20,000 in-

dividuals of both sexes and all ages live to-

gether and join in colony activities. During
*



In this Metepeira spinipes colony,

individual spiders and their orb webs

are clearly distinguishable. Also

visible are several small, triangular

white areas, which are the retreats in

which the spiders live.

George V

I

the day, most spiders are inactive, staying

in the interior of the web to avoid the heat,

although they will come to the surface to

capture prey. Activity is greatest at night,

when many spiders emerge to spin silk and

repair the surface. Web construction is, to

some degree, cooperative—some individ-

uals put down silk framework lines while

others lay sticky silk upon them. However,

there is no real organization of collective

activities and no division of labor among
individuals; jobs are performed by which-

ever spider happens to be in the location

where work needs to be done. William

Tietjen, of Lindenwood College in Mis-

souri, has studied Mallos activity with a

sophisticated computer-linked videoscan

system, which permits analysis of the

movements of numerous individuals. His

work shows that while activity in a colony

appears the same on a daily basis, it may
not involve the same spiders since the ac-

tivities of individual spiders are not syn-

chronized to any great extent. Thus, Mal-

los colonies, although highly organized by

spider standards, do not show the kind of

social complexity found among ants and

other social insects.

Communal brood care and nest clean-

ing are characteristic of many social ani-

mals, but neither is seen in Mallos

gregalis. Females lay eggs in individual

chambers in the interior of the web and

apparently leave them to hatch on their

own, as happens in many solitary spider

species. When they emerge, the tiny spi-

derlings join in colony activities like other

spiders. The absence of nest-cleaning be-

havior in Mallos seems peculiar at first.

Spiders meticulously avoid fouling the

web interior by going to the surface to def-

ecate, often positioning themselves so that



Robert Noonan

fecal matter falls completely free of the

web, but they leave prey carcasses behind

to be incorporated into the web as new

sheets of silk are laid down. Tietjen has

found that there is some advantage to this

seemingly unsanitary practice: mold colo-

nizes the remains of prey and apparently

gives off an odor that attracts more flies.

The fly attraction and trapping properties

of Mallos webs have been known for

many years by the Indian residents of Mi-

choacan, who named this spider el mos-

quero, the fly eater. Prior to the wide-

spread use of insecticides, the Indians

brought web-covered branches into their

homes as flypaper.

The manner in which Mallos gregalis

captures insects is truly remarkable.

When a fly lands on the surface of the

communal web, only spiders nearby seem

to note its presence. A few of them will ori-

ent toward the insect, but none approach

until the fly has become ensnared in the

sticky silk. A furious struggle is the only

chance the fly has to escape at this point,

but the vibrations produced by the buzz-

ing insect may instead only serve to signal

its doom. Burgess found that experimen-

tally induced web vibrations in the same

frequency range as those of the struggling

fly were the most effective stimulus for

eliciting attack by these spiders. More-

over, the communal web appears to trans-

mit these vibrations more effectively than

it does others.

The buzzing attracts the attention of a

large number of spiders throughout the

web, and they rush to join in the attack.

The first spiders to reach the fly, which is

twice their size, grab its legs or wings and

bite, inserting their fangs and injecting

venom. As other spiders arrive, the fly is

bitten in many places on its head, thorax,

and abdomen. Four to eight spiders may
join in the attack, but even in this on-

slaught, which requires split-second tim-

ing, the spiders themselves rarely get bit-

ten. Once three or more spiders have

contacted the fly, escape is impossible.

The combined action of venom and re-

straint by several spiders will subdue a fly

in, less than thirty seconds. Cooperative

prey capture in spiders such as Mallos has

probably evolved because it improves effi-
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A Metepeira spimpesfeeds on a beetle near the hub ofits web,

below. For this social species, the distance between neighbors

in a colony varies according to the abundance offood. Distances

are shorter in moist tropical regions, where insectprey are

numerous, than in harsh desert environments. Two spiders,

oppositepage, can be seen quite close together.

ciency and allows the spiders to go after

larger prey.

An attack generally involves three to

eight individuals, but as many as twenty

individuals may come to feast, feeding

side by side and packed so tightly around

the victim that only their posterior ends

can be seen. One indication of the rela-

tively high degree of cooperation and shar-

ing among these spiders is that individuals

that have not contributed to the attack are

allowed to feed. The key to understanding

how such behavior might evolve may lie in

the nature of spider feeding. Spiders re-

gurgitate digestive juices, then suck up

their food as it is dissolved. My students

and I have conducted feeding studies that

show that Mallos spiders feeding in

groups obtain more than single individuals

can. This is surely due to the combined

dissolving action of enzymes produced by

several spiders feeding at one time.

Prey sharing may be especially impor-

tant for juveniles, whose small size pre-

vents them from contributing in any sig-

nificant way to the capture of larger

insects. Some of the individuals initially

involved in the attack may leave without

feeding, thus allowing others to take their

place at the kill. Recent observations in

my laboratory suggest that this species

even engages in some degree of feeding so-

licitation. Spiders may leave the fly car-

cass before or after feeding and enter the

web interior, where they contact others,

which then emerge to feed. The kind of in-

formation exchanged during these en-

counters—perhaps tactile or chemical

cues—is not yet known.

Considering the advantages that group

living must impart to social spiders, one

might weU ask why there are so few of

them. To answer this question, we need to

recall that the usual habit of spiders is to

be solitary, cannibaUstic predators and

that for most, tolerance of other spiders is

against their basic nature. The circum-

stances under which natural selection fa-

vors tolerance, and thus sets the stage for

the evolution of sociality, occur seldom

—

only in certain environments where the

conditions are right.

Studies of Metepeira spinipes and of

Mallos gregalis have suggested that mod-

erate environments and an abundance of

food resources allow increased tolerance

of neighbors and that cooperation and

sharing improve exploitation of those re-

sources. These findings have given us

some new insight into the origins of social-

ity, suggesting how under the appropriate

circumstances, the rudiments of social be-

havior may appear—even in the most un-

hkely of creatures. D
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At the American Museum

Friends ofOrigami
When we first visited Alice Gray's

tower office in the American Museum of

Natural History some three years ago, it

was filled with cages of cockroaches, hairy

tarantula spiders, chirping crickets, five-

inch centipedes, and scorpions. We visited

her office again last month and found it

filled with butterflies, geese, alligators,

stars, dinosaurs, snowflakes, dragonflies,

and bunches of grapes—all made from

folded paper. Gray's office, which com-

mands a 270° view of Central Park and

midtown Manhattan, is the new home of

the Friends of the Origami Center of

America, of which she is vice president.

(We could still hear the chirping of her

crickets, which were discreetly hidden be-

hind a bookcase.)

The Friends of the Origami Center's

move into the Museum follows a long and

fruitful association between the Origami

Center and Museum.The Museum first

became involved with origami in 1971,

when Alice Gray, a specialist on insects

and spiders at the Museum, created a

four-foot Christmas tree for the Entomol-

ogy Department. The tree was covered

with origami spiders, bees, wasps, beetles,

and the like. The following year. Museum
trustee Mrs. Constantine Sidamon-

Eristoff" persuaded Gray to decorate a

twenty-five-foot tree in the Museum's
Roosevelt Rotunda. Through the Origami

Center, Gray enlisted dozens of volun-

teers, who spent thousands of hours fold-

ing every conceivable natural history ob-

ject for the tree. Each year the Museum's

origami holiday tree has grown more elab-

orate; this year, in addition to 3,000 ori-

gami animals and plants, there are several

origami dioramas, a vast mobile of ori-

gami stars, and a number of new, ex-

tremely complex designs. Some of the

most difficult take from two to three hours

to fold; among them are an archaeopteryx,

a housefly (one of the virtuoso pieces that

only a select few can make), an octopus,

and a new frog with individual toes. Such
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subtle details as toes can make the diifer-

ence between an average piece and a spec-

tacular one, and they are also important in

identifying origami animals or plants by

species—for example, distinguishing a

deer from an elk.

The other day we were visited by Mi-

chael Shall, a fervent young man who per-

suaded the Museum to house the Friends

of the Origami Center Shall, a passionate

believer in origami, is the executive direc-

tor and founder of the Friends of the Ori-

gami Center and, as far as we know, the

only professional paper folder in the West-

ern Hemisphere. (The Friends was estab-

lished to continue and expand on the work

of the Origami Center) "I spread the

word of origami like Billy Graham
spreads Christianity," he told us. "I be-

lieve origami will change the world. It is

an answer to the world's problems because

it teaches people how they learn and

makes them feel good about themselves.

"You can win anyone with origami.

Let's say you're in an airport and there is

a mother with five suitcases and two

screaming kids. You whip out a piece of

paper and in five minutes you've charmed

the kids to death and gained yourself some

peace and quiet."

Shall explained to us that origami was

invented in China (where paper was in-

vented) but reached the state of a fine art

over the past 900 years in Japan. "Paper

folding wasn't limited to the East," he

said. "It sprang up independently all over

the world. Samuel Johnson folded paper

Leonardo da Vinci folded paper Lewis

Carroll folded paper Houdini folded pa-

per People were folding paper in Spain

during the Inquisition. Wherever there is

paper you'll find people folding it." Shall

arrived at our office carrying an armload

of paper, but it was of the printed, not

folded, kind. He pulled out yellowed news-

letters, diagrams for folding a variety of

strange things, newspaper clippings, and

articles about the history of origami in the

United States.

The word origami was introduced in

America some thirty years ago by a

woman named Lillian Oppenheimer Op-

penheimer had become interested in pa-

per folding while caring for a sick child

who needed some amusement. She began

corresponding with paper folders in Ja-

pan, including origami master Akira

Yoshizawa. Meyer Berger, a popular col-

umnist at the New York Times back in the

1950s, heard about Oppenheimer and

wrote her up. Oppenheimer, who is still

folding paper in a large, sunny loft on

Union Square in New York City, told us

about the reaction after the column ap-

peared. "Everyone was after me. Agents
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wanted to represent me. Reynolds Wrap
wanted me to do something. Jack Parr got

me on his talk show, and then the follow-

ing morning the Today' show called me
up and said, 'When are you getting over

here?' From there I was on every major

and minor talk show in the country. They
practically pestered me to death." Not
long afterward Oppenheimer founded the

Origami Center of America, with her

apartment as its home.

The extraordinary contents of her

apartment, much of which belongs to the

Origami Center, will eventually be moved
to the Museum, and we were provided

with a preview of the collection.

Oppenheimer's goal was to amass ex-

amples of every origami fold known. Her
collection, cataloged and with diagrams

for many folds, is stored in drawers and
shirt boxes all over the apartment. Virtu-

ally everything, Oppenheimer explained,

is folded from one piece of paper, usually

colored differently on each side—no cut-

ting or pasting is allowed. Out of a random
box came a man pushing a wheelbarrow,

two drunks propping each other up, a fat

jogger, a pair of dice, an elephant, a wild

boar, a witch, and a satyr playing pan-

pipes. Out of another box came the ex-

traordinary creations of master folder

Eric Kenneway, a specialist in human
faces. From a square piece of paper, col-

ored black on one side and white on the

other, Kenneway could fold an instantly

recognizable likeness of just about any-

one. He had folded Richard Nixon, Fidel

Castro, two likenesses of Shakespeare,

Batman, Confucius, Charles de Gaulle,

Mao, Stalin, and an M.C. Escher-like se-

ries showing Lyndon Johnson's face meta-

morphosing into a bomb.

After packing up her boxes, Oppenhei-

mer told us why the collection was going

to the Museum. "As I contemplated my
death I wondered what was going to hap-

pen to this unique collection. I'm very

old—why, thirty years ago they described

me as a little old lady who folded paper.

Where would the collection go? It's a liv-

ing collection and I didn't want it to sit in a

basement somewhere. At the Museum I

know the Friends will take care of it and
see that it is shared."

Douglas J. Preston

The Friends of the Origami Center is a

not-for-profit, tax-exempt arts organiza-

tion committed to the sharing oforigami
around the world. For more information

write to the Friends ofthe Origami Center

of America, 15 West 77th Street, Room
A, New York. N.Y. 10024. Please enclose

a self-addressed envelope with two first-

class stamps.
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December Events

Three Exceptional Gems on Exhibit

The Central Asian Moslems of the Mo-
gul dynasty (1526-1857) prized precious

stones and commissioned their most tal-

ented craftsmen to produce works of lapi-

dary art. Gemstones engraved with pray-

ers were often sewn on the turbans or the

sleeves of garments worn by important

nobles. One such stone, currently on ex-

hibit in the Morgan Hall of Gems, was the

217.80-carat emerald called the Mogul.

SterlingCollege
Hands-on Learning for Life.

Rigorous academics requiring outdoor field work.

The Grassroots Project inVermont
One year of challenge.

The Rural Resource Management Program

With internship and A.A. Degree.

Box j • CraftsburyCommon • Vermont • 05827 • 802-586-2561

Inscribed with the Islamic date 1 107 a.h.

(a.d. 1695), it was mined by Indian slaves

in Colombia during the early Spanish co-

lonial period. Most of the Colombian em-

eralds, including the Mogul, were ex-

ported to Spain and from there to the

Middle East and India as trade goods. In

addition to the Mogul, an emerald crystal

weighing 667.14 carats is also on exhibit.

This crystal, which boasts a relatively

flawless form and deep green color, comes

from the Muzo district of Colombia, a

mining area that has yielded extraordi-

nary emeralds. A third gemstone on dis-

play is the 15.97-carat Burma ruby, from

the Mogok district of Burma. This cush-

ion-cut stone is exceptionally free of flaws

and has the "pigeon blood" color charac-

teristic of fine rubies. All three gems are

on loan from New York gem dealer Allan

Caplan. Caplan, a collector of fine gems

and minerals, has donated many excep-

tional specimens to the Museum. The Mo-

gul, the emerald crystal, and the Burma

ruby will remain on exhibit in the Morgan

Hall of Gems through January 13, 1984.

Habana: Antologia Musical

On Saturday, December 10, and Sun-

day, December 1 1 , a variety of songs from

different periods in Cuban history will be

presented in Habana: Anatologia Musi-

cal. Repertorio Espanol, an award-win-

ning theatrical company, will perform the

songs, including "Siboney," "Mama
Ines," and selections from Cuban zarzue-

las, or operettas. The program begins at
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3:00 P.M. on both days. Tickets are $4 for

members and $5 for nonmembers; for

more information contact the Education

Department.

India Month
December will be India Month in the

Leonhardt People Center. On the week-

ends of December 3 and 4, 1 and 1 1 , and

1 7 and 1 8, India's historical traditions will

be explored. Programs will include perfor-

mances of dance and music as well as lec-

tures on different aspects of India. All

events are free to Museum visitors. The
People Center is open on Saturdays and

Sundays from 1 :00 to 4:30 p.m.; it will be

closed on December 24, 25, and 31.

Cotton Club Mystique

On Wednesday, December 7, Ernest R.

Smith and Howard E. Johnson will lec-

ture on the legendary Cotton Club era.

Smith, coauthor of The Black Book, and

Johnson, who once sang and danced with

Duke Ellington's revue at the Cotton

Club, will show film footage of Ellington,

dancer "Snake Hips" Tucker, tap dancer

Bill "Bojangles" Robinson, and other per-

formers of the time. The Cotton Club Era
is free to all Museum visitors and begins

at 7:00 p.m. in the Kaufmann Theater. For

more information contact the Education

Department.

Joseph Campbell Lecture

Noted writer Joseph Campbell will lec-

ture on mythology and animism in The
Way of the Animal Powers on Wednes-
day, December 14, at 7:30 p.m. in the

Auditorium. This lecture is free to all Mu-
seum visitors. For more information con-

tact the Education Department.

Cockroaches

On Thursday, December 15, the Mem-
bership Office will present a lecture on

Cockroaches in the Auditorium. Betty L.

Faber, a research associate in the Muse-
um's Department of Entomology, will

give a slide lecture based on her studies of

the behavior of cockroaches, which have

been around since the time of the dino-

saurs. The lecture, which will begin at

7:30 p.m., is free and open only to Museum
members.

Aspects of World Drumming
On Sunday, December 4, Jerome Coo-

per will give a lecture-demonstration on

Aspects of World Drumming, using per-

cussion instruments from all over the

world. A founding member of the Revolu-

tionary Ensemble, Cooper has played

with many leading jazz musicians, includ-

ing Rahsaan Roland Kirk, Steve Lacy,

and Sam Rivers. Aspects of World Drum-
ming m\\ be held at 2:00 p.m. in the Kauf-
mann Theater and is free to all Museum
visitors. For more information contact the

Education Department.
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What Makes
Quasars Shine?
Recent research tries to explain the process

that fuels new quasars and revivesfading ones

by Stephen P. Maran

After more than twenty years of con-

flicting studies and theories, astronomers

are making rapid progress in understand-

ing the nature of quasars and their relation

to other objects in space. Quasars seem to

develop at the center of so-called host gal-

axies, where they produce enormous out-

flows of energy. Observations show that

quasars are more common in distant parts

of the universe than in the vicinity of our

own galaxy. Since the light from the dis-

tant universe has taken billions of years to

reach us, this finding implies that quasars

occurred more frequently in past eons

than they do now. Current studies are fo-

cusing on what energizes quasars and why
they occur less often today. The results so

far suggest that collisions between host

and neighboring galaxies are what make
many of the quasars shine.

"Quasar" is an invented word, short for

"quasistellar radio source." Originally,

the term designated objects beyond our

Milky Way galaxy that are strong sources

of radio emission but that appear to be

points of light, like stars, when seen

through optical telescopes. In the early

1960s, the first few quasars to be discov-

ered were known as radio stars and were

thought to be stars in our own galaxy that,

for unaccountable reasons, produce far

more radio emission than an ordinary star

such as the sun. Soon thereafter, astrono-

mers found that the so-called radio stars

were not stars at all and were located far

outside our galaxy; the term "quasar" was

then invented for them.

Studies with optical telescopes showed

that the spectra of quasars are dominated

by strong, broad emission lines, unlike the

spectra of most galaxies. This led to

searches with optical telescopes for new
quasars, the criterion being that a quasar

is a pointlike extragalactic light source

with prominent, wide emission lines.

Those searches revealed that for every

quasar that fit the original definition of a

quasistellar radio source, there were many
others that were pointlike but were not ra-

dio sources. (The term "quasar" will be

used here for both kinds of objects.)

A major step in determining the nature

of quasars was the verification of the cos-

mological theory of these objects, which

holds that as a class they are the most dis-

tant and powerful energy sources in the

known universe. As reported in "Quasars

Confirmed" {Natural History, February

1980), the theory was verified in large

measure in 1 97 8 through the work of Alan

Stockton, a young observer of extragalac-

tic objects at the Institute of Astronomy of

the University of Hawaii in Honolulu, who
found that some quasars are located in

groups of galaxies.

Proof that quasars are actually erup-

tions within individual galaxies, and not

simply objects that are located along with

galaxies in groups and clusters of galaxies,

came in the late 1970s and early 1980s

through the work of several independent

groups of astronomers who studied quasar

fuzz—the dim wisps, or halos, of light

seen around some quasars. In 1980, the

nature of the fuzz was uncertain, but since

then highly sensitive photographic ob-

servations, notably those by a group led by

Susan Wyckoff, an investigator of comets

and quasars at Arizona State University

in Tempe, have seemed to indicate that

the fuzz around certain quasars has the

shape and brightness pattern of large ellip-

tical galaxies—football-shaped aggrega-

tions of hundreds of billions of stars. An-

other team of astronomers, who used a

Palomar Observatory telescope to investi-
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gate other quasars, found that the fuzz

around those quasars has the spectrum of

a spiral galaxy, that is, of a large, disk-

shaped collection of both stars and nebu-

lae. Finally, a current major survey with

the 142-inch Canada-France-Hawaii Tele-

scope on the Mauna Kea volcano reveals

that fuzz is a normal, rather than an atypi-

cal, property, at least of the relatively

nearby quasars that were surveyed.

Until these recent, more sensitive ob-

servations were made, host galaxies went

undetected or were perceived only as fuzz

of uncertain nature because they were lost

in the glare from the brilliant quasars at

their centers. The main questions now are:

What are quasars? What makes them
shine? Why do they occur in some galaxies

and not in others? (In fact, they are found

in only a tiny percentage of observed gal-

axies.) We only have guesses and specula-

tion concerning the first question; the

leading idea among them is that a quasar

is a giant black hole that sucks in gas and

perhaps stars from surrounding space.

Should this be correct, then a quasar

shines because it liberates energy from the

approaching matter as it spirals in toward

the black hole. This explanation is not ade-

quate, however, because there may not be

enough matter available at the center of a

galaxy to feed a quasar and keep it shin-

ing. As to why quasars were more com-

mon in the distant past than they are to-

day, we also need to ask why the percent-

age of galaxies that contain quasars seems

to have dropped over billions of years.

A key finding in the investigation of

what makes quasars shine came in June

1982, when Stockton at Hawaii reported

on a study of three quasars that have

nearby companions. From photographs

and spectra taken with an 88-inch tele-

scope on Mauna Kea, he found that the

three companion objects are much more

compact than a typical galaxy but resem-

ble the bright central regions of galaxies.

This led him to suggest that the compact

objects are remnant cores of galaxies that

collided with or passed so near the host

galaxies of the quasars that the interloping

galaxies were torn apart by tidal force,

with only their dense central cores surviv-

ing. If this is correct, some of the stars and

gas torn from the interlopers may have

fallen into the putative giant black holes of

the quasars, providing fresh fuel to make
them shine.

At the same time as Stockon's report, a

team of astronomers under Gregory D.

Bothun, an investigator of spiral galaxies

at the Center for Astrophysics in Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, announced the re-

sults from the first of two studies on a qua-

sar called 0351-1-026. The three quasars

observed by Stockton are relatively close

to the Milky Way, as quasars go, but

0351-1-026 is even closer. It is the nearest

of nineteen quasars and related objects

that were discovered in one notable study

with the Einstein X-ray observatory satel-

lite in the late 1970s. The Bothun team ob-

served 0351-1-026, its host galaxy, and its

companion galaxy with the 1 20-inch tele-

scope at Lick Observatory on Mount
Hamilton, California, the 50-inch and 84-

inch telescopes at Kitt Peak National Ob-
servatory in Arizona, and the 1,000-foot

bowl-shaped radiotelescope at the Are-

cibo Observatory in Puerto Rico. The ra-

dio observations revealed that an excep-

tionally large amount of hydrogen gas is

associated with both the host and compan-

ion galaxies.

In December of 1982, the Bothun team

reported on their second study of
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0351-1-026, in which more sensitive ob-

servations were made than in the first in-

vestigation. In particular, the researchers

moved up from the 50-inch and 84-inch

telescopes to the 150-inch Mayall tele-

scope at Kitt Peak. Photographs made

with an advanced solid-state television

camera on the Mayall telescope showed

unusual "streamers of nebulosity" from

both the host and companion galaxies,

which are located about 23,000 light-

years apart, a distance that is less than

that of the sun from the center of the

Milky Way. The photographs even show

what seems to be a bridge of faint nebulos-

ity that may connect the two galaxies.

Streamers and bridges are phenomena not

found in normal galaxies, but they do oc-

cur in certain well-known pairs of interact-

ing galaxies—those that have had a close

encounter in which tidal force pulls stars

and gas out of each one. Like Stockton's

findings, these Bothun results again

strongly suggested that the near collision

of the host and companion galaxies had

stripped out matter from both, some of

which went to feed the quasar and make it

glow.

Unlike Stockton's three companion gal-

axies, the companion of 035H-026 was

not reduced to a compact core by collision

with a quasar host galaxy. However,

0351+026 is about twice as close to the

earth as Stockton's quasars. A small gal-

axy hke the companion of 0351-1-026

might appear to us as just a core, its dim

outer parts unseen, if it were at twice its

present distance. In any case, the evidence

from the Stockton and Bothun studies for

collisions that feed quasars, although im-

pressive, was limited to only four quasars.

This raises a question: Were these four

special cases or were they indicative of a

general pattern in which collisions of gal-

axies make quasars shine?

The Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope

survey, which revealed fuzz, also showed

that interactions or collisions between

quasar hosts and other galaxies are com-

mon phenomena, rather than unusual

events. The survey, directed by John

Hutchings, a world authority on stellar

spectra at the Dominion Astrophysical

Observatory in Victoria, British Colum-

bia, took advantage of the excellent opti-

cal qualities of a recently built telescope

and the exceptionally fine viewing and

dark skies prevalent at Mauna Kea. The

Hutchings survey revealed that of sev-

enty-six relatively nearby quasars, fuzz

could be cleariy detected in sixty-nine

cases, including quasars notable for their

radio and X-ray emission, as well as qua-

sars discovered with optical telescopes.

Most impressively, the survey showed that

78 Natural History 12/83



about one-third of the observed quasars

"appear to be interacting" with an adja-

cent galaxy. There is then almost no doubt

that collisions and tidal interactions be-

tween host galaxies and other galaxies are

involved in fueling and powering some,

and perhaps many, quasars.

All of the quasars studied by Stockton,

Bothun, and Hutchings are relatively

nearby objects. Host galaxies around

more distant quasars are more difficult to

detect because with distance, the size of

the galaxy as seen from the earth shrinks,

while the quasar at its center, so small that

it is just a brilliant point of light at any dis-

tance, does not shrink. Accordingly, the

tendency of the host to be lost in the glare

of the quasar increases dramatically with

distance. By the same token, since galax-

ies are typically fainter than quasars, the

distance at which even the quasar com-

panion galaxies are no longer detectable is

less than the distance at which we can see

quasars. Both host galaxies and the galax-

ies (if any) with which they are interacting

are accordingly hard to see when they are

far distant.

The question of whether distant quasars

are fueled by collisions of galaxies, as

some or many nearby quasars are, has fun-

damental significance. Ever since quasars

were discovered, astronomers have won-

dered what makes them glow so power-

fully that they can outshine an entire gal-

axy of hundreds of billions of stars.

Although the recent discoveries mean that

as many as one-third of nearby quasars

may be powered by collisions, we don't

know if the same is true of the more dis-

tant ones. One point of view is that distant

quasars—those that erupted early in the

history of the universe—were fueled by

accumulations of matter that developed at

the centers of many newborn galaxies as

part of the normal process of galaxy for-

mation and evolution. In that case, the

typical distant quasar need not have been,

and presumably was not, fueled by a

galaxian collision. However, over billions

of years, most of those original quasars

died out, even though their light is only

reaching us now. Although the original

quasars have faded away, the giant black

holes, which astronomers think constitute

the central masses of quasars, are believed

to remain at the centers of their host gal-

axies. Occasionally, when collisions with

other galaxies occur, the old faded-away

quasars are revived by fresh fuel. These

quasars would include the four Stockton

and Bothun quasars as well as many of

Hutchings's nearby quasars.

According to an alternative point of

view, since collisions may fuel many qua-

sars in the present epoch, the simplest as-

sumption is that collisions have always

powered quasars. In that case, the much
higher frequency of quasars in the ancient

universe could have been due to two cir-

cumstances: the galaxies, then in the pro-

cess of forming by condensation from
great clouds of gas, would have been big-

ger than present-day galaxies, presenting

larger targets for collisions; also, since the

expanding universe was smaller billions of

years ago, the frequency of collisions was
greater.

I don't know which of these theories is

correct, but apparently collisions can

cause the reincarnation of faded quasars.

Perhaps collisions even caused the great

abundance of quasars in the early uni-

verse. Future observations may confirm

either theory or, even more likely, uncover

new facts that astrophysicists will then try

to explain.

Stephen P. Maran is a senior staff scien-

tist in the Laboratoryfor Astronomy and
Solar Physics atNASA 's Goddard Space
Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland.

The opinions expressed in this article are

his own.
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Celestial Events

by Thomas D. Nicholson

All Month Three more planets join the

rush to the morning sky in December:

Uranus on the 1st, Neptune on the 21st,

and Mercury on the 3 1st. On the last day

of the month, all the planets are techni-

cally morning stars. Fortunately, the win-

ter evening sky contains bright stars

aplenty, for if we should depend on the

planets to make the sky interesting this

year, we would look in vain. True, Mer-

cury is an evening star most of the month

(and at its best position to the sun's left on

the 1 3th), but as luck would have it, this is

a very poor evening elongation.

The morning sky is something else

again. All month bright Venus is promi-

nently displayed in the east from about

three hours before sunrise till late twilight,

above Saturn until the 1 7th, then below it.

Mars is above both, drifting slowly toward

Saturn. It doesn't catch Saturn this

month, but en route it does close with and

pass Spica, the brightest star of Virgo.

The shifting positions of the three planets

are best followed from Spica as a fixed ref-

erence. Saturn's distance from the star

Venus, photographedfromManneT 10

at a distance of450,000 miles

changes little during December. Venus is

fairly close early in the month but drifts

away, passing Saturn in the process. Mars
is well above Spica on the 1st, but moves

steadily closer until it passes the star on

the 27th.

Above all, look for the planets on the

mornings of December 27 through 31 if

the sky is clear. These are the days when
the waning crescent moon is in the morn-

ing sky, and each day brings a new vista as

the moon weaves its way through the

group. Although you won't see them (be

cause they occur in daylight or below oui

horizon), the three planetary occultation

by the moon within three days (Saturn oi

the 29th, Venus on the 30th, and Uranus

on the 31st) are a rare event. They occui

because the planets are so closely gath-

ered in the morning sky. (The events de

scribed in the calendar below are given ii

local time unless indicated otherwise.)

December 1: The waning crescen

moon rises in the morning sky shortly afte

3:30 A.M. and remains past dawn. Its posi

tion in Virgo is a key to identifying Venus

very bright above the moon; Mars, above

Venus, reddish and dimmer; Spica, to Ve

nus's right; and Saturn, below the moor

rising more than an hour later.

December 2: The moon's changing pc

sitions take it east of Saturn by the tim

both rise this morning. Yesterday mon
ing's objects will look about the same, i

cept that the thinjier moon is below, rathe

than above, Saturn. It passed the pland

(conjunction) about 1 1 :00 p.m. last nigh|

close enough to cover it (an occultation) i

seen from parts of Europe and Asia.

December 4: New moon, in Ophiuchu.^

is at 7:26 a.m., EST. A solar eclipse begin

in the North Atlantic at about 4:41 a.m

EST, and the moon's shadow moves easjjfe

ward across part of Europe and Africa bAj
fore hfting off the earth at 10:20 a.m. Tb"'

partial eclipse covers a wide area su

rounding the Atlantic, including extrem

northeastern North America (where it

just ending at sunrise). An annular (rinj

form) eclipse may be seen along a narroji

path cutting across the Atlantic anil

through central Africa. Within this patl

the moon crosses centrally over the su
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but leaves a ring of the sun visible because

the moon is too distant for its conical

shadow to reach the earth.

December 6; The moon occults Mer-

cury for observers in eastern Asia.

December 7: Look for the new crescent

moon in the west after sundown in Sag-

ittarius with no bright stars nearby.

December 8: The sun sets earliest in the

mid-latitudes of the Northern Hemi-
sphere today; latest sunrise isn't until early

January.

December 10: The apogee moon (far-

thest from the earth) is a crescent in

Aquarius early tonight.

December 12: First-quarter moon (8:09

A.M., EST) rising about 1:00 p.m., is in Pi-

sces tonight below the Square of Pegasus,

until about midnight, when it sets. The
bright star considerably below the moon is

Fomalhaut, in the Southern Fish.

December 13: Mercury's greatest east-

erly elongation occurs today, but the

planet is not well placed for viewing as an

evening star.

December 14: The sun passes to the

east of Jupiter, leaving the planet to its

right as a morning star (it will become visi-

ble in the morning sky by late January).

The Geminid meteor shower, one of the

best of the year (about fifty meteors per

hour), should be good either tonight or to-

morrow morning, from about 1:00 a.m., or

when we are on the forward side of the

earth and meet the meteors head on.

December 17: Venus passes close to

Saturn at this conjunction this morning,

about 6:00 a.m., EST At their closest, the

two planets (Venus is by far the brighter)

are less than half a lunar diameter apart.

If you brave the cold and the early hour

(the planets rise about 4:00 a.m.) and if

you use a pair of binoculars, you should

see Venus drifting slowly to Saturn's left

during the hours of morning darkness.

December 17-19: The moon passes

Taurus as it waxes to full, just below the

Pleiades on the 1 7th (you may know this

dim, closely packed cluster of stars as

the Seven Sisters); above Aldebaran

(brightest star of Taurus) on the 1 8th; and

below El Nath (one of the Bull's horns) on

the 19th. FuU moon is at 9:00 p.m., EST,

on the 19th, and a penumbral lunar eclipse

occurs in North America. From about

6:46 to 10:52 p.m., EST, a partial solar

eclipse by the earth as seen from the moon
dims the moon's light slightly from the

normal brightness of full moon. You may
notice a darkening toward the south part

of the moon.

December 19: Can you pick out the

summer solstice in the sky? It's easy to-

night. Just look about five moon diameters

to the left of the moon at 9:00 p.m., EST,
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when it is full. The moon itself will be

there about two hours after midnight

tonight.

December 21: Mercury is a poor eve-

ning star this month. The beginning of its

retrograde motion today initiates a swift

passage out of the evening, and into the

morning, sky before the end of December.

Tonight's moon is worth watching to see

the twin stars of Gemini (Pollux and Cas-

tor) in line above it.

December 22: The sun arrives at the

winter solstice at 5:30 a.m., EST, and win-

ter begins in the Northern Hemisphere.

This is the shortest day of the year (from

sunrise to sunset) but not the date of the

earliest or latest sunrise (see December 8).

Since the sun is at the winter solstice and

the full moon (of the 1 9th) is opposite the

sun, that moon was virtually at the oppo-

site (summer) solstice. Perigee moon
(closest to Earth) is in Cancer tonight.

December 23: The bright waning moon
will spoil the weak (fifteen per hour), short

maximum of the Ursid meteor shower

eariy this morning.

December 26: The moon is virtually at

last-quarter phase (1:52 p.m., EST) when
it sets shortly after noon. It rises again to-

night shortly after midnight in Virgo.

December 27-28: Mars is in conjunc-

tion with Virgo's Spica on the morning of

the 27th, and the moon is in conjunction

with Spica and Mars on the afternoon of

the 27th. Watch the moon on the morn-

ings of both days from about 3:00 a.m. on

when it is up in the east. On the 27th, Mars
(higher and to the left) and Spica (the

brighter), are below the moon. On the

28th, after the moon has passed them
while below the horizon, they are both

above the moon. Not far below are Saturn,

Venus, and Uranus in line with the moon,

which will pass in front of all three during

' the next three days.

' December 29-3 1 : A busy three days for

the moon and the planets. The moon
passes in front of Saturn (at 11:00 a.m.,

EST) on the 29th, Venus (at 2:00 p.m.,

EST) on the 30th, and Uranus (at 1:00

p.m., EST) on the 31st. Mercury, in infe-

rior conjunction on the 31st, becomes a

imorning star. Unfortunately, only the oc-

cultation with Saturn is above the horizon

n North America, and that takes place in

laylight. But the view of the crescent

noon with the planets—ranging from

iright Venus, the lowest, through Saturn

Mars, the highest and dimmest—will

)e exceptional on all three mornings.

ulitor's Note The Sky Map in the Octo-

'er issue shows the evening constellations

nd stars for this month and gives the

mes for use.

Indian Arts: The Spirit World
Announcing the 1984 Calendar for Members of

the American Museum of Natural History

A magnificent, full-color calendar with some of the finest

examples of American Indian ceremonial art in the Museum's
vast collections. This large wall calendar is our most lavish yet.

Pictures include one of the rarest Bella Coola masks known,
an exquisite Pomo asket interwoven with brilliant feathers and

abalone shell ornaments, a rare painting by Chief
Short Bull showing the sacred Sun Dance,
intricate weavings, beadwork, pottery, and
more—all in radiant color. With ample room
for notes, birthdays, or appointments.

An unusually beautiful item

for your holiday gift list.

Special Members'
price is $6.75.

n Yes, I would like to order copies

of the 1984 Members' Calendar at $6.75 each

(add 50c for postage).

Name:

Address:

City: . State: .Zip:

(Please make checks payable to the American Museum of Natural History)

Charge my credit card (circle one) MASTERCARD VISA

Card No:

Exp date: Signature:

Members'

trograin

American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024

-J
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Art/Crafts

ALASKAN WILDLIFE DESIGNS IN JEWELRY including

loon, puffin, sea otter. Color brochure $1, Jay Greene.

Halibut Cove, AK 99603

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS: Northwest Coast Indian

masks, totems, graphics Eskimo sculpture South-

west Indian pottery, baskets, rugs, kachinas. Recent
West African pieces. Call or write for photos and data.

Priced $100/up. Box 5896, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413
(213) 789-2559

"Book of the Dead'

ed papyri

BROCHURE—showing speiimens -JiC
Gallery open bv appomtment only,

ANOENT WORLD ARTS LTD
Dept.N12. 50 W. 76th St. • N.Y. 10023

ART INSTRUCTION BOOK—Discovenng the joy of oil

painting, by Burtie Touchstone Welch, For those inter-

ested in oil painting and painting from nature, but just a

little shy about whether they can accomplish any-

thing—you can, you can, according to Ms, Welch and
she shows you how step by step, Day-by-Day Books,

Box 6376, Bossier City, L^ 71111 $6.95

AUSTRALIAN/SOUTH PACIFIC HANDMADE (by na-

tives) artifacts Tapacloth, shells, clubs, Kava bowls,

spears, feather and shell money, bark paintings, walk-

ing sticks. Tikis (Gods) 10' up, etc. $2 for catalog to

Grift's Graven Images, PO, Box 345158, Farmers
Branch, TX 75234

BATIK NOTECARDS, individually handmade, signed,

$2,50 each, 5/$10.00. 10/$20.00. all ppd. Specify

Chnstmas or general. BJ Batik. 221 Warren Place, Ith-

aca, NY 14850

MASKS FROM MEXICO, clay, wood, metal, straw, $35-

$75, request photos, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY
12754

MEXICAN INDIAN ART/CRAFTS, Masks; woven tapes-

tries; stone sculpture; pre-Columbian styled ceramic
figures. Authentic, High quality. Reasonable, Dealers

invited. Photos/prices: Olmec Imports, 735 Avenue
"W", Brooklyn, NY 11223

SCHOOL OF SACRED ARTS
I 38 East 36th Street

Ne'
Suite 5a

'York. NY 10016
212.685-1528

Classes forming for instruction by
noted teachets in Tibetan Thanka
Painting, Icon Painting, Gold leafing.

Medieval Manuscript Illumination,
and Jungian Picture Interpretation,

For information please call.

ORIENTAL FISH PRINTS—Gyotaku, the Japanese an
offish pnnting. Each print hand done, signed. Limited
editions, 11-X17', unframed, $16.00 ppd Send
check or money order to Original Fish Pnnts, P O. Box
4504, Annapolis, MD 21403

PINE NEEDLE BASKETS, museum quality. For prices,

photograph, send four 204 stamps: Box 564. Creswell.
OR 97426

RUBBER STAMPS OF NATURE. $1 .30 for catalog of
your favorite '«vildlife. Nature Impressions. 1007
Leneve, El Cerrito. CA 94530

!rF(ETV(ARgET_

idia from Pre-Columbian N erica—copper oiaderas unearthed

MexifD—probablj- used as nediun ofcxchan^ betu-een iJ»c Spanish

Tu-o basic shap«=^ about 6 X 4'^ angular—

$40.00 P us St-OO postage and insur-

Colooy
RO.Boi2SI.Ne» ron^-afc .Mass. 02160

Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors

Publicity, advertising, beautiful books. All subjects in-

vited Send for fact-filled booklet and tree manuscript
report Carlton Press. Dept. NHL, 84 Fifth Avenue. New
York. NY 10011

Books

ATLANTIS SOCIETY of North America: Bi-monthly

newsletter; books; lectures; research results. For in-

formation: Box—Atlantis, Wilton, NH 03086. Christmas
gift membership. $14.00

BOOKFINDING LIBRARIANS locate any sub|ect or title.

150.000 different titles in stock, indexed by author,

subject & title. "PAB". 2918 Atlantic Ave.. Atlantic City,

NJ 08401 or (609) 344-1943

BOOKS ON EXPLORATION, geography and natural

history woridwide. Wnte for free list (sales benefit The
Martin and Osa Johnson Safari Museum). Safari Mu-
seum Books. PO Box 481. Vermillion. SD 57069

FRONTIERS IN THE SOIL: The Archaeology of Georgia.

An excellent introduction to archaeology for young
people and adults, 1 1 1 pages. Color illustrations. $7.95
postpaid. Frontiers Publishing Company. P.O. Box
963. Chapel Hill. NC 27514

! IKMI'liMB
All publishers— all subjects: art history, biography, fiction,

and much more. The most complete catalog of bargain

books available anywhere! Write for your FREE copy:

Hamilton, 98-55 Clapboard. Danbury. CT06B1

NATURE BOOKS FOR CHILDREN: Selected from all

publishers by an author/biologist/parent Send $1 for

annotated catalog to: Wbgglebug Books. PO. Box
414. Dept. N. Ft. Collins. CO 80522

OLD. RARE. OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS. Natural history,

wildlife, astronomy, southwest. Send wantlisls for free

search today! Ramshorn Booksearch. 219 Monte Largo
Dr. NE. Albuquerque. NM 87123

'SEE THROUGH PEOPLE." 50 protections! Solve
problems. Enjoy love. $1 . Newlife. Box 684-TN. Boulder
City. NV 89005

THE EVOLUTION REVOLUTION—Join the debate—
Your tree reprint of the chapter summarizing the new
evolutionary principles (non-theological, creationist, or

extraterrestrial) from the advance manuscript now cir-

culating among leading evolutionists: R.L. Hall's "The
Significance of Catastrophe for the Evolution of Con-
sciousness ' Send SASE Evolution Press. 341 W 38
(10X). NYC 10018

Camps

PRAIRIE TREK AND TURQUOISE TRAIL Expeditions

(Boys 11-17. Giris 13-17). Since 1926 the Expeditions
have made it possible for young people to explore in

the mountains, canyons, and desert country of the
American Southwest Emphasis on environmental
studies, archaeology, native crafts, backpacking and
camping skills. For details write Thomas Billings, P.O.

Box 40451NH. Indianapolis. IN 46240 (317) 896-3842

Computers

LET YOUR MICRO-COMPUTER HELP YOU to beat the

odds Simulation of casino games—chemin-de-fer,

blackjack, craps, roulette and trente-et-quarante. Sys-

tems and strategies discussed. Also instructional au-

dio tape to help you get the best out of your micro-

computer, $29.50 check or money order to: Micro

Computer Expanders. Inc.. PO Box 21. Orange. NJ'

07051

Correspondence

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA. Make lasting friend-

ships through correspondence. Send age. interests'.

Free reply. Harmony. Box 89NH. Brooklyn. NY 11235

WANTED CORRESPONDENCE WITH MATURE
WOMEN about practically any subject, especially light

philosophy, nonesoteric psychology, relationships,

noncatastrophic personal problems, hopes, aspira-

tions, romantic longings, autumn leaves and flying

birds, rows of mangolds and tiny hopping frogs, phys

ics and astronomy on an amateur level, the languac

why we say "Aren't I?
' or practically any subject

your choice. I am a lexicographer by profession. Write

J- Edward Schmidt. 934 Monroe St.. Charlestown. IN

471 1 1 . No phone calls, please!
i

Employment Opportunities '
'

AUSTRALIA NEEDS YOU' Jobs! Big Pay! Transporta"

tion! Newest Handbook. $2.00. Australian International t
Box 19107-RZ. Washington. DC 20036 I |

AUSTRALIA—THE WORLDi 50.000 jobs! Big pay. A^ I
occupations Transportation. Latest reports, $2,0C

Jobworld, Box 681 -NH, Cypress, CA 90630
i

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle

tin lists environmental job openings throughout th:

US Free details: EOV, PO. Box 670. Walpole. N.

03608

JOBS- Colorado. Wyoming. Utah. Idaho. Montani

Computerized newsletter with over 200 new jobs eac

week Free details. Mountainwest. 925-G Canyon, L(

gan, UT 84321

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Wbrldwide Dire(

tory and complete information—$3,00 Internation,

Opportunities, Box 19107-RZ, Washington, DC 2003

TEACH HERE—ABROAD School, college opening'

USA $6 00, Abroad $6 00 China, Japan, Saudi, Austr

lia $6 00 each EISF, Box 662, Newton, MA 02162 «

Financial

"CASH FOR COLLEGE " New Directory describes 4(

loan, grant, and scholarship opportunities—plus

government programs $4.95. Unisearch, Box 1974

RZ, Indianapolis, IN 46219

CASH GRANTS AND LOW-INTEREST LOANS avc

able from nonprofit foundations! 340 sources/applic

tion instructions, $3 00, Fundsearch, Box 19107-R

Washington, DC 20036
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GET CASH GRANTS—FROM GOVERNMENT (Never

repay ) Also, loans available All ages eligible Informa-

tion, $2 (refundable). Surplus Funds-NH, 1629 K Street,

Washington, D C 20006

Foreign Newspapers

ALL COUNTIES BRIGHT AND BEAUTIFULI Devon life,

Shropsfiire, the Dales, Yorkshire life and more Interest-

ing annual assortment of best English regional maga-
zines $25 Things English, Box 235D, Waterbury, VT
05676

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS. 65 countries!

Sampler: 4/$2 98 Free Brochure Multinewspapers,
Box DE-20B, Dana Point, CA 92629

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off 150 Major compa-
nies Free brochure. Sobol House, Box 218-NH, Black
Mountain, NC 28711 (704) 669-8031

1-800-334-8174 Puts you in contact with Amencas
leading furniture mfg's at superlative savings, Barnes
& Barnes, Library for Fine Furniture, 651 S W. Broad
SI

,
Southern Pines, NC 28387 In NC call (919) 692-

3381

Gardening

"CATALOG OF UNUSUAL SUCCULENTS" Discover
the largest selection of weird and unusual succulents
—over 150 photographs of succulent crests, varie-

gates, living stones, and oddballs Send $1 00 today.
Free "African Button Plant" coupon included "Cata-
log of Unusual Succulents", Dept. 12, 553 Buena
Creek, San Marcos, CA 92069

Gourmet Interests

MINNESOTA WILD RICE. $6 00 per pound, prepaid.
Five pound minimum Floura Bros, Box 44C, Black-

duck, MN 56630

Government Surplus

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY" 950,000
items (including Jeeps) . . low as It on dollar! Most
complete information available—$2.00. Disposal, Box
19107-RZ, Washington, DC 20036

Merchandise/Gifts

FREE CATALOG, desk pen sets, free personalization

L.I Gift Center, 945 Hempstead Turnpike, Franklin

Square, NY 11010

HORSE STORIES FOR HORSE LOVERS mailed direct
monthly This Chnstmas give your favonte horselover
aged 8-14 a gift to encourage reading $22/6 months.
Horselovers Book Club, PO 1, Dept. A8. Redsphnqs
NC 28377

Miscellaneous

ELEPHANT GARLIC, elegant flavored, hardy Northern

crop, peels effortlessly, keeps 6-9 months, noted in

NY Times 10-6-82, $8 00 lb. Honey, our delicious

multi-flavored, raw, $4 00 lb. "Pet-Yeast-A P" total nat-

ural metabolic Flea/Tick control, highest nutrition

Yeast/Whole Liver, $12 95 lb Pnces include shipping

Rosseyas, 853 No Main St , Spring Valley, NY 10977

GORILLA SKULL, Lions, Baboons, Human skulls Inex-

pensive, excellent quality reproductions Send $1.00

for catalog (refundable with purchase). Skullduggery,

PO Box 1021-NH, Brea, CA 92621

INVENTIONS. IDEAS, new products wanted! Industry

presentation/national exposition. 1-800-528-6050 x831

MUSHROOM WALL POSTER Common edible and
poisonous species of North America Beautifully illus-

trated, scientifically accurate Money back guarantee.

Write for details: Dept. NH, Sea Otter Press, PO Box
2845, Seattle, WA 981 11

Music

RECORDS-TAPES! Discounts to 73% All labels: no
purchase obligations; newsletter; discount dividend

certificates. 100% guarantees. Free details. Discount
Music Club, 650 Mam Street, PO Box 2000, Dept. 25-

1283, New Rochelle, NY 10801

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repairing binocu-

lars since 1923 Alignment performed on our U S Navy
collimator Free catalog and our article "Know Your

Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel

Optical Co , Inc., 331 Mansion St., West Coxsackie, NY
12192(518)731-2610

LEITZ, ZEISS, B&L, SWIFT, BUSHNELL, NIKON Opto-
lyth, Celestron binoculars, telescopes and acces-

sories Send stamp for discount list Specify literature

desired Large stock Orders filled postpaid day re-

ceived Birding, Box 5N, Amsterdam, NY 12010

Post Cards

PORTRAIT POSTCARDS— Picasso, Einstein, Arm-

strong, Severini, Renoir, Wells, Gershwin, Whitman,

Frost Over 100 more Send $1 00 for catalog. Gang of

Pnnters, PO Box 908-NH, Salem, NH 03079

Real Estate

sstand. Athens, Greece

FREE! FALL-HOLIDAY '83 CATALOG! Over 5000 prop-

erties, over 2000 pictures! Values in every type of real

estate, many owner financed! From 600 offices in 43

states. Get your Free copy Now! Strout Realty. Plaza

Towers, Depl 5390, Sphngfield, MO 65804. Call toll

free 1-800-641-4266

GOVERNMENT LANDS , . . FROM $7.50/ACRE!

Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment! "Land
Buyer's Guide" plus nationwide listings—$3.00

Lands. Box 19107-RZ, Washington. DC 20036

NEW . . . FREE CATALOGUE! Top real estate values

coast to coast! Please specify type property and loca-

tion desired. United Farm Agency, Inc., 612-U W, 47th

Street, Kansas City, MO 64112 Ph. Toll-Free: 1-800-

821-2599; MO res. ph. Toli-Free: 1-800-892-5785

Ul



Resorts

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS. Virgin Gorda Delux sea-

side villas. Fully equipped 2 and 3 Br with private Bttis.

Spectacular view. Pnvate beaches. Hartley-Ruppel.

2213 Bond St . Pittsburgh, PA 15237

CARIBBEAN HIDEAWAY: Very small, very special hotel

tucked into a 30 acre plantation on the island of Bequia,

St. Vincent Grenadines, Wl Ten rooms, pool, beautiful

beach, snorkeling, hiking, photography, birding, ten-

nis: Wnte or call: Spring on Bequia, Box 1 9251 ,
Minne-

apolis, MN 55419 (612) 823-1202 or your travel agent

DRAKE'S ANCHORAGE, BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS. A
truly unique pnvate island, only 30 guests may share

the lovely seclusion of our paradise Water sports and
dining that satisfies the most discnminating taste

Rent a bungalow, villa or island. Contact Drake's An-

chorage, 121 lylount Vernon Street. Boston, lyiA 02108
(617)523-1778

TOBAGO, PRIVATE BEACH COTTAGES on working

cocoa plantation Swimming, snorkeling, fishing,

scuba from your front door Bird watcher's paradise.

Brochure. Charles A. Turpin. Charlotteville, Tobago,
West Indies

VACATION/RELAXATION— Birdwatcher's delight-
Peaceful, secluded nature lover's mountain retreat.

Cave Creek Ranch, Portal, AZ 85632

Schools

FREE—PARENTS' GUIDE. Over 400 pnvate resident

camps, summer programs and schools in US. and
abroad, serving children 6-16 Most visited by pub-
lisher. For guide and free referrals give child's age,
grade, interests, geographical preference and en-

trance date Established 1940. Vincent/Curtis Rm
216, 224 Clarendon St

,
Boston, MA 02116

Services

NECKTIES NARROWED TO 3" (or specify). Send three

ties and $1 2.50 to Slim Ties Company, Dept. Y, 44 Mon-
terey, S.F,. CA 94131 (415) 585-6100

Tours/Trips

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS SKI TOURS: Enjoy the
tranquil beauty of a northern winter amid undisturbed
lakes, forests and mountains. Cross-country ski vaca-
tions are five days, limited to ten guests, geared to all

levels of ability. Daily wilderness excursions led by ex-
pert guides Relaxed evenings in cozy backcountry
lodge Hearty meals, good company, and fireside pro-

grams with noted Adirondack naturalists. Adirondack
Ski Tours, McMaster Rd

, Saranac Lake, NY 12983.
(212)260-7685

"AFRICA: unusual, affordable. Kenya (from $1447, air

included), Tanzania Primeval Botswana, Madagascar,
Zambia, Namibia, Rwanda (gorillas). Forum Travel,

2437 Durant, Berkeley, CA 94704. (415) 843-8294"

ALASKA'S BIRDS—BEARS—FLOWERS 5 or 10 day
guided natural history vacations Sincere informal hos-
pitality in a spectacular coastal wilderness and moun-
tain panorama Experience 30 foot tides, prolific sea-
bird and manne life, nesting Bald Eagles, Brown Bears,
fishing, glorious profusions of Alpine and Tundra flow-

ers. Cozy comfort, gourmet meals Personal guiding. 8
guests only. Floatplane included. $1500 to $2250.
Whte for brochure. The McBndes, Kachemak Bay Wil-

derness Lodge, Box 956, Homer, AK 99603, Phone
(907)235-8910

BAJA CALIFORNIA GRAY WHALE EXPEDITIONS on
ship Qualifier 105 with expert naturalists. December,
February, and March departures. Elephant seals, sea
lions, gray whales, marine birds, desert island plants.
Outstanding natural history experience. Free bro-
chure. Write Nature Expeditions International, Dept
NHCBC, 474 Willamette Ave., Box 1 1496, Eugene, OR
97440

BAJA WHALE-WATCHING: 5 days/4 nights, Scam-
mons Lagoon February departures Contact Wilder-

ness Alaska/Mexico, Dept. NH, Hunters, WA 99137

(509) 722-3263 or 3264

BAJA WHALE WATCHING with Scripps Aquanum. Join

our naturalist to observe and study grey whales in their

breeding grounds—Magdalena Bay, Mexico Enjoy

beachcombing, birdwatching and mangrove lagoons.

Feb. 18-25. Scnpps Aquarium A-007, La Jolla, CA
92093

BEST OF ECUADOR. January 9-26, 1984 Galapagos
Islands, Amazon Jungle, Ouito Accompanied by two
faculty co-directors from Connecticut College and
Wesleyan University. Unique vacation and academic
experience Princeton Nature Tours, 282 Western Way,
Princeton, NJ 08540 (609) 683-1 1 1

1

CHINA BIRDING with experienced leaders. Other na-

ture tours in USA, Tropical Americas, Galapagos, Af-

rica, Israel, etc Free brochure World Nature Tours,

Box 693a, Silver Spring, MD 20901

"CHINA. Professional programs: biologists, doctors,

nutritionists, artists, craftspeople, etc Also. Exotic

tours. Forum Travel, Berkeley (415) 843-8294
"

EXPLORE ANCIENT HISTORY IN OUR SOUTHWEST
Anasazi, Hohokam, Sinagua, Salado sites Trips of nat-

ural history with ecologist. Learning Adventures, Box
214, Boulder City, NV 89005 (702) 293-5758

IndiS safaris in search of rare Asian birds and
mammals Explorations of remote Bhutan,

& NSPSI Sikkim, Ladakh and tropical Sri Lanka 10

to 35 day programs from S670 00 + airfare

HimAlA\<AM TVavcI. Imc.

PO BOX481-NH
Greenwich. CT 06830
(203) 622-0055 Toll Frs

GALAPAGOS HIKING AND SAILING EXPEDITIONS.
Small groups 1 984 Departures 4/19, 5/3, 5/24, 6/28, 7/
12, 7/26, 8/9 Options: Peru, Machu Picchu Inca

Floats, 1606N Juanita Lane, Tiburon, CA 94920 (415)
435-4622

GALAPAGOS ISLjANDS. Economic tours from $1666
including airfare. 8, 11 & 15 days Galapagos, all meals
Options, mainland Ecuador, Amazon, Cuzco/Machu
Picchu University credit available Joseph Colley,

Last, Inc., 43 Millstone Rd., Randallstown, MD 21133.
(301)922-3116

GRAY WHALES OF BAJA and more. The 'Searcher'

and the Qualifier '105' and whale experts. Biological

Journeys, 1876N Ocean Drive, McKinleyville, CA 95521
(707)839-0178

JOURNEY WITH WHALES along Baja California

aboard the 'Pacific Queen". Gray whales, elephant
seals, dolphins: island, lagoon exploration; superb bird

photography. 8/9 day expeditions December-April.
Pacific Queen'/Fisherman's Landing, 2838 Garrison
Street, San Diego, CA 921 08 (619) 726-2228; (619) 224-

4965

KENYA. 26 years experience. Individually designed
safaris. Contact Perry Mason Safans, Box 1643, Dar-
ien, CT 06820 (203) 838-3075

MOUNTAIN TRAVEL, INC., oldest and largest operator
of international treks and expeditions for hikers, climb-

ers and adventurers, China, Tibet, Nepal, India, Peru,

Ecuador, Galapagos, Kenya, Tanzania, Bntain, The
Alps, Alaska, and much more Very small groups Our
16th year of operation. Free 1984 Schedule of Outings
and Expeditions. 1398-H Solano Avenue, Albany CA
94706 (415) 527-8100 Toll Free (800) 227-2384

NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOPS: EVER-
GLADES, Great Barrier Reef, Canbbean, Africa. Small
groups led by professional nature photographers/bi-
ologists Underwater, bird and wildlife subjects. Uni-

versity credit available Contact. Director, Essex Ma-
nne Laboratory, PO Box 57 N, Haddam, CT 06438

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS: Es-

corted nature and hiking lours New Zealand/featunng
scenic National Parks plus the Milford Track Australia/

hiking the Outback, plus the Great Barner Reef. Indi-

vidual South Pacific itineraries designed. Pacific Ex-

ploration Co , Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 93130
(805) 687-7282

NEW ZEALAND WALKING EXPEDITION led by expert

naturalists. Visit Urewera National Park, Stewart Island,

Milford Track, Mt Cook Small groups November, De-
cember, February departures Free brochure. Write

Nature Expeditions International, Dept NHCNZ, 474
Willamette Ave., Box 11496, Eugene, OR 97440

PANAMA RAIN FORESTS with the foremost authonties

on tropical forests, the Choco Indians of Panama. Ex-

plore the forests and expenence the Choco culture,

ethnobiology, archeology, ecology, and photography.
Explorations, PO Box 2748, Ann Arbor, Ml 48105

UNIQUE KENYA CAMPING SAFARIS Individual ar-

rangements. Small groups. Bright Continent, Inc. PO,
Box 14649, Chicago, IL 60614

WHALE WATCHING AROUND THE WORLD: Sperm
whales/Sri Lanka, blue whales/Mexico and Canada,
Gray whales/Baja and Channel Islands, dolphins/

Carnbean and Hawaii, humpback whales/New Eng-
land, Hawaii and Alaska, killer whales/Canada. Sail-

boats, motor vessels, and land based Professional

naturalists. Small groups. Free illustrated brochure:

Oceanic Societv Expeditions, Fort Mason Center.

Building E-240, San Francisco, CA 94123 (415) 441-

1106

iin

"WORLDS FASCINATING NATURE & LEGENDARY)
CULTURES: Discover Latin America, Afnca Experi-

ence Asia"s mystehes, Europe's marvels. North Ameri-

1

ca's wilderness Also Mideast, Pacific Over 350 ad-

ventures, tours, walks, hikes, treks, safaris, speciahi

professional programs Forum Travel, 2437 Durant,

Berkeley, CA 94704. (415) 843-8294"

YOKON WILDERNESS UNLIMITED "Gentle Adven-i
tures"—outstanding naturalist onented northern wil-'

derness sojourns, river, mountain—special appeal for

older or inexperienced people—our 20th year—top

references—Box 4126, Whitehorse, Yukon, Canada
(403) 668-5244

Transportation

GOTHAM LIMOUSINE, "'Covering the Metropolis"

New York Shopping, theater, tours, airports. Finesfl

chauffered limousines. 328 E. 85th Street (NH), Newl

York, NY 10028 (212) 772-1610

RATES AND STYLE INFORIVIATION

$2.00 per word; 1 6 word ($32) minimum Display classi

tied is $200 per inch. All advertisements must be pre

paid. Rates are not structured for agency or frequency

discounts. All advertisements are accepted at NATU
RAL HISTORY'S discretion Send check/money orde

payable to NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market, NATU
RAL HISTORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79tf

St., New York, NY 10024. Please Include your persona

address and telephone number, issue preferred, anc;

suggested heading. Deadline— 1st of the month, twc

months prior to cover date (the January issue close:

Nov. 1 ) Camera-ready art is required for display ads. /,

tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be sen

upon publication
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The history shown in this block is all contained in the small square

ndicated on the chart above.

Wie chart is produced in full color.

If you think history is just a collection of dry facts, you

should send for The History Chart today. Because The History

Chart (34 inches high and 8 feet long!) is a fascinating 6000 year

chronology of the world's people and events to the present day. To
understand the wealth of information contained in the Chart, the

history of the United States is only 2 inches old over 8 feet of time.

Just ask yourself the following questions. Who came first,

the Romans or the Vikings? Did the Babylonian Captivity of the

Jews pre-date the Athenian Republic? Who brought the Greek

gods to Egypt?

If you don't know (or even if you do), you'll find that The
History Chart is a uniquely enriching educational experience for

everyone. The History Chart has been on display in the Library of

Congress.

There's no better way to see the panorama of human history,

archaeology, theology and mythology than The History Chart. It

even includes suggestions for further reading.

So fill out the coupon (or write on a separate piece of paper)

and send it with your check or money order for $19.95 (plus $5.00

for shipping and handling) today. You'll soon be enjoying history

as you never have before.

Please send me The History Chart. Enclosed is my check or money

order for $24.95 (which includes $5.00 for shipping and handling).

Add $15 for laminated Chart.

Name

Address

City/State/Zip

Mail to: International Timeline

2565 Chain Bridge Road

Vienna, Virginia 22180

Virginia residents add 4% sales tax. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.



Reading

Arctic Fox (p. 38)

Arctic Life ofBirds and Mammals, In-

cluding Man, by L. Irving (Berlin:

Springer-Verlag, 1972), deals with the an-

imals (including the fox) of arctic regions,

concentrating on their ecology and the ef-

fects of cold on their life styles. An Arctic

Ecosystem, by J. Brown et al. (Strouds-

burg: Dowden, Hutchinson and Ross,

1980, distributed by Academic Press,

New York), is a study of the coastal tun-

dra at Barrow, Alaska, a habitat of the

arctic fox. The book is full of details about

tundra ecology, coastal areas, and arctic

regions. Chapter 23 of Wild Mammals of

North America, edited by J.A. Chapman
and G.A. Feldhammer (Baltimore: The

Johns Hopkins University Press, 1982), is

"Arctic Fox," by L. Underwood. Also use-

ful, although more difficult to obtain, is

L.C. Bliss's "Arctic Tundra Ecosystems"

{Annual Review of Ecology and Sys-

tematics, vol. 4, pp. 359-99).

Nan Madol (p. 50)

PS. Bellwood has written two impor-

tant accounts of Pacific prehistory that

should be easily found in most libraries:

Man's Conquest of the Pacific (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1979),

which concerns itself with Southeast Asia

and Oceania; and "The Peopling of the

Pacific" {Scientific American, November
1980, pp. 174-85), which uses linguistic,

genetic, and archeological evidence to

trace the colonization of the Pacific dur-

ing the past 40,000 years. L. Bernart, a na-

tive Ponapean born sometime in the mid-

nineteenth century, began to compile oral

accounts about Ponape—narratives, tra-

ditional stories, history, and myth—in the

twentieth century. These records existed

only in manuscript form until they were

translated and edited by J.L. Fischer,

S.H. Riesenberg, and M.G. Whiting and

published as The Book of Luelen (Hono-

lulu: University Press of Hawaii, 1977). A
Residence of Eleven Years in New Hol-

land and the Caroline Islands, edited with

an introduction by S.H. Riesenberg (Ho-

nolulu: University Press of Hawaii, 1972),

was written by J.F. O'Connell and first

published in 1 836. O'Connell, a sailor who
spent about five or six years living in Po-
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nape (scholars do not know how he came

to be on Ponape, or why, but some think he

was an escaped Australian prisoner), was

the first Westerner to write about the is-

land. For an ethnographic study of pres-

ent-day Ponape's political and social or-

ganization, see S.H. Riesenberg's The

Native Polity of Ponape (Washington,

D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press,

1968). J.L. Craib's "Micronesian Prehis-

tory: An Archeological Overview" {Sci-

ence, vol. 219, pp. 922-27) provides a re-

view of the archeological research now

under way in this area.

Social Spiders (p. 62)

J.W. Burgess's "Social Spiders" {Sci-

entific American, March 1976, pp. 100-

6), a good introduction to gregarious be-

havior among spiders, focuses on species

living in Mexico that build large commu-
nal webs. Illustrations depict different

forms of spider social behavior, such as

how they catch flies and their response to

intruders. R.E. Buskirk's "Sociality in the

Arachnida" (in Social Insects, vol. 2,

edited by H. Hermann, Academic Press,

New York, 1981), a comprehensive, spe-

cies-by-species review of social spiders

and their behavior, represents the most

up-to-date research on the subject. Spi-

ders and Their Kin, by H.W. Levi, L.R.

Levi, and H.S. Zim (New York: Golden

Press, 1968), is an informative, profusely

illustrated nature guide primarily meant

for young adults but also recommended as

a good general source book for adult read-

ers. Spider Communication, edited by

RN. Witt and J.S. Rovner (Princeton:

Princeton University Press, 1982), brings

together a series of articles on the com-

munication system of the spider. Topics

covered include the significance and com-

plexity of spider communication; vibra-

tory signals (sensory reception and be-

havioral significance); acoustic communi-

cation and reproductive isolation in spi-

ders; visual communication and behavior

in jumping spiders; chemical communica-

tion; interaction strategies; social spacing;

foraging; and responses to prey. Well-

known arachnologist W.J. Gertsch wrote

one of the major books in the field, Ameri-

can Spiders (New York: Van Nostrand,

Reinhold and Co., 1979). This illustrated

natural history of the 3,000 spiders that in-

habit North America covers their distri-

bution, morphology, life history, and be-

havior. Among the topics discussed are

human attitudes toward spiders, as re-

flected in literature and mythology; rela-

tions of spiders to other animals; and the

life of a spider—from birth through court-

ship, mating, egg laying, and so on. Biol-

ogy of Spiders, by R.F. Foelix (Cam-

bridge: Harvard University Press, 1982),

a reference text on spider anatomy and

physiology, behavior, and ecology, in-

cludes a section on the social spiders.

Rita Campon

Arcticfox, in white phase.



There are places on earth that seem un-
changed since the seventh day of creation,
and it is one ofsociety's great dilemmas that
the spiritual need for these beautiful places
is as great as the practical need f6r the ener-

gy that may be hidden beneath them.

A respect for the environment has long
been an article of faith at the Gulf Oil Cor-
poration. Each year, Gulfpresents a Gulf Oil
Conservation Award to twenty individuals
and five nonprofit organizations in recogni-
tion of their dedicated service in the field of
renewable natural resources.

Now, it is Gulfs turn to acknowledge an
honor. The Outdoor Writers Association of
America has selected Gulf as the 1983 recip-
ient of its Mountain ofJade Award, in recog-
nition of Gulf's work, both practical and edu-
cational, "to preserve, perpetuate, or inriprove
the quality ofAmerica's great outdoors."

In particular. Gulfis proud to be the first

company to receive the Mountain ofJade
Award, and to join a distinguished roster of
conservation .organizations that have won
it in previous years.
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The Natural Moment

Liquid Sky

As trout fishermen know, many fishes

see pretty well. A few species actually

stick their heads out of the water to peer at

the alien world of air. Some fishes—those

of the Cayman Islands waters, for exam-

ple—have an easier time seeing what's

around them than others. But the fishes

with one of the clearest views of all may
well be the crappies and sunfish of north-

ern Florida's freshwater springs. At least

that's how Jeff Simon sees it, and he has

photographed under water in both places.

The water in the Florida springs, ac-

cording to Simon, is extraordinarily lucid.

It runs in underground limestone caves,

surfacing here and there as purified pools.

The narrow caves, with their soft, silty bot-

toms, can be treacherous for unschooled

divers, but the pools—packed with plant

Ginnie Springs, above and overleaf

and fish life—are warm (70° F) and safe.

Simon was filming at two such pools.

Peacock and Ginnie springs, when he de-

cided to take some stills. He put on scuba

equipment, a wet suit, and a stabilizer

jacket to keep himself motionless in the

water, then dropped down a few feet and

looked around. For a moment he forgot

himself because the water was so clear

that the fish above him seemed to be fly-

ing. A couple of them drifted, like wing-

less birds, across the limbs of trees.

Simon fought off his incredulity and be-

gan shooting. Then he pushed up closer to

the surface and turned his lens upward

(next page). A curious, but wary, fish

might glimpse this unattainable vista: a

shatter of trees, the soft blur of another

world's colors run together.

eacock Slough Photographs by Jeff Simon
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A Matter ofTaste

The Hoecake Perplex
Are fried corn breads, cooked over an open fire

and known by a variety ofnames, really different dishes?

by Raymond Sokolov

Over the last couple of months, it may
have seemed as if I were having my differ-

ences with this magazine. This false im-

pression has to be corrected immediately.

I remain the same slavishly loyal toiler in

the vineyards of Natural History that I al-

ways have been. And to prove it, I want to

take this opportunity to float an idea that

should bring my favorite monthly un-

dreamed-of health and prosperity.

From where I sit, in the modest quarters

of the Natural History test kitchen, the

magazine looks like a good prospect for

weathering competition from Pac-Man

and MTV and surviving into the twenty-

first century. But it could do more than

that. It could double its circulation and fi-

nally break into the drugstore racks if it

followed, at least in part, the example of a

really successful competitor. I'm talking

about Playboy.

Don't worry. I'm not suggesting we
start running nude centerfolds of play-nat-

uralists-of-the-month or suggestive photos

of fauna or flora. No, I'm thinking about

an adaptation of the column called the

"Playboy Advisor," which doles out coun-

sel to readers in an erotic quandary. Why
shouldn't Natural History create a simi-

lar department that would respond to

questions from readers troubled by, say,

manatee infestation of their marinas, by

some painful confusion over dendrochro-

nology or a lack of confidence in fern iden-

tification?

This all occurred to me on a torpid Sun-

day some months ago when I was catching

up on back issues of another favorite

publication, Dwarf Conifer Notes. As
many of you will already know or have

guessed, this is a newsletter principally de-

voted to dwarf conifers. Its editor has a

far-ranging mind and does not always
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limit himself to tiny trees. Not long ago,

for instance, he branched out into my own

fief, gastroethnography, with a learned

disquisition on the Rhode Island johnny-

cake.

Up till then, I had always assumed that

johnnycake was just another name for

corn bread and left it at that. Well, the

scales fell from my counter after I finished

the article in DCN (July 1982). It turns

out that johnnycakes are, in fact, a sort of

primitive pancake made with cornmeal, a

little salt, and water (see recipe below).

Their name may be a corruption of "jour-

ney cake" or it may come from "Shawnee

cake" and reflect an Indian origin. I prefer

the latter explanation, since I find the idea

of peripatetic pioneers carrying around

cold corn flapjacks in their pockets demor-

alizing, as, to his credit, does the editor of

DCN.
The Shawnee connection also has be-

hind it the evidence that some old Rhode
Island gristmills, such as the antique oper-

ation in Adamsville pictured in DCN, still

employ Indian corn. John A. Hart, an oc-

togenarian miller who powers his grind-

stones with a 1946 Dodge truck motor, is

militantly partial to the small, "whitish,

round, plump, and shiny" kernels of In-

dian corn he can buy from a few Rhode Is-

land farms that sow seed descended di-

rectly from the corn the Indians gave the

Pilgrims. These kernels are much harder

than kernels from the hybrid yellow corn

that most farmers adopted in the thirties,

and they grind exceeding small. Further-

more, they are said to have a special fla-

vor. Stone milling also reportedly affects

the taste of the meal. Different degrees of

fineness alter the end result so much that

aficionados during the golden age of the

johnnycake claimed to be able to identify

the source of the meal by taste alone. Con-

noisseurs still debate the proper consis-

tency of the johnnycake. Hart prefers

thin, "lacy" cakes. The editor of DCN
plumps for thick ones.

So far so good. A tradition lives on in

eastern Rhode Island. But DCA^ leaves the

high ground of objective gastroethnog-

raphy when it tackles the question of

cooking methods. The article quotes

Thomas Robinson Hazard's nineteenth-

century account, first published in the

Providence Journal, in which the author

recalls his grandfather's slave, Phillis, pre-

paring johnnycakes over a wood fire on the,

back of a shovel. But then DCN com-

ments: "I suppose hoecakes are distant]

relatives of Phillis's shovel johnnycakes.";

Now I am willing to believe that Rhode
Island cornmeal is a world unto itself. But'

I cannot believe that hoecakes, which re-

search in cookbooks shows are made fromj

a basic batter identical to johnnycake bat-

ter, are "distant" in any way at all froi

johnnycakes.

This is where the advice to the foodlorri

comes in.

If you are like me. Dear Reader, you

have thought all these years that johnny^;

cakes, hoecakes, ashcakes, spidercakesi]

and corn pones were each a separate dish.)

each enriching the heritage of the Amerij

can kitchen in its own way. And if you arei

like me, you have despaired of keeping

them all straight. This is the moment tci

put away your pone Angst. They are all, ii-

every essential feature, the same.

Some people's recipes add milk, some

add eggs, some put in baking powder. Bu=

these are mere fancifications of the ur-rec.

ipe for fried corncakes, whatever they arti

called. The real differences are only dif

ferences of nomenclature and minor ad
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John A. Hart (left) powers his grindstone with a 1 946 Dodge truck motor.
Dwart Conifer Notes

aptations of method that permitted cooks

to fry the cakes over open fires.

What the well-advised cook should con-

template, while whipping up ashcakes in a

modern skillet over a modern stove

burner, is the original situation of early

American cooks, not to mention Indians,

who managed to fry on improvised sur-

faces such as shovels or hoes. Thoreau at

Walden testifies that he made Indian

meal hoecakes "before my fire out of

doors on a shingle or the end of a stick of

timber sawed off" in building my house:

but it was wont to get smoked and to have

a piny flavor."

Ashcakes are self-explanatory. Spider-

cakes were perhaps an advance over the

original method, being fried in a spider, a

metal frying pan with stubby legs that

could be set right in a cooking fire. Corn

pones, however prepared, were and are

johnnycakes with a name derived from the

Indian word apone.

In essence, then, we have been talking

about fried corn bread, thrown together

from nothing but cornmeal, water, and

salt and cooked over an open fire. In other

words, no modern hoecakes (or precious

few) are authentic, because the flavor of a

wood or coal fire has not permeated them.

But even range-top spidercakes fried on

Teflon should give us some idea of how
people provided themselves with bread in

primitive conditions. What is usually

called corn bread today (as well as the

molded com bread called corn muffins) is

merely a further enhancement of the origi-

nal johnnycake adapted for the oven with

1 richer panoply of ingredients.

Every single one of these "com breads"

also solves the same fundamental problem

faced by bakers of cornmeal everywhere,

from Adamsville to Oaxaca: how to make
bread with a grain that does not have

wheat's glutinous elasticity, a grain that

won't rise optimally, even when combined

with yeast. The solutions worked out all

over the Americas are multifarious and

delicious. In this country, the highest form

of com bread is a cryptosouffle, an air>

pudding puffed up with eggs and called

spoon bread.

Next question?

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe

cial interest is the history andpreparatior,

offood.

Spoon Bread

(Adapted from Four Great Southern

Cooks, DuBose Publishing, Atlanta, Ga.)

2 cups milk

Vi cup white cornmeal

3 tablespoons butter

1 teaspoon salt

3 eggs

1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees.

2. Pour the milk into a saucepan and
place over medium heat.

3. Slowly stir in the cornmeal and cook

until the mixture thickens, stirring oc-

casionally to prevent sticking.

4. Add the butter and salt. Remove from

heat and set aside to cool for 1 5 min-

utes.

5. Butter a 6-cup casserole or souffle

dish.

6. Beat the eggs lightly. Then beat them
into the cornmeal mixture until fully

incorporated.

7. Pour into the buttered casserole or

souffle dish and bake in the preheated

oven for 35 to 40 minutes, or until the

bread is well risen and the top is lightly

browned. Serve immediately, as an ac-

companiment to pork chops, ham, or

to other traditional Southern main

courses.

Yield: 4 to 6 servings

Rhode Island Johnnycakes

(Adapted from The American Heritage

Cookbook, American Heritage

Publishing Company)

1 cup stone-ground white cornmeal

1 teaspoon salt

1 teaspoon sugar (optional)

Butter and maple syrup

1. Combine cornmeal, salt, and sugar, if

used, in a mixing bowl.

2. Bring 1 Vt cups water to the boil and stir

into cornmeal mixture, gradually, until

smooth.

3. Grease a griddle or heavy skillet and

set over moderate heat.

4. Drop the batter by tablespoons onto

the hot skillet and fry for 6 minutes.

Flip the johnnycakes over and cook for

5 minutes. Serve hot, with butter and

maple syrup.

Note: To make the thin, "lacy" variety, di-

lute the batter with Vi cup milk or water.

!

Yield: 8 to 1 johnnycakes
|
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Just aword about
the price ofThe Glenlivet

Preposterous.

Is the premium we place

on The Glenlivet really so out-

landish? No more so than the

premium placed on great vintage

wines and fine champagne
cognacs. The reason? Taste. Just

one sip and you'll know that

The Glenlivet has a taste that's

without equal.

The Glenlivet is

Scotland's first and finest single

malt Scotch, fi-om Scotland's

oldest licensed distillery. And,
just as it always has been, this

100% Highland malt whisky is

distilled fi-om natural spring

water and fine malt barley,

then aged in oaken casks.

Only The Glenlivet's

time-honored methods can
achieve this unequaled taste.

A taste that sets us apart. Its

smoothness, body and bouquet

are qualities found only in this

unique Scotch.

Of course, some people

may still insist that The Glenlivet

is too expensive. We have just

one word to say about that.

Preposterous!

The Glenlivet
12-year-old unblended Scotch.

About $20 the bottle.

i983. IMPORTtD BY THE GlfNUVET DISTIUJNG CO.
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